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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

lfr^ff^ffiy^.7^ffl?T,iJ?^ifrr.lJ?r.l.7r.lfr^iTifi^^

TO THE CONSUMER OF VENEERS:
The quality of your goods is measured not alone by the face veneers you use. They may be of the finest

texture, the most beautifully figured, but if your Co.'es and Crossbanding are not up to standard; if they

are warped, unevenly manufactured, not thoroughly dry, your goods may be seemingly perfect when
they leave the factory, but in time the ultimate consumer—the Great American Public—will have just

cause for complaint

—

Backed by a reputation of thirty years, we offer you

ROTARY GUM CORE STOCK, CROSSBANDING,

BUILT-UP PANELS and DRAWER BOTTOMS
worthy of the finest furniture and trim

We cut and dry our stock scientifically—crate so staunchly that the goods reach you in perfect condi-

tion—furnish you with the only grade we know

—

Golden Rule Quality.

Chicago Office
GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg The Anderson-TuUy Company

MEMPHIS, TE^

QUALITY MEANS ECONOMY

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office n/II7l\/IDI_IIC TCIVIMFRANK B. LANE. Houseman Bldg MEMPHIS, TENN

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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NEW
54.1n.

Standard
Band
Resaw

Fast Feed—Smooth Sawing
^^«»K

Jeanerette, La., Jan. 1, 1917.

Gentlemen: Relative to the New Standard 54-in. Band Resaw. Same is

giving excellent satisfaction. We are sawing 4/4 random width Cypress and
Tupelo at an average speed of 90 feet per minute, and '/i" x 6" bevel siding at

120 feet per minute, and it is doing nice, smooth work.

^ Jeanerette Lbr. & Shingle Co.

Wm. B. Mershon & Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber
and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and
seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

service ; — these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
IKCOItFOBATED

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
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"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan .*.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W.D.Young 6? Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hard\vood Lumber
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

i»
TTT" 7X T^ XT
LU^DiNcTTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN. Chicago RepresentatiTe

C77x« §TEARNSSALT £r LUMBER CO.

LudingtohMich.

>iiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii(]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiii[.:<

William Horner

Manufacturer of

"Smoothest"
MAPLE, BEECH 6? BIRCH

FLOORING

MILLS :
''

an. Reed City, Mich.Reed City
Xeicberry, Mich.

g Sole European Sales Agents: TICKLE BELL & CO. |
= Royal Liver BIdg., Liverpool, England g
I i

<«]miiinioiiiiiiiiiii[}iiiiiiiiiiMt]Miiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiit)iiiiniiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]niiiiiiiiioii^^^^^ ?
All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CHICAGO
The Largest Lumber Center in the World

iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiSiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii];;ffliiiiiiiiiiii^

10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

"The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

2452 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

SAVE TOUR MONEY BY USING THE

RED BOOK
Published Semi-annuaUy

in February and August

It contains a carefuny prepared list of the buyers of lum-

ber in car lots, both among the dealers ajid manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United State*, AJberta,

Manitoba and Saakatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on tue line it covers.

A well organized Collection Depaltment Is alec oper-
ated and the same Is open to you Write lor torms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
608 ^^ T>eartK>m St.

CHICAGO Mention Thu Paper

Establlihed

1878
an .Inhn St.

NEW YORK CITT

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is tha
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our poUshed surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, wltb
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laylnr and poUshlnf,

Our BookUt telU all ahout BarAwtoi Floorinf
*n4 how to car* for it—alto prtoM

—

and it free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
«r« freqaent
«2c«pk wber*
oar

two Piece
Oeometrictl
Btrl«r Coin

ts In nse. tben
Ualt»tk>n Isn't
poMlble.
Sample tf 700
*ak for It.

Sc 0. CHILDS
< CO.

"' <;blcato

W« Uso Dn&ke

SteoatUazid
LocHiMBiitm.

^41

gmiiiMii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimmiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM^^^

I
Utley-HoUoway

|

Company
I General Offices. Ill W. Washingten St. |

gm iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiig

|PREPAREDNESS|
I for coining good times will make you |

I Send cs youb inqdiblbs fob |

I
spe'ciaitieeOak, Guiii, Cyprcss I

Manufacturers

Oak, Ash, CotUnwood, Elm, Gum
| |

CLARENCE BOYLE, Inc.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
BAND scrubs

I Helena, Arkansas Kanenut, Axkanaaa
|

'fiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiimmmii iiiiiimm'

WHOLESALE LUMBER
I LUMBER EXCHANGE BLDQ. 1
i Yard, at niAIC S.C:C% Band Saw HIU I

I Forest Mill. ^»^1V..^W1\^ WildsvUlo. La. |
^m[iiii[iii]ii]i]iiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiili]iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ni!iiiiiiiii[tiiiiii ifii iiiiii^

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region -vhere

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,

MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
aiid the East. It's the BEST sables

medtvam for ha.rdwood l\imber.

for VENEER
No checks or

splits. Enor-
mous output.

Low labor cost.

The Philaaelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Philadelphia
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An invitalion lo

cozy good fellow-

ship that would be

trilled by any other

wood than oal^ .

Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-
bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence
offers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,
hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oak's reliability and
it is now being demonstrated that it will be completely sold on oak as a
superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed
by the leading oak manufacturers of the country who are standing
behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the
real possibilities of this wonderful wood are. Do you know how directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak would affect your business?
You should post yourself now because the real results are just begin-
ning to show.

Write now to any manufacturer on the opposite page, or

OAK INFORMATION BUREAU
537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

All Three of Ui Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twenlieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

be enjoyed because

it can be seen—
contrasts that blend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABAMA

c—Cromwell Hardwood Luinbe'- Cu., Montcomery.

ARKANSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company. Blissville. (See page 40.)
Paepcke Leicht Lbr. Co., BIytheville and Helena. (See
page —.)

Crittenden Lumber Company. Crittenden,
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwonci Company, Helena,
b—Little Rock Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Little Rock.

(See page 8.)

Miller Lumber Company, Marianna.
Edgar Lumber Company. Wesson.

ILLINOIS
a. b. c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co.. Chicago.
Utiey-Holloway Lumber Company, Conway Bldg.. Chicago.

(See page 5.)
INDIANA

Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 12.)
(—^Bedtia Youiik Lumber runiiianv. Greensburg.
Chas. H. Barnaby. Greencastle. (See page —.)

J. V. Stimson, Huntingburg. (See page 52.)
Wood-Mosaic Company. New Albany. (See page 10.)

North Vernon Lumber Company. North Vernon.
C. & W. Kramer Company. Ttichnfcnd.
Swain-Roach Lumber Company. Seymour. (See page 40.)
a, b. c—Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company. South
Bend,

a. b—C^U3 C. Shafer Lumber Company, South Bend.

KENTUCKY
a. b. r.—Arlington Lumber Co.. Arlington. (See page 37.)

b—Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington.
W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co.. Louisville. (See page IU.>

Churchill- Milton Lumber Curapaiiy, Louisville.

LOUISIANA
The Ferd. Brenner Lumber Company, Alexandria.
Colfax Hardwood Lumber Company. Colfax,
b, c—The Hyde Lumber Company. Lake Providence.
Climax Lumber Company, St. Landry.
Thistletliwalte Lumber Co., Ltd., Washington.
Mausfleld Hardwood Lumber Company, Wlnnfleld.

jnssissirpi
b—Alexander Bros.. Belzoui.
».—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co.. Charleston. (See page —.)

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.. Greenville. (See page —.)

Mis.-iisstppl Liunber Company, Quitman.
b. c—Tallahatchie Lumber Company. PhlUpp.
Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company. Sardis.

MISSOURI
a, b, c—M. E. Leming Lumber Company, Cape Girardeau.
Long-Bell Lumber Company, Hdwd. Dept., Kansas City, Mo.

(See page —.)

a. h. c—Tschudy Lumber Company. Kansas City.
b. c—C.allnway-Pease Co., Poplar BIutT.
Baker- Matthews Lumber Company, Sikeston. Sales Office.

Chicago. (See page 12.)

c—Arkla Lumber & Manufacturing Company, St. Louis.
.1. A. Holmes Lumber Company. St. Louis,
a, b, c—Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Co., St. LouLs.

NORTH CAROLINA
a, b, c—Carr Lujnber Comjiany. Pisgah Forest.

OHIO
Yellow Poplar Lumber Cnriipany. Coal Grove.
a. b. c—W. M. Hitter Lumber Company, Culumbua.
a—Barr-Holaday Liunber Company, Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane &. Co. (See page 40.)
a. b—Duhlmeier Brothers & Co.
The John Dulweber Company.
Hay Lumber Company.
a. b—Mowbray &. Robinson Company. (See page 38.)
a, c—Probst Lumber Company. (See page 52.)

PENNSYLVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Plttsburi^.
Babcock Lumber 'Company. Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co., Fayetieville.
c—Bedna Young Lumber Company, Jackson.
Johnson City Lumber & Manufacturing Co.. Johnson City.
Vestal Lumber &, Manufacturing Company, Knoxvllle. (Se$
page II.)

MEMPHIS
Anderson-Tully Company. (See pages 2-51.)
J. H. Bonner &. Sons. (See page 4U.)
b—Geo. C. Brown & Co.
Goodlander-Robertsnn Lumber Company.
Memphis' Band Mill Company.
Russe & Burges3. Inc.
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company.
J. W. Wheeler & Co.

NASHVILLE
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Ivove, Boyd & Co.
John B. Ransom & Co.

TEXAS
Liberty Hardwood Lumber Co.. Big Creek. (See page 9.)
South Texas Lumber Co., Houston. (See page 9.)
H. G. Bohlssen.Mfg. Co., New Caney. (See page 9.)

VIRGINIA
c—U. S. Spruce Lumber Company, Marion.

WEST VIRGINIA
b. c—The Alton Lumber Company, Buckhannon.
a. c—West Virginia Timber Company, Charleston.
Pardee & Curtin Lumber Company, (^larksburfi.
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co., Gardner.
C. L. Ritter Lumber Company. Huntington.
Rockcastle Lumber Company. Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg ilill Company, Parkersburg.
a, b, c—The Meadow River Lumber Company, Ralnelle.
b. c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Raywood.
AJnerican Column & Lumber Co., St. Albans.

WISCONSIN
a. c—Racine Lumber & Manufacturiug Company. Racine.

a—Manufacturer of Implement Stock,
b—Manufacturer of Car Material,
c—ManufactureT of Factory Diniensinn.
Firms in Heavy Type Have Individual Ada on

rages Designated.

'Illlllllllltlill!!llllllllllllillllllll!llilllllllllllllllllllllllilll1lll!l^

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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31 M' 7/4'

400 M' 8/4'

MAPLE
No. 2 Com.
No. 3 Com.

Exceptional Facilities
together with the largest stock of

Dry No. 2 Com. & Btr.

HARDWOODS
in the North, make us one of your LIVE ASSETS

Here are a jew items of real value. Send for

complete stock sheet of dry and green Hard-
wood, Pine and Hemlock.

BASSWOOD
I 00 M' 4 4" No. 3 Common
250 M' 5 4" No. I Com. & Btr.

1 50 M' 6 4" No. I Com. & Btr.& Btr. Hard
Hard

ELM
75 M' 4 4" No. 1 & No. 2 Com. Soft

200 M' 6 4" No. 2 Com. & Btr. Soft

1 00 M' 8/4" No. 2 Com. & Btr. Soft

BIRCH
200 M' 6 4" No. 1 Com. & Btr. Unsel.

75 M' 6 4" Ists & 2nds Sel. Red
200 M' 8 4" No. 1 Com. & Btr. Unsel.

40 M' 1x4" 1 & 2 face Birch strips

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co.
RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN

Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Dally Capacity—75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Arlc.

CIRCULAR Mills
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shioments of-
Wh>:te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C.

MILLS
) Porterwood, W. Va.

y Wildell, W. Va.
) Mill Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN OFFICE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

WM. WHITMER ^ SONS
rNCOBPORATKD

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Can,

W. Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock

Long and Short Leaf Pin. N^ginia Framing

Finance Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

All Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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TEXAS
The newest star in the Hardwood firmament

Ultimately the main source of Hardwood supply

Not every hardwood buyer has learned to look to Texas for supply, but

the reputation of Texas hardwoods is rapidly spreading with the result

that more and more buyers are sending their inqmries to responsible

Texas manufacturers.

TEXAS WHITE and RED OAK is now being used in practically every important

consuming center because of its desirable color, figure, texture widths and lengths-

and those who have tried it continue to buy. It is being used for every purpose for

which oak is employed. It is well manufactured and properly graded when made by

the mills named below.

H. G. BOHLSSEN MANUFACTURING CO New Caney, Texas

LIBERTY HARDWOOD LUMBER CO Big Creek, Texas

PHILIP A. RYAN LUMBER CO Lufkin, Texas

SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO
^u^:^"^^!. ''^:Z

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER CO
(mJT'tTu: Te^)

See LisU of Stock on Pages 46-47

Texas mills also manufacture Red Gum, Ash, Elm, Cottonwood. Magnolia.

Hickory. Cypress. Tupelo

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY" OF THE SOUTH

3C

W. P. Brown & Sons Lbr. Co.
Main Office Louisville, Ky.

Eight Band Mills—Brasfield, Ark.; Furth, Ark.; Allport,

Ark., and Fayette, Ala.

We offer the following dry stock for prompt shipment:

WHITE OAK
4-4 Is and 2s.

QTD.
125.000 ft.

215.000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 uonimuii.

153.000 ft. 4-4 2% to 5% CI.

Strips.
74.500 ft. 0-4 No. 1 Com. &
Bet.

183.000 ft. S-4 No, 1 Com. &
Bet.
PLAIN WHITE OAK

»21S.000 ft. 4-4 Is atld 2s.

372,000 ft. 4-4 No. I Com.
191.000 ft. 4-4 No. 2 Com.

PLAIN KED OAK
178,000 ft. 4-4 Is and 2s.

347,000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
123,000 ft. 4-4 No. 2 Com.

POPLAR
83,000 ft. 4-4 Is and 2s.

-4 Saps.
4-4 No. 1 Com.
8-4, 10-4. 12-4,

59,000 ft.

215.000 ft.

175.000 ft.

& B
PLAIN RED GUM

118.000 ft. 4-4 13 and 2s.

82.000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
96.000 ft. 8-4 C. & B.
UI.OOO ft. 4-4 C. & B. flgured.

QTD. RED GUM
83.000 ft. 4-4 Is and 2s.

194.000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
48.000 ft. 8-4 Is and 2s.

73,000 ft. 8-4 No. I Com.
SAP GUM

85,000 ft. 4-4x18" & up. Panel.
52,000 ft. 4-4 Is and 23.

118.000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com,
125,000 ft. 8-4 No. 2 Com.

Million teet of Alabama Short Leaf Yellow Pine

Norman .
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Tkey Simply Don't
Grow Better

HY is it that east Tennessee hardwoods in spite

of comparatively high values are winning and

holding new markets every year?

Merely because of a precise balance in growing

conditions that makes inferior quality impossible.

This is no random boast—it is the official opinion of

impartial experts.

We claim no credit for such excellence of raw

material. Our task is merely that when you wish to

demonstrate for yourself you may be insured the best '

possible service and unvarying quality in manufacture.

Besides many minor species the list includes:

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory Cedar Ash
Basswood Beech Maple

Write
THE BABCOCK LUMBER & LAND CO KnoxvUle. Tenn.

(Main Office. Pittsburgh. Pa.)

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

VESTAL LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY KnoxviUe, Tenn., Fonde. Ky.

J. M. LOGAN LUMBER COMPANY KnoxviUe. Tenn.

-«>i<»«As«

Tlie SbftTexE
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This

Indiana White Oak
is growing in Indiana.

In paying a premium for

such stock you must pro-

tect yourself byknowing
where it comes from.

We have manufactured
it for half a century and
can prove the origin of

our product.

. HOFFMAN BROS.
COMPANY

Wayne, Ind.
Reg. U.S.
Pat.Ott.

ESTABLISHED 1867 Reg U.S.
INCORPOEATED 1904 I'at.OfT.

!![]llllllllllll[:illlllllllll[]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll»lirillllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIQIIIIIIIIIIIIE]IIIIIIIIIIIIC]IIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIII<|

I Baker-Matthews Lumber Co. |

I
SIKESTON, MO.

|
g Sales Office ^

I 1314 Fisher BuUding I

I CHICAGO
I

I For the last forty days we
|

I
have had practically no

j

I trouble in securing cars and |

j
at present are in the best

|

i possible position to make
j

I Prompt Shipment
|

j DRY OAK
I

I Plain and Qtd.—All Grades—All Thicknesses |

j
MIXED CARS 1

imiiiiiii3iniiiuu;![]iiiiiiiiiiii[]itiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiii[]uiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[l

AU Threo of Us Will Be Benefited if

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.

SAVE
Heat
Time
Troublt
Money

Curler Ready to Lift Door

by uslnp the

Door Carrier System

THOUSANDS ARE IN USB

THEY OPERATE PERFECTLY
on doors of any size, on

OLD OR NEW KILNS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

•

TOt>;;:«5g^k/<u.'ti^')imy!iWiii»a5M!^^

THE COVER PICTURE: An Old Cedar Log

REVIEW AND OUTLOOK:
General Market Conditions 13

The Cover Picture 13

Practical Patriotism 14

Timber Mobilization for War 14

The Lunjber Commissioners
,

14

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Portentious Meeting at Memphis 15

Figures by Quarter -Sawing 16-17

Wood Knowledge Helps Advertising. .. .\ 18-19

Things Look Better at Memphis 19

Seeking Boxwood SLibstitutes 19

Rotary Gum Meeting at Memphis 23-24

The Matched-Up Veneer Business 26-29

Light on Veneer 29

Varnishing by Immersion 30

THE MAIL BAG 20

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS 20-31

WITH THE TRADE 31-33

PERTINENT INFORMATION 33-34

HARDWOOD NEWS 34-40

HARDWOOD MARKETS 40-43

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 44-45

HARDWOODS FOR SALE 45-46

SUBSCBIPTION TEBMS: In the United States snd lu possessions, and Canada,
$2.00 tlie year; Id foreign countries, $1.00 extra poatafre.

In conformity with tbe rtilea of tbe poatofflre department, sabacrlptlons ar«
payable In advance, and In default of written orders to tbe contrary, are continued
at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or cbange of address, sbonid b« sent
one week before tbo date they are to go into effect. Botb old snd new addresses
must be given.
Botb display and clas8lfled sdvertlslng ratea fumlsbed upon application. Adrer-

tlBlng copy muat be received five daya lu advance of publication dates.
Entered as second-class matter May 26. 1902. at tbe postoISce at Cbicago, 111.,

under act of March 3. 1879.

T717E own large tracts of selected timber in the
^ ' Knoxville territory and cut a really high
grade line of lumber in oak, maple and other
southern hardwoods.

We are honestly convinced that there would
be a mutual advantage in our knowing each other.

IF YOU ARE BUYING NOW OUR
STOCK LIST WOULD HELP YOU *

Maples Lumber Co.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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General Market Conditions

PROGRESS STEADY and with no suggestion of future interruption

has marked the lumberman's effort to stabilize his values and

to realize prices commensurate with cost of production. A market

summai'v at present can point to but one outstanding condition, but

one feature which is generally recognized and that is the steady

strengthening of values in practically every classification of hard-

wood lumber. As a matter of definite fact it is practically impossible

to buy many items and the number on the absent list is increasing.

While the price feature is, of course, pleasing to the merchandiser, it

in itself does not give complete satisfaction as continued difficulty

in securing sufficient stock and beyond that in getting it out, results

in a situation which is rather a retardant to profits even in the face

of the exceptional prices obtained.

There is no doubt but that a composite opinion of everybody posted

on the hardwood situation would show that the entrance of this coun-

trj' into the war has had as yet no retardant effect whatever either

as to the present or the future, and that in the broad sense it cannot

but actually help the hardwood markets. It is undoubtedh- going to

be the direct cause of the purchase of immense quantities of lumber

which will be diverted from other channels, thus strengthening the

situation in the regular lines. The fact that lumber manufacturers have

enlisted tlieir efforts and their plants for the service of the federal

government, promising to give precedence to all government business,

cannot but strengthen their hands in regard to the normal business.

And this extraordinary call comes at a time when the lumber manu-

facturers are very poorly equipped, from the standpoint of stock and

prospects of immediate manufacture, to stand any unusual drain on

their product.

As to direct influences that might have a bearish tendency on the

market, even though in themselves they were not powerful enough

to cause any definite change, the building situation possibly as a

whole is the most definite. With the increasing cost of materials,

building prices have gone too high to make this work productive to

the speculator and so in many of the large cities speculative building,

wliich provides an outlet for so mucli hardwood lumber, is not so

brisk as it has been. There is a suggestion that furniture stocks are

not moving out so readily as had been anticipated, there being evi-

dence of slightly more cautious methods on the part of the furniture

retailers. So it is stated in some quarters the furniture trade is

holding back on some orders, although these instances are purely

local and as a whole the furniture manufacturers are taking in lumber

as fast as they are able to get what they want.

As to the source of supply, the only change of note is the fact that

many manufacturers are now actually fearful that they will in a

short time be totally out of dry stock. But taking the situation all

in all, the best possible proof of its strength is the fact that prices

have continued to advance rapidly—in some places in big leaps and

in others by just steady, regular progress. It is certainly a fact

that this improvement could not be so consistent were the conditions

of supply and demand not such as justified it all the way through.

The Cover Picture

DECAY STEEEED CLEAR OF THE CEDAR LOG shown in the

cover picture of this issue. The tree fell in the forests of

Washington more than 1380 years ago. It is not known how much

longer ago than that it may have been, but there is a record of that

many years. The tree cut from one of the stumps standing astride

the log had 1380 annual rings, each ring corresponding" to a year 's

growth. The log was there before the tree sprouted, for the seed

which produced the tree evidently germinated on top of the log and

sent roots down both sides into the soil. That is a common method

of germination with some trees. The seed need never touch soil,

but it receives sufficient moisture from wet moss to sustain life

until the roots find their way to the ground. Northern birch has

the habit of beginning its existence on top of a moss-covered log

in damp and shaded forests, and some pines do it also.

The log and the stumps astride it in the picture are western red

cedar. This species is closely related to the white cedar or arbor-

vitae of the northern states, but it attains much larger size. This

species furnishes more shingles than any other tree in the world.

The western cedar shingles, known in every market in the country,

are its product.

The action in the picture is furnished by the man with the saw,

who is cutting bolts for shingles from the prostrate trunk. Though

the log has lain on the ground much more than a thousand years,

it is still sufficiently sound for shingles. This constitutes one of

the longest known records of timber preserved from decay, while

exposed to the weather. There are longer records where the wood

had been kept dry or submerged in water or buried in ice.

As the log lies now it is wholly exposed to view. That was not

its former condition. In that damp forest a thick mat of moss covers

the ground, logs, stumps and rocks. When the timber is cut the moss

dies or fire burns it. The absence of moss in the picture is apparently

due to fire. The charred condition of the stumps shows that they

have passed through a first class conflagration.

The preservation of the log from decay was in part due to the

moss that covered it. The spores of the fungus that induce decay

could not penetrate the moss and reach the wood.
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The man with the saw would do well to turn his attention to the

high stumps. If they are sound several thousand shingles might be

made from each of- them. The old-time lumberman in that region

thought he was not doing his duty and living up to traditions if he

did not cut stumps at least ten feet high.

The photograph was made for H.^rdvtood Eecord by Darius Kinsey

of Seattle, Wash.

Practical Patriotism

WITH THE PEODUCTION of adequate food supjilies recognized

as just as vital to the national defense as the creation of equip-

ment and large armed forces, public attention naturally focuses these

days upon the most logical means of meeting a serious food situation.

Aside from the regular agricultural channels there is probably no

other one factor that could have such a specific influence upon the

food supply of the country as the lumber manufacturing trade. With

thousands and thousands of acres of cut-over lands, some of it con-

taining the richest soil in the world and most of it of such a character

that it would be highly productive of agricultural products, in the

hands of well organized and financially strong institutions, the lum-

ber manufacturing trade is today in a position to render a service to

the country that would be second to no service that could possibly bo

rendered by any other industrial unit.

Already there have been voluntary movements to get the most pos-

sible out of productive cut-over lands in the way of foodstuffs that

will have their effect in mitigating very trying conditions in exact

proportion to the extent to which they are carried out. There can

be no question as to the possibility of making money out of the

adequate use of cut-over lands, but regardless of that fact the lumber

manufacturing trade owes to the country a willingness to turn to agri-

cultural production every foot of productive cut-over land which it

can secure labor to work.

Reverting to the selfish standpoint, there is no doubt that a gen-

eral movement in this direction now would do more in a year or two

to increase the market value of these lands than events in their

normal course could possibly do in a much longer period. The very

fact that this service was being rendered in behalf of the country

would focus the attention of the country upon that effort, and so the

public at large would have a much better perception of the oppor-

tunity which these cut-over sections afford to the settlers under

normal times. In short, the service would constitute the very best

type of advertising that could possibly be secured, but beyond that

there would be the satisfaction of knowing that each acre planted

perceptibly strengthened the position of this country in its inter-

national relations.

Timber Mobilization for War
THE CALL HAS COME FOR THE MOBILIZATION of the

country's timber resources for the war, and the call has found

the lumberman ready. The order for the quick production of enough

material to build one thousand ships of three thousand tons each

can be filled without hesitation or delay. It is anticipated that most

of the demand for ship material wOl be met by the southern yellow

pine mills and the western mills that cut Douglas fir. There is no

doubt that the jsroducers will be able to come to time, although the

time is short. It is the plan to have the ships upon the oceans within

a few months, and the American flag will then be in evidence on

the waters to a greater extent than ever in the past.

The call will come for immense numbers of array wagons and
motor trucks, and that call will find the manufacturers ready. Nu-
merous wagon factories are prepared to fill orders of any possible

size. This is a change from what Washington was up against in

the Revolution, when no factory was prepared to accept an order

for more than a dozen wagons, and many contracts were given for

one or two wagons in a place. The vehicles will use hardwoods
principally, and oak, hickory, elm, maple, cottonwood, ash and poplar

will receive large calls. Scarcity of raw material is out of the ques-

tion and facilities for rapid seasoning are adequate.

The demand for hickory and ash handles will attain large propor-

tions, for trench digging is now one of the soldiers' chief duties.

But most of the increase in handle production may be expected for

the purpose of supplying the farmer and the truck gardener, for the

agricultural resources are being mobilized, and this year's acreage

may be expected to surpass anything in past years. The following

advertisement was copied from a small country paper in a rural com-

munity and is quoted as a sample of what is going on all over the

country

:

'
' Farmers, plant every acre and every rod you can. You can sell

everything you can raise, no matter what it is. Don't be afraid of

raising too much. We can supply you with plows, harrows and all

kinds of farm and garden tools. Buy them at once; get to work.

It is the best chance to make money out of farming' that you ever had.
'

' John Smith & Son. '

'

Advertisements similar to this are carried by papers in every

section of the land. The result is tlie handle trade is bound to be

great. It is fortunate that plenty of raw material for handles is

available.

A demand of yet greater dimensions will come to the boxmakers.

Army supplies must be shipped and here is one place where the sub-

stitute package will not do. The boxes must be of wood in order

to stand the hauling, the loading and unloading, the rain and snow

and the exposure which must be the fate of army supplies.

We have the wood in abundance, and the box factories are equipped

to turn out the product in enormous quantities. The coopers will

be called upon for the old-time flour barrel, because paper sacks

wUl not meet the transportation requirements of war. The crackel

box and barrel, the pork barrel, the sugar barrel and scores of other

kinds of boxes and barrels must be had. The manufacturers are

mobilized and are ready for the word.

The gunstoek proVjlem does not bother us. American walnut has

stocked the guns of the Allied armies for two years, and we have

plenty of the same stuff left to equip our own armies; and here,

too, the walnut mills are ready to take care of the business.

During the past few years the sawmills of the country have been

able to produce much more lumber than was needed. These mills

liave now become a potential resource, to be called into action when

needed. Everything is ready. The lumber interests are mobilized

and can furnish everything needed in their line.

The Lumber Commissioners

FOUR MEN HAA^E BEEN COMMISSIONED TO GO ABROAD
to investigate the quantity and kinds of lumber that will be

needed in rebuilding the portions of Europe which have been devas-

tated by war. They axe men well qualified for the work. There

were more than one hundred applicants for the job, and the four

were the result of sorting and resorting. They are R. E. Simmons,

N. C. Brown, A. II. Oxholm and John R. Walker. The government

pays one-fourth of the expense and the National Lumber Manufac-

turers' Association pays three-fourths.

It is expected that the work will require two years and that the

commissioners wUl gain first-hand information by visiting the war
zones and seeing for themselves.

It would be somewhat difficult to plan the itinerary of tlie com-

missioners at this time. The war zone is a somewhat changing piece

of geography. Natuj'ally, the commissioners while on duty in the

war area will trail along a little behind the barrage fire and not try

to keep tally on the houses while in the process of being knocked to

pieces.

While the war lasts the activities of the commissioners will be con-

fined to districts this side the German lines, for it is apparent that

they would be unwelcome persons in the realm of the kaiser.

The work cut out for them is a man's job. They should bring back
with them many a prospective bill of lumber; but it will all be in

the future, because it is improbable that any sales will be made until

hostilities cease.

The softwoods will naturally sell in largest quantities, but the hard-

woods ought to receive many calls for interior finish; floors and
furniture.
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•J;^ Portentious JMeeting at Memphis ^
More tlian one hundred hardwood lumbermen, shipping annually

more than 225,000 cars of hardwood lumber and forest products, in

session at the Hotel Gayoso, Memphis, Tuesday, April 17, in response

to a call sent out by James E. Stark, president of the Southern

Hardwood Traffic Association, adopted resolutions strongly protesting

against the proposed blanket advance of 15 per cent in hardwood

rates on the part of the carriers and earnestly advocating the adoption

of a car i^ooling arrangement, under the control and direction of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, as a means of strengthening the

plans of national defense and as a means also of insuring a more

equitable distribution of cars. They also adopted resolutions favoring

increased production of foodstuff crops on the part of all lumber-

men who are cultivating cutover lands, this latter action being in

response to a telegram received during the meeting from Secretary

Eedfield of the Department of Commerce.

The meeting was called to order immediately after luncheon by
President Stark, who explained that it was the most important ever

held by this organization, because it occurred at the most critical

period in the lives of the present generation following the assumption

of the responsibility by the United States Government of entrance

into the European war. He thought the session should be executive

and gave his reasons therefor as follows

:

"I do not think so important an organization as we have should

go on record as taking any action without very thoughtful and very

deliberate discussion of it and I want every one to feel that he can

discuss the cjuestious to come up without fear of being quoted in

the press or outside of this meeting."

In connection with the protest against the proposed advance of

15 per cent in hardwood rates, the first subject considered, President

Stark appointed the following committee: Walker L. Wellford,

Chickasaw Cooperage Company, Memphis; George C. Ehemann, George

C. Ehemann & Co., Memphis ; George Land, Lamb-Fish Lumber Com-
pany, Charleston, Miss. ; John W. McClure, BeUgrade Lumber Com-
pany, Memphis, and W. H. Eusse, Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis.

These gentlemen prepared the following resolutions, which were

adopted by unanimous vote:

Whereas. The railro.ids throughout the United States are proposing
an advance in all freight rates of approximately 15 per cent, based on
the, assumption that it is imperative that additional revenue be raised

to meet their increased cost of labor and operating expenses, it seems
proper that the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, the largest forest

products traffic organization in the country, whose members handle in

the aggregate of over 250,000 cars annually, to express collectively its

views on a subject which is vitally connected with the success and pros-

perity of the hardwood industries.

During the past five years the carriers have asked for and received
tremendous increases in the rates on forest products. This is especially

true of the Mississippi valley territory, where very heavy advances have
been allowed. In some instances this increase has been as much as 40
per cent. In I. & S. Dockets 1S4, 520, 7-15, 775 and others advances were
allowed. In the last named docket we were practically assured by the
carriecs that if they succeeded in getting this advance they would not
undertake any further advances in the hardwood rates. In view of

these radical advances we feel that no further advances should be allowed
from this section in the rates on hardwood forest products.

Therefore, be it. Resolved, That any advances in hardwood rates be

suspended, and the Interstate Commerce Commission hold a full investi-

gation, at which both carriers and shippers can be heard for and against

the proposed advances, and that the hearing and investigation be con-

ducted along such lines as to show the extent of transportation cost and
what each class of freight and each commodity is paying, based on the

distance transported and conditions governing its transportation, and
that increases in freight rates bo allowed only on such classes and com-
modities as are not paying their just share of the transportation tax ; and
Bb it fckther, Kesolved. That a copy of these resolutions be sent to

the secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C.

During the discussion on the advance in freight rates one member
pointed out that cotton shipped from Memphis to New England points,

valued at from $5000 to $6000 per car, pays less revenue to the

railroads than a single carload of lumber having a value of less than

$500. Another point emphasized in this comparison is that cotton

always demands the best equipment in the way of box cars and that

lumbermen are compelled to ship on flat cars.

During the discussion of freight rates a telegi-am was received

from the Interstate Commerce Commission advising that it will hold

an informal conference Friday with the shippers to determine on a
plan under which the commission will permit carriers to publish

proposed advances and the character of investigation to be conducted.

President Stark was authorized to appoint a committee of one to

attend this conference. It was announced later that Mr. Stark had
been prevailed upon to go to Washington and that he VFOuld be

accompanied by J. H. Townshend.

It was suggested during the discussion that the advance should

be allowed for patriotic reasons and to show the loyalty of the lum-

bermen to the government. But it was the consensus of those present

that loyalty, to be sincere, must go hand in hand with justice and

that it would be unjust to ask the lumbermen to pay an advance of

15 per cent in freight rates after just having received (from them)

an advance of 20 per cent in March.

In connection with the subject of car shortage it was pointed out

that the government is taking boats off the great lakes and out of

the coastwise trade and that this is forcing a large amount of addi-

tional tonnage on the carriers and that it is necessary, as a national

defense measure, that a car pooling arrangement be perfected to

insure equitable distribution of cars. After mature consideration

the following resolution, presented by W. B. Morgan of the Morgan
Veneer Company, Pine Bluff, Ark., was adopted:

WHERE.4S. The car shortage situation which has been confronting the
hardwood forest products industry of the South for the past seven months,
necessitating the closing of plants, throwing labor out of employment,
jeopardizing investments in the forest product industry and causing great
tinancial loss : and
Whereas, The. situation is not improved and the present car regula-

tions promulgated by the American Railway Association, which became
effective February 21, in many instances have had the effect of absolutely

shutting off empty foreign cars from coming to southern lines, and. fur-

thermore, it appears that northern carriers are observing the rules in

that they do not turn over foreign cars to southern carriers, but are not
observing them in turning company cars over to southern carriers ; and
Whereas, It further appears that under normal conditions, approxi-

mately CO per cent of all freight equipment of any one road in the country
is owned by foreign carriers ; and
Whereas, The only way that car distribution can be satisfactorily set-

tled is by a universal car pool arrangement, giving the Interstate Com-
merce Commission full authority to order distribution of empty cars ; and

Therefore, be it, Resolveo, That the Southern Hardwood Traffic Asso-

ciation, whose members handle over 250,000 cars of hardwood forest prod-

ucts annually, respectfully petition the Interstate Commerce Commission
to hold a hearing relating to a universal car pool and after prompt and
thorough investigation present and recommend the passage of a bill legal-

izing a universal car pool arrangement imder the supervision of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, with authority to provide b.y contracts

for the building of cars of sufficient amount to relieve the present strin-

gency, which could be furnished the railroads on a per diem basis, thereby

imabling the railroads to relieve the present car situation and pay for

them without increasing freight rates ; and

J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood

Traffic Association, stated that this organization had, during a hear-

ing before the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1914, suggested

such a car pooling arrangement and that it had expressed itself favor-

ably in regard to this measure on numerous occasions since. He
said, however, that the need for such an arrangement was more urgent

now than it had ever been. He made this statement with a view to

showing that the association, in adopting the resolutions, was carry-

ing out a plan it had long favored and one that it believed would

result in great good to all concerned.

In response to the telegram from Secretary Eedfield, urging in-

creased food crops, President Stark, on motion, appointed a com-

mittee of five to look after this subject, as follows: H. B. Anderson,

Anderson-TuUy Company, Memphis; F. L. Gregory, Bliss-Cook Oak

Company, Blissville, Ark.; P. H. Sparks, Lamb-Fish Lumber Com-

pany, Charleston, Miss.; W. C. Bonner, J. H. Bonner & Sons, Heth,

Ark., and H. H. Alexander, Alexander Brothers, Belzoui, Miss. It

was pointed out that all the members of this committee are at pres-

(>nt farming and that the majority of the lumbermen are raising

large foodstuff crops.

—15—
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Figures by Quarter-Sawmg
Hu Maxwell

Editor's Note
Those who produce figures by quarter-sawing wood have a rather limited number of species to

choose from. The chief dependence for material is placed iu the oaks: and. fortunately, uau is'

abundant and there need be no fear of shortage in quartered luntber. The popularity of these tig-

uri's compares well with the esteem in which other tigures are held in the wood-using industries.
The exclusion of all the needle-leaf trees from this class of figured woods is on account of the phys-
ical structure of these woods ; and the further exclusion of a large number of the minor hardwoods
is due to their small size and scarcity.

ARIICLE EIGHT
Quarter-sawed lumber constitutes an important class. Its dis-

tinguishing features are sufficient to set it apart from lumber of

other kinds. It is produced by sawing logs in a special manner and is

Bot the product of any particular species, nor does it come from any

special locality, nor from trees of any specified age, size or form. The

figure which distinguishes quartered lumber does not result from

freak growth, as birdseye and curly figures do, but comes from nor-

mal, natural timber; but in order to bring out and expose the figure,

-which is a natural product of tree growth, the lumber must be sawed

in a certain way, and that way is known as '
' quarter-sawing.

'

' The

name doubtless originated from the manner of manufacture. The

log was ripped down the center and laid open in fourths, called quar-

ters, and each quarter was sawed into boards separately, the saw

cutting as nearly as possible along lines from the bark to the center.

Such boards were quarter-sawed, and the figure which passed by the

same name was developed when the lumber was dressed.

It is quite generally believed by persons who have no personal

knowledge of the matter that quartered lumber is necessarily oak.

Such is not the case. Oak is quarter-sawed more often than any

other wood to bring out the desired figure, but any commercial

wood may be quarter-sawed. Sometimes it is done as a matter of

convenience without any idea of figure, and sometimes the develop-

ment of figure is the object. Though oak exceeds all other woods

in the quantity so sawed for the sake of figure, there are others

that have the figure.

It has not been popular always, but luis been known to woodworkers

for a long time, though apparently it was not purposely developed

by working the wood in a particular way. If brought to view at

all, it was rather by accident. A great deal of quarter-sawing is

done without regard to figure, and woods are so manufactured which

have no figure, the sawing being done to produce lumber of a certain

grain. It should, therefore, be clearly understood that all quarter-

sawing is not done to get a certain figure out of the wood, but when

oak is the timber to be converted, the chief purpose is to produce

figured wood.

The Basis of the Figure

The medullary ray is the basis of the figure developed by quarter-

sawing. This is a natural growth of wood, present in every tree,

but more conveniently examined in oak than in any other, because so

abundant and so conspicuous. Inspect the end of an oak log, no

matter what kind of oak it is or what the size. The rays are

plainly visible in tlie form of bright, thin streaks radiating from its

center outward, crossing the growthrings at right angles. Some-

times a single ray continues unbroken from the center to the bark,

but that is not usual. Generally, the ray, looking like a fine, colored

thread, runs a few inches and disappears, while others come into

view nearby and continue toward the bark.

Tlicse rays are thin sheets of wood. Only their edges appear where

tlie log has been cut off. These thin sheets stand on edge, up and

down the trunk of the tree, with one edge toward the tree 's center,

the other toward the bark. They are very numerous and constitute

a considerable percentage of the wood. All woods have them. They

are larger in oak than in most others, but not more numerous. In

oak cross-sections their edges appear as lines several inches long,

while in some othgr woods the lines are so small and short that they

cannot be seen except with a microscope.

Such are the medullary rays that arc responsible for much fine

RKADY FOR QU AKTICR-.SAWING
The boards are cut Irom bark to heart, thereby exposing flat surface of

medullary rays and forming silver grain '

—16—
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MEDULLARY RAYS EXPOSKD
They are the radial lines radiating from the heart and best exhibited In

cross-seclions of oak but visible in many other woods
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figured wood, popular for furniture aud interior house finish, as well

as for musical instruments.

Brixgixg Out the Pigdre

In cutting the log on lines from bark to center to produce boards,

the saw exposes the flat, bright sides of the rays. They appear as

streaks, flecks and patches when the surface is polished; and being

a little brighter in color than the rest of the wood, they stand out

plainly. They constitute the figure aud are responsible for the

brightness and beauty of quartered oak. The exposed sides of the

rays vary in size from those barely visible for smallness 'up to

patches of several square inches. The variety in oak is great. Much
depends upon choice of logs, but much also upon the manner of

sawing. Patterns of figure change with the angle at which the saw
cuts the ray. The sawyer's skill may make or mar the figures, pro-

vided the material for it is in the log to begin with. No skill can

bring out what is not there.

Quarter-figure oak is seen oftener than that of any other wood, and
oftener than of all other woods combined. The rays are broad, long

and numerous, and it is an easy
,
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ARIZONA SYCAMORE
Radial section showing small but distinct figure exposed by

sawing this wood. It is not coniniercially important

finish and can deliver kmds and

matter to cut them to show large

surfaces and bold patterns. So

regularly do the rays occur in the

best specimens of oak that they

may be cut at man}- angles and

thereby produce variety of figure

that is surprising, as well as a

number of standard patterns.

4^mong the well-known figure

patterns are " herringbone,
'

'

"blaze," "'zebra," "moon-
shine flake, " " large flake

'

' and
'

' splash. '
' These are no more

than an outline of the '
' infinite

variety" possible in the conver-

sion of' oak. The veneer cutter

can take orders from the manu-

facturer of furniture or interior

varieties to meet any reasonable demand.

Great differences exist in the figures of different oaks. There

are fifty-two species of tlie wood in the United States, and while

it cannot be claimed that each species has a characteristic figure

of its own, the range is wide. The flakes differ in color as well as

in size and arrangement.

A pink or red tone prevails among the figures developed from oaks

which grow in the Eocky Mountain region and westward, but there

are exceptions. The Santa Catalina white oak (Queretis tomentella)

has rays so nearly the color of the rest of the wood that scarcely

any contrast is seen, the wood resembling in color the sapwood of

hickory. The oaks of the western arid regions are inclined to pro-

duce dark and ugly heartwood, and the figure developed by quarter-

sawing the trunks has little to recommend it. Dark color is not

necessarily objectionable in figured oak, for the heartwood of south-

ern live oak {Quercus virginiana) is quite dark and the rays are

nearly black ; yet, the quartered wood, when polished, is decidedly

beautiful. It suggests black granite. It is not apparent why the

wood is not more popular than it is, but it is a fact that the southern

live oak meets scarcely any demand for manufacturing purposes.

Other Than Oak
The American forests contain many species that may be quarter-

sawed into figured stock, -and some of the figures are delicate and

beautiful, but the oaks are more important than any or all other

qj- ^
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woods. Those regularly cut for the figure they are capable of pro-

ducing are so few that they may be counted on the fingers of one
hand. jSJ^ext after oak comes sycamore. It has broad rays, which
show well in quartered stock. The surface has a checkered appear-
ance, without much variety. There is a sameness in the figure of
sycamore that would tire if oft repeated. There are three species,

the eastern, that of Arizona and that of California. The rays are

reddish in the eastei-n and inclined to pink in the two western species.

The flecked surface of quartered maple is well known; it is not a
figure. There are differences in different species of maple. The
luster is less pronounced in the soft maples than in the sugar tree.

The characteristic luster of cherry is by some believed to be due
to the lining of the cells as much as to the glow of the minute
medullary rays.

The extremely small, bright rays of Cottonwood give it a silvery

luster when highly polished on its quartered surface. This luster

is seen to perfection in the species of eottonwood known as balm
of gilead. The surface displays no details, but is flat and monotonous.

The yellow cedar of the Pacific

coast, when quartered and ])ol-

ished, kindles into a fine golden

luster. The individual ra.vs are

no larger than the wings of gnats,

lint each is a yellow scale of deli-

cate beauty.

The California holly (^Eeter-

omclis arhutifolia) , which is not

holly but belongs to the rose fam-

ily, has rays of bright red which

would be quite conspicuous if the

rest of the wood were not so near-

i\- of the same color. But trunks

are too small for manufacturing.

That is true of a number of trees

with fine wood and splendid rays.

They cannot be profitably put to

use, and for that reason they remain unknown, though perhaps their

wood is as beautiful as our own forests produce. Small size is usually

sutficieut to bar them from quarter-sawing operations, though they

might go to the lathe in the novelty shop.

Comparatively few of our commercial trees have rays that can be

developed into figure by quarter-sawing. The entire list of softwoods,

with scarcely an exception, may be put in that class. These include

the pines, ' cedars, firs, spruces, hemlocks and larches. These woods

have rays, thousands to the square inch usually, but they are too

small to make anj' show.

A long list of important hardwoods goes to the same class for

the same reason. Their rays are either small or characterless, or

both, and they have no figure to be brought out by exposing the

rays. Among these woods are willow, cottonw'ood, ash, tupelo, gum,

hickory, cherry, birch, chestnut, walnut, basswood and yellow poplar.

Some quite pleasing results may follow quarter-sawing yellow poplar

and red gum, but it is luster rather than figure that pleases in these

woods.

quarter-

The exponents of red and figured gum for trim aud for furniture

are quite often inclined to practice what they preach, and to use

this wood for decorating their own offices as well as making some

of their office furniture. This is good business, because it helps

advertise the wood as well as demonstrate the faith of those who
handle it.

THE SILVER GRAIN OF OAK EXPOSED TO VIEW BY QUARTER-SAWING
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Lumbermen do not often stop to figure out why so little is said

about wood in the advertising of the various products into which saw-

mill products go. It is, however, a peculiar fact that until recently

consumers seemed to think that every other feature of their goods was

worthy of exploitation rather than the fact that they were made of

wood.

This is hard to understand, because often the nature of the wood

and the way in which the material is treated in the manufacturing

process would make the best kind of advertising '
' copy, '

' especially

when one notices how far-fetched some of the alleged '
' talking-points '

'

of this character are. Besides, wood is a material which in a general

way is understood and appreciated by everybody, and references of

this kind would have a homely quality which would suggest a more

intimate method of approach than is ordinarily possible.

Perhaps one of the reasons why it has been comparatively easy for

substitutes to make headway in fields where wood was formerly used

exclusively is that so little has been said of wood in connection with

the advertising of these manufacturers. For a long time the makers

of ofSce equipment used wood, and said little about it in going after

the business of dealers and consumers. Then steel came along, and

the whole talk seemingly was based on the character of the material,

though as a matter of fact wood has just as many features which are

worth stressing in this connection as steel has. The onty really strong

argument here is that it resists fire, and this is a questionable advan-

tage, inasmuch as steel is such a good conductor of heat that contents

of files might be destroyed without the containers themselves giving

way. Wood does not conduct heat, and therefore the contents of wood
files will not be burned until the latter are themselves reduced to ashes.

But this point need not be elaborated upon, as everybody is familiar

with the fact that wood has splendid qualities, or would not be used

so universally. The question is, why don 't manufacturers who use

wood make more of it in their business? Why don't they tell their

customers about it : not simply that they use wood, but what kind they

use, why they use it, and the special advantages of construction of

this character? One reason, perhaps, is that they have never thought

of it. Another is that the people who liandle advertising for the big

concerns of the country don 't know anything about wood.

How many writers of automobile advertising copy, for instance,

know why ash is used in building frames, hickory for spokes and wal-

nut for the rims of the steering-wheels? How many have ever investi-

gated the "why" back of the fact tliat boxes for storage batteries are

usually made of oak?

Then there is the field of sanitary woods, including ash, which is

used for refrigerators because it does not. stain or taint the foods

vfhich come in contact with it. A similar reason has made poplar a

favored wood in the manufacture of boxes used for packing butter,

dressed poultry, etc., where pine or any other odorous wood would be

out of the question.

Why shouldn't some packer, with a little more imagination than the

rest, tell of the care used in the selection of the materials for his boxes

and other packages—which is just as important as any other feature

of his service to t^ie public?

Most ordinary materials discourage efforts to develop interest. There

isn't much sentiment in a tin can, for instance. But wood has a his-

tory as long as that of the human race itself. The cave-man wielded

a club, which served its purpose just as well as the modern rifle witli

its butt of American walnut does today. The yew-tree of England,
which furnished material for the bows and arrows of the White Com-
jiany, as every follower of Conan Doyle well knows, was worthy of the

tribute of a song.

Houses, furniture and ships must have wood—and even in this day
of firoproofness in building construction it has not been found desir-

able to eliminate its use. Wood is in evidence literally from the cradle

to the grave, which means that it is bound up with the experience of

every human being—certainly a broad enough basis on which to base

study of its varying qualities.

—18—

Getting back to the matter of automobile copy, which seems to be

in the limelight just now, it is generally understood that the Fierce-

Arrow people put samples of ash lumber to the laboratory test before

deciding to make use of it in their frames. Elasticity, which makes

for easy riding, is one of the things the chemist tests for, doubtless, as

well as, toughness and tensUe strength. Wouldn't it interest some dis-

criminating buyers to be told how this feature is handled, if that is

really the way of it?

The H. H. Franklin Automobile Company has called attention ef-

fectively heretofore to the method used in making its wood frames,

which are of "laminated" construction, as explained in the advertis-

ing. This is one way of describing the method of gluing layers of wood

together for the purpose of securing strength, the sections being laid

so that the grain of each I'uns at right angles to that of the next. But

most of the furniture which is put on the market has tops, panels,

drawer-fronts, etc., which are "laminated" in this way, only the trade

description is that they are veneered. Really, laminated is the better

word, for veneering suggests merely the treatment of the outside face,

while glued-up construction involves the other features as well.

The writer has never seen a furniture ad which attempted to go

into details regarding this method of construction, though if it is a

good argument for automobiles it should be equally effective applied

to furniture. It is true that there is a considerable prejudice on the

part of the public in favor of "solid mahogany," etc., but veneered

construction has enough good points to make it seem worth while to

tell about it.

Not long ago a music trade paper recorded the fact that one of the

leading piano manufacturers had purchased an historic walnut tree in

the East. It figured in the Revolutionary war, and was one of the

land-marks of that section. It was explained that the company was

having this material cut into veneers, which would be used in the

manufacture of its cases.

Here, apparently, was a good chance to make use of the interest in

wood of this character, which makes an appeal on the basis of historic

associations and sentiment as well as beauty. True, it might be argued

that a piano must be sold as a musical instrument, but the fact re-

)nains that it is likewise a splendid piece of cabinet-making, and people

who buy pianos are often influenced more by the appearance of the

case, regarding which they have definite opinions, than by the tone of

its strings, regarding which they may be somewhat in doubt.

Just now the talking machine field is getting a lot of attention with

the entrance of numerous new manufacturers of popular-priced instru-

ments. Some of them are made with metal eases, but one manufac-

turer of a cheap talking machine has advertised the fact that he is

using basswood, pointing out that a wood cabinet is much better

adapted to the transmission of musical vibrations than metal. Here
is a good example of a wood-user making a talking-point of his mate-

rial, instead of either putting the soft pedal on it or forgetting to say

anything about it.

The Willard battery is getting strong advertising support, and the

construction of the boxes which contain the storage outfits has been

featured to some extent, more, certainly, than one would expect, in

view of the way advertisers as a whole overlook this feature. A recent

poster analyzing the points of the Willard battery had the following:

Ton may think a battery liox is just a liftx. But when you find that
Willard boxes are made of oak so hard that it dulls ordinary tools, you'll

appreciate the maker's precaution against splitting and deca.v.

It can't come apart. No chance of a Willard battery box leaking and
ilisflguring a car Avith acid. The corners are put together to stay-—locked
and fastened with hard maple dowels. An expansion .ioint in the liottom
tal<es care of temperature and moisture changes which might otherwise
cause expansion or contraction of the wood itself.

Speaking of boxes emphasizes the fact that the Shredded Wheat
Company has frequently advertised to the trade that its boxes are

made of such good material and put together so well that they can be
sold for a not inconsiderable amount secondhand. A lock-cornered

box is much stronger than one which is nailed, and this typo of con-

struction, as well as the use of sufficiently heavy wood of the right
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kind, suggests quality in a box; and it may be assumed that a manu-
facturer, if he understands his business, will not waste a good box on a

poor product.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company of Chicago is advertising

its Whalebonite closet seat in the technical field by means of a diagram

and cross-section which suggests the laminated wood, covered with a

rubber composition, is the method of constructing this specialty. The
cross-section, shown under a magnifying glass, gives the idea of

strength and resistance, too.

There is hardly a product containing wood being marketed by means
of advertising which could not be helped by studying why the par-

ticular kind of, wood used was selected. Whether it is ash, chosen for

elasticity or absence of odor; hickory for toughness; oak for general

strength and durability; mahogany for beauty of color and figure, or

some other wood for something else, the reason is there, and in nine

times out of ten the reason can be made to play a part along with

other construction features in influencing the reader in the direction

of a favorable decision. G. D. C, Jr.
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Things Look Better at Memphis
Weather conditions have shown considerable improvement during

the past few days and the outlook is considered measurably better for

work in the woods. The Mississippi river at Memphis and at all

points in the lower valley, too, is falling, and the same is true of

tributary streams in Arkansas and Mississippi. This means that

there is far less surface water than there has been for some time

and that there is a gradual recession of the backwaters piled up
against the levees in both Mississippi and Arkansas. The ground is

stOl quite wet and it will be some time before substantial progress can

be made in the lowlands in getting out logs. But the situation is

regarded as improving and the hope is expressed by milling interests

tliat the present favorable weather will continue long enough to bring

about still further improvement.

There is an admitted shortage of logs, a shortage which is being

felt by many firms in the valley territory. It transpired at the meet-

ing of the Commercial Rotary Gum Association here Tuesday, April 17,

that veneer manufacturers are threatened with a notable scarcity of

logs, and many firms are free to admit that they are short on log

supfilies. It is emphasized, however, that continued good weather will

go a long way toward the solution of the problem of adequate log

supplies, and milling interests may undoubtedly be relied upon to put

forth their best efforts to get out all the timber they can. Demand
for southern hardwoods is unusually active and prices are attractive,

a double incentive for activity along this line.

The shortage of logs and the high water in the Mississippi and

its tributaries have materially reduced output of hardwood lumber

during the past two or three weeks, and some of the mills forced to

close down for either or for both reasons are still out of commission.

The Lamb-Fish Lumber Company reports that both sides of its big

double band mill at Charleston are idle at the moment and that they

wOl not be placed in operation for several days yet. Their most

serious handicap has been the high water in the Tallahatchie river,

though log scarcity has also been a factor. George C. Brown & Co.

have just resumed at Proctor, Ark., after more or less interrupted

operations for some time incident to backwaters and log scarcity.

The several plants in North Memphis put out of commission by the

high water are still idle, with a single exception. It wUl be some

days before they are able to resume, as time must be allowed for the

waters to recede. Shortage of cars for the shipment of output has also

proved a deterrent to hardwood lumljer manufacture. Some firms are

able to go only so far before making shipment, and when they are

unable to secure necessary equipinieut they have to stop. Altogether,

it is quite safe, in the opinion of prominent hardwood manufacturers

here, to describe output in the valley territory as rather sharply below

normal for this time of year.

Traffic conditions have shown little, if any, improvement. Con-

servative authorities place the estimate of cars furnished as against

cars required as rather below thau above 25 per cent, taking the

southern hardwood territory as a whole. The report of the action of

the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, at its meeting held here

the 17th instant, published in full elsewhere in this issue of Hardwood
Record, shows the situation so bad with respect to car shortage that

an appeal for legislation legalizing a car pooling arrangement was

made both as a measure of national defense and as a means of securing

an equitable distribution of ears. Secretary Townshend has appealed

to the Interstate Commerce Commission for relief and has likewise

appealed to all members of the association for prompt co-operation

with the carriers by loading and unloading, by loading above marked

capacity and by protecting flat cars and other equipment while loading.

But. nothing done so far has brought any decided measure of relief,

and hardwood interests are still struggling with carriers who insist

on a radical advance in rates on lumber and who persist in their failure

to furnish more than 25 j)er cent of the equipment needed to handle

shipments of lumber.

Seeking Boxwood Substitutes
The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., is investigating

the supply of woods that may be substituted for Turkish boxwood,

which is so scarce that it can no longer meet demands, and the price

has advanced to such a degree that many former users cannot buy

it. It is used chiefly in this country for wood-engravers' blocks,

ilraftsmen 's scales, chessmen, roller skate wheels, small handles and

certain kinds of turnery and novelties. It was once the almost exclu-

sive wood for shuttles, but high price shut it out nearly thirty years

ago, and its place was taken b.y persimmon and dogwood. It now
appears that it must give other places to substitutes.

The wood is hard, has small pores and is of yellow color. No
other wood is known that can measure up to it in all respects, but

there are several in this country which give promise of filling box-

wood's place for some purposes. They are woods with small pores

evenly distributed. Among such are the following:

Florida boxwood (Bchaefferia frtittsccns), which grows in the southern

part of the Florida peninsula.

Waahoo (Evonymus atropiirpttrcna) , which belongs to the same family

as the foregoing, but ranges from New York to Montana and south to

Oklahoma and Florida.

West Indian boxwood (Tecoma pcntaphylla) , a native of Cuba and
neighboring islands.

Witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana) , a well-known bush which occa-

sionally becomes a small tree.

Laurel {Rhododendron maximum) is abundant in some mountain re-

gions, but the truulis are small.

Kalmia (Kalmia laiifolia) or mountain ivy is generally of small trunk,

hut in the southern Appalachians it may be a foot in diameter. Its root

is made into pipes.

Thornapples of the Crataegus genus have wood which may answer some

of the purposes of boxwood.

Andromeda (Andromeda fcrruginea) is another native wood with prom-

ise. It grows in the southeastern states.

A western wood stands tests well. It is madrona (Arbutes menziesii)

with a reddish wood which might be mistaken for applewood If judged by

appearances.

Orangewood also has promise. It can be procured from dead trees in

Florida and California orchards.

Torchwood (Ampris mariUma) of southern Florida and mastic or wild

olive {Sideroxylon foetidis^hnum) , likewise of Florida, possess qualities

worth investigating by those who want substitutes for boxwood.

There are a number of woods fairly soft, which, on account of their

fine tex'ture, might take the place of boxwood for turnery and some

other purposes. Among such are buckeye, western yellow cedar, Cali-

fornia cypress, the junipers and western yew.
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Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Company
The Home of the "Peerless " Standard Brand Products

GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN MUI* at Gladstone and Bacanaba. MichiganWeatern OfBce:
816 Lumber ExchanEe. MlnneapoUs, Minn

Manufacturers of the following "Peerless" Standard Brand Products: Hardwood Flooring, Steves,

Hoops, Heading and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Posts, Poles and Ties,

and Hemlock Tan Bark

(<
Peerless"Rock Maple,Beech& Birch Flooring

have a atandard of their own. are guaranteed XRY IT THE
and are aald by Jealera to hold trade. We ly^YT Tt%MK
ship It In atralKht or mixed cara—Car or Cargo. l>liA I I UVU,

Uemhert o/ Uapte Flooring Uanu/acturert' A»>»oiaH»n. (When writing mention the Hardwood Record.)
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The Mail Bag
B 1112—Wants Door Panels

Bangor, Me., .^pril 10.— Kditor ll.Miinviioii lti:roiiD : Kimll.v Quute us

.vour best price per foot for three-ply veaeered up panels \i" thic-k when

finished, to be used for door panels, clear stock both sides. There will be

-about 75 panels about 20.\6-0. Quote price in plain white oak, and No. 1

birch. Also quote price in the same kinds of woods tliree-ply %" thick

when finished. Would like price F. O. B. Bangor. If not. kindly advise

what the freight would be to Bangor, Me.

B 1113—Chestnut and Poplar

La Crosse, Wis., April Hi.— lOdltor II uanvi.i.n Rix'intu : Could you

kindly give us the addresses of manufacturers wlio could supply wormy

chestnut and poplar lumber in mixed carloads'.' .

B 1114—Oak Timbers Needed
Duluth, Minn., April 16.—Editor Haiiliwoiid Record: We buy con-

siderable oak timbers in sizes 12-\12, 10' to 32' Ic.ng : 14x14. 16x10 and 12,

14 and 16' lengths. These we want to show strictly sound from all tour

sides and both ends, as wo use them to resaw into various smaller sizes

for vessel planking, repair to cars and numerous uses. We wonder if you

could advise us of any members of jour bureau who are in a position to get

out timbers of this character—that is, timbers that will open up sound in

the heart. We wonder if you could put us in touch with any concern that

makes a specialty of this stock. It has licen our experience that Virginia

and Kentucky oak cuts up much better than oak which we sometimes get

from the far South. •

Clubs and Associations
Northern Hardwood and Hemlock Men to Meet

The spring meeting of Ihe Northern Hemlock ami Ilanhvood Manu-

facturers' Association will be held at the Hotel IMlster, Milwaukee, Friday,

April 27, at which time two very interesting discussions will take place.

One will be on economic conditions growing out of the war between the

United States and Germany, and their effect on the lumber Industry. The

discussion will iiulude industrial rcorganizati<in incident to tlic war anil

taxation, as well as the withilrawal of men from the lumber service for

government duty. The other imiiortaut subject to be discussed will be the

Iiniposed changes in hardwood grading rules. The bureau of grades, of

which George H. Chapman, of Stanley, is chairman, will meet on April 26,

also at the Hotel Pfister in Milwaukee, to draw up recommendations to

present to the meeting the day following. These proposed changes have
already been ajiproved by the rules committee of the National Hardwood
I-umber Association, and will be further discussed at the meeting of the

National Hardwood -Vssociation in Chicagtt in .Tune. The rules were first

I>resented to the Northern association at its meeting in Milwaukee last

January, and are the same as those adopte<l by the Michigan Ilanlwood
Association. Among the other s(d)je<-ts to be discussi-d at the .Northern

Hemlock and Hardwood association meeting are market conditions, the

traffic situation, low input and cut and shipments. K. K. Goodman. Edward
nines and C. H. Worcester will lead in the general discussion and other

topics will be assigned to half a dozen speakers.

Michigan Association Date

The Michigan Hardwood Miuiufactnrcrs' Assoiialion will bold lis spring

meeting at Detroit on April 26 at Hotel Statler. The prograni to be car-

ried out by this meeting has not yet been announced ; but there will he

plenty of work to do and an interesting session is anticipated.

Texas Hardwood Men Meet
On April 12 the Texas Hardwood Committee held its annual meeting in

Galveston and worked out plans for another year's work in advertising

and promoting the hardwoods of that state. They elected H. G. Bohlsen.

chairman, and the following companies became members : Blount-Decker
Lumber Company, Alto; Sabine Tram Company, Beaumont; Boynton Lum-
ber Company. White City ; William (!rayd(ui, (Jrayburg. Monthly meetings
will be held.

School for Lumber Inspectors
The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United States held a

school of instruction last week at the big lumber yards of Vansant-Kitchen
Co.. Ashland. Ky. Among those who were in attendance were K. R. Gadil.

assistiint to the president, and his corps of inspectors. Tresident Burns of

Huntington. W. Va., and other oflieials of the association were present

also.

These schools are held once or twice each year for the ptirpose of In-

structing the Inspectors how to inspect lumber unlforiiiiy. Inspectors

were present from Kentucky. Ohio, West Virginia, Illinois and other points.

AU Three of Ui Will B« BeneBted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Cypress Meeting for May 16

The Southern Cypress Manufacturfrs' Association of New Orleans an-

nounces the annual meeting will be lield at Xew Orleans—Grunewald Hotel

—Wednesday, May 16. This accordinijc to the announcement is the first

general meeting since the association was reorganized and incorporated.

Important Car Supply Conference

In accordance with a resolution adopted at the twenty-fifth annual

convention of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association held

in Pittsburgh, Pa., March 21 and 22, a special committee composed of

W. H. Schuctte, William Schuette & Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa. (chairman)
;

A. E. Turnbull, A. E. Eowland Lumber Company, Norfolk, Va. ; A. L.

Stone, Nicola, Stone & Myers Company, Cleveland, was appointed to con-

fer with the Car Service Commission of the American Eailway Associa-

tion and with the Interstate Commerce Commission for the purpose of

securing to the lumber industry its full share of tonnage movement. This

committee in company with M. E. Preisch of the Haines Lumber Company,
North Tonawanda, N. T., and president of the National Wholesale Lum-
ber Dealers' Association ; F. E. Babcock of the Babcock Lumbei Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa. ; L. Germain, Jr., of the Germain Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa. ; E. F. Perry, secretary of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association, and W. S. Phippen, traffic manager of the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' Association, had a conference in Washington on April 6

with the Car Service Commission and with Examiner Dow, representing

the Interstate Commerce Commission. During this conference facts were

presented by the lumbermen covering actual conditions in the lumber

industry brought about by car shortage and embargoes. It was shown that

while orders are in excess of normal and that while carriers are doing an
abnormal business, the mills are unable to ship more than forty per

cent of their normal output ; that these mills have accumulated large

stocks which they are unable to ship owing to inability to get cars and

difficulty in securing permits to ship into embargoed territory when
cars are available. In a great many cases salesmen have been taken

off the road and orders are being refused on account of these unsatis-

factory transportation conditions.

The members of the Car Service Commission assured the lumbermen
th!)t they were doing everything possible to get equipment back to

originating territories and that they would exert special efforts to see

that more empties were sent into the lumber producing sections. One of

the great difficulties is undoubtedly due to the fact that lumber operations

are, of necessity, far removed from the consuming markets and are in

many cases, located on small roads which do not own any equipment.

A great deal of dissatisfaction is being expressed over the operation of

the "Home Eoute Eule" adopted by the American Eailway Association.

Many shippers complain that while they have been clamoring for cars

for loading, the carriers have refused, on account of this "Home Eoute

Rule," to permit them to load empties which have been lying idle on sid-

ings and have hauled these cars empt.v in the direction of the home route.

While the Car Service Commission seems to be of the opinion that the

"Home Eoute Rule" should work to the advantage of the lumber indus-

try, this is open to argument.

.As a result of this conference it is expected that there will be an
improvement in the car supply and movement of lumber. The National

Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association will continue its efforts to see

that the carriers give proper consideration to the lumber industry in

the distribution of equipment and the movement of tonnage.

W. W. Schupner, department manager of the association, last week
appeared before the Special Eastbound Lumber Conference Committee

at Norfolk, for the purpose of investigating some complaints from asso-

ciation members as to alleged discrimination in the issuance of permits

on lumber shipments to embargoed points which permits are issued by

the Norfolk committee.

Memphis Club Meeting

During the regular semimonthly meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of

Memphis, held at the Colonial Country Club, near White Statioii, Satur-

day, .4pri! 14, a letter was read from Secretary F. F. Fish of the National

Hardwood Lumber .Association stating that it would be impossible lor the

president, secretary and the members of the executive committee of that

organization to come to Memphis lor the purpose of discussing various

features of the inspection rules of that organization. Secretary Fish stated,

however, tbat the executive committee would gladly entertain any specific

complaints any mem'oer or members of the Lumbermen's Club might

submit in writing regarding the rules of the association and that it would

take proper action at the first meeting held after such complaints were

received. This letter was written in response to the invitation recently

extended by the club to the president, secretary and executive committee of

the association to come to Memphis tor a discussion of the application of

the inspection rules of this organization.

A letter from the St. Louis Lumbermen's Club, asking that the Lumber-

men's Club of Memphis co-operate with it in dealing with reconsigning

privileges and demurrage rates, was referred to the river and rail com-

mittee, with authority to act.

Changes were made in the constitution and by laws giving lumbermen

residing outside of Memphis the right to become either active or associate

members at will and substituting a house committee for three of the pres-

ent standing committees, those on statistics, information and publicity.

The question of electing new members througb the executive committee in-

stead of through balloting by the general membership was defeated by al-

most unanimous vote.

On motion of R. T. Cooper, Secretary Heuer was instructed to write a

note to George D. Burgess expressing the sympathy of the members of the

club over his illness and to send a basket of flowers to him as an expression

of their regard for him.

One new- application for active membership was filed, that of 0. C.

Ferguson, resident manager for the Kosse. Shoe & Schleyer Company, with

headquarters at Cincinnati.

There were al>out seventy-five members and visitors present at this meet-

ing, with Miss Florence Corrington, assistant secretary of the club, as the

guest of honor. The handsome dining-room of the Colonial Country Club

was beautifully decorated with cut flowers, while the luncheon was "tasty"

in the extreme. President Ralph May occupied the chair.

Cincinnati Carriage Makers Meet
"The Value of Common Sense" was the title of a stirring address on

patriotism delivered by Eichard Crane at the dinner and Installation of

officers of the Cincinnati Carriage Makers' Club held at the Business

Mens' Club last week. Mr. Crane scored the present day tendency toward

socialism and materialism and strongly advised impressing on the youth

love of country and respect of the laws. He urged undivided loyalty to

America and the principals for which the United States is fighting for in

the present world war.

The new officers installed were H. H. Nelson, president ; Howard S. Cox,

first vice-president ; W. S. Rulison, second vice-president ; W. J. R. Alex-

ander, secretary ; Emil H. Hess, treasurer ; and E. M. Gailbriath, Harry

McBride and Theodore Luth. board of governors.

.Annual reports of the various committees were read and approved.

New Rates for Baltimore Inspection

The high cost of living appears to have struck the force of inspectors oi

the Baltimore Lumber Exchange, and they are reported to have made a

demand for an advance in the rates for inspecting lumber, with the result

that a special meeting of the exchange has been called for April 2,') to act

upon a proposed change in the bylaws, under which the charge for inspect-

ing hardwoods would be increased to 60 cents per 1,000 feet. There is

every expectation that the modification will be made. Under the proposed

change everyone employing an exchange inspector shall pay the charges for

inspection provided, failure to do so entailing a fine of $100, .payable on

conviction, and the person guilty standing suspended from all privileges of

the exchange until the fine is paid, .in Inspector convicted of inspecting

lumber for anyone at less than the specified rates shall be deprived of his

license to inspect lumber. Five cents per 1,000 feet of the charge for in-

specting shall be paid to the treasurer of the exchange, and a separate

account kept thereof, and from the fund so accruing shall be paid the ex-

penses incurred by the inspection bureau. The position of chief inspector

is created, and he shall have charge of all matters of inspection, subject to

the orders of the inspection committee. The costs of Inspection are to be

divided equally between buyer and seller, except where other arrangements

have been made between them.

Suggested Classification of Forest Products

The special transportation committee of the National Lumber Manu-

facturers' Association has submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion for consideration under docket No. 8131 its suggestion lor a classi-

fication of forest products. This is essentially the classification agreed

upon at the meeting of the committees in Chicago on April 4.

The classification contains three lists. List No. 1 includes lumber and

lumber products, embraces certain products of saw and planing mills and

accessory products of lumber plants. Lumber rough or dressed no further

advanced in manufacture than sawing, re-sawing, running through planing

machine and cutting to length should, the report says, move uniformly at

one rate throughout the United States whether shipped in straight or mi.xed

carload lots.

List No. 2 includes millwork or other accessory lumber plant products.

It embraces a list of articles unprimed, unpainted and unironed, compris-

ing articles related to lumber which may properly take a higher rate.

List No. 3 contains miscellaneous forest products—articles which may

be given special treatment, in some cases lower than lumber rates, but in

no cases higher, such for instance as bark, bolts, sawdust, edgings, piles,

etc.

The complete list can be secured by addressing the office of the associa-

tion.

Southern Associations Adopt Patriotic Resolutions

The directors of the Gum Lundier Manufacturers' Association at a special

meeting held in Memphis, April L'l, authorized the president. H. B. Weiss,

to appoint a committee to proffer to the United States Government the entire

facilities of members of the association lor the manufacture of military re-

quirements. The directors also declared that the gum lumbermen were will-

ing not only to put government orders ahead of any others received but

also to accept them at minimum 'cost.

The directors also authorized President Weiss to appoint another commit-

tee to urge members of the association to co-operate in the campaign for the

(Continued on page 31)
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Rotary Gum Meeting at Memphis
Enthusiasm and Optimism Mark Gathering. Important Discussions on

Costs, Inspection and Ethics

I
HE COMMERCIAL ROTARY GUM Association,

which is affiliated with the Gum Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association, held an enthusiastic meet-

ing at Memphis, Tenn., April 1 7. R. L. Jurden
of Penrod, Jurden & McCowen, Inc., presided. The ses-

sion began at 1 I o'clock and continued until 4:30 p. m.,

with only sufficient interruption to allow for luncheon.

The attendance was unusually large in proportion to the

total membership. Several important steps were taken in

the interest of the industry which this organization rep-

resents. Those who were on the program did their part

with enthusiasm and the meeting

proved anything but a cut and dried

affair. In fact, the most impressive

Feature of the sessions was the spirit

sf helpfulness and practicalness dis-

played by all who participated in the

discussions, and E. H. Defebaugh of

Hardwood Record, expressed regret

that all the members were not present

to participate in the discussions and to

receive the benefits thereof.

In the discussion of trade reports

it was made clear that there is an ex-

ceptional demand for gum veneers

:rom every direction and that prices,

on account of this unusual demand
and on account of the advance in the

price of logs, machinery, labor and
every other item entering into the cost

of manufacture, are tending toward

a higher level. It was also empha-
sized that there is a pronounced

shortage of logs for use of the veneer manufacturers

and that this condition also made for an exceptionally

strong market. But the point was clearly brought

out during the discussions that, high as prices are, veneers,

everything considered, are selling for less than they have

been selling for heretofore. In fact, some members
declared it impossible to advance prices fast enough to

keep veneers in line with the advancing tendency in

everything entering into the cost thereof but there is no

doubt, after listening to the discussions on this point, that

the veneer manufacturers are determined to do their best

in this direction.

One of the most fruitful topics of discussion during the

day centered around the formulation of a uniform system,

of cost accounting. H. J. Ingram read a paper which was

scheduled on the program as the "Report of the Cost

Committee" and this was regarded as so interesting and so

R. L. JIRDEN. MEM
COMilEKCI.AL UOT.iUY

full of valuable information that it was ordered printed
in pamphlet form and distributed to the members, includ-

ing those who did not attend. It was agreed by those pres-

ent that it was quite difficult to formulate a system of

cost accounting that would be satisfactory to all concerned
but, on motion of Mr. Ingram, the chairman was author-

ized to appoint a committee of three to formulate a uni-

form system of cost accounting. Up to this time this com-
mittee has not been named but this will doubtless receive

the early attention of Mr. Jurden. The belief was ex-

pressed that a uniform system would lead to greater

uniformity of prices and that it would,

at the same time, prove an important

factor in enabling the veneer manu-
facturers to secure a profit on their

operations. It was shown that, so far,

the best system developed is that of

figuring the cost per hour of operating

each lathe but it was recognized that,

in working on the various thicknesses,

there was considerable difficulty in

ascertaining this cost per lathe on a

scientific and trustworthy basis. The
statement of G. W. Sparks, that he
was drying veneers as cheaply as they

could be dried, brought out lively de-

bate on this point, with the ultimate

decision that, how^ever cheaply any

member may be handling any process,

there is always a cheaper method of

doing it and that it was up to the mem-
bers to get down to the lowest basis

possible in each process.

Byram Veneer & Lumber Company,
the discussion on "Inspection Rules"

and handled these largely from the standpoint of showing

that, in some important respects, they did not protect the

interests of the veneer manufacturers. He thought that,

in following these rules in some particulars, there was en-

tirely too much waste encountered by the manufacturers,

and further, that the rules were not quite specific enough

to show just what was meant. He particularly objected

to the selling of wide panel stock and the matching of

the narrower stock forming part of the order. He did

not believe that the veneer manufacturer should do any-

thing but manufacture veneers and that he should not,

under any circumstances, attempt to do the work of the

cabinet maker. He advocated selling ten inches and up

and getting everything out of the log there was in it.

B. W. Lord heartily endorsed this suggestion and said

ITIIS, I'ltESIDEXT
Gt'M ASSOri.VTIOX

W. E. Tuxford,

Byram, Miss., led
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that he proposed to follow it to the largest possible

extent in the future. Mr. Lord asserted that he did not

believe that a single manufacturer of veneers realized

what his logs were worth or how much waste he v/as

encountering in selling wide stock and matching up the

other widths. Mr. Tuxford said that he had received a

complaint about a price being $2 out of line on stock of

a certain width and that he had explained the premium
demanded on the basis of the fact that the following of

the directions of this particular buyer entailed a heavy
percentage of loss in his logs. He said that, after this

explanation, the buyer was willing to take stock ten inches

and up and that he, in turn, was able to sell it much
cheaper and at the same time make a larger profit. Other

members joined in the discussion and in the end it was
decided that the inspection rules committee should re-

vise the inspection rules and submit them to the mem-
bers for approval.

B. W. Lord, chairman of -the committee on "trade

ethics," was instructed to formulate a code of ethics and
this is likevnse to be submitted to the members by mail

for their approval. As soon as these reports, that of the

inspection rules committee and that of the trade ethics

committee, are approved by the members, they will be

gotten out in printed form for distribution. It is antici-

pated that both reports will be issued from the press

within the next two or three weeks.

In connection with sales reports, which were the sub-

ject of general discussion, members were urged to send

in their reports of sales promptly to Mr. Pritchard and
they were also urged to be as specific as possible about

grades, thickness and other features in order that the

reports might have as much value as possible. It was
emphasized that at this particular time, when prices are

subject to such quick changes, it w^as desirable that all

sales reports be both prompt and specific.

J. M. Pritchard delivered a brief talk on the value of

statistics as a guide in establishing prices, while G. W.
Sparks of the Des Arc Veneer Company, Des Arc, Ark.,

spoke briefly on "Differential Values Dimension Orders

of Selected Red Gum," saying that experience had proven
that values on this class of stock should be from two and
one-half to three times as high as on logrun stock.

E. H. Defebaugh of Hardwood Record spoke earnestly

in behalf of affiliation of members of the Commercial
Rotary Gum Association with the National Veneer &
Panel Association. He said that the local association was
doing excellent work and had shown itself capable of

handling local problems to the satisfaction of its mem-
bers. He pointed out, however, that there were numerous
problems of national scope arising in connection with

the veneer and panel industry and that these could be
handled successfully only through a national organiza-

tion. He believed that affiliation of the members of the

Commercial Rotary Gum Association with the national

association would mean dividends in the hands of the

former and material aid to the latter.

It was decided that the next quarterly meeting would

be held June 5 instead of the third Tuesday in July to

avoid the heat of the summer and to take care of the

pressing problems that are arising in connection with the

present abnormal condition and position of the veneer

market.

Six new members were reported as follows: Bailes

& Dowdy Veneer Company, Longview, Tex. ; Macon
Veneer Company, Macon, Ga. ; Akron Veneer Company,
Akron, Ala., McGehee Veneer & Lumber Company,
Tuscaloosa, Ala. ; Lumberton Manufacturing Company,
Lumberton, Miss., and White Veneer & Manufacturing

Company, Moss Point, Miss. In connection with this

report. President Jurden suggested that there were a

number of other firms eligible to membership and

urged that each member constitute himself a committee

of one to bring in as many as possible of these com-
panies, some of whom were anxious to secure the benefits

of the sales reports compiled by the association weekly

through the offices of Assistant Secretary Pritchard.

Those present at this meeting were:

Sam Thompson and S. B. Anderson, Anderson-Tully Company,
Memphis: W. E. Tuxford, Byram Veneer & Lumber Company,
Byram, .Miss. ; B. W. Lord, Chicago Veneer Company, Danville,

Ky., and Clarendon, Ark.; G. W. Sparks, Des Arc Veneer Com-
pany, Des .Arc, Ark.; D. L. Kimberley, Mississippi Veneer & Lum-
ber Company, Neenah, Wis.; W. B. Morgan, Morgan Veneer Coni-

pany. Pine Bluff, Ark.; R. L. Jurden, Penrod, Jurden & McCowan,
Inc., Memphis, Tenn. : R. C. Stimson, Stimson Veneer 6c Lumber
Company; H. J. Ingram, Stout Lumber Company, Thornton, Ark.;

A. M. McGehee, McGehee Veneer & Lumber Company, S. M. Bush,

Southwestern Veneer Company, Cotton Plant, Ark.; Mr. Williams,

Lumberton Manufacturing Company, Lumberton, Miss., and H.

Vandusen, Van Veneer Company, Helena, Ark.

When, after a period of time, the face veneer on panels,

furniture or other cabinet work comes loose, it is usually a case

of starved glue joint. Occasionally there are direct and imme-
diate causes, such as too much moisture getting into the work
and loosening the joints, and sometimes it may be due to using

wood that is not thoroughly dry; but in most cases a careful

analysis will show that there is not enough glue in the joint.

The answer to that ought to be plain and easy. There was
not enough glue there in the first place. Maybe there was
enough to hold it for awhile, but the holding qualities were weak.

The wood body may have been porous, and in course of time took

up more glue than it should. Or the glue may not have been
thick enough, and after the moisture all dried out it was weak
and frail.

No matter what the cause, starved joints show lack of glue in

the first place, and so long as so many failures in veneered work
can be traced to starved joints, there is good doctrine in the

argument that it is cheaper in the end to use more glue, even
if it does make the cost a little higher.

An inexperienced niillman is usually safe in purchasing his lua-

ehinery from the best manufacturers. Sometimes he pays a little

more than the purchase price of similar machines of other makes,

but there is always a good reason for this. The reason may be ap-

parent later on in the capacity of the machine, the quality of the

work it does, the cost of maintenance, or in the repair bill. No
manufacturer can live on and do a successful business from year

to year if he charges an unreasonable iirice for his maehincB.
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PIUAUT

Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

iGiGERS

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice. i

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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The Matched-Up Veneer Business
A Specialty Which Developed During Vogue of Circassian—Has It a

Future?

SUBJECT on which there is a lot of disagreement

among veneer men is whether or not the sale of

y il veneers matched up, taped and ready to lay

will ever develop sufficiently to be regarded as

a permanent factor in the trade. At present it can be

considered only as an interesting specialty, which is fea-

tured by a few houses, but is let severely alone by every-

body else.

Obviously, the matched-up veneer trade is a develop-

ment of dimension veneer business, and the latter is some-

thing that the average veneer man has always steered

away from very carefully. Cutting veneers to dimension

is all right in theory, but does not seem attractive in prac-

tice because there are so few consumers who are willing

to pay the price which is necessary to cover waste, labor

and other costs involved in manufacturing dimension

stock.

The man who is cutting veneers to size, of course, is

then in a position to carry the process a few steps further,

and to match them up and furnish them to the customer

ready to glue. This seems to be a service which the user

would appreciate, especially if the veneer man were in

a position, on account of his knowledge of woods and

his volume of business, to employ experts for matching

whose work would be superior to that done in the ordi-

nary factory by hands that do not handle enough veneers

to do exceptional work.

But these theories are knocked in the head by a num-
ber of practical objections; at any rate, they are suffi-

cient to have prevented most of the veneer men from

attempting to emulate the example of a few houses in

supplying a demand for matched-up stock. True, there

is a demand of this kind, though it is limited. If it were

a universal and overwhelming call, the veneer houses

might be compelled to provide the service, and to fur-

nish stock in the form designated by their customers.

That the bulk of buyers and sellers of veneers have not

taken hold of the idea of having the veneer man do the

matching seems to show that there is no necessity for

introducing this wrinkle.

In fact, there was more of this sort of thing done a

few years ago, when Circassian walnut was in vogue, than

there is now. Then it was a question of making the

most of material which was likely to be defective. Sell-

ing Circassian matched up and ready to lay gave the

veneer man a chance to put his material in the best of

condition, to handle it so as to eliminate defects as far

as possible, and to patch up the veneers where this was

necessary. It was a practical device that served a definite

purpose, and after Circassian was knocked out for the

time being by the war, concerns which had been willing

to supply their veneers in this form discontinued the

practice.

When the war is over and Circassian comes back

—

and this, of course, introduces another debatable ques*-'

tion—it may again be good policy to feature this idea.

On the other hand, most veneer users know that Circas-

sian is a defective wood, and that it has to be handled

carefully to get proper results. They may prefer to "let

George do it," however, and have the veneer man take the

trouble and assume the risk involved in putting the Cir-

cassian stock together. Certainly there seems to be more
room for this feature, as a matter of service to the user,

than there is under ordinary conditions.

One reason, in the opinion of many fancy veneer men,

why matching up will never get very far is that the small

users of built-up panels are likely to buy their material

already glued-up, while the big ones prefer to handle the

veneers themselves, in order to introduce the note of in-

dividuality and distinction which they desire. It is, of

course, true that matching is the most important feature

of all in bringing out the beauty of the wood, and in

giving character to the finished panel. The wood which

is not effectively matched up will not show off well in the

finished piece, v^rhile a clever handler of veneers can

make the most of the opportunities in matching the stock

and get a brilliant result from the same wood.

Since this is true, big buyers, who are using a lot of

figured stock, can afford to have experts in this depart-

ment of their plants, and to devote attention to getting

the best results. And best, in this respect, includes in-

dividuality as well as beauty. The work turned out by a

concern matching and taping veneers for a large num-
ber of users would in all probability have certain charac-

teristics, which would indicate its origin. Those who
are looking for the distinctive, and who are selling their

goods on the strength of this kind of appearance, prefer

to do the matching themselves, believing that they can

bring out the features for which they are striving better

than anybody else.

Again, work of this kind, involving, as indicated, not

merely furnishing dimension stock, but likewise high-

priced labor into the bargain, must necessarily carry a

high price, compared with the cost of the same veneers

sold without reference to size, as they came from the

saw or slicer. And the experience of most members of

the trade is that consumers cannot see the reason for

increases of this kind. No matter how thoroughly

justified they may be, the consumer hesitates to pay what

is asked. This means that the profit to be made in fur-

nishing service of this character is limited, and that the

game, from this standpoint, is hardly worth the candle.
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rWALNUT^
You buy shoes from a shoe store
because it specializes in shoes. By the same
reasoning you should buy walnut where
walnut is the exclusive product;
where concentration on one wood has made

possible specialized study of every

point of manufacture and han-

dling. If you would understand

the methods which have
made our walnut accepted

as standard, you are

cordially invited

"to see it

done" at

our plant

This Plant produced Seventeen Million Feet of American Black Walnut last year—but will go much beyond
that this year.

^ Pickrel Walnut CbJ
ST. LOUIS, MO.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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MAHOGANY
LUMBER

About ten carloads 1" No. 1 Com.,
also other thicknesses and grades of

MEXICAN & HONDURAS

MAHOGANY
dry enough to put in a kiln

with safety.

If at any time we can

serve you better by
telegraphing kindly

wire at our expense.

We are carrying a nice stock of

SAWED VENEER, 1/8", 3/16"

and 1/4" Mexican; also several

MILLION feet of SLICED
1/24" and 1/28" Mahogany, and
AMERICAN WALNUT venecr

ranging from plain to highly

figured. May we send samples
to you?

Huddleston-Marsh
Mahogany Company
2254 Lumber Street

CHICAGO
33 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY

All Tkree of Ui Will Be Benefited

It is the business of the veneer man to make veneers,

but it has not been considered his business to show how
they should be laid. As a matter of selling effort, the

veneer man often suggests the possibilities of his stock, or

shows it matched up; but he does not, as a rule, attempt

to set himself up as an authority on this feature. On the

contrary, this is one of the things which the panel manu-
facturer devotes his attention to, and on the basis of

which he sells his product to the consumer of glued-up

work. This raises the question as to whether it is good
policy for the veneer man to take away, in effect, the

special field of the panel man, his customer, by attempt-

ing to perform a service which the latter is in a position

to render, and which he has devoted himself to.

The best customer of the veneer concern which is

selling its product matched up and ready for the glue-

room is, presumably, the consumer who does not regard

himself or his organization as sufficiently expert to attend

to this feature. Some of those who oppose the entry of

the veneer man into this department of work insist that

this is catering to ignorance, and that the trade should

not proceed on the basis that its customers are not

equipped to handle the material properly. Yet it seems

that since new users are coming into the field all the time,

some of them necessarily inept when it comes to matching

veneers, there should be some means by which they may
get satisfactory results. Whether this should be estab-

lished by the veneer man or by the panel man exclusively

is the question.

"Matching veneers is not a part of the veneer busi-

ness," said an experienced member of the trade, in dis-

cussing this feature recently. "There is occasional

demand for service of this kind, but we have never

attempted to supply it. Not even in the days when
many veneer concerns selling figured woods furnished

Circassian walnut ready to lay did we undertake to do

this, but we have always stuck to our knitting, figuring

that we have enough to do in producing the right kind

of stock without getting out of our field by matching up

the material.

"If this plan were generally adopted, it would revo-

lutionize the trade, but I do not believe that it will ever

come about. The larger users of veneers have their own
ideas about how fancy woods should be matched up, and

would hardly come over to the plan of having this done

for them in the plant of the seller. In fact, if they were

content to have the matching done outside, they would
probably buy their veneers in panel form, and thus save

the trouble of operating a glue-room. But because they

want to get individuality into their products, they attend

to this work themselves, and many of them have men
who are capable and artistic, and who get splendid re-

sults from their figured veneers.

"The biggest difficulty in the way of bringing a plan

like this into general use, as I see it, is that the consumer

would not pay the price. He realizes that if he buys

veneers in this form, he must pay the cost of cutting to

if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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dimension and the labor involved in matching and taping.

He knows that the manufacturer must make a profit on

these operations, if he is to attend to them, and because

he objects to paying somebody else a profit if he can

avoid it, he will do this work himself and thus rule out

the middleman.

"Cutting veneers, especially figured veneers, to dimen-

sion is not a game that appeals to me, because the waste

is too hard to figure into the selling price. If the busi-

ness were established on a dimension basis, and con-

sumers were educated to pay the high prices which are

necessary, the thing w^ould be simplified."

Some veneer men appear to feel that offering to fur-

nish veneers in the form suggested is a type of "unfair

competition" from concerns which are working along this

line, since, in their view, it is undertaking to do something

which falls entirely outside of the scope of a veneer

business. Others assume that it offers too many oppor-

tunities for price-cutting under cover, though they do not

insist that those using the plan are necessarily doing so as

a means of artistically shading quotations on their veneers.

The proposition has many angles, and, as suggested,

is one with possibilities. Whether it would benefit the

trade to have these possibilities developed is the question

on which opinion is definitely divided.

G. D. C, Jr.

.'^^'^ I Lll!:'i!l!ll'i!

Light On Veneer
Broadly speaking, veneer is best preserved in a dark storage

room protected from the sun. It is in this respect similar in its

requirements to sash and doors and other woodvs^ork in the white

which to be kept fresh must be protected from the light, and pref-

erably should also be protected from dust and dirt. A few woods

are improved in their coloring by being exposed to the light, but

they are exceptions rather than the rule. And generally speak-

ing, either veneers or panels keep better and remain fresher and

brighter if stored in dark places.

A dark storage place may mean either a tightly enclosed ware-

house, a basement or a corner in the factory. Many prefer base-

ment storage, and this is good, too, provided it is not damp.

Damp basements are naturally bad. If, however, the basements

are comparatively free from dampness and the veneer is kept up

off the concrete floor it will keep better in the cool dark of the base-

ment than in storage rooms above ground and will remain in a more

normal condition as to moisture. This is simply a thought in

passing, the main thought for consideration right now is the

subject of light. Veneer and panels should be protected from

light when stored.

On the other hand, light is desirable for selecting and inspect-

ing the veneer, because it is difficult to see the minor defects and

to comprehend the texture and figure properly without a very

strong light. So the grading of veneer and the selecting of veneer

for use call for conditions contrasting with that required for

storing.

Fortunately in this age we have splendid electric lighting sys-

tems which can be installed in basements and dark stock rooms.

No electric light is as good as the outside daylight, but by looking

properly after the electric lighting system one may get light

enough even in the darkest storage rooms to select veneer for

use. The best time to inspect veneer is before it goes into dark

storage.

VENEERS AND PANELS

iia^iSE ;* a icti j lEi

PLAIN OAK
BROWN ASH
GREY ELM
MAPLE

""ASSWOQ^

WISCONSIN VENEEER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

RHINELANDER, WIS.

Those who let pessimism become too much of a habit will miss

lome fine opportunities to do good for themselves, and lose some

trade to the cheerful persistent hustlers.
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Varnishing by Immersion
A New Method Has Successfully Been Put in Use

ARNISHING BY IMMERSION is one of the latest

developments to secure the attention of piano

^'i\^^j' and cabinet makers. This new style of varnish-

ing is in vogue in a number of automobile manu-
factories and in but one or two piano or cabinet plants,

and it has been applied to the latter industry with com-
plete success.

The advantages of this process is due to the quality of

the work and to the great saving of time—one man can do
the work of about five or ten working by hand.

By means of some hydrau-

lic immersion system this

method can be and has been

applied to pianos, and it is

stated that this insures an

absolutely even distribution

of varnish, no part of the

piano case being neglected.

The apparatus consists of a

steel tank for the varnish,

with an adjustable cover

which can be raised or locked

when the apparatus is not

in use, an hydraulic lift for

raising the work slowly out

of the varnish, a small horse

power pump, operated either

by steam pressure or com-
pressed air.

The principal investment

for the piano manufacturer

lies in the carriers or racks

for holding the separate pieces to be dipped, and these

carriers may be adjusted so as to save the labor of

handling. Carriers holding sides require some twenty to

twenty-five minutes' immersion, the length of the immer-
sion determines the heaviness of the coat. It is desirable

to have a sufficient number of carriers to hold all the

work until the varnish is sufficiently dry for rubbing, and
these are sometimes made by the staffs of factories at low

cost. It is stated also that very little additional varnish

is required by this method.

Thus by this process with carriers containing six com-
plete pianos the factory is enabled to turn out 1 08 pianos

with one coating during a nine-hour working day, while

smaller or larger arrangements can be made according

to the size of the output. This same means can be applied

for use in the cabinet factory and vi^here large-sized

veneers are frequently used.

It affords an opportunity on the part of those prepared

to lay down the necessary plant—apparently no very

serious matter—of getting the varnishing done in a

wholesale and rapid way hitherto impossible, and of

.MAriiiNi: I'oii i>ipriNi; iwiiTs
.\N1) .\UT J.MOUII.K

effecting an appreciable saving in cost. Once the car-

riers have been obtained and the speed of the raising and

lowering apparatus has been set—this of course varies

with the kind of work—the operation becomes mechan-

ical, the manipulation of the carriers in and out of the

tank takes up only a part of the attention of the man in

charge, who is free to superintend or to assist in the fixing

of the parts on the frames preparatory to their being

dipped.

As will be seen by the illustration, the pianoforte cases

are fixed on the carrier in

as compact a manner as pos-

sible; this, perhaps, is the

most exacting part of the

process, the dipping of the

whole into the varnish tank

being a simple matter.

The Packard Piano Com-
pany, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

found that up to two years

ago submersion of cases in

varnish was not practical.

When it learned of a new
submerging device that has

been perfected, it imme-
diately adopted this system.

This varnish bath is located

in a specially built, dust-

proof room. The parts of

the case are fastened in

frames and the submersion is

complete. There are several

varnish baths before this process is finished, the cases

drying between each submersion. The result is freedom
from dust that the old racking method carried with it

—

a perfectly even varnish distribution that no older system

attained. Stain, filling, and varnish are handled expertly,

the kind of expertness that only men, material, facilities

and principles, acting in harmony, can exercise.

An individual of the Packard Piano Company, who is

the head of the finishing department, when asked what

part of the piano was most important, said: "Tone is

most important, but finish sells most of them."

A. H. Koble.

I.\ V.\R.\ISH USED BY I'l.\.\()

M.VMK.VCTritKIfS

The Inman Veneer arid Panel Company of Louisville, Ky., re-

cently incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000, is getting

along nicely with its new plant on Broadway, and has placed con-

tracts with the United Equipment Company for machinery totalling

$15,550.

The average millman does not feci inoliiied to buy now machineTy

and enlarge his plant iiivpstinpnt when ImsinpBs is dull, but just

the same that is thp right time to overliaul, maUp improvements

and prepare for the busy times to come.
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production of larger foodstuff crops in the South and this committee, it is

stated, will take up its duties at once.

Secretary Pritchard, too, was instructed to write to Tennessee congress-

men and senators suggostiug that it would be advisable to enact legislation

compelling able bodied men who refuse to work to fight in the army and
making it possible for colleges throughout the country to be closed in order

that the men therein might be available either for the army or for useful

work in the gathering of the harvests which are close at hand.

It was decided that the semi-annual meeting which has been held in Mem-
phis ever since the organization was formed should be dispensed with this

year.

The directors decided that the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association

should become a member of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion and to donate $1,000 to the fund being raised by American lumbermen to

defray part of the expenses of the federal trade commission which will in-

vestigate lumber trade conditions in the European field for the benefit of

American lumber interests who are engaged in exporting lumber.

Although the association has grown tar more rapidly than its most en-

thusiastic charter members anticipated, a plan designed to greatly in-

crease the membership in the Southeast is to be undertaken, and, to this

end, a meeting, scheduled for a convenient point in the southeastern terri-

tory, will be arranged later.

The executive committee of the American Oak Manufacturers' Associa-

tion held a meeting in Memphis April 21 and placed that organization

squarely on record behind the United States Government in the efforts of

the latter to greatly increase the foodstuff production of the country and to

consolidate all of its resources with a view to bringing about a successful

ending of the war with Germany. President Lang, following the reading of

an urgent message from Secretary Redfield of the Department of Commerce
appointed the following committee to assist in the foodstuff campaign :

S. M. Nickey, Green River Lumber Company, Memphis ; John W. McClure,
P.elgrade Lumber Company, Memphis: A. C. Lang, Paepcke-Loicht Lumber
Company, Blytheville, Ark. ; W. B. Burke, Lamb-Fish Lumber Company,
Charleston, Miss., and J. T. Kendall, secretary of the association, Memphis.

Reports were submitted by the various committees showing the progress
of their work. Particular interest attaches to that on membership. This
shows that, beginning in November with thirty-seven charter members, the
roll has now been increased untU the roster shows eighty-seven firms. It

is proposed to keep up the active campaign for new members, however, until

practically every firm identified with the manufacture of oak is enrolled.

Trend of Southern Hardwood Prices
The latest general bulletin of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

of the United States datecl April 16 gives indications of ver.v strong
markets in hardwoods. The bulletin says that inquiries continue brisk with
no complaint at prices. It says there is an acute shortage of timber at
many southern mills and continued extreme difliculty in getting cars to
ship out lumber.

In speaking of oak, it says that there has been a large decrease in stock
in the last thirty days with rapid and consistent advances in prices. Floor-
ing prices have recently been raised on account of increasing lumber
cost.

The following are the market prices on oak based on manufacturers'
rules as they were deducted from actual sales reported at the Manufac-
turers' oflJce up to April 10 :

F. O. B. Cars Cixcinnati, O.

Grades %" %" 1" 114" iy„" 2" 2',A" 3" 4"
Quartered White Oak
FAS $66 $75 $S2 $85 $85 $88
Selects 54 60 65 70 70 72 . .

No. 1 Common and Selects 42 44 53 56 56 58
No. 1 Common 40 42 51 54 54 56
No. 2 Common 26 28 33 35 35 37 .. .

Sound Wormv 33 35 35 37 . .

C. F. Strips 2V'2-5V>" 61 65 65
No. 1 Common Strips 214-514" 37

Quartered Red Oak
FAS 70 74 74 77
Selects 52 57 57 59
No. 1 Common and Selects 42 47 47 49
No. 1 Common 40 45 45 47
No. 2 Common 30

Plain Oak
FAS White 46 52 60 63 63 65 72 74 76
PAS Red 47 53 61 64 64 66 72 74 76
Selects White and Red 37 41 49 52 52 54 58 59 62
No. 1 Common and Selects White
and Red 30 32 39 42 42 43 48 49 52

No. 1 Common White and Red.. 29 31 38 41 41 42 45 47 49
No. 2 Common White and Red . . 21 23 28 31 31 33 35 37 39
No. 3 Common White and Red 16 18 18 20
No. 4 Common White and Red 13 15 15 17
Sound Wormv White and Red 28 32 32 34
C. F. Strips 2 1/2-5 Vo" White and
Red : 49 51 51

No. 1 Common Strips White and
Red 33

F. O. B. Caks CAir.o, 111.
Grades %" %" 1" \W"i-Vi" 2" 214" 3" 4"

Quartered White Oak
FAS $63 $72 $79 $82 $82 $85
Selects 51 57 62 65 65 67
No. 1 Common and Selects 39 41 49 52 52 54
No. 1 Common 37 39 47 50 50 52
No. 2 Common 23 25 29 32 32 34
Sound Wormy 29 32 32 34
C. F. Strips 2^4-5 V4" 51 56 56
No. 1 Common Strips 29

F. O. B. Cars Cairo, III.

Grades 5^" %» i" 114" 114" 2" 214" 3" 4"
Quartered Red Oak
FAS , 66 70 70 73
Selects 50 54 54 56
No. 1 Common and Selects 40 44 44 46
No. 1 Common 38 42 42 44
No. 2 Common 27

Plain Oak
FAS White 42 47 35 60 60 64 07 70 74
FAS Red 42 47 57 59 01 63 65 68 70
Selects White and Red 32 37 43 48 48 51 56 59 62
No. 1 Common and ,Selects white

and Red 25 28 35 38 38 41 46 49 52
No. 1 Common White and Red.. 22 27 34 .37 37 40 45 47 49
No. 2 Common White and Red. . IS 21 26 28 28 31 33 37 39
No. 3 Commnn White anil Red 16 17 17 20
No. 4 Common White and Red 11 13 13 17
Sound Wormv White and Red 23 27 27 29
C. F. Strips 21/.-514" White and
Red 43

No. 1 Common Strips 2i/,-5i4"

White and Red 29

Poplar

The bulletin comments on the continued evidence of growing demand
for poplar in all thicknesses and grades. The bulletin says that with such

information as came in on poplar, the market prices at the date of the

bulletins F. O. B. Ohio river as follows

:

4/4 No. 1 and Panel. . .18-23" $76 3/4 and 6/4 Clear Saps
24-27" 85 5" and up $50

5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 and 4/4 No. 1 Common 38
Panel 18-23" 79 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common ... 40

S/4 No. 1 and Panel. . .18-23" 83 8/4 No. 1 Common 42
4,4 Box Boards '. 13-17" 64 4/4 No. 2 Common 28
4 4 FAS 7-17" 60 5/4 and 6/4 No. 2 Common. . . 31
5/4 and 6/4 PAS 7-17" 63 8/4 No. 2 Common 32
8/4 PAS 7-17" 67 4/4 No. 3 Common 23
4/4 Clear Saps 7-9" 48

— Chestnut

On chestnut the comment is extremely favorable, showing advancing

prices and very short stock, sound wormy being especially scarce. The
following figures are quoted, P. O. B. Ohio river :

4/4 PAS $53.00 4/4 Sound Wormy 26.00
5/4 & 6/4 FAS 58.00 .5/4 & 6/4 Sound Wormy 28.00
8/4 FAS 60.00 S/4 Sound Wormy 29.00
4/4 No. 1 Common 37.00 4/4 No. 3 Common 19.00
.5/4 & 6/4 No. 1 Common. . . . 40.00 5/4 & 6/4 No. 3 Common. . . . 21.00
8/4 No. 1 Common 42.00 S/4 No. 3 Common 22.00

Ash
On ash there is reported increasing prices with the entire probability

that they will go considerably farther. The following figures are shown
on this wood, F. O. B. Cairo :

4/4 FAS $49.00 8/4 No. 1 Common $42.00
5/4 FAS 54.00 4/4 No. 2 Common 20.00
6/4 PAS 57.00 5/4 No. 2 Common 23.00
8/4 PAS 61.00 6/4 No. 2 Common 25.00
4/4 No. 1 Common 31.00 8/4 No. 2 Common 29.00
5/4 No. 1 Common 35.00 4/4 No. 3 Common 14.00
6/4 No. 1 Common 37.00

Cottonwood
While stock in all grades of cottonwood is at a premium and the market

continues to show strength, present prices are higher on practically every

grade than ever known in the history of cottonwood. It is stated that Cot-

tonwood boxboards 13" to 17" sold for $65 on Chicago basis the week prior

to the date of the bulletin.

With the Trade
Lumber Firms Answer Call of Patriotism

Lumber interests are showing marked activity in connection with the

government appeal for larger foodstuff crops. The Lamb-Fish Lumber

Company at Charleston has announced that all of its land in cultivation,

2200 acres, will be seeded to foodstuff' crops this season to the entire ex-

clusion of cotton, while George C. Brown & Co., Proctor, Ark., have

instructed all of their tenants that they must plant at least one-third of all

the land they cultivate to corn and other foodstuff crops. The Bellgrade

Lumber Company, to encourage corn raising on its plantation near

Isola, Miss., has guaranteed its tenants that it will pay them $1 per bushel

for all the corn raised by them and that it will, if the market is above

that price this fall, allow them to sell for whatever they are able to

obtain. The Anderson-Tully Company is heartily in favor of the food-

stuff propaganda and may be counted on to do its share. Other lumber

firms here have shown a strong disposition to support the government

in this movement and present Indications are that large areas belonging to

lumber interests will be seeded to foodstuff crops at the expense of cotton

acreage.

Saws Eucalyptus

The Landreth Lumber Company, located at Escondido, Cal., reports

that its mill began sawing on April 10. It is expected that the mill will be

supplied with logs to keep it sawing steadily. The mill has been built ou

the Landreth ranch, is equipped with ample power and a six-foot Hocsier

band mill. The company contemplates manufacturing insulator pins.
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brackets, steps tor electric power lines and for telephone lines, tool handlps.
wooden toys and novelties, tree nails for shipbuilding, small dimensiim
lumber for many purposes where hnrdwuod is needed.

George D. Burgess
George D. Burgess, junior partner in Kusse & Burgess, Inc., Memphis

and London, and president of the National Lumber Exporters' Association,

died at his residence on Poplar avenue, Memphis, Tenn., Friday morning,
April 20, after a lingering illness. He was taken ill in a New York hotel

several months ago, was removed to the home of his wife's sister in

Baltimore as soon as he could stand the travel and some time later

was brought to Memphis. He was able to go out to the offlees of his

firm once or twice after reaching Memphis but he suffered a relapse several
weeks ,Tgo and since that time little hope of his recovery has been en-

tertained by his friends.

Mr. Burgess was one of the prominent members of the lumber fraternity
in Memphis and was well known throughout this country and in many
of the lumber centres of Europe where he spent much of his time each
year prior to the outbreak of the European war. Some idea of his wide
affiliations and his acknowledged ability may be gained from the fact that,

besides being presiilent of the National Lumber Exporters' Association
at the time of his death, he had served as president of the Lumbermen's
Club of Memphis, president of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association.

Memphis, treasurer of the National Hardwood Lumber Association and
trustee of the National Wholesale Lumber Deal-

er's Association. Mr. Burgess was also a mem-
ber of the Memphis Country Club and the Tennes-
see Club.

lie was flft.v-five years old and is survived by
his wife, one son, .Tohn Early Burgess, and a

sister. Mrs. V. W. Douglas of Indianapolis.

Mr. Burgess was born in Indianapolis in 1.S02.

entered the lumljer field when a comparatively
young man and formed a partnership with W. 11.

Kusse liefore the old firm of Rusee & Burgess i-e

moved to Memphis in 1S98.

Funeral services were conducted Sunda.v after-

noon at St. Mary's Cathedral and private burial
in Forest Hill cemetery followed. In Ihe list of
iKuiorary pallbearers, besides (hose prominent in

other lines of business, were a number of lumber-
me'i who were close friends of the deceased and
also representatives of every lunibiT oiganization
having headquarfers in Memphis.

The firm of Uusse & Burgess (Inc.) ranks in

the lead in hardwood exporting circles, although
the big operations in the South have of course
felt the pressure of exporting bans willi i he rest.

The Pritchard & Wheeler Lumber

Company Formed
The rritchard & Wheeler Lumber Company

has been formed at Memphis, Tenn., with a capi-
tal stock of $300,000, all paid in, and has made
application for a charter. The incorporators
are: William Pritchard and C. L. Wheeler of .1. W. Wheeli'r & Co., Mem-
phis and M.iilison, .Vrk., Chas, (J. Kadel, formerly principal owner of the
Kiel-Kadel Lumber Company, and J. .M. Clements and M. S. McGehee of
Memphis. As soon as the charter has been issued organization will be
perfected.

The company has purchased 27,000 acres of hardwood timberland in

Louisiana, Of this amount 15,000 acres are located near Wisncr, La.,
while the remaining 12,000 are located near Bruin Lake, La. It is the
intention of the company to begin immediate development of this timber
and to this end a sawmill, with 73,000 feet capacity, will be established at
once at Wisner. The machinery has already been purchased for this
plant and will be shipped within the next few days. The plant will be
equipped with a re-saw and will have adequate dry-kiln facilities.

As soon as the mill has been completed at Wisner, the company an-
nounces that it will proceed with Ihe erection of a second mill, of similar'
capacity and equipment, at Bruin Lake. It is proposed to establish a
veneer plant at Wisner or Bruin but definite decision as to the exact
location has not yet been made. It is estimated that twenty miles of
standard gauge railroad will have to be built to facilitate the develop-
ment of the timber in question.

The tindjcr consists of southern hardwoods of practically all kinds and.
as one of the members of the company said, the development of the prop-
erty is a "straight southern hardwood proptjsilion."

Headquarters will be niainfained in Memphis, at least for the present,
though Mr. Kadel will go (o Wisner to look after the installation of the
mill and also after the operation of the plant.
The formation of the new company will not interfcTc In the leasl with

the operations of .1. W. Wheeler & Co., who have offices in Memphis and
a big band mill at Madison, Ark. The Kiel-Kadel Lumber Company, too,
will be eonllnui'd In operation bul It will be under new management.

Shipbuilding Preparations

TlIK LATE OEO
MEMl'll

The proposed plan of the United States government to build not less

than 1.000 wooden steamers of uniform size as a means of gaining on the

destruction caused by the German submarines and providing tonnage ade-

quate for the shipment of supplies to the allies, has brought out a project

by the Baltimore Dry Docks and Shipbuilding Company, Baltimore, which
is engaged in the construction of steel vessels at Locust Point, to establish

a yard on the other side of the peninsula, in w'hat is known as the Spring
(Jarden district, for the building of wooden craft in accordance with the

scheme referred to. It is planned to expend about .?.'i.500,000 on the plant,

and the estimated capacity is eight ships a year. A force of about 2,000

skilled men would be emi)l<»yed. The p^ant proper would cost $2,000,000.

with a floating dry dock, and other improvements calling for an additional

outlay of $1,500,000.

In this connection it is stated that a decidedly active inquiry for oak

has developed here of late, the supposition being that these inquiries are

prompted by the proposed ship construction. -V decided preference is being

shown for West Virginia oak, which has a longer and tougher fiber than

what is known as Chesapeake Bay oak or the more southern stocks. It

is expected that the demand growing out of the building of wooden ships

will create a lug demand for West Virginia oak. and. as the capacity of

the mills there is limited, it is thought altogether probable that the other

sections noted for their hardwoods will also be benefited.

.\nother yard, which is thought will be devoted to the construction of

such wooden ships is to be established at Quan-
tieo, 22 miles south of Fredericksburg, Va., on
the I*otomac river. Tlie Potomac Shipbuilding

Comi'any has been chartered l>y the Virginia

State Corporation Commission witli an autlior-

izeil capital stock of $3,000,000, The .principal

othce is to be at Fredericksburg. Orren G.

Staples of Washington is president of the new
company, with II. King Cornwell, Washington,
vice-president, and George Purvis, Frederii'ks-

biirg, secretary and treasuriM-.

Around West Virginia

It is reported from Huntington that a group of

New Yorkers has secnired an option on the factor.v

tbf .National interior Finish ('omitany, and will

eularge it and soon put a large force to work.

The report comes from Independence, Pa., via

West Virginia points, that Duncan & I'.urt have

IHirchased a ecmsiderable tract of tlndier on a

I'iinn near Independence. It consists of very fine

...ik and will cut about 1,250,000 feet.

It is reported fnmi Ilorton, W. Va.. that train

si^rvlce was instituted again along about the

seventh of the month after one of the greatest

Hoods known in that section. There has been no

train service to Ilorton, according to the reports,

since March 10, Lumber interests in that sec-

tion were badly damaged by the high water.

lOugene J, Fourney of the Meadow Klver Lum-
ber Comiiany, Kalnelle, W. Va., was married on Monday, April 10, to Miss
IMna Louise Lynch of Blue Jay, W. Va. The couple will take up residence
in Kalnelle about May 1.

From Diana. W. Va., comes the report that the H. B. Nichols Lumber
Company will have its new mill completed and working by about the tii'st

of May.
The Iloll.^'wood Lumber Company, which operates in the vicinity of

Wheeler, W. Va., is reported to have about completed rebuilding of briiiges

ami trestles which were washed away by the recent flood.

Lumber Commissioners Appointed
The Bureau of Foreign ami Dtanestic Commerce has annovmci'd the ap-

pointment of four special trade commissioners for estimating the amounts
of American lumber that will be needed in Europe for reconstruction pur-
I)oses. These commissioners are : John K. Walker, Washington, V. C.

;

.Nelson C. Brown, Syracuse, N. Y. ; Roger E. Simmons, Ilagerstown, Md.

;

and A. II. Oxholm, San Francisco. The investigation is to be financed
jointly by the National Lumber Manufacturers' .\ssociation and the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the association paying the expenses
of three of the commissioners.
The appointees are now prei)aring to visit every luniber producing cen-

ter in the I'nlted States, the ol)Ject being to get in touch with all lumber
concerns that are inlc>rested in foreign trade. They will study at first

hand the districts in Europe that will be in greatest need of lumber after
Iieaee is restored, ascertain the kind of lumber that will be demanded, and
they will estimate the nature of the compedtlon that will he encountered.
It is thought that the Investigation will require two years.

Commissioner Walker, in addition to practical experience in the lumber
Industry and to considerable actual exporting experience, has appeared
before the Interstate Commerce Commission in behalf of every branch of
the lumber business. Commissioner Brown has the advantage of having

KC.E D. BURGESS,
IS, TENN,
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taken part in a previous investigation of the lumber markets of Europe
in a private capacity. He has been connected recently with Syracuse Uni-
versity and the United States Forest Service. Commissioner Simmons
began in the lumber business as a partner in a Maryland lumber company.
iHe was connected with the United States Forest Service for a number of

years, and recently completed an investigation of the lumber markets of

South America. Commissioner Oxholm is a native of Norway and had a

thorough knowledge of the Baltic lumber industry before coming to this

country. Especially valuable experipuce was gained as assistant manager
of the largest lumber-importing concern in Spain. He has been in the
lumber business since coming to this country and was employed by a well-

known San Francisco firm at the time he accepted his new appointment.

Charles F. Rea
Charh'S Frederick Rea, aged forty-eight years, formerly sales manager

of the Sawyer-Goodman Lumber Company, Marinette. Wis., died recentlv

at his home in that city. Mr. Rea was interested in lumbering sine
childhood and rose to prominence with a nation-wide reputation as a lum-

berman.
Funeral services were held at the family residence, 1455 Newberry avenue,

under the rites of the Knights Templar. The body was buried in Wausau.

Memorial Service for Allan McLean
The tragic death of Allan McLean of thf Wood Mosaic Company, Inc.,

New Albany, Ind., resulting from the tornado which swept that place

last month, as noted in the last issue of Hakdwooo Record, was followed

by a memorial service held at noon on April 11 in the chapel of the Wood-
Mosaic Company, the entire mill and office forces being in attendance. In

fact, the service was planned by the workmen, who greatly respected and
loved Mr. McLean.
The Rev. E. C. Lucas, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of New

Albany, a personal friend of the deceased, gave an address in eulogy and
a chorus of the men rendered appropriate music. The pastor's theme was
the splendid fight which Allan McLean made during his life against con-

firmed sickness which would have embittered and spoiled most men, but

out of which he came attractinf' all by his unusual ability, his patience, per-

sistence and ambitibn. which was toned by his sympathetic consideration

of every man employed in the big institutiou.

In concluding his address Dr. Lucas said :

He fought a good fight and ran a straight race which certainly made
him the worthy candidate for that immortal crown of life and we see today
that his handicaps and obstacles were but the triumphant opportunities
for achieving unusual distinction in the ordeal which we call life. For
this reason we cherish his memory and rejoice in the example he has set
us in the living of a life that is truly worth the while.

Pertinent Information
Comparative Statement of Building Operations for March

I5iiil(ling operations throughout the country are satisfactory in volume
from a rational viewpoint. The general impression among architects and
contractors is that business is quiet ; prospective work may not be specially

insistent at this time. But the statistics show that, as compared with a

year ago, there is only a moderate decline. February showed a decrease

of 3 per cent, as compared with February last year. The March figures

show the same shrinkage, as compared with March, 1916. But the totals

for last mouth are over 50 per cent greater than for February, which is

the normal trend, as the active building season approaches.

Lluildiug permits, issued in 111 principal cities of the United States

during March, as officially reported to the Americau i'outractor, Chicago,

total .f79,284,262. as compared with $S3,624,.502 for March, 191G. The
total number of building permits issued was 23.1015, compared with 2.5,261

for March .last year.

It is noteworthy that a greater uumber of cities show gains than

losses, 63 increasing over a year ago and 16 decreasing, two holding sta-

tionary. The larger cities make the more unfavorable showing, which is

no doubt explainable by the fact that in these cities a larger percentage

of the buildings are of steel construction, and that because of the great

scarcity it is almost impossible to obtain structural shapes. New York
shows a comparative loss of 20 per cent ; Philadelphia. 21 per cent : Boston
and vicinity, 30 per cent: St. Louis, 27 per cent; Pittsburgh, 31 per cent.

Chicago neither gains nor loses. There are some very notable gains.

South American Furniture Market
Commercial Agent Harold E. Everly of the Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce, recently was in Cincinnati to confer with furniture

ijianutacturers relative to the South American trade. He stated that there

is now and will be tor years to come a great demand for American furni-

ture in Latin-America. Very little furniture was shipped to South
.Vmerica prior to the war, but since England, France and Gernmny have
been unable to supply the demand there has been a wonderful opening

for our furniture. He declared there is a great demand for ofBce furni-

ture, especially flat and roll top desks, revolving chairs and Sling cabi-

nets. Of the other types of furniture in demand are white enameled bar-

ber chairs, sanitary furniture for hospitals, theatre, schools and church
seats. Mr. Everly is anxious to confer with furniture manufacturers to
learn from them just what points of interest they desire him to in-
vestigate.

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, Etc.,
Required by the Act of Congress of August 24, 1912,

'•f !?-*'''''"'0"f> Recokh, published semi-monthly at Chicago, 111.. f..r April 1,

State of Illinois.

)

County of Cook. (
ss.

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State au.l countv aforesaid
personally appeared E. H. Defebaugh. who. having been duly sworn accoril-
ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Editor of 'the H.uinwoiiiv
Record, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief
a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper the
circulation I ,

etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date sliown in the
above caption. recMired by the Act of August 21. 1912, embodied in Section
44rf, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to-wit '.

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing
I'ditor, and business managers are :

Name of

—

Postoffice address

—

Publisher—The Hardwood Company, .">37 So. Dearborn St., Chicago III
Editors—E. H. Defebaugh and E. W. Meeker, 537 So. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

Managing Editor—E. \V. Meeker, 537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Business Manager—None.
2. That the owners are (Give names and addresses of individual owners,

or. if a corporation, give its name and the names and addresses of stock-
holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of the total amount of stock.) :

E. H. Defebaugh. 537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders

owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
or other securities are (If there are none, so state) : None.
That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners,

stockholders, and security holders. If any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon the books of the com-
pany, but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary rela-
tion, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, is given : also that the said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securi-
ties in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this afBant
has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation
has any interest, direct or indirect, in the said stock, bonds, or other securi-
ties than as so stated by him.

(Signed) E. H. Defebavgh. Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this second day of April. 1917.

J-\MES S. Pennington.
[seal.] Notary Public.
(My commission exiiires October 20, 1920.)

Special Importation Licenses

The British Board of Trade Journal states that the general licenses for
importation of the following articles has been revoked and that special

licenses must be obtained by those who wish to ship Into the United King-
dom :

Beefwood. boxwood, dogwood, greenheart, hickory, lancewood, lignum-
vitse, padoukwood. sabicu. sandalwood, birch timber in logs (i. e.. waney
timber from Canada. Labrador and Newfoundland) ; tops and bottoms for
barrels, wooden hoops for barrels, birch, maple and persimmon blocks, and
squares for bobbins, reels, shuttles and spools, box shooks. box boards,
screws made of wood, tool handles, painters* brush handles (of ash and
hickory), case boards, returned empties, flooring boards (planed and pre-
pared, tongued and grooved, of woods not prohibited), wooden rules, ash
oars, pine blocks for match making, plywoods, w-ooden pulleys, wood wool

February Lumber Exports

The government figures giving February exports of forest products have
been published and a summary follows :

Yd I Ill-

Round timber $ 54,71 :'.

Firewood 12..':2o

Square timber 453,071
Lumber ' 1,581.425
Uailroad ties 199.2211
Shingles 2.670
Shooks 257.597
Staves 200,71)2
Heading 20.341
Other lumber 19.'!.51

1

Doors, sash and blinds 29.071
Furniture 325.348
Empty barrels , 90.8.39
Incubators 14,646
House finishing 213,448
Woodenware : 68,660
All other 584.787

Total $4,220,502

Japanese Wooden Toys
I'he .lapauese have been quick to reach out for the toy trade lost by

Germany on account of the war. The toymakers in the Mikado's kingdom

e.xported more than $3,000,000 worth of toys last year, and the United

States took nearly half. They have not been very successful in making

mechanical toys of metal, chiefly because of lack of experience ; but their

wooden toys are first class and are produced at a low cost. The work-

man receives thirty-seven cents a day and works at home. No overhead

for factory equlimient and maintenance is necessary. The toys are of hard-

woods, well finished and substantially put together. It is believed that

Japan will be able to retain most of this "trade after the war, but probably

will not be able to hold the mechanical toy trade.
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NEW BRASFIELD, ABK., MILL OF W. P. BROWN & SONS, RECENTLY
PURCHASED FROM PEXROP. Jl'RDEN & McCOWEN

-< MISCELLANEOUS >
The Sangamon Hardwood Lumber Company has been incorporated with

$10,000 at Bcardstown, 111., by John Goodell, Allan D. Millard and Omer

C. Pilger.

With $20,000 capital W. II. Moore, .Y. C. Clopton, Brown White, and

others have incorporated the Handy Airtight Hetrigerator Company at Fort

Worth, Tex.

The Cooley Mauutacturing Company has l)cen incorporated at West Bend,

Wis., to manufacture boxes. Capital stock is $12,000.

The Brigg & .Mlyn Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of sash and

doors at Lawrence, Mass., is reported to be liquidating.

A new chair factory, the output of which is to be taken by the Grand

Rapids Chair Company and the Imperial Furniture Company, is being con-

sidered by E. H. Foote, secretary-treasurer of the former concern, F. Stuart

Foote, secretary-treasurer of the latter company, and associates in the two

concerns. The tentative plans are for a building costing approximately

$2uO',000. The promoters have planned to take definite steps next fall if

the venture materializes, but as yet no certain action has been taken.

Captain Gus Gnndcrson and Benjamin Paddock have become financially

interested in tiio American Parlor Frame Company. Slielmygan. Wis., the

deal having been consummated April 2. Jlr. Paddock is an experienced

salesman, having been identified with the Crocker Chair Company and

other Sheboygan manufacturing concerns. He becomes a member of the

sales force tor the American I'arlor Frame Company and will enter upon

his duties in the near future.

The Acme Manufacturing Company of Chattanooga, Tenn,. manutac

turer of trunks and boxes, has been succeeded by the O. B. .\ndrews Com-

pany, while the St. Paul Show Case & Fl.xture Company. St. Paul. Minn.,

has changed its name to tlie Van Duyne-.Moran Hxture Company.

The Gem Manufacturing Company, Greenville, O., has become an involun-

tary bankrupt.

Deed of trust for the Rupp Furniture Company, Lineboro, Md., has been

given to E. O. Weant.
The following incorporations have been reported recently : Helena

Hardwood Lumber Company, Helena. Ark., capital stock $10,000; New
England Wood Heel Company, Havi rhill. Mass., capital $15,000; Bedford

Cedar Company, Shelbyville. Ind. ; Triangle Manufacturing Company.

Buckbanuon, Wis.; Southern Illinois Timber Cou.pany, Marion. 111., capital

$16,000 : South Bend, Dowel Works, South Beud. Ind. ; Worcester Builders

Finish Company, Worcester, Mass., capita! $10,000; Tacoma Cabinet

Works, Tacoma, Wash., capital $20,000 ; Hamburg Lumber Company.

Newark, N. J.; Tichy Woodworking Company, New York City; Walke Box

Company, Norfolk, Va.. manufacturer box shooks.

The Williams & Voris Lumber Company, with headquarters at Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., has started a sawmill at Birmingham. Ala., known as the

Williams & Voris Saw Mill Company.
The Veit Manufacturing Company of Gra.il Rapids, Mich., has Increased

its capital stock to $50,000.

T. J. Elton, secretary of the Buckley & Douglas Lumber Company. Mauls

tee, Mich., died recently.

The Eagle Utilities Mfg. Company recently began tlie manufacture of

window and door screens at Kirkwood, Mo.

The Valley Park Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of screen doors

at Valley Park, Mo., is out of business.

The Srhauss Parlor Frame Company. Toledo. O.. is closing out.

The Wetumpka Planing MiH has been incorporated at Wetumpka,
Ala., with $5,000.

The Lake Charles Planing Mill Company. Lake Cliarlcs. La., has de-

creased its capital stock from $.50,000 to $25,000.

The Shaw Annis Woodworking Company has been incorporated at

Lowell, Mass., with $2,000 capital stock.

Caflish Spicker Ailing & Co., Jamestown, N. T., has been succeeded

by Caflish, Spicker & Maurer.

The Toxaway Lumber Company has been incorporated at Lake Toxa-

way. N. C, with $50,000 capital.

=-< CHICAGO >
F. E. Bartelme, president of the Keith Lumber Company, Chicago, re-

turned recently from a trip west, where we learn he distinguished himself

as a fl,shcrman.

The O. G. Leach Hardwood Lumber Company has been incorporated at

Chicago.

The National Picture Frime & Lamp Company has become an involun-

tary bankrupt.

The American Cabinet Manufacturing Company has been incorporated

here with $25,000 capital. The incorporators are Joseph J. Quinn, James

F. Quinn and A. Zern.

The American Ladder Company has sold its factory building at Mo-

mence, 111., to the WTiole Grain Wheat Company and has moved its ladder

factory to Chicago.

The Wm. C. Schrelber Lumber Company succeeds Wm. C. Schrelber &

Co. The new concern is capitalized at $100,000.

On April 17, Division "C" of the Lumbermen's Association of Chicago

was responsible for the program at the luncheon. It was fortunate in

securing Mr. Anthonj- Czarnecki of the Chicago News, who has recently

come back from the war zone. He talked feelingly on the conditions

he found in Poland. ^

The Lumberman's Ix)g, which is sort of a year-book issued by the

Lumbermen's Association of Chicago, is exceptionally helpful this

year. It gives a great deal of information on the Chicago lumber trade

and contains annual reports of various officers and committees of the

association covering the work of 1010.

The following prominent northern manufacturers were in the city re-

cently, all of them optimistic on future outlook in the hardwood busi-

ness ; Sam Horner with William Horner. Reed Cily, Mich., tnanufac-

turer of "Smoothest" maple, birch and beech flooring ; Luke Wheeler,
Wheeler-Timlin Lumber Company, Wausau, Wis. ; George Itobson, Kinzel

Liuuber Company, MorriH, Wis. ; Roy Smith. Mason-Donaldson I,umber
Company, Rhlnebinder. Wis.; .\rtbur Jarvis. vicepri'sident of the Steven

& Jarvis Lumber Company, Eau Claire, Wis.

C. W. Talge, president of the Evansville Veneer Company, EvansviUe,
Ind., got into town on Tuesilay, April 24, on his way back to Evansville from
California. He has been spending his time getting ink) physical trim, not
because he had to, but just for the satisfaction of the thing. Mr. Talge
stayed over Just two days and spent most of his time with W. C. Calhoun,
of the Frosts Veneer Sealing Company, Sheboygan, Wis., who came Into

Chicago to meet him.

=-< BUFFALO >=
.\n extension is being made to tlie planing mill and dry kiln of G. Ellas

& Bro., the work 'o cost $18,000. Considerable new machinery Is to be

Installed.

Elmer J. Stur:n and W. 1'. Miller spent a week in Ohio and Pennsylvania
this montli, making purchases and looking over the hardwood situation in

the Interest of Miller, Sturm & Miller.

The Brady Bros. Lumber Company, Nortb Tonawanda, lately purchased
the steamer United L\imberman and the barge Jeannctte from the Morden
Transit Co., of Midland, Ont. These vessels have been In service in the

lumber trade for thirty years or more and will be active again this season.

The state employment bureau Is getting a list of all men experienced in

shipyard work and they will be eligible for employmi'Ut in building tlie

1,000 wooden., boats which the government Is to put into trans .\tlantlc

service.

The Taylor & Crate yard on Elk street, which has carried many millions

of hardwoods during Its long existence, is now getting to be very bare of

stock. Much of it has been sold direct from (he yard, while the remainder

has been going for several months to the firm's new Elmwood avenue yard.

One of Buffalo's leading hardwood men has recently sworn off the use of

tobacco, after having been soothed by Ijady Nicotine for at least a dozen

years. His resolution was not due to any sermon or to the advice of a

medical man. but was brought about by mature reflection and an attack of

the grip. While he was ill he lost his smoking appetite, and he makes l^he

philosophical remark : "A friend that goes back on ,you w^hen you are

sick is no friend at all." He is now firmly and hlgbly resolved never to

smoke again, but, so far as learned, has made no bets on the subject.

The Hugh McLean Lumber Company reports that the car situation has

been bad at its southern mills for some time and that the outlook for the

Immediate future shows little Improvement. The difiicully in getting lum-

ber from the South is said to be helping the Buffalo market.
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=^ PITTSBURGH y.
O. H. Babcock of the Babcock Lumber Company, reports that there is

very little improvement in the railroad situation taken as a whole.
Labor scarcity is also making it extremely difficult for lumbermen to do
business at the mills. C. W. McDaris, yellow pine manager o£ the Bab-
cock Company, is now in the Sfauth.

Joseph C. Cottrell, president of the J. C. Cottrell Lumber Company,
finds that it is hard work to get any lumber shipped. Prices cannot be
relied upon from one day to the next. Mining trade, he says, is strictly

lirst-class.

The Frampton-Foster Lumber Company has recently bought three more
country mills which will increase its hardwood output considerably. It

is making splendid shipments this spring to points in Canada and Maine
and also to Canada and St. Louis.

The Warren Cooperage Company of Warren, O., has bought the plant
of Specie Brothers at Pocahontas, Ark., and will make extensive Improve-
ments to make it one of the best plants in the Southwest.
The Kendall Lumber Company will start its new operation at Cheat

Haven, Pa., probably about May 10. Sales Manager Young reports that
business would be excellent if there were cars to handle it and labor to
get out the lumber.

The Acorn Lumber Company has been progressing steadily this spring
in sales of hardwood and also in building up new markets. It is well
prepared to take care of any hardwood business and President H. F.
Domhoff is an aggressive buyer at all times.

A. P. L. Turner, the new lumber wholesaler, is paying special attention
this spring to the window glass and manufacturing trade. Very few men
in the Pittsburgh district arc better qualified by experience along this
line than he.

The American Lumber & Manufacturing Company looks for higher
prices. President Johnston is taking a conservative view of the situation
but believes that on the whole business in the Pittsburgh district is
going to remain good for some time.

Pittsburgh payrolls are now running over $1,200,000 per day. Pitts-
burgh bank clearings total over $13,000,000 per day. National bank
deposits here last month showed $347,000,000, or a gain of $87,000,000
over March, 1916. With $100,000,000 consisting of steel to be bought soon
for the United States Government, it is not likely that the Pittsburgh
district will fall down much in business for some time to come.

=-< BOSTON y-
A serious fire occurred on .\pril .". in tlie Warebani street building of

the Joseph F. Paul Company, Boston, causing heavy damage to a large
and valuable stock, comprising mainly high-grade hardwoods.
The spruce manufacturers of New England have evidenced their loyalty

by two policies recently adopted ; one to accept all orders subject to delay
by reason of government needs and the other to appoint a committee to

assist military authorities in purchasing and procuring lumber supplies.
Two Boston lumber firms, each with a long and active history, are now

closing out their stocks and withdrawing from the trade—McNeil Bros, of

57 Stanley street, Dorchester, and Perkins Woodworking Company, Ware-
hi^m street.

John G. Krener, Jr., has become New England selling agent for the Bright-

Brooks Lumber Company, with offices at SS Broad street.

The yard and mill properties of the Geo. W. Gale Lumber Company at

Mt. -\uburn have been sold to Atwood & McManus, a large box manufac-
turing concern at Chelsea, Mass., which will enable the liquidators of the

Gale company to send out another substantial dividend and probably result

in a very large total return to the creditors.

=< BALTIMORE >-=

As an indication of tlie increase in prices that is in progress, it may
be stated that a letter was received here from the East Jordan Lumber
Company, East Jordan, Mich., anuouncing an advance of $3 in the price

of maple flooring. Even this price, tb.? conununication stated, would not

hold longer than 90 days, no orders being booked on this basis for delivery

after that time.

The Xess Bros. Spoke and Wheel Works, York. Pa., were destroyed by

fire of suspicious origin .\pril 10, with a loss of $30,000. The plant was
working upon a large contract for the Russian government at the time.

Richard P. Baer of Richard P. Baer & Co. is back from a visit to Ashe-

ville, N. C. where he went to confer with Mr. Warner, the firm's repre-

sentative, about business matters.

^»< COLUMBUS y
.\ccording to a statement from the Columbus Builders' Exchange, there

will be a great deal of building around Columbus and central Ohio, despite

the opening of war. The statement calls attention to the fact that the

exchange now has a large number of plans on file, asking figures on differ-

ent pieces of work, soon to start, and that none of these have been with-

drawn. Prospective builders who have made a careful investigation of the

conditions have become convinced that there is practically no chance of

the cost of building materials or the cost of labor declining as long as

the war lasts. In fact, the consensus of opinion is that materials and

labor may advance. For this reason many persons who had planned to

build are now arranging to have the work pushed since the withdrawal of
many men from the trades for service in the army will have a tendency
to increase wages.

Fire destroyed the mill of the Claude Nease Lumber Company of East
Liverpool. O., consuming a large quantity of lumber. The loss is estimated
at $25,000, partly covered by insurance.
The Slagle Lumoer Company, Lima, O., has been incorporated with a

capital of $150,000 to deal in lumber. The incorporators are W. C. Slagle,
J. H. Blackmore. E. L. Bush, R. E. Van Derveer and Amos Thornton, Jr.

E. A. Drew has entered the wholesale hardwood business in Dayton. He
has been engaged in traveling for some time.
The Sterling Lumber & Supply Company of Chicago has sold its branch

.yards at Lima and Tiffin, O., to the Slagle Lumber Company of Newark.
J. W. Stiger has taken over the business of the Martin Lumber Company

of Bradner, O.

The Dickelman Cumber Company is the name of a new concern at
Tiffin, O., which has taken over the business of the East Side Lumber Com-
pany.

R. W. Ilorton of the W. JI. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good de-
mand for hardwoods with prices showing unusual strength. Buying is

about equally divided between retailers and factories. The car shortage is
delaying shipments to a large extent.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company reports a good demand for
West Virginia hardwoods with prices firm in every particular.

H. D. Crasher, head of the H. D. Brasher Lumber Company, has returned
from a long business trip throughout the South.

<CLEVELAND->-
Prospects for resumption of business in the hardwood and allied indus-

tries seem as remote as ever at this writi'ng, as there is no indication of
settlement of the controversy between the Building Trades Employers' As-
sociation and the individual unions of employes identified with the Build-
ing Trades Council. The latter body and the employers have signed the
agreement, embodying ten cardinal principles, but several of the individual
unions refuse to accept these arrangements unless they receive higher
wages or the employers make additional concessions. Present indica-

tions are that a settlement of the trouble will not be reached until the
present trial of officials of the main union bodies, indicted upon charges
of graft, is completed. The unions that want more concessions from the

employers are the electrical workers, the laborers, the roofers and the

sheet metal workers. It is understood in building material circles that

the council was to call a special meeting, ordering all unions to sign the

agreement or go back to work under the old conditions that existed before

the lockout. Sixteen of the unions are said to be ready now to accept the

new terms of the employers. Hints that the employers' association might

sign certain new agreements to end the lockout has brought out a protest

from the Hunkin-Conkey Construction Company, one of the largest con-

sumers in the district. W. J. Hunkin at a luncheon in the Builders' Ex-

change threatened to withdraw liis company from the association if such

action were taken. He made this statement in connection with the declara-

tion that certain labor leaders had threatened to run his company out of

business. Although no hardwood is going into building construction to

speak of, and in spite of the fact the outlet is mainly into manufacturing

channels, the lumber interests of the city are firm in their support of the

employing contractors in their contentions as outlined in this column in

last issue of Hakdwood Recori).

George E. Breece, president of the West Virginia Timber Company, and

George N. Comfort, of bis own company, who have been in the South the

last month with a view toward improving transit conditions, are back in

town, and recent arrivals seem to show the effort expended in that

connection has been worth while.

=-< CINCINNATI y
The Freiberg Lumber Company, a large hardwood concern here, is having

plans prepared by the Reliance Engineering Company for the building

of a one-story brick storage building at Dalton and Findlay streets. It is

expanding rapidly and additions are necessary to take care of the big

business.

Through the United States Collector of Internal Revenue, A. C. Gllli-

gan, the Pape Brothers Molding Company, located on Boulevard Bend,

manufacturer of molding and frames, has tendered its plant to the United

States government for any use to which it may be found adaptable for

manufacturing government necessities. This patriotic concern further

declares it will install any new equipment in the way of machinery, etc.,

that is necessary.

Upon leave of court here last week, G. C. McDowell of Roba, Ala., a

creditor, filed an intervening petition in the involuntary bankruptcy pro-

ceedings of Joshua W. Oden and others against the McFall-Heyser Lumber

Company of this city, setting up a claim against the alleged bankrupt for

$390 alleged to be due for lumber sold and delivered. Roba joins in the

prayer of the petitioning creditors for an adjudication in bankruptcy

against the defendant company. This case has been in litigation for sev-

eral months and is keenly contested by the McFall-Heyser concern.

Coal and lumber operators in the Hazard, Ey., district (rich in timber

and coal property) have suffered during the past two weeks more than

ever because of the shortage of cars. About a half dozen of the largest

concerns in the district declare they have had sufficient cars to run only
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about three ilays a week and orders are.piling up in an alarming manner,

with prices ruling the best known for years in that section.

Bond for-$10,000 was filed in United States district court here recently

by Edward G. Schriefer of Cincinnati, qualifying as trustee in bank-

ruptcy of the K. & P. Lumber Company, as successor to the late Philip

Eenner.

The W. J. Jerry Lumber Company recently was incorporated at Lex-

ington, with capital stock of .$3,000. The directorate of the new incorpo-

ration is composed of the following lumbermen who are well known in

the northern Kentucky trade; W. J. Geary, M. K. Geary, H. B. Wolcott
and R. Wright.

A number of prominent Cincinnatiaus. with sporting proclivities, are

planning, it is announced, to make a National Forest Reservation park, fish

and game preserve of Cumberland Falls. Ky. Senator Ollie James of Ken-

tucky and other prominent Iventuckians are backers of the movement. No
details have been given out as yet.

Increased automobile facilities will be provided at Redland Field, Cin-

cinnati National League baseball park, it negotiations now under way
come to a satisfactory ending. Secretary of the club, Carl Finke. is trying

to arrange with the Dulwel>er lumber yard across from the present park-

ing place for a driveway through the yard which will sei-ve as another

outlet from the park and greatly relieve the present congestion.

The Woodford Lumber Company has been Incorporated at Elkins, W. Va..

for $20,000 by J. M. M'oodford, Preston Harmon, Cecil Gross and

C. A. Gross.

The National Wheel Company, at Berrysburg, 0., recently announced

an increase in capital stock of from $33,S0O to $123,000.

The Acme-Greaves Machine Tool Company was incorporated here re-

cently to take over the Acme Machine Tool Company and the Greaves-

Klusman Tool Company, both of Cincinnati. The incorporation is for

.'i;i,000,000. The incorporators are C. H. M. Atkins, B. B. Quillen, George

Landen, A. J. Jones and William A. Greaves.

Considerable interest was manifested here recently when it was an-

nounced that the United States government was ready to or already

had placed an order for 13,000,000 feet of lumber, the majority of which

was to be soft pine, however. The contract calls for material snch as is

used in the construction of temporary army quarters. The destination

of the shipment was not inade public in the original advices received

here, and it was said that a bond was required of the dealers guaran-

teeing immediate shipment, the government to furnish the cars. It is

estimated that the lumber will cost approximately $100,000. War depar-

ment officials explained later that the lumber purchased was intended for

barracks along the Mexican l>order and at Honcduhi and was ordered

some time ago.

The Fosdick Machine Tool Company, at Blue Rock and Apple streets,

in Cumminsville (Northside) is having plans prepared by the E. M. Chase

Company for the construction of a two-story addition, to cost in the

neighborhood of $15,000.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-

=>< EVANSVILLE >-=

Fred C. Gardner, secretary-treasuier of E. »'. .\tkins vS: Kak. saw manu-
facturers of this cit.v, announced last week that work will be started im-

mediately on another extensi\e addition to the company's plant which will

cost about $70,000. The new structure will be 43x100 feet and will be

four stories high with a full-sized basement. An addition to the plant

which was 100x123 feet and four stories high, was completed only a few

montlis ago, bvit additional mantifacturing space already is needed.

John Ferguson, eighty-three years old, one of the oldest and best known
lumbermen in the state, died suddenly ten (fliys ago. He Avas born in

Canada in 1SH4. going to Fort Wayne when he was twenty years old.

where he established the first large lumber yard in the city. He later

established mills at Ferguson Station, Ind. Eight years ago he estab-

lished the Ferguson Palmer Ijundier Company at Padueah, Ky., a business

which he controlled at the time of his death. He was one of the organizers

and the first vice-i)resident of the Citizens Trust Company of Fort Wayne.
The Bockstege Furniture Company, Evansville, Ind., has increased its

capitalization from $75,000 to $130,000.

The Indiana Saw Mills Company, Indianapolis, has been incori)orated

with a capitalization of $200,000. The directors are D. E. Sherrick,

Lester V. Vay, and Sumner Clancy.

The Banta Furniture Manufacturing Company, Goshen, Ind., has been

re-organized with a capitalization of $30,000. The company expects to

increase its output and to place more men on the pay roll as soon as

additional equipment can be procured. William Charnley is president.

The company nmnufactures tables, dining roftni furniture, bed room furni-

ture, and musical instrument cabinets.

Thomas A. F. Doan. of Beatty & Doan. Ossian, Ind., died .Vpril 13 after

,1 short illness. He was born in England in 1843, coming to this country

as a boy. He became employed by planing mill companies at Ossian as

a young man, and later became a part owner in one of the largest wood-
working plants.

The Marion County Lumber and Coal Company of Indianapolis has

been Incorporated with a capitalization of $10,000. Directors are James
H. Lang, W. E. Farnan and W. S. Kaehler.

.\rticles of incorporation have been filed here by the Wemyss Furniture
Company, which will take over the building and property of the Evansville
Stove Works and operate a furniture factory, making a specialty of dining
room furniture. The company is capitalized at .'SIOO.OOO. .Vmoug the stock-
holders are Daniel A. Wertz of Maley & Wcrtz, W. II. McCurdy. Hercules
Buggy Company and Robert Williams of the Indiana Tie Company.
The Evansville Lumbermen's Club has received a communication from the

Pacific Coast Lumber Association asking that some man be recommended
as a shingle inspector in this section and another man as a hardwood lumber
inspector. Elmer D. Luhring of the Wolflin-Lubring Lumber Compauy was
designated as the former and A. Dimmitt of Maley & Wertz as the latter.

Mertice E. Taylor, secretary of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club has
announced that the club's summer outing will be held on the Ohio river on
Juue 12. The boat has not yet been secured, but will be soon.

Daniel A. Wertz, Maley & V>rtz, William H. McCurdy. Hercules Buggy
Company, and A. F. Karges of the Karges Furniture Company have been
named as members of a committee by Mayor Benjamin Bosse to take part
in the campaign to raise $500,000 to bring Moore's Hill College here from
Moore's Hill, Ind. To this sum the educational board of the Methodist
Episcopal Church will add a half million dollars.

Henry Mather, aged seevnty years, president of the Mather Bros. Com-
pany, dealers in building supplies, died a lew days ago at his home in Rich-
mond. Ind., death resulting from heart disease. He is survived by his widow
and two daughters. His concern Is one of the oldest in Richmond.
The New Haven Lumber & Supply <'<]mpany at New Haven, Ind., filed

notice with the secretary of state a few days ago of the increase of capital

stock from $20,000 to $.33,000.

William L. Houston, a timber man of Carrsville, Ky., a few days ago filed

a petition in bankruptcy in the federal court at Padueah, Ky., his liabilities

being listed at $30,000. No schedule of assets was filed. The liabilities

consist of amounts on notes on which he was surety.

Charles .\. Woltlin of the Wolfiin-Luhring Lumber Company is interested

in a company that proposes to build a traction line from here to New
Harmony. Intl. ,\ survey of the line has bei-n completed and it Is expected

that actiuil construction will take place soon.

.\t a recent meeting of the Evansville Furniture Jlanufacturers' Asso-
ciation a resolution was passed to the elTect that all men employed by the

members In factories here and who enlist for either the army or navy will

have their positions open to them when they return from the service. The
Evansville Manufacturers' Association passed a rescdution providing that

care be taken of the wives and children or other dependents of the men
who enter the military service of the government.
The plant of the Murphy Chair Company at Owensboro. Ky.. has been

completed and men are now at work there making patterns and in a short

time the manufacture of chairs will begin. The company will employ a

large force of men.

=< MEMPHIS >
L. P. DuBose of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, one of the recent

visitors to Memphis, is authority for the statement that both sides of the

big double band mill of the couipany at Charleston arc out of commission
at the moment because of high water an<l log scarcity. He says, however,

that the management intends resuming operations in the next few days

and that it will run both night and day as soon as sufliclent logs can be

secured for that purpose. Mr. DuBose saiil that the demand for hardwood
lumber was all that could be desired but that the car shortage was
proving quite troublesome.

R. J. Wiggs, president of the Darnell-Love Lumber Company, Leiand,

Miss., which is operating two mills at that point, has been here this week.

He reports a good supply of logs and in striking contrast with most of

the other out-of-town Inmbermen, says that his firm is receiving -nearly all

the cars needed for handling its shipments. Mr. Wiggs was secretary

and treasurer of R. J. Darnell, Inc., and the Darnell-Love Lumber Com-
pany before he and his associates purchased the saw mill, stocks of lumber
and other holdings of the last named firm from the estate of R. J. Dar-
nell, Inc. He is now living at Leiand.

.1, S. Coppar, a contractor now serving the government, has been in

Memphis looking into the condition and position of the asli niarket. He
has accepted a contract from the government to supply $230,000 worth of

stretchers in the making of which ash will be used. He was in the local

market for about half a dozen cars and after leaving here visited other
ash centers. He said he could have secured a contract for double the
amount of stretchers but that he preferred to investigate conditions in the
ash market itself before taking on too mucli business involving this

material.

The falling tendency of the Mississippi is resulting in a revival of the
handling of lumber, logs and other traffic |py water. Already within the
past few days two boats have passed Memphis enroute for Cairo with
large quantities of logs In tow. Sawmill interests in New South Memphis,
as well as along Wolf river north of the cily, are making use of the Missis-

sippi anil its tributaries for bringing logs to their plants. A return to
normal river traffic is anticipated within the next ten days. Tlie scarcity
of cars is expected to stimulate water transportation.
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< LOUISVILLE >-.

The Churchill-Milton Lumber Ccmpnny has met \vi<h many delays in
getting its new mill started at Greenwood, Miss., but now has all machinery
and material on the ground, and expects to get steam up about May 1.

The Louisville Branch of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, at
a meeting held at the Seelbach hotel last week, named two additional direct-

ors, these being A. E. Norman, Jr., o£ the Norman Lumber Company, and
C. E. Platter of the North Vernon Lumber Company. General traffic matters
were discussed.

.

"
i

J. V. Stimson. big hardwood manufacturer of Huntingburg, Ind.i
operating plants at Huntingburg, Ind., Helena, Ark., Owensboro, Ky.,
and Memphis, Tenn.. was recentl.r in Louisville, while on his way
South, and talked before the Louisville Hardwood Club. Mr. Stimson
was ^ery optimistic concerning future operations, stating that lumber-
men all over the country were optimistic, and expected to see the
demand hold up throughout the year in spite of the war. He stated
that some items in the hardwood list were selling at far higher prices
and in larger volume than he had ever anticipated.

J. G. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company, Louisville, has
returned from a trip around the circuit, visiting the company's eight band
mills in the South.

In an effort to aid in producing supplies of food equal to the unpre-
cedented demand, the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company has anmiuncod that it

would farm twenty acres of land adjoining its Louisville plant, putting
fifteen acres to corn, and five acres to potatoes. Implements, etc., have
been purchased to work the land. The company is installing an additional
40 h.p. motor in its plant to operate a re-saw.

Amended articles of incorporation have been filed by the Chess & W.vmond
Company of Louisville, large manufacturer of barrels and cooperage stock,

reducing the capital from $1,000,000 to .$500,000. The reason for this

reduction is that the company during the past few years has been forced
to go to a considerable distance from Louisville to obtain its stock of raw
white oak for heading and stave manufacturing. In an effort to equalize
the increased freight charges the company has installed finishing mills,

making circled heading and Jointed sta%'es, at railroad shipping points
adjacent to the woods. These plants have been handled under separate
incorporations, and have shipped material ready for the barrel to the
Louisville plant, making it possible to operate with far smaller quantities
of finished stock on hand in Louisville, and reducing the local operations
with the result that less money has been required to handle the Kentucky
business and more to handle the southern business, the whole plan resolving

itself into a matter of using the money where it can be used to the greatest

advantage. The amendment was signed by Louis II. Wymond, president

:

W. A. Watts and C. M. Pate, vice-presidents ; W. E. Chess, C. S. Wymond
and A. C. Cunningham, holders of over two-thirds of the capital.

At Henderson, Ky., the George Delker Company, manufacturer of vehicles,

automobile wood parts, etc., has filed amended articles of incorporation,

increasing its capital stock from .$100,000 to $150,000, to take care of its

increased volume of business.

The fact that the electric companies have not advanced rates for central

station service, while coal has advanced greatly in price, and deliveries are

uncertain, has resulted in a general movement of woodworking companies

to central station power during the past few months. The Hilton-Collins

Company of Louisville is planning to electrify its singletree and vehicle

woodwork plant at Louisville ; while the Wilson Furniture Company has

displaced its steam plant with motors of 150 horsepower. The Turner Day
& Woolworth Handle Company, pioneer woodworking concern advocating

central station power, is installing a new 50 h.p. motor to operate a

circular saw.

Box manufacturers, especially cigar box makers, have been having trouble

in obtaining supplies of lumber during the past few weeks on account of

the car shortage and unprecedented demand. C. H. Yost, head of the

Dautrich Cigar Box Company of Louisville, in a recent statement said that

business was extremely good, and everyone asking for boxes, hut that

tupelo. cedar and other requirements could not be obtained in supplies

sufficient to operate the plant on more than a fifty per cent capacity basis.

William L. Houston, a timber merchant of Carrsville, Ky., recently filed

a voluntary petition in bankruptcy, listing liabilities of $.30,000, and prac-

tically no assets. The liabilities consist principally of a string of notes

upon which Houston was surety.

.\ new planing mill is to be installed at once by the Hall Lumber Company,

Flemingsbnrg, Ky.. recently incorporated with a capital of $4,000 by John C.

Wlllson. F. T. Littleton, P. 0. Hall and others. Mr. Littleton has been

named as general manager.

In Owensboro, Xy., the Murphy Chair Company, Detroit, Mich., has com-

pleted its new branch chair plant, and C. W. Murphy, manager of the new

plant is now on the job. Work has been started in the pattern department,

and the factory will soon be placed in operation.

St. Louis purchased the greater part of the machinery. The factory site

comprising twenty-two acres, was purchased by J. W. Pugh and A. J.

Gregory of Portland.

The Forrest City Manufacturing Company of Forrest City, Ark., has

cut and milled all of its timber holdings near Forrest City, and is now
temporarily retired from operations. However, the company has a con-,

siderable quantity of lumber on hand which will be disposed of.

Governor Chas. H. Brough, was one of the speakers at the recent cut-

over timber land conference in New Orleans. His subject was "Arkansas

as an Undeveloped Factor in the South's Resources." His address was
well received, and many in attendance at the convention expressed their

intention of visiting Arkansas for the purpose of obtaining further infor-

mation with regard to the resources of this state. In the course of his

-•< ARKANSAS >-

The work of wrecking the American Forest Hardwood Mill at Portland.

Ark., has been begun. The machinery is being loaded on flat cars for

shipment. This mill plant was recently sold at auction for $15,500. It

represented an original investment of $65,000, but had not been in use

tor the past several years. The U. A. Zelnicker Supply Company of

All Three of Ut Will B« Benefited if

WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter sawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAR
We mike a specialty of Oak and Hickory Imple-
ment, Wagon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Y our Inquiries sollclte d

ARUNGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

PALMER & PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony
ENGLISH OAK V/rMCCDC DOMESTIC
CIRCASSIAN WALUT VENttKa HARDWOODS

103 Niedford Street, Charlestown Dist.

BOSTON, MASS.

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines

to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overhead Steam Logging (Machinery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street. NEW YORK SEATTLE
New Orleans: Wooriward. Wight & Cn., Ltd.

Canada: Canadian Allis-Chalmcrs. Ltd., Toronto
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I Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

i Even Color Soft Texture =

MADE (MR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of
our own manufacture, from our own tim-
ber grown in Eastern Kentucky.

= PROMPT SHIPMENTS
\

I The MOWBRAY 1

I & ROBINSON CO. I

s (incorporated) ;

I CINCINNATI, OHIO j
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Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALTLICK - - - KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13/16" in all

standard widths

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

address, Governor BrougU pointed out that Arkansas ranks first in the

<.'ut of red gum and hickory ; third in the cut of Cottonwood, cypress and
ash, and fourth in the cut of pine, oak and sycamore. He further cited

the expert opinion of government agents to tlie effect that the soil of

the cut-over lands in Arkansas was peculiarly adapted to the raising
of corn, wheat, oats, rye, etc.

At a meeting of the Hoo-Hoo committee in the Marion hotel, April 19,

J. B. Webster, secretary of the Arkansas Association of Lumber Dealers,

was selected for recommendation for appointment as vicegerent of

Arkansas, to succeed Frank Xeimeyer, resigned. Mr. Neimeyer, who is

general manager of the A. J. Neimeyer Lumber Company at Little Kock,

has served one full tern>, and asked to be relieved of his duties as vice-

gerent. Mr. Webster has been secretary of the Arkansas Association of

Lumber Dealers for the past seven years, and enjoys a wide acquaintance
among lumber dealers in Arkansas and the Southwest.
On .4.pril 27, national Hoo-Hoo day, a dinner will be given in the Marion

hotel, and it will be followed by the initiation of a class of kittens.

=«< WISCONSIN >.=

with the assured and certain advent of spring, of which there are no
surer signs than building activities, the Langlade Lumber Company, Antigo,
has resumed work on its planing mill. Considerable concrete work will have
to be done before the machinery can be installed.

J. C. Sorenson, former head millwright for the Johnson Lumber Com-
pany. Rhinelander, who was recently engaged by the Chas. I'lsh Lumber
Company, Elcho, Wis., has resigned from service with the Johnson com-
pany to accept a position as millwright at the new liobbins sawmill in Rice
Lake.

The A. X. Laun Company, recently incorporated under the laws of Wis-
consin, succeeds A. A. Laun & Co. in tbe lumber business in New Holstein,
Wis. The officers are : President, A. .\. Laun : vice-presiileut, Peter Hass ;

secretary-treasurer. Otto Tagge. A. A. Laun has resigned from active

management of the lumber business of tlie company to accept the man-
agement of the Milwaukee plant of the Kiel Table and Furniture Company.

Fire recently destroyed a part of the dry kiln of the heading plant
owned and operated liy the 1!. Connor Company, Stratford, Wis.
The sawmill of the Ellis Lumber Company, Grand liapids. Wis., has

been forced to shut down on account of a shortage of logs. The sash and
bo.\ department continues in operation.

The first car of maohin^ry for the new sawmill of the Chas. W. Fish

Lumber Company, Antigo, Wis., has arrived. Erection of the new build-

ing will be hurried as much as is practicable.

Schiller Bros., Pittsvilie, Wis., recently opened their sawmill and are

busy on a big cutting to fill several large orders.

The Tony Lumber Company, Tony, Wis., has filed articles of incorpora-

tion with a capital ^tock of $8,000. The incorporators are : Dr. D. Arpin,

Joseph Christman, and Philip Chrlstnian.

The Northwestern I-'urniture Company. Milwaukee, has been awarded
the contract to furnish tlio showcases for the new Owl Drug Store, to be

opened in the Plankinton Arcade with drug fl.\tures costing $50,000.

The John Week Lumber Company, Stevens Point, Wis., will send a drive

of 4,000,000 feet of logs down the Wisconsin river this spring. The bank-

ing grounds of the company are on the shores of Hog Creek, a tributary of

the Wisconsin river and situated about twenty-eight miles from Stevens

Point. The big flotilla will begin its course down the Wisconsin toward tbe

latter part of May.
All Indian reservation timber in Wisconsin will be cut in two years, ac-

cording to P. S. Everest, Indian agent. WTicn the timber is gone and the

two million dollars which is on trusffor the Chippewa Indians of the Bad
river reservation has been spent, the Indian who is not a farmer must be-

come dependent on Uncle Sam. The development of the Indian in agri-

culture is ample evidence, however, that the Chippewa will not become a

pauper.

\^llllam H. Waecbter, for the past twelve years sales manager for the

Northern Furniture Company, Sheboygan, has resigned.

The Kaiser savmill, Wilson, Wis., recently began operations with a daily

cut of about 4,000 feet.

Peter Danielson, said to be the oldest lumberman in Wisconsin, returned

recently to his home in Stevens Point after having been employed in Unity,

Wis., by the John Week Lumber Company throughout the logging season,

Mr. Danielson's fifty-third consecutive lumbering period.

The Park Falls Lumber Company, Park Falls, Wis., announced recently

before a local option election that if Park Falls is voted dry it would erect

a little settlement of residences in that city for the accommodation of

working men who find a scarcity of homes. It is now making good Its

promise, following the "dry" decision. A contract for thirty houses has

been let and more will be built later.

The Sawyer-Goodman Company. Marinette, has announced a raise of

twenty-five cents per day in wages. The increase Includes all tbe em-

ployes of the company. It is bellcve<l that the action of the Sawyer-Good-

man Company will be emulated by other concerns to avoid the labor dlffl-

cultics of last year.

The Auto Body Company, manufacturing commercial bodies for auto-

mobiles in .\ppleton, Wis., has been Incorporated with a capital stock of

?5,000. The incorporators are: IIum|ilircy I'lercc, Dudley Pierce, and

Gustave C. Seeger.

AH Thrae of U. Will B« Bene6tc><l if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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The controlling factor of the Cooley cheese box factory in West Bend
has become a partnership with the commercial joining of II. E. Cooley with
Edward J. Krieger, prominent West Bend young man.

The plant of the Rice Lake Manufacturing Company, Rice Lake. Wis.,

recently began operations for the season and is now busily engaged in filling

large orders for uouse finishings, office fixtures, cabinets, planing mill

work, etc.

The Willow River Lumber Company. Grand View, has nearly completed

its cut for the season, which will total nearly 20,000,000 feet of hemlock
and hardwoods. There ar5 still about 300 men in the woods, and it is said

that this force will be kept all summer.

With a cut of 2,000,000 feet in prospect, the big sawmill of the

Wachsmuth Lumber Copipany, Washburn, Wis., recently began operations

with a force of eighty men.

The Western Pattern and Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wis., organ-

ized for the purpose of manufacturing woodeu and metal patterns, has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000. It is a consolidation of

K. J. Jacobsen & Co. and the Western Pattern Company.

The will of 'miliam H. Schmidt, former president of the Schmidt & Sons

Sash & Door Company, Wauwatosa, and which was recently admitted to

probate, leaves his property, consisting of -$11,000 personality, in trust to

bis wife,' Henrietta, and at her death to be divided equally between her

son, William II. Schmidt, Jr., and the widow and children of a dead son.

Frederic William Hahn, for several years superintendent of the Phoenix
Chair Company, Sheboygan, Wis., died recently at his home in that city

at the age of thirty-five years. He is survived by a wife and a seven-

year-old daughter. Death was the direct result of a serious case of acute

lobar pneumonia. The funeral services were in charge of the Masonic
Lodge. Mr. Hahn was also a member of the Elks and of the Knights of

Pythias.

The Lee sawmill, iu Rice Lake, has been purchased by Rhinelander in-

terests, who will remove it to the latter city after sawing 1,000,000 feet of

lumber at its present location.

Adam Bentley, who cut about 300,000 feet of logs during the past season,

has started to manufacture his felling into lumber and shingles at his saw-

mill on the I^lover river. He will also turn out window frames, doors, and

other finished building materials.

The good ship I. Watson Stephenson, now in winter quarters at Wells.

Mich., has passed federal inspection and will soon he on the lake paths

with cargoes of lumber.

The Barkow Company, manufacturing wagons, is to build a new plant

at 190 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.

The sawmill of Ed. Shirkey, at Marinette, is turning out 25,000 feet of

oak logs, the sawed product of which will be shipped to Green Bay to be

used in the construction of boats and tugs. Captain James Larsen of

Marinette has inspected the wood. The logs were cut and hauled by the

Kiel Woodenware Company. Kiel, Wis., from its land east of Wausaukee.

Rieboldt & Wolter, boat builders. Sturgeon Bay, Wis., have been ottered

the contract to build a large steamer for the Crosby Transportation Com-

pany of Milwaukee, owner of the passenger steamers United States and

E. G. Crosby, which ply all year round between Milwaukee and Grand

Haven. The building of a boat of the dimensions specified by the company

would mean an outlay of ?150.000 or more.

The Cornell Wood Products Company, Cornell, Wis., is taking bids on the

general contract for the erection of a one-story storage building of frame

construction, 100x130 ft.

O. B. Joerns, head of the Joerns Brothers Company, Sheboygan and

Stevens Point, furniture manufactory, is retiring as mayor of Sheboygan

after a successful term of two years. Mr. Joerns recently announced that

the Sheboygan plant, seriously damaged by fire a short time ago, will be

rebuilt.

The Wausau Manufacturing Company, Wausau, Wis., is arranging con-

tracts for the erection of a two-story factory addition, of concrete block

construction, 40x150 ft.

The Gurney Refrigerator Company, Fond du Lac, Wis., has adopted a

system of blanket insurance for the protection of its employes. Every

person who has been employed by the Gurney company for one year is

presented with a life insurance policy for $500, paid for by the company.

The Marsh Refrigerator Service Company. Milwaukee, Wis., has been

organized and incorporated with a capital stock of .$800,000. Announce-

ment is made that it has bought the business formerly conducted by the

Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit & Car Company. H. W. Marsh, who for

seven years was manager of the latter company, will be in active charge

of the plant under the control of the new organization. The ofl5eers are;

President, H. W. Marsh ; vice-president, O. C. Fuller ; secretary, J. J.

O'Connor.
• The Barker Lumber & Fuel Company, Watertown, Wis., recently pur-

chased the holdings of the X. S. Washburn Lumber Company in

Sturgeon Bay. The Washburn company will remain in active business

until July 1 and in the meantime will fulfill all its contracts for de-

liveries. The transaction constituted one of the largest business deals

ever made in Door county.

Members of the North Wisconsin Loggers' Association at a recent meet-

ing of the organization contemplated seriously the prospect of planting

food crops for human consumption on the cut-over timberlands to supply

their large armies of workmen. Many delegates expressed the belief that

All Three of U« Will Be Benefited if Yon

'•Life ain't in lioidin' a good hand but in plaiiin' a pore hand u-ell."—The Oi-d Cattlem.in.

Stocks are badly broken, yet here
is what we have to o£Fer in

DRY LUMBER
for

Immediate Shipment
Northern Stock

2 cars 1" L. R. Black Ash
3 cars 1" Is & 2s Birch
4 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Birch

*30 cars 1" No. 2 & No. 3 Com.
Birch

^10 cars 114" No. 3 Birch
4 cars I" L. R. Soft Elm

*10 cars 1" No. 3 Maple
*4 cars lj4" No. 3 Maple
*3 cars 1-%" No. 3 Maple
*3 cars U/a" No. 3 Maple
*4 cars 2" No. 3 Maple
* Can be surfaced and resawed if desired.

Southern Stock
3 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Red Gum
2 cars 2" No. 1 Com. & Btr. Red

Gum
6 cars I" No. 2 Com. Sap Gum
3 cars 1^4" Is & 2s Sap Gum
3 cars l^^" No. 3 Com. Sap Gum
10 cars 1" Is & 2s White Oak
10 cars 1" No. 1 Com. White Oak
15 cars 1" No. 2 Com. White Oak
4 cars %" No. 1 Com. & Btr.

White Oak
3 cars 2" Oak Bridge Plank
4 cars 1" Is &,2s Otd. Wh. Oak
4 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Otd. White

Oak
3 cars 1" No. 2 Com. Otd. White

Oak
2 cars \}i" Is & 2s Otd. White

Oak
2 cars 2" Is & 2s Qtd. White Oak

At our Arkansas and Wisconsin plants we are

daily putting new stock into pile, whose texture

and quality will appeal to the careful buyer

THE

G. W. Jones Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

Northern and Southern Hardivoods

APPLETON, WISCONSIN
SOUTHERN PLANT

FORREST CITY MFG. COMPANY, Forrest City, Ark.
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CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLEBAIN AVENUE

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible auici* delivery of anyttilng in timber and hardwood
lumber

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.

We Manufacture
Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
We have jor sale 1 car 3" FAS Poplar and 1 car ^'/j" No. 1

Common Poplar

At Tzvo Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum, Oak and Ash —

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Mill

JONQUIL, ARK.
Sales Office

1323 Bank of Commerce Bldg.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

MANUFACTURERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Gale, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

tbe farmers will not be able to meet the demands for food in a-sliort time.

It is a matter of taking steps to protect themselves against a famine or o£

closing down tbe camps.

The Ilincs Lumber Company, Marinette, recently purchased 10,000,000

feet of hardwood and pine of the North Ludington Lumber Company for

.f250,000. This constitutes the entire cut of the season and is the twentieth

time that the Hines company bought tbe same cut from former Senator

Isaac Stephenson.

The Hardwood Market
.< CHICAGO >•

The only definite dissatisfaction in the local trade is found in the interior

finish business. Various causes have hold up building, among them being

tbe fact that Chicago is probably overbuilt, and this, of course, has had
its reaction directly upon the finish trade. The increased cost of con-

struction has, of course, affected a good many types of building in an ad-

verse way. On the whole, tbe finish people are not talking nearly so

ilieerfuUy as are the rest. However, most of the remaining channels
through which hardwood lumber passes into consumption are going under
pressure and the trade as a whole is everything that could bo expected.

The usual way of referring to price changes that are inclined to be upward
is to say there is a trend toward better prices—the situation now is

beyond the "trend stage" and hardwoods are moving more briskly and
more directly into higher levels than ever. Practically every item is

strong on the local market. There is no time for pessimism, as everyone's

time is taken up pretty thoroughly with eCCiirts to obtain cars and make
shipment on orders.

=-< BUFFALO >=
The hardwood market is on a fairly active basis, though not quite so

active as several weeks ago, Tlie consumers have been able to get in a
larger amount of stock recently, owing to a somewhat better movement on
the railroads, and a temporary falling off in new purchases has occurred.
The declaration of war has caused a little hesitancy among buyers. If

actual volunteering sliould withdraw many men from their employment,
l)usiness is likely to be disturbed in consequence, and this possil)ility is

causing some concern to the building trade as well as to manufacturers.
The local yards have been getting in pretty good stocks of various hard-

woods. The demand for plain oak is showing an increase. Chestnut is

another wood which has been recording improvement, especially in the

lower grades. Lumlier is coming in slowly from the South and the car
shortage at tbe mills is showing little or no improvement. Some millmen
report that tbe railroads are asking them to load cars to fullest capacity,

and tbey have to be satisfied with gondola or flat cars.

It is likely to be about May 1 before nuich is doing in the receipt of

lumber and other freight at this port. Tbe ice in this end of Lake Eric

is heavier than in years and has impeded a number of vessels that sought

to make an early start.

For the first quarter of 1917 local building permits show a decline of

.14 per cent from the same period a year ago, and tbe number of permits

fell off from 754 to C4.3. Not as much large building work is being done
as in cither of the two preceding years. Labor costs have advanced and
all materials are higher; hence the amount of speculative liuilding is said

to have been reduced.

:< PITTSBURGH >.=

Hardwood men feel that the situation here would be in pi-elty good

shape if deliveries could be nmde. The car supply is somewhat better in

the North and especially in tri-statc territory. .\11 reports, liowevcr,

indicate that the shipments from the South and Southwest are very badly

delayed. It is decidedly uncertain as to when there will be any improve-

ment in this phase of the business. Inquiry continues remarkably good
along some lines, especially from manufacturing and mining concerns.

Railroads are taking all the lumber they can get and are buying heavily

of bridge and construction timbers. The window glass manufacturers
as well as the furniture, implement and vehicle trade are putting in good
orders and apparently have no large stocks of dry lumber. Yard trade

is rather irregular and building operations, it is evident, are not golhg to

be what was expected early in the season.

=-< BOSTON >=
The hardwood situation in New Kugland sliows consideralile improvement

in deliveries ; the demand continues firm for western varieties and brisk

tor northern stock ; there is an especially marked call for low-grade lumber
by the constantly 'ncreasing number of users in furniture and built-up

work. The supply is not equal to the requirements in this class of stock,

and prices have advanced correspondingly. Naval, military, aeroplane and
merchant marine construction open such possibilities of consumption and
unreserved purchasing that Its effect can hardly be estimated as yet, but,

as many of these activities are proposed in this district, they cannot fail

to hove inipiirl:iii( lieariir; wliuh will lUnbal.ly In' ilcveloped in tbe near

AD Three o< U( WUI Be BeneSted if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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future. Such necessities would manifestly clean up available stock such
as were required for the work and without doubt call for increased special
production of some kinds which will influence the market both as to values
and. the withdrawal of much stock needed in the factories here. In addi-
tion to prospective activity in lumber of this kind, there is noted rising de-
mands and prices on cabinet woods especially in black walnut and in a
somewhat more moderate degree in cherry, quartered and plain oak. With
all the prevailing limitations, which have been referred to in late reports,

the volume of business in board feet averages only fair and considerably
less than former normal standards.

-< BALTIMORE >-
The hardwood situation continues to be a mixture of strength and draw-

backs. Among the strong features are a good run of orders and many in-

quiries, with prices on the increase. The weak spots include a continued
scarcity of railroad cars and freight embargoes that interfere to a very
serious extent with the distribution of stocks. The wholesalers who desire
to get lumber to take care of the wants of their customers find themselves
hampered at almost every turn. With them it is not a question of finding

takers for lumber, at the right price, but of securing supplies that are at
all adequate. They could do a much larger business but for the limitations
which the prevailing state of alt'airs impos?s. According to some accounts,
the railroads are making progress in the direction of an abatement of em-
bargoes, but. as far as the South is concerned at least, no marked relief

is experienced, and conditions are stated to be about as bad as theywere
before. The millm^n for their part have to deal with the grave problem of

a shortage of labor, which is becoming more ncute every day. Now that

they could go ahead, with the weather and the slate of the roads favor-

able, they are halted by a lack of workers, which is so pronounced tliat

plants fall far below their capacity in production. In not a few* instances

this reduction is estimated at two-thirds, though generally speaking the

deficiency is probably far lighter. To the scarcity of labor is added in-

crease in wages and in other items connecte<l with the cost of production,

which make it imperative to mark up the figures. No one now expects

any recessions in values, and a disposition prevails to place orders wher-
ever and whenever an opportunity presents itself. The hardwood men
here are busy getting in stocks purchased some time ago, and some of them
assert that the movement has widened very considerably. On the other

hand, the.v are also shipping out Irmber about as fast as it comes in. and
continue to be on the lookout for stocks that are offered at anything like

reasonable figures. This tendency to augment holdings applies to every

item on the list almost, the high grades having attracted increased atten-

tion along with the rest, as it is largely a question of getting lumber at all.

In tlic export trade of course there is general unsettlement, and practi-

call.v all of the old conditions have ceased to exist. Such needs as are to

be met run along special lines, mere or less connected with the conduct

of the war. ami the entire trade is regulated by the foreign go^-ernments.

The shipments that ran be made yield very attractive returns, but shipping

facilities are limited and special requirements are operative.

=-< COLUMBUS >
TSu^iiics^ in hardwood oirclps has bpon exci otliiiiily l>risk ilurinp the past

fortuiiiht. Buying is well distributed over the countiy and is about equally

divided between retailers and factories. The tone of the market is good
with quotations on the upward grade. Future prospects are bright.

Factories making boxes and furniture are the best customers, although
considerable buyiqg is also done by vehicle and implement concerns. Fac-

tory purchasing agents are endeavoring to accumulate stocks of hardwoods
to guard against emergencies. All lines of manufacturing are active and the

consumption of lumber is correspondingly good.

Retail stocks are not large and with good building prospects ahead
dealers are trying to secure a surplus. The car shortage and railroad con-

gestion are holding up shipments which is the worst feature of the trade.

Embargoes have been announced on many of the roads and the principal

troubles of the whoU^saler now are traffic affairs. Despite the war declara-

tion there are many ^building projects going forward and others are being

planned.- Architects and contractors are busy figuring on plans and speci-

fications. Advances of from SI to $2 have been announced and all have

been maintained. In fact premiums are freely offered if delivery can be

promised. Collections are generally good and buying for the future is now^

more active than formerly.

Quartered oak is one of the strong points. Plain oak is also in good

demand with prices considerably higher than formerly. Chestnut is one of

the strong points and the lower grades are especially active. Basswood is

strong and the same is true of ash. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Trade with the hardwood manufacturers has been excellent during the

last two weeks and indications are that an unusual demand will exist dur-

ing the next few months. Manufacturers are being handicapped somewhat
on account of a shortage of skilled labor, although high wages are being

offered experienced men. Collections are being made easily, indicating that

subsidiary industries are also in a flourishing condition.

The demand from some consuming plants is abating somewhat, hut

renewed demands are coming from rather unexpected sources. Announce-

A. REAL BARGAIN
BONE PRr'sOFT ElM
50 M" Feet l" No. 2. Com. ard Bet

XKis "will run about a? fbIJov«-:

SO^o Ii<> 1 Coia.
KalsdiceNoS Com..

Itlvgi'K'S abouta.s' follow^'

2i°/o -4.- -to 8',

In. \pfiAtKs aboirt as folloWr

\^oic 4<a.ivdS"

lo;/e 7"^ andwider
Ideally ihi« is itvigK-ty veil made lumber,
a.nd is-.already -to ihip^buiyou have got

-to act Quickly

PAYJON SVilTH LUMBER COMPANY
PLYMOUTH BUILDING, WMEAPOLlS.Mim..

The following stock is in excellent
condition, ready for immediate shipment

4/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 24,000
S/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 35,000
6/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 74,000
8/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 3,000
4/4 No. 1 & Btr. Birch 51,000
4/4 No. 2 Birch 250,000
4/4 No. 3 Birch 202,000
5/4 No. 3 Birch 28,000
4/4 No. 3 Basswood 25.000
6/4 No. 3 Birch 8.000

4/4 No. 3 Maple 1,000,000

5/4 No. 3 Maple 387,000

Ideal

Hardwood
Sawmill

Are putting In pile every montti
two and one-half million feet of
eholoeet Northern Michigan Hardwoods

Stack Lumber Company
Masonville, Michigan

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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WHAT IS A
LACEY REPORT?

Ids science applied to the measurement of tim-

ber values to produce a statistical photograph,

so to speak, .of a tract of timber. When desir-

able, it includes a detailed contour map accurate

enough to plan logging operations upon, and

alivays includes a mass of intelligent commen-

tary on all conditions of interest to an investing

or logging purchaser.

The LACEY REPORT, ivhich is the recognized

gospel of timber values, is but an index to the

great facilities and resources of this organization

in ichatever pertains to transactions in standing

timber—the king of investments today.

Send for our interesting booklet.

OHIOAGO SEATTLE NEWORLBANS
nSOUcCormickBldg. CP.6 Henry BUg. JtXSWhitnevCentralBldu.

Over

One Million Dollars
in saving;! has been returned its members by the

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's Underwriters
and there remains to the credit of members orer

Nine Hundred Thousand
Dollars

The membership, which is constantly increasing,
is now composed of nearly four hundred and fifty of
the best saw mill plants in the country. Insurance in

force exceeds thirty-five million and nearly three
million dollars has been paid in losses. If you have
a first-class plant adequately protected and are inter-
ested in low cost fire insurance, correct policy forms,
an inspection service which may save you from a dis-
astrous fire, with the certainty of a prompt and
equitable adjustment in case loss does occur, and
wish a list of members and annual statement we will
be glad to hear from you.

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Co.
HARRY B. CLARK Attorney in FactWMtern Representative „ . -l _ . _ _,_,, ,,^

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.

ments to the effect th-it the price of farm implements has increased from
."lO to 60 per cent during the last two years caused the belief to preTail

that the demand for farm machinery might fall off. The intensive farm-

ing movement as a means of assisting the country to prosecute the war,

a movement which has jrovernment backing throughout the Middle West,

has tended to increase the demand for farm machinery above normal, and
the manufacturers are heavy buyers.

The same holds true of vehicle manufacturers, who announce that

their business has been heavier than might be expected. Automobile manu-
facturers report there has been no letting up in demand and say they

will consume more hardwoods than ever this year.

The demand for oak. both plain and quartered, is on the increase, and
the demand for walnut is slightly heavier than it has been. There is an
excellent market for gum and ash, hickory and maple are called for. The
farm situation appears to be excellent, .\lthough the winter wheat crop

is somewhat of a failure, wheat fields are being plowed up for the planting

of corn.

=-< CLEVELAND >•-

Dearth of supplies of all descriptions of hardwoods has been offset by the

absence of demand for these materials into construction work, and this has
served to beep all descriptions upon a steady basis in the last fortnight.

Slight improvement in the car situation has assisted materially in making
for good supplies for out of town trade, in which the principal hardwood
business now is being done. High grades of hardwoods for factory \ise are

scarce, owing to the short supply of cars. In low grades the chief outlet

is for oak. much of this going into railroad work. An average increase

of five per cent in prices on n'-aii\- all d*'scri[itious is noted.

=-< CINCINNATI >•-

While shipping conditions—oar short iiic:^ and embargoes—continue

to exert a very depressing effect upon the genernl lumber market in this

and probably all sections, the hardwood dealers here seem considerably

encouraged over the course of events during the past couple weeks. Con-

ditions have modified to a certain extent and many dealers and wholesalers

report less difficulty in making shipments, and stocks are beginning to

become better asso-ted and sizes arc larger. Prices continue to miiintain

previous advances very rigidly, and, with the demand steadily increasing,

there is every reason to believe the hardwood deak'rs will eujoy a pros-

perous spring trade. The increase in prices is not alone confined to the

better grades, for the lower items are selling with a vim and better prices

are being realized almost from day to day. Some immense war orders are

being placed and the recent appeal of the government to the shipbuilders

and lumbermen as well to co-operate in building a great wooden merchant
marine in record time has put quite a stimulus in the market locally by

virtue of the recent announcement of a return to activity on the part of

the Cincinnati. Louisville and Kvansville rivrr shipyards. The big demand
from the airphine nuinuf:icturers for suitable wood, principally spruce and
ash. has helped the market for these two woods immensely.

There has been quite a iet-up in the ordering on the part of the furniture

manufacturers, rurniture retailers are movltig little of their big spring

stocks, the business not being up to normal for this time of the year, and
this has been reflected in the manufacturing end. However, oak and gum
have a well sustained demand elsewhere, the former about leading the list

in movement and commanding top prices in all grades. The lower grades

of gum are moving especially well witli the box manufacturers. Flooring

is in good demand, birch, elm and maple being exceedingly active. Birch

probably leads the northern list in all items. Cottonwood dry stocks are

light and difficulty is being experienced in ol)taining sufficient quantity to

meet the increasing demand. The lower grades of chestnut are in better

call than a few weeks back and good prices arc being realized at all times.

numerous sales being reported at figures considerably in excess of those

asked a while back. One of the most encouraging features of all is the
manner in which poplar is coming back into popularity. Inquiries are
steadily broadening and some good sizetl orders are Itring planod ri-j^ularly.

=^ EVANSVILLE >.=

Trade with the hardwood lumber manufacturers in EvansvlUe and south-
western Indiana is fairly good at this time. Thus far the war has not
affected business in this locality and the general opinion is that the war
will be over in less than a year and that the lumber business will not he

materially affected by the conflict. They believe, however, that after the

war there will be sharp advances in lumber prices all over the country.

Many manufacturers here say their domestic business is from fifty and one

hundred per cent better than it was this time last year. Prices are steadily

advancing on the best grades of hardwoods. Tlie up town milte, as a rule

arc operating on steady time, while the rolnmbia street mill of Maley &
Wertz is running again on the day and night schedule. The river mills

are not running, but some of them will start operating in a short time as

they have a large supply of logs on hand.

Quartered white oak and plain white oak are stlU In strong demand and
a good deal is being sold. Sycamore is also strong, a great deal of quar-

tered stock being bought by veneer manufacturers. Wnlnut Is In better

demand than it has lieen at any time since the first q( the year. (5uni

contiinies in strnn;; ilniinnil, a gre:it d.-il of tliis lumber being bought l)y
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furniture factories here. Hickory and asli are strong and tlie lower grades

of poplar are also in good demand. Elm and' maple are moving briskly.

Veneer manufacturers report a good trade, and box manufacturers sa.v

trtide is better than it was this time last year. Most of the large wood
consuming plants here continue to run on full time. Collections are good.

Lumber manufactUi'ers are getting in all the logs they want but prices are

high. Building operations are picking up and planing mills continue to run

on full time. Sash and door men report a steady business and yellow pine

dealers say the trade outlook is very flattering. Crop conditions are fairly

promising, farmers in this section arranging to plant an unusually large

acreage of corn during the coming season. The yield of wheat in this

section will average about one-half a normal crop, according to grain

experts.

=-< MEMPHIS >•

The hardwood market continues to occupy a strong position ant? prices

are tending higher under the combined influence of the excellent demand
and the comparatively moderate offerings due to decreased production

during the past few months. The cost of everything entering into the

manufacture of southern hardwoods is increasing at a rapid rate and
this, too, is a factor making for higher prices for hardwood lumber itself.

Most members of the trade appreciate the broken condition of stocks in

their own hands as well as in the hands of consumers and distributers in

all parts of the country and it is a matter of little surprise to them that

the market continues to display such a strong undertone. The call is both

insistent and persistent for gum in all grades. In fact, it is difficult for

manufacturers to meet the demand for this class of lumber. The higher

grades are wanted in almost every direction while the box manufacturers

continue to absorb all the low-grade stock available. Veneers made of

gum are showing equal strength with sawn lumber. There is likewise

n large call for the lower grades of Cottonwood. The supply is limited

while the box people are hustling for all the dry stock they are able to

find. A good demand is reported for ash, hickory, elm and cypress, and
more movement is noted in the higher grades of quartered red and white

oak. Some manufacturers are quoting higher prices for the latter and
are able to secure the advance. Plain oak in both red and white in the

higher grades has been moving well for some time at better prices, and
^n excellent call continues for common oak in both plain and quartered.

The American Oak Manufacturers' Association is showing marked ac-

tivity and new outlets for oak are being opened. Government inquiries for

various southern hardwoods are beginning to be received but so far com-

paratively little business has actually been put through. Liimber interests,

however, have little doubt that there will be large needs to be filled from
this source. Transportation conditions present the most trying problem
the lumbermen are facing at the moment. They are threatened with a

radical advance in hardwood rates by the same carriers that persist in

their failure to supply more than 25 per cent of the equipment needed for

the prompt handling of shipments of hardwood lumber.

=-< ST. LOUIS >-
The hardwood situation is showing signs of improvement and there is a

very satisfactory and seasonable demaod for all items on the list. From
now on. there is every prospect that this condition of affairs will continue.

Prices which have been steady for quite a while, are now showing signs of

advancement. Dry stocks are rather scarce and those having good sized

stocks on hand are having no difficulty in disposing of their holdings at

satisfactory prices. The principal item being called for is white oak.

Quartered stock is also in very good demand. Poplar is also in excellent

request with the market considerably stronger than it has been for some
time. Gum is holding up quite well, with prices getting better. Cottonwood
and elm are moving in a very satisfactory manner. Cypress conditions are

also satisfactory to the local distributors. The only drawback being experi-

enced is the difficulty in getting cars to move stock. This is also reported

at the points in the producing territory as well as in this section. Orders

cannot be filled with any degree of certainty. Prices are strong and there

is a tendency toward advancement.

^-< MILWAUKEE >=
With the prosperity of Wisconsin flying in the face of morbid war pre-

<lictions, the hardwuod market remains firm with a promise of advancing.

The supply has been engaged and consumed as rapidly as the mills could

forward it to points of utilization, despite a slight tendency toward re-

luctance on the part of manufacturers to produce over the demand. As-

surance that the economic condition of the country is not in danger of dis-

ruption lias been warming the I)usiness relations of the state consider-

ably during the past weeK An opening toward the West characterized

freight conditions during the past week, with no sign of relief toward the

East or North.

Labor is scarce in the realms of wood manufacture and is exceeded

nowhere but in the forests. Wages have gone still higher with no loiterers

about to be attracted by them. Many companies have decided to oper-

ate crews all sunnier. In the san-mills, too, the difliculty of getting men
to take care of the large amount of work is distressing. The only hope

seems to lie. In paying such wages as no human being can possibly refuse.

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY. MO.

You Can See Logs LikeThese

on Our Yard Any Day

CTIMCmVT VENEER AND LUMBER
OlllYlijUil COMPANY, INC.

p. O. Box 1015 Memphis, Tenn.

MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lumber, Rotary Cut

Veneers, Rotary Cut Gum Faces,

Cross Banding and Cores.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will be Inserted In tbis sec-

tion at the followtnE ratesi

For one Insertion 25c a line

For two Insertions 40c a line

For three Insertions 55c a line

For four Insertions 65c a line

Elgbt words of ordinary length make one line.

Heading counts as two lines.

No display eicept tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra charges for copies uf paper containing
tb« adTertlsemeut,

EMPIOYMENT WANTED

EELIABLE HAEDWOODS CONNECTION
Wanted—on commission, or small salary and

commission, for N. Y. City territory. Thirteen

years in lumber business, last eight there.

Address "BOX 42," care Hakdwood Record.

EMPLOYES WANTED n
WANTED—INSPECTOR

Can use services of flrst-class hardwood inspector

at our West Virginia band mill. Good location,

steady employment. Address "BOX 37." care

Hardwood Kecord.

LOGS WANTED H
WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS.
500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Piqua. Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TEN TO TWO HTTNDEED MILLION

As desired. Hemlock and Hardwood. Northern

Wisconsin. No Commission. Address LAND

COMMISSIONER. Soo Line. Minneapolis. Minn.

3.500 ACRES IN PENNSYLVANIA
In Bedford and Huntingdon Counties, estimated

to contain 20 million feet Oak. Chestnut, Pine,

Locust. Poplar, Maple, 2 mile haul downhill to

railroad, 15 miles from market for all small

timber as mine props and ties. D. E. LAUDER-
BURN. 158 Fifth .-^ve.. New York.

FOR SALE—VERMONT TIMBEELAND
3,330 acres containing 7% million ft. Hard-

woods, over 2 million ft. Spruce, 250M ft. Hem-
lock, alBO sawmill ; as much more additional

timber available. D. E. LAUDERBDRN. 158

Fifth Ave., New York.

PUBLIC SALE
Of about seventeen thousand (17.000) acres of

fine timber and timbcrlands in Highlanil and

.\ugusta Counties, Virginia, estimated to contain

from eighty million (80,000.000) to one liiindred

million (100,000.000) feet of timber—Oak. Pop-

lar. Chestnvit and other woods—at public auction

at front door of Court House of .\ugusla County,

Staunton, Virginia, on tbe

22nd DAY OK MAY, 1917.

TERMS OF SALE : One-third cash on day oC

sale, balance at one and two years with interest,

or all cash at option of purchasers.

Further information will be furnished by

RANDOLPH HARRISON.
ALFRED B. PEliCY,

Commissioners of T*. S. Court.

.Address: Lynchburg, Va.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATING

THos. J. Mcdonald.

Forest Engineer.

East Tennessee Bank Bldg..

Knoxvllle. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS
t

Sanborn & Gearhart,

AshevIUe, N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBEE

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engineer,

158 Fifth Avenue, New Y'ork, N. Y.

LUMBER WANTED n
WANTED

Wltitf Oak tinilicrs, nlso all grailos of White and
R>i(l Oak. Poplar. Chestnut, etc. Senrl us your
stock list and prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG.
((1.. Pittsblirsb, Pn.

WANTED HAED MAPLE
."lOO.OOO' 4/4 SELECTED CLEAE

Shipment of a number of cars soon_ as ready.

Balance between Sept. 1, 1917, and June 1, 1918.

K. & C. MFG. COMPANY, Hennlker, N. H.

WANTED—IN LOW GEADE
4/4, /j/4, G/4 and S,'4 Chestnut.

Poplar, Basswood, Gum and Oak

—

rough and surfaced. Advise what
yoti can offer, quoting prices, nam-
ing shipping point.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER
COMPANY. Pittsburgh, Pa.

OAK, BEECH AND MAPLE WANTED
4/4 and 8/4 plain Oak. Beech and Maple ; No. 1

common or log run grades of Beech and Maple,

and No. 1 common and sound wormy grades of

plain Oak ; preferably S months or over on sticks ;

f. o. b. cars Cincinnati. THE JOHN T. TOWS-
LEY MFG. CO., 1037 Berlin St.. Cincinnati. O.

WANTED—WHITE OAK
80.000 ft. 2x6. 8 & 10"—16' SIS
White Oak for very prompt ship-

ment. Advise if .vou can furnish

and price f. o. b. shipping point or

delivered Cairo. 111.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LBR. CO.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.

WANTED—OAK AND CHESTNUT
One car S/4 No. 1 common and better, dry and

plain White Oak ; Two cars 4/4 No. 1 common
plain White Oak.

25 cars 4/4 No. 2 common sound wormy Chest-

nut.

S. BURKHOLDER LUMBER CO..

CrawfordsvUle. Ind.

WANTED TO BUY
Fuel wood for shipment to Chicago :

Cordwood : Oak, Hickory, Hard Maple and
Beech.

Oak Edgings, bundled or loose
;

Hickory spoke wood :

12" and 4' Slabs and Edgings.

Write us If you have wood to sell.

COVEY-DURHAM COAL CO.,
431 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—BOX LUMBER
4 '4, 5/4, 6/4 in White Pine, Yellow Pine, Pop-
lar, Basswood, Chestnut, Spruce or Hemlock,
luitli rough, dressed and resawn. AMERICAN
Lr.li. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WE AEE IN THE MARKET
fur "B" Finish and Factory Select C.vpress. R.

H. CATLIN CO., Equitable Bldg.. Wilmington,
Del.

WANTED—WHITE PINE
I^og run. all thicknesses. Send us your list of

dry stock and best cash prices. AMERICAN
LBR. & -MFO. CO.. Pittslnirsb. Pn.

WANTED—ELM LOGS AND LUMBER
9, 10 and 11 ft. long. Lumber to be sawed plump
4/4. Quote on good log run, delivered Holmes-
ville, Ohio. Address "Box 36," care Hardwood
Recorii.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOE SALE
One latest improved WIckes #10 52" gang,

complete with saws.
One 35'x90' refuse burner, complete.
One tr44 Berlin machine Sx24" planer.

One 12 11, P. vertical steam engine.

GOODMAN LUMBER COMPANY. Goodman. Wis.

TIES WANTED

WANTED—FOE SHIPMENT
During next four months, White
and Red Oak Switch Ties, 3" and
4" White Oak crossing plank, Oak
timbers and car lumber. For de-

livery Cairo. Chicago, Cincinnati
anil Pittsburgh. Quote f. o. b. or
delivered prices on what you can
furnish, or give us names of ship-

ping point, and we will name you
f. o. b. prices. All lumber In-

spected at shipping point.

P'RAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER
CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—FOE SHIPMENT
Within four months several Car-

loads 6x8"—S'. and 7x8"—8' 6"

White Oak, Red Oak and Chestnut
Ties, for delivery Cairo, Chicago.
Cincinnati and Toledo. All ties to
be inspected at loading point.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

.

Timberland
Loans

Loans to lumbermen or timber owners
negotiated with tlie precision of practice

which results from 37 years experience.

Lon? or short terms. Amounts from

$50,000 I'p, as conditions warrant.

I

JAMES [\ r-r-t y^
acey |imber(o.

Ji^ Sout/i Michigan Aixnut, Chicago

All Three of Us WUI Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED TO BUY
5 cars 2x2—30 clear Oak Squares
2 cars 2x2—19" clear Oak Squares
2 cars 114x2^4—42" clear Oak Squares
2 cars. 2x2—30" clear dry Gum Squares
5 cars l%xl%—19" clear dry Oak Squares

THE PROBST LBR. CO., Cincinnati, O.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR
Clear sound Maple, Beech, Birch or Red Gum
Dimension Stock all dry sizes

:

l"xl", li/8"xiys". iy4"xliA", l%"xl%" square;
l%"xiy2", l%"xl%", 134"xl%", 2"x2" square;
lengths 24", 32", 36", 42", 48", 5i", 60", 66"

;

l>4"x2"x3S", l%"x2"x3S".
Also various sizes Ash and Oak.

THE PIQUA HANDLE & MFG. CO., Piqua, O.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED TO BUY LUMBER AND
FOREST

Products, witli cash adviiuces, or will furnish

capital to timber owners or nifrs. at 6%, and
guarantee to sell products to best advantage, on
liberal profit-sharing basis. We have high repu-

tation, large resources, and strong selling organi-

zation. Address "BOX 48," care Hardwood
Record.

HARDWOOD PLANT FOR SALE
As a profitable going concern in Portland, Ore.,
comprising fully equipped sawmill, flooring and
veneer plant, retail yards, with suitable stock of
lumber, rail and water shipping facilities. Nec-
essary capital, ?100.000 to $150,000. For further
particulars, reason for selling, etc., write J. S.

EMERSON. Pacific Bldg.. V.Tncouver, B. C.

AN UP TO-DATE BOX FACTORY
Witli modern machinery, doing a thriving, profit-

able business, with 2 years of good orders on
hand. In a Virginia gateway. Good territory

for lumber and labor. Need a practical man.
Will sell outright but prefer to sell and^ co-oper-

ate. Can furnish plenty of work. .\ddress

"BOX 49." care Hard\\ood Record.

FOR SALE
A going, growing Business.

Veneer Factory, which during the past 15 years

has established for itself an exceptionally high
standing with the buying public, specializing on
bird's-eye maple. Fireproof buildings, fully

equipped, in excellent condition. Located in good
town in Michigan, near log supply. Force of

experienced, satisfied workmen and more to be

had as desired. Present owner has made marked
success and is well rated in Dun's. Bradstreet's.

Has reached that age when he wishes to retire.

Will gladly co-operate with new management in

getting started. With such a foundation to build

on, a younger, active manager can develop and
grow. Buildings, land, good will and stocks on

hand valued at approximately $50,000. Terms.

Address "BOX 33." care Hardwood Record

OREGON AND CALIFORNIA
Railroad Co. grant lands. Title to same re-
vested in United States by act of Congress dated
.Tune 9, 1916. 2,300,000 acres to be opened for
homesteads and sale. .Agricultural and timber
lands. Conservative estimate forty billion feet
of commercial lumber. Containing some of the
best land left in United States. Large map
showing land by sections and description of soil,

climate, rainfall, elevation, etc. Postpaid One
Dollar. GRANT LANDS LOCATING CO., Box
010, Portland, Oregon.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED QTD. W. OAK FLITCHES
to saw. I have, veoeer mill dning cust<im voneer
sawing. Manufacturers of qtd. W. (.tak flitches
take notice. Let me saw your flltctrrs into veneer
and you receive handsome veneer profit. ^ly price
is reasonable. Can sell output of my plant on
contract. Address "BOX 80,"- care Hardwood
Record.

FOR SALE
50 Lumber Hand Trucks, construction two iron
wheels, wooden beds, substantially built yet light
weight, for use on tramways, or around planing
mills or woodworking plants. For particulars
write H. A, McCOWEN & COMPANY, Memphis,
Tenu.

FOR SALE
Hardwood Sawmill Site, with power and machin-
ery suitable for reconstruction if required, in-

cluding all or any part 9,000-acre tract Hardwood—large percentage Gum, Forked Leaf White Oak
and Slick Bark Hickory. Railroad and water
transportation. Write us for particulars. Ad-
dress "BOX 50," care Hardwood Record.

HAROW^OODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 1 C, brown. 4/4", good ivdth., 50% 14 &

16', 2 vrs. drv; NO. 1 C, white, 4 '4". good wdth..
50% ]"4 & 16', 2 vrs. dry. ATL,.\NTIC LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. 4/4", band .sawed. BABCOCK

LUMBER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black 4/4". HOFF-

MAN BROS. COMPANY. Fort Wayne, Ind.

COM & BTR. V" & %". reg wdth. and Igth.,

drv. NICKEY BROS., INC.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 10 '4 & 12/4": NO. 1 C. 5/4,

6/4 & 8/4". WOOD-MOS.AIC COMPANY, New
Albany, Ind.
FAS, brown, 4/4", 6" & up, standard Igth., 2

vrs. drv. YE.AGER LUMBER CQ., Buffalo.
N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 to 16 '4". BUFF.ALO

HARDWOOD LBR. CO., Buffalo. N. Y.

BASSWOOD
FAS 6/4"; NO. 1 C, 5/4 & 6 4": NO. 2 C. 6/4",

all band sawed. BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

, „
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 5/4 & 6 4": No. 3 C. 4/4'.

MASON-DOXALDSON LBR. CO., Rhinelander,
Wis.
NO. 1 C. in/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.

BEECH
NO. 1 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth., 10

mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake. Wis.

BIRCH
FAS & NO. 1 C, both white, 4/4", good wdth.,

50% 14 & 16', 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16', 1

yr. dry. LITTLE RIVER LBR. CO., Town-
send, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR., unsel., 6 4 & 8/4"; FAS,

sel. red, 6/4"; 1 & 2 FACE STRIPS, 1x4".

M.\SOX-DOX.\LDSOX LBR. CO., Rhinelander.
Wis.

No. 1 & BTR., red, 4/4 to S/4", 5" & up. 8'

and longer. 10 nios. dry; NO. 1 & BTR., unsel.,
4/4 to S 4", av. wdth. and Igth.; 10 mos. dry;
1 & 2 FACE, 4 4, 5" wide. 6' & longer, 10 mos.
dry; 1 & 2 FACE, 4/4". 5" wide, 6 & 8', 10 mos.
drv; NO. 2 & 3 C, 4/4". ran. wdth. and Igth..

1 vr. drv. RICE L.AKE LBR. CO., Rice Lake,
Wis.

CHERRY
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4", good wdths.. 50%

14 & 16', 2 vrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER
CO., Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", band sawed. BAB-

COCK LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5i"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. COMPANY. Fort Wayne. Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.,

8 to 14 mos. drv, exceptionally free from spots.

J. V. STIMSON. Huntingburg. Ind.
FAS 4/4", 10" & wider, av. wdth. 15 Vj", 40

to 50% 14 & 16' long. WOOD-MOSAIC COM-
PANY, New Albany. Ind.
FAS, 1 face. 4/4". 6" & up. standard Igth.,

2 yrs. dry. Y'EAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,

NO. 2 C. 4/4 to 10/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS
& BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.

CHESTNUT
FAS 4 4". good wdths, 50% 14 & 16', 2 yr.s.

drv. ATL.AXTIC LUMBER CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.

FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4". both band sawed. BAB-
COCK LUMBER CO.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 4/4 to 8/4", 6" & up, standard Igth., 18

mos. drv; NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8 4". 4" & up, stand-
ard Igth, 18 mos. dry. Y'EAGER LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIA& &

BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y. ^^^^ ^ ^ ^
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". BUFFALO

H.ARDWOOD LBR. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

CHITTUM
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ELM—SOFT
NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4"; NO. 2 C. & BTR. 6 4 &

8/4". MASON-DOXALDSOX LBR. CO.,
Rhinelander, Wis.
LOG RUN 4/4 & 12/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.,

drv. NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis. Tenn.
'no. 3 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth.,

10 mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake, Wis.
NO. 1 C. 6/4". 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.

ELM—ROCK
LOG RUN, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 4 mos.

drv. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Houston,
Tex.

GUM—SAP
BOX BOARDS 4 4". S to 12", reg. Igth.,

months drv; BOX BOARDS 4/4", 13 to 17", reg.
Igth., months dry. NICKEY BROS., INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 5/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3%

mos. drv; FAS 6/4 & 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.,

3% mos. drv. PHILIP A. RYAN LRB. CO.,
LuflJin, Tex.
NO. 2 C. 4 4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 4 mos.

dry; NO, 2 C, 8/4". reg. wdth, and Igth., 6

mos. dry. SOUTH TEXAS LBR. CO.. Hous-
ton, Tex.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 4

mos. drv, sliced boards highly figured. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
CLEAR STRIPS 4/4". 21/2-3%". reg. Igth.,

drv; FAS, FIG, 4/4". 5" & up, reg. Igth., dry.
NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4", reg. wdth. and

Igth, 10 mos. dry; FAS, FIG, 4/4", reg. wdth.
and Igth., 1 vr. dry. STIMSON VEXBER &
LBR. CO., Memphis, Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C, & BTR. 4'4", band sawed.

COCK LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
BAB-

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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HARDWOODS FOR SALE
MAHOGANY

FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to
16/4", plain and figured, Mexican and African,
HUDDLEISTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, III.

MAPLE—HARD
NO. 1 C, 4/4 to 16/4", 4" & wider, 18 mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIX & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO, 2 C, & BTR. 7/4": NO. 3 C. 8/4". MA-

SON-DONALDSON LBR. CO., Rhinelander,
Wi.s.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 to 12/4". BUFFALO

HARDWOOD LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N, Y,

OAK—PLAIN RED
BRIDGE PLANK, 8/4. 6" & wider, 12' long.

BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Blissville, Ark.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO,

Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 5/8": FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS 4/4", 25% 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 4

to 9 mos. dry; NO. 1 0. 4/4", 25% 10" & up,
60% 14 & 16', 4 to S mos. dry. LIBERTY
HARDWOOD LBR. CO., Big Creek. Tex.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 3 mos, dry;

FAS 6/4', reg. wdth. and Igth., 2 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C. 5/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C. 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 2 mos. dry.
PHILIP A. RYAN LRB. CO., Lufkin, Tex.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR CO.,

Texarkana, Tex.
NO. 1 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 8 mos.

dry; NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 10
mos. dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO..
Houston, Tex.
FAS & NO. 1 C, both 8/4". ran. wdth. and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. J. V. STIMSON, Hunt-
ingburg, Ind.
FAS 4/4. 5/4, 6/4, 8/4 & 10 '4": NO. 1 C. 4/4,

5/4 & 6/4", bone dry. WOOD-MOSAIC COM-
PANY, New Albany, Ind.
ALL grades 4/4 to 16/4", reg. wdth., stand-

ard Igth.. 18 mos. dry. Y'EAGER LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. iS. BTR. 4 4 to 16/4". BUFFALO

HARDWOOD LBR. CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. 5/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
COM. & BTR. 4 4". HOFFMAN BROS.

COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS 3 8, 1/2 & 3 4", C" it up. reg. Igth., dry;

CLEAR STRIPS 4 4". 2';4-3l/2", 4-41A" and 5-

By.", reg. Igth., drv; CLEAR SAP STRIPS 4/4",

tVz-ZVi", reg. Igth., dry. NICKEY BROS..
INC., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry,

NO. 1 C. 5/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry.
STIMSON VENEER & LBR CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 3/4, 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4". WOOD-MOSAIC

COMPANY', New Albany, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 1 C. 8 4 & 12 4". 4" & wider, 2 yrs. dry.

BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING, Buf-
falo, N. Y.
FAS 4 4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ar;i.
NO. 1 C. «S. NO. 2 C, both 4/4", reg. wdth.

and Igth.. dry. H. G. BOHLSSEN MFG. CO.,
New Canev, Tex.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 25'7'<, 10" & up, 60% 14 & 16',

4 to 8 mos. dry.. LIBERTY HARDWOOD LBR.
CO.. Big Creek, Tex.
COM & BTR. 3/8", 6" & up. reg. Igth., dry.

NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 5/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 5 mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 3 mos.
dry. PHILIP A. RYAN LBR. CO., Lufkin, Tex.
NO. 2 C. 4 '4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO..

Texarkana. Tex.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 6 mos. dry:

NO. 2 C., 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 8 mos.
drv. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Houston,
Tex.
FAS 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 10 mos. dry;

FAS 5 4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 14 mos. dry;
Fas & No. 1 C. both 8/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.,

6 to 8 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 6/4". 8", ran. Igth., 16
mos. dr\'; FAS 5 4". ran. wdth. and Igth., 16
mos. dry. .1. V. STIMSON, Huntingburg, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4", reg. wdth. and

Igth.. 10 mos. dry. STIMSON VENEER &
LI{R. CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
ALL grades 4/4 to 6x6", reg. wdth., stand-

ard Igth., 18 mos. dry. Y'EAGER LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N, Y.

NO, 1 C. cS. BTR. 4/4 to 16/4". BUFFALO
HARDWOOD LRB. CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 8/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y'.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
FAS 4 4". BLISS-C<.)OK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville, Ark.
FAS 3/8. 1/2 & 5/8"; CLEAR STRIPS 4 '4",

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
COM. & BTR. 1/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., dry:

FAS 3 8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4 & 8/4", reg. wdth. and
Igth., dry; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2Vi-Z^i,". 4-
414" and 5-5%", reg. Igth.. dry. NICKEY
BROS.. I.NC. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO..

Texarkana, Tex.
NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Hous-
ton, Tex.
FAS 4 4". ran. wdth. and Igth., 1 vr. drv.

CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2V.-4i,2". ran. Igth., IB
mos. dry; CLEAR STRIPS 44", 2U-3-3V2".
ran. Igth.. 20 mos. dry; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4",
2^-3", ran. Igth., 22 mos. dry; NO, 1 C. STRIPS
4/4", 2-4". ran, Igth.. 22 mos. dry. J. V. STIM-
SON, Huntingburg, Ind.
FAS 1/2, 3/4, 4/4 & 5/4", reg. wdth. and

Igth.. 1 yr., dry; FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth..
11 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 1/2, 4 '4 & 6/4", reg. wdth.
and Igth., 10 mos. dry. STIMSON VENEER
6 LBR. CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4 4 to 12 4". BUFFALO

•HARDWOOD LBR. CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
TIMBERS, mixed. 6x6 to 12x12—10 to 20',

mostly 6x6 to 8x8—12, 14 & 16', square edge and
sound, band sawed, ends carefully trimmed
and painted to prevent season checking.
SOUTHERN PI.VE LBR. CO., Texarkana, Tex.

POPLAR
NO. 2 A 4/4", band sawed. BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5 8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind,
FAS 4 4 & 6/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16'

kiln dried: NO. 1 & PANEL, 4/4". 18 to 23",
50%. 14 & 16', 6 mos. dry. LITTLE RIVER
LUMBER CO.. Townsend. Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5 8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth.. 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4,4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP
&. SEL., 4 4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. drv; SAP &
SEL., 4 4". 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 nins. drv;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4". 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4 4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville. Ky.
FAS. 3/4, 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 & 16/",

7 to 17". WOOD-MOSAIC COMPANY, New
Albany, Ind.
ALL grades 5/8 to 16/4", reg. wdth., standard

Igth., 18 mos. dry. Y'EAGER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo, X. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". BUFFALO

HARDWOOD LBR. CO., Buffalo, N. Y'.

WALNUT
COM. & BTR. 4 4 to S 4". HOFFMAN

BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5 8 to 8/4", very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago. III.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.
LOG RUN 5/8", reg. wdth. and Igth., dry;

FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., dry;
NO. 2 C. 4 4. 5/4 & 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.,
drv; COM. cS. BTR. 5/4, 6/4 & 8/4", reg, wdth.
and Igth.. dry. NICKEY' BROS., INC., Mem-
phis, 'Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6 to 16" wide, G & 7' Igths., $97;

FAS 4 4", 6 & 7" wide, 8 to 16' Igths., $110:
FAS, QTD,, 4/4", 8 to 16' Igths.. $120; NO. 1

C, 4 4", 6" & wider, $52; NO. 1 C, 5/4", 6" &
wider, $59; NO, 1 C, QTD,. 4/4", $55. SPE-
CIAL stock. QTD., 4/4", clear of knots, 4 & 5"

width, 6' & longer, $72; 4/4", clear sap steamed,
of common dimensions, $55, PICKREL WAL-
NUT CO., St. Louis. Mo.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., Buffalo, N. Y.

both good Igths. and quality: CLEAR 1 l/16x
2>,4", 2 to 16"; ALL grades 1 1/16x2^" and 13/16
x2%". KERRY & HANSON FLOORING CO.,
Grayling, Mich.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVILLE
VE.XEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
PLAIN & FIGURED, 1 28 to 1/4", Mexican

and .\frican. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOG.ANY CO., Chicago. III.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—PLAIN
RED and WHITE, .sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
RED &. WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne.
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

WALNUT
ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFHAN BROS.

COMPANY. Fort Wayne, Ind.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

M.VRSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig., rty.

and sliced. PICKREL W.ALNUT CO., St.

Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1 4. 5/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago. 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY

FLOORING
BIRCH, CLEAR, 13 ICxS'i", 2 to IG'; MAPLE.

FCTY.. 1 15/16x2 v., ", 1 to IG', extra good qual-
ity; PRIME, 13/16x4" and 1 1/16x4", I'A to 16',

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 14, 5 '16 & 3 8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, III.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
PL. <£. QTD. 1/4, 6/16 & 3/8", stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S, HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
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] Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS,

Atlantic Lumber Co., Bnffalo.

.

Barnab;, Charles H
Blakeslee. Perrln & Darling

Boyle, Inc.. ClareDCe

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co

Lamb-Msb Lumber Company... 7 WlUson Bros. Lumber Company.. 8

Wistar, Dnderhlll & Nixon 37

50 Paepcke Lelcbt Lumber Co. ... 7

Probst Lumber Company 7-52 Yeager Lumber Co., Inc 50

^^ Ptlmson. J. V 7-52
^ Stlmson Veneer & Lumber Co. . 7-4.'i

50

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc. 3

East Jordan Lumber Co 49

Ellas, G., & Bro 50

Foster Bros 49

Goodyear, C. A., Lumber Co... 52

Hanson, R., & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-12

Jones. G. W., Lumber Co. 39

King, W. O., & Co 5

Kneeland-Blgelow Co., The 4

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co.... S

McIlvalD, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co. ... 50

Miller, Sturm & Miller 50

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Uoblnson Co 7-38

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company 20

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

Anderson-Tully Company .... 2-7-SI

.Arlington Lumber Company... 7-37

Atlantic Lumber Co.. Buffalo. . 60

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing Co.

Babcock Lumber & Land Co II

r.nker-Matthews Lumber Co... 7-12

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-40

Blakeslee, Perrln & Darling.... 50

BohlHsen, H. G.. Mfg. Company.. 7-9

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-40

Bovle, Inc., Clarence 5

Brown. W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. 7-10

Biiir.Tlo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 50

Busklrk-Rutledge Lumber Co.

.

Crane. C, & Co 7-40

Davis. Kdw. L., Lumber Co 10

Dermott Land & Lumber Co... 7

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co... 49

Anderson-TuUy Company 2-7-51

Eggers, F., Veneer Seating Co.. 25

Evansville Veneer Company.... 29

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-12

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany Co. . 28

Louisville Veneer Mills.

Medford Veneer Company.
Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co..

Nickey Bros., Inc

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company

Ohio Veneer Company.

Palmer & Parker Co
rickrel Walnut Company.

10

22

20

40

37

27

Ellas. G., & Bro. SO

Palmer & Parker Co. 37 Hoffman Brothers Company.. 7-12

EUce Lake Lumber Co 49

Stack Lumber Company 41

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 50

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees... 49

Stlmson, J. V 7-52

SuUWan, T., i Co 50

Rayner, J., Company 5

Stlmson Veneer & Lumber Co. . 7-43

Wisconsin Veneer Company 29

Wood-Mosaic, Company 7-10

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co.

Taylor & Crate. .

.

Tegge Lumber Co.

50
38

Ijimb-Flsh Lumber Company...
Llhertv Hardwood Lumber Co..

Little River Lumber Company. .

.

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co.

Losan. .T. M.. Lumber Co
Long Bell Lumber Company....

39

7-9

-11

MAHOGANY, WALNUT. ETC.

Von Platen Lumber Company... 49

Wlllson Bros. Lumber Company. S

Wistar. Underbill & Nlion 37

Wood-Mosaic Company 7-10

Yeager Lumber Company, Inc.

.

50

Young, W. D., & Co 4

OAK.

See List ot Manufacturers on
paee 7

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co... 7-12

Long-Bell Lumber Company... 7

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-38

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7-51

Arlington Lumber Company... 7-37

RED GUM.

Anderson-Tnlly Company 2-7-51

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co 7-12
Bllss-Cook Oak Company 7-40
Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-40

Brown, W. P., &. Sons Lbr. Co.. . 7-10

Maples Lunili^T Compnny
Mcllvain, J. Gibson. & Co
McLean. Hugh, Lumber Co
Miller. Sturm & Miller

Mowbray & Robinson Company.

Nirkey Bros., Inc

Norman Lumber Companv

7g Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co 10

7-11

J
E%'ansville Veneer Company 29

Hoffman Brothers Company... 7-12

]7 Hnddleston-Marsb Mahogany Co.

.

2S

2

50 Mengel. C. C, & Ero. Co 10

.10

7.3s Palmer & Parker Co 37

Plckrel Walnut Company 27

Purcell, Frank 43
22

10
Rayner, J., Company 5

Pnenrke Leicht Lumber Co.
Probst Lumber Company...

Ryan, Philip A., Lumber Co 9

Salt Lick Lnmher Compnny.... 3S
Smith. Payson Lumber Co 41

Sooth Texas Lumber Company... 7-9

Southern Pine Lumber Co 9
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 50
Stlmson Veneer and Lumber Co 7-43

Siilllvsn. T.. ft Co 50
Swain-Roach Lumlier Company. 7-40

Taylor ft Crate. SO

Utlcy-Holioway Company 5

Vestal Lumber ft Manufacturing
Co 7-11

Whitmer, Wm.. ft Sons 8

Wlllett. W. It.. Lumber Co 10

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-40

Cobbs Ji Mitchell, Inc 3

Horner. William 4

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. . . 49

Long-Bell Lumber Company 7

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co S

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage ft Lum
ber Company 20

Salt Lick Lumber Company 38

Stearns Salt ft Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I.. Co., Trustees 49

Wilce. T., Company, The 5

Young. W. D., 4 Co 4

SAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co

SAWMILL MACHINERY.

Sinker-Davis Company
Soule Steam Feed Works

WOODWORKNG MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company 52

Mershon, W. B., ft Co 3

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Clyde Iron Works 48

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co... 37

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company. 12

Grand Rapids Veneer Works

Phlla. Textile Mcby. Company... 5

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. In*.

Company

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company
Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-

derwriters 42

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.
Fire Ins. Company

Rankln-Benedlct Underwriting Co. 42

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Lauderburn, D. E 44

McDonald, Thomas J 44

Sanborn & Gearbart 44

TIMBERLANDS.

Lacey, James D., ft Co 42

Lacey, James D., Timber Co 44

Lauderburn, D. E 44

MISCELLANEOUS.

Chllds, S. D., ft Co 5

Dry Klin Door Carrier Company, 12

Lumbermen's Credit Aud S

Perkins Glue Company
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personal

relation of the

super i ntend-

ent to his men
exercises a
great influ-

ence upon
every logging

i

op e r a t i o n;
\

often deciding I

its success or

failure.
|

I

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

,

article in
LOGGING for ,

April 1917.

There is also ,

an interesting

story of old \

New Orleans. 1

^ji

i^^n:

FOUR LOGS ON TWO LINES

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

J

All Three of U* Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFHCE, FACTORY A^fD VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Blrchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sires, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably In Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. W«
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

EAST JORDAN
LUMBER CO.

Manufacturers

''IMPERIAL"
Maple Flooring

EAST JORDAN, MICH.

ATTENTION
"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Hooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just vyhat you are
looking for on that particular order.
Write us, and we will convince you.

Kerry& Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

We are members o] the ilnple Flooring Manufacturers Ass'n.

"IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
Is the (loorlner that Is manufactured expressly to supply the de-
mand for the beet. It Is made by modern machinery from care-
fully-selected stock, and every precaution is taken threughout
our antlre system to make It fulfill In every particular Ita
name—"IDEAL."

Rough or Finished Lumber—All Kinds

Send Us Your Inquiriea

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

We have the following dry stock to offer:

20,000' of 1 " No. 3 Common Soft Elm
50,000' of 1 " No. 3 Common Birch
15,000' of 10 4 ' No. 3 Common Rock Elm
12,000 of 6 4" 1st & 2nds Hard Maple

100,000' of 8 4 " No. 3 Com. Hard Maple
12,000' of 5 4" 1st & 2nds Unsel. Birch

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

BONE DRY
WISCONSIN BIRCH

2 CARS 4/4 FAS ..RED BIRCH
3 CARS 4/4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 6/4 FAS RED BIRCH
1 CAR 6/4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 4/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 1 Com.. .UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 2 Com.. .UNSELECTED BIRCH
3 CARS 6/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH

Can furnish limited amounts 5/4 and 8/4 in above cars.

Let us quote you our prices

RICE LAKE LUMBER CO.
Yard and Milts. RICE LAKE, WISCONSIN

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
Iron Mountain, Mich.

HAVE FOLLOWING STOCK AT
IRON MOUNTAIN, CAR SHIPMENTS:

100 M ft of 6/4 No. 3 Common BIRCH
IS M ft. of 10/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH
IS M ft. of 12/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH
SO M ft. of 6/4 No. 3 Common SOFT ELM
100 M ft. 01 6 ft. COAL DOOR LUMBER

AU Ttree of U» Will Be Benefitse if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Onr Specialty: West Vlrgljila aud FeansylTanla Cberrs

1055 Seneca Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

HughMcLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY

Plain and Quartered Red
and White Oak and Ash

940 SENECA STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash atid Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18.000.000 to 20,000,000
feet of hardwoodo cnrrled at all

times at our two big BufTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White I'lnr, Yellow Pine, Spruce, Hemlack, Ftr, Lnmber,
Timlier. MUlwork, Boies, Maiile and Oak Flooring

955-1015 Elk Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods

including Ash. Basswood. Birch. Cheny, Chestnut. Cypress. Elm.
Gum, Hickory. Maple, Plain & Quartered Oak, Poplar & Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwoods, and have every facility for filling and ship-

ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

i

i

m
All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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/aiMDER SC3M, .J. TU t_UY, M B. /\M DERSOiS

Anderson-Tulut Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD LUMBER-VENEERS.
PACKING BOXES -EGG CASES.

Cable Address
VENEHRS

Ml l_US:
MEMPH I S.TENN

VICKSBURG. MISS,
RAYVIUUE. LA.
MADISON, ARK

MemphisTenn.
Tpril 25, 1917,

Mr 6 Buyer of
Southern Hardwoods and Veneers,
Everywhere.

Dear Sir:

While this is not exactly a Confession, we will
have to admit that we have not been able to serve our
friends this past year as we would like to, or as we
have been in the habit of doing during normal conditions,
The unprecedented demand for southern hardwoods together
with the car shortage have placed us, as well as every
other lumber manufacturer, in an embarrassing position
at times, for our stocks have been more or less broken.

But - and here is the silver lining - in spite

of the conditions which the whole industry has been
forced to meet, it is fortunate for you that our facil-
ities are such - comprising as they do five large saw-

mills, and a veneer plant cutting gum core stock and

croBsbanding - that we are still able to cater to both

your immediate and future wants.

Wouldn't it be good business to link your
organization to ours? Tie your factory to a base of

supplies that is practically complete?

Send for our stock list of both green and dry

hardwoods, then let us quote on your requirements. It

would be to your advantage to anticipate as far ahead

as possible so as to insure you the delivery you wish.

Yours until the last car is shipped,

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY,

SAT-B.

_ _ _ __^

P. S- "ATCO" stands for exceptional service - the

desire and ability to furnish you with the If-I-Were-

You kind - GOLDKN RULE QUALITY.



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingbura, Ind.

Stimaon Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

Broom Handle Machinery
Lei us tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. Mors economical; less lime required

for drying; no polishing ifterwar as; greater per cent of straight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for
Drying and Polish-
ing Broom IHandles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

WANTED
TO BUY

5 cars 2x2—30" Clr. Sap Gum Squares

2 cars 21^x2^—30" Clr. Sap Gum
Squares

Clr. Dry Oak
Clr. Oak
Clr. Oak
Clr. Oak
Clr. Oak

2 cars 1x4 & wdr. 43 & 46" Qtd. White

Oak, clear one face, 2 ends and 2

edges

5 cars 1x4 & wdr. 43 & 46" Plain Oak,

clear one face, 2 ends and 2 edges.

5 cars 1x4 & wdr. 18" long Clear Red &
White Oak

2 cars 2x2—19'

5 cars 2x2—30'

2 cars 2x2—27'

2x2—38'

2x2—48'

The PROBST LUMBER CO,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Goodyear Products
BIRCH

Average widths and lengtlis

4/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5/4 No. 3 4 mos. dry
3/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5/8 No. 3 8 mos. dry

B.\SS«'OOD
Average wldtlis and lengths

3/4 No. 2 & btr 8 mo*, dry

MAPLE
Average widths and lengths

4/4 No. 2 4 mos. dry
3/4 No. 2 8 mos. dry

T will be a special pleasure to show you our Birch
and Maple. It is all in the upper grades and

particularly high-class stock.

Our attention has been focused on the proper
manufacture of this lumber, its careful grading and
on being able to assure full thicknesses.

C. A. Goodyear Lumber Co.
McG)rmick Building Chicago, Illinois

Mill located at Tomah, Wis.
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1Tte^iff^iiff^iff^iiff^iff^i?f^iff^ii?^iff^iff^ifi^i.7^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas BIdg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE. Houseman BIdg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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( Saw Mill
Planlns Mill

R. HANSON & SONS
GRAYLING MICHIGAN

Michigan Hardwoods
Make Steady Customers

White Pine, Norway,Hemlock

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber
and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and
seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

service;— these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
n^CO&POBATES

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C. {

MILLS
) Porterwood, W. Va.

} WildeU, W. Va.
) Mill Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN oFncE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
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The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hard\vood Lumber
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's,

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan /.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young ^ Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

k»

LUDINGTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Saw^n White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago RepresentatiTe

ctPl

LuDINGTGN.MlCH.

TEARNS
SALT S- LUMBER CO.

>>iiiiiin[]iiiiiiMiin[:iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]niiiiiiiiiiC]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii(]imiinn[<<

William Horner

Manufacturer of

''Smoothest

"

MAPLE, BEECH & BIRCH

FLOORING

MILLS

:

Reed Cltji and
Newberry, Mich.

Reed City, Mich.

I Sole European Sales Agents: TICKLE BELL & CO.
I Royal Liver Bldg., Liverpool, England

:«]iimiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[:iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiMiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[)iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiii<

All rhree of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CHICAGO
The Largest Lumber Center in the World

iiiiii

< (
10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

24S2 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

SAVE TOUR MONET BT USING THE

RED BOOK Published Semi-annually

in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers of lum-
ber In car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The liook indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United State*, Alberta,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on tlie line it covers.

A w«n orgranlzed Collection Department la also oper-
ated and the same Is open to you. Wiit« tor torms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
MS So. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO Mention This Paper

Establlihed

1878
55 John St.

NKW YORK CITT

y A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilee's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th*
best evidence that its manufacturer has Icept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced a»-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of th*
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hoUow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and poUahlnf

.

Our Bookltt Ml* an about HardKooi Ploorint
ltd how to oart for <*

—

alto prio*»—and it free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
*r« freqaent
except wbere
our

Tw» Piece
Oeometrical
BtrtirCoin

te Inase. then
bnltfttion iAQ't
pooalble.
Sample If yoa

,

- Iforlt.
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1Utley-HoUoway I

Company
I General Office*. Ill W. Wa>hingt*n St. |
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|PREPAREDNESS|
I for coming good times will make you |

I SEND US TOUB rNQDIRIES FOB |

j speciaitiesOak) Gum, Cypress |

Manufacturers

Oak, Ash, Cottonwood, Elm, Gam | ICLARENCE BOYLE, Inc.
|

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
I BAITS MTLIkS
I Helena, Arkansas Kanema, Axkasaaa i
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I WHOLESALE LUMBER |

I LOMBER EXCHANGE BLDG, |
= Yards at PHIPAflO Band Saw MiU I
I Forest. Hist. *-riIV..rtVa\.» WUdsvllle, La. |
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"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical

reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO

'^^S for VENEER
No checks or
splits. Enor-
mous output.

Low labor cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Philadelpliia
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An invitation to

cozy goodfellow-

ship that would be

killed by any other

wood than oak

Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-

bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence

offers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,

hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oak's reliability and
it is now being demonstrated that it will be completely sold on oak as a

superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed

by the leading oak manufacturers of the country v/ho are standing

behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the

real possibilities of this wonderful wood are. Do you know how directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak would affect your business?

You should post yourself now because the real results are just begin-

ning to show^.

WRITE NOW TO ANY MANUFAC-
TURER ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

AU Three of Us Will Be BeneEted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

be enjoyed because

it can be seen—
contrasts that blend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABAMA

c—Cromwell Hardwood Lurabe' Co.. Montgomery.

ARK.\NSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company, Blissville. (See page 40.)
Paepcke Lefcht Lbr. Co.. BIytheville and Helena. (See

page 36.)
Crittenden Lumber Company, Crittenden,
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company, Helena.
b^Llttle Rock Lumber &, Manufacturing Company. Little Rock.

(See page 38.)
Miller Lumber Company, Marlanna.
Edgar Lumber Company, Wesson.

n.LINOIS
a. b. c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co., Chicago.
Utiey-Holloway Lumber Company, Conway Bldg., Chicago.

(See page 3.)

INDIANA
HoTfman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 10.)

<_•—Bediia Ynuiii:; Lumht^r Company, Greensburg,
Chas. H. Barnaby. Greencastle. (See page 41.)
J. V. Stimson. Huntrngburg. (See page 52.)

Wood-Mosaic Company. New Albany. (See page —.)

North Vernon Lumber Company. North Vernon.
C. & W. Kramer Company, Richmond.
Swaln*Roach Lumber Company, Seymour. (See page 40.)
a, b. c—Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend.

a. b—Cyrua C. Shafer Lumber Company. Soufh Bend.

KENTUCKY
a, b, c—Arlington Lumber Co., Arlington. (See page 35.)

I>—Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington.
W. P. Brown &, Sons Lumber Co., Louisville. (See page —.)

IX)UISIANA
The Ferd. Brenner Lumber Company. Alexandria.
Colfax Hardwood Lumber Company, Colfax.
b, c—The Hyde Lumber Company, LaJte ProTidence.
Climax Lumber Company, St. Landry.
This tiethwalte Lumber Co., Ltd.. Washington.
Mansfield Hardwood Lumt>er Company, Winnfleld.

ivnssissippi
b—Alexander Bros.. Belzoni.
b—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co., Charleston. (See page —.)

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co., Greenville. (See page 36.)
Mississippi Lumber Company, Quitman.
b. c—Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phlllpp.
Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Sardls.

MISSOURI
a, b, c—M. E. Lemlng Lumber Company, Cape Girardeau.
Long*Bell Lumber Company, Hdwd. Dept., Kansas City, Mo.

(See page 40.)

a, b, c—Tachudy Lumber Company. Kansas City.

b, c—Galloway-Pease Co.. Poplar Bluff.

Baker-Matthews Lumber Company, Sikeston. Sales Office,

Chicago. (See page 10.)

c—Arkla Lumber & Manufacturing Company, SL Louis.
J. A. Holmes Lumber Company, St. Louis.

a, b, c—Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Ltimber Co., St. Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
a, b, c—Carr Lumber Company, Pisgah Forest.

OHIO
Tellow Poplar Lumber Company. Coal Grove.
a, b. c—W. M. Ritter Lumber Company, Columbiu.
a—Barr-Holaday Lumber Company, Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane &. Co. (See page 43.)
a, b—Dublmeier Brothers & Co.
The John Dulweber Company
a, h—Mowbray & Robinson Company. (See page 39.)
a, —Probst Lumber Company. (See page —.)

PENNSYLVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Plttaburifli.
Babcock Lumber Company, Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co., FayetieTille.
c—Bedua Young Li^raber Company. Jackson.
Johnson City Lumber & Manufacturing Co., Johnson City.
Vestal Lumber &, Manufacturing Company, Knoxvllle. (Set

page 8.)

MEMPHIS
Anderson-Tully Company. (See page 2.)
J. H. Bonner & Sons. (See page 40.)
b—Geo. C. Brown & Co.
C.oodlander-Robertson Lumber Company. *
Memphis Band Mill Company.
Russe & Burgess. Inc.
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company.
J. W. Wheeler & Co.

NASHVILLE
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Ix)ve, Boyd & Co.
John B. Ransom & Co.

TEXAS
H. G. Bohlssen Mfg. Co., New Caney. (See page 9.)

VIRGINIA
c—U. S. Spruce Lumber Company, Marlon.

WEST VIRGINL4.
b, c—The Alton Lumber Company, Buckhannon.
a. c—West Virginia Timber Company, Charleston.
Pardee & Curtin Lumber Company, Clarksburg.
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co., Gardner.
C. L. Ritter Lumber Company, Huntington.
Rockcastle Lumber Company. Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork, •

The Parkersburg Mill Company, Parkersburg.
a, b, c—The Meadow River Lumber Company, Balnelto.
b, c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Raywood.
American Column & Lumber Co.. St. Albans.

WISCONSIN
a, c^Racine Lumber & Manu/acturing Company. Badna.

a—Manufacturer of Implement Stock.
b—Manufacturer of Car Material.
c—Manufacturet- of Factory Dimension.
Firms in Heavy Type Hare Individual Ads on

FageB Designated.
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AU Three of Us WiU Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

|F YOU have ever used any hardwood lumber from east Tennessee

you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We
are not going to claim any credit for the many points of perfection,

lor the trees simply grew that way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made diem—the growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But tlrere is another point which is concerning users these days and

concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good de-

liveries and offer just as good service as under normal conditions, we

sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably than in almost any other big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of die quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

llian it is die good fortune of almost any odier section to be in position to

offer under present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modern

equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from

this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

Write

Ths; Babcock Lumber & Land Co Knoxville, Tenn.
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber Company • Townsend, Tenn.

Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company. . . .Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.

J. M. Logan Lumber Company .Knoxville, Tenn.

^^.SEHHIS^^^^^^ imiiiiiiiiiiinii iiiminiiii

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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TEXAS
The newest star in the Hardwood firmament

"Ultimately the main source of Hardwood supply"

Not every hardwood buyer has learned to look to Texas for supply, but

the reputation of Texas hardwoods is rapidly spreading with the result

that more and more buyers are sending their inquiries to responsible

Texas manufacturers.

TEXAS WHITE and RED OAK is now being used in practically every important

consuming center because of its desirable color, figure, texture, widths and lengths

—

and those who have tried it continue to buy. It is being used for every purpose for

which oak is employed. It is well manufactured and properly graded when made by
the mills named belcw.

H. G. BOHLSSEN MANUFACTURING CO New Caney, Texas

LIBERTY HARDWOOD LUMBER CO Big Creek, Texas

PHILIP A. RYAN LUMBER CO Lufkin, Texas

SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO Houston, Texas
(Mill at Onalaska, Texas)

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER CO Texarkana, Texas
(Mill at Diboll. Texas)

See Lists of Stock on Pages 45-46

Texas mills also manufacture Red Gum, Ash, Elm, Cottonwood, Magnolia,

Hickory, Cypress, Tupelo

AU Thre« of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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First Band Mill erected by Hoff-
man Brothers in 1869 on our present
site. Half a century experience be-

hind our goods.

H
EADQUARTERS

OOSIER

ARDWOODS Reg.U.S.
Pat.Oir.

Hoffman Bros. Company
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Established 1867 Incorporated 1904

I
I
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j Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.
|

SIKESTON, MO. |
Sales Office =

1314 Fisher BuUding I

I CHICAGO '

i

a =

I For the last forty days we
[

I have had practically no
j

I trouble in securing cars and |

I at present are in the best
|

j
possible position to make |

I Prompt Shipment |

I
DRYOAK

i

I Plain and Qtd.—All Grades—All Thicknesses |

j MIXED CARS
j
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Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co,

SAVE

Currer Ready to Lift Door

Heat
Time
Troubk
Money

by usinr the

Door Carrier System

THOUSANDS ARE IN DBS

THEY OPERATE PERFECTLY
•B d*ors •f anr aUe, •

OLD OR NEW KILNS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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T^T^E own large tracts of selected timber in the
Knoxville territory and cut a really high

grade line of lumber in oak, maple and other
southern hard'woods.

We are honestly convinced that there would
be a mutual advantage in our knowing each other.

IF YOU ARE BUYING NOW OUR
STOCK LIST WOULD HELP YOU

Maples Lumber Co.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

IN
THE FACE of tremendous events iu which we are now fully

involved, in view of the increasing popular realization that we

are actually at war, it is impossible to conceive that there could be no

change whatever in the trend of our domestic affairs. Events are

bound to move and to take their courses in new channels—the ques-

tion is what will be the direction of these new forces? The plain facts

of the case are that whether we went to war or not the conditions that

have been mainly responsible for increasing building cost would have

been manifest ; the call on our raw materials, our manufacturing facil-

ities, our labor would have continued regardless of action on the part

of this government. That exigency has already been foreseen and

met as far as it was possible to meet it. We are speaking now of

developments that might affect the lumber business. In that partic-

ular then this situation has resulted in diverting so much raw mate-

rial, so much manufacturing equipment and space, and so much labor

to war purposes as to constantly accelerate the ultimate cost going

into l)uilding construction and to gradually clamp the lid a little

tighter on building operations.

The inevitable final outcome was that the slackness in building

would become perceptible and it has now reached a point where it

really is having some influence on the use of lumber. This is a condi-

tion though that applies only to certain types of buildings which are

not intended to be productive.

Eegardless of the degree of our active participation in the war

and of our remoteness from the probability of having the destructive

forces of the war brought home to us, it is impossible for a nation to

enter such a conflict as this without there being at least a measure of

psychological reaction. Wise men are counseling against' the hyster-

ical advocating of ultra-economy, but it is hardly likely that the

momentum which our prosperity has given the domestic trade could

be seriously or generally affected by the mental effect of our entering

into the war. On the other hand, sensational increases in the cost

of the necessities to life bring home to the average householder the

fact that if he is to maintain his ratio of savings and at the same

time his standard of living, he must cut off investments that are not

strictly essential. So here the psychological effect has its play—many

homes will not be built which would otherwise have now been in the

process of construction. Many pieces of furniture will stay unmade

or remain in warehouses or retailers' stores because the man of

average means realizes the necessity of safeguarding the future of

his family.

The hardwood trade is unfortunate in that it handles a raw material

which goes to some extent into what in fact are luxuries. So while

there is not the slightest likelihood of panicky conditions; while

just as much money will be spent as before; while financially the

country is getting stronger every day, the peculiarities of the hard-

wood lumberman's position are such that as usual he probably would

feel .any pinch sooner than the man in almost any other line.

Looking in the other direction, there comes before the immediate

perception the fact that hardwood values are climbing daily and that

many mills are sold up as many as six to nine months ahead; that

there has been no possibility of catching up in supplies with the

demand that continues; and that there are promising, new fields

which will without question Mivert so much lumber from the usual

channels as to more than make up for the decreased use in the

ordinary fields of consumption. In spite of all unfavorable prog-

nostications, that old, reliable barometer of authentic comparison of

statistics on supplies and statistics on consumption, points to no

possibility of serious interruption in the movement of hardwood lum-

ber. At the same time the forces working towards that end are

economically logical and are already apparent. It doesn 't seem now

that they can become powerful enough to affect the issue, but good

business and common prudence point to the desirability of fully real-

izing their significance and extent and of not discoimting their impor-

tance to plans for the future.

The Cover Picture

IN
THESE PATRIOTIC TIMES when the Star Spangled Banner is

read and sung on numerous occasions, it is appropriate that some-

thing relating to the writer of that song should occasionally be brought

before the public. This the Hardtvood Eecokd is able to do as a cover

picture for this issue. It is the tomb and monument of Francis Scott

Key. The photograph was taken last fall in the cemetery at Frederick,

Md., by a representative of this paper. It may be noted that no flag

floats over or near the monument, though a flag is represented iu the

bronze casting on the front of the granite.

At the time the photograph was made the trees in the background

were dressed in their autumn colored leaves, arid the red of the foliage

was little less conspicuous than the red on the national flag; and on

that account, the flag was not particularly missed at that time.

The town of Frederick is very proud of its cemetery, which is an old

one and remarkably rich in historical associations. The surrounding

<joimtry is reputed to be the wealthiest farming district in the United

States, and persons who have seen southern France say that the country

around Frederick does not suffer in the least in comparison with the

finest vineyards of that country. From the summit of the ridge where

the cemetery is located, and looking down into the valley,

The towers of Frederick stand

Green-walled by the hills of Maryland.
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The grave of Barbara Fritchie, made famous by Whittier's well-

known poem, is in the same cemetery, as is that of Admiral Schley, the

hero of the battle of Santiago. These graves of famous people are sur-

rounded by the humbler tombstones of thousands of the town's people

who have died within the past century and a half:

Each in his narrow cell forever laid,

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.

One whole section of the cemetery is filled wdtli the graves of un-

known dead; Confederate soldiers who fell in battle within sight of

the cemetery during General Lee's first invasion of Maryland that

ended in the battle of Antietam, which battle was not far from Fi-ed-

eriek, westward beyond the next range of hills.

The historical surroundings constitute an appropriate setting for

the grave of Francis Scott Key, the author of our most thrilling

battle hymn.

This Plan Has a Broad Possibility

IT
WAS ANNOUNCED a short time ago that furniture interests

were combining to make possible a campaign to educate the home

builder and owner to the meaning and the possibilities of harmoni-

ous interiors. The tendency of the American household for years

has not been along lines that would produce results complimentary

to our artistic sense. On the other hand, the last two or three years

have seen tremendous and vital changes in the popular conception of

the home, and no small measure of this has taken effect in the direc-

tion of harmonizing furniture with woodwork and woodwork with fur-

niture as to designs, finishes and general character.

Under normal conditions the movement referred to would liave im-

mense significance and would be worthy of the most complete and per-

sistent support by every merehandizeJ' of furniture. Coming now,

though, it has a double importance. ">

It is inevitable that there be some slackening in the purchase of new

furniture by the man of small salary, which class in the aggregate ac-

counts for the consumption of a very large percentage of the coun-

try's production. On the other hand, the wealth of the country as a

whole is increasing constantly and the continuance of economic sound-

ness depends on keeping this wealth moving as much as possible. There

is a very large class which will spend because it is not compelled to

make any particular safeguards against the future. That elates also

would ordinarily be appealed to more by the propagandist work of the

furniture people and so the campaign would not only have the natural

tendency of helping an already lieolthy situation, but if it serves its

purpose properly it will in addition help to maintain a soundly eco-

nomic condition within the country in the face of veritable unheavals

in our national life.

Knocking the Wooden Ship

THE PLAN TO BUILD A THOUSAND WOODEN SHIPS to meet

the urgent need for more tonnage has scarcely begun to take shape

before objections are heard, and the plan is declared to be impractical.

Somebody quotes engineers as authority for the statement that wooden

vessels are not strong enough to stand the strain and that the timbers

will be broken and the joints loosened by rough usage. In the next

sentence the suggestion is put forward that the vessels be of iron.

Possibly the objection is well founded, but it is doubtful. Is the

sea any rougher or wood any weaker than in the past when wooden

ships sailed ever.y sea, and wooden fleets fought the great naval battles

of history? Those ships stood the strain. Wooden men-of-war were

strong enough to fire broadsides from forty big guns at once, and to

continue firing as long as an enemy ship remained as a target. In those

days, all ships were of wood, and they never failed to give good ac-

counts of themselves, whether standing up in battle or sailing on long

voyages over distant seas.

When a ship is wanted that can ram its way through the ice packs

of the Arctic region, a wooden vessel is chosen. If wood were liable

to fail under strains and break under jolts, vessels of wood would

hardly be chosen by Arctic explorers.

Critics express a fear that wooden ships will not last long enough to

make them worth while. Such a fear is groundless. So far as is known,

a wooden ship will last as long as one of iron, and many a wooden ves-

sel has served well during a long jjeriod. Some built on the Pacific

coast are sound after forty years of ocean travel. Wooden ships built

before the war of 1812 were as sound as a dollar at the time of the

Civil War, and stood up in hard battles after 1860. Instances of

wooden ships that have endured for a hundred years could be cited.

At this time, when a common purpose to assist the country should

animate everybody, it is hoped that no unnecessary knocking will occur.

If it is demonstrated that wooden ships ought not be built, then we

should build some other kind ; but it looks suspicious that in one breath

the critics object to wooden vessels and in the next recommend iron.

Where the Money Will Go

IT
IS AN OLD AND ACCEPTED SAYING that '

' you cannot eat

your cake and have it.
'

' That adage may not be so true as appears

at first sight. Take for instance the enormous war fund that the

United States is raising. About five billion dollars of it is to be loaned

to the Allies. That is fifty dollars for every man, woman, and child in

the country, and it is a lot of money. If it were being taken out of

this country and to be sent to distant lands, it would be a very serious

matter. It would drain our treasuries to the bottom.

That, however, is not to be the case. Very little of the money will

leave this country. It wiU be spent here in the purchase of food,

machinery, ammunition, arms, clothing, medicine, lumber, coal, iron,

and thousands of other commodities which we can sell. The money will

stav here. It will go into quick circulation. Every channel of trade

will get a large share. Wages will be good, prices will be good, busi-

ness will be good. We are furnishing the money to our Allies, but

they will spend it in this country. It is a perfect illustration of the

fact that one may spend his money and still have it.

It woukl take a longer look ahead than most of us are capable of to

teU what will happen when the war is all over and the time for final

settlement arrives. There will probably be some pinching then; but

America should not feel much pinch. The business men of this coun-

try ought to be out of debt by that time, by using wisely the vast war

fund that will have passed through their hands. Fortunes will be made,

and they will probably be fairly well distributed among all classes.

The country ought to be able to stand a spell of slack b\isinefs after

the war. But it is by no means certain that slack business will come,

even after the war. Great lessons of economy, saving, and thrift are

being learned everywhere. It is a severe school and its le.-'sons are

being thoroughly drilled in.

The lumber b\isiness is one that apparently will be improved by the

war. There will be home need for lumber and the people will have

plenty of money to buy it. A building boom ought to take place. A
lot of the five billion dollars ought to find it« way into houses, fences,

furniture, and business blocks. Excessive profits are not expected, but

reasonable profits and excellent business appear certain. These ought

to flow from the increased volume of trade that is bn\ind to come.

Recent Lumber Statistics

GOVERNMENT STATISTICS OF LUMBER PRODUCTION for

1914 and 191.5 have been published, and the report contains no

surprises, no cause for alarm and no reason for elation. The lumber

output is neither increasing nor decreasing at a rate to call for special

comment. In fact, if the figures show anything remarkable, it is that

the cut is holding so nearly to the level of recent years. The average

production of lundier for the sixteen years ending with and including

1915, was approximately 37,800,000,000 feet a year. The cut during

1915 was 37,011,656,000 feet, which falls very close to tlie yearly aver-

age. That figures out about 370 feet per capita of population.

No very important changes are i-hown if the species are considered

separately. The supposition in some quarters that the cut of oak is

declining is not borne out by the figures. The average output of oak

yearly during the sixteen-year period was about 3,300,000,000 feet. In

1915 it totaled 2,970,000,000 feet. That is a little under the average,

but no more than may be accounted for by yearly fluctuations.

Yellow poplar keeps up a slow decline, as the record of the past

sixteen years shows. The yearly average was about 719,000,000 feet,

but the cut in 1916 was only 464,000,000. The cut of yellow poplar

was more than twice as much in 1899 as in 1915.

Black walnut has shown a large increase, compared with the average

cut for the seven years ending with 1915. The annual average was
34,500,000 feet, and the output in 1915 was 90,000,000. The demand
for gunstocks accounts for the increase.
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Lumber Cut in Two Years
The Forest Service has published the figures showing the country 's

output of lumber for the years 1914 and 1915, in bulletin 506. The
compilation was done by J. C. Xellis.

The figures go rather fully into the cut by mills of different sizes.

Five classes are recognized as follows:

Class 1, with annual output from .50,000 to 500,000 feet.

Class 2, with annual output from 500.000 to 1,000.000 feet.

Class 3, with annual output from 1,000.000 to 5,000,000 feet.

Class 4, with annual output from 5,000.000 to 10,000,000 feet.

Class 5, with annual output over 10,000,000 feet.

In 1915 the number of mills of each of the classes, and the total cut

of each class that year, are shown below

:

Class. _Yo. of Mills. Cut in 1915, feet.

1 21,263 3,974,334,000
2 4,198 2,941,264,000
3 3,191 6,201,864,000
4 453 3,224,448,000
5 846 20.669,746,000

The production of lumber by states for the years 1914 and 1915 is

given in the table below

:

State

1915
(29,951

mills!

M ft. b. m.

United States. .17,011,656

Washington . . . 3.950,000

Louisiana ....3,900,000

Mississippi ...2,300,000

North Carolina.2,090,000

Arkansas ....1,800.000

Texas 1.7.50,000

Oregon 1,690,000

iVlaojma 1,500,000

Virginia 1.500,000

Wisconsin .... 1.210,000

California 1.130.000

Florida 1,110,000

Michigan 1,100,000

Minnesota ....1,100,000
West Virginia. 1,100,000

Maine 1.000,000

Georgia 1,000,000

Pennsjlvania . 950,000
South Carolina 800.000
Tennessee .... 800,000
Idaho 777,000
Kentuck.v .... 560.000

Production Br Species

The country 's output of lumber by species for 1914 and 1915 is given

in the table below.
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THREE MILES FROM THE MIDDLE OF TALLAHATCHIE RIVER ON THE LANDS OF THE LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY, CHARLESTON, MISS.

Memphis, May 4, 1917.—The weather man having overslept this

spring, has delayed other things besides the planting of crops. One

of them is the receding of the water. Forty days ago the Mississippi

river was almost to the point of shutting down mills like May Brothers

in south Memphis, and it did close up fifty hardwood mills. This, to-

gether with scarcity of cars, made things rather discouraging, although

the order file was full and the possibility of getting all the orders

wanted at prices advancing day by day was very good.

This is a peculiar condition and a disturbing one, illustrating what

water can do. In visiting the plant of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Com-

pany, Charleston, Miss., I found the plant had been shut down for

four weeks and while the stock of lumber was large because it had

been running full tilt last summer, and there were some logs on the

banks and a lot of them in the woods along the railroads, the logging

department was practically shut down. This is one reason why many
factories have wondered where they were at in getting stock.

I made it my business to go down into the woods to see whether the

facts were any different in Mississippi than they were in Arkansas and

any way along the rivers in the Southland. I discovered the Talla-

hatchie river, for instance, three miles out of its banks and this prac-

tically closed down the Charleston plant.

Logs Mighty Scarce Around Memphis
I noticed that .John Dickson 's logging conijiany that supplies most

of the logs to the Memphis mills was embarrassed by the fact that

they could not get out a full quota of timber on account of high water

and that equipment was harder to get to supply the mills. I had the

opportunity of having a golf game with Mart Brown, who has mills

at Allport, Furth and Brasfield, Ark., and they were all shut down.

Why? High water, lack of cars and not being able to get even railroad

logs into the plant, therefore. Mart and I -went out and played golf

to hold up our chins as well as possible. I tried to make it interesting

for Mart, but had it not been for the fact that Roland Darnell is hav-

ing trouble of his own down in Mississippi, and playing rather a

—14—

mixed quality of golf, <\e could not have entertained Brown at all.

His mind was on the hope that the receding waters would get more
timber on the yards in order to fill the orders on hand and take ad-

vantage of the present juicy prices for gum.

Must Know Costs in Veneer Manufacture
I then went out to see Robert Stimson at the Stimson Veneer &

Lumber Company, and found they were having the same ditficulty.

Plenty of logs down in Mississippi, but the waters were interfering

with getting them to the railroad and getting equipment enough to de-

liver them to their mill. The veneer plant was running—the sawmill

was shut down. There was a good stock of lumber on the yard but it

was largely sold and each day indicated orders for veneer and lumber

were theirs to take if they could give any kind of deliveries. Robert

was very much interested in the problem of getting everything out of

the log when you can get them, and his veneer plant indicated a sys-

tematic handling of stock that meant better utilization of timber.

Still in discussing the question of price of figured logs, he said, '
' I do

not se^ how any one can figure there is any great money in the produc-

tion of a veneer plant when you consider the cost of special timber for

particular stock, the advanced price of logs, the waste, the handling

and assorting of material, preparation of panels, which means a lot

of detail and a lot of waste. Tlie man who does not carry the cost

sheet right through from the time the log is cut in the woods until

it is shipped oflf the platform in lumber, veneers or panels, is in some
trouble these days. '

' Before taking everything into consideration,

the present prices are only in line with the cost of delivering goods at

a fair profit. The advances in the price of gum of $7 to $9 over pre-

vious prices are no more than just, because the cheap gum stumpage
of a few years ago is a thing of the past.

E. Sondheimer Company Helps Cut High Cost of Living
Half a block away on the Belt line I had the pleasure of being

welcomed in the new offices, of the E. Sondheimer Company. Some
office! It is attractive without and more than attractive within; the
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gum finish that adorns the big general office and the private offices is

attractive to behold, and au exemplification of the possibilities of gum
as a finish. The Sondheimer company built a dining room down stairs,

but as it was not open for business, I had to go down town for lunch-

'eon and brought General Manager Eudy Sondheimer with me. The

old man of the sea, Max Sondheimer of that company, was on a visit

up North ; fielieve he was consulting au oculist, which indicated, like

some more of us, he is not so young as he used to be.

In speaking of their operations Eudy said :

'
' We are running our

plant at Baton Eouge and Sondheimer, La., and at our Arkansas points,

and expect to turn out 60,000,000 feet this year. We have built five

miles of railroad, standard gauge, and recently purchased a new loco-

motive built by the Glover Locomotive Company, Marietta, Ga. The

Grismore-Hyman Company, of Memphis, Tenn., is putting up a cooper-

age plant and proposes to utilize waste timber on our land. '
' Eudy

says he is operating his farm raising aU the food he can down there

for man and beast. In speaking of the increases cost of doing business

he recites the fact that he could have bought this locomotive for about

two-thirds less than he paid had he been a little more aggressive in his

purchase. Delivery of the locomotive was also so vague he hesitated,

but finally he got the locomotive, paid the increased price and that is

one of the excuses for the present prices of gum and oak. He said

they have advanced their men also and it was necessary for all opera-

tors to do the same thing, therefore, it naturally appeared in the price,

because profits in the business had never been so great as to make
lumbermen feel like giving Carnegie libraries, or anything like that.

It is not a question of orders nowadays, it is a question of being

able to fill them and deliver the goods, and the price of gum especially

is whatever you name. This applies to cottonwood, hickory, ash and

almost anything you can think of.

An operator in talking about Mississippi conditions said one of the

things that is going to hamper production is the law indicating number

of hours labor must work and the attachment of $100 fine for working

them over time. It seems to me some of these obsolete laws in the

Southland should be amended in times like these when labor is so

scarce.

Big Movement to Plant Crops
Jack Blanks, better known as the president of the H. B. Blanks

Lumber Company, Vicksburg, Miss., spent several days in Memphis

recently. One of his particular jobs at that time was to buy a stump

puller from the Clyde Iron Works. I was surprised that they made

them, as evidently they do not advertise them. The big representa-

tive of the Clyde company, Harry with the Dutch name but American

heart, was busy in and around Memphis, selling all the various kinds

of machinery made by Clyde, and he and Blanks soon agreed as to the

necessity for a stump puller. This reminds me that all over the

South they are pulling stumps and utilizing cotton lands and other

cutover farms to raise corn, beans, sweet potatoes and aU kinds of

vegetables for the people themselves and more corn and feed for

cattle and horses than ever before. This may cut in enough on the

cotton crop to curtail production, but we doubt it. We believe the

additional lands planted this spring will add to the crops in the South

materially.

In speaking with W. H. Sullivan of the Great Southern Lumber

Company, Bogalusa, La., and Sam Norton of the Homochitto Lumber

Company the other day, I was certainly edified to know they were

taking up with the parish folks in Louisiana, and encouraging them

to raise vegetables, feed, etc. Mr. Sullivan had agreed to put up

storage warehouses in a number of parishes in which they operate,

and to furnish these warehouses at a reasonable cost for taking care

of feed; they are building dry kUns to protect and help season sweet

potatoes and every effort is being made to encourage backing up the

government in this war.

By the way, wherever you go in the South you find patriots. The

back yards, front lawns, cutover timberlands and the old time farms

are all being utilized for agricultural purposes.

Boland Darnell, president of B. J. Darnell, Inc., was having a busy

day recently. He had just put in a new loader and Flory hoist for

handling logs at their mill at Blaine and added to their power plant

a 72xlS boiler. In speaking of their railroad operations (the Bates-

ville Southwestern road), they are handling some 1,300 cars of logs

per month and while, of course, they have been troubled somewhat
with high water, they keep busy on this road to see that the country

is built up about there and will take probably as many ears back to

the towns on the road and wiU supply food and clothing and help

build up that community.

In speaking of logging, I was reminded by J. W. Dickson the other

day, president of the Mississippi Valley Logging Company, that last

year, owing to causes now prevailing—high water and scarcity of

cars—they reduced the number of logs hauled into Memphis. This

is another factor in the price of hardwood lumber in the South. J. W.
visited their mill at Craig, Miss., the other day and was accompanied

by E. L. Edwards of Dayton, Ohio, who spent a week in and around

Memphis looking after shipments and following some special orders

for the construction of new buildings in Dayton, visiting the mills

where he purchases largely his supplies both in Mississippi and

Alabama. He visited the latter state following his attention to busi-

ness and golf playing at the largest hardwood market in the South.

With Some of the Memphis Boys
While in Memphis the other day I went down to see some friends

in the south end. W. E. Delaney of the Kentucky Lumber Company,

L,exington, Ky., was with me and we had a visit with Charlie Dudley

of the Dudley Lumber Company. Charlie has been on the sick list,

but is rapidly recovering from an operation and a month's illness.

We found the ash business very active at that yard and believe me
when you see that four-inch stock you feel like it is too good to be

made into butter tubs, shipped to Ireland, or for anything of that

kind. Dudley specializes on the ash market and he was hard at it

trying to catch up for lost time when we were there.

Eight across the street we saw the yard of the Gayoso Lumber
Company where the Eansom boys hang out, and Charlie Eansom, the

Puck of the Southland, was on the job, although he heai-d we were

coming and went down to their mill at Blaine, Miss. They have a

splendid yard and sawmill and from the smoke coming out of the

chimney and the lumber on the yard, it indicated they were having

a right busy time themselves. Mr. Wick Eansom of this company

had been spending ten days, accompanied by Mrs. Eansom, at French

Lick Springs, where I understand he almost played '
' bogey '

' in several

games. We know he went up Tom Taggart's hoUow and made a

forty-four because we saw it in the weather reports, but he did not

have anything on his long brother, because Charlie, the day following,

made a forty at the Memphis golf course and, believe me, he was

somewhat perturbed because it was not thirty-nine, but with Ealph

Jurden, Lawson Falls and the Hardwood Eecord man he had to play

a little golf. He needed the experience and the strokes.

Speaking of Jurden, he took a long trip the past ten days—went all

the way to New York, where he met Col. John Penrod of Kansas City.

In speaking of business conditions, Mr. Jurden said they never were

so busy in their business. The mills at Helena, Memphis and Kansas

City were all running full tUt. The walnut business for the past

twelve months has been greater than ever, both in the finish and

interior and furniture trade as well as the furnishing of gunstocks

and other materials used for carrying on the war.

Col. S. B. Auderson was in the best of health and good spirits when

I saw him at Memphis. He is president of the Anderson-Tully Com-

pany, as we all know, and a pretty active man. In commenting on

timber investments he said the institutions that had backed up their

production and purchased timber even unto loading themselves up to

do so had been about as wise as the investors in the principal corners

in the great cities. He stated only a few months ago they had sold

one of their big tracts, but they had always been sanguine about the

future of southern timber and they believed even today it is a good

buy. Their operations are about as usual and very satisfactory. Their

plants at Vicksburg and Memphis were running full time, although

high water had interfered somewhat. He believed that present valu-

ations were built on good logic owing to material increase all along

the line.

Miscellaneous Impressions

W. E. DeLaney of the Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington,

Ky., after a trip looking over some timber in Mississippi, spent a day
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in Memphis. He was on his way to Washington, in response to a call

to act on the Board for the purchase of materials in behalf of the

government.

R. M. Carrier, who had just returned from his honeymoon in the

East, spent a day in Memphis, accompanied by Mrs. Carrier. He was

married at Washington, Miss., on March 15, and they did not seem

to be then looking for any of Mr. Carrier's lumbei; friends; they

were just taking up their new home at Sardis and every one of us

who got a chance to see them, wished them all kinds of happiness.

Mrs. Carrier was Miss Lenore WoUard of Cleveland, one of Missis-

sippi's charming girls, and, believe me, she made friends with all

E. M.'s lumber pals.

Lee Arthur, ex-flooring producer of Memphis, and now in the

wholesale hardwood business in Chicago, spent several days in

Memphis, discussing

orders to place, and

future purchases in

hardwoods. He was

in an optimistic turn

of mind and is more

or less a believer in a

good future demand
and the perpetuation

of present values.

George Osgood of

Osgood & Richardson

came down with Gar-

rett Lamb from Chi-

cago and visited Mr.

Lamb at Charleston,

Miss., and Memphis.

Osgood is one of those

enthusiastic oak and

gum wholesalers who
believes in present

values and who is con-

vinced his belief is

correct. He has talked

with every millman

and buyer in that sec-

tion and by the way
there were a lot of buyers and a lot of high prices paid for stock in

a few days around the Tennessee metropolis.

John Utley of Utley-HoUoway Comi)any, Chicago, spent some time

at their Helena mills and visited other operations in the Mississippi

valley. He had plenty of orders on his books and was feeling more

or less optimistic. The receding of the water some nineteen inches

last week made him rejoice with a lot of other folks, because it helped

improve log conditions and eased up on getting timber to the mill.

A Mississippi Operation

While at Charleston, Miss., the other day I was reminded of the

good time we had over there at a party a couple of years ago, and

everybody remembers the hospitality of the management of the

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. I was pleased to note the aggressive-

ness of the management in the preparation to utilize all the waste

timber, and conditions of clearing the land and putting it in cotton,

corn, beans and all other kinds of foods; their utilizing stumps and

tops as well as working all merchantable timber into other products

that don 't fit the big hardwood sawmill cutting 40,000,000 feet

annually.

The Still

For instance, in the corner of the boiler room, we find George Land
with a '

' still.
'

' He is making perfect charcoal and fiJling bottles with

drug store names that a common, ordinary lumber jack doesn't even

know the meaning of nor can spell. But, anyhow, they are utilizing

strips of gum and oak that look like a blank for a baseball bat, about

a quarter its size in length and depth and thickness, and they are

grinding liquids out of waste material that will produce about a

dollar a pound.

You know we have been looking to Germanj' and other economic

KLEtTKIC lAMBEU C.\RR1EU USED AT PLANT OF I>AMB FISH LUMBEI! TOMPANY.
MADE BY COVEL MANUFACTURING COMPANT

countries to take advantage of their ability to convert waste into

money, and when I saw Land bringing six bottles to be filled out of

a little pile of inch square stuff, I thought there was something wrong,

and when they turned on the fire and I was told to look out, that the

juice from the gum and dynamite in the wood might blow the thing

up. General Manager Burke and I got out of the boiler room.

But the facts are that one of these days they are going to turn this

wood waste into by-products that will bring the institution about

fifteen dollars a cord, and will have a profit in it of about eight dollars

per cord. It is already a success. It is only a question of what kind

of alcohol, or salts or other products they desire to make out of it.

The Burner Losing Its Job

Then besides you can see where they handle the ashes—where the

old refuse burner for-

merly flourished out

of stuff that came

from the wood boxes.

Now they put it into

ashes at the rate of

fifteen ton per week,

with a car every two

weeks, and convert it

into about $250, and

it doesn 't cost any-

thing to open the

chute and let it run

into the car. That

may not seem like

|)icking up the money,

but to a newspaper

man it looks like get-

ting money from
home.

The Farm

Then after looking

over their 2200-acre

farm down on the log-

ging road, after being

the cowcatcher for

one of these automobile handcars for about fifteen miles, I concluded

that conservation was pretty good dope after all. This farm was

operated like any real plantation. When I \'isited with Superintendent

Stark, George Land and Wood Superintendent Lauve, I decided that

if that timber was all cut over the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company would

have so much plantation that it would be raising half the crop in

Mississippi, because it has some 70,000 acres of land. Stark told me
while their cotton crops would be pretty large this year, that they

were going to plant more beans and corn and other foods for man
and beast.

And to return to that automobile. I advised President Lamb 's cabi-

net that if it ran that car over twenty mUes an hour I would get

even with the whole bunch of them. After riding down through

the yards, lifting it (the automobile) off the tracks out of the way
of the local freight, examining the. soft spots along the tracks for

a couple of miles, I began to relax a little bit and felt less like a trip

in a steel sleeper. Finally, after I really got adjusted, I enjoyed

the trip, and kept saying to myself, '

' Just look at the buds on the

trees, and get your mind off of that track on each side of the road

where we are liable to land"—because there wasn't a blessed thing

to hang onto.

High Waters

We finally arrived at the end of the railroad and found that some-

body had backed up the Talhihatchie river three miles from its river

bed, and not only prevented the lumber company from bringing the

logs in, but kept everybody out of the woods. This was not the main

line of the road, believe me, but on a common spur on a log road.

I wondered if General Superintendent Egan of the Yazoo & Mississip|)i

realizes what a fuss he was making when he built those dikes and the
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abutments that assisted the Tallahatchie on its roving tour and got

all over this land. There was a lot of water—sure thing! And the

picture printed on another page is a true photograph of practically

all of the logging country in Mississippi, Arkansas and even along

the Mississippi where the levees broke loose, and as it contributes so

largely to the high cost of living and present price of gum and oak, it

will be brought to your mind when they tell you that they haven't any

flying machines and can't get logs out, and have to shut down the

mills. Tlieu you will understand that the.y are telling the truth. No
matter where they write from, so long as it is in the Mississippi valley.

Of a Sunday Morn
Ordinarily when you visit a sawmill shut down especially on a

Sunday, you feel very peaceful, like going to church. When I arrived

in Charleston I found that the folks were visiting church (I suppose

this was a belated call, being two weeks after Easter, but I suppose it

served all right as an irregular attendance, even if he was two weeks

late). It was a sunny day and what pleased me then and since is that

it started to sop up the rivers and the overflow, because spring was

about a month late and the budding trees soaked up a lot of water.

The big mill of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company was dead still all

right, but it had run for about nine months, two shifts, and needed

some repairs, but was quiet too long to suit General Manager Burke,

and therefore he joined me in the hope that the retreat of the high

water would soon give them all the logs they wanted. We looked

out over the yard and there were 22,000,000 feet, of gum and oak

largely. There were also a few piles of surplus logs around there,

some to go to the box factory and most of it to the sawmill.

Dolly Some Animal

There was an electric dolly sleeping away the Sunday, and I was

reminded that that is really a new feature in handling lumber. It 's

economical, it was made by my old friend the Covel Manufacturing
Company of Benton Harbor, Mich., and has been used in some of the

plants on the Coast but never in the south-country before. Its appear-

ance at Charleston was responsible for cutting off live mules and eight

men from the payroll, and was operated bj' one man. It ran right

over the top of a pile of lumber and delivered it to the sorting tables,

to the yard, or from the yard to the car. It wiU handle 100,000 feet

a day if you work it regularly. It isn't very hard on the alleyways

either. It fits in pretty well when they start to move all the negroes

to the North, and you find it hard to make up a good yard crew, keep

them on the job and handle liunber for twenty-five cents a thousand.

A cut of this machine accompanies this story.

Between the ninth and eleventh hole I had a little talk with L. P.

DuBose, the sales manager, who admitted that his order pile was so

overflowing that the stock was not even normal, considering the fact

that the}- had been running night and day, ears were scarce and people

wanted to buv everything he had for immediate delivery. I talked

with Walter Burke about the high price of living and he said : "If
anybody doubts that it costs more to fire your engines and keep the

logs at the mill, if you wUl just take the increased price of coal (which

amounts to about sixty per cent on fifteen carloads a month) and you

take the increased cost of feed for cattle, the advanced prices of

men, and their cost to keep, you wiU be persuaded that these increases

in cost don't fly to the North only, but the Southland has troubles

of its own. If anybody can figure it out that southern manufac-

turers are paying less than thirty-three per cent more to get logs on

the deck of the mill, we would like to get acquainted with them. We
need a few pointers.

"

E. H. Defebaugh.
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Queries on questions arisini; on any points inrolying the law as it is applied to lumhering and allied industries will he given proper expert
attention througli this department if submitled to Hardwood Recced. There trill be no charge for such service, but Hardwood Record
••eserves the right to publish questions and answers tcithout designating names or location of inquiries unless specifically requested not to do so.

Invalid Contract with Favored Shipper
An agreement by a railway company to lease a tract of land adja

cent to its right-of-way to a manufacturing company for twenty years,

without payment of any rental, although the land was worth $300

a year, the principal consideration for the lease being the manufac-

turing company 's agreement to ship all of its freight possible over

the particular railroad, is invalid as giving the compan.v an advan-

tage over other shippers in violation of the Interstate Commerce act.

(United States circuit court of appeals, fifth circuit; Central of

Georgia Eailway Company vs. Blount, 238 Federal Eeporter, 292.)

Contributory Negligence of Machinery Operator
A hood on a planing machine in a lumber mill was intended for

the sole purpose of catching flying particles of wood. A piece had

been broken from it in such a way that there was an aperture in it.

Plaintiff, an operator of the machine and an experienced workman,

put his hand into the aperture to remove a piece of board which had

become caught. His dangling sleeve caught on a revolving set screw,

resulting in injury to his hand. Held, that plaintiff's own gross care-

lessness, and not any negligence of the employer in permitting the hood

to remain unrepaired, was the direct cause of the accident, and that

therefore plaintiff is not entitled to recover damages. (Louisiana

supreme court, Tarver vs. Natalbany Lumber Company, 74 Southern

Reporter, 111.)

Judicial Control Over Freight Rates

Lumber manufacturers who are largely dependent upon a given

railroad as a means of transporting necessary logs have such interest

in rates fixed by the Interstate Conmierce Commission for the carriage

of such freight as to be entitled to enjoin enforcement of the com-

mission's order if it can be shown to be unjust. But if there is

ample evidence to sustain the reasonableness of an order of the com-

mission increasing a rate, the courts are powerless to disturb it. In

fixing a rate, the welfare of shippers is to be considered, but a rea-

sonable rate will not be overthrown merely because its establishment

over a pre-existing lower rate may result injuriously to shippers.

(United States district court, eastern district of Tennessee; McLean
Lumber Company vs. United States; 237 Federal Eeporter, 460.)

Conclusiveness of Note Given in Settlement

When one who is indebted on account of lumber delivered gives a

note for the amount claimed by the seller to be due, after considerable

negotiations concerning the correctness of the seller 's bill, the giving

of the note, if not properly treated as an admission of the correctness

of the amount claimed, at least places the burden on the buyer to

show that he did not receive all the lumber charged to him. Under

such a settlement, the buyer is not entitled to afterwards claim that

the note was given a verbal understanding that the seller would ad-

just a claim for shortage in delivery of lumber when the buyer should

be read.v to pay the note. (California district court of appeal. Con-

solidated Lumber Co. vs. Frew, 162 Pacific Reporter, 430.)

Mississippi Child Labor Law
The Mississippi statute which limits the age of children who may

be employed in operating dangerous machinery does not apply to a

minor employed to sweep shavings, etc., out of planing mill. (Missis-

sippi supreme court, Bledsoe vs. Bostic Lumber & Manufacturing

Company, 73- Southern Reporter, 881.)

Buyer's Duty to Accept Delivery

Where a contract for manufacture of timber products required the

seller to complete delivery within one year, there was a reciprocal duty

on the part of the buyer to accept deliveries as rapidl,y as tendered.

(Arkansas supreme court, C. E. Ferguson Sawmill Company vs.

Ehynes, 191 Southwestern Reporter, 920.)
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Michigan Conditions Strong

Exceptionally strong stock and price conditions were revealed in the

semi-annual meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers ' Asso-

ciation held at the Hotel Statler, Detroit, April 26. The market re-

port, which' features these meetings, revealed astonishingly broken

stocks with a very significant decrease in the amount of unsold stock

on hand as compared to last year. Constantly climbing prices and the

outlook for uninterrupted strength in the whole hardwood situation

were proclaimed with unanimous voice.

Michigan went on record as being strongly in accord with the grad-

ing rules recommendations for changes which would come up before the

convention of the National Hardwood Lumber Association in June.

It is certain that the voice of Michigan will be heard in all of its force

at the coming national gathering.

After the roll call and dispensing with the reading of the minutes

of the previous meeting, Secretary Knox read an interesting review of

national and local developments as they affect lumbermen and help

to make lumber history. Secretary Knox said in speaking of general

business that there is hardly a branch of industrial or commercial life

in which the outlook for even better conditions than exist now is not

prominent. The report touched on various routine features of asso-

ciation work, and in referring to hardwood grading rules emphasized

the importance of attending the meeting of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association and recording all possible votes in favor of the

projiosed changes. It recommended serious examination of the claimed

justifications for the general advance of fifteen per cent in freight

rates which is now proposed by the big carriers of the country.

The treasurer's report read by the secretary revealed a good finan-

cial condition.

President W. C. Hull was told in answer to his request for reports

from the railroad and legislative committees that those bodies had no

formal reports to make.

J. L. Morford, chief fire warden of the Forest Fire Protective De-

partment, gave a brief report in the absence of Chairman Lunden of

the forest fire committee. He said that this department will have

seven wardens in active service this year, each of them having had

from one to five years' experience. There was a conference on May 1

in which the program was outlined and the men started work on May
2. There will be considerable federal and state co-operation this year,

which will mean that extra warden service wiU be available and that

the protective work will be very much facilitated by the prestige

which this state and federal service offers. He said that everything is

promising for a season of greater usefulness.

E. H. Rayburn, chairman of the employers' liability committee, said

that on account of helpful legislation which was secured to a consider-

able extent through the good offices of Senator Morford the association

members are safe from that standpoint for another two years. A vote

of thanks was extended to the senator by the association members.

W. L. Saunders, chairman of the grading rules committee, said that

complete recommendations as to ehaaiges in grades to be asked for

northern manufacturers have been completed. He said that the com-

mittee has worked well and that the work has been done well, that the

committee of the National Hardwood Lumber Association met the

northern manufacturers more than half way and that it is now right

up to the membership of the Michigan association to back up its com-

mittee to the extreme limit of its voting power. He said that if the

Michigan members really want what they have been asking for they

must attend the Chicago meeting and without exception cast their

affirmative vote when the question of changes is up. He maintained

that tl'.cy will go through if supported but that they will not go through

if lukewarm support is extended by those who are most closely inter-

ested. On motion the committee was given a vote of appreciation for

its work, and the proposed changes were accepted and full support

pledged. It was decided that the next meeting will be held at Chicago

at the time the national meeting takes place and will be held jointly

with the gathering of the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association.

Suitable resolutions were read and adopted expressing the very keen

—18—

regret and sense of loss experienced by association members on ac-

count of the death of the late Walter D. Young, of Bay City.

C. E. Abbott, chairman of the market conditions committee, pre-

sented the following report

:

Report of Committee on Market Conditions

Our meeting was held -Vpril 25 at tbe Sherman hotel, ("hioago, where we
were in conference with the bureau of statistics and educational informa-

tion of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

Since our general meeting in January your committee has held two

special meetings, reports of same having been mailed to all members. At
the special meetings \ve have not had the benefit of stock reports ; hence,

have only been able to estimate stock conditions and give you a report of

the existing market values based upon reports of sales and upon the infor-

mation which uur various committee members have had at band. It is to

be regretted your committee's function is only that of reporting as to values

on the day of Us nieeting. Many sales have been made based upon the

committee's report, which on today's market are not pleasing to the eye

when we look oyer our order books.

We wish to emphasize that the committee's reports as to values are

what we find the values to be on the day of our meeting. Our members
should follow the market as closely as possible and not confine their asking

prices to what the committee reported the market to be today or last week.

All commodities are advancing in price from day to day and our members
must bear in mind that lumber is a commodity which is advancing in price

and no one can hope to get the market price unless he asks it.

Stock Conditions
hardwoods

The total hardwood stock is 47,000;000 feet less on hand than one year

ago and 48,250.000 feet less of unsold stock than one year ago.

No. 2 common and better hardwoods, compared with one year ago, show
as follows :

Less on More on
hand. hand. Less unsold,
M ft. M ft. M ft.

Ash 245 .

.

33
Basswood 1.442 . . 1,84G
Beech 5,907 . . 5,737
Birch .- 2,900 . . 807
Rock elm 70 569
Soft elm 4,302 .. 3,083
Maple 20.40S . . 15,675

35,204 70 27,750 Not less unsold
:!5,134 Net less on hand

No. ."J common hardwoods, compared with one year ago, show as follows :

Less on More on Less More
band, hand, unsold, unsold,
M ft. M ft. -M ft. .M ft.

.\sh 188 20:i

Basswood 1,744 .... 2.(141 ....
Beech 242 1,088
Birch 2.022 86T
Rock elm 195 46
Soft elm 52 194
.Maple 12,450 17,041

14,382 2,511 21,573 1,107
11,871 Net less on hand 20,406 Net less unsold

With this condition confronting us, one of the features to consider Is,

how far will our present stock go toward supplying the demand.
The 1917 estimated production of 363,411,000 feet reported April 1 by

49 members is 21.215,000 feet less than the same 49 members reported
January 1, and is 16,195,000 feet less than the same 40 members actually
produced in 1910.

Shipments of No. 3 common and better hardwoods for the past six months
have exceeded the production for the same period by over 10,000,000 feet.

What would have been {he condition bad we been able to secure all the
cars we required to load out our orders?

The past six months' production of hardwoods was approximately 75
per cent of the present stock on hand.

No. 3 common birch appears to be the only item out of line, but when
we consider the small increase in this item and note the steady decrease In

quantity of No. 3 common maple, there can be but one result—the birch
will be wanted and at good prices, to the manufacturer who is willing to
sit quiet for a short time.

HEMLOCK
Hemlock stock on hand is 27,020,000 feet less than one year ago. and

there is 19,200,000 feet less unsold stock than one year ago. The produc-
tion for the six months past has been only about seven million feet In
excess of shipments, and tbe production for this period was approximately
80 per cent of tbe present stock on hand.

The 1917 estimated production of 195,945,000 feet reported April 1 by
48 members is 6,230,000 feet less than the same 48 members reported Janu-
ary 1. This estimate Is about 15,000.000 feet more than the same firms
reporting produced in 1916.
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LATH

The lath market is aourishiDg and only small stoths on hand, there being
fl.469.000 on hand April 1 compared to lo.327.000 on hand one year ago.
The unsold stocks a year ago amounted to 10.183,000 and we now have
5,260,000 unsold.

HEMLOCK BARK AND PLLP WOOD
Your committee has been unable to gather suflBcient information upon

which we would feel warranted in rendering a report and we would, there-

fore. request that the matter of hemlock bark and pulp wood be taken up
by the association as a whole for general discussion at this meeting.

General Conditions

The fact that a state of warfare now exists should cause us no immedi-
ate alarm as to the consumption of our products. The demand for our
products must necessarily continue, although tlio uses may be somewhat
changed. Another feature to consider is our production. We have esti-

mated what we will produce, but will we have the labor with which to do
so. The labor situation is growing more serious every day and will con-

tinue so. The enlistments will draw lieavil.v from our workingmen, if not

<lirectiy, certainly indirectly. We are sure to lose our men, and from
where are we to replace tliem, even at advanced wages?

This was followed by discussion which, boiled down, revealed a

sentimont that flooring stocks may not go up to the present recommen-

dation but that cull hardwoods will go considerably beyond the figure

mentioned in the report.

It was voted that the Forest Fire Protective Department be given

assets based on assessment of three and one-half cents per acre.

\V. T. Mitchell, who attended the recent reorganization meeting of

the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, reviewed the ac-

complishments at that gathering, reporting in a formal way to his

home body. No action was taken.

There was some discussion on the question of raising foodstuffs on

waste and cutover lands, this subject being introduced by the reading

of a letter from William C. Redfield, Secretary of Commerce, in which

it was urged that the members do whatever they possibly can to aug-

ment the food supply. One manufacturer stated that his company is

loaning the use of unoccupied land adjacent to its operation for the

raising of foodstuffs by its employees. Another said that his company
is furnishing seed potatoes on notes without interest. It was moved
that a committee be appointed to draft resolutions supporting the

government in the present crisis and to do whatever possible in the

way of lining up Michigan 's manufacturing industries in behalf of

the food situation.

Secretary Frank F. Fish, of the National Hardwood Lumber Asso-

ciation, spoke briefly, mostly relative to the necessity for all Michigan

members attending the coming convention of his association if they

desire the grade changes put into effect. He said that without ques-

tion the request for changes will be adopted if those really interested

win come out and record their vote, but that it wiU undoubtedly be

defeated if these votes are not forthcoming.

The meeting then adjourned.

'i:;a^t;N:/*l>5oio^.Uh>X:J^CiBt~:A^;i^:^^

Meeting Yields Big Results

The spring meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association closed April 27 with the adoption of resolutions

that are regarded as the most i-adical and unusual ever presented at a

lumbermen's gathering. Their unusual character was incident to the

war crisis now confronting the nation and it was made evident in the

resolutions and in the addresses previous to their adoption that the

lumber manufacturers of the nation will play a leading part in the na-

tional defense policy of the country. Besides pledging support to

President Wilson during the present war, the association went on rec-

ord as favoring a national prohibition law governing sale and manu-

facture of liquor during the food and war crisis. It was also recom-

mended that members of the association urge all their employes to in-

crease and stimulate production of food products by utilizing all

vacant land possible and the buj'ing of young beef stock for pasturage

on cutover lands. The resolutions adopted also contain two important

jjaragraphs on lumber trade extension as follows:

Whereas, at the last meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers'

Association a resolution was passed providing, among other things, that

the contributions of the regional associations to the National be limited

to three-quarter cents per thousand, this amount to cover all the

activities of the association, and also providing for the cancellation of

individual subscriptions to the association. It appears that this action

will limit the funds of the association for all purposes, to less than

5100,000, of which amount not more than .$7,">,000 will be available for

the promotion of tlie use of lumber in trade extension activities, necessi-

tating the cancellation of a large part of the work already started which
has shown such excellent results, and which is so much needed to combat

the growing inroads which substitutes are making on the consumption

of lumber ; now. therefore, be it

Resolved, that this association is opposed to any curtailment of the

trade extension activities and is in favor of an enlargement of this work
and is willing to pay a larger assessment than ' three-quarters of a cent

per thousand for the purpose of continuing the work of promoting the

use of lumber and to counteract the large amount of adverse legislation

and misrepresentation wliich has seriously hurt the lumber business

during the past five years.

The meeting opened with the address of President J. J. Lingle, of

Westboro, Wis., who touched upon the war problems confronting lum-

bermen of the nation in complying with the gigantic expenditure of

money in domestic industries in filling the needs of England, France

and Russia and those of a merchant marine and army equipment prob-

lems of the United States. Mr. Lingle said: "The problem will re-

quire the best thought and the sagest counsel and advice that we can

bestow or secure. It involves the whole field of political economy and

presupposes a multitude of vexing difficulties which must be met and

conquered. It ought to be approached in no haphazard fashion, but

should be worked out carefully and logically by our experts and special-

ists in the several fields."

The finances of the association were shown to be in excellent condi-

tion by Treasurer George Foster's report, to the effect that the asso-

ciation and hemlock promotion bureau had $5,000 each to their credit.

Secretary O. T. Swan reviewed the association's plan of work and

cited the new government demands for lumber such as army and navy

barracks and the importance of the association learning what demands

for lumber will be made by the government and also the necessity of

the government making known the size, dimensions and grades of the

lumber desired so that lumbermen may readOy conform to these re-

qiiirements.

F. B. Mocdj-, eonstrvatiou commissioner of Wisconsin, gave an

interesting address on the plan under which federal and state govern-

ments will contribute funds for the fire protection of standing timber.

Comment along the same line was made by Edward S. Bryant of the

United States Forest Service, who happened to be in Milwaukee at the

time. '
' The Freight Rate and Legislative Situation '

' was discussed by

A. L. Osborn of Oshkosh, chairman of the bureau of transportation and

legislation, who reviewed the work of the association's traffic depart-

ment under F. M. Ducker, and th.e eflforts being made to procure equit-

able rates for the lumbermen of Wisconsin and northern Michigan.

George H. Chapman of Stanley, as chairman of the bureau of grades,

made a report on the new grades and hardwood rules to the effect

that proposed changes were approved by the rules committee of the

National Hardwood Lumber Association and that these will be finally

passed upon at the mettiug of the latter body in Chicago in June. The

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association will

meet at that same time and place, as will Michigan manufacturers.

No action on No. 3 hemlock was taken at this time as the recommen-

dations of the bureau were not regarded as suffieiently definite and

final action will be taken later. The proposed changes in hardwood

rules are as follows

:

Proposed Rctles for Selects

Under caption. Standard Inspection—.\sh, Basswood, Bay Poplar,

Beech. Birch. Black Gum. Buckeye. Butternut. Cherry, Chestnut, Cotton-

wood. Soft Elm. I!ed Gum. Sap Gum, Quartered Ked Gum, Uackberry.
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Locust, Magnolia, Hard Maple, Soft Maple, Plain Sawn Oak, Quarter

Sawn Oak, Red Birch, Sycamore, Quarter Sawn Sycamore, Tupelo and
Willow.

Sap is no defect unless so stated under tlie caption of the respective

woods.

Inspection must be made from the good side of the piece.

In lumber 5/4 and less in thickness, 20% of the quantity may grade

not below No. 2 Common on the poor face, provided it will work 80%
sound.

Selects must be 4 inches and over wide, 6 feet and over long, admitting

30 per cent under 12 feet long and 5 per cent of 6 and 7 feet lengths.

Pieces 6 and 7 feet long must be clear one face ; the reverse side sound
and not below the grade of No. 1 Common.

Pieces 4 inches wide, 8 feet and over long, must have one clear face

and two good edges, the reverse side not below the grade of No. 1

Common.
Pieces 5 inches wide, 8 feet and over long, must have two good edges

and may have one standard defect in pieces 12 feet and over long; the

reverse side not below the grade of No. 1 Common.
Pieces G inches and over wide, S feet and over long, must grade not

below Seconds on the best face, and not below the grade of No. 1 Common
on the reverse side.

Will admit pieces 6 inches and over wide, 10 feet and over long, con-

taining defects which do not cause a waste of more than 1/12 the length

of the piece in one cross cutting, the clear face cuttings to be 3 feet and
over long ; the reverse side sound. The poor side of the piece must not
be below the grade of No. 1 Common.

Will admit pieces 7 inches and over wide containing defects which
do not cause a waste of more than 1 inch in width by the full length

of the piece, or its equivalent at one or both ends the reverse side must
not be below the grade of No. 1 Common.

Will admit pieces 6 inches and over wide, with one clear face; the'

reverse side sound and not below the grade of No. 2 Common.

No. 1 Common F.ice

No. 1 Common Face to be inspected from the good side of the piece

In the same size and number of cuttings allowed in the present rules

for No. 1 Commons. One face of the cuttings to be clear, the reverse

side sound.

No. 2 Common Face

No. 2 Common Face to be inspected from the good side of the piece

In the same size and number of cuttings allowed in the present rules for

No. 2 Commons. One face of the cuttings to be clear, the reverse side

sound.

The association appropriated $300 in order that experiments might

be conducted in the branding of the association 's wood at various mills

of the members and a report be submitted on the subject at the next

convention. A committee of tliree members, namely George Foster of

Mellen, J. D. Mylrea of Antigo, and R. B. Goodman of Goodman, was
appointed to confer with the Wisconsin conservation committee and

the United States foresters looking to working Out a plan for forest

fire control by co-operative effort.

A paper written by I. B. Hanks, an organization expert and indus-

trial economist of Chicago, was read and treated the subject '

' The
Manufacturer and the Retailer," of which the central thought was
summarized as follows:

The retailer is the logical distributor of your products. If tbere is a
man in the world whose interests should be yours, it is he. He is

essentially a lumberman. He takes no particular joy in selling cement,
asphalt shingles and prepared roofings, metal lath and the hundred and
one substitutes for lumber with which he is being bombarded. Then see
to it that his interest in your products is maintained by keeping in close

personal touch with him, endeavoring to get his viewpoint of the prob-
lems that confront him and then turn in shoulder-to-shoulder with him
and buck the line together.

A very able address on the lumber market condition was given by
Edward Hines of Chicago, who also reviewed the present economic
situation and the problems lumbermen are facing due to " increasing

costs of material, labor shortage, increasing freight rates and chang-

ing markets. Mr. Hines showed how the southern mills were being
handicapped by tendency of negro labor to migrate northward, how
production was being greatly curtailed by car shortages and how in

most cases the terms of sale are unbusiness like and the cause of big
financial leaks. A general discussion of the subject followed. The
question of terms of rate was referred to the bureau of statistical and
educational information for early action.

C. P. Winslow, the new head of the Forest Products Laboratory at
Madison, Wis., was present and was called upon to discuss '

' War
Time Uses of Lumber." He stated that ho had no official information
as yet on the subject but stated that in a general way lumber will be

needed for barracks, aeroplanes, army escort wagons, tent poles, pegs,

saddle trees, ships, launches, submarine chasers, trench timber and

that there will be an increasing demand for wood chemicals of the

birch, beech and maple and other trees for the manufacture of ex-

plosives and turpentine.

Fifteen Per Cent Advance Rates Filed

The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted the railroads'

petition to file rates averaging fifteen per cent over those now in

force. This does not mean that the advance has been or will be al-

lowed. Permission to file the rates has been granted in order to save

time and expense ; but the commission will decide the question on its

merits, as to whether the advance wOl be allowed. The proposed rates

will be subject to protest, suspension, complaint, investigation and

correction, if in conflict with law, and reasonable opportunity will be

afforded for the presentation and consideration of protests. Ad
erroneous report has gained circulation to the effect that the allow-

ance of the fifteen per cent increase had been determined upon by the

commission; but such is not the status of the matter.

Conditions Better and Worse Around Memphis
Owing to the rapid fall in the Mississippi and its tributaries, and

owing to the more favorable weather now being experienced throughout

the southern hardwood producing region,, the situation is gradually

improving with respect to logging conditions. There is still much
water in the low lands and this is interfering with work in the woods,

but thfire is much less than heretofore. In the hill lands it is possible

to make excellent progress and those companies that own and operate

their own loading equipment, .as well as their own cars and motive

power, are getting along splendidly with the cutting and hauling

of timber. They are able, in fact, to secure pracfically all the logs

they need and are likewise able to operate their miUs at capacity

except in instances where so much lumber has accumulated, through

shortage of cars for shipping out, that they are temporarily blocked.

The situation, however, is not so encouraging from the standpoint

of those firms which depend upon the railroads for cars and motive

power for the handling of their logs. In fact the latter are h.aving

a pretty hard time of it, including a number of the mills at Memphis.

As giving some idea of the general situation, it may be stated that

the Valley Log Loading Company, which loads for mills on the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line of the Illinois Central and on the

Memphis-Marianna cut-off on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern,

is not receiving more than fifteen to sixteen per cent of the number
of cars it requires for the handling of log shipments. This means that

the mills for which it loads are not receiving anything beyond a small

percentage of the logs that this company would be, under normal
conditions, loading for them. Some of the Memphis mills are closed

down while others are operating intermittently. The railroads say
they are unable to furnish any more equipment than they are furnish-

ing and there is nothing suggestive of a change for the better in the

immediate future. In fact most authorities agree that conditions are

getting rather worse instead of improving and that the end of the

present troubles is still some intangible distance aw-ay.

This difficulty of securing logs is necessarily interfering with the

production of southern hardwoods and between this condition and
that created by inabUity to ship lumber out freely, hardwood produc-
tion is being substantially curtailed. There is an excellent demand
for hardwood lumber of every kind and there is every inducement
to produce up to maximum capacity, but the lumbermen are up against

conditions they are unable to control and they are simply trying to

do the best they can under the circumstances. The outbound move-
ment of hardwood lumber is extremely light as compared with the

amount actually awaiting shipment. Demands are made repeatedly

upon tho railroads for equipment with which to handle shipments,

but this is not forthcoming except in a very limited manner. Thus
lumber interests occupy the unhappy position of having a profitable

market on which to do business and but limited means of taking
advantage thereof because, forsooth, the cars are not available.
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The Country'^s Oak Supply
The Forett Service has undertaken to find out how much oak timber

the United Spates has and how long it is likely to last. Some years

ago the Bureau of Corporations estimated that the country had 200,-

000,000,000 feet of standing oak. In some regions the estimate was
based on quite careful data, and elsewhere there was not much more
than guess work to back up the figures. No one is prepared to say how
close tlie Bureau of Corporations came to the oak total. Be that as it

may, the oaks were all lumped as one, and no figures were given to show
the various species.

The plan under which the Forest Service is working includes figures

on the various kinds of oak still in the forest : white, red, yeUow, over-

cut, southern red, cliestnut oak, and ?o on down the list of commercial
oaks.

The field work is in

charge of W. D. Ster-

ritt, who spent a few

days in Chicago the

latter part of April,

interviewing some of

the large owners of

oak stunipage and also

some of the large us-

ers. He went north

from Chicago, but will

return later and make
a thorough study of

oak conditions in the

South. He will not

visit the region west

of the Rocky Moun-
tains, for, while a con-

siderable quantity of

oak is dispersed over

a million square miles

between t h e R o c k y
Mountains and the
Pacific coast, the qual-

ity is generally poor

and the oak timber of

that region will not

contribute much to the

country's factories.

How Lo"XG Will
Last?

It

M.\P OF COMMERCIAL. RANGE OF OAK
Xiuct.v-five por cout ot oak lumber comes from tbis area ; that from northeastern part is "eastern

oak," from the southwestern . is "southern."

It is the purpose to

answer as accurately

as possible the impor-

tant question, how long will the oak last? Figures compiled bj' the

Bureau of Corporations indicate that it will take over fifty years to

cut the country 's oak, at the present rate. That may be true, but

some well posted men doubt if the supply will hold out that long unless

the cutting rate decreases. In some fine oak regions, the end is pretty

clearly in sight.

The investigation which is now under way will furnish information

as to the quantity of each kind of the important oaks, and that infor-

mation can be used in planning forestry work for the future. If the

supply of oak is not to fail, the forests where it grows must be put

under management to insure the largest production possible.

SUKVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

This is necessarily somewhat in the future as yet; but it is proper

to take a rather long look ahead in planning the coming oak supply,

for it is a tree that grows slowly. That fact will be taken into consid-

eration when oak forests shall be placed under management. The

slowest growing oaks will not be encouraged, while every chance will be

accorded those species which promise the quickest and best returns.

Tliere are fifty-two kinds of oak in the United States. If the time
ever comes when the growing of oak timber becomes a business, it may
be expected that about forty of the poorest oaks will be discarded, and
the whole attention will be given to the best dozen.

The Forest Service has already collected figures showing the acreage
of oak in the woodlots of farmers. The oak growing on such woodlots
will be the first to come under management. Some of it is under man-
agement now. The first step is to cut out the poor kinds and give a

lietter chance to the others.

Eastern and Southern Oak

The opinions of large oak users is being asked as to the relative qual-

ities of oak grown in

itifferent regions. The

oak territory is by
pretty common e o ii -

sent divided into two

grand divisions, east-

ern and southern. The

jirecise dividing line

may be somewhat ar-

bitrarily drawn, but
its general location is

agreed upon. The

eastern oak has been

drawn upon during a

much longer period
than the southern, and

it is natural that it

should be more nearly

depleted in parts than

the southern. If that

shall be found to be

true, it will follow

that the growing of

oak under forestry

methods will first oc-

cur in the eastern re-

gion. However, this

is one of a number of

problems which the

present investigation

is expected to help
solve.

The investigation

undertaken by the For-

est Service cannot be

ilany details must be worked out.completed during the present year

and it will require time.

It will be shown how the annual cut of oak is distributed among the

country 's principal industries. It is well known that this wood enters

into every important industry that uses wood ; but figures are not

available to show the proportion of white oak and red oak, though it is

generally believed that white oak predominates.

Is your sawmill of cement and steel or mill constructed with a

sprinkler system? What kind of a house do you live in?

Architects and engineers are demanding branded lumber from

responsible manufacturers. What are you doing to help them get it?

The sash and door business, and nearly all the planing null work

for that matter, used to be largely a pine or soft wood proposition,

but now the biggest and best factor in the stock door business is

hardwood, the hardwood veneered door.

—2) —
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Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Company
The Home mf the "Peerless " Standard Brand Products

GLADSTONE, MICHIGAlN MUIs at Gladstone and Eacanaba, MichiganWeatern Office:
016 Lumber Exchange, MinneapoUa, Minn,

Manufacturers of the following "Peerless" Standard Brand Products: Hardwood Flooring, Staves,

Hoops, Heading and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Posts, Poles and Ties,

and Hemlock Tan Bark

"Peerless" Rock Maple, Beech& Birch Flooringx .rf" SS.1/'
heir own. are ruaranteed TRY IT THE

ealers to hold trade. "We kti7yt fffiuvmixed car*—Car or Cargo. i^t»AI 1 IMf.

Members of Maple Flooring Manufacturers' A aseciation. (When wrltinc mention the Hardwo*d Recard.)

VJ5V!;5^^j^A^>£t^;^m
:^>^^

'

Clubs and Associations

Big "Doings" on Hoo-Hoo Day
Chicaau lu'oliably led in results obtained in the big drive by the Hoo-Hoo

officials to make a record in the acquisition of new members to be taken

in on Hoo-Hoo day, which occurred on Friday, April 27. All the big

centers turned out in full force and had record concatenations.

Chicago Hoo-Hoo's put twenty-eight kittens through the mill, many of

them being prominent lumbermen of long standing. In addition to the

regular program there was considerable in the way of entertainment, the

chief feature being musical renditions by the Hampton Colored Quartette.

Dr. Roscoe C. Simmons of the Hampton Institute, a nephew of the late

Booker T. Washington, interposed in his introduction of the various singers

a few remarks about the purpose and accomplishments of the institute.

The officials in charge of the initiation were ; Snark Albert Cone

;

Senior Hoo-Hoo, Minor E. Botts ; Junior Hoo-Hoo, Douglas Malloch ; Bojum,
R. S. Kellogg ; Scrivenoter, A. R. P. Schmechel ; Jabberwock, .1. W. Ander-
son ; Custocatian, F. M. Baker ; Arcanoper, B. A. Johnson ; Gurdon, R. R.

Slayton.

Other prominent functions occurred at Cincinnati, St. Louis, Little

Rock, Ark., Indianapolis and several of the large western cities.

Laying Lines to Fight Freight Advance
At a meeting held May 4 of the governing board of the Southern Hard-

wood Traffic Association called by President James E. Stark to deal with
the present car shortage and the proposed blanket advance of 15 per cent

in hardwood rates, a committee of five was authorized to take active

charge of the fight which the association will launch against the higher
rates on lumber and logs. President Stark and Secretary Townshend are
to be two of the members of this committee, while the other three will be

designated by the head of this organization.

It was decided that J. V. Norman, attorney for the association, and
Secretary Townshend should attend the hearing of the railroads arranged
by the commission to begin May 7 at Washington. The lumbermen and
shippers generally -will not begin presenting their evidence until May 23,

but the association wants to know something about the sort of arguments
advanced by the carriers so that they may be in position to combat these
arguments effectively.

Nothing was given out for publication regarding the action taken with

respect to the shortage of cars. The association, liowevcr. is dealing witli

this subject vigorously.

W. H. Russe was elected a member of the governing board of the associa-

tion to fill the place made vacant by the death of his partner and asso-

ciate, the late George D. Burgess.

Oak Going Into Big Uses
According to J. T. Kendall, secretary of the American Oak Manufac-

turers' Association, numerous inquiries are being received from private

shipbuilders for oak to be used in the construction of vessels in accord-

ance with the specifications laid down by the Federal Shipping Board.
The association is keeping in close touch with the board and the mem-
bers have signified their intention of co-operating with the government
in every way with respect to giving it preference over other customers
and with respect to selling on the most reasonable basis possible.

While no definite idea has been obtained regarding the quantity of oak
that will be needed in the construction of ships for any other government
purpose, the belief obtains in oak circles here that it may amount to

several million feet.

The association is keeping up its plan of remaining in close touch with
other large interests that are now using, or may use. oak in quantity
and it is receiving replies which hold out encouragement of considerable

increase in the demand for this material. Just now the oak manufac-
turers are finding themselves badly han.licapped in deliveries, but there

appears little question that the volume of business offering is showing
gratifying expansion.

St. Louis Crosstie and Timber Men Hold Rate Meeting
The crossties and timber division of the Lumbermen's Exchange of

St. Louis, Division E, held a meeting at the Annex hotel, St. Louis,

April 26. The object of the meeting was to hear a report from a com-
mittee, with reference to its interview with Frisco and ^liss^uri Pacific

railroad officials, in an effort to get the railroads to make interstate rates
on ties, as a basis for interstate rates, plus the bridge charges at
St. Louis.

The traffic officials of the railroads did not care to make such an
arrangement. They stated it would be better that the issue should be
taken for arbitration, before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The probability is that even should the railroads finally agree to such

an agreement, it would not be acceptable to the state or national
commissions.

It was finally decided to employ an attorney. M. E. Rhodes, of Potosl,

Mo., to appear before the Missouri Public Service Commission and file an
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intervention and secui-e a postponenient of tariffs antl liave a date s«t

for a hearing.

Draft of Program for National Convention
Assistant Secretary II. J. Fuller o£ the National Hardwood Lumber

Association has issued the first draft of the program for the convention

that will be held in Chicago on June 14 and 1.5. He states that the address

feature for the morning's session of the first day will be made by either

Senator Weeks of Massachusetts or Congressman Fordney of Michigan :

Pro<:r.\m of BisixEss
THURSDAY, JUNE FOCKTEENTH

9 :30 a. m.
Registration of Members and Guests at entrance to Convention Hall.

First Floor. Hotel Sherman.
10:30 a. m.

Address. "The Lumber Industry''—^Hon. Jas. W. Fordney, Saginaw, Mich.
Officers and Committee Reports ;

President's Address—Hon. John M. Woods.
Report of the SecretaiT-Trea surer—Frank F. Fish.
The Chamber of Commerce of the F. S. A.—Gardner I. Jones. Boston,

Mass.
Report of Committee on Japanese Oak—Earl Palmer, Chairman.

1 :00 p. m.
Intermission for Lunch.

2 :30 p. m.
Report of Committee on Officers' Reports.
Report of Inspection Rules Committee—John W. McClure, Chairman.
Discussion of proposed Inspection Rules Changes.

'ionight—Seven o'(^lock—In this Room
Complimentary Banquet

Tendered by the National Hardwood Lumber Association
to Members and Invited Guests.

Secure Tickets at Registration Desk.
Notice—Owing to the amount of important business

which the present Convention has to deal with, ana the
large attendance expected of those directly interested
therein no provision has been made this year for the
entertainment of ladles.

yRID.iY, JLXE FIFTEENTH
9 :30 a. m.

Convention Called to Order.
Resumption of Discussion of Proposed Inspection Rules Changes.

12 :30 p. m.
Intermission for Lunch.

1 :30 p. m.
Unfinished Business.
Report of Committee on Resolutions.
New Business.
Election of President and Three Vice-Presidents to Serve One Year.
Election of Eight Directors to Serve Three Years.

Entertainment in This Room Tonight at Seven o'clock.
Beefsteak Supper and Smoker.

Music—Vaudeville.
Something Different.

Secure Tickets at Registration Desk.

Lumbermen of the South Acquitting Themselves Well
Secretary F. E. Stonebraker ami his assistant. V. H. Schoffelmayer,

are compiling valuable information regarding farming, clearing and drain-

age of cutover lan.Is through a personal inspection of the properties

owned by members of the Southern Alluvial Land Association and they

will compile this in booklet or pamphlet form for distribution shortly

with a view to stimulating the development and colonization of these

properties. These gentlemen have been inspecting thoroughly the hold-

ings of members in both Arkansas and Mississippi and have been making
a careful study of what is being accomplished on these lands. They have
already determined that it requires only two years to put these lands

into a state of profitable cultivation and that, in some instances, this

, goal may be reached in a single year. They are studying methods of culti-

vation and will be prepared, when the investigation has proceeded some-
what further, to give valuable assistance to those who undertake the

development of such holdings.

Both Mr. Stonebralier and Mr. Schoffelmayer bring back the most
encouraging information regarding the manner in which members of the
association are co-operating with the authorities in the efforts to increase

foodstuff production. Some of them are undertaking the clearing of land
not intended for cultivation this year in order to have larger areas avail-

able for the planting of corn, peas, beans and other crops. If all interests

take hold as earnestly as the owners of these lands it Is felt that there

will be a full response to the appeal made to the people of the South by
the Department of Agriculture at Washington. Much space would be

required to tell what is being done in specific insances. Suffice it to say
that the owners of cutover lands in the alluvial regions are putting forth

the best efforts of which they are capable and that they are planting

other crops at the expense of cotton acreage to a degree not anticipated

by even the most optimistic.

Memphis Petitions for Government Car Construction
The Lumbermen's Chib of Memphis, at the regular semi-monthly meet-

ing held at the Hotel Gayoso Saturday, April 2S, decided, on motion of

James E. Stark, president of the Southern Hardwood Tr^c Association
and chairman of the river and rail committee of the club, to memorialize
the L'nited States Chamber of Commerce to send out a referendum on the

question of the building by the government of 200,000 freight cars and a
proportionate amount of motive power, the work to he undertaken through
enlargement of the present federal shipping board or through any other
agency that may be regarded as practicable.

This action followed a report oy Mr. Stark of his trip to Washington,
where he and Mr. Townshend, secretary-manager of the association, went
to present to the Interstate Commerce Commission the resolutions recently

adopted by the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association protesting against
tbe proposed advance of 15 per cent in freight rates and against the tre-

mendous car shortage.

Mr. Stark informed members of the club that he had learned while in
Washington that there is a deficit of more than 175,000 freight cars in

the country at present and that the car shortage is due much more largely
to this fact than to the present methods of car distribution. He said that
he had discussed with senators and representatives in Congress the ques-
tion of taking up this subject of car shortage as emergency legislation be-
cause of the trem?ndous bearing it must necessarily have on the ability of
the government to secure prompt transportation of lumber and other raw
materials needed in the preparation of military equipment, but that pros-
pects were not very bright for any accomplishment along that line. He
therefore thought that the importance of the subject ought to be brought
home to Congress and urged the referendum through the Chamber of
Commerce as the best means of showing the sentiment of business and
commercial interests throughout the country in regard thereto. There
was some opposition to the resolutions on the ground that they paved
the way for government ownership of the railroads, but Mr. Stark and

" other members of the club answered this argument by saying that the gov-
ernment was on the eve of taking over the distribution of cars on all lines

of railway and that government ownership, if not actually an accomplished
fact, is virtually so.

The resolutions will be presented to the Chamber of Commerce at once
and lumbermen here will await with much intex-est the decision of that
body with respect to the propriety of sending out a referendum and the
result of the referendum vote If such is actually ordered.

Mr. Stark told members of the club that the proposed advance of 15 per
cent in lumber is even greater than appears on the surface, since it applies
to logs as well as to lumber and since an advance of Hi cents on logs
is equivalent to about 6 cents on lumber. He declared that the advance
on lumber, if allowed, would therefore be nearer 25 than 15 per cent if

logs were included. He intimated that lumber interests might stand
this advance under present abnormal conditions, but he urged that It

would mean much loss and probably disaster when the war was over
and everything returned to normal, with the keen competition with the
metals and other substitutes for lumber that would be encountered.

"There is one ray of hope," he said. "The commission has ruled that
all commodities will not be advanced but it is up to those who ship com-
modities to be exempted to show that they are already paying their full

share of the burden of transportation cost. This means a fight and a
hard one. It also means much expense as witnesses must be sent to
Washington in behalf of the lumber industry. I therefore appeal to every
member of the club to do his full share in support of the Southern Hard-
wood Traffic .\ssociation which is looking after the subject."

President Ralph May also urged that the situation was serious and that
it was not only up to the members of the club to do the necessary work
but also to raise the necessary money to defeat the efforts of the carriers
to bring about higher rates on lumber.
John W. McClure. Bellgrade Lumber Company, said it was inevitable

that lumber interests would liave to return to an increasing degree to

the use of the Mississippi and other waterways in the handling of lumber
and logs and that ~hey might as well get busy to that end. He called

attention to the forthcoming conference of business and commercial in-

terests at St. Louis May S-9 for the purpose of discussing ways and means
of rehabilitating transportation on the Mississippi and urged that the
president appoint a committee from the club to take part in this con-
ference. President May was authorized to appoint such a committee and
its personnel will be made public later.

Resolutions were adopted expressing the very high regard in which the
late George D. Burgess was held by members of the club because of his
ability and progressiveness and because of his unselfish efforts in behalf
of every movement looking to the betterment of the lumber trade, convey-
ing the sympathy of the organization to the members of his bereaved
family and ordering that a copy thereof be spread upon the minutes ot
the meeting. Mr. Bnrgess was a former president of the club but was
not a member of the organization at the time of his death.

O. C. Ferguson, resident manager of Kosse-Shoe & Schleyer, Cincin-
nati, was elected an active member. Two applications for active mem-
bership were filed. They will be voted upon two weeks hence.

There were more than eighty members and visitors, present at this

meeting. The usual luncheon was served. Flags were placed at intervals
on the long tables, thus lending a touch of patriotism to the occasion.

Free Time on Southern Exports Not Altered
W. H. Russe of Russe & Burgess. Inc., and J. 11. Townshend. secretary-

manager of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, returned May 3
from New Orleans where they went to attend the hearing May 1 before
George Brown, attorney-examiner for the Interstate .Commerce Commis-
sion, involving a proposed reduction from ten to five days on free time
on export shipments through gulf ports.

Mr. Townsend recently said it was brought out at the hearing that
free time on lumber moving through rates will not be disturbed, the prin-

cipal thing for which the local lumbermen contended.

R. E. Dickinson of the Anchor Sawmills Company, and George Land,
traffic manager for the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss.,

also attended the meeting as part of the committee from the Southern
Hardwood Traffic Assoociation.

(Continued on pane 31)
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Sycamore in Door Work
The Wood Is Securing a Place for Itself on Merit Alone

YCAMORE HAS LATELY been making a place

for itself in the veneer world and especially in

door panels, and that perhaps without any
primary intentions of the exploitation of syca

more specifically as a wood for finish. It seems to have
come more as a matter of expediency than anything else.

There have been periods when individual architects and
individual builders have taken up with the idea of syca-

more finish, but there has never been a period when
sycamore entered more generally into door work and
veneering than today.

The first thought in this connection was brought to

mind by a trip made through one of the big sash and
door jobbing houses during the winter. The owner, in

showing some of the new door stock, called attention to

doors with big sycamore panels. They were two panel

and single panel doors, being some of the latest patterns,

with western pine solid frames.

The jobber had not specifically sought for sycamore,

but some of the door factories in the northern Mississippi

river country had turned to sycamore for making the

panels simply because there was sycamore timber avail-

able.

Some time after this, at a gathering of architects and

engineers, one of the architects asked v^rhere he could

secure sycamore for doors, casing, base and for interior

trim. He said he had experienced some difficulty in

locating it and that the planing mills were not anxious to

work sycamore lumber because they said it was hard to

hold. The architect was told where and how he might

secure sycamore lumber, and then discussion brought out

the idea that a good way to handle sycamore for wide

flat work is in the form of veneer.

Sycamore for thin, wide, flat work can be better

handled in the form of veneer than in solid lumber, and

it is a peculiar fact that more of the sycamore tree can be

utilized by cutting it on a rotary veneer machine than by

working it on a sawmill. This is because many of the

defects in sycamore are cracks which extend around the

log in the direction of the rings of growth. Because of

these defects it is difficult to get much wide lumber from

sycamore, but in peeling on the veneer machine there is

a maximum of wide stock, and a minimum of waste where

these defects are encountered.

Then the sycamore is much given to warping and

twisting while seasoning and is a difficult wood to control.

Consequently, by cutting it into thin veneer and making

it into built-up panels, one not only has a chance to

obtain more in the way of wide clear faces, but there is

also the better control and safeguarding against warping

and twisting.

Sycamore presents a good face. Much of it is com-

paratively plain but some is curly and shows beautiful

figure. There is some search for curly figure in sycamore
and sometimes sycamore is quartersaw^ed to get a par-

ticular figure effect. Figure possibilities of sycamore are

worthy of more attention than they have been getting.

The use of sycamore, especially in door veneer, has

not been inspired by any particular seeking for face figure.

Its introduction seems to have been more a matter of

expedience than anything else, but it is proving so satis-

factory that it will perhaps receive more thoughtful atten-

tion in the near future. The sycamore panel in doors

goes very well with a pine frame, with a birch frame, or a

frame veneered with sycamore. Then the door as a

whole will fit in nicely with birch, maple or beech trim.

And it may even be stained to fit in with walnut, ma-

hogany or red gum effects.

Sycamore offers possibilities in the way of drawer

bottoms, back panels, built-up shelves and panels for sec-

tional bookcases. T. C. J.

Weighting Down Piles

Due regard is generally given to the designing of straight, rigid

foundations for piling dimension veneer and panels. In the matter

of weighting down the piles, however, there is in evidence con-

siderable carelessness in the trade.

Dry panels or dry veneer to be kept in the ideal manner should

really be placed between two heavy flat cauls, one making up the

bottom or foundation for the pile and the other being put on top.

If the pile is high and the top caul is light additional weight should

be used.

Weighting down piles is one of the best means of securing a

desirable order of flatness and straight, smooth surfaces. Either

panels or carefully dried veneer will warp more or less in time if

piled loosely. If the piles are very high the top part furnishes

weight for the bottom so that part of the pile remains straight and

part of it warps. To insure straightness in all of the piles it should

be weighted on top, the amount of weight being governed by the

nature of the stock and the height of the pile. It is not satisfac-

tory, however, to thro\v just any block of wood on top of a pile,

but the weight should be evenly distributed with a flat board or a

caul as a covering. If this covering is made heavy it may serve by

its own weight in some cases, but in either case in the piling of flat

sheets of veneer or flat panels the ideal is best served by providing

a flat board or caul as large as the sheets piled and then weight-

in" it down sufficiently to take all crooks and warps out of the

stock while it is kept stored.

This applies whether the panels are piled flat or with cross sticks

between them to let in the air. There is some tendency to warp

and the way to prevent this and to insure flat stock is to work from

a straight foundation and then carefully weight down the tops of

the piles.

It did not require the stimulus of the war to bestir the Ameri-

can saw manufacturers to improvement of their product because,

as has been explained and demonstrated several times, the Ameri-

can saws were the best on earth, and recent consular reports tell

us that American axes and other tools in the Sonth American coun-

tries are makins; a reputation for superiority.
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Don't Overlook the Glue
Quality of Material Used Plays Leading Part in Result of Built-up Work

HEY SAY THAT A CHAIN is no stronger than

its weakest link, and certainly a piece of built-up

work is no stronger than the material that holds

it together. The job of making good is largely

up to the glue, which supplies the union, and if there isn't

a good glue joint, then the manufacturer has failed to pro-

duce a good article of furniture or whatever the material

goes into.

Though glue is an obvious necessity, forming as it does

the medium for the construction of laminated products,

the tendency in too many cases has been to regard it as a

necessary evil. It has been considered in the light of an

expense, and buyers have had the idea that the way to

economize was through the purchase of cheap glue, in-

stead of the best.

While the price is not always an index to the desirability

of glue for a given purpose, it can be fairly said that glue

bought on price is not likely to give maximum satisfac-

tion. There is no more reason why price should be the

only consideration in buying glue than in purchasing lum-

ber, veneers or any other material wrhich is used in making

built-up work. To buy veneers "sight unseen," purely

on a basis of price for a job involving fine furniture or

interior trim construction would be considered the height

of folly; yet, since the results obtained in this work, as far

as permanence is concerned, depend more on the glue

than anything else, why buy glue on that basis?

The fault is not altogether with consumers, of course,

and the writer cannot refrain from wondering why glue

houses, some of which have standards of quality that have

been maintained for fifty years, have not done more to

educate users along this line, and to establish brands which

would stand for the best in this department. But glue

manufacturers are said to be poor advertisers; glue sales-

men tell a new story about every lot of glue they have to

offer, and glue buyers usually scrutinize the price first and

the quality of the glue afterwards.

Suppose some manufacturer of glue, a little wiser than

the rest, were to come forward with a brand w^hich was

said to represent the best in glue-making. Suppose this

brand w^ere really all that was claimed for it, and gave

satisfaction to every manufacturer who has a glue-room.

If this name were backed up with quality, and if the name
was made popular by advertising, it would not only mean
a big commercial triumph for the glue concern, but it

would solve a lot of glue-buying problems. There would

be a standard then, whereas at present there is none. It is

not possible to depend absolutely on uniformity, and little

or no attempt has been made to get buyers in the habit

of calling for a particular brand all the time.

The success of the manufacturers of vegetable glues has

shown that consumers are interested in this subject, as

they may well be. The progress they have made has

resulted from dealing frankly with the problems of glue

users, and likewise giving all of the facts about the new
product. The result of this policy has been gradually to

wean many a consumer away from animal glue, and to

make him a strong advocate of the newer material. Of

course, the majority of consumers still use the old-fash-

ioned variety, and it is for their interest that this article

is being written, as well as by way of suggestion to the

manufacturers of glue of this kind.

There is glue and glue, of course. The requirements

of different plants vary, and the requirements change with

the character of the work. Deciding what glue to use for

a given purpose calls for a knowledge of the glue, on the

one hand, and of the work, on the other. Yet glue sales-

men come along, boosting a wonderful "blend," which

is offered at a wonderful price, and suggesting that it be

used for any and all kinds of work which the manufacturer

may have to do. And if the price looks attractive, he

may make a sale, and the manufacturer will put the glue

to vi^ork.

Viscosity, fluidity and various other characteristics of

glue determine its desirability for the vi^ork. Its tensile

strength is another very important feature, and it goes

without saying that this varies with different lots. The
factor of safety may be great enough in any particular case

to enable glue which is not properly selected to give a

reasonable degree of satisfaction ; but in this event the

chances are that this factor has been made sufficiently

large by using more glue than would have been needed

had material properly adapted for the work in mind been

selected.

A few years ago the idea of testing lumber for dryness

before removing it from the kiln would have been thought

rather foolish. People waited until the material seemed
to be dry, and then took it out. If they were in doubt,

they left it in a little longer. But as manufacturers of

built-up tops and panels learned that it was just as unde-

sirable to have their core lumber too dry as too moist,

inasmuch as it would surely take up more moisture later

on, they began to realize that definite, specific tests as to

moisture would be a good thing. Consequently many
of the larger consumers, not to mention manufacturers of

lumber, use this plan right along, and no longer leave the

percentage of moisture content to chance.

Likewise manufacturers of veneer operate along the

same line, so that vkfhen they ship out material from their

mills, they can guarantee the moisture percentage. This
has become a very popular plan, because it safeguards the

interests of consumers, and makes for more satisfactory

work. TT>e point is that whenever it is possible to use

tests instead of guesswork, it is desirable that this be done.
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XGicM

Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGERS

iWuT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.
i

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

All Three of U( Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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PERKINS
GLUE

COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS
AND SELLING AGENTS

PERKINS

Vegetable Veneer Glue
(PATENTED JCI-Y 2, 1912)

805 J. M. S. BUILDING
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

AU TIirM of Us WUI Ba Benefited U

because there are too many chances for errors to creep

into a manufacturing operation when hit-or-miss methods
are employed.

So with the question of glue; the manufacturer should

proceed to find out what he needs, Snd then proceed to

get it. He ought to buy on specification, just as a man
who is building a dam against which so many thousand

tons of water pressure are to be exerted, buys the cement

and steel for it on specification. It is possible to compute

just how much water pressure the dam must resist, and just

what weight of material and what reinforcing must be

employed to make the structure safe. Consequently, engi-

neering methods demand that these computations be

made, and the results applied to the job, for it is realized

that no matter how experienced or ho^v practical the con-

tractor doing the work may be, he may happen to make a

mistake. The figures are not always conclusive, because

of the possibility of unknown factors developing; but they

at least make use of all the information it is possible to get

hold of, and eliminate the element of doubt to as large an

extent as it is possible to eliminate it.

Why shouldn't the same method be employed with

reference to building a glued-up panel? Why should the

senses be relied upon to determine what glue to use, how
it should be prepared, to what temperature it should be

heated and the various other features that enter into the

proposition? Why should not there be a laboratory test

to determine these factors, and accurate equipment for

the purpose of measuring the results of such tests?

Some plants have the necessary facilities for testing

their glue, and they seldom have any complaints from

their customers regarding the failure of their products to

hold together. They know what they want, and they

proceed to get it. They find out the degree of viscosity

and the amount of tensile strength possessed by their

material, and they mix it with water in a proportion de-

termined by these elements. When they heat the glue,

they have thermometers on the kettles, and thermostatic

devices v^rhich prevent it from being heated to such a point

as to produce a destructive effect on the glue fibers. The
material is right, its preparation is safeguarded, and it is

spread upon the wood under conditions which, bar acci-

dent, will make for good work.

The head of a successful panel concern, who has en-

larged his plant twice in the past few years, and is now
trying to buy more machinery w^ith which to increase his

capacity still further, said recently that taking care of the

glue question has solved many a problem in his factory.

Glue is too important a feature of successful manu-
facture of built-up products to neglect," he said. "Further-

more, it s a penny-wise and pound-foolish policy to try

to save money by buying the cheapest glue that is offered.

Glue must be right in order to justify my confidence in it.

1 have laboratory equipment and believe in laboratory

tests; and 1 test every barrel in every carload of glue I

buy. In other words, I don't believe in taking a chance
if I can help it, and I usually can.

You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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"It is interesting to know, too, that methods of this kind

really promote economy. Although I have a reputation

for buying unusually expensive gues, I think that when
the cost is figured on the basis of footage of wfork pro-

duced, my costs will be lower than those of nearly any-

body else in the business. I know w^hat my glue vfiW do,

and I use it on the basis of its ability to accomplish results,

and not by guess. Manufacturers who are having glue

problems would find their work simplified by adopting the

plan of testing all of this material used." G. D. C, Jr.

Letters from a Panel User
Monroe, Mich., May 4. There are many kinds of glue manu-

factured under the names of fish, bone, ossien and hide, produced

from fish scales and bones, moss and sea ^veed, bones of ani-

mals, scraps of hides, tendons and sinews, rabbit skins, parch-

ment, old kid gloves, etc. We will confine our discussion to

hide glue.

It may interest readers to learn that the first essential in the

manufacture of glue is the proper blending of the ra-w material.

There are six principal sources of supply, each having its own
rndividual characteristics, consisting of hides raised in South

America, Texas, Mexico, East Indies, China and coming fronr

packing houses and other establishments. It is the gluemaker's

object to carefully blend these very divergent classes of hide stock

to produce the requisite article.

High foaming properties are especially objectionable in glues

that are applied to the work by mechanical means. Here the roll

or brush agitates the glue solution to such an extent that a froth,

a mixture of glue and air is the result, with a consequent reduc-

tion in the binding power of the glue.

It is quite possible to test glue for foam by means of an egg

beater or similar whipping device applied to a melted sample. It

is very important to take account of the temperature at which

this test is made.

For panel work and other varieties of veneering a slow setting

glue is best. Of course, the dryness of the core stock as well as

the veneer is very important. We will, however, assume that

every panel and veneer manufacturer knows this and that con-

ditions of undried stock do not exist. When stating slow setting

I do not mean this to an extreme. Indeed, the quicker the glue

sets the stronger it is, so we do not want to suffer too much in the

strength of the glue because it is to our advanage to use a slow

setting glue.

The test for spreading the glue consists in determining the quan-

tity of dry glue needed for coating a certain surface of wood.

This test is especially important for veneer work. Take a known

quantity of dry glue, soak in a known quantity of water, which

must be the same in temperature and quantity for all sorts of glue

tested. Then determine how many square feet of surface can be

coated evenly with the glue. Tests depending upon chemical

operation are absolutely worthless.

Viscosity of the melted glue solution seems to be one of the

most commonly used and popular tests. It may be well to state,

though, that relation between viscosity and breaking strength of

glue is unmistakable. Viscosity test should not be taken as final

because hide glues of low jelly strength may show high viscosity.

It is best to determine and specify both jelly-strength and viscosity.

In general the jelly-strength is approximately proportional to

viscosity. A. T. DEINZER.

There are many interesting power devices used in logging oper-

ations covering the ground from skidding in the woods to han-

dling on the mill yards, and with the offerings available in this

line it is no longer economy to handle logs in quantities by main

strength and awkwardness.

All Three of Ui WUI Be BeneBlea if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD

FIGURED
RED GUM

^ It is a significant fact that the

manufacturers whose lines in

Figured Gum have been the most

successful, used Louisville Fig-

ured Red Gum on their original

cases, and still do.

^ Our long experience and spe-

cializing in Figured Red Gum

\'eneers and Panels qualifies us

to likewise serve you acceptably.

^ If you are not familiar with

Louisville Figured Red Gum, let

us submit samples for inspection.

Choice figured wood at reason-

able prices.

THE LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS

More Than 28 Years' Experience

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
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Conditioning Veneer Blocks
Need of Investigation Into the Boiling and Steaming of Wood Before Con-

version by Machines

HE COMING OF SUMMER WEATHER and the

trade entering into what might be termed the

cold cutting season, when several kinds of wood
are cut on rotary veneer machines cold instead

of boiled or steamed, is a reminder in a way that we have

never really developed the conditioning of wood for cut-

ting to an exact science. We have reduced artificial dry-

ing to something of an exact science, and have means
of testing not only for dryness but for temperature and

moisture records of a definite character which are doing

much to eliminate the element of guesswork in drying

lumber. In many lines of effort we are reducing things

of this kind to an exact science, but in preparing veneer

blocks and flitches we still follow guesswork and old rule

of thumb methods instead of getting busy as we should

and reducing this to an exact science.

We know in a general way that in certain conditions

wood will cut easier on a rotary machine or a slicer than

in other conditions. We know that during the summer
some woods like poplar, cottonwood and basswood, will

cut very well cold and even if they must be steamed or

boiled, they require a much shorter time in preparation

than some other woods.

On the other hand, we knovif that some w^oods must be

steamed or boiled to soften them and render them pliable

for cutting, and that sometimes boiling works better, some-

times steaming, and sometimes either one may be over-

done and make more difficult the cutting they are sup-

posed to make easier. We know a little more about these

things than we did twenty years ago, and more people

know about them, but in the matter of reducing it to an

exact science we have not made much progress in a twenty-

year period.

Back something like twenty years ago, more or less, the

boys one day rolled out of the veneer cutting room of the

St. Louis Basket and Box Company into the sawmill a red

oak block about six feet long which apparently had just

been put into the veneer machine and rounded up nicely.

Inquiry as to why this was being passed into the sawmill

brought the statement from the peeler boss that it was so

blamed woolly they couldn't cut it on a veneer machine

and they were going to let the sawmill have a try at it.

We had been wrestling with some pretty tough and

woolly propositions in cottonwood in the sawmill depart-

ment and were inclined to smile at the idea of a short oak

log that would make difficulty as compared to these, be-

cause we had never encountered any oak that had given

serious trouble to the sawmill. But when we loaded that

block on the carriage and started to convert it into thick

planks for cutting into Briggs basket splints we encoun-

tered trouble that brought to mind an old sing-song tune

about the goose that broke the sawmill's teeth off. That

short log block was so tough and vsfoolly that we had all

kinds of difficulty before it v^^as converted into plank 2 ^4

inches thick, and the surface of these planks showed a

hairy or w^ool-like coat suggesting the need of shearing.

During the noon hour the writer had a session v^rith the

peeler boss about that red oak block, and the whyfore of

its toughness, in which it developed that they had found

it in the bottom of a vat where it had evidently been over-

looked for a week or more and had been through all the

successive daily boilings of that period. This successive

boiling was what made the trouble because similar oak

blocks given from twelve to twenty-four hours of treat-

ment were being cut without much trouble.

This, so far as the writer knows, is the most drastic

demonstration of how^ excessive boiling or steaming may
toughen wood and make it difficult to cut. Other expe-

riences have demonstrated that by making the boiling

severe enough and carrying it on long enough the wood
structure can be broken down and the timber literally

boiled away. This gives us a sort of general knowledge

that a certain amount of heat and moisture will soften

wood, make it pliable and easier to cut, but if the boiling

is continued longer there is a period in which the wood
toughens, becomes woolly and following after this with

hard enough boiling comes a period of breaking down and

disintegration.

We had learned this more than twenty years ago. We
have learned through practice a good many things since,

yet visits to veneer plants and their boiling vats and steam-

ing boxes these days do not show as a rule any marked

progress over twenty years ago in reducing this work to an

exact science; that is, no progress similar to that which one

may find in connection with dry kilns.

In the dry kiln we have registering instruments that

shovir the temperature and moisture conditions, and have

reduced the matter to a point where a man can now posi-

tively know what to do, and may know what he is doing

at every hour in the process of treatment.

On the other hand, in the conditioning of veneer blocks

there is practically the same thing in vats, the same thing

in steaming boxes and the same haphazard practice fol-

lowed, which is dependent more upon the native skill and

the instinctive judgment of the man in charge than upon

any scientific basis or positive rules for guiding. There

may be some who keep thermometers in their boiling vats

and steaming boxes and a record of these things, but the

writer has not encountered them in the rounds. Talks

with machine operators bring differences in expression of

opinion about the treatment to give this wood and that

wood. It shows also that during the summer season
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WALNUT
WALNUT
WALNUT

*- WE HAVE IT -«

Walnut \'eneer, Walnut lumber, dimension,

squares—anything and everything in walnut and

all made under conditions that insure you the maxi-

mum for your money, i. e., the best selection of figure

and color, the greatest degree of service, the highest type

of goods in every particular. For Walnut is our stock in

trade. W^e ha\'e nothing else to offer and the really big growth

of our business attests to the genuineness of what we DO offer

in that wood. The claim is nothing more than logical.

PICKREL WALNUT CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

AH Tl.r«. of U. Will Be Benefited Jf You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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various operators prefer to cut certain woods cold rather

than have them steamed or boiled. Some like to put

blocks in the steaming boxes and just get them hot

through, some like to boil them thoroughly, and every man
seems to develop in a way practices based upon his own
instinctive judgment more than upon scientific or posi-

tive data. It may be said, too, that the trade is doing very

well upon this basis, but is it doing well enough?

Tlie best order of veneer cutting, whether it be on a

rotary machine or a slicer, depends materially upon the

condition of the material to be cut. Some woods, like

Cottonwood, are very difficult to cut and must be con-

ditioned carefully as well as handled with very sharp

knives. Other woods seemingly cut easily, but any wood
will cut better if it is in just the right condition when it

is brought to the machines. It will not only cut easier but

the product will come through in better shape, and the

capacity of the machine will be increased.

This being a fact that no one will likely care to dispute

or argue about, it is plainly evident that much good for

the trade as a whole may be had from a turning to the

idea of establishing this conditioning of veneer blocks on

a scientific basis with positive data for guidance. We

need a series of studies of different kinds of wood, of

different sizes, which will include a record of the time of

boiling or steaming and another record of the temperature

and the temperature variations from the start to the finish.

With a long series of these accompanied by notes on the

condition of the block when it comes to the machine we
may easily establish a sort of standard of practices for

treating different woods, and certainly in time we will

come to understand more thoroughly and definitely what

treatment should be given any particular kind of blocks

or flitches to put them in the best condition for sawing

or slicing.

The timber, the condition under which it is worked, and

the varying stages of moisture content make a nice field

for research, but it is neither wider nor more difficult than

that of kiln drying lumber and it is so much behind dry-

ing practices and scientific development that there is

plainly need for more attention to the matter of scien-

tifically conditioning blocks.

This is an age of uniforming and standardizing of prac-

tices and not an age in w^hich to cling to rule of thumb

and guesswork methods even in the preparing of veneer

blocks. J. C. T.

Panel Edges
The edges of panels, like the ends of logs, boards and sticks of

timber, are points where defect and deterioration are most likely

to start. There is some difference between a panel edge and timber

ends, but when panels are piled down or lying loosely about, chang-

ing moisture conditions have the first effect upon the edges and
quite commonly this is the place where the first loosening of

veneer is noticeable.

If the panels are put into their frames soon after trimming,

the frame support makes some protection for the edges and
ends, but even at that it would not hurt if some means be devised

for treating the trimmed edges of panels to fill the pores and render

them practically moisture-proof. We treat the ends of logs and
timber with paint and special mixtures for filling the pores of the

wood to prevent checking, but some of this treatment would not

be practical for panels because of the difficulty of applying it to

the edge without staining and spoiling the face. Moreover, there

has not been a general need felt that has stimulated research work
with a view to developing some treatment for the ends and edges

of panels.

This is one of the things we should be thinking about, however,

because in the order of progress we will naturally come to it event-

ually, and it will be a lucky day \vhen some one devises a cheap

composition which will not mar the beauty of the wood by stain-

ing and introduce the practice of treating the trimmed edges of

panels as one of the safeguards against trouble. It might be applied

also in built-up work.

Asleep at the Switch?—Yes
The veneer and panel manufacturers have often been accused

of not being awake to their opportunities. Individually some of

them have demonstrated that they are very much awake and
others that they are just wandering along and sawing wood with-

out any appreciation or even any concern for the future of their

industry. Collectively, the results of attempts at organization

work as far as real problems and real results are concerned, total

approximately zero.

A few months back there was a good deal of enthusiastic talk of

a propaganda of public education in behalf of legitimate ex-

pansion in the use of veneer. It was properly felt that the public

has an entirely wrong impression of what veneer means and
what it is, and that a sensible campaign of education would help

immensely. That talk seemingly is as far as the v^ork pro-

gressed.

Is the veneer trade really asleep and entirely unaware of the

opportunity that exists right now for spreading this propaganda?
Does it overlook entirely the fact that basic and trade conditions

as well as the increased popular interest in woods already accom-
plished by the advertising of the respective descriptions of hard-

wood lumber form a combination of circumstances ideal for

sowing the seed in behalf of veneer. Veneer men need energizing,

for their chance is here and the opportunity will never be more
propitious.

Saving the Knives
Rotary veneer machine knives, slicer knives and clipper knives

are doubly expensive these days, and they cost enough any time

because they require about the highest order of knife steel that

is produced. Naturally there is a strong incentive to care properly
for and conserve and save the knives.

We have had a fair share of injunctions about careless guilding

and rough handling and have almost entirely neglected what is

perhaps the most prolific source of waste, and that is excessive

grinding. To save the knives we should spare the wire edges. It

is quite the common thing to keep feeding the knife to the grinder

until what is termed a wire edge is easily visible. Sometimes this is

a small bead-like wire but at other times it is a rather broad flat

ribbon. The size or the width of this ^vire that turns over on the

edge in finishing ofl the knife is really the measure of the unneces-
sary amount of steel that has been ground away.

One good thing for the trade would be a popular movement to

eliminate the wire edge in grinding, for the sake of knife saving.

Thoughtful attention given this matter in every grinding room in

the country until the habit is fully developed would effect a great

saving in knives, for it could perhaps be proven by actual figures

that more unnecessary wasting of knives is done in this way than
is chargeable to burning and rough and indifferent uses generally.

The slogan for the movement should be to put an edge on the knife

and stop there. Eliminate the wire edge and save the knife.
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W. J. Eckman Now Heads N. L. E. A.
News of the deatb of George D. Burgess of Russe & Burgess, Inc.,

Memphis, Tenn., and president of the National Lumber Exporters' Asso-
• elation, was received in Baltimore with great regret. It had been linown
that his condition was serious, but the hope was entertained that his

rugged constitution would enable him to throw off the malady that
afflicted him. and that be might look forward to many years of useful-

ness. He was held in the highest esteem by members of the National
Lumber Exporters' Association and otJiers whom he had met, and the
sincerest sympathy has gone out to his partner and family. Secretary
Harvey M. Dickson, as soon as he was advised of Mr. Burgess' demise,
notified W. J. Eckman, of the M. B. Farrin Lumber Company, Cincin-

nati, vice-president of the association, and a committee was named to

adopt resolutions of regret and condolence. Mr. Eckman will continue
to discharge the duties of president probably until the next annual meet-
ing of the organization, in January, 1918, as under the constitution offi-

cers can be elected only at the annual.

Names Southern Rail Committee
In accordance with the authority given him at the special meeting of

the board of governors of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association.

President James E. Stark has named the following members of the

committee of five authorized to handle the light before the Interstate

Commerce Commission against the proposed blanket advance of 15 per

cent in hardwood rates : R. L. Jurden, vice-president of the association ;

John W. McCIure. Bellgrade Lumber Company ; Walker L. Wellford,

the Chickasaw Cooperage Company, and J. H. Townshend, secretary of

the association. Mr. Stark is himself chairman of this committee. It

is further announced that Howard Coles, president of the Southwestern
Hardwood Traffic Association, will name a member of that organization

on this committee, thus increasing the number to six.

Mr. Jurden, it is stated, is to line up Arkansas interests and Mr.
McClure is to do the same thing in connection with Mississippi interests.

Mr. Wellford, who is president of Associated Cooperage Industries, is to

look after the interests of manufacturers and distributors of cooperage
products In Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana and Tennessee, while the

representative, or appointee, of the Southwestern Hardwood Traffic Asso-
ciation, will co-operate in looking after .-Vrkansas interests.

There is to be a meeting of the larger committee here the latter part of

this week at which sub-committees will be named to help in the work
in hand. When these committees have been named every hardwood
organization in the southern field will be found to have direct repre-

sentation and to be in line for active and energetic co-operation.

Real Progress in Fireproofing Shingles
Secretary R. S. Kellogg of the National Lumber Manufacturers" Associa-

tion announces the results of a conference held recently at St. Louis be-

tween prominent lumber association officials and officials of the Paint
Manufacturers' Association. The conference was called to witness tests

held at the laboratory of Dr. Herman Von Schrenck of a new fire-resisting

paint compounded by Dr. Gardner of the Institute of Industrial Research.

Secretary Kellogg announces that the progress so far has been extremely
gratifying.

The formula for the paint Is held by the paint association and reputable

manufacturers are being licensed to put it up under the association trade-

mark in connection with their own labels.

Cincinnati Lumbermen's Club
George M. Morgan was elected president of the Cincinnati Lumbermen's

Club at the recent annual meeting of the organization. Other officers

elected were : First vice-president. P. V. Shoe ; second vice-president, John
Byrns ; secretary, Chilton EUett ; treasurer, J. Watt Graham.
The club by unanimous vote displayed their loyalty and self sacrifice for

their country when the sum of $125, which had been set aside from the

club's funds to defray the expenses of the annual outing,, was given to the

Red Cross. The outing, in consequence, has been abandoned.

Important Northern Traffic Decision
The bulletin of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' •

Association of May 4 contains the following announcement

:

The Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down a decision in case
entitled, "Cadillac Lumber Exchange vs. Ann Arbor Railroad," which is of
unusual interest to our members. This case was a result of a petition
filed by the Cadillac Lumber Exchange and others, alleg:ing among other
things that the rates maintained by carriers from points in Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan were unreasonably low and prejudicial and that same con-
stituted an unwarranted discrimination against complainants and their
traffic when destined to points in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and
Eastern Trunk Line territory. The above entitled matter came on for
hearing at Grand Rapids, Michigan, in July, 1916. This department ap-
peared on behalf of all members interested and was able to show the rates
complained of were governed by conditions not at all similar to those sur-
rounding the traffic of the complainants and by means of diagrammatic
maps showed that complainants were already receiving the benefit of the
rates from Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, which were entirely controlled
b.v water competition, actual and potential, and that therefore their rates
were upon a much lower basis than would otherwise obtain. The report
of the commission contains the following : "Proven and admitted present
existence of water competition, with the constant possibility that it may
become stronger, which facts differentiate the complaining situation from
the situation of those using the rates with which the comparisons are made.
From all of the facts of record we find that the defendants have met the
burden of proof as to the reasonableness of the rates assailed, and that no
undue prejudice or disadvantage to complainant members have been shown
to exist, and further complaint will be entered."
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Baltimore Meets Wage Demands
The Baltimore Lumber Exchange, at a special meeting held on April 25,

passed the substitute for the by-law relating to inspection charges. Under
the new section the charge for inspecting 1,000 feet of hardwoods by the
inspectors of the exchange is raised to 60 cents. Agreements between
buyer and seller on any other basis are permitted, but any inspector who
violates the section is liable to dismissal, while the buyer or the seller
who connives at the violation or encourages it is subject to a fine and stands
suspended until the fine Is paid. The inspection charge was raised because
the inspectors had made a lequest for an increase in their pay in the face
of the general conditions and the high cost of living. The charge for han-
dling lumber has also been increased of late, the lumbermen having thus
averted a strike which w'ould have caused serious embarrassment.

Committees of National Wholesalers
The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association has just announced

the membership "of the various important committees tor 1917 and 191S,
of which the following are some of the most important

:

ExECCTivE Committee
M. E. Preisch, President, Haines Lumber Company, No. Tonawanda,

N. Y. ; Horace P. Taylor, Taylor & Crate, Buffalo, N. Y. ; W. W. Knight.
Long-Knight Lumber Company. Indianapolis ; Gordon C. Edwards, W. C.
Edwards & Co.. Ltd., Ottawa, Ont. ; F. R. Babcock, Babcock Lumber Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railroad and Transportation Committee
L. Germain. Jr.. Cbairm.in, Germain Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. ; Robert

G. Kay, Kay Lumber Company, Philadelphia, Pa. ; George F. Kerns, Geo.
F. Kerns Lumber Company, Chicago, 111. ; W. G. Power. River Quelle Pulp
and Lumber Company. St. Pacome. Que. ; A. R. Turnbull, Rowland Lumber
Company. Norfolk, Va. ; O. E. Yeager. Yeager Lumber Company, Inc..
Buffalo, N. Y. : H. B. Sbepard, Shepard & Morse Lumber Company, Boston,
Mass. ; J. W. McClure, Bellgrade Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Abbiteation Committee
Knowlton Mixer, Chairman, Mixer & Co.. Bufl'alo, N. Y. ; J. W. Turnbull,

Turnbull Lumber Company, Philadelphia ; B. H. Ellington, Ellington & Guy.
Richmond. Va. ; J. B. Montgomery, American Lumber and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; J. V. Stlmson, Huntingburg, Ind. ; F. W. Mow-
bray, Mowbray & Robinson Company, Cincinnati, Ohio ; H. M. McDonough,
Cypress Lumber Company, Boston, Mass.

Hardwood Inspection Committee
Hugh McLean. Chairman. Hugh McLean Lumber Company, Buffalo, N. Y. :

Daniel McLea. Eisenhauer-McLca Company, Baltimore, Md. ; R. W. Schofield,
Schofield Brothers, Philadelphia. Pa. ; N. H. Walcott, L. H. Gage Lumber
Company, Providence, R. I. ; C. H. Kramer, C. & W. Kramer Company, Rich-
mond, Ind. ; T. T. Adams, T. T. Adams Company, Richmond, Va. ; T. M.
Brown, W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company, Louisville. Ky.

Special Committee on Single Standard Universal Hardwood
Inspection

Lewis Dill, Chairman. Lewis Dill & Co, Baltimore, Md. ; C. H. Barnaby,
Greencastle, Ind. ; B. V. Babcock, Babcock Lumber Company. Pittsburgh,
Pa. ; R. M. Carrier, Carrier Lumber and Manufacturing Company, Sardis,
Miss. ; R. H. Vansant. Vansant, Kitchen & Co., Ashland, Ky.

Trade Relations Committee
W. E. Litchfield, Chairman, Litchfield Brothers, Boston, Mass. ; W. G.

Frost, Frost & Davis Lumber Company, New York City ; L. A. Amsler,
United States Spruce Lumber Company, Marion. Va. ; A. J. Brady, Jr.,
Brady Brothers, No. Tonawanda, N. Y. ; E. K. Harroun-, J. E. Harroun &
Son, Watertown, N. Y. ; J. W. Coles, Philadelphia, Pa.

Chamber of Commerce of the U. S. A.
F. R. Babcock, National Councillor. Babcock Lumber Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Chicago Golf Annual
The eleventh annual tournament of the Lumbermen's Golf Association

of Chicago will be held, according to the announcement of Secretary P. C.

Gifford, at the Beverly Country club, on Tuesday. June 12. The meet will

include the regular tournament and luncheon and the get-together dinner
and business meeting in the evening. The events will include champion-
ship play for the Lumbermen's Golf Association medal, the American
Lumberman's cup, the play for the Stillwell cup, for the Lumbermen's
Association of Chicago cup, for the Heftier cup, for the president's cup.

for the S. O. Knudson trophy, the John O. Nessen trophy, the H. E. Hooper
trophy, the half century trophy presented by J. L. Lane and W. L. Sharp,

and five flight events, the trophies for which were presented by C. F.

Thompson, Fred Burnaby, C. J. True, W. B. Swift and James S. Kemper.
The officers of the association are : President, Herman H. Hettler ; vice-

president, J. W. Embree ; secretary-treasurer, P. C. Gifford, and the com-
mittee chairmen are ; On arrangements, J. L. Lane ; membei-sbip, B. A.
Thornton; entertainment, J. L. Barchard ; reception, .F. L. Johnson, Jr.

'<::i{qi>i<5i3iia5ttwiwtw:^ti»ig^^

With the Trade
George W. Hartzell Increases Equipment

In conformity with a plan for rendering even more efficient his model
walnut plant at Piqua, O., George W. Hartzell has just about completed
the installation of a new Clark mill with additional engines and is strength-

ening the inside of the plant at many points. Mr. Hartzell says this will

put the company in a very desirable position in the way of getting out good
lumber and in good quantities. This is just the beginning of a compre-
hensive plan to modernize the plant In every particular, not merely accord-

ing to sawmilling standards but taking into account also methods and equip-

ment tending to efficiency in other industries, as they can be adapted to the

Hartzell operation.
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Clinton C. Crane
Clinton C. e'rane, millionaire lumber dealer, died of heart disease at

6 :30 o'clock, Friday, May 4, at his home, 2180 Grandin road, Cincinnati.

He had been in poor health since December 1, 1916, but with the coming

of spring and milder weather had rallied and, at times, was able to go

to the office of C. Crane & Co., 1739 Eastern avenue, of which he was
secretary-treasurer and general manager.

Representatives of a number of business organizations attended the

funeral of Mr. Crane, which was held from the residence on Grandin road,

Monday afternoon. Notable among the business men present were the

board of governors of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the

United States, who attended the funeral in a body. Services were con-

ducted by the Reverend Mr. Charles Blake, pastor of the First Presbyterian

Church of Madisonville. The honorary pall bearers were Harvey Cole,

Omer Cole, John E. C. Kohlsaat, Albert Krippendorf, Charles Crane. Mr.

Campbell, William Crane and Omer Crane. Burial was in Spring Grove

Cemetery.
Clinton C. Crane was born three miles southwest of Eaton, O., October

11, 1S44. His father, William Crane, was born in Virginia, but had

passed the greater part of his life in Preble county, Ohio. The elder

Crane was a farmer and live stock dealer. His business required him
to make frequent trips to Cincinnati. On one of these trips in 1S4.5 he

died sudilenly at the old Blackbear hotel in this city.

Clinton Crane was given such education as the public schools of those

days afforded. When twelve years old he determined to follow in the

footsteps of his father and, much to the surprise of his neighbors and
friends, began buying live stock, displaying a shrewdness and apprecia-

tion of values in his deals hardly to be expected in one of his tender

years. Like his father, he made frequent trips to Cincinnati.

In 1861 he started a cattle ranch Ave miles southeast of Kent Station,

Ind. Three years later he turned his attention to the business he was
to devote his entire attention to the lialancc of his life. He contracted

with a Canadian firm to take charge of a lumber camp at Peru, Ind.,

and in a short time had thbroughly mastered the logging business. His

brother, W. B. Crane, was associated with him in tlie business and they

in time adopted the firm name of C. Crane & Co. 'J'hcjr partnership was
dissolved in 1868.

In 1871 Mr. Crane formed a partnership with James O. Cole, Peru,

Ind., the former firm name of C. Crane & Co.. being retained. They in-

corporated under this name in 1894, Mr. Cole becoming president and
Mr. Crane general manager and treasurer.

C. Crane & Co. built its first sawmill in Cincinnati in 1880. Here the

firm did a business that in recent years has been estimated at more tiian

100,000,000 feet of lumber cut and placed on the market yearly. The
company owns extensive timber and stumi)age lands in West Virginia

and Eastern Kentucky.
Mr. Crane married Miss Isabelle Blake, daughter of Major Horace

Blake, I'eru, Ind., in 186S. Two children were born of this union—Mrs.
John E. C. Kohlsaat and Mrs. Albert Krippendorf, both residents of

Cincinnati.

At one time Mr. Crane was a member of the Chamber of Commerce
executive board, in which body he retained membership up to the time of

his death. He was also a member of the Ilardw'ood Manufacturers"
Association of tin- United Stales. Lumbermen's Club and Business Mcu's
Club.

The Crane Will
-Vn estate said to amount to more than ?1,000.000 is disposed of by the

will of Clinton Crane, which was filed for probate in Cincinnati May 7.

Mrs. Isabella Crane, the widow, is left the palatial house on exclusive

Grandin road. East Walnut Hills, the furniture, auto stock and all per-

sonal property at the home.

The widow and daughters, Mrs. Frances Kohlsaat and Mrs. Gertrude

M. Krippendorf, are left the residue of the estate, including valuable real

estate in West Virginia and eastern Kentucky, after the following special

bequests are made: .$10,000 each to five, grandchildren—ilrs. Louise Kohl-

saat Henderson, Mrs. Frances Kohlsaat Harrison, Dietrich Kohlsaat, Miss

Karlina Krippendorf and Miss Maybelle Krippendorf ; .$.5,000 each to his

nephews, Omer Crane and W. B. Crane and his niece, Mrs. Martha Cramer,

and $7,500 to Charles W. H. Crane, a nephew.
His sons-in-law, John E. C. Kohlsaat and Albert Krljipendorr, and his

nephew, Charles W. H. Crane, are named executors, with power to main-
tain or dispose of his partnership in C. Crane & Co.

*

Mr. Crane's real estate holdings in West Virginia and eastern Kentucky
are principally in coal and timberlands. although considerable of the prop-

erty has been improved after the timber was developed.

W. H. Weller in the Lumber Business
W. H. Weller, formerly secretary of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, now has offices at 616 Mercantile Library building, Cincinnati, and
is doing business as a manufacturers' agent, handling hardwoods and
cypress lumber. Mr. Weller writes that he is doing nicely considering

that he has been at it only two weeks. He states that he is representing

Lee Wilson & Co. in Indiana and Ohio and several other good concerns on
stock not now on the Lee Wilson list.

Joseph L. Johnson Assistant to Swan
The oflicc force of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers*

Association at Oshkosh was increased with the arrival from Philadelphia,

Pa., of Joseph L. Johnson, who has assumed the duties of assistant secre-

tary to O. T. Swan. Mr. Johnson has spent the greatest part of his time,

since completing his preliminary education, in the lumbering industry.

having been six years in South Carolina with the Three State Lumber
Company and with the Saltkeatchle Lumber Company of Madison and
Scofield respectively.

William Lodge
A stroke of apoplexy following an attack of acute indigestion proved

fatal to William Lodge, sixty-eight years old, pioneer machine and wood-
working tool manufacturer, at his home, 40.33 Rose Hill avenue, Avon-
dale, suburb of Cincinnati.

Mr. Lodge awoke at 4 o'clock and passed nearly two hours reading.
Shortly before 6 o'clock he went to a bath room and just was entering
when he was stricken, and died before members of his family could
reach him. His sudden end was a great shock to the business com-
munity, in which he for more than forty years had be(m a leading figure,

being head of the Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company. Mr. Lodge
was born in Leeds, England, May 12, 184S, where be served his ap-
prenticeship as an expert mechanic, coming to the United States in 1869.
He lived three years at Philadelphia and became a resident of Cincinnati
in 1872. lie was made foreman of Steptoe, McFarland, Nottingham &
Co.'s machine tool works, the pioneer concern of its kind west of the
.Vlleghanies.

The Late Clinton C Crane.
Ohio.

Cincinnati. W. H. 'Weller, Cincinnati, C>., Who Has
Recently Engaged in the Hardwood

Business.

J. L. Johnson, O.shkosh, Assistant Secretary
of Hemlock and Hardwood Association.
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In ISSO Mr. Lodge entered a partnership to manufacture machine

tools with William Balier, the firm being Lodge, Baker & Co.

The present great concern. Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company,
was formed in 1S92. A specialty of Mr. Lodge was the making of lathes

;

he constantly was improving their Quality.

Gadd-Uhl
Frank R. Gadd, assistant to the president of the Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association of the United States, was married in St. Louis on
April 21 to Miss Pauline Gannon Chi, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Silas W.
Uhl of Dixon, 111., the ceremony taking place at the residence of Mrs.

S. W. Uhl, on McPhei-son avenue. After the ceremony, the couple left

for French Lick Springs, Ind., where they spent their honeymoon of a

week. They then went to Washington, New York and other eastern cities

and after May 15 will be at home at the Altamont hotel, Ft. Thomas,
Ky., a Cincinnati suburb.

Big Company Perfects Organization
The Pritchard & Wheeler Lumber Company, Memphis, which recently

applied for a "charter, has received this instrument and perfected organi-

zation by the election of the following officers : President, William

Pritchard ; vice-president, C. L. Wheeler ; secretary-treasurer, Paul Rush ;

general manager, Charles G. Kadel. Directors chosen, in addition to the

foregoing, are ; Mack Pearce, C. P. Bodine, M. S. McGehee and J. M.
Clements. The company is capitalized ;it $300,000, all paid in, and owns
27,000 acres of hardwood timberlands in Louisiana, 15,000 near Wisner

and the remainder near Lake Bruin. It is now Installing a mill at the

former point and when this is completed it will establish another at the

latter. Both mills will have a daily capacity of 75,000 feet and will be

equipped with re-saws. Mr. Kadel l^ft Memphis May 1 to superintend

the construction of the mill at Wisner. Headquarters of the company
will be in Memphis, but Mr. Kadel will make his home at Wisner.

Messrs. Pritchard and Wheeler are the owners of J. W. Wheeler & Co.,

Memphis and Madison, Ark., while Messrs. Kadel and Rush are the princi-

pal stockholders in the Riel-Kadel Lumber Company. The latter gentle-

men, however, have sold their interest in that concern and will surrender

the management thereof on June 1.

Big Operators Making Life Easier for Employes
Lumber interests in Memphis territory are using various methods of

increasing the pay of their employes, including the buying of seed and
the setting apart of plots of ground for the raising of gardens and food-

stuff crops. Some are actually . paying higher wages. Included in the

latter number are Geo. C. Brown & Co., who have granted an increase

of 10 per cent in wages to all their employes, and J. W. Wheeler & Co.,

who pay their employes a bonus on the tenth of each month equivalent

to 10 per cent of their wages for the preceding thirty days.

Lumber interests recognize the tremendous increase in the cost of living

and the higher wages now being paid are directly in recognition of this

condition.

The Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company and the Chicago Mill & Lumber
Company, both of which have branch offices in Memphis, have announced

that they will pay to all their employes who have already voluntarily

enlisted, or who may voluntarily enlist, full salaries for the period of the

war. This has been done to enable those having families dependent on

them to enlist if they feel so disposed. The proposal has greatly stimu-

lated enlistment of employes of the companies in both the army and the

navy.

Large New Mill in Virginia

The Holston River Lumber Company has completed a large double band

mill and a large number of houses for its employes at Clinchburg, Va., on

the Saltville branch of the Norfolk & Western Railway. It is said to be the

largest lumber operation in that part of the country. It will draw upon

the Clinch Mountain tract of timber purchased last year from the Parsons

Pulp Lumber Company. The logs will be hauled over a standard gauge

railroad which is now being constructed. Timber cutting on the tract has

already commenced.

A Correction
In the April 25th issue of Hardwood Record, the Dickelman Lumber

Company, Tiffin, O., was reported as having taken over the business of the

East Side Lumber Company there. This was incorrect, as the East Side

Lumber Company is still operating its retail yard there under that name,

but is incorporated under the name of The Washingtpn Lumber Company
of Washington C. H., O., with A. W. Johnson as president and treasurer ;

C. C. Sheppard, vice-president, and J. E. Sheppard, secretary and manager.^

These also are the officers of the Washington Lumber Company, who re-

cently took over the business of the Dickelman Lumber Company.

Reorganized Machinery Company
The William E. Hill Company of Kalamazoo, Mich., for a long time in

the sawmill machinery business, sends the following letter announcing the

reorganization of this company with new interests and new capital

:

The Wm. E. Hill Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan, the well-known sawmill
machinery builders, announce that new capital and new blood have been
brought into its organization, with the result that it is again prepared
to actively push the manufacture and sale of the favorably regarded
"Hill Line."
The new owners are Kalamazoo people, who have a sense of local pride

in the old Hill house, and who believe that in supplying the necessary
funds and injecting a new spirit in both the manufacturing and business
ends the "Hill Line" will very shortly be as well known and as broadly

demanded by the young mill man. who has just stepped into the saw mill,
as was the case with his predecessors.

Not only will the old tried and true desigus be employed (all old pat-
terns, tools, jigs, etc.. are available), but new construction and improve-
ments of merit will, so far as tests prove them practical and valuable to
the trade, be adopted.
The Hill company will be very glad to hear from any saw mill machinery

user as to his old or prospective Hill equipment, and in re-introducing
Itself to the trade does so in the belief that it will be of even greater service
to you in the future than it was in the past.

This Man Wants to Buy Cottonwood, Basswood, Maple, Oak
and Hickory ^

H.ARDWOOD Record has received the following letter from a subscriber

in Canada, dated May 4 :

Kindly put me in touch with manufacturers of Cottonwood and bass-

wood which will go into the manufacture of wagon boxes. I also require

prices on maple, oak and hickory to be used in connection with building
farm wagons.

Wisconsin Hardwood Men in Big Western Deal
Prominent manufacturers of Wisconsin and upper Michigan are inter-

ested in one of the biggest of recent western lumbering purchases. It was
announced recently that the property of the Wind River Lumber Company
at Cascade Locks, Ore., near Portland, was sold to men interested In the
Bridal Veil Lumber Company, which also operates on the Columbia river.

The transfer involved about $1,500,000. The output of 100,000,000 feet

annually will be handled through the Douglas Fir Lumber Company as sell-

ing agent.

E. B. Hazen, secretary of the Bridal Veil Lumber Company, and C. G.

Briggs of Portland acted for the purchasers in closing the sale.

The company has 1.000,000.000 feet of standing timber on the Washing-
ton side of the Columbia river.

Dr. I. E. Earle of Hermansville, Mich., will be president of the new
company, which will operate under the same name as before. C. G. Briggs
of Portland will be vice-president ; E. B. Hazen, secretary and treasurer.

The other Interests involved are I. N. Bushong of Gladstone, l\lich. ; I. N.

Moore, Fond du Uic, Wis. ; C. A. Mauk of Toledo ; H. H. Holland, Portland,
Ore., and H. A. Rnpp. Saginaw, Mich.

Pertinent Information
J

Big Ship Building Developments in Baltimore
.\t least two new projects involving the construction of wooden vessels

in accordance with the government program of constructing vessels faster

than the German submarines can sink them have taken tangible form as far

as Baltimore is concerned, while a third is talked of, though it has not so

far assumed definite shape and Is still in a very tentative stage. One of

these projects is represented in the formation of a .?1,000.000 corporation

to be known as the Maryland Shipbuilding Company, by J. E. Aldred, chair-

man of the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power Company, of Balti-

more, and associates. All the preliminary work of assembling material and
labor is said to have been completed, and it is expected that the plant

will be In active operation within sis months. It is estimated that one

vessel a month will be turned out, and the intention is to make the industry

a permanent one, to continue even after the necessities of the war have
been met. The initial plans call for a plant that will give employment to

about 2,000 men, but the statements so far made give little or no informa-

tion about the site. The incorporators besides Mr. .\ldred are John K.

Bland and M. Ernest Jenkins, with Charles E. F. Clarke of the Pennsyl-

vania Water and Power Company as president ; Thomas Benson, former
chief engineer of the floating equipment of the Baltimore, Chesapeake &
.\tlantic Railways, as vice-president ; C. E. C. Pusey, as secretary and treas-

urer, and Messrs. Aldred, Clarke, B. Howell Griswold, Jr., Jenkins, John
M. Dennis, Thomas M. Benson and M'r. Bland as directors.

.\nother similar enterprise is that to be established on the Middle Branch
of the Patapsco, near Fort McHenry, by the Baltimore Shipbuilding and
Dry Docks Company, which has been for years conducting a yard for the

construction of steel vessels at Locust Point. The new plant will build

wooden ships only. A third enterprise is being promoted by Bernard N.

Baker, who was head of the .\tlantic Transport Line prior to its absorption

by the International Mercantile Marine. This project is said to involve the

organization of a $50,000,000 company to construct steel vessels and to

establish a steel works just across the river from Sparrows Point. In the

fourth place, the Bethlehem Steel Company, owned by Charles M. Schwab
and interests connected with him, plans a large extension of its shipbuild-

ing facilities at Sparrows Point. If all these undertakings are realized.

Baltimore will become one of the most important shipbuilding centers in

the United States, using large quantities of hardwood and other lumber,

Baltimore Exports Lag
There is no change in the export situation, as Indicated by the statement

of shipments from this port for March, which was delayed by the prepara-

tions for war and did not make its appearance until perhaps ten days after

the usual time. The statement shows that while the forwardings of walnut

logs Increased, as compared with the same month of last year, practically

every other item, with the notable exceptions of spruce and poplar, declined

as far as the volume of business done is concerned, some of the classifica-

tions, which formerly cut an Important figure in the trade, being wholly
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ONE REASON WHY 1111. i,.VI l.UuAIiS HAVli; NOT BEEN
PROFUSE WITH DIVIDENDS OF LATE YEARS. SEE THE

SAME EVIDENCE YOURSELF ON ANY STEEL CAR.

insignifleant. This applies especially to oalc boards, of wliich not more

than 31,000 teet was forwarded, against 1,356,000 feet in February, 1916.

There were no shipments of gum, but the exports of poplar increased from
• 52,000 to 237,000 feet, while spruce advanced from 261,000 to 935,000

feet. On the whole, however, the showing is very unsatisfactory and fur-

nishes further evidence of the determination of the foreign buyers to re-

strict their wants to the lowest possible proportions, so that the actual

shipments must be regarded as reflecting absolute and unavoidable require-

ments. The increase in the exports of spruce, naturally, are being called

for by the construction of aeroplanes, which is a business greatly stimu-

lated by the war. Everything else lags, and the outlook presents a decidedly

discouraging aspect. The statement of shipments for March, as compared

with the same month of 1916, shows a total value of lumber and lumber

products of $126,991 for March, 1917, and .$155,498 for March, 1916.

The advance in the ocean freight rates to about $3 per 100 pounds from

Baltimore. Norfolk and Newport News to Liverpool, with other shipments

at about the same 'atio, it is feared, will still further tend to narrow ship-

ments, this rate being virtually prohibitive, since it amounts to approxi-

mately $180 on 1,000 feet of wagon oak plank, formerly one of the princi-

pal items of export. The apprehension is entertained that the foreign buy-

ers will use substitutes, yellow pine, in fact, having already been employed

for ties and wagon sills and similar purposes, and, in the opinion of the

British consumers, :iaving proved satisfactory. If this opinion should be

supported by the test of time it might mean that the handlers of oak would

never get back their business in wagon oak plank, even after the war,

which would deprive oak of a market that has proved very receptive in the

past and has taken care of large quantities of lumber.

"Back to Wooden Cars" the Popular Slogan These Days

The accompanying illustrations give visible evidence why the practical

railroad officials as well as many other people are realizing that the all-

steel freight car is not what it was claimed to be. In fact, in many of its

features it is a decided failure. Railroad officialdom was loath to take up
with the steel car, but was compelled to do so by pressure of public opinion

based on misinformation, and undoubtedly to a degree also by the fact

that the railroads are so closely linked with the big steel producing in-

terests.

Any proofs of claims of superiority for the steel car over the wooden car

(concrete and specific proofs have never been evident) have always been

glitteringly general in their character and have consisted mainly of calling

attention here and there to wrecks where steel cars held together when
dumped down an embankment or after tbcy had come into more or less

forceful contact with one another. But the wear and tear of ordinary usage
is not spectacular enough and it remained for time to furnish the neces-

sary proof of baselessness of most of the claims advanced by steel car

advocates.

The photographs need no startling argument. They illustrate the in-

evitable terrific wastage of material and the loss of time and etficiency

due to inefficient equipment that accompanies the natural deterioration of

metal in contact with many of the materials that are loaded into freight

cars. They show what steel does when presented to a combination of the
elements and of the faaturally rigorous wear accompanying freight travel.

They show that when a steel car is gone it cannot be taken to the shops
and repaired quickly by the sulistitution here and there of a good piece of
sound wood fcir a piece that has been broken. They show that the rail-

roads are transporting immense quantities of unproductive weight because
the double bottom steel car accumulates refuse and holds, when even
slightly damaged; considerable quantities of the bulk materials transported.
This in the aggregate constitutes a tremendous freight lull which is never
paid, .'ind all this definite proof on top of the unalterable statistics show-
ing tremendous increase in cOst of manufacturing steel cars and the im-
mensely excessive cost over the figures involved in the making of wooden
cars, and then also taking into account the excessive wear on tracks and
excessive call on motive power due to greatly increased weight, point the
way to reforms by railroad officials, many of whom have already gone on
record in unqualified terms endorsing the use of properly constructed
wooden freight cars in place of the provenly defective steel cars that have
l)een in use.

The following is the summarized declaration of William Queenan, as-
sistant superintendent of the Burlington railway shops, which was made
before the Western Railway club in Chicago recently :

That the initial cost of the composite gondola with the present price of
steel should be less than the all steel gondola.

That the composite type of car tosts less to maintain than the steel
goniiola.

That sides of the composite car do not bulge as do those of the steel
car.

That records show while the composite car costs more to repaint than
the steel car, they do not require painting as frequently.
That a large portion of the repairs to composite cars can be taken care

of at other than steel car shops.
That certain properties in coal cause corrosion to steel and that wood- is

not alTected by these.

Made Up for It.

Fay
: The Widow Dashaway's husband didn't leave her much when h»

died, did he?

Kay : No
; but he left her very often when he was alive.

—

PMladelphtm
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Canadian Lumber Industry
A recent trade report concerning the Canadian lumber situation says

that the industry was carried on at a considerable disadvantage in 1916.
The labor shortage was severely felt, for it was not only difficult to

secure woodsmen, but the efficiency of those secured was far below the
standards of former years. On account of higher wages and the advanced
cost of supplies, logs will probably cost double what they did in 1915, but
perhaps only about 50 per cent more than the normal cost in the years
immediately preceding the war. The effect of this increased cost will not

be fully felt, however, until late in 1917 or in 1918.

Spruce for Aeroplanes
Western railroads are maliing every effort to rush the transportation of

large quantities of Oregon spruce lumber to the Curtis aeroplane factory

at Buffalo, N. T. This action has been taken as the result of a request

from the chief of the Aviation Corps of the United States Army. Oregon
spruce has been in heavy demand for the last two years by the Entente
Allies and large quantities have been exported to Europe for the frames
of flying machines. The movement of spruce by the railroads has been put
ahead of almost all other classes of freight.

The Government Economizes on Paper
The government is urging that the people practice economy in all mat-

ters, and it is setting an example in the matter of paper. The daily com-
merce reports are now printed on paper not up to the standard maintained

by the ordinary newspaper. These reports were formerly printed on paper
good enough for writing purposes. Economy is a good thing, but too much
economy may be worse than a little waste.

Statistics on Camp Food
The recent bulletin of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manurac-

turers' Association contains a letter from a large manufacturer giving

statistics on the number of potatoes used in feeding northern camp men.

The letter follows

:

O. T. Swan, Sec'y, Oshkosh, Wis.
Dear Sir : Tli'is statement of potatoes used in different camps last winter

may be of sufficient interest to be published in the Bulletin ;

Potatoes Used in CAiirs September 1, 1916, to April 1, 1917
Number

of
Potatoes , Weight Number pounds

in Potatoes per day of per
Days bushels weight per man meals meals

McCausIin Brook ;
Farm Camp 2,309 54 3,240 1.40 7,273 .445

Camp No. 1 S34 21% 1,290 1.54 3,081 .418
Camp No. 2-L 11,779 265 15,900 1.35 40,133 .396
Camp No. 3 18,358 425 25,500 1.39 59,251 .430
Camp No. 4 9,859 228 13,680 1.39 30,519 .448
Camp No. 2 'B 1,014 23 1,380 1.36 3.266 .422
Camp N(ji. 6 'B 9,657 264V2 15,870 1.64 30,673 .517

53,810 1,281 76,860 1.42S 174,196 .441
The number of days is arrived at by taking the actual number of days

worked and adding one-sixth for Sundays. The numljer of meals, if cor-
rectly kept, is more accurate, as it includes meals eaten by men who were
transients or visitors or jumpers who were not on the time roll. A recent
article in the Sentinel states that the consumption of potatoes in Germany
before the war was three pounds per day for each man. woman and child,
which would seem to be excessive. As far as possible during the last winter
we did not permit the cooks to peel potatoes, and they used the smaller
potatoes, which have heretofore undoubtedly been thrown out to the hogs,
so that they used a much smaller amount of potatoes than usual.

Yours truly,
Holt Lumber Co.,

WAH/LK W. A. Holt, Vice-President.

Estimating Building Costs
More attention is paid now to finding exact costs than ever before, be-

cause high prices make it necessary that this matter receive prompt and
careful attention. For that reason a small book just published by the David
Williams Company, 239 West Thirty-ninth street. New York, is particu-

larly to the point. Its title is "Estimating Building Costs," and its author
is William Arthur, who is widely known to readers of technical books that

deal with estimating building material. The volume contains only 200
pages, but it is more replete with concise, up-to-date information of use to

builders than many a book of much larger size. Publications by the same
company cover various parts of the building trade, and their extensive use

has made them of great value to the country.

Referendum on War Taxes

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States is sending a referendum

to the business men of the country, asking a vote on a plan to raise $1,600,-

000,000 a year in war taxes. Under the plan, the tax may be levied under

eight heads, listed below :

1.—Approximately .i;400,000.000 of the amount raised by taxation in
the first year should be obtained as a war measure, from increased indi-

vidual income taxes, through such increased super-taxes and decreased
exemptions as the committee recommends.

2.—-Approximately $200,000,000 of the amount raised in the first year
should be obtained by additions to the present excess profits tax, with
amendments to the law which tbe committee recommends.

3.—The first-class postage rate, as a war measure, .should be increased
by 50 per cent to yield approximately $100,000,000 in the first year.

4.—Stamp taxes should be imposed to yield approximately $2o0,000,000
in the first year.

5.—Customs duties should be imposed on articles to yield about $100,-
000,000 the first year.

6.—Excise taxes should be imposed upon a list of articles of luxury and
general use which would yield about $500,000,000 the first year.

1^-—Retroactive taxes should not be imposed upon incomes or profits.
8.—The amount of exemption trom the capital stock rax should be de-

creased from $99,999 to $24,999.

Russian Lumber for New York
Plans are being laid by a large Russian company to ship lumber to

New York and other eastern territory. .\ preliminary step in this plan
will be the establishment of a ship line from Siberia to New York. The
Siberian terminus of the proposed line will be on the coast of the Kara
Sea, which body of water is enclosed between the island of Nova Zembla
and tbe mainland of northern .\sia, just east of tbe line separating
Russia from Siberia. The ships will pass north of Norway and cross

the -Atlantic to New York. Large bodies of timber lie contiguous to the

Kara Sea coast, and large rivers flow into the Arctic Ocean in that vicinity,

affording means of rafting timber from the interior of Siberia. Large
sawmills are in operation in that region, and it is not improbable that

an outlet for some of thrt timber may be sought in .\merica after the war.

It is not likely that any shipping will be undertaken before the close of

hostilities.

Box Business Brisk
Reports from the Pacific coast say that the orders for box shooks have

assured the mills excellent business for months to come. The salmon pack

alone is expected to take 10,000,000 cases, while one-fourth as many more
will be required for the Hawaiian pineapple pack. The call from fruit and
vegetable packers on the Pacific slope will be very large. But tbe box-

makers say that large orders are on file for boxes to supply the Middle

West, and orders of considerable magnitude are booked from the Atlantic

states. In the face of this large prospective business, the Pacific coast

mills are short of box lumber, particularly dry pine.

Hardwood ISleivs ISlotes

< MISCELLANEOUS >•

The Liverpool Hardwood Company of Liverpool, England, wholesale deal-

ers and exporters of lumber and mahogany, has opened up a branch office

in the Hudson Terminal biiUding, New York City, for the purpose of trans-

acting a domestic and export business. Maurice J. Saperstone is in

charge.

The Weis Manufacturing Company, Monroe, Mich., is building an addi-

tional structure, to be used as a wood turning shop, with double the

capacity of the wood working department. The addition will be 90x140

feet, and three stories high, with basement. It will be completed about

September 1. The increased demand for the concern's hardwood desks

and office equipment made the addition imperative. About 100 more men
are to be employed.

The capital stock of the Toledo Bending Company, which was recently

purchased by tbe Milburn Wagon Works, Toledo, O., has been reduced

from $45,000 to $30,000.

Tbe Grant Trust & Savings Bank Company has been appointed receiver

for the Marion Bench & Cabinet Company, Marion, Ind.

A petition has been filed for receiver to foreclose mortgage against tbe

Hastings Casket Manufacturing Company, Hastings, Minn.

Tbe George Rost & Sons Woodworking Company, Newport, Ky., has suf-

fered a loss by fire.

The Detroit Mill & Lumber Company recently began business at 416

Maybury Grand avenue, Detroit, Mich.

The capital stock of tbe Western WTieelbarrow Manufacturing Com-
pany, South Fort Smith, Ark., has been increased to $150,000.

Charles Oliver, F. H. Lewis and W. C. Stafiton have been appointed

trustees to liquidate the business of the Osgood, Blodgett Manufacturing

Company, St. Paul, Minn.

The Glascock Brothers Manufacturing Company, Muncie, Ind., has been

succeeded by the Valentine Glascock Company.
Mosier-Weny, Allegan, Mich., are manufacturers of phonograph cases.

The American Parlor Frame Company, Sheboygan, Wis., will erect a

one-story brick addition to its plant.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed by the Northern

Hardwood Lumber Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Fred Joyce, secretary of the William G. Barker Company, Boston, Mass.,

died recently.

J. S. Otis and W. W. Carre have been appointed receivers for the W. W.
Carre Company, Ltd., New Orleans, La.

At Newark, N. J., the Planing Mill Company has been incorporated

with $50,000 capital.

The Atlanta Wood & Iron Novelty Company, Atlanta, Ga., is reported

bankrupt.

A loss by fire has been sustained by the Anderson Handle & Lumber
Company, Alba, Mich.

Leo. F. Hale, Gladys M. Hale. Oscar L. Palmer and Jesse H. Gleason of

Grand Rapids, Mich., have organized the Furniture City 'Casket Company,

that city, its capital being $5,000.

The United Homes Company has recently begun the manufacture of

ready-cut house bills at Detroit, Mich.

.\mong recent incorporations are : The F. S. Williams Manufacturing
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Company, Bridgewater, Mass., capital .fir).000 ; the Danlelson Manufactur-

ing Company, capitalized at ,f25,000, at Independence, Mo., to manufac-

ture farm implements ; tbe S. S. Ricard Company, Toledo, O., with a capi-

talization of .f200.000 succeeding S. S. Ricard & Co. ; the Hart Lumber &
Manufacturing Company, Martinsville, Va.. $25,000 capital, and the Farm-
ville Manufacturing Company, Farmville, Va., incorporated at .$50,000

imder same name.
The capital stock of the Kellogg Brothers Lumber Company, Grand

Rapids, Wis., has been increased to $120,000.

At Gulfport. Miss., the Gulfport Shipbuilding Company has been incor-

porated.

The style of the Pelican Cooperage & Lumber Company, Mound. La., has

been changed to tbe Pelican Lumber Company.

-< CHICAGO >•

The Old Colony Chair Company. Roekford, III., has increased its capital

from $1.5,000 to $100,000.

The H. P. Nelson & Son Piano Company, Chicago, lias filed an involuntary

petition in banliruptcy.

G. Von Platen, witli office and interests at Grand Rapids, ilich., and
mills at Iron Mountain, Mich., spent a busy day in Chicago last week on

business.

The e.\eciitive committc<' of the National Hardwood Lumber Association

was in session at Chicago on May 3. The members of the committee wlio

met with Secretary Fish at the association headquarters were: F. R. Bab-

cock, C. H. Barnaby, T. M. Brown and Theodore Fathauer.

Among prominent lumbermen who have gone to Washington to confer

witli government officials as members of the lumber and for.est products

commission of the National defense arc : C. H, Worcester of the C. H.

Worcester Company, Chicago ; W. E. DeLaney, president of the Kentucky
Lumber Company, Lexington, Ky., and W. M. Ritter of the W. M. Rittcr

Lumber Company, Columbus. O. Other members of the committee arc :

W. IT. Sullivan, Bogalusa. La.; R. II. Downman, New Orleans; Henry
Graves, chief forester, Washington ; Charles S. Keith. Kansas City : E. T.

Allen, Portland, Ore. ; J. T. Ciregory, Tacoma, Wash. ; W. R. Brown. Berlin
;

N. H. and George S. Long, Tacoma, Wash.
H. W. Baker, Jr., of the Baker-JIatthews Lumber Company, SiUeston.

Mo., spent most of last week in Chicago in conference with tbe nortliern

representative, J. H. Staanard. who has offices in the Fisher l)uilding.

J. A. Faust, vice-president of the Faust Brothers Lumber Company.
Vicksburg, Miss., who handles tbe northern end of that firm's business, has
gone south for a mouth's trip. Jlrs. Faust accompanies him to New Or-
leans and other large southern cities.

H.\RDWO0D Record is in receipt of a letter from the Boner-Mills Company,
formerly of Ashevllle, N. C, stating that its office has been moved from
that point to Sumter, S. C, where its mill is manufacturing poplar ex-

clusively. The move was made liecause with the office closi-r to the mill

the company will be in better position to give quick and efficient service.

P.. W. Lord of the Chicago Veneer Compan.v, Chicago and Danville, Ky.,
said that his company has 7,000,000 I'ect of gum logs at its plant in

Brinkley, Ark., which would probably go into veneers this year, and i;j.-

000,000 feet of timber will be cut into veneer at Mr. Lord's plants. They
are well supplied with orders of all kinds and are pleased with pros-
pects.

Hardwood Rkcord desires to correct a statement made in its last issue
relative to the Sterling Lumber and Supply Company of Lima. O. That
issue contained an announcement of the purchase by the Slagle Lumber
Company of Lima of tlie Lima and Tiffin yards from the Sterling company.
Init stated that the headquarters of the Slagle cbmpany are at Newark, O.
This is incorrect.

W. R. Edwards. B. K. Edwards and C. II. Bradford have incorporated
the O. G. Leach Hardwood Lumber Company, city, with a capital stock of
$100,000.

The Enterprise Lumber and .Mill Work Comiiany with a capitalization
of $20,000 has been incorporated here by Bessie G. Knox, Duncan G. Dcwar,
Ethel Dewar aud George T. Knox.

< BUFFALO >
April is the first montli so far this year to show an increase in the cost

of building permits in Buffalo. The total cost for the month is $939,000,
as compared with .f80:i,000 in that month last year, a gain of about seven-
teen per cent. The total costs for the first four months of 1917 were
$2,317,000, as compared with $2,890,000 in that period last year. This is a
decline of twenty per cent. Whether the decline will be made up later is a
matter of doubt, though business so far this month has been on a fairly
liberal scale. Interviews with a number of retail lumbermen show that
the disposition to build' houses is not .so great as it sometimes is. The
wcatlii'r may have something to do with this, for very few warm days have
thus far been enjoyed.

Taylor & Crate have this montli removed tlieir main office from the Pru-
dential building, where they have been for a dozen years or more, and are
now located at the new yard at Elmwood and llertel avenui's. They are
not yet settled in 'their new office, but are using temporary quarters for a
couple of weeks. They were about the last of the downtown wholesalers
whose main (iffice was away from the yard.

Fred M. Sullivan has been spending some days on a fishing and business

trip in Michigan, looking after stocks of lumber at the mills. T. Sullivan &
Co. will have one of the earliest cargoes to arrive here this season.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company reports that the furniture

demand has fallen off to some extent lately due partly to the tendency of

housekeepers to put their money into food in anticipation of higher prices.

.Much stocking of high-priced foodstuffs is being done here and in other

cities.

R. D. McLean has returned from a business trip to Michigan and Indiana.

He reports that mahogany prices are very strong and a further advance

of from $.50 to $60 is predicted by some people unless a larger amount of

tonnage is furnished to bring lumber from abroad.

The A. J. Chestnut Lumber Company is returning to New England terri-

tory for lumber and lately bought a large block of high-grade birch in New
Hampshire, which is good stock at any tiiiic.

:< PITTSBURGH >-.

II. L. llehnan of Warren, 0., one of the biggest buyers and shippers of

ship timber in tbe I'nited States, recently underwent a very serious opera-

tion at a Boston hospital and is now improving rapidly. Mr. Helman has

bought proliably two-thirds of all the big oak that was sold on the Western

Reserve in the last twenty-five years.

The Frampton-Foster Lumber Company, which is confining its business

this year chiefly to oak and hardwoods, had the largest shipments in April

of any month in its history. Mr. Frampton believes that prices on hard-

woods are going to increase steadily during the war and that good bill oak

will hit the $50 mark within the next two years.

Tbe Bradley Lumber Company made a record-breaking month in April

in its lumber shipments, due to the fact that a large number of ears which
bad been embargoed were released. Mr. Bradley says tliat it is almost a

problem to know what to ask for good lumber now. Me recently made a

trip among the West Virginia mills and found that mills considerably

removed from lumber centers there had fairly good stocks to sell.

The Garling & Splane Lumber Company is now being inC(>rporated under

Pennsylvania laws by .Tohn T. Garling and G. R. Splane, (J. L. .lahn, A. N.

Stanim and E. B. Shew. The company has been a leading wholesaler here

for several years operating under the same name.

The Kendall Lumber Company will shortly have its new hardwood opera-

tion at Cheat Haven, Pa., fully under way. Its officials report an excellent

ilemand for hardwood from the mines and also from corporations and the

railroads.

The Acorn Lumber Company sees nothing but high prices lor lumber this

summer and in fact all the year. Stocks at the mills are badly broken and
the man who can pick up good lumber anywhere is pretty sure to find a

desirable market for it within a short time, according to H. F. Itomhofif.

The Central Pennsylvania Lumber Company lias bought all the lumber
properties of State Senator Charles W. Stone for about $1.000,000. The
properties are located in L.\i-oming and Siilli\an ntuiilirs, I';i.

^< BALTIMORE >•-

CharU'S M. Buohnyan. a yuuiig liarilwuiHl man. with dfflcos in tlio Equitable
liuilding, is expecting every day that liattcry A, Light Artillery, which was
organized last year and of whioli ho is a member, will Ix- called into active

service. In that case he will close his otiicos. and the hardwood business

which he has been looking after here for William Wliilnicr & Sous will

have to bo taken care ol' in some other way. It is thought (he business

will in such an event be managed bj- the rhiladelpliia office of the company,
as A. Ilarvey McCay. who previously had charf^c of this md of the trade, is

in poor health .-md has had to seek t r*';il mcni at tln' .Inhns Hopkins
hospital.

A report has been received here froih Winchester, Va., to the effect that

the big mill of the Deerfield Lumber Company eight miles south of Staun-
ton, Va., was blown up on April 2."! by a bomb placed near the engine room.
Alien enemies are suspected, as the company has been at work on a large

tioveniment contract. Two c<pmpanips of state militia were sent to the

plant.

l)aniel MacLe-a. of the Daniel MacLea Lumber Compnny, a hirge dealer
in hardwoods here, was in New York tins week conferring with railroad

iifficials and getting in touch with others in a position to afford some
relief for the breakdown in transportation. Mr. MacLm says that he is

exiieriencing more trouble than at any previous time in liis business career
with regard to the shipment or the receipt of stocks, Uis company has
numerous orders on its books, but finds itself so l)adly hampered in sending
lumber forward that the actual movement amounts to only a small pro-

portion of the volume that couUl bo handled with perfect niilroad facilities.

=-< COLUMBUS >=
The high price of building materials is stopping some forms of building

but on the whole the effect is not so marked as one might suppose under
tbe circumstances. The high price of steel has stopjied some business
liiocks and the high price of bricks anil lumber has stopped some specula-

tive building. But on tbe whole dwellings and apartments are going right

along and tbe total result will be quite satisfactory. No strikes of couse
quence have distui-bed building in Columlnis. but both Cinciunati and
Cleveland have suft.n-ed from labor troubles. The records of the Columbus
building department shows that many new projects are being carried out.
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Architects and contractors are still husy figuring on plans and specifica-

tions for new Iniildings.

The Salem Sash and Door Company, Salem, O.. has been incorporated
with a capital of $35,000 to manufacture doors and sashes. The Incor-

porators are A. H, Wilhelm, John Stratton, C. F. Smith, W. W. Arnold and
Lewis P. Metzger.

The T. G. Parsons Lumber Company of Kent. O., is successor to T. G.

Parsons. The company has been iucorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000.

The Baer Lumber Company, which operates a plant at Dover, O., has
been taken over by the Garber & Moersch Lun ber Company.

R. W. HortOD of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good de-

mand for hardwoods, which is about equally divided between factories and
the retail trade. Prices are strong and all recent advances have been well

maintained. Mr. Horton looks for higher quotations c'uring the summer
months.

H. D. Brasher, bead of the H. D. Brasher Lumber Company, has returned
from an e.Ntended business trip through the lumber producing sections of

the South.

.1. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company says trade in West Virginia

hardwoods is excellent and prices show a tendency to advance.
According to the report of the Columbus building inspector lor April.

1917, there has been quite a falling off in the vjiluation of permits Issued

as compared with April of the previous year. The department issued

324 permits having a valuation of $532,000 during April, 1917. as com-
pared with 393 permits and a valution of $1,166,840 In April, 1916.

For the first four months of the year the department issued 793 permits
having a valuation of $1,463,910, as compared with 1,025 permits and
a valuation of $2,o73,415 for the corresponding period in 1916. The
reasons assigned for the decrease is the high price of steel and other

materials. Quite a few large business blocks that were projected have
been postponed. Construction of dwellings and apartments has been

about as active as last year.

=< CLEVELAND >-=

The locliout which has existed iu the buildiug trades during the past six

weeks was ended about a weeli ago and building operations are gradually

assuming normal conditions. All of the unions involved have signed arti-

cles of agreement with the exception of two small unions. Material men
hope that this promises peace in the buildiug trades for the balance of the

year.

May 3 a strike was called by the teamsters' union, which has been

anxious to unionize the lumber yards as well as the yards of the building

supply dealers. They have not been successful in previous efforts. Lum-
ber dealers still stand for the open shop as they did a year ago when con-

fronted by the same situation.

As an outgrowth of the recent lockout an investigation has been com-
menced of charges that building material dealers conspired with the em-
ployers' association to prevent supplies reaching non-members, in violation

of the anti-trust law. The no-delivery policy of supply men was a feature

of the recent lockout.

The world war situation is undoubtedly restricting building operations

and holding back building plans. The natural conservation incidental to

war coupled with high prices of material and labor will result in less build-

ing. Lumber dealers are hoping that wholesale prices have about reached
their maximum. If they go much higher many projects for building will be

abandoned.
Ice in the upper lakes has delayed boats, but a number have left for

Georgian bay this week. Their arrival \s expected in another week.

F. T. Peitch of the F. T. Peitch Lumber Company and George Earner of

the Barner-Mead Lumber Company returned this week from a six weeks'

trip to California.

< CINCINNATI >•

Carpenters are granted increased wage terms by a new two-year working
agreement entered into between Cincinnati Contractor Builders' Associa-

tion and Carpenters' District Council of Hamilton county and Kenton and
Campbell counties, Kentucky. Under the new pact the men will receive

an increase of 2y2 cents an hour at the beginning of the second year. A
week's work will consist of 44^ hours. The new agreement will take

effect May 1.

New demurrage rates announced by Ohio railroads were approved by
the Public Utilities Commission. Demurrage of $2 a day will be charged
on each car left unloaded on sidings tor a period of five days after the

expiration of the 4S-hour free time period and $5 will be charged for each
day thereafter. The original rate of $1 for each day after a 48-hour free

time period was replaced several months ago by a temporary rate of $1 for

the first day, $2 for the second, and $3 for the third, and $5 for each day
thereafter, with a 48-hour free time provision. The new rate is satisfac-

tory to shippers, representatives announced after the final hearing this

morning.
All railroads in Kentucky served official notice last week that on and

after July 1 a fifteen per cent increase in freight rates on all commodities
will be put into effect in this state. This notice was filed with the Ken-
tucky Railroad Commission, in special session here today, which met for

the purpose of hearing railroad representatives present their reasons for

the increase.

WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter sawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPUR
We make a specialty of Oak and Hickory Imple-
ment, Wagon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Y our Inquiries sollclte d

ARUNGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK . . KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of % and 13/16'
standard widths

in all

As the commission is without power to prevent the increase, it will go
into effect as stated, though vigorous protest against it was registered by
members of the commission. A formal request for the commission's en-

dorsement of the increase was made by the railroad men, who urged in-

crease of cost of operation as a reason why a raise is necessary.

Articles incorporating the Elk Fork Railway Company were filed last

week. The incorporators are W. S. Whiting, Elizahethtown, Tenn. ; H. M.
Collins, Frankfort. Ky. ; C. W. Moorman and George H. McLeod, Versailles ;

William R. Snyder, William H. Porter and J. F. Caywood, Lexington. The
road is to extend through Morgan and Elliott counties, forty miles from a
timber section, to the Chesapeake & Ohio railway, at a point near Hitch-

ings. The capital stock is $25,000.

Local committees are putting the finishing touches to the program for

the joint meetings of the National Machine Tool Builders' -Association

and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, to take place in Cin-
cinnati, May 21 to 23. The engineers will be in session May 24.

The Builders' and Traders' Exchange has instructed its board of di-

rectors to take a five years' lease on the six upper floors of the store build-

ing. 614 Race street, commencing .luly 1, with the privilege of five addi-

tional years. The organization, with a largely increased membership dur-

ing the year, is now meeting in the Merchants' building.

A chicken dinner at Heidelberg next Thursday evening will be the last

meeting of the Cincinnati Carriage Makers' Club until September. Several

good speakers are on the program.

—< INDIANAPOLIS >
The movement has been revived here to organize the Indianapolis Lum-

bermen's Club, George L. Maas of the Mass-Neymeyer Lumber Company
having been appointed chairman of a committee to form the organization.

Mr. Maas has been active in this work .'or more than a year. The other

members of the committee are Joseph G. Brannum, T. R. Lewis and George
H. Howenstein. The committee as yet has not reported what progress has
been made. The last three named men, with Mr. Brannum acting as chair-

man, are conferring with lumbermen of Louisville, Ky., relative to plans
for holding a Joint picnic some time during the summer at some point in

the southern part of Indiana, probably at Seymour.

Hoo-Hoo of central Indiana held a concatenation at the German House
in Indianapolis on April 27, the only candidate being Frank Smith of the

R. H. Foster Lum'oer Company. The meeting was called by Alexander
Hamilton, vicegerent snark. About forty members attended.

Walter Koehler, a well-known lumberman of Delphi, Ind., intends to

move to Indianapolis in the near future to become associated with the
Marion County Coal and Lumber Company, which has leased the yards of

the Hamilton Lumber Company. The Marion County company was in-
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,arri^'

UMBER AND

ELmira./l.y

KoTember
9th.
1915.

Pfiepcke Leight Lte. Co.,
Chicago,
111.

Gentlemen:

•

Te are uelng your Bed Oun IdBber io the
manufacture of our high class interior
trim and general |>lanii% mill work.

This gum is giTing excellent satisfaction,
teing highly graded, soft texture, good
widths, and long lengths, also dry, straight
tnd flbt.

Respectfully,
Harris, kcUenry ft Baker Co.

Diet.

Of course it is true that

Red Gum
is America's finest cabinet wood—but

Just as a poor cook will spoil the choicest
viands while the experienced chef will turn
them into prized delicacies, so it is true that

The inherently superior qualities

of Red Gum can be brought
out only by proper handling

When you buy this wood, as when you buy a new
machine, you want to feel that you have reason for

believing it will be just as represented.

We claim genuine superiority for our Gum. The
proof that you can have confidence in this claim is

shown by the letter reproduced herewith.

Your interests demand that you remem-
ber this proof of our ability to preserve
the wonderful qualities of the wood
when you again want RED GUM.

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CONWAY BUILDING Ul W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Bond MlUa: Helena and BIythevUle, Ark.; Greenville, Ml£s.

corporated the tirst ot .\pril with .James H. Long of i'hiciigo as prrsidfut.

W. S. Hamilton, secretary of ttic Hamilton Lumber Company, will serve

as manager of the new company.
Simons Brothers' sawmill near Huntington, Ind., was destroyed by fire

of incendiary origin last week, the loss being ,i:.'l,.50n. No insurance was
carried.

The George L. Wiser Specialty Manufacturing Company of Martinsville.

Ind.. has been incorporated with a capitalization of .$:j0.or»o to manufac-
ture playground material, baby carriages ami furniture for children. The
company expects to bu.\- a site for a factory in the near future and to

operate a plant to employ 1.50 men.
The Isgrigg Lumber Company of Indianapolis has changed its name to

the Eaglesfielil-Hill Lumber t'ompauy.

The Long-Knight Lumber Company last week wrote a letter to Mayor
Joseph E. Bell urging him to issue a proclamation requesting the pulilic

to set all clocks forward one hour in order to provide more daylight time
in which the people might till vacant ground in and near the city to

assist the government in increasing the supply of food products.
The George W. I'idler Lumber Company of Dunkirk, Ind., has been

incorporated with a capitalization of .f:!.000. Directors are George W.
Fidler, (i, A. Kidler and Homer D. Fidler.

The Stout Furniture Company of Sali'iii. Ind., has filed notice that it

has dissolved as a corporation.

The Campbellsliurg Furniture Company of Campbellsburg, Ind., has
taken out incorporation papers, the company having an authorized capital
of $25,000. Directors are William Klerner, John Strattan. .T. C. Brown
and John Wilkins.

.John Simpson, St. Paul, Ind.. has sold his lumber yards there to the
Shelby lAimber Company of Shelbyville, Ind. The new owners took pos-
session May 1.

=-< EWAl<iSVlLhE >.=

May 3 a campaign closed here to raise $500,000 to bring a college to this

city. Maley & Wertz gave .f.3,000 to the sum. Other prominent lumber
men and owners of wood consuming plants worked hard for the campaign
and gave liberally to the fund.

J. C. Greer of the .1. C. Greer Lumber Company has returned from a
business trip through the South and reports trade conilitions ouitc promis-
ing.

Merle Stimson, son of Dayton Stimson. a well-known Uuiibcr manufac
turer at Owensboro, Ky., recently Joined the United States Navy in Xew
Jersey. lie is a graduate of (he Culver Academy at Culver, Ind.

The bodj' of (Jeorge Kraemer, ,a well known lumber man who died a few

days ago at .Success. .\rk., was taken to Tell City, Ind., near here, his former

home, for burial. Mr. Kraemer had been in the lumber business for a num-
ber of years and was well known in the Southwest. He is survived by sev-

eral brothers and sisters.

On Tuesday. May 1, the fiftieth annual May dinner was given by the

Blount Plow* Company to their several hundred employes. These annual
dinners bring together the employers and employes on a common level and
the best of feeling always prevails.

Charles Bell, aged thirty-four years, who was manager of the Greer-

Wilkinson Lumber Compan.y at Denver, Ind.. committed suicide at his

home in that city a few days ago by shooting himself in the mouth with a

revolver. He had been in failing health for some time and was despondent.
D. B. MacLaren of the D. B. MacLaren Lumber Conipauy says that while

he looks for the European war to last a long time, he thinks business
conditions in the United States v\'ill remain sound and that trade Is

going right ahead.

Chair and furniture factories are being operated on full time and the

business outlook is encouraging. Some of the factories ar*' several months
behind in their orders and report that the car shortage is handicapping
them to a considerable extent.

-< MEMPHIS >=
The .\llen-Eaton Panel Company has made application ftir a charter here

under the laws of Tennessee. It has a capital stock of 5il25,000 and pro-
poses to erect a plant in Memphis this summer for the manufacture of gum
panels and built-up veneers. C. B. .Mien, formerly manager of the built-up
veneer department of the .^nderson-Tully Company, is to be president and
general manager of the company. Other incorporators are : W. H. Mat-
thews, Joe Lamb, J. W. Eaton and R. H. Stickley. It was announced some
time ago that the Memphis Gum Panel Company was being organized by
Mr. .\llen and his associates, but the application fi>r the charter by these
gentlemen has been made under the name aii'eady given.

The will of the late George D. Burgess has been admitted to proliate. It

bequeaths all of his real and personal property to his widow. Lillian Early
Burgess, with the exception of ?2,500 of life insurance to his sister, Mrs.
F. W. Douglass, of Indianapolis, and a blue enameled watch to his son.
John. Mrs. Burgess is named executrix without bond. No Intimation Is

given of the extent of his estate, though it is known to have been quite
large.

The Moss-DeVoy Lime and Cement Company, the Trl-Statc Builders'

All Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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For Greatest Range of Uses
and

Easiest Handling

Th3 "HOOSIER," the rip saw which makes profitable
dimension manufacture and grade reflnlng at the mill
possible. Hundreds of users already—you will be an-
other If you will let us tell you all about It

—

Will you?

buy the

Hoosier Self Feed Rip Saw. This machine has earned thousands

of dollars for owners in the manufacture of dimension lumber, crating,

etc., because its entirely novel design, resulting in surprising ease of

operation and adaptability, makes possible a profit where a loss is

often expected in this work. The

Hoosier Self-Feed Rip Saw
has a positive and powerful feed which handles the heaviest material

the sawmill takes just as readily as the lightest.

The table, raised and lowered with the crank in front of the ma-
chine, is always level—always securely locked.

The Hoosier rips anything up to 6 inches thick and 17 inches wide.

It feeds 35, 75, 100 or 150 feet a minute.

Manufactured exclusively by

The SINKER-DAVIS COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Supply Compan.v .iDci the John A. Denie Sons Company have consolidatetl

and will In future operate under the name of the Denie Company. L. J.

Moss is president of the consolidated firm, while Clarence DeVoy is secre-

tary-treasurer.

Ralph May. president of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis ; John M.
Pritchard. secretary of the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' .Association, and
F. E. Stonebraker. secretary of the Southern Alluvial Land .Association.

are the three gentlemen who will represent the southern hardwood lumber

industry at the conference of business interests at St. Louis May S-9 to

devise ways and means of rehabilitating transportation on the Mississippi

and its tributaries on a large scale. They are really the delegates named
to represent the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis, but they will represent

also the other organizations with which they are identified. Lumbermen
believe that they are going to be forced in future to make increased use

of the Mississippi and other inland streams for the handling of shipments
of lumber and logs nnd they further believe that no time should be lost in

seeking to work out methods by which proper facilities and adequate service

may be realized. Other business organizations here have named delegates

and the city government will be adequately represented.

=< LOUISVILLE >=
April closed with a gain of seventy-five per cent over any month on the

records of the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company, which operated its dimension
mill from 6 o'clock m the morning until 8 o'clock every night, and its band
mill on a full twenty-four-hour schedule, using several shifts. The com-
pany is very busy getting its new additional band mill set up, and will ,

shortly increase production. The demand for mahogany is far greater than
ever before known, and while the company is getting plenty of logs it is

unable to cut stock fast enough to supply the demand.
O. L. Hays of Bowliug Green. Ky.. a prominent timber man, recently di.-^-

cussed the log situation before a meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club.

He stated that many mills were having trouble in getting logs enough to

operate to capacity on account of the car shortage situation and a num-
ber of other factors. l-iogs are costing a great deal to handle at this time

and prices are high and advancing. In the South the roads have been in

bad shape, and have held up transportation of logs. Just now labor is

very scarce and high, and farmers are too busy planting crops to figure

much in log hauling. Mules are hardly to be had either, and a mule that

two years ago was worth $150 is today worth §250, and going higher. These
conditions have resulted in unsatisfactory production and handling of

southern timber.

Louisville lumbermen in a recent discussion of the effect of the war on the

hardwood industry were of the general opinion that the demand for woods

used in manufacturing luxuries would show a slump, and that building

lumber with the exception of farm buildings would show a slump, but that

the demand for hardwoods for use in government work of one kind or an-

other would be so large that it would take care of other losses. It was also

stated that with, the close of the war the European demand would prob-

ably be so great that consumers would be coming to the mill after lumber,

and that the demand would set the price to such an extent that lumber

would bring any price t-he millman chose to ask.

The great demand for lumber and the shortage of stocks was brought

out in the remarks of a jobber, who stated that out of an average of fifty

inquiries sent out for lumber and quotations, he was receiving an average

of one answer. The market is so strong that more orders are being offered

than the manufacturers can accept or take care of, and at prices that are

very satisfactory. The demand is generally greater than the production at

this time, stock is selling as fast as it can be cut, and a steady increase

in demand and price is looked forward to.

The Spoke Manufacturers' Association, composed of leading spoke manu-
facturers in the South and Central West, held a two-day get-together meet-

ing at the Seelbach hotel. Louisville, on May 2 and 3. About twenty mem-
bers were present to discuss car shortage, troubles in getting stocks of oak

and hickory, and the general business condition. The lumber demand
and the stave and heading demand have caused spoke material to be high,

scarce and hard to obtain. Joseph H. Ashcraft is president and J. E.

Buscher, secretary-treasurer. H. B. Owens of E. C. Atkins & Co. of Indian-

apolis, Ind.. handled the entertainment of the convention.

Reports from Lexington, Ky.. are to the effect that bids will shortly be

asked for about 7.000,000 feet of lumber to be used in constructing 200 box

barracks for a military encampment for Kentucky soldiers. It is under-

stood that plans for the camp have been drawn.

At a meeting of the Kentucky Railroad Commission held at the Seelbach

hotel, Louisville, May 3, the Kentucky railroads asked for the moral en-

dorsement of the commission to increase intrastate rates fifteen per cent in

conformity with the proposed interstate increases, effective July 1, if the

Interstate Commerce Commission upholds the contention of the carriers.

The Kentucky commission hasn't the authoritj- to suspend increases, with

the result that the roads may increase intrastate rates without the moral

endorsement of the commission. The matter has been taken under advise-

ment,

C, M. Sears of the Edward L. Davis Lumber Co., Louisville, has returned

from a lumber buying trip to the southern district. Business with the

company has been excellent, there being a big demand for ash, which is

one of the lines featured by this concern.

April closed as ^^he biggest month on the records of the Wood-Mosaic

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gam

Daily Capacity—75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shipments of-

Wh<ite and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overhead Steam L«aolng Machinery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK Seattle
New Orleans: Woorlward. Wleht & Co., Ltd.

Canada: Canadian Allia-Clialmera. Ltd.. Toronto

Company of New .\lbany, Ind., which has been getting a good supply of

rars during the past few weeks, and managing to get out many shipments

which had been held up.

Things in the South are improving steadily according to J. G. Brown

of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company, Louisville, who is just back

from a trip to the mills in Arkansas, where the company is getting a better

percentage of car requirements, and making steadier shipments. Produc-

tion is increasing steadily.

.\t Clay City, Ky., the Broadhead-Garrett Company, lumber manufac-

turer, recently announced a general increase in wages to its entire force.

The company features the manufacture of tobacco hogsheads.

W. E. DeLaney, Lexington, president of the Kentucky Lumber Com-
pany, was recently appointed by the advisory committee of the Council of

National Defense on a subcommittee on lumber and forest products to

facilitate operations between the Government and the producers of lumber.

Mr. DeLaney stated that he was especially well up on Kentucky hard-

woods, and expected to be called on in hardwood lumber buying.

Closely following his return from a business trip Oscar L. Kahl, New
.Albany. Ind., secretary of the Wilson Furniture Company, Louisville, died

of spinal meningitis. Jlr. Kahl was thirty-eight years old, and a native of

New Albany. He is survived by his wife and tliree daughters.

The Paducah Board of Trade and the Paducah Cooperage Company, In

recently winning a case before the Interstate Commerce Commission, regis-

tered the thirteenth straight win before the commission. This case was
one in which the complainants protested to obtain the same rates on cooper-

age stock as on lumber.

The Wilson-Biggs Lumber Company, Ashland, Ky., with a capital of

.?25.000 has been incorporated by Robert E. L. Wilson, William A. Biggs

and S. S. Willis.

Public auction was recently held at Cloverport, Ky., at which the plant

of the Cloverport Boat and Manufacturing Company passed into the hands

of J. W. Pate, who has prospects for a big season on river boat construc-

tion.

The Elk Fork Railroad Company. Lexington, Ky., with a capital of $25,-

000 and a debt limit of .?1,000,000 has been incorporated for the purpose of

building a forty-mile connecting lin^, and opening a large timber and coal

district. It is planned to have this road connect with the Caney Valley

road at Elk Fork river in Morgan county, and run through that county and
Eliott county, making connections with the C. & O. and the Ashland Coal

& Iron Railroad. Among the incorporators are William R. Snyder, J. F.

Caywood, Lexington ; H. M. Collins, Frankfort, Ky. ; C. W. Moorman, Ver-

sailles ; W. S. Whiting, Elizabcthtown, Tenn., and others.

=< ARKANSAS >-=

The Walnut Log Company, a corporation organized and existing under
and by virtue of the laws of the state of Tennessee, has filed a copy of

its charter with the secretary of state of Arkansas and been granted per-

mission to transact business in Arkansas.
The Cotton Plant Veneering Company of Cotton Plant, -Arkansas, has

purchased the plant of O. E. Jacobs at Newport, and will begin operating

it at once. H. E. Wilkinson is to be in charge as manager.

C. A. Meadows of Jasper, .\rk., recently sold the white oak timber off a
140-acre tract of land for $1,040.

--<, WISCONSIN >-=

The Kenyon Companj', Waukesha, has begun work on an order from the
federal government for 175,000 cots, final delivery to be made November
30, 1917. The amount involved in the production Is $000,000.
The Charles W. Fish Lumber Company, Birnamwood, has announced a

six per cent bonus to be paid every employe of the company whose total

remuneration is not more than $800 a year.

The sawmill of the Heineman Lumber Company, Merrill, recently began
operations with a full crew.

The John Week Lumber Company of Stevens Point recently began load-
ing out tan bark that bad been stored for some time in Dancy. The Week
company has about seventy-flve carloads (1,500 cords) in that place.

The sawmill of the Schroeder Lumber Company, Ashland, recently be-

gan sawing a large quantity of hardwood and hemlock. The cowpany will

operate only a day crew during the 1917 season.

After a new boiler has been added to the equipment of the Shawano
Lumber Company, Shawano, and a new stack erected, the sawmill will
begin a big run to clean up the stock of 1917.
The lumber business at Wells Is unprecedented. Three steamers recently

were loaded at the same time. The Herman H. Hettler took on a load for
the East, the T. S. Christie was consigned to Chicago, and the I. Watson
Stephenson turned its nose toward Detroit.

The new mill of the Hackley-Phelps-Bonnell Company at Antlgo, re-

cently erected to replace the one destroyed by fire some time ago, com-
menced active operations last week.
The Badger State Lumber and Land Company has been organized In

Stevens Point by J. W. Clifford, who last year sold out the local Interests
and two mills of the Clifford Lumber Company. The new concern will
operate a string of yards in Wisconsin cities.

The Marling Lumber Company is building a shed for the storing of lum-
ber near the rest of Its building in Grand Rapids.

All Thr«« of Us Will Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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The Manufacturers' Building Company was recently incorporated with a

capital stock of $100,000 by S. A. Perkins, Conrad Werra and Mayor E. R.

Estberg. The plan and purpose of the new organization is to make Wauke-
sha a better place for workingmen to live in. Immediate specifications call

for the erection of one hundred modern homes, with more to follow.

The sawmill of the Bowler Lumber Company, Bowler, is busy every

day. It is expected that the Bowler company will have at least two million

feet of lumber at the end of the season.

The Antigo sawmDl of the Kellogg Lumber Company recently began

Its cut for the present season and will operate until early in the fall. Logs
are still being shipped in by rail and will continue to be for some time.

The Polar mill began operations several days ago.

The MacKinnon Manufacturing Company, Grand Rapids, manufacturing
wagons, is conserving what was usually treated as waste material by utiliz-

ing the small pieces of "excess" in the making of shoe soles.

The John H. Kaiser Lumber Company, Eau Claire, recently announced
that because of the high cost of living a bonus of five dollars will be paid

each employe in addition to his regular pay.

W. H. Brown has severed his connection with the Montreal Eiver Lum-
ber Company at Saxon. Parke Dolan, who for some time had charge of the

office of the company at Saxon, has been transferred to the main office at

Buffalo, N. y.

The Wisconsin Potash Company, Tomahawk, recently filed articles of

incorporation with a capital stock of $2,500. The incorporators are ; J. J.

Okoneski, C. B. Bird and R. E. Puchner.

The Charles W. Fish Lumber Company in Elcho is stimulating the

progress of intensive agriculture. It has offered its employes tracts of

ground on which they might raise crops and has declared that it will aid

them in marketing the harvest next fall.

Crude potash will be manufactured in Eau Claire by a company headed
by Dr. E. R. Baldwin of that city. The ashes will be obtained from the

burners and the power plants of the two mill companies in Eau Claire,

from the hardwood flooring plant, and from the homes of residents in the

city.

About 175,000 feet of maple flooring was destroyed by a fire which
recently damaged property of the Eller Lumber Company, at Thirtieth

and Chambers streets, Milwaukee, to the extent of $40,000. Lumber stored

In the yarde was saved. The property destroyed occupied more than 30,000

square feet of space.

The sawmill of the Ellis Lumber Company, Grand Rapids, was recently

compelled to shut down for a lact of logs. This is the first time that the

mill has ever suspended.

Rieboldt & Wolter, boat builders. Sturgeon Bay, have closed a contract

for the construction of the largest ship ever built in that city. It calls for

the construction of a n'aft of "canal size," 260 feet over all, 40-ft. beam,
with a depth of 24 feet. One hundred extra men will be put to work at

once by the firm to facilitate attention to the filling of the big order.

The Barlow & Seelig Company, manufacturing washing machines in

Ripon, will build an addition to its plant on Doty street. The structure

will cover an area 64x256 feet. A large order from Russia has forced the

plant to increased capacity, besides an increase of business in general.

The Kenfield-Lamoreux Company, Washburn, recently installed a fine

new engine in its plant. The acquisition harmonizes with the new power
house erected a short time ago.

The L. S. Barber & Sons Manufacturing Company. Butternut, has filed

articles of incorporation with a capital stock of $10,000. The incorpo-
rators are : L. S. Barber, Roland L. Barber and W. B. Barber.
The Edgerton Highway Trailer Company has begun active operations in

its plant at Edgerton. The company was recently incorporated with a
capital stock of $180,000. The plant of the Edgerton Wagon Works was
taken over and adapted to the production of automobile trailers of the
two- and four-wheel type. Officers have been elected as follows : President,

J. W. Menhall, Beloit. formerl.v connected with the Warner Trailer Company
in that city ; vice-president, M. J. Johnson, Madison, Wis. ; treasurer. A.

Mcintosh, Edgerton : secretary, E. Z, Menhall. Beloit. The directors are ;

Andrew Mcintosh, B. Wilson, Frank Pringle, J. W. Menhall and C. A.

Florey.

Louis Mueller, president of the H. G. Mueller Lumber and Manufactur-
ing Company, Sheboygan, died recently at his home in that city. Mr.
Mueller was born in 1864 and became intimate with the lumber Industry
at an early age. A wife and three children survive him.

The Hardwood Market

.< CHICAGO >•

Chicago lumbermen are &till complaining of inactivity in interior finish

shops, in fact it is stated that there will be a real shortage in renting
space in residence sections on account of the building inactivity resulting

from the high cost, the labor shortage, poor weather and other influences.

The latter report, however, comes, it seems, from parties who are a little

too much interested in spreading this propoganda, that is. from the land-
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§ Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Texture =

MADE (MR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of
our own manufacture, from our own tim-
ber grown in Eastern Kentucky.

= PROMPT SHIPMENTS =

I The MOWBRAY i

I & ROBINSON CO. I— (incorporated) —

I CINCINNATI, OHIO |
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT!

The followring stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment

4/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 24,000

5/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 35,000

6/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 74,000
8/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 3,000

4/4 No. 1 & Btr. Birch Sl;000

4/4 No. 2 Birch 250.000
M/4 No. 3 Birch 202,000
5/4 No. 3 Birch 28,000
4/4 No. 3 Basswood 25,000
6/4 No. 3 Birch 8,000

4/4 No. 3 Maple 1,000,000

5/4 No. 3 Maple 387,000

Ideal

Hardwood
Sawmill

Are putting In pile every montti
twe and one-half mlillon feet of
oholoeet Northern Michigan Hardwoods

Stack Lumber Company
Masonville, Michigan
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L-B QUALITY
—Kraetzer Cured—

GUM LUMBER
OAK LUMBER
OAK FLOORING
{The Famous Forked-Leaf Brand)

Southern Yellow Pine Unexcelled for Crating.

We have 115,000,000 feet in pile.

Accurately Manufactured, Carefully Graded, Priced Right

Long-Bell Lumber Company
R. A. Long Building Kansas City, Mo.

TRADE MARK.

Oak Maple
Chestnut

iVianufacturers and Dealers

—in

—

West Virginia and Southern

HARDWOODS

The Atlas Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Union Trust Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum, Oak and Ash =

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Mill

JONQUIL, ARK.
Sales OfBce

13Z3 Bank of Commerce Bldg.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

BLISS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

IfANUFACTCRBBS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
C»n furnish inythinj In 0»k, tir dried

or kiln dried, rouch or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

lord's side. However, the fact remains tliat Imildiag is inactive as it is

in most otlier cities.

Cliicago contains many shops producing medium-priced furniture,

which of all the furniture lines has had the least active call of late.

Those hu.ving high-priced stuff usually have money enough to go ahead

regardless of outside influences, but the buyer of the moderately priced

stuff shows a disposition these days to think before putting his money
into articles that are not absolutely necessary.

On t-he whole, though, the situation is not at all discouraging and the

feature that still is paramount has to do with the question of getting

stock rather than the question of selling.

=< BUFFALO >=
The hardwood trade is fairly active at present, though some of the lead-

ing yards report that the demand is not quite so good as a month ago.

Some decline in the furniture business has resulted from the high cost

of all foodstuffs and the prospects of war. People are not putting their

money into luxuries as much as they formerly did. Piano manufacturers

say that the buying in their line is less active. Building does not show up
favorably as compared with a year ago. Increased cost of materials as

well as labor is reported to be responsible for the falling off.

At the same time a fair volume of business is being done by the local

yards and a number of woods are being called for, particularly oak, maple,

ash and cypress. It is still difficult to get stock from the southern mills,

Uecause of car shortage, and where wholesalers here have the stock they

are able to move it promptly and at a good price. A little lumber is now
being brought in, but it is largely stock that started weeks ago from the

mills. New shipments are greatly delayed. Cai-s are easier here than a
few weeks ago.

Shippers of lumber by lake are wondering whether they can get sufficient

tonnage at reasonable rates, or whether they will have to bring their

lumber down all-rail. Another point to be covered is the fact that western
prices are quite often higher accordingly than eastern, the difference seem-
ing to be on the old lumber rate eastward than on the new. which will be

$2 or -So higher. The lumber fleet is taking advantage of short car supply
and proposes to ask sometimes even more than the all-rail rate, believing

that if a man has a million feet of lumber to ship, and can bring it down
all in one cargo, be will not wait three months for cars enough to handle
it. On account of these conditions there is considerable effort to sell the

lumber on the spot to western consumers or jobbers. The local price of

handling is higher and it is said the rates by canal are going to be fairly

up to rail rates. The old days when lumber could be shipped to Albany
by canal for $2 a thousand feet, and to New York for $2. .50, are gone for-

ever, (leneral conditions, added to war rates, have made a big difference

in the handling of lumber.

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

Lumber matters, so far as hardwood men are concerned, have not shown
any big disturbances the past two weeks. The only thing that stands out
conspicuously among the developments is the falling off in building opera-
tions. A large amount of building which, early in the spring, looked like

it would materialize has either been side-tracked or will be postponed this

month. .\ proof of this is shown in the statements of builders' hardware
men, who say that by July 1 there will be mighty little business in this

line. Trade with the yards in hardwoods has been fairly good, and retail-

ers were low in stock and have been obliged to fill in considerably. There
is a fair amount of buying by furniture concerns and the automobile peo-
ple. The big demand, however, is from the steel mills, mining plants, and
railroads. These corporations are forced to pay extravagant prices for
lumber in order to take care of their daily needs and it is to this trade
that hardwood men in general are looking for their most profitable busi-
ness. Prices are strongly on the uptrend.

=< BALTIMORE >•=

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited

Whatever changes there have been during the last two weeks in the
general hardwood situation were as a rule in the direction of a more urgent
int^uiry and higher prices. With the impediments in the way of a free dis-

tribution not at all relieved, and with the small stocks at the mills In
shape for shipment, the buyers have been on the lookout for lumber and
have taken up stocks wherever they could be found. Many orders have
been placed ahead of immediate needs, so that there might be no failure
of supplies, and ample allowance made for delays in delivery. .\s a result
several of the big piles of lumber have undergone a material reduction,
and buyers are on the lookout to replenish their stocks. Whatever thought
might have prevailed that the range of prices would recede has been dropped,
and the expectation now entertained by all members oi; the trade is that
the quotations will go higher. This being the case, the desire to obtain
suitable stocks is greatly strengthened, and the producers can get all the
orders they want. Many, however, have found themselves compelled to
discontinue entering into additional commitments, for they see no way to
take care of the business. Labor is scarce and more and more in demand,
as enterprises that pay temporarily far higher rates of wages attract
workers in j.'r(at huiiihers, the southern States in particular being dejileted
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of their forces. In addition, the distribution is perhaps as much impaired
as before. No real progress has been made in solving the difficulties of the

shippers. Embargoes persist and delays are numerous as well as indefi-

nite. Cars cannot be obtained in adequate numbers, and the buyers do not

know when they will get stocks even after they have been started on the

way. It is largely a question of obtaining lumber, and the hardwood men
do not find it necessary in the least to go out in search of orders, these

coming in freely and unsolicited. Under the circumstances, it is only

natural that advances in the values would be offered ; in fact, the manu-
facturers of lumber must obtain more for their product. All divisions

of the trade are affected and the future affords no prospect of a material

change in conditions. Under the plan of a unification of the railroads

which has been worked out by the executives many of the passenger trains

are to be taken off and the locomotives thus released used to haul freight.

But this does not necessarily mean that the general run of shippers will

be any better off, the government requirements receiving first consideration

and all else being made subordinate thereto. There can be no doubt that

the extensive wooden shipbuilding program will call for great quantities of

lumber and that all the mills may be expected to keep busy. That fair

prices will prevail is also reasonably certain. Consequently, the outlook

for the lumber trade, at least during the war, is promising.

=< COLUMBUS >
Strength is the chief feature of the hardwood trade in Columbus and

central Ohio territory. All jobbers report a good demand, which is about

equally distributed between factories and yards. The tone of the market
is excellent in every way and future prospects are bright. The entrance

of the United States into the war has stimulated buying instead of depress-

ing the market in any way.
Factories making implements and vehicles are good customers. The

fact that farm production is attracting so much attention has stimulated

the manufacture of implements. Concerns making boxes and furniture

are also good customers. Factories are trying to accumulate stocks in

order to guard against an emergency, and the car shortage has kept them
from accomplishing their purpose to any great extent. Yard stocks are

generally light and with rather bright building prospects, dealers are try-

ing to secure a surplus of certain items.

The car shortage is apparently growing worse instead of better. Cumber
shipments from the South are delayed from a month to six weeks. Transit

cars are now practically unknown. Retailers are placing orders for ship-

ment during the latter part of May and early in June. Efforts of the gov-

ernment to shut out lumber shipments are meeting with opposition on the

part of jobbers. Collections are generally good, as money is easy- in mo^t
sections.

Quartered oak is strong in every respect. Plain oak is also in good de-

mand and advances of about $1.50 per thousand have recently been an-

nounced. Chestnut is one of the strongest points in the trade and prices

continue strong in every section. Poplar is strong, especially the lower

grades. Basswood ind ash are both in good demand. Other hardwoods
are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >-

A slightly increased movement in hardwoods was noted in this market
within the past couple of weeks, but the general tone is considerably (iff.

Reports from surrounding points indicate a much more healthy condition

in the hardwood industry, but Cincinnati seems to have suffered more
through the lack of cars. Big government lumber orders arp not affecting

the local hardwood situation to any great extent, most of the government
requirements of recent date being for softwood for tent flooring, barracks,

etc. Double restriction features the market. Business in this city has bet-n

off all spring, with the furniture houses and building supply dealers the

chief sufferers. This has caused a slackening in the needs of the furniture

manufacturers, who complain that considerable stock is still being stored

In their warehouses, with the retailers complaining that they cannot move
near the usual quantity of goods this spring.

Notwithstanding the let-up in the call from the furniture people, the

oak situation is most encouraging. All gains made by this wood a few
months ago, when it again became a leader in the hardwood list, have been

rigidly maintained. The demand is for all grades, and higher prices are

being realized. The supply is still greatly restricted, but when avaiial>Ie

most any oak finds ready buyers. Quarter-sawed white oak is realizing

the best prices, selling at considerably better than .^80 for firsts and sec-

onds, inch, while common inch is reported at better than $55. Plain rpd

oak firsts and seconds and also common have gained steadily in the last

few weeks both in demand and price. The supply of the latter is light.

with delivery very uncertain. Walnut has revi\ ed very materially, rpieiv-

ing a good deal of its impetus from gun manufacturers' requirements, (iuin.

red and sap. is selling in spirited fashion, and previous prices are w**!!

maintained. Lower grades are going well with the box concerns, whili.'

there has been a revival in the demand for this wood from the furniture

concerns. Cottonwood, ash and hickory and other southern hardwoods
are in fair request and moving about as well as the rest, not classed as

market leaders, while in the northern list, birch continues to gain favor in

^this district. Maple is vieing with birch for interior decorative effects

and flooring.

Have you seen any better Walnut logs than these*

'

I

^ HEY all grew right in Indiana where
'*' hardwoods have always held the

choicest farm lands. The best growth of

timber as %vell as the best yield of wheat

comes from good soil. The soundness of

the log-ends shows that they fed on the

fat of the land. My

Indiana Oak
comes from the same soil

CHAS. H. BARNABY
Greencastle. Indiana

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Bone Dry Stock

1 50 M 1" No. 2 Common Birch

1 00 M 11/2" No. 3 Com. Birch

3 cars 1 Yi" No. 3 Common Hard
Maple

In Shipping Condition

1 50 M 1
" No. 3 Common Maple

PUZZLC
WM£JIE AM TH£ NAKROW BOAKWI £00 M \ Va" No. 3 Com. Birch
PATSON-SMITH LBR. CO » , o ^ n « 1

•i.Nr.c<i-o>.>s. MINN 200 M 2" No. 3 Common Maple

Stock 60 Days Old
I 00 M 2" No. 2 Common and Better Hard Maple

Special Stock for Quick Shipment
3 cars I Yi" Dry, FAS Birch, elegant stock

// orders sent quick, can ship quick

Payson Smith
Lumber Co.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony Bldg.

J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel
P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

••"'

.^-f^^.

^

eCAUTIFUL
WK MEAN THC OAK NOT THC HAN
PAVSON-SMtTH LBR. CO.

HINNBA^OLI*, MINN.

You Can See Logs Like These

on Our Yard Any Day

STIMSON
p. O. Box 1015

VENEER AND LUMBER
COMPANY, INC.

Memphis, Tenn.

MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lumber, Rotary Cat
Veneers, Rotary Cut Gum Faces,

Cross Banding and Cores.

•<,CLEVELAND>'
The advent of peace in the building trades in Cleveland has brought

the demand for hardwood, as well as other lumber, back to normal. Although

war and high prices are known to have curtailed the demand to some de-

gree, car shortage and generally bad shipping facilities more than counter-

balances this condition and the price tendency is upward.

Shingles have advanced from 25-50 cents per 1,000, and other advances

have been noted in cypress and No. 1 oak flooring, the latter being especially

hard to get. The shipping outlook is pessimistic and further advances are

expected.

=-< TOLEDO >
There is little change in the hardwood situation in this section. Whole-

salers are still complaining of the car shortage and their inability to prom-

ise any kind of delivery as a result, .•iu advance in the price of oak is

looked for soon, and the price of hickory has advanced $3 a thousauil dur-

ing the past few weeks. The factory demand for hardwoods is keeping up

and most dealers are optimistic in their views of future business condi-

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The hardwood market is active, although the volume of business during

the last two weeks has not been so heavy as during corresponding periods

since the beginning of the year. Weather conditions have interfered with

building operations, the value of operations for the last month showing a

decrease of $85,000 under the value of operations for April, 1916.

The trade feels that the declaration of war has created timidity among
buyers of certain classes, although many reports indicate that the purchas-

ing departments of large consuming plants are making inquiries for rather

large orders to build up surplus stocks to meet possible emergencies that

might result from the war situation.

The chief drawback to business is found in the transportation and labor

situation. Rail conditions show no improvement, and many dealers e.\pect

the conditions to be even less favorable when mobilization of a large mili-

tary force is started. The same applies to the labor situation. Not only

hardwood manufacturers l)ut the larger consuming plants have been experi-

encing difficulty in procuring good men, and this condition is expected to

become even more serious when the selective draft law is placed in effect.

The demand for plain oak remains active, and chestnut is in good de-

mand. Gum is not so active as it was, while the demand for hickory Is

good.

=-< EVANSVILLE >=
Trade with the hardwood lumber manufacturers in Evansvillc and south-

western Indiana has been quite brisk during the past two weeks and most
of the uptown mills in Evansville continue to operate on steady time. Col-

lections are fairly good, but not so free as they were a few weeks ago.

While the river mills are not operating on steady time they are doing a

nice business.

The car shortage is still working a hardship. Manufacturers say that by

using freight cars, flat cars, and even coal cars, they have been able to move
their product and also to bring in logs from the southern markets. It Is

expected that during the grain moving season cars will be scarcer than
ever and the situation will then reach the acute stage. I*rices on the best

grades of hardwood lumber continue to advance and it is believed that

prices will keep going up all summer and fall. Gum is in strong demand,
as it has been for the past several weeks, and furniture manufacturers con-

tinue to be in the market for a great deal of it. Thick quartered oak Is

also in brisk demand and has been jumping in price for several days. One
Arm sold over 200.000 feet of thick quartered oak in one week. Thin quar-
tered oak is also in stronger demand than it had been tor a long time.

Poplar lumber is moving briskly .ind is l>ringing a good price. One large
manufacturing concern here reports that it recently brought in poplar logs

for the first time in four or five years. Elm and maple continue in strong
demand and quartered sycamore is also strong and a good deal has been
purchased recently by veneer manufacturers, ."ish and hickory are strong.
The manufacturers report that they are getting all the logs they need now
and that the prices are unusually high. The various wood consuming fac-

tories in Evansville are still being operated on good time. Ruilding opera-
tions are picking up nicely with the coming of more settled weather. Plan-
ing mills arc busy, yellow pine dealers say trade is good, and sash and door
men are busy. The wholesale and retail outlook is encouraging.

=-< MEMPHIS >•-

The demand for hardwood lumber continues active and the market
displays a firm tone, with the tendency of prices toward a higher level.

Prices are altogether in the sellers' favor and they are able to get
almost any price they have the nerve to ask. This may be an over-
statement, but manufacturers of lumber who have the stock and are
able to guarantee delivery within a specified time have the call on busi-
ness. There is a pronounced shortage of cars and the carriers are
imposing many restrictions from time to time regunling the handling
of lumber shipments. The call is particularly active tor gum lumber In
all grades. The higher grades are moving at full quotations while the
lower grades are in unusually active request. They are commanding the
highest prices ever known and yet it is generally conceded that a some-
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what higher range of prices is inevitable if the transportation situation

with respect to the handling of !ogs to the mills does not substantially

improve. This factor is restricting production of gum and other hard-
woods. This reduced output is coming at a time when the call is

abnormally large. The lower grades of Cottonwood occupy a similar

position with respect to demand, supply, and prices. Offerings in the

open market are extremely light and this accounts for the fact that this

particular class of stock is selling at the highest prices ever known.
There is some slowness reported in demand for the higher grades of

quartered red and white oak but a broadening demand is noted else-

where in the oak list, and members of the trade believe that the tendency
in this direction will continue. It is suggested that the building of the

mercantile fleet to be launched under the auspices of the federal shipping
board will prove a big stimulus to oak though no time is mentioned as

to when orders from that source may be expected. There is a steady
call for ash which is being used in the manufacture of military equip-

ment in this country and abroad, and the cypress market occupies a
healthy position. Hickory and elm are in excellent request and the

whole market is showing a strong tendency toward a higher level under
the abnormal transportation conditions and the bigness of demand for

southern hardwoods.

=< LOUISVILLE >.
A decided improvement has been shown in freight movement during

the past two weeks, and local hardwood manufacturers, after being tied

hand and foot on shipments for several months, are beginning to ship

a fair percentage of their orders. The car .supply is not normal, but
enough cars are being received to bring lumber In from the South, and
make deliveries of orders which have been on the books for months.
Beech and maple continue to increase in demand and price. Southern
quartered oak is in good movement, and plain oak is better than it was
at any time in years. April was the best month in the history of the

business, some reports showing increased volume, and others an increase

in profits. Several of the operators are now making deliveries on orders

that they are sorry the.v ever booked, the orders being taken months
ago on a low market and held on account of embargoes or inability to

obtain cars in which to ship. The market has advanced considerably
since that time, and the stock could be sold with great ease at a better

price today. It is said that it will be only a short time until the mills

will be producing almost entirely to fill orders already booked, and in

the meantime the demand is so great that even low grades will be moved
out, as practically all the marketable lumber on hand is sold. Thick
stocks of such woods as ash, elm, hickory, oak and gum are in tremendous
demand, and can hardly be supplied, while poplar, Cottonwood and
cypress are very scarce. .411 grades of veneers continue to move freely.

--<, ST. LOUIS >
The hardwood situation is about as good as could be expected. Buyers

do not look for prices to go lower, so are making strenuous efforts to

get what stock they need. All hardwood users are particularly active

in their buying. The continued car shortage caused them to come into

the market, as they realized that they must buy quickly if they wished
their needs supplied. There is a particularly good demand for oak.

Stocks are low at most of the distributing points. Thick stock is in

particularly good demand. Plain oak has advanced considerably during
the past few weeks. Gum is holding its own, especially quartered and
2-inch stock. Cottonwood and poplar are selling well, with Cottonwood
somewhat scarce. A good call for low grade stock of all hardwoods is

reported. The box makers are buying very freely of this item. Ash is

in a healthy condition. Cypress distributors report an excellent demand
and buying comes from all sources of consumption, but the orders are

not large. It is hard to obtain some classes of stock.

=-< MILWAUKEE >-=
Lumber prices in Wisconsin remain the same and manufacturing

progress was given a stimulus in the recent federal decision to equip

for hostilities to a maximum degree. Manufacturing interests are enter-

ing a new era of prosperity. The needs of the government are enormous.

Milwaukee is receiving a large part of the contracts closed for lumber
and other commodities essential to the preparation for a campaign.

The lumber business, more than any other trade, is responding tn

federal purchasing. Mills in every part of the land are being called

upon to produce goods for the building of the many wooden ships to be

pitted in a mercantile manner against the belligerent submarine. A
large amount of lumber will be required by the government in its ship-

building campaign. Besides this amount there is the big item of lumber
that will be needed in the Young Men's Christian Associations, and for

the construction of club houses lor soldiers at concentration camps.

Wisconsin manufacturers of lumber products are making big runs to

clear the way lor more orders that are sure to come. The usual require-

ments of business are in a large measure subordinated to the pressing

necessities of the United States government.
Scarcity of raw materials is still the basis of considerable complaint,

but the big bugbear of the hardwood industry continues to be the

shortage of labor.

A number of the Milwaukee lumber companies have increased the

wages of their employees from 10 to 15 per cent in the past two weeks
In order to maintain all their help to meet the unprecedented conditions.

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
We Manufacture
Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
ff'e have for sale 1 car 3" FAS Poplar; 1 car ^'/j" No. 1

Common Poplar; 1 car S-4 FAS Plain Red Oak, dry,

and 2 cars 6-4 FAS Plain Red Oak, dry.

At Tzt'o Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company
Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN ATBNim

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lunnber, Oak & Poplar especiidly

Our location makes possible auick delivery of anything in timber and hardwood
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will be inserted In this sec-

tion at the following rates:

For one Insertion 25c a line

For two Insertions 40c aline
For three Insertions 55c a line

For four Insertions 65c a line

Elghtwordsof ordinary length makeoneIin«.
Beading counts as two lines.

No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
tfa* advertisement.

EMPIOYMENT WANTED

MANTTFACTUREKS-WHOLESALERS-
EMPLOYERS

when you want good Salcsiiicn. write the Empire

State Association o£ Lumber, Sash & Door Sales-

men, J. H. RUMBOLD, Sec'y, North Tonawanda,

N. T.

EMPIOYES WANTED

WANTED—AN EXPERIENCED MAN
to manage our Oak Flooring plant. Must have

mechanical knowledge, understand kiln drying,

manufacture and grades. Man that has given

satisfaction in similar position. Good salary

will be paid for efficiency. Address, TENNES-
SEE LUMBER & COAL CO., Glen Mary, Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—CHERRY LOGS
WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestown, N. Y.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS.
500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Plqua, Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

IF YOU WANT A GOOD TRACT OF
Oak Timber in West Virginia at the right price,

write me. I own them. S. M. JONES, 308
Lyceum Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION

As desired, Hemlock and Hardwood, Northern

Wisconsin. No Commission. Address LAND

COMHISSIONER, Soo Line. Minneapolis. Minn.

PUBLIC SALE
Of about seventeen thousand (17,000) acres of

fine timber and timberlands in Highland and
Augusta Counties, Virgi^iia, estimated to contain
from eighty million (80,000,000) to one hundred
million (100.000,000) feet of timber—Oak, Pop-
lar. Chestnut and other woods^at public auction
at front door of Court House of Augusta County,
Staunton, Virginia, on the

22nd D.VY OF MAY, 1917.
TERMS OF SALE : One-third cash on day of

sale, balance at one and two years with interest,

or all cash at option of purchasers.
Further Information will be furnished by

RANDOLPH HARRISON.
ALFRED B. PERCY,

Commissioners of U. S. Court.
Address : Lynchburg, Va.

3,500 ACRES IN PENNSYLVANIA
In Bedford and Huntingdon Counties, estimated

to contain 20 million feet Oak, Chestnut, Pine,

Locust, Poplar, Maple, 2 mile haul downhill to

railroad, 15 miles from market for all small

timber as mine props and ties. D. E. LADDER-
BURN. 158 Fifth Ave.. New York.

FOR SALE—VERMONT TIMBERLAND
3,330 acres containing 7% million ft. Hard-
woods, over 2 million ft. Spruce, 250M ft. Hem-
lock, also sawmill ; as much more additional

timber available. D. E. LAUDERBURN. 158
Fifth Ave., New York.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATING

THOS. J. McDonald.

Forest Englieer,

East Tennesse* Bank Bldg.,

Enozvllle. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Sanborn & Gearhart,

Ashevllle, N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engineer,

158 Fifth Avenue, New York. N. Y.

I
LUMBER WANTED

j

WANTED HARD MAPLE
500,000' 4/4 SELECTED CLEAR

Shipment of a number of car? soon as ready.

Balance between Sept. 1, 1917, and June 1. 1918.

K. & C. MFG. COMPANY, Hennlker, N. H.

OAK, BEECH AND MAPLE WANTED
4/4 and 8/4 plain Oak, Beech and Maple ; No. 1

common or log run grades of Beech and Maple,
and No. 1 common and sound wormy grades of

plain Oak : preferably 8 months or over on sticks

;

f. 0. b. cars Cincinnati. THE JOHN T. TOWS-
LEY MFG. CO., 1037 Berlin St., Cincinnati, O.

WANTED—WHITE OAK
80,000 ft. 2x6, 8 & 10"—16' SIS
White Oak for very prompt ship-

ment. Advise if you can furnish
and price f. o. b. shipping point or
delivered Cairo, 111.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LBR. CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—OAK AND CHESTNUT
One car 8/4 No. 1 common and better, dry and

plain White Oak ; Two cars 4/4 No. 1 common
plain White Oak.

25 cars 4/4 No. 2 common sound wormy Chest-
nut.

S. BURKHOLDER LUMBER CO.,

Crawfordsvllle, Ind.

WANTED—IN LOW
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4

GRADE
Chestnut,

Poplar, Basswood, Gum and Oak

—

rough and surfaced. Advise what
you can offer, quoting prices, nam-
ing shipping point.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER
COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED
White Oak timbers, also all grades of White and
Red Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, etc. Send us your
stock list and prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG.
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for "B" Finish and Factory Select Cypress. R.

H. C.-VTLIN CO., Equitable Bldg., Wilmington,
Del.

WANTED—WHITE PINE
Log run, all thicknesses. Send us your list of

dry stock and best cash prices. .\MERICAN
LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—ELM LOGS AND LUMBER
9, 10 and 11 ft. long. Lumber to be sawed plump
4/4. Quote on good log run, delivered Holmes-
ville, Ohio. Address "Box 36," care Hardwood
Record.

WANTED—BOX LUMBER
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 in White Pine. Yellow Pine, Pop-

lar, Basswood, Chestnut, Spruce or Hemlock,
both rough, dressed and resawn. .\MERICAN
L3R. & ilFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED |

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR
Clear sound Maple, Beech, Birch or Red Gum
Dimension Stock all dry sizes

:

l"xl", l%"x\Vs", iyi"xli/i", l%"xl%" square;
l%"xli4", l%"xl%", l?4"xl%". 2"x2" square;
lengths 24", 32", 36", 42", 4S", 54", 00", 66"

;

Ii,4"x2"x38", l%"x2"x3S".
Also various sizes Ash and Oak.

THE PIQUA HANDLE & MFG. CO., Plqua, O.

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
I'i", IVs", 2" squares. IS", 10", 20", 30" lengths.

-\Iso other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bilt Ave., New York, N. Y.

Loans on
Timl SITJ

We have internationally recognized
facilities based on 37 years' experi-

ence in timberland and lumber
matters. Long or short terms.
Amounts from $50,000 up, as con-
ditions warrant.

I'

JAMES D. f
I 1 j^~-]

acey |imber(o.

332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 latest improved Wickes No. 10 52" gang, com-
plete with saws, 1 Kilgore cant crane, steam
board flippers aud filing equipment. One 3.5x90'
refuse burner, complete. One 12 h. p. vertical
steam engine. GOODMAN LUMBEK CO., Good-
man, Wis.

TIES WANTED

WANTED—FOR SHIPMENT
During next four months. White
and Red Oak Switch Ties, 3" and
4" White Oak crossing plank. Oak
timbers and car lumber. For de-
livery Cairo, Chicago, Cincinnati
and Pittsburgh. Quote f. o. b. or
delivered prices on what you can
furnish, or give us names of ship-
ping point, and we will name you
r. o. b. prices. All lumber in-
spected at shipping point.
FRAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER

CO,, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—FOR SHIPMENT
Within four months several car-
loads 6x8"—S', and 7x8"

—

S' 6"
White Oak, Red Oak and Chestnut
Ties, for delivery Cairo, Chicago,
Cincinnati and Toledo. All ties to
be inspected at loading point.
FKAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER

CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED TO BUY LUMBER AND
FOREST

Products., with cash advances, or will furnish
capital to timber owners or mfrs. at 6%, and
guarantee to sell products to best advantJige, on
liberal profit-sharing basis. We have high repu-
tation, large resources, and strong selling organi-
zation. Address "BOX 48," care Hardwood
Kecord.

HARDWOOD PLANT FOR SALE
As a profitable going concern in Portland, Ore.,
comprising fully equipped sawmill, fiooring and
veneer plant, retail yards, with suitable stock of
lumber, rail and water shipping facilities. Nec-
essary capital, $100,000 to .f 150,000. For further
particulars, reason for selling, etc., write J. S.
EMERSON, Pacific Bldg.. Vancouver, B. C.

OREGON AND CALIFORNIA
Railroad Co. grant lands. Title to same re-

vested in United States by act of Congress dated
June 9, 1916. 2,300,000 acres to be opened for
homesteads and sale. -Agricultural and timber
lands. Conservative estimate forty billion feet
of commercial lumber. Containing some of the
best land left in United States. Large map
showing land by sections and description of soli,

climate, rainfall, elevation, etc. Postpaid One
Dollar. GRANT LANDS LOCATING CO., Box
610, Portland, Oregon.

MISCELLANEOUS Z3
FOR SALE

50 Lumber Hand Trucks, construction two iron
wheels, wooden beds, substantially built yet light
weight, for use on tramways, or around planing
mills or woodworking plants. For particulars
write H. A. McCOWEN & COMPANV, Memphis,
Tenn.

FOR SALE
Hardwood Sawmill Site, with power and machin-
ery suitable for reconstruction if required, in-

cluding all or any part 9,000-acre tract Hardwood—large percentage Gum. Forked Leaf White Oak
and Slick Bark Hickory. Railroad and water
transportation. Write us for particulars. Geo.
T. Houston & Co., 211 Railway Exchange, Chi-
cago, 111.

LUMBER
ASH

COM. & BTR. 12/4". good vv'dths.. TO'/o 14 &
16'. ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincin-
nati, O.
NO, 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 2 C. white, 8/4, usual wdth. and Igth..

1 to 2 vrs. dry, northern stock. BLAKESLEE,
PEERIN & DARLING, Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 3/8 & 1/2": LOG RUN, black, 4/4".

HOFFISIAN BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", 4" & up, 10 to 16", 6 mos. dry.

MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO., Cincinnati, O.
NO. 1 C. 5/8", reg. wdth. and Igth., bone dry.

SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO., Seymour, Ind.
FAS 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 10/4 & 12/4". WOOD-

MOSAIC CO., New Albany, Ind.

BASSWOOD
FAS & NO. 1 C. 6/4"; NO. 2 C. 5/4". BAB-

COCK LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

Igth., 1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo. N. T.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". 10 & 12'; NO. 2 C. &

BTR. 5/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth. MASON-
DONALDSON LBR. CO, Rhinelander, Wis,

BEECH
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth.,

8 mos. dry; NO. 3 C. 6 4", reg. wdth. and Igth.,
9 mos. dry. EAST JORDAN LBR. CO., East
Jordan. Mich.
NO. 1 & BTR.. 4/4", av. wdth. and l^h., 10

mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake, Wis.

BIRCH
NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16', 1

yr. dry. LITTLE RIVER LBR. CO., Town-
send. Tenn.
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, all 4/4", good

wdths. and Igths., bone dry. J. M. LOGAN
LUMBER CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
FAS, sel., red. 6/4"; NO. 1 & 2 C, unsel.,

6/4"; NO. 1 <£. BTR., unsel., 8/4"; NO. 3 C, 4/4 &
6/4"; 1 & 2 FACE STRIPS 1x4". MASON-
DONALDSON LBR. CO.. Rhinelander, Wis.

No. 1 & BTR., red. 4/4 to 8/4", 5" & up, 8'

and longer, 10 mos. dry; NO. 1 & BTR., unsel.,
4/4 to 8/4". av. wdth. and Igth.; 10 mos. dry;
1 & 2 FACE, 4/4. 5" wide, 6' & longer, 10 mos.
dry; 1 & 2 FACE, 4/4", 5" wide, 6 & 8', 10 mos.
dry; NO, 2 & 3 C, 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.,

1 yr. dry. RICE LAKE LBR. CO., Rice Lake,
Wis.

CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

EROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS 4/4", 10" & wider, av. wdth. 15%". 40 to

50% 14 & 16'; NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". WOOD-
MOSAIC CO., New Albany, Ind.

CHESTNUT
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4". usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 3 yrs. drv. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN &
DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4 & 6/4", good wdths. and Igths., 6

mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6" & up, 10 to 16', 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C. 4/4, 6/4 & 8/4", 4" & up, 10 to 16', 1
yr. dry. MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO., Cin-
cinnati, O.
FAS 4/4 to 8/4", 6" & up. standard igth., 2

vrs. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4". 4" & up. stand-
ard Igth.. 2 yrs. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

CHITTUM
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN, 8 4 i^- 12 4". good wdths. and

Igths. ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cin-
cinnati, O.
NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4; NO. 2 C. & BTR. 6/4 & 8/4".

MASON-DONALDSON LBR. CO., Rhinelander,
Wis.
NO. 3 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth.,

10 mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice

LOG RUN 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 to 6
mos. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.

ELM—ROCK
LOG RUN, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 4 mos.

dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Houston,
Tex.

GUM-^AP
NO. 1 C. 4/4 & 5/4. good wdths. and igths.;

NO. 2 C. 4/4", good wdths. and Igths. ATLAS
LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
FAS 6/4 to 8/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 4 mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 4 mos.
cir.v. PHILIP A. RY.VN LBR. CO., Lufkin, Tex.
NO. 2 C. 4/4", regr. wdth. and Igth., 4 mos.

dry; NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 6
mos. dry. SOUTH TEXAS LBR. CO., Hous-
ton, Tex,

GUM—PLAIN RED
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4 4", good wdths. and

Igths. ATL.VS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cin-
cinnati, O.
FAS, FIG,, 4/4", 6" & up, reg. Igth., 1 yr. dry,

mottled. NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 5 '4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 4

mos. dry. PHILIP A. RYAN LBR. CO., Luf-
kin, Tex.
FAS, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 8 mos dry.

STIMSON VENEER & LBR. CO., Memphis,
Tenn.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
COM, & BTR. S/4", good wdths. and Igths.,

sap no detect. ATLAS LBR. & MFG. CO.,
Cincinnati, O.
COM, & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.. 4

mos. dry, sliced boards highly figured. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and igth., 8 mos dry.

STIMSON VEN. & LBR. CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 10/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.,

3 to 6 mos. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO.,
Seymour, Ind.

GUM—TUPELO
ALL grades, all thicknesses, good wdths. and

Igths. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knoxville,
Tenn.

HICKORY
LOG RUN 6 4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 to 4

mos. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO., Sey-
mour. Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4 4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 16/4", 4" & up. standard Igth.,

2 yrs. dry. YEAGER LU:MBER CO., Buffalo.
N. Y.

LOCUST
J-OG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

ITttsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1 '2 to

16/4", plain and figured. Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, 111.

MAPLE—HARD
NO. 1 C. 4/4", good wdths.. 50% 14 & 16', 2

vrs. dry; FAS 12/4", good wdths., 50% 14 &
16', 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO..
Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth.. sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE.
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.,

2 to 4 mos. dry; NO. 2 C. & BTR. S/4", reg.
wdth. and Igth.. 6 mos. dry; NO. 3 C. 4 4". reg.
wdth. and Igth., 10 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. & BTR.
4/4", 9" & up, reg. Igth.. 3 mos. dry. EAST
JORDAN LUMBER CO., East Jordan, Mich.
NO. 3 C. 4/4". MASON-DONALuSON LBR.

CO., Rhinelander, Wis.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 12/4", reg. wdth. and Igth..

green. SWAIN-RO.\CH LBR. CO., Seymour,
Ind.

MAPLE—SOFT
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 6 4". reg. wdth. and Igth.,

2 mos. dry. EAST JORDAN LBR. CO., East
Jordan, Mich,

OAK—PLAIN RED
FAS 4/4 & 6/4", good wdths., 50% 14 & 16',

2 yrs. dry: NO. 1 C. 5/4 & 6/4", good wdths.,
50% 14 & 16', 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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HARDNVOODS FOR SALE
NO. 2 C. 4 4 & 5/4", good wdths. and Igths.

ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to IS mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING.
Buffalo. X. Y.
BRIDGE PLANK, 8/4, 6" & wider, 12' long.

BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Blissville, Ark.
FAS 5 S"; FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

EROS. CO., Fort AVavne, Ind.
FAS 4,4", 2o% 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 4 to 9

mos. dry; NO. 1 C, 4/4", 25% 10" & up, 60%
14 & 16', 4 to S mos. dry. LIBER'TY HAfiD-
WOOD LBR. CO., Big Creelc, Tex.
FAS, 6/4 & 8/4", 6" & up, 10 to 16", 6 mos.

dry. MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO., Cincin-
nati, O.
FAS 6 4", reg. wdtli. and Igth., 3 mos. dry;

NO. 1 C. 4/4 ,fc 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 3
mos. dry. PHILIP A. RYAN LBR. CO., Luf-
kin. Tex.
NO. 2 C 4/4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO.,

Texarliana. Tex.
FAS 3 4", reg. wdtli. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

FAS 4'4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 10 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 8 mos. dry.
STIMSON VENEER & LBR. CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 8 mos.

dry; NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 10
mos. dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO..
Houston. Tex.
FAS 5/4 A: 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., dry.SWAIX-ROACH LBR. CO., Seymour. Ind.
FAS 4 4 to 10/4". WOOD-MOSAIC CO.,

New Albany, Ind.
ALL grades 4/4 to 16/4", reg. wdth., stand-

ard Igth., IS mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROS. CO.,

Fort Wayne. Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 4" & up, 10 to 16', 6 mos. dry.MOWBRAY cVr ROBINSON CO., Cincinnati, (i

CLEAR SAP, 4 4", i^-S'/s". reg. Igth., ,S

mos. dry; CLEAR, 4/4", 4-5%", reg. Igth., S
mos. dry. XICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 10 mos. dry;

NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 12 mo's.
dry. STIMSON VENEER & LBR. CO. Mem-
phis, Tenn.
FAS 3/4 to 6/4". WOOD-MOSAIC CO.,New Albany, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 1 C. 5/4". good wdths.. 50% 14 & 16'. 2

yrs. di-y. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 12 '4". usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 4 '4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville, Ar;i.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, both 4/4", reg. wdth

and Igth., dry. H. G. BOHLSSEN MFG. CO.,New Caney, Tex.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 25% 10" & up, 60% 14 & 16',

4 to 8 mos. dry. LIBERTY' HARDWOOD LBR.
CO.. Big Creek, Tex.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knoxville, Tenn.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 2 mos. dry;

NO. 1 C. 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 mos. dry.
PHILIP A. RYAN LBR. CO., Lufkin, Tex.
NO. 2 0. 4/4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO.,

Texarkana. Tex.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 6 mos. dry;

NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 8 mo's.
dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Houston,
Tex.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 12 mos. dry;

NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 10 mos. dry.
STIMSON VENEER & LBR. CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
ALL grades 4/4"—6x6", reg. wdth., standard

Igth., 18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville, Ark.
FAS 3/S to 5/8" & 4/4"; STRIPS 4/4".

HOFFMAN BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth.. 1 vr. dry;

NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 5/4". reg. wdth. and Igth..'

1

yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Ivnoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4 & 5/4", both 6" & up, 10 to 16", 1 yr.

dry; FAS 5/4", 10" & up, 10 to 16', 1 vr. dry;
NO. 1 C. 5/4", 4" & up, 10 to 16'. 1 yr. dry.MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO., Cincinnati, 6.

FAS & NO. 1 C, both 1/4", 6" & up, reg.
Igth., 10 mos. dry; FAS 3/8", reg. wdth. and
Igth., 1 yr. dry; FAS 5/S & 3/4", reg. wdth.
and Igth, 15 mos. dry; FAS & NO. 1 C. both
5/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 10 mos. dry; FAS
6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 6 mos. dry; NO.
1 C. 1/2. 5/S & 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., S
mos. dry; CLEAR 4/4", 4-4i/.", reg. Igth., 10
mos. dry. NICKEY' BROS., INC.. Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO.,

Texarkana, Tex.
NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Hous-
ton, Tex.
FAS 4/4". 10" & up, reg. Igth., 10 mos. dry;

FAS 1/2, 3/4 & 4/4" reg. wdth. and Igth., 'lu

mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 3/S", reg. wdth. and Igth.,
1 yr. dry. STIMSON VENEER & LBR. CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 5/8 to 4/4", 6" & up, standard Igth.. 18

mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y'.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
, NO. 2 C. S 4", reK. wdth. and Igth., 3 vrs.
dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
TIMBERS, mixed. 6x6 to 12x12—10 to 20'

mostly 6x6 to 8x8—12, 14 & 16', square edge and
sound, band sawed, ends carefully trimmed
and painted to prevent season checking.
SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO., Texarkana, Tex.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. S/4", 4 to 12". 10 to 16'.

6 mos. dry. largely 14 & 16' .and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
\'ille, Tenn.

POPLAR
NO. 2 B. & NO. 3 C. 5/4". good wdth. and

Igth. ATLAS LBR. & MFG. CO.. Cincin-
nati. O.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROS. CO.

P'ort Wayne. Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville. Tenn.
FAS 4/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16'

kiln dried; NO. 1 & PANEL, 4/4", 18 to 23"
50% 14 & 16', 6 mos. dry. LITTLE RIVERLUMBER CO., Townsend, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". 4" i>i up. reg. Igth., 4 mos. drv.

NICKEY BROS.. INC., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. drv;
NO. 2 C, 4/4". 50% 14 & 16'. 8 mos. dry. NOR-MAN LUMBER CO.. Louisville, Ky.
FAS 12,4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 to 6 mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 10/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 to
1: mos. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.
FAS 5/4. 6/4. 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 & 16/4", 7 to 17"

wide. WOOD-MOSAIC CO., New Albany, Ind.ALL grades 5/S to 4/4", reg. wdth., standard
Igth., IS mos. dry. YEAGEK LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

WALNUT
NO, 2 C. 4 '4", usual wdth. and Igth.. 1 yr

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING
Buffalo. N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8 to 8/4". very dry. HUD-DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-

cago, 111.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.
NO. 1 C. cS, NO. 2 C, both 4/4", 4" & up,

10 to 16',- 6 mos. dry. MOWBRAY & ROBIN-
SON CO., Cincinnati, O.
FAS 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 & 8/4", 6 to S", reg. Igth

,

8 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4. 5/4, fi,''4 & S/4" reg
wdth. and Igth.. 10 mos. drv; NO. 2 04 4
5/4, 6/4 & S/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr dry'NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis, Tenn
FAS 4/4", 6 to 16" wide, 6 & 7' Igths., $97-

FAS 4/4", 6 & 7" wide, 8 to 16' Igths., $110-
FAS, QTD., 4/4", 8 to 16' Igths.. $120; NO. 1

C, 4/4", 6" & wider. $52; NO. 1 C, 5/4" 6" &
wider, $59; NO. 1 C, QTD., 4/4", $55. SPE-
CIAL stock, QTD., 4/4", clear of knots, 4 * 5"
width, 6' & longer. $72; 4/4", clear sap steamed,
of common dimensions, $55. PICKREL WAL-NUT CO., St. Louis, Mo.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 14 4 to 16/4"; NO. 2 C. &

BTR. 4/4 & 5/4. WOOD-MOSAIC CO., New
Albany, Ind.

DIMENSION LUMBER
GUM—SAP

CLEAR 3.\;3"— 8', 2 mos. drv; 2x2"—8', 2 mos.
dry; 2x2"— 4'. 2 mos. dry; 21/2x214"—8', 2 mos.
dry; 2x2"—30", 2 mos. dry; 2x2" and 3x3" up
to 8', smoke dried; SOUND 3x3"—8', 2 mos.
dry. PROBST LUMBER CO., Cincinnati, O.

FLOORING
BIRCH

CLEAR 3'16x2i4", 2 to 16'. KERRY &HANSON FLG. CO., Grayling, Mich.

MAPLE
CLEAR 11/16x314"; FACTORY 11/16x314";

1 1/16x21,4" and 5/16x21/4"; PRIME 3/16x4" and
1 1 16.X4". KERRY & HANSON mjG. CO.,
Grayling, Mich.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D. any thickness. LOUISVILLEVENEER MILLS, Louisville, Kv.
MAHOGANY

PLAIN & FIGURED. 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican
and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-HOGANY CO.. Chicago, III.

ANY thickness. L0UISAT:LLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville. Ky.

OAK—PLAIN
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO.. Fort Wayne,

Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
CLEAR 1/8", 6 to 9", 14 to 16'; CLEAR 1/8",

10 to 12", lu to 16'. NICKICY BROS.. INC..
Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—QUARTERED
RED «S. WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFF-MAN BROS. COMPANY', Fort "Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

WALNUT
ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.

COMPANY^ Fort Wavne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH jMAHOGANY CO.. Chicago, lU.
ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig., rty.

and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.
Louis, Mo.

CROSSBAINJDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1
'4. 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLEVENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4. 5/l6 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-M.\RSH MAHOG-ANY CO., Chicago, III.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE AT5NEER

MILLS, Louisville, Kv.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8". stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
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Advertisers' Directory
NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo. . 50

Barnaby, Cbarlea H 7-41

Blakeslee, Perrln & Darllne 50
Boyle, Inc., Clareoce 5

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co .'iO

•

CobbB & Mitchell, Inc 3

East Jordan Lumber Co 49
Ellas, G., & Bro 50

Foster Bros 49

Goodyear, C. A.. Lumber Co...

Hanson, R., & Sons 3

Boffman Bros. Company 7-1 u

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co

Klnir. W. O., & Co 5

Kneeland-Blgelow Co., The 4

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co....
Mcllvaln, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co. ... 50

Miller, Sturm & Miller 50

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7-39

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company 22

Palmer & Parker Co

Rice Lake Lumber Co 49

Stack Lumber Company 39

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 50

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees... 49
Stlmson, J. V 7-52

Sulliran, T., & Co 50

Taylor & Crate 50
Tegge Lumber Co 43

Ton Platen Lumber Company... 49

WlUson Bros. Lumber Company. 3

Wlstar, Dnderhlll & Nlion 35
Wood-Mosaic Company 7

Teager Lumber Company, Inc. . 50
Young, W. D., & Co 4

OAK.

See List of Mauafacturers on
page 7

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co... 7-10
Long-Bell Lumber Company 7-40

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-39

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7

Arlington Lumber Company 7-35

RED QUM.

Anderson-Tally Company ... 2-7

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co 7-10
BUss-Cook Oak Company 7-40
Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-40
Brown, W. P.. & Sons Lbr. Co.. . 7

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 7

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co 7-36
Probst Lumber Company 7

Stlmson, J. V 7-52
Stlmson Veneer & Lumber Co.. 7-42

WlUson Bros. Lumber Company.. 3

Wlstar, Dnderhlll & Nlion 35

Teager Lumber Co., Inc.

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

inderson-Tully Company 2-7

-Arlington Lumber Company 7-35

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. SO
Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing Co. 40

Babcock Lumber & Land Co S

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co. . . 7-10

BUss-Cook Oak Company 7-40

Blakeslee, Perrln & Darling.... SO

Bohlssen, H. G., Mfg. Company.. 7-9

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-40

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 5

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. 7

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 50
Busklrk-Rntledge Lumber Co.

.

Crane, C, & Co 7-43

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co 10
Dermott Land & Lumber Co. . . 7

Ellas. O., & Bro. 60

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co. . . 49

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7

Eggers, F., Veneer Seating Co.. 25
Evansvllle Veneer Company 26

Floffman Bros. Company 7-10

Huddleston-Marsta Mahogany Co.

.

Louisville Veneer Mills 27

Mengel, C. C. & Bro. Co

Nickey Bros.. Inc 22b
Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.
Company 22

Ohio Veneer Company 43

Palmer A Parker Co .'

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Rayner, J., Company 5

Stlmson Veneer & Lumber Co.. 7-42

Wisconsin Veneer Company
Hoffman Brothers Company.. 7-10

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co

Wood-Mosaic Company

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.
Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 7

Liberty Hardwood Lumber Co.. 7-9

Little River Lumber Company 7-8

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. 7-38 Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 7-8

Long-Bell Lumber Company 7-40 Evansvllle Veneer Company 26

Hoffman Brothers Company. . . 7-10

Maples Lumber Company , lO Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany Co.

.

Mcllvaln, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 50 Mengel, C. C & Bro. Co
Miller, Sturm & Miller 50

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-39 Palmer & Parker Co
PIckrel Walnut Company 29

Xickey Bros., Inc 22b P"'^^"' ^"^ *1

Norman Lumber Company „ ., „Rayner, J., Company 5

HARDWOOD FLOORINQ.

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-40

Cobbs k Mitchell, Inc 3

Horner, William 4

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co... 49

Long-Bell Lumber Company 7-40

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co
MltcheU Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage & Lum-
ber Company 22

Salt Lick Lumber Company 35
Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees. ... 49

Wllce, T., Company, The 5

ronng, W. D., & Co 4

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co.... 7-36

Probst Lumber Company 7

Ryan, Philip A., Lumber Co 9

Salt Lick Lumber Company.... 33

Smith, Payson Lumber Co 42
South Texas Lumber Company... 7-9

Southern Pine Lumber Co 9

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 50

Stlmson Veneer and Lumber Co 7-42

Sullivan, T., * Co 50
Swaln-Roach Lumber Company. 7-43

Taylor & Crate 50

Utley-HoUoway Company 5

Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Co 7-S

Wtaltmer, Wm., ft Sons 3

WlUett, W. B., Lumber Co

SAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co 51

SAWMILL MACHINERY.

Sinker-Davis Company 37
Soule Steam Feed Works 52

WOODWORKNG MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company

Mershon, W. B., & Co

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Clyde Iron Works 48

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co... 38

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company 52

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company. 10

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 52

Phlla. Textile Mchy. Company... 5

LUMBER INSURANCE,

Central Manufacturers' MuL Int.

Company 43

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Int.

Company 43

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company 43

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co 43

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-
derwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mat.
Fire Ins. Company 43

Rankln-Benedlct Underwriting Co.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Lauderburn, D. E 44

McDonald, Thomas J 44

Sanborn & Gearbart 44

TIMBERLANDS.

Lacey, James D.. It Co.

Lacey, James D., Timber Co 44

Lauderburn, D. E 44

MISCELLANEOUS.

Chllds, S. D., ft Co 5

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company. 10

Lumbermen's Credit Atan 5

Perkins Glue Company 26
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personal

relation of the

superintend-
ent to his men
exercises a
g' r e a t influ-

ence upon
every logging

op e r a t i o n

;

often deciding

its success or

failure.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

article In
LOGGING for

April 1917.

There is also

an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

FOUR LOGS ON TWO LINES

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

All Three of Ut Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OmCE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BKCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notakly in Mahogany and Quarter^Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. Wt
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws aiid left until the glue has thoroughly set.

• If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
Iron Mountain, Mich.

HAVE FOLLOWING STOCK AT
IRON MOUNTAIN, CAR SHIPMENTS:

100 M ft of 6/4 No. 3 Common BIRCH
IS M ft. of 10/4 No.. 1 Common & Better BIRCH
15 M ft. of 12/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH
50 M ft. of 6/4 No. 3 Common SOFT ELM
100 M ft. of 6 ft. COAL DOOR LUMBER

EAST JORDAN
LUMBER CO.

Manufacturers

''IMPERIAL"
Maple Flooring

EAST JORDAN, MICH.

ATTENTION
"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Flooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just what you are
looking for on that particular order.
Write us, and we will convince you.

Kerry& Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

TTe are members oj the Maple Flooring Manufactiirere Aas'n.

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

"IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
is the flcorlng^ that la manufactured expressly to supply the de-
mand fer the beet. It la made by modern machinery from care-
fully-selected Btock, and every precaution Is taken threughout
our entire system t» make It fulfill l3 every particular Its
name—"IDEAL.*"

Rough or Finished Lumber—All Kinds

Send Va y0ur Inquiries

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

BONE DRY
WISCONSIN BIRCH

2 CARS 4 4 FAS RED BIRCH
3 CARS 4/4 No. I Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 6/4 FAS RED BIRCH
1 CAR 6/4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 4/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 1 Com...UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 2 Com...UNSELECTED BIRCH
3 CARS 6/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH

Can furnish limited amounts 5/4 and 8/4 in above cars.

Let us quote you our prices

RICE LAKE LUMBER CO.
Yard and Mills. RICE LAKE, 'WISCONSIN

All Thre« of U* WiU Be Benefitea if Vfv MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash and Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18,000,000 to 20.000.000
feet of hardTToods carried at all
times at onr two bis BnfTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo ShipmenU

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Fine. Yellow Pine, Spmce, Hemleck, Fir, Lambcr,
Timber. Mlllwork. Boxes, Maple and Oak Flooring

955-1015 Elk Street

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoodt

including Ash, Basswood. Birch. Cherry. Chestnut. Cypresa. Elm.
Gum, Hickory, MapU, Plain & Quartered Oak, Foplar&Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Onr Specialty: West Tlr^tnla aud PemigylTanla Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY

Plain and Quartered Red
and White Oak and Ash

940 SENECA STREET

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwoods, and have every facility for filling and ship-

ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

*

All ThrM of U« Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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SILVE
ATKINS
STEEL

K^
ss^fS^Jsa

UlV ^1,

T
"i

'^ A! I'UV
J. 'm Ŵ ruwu\^!^^^'^^^'^

""ij^vvq/wuwirvvYwIh^ i y*

Assuranceof the best results, both economic and productive, is found in the

constant use of ATKINS SILVER STEEL SAWS.

Steel of exceptional quality—that never varies—and the best workmanship
has perfected these universally used Saws.

Are your results as good as

they should be? Try AT-
KINS SAWS and watch the

improvement.

ATKIXS Service from your

usual source of supply or

the nearest Branch named
l)elow means a saving from

S/2^'^ the start.

Send for our "//. R." catalog containing items of interest to yon

E. C. ATKINS & CO., inc.
ESTABLISHED 1857

The Silver Steel Saw People
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.

MACHINE KNIFE FACTORY, LANCASTER, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks in all large distributing centers, as follows:

ATLANTA
CHICAGO

MEMPHIS
MINNEAPOLIS

NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY

PORTLAND, ORE.
SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE
VANCOUVER. B. C.

SYDNEY. N. S. W.
PARIS. FRANCE

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumbei

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg. Ind.

Stimson Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis. Tenn., & Helena, Ark

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
To carry away the Dust from that

Extra Machine— perhaps the Sander

Built with inlets 5, 6. 7
and 9 inches in diameter.

This fan is reversible and adjustable as to hand and

discharge—may be inverted to hang from the ceiling

—has Dust-proof, Leak-proof, Self-oiling Bearings

with large oil reservoir—requires little attention.

WRITE FOR CATALOG R-12

(IDarage Fan Company.
HCATING.VENTILATING S DRYING ENGINELKb.

KALAMAZOO-MICHIGAN-U. S. A.

fiRAND RAPIDS , ^

VAPOR DRY KILN
GRAND RAPIDS

MICHIGAN

GUARANTEES
Tliere is a difference in them — not alone in word-

ing and salesmanship, but in intent, in actual serv-

ice and in ability to perform.

The Grand Rapids Vapor Kiln guarantee is based

on a scienti^.c measurement; it is original and the

result of our thirty years' experience in wood-
working.

We know the difference between ordinary kiln

operation and ordinary guarantees, and we know
you do want dependable guarantees based on real

service and tests.

Need we say more?

Grand Rapids Veneer Works J ^
Grand Rapids, Mich. Seattle, Washington , V

\V('stt-rn Agents, Grceff Varnish Kilns I

W Jt

SOULE
Steiim Feed

Designed for the

sawmill by a mill-

man.

It will not use ex-

cessive steam and
gives instant and
positive control.

Our prices are
actually, not rela-

tively, low.

It has positively increased
capacity from 10 to 50 per cent

SOULE STEAM FEED WORKS
MERIDIAN, MISS.

DRUM OUTFITS, STACKERS, POWER TIMBER HANDLERS.
LATHES, DOGS AND OTHER MILL EQUIPMENT
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I ADVERTISERS' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment I

X Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

f^BTitiyfiBi^fflff^fiff^ffif^t^^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office
FRANK B. LANE, Houseman Bldg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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IDEAL BAND REiAW

NOT ONE CENT!

Martinsville, Ind., March 31, 1917.
Gentlemen:—We have in use two of your Band Resaws that are giving

entire satisfaction. They have never given one moment's trouble, neither
have they caused us one cent's repairs. We are glad to say a good word
for them, for they deserve it.

DAVIS COOPERAGE COMPANY.

Wm. B. Mershon & Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying
Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber
and we are supplementing her work with the
best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and
seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

•ervice; — these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
INCOHPORATED

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnis
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"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

.*. Michigan .*.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young & Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. it. ItV" X 2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. 1i\t" A-2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

**j »w

LUOrNCTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sa^wn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago Repreaentative

(TTh EARNS
SALT &" LUMBER CO,

LudingtohMich.

<*i [mill QiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiic: iiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiitiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii[]uiiiiinic<*

William Horner

Manufacturer of

''Smoothest"
MAPLE, BEECH & BIRCH

FLOORING

MILLS

:

Reed City ana
Newberry, Mich.

Reed City, Mich.

I Sole European Sales Agents: TICKLE BELL & CO. I
= Royal Liver Bldg., Liverpool, England M

•MiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiuiimiuiiiMiMiiiiuiin iiiuiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiii*?

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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"ALL - PULL - TOGETHER - FOR - OAK SERIES." (BOOST NO. 2)

IT WASN'T YOUR FAULT THAT YOU

Sold that Lot of OAK Under the Market

(Of course not—you didn't even know what the

market was. How could you know?—not being a

member of the Oak Association?)

In that particular case, of course, the members of the American Oak
Manufacturers' Association undoubtedly did have a big advantage over you.

They knew, to the last detail, all about their competitors' stocks on hand,

they knew the quantities, grades and thicknesses of all shipments by their

competitors; and better still, they knew the actual prices that had been

received by their competitors on every sale for months past—and right down
to date

—

the real figures, F. O. B. common basing points.

Hardly fair to make you and your sales manager go it blind like that,

was it?

Somebody should have PUT you into the Oal^ Ass'n BEFORE!
Why didn't they?—(Well, maybe they didn't know you wanted to get in!)

Think it over a minute. {Now you're ready!) WRITE us now,

before it slips your mind, for IN-FORM-ATION.

"HEAVEN HELPS THEM WHO HELP THEMSELVES »»

WE OAK MEN ARE "ON THE JOB" AT LAST. THIS IS OUR ASSOCIATION
— YOUR ASSOCIATION. IF YOU CARE (EVEN A LITTLE) WRITE US A LINE.

WE'LL GIVE YOU A STRICTLY PERSONAL ANSWER—NOT A FORM LETTER.

AMERICAN OAK MFR'S ASSOCIATION
1491 BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING, MEMPHIS, TENN.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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An inoilation to

cozy good Jellow-

ship that would be

k,illed by any other

wood than oa/^

Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-

bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence
offers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,

hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oak's reliability and
it is now being demonstrated that it will be completely sold on oak as a

superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed
by the leading oak manufacturers of the country w^ho are standing

behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the

real possibilities of this w^onderful v^ood are. Do you know how^ directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak would affect your business?

You should post yourself now^ because the real results are just begin-

ning to show.

WRITE NOW TO ANY MANUFAC-
TURER ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillilillilli

All Three of U* Will B« BeneGted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twentieth Century

Oa\ Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

be enjoyed because

it can be seen—
contrasts that blend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABAMA

c—Cromwell Hardwood Lumber Co., Montgomery.

ARKANSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company. Bllssville. (See page 40.)
Paepcke Letcht Lbr. Co., BIytheville and Helena. (See

page — .)

Crittenden Lumber Company. Crittenden.
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company. Helena.
b— Little Rock Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Little Rock.

(See page 8.)

Miller Lumber Company. Marianna.
Edgar Lumber (Company. Wesson.

ILLINOIS
a, b, c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co., Chicago.
Utiey-Holloway Lumber Company, Conway Bldg., Chicago.

(See page 12.)

INDIANA
Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 14.)

c—Bedna Young Lumber Coniiiaiiy. Greensburg.
Chas. H. Barnaby. Greencastle. (See page — .)

J. V. Stimson, Huntingburg. (See page 52.)

Wood- Mosaic Company. New Albany. (See page 10.)

North Vernon Lumber Company. North Vernon.
C. & \V. Kramer Company, Richmond.
Swaln-Roach Lumber Company, Seymour. (See page 40.)

a, b. c—Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend,

a, b—Cyrus C. Shafer Lumber Company, South Bend.

KENTLCKY
a, b. c—Arlington Lumber Co., Arlington. (See page 38.)

b—Kentucky Lumber Company. Lexington.
W. P. Brown &. Sons Lumber Co.. Louisville. (See page 10.)

LOUISIANA
The Ferd. Brenner Lumber Company. Alexandria.
Colfax Hardwood Lumber Company. Colfax.

b, c—The Hyde Lumber Company, Lake Providence.
Climax Lumber Company. St. Landry.
Thistlethwaite Lumber Co., Ltd.. Washington.
Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company. Winafleld.

»nssissirPi
b—Alexander Bros.. Belzoni.
b—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co.. Charleston. (See page —.)

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co., Greenville. (See page —.)

Mlssiasippi Lumber Company, Quitman.
b, c—Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phillpp.

Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Sardls.

MISSOURI
a^ b, c—M. E. Lemlng Lumber Company. Cape Girardeau.
Long-Bell Lumber Company, Hdwd. Dept., Kansas City, Mo.

(See page —.) ^
a_ b. c—Tschudy Lumber Company. Kansas City.

b, c—Galloway-Pease Co., Poplar BIutT.

Baker-Matthews Lumber Company, Sikeston. Sales Office,

Chicago. (See page 14.)
. „ «. , ,

c—Arkla Lumber & Manufacturing Company. St I^ouls.

J. A. Holmes Lumber Company. St. Louis.

a^ b, c Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Co., St. Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
a, b, e—Carr Lumber Company. Pisgah Forest

OHIO
Tellow Poplar Lumber Company. Coal Grove.
a, b. c—W. M. RItter Lumber Company, ColumbUB.
a—Barr-Holaday Lumber Company. (Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane & Co. (See page 40.)
a. h—I>uhlmeier Brothers & Co.
a, h— Mowbray &, Robinson Company. (See page 42.)
a. c^Probst Lumber Company. (See page 52.)

PENNSYLVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh.
Babcocb Lumber Company, Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co., Fayetteville.
c—Bedna Young Lumber Company. Jackson-
Johnson City Lumber & Manufacturing Co.. Johnson Cltj.
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Knoxvllle. (See

page 1 1.)

MEMPHIS
Anderson-Tully Company. (See page 2 and 51.)
J. H, HiiiiruT & Si.MS.

b—Geo. C. Brown & Co.
Cooillander-Robertson Lumber Company. .

Memphis Band Mill Company. ^

Uusse & Burgess, Inc.
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company.
J. W. Wheeler & Co.

NASHVILLE
Davidson. Hicks & Greene Company.
Karris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Jjyve. Boyd & Co.
John B. Kansom & Co.

H. G. Bohtssen Mfg. Co.
TEXAS
New Caney. (See page 9.)

VIRGINIA I

c—U. S. Spruce Lumber Company. Marlon.

WEST VIRGINTA
b. c—The Alton Lumber Company, Buckhannon.
a. c—West Virginia Timber Company. Charleston.
Pardee & Curtiu Lumber Company. Clarksburg.
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co., Gardner.
C. L. Bitter Lumber Company. Huntington.
Rockcastle Lumber Company. Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg Mill Company, Parkersburg.
a, b, c—The Meadow River Lumber Company. Balnelle.
b, c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Raywood.
American Column & Lumber Co., St. Albana.

\visco:ssrs
a, c—Racine Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Badne.

a—Manufacturer of Implement Stock,
b—Manufacturer of Car Material,
c—Maniifaclure'r of Factory Dimension.
Firms in Heavy Type Have Individual

Pases Designated.
Ads on

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Exceptional Facilities

together with the largest stock of

HARDWOODSDRY No. 2
Common & Better

in the North, make us one of your LIVE ASSETS
Here are a jew items of real value. Send for complete stock
sheet of dry and green Hardwood, Pine and Hemlock.

BASSWOOD
lOOM' I" No. I & Btr',

10 & 12'

200M' 5/4" No. 2 &Btr.

BIRCH
OOM' I" No. I & No. 2
Common

1 car 1" No. 1 Com. Red
I car 1x4" I face Strips
I car 1x4" 2 face Strips

;5M' 6/4" 1st & 2nds
Unsel.

75M' 6/4" 1st & 2nds
Selected Red

40IVI' 2"
I St & 2nd Unsel.

1st & 2nd Sel75M' 2"

Red

ELM
lOOM' 1" No. 1 & No. 2
Com. Soft

lOOM' 6/4" No. 2 Com.
& Btr. Soft

Mason-DonaldsonLumberCo.
RHINELANDER, WIS.

Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gam

Daily Capacity—75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd.White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shipments of-
Wh^:te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.

( ) Porterwood, W. Va.
JacksonvUle, N. C. \ MILLS \ Wildell, W. Va.
Hertford, N. C. ( \ Mill Creek. W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN OFFICE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

WM. WHITMER CgJ, SONS
INCOBPOKATKD

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Caa,

W. Cui"

HARDWOODS
We«t Vircinia Sprue, and Hemlock

Long and Skort Leaf Pin. Virginia Fraaiiog

Finance Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

All Three of Ui Will B. Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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HARDWOODS

TEXAS
The newest star in the Hardwood firmament

"Ultimately the main source of Hardwood supply"

Not every hardwood buyer has learned to look to Texas for supply, but

the reputation of Texas hardwoods is rapidly spreading with the result

that more and more buyers are sending their inquiries to responsible

Texas manufacturers.

TEXAS WHITE and RED OAK is now being used in practically every important

consuming center because of its desirable color, figure, texture, widths and lengths

—

and those who have tried it continue to buy. It is being used for every purpose for

which oak is employed. It is well manufactured and properly graded when made by

the mills named below.

H. G. BOHLSSEN MANUFACTURING CO New Caney, Texas

LIBERTY HARDWOOD LUMBER CO Big Creek, Texas

PHILIP A. RYAN LUMBER CO Lufkin, Texas

SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO Houston, Texas
(Mill at Onalaska, Texas)

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER CO Texarkana, Texas
(Mill at DiboU, Texas)

See Lists of Stock on Pages 45-46

Texas mills also manufacture Red Gum, Ash, Elm, Cottonwood, Magnolia,

Hickory, Cypress, Tupelo

AU Three of U. Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY^ OF THE SOUTH

W. P. Brown & Sons Lbr. Co.
Main Office

—
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

F YOU have ever used any hardwood lumber from east Tennessee

you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We
are not going to claim any credit for the many points of perfection,

for the trees simply grew that way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made them—tlie growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But there is another point which is concerning users these days and

concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good de-

liveries and offer just as good service as under normal conditions, we

sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably than in almost any odier big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of the quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

than it is the good fortune of almost any other section to be in position to

offer under present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modem
equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from

this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

Write

The Babcock Lumber & Land Co Knoxville, Tenn.
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber Company Townsend, Tenn.

Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company. . . .Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.

J. M. Logan Lumber Company Knoxville, Tenn.

^gwiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiraiimimiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^ iiiiiin mil iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii
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AU Thifo. of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Lidgerwood Portable

Slddders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overhead Steam Ltgglng Machinery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK SEATTLE
New Orlenns: Woodward, Wight & Co., Ltd.

Canada: Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region 'vhere

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sa.Ies

medivim for hak.rdwood Iximber,

Wm. E. Hill Co.
KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW MILL MACHINERY
"The line that is imitated*^

Jackers, Kickers, Log Stops and Loaders, Niggers, Steam

Feeds, Carriages, Live Rolls, Steam Jump Saws, Trips,

Edgers, Trimmers, Slashers, Concave Rolls, Conveyor

Drives, Circular Cut-Off Machines, Swing Saws, Drag
Saw Machines, Steam Dogs, Steam Splitters, Lath Ma-
chinery. Vertical Automatic Engines, etc.

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK ... KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

^>Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13/16" in all

standard widths

PALMER «Sfc PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony
ENGLISH OAK ifCMCCBC DOMESTIC
CIRCASSIAN WALUT VtrittRS HARDWOODS

103 Mediord Street, Charlestown Dist.

BOSTON, MASS.

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefitea if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CHICAGO
The Largest Lumber Center in the World
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i^ Indiana White Oak
^^fl Logs like these are typical

^^1 of what our mill cuts—they

^pfl can't make poor lumber.

^^^^H If you have any trouble in

P^^B getting Indiana quality, try

|i|H| Headquarters for HoosierHardwoods

^H /^^ HOFFMAN BROS./'->

(IB)
COMPANY n^HH ><i^FORT WAYNE, INDIANA\t^

^^^^l Reg.U.S. ESTABLISHED 1867 Reg.U??.
^^^^H Pat.Oir. IN C OBFOB AT£0 190 Pat.Oa.
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Review and Outlook
•AH

General Market Conditions

NOT FOR YEABS has the lumber business attained such a posi-

tion of strength as it occupies today ; strength, not the reflection

of temporarily good buying in any one direction, but made up of a

predominance of fundamental ingredients which raise it ever higher

and make an ever firmer foundation for present conditions. Natural

cautiousness and the tendency to iigure ahead resulted a short time

ago in a measure of conservatism in certain directions, but those who

are inclined to view the future with doubt or skepticism, who dis-

counted the present momentum in business, have been literally picked

up out of their ways and carried along with the tide of growing sales

and growing values.

In no business has concerted action in the matter of price been more

impossible than in the lumber business, and at no time in the history

of the industry has it been more difficult for any combination to regu-

late values. Yet, in spite of this some of the jumps of hardwood prices

have been nothing short of sensational, and in tliis very condition lie

causes for two warnings, one to the consumer that his stocks will be

even more difficult to supply than they are now and that his prices will

be higher. One to the distributor that he does not lose his head and

kill the goose of the proverbial golden egg.

The position of hardwood lumber today seems to have truly reached

such a situation that the competition rather than being among the

sellers is among the buyers—about the only place where the sellers

compete with one another is in the securing of shipping facilities where-

with to keep their mills running and their lumber moving to the

markets.

The peculiar part of the situation is that some industries which nor-

mally account for a very large percentage of the output of the hard-

wood nulls are definitely slackening up; interior finish, for instance,

which has been referred to before in these comments. As one ener-

getic, though "hefty" lumberman, remarked a short time ago, a man

who had laid aside .$5,000 with which to put up a nice, little home

could hardly get up the first story for that amount of money now,

and if that man 's surplus does not increase in proportion to the mount-

ing cost of building he simply doesu 't build. The same thing is becom-

ing more evident in the buying of accessories to the home, such, for in-

stance, as furniture. And yet on top of reports of this character come

the most optimistic comments at the recent meeting of Federation of

Furniture -Manufacturers, at which sessions the almost unanimous

statement was that operators are going along as actively as they can

with the available labor. Still the under-current of less formal com-

ment showed an increasing spottiness revealing the possibility of trade

not being so brisk as it was.

It is argued that the state of war cannot have a permanently deter-

ring influence because all the money taken out of usual channels will

be reinvested in this country and disbursed broadcast. That is literally

true. However, it is practically certain that two classes will benefit

primarily, namely, the owners of companies directly or indirectly in-

volved in the war business and the wage earners who seem to be strong

enough to force wage readjustments keeping pace with and sometimes

being ahead of rising prices. The probability of this money getting

into the '
' middle class '

' currents is another question. In the face of

mounting costs the salaried man is expected to maintain himself on

about the same salary basis as heretofore, and as he makes up the

class which takes the medium priced product, it is probable that the

greatest strength during the present period of transition will be in

the sale of articles normally desired by the laboring element, and on

the other extreme the high priced articles going to the families de-

pendent rather upon profits than upon salaries—to the capitalists and

the manufacturers. The salaried man must conserve his surplus to

meet mounting expenses.

Unquestionably the lumber business is in a period of transition

which wiU see big changes in channels of consumption, but the future

will show no marking of time in either values or cousumption. All

industries seem to be rallying to the support of the government in

supplying raw material and commodities at a reasonable profit, but as

the climb in lumber values has in most cases just barely kept pace

with increasing costs, and as selling prices today will certainly not

average much more than a fair profit beyond cost of production, lum-

bermen furnishing the government could not be expected to quote

prices which would adversely influence going markets. Hence there

wiU be little tendency of war orders to interfere with normal quota-

tions.

The Cover Picture

THE OPEN SEASON OF THE COUNTRY CLUB is at hand, and

the cover picture illustrating this issue of Hardwood Record wiU

serve to remind the business man of that fact. The original from

which the photograph was made is the Country Club's colonial house

at Memphis, Tenn.

The finish is red gum. Memphis is a leading market for this wood

and some of the finest products of the St. Francis basin, and other

famous gum districts, are handled by. Memphis dealers. The purpose

in usino- gum in finishing this handsome building was not to advertise

gum, but there is no question that it wiU have that effect. Visitors

will carry away with them a favorable impression of this wood's

beauty and utility. It shows to excellent advantage in buildings of

ample size and of fine architecture. Since the seasoning of gum has

been mastered, it fills many a place where formerly it was practically

unknown. The beauty of its grain and figure were known long ago.
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but the national and international demand for gum has grown up in

recent years, and it has become firmly established as a cabinet and

finish wood.

It is not necessary for one to admire any wood in particular in

order to enjoy the luxury of rest and recreation in a place such as is

shown in the picture. The building is not the only attraction, though

it may be the chief one. The trees and the shade appeal in a language

of their own.

The Diverted Billions

ENOEMOUS SUMS OF MONEY will be taken from its usual

channels to meet the government loans, and the precise effect

on the business of the country cannot be foreseen. There is, no

doubt, that changes will take place in many plans which were

formulated before the government's needs were foreseen. If

money that was counted on to build a railroad, stock a store, pur-

chase machinery, or build a factory is used for military purposes,

it is apparent that certain plans will have to be revised. The

diversion of six or seven billion dollars from one series of chan-

nels into another is bound to have an effect. The government's

call for money is being responded to. by persons in all walks of

life. The money will be spent for war, which is the biggest busi-

ness on hand at present.

Many persons are giving serious thought to the problem thus

brought to the front. Will the diversion of this money into new

channels cripple general business?

The answer is, so far as opinions justify an answer, that in

some lines business must be curtailed, for want of funds. On the

other hand is the prospect that what is lost in one line will be

more than made up in others. The government will spend the

money in this country and will spend it rapidly. It will go into

circulation at once. It will be widely distributed. It will go to

farmers, railroads, machinists, lumbermen, and in fact, it is hard

to name any considerable class of people who will not receive a

share of the billions which will be spent for war.

Persons who have nothing to sell which the government needs

may not receive any of the money directly, but they will receive

their share indirectly; for when plenty of money is in circula-

tion, everybody has a chance at it. Hard times are produced by

lack of cash in circulation, and a situation like that is not now
visible. The fear that something unfavorable will result from the

loans to the government is without cause. A considerable portion

of the sums which will be loaned consists of money now idle, and

no one questions that it is the idle money and not the circulating

money that hurts business. Every dollar of idle money loaned

to the government will be a direct help.

The whole population cannot engage in business along lines

directly connected with the war; but a majority will be so en-

gaged from now until hostilities end. Business wholly outside

the war will be rare, for it has been truthfully said that in this

war it is nations rather than armies that are fighting; and it is

also wheat as well as rifles, and dollars as well as dynamite. The

money supplied the government by the people will help the country

to win, and at the same time will stimulate business in a way that

ought to benefit every man who works with his hands or head.

Where Will It End
TT IS WKLL TO TAKE A SERIOUS LOOK in an effort to see

1 where and what will be the end of the mania for increasing the

cost of every article and commodity that is produced, sold, or handled.

It may become an endless chain of increasing cost until a disastrous

collapse will come from the natiiral laws of adjustment.

The railroads want an advance of fifteen per cent in freight. Pos-

sibly they ought to have it, but it does not appear that any real effort

has been made to find out whether or not they ought to have it. The

general public seems to have taken the attitude that the war and poor

crops have made everything expensive, and something must be added

to prices to meet the increased cost. Then the man who is charged

more for what he buys, adds to the price of what he sells, in order to

come out even, and in that way passes his increases in cost on to his

customers. If they will pay him more for what he sells, what does

he care for an increase in price of what he buys? It does not come

out of his pocket, but out of the pockets of his customers. Accord-

ingly, he registers no kick.

But his customers get busy and begin to figure how they are to get

even, and they do what was done to them—pass the increased cost on

down the line by adding it to what thej' have for sale. Why sliould

they object, so long as they can pass the load along to the next fel-

low? It is finally laid on the laborer at the end of the line in the form

of increased prices of what he buys, and in order to get even, he

passes it to his employer in the form of higher wages which he says

he must have. The increase thus gets back where it started—to the

employer or manufacturer.

The manufacturer takes a fresh start, and decides that he must

again raise Lis prices to meet the new raise in wages. Thus it goes,

round and round, each man passing the load on, and not caring much
so long as he can put in one pocket what some one else is taking out

of the other.

This is actually about what is taking place in this country, and the

danger of it is that nobody is standing up and making an effort to

break the endless chain of price increase.

The present demand of railroads for another advance is cited as an

example only, and not because they are worse sinners than the rest.

They are simpl_y a link—a large link, it is true—in the endless chain.

Is it not about time that an attempt be made to stop the whirl of this

merry-go-round of price increase? Why not resist the railroads as a

starter, and make them prove that they cannot increase their net rev-

enues by cutting expense instead of going after their patrons for more

income? If a stand like that is taken, and successfully maintained,

prices and costs may cease to climb and business will settle to the sub-

stantial laws of supply and demand. If the race round the arena

continues, with each man chasing the man ahead of him and demand-

ing more money, there is danger tliat this attempt at perpetual motion

will end in failure and a general bustup.

What $5,000,000,000 Means
INASMUCH AS THE CITIZENS of America must back the govern-

ment to the limit in the present war, and as the policy seems to be

to place its cost on the present generation, all must look the matter in

the face and appreciate what we are up against. The National City

Company of New York City has compiled some wonderfully interesting

figures. As we, the people, constitute the factor which will make
financing of the task a success or failure, a few of these figures are

i|UOted here to remind you of your responsibility.

The initial amount involved, $5,000,000,000, is:

5.14 times the present debt of the tlnlted States

;

4.S7 times the value of the estimated wbeat crop in I'JIG ;

54.9 per cent of the value of all crops for 1916
;

24. .S per cent of tiio total raiiroad capitalization ontstauding as of June
30, 1915 ;

14.5 per cent of the total bank resources of the United States on Novem-
ber 17, 1910, this total being ?34,489,531,000.

Wliat citizens of other countries are doing is shown in the following

tabulation

:

Normal family iiuonie in England is $1,368 : average annual family In-

vestment in war loans is $699.

In France, the normal family income is $1,000 ; the annual average fam-
ily investment in war loans is $358.

In Ru.?sia the normal family income is $373 ; the annual average family
investment in war loans is $139.

In Germany the normal family income is $970 ; the average annual
family Investment in war loans is $420.

What are you going to do—back up the government financially by
giving your personal co-operation?

In considering the rate advance bear in mind that it isn't yet

proven that the roads imist have it and that in many lines the pro-

posals mean much more than fifteen per cent. So even if your trade

association is handling the matter see that your local commercial body
establishes the true local conditions so that you may not come out in

the hole when the final decision is rendered.
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Has Car Shortage a Purpose?
Some timely suggestions in connection witli tlie present car short-

age and i^roposed advances in interstate freight rates have been

offered by J. V. Stimson of Huntingburg, Ind., who operates hard-

wood band mills in that city, and also at Owensboro, Ky., Memphis,
Tenn., and Little Rock, Ark. Mr. Stimson relates conditions as he

has observed them in his own town, and elsewhere, and endeavors

to show that there is something behind the attitude of the carriers.

In a letter to the Louisville Hardwood Club Mr. Stimson enclosed a

copy of a letter mailed to Secretary F. M. Smith of the Indiana

Manufacturers' Association, on May 17, in which he relates some
interesting facts. This letter is based on actual facts in Hunting-

burg, and information received relative to conditions in Louisville.

In his letter to tlie Louisville club Mr. Stimson in part said:

I believe this is a field tUat will bear investigation and tliat sometbing
may be accomplished by the accumulation of evidence along the lines that

I have indicated in this letter, because I am positively convinced that the

railroad companies are using the present situation, and condition of

public sentiment for definitely furthering their own interests, and I be-

lieve that this matter should be fully investigated, and if so done we can
possibly stem the tide of the threatened freight advance.

In his letter to the Indiana organization Mr. Stimson said:

I have been writing the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association

today along certain lines, and I want to give you some facts in substance
pertaining to the railroad situation.

I have been following this matter for some time with great care and
detail, and I am convinced that the present railroad situation is to some
extent the result of what appears to me as a prearranged plan among the

railroads to force the public into definite action along lines liberal to rail-

roads. I don't blame the raOroads very much for taking this attitude,

but it should become a club in defense of the business interests of the .

country.

The railroads are not utilizing their oars properly. Louisville people

have recently accumulated considerable amount of data in relation to the

empty car situation. They have gathered a lot of data, including photo-

graphs, etc., of yards full of empty coal cars and other cars in Louisville

standing idle Indefinitely, with coal mines out of cars and able to worl;

only a short time.

We do business 'n a small city where the railroad yards are limited in

extent. For instance, some ten days ago we were in distress for cars, and
my manager went down through the yards and side tracks and located

twelve empty cai's in one cut on one siding, belonging to the local railroad

company, standing in idleness where they had been for some time. My
manager went to the yardmaster and asked about these cars. The yard-

master said they were in bad order. My manager asked him if he would

set the cars for us for loading if he, personally, would have the car inspec-

tors here locally to examine the cars and pass them. The yardmaster said

"yes." My manager took the car inspectors, had them examine the cars

and they said they were in good order and gave It to him in writing. The
yardmaster then, to carry out his word, set the twelve empties on our sid-

ing. They were all company cars and all in good order without a nickel's

worth of work. The superintendent came here just after the yardmaster

had set the twelve cars on my siding for loading, and he called him in and

wanted to know what he meant. He told him that we had had these cars

passed and he couldn't help himself and had set them in for our loading.

The superintendent said : "Now, here, it won't do to set all these cars for

Stimson : we must divide them and give some to someone else." And
since that we had had no trouble in going out and finding plenty of empty

system cars standing idle for all the shipments we could move. It is only

because the yards are limited and we know the conditions and can watch

when empty cars are set there and idle, and then go and ask for the

specific cars for loading.

I am giving you this to suggest to you the idea that there is a purpose

behind all this, and the purpose Is to force the public to the point of a

radical advance in freight rates on the theory that the railroads haven't

the equipment to move the freight, and I think that with due investigation

and search this condition will be found to prevail in every local center.

I may be giving you information that will cause the railroad companies

to move the empties to some other place where shippers are less diligent,

but my purpose is to state a fact to you that I firmly believe exists, and

that Is being worked for definite purpose, and I am endeavoring to give

you this information for the general benefit of the public.

There is no question In the world but that this condition exists and has

existed here for some time, and I can see no reason for such actions other

than the one mentioned in my letter herein, and I only want to present It

to you In a statement of fact, as I know it to be, and as I have experienced

it, and as I can prove it, in order that you may be able to transmit the

information to the shippers throughout the state in a manner that they can

perhaps take some advantage of, or. In other words, I want to give it to

you for exactly what it is worth.

In my judgment this Is an element of evidence that should be presented

to the Public Service Commission in Indiana as well as to the Civil Service
Commission. It seems to me that through the gathering of definite and
correct Information along these lines the shippers may be able to counter-
act the threatened freight advance, for it does seem to me that the rail-

roads are slopping jver a little along these lines, and that they are making
some serious mistakes that should at least react against them.

Honey Locust for Wagon Felloes
There is no report that lioney locust has ever been made into wagon

felloes, but there are possibilities that might be worth looking after.

Wagon makers who do business in the southwestern part of the

United States go to much extra expense to procure Osage orange felloes

for that hot, dry region. This is used because of its small tendency

to shrink. Tires remain tight all summer in that desert country.

The wood shrinks so little that tires remain in place under conditions

which speedily prove fatal to wheels with oak felloes.

Why will not honey locust do as well as Osage orange for felloes?

Tests show that it shrinks even less than Osage orange. It is very

strong, hard and is slow to decay. It is more abundant than Osage
orange and ought to be cheaper. Trees attain larger size and trunks

are of better shape than Osage orange.

The locust grows from Pennsylvania to Nebraska and southward to

the gulf coast. It has been greatly extended by planting since the

settlement of the country. Trees grow rapidly, and if experience shall

prove that the wood is suitable for felloes, an adequate supply wUl be

assured.

Osage orange felloes are unsatisfactory on rocky roads because of

the unyielding character of the wood. It breaks under hea'vy jolts.

Honey locust is much more elastic and it might stand up under jolts

which break the Osage orange. It rates thirty per cent higher than

Osage orange in elasticity.

Annual Output of Crossties

Purchases of crossties were smaller in 1915 than in other years.

The total number bought by all classes of purchasers was approxi-

mately 121,402,611. The inquiry covered steam railroads, electric

railways, and light, heat, and power companies. No attempt was made

to determine the prices paid for crossties, or the number of ties laid

in new track, or to show separately the number of hewed and sawed

ties purchased.

The information was obtained by the Forest Service entirely by

means of correspondence; and the total number of ties reported by

the purchasers of all classes who sent the information requested was

97,106,651. The estimated total of all purchases was obtained in the

following manner: The actual number reported by steam railroads

was 88,498,655. The mileage of roads so reporting amounted to 78.46

per cent of the total mileage of the country. Assuming that the non-

reporting roads made purchases in proportion to their mileage, or 24,-

295,960 ties, the total for all steam railroads amounted to 112,794,615.

To this is added the number purchased by electric railways and light,

heat, and power companies, or 8,607,996, and the gi-and total for 1915

is estimated to be 121,402,611.

The purchases by species, actually reported, are shown below, for

1915:

White oak 32,461,555

Red oak 16,872,326

Southern pine 14,115,681

Douglas flr 6,950,910

Cedar 5,122,103

Chestnut 4,548,352

Cypress 4,478,612

Eastern tamarack 2,606,794

Western yellow pine. . . . 1,402,836 —
Lodgepole pine 1,316,819 All kinds 97,106,651

During 1915 crossties to the total of 37,085,585 were given preserva-

tive treatment in the United States.
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Western larch 1,251,304

Beech 1,173,490

Maple 1,069,547

Hemlock 859,662
Redwood 563,685

Gum 485,466
Birch 465,815
All other 1,361,694
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Figure Due to TwistedGrain
Ho Maxwell

Editor's Note
There are a few well known figures in wood which a re Jmost wholly dependent upon direction of gral

and the angle at which the saw or knife cuts the grain. Such are birdseye. wavy, curly, and smoky figures.
These differ among themselves, but the cause that prod uces all of them is a peculiar reflection of light from diS'

torted wood fiber. These figures are Quite common in cer tain woods, like maple, walnut, ash and redwood, and less
common with others. The causes of the distortion of gr ain, which produces the figures, is known In some cases,
while in others there is considerable doubt and contrary o pinion.

AitTICLE NINE
Several figures in wood are due to distortion of grain. These figures

are known as birdseye, curly, cloudy, smoky, and some others. They
are largely independent of growth rings, medullary rays, and abnor-

mal deposits of coloring matter. The grain of the wood, because of

some accident, peculiarity, or freak, does not lie in a normal position

and for that reason reflects in an unusual way the light that falls upon
it and thus produces the figure.

The word '
' grain '

' as applied to wood is here used in a limited

sense. It does not mean rings, it does not mean pores, it does not mean
rays, but it means fibers, those elements of wood which ordinarily run

up and down the tree trunk. If they are visible, they look like minute

splinters. They run up and down in "straight grained" wood; they

cross and interlace in "cross-grained" wood;

and in '
' twisted " or " curly '

' grained wood
they take a spiral direction. .This is the grain

which is concerned in several common figures

valued by woodworkers. If they run straight

up and down, they produce no figure; but if

they bend to one side or the other, they may
interrupt the normal reflection of light from
the surface, and thus produce figures.

The Birdseye Efpect

The most important and familiar figure of

this class is known as birdseye, wliich is a de-

scriptive term. It is not necessarily a maple

figure, for it is found in a number of other

woods and probably it occurs occasionally in

every one. It is best known in maple because

this is an abundant timber and in wide use.

Considered tree by tree, birdseye is as fre-

quent in some other species as in maple, and in

the silverbell tree it is much more abundant.

Peculiar notions and erroneous opinions pre-

vail as to the cause of birdseye in wood, and

these are not confined to ignorant people.

Some of them are found in books by writers of ability. Nearly

two hundred years ago a Virginian writer who said many inter-

esting things about geography and natural history, stated that birds-

eye maple owed its existence to holes pecked in the bark by parra-

keets (a diminutive parrot then plentiful in Virginia but now extinct

there) ; although this bird 's beak was hooked and it could not have

peeked a hole through maple bark if its life had depended upon it.

The notion is quite common that sapsuckers are responsible for the

birdseye figure. These birds peck numerous holes in maple bark,

partly to drink the sap that colleet-s there, and partly to catch flies

attracted by the sweetness. The sapsuctker perforates the bark o-f apple

trees more thoroughly than maple, yet birdseye applewood is not often

mentioned.

Some woodsmen attribute birdseye figure to the action of frost, but

without attempting to explain the modus operandi. Others find the

cause in lightning; but explanations are not offered.

There should be no question as to the cause of birdseye figure.

Adventitious buds are held to be responsible. These buds are hidden

beneath the bark and are unable to force their way through it. There

is no definite information as to the length of time the buds remain

alive, but there is no doubt that they often originate while the trunk

is small and remain a disturbing factor until the tree attains large

BURL OF BLACK WALNUT
Masses of suppressed buds cause the excres-

cense and produce figure by distorting the
grain.

size. Thus a particular birdseye that occurs on the surface of a large

trunk may often be traced, by removing slice after slice of the wood,

nearly to the heart of the tree. The same cause continues to dupli-

cate a particular birdseye figure for a hundred years or more, whether

it is due to one bud surviving so long or to bud succeeding bud in the

same place year after year, and always remaining beneath the bark.

Huron Smith, former dendrologist of the Field Museum, Chicago,

dissected the buds from birdseye and burls, as a surgeon would dissect

out a nerve or vein from the tissues of a muscle.

Anyone with a birdseye log and a few tools can perform interesting

operations. Cut down through the center of a birdseye figure with a

saw, from the surface toward the heart, and polish smooth the ex-

posed surface. A cross section of the figure is thus revealed, and the

bending aside and distortion of the fibers are

shown, year by year, each season's being a

pretty fair replica of what grew the year be-

fore.

The Deflected Fibers

In making such a study a magnifying glass

wUl assist in observing several interesting

things. The fibers are forced aside to pass

round the obstacle. They bend this way and

tliat, but succeed in passing, and in so doing

tliey reflect the light from different directions,

and that produces the figure effect.

The birdseye of sUverbeU is at least as ar-

tistic as that of maple. It is composed of

more finely-colored wood; but it has not usu-

ally been found satisfactory, because the cen-

ters of the eyes are liable to drop out, when
the wood is sliced as veneers.

Yellow poplars in the sappling stage, from

six to ten inches in diameter, are liable to have

birdseye wood, but it is not attractive, and

the trunks apparently overcome the distor-

tions as size increases. Where pulpwood cut-

ters are operating in stands of sappling yellow poplars, and peeling

the trunks, the frequency with which specimens are seen with sur-

faces embossed with small, sharp-pointed protuberances, shows the

prevalence of birdseye growth in this species.

The wood forming a birdseye does not differ much in color from that

wholly outside. The diflferenee is in luster.

The Buel Figure

The burl in wood might be described as a compound birdseye. That
definition would need to be modified in some cases, for it is not always

easy to distinguish between a burl and other kinds of excrescences.

There is a pretty large family of knobs, lumps, knots and abnormal
growths occurring on the trunks of trees, and between some of them
there is no close relationship either in origin or structure. All are

probably due to obstructions of natural growth, and to the tree's

efforts to heal a wound, occlude an irritant, or expel an enemy. They
may be caused by burns, bruises, cynips, and buds beneath the bark.

It is only the burl caused by adventitious buds that calls for con-

sideration in discussing figured woods. Such is the walnut, ash, and
redwood burl, the three most important in this country from the

woodworkers' standpoint. Veneers sliced across such burls are often

very fine. There are clusters of multitudes of birdseyes, intertwined
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with bauds of distorted fibers. Tliese figures are often luKlily colored,

especially in walnut, and the real birdseyes are somewhat obscured.

Solid burls are used as well, as the veneers sliced from them. Wal-
nut is usually sliced, and ash quite frequently, but in California the

enormous redwood burls are generally manufactured into woodenware
and novelties, such as breadboards, fruit trays, nut bowls, lamp
stands, and small articles of furniture. Eurls six or more feet in

diameter are taken from the enormous redwood trees on the coast of

northern California. The large surfaces of figured wood that may be
cut from them are excelled noAvhero.

The ash burl is usually small. Old time furniture makers, who
workeil by hand, liked to employ small panels of such ash.

The black walnut burl is more familiar than any other. The figures

are usually a combination of birdseyo effects anil differently-colored

streaks and bands of wooil.

Kpj-ect .\xc Cause

WAVY REDWOOD VIGURE
This figure occurs also in ash. chfstnut. maple, ovpres.s anil occasionally

in other lonunerclal domestic anil forcitn woods.

Abnormal buds cause burls;

not one bud, but clusters and

masses of them. In the case of

walnut they frequently develop in

a band or zone around the tree "s

whole circumference. That pro

duces a burl shaped like a door-

knob, and the tree 's trunk has ap-

parently grown u]> through the

center of it. However, the trunk

was there first, and the burl is a later growth.

SPRUCE WITH STRAIGHT GRAIN
Curly, wavy, and Iiird's-eye figures are inipossible bee

fleeted evenly from all parts of the surface.

Ill curly and wavy grain we have an effect that is visible in the fig-

ured wood, but a search for the cause of the wave, the curl, the spiral,

and the twist is apt to end in disappointment. Several theories and
explanations have been jiut forward to account for these peculiar dis-

tortions of growing wood, and it is not improbable that some of these

theories have truth in them ; but if any man knows why the fibers of

the growing tree will lean to one side and grow round and round the

trunk like a winding stair, oi' bend back and forth in recurring waves,

the information has not been published so as to be generally known.

It cannot be held that environment does it, or trees side by side

would develo|p the same grain ; but it is known that such trees may be

as different as if they ttooil a thousand miles apart. In some in-

stances, at least, environment and accidents of growth have nothing

to do with distorted grain. Let the chestnut tree illustrate. Its fig-

ure is not handsome because too coarse, but the ilistorted fibers of

chestnut are somewhat jieculiar. This tree grows from the seed and

also from the sprout. A forester can walk through a chestnut woods

whore the trees may be one, two, or three iiundred years old, and can

pick out the trees that grew from seeds and likewise those which came

from sprouts, and not make many mistakes. The trees from seeds

have spiral grain, round and round the trunk ; while the sprout trees

have straight grain. There may 1 e a few exceptions.

Here, apparently, the direction of the grain was determined before

the seed germinates. No environment and no aeciilent influenceil it.

If that view may be accepted

as a fact, it seems to put far

back in a tree 's ancestral his-

tory the causes governing the

direction of grain and the de-

velopment of figures depending

upon grain. That, at least, ap-

pears to be the case with chest-

nut, and if true of chestnut, why
not of other treesf

5^ MAXWELL

light

Burls of that form on

walnut are often at or near the surface of the ground. The ash burl

is less regular in form, and in ]ilace of growth on the bole.

Curly Gk.mn Figure

Considerable latitude should le allowed when one talks of curlv

grain and the figures developeil from it. The figure cannot be very

exactly defined. Sometimes the direction of the grain runs spirally

round the trunk, at other times the fibers lie in waves or folds, like the

letter S, with innumerable modifications. The grain of redwooil may
follow to many folds and convolutions that if a billet is split, the

direct distance from end may not he half the distance if the exact sur-

face is followed. Strange as it may appear, such redwood splits easily,

the rift winding in and out among the convolutions.

The fibers constituting the grain may cross and interlace, which is

notoriously the case with black gum (Xjixse sylvatica) . Such a wood is

difficult to split because the interlocking fibers must be broken. Black

gum may be split when frozen through and through. lee renders the

fibers brittle and the force of the wedge breaks them. Black gum does

not enjoy much reputation as a figui'ed wood, yet some logs show nice

figure if the fibers are cut in the proper direction, and considerable

use is being made of the figured wood.

The figure of curly birch ranks high in beauty. The grain is dis-

torted, but the folds or waves follow one another in regular sequence,

and the figure repeats itself in a way to increase greatly the value of

the wood.

Trunks of oak trees produce many excrescences, large and small,

but the wood of such excrescences has no reputation for figure. It is

shaped for mallets and mauls hut not for panels. Reiieated patterns

are lacking, and little beauty can be brought out, no matter how

highly the surface may be polished. The oak excrescence appears not

to be due to concealed buds but rather to the nests and burrows of

gall flies.

s r MAXWtio.

CROSS SECTION Or BIRDS-EYE FKilRE
The dormant buii that caused the distorted grain peisi.-^tcd iIuriiiL- furty-

eight years of growtli. ilii;ilicating tie figure year alter yi'ar.

For the first time in a good many years, in fact since about the

Civil war period, American shipyards have taken the lead over

the British yards in shipbuilding operations, and the best 0? it

is this is but one of the many lines in which our country is row

standing out as a world leader.

The cost of burping mill refuse is a theme that has received

serious discussion this year. That is well enough for the time

being, but like the hungry boy with the apple, we should get to

the point soon where there isn 't going to be any refuse that it

will cost money to burn up.

Some people may still claim that advertising is a waste of

moi>ey, but even they will have to admit advertising campaiyns

have proven effective in putting a number of our native woods

before the public m a light that means more business and better

values.
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Lumbermen—Look Forward

!

Editor's Note

The following is an address delivered by Edward Hines of Chicago before the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association in session at Milwaukee, April 27.

Fumlamental facts must bp reckoned with

iu wliatever of consideration is given to any

subject. Different viewpoints, tlie outgrowtli

of various opinions and too often vague theo-

ries, unfortunately, not only retard progress

but render a really intelligent discussion of a

subject, if not well nigh impossible, at least

indefinite and leading away from satisfactory

and successful conclusions. Of the many illu-

sions under which the manufacturers of lum-

ber have suffered greatest harms during the

past decade, none have been so harmful or

so injurious to our progress as the one con-

ceived in the too general belief that individual

effort counts for as much to the welfare of

the industry as the co-ordination of interests.

Selfish interests opposed to co-operation of all

interests: subordinating the good of the in-

stitution to individual desires and the greed

for individual aggrandizement have, from the

beginning of time, interrupted progress and

destroyed opportunities. To accomplish the

desired end it is of the utmost importance that

the majority be followed by the minority.

The problems that confront the manufacturers of lumber today, are

largely fraught with elements that have always prevented the ad-

vancement to which the industry is righfuUy entitled. A too apparent

disregard for essentials and a quiescent mental attitude that has

threatened to become a permanent condition of the mind, coupled

with a general tendency to reject anything that is new and away from

the traditional customs of more or less doubtful value, have conspired

to render the solution of our difficulties, troublesome and annoying

rather tluin pleasing and gratifying.

General conclusions are too often drawn from too small a number

of observations, and fiom an exceedingly limited knowledge of actual

condition.-. Failure tc comprehend actual facts and the tendency to

be misled by theories and impractical ideas are quite as detrimental

to our success as that smug confidence in which so many of us repose,

sati-sfied that we have accomplished all that is our's to accomplish,

and all that it is possible to do. The inertia of minds at rest; the

inclination to stubbornly defend older ideas because at some time or

other in the past, they have yielded profit, notwithstanding their ap-

parent uselessness in this generation, and the failure to respond to a

renewed and more lively interest in the prospects of our inilustry

for the future, are every one of them elements that we must meet with

determination and strenuous opposition if we expect to succeed in our

efforts to establish our undertaking on a level with other great pur-

suits in the world's commerce. I cannot too strongly impress upon

you the necessity for taking your association work more seriously.

There is so much to be accomplished, so much to think about, and so

much to do, that while the task seems sometimes to be gigantic and

almost insurmountable, nevertheless the duty is ours to perform, and

there can be no reasonable excuse for our shirking it or attempting an

evasion of our responsibilities. Instead of shooting at pink snakes and

purjih' toads, let us direct our aim at something more tangible, some-

thing really more vital to our well being as an industry. History tells

us what has happened, in the past but not the future, and it remains

for us to help mould the future and shape our destinies with a view to

knotting \vhat the future shall be. Whoever accepts the past for a

guide must expect to be led backward. The world has profited slightly

indeed from the resurrection of old records—its astounding benefits

have come through the exploration of unventured spaces and the ex-

ploitations of unobserved opportunities. Civilization's coatof-arms
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is marked with the surveyor 's transit, the mar-

iner 's compass, and the scientist 's test-tube.

The barriers in our way have yet to prove too

great for courage and reason.

In our contemplation of the future and what

it shall reveal to us, as to the permanency of

values of our products and how best to attain

that permanency, we must carefully consider

the isresent conditions, what has brought them

about, and how they compare with added costs

of production, and watch and heed the future

that affects our costs and probably future in-

creases. These added costs of production are

elements too for future reckoning in that they

may or may not fluctuate in proportion to the

market fluctuations of lumber. The recent en-

hancement in prices of quite every item of

lumber of all kinds, has come about through

a combination of circumstances that renders it

difBcult to even guess what may happen in the

time to come. We can only fortify ourselves

with facts as they are presented to us, and by

making such comparisons as are necessary to

enable us to arrive at a practical solution of

what we must do to avoid past errors and future complications.

In my investigation of existing conditions I have been im-

pressed with the astounding array of cost of materials that

have increased our costs of operation far beyond any figures I have

considered possible. And in my preparation of comparative costs,

relative advances in prices, etc., of the various conunodities of com-

merce, I can but feel that whatever of advantage may have accrued

to the benefit of lumber, has been decidedly small by comparison with

those that have affected nearly every other known product.

A careful consideration of these advances shows a startling appre-

ciation on some articles, a very marked advance on others, and rela-

tively a modest advance on lumber and woodwork. They show con-

clusively, that lumber is not high in price, by comparison with almost

every other product.

For instance, pig iron has advanced since 1914 about 400 per cent;

copper, 115 per cent; 26 grades of metal, 107 per cent; canned goods

(where they can be had), 100 per cent; lard, 100 per cent; wheat and

flour, over 100 per cent; wrapping paper, 82 per cent; glass, 80 per

cent; coal, from $3.40 to $6.50; lumber, 15 per cent; woodwork, 15

per cent; woods labor, over 100 per cent and less efficient; mills and

yards from $1.75 to $2.50.

From this you can see that lumber and woodwork have not attained

the distinction of having reached to the general level of values of

other products.

Of the numerous items of supplies, provisions, etc., which manu-
facturers of lumber must use in their operations, I have found that

the average advance in cost by comparison with figures that pr<'vailed

in 1914 is about 75 per cent, for instance:

Mill brooms that cost

in 1914 ^ i.r>(} per doz. now cost $
Belting 1.7a per doz. now cost

Babbitt 03 v.! per doz. now cost

Machine bolts 1.6S

Riveted chajn 20
High speed r. M. knives .24

Lath twine 7.00

Nails 1.88
Hexagon nuts 4.50

Pulleys 3.20

Band saws 7:^.60

Rope 10.75

per doz. now cost

per doz. now cost

per doz. now cost

per doz. now cost

per doz. now cost

per doz. now cost

per doz. now cost

per doz. now cost

per iloz. now cost

7.00

3.46

.10

2.GO

.42%

21.00

3.94 (and advancing)
9.00

7.08

110.40

24.27
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General food provisions have averaged from 75 to 200 per cent

higher, notably beans from $2.80 to $7.50, flour $4.50 to $9.30 and up,

potatoes 60e to $2.00, and so on.

You are all familiar with the increased labor costs. In the woods

in two years, about 100 per cent and with at least 25 per cent less

efficiency, the average extra costs running around $4.00 per thousand

feet. At the lumber plants labor has gone up about 50 per cent

—

skilled help 10 to 15 per cent.

If we are to hold our own, maintaining values at a level commen-

surate with those that we must secure in order to show a fair value

for our stunipage with added costs of operation, taxes, interest, depre-

ciation, overhead charges, and last but not least, the risk of the ele-

ments, destroying in many instances millions of feet of timber by the

ravages of wind and fire, we have indeed a problem, the solution of

which will put to the test our best efforts and our most intelligent

co-operation. There must also be a better Hnderstanding of the oppos-

ing forces that are sure to compel our attention, once we return to a

more normal level of business conditions. Temporary advantages

such as we are now enjoying, cannot be made enduring without a

broader and more liberal intercourse and a more confiding and less

restricted understanding as between the widely diversified interests

of our industry. The weaknesses that disrupt closer relations between

the various elements of so great and vast an undertaking must be

eliminated root and stem, and there must come an harmonious blend-

ing of all these elements.

Willows are weak but they bind the fagot. There is mighty little

strength in a single unit or of many units acting without the singleness

of purpose that characterizes the success of any project or undertak-

ing. Harmoniously blended in unison and of one accord, they securely

,
weave their great influence throughout the webb and woof of our com-

mercial life and firmly bind the object of our efforts with irresistible

. and irrepre'^sible solidity.

Of the many splendid opportunities that present themselves for our

careful thought and consideration, as offering inducements to our bet-

ter conception and understanding of these opportunities, witness the

recent return of a world-wide demand for wooden ships—of a type

long since discarded but now deemed to be useful again since the de-

mand for tonnage is so much greater than the supply. On both the

Atlantic and Pacific coasts, shipwrights who learned their trade a gen-

eration ago have come back to work with mallet and adze, trimming

the frames of wooden ships. Who shall say that this resumption of

activity in this industry may not foretell a long and useful career for

wooden ships, and the amount of lumber required in this new channel

is beyond our conception, and is bound to have its effect on aU kinds

of lumber values.

In recent years, the new type of wooden block pavement, made of

creosoted wood, has found a place as a practical utility for purposes

of serving a public need for a better street pavement. There has been

some concerted effect on the part of manufacturers of lumber here

and there, to create a favorable public sentiment for this useful mate-

rial, but it has not gone far enough ; it has not penetrated beyond the

ephemeral popularity of a new product, and the real value of its suit-

ability has not been revealed to the la.yman who needs to know facts

before he becomes thoroughly interested. This also furnishes food for

thought for the future in considering the demand for common lumber.

In the twentieth century demand for fireproof construction in build-

ings, there is open a field of great possibilities for us in educating

architects and engineers to the larger use of wood in the erection of a

type of slow-burning construction that answers to every practical de-

mand for the ideal fireproof building. Some effort has been expended

in the direction of educating the public to the excellence of this class

of buildings, but in this too we have not progressed as the exigencies

of the situation demand.

Doubtful results have been attained in the substitution of steel for

wood in many types of cars and I am not so sure that railroad offi-

cials have not concluded to discontinue entirely, the use of steel in a

great many instances. Granting that obviously good reasons exist

why, in certain parts of car construction, steel is preferable to wood,

by the same token, wood should replace steel in other parts and it is

our duty to ascertain the facts and present them in a practical way for

a more logical selection of materials that shall hereafter be used in

this work. There will shortly be an enormous amount of material

used for constructing new cars and repairs, to relieve the unprece-

dented shortage, and we are certainly entitled to our share of this

business.

Many other examples of substitution of materials for wood and wood
products may easily occupy our valuable time in our efforts to get at

the facts pertaining to these substitutions. There are good and suffi-

cient reasons why concrete serves numerous and useful purposes to the

exclusion of wood ; but there are likewise correspondingly good and
valid reasons why wood should retain its safe estate in many instances,

where previously it has been misplaced without good cause.

While we have had some information that the high costs of general

building material that have been in effect during the past year, and
the very recent talk of some slight advances on lumber as compared
with other commodities lumber comes in competition with in the build-

ing line, that it would affect and retard buUding in the larger cities,

particularly of a speculative character, flat-buUdings, the cheaper-

class of homes, etc., it is true only to a limited extent, and probably

in the larger cities it has affected trade as compared with a year ago

from 15 to 25 per cent, but this must not be given too much considera^

tion as we have found in many instances that the increase has beei

most marked, for instance towns like Lorain, Ohio, several hundre<

per cent over a year ago, Youngstown—and Akron, where" industrial

coijcerns are building several thousand houses. In addition to that,

the tremendous amount of money in the rural districts and apparent

crop prospects will further stimulate and bring about further returns

in home deposits, the farming community, the smaller town com-

munities must have more money to buOd with now than ever before,

so that the year of 1917 should show as much if not a greater volume

of building than ever before, and when you consider the enormous num-
ber of new boats being built, for ocean service, lake service, and river

barges, for transportation of coal and other commodities, the amount
of lumber which the government will use for construction of barracks,

together with the increased mining necessarily taking timbers and

other lumber; the increased building of factories and enlarging of

others, in which to manufacture the many products formerly brought

here from Europe, which wUl also create an enormous demand for

crating material—the industry has every reason to look forward to a

greatly increased volume in shipments, and a materially less produc-

tion in all lines necessarily creating a shortage in the actual stock on

hand, as each month will show this year.

In the marketing of our products there has been all too little real

sagacity shown, and unfortunately the sales end of our business has

not kept pace with the activity displayed in what may truthfully be

said to be twentieth century salesmanship. A dilatory consideration

of the need for more intelligent direction of this extremely important

department of our business, fully justifies criticism and censure, and

I am hopeful that a more intensive effort and a keener perception of

the need for improvement in this department may soon eventuate.

The evolution of ideas defying traditional fallacies and replacing

ancient and timeworn customs with modern and down-to-the-minute

twelve-cylinder activity, promises the solution of our difficulties.

Events of the past few years have disclosed the urgent need for re-

forms and the stern necessity for the zealous pursuit of precepts that

make for the general betterment of the industry. Strength lies in

the fortifications against intrusion and invasion, and to secure such

strength we must forget personal aggrandizement and work for the

general betterment of our industrv as a whole.

The sawmill man with a dry kiln can not only market his lum-

ber more promptly during the rainy season than the man who depends

upon air drying, but if he handles it right he can turn out lumber

in nicer shape, and he is always in a position to get rid of paying

freight on the moisture in only partly dried lumber.

Good piling sticks are worth while on any lumber yard, and

since dry sticks are preferable to green ones, taking the trouble

to make good ones will do much to insure their being taken care

of and used after they have become dry.
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West Virginia Logging Costs

Hardwood Kecokd recently received from a West Virginia operator

an interesting letter and some interesting data relative to costs of

stunipage and operation in West Virginia. The letter is as follows:

Editor Hardwood Record : Replying to your letter of the 6th, beg

to state that I have marJe many figures on the cost of manufacturing

such hardwoods as are produced in the state of West Virginia, and we are

all aware of the tact that it has been a great puzzle to the manufacturers

to know how on one Mob they would lose money and on another make
money when the labor was practically the same as to efficiency and cost,

and the average sales price was the same.

It is my contention that there is not one manufacturer out of a hundred

that realizes the relation in costs between manufacturing logs of different

diameters (or sizes), and for the ninety-nine that are in the dark I

would like to open up a correspondence through the columns of Hardwood
Record with certain concerns that may feel inclined to help their friends

to fully understand this very important question.

After the information had all been gathered and certain facts as

regarding manufacturing had been obtained from these different concerns,

then we could compile a write-up drawing definite conclusions as to how
to handle logs of different sizes.

The writer has all these figures and this intoruiation worked out in

his own mind, but the thing of proving it to the public and to the manu-

facturers is a different question, and that is why I would desire to draw
others into the argument in order that proofs may be established to con-

firm my own figures.

A few days ago I told one of our neighbors here that it would cost

him $25 to .$30 per M feet to produce lumber from logs 50' and under

scale to the log, which class of logs average about 35 feet. He stated that

I had better learn something of the lumber business and avoid making
such breaks as that. He further stated that it was impossible as he only

realized about $17 to -$20 per M on the market out of his ties whicli come
from that class of oak.

Every luml^erman of course is willing to concede tlial it costs more

to manufacture small than large lumber, but the trouble of it Is he does

not know where to draw the line—the fact of the case being the line is

not where the manufacturers suppose it to be in ninety-nine out of one

hundred cases.

When you find a few manufacturers 'Tvho have made a phenomenal suc-

cess in the lumber Industry, it is usually due to the fact that they happened

to fall into the methods that brought the desired results, and though the

managers of most of these concerns arc boosted for their management, yet

they do not know the real answer.

Another interesting thing along this line is the fact that twelve to

fifteen years ago when lumber was less value on the market, and yet

when timber sold at the same price as today (approximately .$4 to .$5 on
the stump), the average 'lumberman made as much per 1,000 feet profit

on his product as today. As lumber has increased in value from year to

year since that time, then should not our margin of profit be greater

today than then? The answer is not "labor conditions." There is a

definite reason. As the price of lumber went up the manufacturer was
inclined to cut smaller and smaller logs for his mill, rather than to make
them into hewn ties until they cut as low as 12 inches at the stump,
which is an outrage when one knows the real facts. While he figured

that the manufacturing cost on the smaller legs would be something ( ?)

he makes the wild guess and puts it at anywhere from fifty cents to

$1.50 owing to the liameter at stump that he cuts down to, of course

figuring it from the old basis of IS inches at stump being the smallest

size to cut. This manufacturer never dreamed that the manufacturing
of these smaller logs would cost him eight or ten times the amount he

figured—BUT IT IS SO.

Had we never changed from the old IS-inch-at-stump basis and used
the smaller timber for other purposes, and for which purposes it is not
hard to figure a good profit, the lumberman of today would be making a
large average profit, or else the cost of lumber to the consumer would be

much cheaper than it is now necessary for the manufacturer to sell in

order to come out whole.

If some enthusiasm could be brought into this subject through the

columns of Hardwood RecorDj it will open up some facts that will be of

universal value.

Following the letter are some interesting figures to represent actual

reports made on certain log jobs by the writer of the letter. They
refer to actual operations and are presented herewith with the

letter for comment by the manufacturing trade:

One job referred to showed logs averaging 100 feet from trees

12 inches and up at the stump. For this costs given were as follows:

Fellint; T

Slipping - To loader, covering depreciation on equipment $ 6.00
Skidding J

Loading "1

Hauling V Covering equipment depreciation 3.00
Storing J

Sawing and sticking (covering dock and mill cost and depreciation) 3.50
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Handling and loading (covering inspector and siding depreciation,
etc.) 1.50

Stumpage 4.00

Total $1S.OO
Overhead safety 1.00

Cost on cars $19.00

These figures are made on what stumpage was said to be worth at

sale, $4 for 12 inches and up, and $5 for 15 inches and up.

Another item refers to a batch of 830 logs containing 50 feet and

under, and 1,371 logs over 50 feet. It says:
'

' Counting that it takes same labor to handle two logs 50 feet and

under as it does one log 50 feet and over, it costs then on job

at $6.75 per thousand, 84 cents each for logs over 50 feet and 84 cents

for two logs under 50 feet. '

'

On this basis the 50 feet and over logs cost $6 per thousand, and

the 50 feet and under logs cost $11.60 per thousand, these charges

covering amount paid to logging contractor for cutting and skidding

on the basis of the number of logs shown above.

Tlie writer maintains that the logger cannot cut 200 logs 50 feet and

under at the same labor as 100 logs 50 feet and over. He says that

slipping is almost as expensive on small as on large timber. Figuring

on prices shown on this item, he figures $12.50 for labor and $5 for

stunipage, making a total of $17.50 as cost on cars for logs averaging

150 feet and running 50 feet and over, whereas with stumpage charge

at $4 and labor $26, the total cost of logs 50 feet and under, averaging

thirty-six feet, would be $30 on cars. Thus he strikes an average of

a total of 18,000,000 feet on the boundary containing 3,000,000 feet of

small stuff of $19 as cost of logs on cars. Based on these figures the

writer arrives at the conclusion regarding this tract that if all of the

trees, large and small, were cut—that is, the total of 18,000,000 feet

—

the average cost being $19 on ears, and the average selling price $20,

the profit would be $1 a thousand, or a total of $18,000, whereas

cutting only large logs—that is, representing 15,000,000 feet—at a

cost of $17.50 and a selling price of $20.50, there would be a gain of

$3 per thousand, or $45,000. Thus there would be an extra profit,

according to the figures, through cutting logs only 15 inches and up
of $27,000.

Figuring, then, that the remainder of the stuff can be made into

ties, the proportion would show a profit of $53,000 through this manner

of cutting, whereas the profit on cutting 12 inches and up, putting it

all into lumber, would be but $18,000. He figured, also, that the output

in handling the bigger logs would be greater through eliminating the

time on handling small logs so that the job could be completed much
sooner.

He concludes, regarding this operation, that his company could not

bring out logs 50 feet and under and saw them on a large mill without

a loss of such logs th;it would detract from the gain on tlie

large logs.

The writer then goes on to give some summaries on specific jobs and
gives the following conclusions:

Logs under 60 feet cannot he cut. skidded and sawed o,\eept at a heavy
loss, and must be left in tlie tree, and if profitable, made into hewn ties.
Logs 60 feet to 105 feet for car stock and switch ties and 6.\.S ties cannot
be cut, logged and sawed profitably on a large mill, and should be selected
from the larger logs and sawed on small mill with a crew of four to six
men, witli no inspector and as little overhead as possibl,^.

Logs 106 and over average 180 to 200 feet can be sawed most profitably
on a large mill if the quantity is sufBcient.

Detailed figures are thus given as to actual costs of logging on cer-

tain jobs according to the size and class of the logs. One job where

the logs averaged 105 feet of all sizes, cost $6.50; another, logs 60

feet and up, average 140 feet, cost $5.50 ; 106 feet and up, average

200 feet, cost $4.50; logs under 106 feet, averaging 60 feet, cost $8.00;

logs under 60 feet, average 35 feet, cost $11.50.

Figures are given for getting out hewn ties from trees 16 inches or

17 inches and under at the stump, per tie, 35 cents, with an additional

5 cents for loading.

He gives the following table, showing actual averages on logs cut on

a number of operations in West Virginia:

Logs 60 feet and under class, average 35 feet.
Logs 60 feet to 105 feet class, average 80 feet.
Logs 100 feet and up class, average 200 feet.
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^ Ship and Cantonment Requirements
As might well be expected, the softwood forests will occupy the most

prominent place in supplying timbers and lumber for immediate war
needs. But the aggregate of hardwoods going into government uses,

primarily the construction of wooden ships and troop cantonments

will be an immense and an immediate outlet for mill supplies. The
two needs must be considered separately.

In tlie construction of wooden housings for the new armies the

primary purpose was to select species most easily and cheaply avail-

able. Hence in aU the divisional regions except the east central states

softwoods have the call. In fact war department plans do not men-

tion hardwoods in any instance. The lumber committee, however,

suggested No. 3 square edge hardwood strips in five instances to take

the place of coniferous woods for flooring. The use of hardwood in

that way was suggested for New England, New York and Pennsyl-

vania, Atlantic coast (Pennsylvania to Georgia), Gulf States, and

Great Lakes region.

The War Department plan gives the following list of hardwoods

available for cantonments in tlie east central states:
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Impressions in the Hardwood Trade
Derby Day

It was Derby day; there was a large audience; Churchill Downs

was crowded with people. We sat back in the clubhouse and while in

conversation with Smith Milton, president of the Louisville Hardwood

Club, I was struck with the fact that the American people not-

withstanding the serious war conditions and the possible hereafter,

still looked with interest to see the result of the horseman's effort to

win an American Derby. And with Omar Kiayyam winning the 1917

Derby at Louisville, we were reminded of other war conditions inspir-

ing the character for which this Derby winner was named instead of

plain John Smith, who twelve months ago did the trick.

The motley throng which was aujdous to invest in Paris mutuel tick-

ets in order to win a bet on tlie Derby included a member of President

Wilson's cabinet, who will counsel the recommendation of the purchase

of three billion feet of lumber, W. E. DeLaney of the Kentucky Lum-

ber Company, Lexington, Ky., and, by the way, over one bUlion feet

of that lumber will be hardwoods, when they complete those 500 boats

that Commodore Goethals will build.

DeLaney had all the dope from Lexington, but we noticed that

either Doster of Atkins saw fame or Frank Fish of Chicago furnished

him the money to get to Lexington on the special train.

Right in the center of the betting shed Bill Wilmot of the Lidger-

wood diplomacy was a bit backward about visiting the Paris mutuel

machines, but he was there in all his glory.

One of the longest men of the 25,000 present was Charlie Barnaby

of Greencastle, Ind. That native son of Indiana seems to have as keen

an interest in Kentucky horse races as in the white oak that comes

from the mountains.

W. B. Burke of Charleston, Miss., and the Mrs., who had been

spending a week at French Lick, came down for the day. The Mrs.

and Judge Charlie Price occupied the most prominent place near the

barrier.

Doster, who was flitting around looking for special information,

asked Burke if he would like to split a ticket with him on the fourth

race. Somebody said, "Why, Lewis, that race was run thirty min-

utes ago. '
' At that moment he decided he better keep a little closer

to Vice-President N. A. Gladding, giving him his first lesson in how

to lose a two-doUar bill at the race track. Their emblem AAA is right

at home on the grounds because the race horse that is
'

' always ahead '

'

generally wins the money.

Eddie Vestal of Knoxville, Teau., who had been in attendance at

the hardwood manufacturers' inspection meeting at Cincinnati, was

interested in seeing the horses run, although he spent only a few

hours at LouisvUle. Eddie had just as much fun mixing with the

fifteen manufacturers down at the yard of Mowbray & Robinson at

Cincinnati the day before determining what certain grades were. That

reminds me, if there is any bunch of lumbermen, including the boys

that inspect stock every day, that can agree on any one grade the same

day, it would be kind of refreshing. In fact, it would save a lot of

argument; the schools that have been in effect the last two or three

years have had good influence. It has made the man who gets out the

logs, saws the lumber, has to pay notes at the bank, etc., take a little

more interest in the manipulation of the log in order to meet the new

condition in the lumber trade.

Graham Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company does

not come to the track very often, although he lives in Louisville; he

said one of those true things he puts over once in a while the other day.

'
' You know when you win this money you think it is worth ten times

as much as the ordinary dollar, but by the time the races are over it

has already disappeared and takes a piece tally to discover where it

has gone to." That brings out the observation to those of us who

have occasionally seen the ponies run and noticed the people that follow

them are happy, chipper and wearing new straw hats and good clothes

today, but next week have lost their hats and clotlies both and have

faces on them as long as the moral law.

Claude Sears of the Edw. L. Davis Lumber Company, when a bunch

of visitors dropped in on him on Derby day morning, said, "Oh, I am
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too busy to sell you fellows anything, buy any lumber or do anything

else; this Derby fever catches the crew and everybody else—aU except

the ladies in the ofBce. A lot of plants shut down because it is easier

to operate the mill half a day with a fuU crew than a whole day with

half a crew." The Davis company was in the gunstock game.

DeLaney brought down some information from the mountains that

interested all of them. He said,
'

' I believe gum will make good butts

for rifles and in noticing the gun carried by the mountaineers I have

had it confirmed pretty generally that maple is also a good substitute

for walnut; it is illustrated by the fact that practically all the moun-

taineers in the Kentucky and Virginia country use maple gunstocks.

Uncle Sam Wants Boats
Clarence Mengel, president of the C. C. Mcngel & Bro. Company,

when asked about mahogany, said :

'

' Well, we are doing the best we

can; prices are high, logs are plentiful enough in Africa and South

America, but when the government requisitions one boat and tries to

convince you that shortly Uncle Sam wOl need the other boats, there

is a little uncertainty about getting logs to your mills in America.

After operating camps in these foreign climates for a few years, even

a catastrophe like taking your transportation facOities away from

you does not disturb you seriously, because it gets to be a habit—you

expect it. There is much uncertainty in the mahogany business—the

popularity of the wood, however, at this time and its place on the

map is quite an inspiration to overcome ditficulties of this character.

Barry Norman of the Holly Ridge Lumber Company was very keen

to know what Uncle Sam 's requirements are when it comes to bolt

stock. He said, "In our Louisiana operations we have a true bunch

of timber and would take the best care of Uncle Sam's orders if he

honored us with a requisition. '

'

L. H. Wymond, the Poo-Bah of this company, spent a day or two at

the mUls, arriving home in time to get in just under the wire to see

the big Kentucky classic.

Speaking about race horses, it is kind of hard on the Kentucky

boys racing running horses to have a trotting horse man from Chicago,

New York or everywhere come down with Omar Khayyam and take the

honors away from them. However, it would not be an American

Derby if Kentucky bred and owned horses always won the stake.

Prosperous, But More Interest Would Help
We sat for two or three hours at the weekly dinner of the lumber-

men's club under the guardianship of President Smith Milton. The
general discussion of economic and war conditions having a bearing on

the Louisville hardwood trade was very interesting; the one thought

that came out in the discussion was, "What is the matter with the

automobile business? Has the admonition of President Wilson to

economize had anything to do with decreasing the working force at the

Detroit factories?" Some one brought out the fact that the govern-

ment, owing to the necessity for building more steel boats, would

proliably requisition, if not take over entirely, some of the steel plants

that are catering particularly to that automobile trade, and then Tom
Christian of New Albany wanted to know if that would not reduce the

volume of business in the automobUe trade, which, by the way, has been

very large in volume and good in price for a year or more. Christian

is sales manager of the McLean interests. Will McLean of that com-

pany has been away on a business trip and did not turn up at the

'meeting, although it was a good meeting; a lot of youngsters on the

job.

When I only saw half a crew at that dinner, I was reminded of that

$10 fine that was slipped in about twelve years ago when this club's

constitution was written, requiring payment of $10 by any firm that

missed connections and did not come out to the meetings. It is about

time that kind of a rule was put back and added to some associations

which have a lot of backsliding members who pay their dues but do

not do anything to help push the work along.

Old faitliful Mart Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Com-
pany was not present, but he had an excuse ; he was down visiting the

mills in Arkansas and Alabama.
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The Expense Account
Neither Col. Kline nor Harry Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills

was present. Had a visit with the Colonel, however, and he stated

that the figured gum veneer and panel business was never so good as

at this time. In fact, both their veneer plant and panel business are

working at maximum capacity and customers seem to be very much
interested in getting more of the Colonel's gum. That brought out

the thought that he registered the other day when he said :
'

' You
know now-a-days if you want to keep up with the times, if you do not

know how to make an intelligent price on either a specialty like figured

gum or regular stock, believe me, you have to know what it costs, for,

like in mostly every other line, the increased costs have grown faster

than the increased price." There should be a lot of good information

brought out on this subject at the semi-annual meeting of the National

Veneer and Panel -Manufacturers' Association to be held in Chicago

June 11-12.

That reminds me that E. V. Knight, president of the New Albany

Veneering Company, New Albany, Ind., was about on Derby day

trying his best to get rid of a few .$2 bills. I asked him how he dis-

tributed that class of expense, and he said : "I put this cost in under

overhead ; that seems to be the class to the heart and mind of every

man who has a payroll and is trying to get profit out. of the business

he does. '•

L. P. Groffman of the St. Louis Basket &, Box Company was ap-

proached on the subject of panels, of which his company is a large

manufacturer also, and he said : "If the values wjere- relative, the

price of finished veneer and panels would be higher than they are and

the man vpho is not checking his costs and basing prices on the present

scientific basis is in danger of loss.
'

' I was particularly interested in

this comment because he told of two or three instances of l-fecent quota-

tions where his firm and others wh6 had asked a good round figure for

particular stock they had to sell secured the orders over men who were

willing to sell for less money. This illustrates that buyers know there

is no use kicking about the price ; what they want is service, and when

they got it they are willing to pay the price. In fact, everything has

advanced so materially that no man. who buys raw material for making

anything nowadays, if he is not educiited up to maximum prices it

is because he is not putting himself right with the trade, because

everybody expects advanced prices on everything they buy. Of course,

we all know there will be a hereafter, but the man who goes ahead and

does business instead of playing a waiting game now is going to have

some profit out of this year 's business.

You know with the stream of money that has been coming into

America from all over the world the past two years, all have a chance

to rub some of it off, and if you were to do your part in encouraging

the -buying of part of these six million dollars' worth of bonds you

would be reminded that the increased costs alone due to war conditions

would almost make an ordinary valuation in lumber, . veneer, etc.

Illustrating this, I walked across the street last evening, bought a

paper at one hundred per cent increase, bought some Cremos, thirty-

three per cent advance, and I was eleven cents short when I reached

the far corner. When you read your mail from the club, the church,

the commercial association and every organization on the face of the

earth, you will see they are trying to raise more money to fight the

central powers. If a few more of them start, it looks like the.re will

not be any more golf games for a lot of us until the Kaiser is secured

and rooms at home, without so many envoys over the country inter-

fering with the peace and prosperity of the rest of the world.

E. H. Defebaugh.

What the Railroads Are Doing to Us
We have contended for a long time that the shippers have not

awakened to the immense increase in freight charges. We have had

many iUustratibns and here is the latest one; it is so drastic that it

should awaken any shipper to the necessity for putting in a protest

against the proposed fifteen per cent increase which the raOroads are

arguing for now before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

To points in the Southern Classification Territory, vegetable ship-

ping cases in mixed carloads prior to April 15 could be shipped from

St. Louis to Birmingham or vice versa on 15,000 pound minimum,

carrying 3oc rate and making the cost $52.50 per car. The basis afteii

April 1.5, 1917, with 24,000 minimum and 35c rate is $84. The basis

after the 15 per cent increase is allowed, if it is allowed, on 24,000i

pound minimum and 40.5c rate gives a freight bill of $97.20 or an
increase over the old basis of 85 per cent.

On baskets and hampers the tabulation shows: Before April 15,;

1917, 15,000 pound minimum, 35c rate, $52.50 freight bill. After

April 15, 1917, 18,000 pound minimum, 35c rate, $63 freight bill.

When the 15 per cent increase is absorbed with 18,000 pound minimum;

the rate is 40.25 cents and the freight bill $72.45 ; increase over old

basis, 38.9 per cent.

Corinth, 15,000 minimum, 30c rate, $45 freight bill before April 15,

1917. After April 15, 1917, 18,000 minimum, 30o freight rate, $54

freight bill; basis after 15 per cent increase, 18,000 minimum, rate

34.5, $62.10 freight bill, or 38 per cent increase.
'

On baskets, splint or stave, before February 1, 1917, 12,000 minimum
to Adrian, Mich., 32c ratie, freight bill $34,40; after February 1, new-

basis 10,000 minimum, "41,5 rate, $41.50 -freight biU. After 15 pei

cent increase, 10,000 mininram, 47.5 rate, $47.50 freight bill, or 23.7

per cent increase.

Pittsburgh, Pa., 12,000 minimum, rate 29.4, $47.28 freight bill prior

to February 1; after February 1, 1917, 10,000 minimum, rate 51,5,

$51.50 freight bUl. After 15 per cent' increase, 10,000 minimumj
freight bill $59 ; increase over old basis, 2'4,8 per cent.

Memphis Gets More Cars
• W. A. Waddington, general manager of the Valley Log Loading
Company, reports considerable improvement in the car situation so far

as fliat cars for the loading of logs is concerned. He says that the
'

railroads began furnishing an increased number of flat cars about

a week ago and that, by virtue of this fact, it has been possible for the

company _to operate three log loading machines on the Yazoo & Missis-

sippi Valley line of tlie Illinois Centi^al since that time and one on thd

Memphis-Marianna cutoff on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern^

This represents practically full capacity for this company, and its

present operatibns are in striking contrast with those of a short time

ago, when not enough cars could be secured to keep one loading

machine going on full time. Mr. Waddington says that he has no

means of knowing how long this supply of cars wUl be available, but

he reports the situation as quite satisfactory at the moment. i

This improvement in the flat ear situation is beginning to be re-

flected in a slightly increased number of logs for the mills at Memphis
and elsewhere in this territory and, if it continues, there will be ai^

adequate supply of logs available in a reasonable time. Some of the

mills heretofore closed down are preparing to resume, while others

have already done so. It is recognized, however, that the mDls are

not out of the woods by any means, and urgent appeals for relief arei

being sent to Congress, to the Interstate Commerce Commission andl

to other agencies having to do with the ear situation.
i

Advices have been received from the car service commission at

Washington that 5,000 freight cars were being sent south for use on

the lines operating through the Memphis gateway to relieve the short-

age of ears for the handling of outbound shipments of lumber. These,

advices have reached Memphis only within the past few days, and it

cannot be told yet what measure of relief wiU result from this move-

ment. So far as the situation at the moment is concerned, it may
be stated positively that the shortage of cars is quite acute and that

the majority of lumber mills and other woodworking enterpii-ises are

not receiving more than twenty-five to thirty per cent of the number

of cars they need for the handling of their outbound shipments. It

is this shortage that is making lumber interests so active in trying to

secure the co-operation of the government in providing a supply of

cars that will meet the needs of the lumber industry and other lines of

business.

Any man with almost any kind of good hardwood flooring to

offer has a splendid selling argument, because everything in the

hardwood flooring list is a decided improvement over the soft

wood offerings for this purpose, and is recognized as adding enough

value to the building to more than make up for its cost.
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Veneers Versus Resawn Lumber
Users Who Manufacture Their Own Thin Stock Usually Omit Factors

of Expense

HE CHICAGO SALESMAN of a large veneer

manufacturing company, which distributes a

large portion of its product among the sash and

door people, recently bumped up against a

problem in the form of a customer who announced that

he was going to manufacture his own eighth-inch stiles,

instead of buying the material from the veneer man.

Stile material, cut to size and able to pass muster as to

clearness, etc., is a rather expensive article, compared

with veneers sold random widths; a fact which is

accounted for, of course, by the heavy percentage of

waste involved in getting out this material. Any kind of

veneer dimension order involves waste, and manufac-

turing stiles for the door factories is just about as diffi-

cult an operation, from this standpoint, as anything that

could be mentioned. That is why there is usually a

differential of from $ 1 to $ 1 2 a thousand between rotary

oak veneers and stile stock. The difference in the cost

of manufacture is what makes the difference in the price

—and even then it is not always possible to supply the

material.

As an evidence of this, a buyer who needed a car of

oak for immediate delivery to his door factory recently

offered $7.50 a thousand premium for stile dimension

sizes, but he found a lot of trouble placing the order, for

the reason that few veneer houses had a sufficient stock

on hand to ship the car at once. It is hard to produce

this material in quantity, both on account of the size and
the severity of the requirements as to grade.

Getting back to the proposition of the man who is

resaw^ing his lumber into one-eighth-inch stock, in place

of buying the veneers as manufactured in the usual way,

the chances are that this chap is one of those who regularly

fool themselves as to the cost of performing certain opera-

tions in their own plants. TTiey are inclined, when it

comes to figuring any particular operation, to insist that

the men would be there anyhow, or that the machinery
was already in place, or the overhead expenses already

established, so that no additional charges, above the

cost of the material and power, w^ould have to be figured.

But if every manufacturer figured that way on every

operation, he would soon be starting a trip which would
end in the poor-house. It would be over the hill for

little Willie. Overhead is constantly present, and it per-

tains to every operation. It is robbing Peter to pay
Paul to talk of loading all of the overhead on one thing,

and not making another pay its proportion of the cost.

It should be figured on everything just as all of the time
that a man puts on a proposition should be figured. TTiat

is the only way to get a just comparison of costs.

In this instance, the manufacturer is able to resaw his

lumber so as to get four pieces of one-eighth-inch

thick, the kerf accounting for the other half-inch. On
the basis of $60 plain oak, this makes his veneers cost

him for material alone $15 a thousand. He figures his

labor and power and handling, and concludes that the

total cost of his stiles is $2 7 a thousand, whereas he would

have to pay around $30 to the veneer concern for this

material.

As suggested, he is making a mistake if he is not in-

cluding overhead, for there is no reason w^hy overhead

should not be applied to this as w^ell as to any other opera-

tion in his plant. He must also figure the cost of drying

the lumber, for the stock must be put through the kiln

and dried perfectly before it can be resawed with safety.

And even then, as will be indicated a little further along,

his situation is not altogether satisfactory in this respect.

The cost of handling lumber through a kiln is several

dollars a thousand, and this expense would be saved if

veneers instead of lumber were used.

The manufacturer referred to also refuses to make any

allowance for the cost of cutting his lumber to the exact

dimensions required for this work, whereas the veneer

manufacturer necessarily charges at least $ 1 a thou-

sand for it. He points out that he can use the waste

which he gets in this operation for his moldings, and that

as he is thus manufacturing a regular item of his produc-

tion, he can afford to charge the cost of the work to this,

instead of to the manufacture of the thin stock.

He also contends that since he does this work during

times when his plant is not otherwise busy, putting his

material into stock to be used when needed, he does not

need to include the regular charge for labor. The men
are on the payroll and have to be paid anyhow, he points

out, and anything they do when they would otherwise be
idle is clear gain. But this manufacturer knows that he
could lay his men off if he had nothing for them to do, so

that the idea of figuring less than the full charge for labor

is not at all logical.

In other words, the only way this buyer can justify his

plan of resawing lumber into veneers is by figuring costs

on an entirely unreasonable basis. If he figured the same
way on all of his operations, he w^ould have to close his

plant before the year was out.

There is one feature of this plan which deserves com-
ment, and that is the matter of drying. As suggested

above, the cost of drying is not inconsiderable, while it

is questionable whether veneers cut out of lumber dried

in the usual way are in as good condition for use as those

which have been dried after being manufactured. It is

pretty difficult to dry an inch board so thoroughly and
so uniformly that there is no uneven distribution of mois-
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ture. A board is considered dry when it contains not Some users of quartered oak, especially those who buy

more than 4 per cent of moisture. Suppose that it con- in small quantities, occasionally resaw lumber to get the

tained 3 per cent at the surface and 5 to 6 per cent thin material they need for special purposes, and appear

toward the center; in cutting out the veneers, there to think that they are "beating the game" by doing so.,

would be irregularity in the distribution, and in estab- But, as suggested in the foregoing, any analysis of actual

lishing a balance, after the surface was exposed to the cost figures shows that the plan doesn't work out. It

atmosphere there would be a tendency to warp. In looks good superficially, but the proposition won't stand

fact, trouble is experienced not infrequently from this examination. It is not logical to believe that when special

very source. machinery, operated by experts, has been designed to do

The plan used at the veneer mill seems by all odds the a certain thing, and when this system has resulted in the

best. The veneer is cut out of green material, and is then almost universal use of the product of this equipment,

dried. This is accomplished uniformly, so that when the another way, involving greater waste of material, and

drying is completed, all of the material is dry, not simply with less assurance of accuracy, is going to produce better

part of it; and all of it is dried just to the same degree. results.

This is more readily controlled when mechani'-,al

methods are used, but in any drying system the general

result is uniformity. This is something which could

hardly be claimed for the other plan, and the resawed

The moral of the situation is that in attempting to

"put one over " and save somebody's profit by perform-

ing work which is usually done in another way, the

manufacturer first makes sure that he knows what it is

stock might or might not give satisfaction in this respect. costing him. Unless he knows the actual expense of

The user would certainly be taking a chance. producing in that fashion, and unless he includes all of

There is one justification for resawing lumber into the items which legitimately belong in this category, he

veneers, instead of buying the latter, and that is inability is likely to have the doubtful satisfaction of taking pains

to get the material. Veneers are scarce, and have been to produce something of inferior quality which could have

for some time, and traffic conditions are not favorable been bought more cheaply from another source.

to prompt deliveries. The consumer may be up against

it now and then for thin stock, and in this event the plan

of resawing lumber would serve. But it would be done

then not as a means of saving money, but in order to

meet an emergency. And in figuring costs no attempt

would be made to disregard items of expense which

actually pertained to it.

One of the big items of expense of operating a resaw

is its maintenance. it takes a good filer to keep equip-

ment of this kind in operation every day, doing good,

dependable work, and when the proper kind of labor is

not available, the work suffers. In fact, the manufac-

turer whose methods were outlined at the beginning of

this article indicated that he was not always able to get

four pieces of eighth-inch stock out of every inch board,

for in some cases only three were obtainable. This sug-

gested a variation which could be explained only by
assuming that the resaw was not cutting accurately. If

it was not doing accurate work, then variations in thick-

ness were being introduced which would have to be made
up for on the sander, and while this is one way of getting

results, the better way is to get the thickness right in the

first place.

G. D. C. Jr.

The Rice Veneer & Lumber Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.,

has increased its capital from $4,000 to $6,300.

L. P. Groffman of the St. Louis Basket & Box Company, St.

Louis, Mo., and O. C. Lemcke, Underwood Veneer Company,
Wausau, Wis., represented the panel and veneer manufacturers

before the Western Classification Committee, Transportation

building, Chicago, on Wednesday, May 23, in a hearing to develop

a more fair classification for veneers and panels than that proposed

by the committee. As they reported after the hearing, it is prob-

able that the committee will adopt their suggestions giving veneers

and panels of other than foreign woods classification in Class B
rather than as taking lumber tariffs.

The Evansville Veneer Company Has Flag
Raising

Popular subscription among the employes of the Evansville

Veneer Company, Evansville, Ind., resulted in sufficient funds to

purchase an 8x12 flag, which was raised on a ninety foot pole

last week. The raising of the flag was attended with fitting

ceremonies, the force being let out at 4:30 in the afternoon for

the occasion. Three men each week are delegated to take

care of the flag, which is raised at 6:30 in the morning and
lowered at 5 :30 in the afternoon.

li.Mrr.oYKS OF TIIK EVANSVII.KK VKNKKi: i'n.MrANV. KVAXSVIl,!.!-:. IXIi.. OX (H'l'ASloN nV IL,\); IIAlSIXi; LAST WKKK.
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Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGERS
ft

mUAUT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.
,

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

All Three of U< Will Be BeneBted if You Mentioo HARDWOOD RECORD
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Furniture Federation Meeting
Important Action Taken by Manufacturers at Their

Semi-Annual Meeting

IHE FEDERATION of Furniture Manufacturers

held its semi-annual meeting at Congress hotel,

Chicago, May 9 and I 0, and was attended by
250 manufacturers, according to the list which sat down
at the banquet where the people interested in the furni-

ture industry met socially as well as in a business way,

and discussed questions of great importance.

The election of officers for the coming year resulted

in J. A. Corey as president. He succeeds himself in

this office. He is from Shelbyville, Indiana. S. Karpen,

of Chicago, was unanimously chosen vice-president. The
secretary and treasurer will be elected at the next meet-
ing of the board of governors in July.

The banquet was presided over by E. W. Schultz, of

Sheboygan, Wis., who acted in the capacity of toast-

master. He presented figures on the comparative sums
spent yearly in this country for certain commodities, and
the comparison furnished food for reflection.

Article . Yearly Cost
Chewing gum $ | 50,000,000
Furniture 238,000,000
Liquors 2,500,000,000

ACTIVE SELLING CAMPAIGN
It was apparent that more furniture ought to be sold,

and a campaign is under way with that purpose in view.

It will be accomplished by encouraging improvements
in home conditions. The better the home, the better the

class of furniture that will go into it, and the more of it.

This matter was discussed by some of the foremost men in

the furniture business. An advertisement campaign,
looking to the beautifying of homes has been planned to

continue five years. George H. Helm, Knoxville, Tenn.,
in speaking on this subject, said that he thought funds
for the campaign should be raised from members, pro
rata, according to the amount of business done, and he
suggested a rate a little below one per cent of the busi-

ness done.

The increased cost of materials entering into furniture

received much attention, and a schedule was prepared
showing advances since 1914.

COST INCREASES SINCE 1 9 1

4

Increase

Per Cent.

Sap gum 40
Red gum 30
Birch 33%
Soft Maple 25

"Mahogany 30
Walnut 10

Oak 10

Crossbanding 3 7J/2

Three-ply stock 30

Rotary cut 33
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WALNUT
WALNUT
WALNUT

*-WE HAVE IT

Walnut veneer, Walnut lumber, dimension,

squares—anything and exerything in walnut and

all made under conditions that insure you the maxi-

mum for your money, i. e., the best selection of figure

and color, the greatest degree of service, the highest type

of goods in every particular. For Walnut is our stock in

trade. We have nothing else to offer and the really big growth

of our business attests to the ge nuineness of what we DO offer

in that wood. The claim is nothing more than logical.

PICKREL WALNUT CO
ST. LOUIS, MO.

All Three o{ Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Exports Imports

1912 $6,231,000 $ 838.265

1913 7,295.256 959.723

I9I4 6,529.249 1.017,201

1915 2.923.203 722,385

1916 3.090,809 610.389

This record apparently does not show much to fear from im-

ports of furniture, but let me call your attention to the fact that

the import business was increasing fast, showing a 25 per

cent increase in 1914 over 1912, and this ratio of increase would

probably have prevailed had not the war come upon us. With

our increasing facilities, greater efficiency and productiveness,

the export of furniture from the United States should constantly

increase. We therefore should bear in mind the question of a

protective tariff.

Here is a peculiar feature: Canada, which exacted a duty of

27|,2 per cent ad valorem in 1914 (35 per cent at the present

time) was interested enough in our furniture to run into mil-

lions until the war started. At the same time Canada sold us

nothing during the period previous to the war. and yet after

war was declared, face to face with forced economy in produc-

tion and undoubtedly a very great scarcity of labor, still shows an

interest in the United States as a market and increases her sales

to us during war times. Whether this is due to our going after

Canada and asking her to sell us because of our being over-

loaded in manufacturing capacity, or whether Canada is aw^ake to

our low tariff of 15 per cent is a question 1 cannot answ^er. It is

sufficient to say that if Canada can sell us goods during war
times, she probably will continue to do so after peace is de-

clared. If Canada finds she must protect her furniture industry by

a tariff of 35 per cent, which supposedly should be the difference

between her cost of manufacture and ours, how then can w^e by

any process of reasoning estimate that w^e require only a tariff of

I 5 per cent to protect our industry on this side?

Table Manufacturers Meet
The association of dining and extension table manufacturers of

the United States held its annual meeting in Chicago on May 9

and discussed past activities and planned for the future. The
association keeps tab on manufacturing and sales to enable it to

tell at any time the condition of business. This record has been
kept during the past five months and it has shown a constant

increase in business.

M. Wulpi is commissioner of the table manufacturers* asso-

ciation. The membership is now^ larger than ever before, and
several new^ members were added during the recent meeting.

The work of the audit bureau, which looks after collections,

was found highly satisfactory. More than a million and a half

dollars of delinquent accounts have been collected by the bureau.
It was considered probable that an advance in price of about

fifteen per cent in tables will be necessary soon to meet the

greater cost of production.

Outline of Veneer and Panel Sessions
The annual meeting of the National Veneer & Panel Manufac-

turers* Association, to be held at the Auditorium Hotel. Chicago,
Tuesday and Wednesday. June 1 2 and I 3, will have a very
interesting program. The big question will be the consideration
of expanded association activity along the lines brought out at

the reorganization meeting some time ago, a paid secretary con-
nning himself to the association activities being one of the
probabilities.

R. 5. Kellogg of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-
tion w^ill read a paper boosting the broader association idea.

John C. McCauslan of Henry Disston & Sons, saw and knife
manufacturers of Philadelphia, will give an illustrated talk on
saws and knives. He will use moving pictures.

M. C. Dow of the Goshen Veneer Company, Goshen. Ind.,

will submit some dope on tariffs and read a paper on the subject

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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of import duties on veneers and panels.

L. P. Groffman of the St. Louis Basket & Box Company, St.

Louis, will read a paper with the title "How To Order Veneers

and Panels."

Clark Washburne of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

will give a talk on "Trade Acceptances and Their Advantages as

Commercial Paper.*'

I

Letters from a Panel User
ABOUT SANDING

Monroe, Mich., May 21. One of the most important opera-

tions in the panel and veneer plant is the sanding of the stock.

The operation of the sanding machine is too often regarded as

not being a scientific job, therefore every John, Bill or Hank who
happens to run out of work is put at running the machine. A
good sander operator will always get the best in quantity and

quality from his machine; but it is plain that he cannot get the

best unless a modern machine is used. Time saving, output rais-

ing, and accident preventing devices are embodied in the up-to-

date machines.

Sanding is mostly a complication of adjustments. Get your

adjustments right and keep them so and you will get excellent

results. Of course, any operator of average intelligence can

learn how to make adjustments, but the point is to know^ w^hat

adjustments to make and when to make them. For instance, a

sander is not expected to do the work of the planer, though many
operators seem to think so. It is not uncommon to find panels

where the face veneer in spots has been sanded through to the

core stock. Good sanding can be obtained only \vhen the cut of

the drum and the pressure applied are well within the limits of

the possible cutting qualities of the paper. .Another important

point in regard to obtaining a smooth, even surface is to be

sure that the pressure on the idle rolls is never so hard but that

the roll can easily be held from revolving by holding with the

hand.

Different woods require different sanding treatment. Very

hard, hard, medium, soft and very soft woods require peculiar

treatment. Again, hardness and weight vary together to a very

great extent.

The dryness of the core stock, cross banding, face veneers, etc.,

is an important factor in sanding. Every machine operator and

panel manufacturer knovi's or should know that stock that has not

been thoroughly dried will sand with fuzzy grain.

Pressure rolls that are down too heavy will cause hollow^ places.

Rolls should be adjusted evenly, but this is not always easy, as

sometimes when new they catch. After running awhile they are

all right. If they are old the pressure locks may become worn,

and then the screws under the bottom lock should be tightened up.

The first roll on the feeding end of the machine should be ad-

justed first, and when this has been accomplished, proceed with

the next, and so on.

There is a very aggravating defect which presents itself in panel

factories commonly called "snake." This is usually caused by

particles of dust, or other foreign matter, between the paper and

the felt. The paper should be kept tight, and in order to do this

the canvas must also be tight.

Garnet is, of course, the best abrasive to be used in most panel

factories, especially on hardwoods. It seems to possess just the

right degree of strength, haidness and brittleness to cut the wood
fiber and to produce a good, smooth finish.

Sandpaper has advanced in price. It seems to the writer, there-

fore, that every manufacturer should test his paper and choose

the best he can buy, quality and prices considered. There are

many makes of sandpaper, made out of different combinations of

materials, most of which are good. Low price does not alw^ays

determine a bargain. The wearing quality and grit will deter-

mine that. If there is evidence of moisture in the sandpaper, it

is a good idea to subject it to a comparatively high temperature

and dry it out. A. T. DEINZER.
(

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You

MAHOGANY
LUMBER

About ten carloads 1" Xo. 1 Com.,
also other thicknesses and grades of

MEXICAN & HONDURAS

MAHOGANY
dry enough to put in a kiln

with safety.

If at any time we can

serve you better by
telegraphing kindly

wire at our expense.

We are carrying a nice stock of

SAWED \'EXEER, 1/8", 3/16"
and 1/4" ^Mexican : also several

MILLION feet of SLICED
1/24" and 1/28" Mahogan)-, and
AMERICAN WALNUT veneer
ranging from plain to highly
figured. May we send samples
to you?

Huddleston-Marsh
Mahogany Company
2254 Lumber Street 33 West 42nd Street

CHICAGO NEW YORK CITY

/

Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A Panel Argument
Problems Confronting Users Who Undertake to Make Their Own Panels

NE OF THE POINTS upon which the producers

of veneers and panels, and the consumers of

these products, never entirely agree is whether

the panel manufacturers can produce panels

more economically than the panel consumer. A question

of local conditions plays an important part, but some of

the panel consumers are disposed to argue that they

should be able to make panels as economically as any
panel man, regardless of local conditions.

A panel man has emphasized the point of the failure

on the part of the panel consumer to properly consider the

elements of waste of veneer and core stock involved in

making panels. This waste ranges from about 20 per

cent to 50 per cent and will perhaps average 33 1-3.

Even supposing the average were only 25 per cent,

it is a factor that soon attains considerable importance.

The panel consumer is too likely to figure his panels on
practically the same basis as he would figure the surface

veneer and the core stock for making them. If he has

an order which involves 1,000 feet surface measure of

panels, he is inclined to figure that it means 1,000 feet

of face veneer, of backs and of fillers or core stock, and
that the cost should simply be this plus the work and the

overhead involved in making it up into panels. He may
take into consideration that the panels in the rough must

be made half an inch or an inch longer than the net size

and something like the same in width to allow for the

final trimming to specific sizes. But he is not likely to

take into consideration the full per cent of waste involved

between the buying of the veneer and the final finishing

of the panels.

This involves waste in jointing veneers, loss through

defects, also from spoiling veneers and panels in the

process of making. Then if solid core bodies are used,

there is a waste in the core lumber. This, like the veneer,

varies considerably. TTie smallest waste is found when
one buys comparatively high-grade wide stock in lumber

so that there will be little jointing and the minimum of

cutting out for defects. This makes the core lumber cost

high, however, and it is questionable whether it makes

as good a core as may be obtained from narrow units

matched and glued together.

When it comes to making up core body from narrow

strips, either dovetailed or worked over a regulation

tongue and groove glue jointer, the percentage of waste

increases. So, when a man makes his own panels, figur-

ing veneer cost, lumber cost and the cost of gluing up, he

is likely to make a showing in favor of doing his own
work compared with buying the panels, by neglecting to

figure in waste as he should.

The panel manufacturer, with long experience in a

special line and a trade covering a wide range of sizes

and grades of panels, is generally in a position to utilize

both core stock and veneer to better advantage than the

individual user of panels. TTiere are, of course, some
users of panels who have undertakings so large and so

varied that conditions with them are practically the same
as those in the well established panel plant, but these are

the exception. The average panel user wants only cer-

tain sizes and grades in panels at a specified time, and to

make these up himself will not only cost him more in the

way of labor and other shop expense, but the item of

waste itself will run enough larger to make a fair margin

of profit for the panel manufacturer who is in a position

to reduce the waste by expert knowledge of how to

handle, and by the wide variety ofi products, making it

easily practical for him to utilize his raw^ material all

around to better advantage. T. C. J.

Proposed Furniture Alliance
During the meeting of the National Furniture Manufacturers'

Association in Chicago, May 9 and 10, action was taken looking to

the federation of several case goods associations into one strong

body in order to manage the business better and organize efforts

into team work. The matter of fixing a schedule for the manu-
facturers of bedroom and dining room furniture was discussed

and progress in that direction was made, though it is not ex-

pected that complete results can be announced for several

months. It was decided that the new organization shall be

known as the National Alliance of Case Goods Associations. The
several local associations will maintain their own organizations

and each will be represented on the executive board of the cen-

tral body.

The proposed constitution and by-laws has been formulated and

it will take its course round the different associations for dis-

cussion, changes, and adoption. It is expected that additional

associations can be formed in parts where none exist now.

Some of the associations have satisfactory cost accounting sys-

tems; among such are the upholsterers, the makers of chairs, and

desks. The manufacturers of the dining room and bedroom
furniture have not so complete a system for determining basic

cost: and this is to be renriedied by an expert who will visit various

factories and work out a cost schedule.

The idea of the proposed alliance is to insure the best of co-op-

eration between the case goods men, and it is felt nothing will

bind them closer than the utilization of such a schedule as it has

been decided to produce in the coming months. The necessity

of securing a better equalization of selling prices on the same
article in different sections v^as realized. Just now the prices in

various centers on a certain piece of goods will vary from one to

several dollars, whereas it is believed that the variations should

be measured only by cents. The adoption of the proposed
schedule will obviate that trouble.

The general opinion is that case goods men must get better

prices in the July markets than they got in January.

H. B. Spencer and M. C. Williamson, Cotton Plant, Ark., who
recently acquired the veneer paint at Newport, Ark., have placed
this in operation after an idleness of more than a year. It is the

largest plant of the kind in that section, and when operating at full

capacity will give employment to several hundred men.
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Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Company
TTte Home of the "Peerless *' Standard Brand Products

Westeni Office

:

516 LiDinfavr Exchange, Mlzin«apoU». Minn. GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN MUli at Gladstone and Eacanaba, BrllchlEiui

Manufacturers of the following "Peerless" Standard Brand Products: Hardwood Flooring, Staves,
Hoops, Heading and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Posts, Poles and Ties,
and Hemlock Tan Bark

"Peerless" Rock Maple,Beech& BirchFlooring

I.

have a standard of their own. are ruaranteed
and are aald by Jealeri to hold trade. We
ahip It In straight or mixed cars—Car or Carro.

TRY IT THE
NEXT TIME

Uemheri 0/ Maple Flooring Uonufacturert' AsiooiationiWheii wrltlnc mention the Hardwoed Recard.;

TO:>^;;^mi>}tiWM>iTO.mjiimmi)imiro^^

The Mail Bag
Bins—Oak Chair Posts

Oshkosh, Wis., May 17.—Editor Hardwood Hkcokd : We are in the
market for a car ot chair posts Ii4x2x42" long and one car of Ii4xl%x42"
long. This must be clear oak, either red or white or mi.xed. If you have
no dry stock, please quote us on a car to lie dcliviTed in the next ninety
days to be sawed at once. .

B 1116—Wants Wagon Oak
New York, N. Y., May 9.—Editor II.MmwooD Record : Ws are in the

market for 10,000 feet of 4, 4 firsts and seconds or panel oak 15 inches
and up wide. This is to be used for wagon work and we want it as free
from split ends as possible, .

B 1117—Has Wood Ashes to Offer

Ft. W.ivxEj IXD., May 10.—Editor H.\rdwood Kecord ; We understand
that wood ashes are easily salable, and if we could get in touch with
consumers of these, we would like to do so, as we could arrange to
furnish several carloads from our various mills. If you know any con-
cerns who are in the market for these, would be pleased to have you
favor us with this information. .

i'^KKiy

Clubs and Associations
Next Hoo-Hoo Annual to Be Held in New York

Secretary-treasurer E. E. Tennant of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-
Hoo, announces that the twenty-sixth annual meeting of Hoo-Hoo will
he held in the Hotel McAIpine, New York, Septemljer S-12.

Chicago Tournament Goes to Flossmoor
On account of the recent destruction by _flre of the Beverly Country

clubhouse, the tournament of the Lumbermen's Golf Association of Chicago,
to be held on Tuesday, .lune 12, will take place at the Flossmoor Country
Club, which is located about twenty-eight miles south of Chicago, and
is reached by the Illinois Central Railroad.

The tournament is scheduled according to the original program as to
events, prizes, etc.

Fast express suburban trains run frequently from the Randolph and
Van Buren street stations on regular schedule.

Change in Date of Michigan Meeting
Secretary Knox of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

has sent II.vuuwuod Kecoud the following letter rcsardiug the coming
meeting in Chicago :

I notice that the summer meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manu-
lacturors .\ssocuition has been published as of date June 13, this infor-
mation probably coming from action of our association at Detroit lastmonth, where we decid-d to hold our meeting the day before the National
Hart wood Lumber .\ssuciation meeting in Chicago, but action of the
Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association placing its
meeting as of the morning of the 14th has made us change our plans,and It IS probable that we will hold our annual meeting at the HotelSherman. Uiica.go. Thursday, June 14, at 9:30 a. m. This question has
been placed betore our jiresident and without doubt the latter date will
be the one selected.

Big Cutover Land Meeting in Memphis, June 11

The semi-annual meeting of the Southern Alluvial Land Association will
be held in Memphis at Hotel Chisca, June 11. This was decided by the
executive committee of the association which met in Memphis May 19.
The purpose of the meeting is to stimulate and co-ordinate the many

forces at work hjoking to the legitimate development and colonization
of the alluvial regions of the South, and more than 1.000 invitations,
it is announced by Secretary F. E. Stonebraker, have already been, or
will immediately be. sent out. Governors of seven states, comprising the
alluvial regions to be developed, have been asked to be present and to
deliver addresses. Representatives of the leading agricultural schools and
colleges in these states" have likewise been asked to send representatives
and it is announced that most of them have already signlBed their inten-
tion of doing so. The five railroads operating in the alluvial regions of
Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, Missouri, Tennessee, Illinois and Ken-
tucky have also been reauested to send representatives of their agricultural
departments.
The association plans to begin shortly the publication of a monthly

bulletin devoted to the interests of the membership as well as the terri-
tory covered by the organization. It will contain all the up-to-date news
pertaining to the agricultural progress of the various sections of the
delta region. This information will be gathered and compiled by \'. H.
Schoffelmayer. field secretary. Mr. Schofitelmayer has been making per-
sonal investigation of the properties of various members ot the associa-
tion during the past several weeks and he is thoroughly in touch with

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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what is being acc?>mplishea in an agricultural way. He is enthusiastic

over the prospects for development and colonization, and will use the

monthly bulletin to convey some of this enthusiasm to prospective buyers

or settlers.

Informal Grade Meeting at Memphis
John W. McClure, chairman of the inspection rules committee of the

National Hardwood Lumber Association, said recently that the meeting

called by the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis for the Hotel Gayoso, Satur-

day, May 19, was converted into a gathering of the local members of

the association and that President Ralph May surrendered the chair to

W. H. Eusse who presided.

Mr. McClure further said that he told those present that the report

which had just been made public bad been adopted by the entire inspec-

tion rules committee and that it had the unqualified support of each

ihember of the committee. He also said that practically all comments he

had heard were favorable and that he anticipated little opposition to the

proposed changes at the forthcoming annual of that body.

Lumbermen identified with the association here are making their plans

to attend the annual in Chicago and indications are that the special

train leaving here the evening of June 13 for Chicago will carry an

unusually large delegation from this city.

National Association Active
The National Retail Lumber Dealers' .Association, with headquarters

In the Dime Banls building, Detroit, now seems to be going along in a

very active manner. The association is well olEcered and has employed

Charles A. Bowen as its secretary. The organization has received expres-

sions of co-operation in writing from various lumber manufacturing

associations, among which are. the Southern Pine Association, the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association, the .American Oak Manufacturers'

Association, the National Hardwood Lumber Association, the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association, the California Redwood Association, the

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' -Association, etc.

Federal Lumber Trade Commission Completes Itinerary

The Federal Lumber Trade Commission recently appointed by the gov-

ernment consists of John R. Walker, who will go to Great Britain, France

and the Netherlands; A. A. O.xholm, who will go to Norway, Sweden, Den-

mark and Finland ; R. A. Simmons will go to Russia and Siberia ; Nelson

C. Brown will go to soutnern Europe and Mediterranean countries, and

has completed an Itinerary for a preliminary trip through the United

States.

The meetings have already been held at Norfolk, Savannah, Jackson-

ville, Pensacola, Mobile and New Orleaus. Meetings to be held arc as

follows :

Bogalusa, La., May 25 ; Houston, Tex.. May 26 : Beaumont. Tex., May
28 ; Lake Charles. La,, May 29 ; Shreveport, La., May 30 ; Little Rock, .Vrk.,

May 31, all southern pine.
Memphis. Tenn., June 1 and 2, gum and oak manufacturers.
Minneapolis, Minn., June 4 ; Cloquet. Minn., June 5, northern pine

association.
Chicago, 111., or Oshkosh, Wis., June 6, northern hemlock and hardwood.
Cincinnati, Ohir>, Juno 7. Niiti(in:il hardwood manufacturers.
Buffalo, N. y., June 8, Buffalo lumbermen.
Westwood, Cal., June 20, California white and sugar pine manufac-

turers. „ „
San Francisco, Cal., June 21, Douglas Fir Exploitation aud Export Com-

pany, the Pacific coast selling organization for export trade.
Eureka, Wash., June 22 ; San Francisco, Cal., June 23, redwood manu-

facturers.
Portland. Ore. ; Aberdeen, Wash. ; Hoquiam, Wash. ; Raymond. Wash.

;

Seattle and Tacoma, Wash., June 25 to July 4, West Coast Lumbermen's
Association.

Spokane, two days, not fixed, with Western Pine Manufacturers Associ-

ation.

Memphis Prepares to Entertain Commissioners
Members of the Federal Lumber Trade Commission have advised Secre-

tary J. T. Kendall of the -American Oak Manufacturers' Association that

they will spend June 1 and 2 in Memphis investigating various phases

of the gum and oak industry as well as other hardwoods in this section.

These gentlemen are getting ready to go to Europe to make a special

investigation Into foreign trade conditions In the interest of exporters of

lumber in the tinited States and they are making a tour of the lumber

producing regions with a view to gathering information regarding the

amount of lumber produced, the quantity available for export and various

other subjects that will be of benefit to them in their work abroad.

Preparations are being made by the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis,

the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association and the Oak Manufacturers'

Association to lacllltate these gentlemen in every way during their stay

in Memphis. At a meeting of representatives of these three organizations

held here May 14, an entertainment committee was appointed composed

of three members from each of these organizations as follows : Lumber-

men's Club—President Ralph May, Secretary Douglas F. Heuer, and James

B. Stark ; Oak Manufacturers' Association—Vice-President W. H. Russe,

R. L. Jurden, and Secretary J. T. Kendall ; Gum Lumber Manufacturers'

Association—President H. B. Weiss, Secretary John M. Prltchard, and

John W. McClure.
These gentlemen will not only look after the entertainment of the

members of the commission, but will see that they are provided with

means of visiting the various hardwood plants In Memphis and are sup-

plied with the data and Information they desire regarding the hardwood

Industrji In this city and section.

Owing to the size of this committee and the difficulty of getting all

members together, it was decided that a smaller committee of three, to be

known as the executive committee, should handle all preliminary matters.

This committee Is composed of Ralph May, president of the Lumbermen's
Club and Secretaries Kendall and Prltchard of the oak and gum associ-

ations.

It has been decided that the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis will hold

Its next regular meeting June 2, and that the members of the commission

shall be guests of honor on that occasion. If plans can be worked out

to that end, the meeting Is to be held at the Memphis Country Club. The
usual luncheon rfill be served. .An Invitation has been extended by the

Lumbermen's Club to all members of the gum and oak associations not

identified with that organization to be present at this meeting.

Chair Makers Meet at Evansville

Chair manufacturers from Indiana and adjacent territory held a get-

together meeting and business conference at Evansville on Wednesday, May
16, that was largely attended. The manufacturers were welcomed to-

Evansville by Mayor Benjamin Bosse, president of the Globe-Bosse-World

Furniture Company. William B. Baker, of Chicago, secretary of the Na^

tional Association of Chair Manufacturers, made one of the principal ad-

dresses of the day. He went Into discussion of the general manufacturing

situation and gave it as his opinion that the present war will not seriously

interfere with the manufacturing business of the United States. The car

shortage was the main thing discussed at the meeting. Some of the manu-
facturers expressed the fear that the inability to get lumber and other

materials will handicap them seriously in turning out the manufactured
product. It was also pointed out that after the federal government starts

to move troops the car shortage situation will become more acute than

ever. The manufacturers denied that the purpose of the meeting was to

discuss the boosting of prices. In the evening the chair manufacturers
were entertained at a banquet by the Evansville Manufacturers' Associa-

tion at which the constitutional convention was discussed and the work-

men's compensation law was given some consideration.

Important Meeting of Memphis Club
-All owners of lumijer mills and woodworking enterprises in Memphis

as well as all operators of lumber yards in this city will move their clocks

forward one hour at midnight May 31 and leave them in this position

until Sept. 30 next. This was decided by unanimous vote at the regular

semi-monthly meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis held at the

Hotel Gayoso Saturday. May 12. This daylight savings plan was adopted
as a war measure, with the additional advantage that It gives to all

employes of the lumber firms an extra hour of daylight for work in their

gardens or for any healthful amusement in whidi they may desire to par-,

ticlpate.

The patriotic spirit of the lumbermeh found further out-cropjjiug in the

report of S. M. Nickey showing that they had voted overwhelmingly in

favor of the war taxation listed in the referendum sent out by the United
States Chamber of Conunerce. Only one feature was opposed, that involv-

ing proposed retroactive taxation on incomes and excess profits. .All the

others carried by majorities averaging more than six to one.

Plans were outlined during the meeting covering the trip of the Mem-
phis delegation to Chicago to attend the forthcoming annual of the Na-
tional Hardwood Lumber .Association. These, in brief, provide tor a
specially chartered train which will leave Memphis between five and six

o'clock on the evening of June 13. In addition to the Memphis delegation

there will be a number of other members of the association in the Mem-
phis territory on this train. Memphis will send a large and Influential

delegation to Chicago.

Max Sondheimer, Frank B. Robertson and W. C. Bonner were appointed
a committee to look after the donation by members of the club of 24,000
feet of lumber asked by the Memphis -Associated Amateurs. This will be

used by the latter for the purpose of buUding grandstands on grounds con-

trolled by this organization In the city limits.

H. B. Weiss, secretary of George C. Brown & Co., and president of the

Gum Lumber Manufacturers' -Association, was elected to represent the
club on the board of directors of the Chamber of Commerce. George C.

Ehemann, of George C. Ehemann & Co., whom Mr. Weiss succeeds, was ten-

dered a special vote of thanks for the excellent services rendered by him
during the past year.

F. E. Stonebraker, one of the representatives of the Lumbermen's Club
at the recent conference of river Interests at St. Louis, May 8 and 9, gave
an enthusiastic account of what was done by the conferees toward re-

habilitating transportation on the Mississippi and its tributaries and urged
the lumbermen to get squarely behind this proposition and support It with
all the strength of which they were capable. The lumbermen have shown
themselves strongly in favor of reviving water transportation on a large

scale and they may be counted upon to do their part in this work If the
Interest manifested in the report of Mr. Stonebraker may be taken as a
safe criterion.

The next regular meeting of the club, it was decided, would be held

June 2 when the members of the Federal Lumber Trade Commission will

be the guests of honor. Plans are in the making now for the holding of

this meeting at the Memphis Country Club, where an elaborate dinner wll)

be served.
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Adopt Resolutions on Death of George Burgess
The American Oak Manufacturers' Association recently adopted resolu-

tions on the death of George D. Burgess of the Memphis firm of Russe
& Burgess, Inc., as fallows :

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God to call from our midst George
D. Burgess of Memphis, Tenn., whose death occurred on the twentieth day
of April, 1917, and
Whereas, In the death of Mr. Burgess, the hardwood lumber industry

of our country has lost one who for many years has been numbered among
its most prominent and respected representatives ; his community, one of
its best citizens ; his family, a kind and loving husband and father

;

therefore be it

Resolrcd, by the American Oak Manufacturers' Association, That we feel
with great sorrow his passing from us, and that we extend to bis family
our sincere expressions of sympathy in their great loss ; and be it further

Resolrcd, That these resolutions be spread upon our minutes, and that
a copy be sent to the bereaved family.

Memphis Appeals f6r Government Manufacture of Cars
The industrial division of the Chamber of Commerce has adopted reso-

lutions appealing to Congress to take up the questiou of building cars

for the handling of freight in much the same manner that it has entered

into the plan for building a vast fleet of ships for handling ocean carrying
trade. It has thus backed up the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis which
recently petitioned the United States Chamber of Commerce to send out

a referendum with a view to ascertaining the sentiment of business

interests of the country regarding the building by the government of

something like 200,000 freight cars to be leased to the carriers on a per

diem basis. Lumbermen and other shipping interests of Memphis partici-

pated in the meeting at the Chamber of Commerce at which these resolu-

tions were adopted.

It was pointed out by the lumber interests that the situation is so

serious that, if congress or some other agency does not furnish early re-

lief, all of the hardwood mills in the southern producing territory will

have to close down. These mills have a pay roll of approximately $4,000,-

000 a year. W. H. Russe of Russe & Burgess, Inc., said that Memphis
faces a serious condition if something is not done immediately looking

to relief of the car shortage. He declared that the mills had mwi-e orders

than they were able to take care of, and that, even with this flattering

condition with respect to demand, it was urgent that government officials

should furnish prompt means of relief.

Following the adoption of these resolutions, W. C. Johnson, president of

the Chamber of Commerce, sent copies thereof to the 740 organizations

which hold membership in the United States Chamber of Commerce and
appealed to them to urge the government to get behind this movement
to provide freight cars to prevent collapse of the industrial fabric of the

country. He also pointed out that the plan was a war measure and that

as such it should receive the cordial support of business interests every-

where.

The resolutions follow

:

Whereas, The volume of business of the United States has now reached
such vast proportions that the equipments and instrumentalities of the
railroads are inadequate to care for the same, every class of business is

suffering by reason of the inefficient delivery service by the railroads. The
failure to furnish cars and undue delays in transit through lack of motive
power not only costs shippers and receivers of freight thousands of dol-
lars in loss of profits, but creates a higher level of prices than the com-
modity situation would warrant under normal delivery conditions ; and
Whereas, The government is now placed in a preferential position for

buying materials—lumber, steel and other raw material entering into the
construction of this equipment—it can build cars at a lower price than
private interests which for tliis reason is looked Upon as an entirely feas-
ible suggestion by this body ; therefore be it

Resoli:ed, That a united petition be made to the proper department of
the t'nited States government to consider at once the feasibility of build-
ing or purchasing freight cars and locomotives in the volume shown neces-
sary by the reports now on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission
which was, approximately, on .\prLl 1, 14o,000 cars short on orders placed
with the carriers by shippers for loading. The funds to be taken from the
appropriation made for public defense and the cars allotted to the various
lines where needed, rental to be charged upon a per diem basis or other unit
to be determined upon as fair and equitaole to both the carriers and the
government and enough to bring the government ample interest on the
investment and to pay the necessary expenses of administering their use.

Lining Up for Rate Fight
An executive session of the committee of six appointed by the Southern

Hardwood Traffic Association to handle the opposition to the proposed

advance of 15 per cent in rates on hardwood lumber before the Interstate

Commerce Commission was held in Memphis several days ago. It was at-

tended by J. V. Norman, attorney for the association, and by E. A. Haid.

former general counsel of the St. Louis Southwestern (Cotton Belt) Kail-

way Company, who has been retained by the association to help in this

case.

It is announced, following this meeting, that James E. Stark, president,

and J. H. Townshend, secretary, of the association, together with George
Land, traflSc manager of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, and Walker
Wellford, president of the Associated Cooperage Industries, will present

the preliminary testimony before the commission about May 30. Mr.
Norman will represent east side shippers hnd Mr. Haid will look after the

interests of the west side shippers and they will, at some time between
May 23 and May 30, cross-examine the witnesses for the railroads who
have already presented their evidence.

Mr. Townshend will leave for Washington Sunday, and he will prob-

ably be accompanied by George Land. The other gentlemen, with the

exception of the attorneys, who will go with Mr. Townshend, will make
the trip to Washington later, but in plenty of time to perform the duties

assigned to them.

The board of governors and other members of the association have
been quite busy during the past ten days getting up the necessary data
and evidence to support the contention of the lumbermen that lumber
is paying its full share of transportation cost and that luere is no justi-
fication for saddling a further advance on this commodity on top of all

the increases made during the past three or four years, amounting to-

approximately thirty-eight per cent.

Evans'ville Club Adopts Resolutions
At the recent meeting of the Evansville Lumbermen's 'Club resolutions

were unanimously adopted opposing the proposed fifteen per cent increase
in freight rates as asked by the railroad companies. The resolutions, how-
ever, declared that the lumbermen in Evansville are not opposed to some
ad%'ance in freight rates and several addresses were made by prominent
lumbermen in which it was stated In their opinion the railroads are en-
titled to some increase. The resolutions said that the matter should be-

carefully investigated by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and then
if the railroads were able to present "indisputable evidence that they were
entitled to some Increase" it should be granted them. The resolutions
declared, however, that the increased rates should not apply to old con-
tracts but should affect only business written after the increase had be-

come effective. Mr. Keller, traffic manager, reported that in his opinion
the car situation in the Evansville territory has cleared up some during
the past few weeks, but it is still far fr.om satisfactory.

Detroit Club Elects Officers and Directors
The Detroit Hardwood Club. Michigan, held its last regular meeting

on May 21, at which the following members were elected to serve for one
year:

C. W. Leech, president ; W. E. Brownlee, first vice-president ; J. M.
Clifford, second vice-president ; G. I. McClure, third vice-president ; H. E
McClure, secretary ; J. S. Trevor, treasurer.

Board of directors, J. 1. Butcher, E. Sicklesteel, W. N. Kelley. H. C.

Dow, C. H. Weedon.

Grand Rapids Has Big Meeting
The eighth annual meeting of the Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Associa-

tion being held today. May 25, will go down in history as one of the big
events of the association. The program shows a fine banquet to be held
in the Colonial room of the Pantlind hotel. There will be numerous talks
and toasts and much else in the line of entertainment. Reports from
Grand Rapids indicate that a record crowd will be on hand.

v>soic^i»se/i'^;;c>X'JKJ^tati!;!l^'J4WroWTO!l^^ ''

With the Trade
Memorial to C. C. Crane

Resolutions on the death of the late Clinton C. Crane, Cincinnati's most
prominent and beloved lumberman, were passed by the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of the United States at the Sinton Hotel last week.
Mr. Crane was one of the founders of the big association.

Market conditions were discussed by the open price committee mem-
bers during the afternoon business session.

Drastic Measure to Move Lumber
In an effort to better the desperate car shortage which he says is choking

the lumber industry, especially of the Gulf States, Walter P. Cooke, presi-
dent of the Great Southern Lumber Company and of the New Orleans,
Great Southern Railroad, announced that his road had taken 100 of Its

all-steel log cars, of the most modern type, and will run them in two
solid trains of fifty ears each direct to Chicago, carrying lumber ship-
ments. Special ofllcers will accompany the trains and bring the cars
back, preventing any possibility of their being used elsewhere. The
Great Southern has over 90,000,000 feet of lumber ready for immediate
shipment, much of which is government stuff.

Organize Forestry Regiment
Gifford Pinchot, formerly chief forester of the United States, will head

a regiment of foresters, woodsmen, lumbermen, loggers and others experi-
enced in woods and lumbering operations to do service in France. The
work of organizing is now proceeding. The regiment will form a unit of
the Engineer Corps now teing recruited to be sent abroad as soon as it

can be formed and equipped.

The organization of this regiment is the result of a suggestion made
by the British Commission. Similar forces have been raised in Canada
and are rendering valuable services. The object of the American forestry
regiment, it is said, will be to convert available timber into material
suitable for bridges, railroads, trenches and other construction work
with the least passible waste. The cutting will be done under the super-
vision of technical experts in co-operation with the French foresters, thus
providing the needed timber without permanent damage to the forests.

The lumbermen will be organized In units capable of handling all kinds
of woodwork and will include a number of portable sawmill outfits. It

will be officered by trained foresters and expert lumbermen who are
thoroughly familiar with producing and delivering lumber. The classes
of men desired comprise axemen, teamsters, tie-cutters, millwrights, saw-
filers, sawyers, portable sawmill men, farriers, blacksmiths, lumber jacks,
cooks, carpenters, as well as motorcycle and motor truck operators.
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Modem Hardwood Operations
Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

THEIR CUSTOMERS' INTERESTS WATCHED IN THIS SHED KRAETZER PREPARATOR WORKING ON THEIR GUM

The new hardwood sawmill erected by Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis,

Tenn., contains all of the latest approved appliances and equipment for

manufacturing first-class lumber in large quantities. Some features of the

equipment include .;ne l.j"x8' latest improved McDonough band mill ; one

GO" three block McDonough carriage with Troutt rope power set works,

which enables the operator to cut lumber to jt" fraction: 12"x.3S' shotgun

feed with 6" Allis valves ; one latest improved Hill steam nigger 8".\10"x

6' : one 60" five-saw

jumbo edger ; one Mc-
Donough overhead
trimmer 30" nine
saws ; one eleven-saw
40" slasher ; one 10"

7' latest improved
Mershon resaw, which
is driven by motor
power, which is fur-

nished with 187 K.
W. or K. V. A. gener-

ator, which is 350 h.

p. The main engine

is 4j0 h. p. and can
develop 500 h. p.

There are four boil-

ers, 72"x20', h. p. be-

ing about 175 each,

or 700 h. p. for all.

These boilers are au-

tomatically fed.

There is a 48"

Milts & Merrill hog

to grind fuel which is

automatically fed to

the furnaces.

The output is 75,-

000 to 80,000 feet board measure in ten hours.

Russe & Burgess have been in business tor twenty-eight years. In 1909
they incorporated under the name of Russe & Burgess, Incorporated.

That was done to enable some of their employes to acquire stock in the

company. The land holdings are all in the name of Russe & Burgess,

co-partnership. They have been in the export business for the past twenty-

five years, and 1913, which is the last normal year of which there is a

record, ninety-two per cent of turniwer was for European consumption.

A GOOD MILL WHICH CUTS GOOD LOGS

They maintain a sales office at No. 1 Fenchurch street, London. The
secretary of the company, G. A. Farber, with a competent force of sales-

men, has full charge of this branch of the business.

They operate a oand mill at Isola, Miss., manufacturing a general line

of hardwoods one inch and thicker. The Memphis mill makes a specialty of

thin lumber.

George Burgess of this company died at ^lemphis about two weeks ago.

I'. Stenning Coate,

prominently identified

with the cotton trade
of Memphis and the
i^outh for a number of

years, has purchased
the entire interest of
the estate of the late

(Jeorge D. Burgess In

the firn^ of Russe &
Burgess. Inc., and has
.issumed active man-
agement of the office

and tinances.

.\ meeting of the
stockholder will be
held in Memphis, May
25, at which time Mr.
I'oate will be elected

to official position In

the firm. Some changes
are likely to be made
at that time but no
announcement is pos-
sible until the meet-
ing has been held.

Mr. Coate has been
nvestor in hardwood timberland holdings and he

of large purchases of tinil)crlands b.\' Mem-
for some years a large

has assisted in the financiu

phis firms, including Russe & Burgess, Inc.

Mr. Coate devoted all of his time in the cotton trade to the export field,

with the result that he has an intimate knowledge of all phases of the
export business, a knowledge which will be of very great value to him in

his new position since Russe & Burgess, inc., are engaged almost wholly
in the exportation of southern hardwoods.

LOGS LIKE THESE EVERY DAY EFFICIENT LAYOFT FOR MODERN MILL
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Paine Company Out of Receivers' Hands

What is probably an example o£ the highest efBclency in business admin-

istration in the lumber industry is that indicated in the receivership pro-

ceedings of the Paine Lumber Co.. Ltd., of Oshkosh, Wis., formally con-

cluded in circuit court of Winnebago county. There, on May 19, through

an order issued by Judge George W. Burnell discharging the receivers, the

Wisconsin Trust Company of Milwaukee, A. L. Osborn of Oshkosh and

J. A. Kimberly, Jr., of Neenah. approving their reports an<l accounts and

declaring action under the receivership dismissed and the bond of the re-

ceivers cancelled. The outstanding feature of the big receivership action

is the fact that indebtedness of approximately $1,223,000 was fully dis-

charged in two years and one mouth. Judge Burnell commended the re-

ceivers for their efficient conduct, stating that it was the most successful

procedure of its kind within his knowledge.

The action for the receivership against the Paine Lumber Company, Ltd..

was brought by George E. Foster and Charles Xevitt. The first formal step

was the organization of the Langlade Land & Timber Company, a half mil-

lion dollar corporation which took over the vast timber holdings in Langlade
county of the Paine Lumber Company, and has erected a huge sawmill and
other plants to dispose of the timber and convert it into lumber. Claims of

the numerous creditors were disposed of through formal court action at

regular intervals since the receivers were named, and now every cent of

debts has been paid, and the property and operations of sash and door plant

again in the hands of the original holding corporation.

The final report of the receivers showed that contingent claims tiled by

the Meilen Lumber Company had been vohintarily withilrawn and that the

Perkins Glue Company had tiled a contingent claim, but had consented to

the discharge of the receivers with liability as to that claim and for its dis-

allowance. The only contingent claims remaining are those of the bond-

holders of the Langlade Land & Timber Company. All assets as compiled

from a report of expert accountants have been turned over to the company
by the receivers, and their report also shows that all expenses incurred by
the administration of the receivership have been fully paid. The Paine
Lumber Company has agreed to deliver to the receivers a bond of $.jO,000

to hold them free against any liabilities to the nation or state for taxes
and other forms of possible in<lebtednoss.

Committee Report on Houston Operations
The creditors' committee of George T. Houston & Co. and Houston

Brothers, under whose administration the affairs of the two firms have
been conducted since .\ugust last in charge of William Wilms, has just
obtained a further extension of the creditors' agreement of November 1

last, for a period of six months.
Through sale of scattering timber holdings and earnings from opera-

tions, the indebtedness of the firms has been materially reduced and from
a statement which has just been issued to the commercial agencies showing
the financial condition as of May 1 it is apparent that the ratio of current

assets to liabilities is almost 1 to 1. a very gratifying result to all parties

concerned.

The stock of logs on hand available for mill operations at Vicksburg is

ample to continue sawing for at least sixty days and the creditors' com-

mittee will be in a position, if necessary, to liquidate the remaining out-

standing indebtedness without sacrificing any of the valuable timber hold-

ings of the firm.

Otis Company Assists Employes

The Otis Manufacturing Company of Xew
Orleans has voluntarily met increased living

cost by raising the wage scale of its employes a

straight ten per cent. As 250 New Orleans

families are represented in the employed forces

of the Otis company, the increase will have

material bearing on the population of the city.

In reply to the announcement of the wage in-

crease, the employes organized to demonstrate

their appreciation, the expression of which took

the form of a parade through the property of

the Otis company. Suitably inscribed banners

were carried, expressing the thanks of the

marchers.
The Otis company was established in 1S70 by

the late Henry Otis. Owning a complete steam-

ship line, which keeps it supplied with mahog-

any logs from the tropics, it is enabled to oper-

ate continuously. The Otis iMant is said to be

the largest producer of mahogany Uinilicr in the

world.

Hardwood Mill for Ashdown, Ark.

It is reported from Little Uock. Ark., that :i

big hardwood mill and planer will soon be h'

cated on a tract of sixteen acres, a mile easi

of the city. It Is said the pay roll will be

$5,000 a month. Six small subsidiary mills lo

cated along the Little and Red Rivers will co-

operate with the larger plant.

Enlarging Millwork Plant
The Wilbur Lumber Company, Waukesha, Wis., has under construction

the erection of an addition to its millwork plant, which will be 266x38

feet, providing for about 10,000 feet additional floor space. New machinery

will be installed and the present equipment re-arranged.

Mengel Box Company Gets Big Order
One of the first large government war orders to be placed in the Louis-

ville district was announced a short time ago by the Mengel Box Company,
which reported that it had received a large ammunition box contract,

and would make up approximately 500,000 boxes for the use of arsenals

and manufacturers in supplying the navy, principally.

Col. C. C. Mengel closed the deal in the East and has just returned

with the order, which will be rushed right through the plant. During

the past two years the company has handled several large shell and am-

munition box contracts for American manufacturers supplying the Euro-

pean and allied" government demand, and is well fixed to handle this big

order. Rumors are to the effect that the order will run to about an even

million dollars, the boxes being large and of unusually substantial con-

struction.

Memphis Preparing for War Business

Members of the hardwood trade here are still confident that there will

be large orders from government sources and they are making prepara-

tions to take care of these with as little delay as possible. It is quite

'.enerally understood that the improvement in the flat car situation here

is directly the result of the appeals made by lumber interests to the

authorities at Washington to provide enough timbers to take care of needs

of the government along this line. All other appeals had been without

effect but when the government became impressed with the importance of

preparedness along this line results were forthcoming in rather quick

order. Box interests are already securing orders for war purposes and

the stave people are anticipating developments along this line in the

near future in the industry they represent. Other woodworking interests

are also indulging in preliminary efforts to take care of what may be

required of them and altogether lumbermen in all lines are showing a

spirit of pariotism that is quite marked. The American Oak Manufac-

turers' Association, the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association and the

.Vssoclated Cooperage Industries are all keeping in close touch with

developments at Washington and they will be ready with little advance

notice to look after the needs of rhe authorities.

There is a possibility that a Memphis firm may secure contracts for

the building of submarine chasers. Joe Lamb of the Larkin Company of

.Vmerlca, which operates a big branch plant here, has submitted bids for

the construction of some of these destroyers and has only recently returned

from Washington where he went in connection with these bids. He

says that if the contracts are awarded to him or his firm for the building

of the hulls for these craft he will begin the building of ways on the

Mississippi at once preliminary to the actual construction of these

chasers. It is estimated that 90 to 100 days are required to construct the

hulls.

Joe Thompson Heads Riel-Kadel Limiber Company
Joe Thompson, formerly vice-president of the Dudley Lumber Company,

Inc., of Memphis, has assumed the presidency of the Riel-Kadel Lumber

OTIS EMPLOYES EXPRESS APPRECIATION BY PARADE
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Company of the same city. Herman Katz o£ Mempiiis becomes vice-

president.

The company talies over all the old contracts for both buying and sell-

ing, and will continue to conduct a wholesale business specializing In white
ash. Extensive export trade as well as domestic business is planned.

.\s previously announced in Hardwood Record, Charles G. Kadel,
until recently president of the company, will continue as director with
William Pritchard, who was also a director before the reorganization.

Mr. Thompson has been active in southern hardwoods for fifteen years,

while Mr. Katz, who is a nephew of Moses Katz, former vice-president

of the E. Sondheimer Company, has about twelve years of experience in

the same line to his credit.

Log Drifting Over on the Guyandotte

According to reports from Huntington, W. Va., "Finis" is being written
to a story which, while closely linked with industry, has for many years
been well apart from it. With the completion of the "drifting" season this

year the last of the logs to be brought down that famous, natural thor-

oughfare, the Guyandotte, will have been secured in the storage booms.
For seventy-five years the timbermen have been worliing on and along this

stream, getting out logs from its banlis and bringing those from more
interior points to this economical means of transportation.

It is stated that the last of the piers near the mouth of Russell Creek
will be removed this spring,^ thus closing up the industry for all time.
The Guyandotte Boom Company, subsidiary of the Crane interests, was

advertised for dissolution. This company had been the chief factor in

the river work.

Pennsylvania Timber Deal
The sale of the holdings of the United Lumber Company of Somerset, Pa.,

has been effected by Senator W. E. Crow of Uniontown, Pa., receiver for
the 8ehofield Lumber Company of Philadelphia. Consideration is in the
neighborhood of $7ri,000. The receiver reserved a large amount of lumber
stored at Humber.

Prominent Lumbermen Become Shriners

Three prominent lumbermen of Wisconsin were among the 107 Knights
Templar who were admitted to Wisconsin Consistory, Ancient Accepted
Scottish Rite, and received the 32d degree in Masonry, at the fifty-fourth
semi-annual convocation of the various bodies of the Scottish Rite, which
was held at Milwaukee, May 14 to 18, inclusive. They are : John T.
Phillips, president Diamond Lumber Company, Green I;ay, Wis. ; Pierson
Kneeland, treasurer Kneeland-McClurg Lumber Company, Phillips. Wis.,
and Glenn W. Priestley, president W. E. Priestley Lumber Company, whole-
sale lumber, Milwaukee. The class, which numbered 107 and was the
second largest ever admitted to Wisconsin Consistory, selected Mr. Phillips
of Green Bay as its president. Upon attaining the 32d degree, the class
received the degrees conferred by Tripoli Temple, Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine.

A Remarkable Table
The table illustrated on this page is in the

dining room of the Lumbermen's .\ssociation
of Chicago and is made from quartered figured
gum. manufactured by the l.Ttley-Hollowa.v
Company of Chicago at its Arkansas mills
The hardwood members of the Lumbermen's
.Vssociation of Chicago have always gathered
at luncheon around one table and the TItley

Holloway Company conceived the idea of put
ting in a suitable round table that would ac-
commodate all those who came. Twelve tn
fifteen people can sit around tins one board,
and it is practically full every noon.

The table was manufactured by Louis I".

N'onnast. Chicago, and was originally twelve
feet in diameter, but could not be taken into
the rooms and had to be cut down, so tliat ils

diameter is now eight feet.

Further Shipbuilding Enterprises

The activity along the .\tlantic seal)oard in

«hip construction continues. Baltimore seems
to he the center of quite a remarkable develop-
ment in this revivified industry. The latest

enterprise is known as the Elkton Southern
Shipbuilding Corporation, which was recently

Incorporated in Maryland with a capital stock

of $10,000,000. The Corporation Trust Com-
pany of America represents the capitalists.

The company intends to estaldish yards for the

construction of wooden vessels at Elkton. Md.
There are various other new enterprises un-

der consideration and with them the interest

in lumber is growing every day. West Vir-

ginia oak has come in for a good deal of at-

-tentlon.

Two firms are mentioned lirlefly In a recent

issue, the Baltimore Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company and the Maryland
Shipbuilding Company of Boston. The latter company has a tract of

1,800 feet front on Bear Creek and 1,200 feet on Fleming's Cove. There

is room here for the erection of ways for twenty vessels at one time.

It is said 1..500 men will be employed, and one vessel is to be turned

out a month.

Pertinent Information

Philippine Forester Explains Use of Metric System

In a recent issue of Hardwood Record there appeared a notice of a bul-

letin covering the commercial woods of the Philippine Islands, which
article criticised the general use of the metric system and of terms of

Philippine currency in the report. Another criticism refers to lack of

information as to place of sale and selling price.

The criticisms have been answeied by Arthur F. Fischer, Director of

Forestry. Manila, who says

:

"The metric system of weights and measures is the only one authorized

by law in the islands and its use in government publications is there-

fore obligatory."

He then refers to the fact that the tables giving the equivalents In

English weights and measure are published in prominent places. He states

also that the law permits '.he use of the American system tor measure-

ment for sawn lumoer.

Regarding prices he says : "It should be noted that the ratio between

Philippine and United States currency is given at the bottom of page 10.

This ratio being two to one, the conversion of Pihillppine prices into

United States currency is even easier than that of centimeters into

inches."

In speaking of the place of sale and prices he says: "It has not been

customary to print this in Philippine government publications, and
unfortunately any mention of it was omitted in the letter of transmittal

sent you with the book."

He then refers to Bulletin 14 which contains this and a good deal of

other information.

Mr. Fisclier includes in his letter a list of publications covering Philip-

pine woods which can be secured from the Bureau of Forestry at Manila,

or from the Bureau of Insular Affairs, WashiLgton, D. C, as follows:

The Forests of Mindoro, (Bulletin No. 8, Bureau of Forestry, 1908) ;

.\ Philippine Substitute for Lignum Vitae (Mancono), (Bulletin No.
9, Bureau of Forestry, 1910) ;

The Forests of the Philippines, (Bulletin No. 10. Bureau of Forestry,
1911) ;

The Uses of Philippine Woods, (Bulletin No. 11, Bureau of Forestry,
1911)

:

EIGHT-FOOT TABLE OF ST. FRANCIS BASIN RED GUM FUR
ASSOCIATION OP CHICAGO BY THE UTLEY-IIOLI

NISHED THE L
OWAY COMPAN

UMBEUMEN'S
Y
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Volume Table for Round Timbers, (Bulletin No. 12, Bureau of Forestry,
1912) ;

Philippine Dlpterocarp Forests, Philippine Journal of Science, Vol.
9, Section A. Nos. 5 and 6, 1914) ;

Commercial Woods of the Philippines, Their Preparation and Uses,
(Bulletin No. 14, Bureau of Forestry, 19115).

Besides this the bureau has for distribution miscellaneous matter
in which are annual reports for recent years : "Export Timbers," con-

taining a short article on woods for export ; "Forest Resources," and a

sold at ten cents apiece, United States currency,

number of small wood specimens of over 200 species of wood, which are

Woodlots Furnish a Great Deal of Lumber
According to the announcement of the Forest Service the farm wood-

lots of the country furnish far more material than is credited to them
by general opinion. They not only furnish immense quantities of material

for local use, but are important sources of supply for timber for the

general' market.

Much of the choice hickory, ash, walnut and white oak now in use
come from the farm woodlots, many of which contain timber every bit as

good as that in the larger tracts and fully as capable of yielding high-

grade lumber if properly sawed and .^ieasoned. Others have large quanti-

ties of pulpwood suitable for paper making, low-grade lumber for boxes,

bolts for slack and tight cooperage, and excellent material for veneers,

all regular products of the farm woodlots.

According to the report in 1909 the farmers of the eastern states alone

received from the sale of their woodlot products an average of $81 for

each reporting farm, or a total of nearly $170,000,000. This was more
than the value of the entire potato crop, nearly double that of the

tobacco crop, and more than twice that of the combined barley and rye

crops. In that year there were nearly 14.1,000,000 acres of farm wood-
lots in the eastern and central states. This was a decrease of only about
15 per cent from the figures reported in 1S80.

Building Operations for April
The record of building operations for the month of April, as shown by

the permits issued in 115 principal cities of the United States, reveals

the extent of the initial chill to this great industry by reason of the en-

trance of our country into the European war. In the light of all circum-

stances the decrease may be regarded as quite moderate. These permits,

as officially reported to the American Contractor, Chicago, total $86,100,-

925, as compared with $94,029,102 for April, 1916, a decrease of S per cent.

The January statement this year showed an increase of 11 per cent. For
February, and again for March, the totals shrank 5 per cent, when com-
pared with the corresponding month last year. There would naturally be

some withholding of applications for building permits with the uncertainties

of war effects and the significant feature about the April statement is that

the decrease was not greater than 8 per cent.

Of the 115 cities represented in the aggregate 69, or 60 per cent, record

losses, while 46, or 40 per cent, show comparative gains. The total num-
ber of permits issued for April was 29,823, compared with .32,288 for

April, 1916. a decrease of 8 per cent.

Lumberwomen at Work
In some of the southern sawmills and lumber yards negro women are

taking the places of men who have joined the army and navy. An example
of this may be seen at Kiln. Miss., where about one hundred employes
of the Jordan River Lumber Company have enlisted and their places have
been filled, *\n part, by women. White women now constitute the forces

in the store, and colored women in the lumber yard. The experiment is

said to be proving wholly satisfactory.

A New Wood for Pipes
Tests have been made with the wood of a small western hardwood,

known as mountain mahogany, which shows that it is suitable tor tobacco

pipes. , Most wooden pipes are now made of French briar wood or of

mountain ivy. There is no scarcity of ivy. but briar has become scarce

and expensive. Mountain mahogany is found in a region of nearly a

million square miles westward of the Rocky Mountains and there should

be no trouble in procuring enough of it to meet all demands. Its name is

misleading, for the wood is not mahogany but is closely related to wild

cherry.

Handbook for Woodsmen
A volume small enough to carry in the pocket, and yet containing more

than 400 pages, under the authorship of Jay L. B. Taylor, and bearing

the title Handbook for Rangers and Woodsmen, is just from the press of

John Wiley & Sons, New York.

The book hears evidence on every page that the author speaks from
experience of active life in the woods. He is a United States forest

ranger and a graduate of the great open air school of "Savy Hike."

He gives the advice of an expert on such topics as the clothing a woods-
man should wear ; the camp equipment he will need for self and horse

;

the tools he needs ; how to build trails and bridges and put up telephone

lines; blasting rocks and stumps; erecting camps and other buildings;

constructing fences ; packing horses and wagons ; and all about emer-

gency repairing of all sorts of equipment and outfit, and first aid to the

Injured.

The lumberman will find in this book much on the subject of woods
work, such as estimating timber, felling trees, bucking logs, measuring,

surveying law and the methods and instruments used ; fire fighting, camp

cooking and looking after the meat supply. There is discussion of meas-
ures of all kinds, and numerous rules and tables. The book is really a
cyclopedia upon the subjects which it covers.

Samples of Wisconsin Woods
The public museum of .Milwaukee is planning fo collect samples of all

the woods growing in Wisconsin. They will be prepared in a way to show
the grain and color of the woods and will form an interesting collection.

Huron H. Smith, curator of botany in the museum, says there are seventy-

seven kinds of wood native to the state. This is about one-eighth of all the
tree species found between Mexico and the .\rctic ocean.

American Timber Law
A small volume of much interest and value has just come from the press

of John Wiley & Sons, New York, "The Essentials of American Timber
Law," by J. P. Kinney. It is interesting reading even for those who
are not particularly interested in the points of law whicli it covers. Its

statements are concise as to what the law is and what it is not on hun-
dreds of matters that may come up any day to plague or perplex those
who deal in a practical way with timber. Elaborate citations of cases

and authorities are given in the footnotes for guidance of those who may
want to make special investigations of the law and of court rulings on any
particular subject. Among the larger divisions of the subject are the

following

:

Forms of private possession of land and incidents thereof.
Trees and timber as property.
The liability of a tenant as to waste.
Doctrine of waste as applied to timber.
Remedies for waste.
Civil liability for trespass upon timber and for the conversion of timber

products.
Statutory liability for timber trespass.
Contracts regarding growing timber.
Contracts regarding the preparation and manufacture of timber prod-

ucts.
Contracts for the sale of timber products.
The inspection and measurement of timber products.
Transportation of timber by floating.
Standing timber as included in a mortgage.

Elm for Shipbuilding
It may not be generally known that American elm is a competitor of

teak as material for certain parts of British war vessels. The heavy
parts are of steel and iron, but finish may be of wood. The rails are usu-

ally of teak or elm, and the latter wood is in as much demand for that

purpose as the former. In the construction of ordinary steamers in

England and Scotland, longleaf pine from the southern states is in much
demand. The British Isles produce very little ship timber of any kind.

Douglas fir from the Pacific coast fills an important place in the English
ship building business.

Chestnut Oak Ties for Treating
Until recently practically all railroads in the United States accepted

chestnut oak on the same basis as white oak. However, tests at the

Forest Products Laboratory and at one commercial wood-preserving plant

show that chestnut oak is much like red oak as regards ease and desir-

ability of treatment. White oak is, because of its durability, one of the

most desirable tie woods in its natural state, but is difficult to treat.

Red oak is less durable untreated, but takes treatment readily. One
rail,way company has already changed its classification so that chestnut

oak will be accepted as a treatment tie and classed with the red oaks.

Other railroads are proposing to make the same change in classification.

The general opinion of railroad engineers seems to be that chestnut oak
is more durable than red oak and less durable than white oak.

British Lumber Situation
The importation of timber and lumber into Great Britain is totally

prohibited, 'except under special license. Restrictions on imports were
restricted more and more until finally a sweeping order cut everything'

off. The purpose was to divert lumber-carrying ships to other purposes.

The result of this policy took effect at once in the more rapid cutting of

home timber, which was not plentiful to begin with. Y'oung forests are

being cut which, in normal times, would not be touched for another forty

years. If the present rate is maintained, there will be no growing timber

of consequence in the British Isles at the close of the war. The home
supply of softwoods will last about a year. Box makers are among the

largest users, and low grade stuff can be used for that purpose. The
labor tor cutting home timber is a serious problem. Women are taking

the place of men in some of the timber-cutting operations. England has

about 6,000,000 acres of land that is or has been in forest.

Boring Insects and Black Wjilnut
It is claimed that boring insects do not attack black walnut, though

they attack Circassian, English and French walnut. Odor of black walnut
is a little different from the others, and this may account for this wood's

immunity from attacks by destructive insects. It is important in furni-

ture which is peculiarly liable to be infested by boring enemies. The
testimony in favor of black walnut appears to be of a negative nature

thus far ; that is, nobody has seen and reported damage to this wood by

insects after the wood has become dry.

Sawmill Boiler Practice
Information received from various associations by the Forest Service

in regard to the present sawmill boiler practice in various regions makes
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it apparent that the Dutch oven furnace and return tubular boiler are the

most popular combinations, and that the automatic feed of sawdust and
hog chips is almost universal. In most of the regions from which reports

have been received, trouble from lack of steam does not seem to have

arisen, but manufacturers of cottonwood and gum have complained of

difficulty in securing sufficient steam even when using all the available

waste. It has been stated, also, that cypress and redwood mills some-

times encounter similar difficulties.

Beating the Submarine
More than one case is on record of lumber laden ships which refused to

sink when torpedoed. The submarine is powerless to send them to the

bottom. A recent instance was in the case of the steamer Jupiter, a vessel

of 2,124 tons. It crossed the North Sea with a cargo of lumber, but was
attacked oft the east coast of Scotland -by a torpedo boat which did all in

Its power to send it to the bottom, hut without success. The lumber kept

the ship afloat and it was sul)Sfiiu*'ntly towd to pni-t. Us cari;!! and ttn' dam-

aged vessel saved.

Our Stave Experts
The London Timber Trades Journal says in its issue of March 2-1 :

The volume of staves moving towards this country from America during
the year has been very great indeed. This has been rendered possible by a
very healthy demand on this side for stout staves tor spokes, and also tor
other sizes for cooperage work. Fortunately for this particular form of
wood goods, the shape and size lends itself very readily for stowage pur-
poses, so that where freight could not be obtained for lumber and planks,
it was easily secured to help to properly stow cotton and other goods.
Prices in this as in other woods have simply bounded forward, and the
figures when the year opened had been left far liehinil loni; bofori' the
close of 1916.

Plank Roads in War
One of the large demands for lumber in the European war zones is for

material used in building plank roads across swamps, sand ridges, and

other soft soils. Planks two or three inches thick are preferred, and when
sawed lumber cannot be had, round poles and small logs may be substi-

tuted. The latter constitutes a corduroy road. Little American lumber

has been put to that use in Europe, because cheaper material has been

obtainable. During our Civil War long stretches of plank road were built

in the South, chiefly in Virginia : and after the war closed much of the

lumber was pulled out of the mud and sand and used by farmers in build-

ing houses, barns, and fences.

Hickory Holding Its Own
It has been stated that hickory is holding its own and is growing as

fast as it is being cut. This information is encouraging, because it is one

of the most important of our trees. It has been called the indispensable

wood, for the reason that it has no substitute for some purposes. The
tree is tenacious of life. If its long lap-root once makes its way deep intt»

the soil, the tree is iixed for good, unless unusually bad luck overtakes it.

It thrives well in open ground, and is much in evidence in cutover tracts

of hardwood where nuts, which squirrels have buried, germinate and .grow

rapidly. It is in lands such as these that the new supidy will be found.

The open ground tree is known as second growth, and being tough and

white, it is regarded as better than the slow-growth forest hickory. It

may be expected that the quality of the hickory of the future will be in no

way inferior to that of the past.

Women Timber Cutters

Near Buckwell, England, a contract for cutting mining timbers has been

let to a company of women who are gtdng aliout the work in a business-like

way. They will live in camps near the work. .V large part of the cutting

will be done with cross-cut saws. The contract was let at the Woman's
Department of the National Service, and the outcome will be watched

with interest, tor the work is looked upon as an experiment.

Wood Pavement Outlasts Granite
At Poplarborough, England, they have given severe tests of the com-

parative wearing qualities of wooden and granite pavement on streets

where the traffic by heavy, iron-tired trucks is severe. \ committee which

has investigated the matter has reported- that the granite pavement has

suffered more than the wood, and creosoted wooden blocks have been

recommended where traffic is extraordinarily heavy.

Educating the Woodworkers
The Y. M. C. A. of Grand Rapids, Mich., has phinued sunii'thing new in

Its line of work in that city. It has arranged for an educational class for

the benefit of members employed in the various' woodworking factories in

the city. Instructors will be provided and classes held to cover subjects

such as cutting, sawing, piling, and air-drying. There can he no question

that good will result from such a course of lectures, for which practice

and experience are good teachers. Many an efficient short cut can be

provided by capable instruction.

Wooden Barrel Coming Back
The wooden oil barrel is coming hack. As a matter of fact, it never

was wholly absent, but for a time it was crowded uncomfortably by the

steel barrel. High cost of steel has had its etTeet in boosting the wooden
barrel until it is rapidly regaining the ground lost to its competitor. The
wooden oil barrel now costs about two <lollars and tlie steel barrel from
eight to twelve. The difference in cost far outweighs any difference in

actual service, and it may be expected that the wooden container will

make a hard drive on Its metal competitor. The oil barrel is usually of

oak and is of a little lower grade than the whiskey barrel.

Another Substitute Appears

Wooden paving blocks are so satisfactory and so cheap that it is the

last place one would look for substitutes ; yet, the prediction has been

made that glass will be a competitor of wood before many years. This

prophecy is based on experiments in Lyons. France, where glass paving

blocks have been pronounced economical and otherwise satisfactory. It

is quite probable that a glass block will outlast wood, and in the long

run may he as cheap : but one of wood's highest recommendations is its

noiselessness, and it is not probable that glass can be a competitor in that

respect.

Parting with Historic Furniture

It is claimed by those who should be informed on the matter that

London and Paris are in the unfortunate position of being forced to

exchange the luxury of death for the luxury of refinement. .\lraost

daily nowadays furniture sales are being held in those cities, when the

fine furniture of pinched noblemen and others in possession of old, historic

homes is being put on the block and sold to Americans with more money
than good furniture, and at these sales are being sold much of the best

furniture that remains in England and Western Europe, such furniture

as only the great masters of England and France made. And the money
from those sales—it is being spent for death dealing shells. Thus is

Europe paying tor its murdering shells with its old furniture and decora-

tions of tlie highest refinement. It is estimated that in the last five

months more than .fl2,000.000 worth of historic furniture has been
"traded" for a like equivalent in engines of destruction, w"ith beautiful

homes in .\merica being the great gainers.

Movement for Better Homes
Minnesota can see no reason why the people of that state should not be

assisted in planning neat aud artistic homes that can be built at moderate
expense, from .112,500 to $3,000. A movement of that kind is calculated to

discourage the box house consisting of four plain walls, roof and floor. Ac-

cordingly, the Minnesota State Art Commission, which is a department of

the state government, has issued a booklet of house plans which is sold for

four cents. The plans have been worked out by architects and aim to give

as much as possible iu the way of attractiveness, comfort aud convenience

in the way of liomes of moderate cost. The movement has proved popular

and bi<ls fair to bring a great impr<ivement in the style and appearance of

country and sid)\irban homes. The commission's address is 504 Essex build-

ing, Minneapolis. Minn.

Purchases of Forest Lands
The gi»\ernnient hail completed the purchase of 700,97-1 acres of forest

land in the .-Vppalacbain region up to .Tune '.W. 1016, tinder the Weeks law.

This land extends In is<>lated tracts from Maine to South Carolina. 'The
purchase of additional tracts is contemplated, anil in many instances the

l)rocess of clearing title, or acting on reports is far ailvanced. The follow-

ing summary gives the status of the business in the several states:

Reports in Department
ol Justice.

Purehases Pureliaactt For For con-
authorized completed opinion demnaiion
(estimated.) (actual (actual (actual

Utale and area. surrey). survey). survey)
.Acres. .Acres. Acres. Acres.

Georgia :
•

Georgia 02,09.-1 :n .449.90 06.70 27,345.38
Savannah . :!5,827 11,345.80 403.72 20,064.32

Maine :

White Mountain . . . 24,825
New Hampshire :

White Mountain... 270,849 195,215.87 38,961.35
North Carolina :

Boone 30,386
Mount Mitchell 70,050 34,817.60 228.57 11,382.87
Nantahala 39,903 31,711.41 114.54 1,041.17
Pisgah 86,700 49,703.75
Savannah 39,839 10.879.18 13.51 14,798.07

South Carolina :

Savannah 25,508 17,066.5&
Tennessee :

Cherokee 135,970 72,467.09 25,551.09 9,281.20
Smokey Mountain. . 117,113
White Top 57,000 39.167.82 118.49 10,098.58
Unaka 49,949 38.70 21,302.44

Virginia :

Massanutten 00,792 23,211.80 8,803.11 13,941.99
Natural Bridge.... 84,071 32,264.96 20,590.52 415.73
Potomac 62,334 37,587.59 3,197.59 8,481.42
Shenandoah 124,569 84,377.87 18,421.18

West Virginia :

Monongahela 52,010 22,809.74 540.06 18,706.73
Potomac 16,319 10,644.80 569.80 1,160.75
Shenandoah 13,318.45

Total 1,464,715 700,974.50 60.242.40 232,475.77

High Cost of Harness

A harness manufacturer has contributed some figures ou the cost of
harness. The chief item is the leather of which the harness is made.
He places the cost of leather that goes into a good set of harness at Oft

pounds, worth 70 cents a pound, total $46.20. Trimmings add six dollars

and labor six. This puts the total cost of the set at $58.20. That makes
no allowance for overheatl expense or for the profit which the manu-
facturer must have if he expects to succeed in business.
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American Woods in Palestine
The wbeat fields and orange groves of Palestine are being supplied

with American agricultural machinery. Water for irrigating the orchards is

,no longer raised liy foot-power pumps, but by improved machinery. Plows,
harrows and reapers are made in America, and the. scratch plow and the

flail which came down from the days of Sanchuniathon are disappearing be-

fore the march of modern ideas. American ash, oak and hickory are the chief

woods making the agricultural implements. When Palestine shall be

freed from the Turks, as a result of the present war, markets for Amer-
ican products may be expected to increase greatly in that region.

The Wooden Car's Record
Some interesting figures on steel and wooden cars were quoted recently

before the Western Railway Club, Chicago, by William Queenan, assistant

superintendent of the Burlington railway shops. He gave records of 1,000

cars of each type built in 1903. During the last fiscal year 167 of the

wooden cars were in the shops, and 3.32 of the steel, and the average cost

per car of the steel car repairs was 36 per cent higher than of the wooden
or composite cars. The average number of the cars repaired shows fewer
repairs were needed by the composite cars and that the number in service

therefore was larger.

Planning for the Future
B. P. Kirkland, professor of forestry in the University of Washington,

contributed a paper to the January, 1917, issue of American Forestry in

which he discusses the "continuous forest production of privately owned
timberlands as a solution of the economic difficulties of the lumber indus-

try." He sums up the fifty-page article as follows

:

Regardless of the public interests, we may be sure that control will come.
Unlike some of our other industries, the choice is still open between effective
democratic organization first or an autocratic organization controlled by
banking interests and eventually by highly centralized concerns. The demo-
cratic organization will permit existing moderate sized units to combine
for those things where national cooperation is essential and to operate
independently in regard to these things which have to do with individual
productive efiiciency and self reliance—under banking control individual
development will be forced into prescribed channels in all lines. Which
course shall we choose?

Specializing in Aeroplane Stock
The extent of the aeroplane business is shown by the fact that mills are

beginning to specialize in stock tor these machines. The Sitka spruce

operators on the Pacific coast are preparing to make the most of the situ-

ation. The great size attained by the trunks of that tree, and the high

percentage of absolutely clear stock, render it peculiarly adapted to aero-

plane construction. It is essential that the material be without defect of

any kind. The inspection of the wood that goes into aeroplanes is the

most rigid of all industries in the world. The timber which is being cut

for this purpose on the Pacific coast sometimes runs as high as 10,000 feet

per log of twenty-four feet length. The red spruce of West Virginia is in

every way equal to the Sitka spruce of the west, except in size of the trees.

The material cut from the eastern tree must be more rigidly inspected.

Building Lumber Scarce in Sweden
Swedish lumber exporters are growing rich by selling abroad at war

prices ; but a peculiar and unpleasant situation has developed at home.
No building is going on there, because home people cannot afford to buy
lumber at prices paid by foreign buyers. The housing problem has become
acute in consequence, and the complaint is heard, and apparently not

without reason, that the exporters are selling the roofs from over their

countrymen's heads.

From Forest to Farm
Most of the Indians who once roamed the wilds of this country chose

extermination in preference to civilized life ; but late reports show that

the remnants of the red race in northern Wisconsin are not so short

sighted. They have generally sold the timber on their lands and have
realized good prices for it, and they have turned from the forests and
the fishing streams to the wheat field and the stock farm. Many of them
have become successful agriculturists and cattle raisers, and the rest are

inclined to follow their example. The forest has no further use for them
or they for the forest, except in common with their white neighbors.

Big Carloads of Lumber
Considerable rivalry has developed of late among shippers of lumber

to see who can send out the biggest carload. The contest is still open
and no prize has been offered to the winner. No car that carries less

than fifty thousand feet can win, because several have already exceeded

that quantity. The contest is open to all in the United States without
regard to the kind of lumber shipped or how far. This marks quite an
increase over the carloads thirty odd years ago when the fact was widely
published that a teamster with twelve horses and a train of three wagons,
in California, hauled more lumber at one load than any railroad car

could take. His load was 16,000 feet of sugar pine, a wood of about
the same weight as eastern w'hite pine, and he hauled it forty miles.

The English Change Flooring Measure
A slow and steady change in the method of measuring flooring is taking

place in England. Formerly floors and flooring materials were measured
by the square, which is 100 square feet. The man who bought flooring

lumber paid so much a square for it. It is now becoming a common prac-

tice there to measure flooring by the superficial foot, as we do In this

country. It has taken a long time to bring about the change, because
the British lumber dealer is slow to turn from old customs and try new.

Timber Resources Compared
The greater part of the world's timber resources are in the United

States. Canada and Russia. The total stand in Canada is placed at 800,-

000,000,000 feet, that of the United States at 2,800,000,000,000, and that
of Russia is generally believed to he still greater, but no authority can be
found for quoting precise figures on Russia's forest resources. The acre-
age of timber in that country is fairly well known, but information Is

lacking as to the average stand per acre. The forests of Canada and the
United States have been systematically -ruised and the stand is known
within an approximate degree of certainty. About five-sixth of the total

in this country and Canada consists of softwoods. The Russian supply
is believed to contain a higher percentage of hardwoods.

Cotton for Explosives
A lot of cotton goes up in smoke during the present war. In January,

February, and March of this year ammunition makers in the United
States used 167,306 bales of cotton of 500 pounds each, in the production
of high explosives. A common way of stating it is that a bale of cotton is

consumed every time a big gun is fired. It depends upon the size of the

gun, but even smaller guns use up a considerable supply, when fired at the
rate of 12,000,000 shells in two days, as was done recently in one corner
of the battle now going on in France. The consumption of cotton in that

way helps to explain the high cost of paper, for 30,000,000 pounds of

cotton a month would make a lot of good paper.

Hardwood 'News Notes

-< MISCELLANEOUS >--

The Newcomb Mantel & Furniture Company has been incorporated at

Jackson, Tenn., by A. D. Balrd, J. S. Wright, John Godley, Jr., and
John W. Gates. Capital, $25,000.

The E. J. PtitEner Company's planing mill at Stevens Point, Wis., burned
recently, the loss being estimated at $20,000.

George A. Glerum, William Latta and Fred Davy have organized the

Evart Manufacturing Company to manufacture whifiletrees at Evart,

Mich. Its capital is $30,000.

The death is announced of J. L. Dickleman, president of the Dlckelman
Manufacturing & Lumber Company, Forest, O.

At Jefferson City, Mo., the J. M. Hays Wood Products Company has

been incorporated and will manufacture saddle trees.

The Asheville Lumber Company, Asheville, N. C, is liquidating.

S. B. Meisenholder has been appointed receiver for the Eureka Bend-

ing Wheel Works, York, Pa.

At Lufkin, Tex., the Lufkin Veneer Company has been incorporated.

Among shipbuilding concerns recently incorporated are the Rolph
Shipbuilding Company, San Francisco, Cal., and the Raymond Shipbuild-

ing Company, Raymond, Wash., the Ward Shipbuilding Company, Kenne-
bunkport. Me., with a capital of $25,000.

A. E. Cartier & Sons Company, Ludington, Mich., has sold out to George
Abair.

Caflisch. Ailing & Mauer have succeeded the firm of Caflisch, Spicker,

.\lling & Co.. Union City, Pa.

The Rockwell Manufacturing Company, Camden, Ark., has been awarded
contracts for rebuilding its recently burned screen door plant, and funds

have been raised by the Camden Public Service Bureau to guarantee

better water protection.

On May 13 fire destroyed the plant of the Overstreet Crate Company,
near Orlando, Fla,, the loss being estimated at from $150,000 to $200,000,

with insurance reported as aggregating $50,000.

The working hours of the employes of the Parkersburg Chair Company,
Parkersburg, W. Va., have been reduced from ten to nine hours a day,

with wages remaining the same as on the longer schedule.

The Standard Lumber Company has recently commenced business in

the manufacturing and wholesaling of hardwood lumber at Bluefield,

W. Va.

The Riel-Kadel Lumber Company has been reorganized at Memphis,

Tenn.

-< CHICAGO >-

H. C. Smith of the Langlade Lumber Company, Antigo, Wis., dropped

in this week to see what lumber is worth. The -company's new planing

mill will be completed about June 1 ; its sawmill is running full tilt, and

from 40,000.000 to 60,000,000 feet annually will probably be produced at

the plant. Its enlarged timber holdings in Wisconsin put the company in

the A class and when it starts full tilt, it will have some interesting sales

suggestions to the trade.

W. E. Vogelsang and John F. Fontaine of the Turtle Lake Lumber Com-
pany, Grand Rapids, Mich., spent several days in Chicago this week.

A. S. Bliss of the Payson Smith Lumber Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,

took a well-earned vacation during the past couple of weeks, being unable,

though, to entirely divorce himself from business considerations. Mr.

Bliss passed through Chicago a couple of weeks ago on his way to Nash-

ville, his former home. There he intended cruising around among the
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southern mills, thus as they say. combining business with pleasure.

S. Burkholder of Crawfordsville, Ind.. gets to Chicago every so often.

He was in the city this week for a couple of days and says that things

are moving with remarkable rapidity in his section.

Secretary F. F. Fish of the National Hardwood Lumber Association,

returned last week from a week spent at southern points. Mr. Fish tells

of having seen nothing but optimism among the southern manufacturers,

and that the promise of even greater activity in the future is recognized

in all southern circles.

G. C. Uobson, sales manager of the Kinzel Lumber Company, Merrill,

Wis., spent several days in Chicago last week. Another prominent north-

ern visitor was A. B. Tipler of the Tipler-Grossman Lumber Company of

Green Bay, Wis.

N. J. Downey has withdrawn from the Kurz-Downey Company, he hav-

ing been president of this concern.

The capital stock of the Harmony Company, city, has been increased

to .$100,000.

The business of the Geiszl Woodwork Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

has been closed by attachment.

The American Piano, Bench & Lamp Company has been incorporated,

locally.

Edward E. Edmanson of the Edmanson Furniture Company, this city,

has assigned a replevin of $500 instituted and business closed by attach-

ment.
A meeting of the creditors of the Rottman Company has been called.

Oregon Woodenware Manufacturing Company with a capital of $30,000

has been incorporated by George H. Kleinsorge, John O. Storey and Jane

Kleinsorge.

The Mather Stock Car Company has suffered a loss by fire.

C. E. Curtis of the C. E. Curtis & Bro. Company has withdrawn from

active management.
Fire destroyed the Vincent DIouhy Sash & Door Company's factory at

2138 South Laflin street on May ]1, causing a loss estimated at between

$50,000 and $75,000.

W. M. Morris has withdrawn from J. S. Houston & Co.. and a change

in operation reported.

=-< BUFFALO >-

The steamer Arizona brought in the first lumber cargo of the present

season, consisting of 457,300 feet of hemlock timbers for the LackawAnna
Steel Company. Another early cargo is on the steamer Linden, which has

a cargo of various woods for T. Sullivan & Co. Some of the yards here

will not receive any lumber by lake until after June 1. This does not

mean that no receipts are coming in, for rail service is being depended

on to an unusual extent this year.

The semi-annual exposition of the Jamestown, N. Y., furniture manufac-

turers is attracting the usual amount of attention from buyers in various

sections of the country this month. The show opened on May S and con-

tinued for two weeks. The manufacturers will soon have a new building

In which to make their displays.

One of Buffalo's most distinguished lumbermen, Luther P. Graves, died

on May 13, aged fifty-five years. He had been in the lumber industry for

thirtv-flve years, and was at the head of the firm of Graves, Manbert,
George & Co., as well as of Graves, Bigwood & Co., Toronto. He was highly

respected by all his business associates, and the attendance at the funeral

included representatives from nearly every yard In the city. He is sur-

vived by his wife and seven children.

G. Ellas & Bro. have been adding extensively to their plant of late and
docking has been constructed along the river front for the unloading of

lake lumber vessels. All that is needed now is the completion of a bridge

across the Buffalo river, and the various yard improvements will be ready.

If plans go through a fleet of wooden vessels, 260 feet in length, will

be built on the Great Lakes for service in carrying soldiers and supplies

across the ocean. It is predicted that it will take several months to figure

out the plans for the construction of wooden boats and to start their con-
struction. The chief difficulty is in getting the engines, machinery and
other equipment. It is already discovered that ship carpenters are scarce
and they may have to be obtained from the coast before an adequate force

is assembled. Buffalo used to build a good many wooden vessels, hut has
not built anything of account for the last dozen years, except local craft.

Timber is scarce, but it is likely that it could be obtained more readily
than some other things needed.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
The Satler-Hamilton Lumber Company has moved Its oflBces from the

Oliver building to 809 Bessemer buUding, where Mr. Satler was in busi-

ness for years.

The West Virginia Lumber Company has moved its offices from the
Conestoga building to the First National Bank buildins.

J. N. Woollett, president, and C. A. Droz, traffic manager of the Aber-
deen Lumber Company, are in the Southwest trying to get better ship-

ments of gum and Cottonwood.
The Adelman Lumber Company has taken all its salesmen off the road

and will make no further effort in this direction until it gets caught up
with Us orders. It reports all deliveries very badly broken up.
The Johnston-Davies Lumber Company is doing a nice business in

mining and manufacturing stocks. Prices are .strictly O. K. and the

tendency of the market is toward higher quotations.

The Pittsburgh Retail Lumber Dealers' Association has applied for

permission to change its name to the Pittsburgh Lumbermen's Club, to

which most of its members have belonged for several years. The Lum-
bermen's Club now has nice headquarters at 723 Park building, with
R. E. Hartley in charge.

A. Rex Flinn, president of the Duquosne Lumber Company, has gone
to Fort Niagara as a commissioned officer. The Duquesne company re-

ports a splendid demand for industrial and manufacturing stocks of all

kinds.

The Bicks-McCreight Lumber Company announces that there is more
business than can be taken care of in good shape at present. The trouble

is not only in getting shipments, but also in getting stocks of lumber
from the mills, as most of them are very short on good marketable stocks
of hardwoods.

="< BOSTON >.=

The Inmberinen of Now Eugland. working with the transportation

companies and governments of the several states, will send at once ten

complete sawmill units for service abroad. In addition to the necessary
machinery, the organizations will require about 360 men. The English
war office has accepted the units and will provide for moving the entire

complement to enter the service of manufacturing timber, trench props,

bridge and road material. Martin .\. Brown of the Woodstock Lumber
Company and Harry B. Stebbins of H. B. Stebbins Lumber Company, both

of Boston, are chairmen of the committees on woodsmen and mill oper-

ators.

The Jones Hardwood Company has moved to a suite in the Rice building

on High street, Boston. Gardner I. Jones of this firm has returned from
Chicago, where he was delegate from the Massachusetts Wholesale Lumber
Association, Inc., to the I. C. C. hearing on transit rules.

C. R. Carpenter, who has been recently with B. L. Tim Company of

Boston, and W. Whitney Wood, son of William II. Wood and for many
years with the William II. Wood Lumber Company, have joined forces in

the wholesale field. The new firm of Carpenter & Wood will be located at

209 Washington street, Boston.

The Perry & Whitney Company has moved to the new Fidelity Trust
building at 148 State street. Boston.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
Forest fires are causing great damage among the timber in the mountains

of Frederick county and the Blue Ridge of Washington county, in western
Maryland. In Frederick county some 7,000 acres have been overrun by the
flames, a tract over fifteen miles long from Yellow Springs to the Penn-
sylvania stiite boundary having been swept.

The fires on South and North mountains, in Washington country, are
also proving very destructive. Hundreds of men are at work trying to

check the blaze, but they have had little success so tar. The entire Cum-
berland valley is filled with a pall of smoke.
With the opening of a line of steamers between Baltimore and South

American ports by the Baltimore-South American Navigation Company, the
first vessel to leave here May 30, a chance will be afforded for the import
of mahogany and other rare woods, for which an excellent market now
prevails _iu this country. The big veneer factory hero has been getting
much of its raw material from South Africa, but the shipments from there
are now attended with great delays or made entirely impossible by the
heavy destruction of tonnage, and the establishment of facilities for getting
stocks outside the danger zone is certain to be welcomed. In addition, the
line will permit ship exports of American woods, which have been finding
a wider market in the Latin-American countries in recent years.
The Kidd & Buckingham Lumber Company, hardwood lumber wholesaler,

with yard on Ridgely street, has purchased the fee simple property at the
east corner of Carey and Ridgely streets, and is expected to enlarge ita

yard facilities.

Building operations during April do not make an impressive showing.
According to the report of the building inspector, the declared value of the
new structures for which permits were issued did not exceed $469,395,
with $02,874 more for 95 additions and $185,400 for 927 alterations, a
grand total of $717,669. This may be regarded as considerably under the
average for April, a large deficiency being noted in two-story brick dwell-
ings, which constitute one of the chief forms of such improvements.
The Emerson Lumber Company has been incorporated at Elkins, W. Va.,

with a capital stock of $25,000, by T. E. Hardman, B. M. Hoover, O. s!
Sayre and others.

=< COLUMBUS >
The new club rooms of the Columbus Lumbermen's Club, located on

the sixth lloor of the Joyce building are now about completed and the
formal opening will be held about June 1. The quarters comprise a half
dozen large rooms, which have been altered to suit the needs of the
club. It is the plan to keep open house at all times and make it a head-
quarters for the lumber industry, both wholesale anu retail. Seymour
Brown is president

; James McNally, vice-president ; P. H. Rond, secre-
tary and Frank Lumbert, treasurer. The club is now canvassing the
situation as to starting a restaurant for the benefit of the members.
An announcement is expected in the near future.

The work of organizing all districts in Ohio under the auspices of the
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Ohio Building Supply Association has been completed by the officers and
H. S. Gaines, assistant to the president, with headquarters in Columbus.

The state is divided into 30 districts, each of which has a president and
secretary, which report to the state organization. Ln all the membership
Of the organization is now over 600 and is rapidly increasing. Much
interest and enthusiasm is being shown in all parts of the state. The
officers are now working to perfect plans for the annual outing of the

organization to be held at Cedar Point some time in July, the exact date

to be announced later.

A deal by which the Cumberland Valley Lumber Company, with head-

quarters in Cincinnati, has purchased 20,000,000 feet of hardwoods and
white pine in Fentress county, Tennessee, was announced by John Byrns.

treasurer of the company. The company has begun the erection of a band
mill on the property aBd expects to be in a position to begin sawing in

about six weeks. The poplar and white pine timber on the property is

reported to be of very fine quality.

The state industrial commission announced it soon will enforce the

law passed at the last legislative session, making employers of contractors

liable for injuries sustained by employes of financially irresponsible con-

tractors. The commission advises persons not to award work to contrac-

tors until they ascertain that the latter have taken out state insurance.

The number of irresponsible contractors of various kinds is so large as to

necessitate the new law to protect workmen, the commission says.

The Columbus Builders' Supply Company is the name of a new concern

with offices located at 34 West Spring street, Columbus, O., and a large

yard at 490 Dennison avenue. The concern was organized a month ago

to take over the business of the Buckeye Coal i Supply Company. All

kinds of building materials are handled and a good trade is reported by
the officers. WUliam Kern is at the head of the concern.

The Central Avenue Lumber & Supply Company has increased its capital

to $25,000.

The Eagle Supply Company, Youngstown, has been incorporated^ with
a capital of $10,000 to deal in builders' supplies. The incorporators are :

Chester M. Boyd, H. O. Schwaner, N. W. Rein, H. A. Welch and Paul
J. Jones.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company says trade in hard-

woods is quite active and sales are about equally divided between fac-

tories and retailers. Prices are high and every change is towards higher

levels. The car shortage is delaying shipments and that is the principal

drawback to a more active trade.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company reports a good demand
for West Virginia hardwoods with prices ruling strong in every particular.

=-< CINCINNATI >•-

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ajiproved the increase class

and commodity fates between Cincinnati and Lexington, Ky. The class

rate increases range from 2 cents to 7 cents per hundred. The increases

are the result of a readjustment which the carriers made following changes
in rates necessitated by their effort to remedy violations of the long and
short haul section between various Kentucky points. The Lexington
Chamber of Commerce fought the advances and the Cincinnati Chamber
of Commerce intervened in support of the complaint.

The final report closing the case of the West Alexandria Lumber Com-
pany, of West Alexandria, bankrupt, was filed in the United States

district court here last week by Referee A. M. Crisler of Eaton. The
liabilities amounted to $36,308 and assets realized $18,517, of which
unsecured creditors secured $14,509 on claims aggregating $29,993. Sev-

eral Cincinnati lumbermen formerly did business with the bankrupt.

Cincinnati cypress dealers were deeply interested last week in the

decision of the Southern cypress association to launch a gigantic organi-

zation for the holding and ownership of all the freight cars in the United
States as a solution of the car shortage. R. H. Downman advanced the

idea to pool all cars, from an association that would own and control all

freight cars, somewhat like the Pullman Company. The idea is to have
Federal enactment to grant them this right. The idea has found much
favor throughout the lumber industry.

The Builders' Material Company recently announced an increase in

capital stock from $5,000 to $10,000.

The individual lumberman is not the onl.v sufferer from the car shortage

and embargo as is evidenced by the fact that recently at Hickville a car-

load of tent stakes for the Federal Government has been tied up so

long that it will be necessary to rush them through by express. An
embargo is responsible, the Ohio Utilities Commission was informed.

When the government itself can not get shipments through even on war
orders lumbermen see little hope.

The P. W. Draekett & Sons' Company will double its original plans

for the construction of a plant on the site of the W. E. Heyser Lum-
ber Company's acreage grounds on Spring Grove avenue, in Winton
Place. Instead of the buildings containing 40,000 square feet of floor

space, it is likely that the first bunch of stmctures will have a total of

100,000 square feet.

=-< CLEVELAND >•

As the result of a compromise, brought about through E. A. Roberts,

secretary of the Builders' Exchange, teamsters are again at work in Cleve-

land lumber and building supply yards, on terms which promise to be sat-

isfactory for both parties for some time to come. With the exception of a
disagreement between employers and sheet metal workers Cleveland build-

ing trades are entirely at peace and work is booming after a delay of two
months.

One of the first lumber boats to arrive from the northern lakes was the
D. W. Mills, from Cutler, on May 16. The cargo was consigned to the

Mills-Carleton Lumber Company, and was unloaded at the Erie street pier.

The opening of lake traffic is expected to ease the rail situation from which
the lumber business has suffered considerably. Wood manufacturing in-

dustries depending on large quantities of lumber have also felt the results

of the open lakes, following a noticeable stringency due to the lateness of

the lake traffic season. The weather bureau states that an approaching
warm spell will make short work of any remaining ice.

A campaign which will do much toward booming building of all kinds
was started by the housing committee of the Cleveland Chamber of Com-
merce, which has^ had brought to its attention a deplorable shortage in

houses and tenements in this city. Wide publicity has been given to this

condition through the committee and steps will be taken to bring out capi-

tal for this purpose. There is no doubt that the present high cost of mate-
rial has been responsible for the cancellation of many building projects.

Meeting May 19, the Cleveland Board of Lumber Dealers adopted reso-

lutions to be forwarded to the Interstate Commerce Commission agreeing

to such advances in rail rates as the commission may deem equitable, but

at the same time emphasizing the protection of a large amount of business

closed prior to the middle of April. The resolution states that in view
of the car shortage for the past six months, which has prevented a great

amount of this lumber from being delivered, an immediate advance would
be unfair. A. L. .Stone, of the board, has just returned from Washington
and Chicago, where he appeared before the committees which are consid-

ering the claims of the railroads for increased rates.

Cleveland lumber dealers have again taken up consideration of the
Cleveland building code. On the whole, the lumbermen consider it fair

and reasonable except in certain respects which are to the disadvantage of

lumber as a material, and in favor of substitutes. Stress requirements for

both timber and joists are excessive in the opinion of lumbermen. The
matter will be taken up soon.

Lumber, building supply, and coal dealers have appeared before a grand
jury here in an investigation of alleged agreements contrary to the anti-

trust law. The investigation grew out of the policy of building supply
dealers to withhold deliveries to all contractors during the recent lookout.

The largest out-of-court settlement in the history of Cuyahoga county
was made when the Cuyahoga Lumber Company agreed to pay William
Donnelly, a former employe, $23,000 to adjust his suit for $75,000 dam-
ages for personal injuries sustained in an accident which resulted in his

being paralyzed below the waist.

The Alexander Bros. Lumber Company. Cleveland, has increased its

capital stock from $36,250 to $86,250. The original authorization was
$50,000. James Alexander is president, H. H. Alexander, vice-president

and treasurer, and M. F. Fitzgerald, secretary.

New members of the Cleveland Board of Lumber Dealers are the Clifton

Park Lumber Company, the Miles Avenue Lumber Company, the Dille Road
Lumber Company, the Bohm-Stuhr Lumber Company and the Brookslde
Lumber Compan.v.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
An unprecedented demand for lumber of all grades has grown out of

government requirements in this market, and it may be said that the trade
as a whole is busier at this time than at any period in its history. At Fort
Benjamin Harrison, an army post comprising 5,000 acres, arrangements
are being completed for the reception of 60,000 troops that are expected to

be in training there by September 1. More than 5,000 members of the offl-'

cers' reserve corps already are In training there, and orders have just been
filled for 2,000,000 feet of lumber to construct 100 frame buildings with an
average dimension of 20x120 feet. More than 300 more such buildings will
be constructed before fall, calling for more than 6,000,000 feet of dumber.
In order to meet this demand the Indianapolis lumbermen have started a
co-operative movement, naming the following committee to represent the
interests of the entire trade : O. D. Haskett of the O. D. Haskett Lumber
Company ; E. L. Dynes of the Dynes-Pohlman Lumber Company, and George
L. Maas of the Maas-Neimeyer Lumber Company. George H. Howenstein
is acting as secretary of the committee. The Indianapolis lumbermen
have been complimented by the government on the manner in which they
have supplied the unusual demand.
John D. Me.ver, a lumber manufacturer of Decatur, Ind., died last week

of blood poisoning resulting from an infection from a cut on his hand. He
was 65 years old. He is survived by a widow, one son, and three daughters.
The Capital Furniture Company, Noblesville, Ind., has reduced its com-

mon capital stock from $50,000 to $25,000, and has issued $25,000 in pre-
ferred stock.

The F. P. Adams barrel stave factory at Bluffton, Ind., was destroyed by
fire last Friday, entailing a loss of $10,000. The cause of the fire is un-
known.
The Dye & Thompson Lumber Company of Francesville, Ind., has changed

its name to the Francesville Lumber Company.
The Shelbyville Desk Company, Shelbyville, Ind., has issued $30,000 of

preferred stock.
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WE MANUFACTURE bandEawed, plain and quarter tawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAR
We m*ke a specialty of Oak and Hickory Imple-

ment, Wagon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Y our Inquiries sollclte d

ARUNGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

The Lowe Bros. Lumber Company, South Bend, Ind., has changed its

name to the Lowe Lumber Company.
The Brightwood Lumber Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has been incorpo-

rated with a capitalization of $10,000. The directors are Oscar L. Huey,

Curtis S. Hester, Charles W. Bell, William Pence, and Leland C. Huey.

Henry J. Chatten, Miltord, Ind., who owns a sawmill at Claypool, Ind.,

has recently purchased a tract of hardwood timber from Stephen Boyer

near Packerton, Ind.

=-< EVANSVILLE >-=

The annual summer outing of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club will be

held on the steamer Prince and barge Princess on the Ohio river on Tues-

day, June 19. The boat will leave at about two o'clock in the afternoon,

and return about eleven. There will be dancing, music and refreshments

and at 5 o'clock in the afternoon a fried chicken supper will be served.

There will be no more meetings of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club until

the second Tuesday night in September.

Harry Massie has accepted a position as traveling salesman with the

Chestnutt Lumber Company, with offices at Nashville, Tenn., and mills at

Birmingham, Ala. Mr. Massie was with the Evansville Sash and Door
Company for a number of years and later was with a large sash and door

concern in Chicago. In his new position he has Indiana and Kentucky and
reports a good trade.

Mayor Benjamin Bosse, president of the Globe-Bosse-World Furniture

Company, who attended the national convention of the furniture manu-
facturers at Chicago a few days ago, announced upon his return that the

furniture factories of the Middle West would continue to operate on full

time. Many of the furniture factories in Evansville have enough orders

on hand to keep them running on the day and night schedule for several

weeks.

J. W. Cunningham, manager of the plant of the Simpson Lumber Com-
pany, Washington, Ind., is making several improvements about the plant.

The Coatesville Lumber Company, Coatesville, Ind., has filed articles of

incorporation with the secretary of state, the capital stock being $10,000.

The directors of the concern are C. E. Edmondson, R. L. Ader and L. G.

Appleby.

Robert E. Wilson, aged seventy-four years, for many years owner of a
large furniture factory at Rushville, Ind., and well known to the lumber
manufacturers of the central and southern parts of the state, died a few
days ago at Long Beach, Cal.

K. A. Thompson, who for many years traveled for the Owensboro Wagon
Works at Owensboro, Ky., and who was well known among the lumber
people of the southern states, died at his home at Lebanon, Ky., a few days
ago.

J. C. Greer of the J. C. Greer Lumber Company announces that his com-
pany is now pushing the hardwood end of its business and that trade is

good. Bert Tisseraud is in charge of the hardwood department. Mr.
Greer says his company receives the output of some of the largest mills in

the South. Mr. Greer reports that the company's three large stave fac-

tories in Tennessee are being operated on full time and that the outlook
for the stave market is gratifying.

The various tie companies in this section report a steady trade. A
good many ties are being brought here in barges from points along Green
and Barren rivers in western Kentucky. The tie business is said to be

much better than it was this time last year.

--< MEMPHIS y-
The new plant of the Charleston Cooperage Company, now in process of

construction at Charleston. Miss., will shortly be in readiness for opera-

tion. It is being built Jointly by the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company and the

Ozark Cooperage & Lumber Company of St. Louis, and will be operated
under the management of the latter. There are some 70,000 acres of

timber from which the company may draw its supplies and this means
operation for an indefinite period. The bolting and sawmill, the steam
boxes and the finishing sheds are all nearing completion and it is antici-

pated that the entire machinery will be going by June 1.

The Chickasaw Cooperage Company has filed an amendment to its

charter through which it seeks to increase the capital stock from $30,000
to $150,000. The application is signed by Walker Wellford, general

manager of the compaay, and all of the other principal stockholders.

This company has only recently completed the reconstruction of its big

cooperage plant here destroyed by Are some months ago. It his likewise

substantially increased the capacity of its other finishing plant, located

at Gretna, La. Furthermore, it has recently installed two rough mills

for getting out material in the woods. One of these is located at Parkin,

Ark., and the other at Crowder, Miss. Mr. Wellford is president of

Associated Cooperage Industries and is one of the big factors in the
cooperage trade of the country.

The Sells Lumber & Manufacturing Company has recently secured an
amendment to its charter through which the capital stock has been
increased from $50,000 to $75,000. S. R. Sells, George C. Sells and
other directors of the company signed the application. The company
is planning a substantial increase in the scope of its operations.

=< LOUISVILLE >=
A large number of hardwood men were in Louisville on May 12 for the

double purpose of doing whatever business they could, and also in order to

witness the forty-third consecutive running of the famous Kentucky
Derby. Almost 40,000 people were present at Derby post time, and saw
a sterling race, in which a band of sixteen Class A performers negotiated
the mile and a quarter route. Omar Khayyam, English bred colt, upset

the record of the race by landing in front in the fast time of 2 :04%, the
third best time ever recorded at the Churchill Downs track for the dis-

tance, with Ticket in .second place and Midway in third. Many of the

bettors lost heavily when the Macomber entry and Rickety finished out of

the money. A few of the out of town lumbermen present were : Charles
Barnaby, Greencastle, Ind. ; W. E. Delaney, Lexington ; Basil Kenney,
Fayette, Ala. ; Frank Fish, Chicago ; Lewis Doster, Indianapolis ; F. B.

Barkley, Rochester ; Ed. Defebaugb, Chicago ; and a large number of local

operators, including T. M. Brown, John Churchill, and Smith Milton.

The Churchill-Milton Lumber Company has announced that it Is dis-

continuing its yards at New Albany. Ind., and in the future will handle
all shipments from the mills at Greenwood and Glendora, Miss.

Several of the youngsters connected with local lumber concerns have
received commissions in the Officers' Reserve Corps during the past few
days, and have been ordered to Indianapolis. John Miller, from the office

of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company ; W. P. Clancy, sales depart-

ment, Louisville Point Lumber Company ; and W. H. Christian, son of

Tom Christian of the Wood-Mosaic Company, New .\lbany, are among the

men now in camp at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis. Young Colgan
Norman, son of Barry Norman of the Holly Ridge Lumber Company, has

ioined the First Regiment ; and J. Cripps Wickliffe, secretary of the C. C.

Mengel & Bro. Company, Is chairman of a local defense corps that is being
organized.

T. M. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company has gone to

Arkansas, where he will visit the company's three band mills, and look

over logging and other conditions.

Will McLean, head of the Wood-Mosaic Company, New Albany, Ind., Is

on a trip East, taking in Buffalo, Rochester, Montreal and other points.

The National Mirror & Sand Blasting Company and the Falls City Mirror
Works, 134 and 138 South Fourth street, were badly damaged in a recent

fire which swept through several buildings. These concerns manufacture
mirrors, principally for furniture manufacturers.
As a matter of court record Olaf Anderson has filed with the county

clerk papers affirming ownership of the Anderson Veneer & Saw Mill Com-
pany, a privately owned concern, doing business under a corporate title.

For the purpose of manufacturing mantels, hardwood flooring and
similar products, the Hegan^agruder (Company, Louisville, has been in-

corporatid with a capital of $35,000. The incorporators are : James E.

Began, W. C. Magruder, and E. C. Hall.

Lumber operators are somewhat worried at present concerning the coal

situation. Mine operators are refusing to make any season contracts or
take any future delivery orders, and prices at present are higher than top
prices asked last winter. It is claimed by the mine operators that they
are unable to get the cars, and feel that they will have a great deal of

trouble with the car supply next winter, the result being that they will

not load themselves down with contract orders when they may be able to

sell on the open market at a better price. If loaded with low-priced con-

tract orders during another period of car shortage, the mine operators
would be forced to make deliveries on such orders first, and if only a
limited number of cars could be secured, they would stand small chance
of entering the open market. The county grand Jury is now conducting
a hearing in connection with coal prices and conditions.

The products of the HlUerich & Bradsby Company, golf club and bat
manufacturers of Louisville, are moving In such Quantities that the com-
pany is again enlarging Its plant and Is Installing eleven additional motors.

Osslan Edwards, Paris, Ky., has purcliased a lot of standing walnut on
the farm of W. T. Buckuer, and is cutting the logs and shipping them to

a Cincinnati mill. Many of these logs are of large size and fine quality.

After Ijeing out on strike for several days the shipbuilders and car-

penters of the Paducah Marine Ways, the Ayer & Lord Dry Dock Company
and several other concerns on the Ohio river have returned to work, a sat-

isfactory settlement having been reached.
The Broadhead-Garrett Company, Clay City, recently closed down its

sawmill, and sent a number of its men to Nada, Ky., to aid in getting out
logs. The planer has been operating full time, and the sawmill will resume
shortly.

According to a recent report of the Hubi)ard Lumber Company, Harlan,
Ky., larce retailer and small wholesaler of hardwoods and other lumber,
the concern will sell approximately 3,000,000 feet of lumber this season
If the present active demand continues. The company recently furnished
the red gum Interior trim used in the fine new Baptist church at Mid-

.

dlesboro, Ky.
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The C. C. MeBgel & Bro. Company has added to Its steamship tonnage

402 tons, through the purchase of the steam schooner, "Hornet," for

$85,000 from Fred Linderman of San Francisco. The lumber carrier for-

njerly was used in handling lumber on the Paeiflc, but has been under lease

for the past year. The vessel will be used in bringing logs from Nicar-

aguan ports to Pensacola, Fla., and will carry lumber and general cargo

on outbound voyages.

-•< ARKANSAS >•=

The Myers Stave & Manufacturing Company of Corning has filed a cer-

tificate with the secretary of state showing an increase of its capital stock

from $50,000 to $100,000.

Piel Brothers are erecting a hoop mill at Lake Village. The material

for the foundation is on the ground, and it is planned to have the mill

completed and in operation within the nest sixty days.

The Saline River Hardwood Company, Pine Bluff, has added two floor-

ing machines in its plant. This gives it a total daily capacity of 65,000
feet of hardwood flooring.

The Arkansas Railroad Commission last week entered an order fixing new
demurrage rates. According to this ruling, after twenty-four hours of free

time, demurrage will be charged on cars at the rate of $2 per day for the
first five days and thereafter at the rate of $5 per day. It has recently

granted a new milling in transit basis for the benefit of the box and basket
factories on petitions of plants located at Hope and Jonesboro. These
plants manufacture a quality of timber that has a very high percentage
I if waste, and consequently, they have not been able to get the percentage
from logs that would entitle them to the benefit of the old milling in transit
basis. The amount of manufactured product required under the new order
is twenty per cent.

The Cotter Stave Company plant at Cotter has been reopened by I. P.
Jones of Fayetteville, who owns a large number of stave mills in Arkansas,
and who is vice-president and a large stockholder in the Oklahoma Land &
Timber Company.

=-< WISCONSIN >.=
The Hardwood Products Company, Neennh, is in the spirit of national

conservation and preparedness. It has turned over a large piece of ground
near its plant to be used by employes of the concern for planting gardens.

C. Firehammer & Sons Company, Horicon, has sold its lumber, planing
mill and fuel business to O. B. Cotton & Sons, who recently sold an ex-
tensive lumber business in Sabula, Iowa.
The John Week Lumber Company, Stevens Point, which for some time

had a crew of men at work in Wausau unloading tan bark, recently was
forced to discontinue operations because of a scarcity of gondola and ore
cars as the result of government requirements.
The Wilbur Lumber Company, Waukesha, recently started work on a

new addition to its millwork plant, making the floor space of the concern
approximately 10,000 square feet.

Indians of the Menomonie reservation, near Appleton, have offered their
sawmill and lumber plant at Neopit, $100,000 in cash, and themselves as
soldiers to the United States government. The squaws are being instructed
in first aid and Red Cross work.

C. F. Kade, president of the C. F. Kade Fixture and Show Case Company,
Plymouth, recently announced that, because of unsuitable living facilities
for its employes, the company is contemplating a removal of its plant to
some city better adapted to the individual private needs of the workers.
The Joerns Brothers Manufacturing Company, whose Sheboygan plant

was destroyed by fire several months ago, has taken over the establishment
of the Coye Furniture Company in Stevens Point, and will operate it in
connectioji with the Joerns table factory in that city.

A. L. Robarge, doing business as the Northern Lumber Company, 410 Jef-
ferson street, Milwaukee, has filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy, list-
ing assets at $13,079.28 and Uabilities at $24,357.89, of which $22,160
are unsecured.

The Kenfield, Lamoreaux Company, box shook manufacturer, Washburn,
recently augmented its source of mechanical power with the insfnllation of*
a 250-h.p. Buckeye type engine. The company only recently erected a new
powerhouse.
The L. O. Gildner Company, special furniture, Milwaukee, will erect a

one-story and basement factory building. 12-inch concrete and brick con-
struction, corner Park place and Newhall, at a cost of $3,000.
The .Vmerican Chair Company, Shebo.vgan, has awarded contracts for

the erection of a new four-story brick warehouse, to be built on Eleventh
street, between Niagara and Ontario avenues.
The plant of the Coye Furniture Company, Stevens Point, now in con-

trol of Joerns Brothers, employs many women in its policy of trying to over-
come the drastic labor shortage. The work is easy, and pays well. The
extension of woman labor into nearly every department of the plant grew
out of the success with which experiments were made as to the effectiveness
of employing women in the furniture industry.

H. C. Gowran of the American Cabinet Company, Two Rivers, has been
re-elected, for the fourth time, president of the Dental Manufacturers'
Club, the membership of which is constituted of leading manufacturers of
dental goods in the country. The club meets annually, the 1917 meetiUiS
being held in Des Moines. The annual convention next year will be held
In Washington, D. C.

"Life ain't in holdin' a good hand Jmt i» playin' a pore hand well.'

—The Old Cattleman.

Stocks are badly broken, yet here

is what we have to ofiFer in

DRY LUMBER
for

Immediate Shipment

Northern Stock
2 cars 1" L. R. Black Ash.

3 cars 1" 1 & 2 Birch.

3 cars 1" No. 1 C. Birch.

2 cars ll/s" C. & B. Birch.

2 cars II4" No. 1 & No. 2 C. Birch.

5 cars 1" No. 2 & No. 3 C. Birch.

2 cars 1" No. 1 C. Red Birch.

1 car 1" No. 3 C. Basswood.

3 cars II4" No. 1 & No. 2 C. Maple.

6 cars 1" No. 3 C. Maple.

2 caffs 11/2" No. 3 C. Maple.

4 cars l%" No. 3 C. Maple.

2 cars 13^" No. 3 C. Maple.

6 cars 2" No. 3 C. Maple.

1 car I" No. 3 C. Oak.

Can be surfaced and resawed if desired.

Southern Stock

3 cars 2" C. & B. Red Gum-.

4 cars 1" No. 2 C. Sap Gum.

3 cars 1" 1 & 2 Quartered White Oak.

5 cars I" No. 1 C. Quartered White Oak.

4 cars 1" No. 2 C. Quartered White Oak.

1 car 11/4" 1 & 2 Quartered Wliite Oak.

1 car 2" 1 & 2 Quartered Wliite Oak.

7 cars 1" 1 & 2 White Oak.

6 cars 1" No. 1 C. White Oak.

8 cars 1" No. 2 C. Wliite Oak.

At our Arkansas and Wisconsin plants we are

daily putting new stock into pile, whose texture

and quality wUl appeal to the careful buyer

THE

G.W. JONES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers of

Northern and Southern Hardwoods

APPLETON, WISCONSIN
SOUTHERN PLANT

FORREST CITY MFG. COMPANY, Forrest City, Ark.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 C*LERA£N AVENUK

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible Quick delivery of anyttilne in timber and hardwood
lumber

^J

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
— We Manufacture

Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
IVe have for sale 1 car 3" FAS Poplar; 1 car ZYi" No. 1

Common Poplar; I car 5-4 FAS Plain Red Oak, dry,

and 2 cars 6-t FAS Plain Red Oak, dry.

At Tzvo Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

BLISS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

mANCFACTCBKRS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Wall As

OAK, ASH and CUM LUMBER
Can furnish anythini In Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, routh or dressed

IIIXBD ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit Company, Milwaukee, has let con-

tracts for the erection of a one-story shop and office on Port Washington

roatl.

The Hardwood Market
[

^-< CHICAGO >
While the meetings of furniture manufacturers in Chicago a couple of

weeks ago were full of optimistic comments, and reports showed most fac-

tories working energetically on full time, the fact remains that the furni-

ture trade is not taking so much lumber as it did.

With interior finish makers also off in their requirements., the new ave-

nues of hardwood consumption are timely. In spite of everything, though,

prices continue to climb, being forced up on many occasions not so much by

definite efforts to get more money, but by prices made rather for the pur-

pose of scaring off trade that it would be difficult to accommodate-

No one factor seems to have any very definite impression and local lum-

bermen continue to be a cheerful lot. There always seems to be enough

business to keep all hands busy and the prospects of showing good profits

at the end of this year are so good that there is not much room for pessl-

--<, BUFFALO >•-

The hardwood demand is on a fairly liberal scale, though slower than a
month ago at some of the leading yards. Some decline in the furniture

business is said to have taken place and building figures are hardly up to

what was expected. Industrial concerns are taking fair stocks of hard-

woods and a good deal is hoped for in this direction from now on. Local

yards have had some disappointing experiences with embargoes recently,

hut the siow movement of stock from the mill has been a feature for so

long that it is being met with a good deal of patience. This market has
been getting cars enough to keep lumber moving on a liberal scale.

With so much difficulty in getting stock and all the labor and flood

troubles at the mills, it is natural for prices to hold strong and everything

is bringing a good figure. The list of woods most in demand includes oak,

mahogany, birch, ash, cypress, poplar and basswood. Stocks of these

woods have been brought in lately to replenish the assortments, so far as

it was able to get the cars moved.
Local authorities in the hardwood trade are not entirely agreed as to the

outlook for business under the present abnormal state of affairs as the
result of war. It is generally believed that prices are going to remain
strong, because of the cutting down of the mill supplies, as well as the
heavy consumption of yard stocks that has been going on for the past few
months. The fact that immense sums are to be spent by the government is

expected by some lumbermen to have a great stimulus upon most business
lines, while others believe that it is doubtful if the hanlwodd business will

on the whole be benefited.

:< PITTSBURGH >=
Hardwoods are getting more scarce every day in this district. Oak is

almost out of the market, especially bill oak. All kinds of furniture and
automobile hardwoods are very hard to get. The demand for mixed
hardwoods for mining purposes is one of the hardest to fill, owing to the
unusual activity in mining operations in tri-state territory. Countr.v mills

are badly handicapped by lack of teams and men. The range of prices is

going higher all the time. Southwestern stocks are in splendid demand
and shipments are reported very little better. Yard trade is irregular,

depending on the building situation in the different towns.

.< BOSTON y-
Triinsportation conditions are about as bad as they have been for some

months. The N. Y., N. H. & II. li. II. removed its embargo this week and
the Boston & Albany put one on. The mpvoment of stock varies wholly
with the delivering capacity of the carriers ; there is no lack of demand in
nearly every Item and no record of any recession of values has been
noted.

-< BALTIMORE >-=

The troubles of the hardwood men at present are centered upon the
transportation problem. With anything like an efficient railroad service
the movement of stock would be large, the demand readily taking up all

stocks brought out from the mills. Because of the iiiipediments imposed
by the railroads, however, the producers no less than the distributors find
it exceedingly difflcult either to send out their product or to get stocks in
quantities at all adequate for the needs of custonii'rs. Not only Is the
supply of cars wholly insulficient, but the embargoes imposed by various
lines, among them by the rennsylvania north of Wushlugton, seYve to hold
up lundier in transit, while the buyers are clamoring for delivery. The
big piles of hardwoods to be seen in many yartls not so long ago have been
greatly reduced, and the owners of the .yards see no prospect of replenish-
ing their assortments, and tlu-y face an actual shortage. Meanwhile prices

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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have advanced and the sellers are aide to obtain attractive returns on lum-

ber they can supply. It is chiefly a case of being able to get lumber, the

price being a secondary consideration so long as it is not out of all reason.

Inquiries for stocks are numerous and urgent. Users of hardwoods who
placed orders some time ago are insistent in their calls for delivery, having

used up their previous surplus. But efforts to get the railroads to move
shipments meet with very indifferent results, if they have any effect at all.

Cars are weeks or months in transit, and the situation seems to be getting

worse. From Norfolk comes the cheering information that the committee

to be stationed there to expedite the forwarding of cars up the peninsula

was to resume its sessions last Wednesday, and almost at the same time

was received the disconcerting news from New York that the representa-

tive of the Pennsylvania there would allow only about twenty cars of pop-

lar a week to come in. This quantity, members of the trade point out, is

so utterly insignificant as not to meet the situation at all. The mills find

it difficult to get labor. Much of the labor of the South has been diverted

north to work in the munition factories and other establishments at rela-

tively high wages, and the lumber mills, which cannot afford to meet the

competition, experience serious shortage.

Advances of from $2 to $5 per 1,000 feet have been made 5ately in prices,

and there is no certainty that the quotations will remain there. The fig-

ures are advanced every few days, and price lists are of no value at present,

a condition which has resulted in the withdrawal of many of them. One
thing is certain : The hardwood man who possessed the foresight to lay

in large stocks last year is reaping large benefits, and is able to hold out for

advances which will yield very handsome rates of interest on his invest-

ment. The foreign situation has undergone no changes. Shipping facili-

ties are restricted as before, and the freight rates on steamers are all but pro-

hibitive, being around $3 per 100 pounds to Liverpool with other ports in

proportion.

<, CLEVELAND >
Cleveland lumber business is again normal as the result of virtual peace

in the building trades. Demand for all hardwoods is exceptionally good,

especially for oak flooring anil gum lumber.

Freight service has Increased slightly—that is, hardwood jobbers report

that as much as two-thirds of their normal shipments are getting through.

All shippers and dealers are protecting themselves against proposed in-

creases in freight rates, which are looked for by some as early as June 1.

Advanced freight rates will cause advances approximately as follows : $1

per thousand on red cedar siding : 25 cents on red cedar shingles ; 50 cents

on Idaho lath : 25 cents on Canadian lath ; 50 cents on maple flooring, and

75 cents on West Virginia hardwoods. No. 1 oak flooring is hard to get and

advancing, as is also maple flooring. Cars in transit are still in demand.

In practically every line the market is strong and the tendency is up-

ward.

=-< COLUMBUS >
strength is the chief feature of the hardwood trade In Columbus terri-

tory. Buying on the part of retailers and factories continues brisk.

The only difficulty at this time is the inability to make shipmeuts promptly.

Thousands and even millions of feet of hardwoods are lying at the mills

awaiting movement to the North, on orders, which were booked weeks

ago. The tone of the market is generally satisfactorj- and higher prices

are confidently expected for the future.

Retail stocks are only fair and quite a few of the dealers are making
strenuous efforts to accumulate stocks in view of the expected summer
rush. Building operations are not so active as formerly, due to higher

prices of materials. But there are quite a few building projects going

ahead and others are being planned. Rural dealers are especially short

of stocks at this time.

Factories making boxes and furniture are good customers and the

same- is true of implement concerns. Factories are buying only for the

present as they are loathe to accumulate much surplus stocks under

present conditions. Prices are inclined to advance and premiums are

freely offered where deliveries can be assured. It is not a question of

price at this time so much as promise to deliver in a week or two. Collec-

tions are rather good.

Quartered oak is one of the strongest points and plain oak is also in

good demand. There is a good demand for poplar stocks of all sizes.

Chestnut, ash, basswood, and other hardwoods are strong and in good

demand.

=-< CINCINNATI y

PUZZLE
WHERE AAE THE NARROW BOAR03T

PAVSON-SMITH LBR^. CO.
MINNCAPOL^. MINN.

With a noticeable gain in evidence throughout the hardwood market

in this section, local lumbermen are Inclined to take a more optimistic

view of the situation. True, the spring building season has not been up
to expectations but some items have shown enough strength under

adverse conditions to warrant a prophecy of better times during the

summer and early fall months. Oak in particular has held up remarkably

well and continues to lead the list in sales. Stocks are in bad shape for

the most part, some items are very scarce and in other cases depleted,

and it is very difficult to meet demands v. ith any degree of certainty or

regularity. This has had the effect of giving the market a rather spotty

appearance. The values of practically all grades of choice stock have

advanced considerably during the past few weeks, but little benefit is

being derived generally from the advance owing to the uncertainty and

DRY STOCK
PLAIN RED OAK

4 cars. .3/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

5 cars. . 3/4 No. 1 & No. 2 Cora.

10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common

5 cars 4/4 No. 2 Common

PLAIN WHITE OAK

5 cars 4/4 FAS

5 cars. . . .4/4 No. 1 Common
5 cars. . . .4/4 No. 2 Common
5 cars. .5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

.5 cars .... 8/4 No. 1 Common
3 cars 8 '4 No. 2 Common

QUARTERED WHITE OAK

2 cars 4/4 FAS
2 cars. . . .4/4 No. 1 Common
6 cars 6 '4 FAS

// orders sent gtiick,

CAN SHIP QUICK

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony Bldg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

BEAUTIFUL
WE MEAN THE OAK NOT THE aiAII

PAYSON-SMITH LBR. CO.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

The following stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment

4/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 24,000

5/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 35,000

6/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 74,000

8/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 3,000

4/4 No. 1 & Btr. Birch 51,000

4/4 No. 2 Birch 250,000

4/4 No. 3 Birch 202,000

5/4 No. 3 Birch 28,000

4/4 No. 3 Basswood 25,000

6/4 No. 3 Birch 8,000

4/4 No. 3 Maple 1,000,000

5/4 No. 3 Maple 387,000

Ideal

Hardwood
Sawmill

Are putting In pile every month
two and one.half million feet of

choicest Northern Michigan Hardwoods

Stack Lumber Company
Masonville, Michigan

All Three of Us WUl Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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i Plain & Qtd. Red & White i

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Texture =

MADE (MR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of
our own manufacture, from our own tim-
ber grown in Eastern Kentucky.

: PROMPT SHIPMENTS =

! The MOWBRAY i

I & ROBINSON CO. I
: (incorporated) —

i
CINCINNATI, OHIO |

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

The "Human Element" Risk at

Its Lowest in Lacey Reports
Out in the woods for six weeks or more at a stretch,

how can any amount of scientific method overcome in

LACEY REPORTS the always incalculable element
of human weakness or turpitude?

Everyone knows that Lacey & Company have overcome
it—but how?
First, by treating each man on his merits as a human
being, not expecting the physically less strong to cover
as muck ground per day as the strongest; allowing
every man to return to camp at will whenever fatigue
impairs his accuracy (of course weeding out instanter
all who take advantage of the privilege), in short, by
putting in each man's mind accuracy first.

Second, by continual "random" checking of each man's
work by our most experienced and reliable woodsmen.
A cruiser never knows when his results are to be
checked and the checker often does not know whether
he is checking or doing original work.

This is one factor in the near approach to perfection of
a LACEY REPORT.

Hend ]or our interesting booklet

/NTE/ANAT/ON/i/ T/MB^LAND/fFACTORS

IN G S O,

OBICAOO ftEATTLE y'EW ORLEANS
1750 Mccormick Bldg. 626 Henry llldg. 1213 Whitneil-Cetitrat BMg.

difficulty of shipment. Immense government orders have stifEened the
market to a degree.

While the lower grades of gum have been in pretty good request for some
time, particularly with the box and cheaper furniture manufacturers,

there has been a pronounced increase in the call for high-grade gum and
this with choice white oak constitutes the bulk of the business done in

the past fortnight. Box manufacturers are more busy than ever before,

war orders probably giving them considerable of their sudden .impetus.

The tremendous movement in the cultivation of additional farm land has
given new life to the implement and vehicle manufacturers.

It's a sellers' market pure and simple. Orders are to be had almost
without asking, but its another thing to get the shipments through and
still another to deplete stocks to almost nothing with no new lumber in

sight. Hickory has become especially scarce in this market and with the

vehicle trade opening up better than ever, the spoke concerns are loud

in their demands for hickory. Likewise the call is accentuated for ash

and elm. but the latter two woods are not in nearly such bad shape as

hickory. Little is being delivered in this market these days. Low-grade
Cottonwood is in excellent request, most of the increased demand coming

from the box manufacturers. In fact, the box concerns at present appear

able to take care of nearly all the lower grades of lumber suitable to

their usages that is available.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >-

The hardwood demand has been fairly brisk during the last two weeks,

and, with improved weather conditions making building possible, it may
be said that the demand no* is about equally divided between the retailers

and consuming plants. Quotations tend upward, and, although the trade

does not expect as large demand as usual this year for interior trim, every-

one feels that business prospects are bright.

Supplies of dry stocks are short, and rail conditions and car shortages >

and embargoes continue to cause the trade much trouble. The supply of

oak, especially, is below normal, and quartered oak is now one of the most
active of hardwoods.

Furniture, implement, and vehicle factories provide the best market, as

they are buying, in addition to their customary needs, to meet any war-
time emergency. All lines of manufacturing are active, and the money
market is easy. Collections generally are good.

The Indianapolis retail trade expects a falling off in demand for a few
weeks from companies engaged in home building until conditions become
a little more settled as a result of the country's entrance into the war. The
public is beginning to realize that lumber is not to be cheaper for several

years to come, and when this fact becomes generally known a revival of

home construction work Is expected.

=< EVANSVILLE >-=

Trade has been very good with the hai-dwood lumber manufacturers of
Evansville and southwestern Indiana, and indications are that the war will

not seriously affect the lumber business in this section. Most of the up-
town mills are being operated on full time and one of the river mills has
been operated on pretty good time. Orders and inquiries have been com-
ing in freely. Most of the manufacturers are taking an optimistic view
of the situation and unite In saying that this ought to be a good trade year
in spite of the war. Collections are not so good as ihoy were a month
ago. Many of the manufacturers report that for some time past they
have been having a hard time getting all the logs they want, although up
to this time none of the plants have been forced to close down on account
of the scarcity of logs.

The demand for the best grades of hardwoods in the local market re-

mains Arm. Gum has been in strong demand for several weeks and con-
tinues so. Ash, hickory and the lower grades of poplar are strong. Maple,
elm, quartered sycamore and Cottonwood are in good demand with prices
tending upward. Walnut is still oft some. Quartered white oak and plain
white oak are moving well. The plow factories are unusually busy, some-
thing rare for this time of the year. Usually the busy season for the plow
manufacturers ceases about the middle of .\prU. Handle and stave fac-

tories are doing a fair amount of business. Building operations are not
so active in Evansville as they were this time last year, but the weather
is improving and it is expected the next few months will witness a good
deal of building in southwestern Indiana. Planing mills are operating
steadily and sash and door men say trade is picking up some over April.

=< MEMPHIS >•=

There is comparatively little change to report in the hardwood situation
here during the past fortnight. Demand continues quite active for all

kinds of hardwood lumber but the outstanding feature is the abnormally
large call for all low-grade stock. The box factories arc doing the
largest business in their history and they are using other materials than
Cottonwood and gum. The two latter have broken all records In the
matter of prices and are so high now that it is possible to press other
woods into service. There Is not a lumbennan here who does not
emphasize the unusual call for all of the lower grades, regardless of the
character of lumber in question. The demand, however, is still excellent
tor gum in the higher grades and prices arc quite as firm and as high
as they have ever been. It is out of the question to take prompt care of
all the needs of the trade In either plain or quarter-sawed gum In the

All Three of U« Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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higher grades. A broader demand for oak, too. i.s uoted. This luniber

is moving well in the higher grades but the activity in firsts and seconds

is overshadowed by the unusual demand for Nos. 1, 2 and 3 common oak.

Ash is a ready seller in all grades and the same is true of hickory and

,
elm. The car situation is dealt witb elsewhei'e in this issue of the

Hardwood IIecord. There is some gain in the number of cars available

for tlie handling of shipments of logs to the mills but there is virtually

no change for the better in the quantity of equipment available for

handling outbounil shipments of lumber. Every lumberman here and else-

where in the ilemphis territory is far behind on his shipments and is doing

everything in his power to secure cars. L.umber sells itself and the ques-

tion of delivery is the big problem.

=-< LOUISVILLE >:
A hardwood man in commontiug on the present situation recently said :

*'Every time I turn aroaod I find prioos have advanced another $2 a thou-

sand." This has almost heen true of the situation during the past few

weeks, and prices are contiiiuing to advance. The demand for all grades

of hardwood continues big in spite of the I'nct that the furniture factories

are not buying quite so heavily as they were. An increased demand is

shown for thick stock in gum, elm, oak. ash and hickory, 5/4 to S/4 stock

being in big demand. All of these woods are being used in truck and auto

building, and it is rumored that gum is being given ix tryout in gunstock

manufacturing, recent orders for 2-inch quartered sawed stock having been

placed. The holders of such orders are positive that the stock is to be used

for this purpose. The demand for poplar in all grades is excellent, and

in fact greater than the available supply just nuw. shipments from the

South having been slow due to car shortage and shortage of labor. Thick

poplar is moving better than for some time past. All grades of oak are

moving freely, although flooring factories are not as busy as they were,

and interior trim is not up to what had been expected. Building opera-

tions of aH kinds have shown more or less slump, but it is being felt less

in frame construction than in any other form. In fact, the retail yards

have been very busy, and have been buving freely. Mahogany and walnut

are two excellent bets .it this time and veneers of all kinds are in fair de-

mand.

=-< ST. LOUIS >
Hardwood conditioos show slight improvt-ment and tho prospects an^

bright for a continued betterment. There is a stronger demand from all

sections, with difllioultios in getting prompt shipments from the mills

increasing. Prices on the better grades of hardwoods are advancing.

This'applies particularly to choice oak, high-grade gum. wide poplar boards,

and bone-dry ash. Box lumber is in particularly good request. Western
and southwestern retailers are much handicapped by the slowness in

getting shipments. Their stocks are running low and they see but little

chance to replenish them. Local distributors are busy filling orders.

Buyers anxious for immediate shipments go to the leading distributing

points for their supplies. A great many of the orders are hard to fill,

because of the broken concKtion of the stocks in the local yards and the

fear of the loc^ii ilistributors that they cannot replenish tnem. The car

situation is causing 7nuch worry. The hardwood yards are delayed in

filling orders because cars are not obtainable.

Nearly all items are in demand. The request for all grades of gum.
including the lower grades, and also cottonwood are particularly strong.

There is a fairly active market for oak. Ash is much sought after.

Poplar is a good seller. There is a satisfactory call for cypress, but the

mills are handicapped by the scarcity of rolling stock. Stocks continue to

be of good proportions, although they are badly broken. The local yards

are getting a good many orders from the yards in Iowa, northern Illinois

and \A'isconsin. and also from the factories. Prices are steadily improving,

but thf ;hl\;inces are going up slowly.

=-< MILWAUKEE >-=

Hardwood and lumber prices are holding up well and the demand is keep-

ing at a height of production every industry essential to the lumbering
business.

The constant fluctuation of the lumber market recently made it necessary

for Milwaukee retail and wholesiile dealers to advance the prices of mate-

rial. During May the average increase of lumber cost has been 10 per

cent, but, according to local dealers, another a^lvance of about 20 per cent

will take place should the prices continue to soar in all fields. The aver-

age increase amounts to about $5 per 1.000 feet, which means an increase

of from $2 to $10 on the various grades.

Milwaukee dealers have announced their intention to leave lumber
prices alone as long as other conditions do not make a change imperative.

Talk of lumber prices decreasing is looked upon with a light laugh. With
the present demand at high pitch and prospects for still more development
in the utilization of lumber products, there is no chance to consider seri-

ously any decrease.

The high prices prevailing in white pine is turning a great part of the

demand over to basswood. Maple is demanded in all thicknesses, and the
market in general is doing well.

Concomitantly with the action of Milwaukee dealers in raising prices,

labor made a demand for an increase. The various concerns realized that
it would be necessary for the men to have more wages, due to the increased

cost of living, and the advance of 15 per cent was granted ungrudgingly.

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building. KANSAS CITY, MO.

You Can See Logs LikeThese

on Our Yard Any Day

STIMSON ^^^^ ^^ LUMBER
COMPANY, INC.

p. O. Box 1015 Memphis, Tenn.

MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lumber, Rotary Cat

Veneers, Rotary Cut Gum Faces,

Cross Banding and Cores.

All Three of U» WUI Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD REf l/RD
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENS

Advertisements will be Inserted In this sec-

tion at tbe foUuwlng rates!

For one Insertion 25c a line

For two Insertions 40c a line

For three Insertions 55c a line

For four Insertions 65c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one lm«.
Headlue counts as two lines.

No display except tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies uf paper containing
tha advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

MEN AND BOYS WANTED
for Planing Jlill and Box Factory who can rvin

nailers, screwilriving macUines. Sanders, jointers,

rlvetters, and others bandy with tools. G. ELIAS

& BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.

lOGS WANTED

WANTED—CHERRY LOGS
WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestown, N. T.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS.

500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Plqoa. Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE )

TEN TO TWO HUNDEED MILLION

As desired. Hemlock and Hardwood, Northern

Wisconsin. No Commission. Address LAND

COMMISSIONER. Soo Line. Minneapolis, Minn.

3,500 ACRES IN PENNSYLVANIA
In Bedford and Huntingdon Counties, estimated

to contain 20 million feet Oak, Chestnut, Pine,

Locust, Poplar, Maple, 2 mile haul downhill to

railroad, 15 miles from market for all small

timber as mine props and ties. D. E. LAUDER-
BURN, 158 Fifth Ave., New York.

FOR SALE—VERMONT TIMBEBLAND
3,330 acres containing TVs million ft. Hard-

woods, over 2 million ft. Spruce, 250M ft. Hem-
lock, also sawmill ; as much more additional

timber available. D. E. LADDERBDRN, 158

Fifth Ave., New York.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTEMATINQ

THOS. J. McDONALD,

Forest Englaeer,

B>st Tenneue* Bank Bldg.,

KnozTlIle. Teonessee.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engineer,

158 Fifth Avenue, New York, N, Y.

LUMBER WANTED Zl

TIMBEB ESTIMATORS

Sanborn & Gearhart,

Ashevllle. N. C.

WANTED HARD MAPLE
500,000' 4/4 SELECTED CLEAR

Shipment of a number of cars soon as ready.

Balance between Sept. 1, 1917, and June 1, 1918.

K. & C. MFG. COMPANY, Henniker, N. H.

OAK, BEECH AND MAPLE WANTED
8 4 plain llak, r...iHii ami .Maplf ; No. 1

common or log run grades of Beech and Maple,

and No. 1 common and sound wormy grades of

plain Oak ; preferably 8 months or over on sticks :

f. o. b. cars Cincinnati. THE JOHN T. TOWS-
LEV MFG. CO., 1037 Berlin St., Cincinnati, O.

WANTED—WHITE OAK
80,000 ft. 2x0, 8 & 10"—IC SIS
White Oak for very prompt ship-

ment. Advise it you can furnish

and price f. o. b. shipping point or

delivered Cairo, HI.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LBR. CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for 4/4 Is 4 2s and 4/4 Select Cypress. THE
WALNUT LUMBER CO.. Indianapolis, Ind.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
Highland Timber—First-Class

2x2x40
2x4iAx44

1x1-^x18 to 56 softwood crating strips.

WISCONSIN CABINET & PANEL CO.,

New London, Wis.

LUMBER AND LOGS
Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the

entire cut of several mills In Gum, Oak, Ash and
Maple and wagon material at fair market prices

and advance money on stock in pile. Will fur-

nish capital to help finance .vour business on deal

covering several years. Address "BOX 55," care

H.VRDWOOD Record.

WANTED—IN LOW GRADE
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 Chestnut,

Poplar, Basswood, Gum and Oak

—

rough and surfaced. Advise what
you can oOfer, quoting prices, nam-
ing shipping point.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER
COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED
White Oak timbers, also all grades of White and
Red Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, etc. Send us your
stock list and prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG.
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for "B" Finish and Factory Select Cypress. R.

H. CATLIN CO., Equitable Bldg., Wilmington,
Del.

WANTED—WHITE PINE
Log run, all thicknesses. Send us your list of

dry stock and best cash prices. AMERICAN
LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—ELM LOGS AND LUMBER
9, 10 and 11 ft. long. Lumber to be sawed plump
4/4. Quote on good log run, delivered Holmes-
ville, Ohio. Address "Box 36," care Haedwood
RECOitn.

WANTED—BOX LUMBER
4/4, 5/4, 0/4 in White Pine, Yellow Pine, Pop-

lar, Basswood, Chestnut, Spruce or Hemlock,
both rough, dressed and resawn. .\MERICAN
L3R. & ilFG. CO., Pittsburgli, Pa.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED |

WANTED—ASH
1" and thicker—all grades—dry or green. Will

take up at mill and pay cash. BUFFALO HARD-
WOOD LUMBER COMP.VNY, Buffalo, N. Y.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
1 Vj", l";s", 2" squares. IS", 19", 26", 30" lengths.

.\lso other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bilt Ave., New York, N. Y.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOE SALE
1 latest improved Wickes No. 10 52" gang, com-
plete with saws, 1 Kilgore cant crane, steam
t)oani flippers aii<l filing cqiiipnifiit. One ."5x90'

refuse burner, complete. One 12 h. p. vertical

steam engine. GOOD.MAN LUMBER CO., Good-
man, Wis.

TIES WANTED

WANTED—FOR SHIPMENT
During next four months. White
and Red Oak Switch Ties, 3" and
4" White Oak crossing plank. Oak
timbers and car lumber. For de-

livery Cairo, Chicago, Cincinnati
and Pittsburgh. Quote f. o. b. or
delivered prices on what you can
furnish, or give us names of ship-

ping point, and we will name you
f. o. b. prices. All lumber in-

spected at shipping point.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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WANTED—FOR SHIPMENT
Within four monttis several car-

loads 6xS"—S', and 7x8"—8' 6"

White Oak, Red Oak and Chestnut
Ties, for delivery Cairo, Chicago,
Cincinnati and Toledo. All ties to

be inspected at loading point.

FRAMPTON-FOSTER LUMBER
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

I
RAILWAY EQLIPME^T WANTED

|

WANT TO PURCHASE
40 logging and flat car.s, 42" gauge. C. L. RIT-
TER LKR. CO., Huntington, W. Va.

45

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

OREGON AND CALIFORNIA

Railroad Co. grant lands. Title to same re-

vested In United States by act of Congress dated
June 9, 1916. 2,300,000 acres to be opened for

homesteads and sale. Agricultural and timber
lands. Conservative estimate forty billion feet

of commercial lumber. Containing some of the

best land left in United States. Large map
showing land by sections and description of soil,

climate, rainfall, elevation, etc. Postpaid One
Dollar. GRANT LANDS LOCATING CO., Box
(ilO. Portland, Oregon.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
SO Lumber Hand Trucks, construction two iron
wheels, wooden beds, substantially built yet light

weight, for use on tramways, or around planing
mills or woodworking plants. For particulars

write H. A. McCOWEN & COMPANY, Memphis,
Tenn.

SPECIALTIES IN WOOD
Inquiries solicited for the mnnufacture of wood
specialties. Perhaps we can make what you
want. GEORGE LITTLEFORD, 1768 Central
.\ve., Cincinnati, O.

HARD>\^OODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 2 C. white, S/4, usual wdth. and Igth..

1 to 1^ vr.s. drv, northern stock. BLAKESL.EE,
PERRIN & DARLING. Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black. 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 COM., %", reg. wdth. & Igth., bone

dry. SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.
FAS, brown. 4 '4", 6" & up, reg. Igth., 1 yr.

dry. YEAGER LUMBEF. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

BASSWOOD
FAS & NO. 1 C. 15/4"; NO. 2 C. 5/4". BAB-

COCK LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly B to 7" wide, usual

igth., 1 to 2 vrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 COM., 4 4", 4" wide; NO. 1 COM.,

5/4"; NO. 2 COM., 4 '4". STEARNS SALT i;

LUMBER COMPANY, Ludington, Mich.

BEECH
NO. 3 COM., 4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. G mos.

drv. KNEEL.AND-BIGELOW COMPANY', Bay
Citv, Mich.
NO. 1 & BTR., 4/4". av. wdth. and Igth., 10

mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO.. Rice

no'. 2 COM., 4 '4 & 5 4"; NO. 3 COM., 4/4 &
6/4". STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COM-
PANY, Ludington, Mich.
NO. 2 COM. & BTR., 5 4". W. R. WILLETT

LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.

BIRCH
NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16'. 1

yr. dry. LITTLE RIVER LBR. CO., Town-
send. Tenn.

No. 1 & BTR., red, 4/4 to 8/4". 5" & up, 8'

and longer. 10 mos. dry; NO. 1 & BTR., unsel..
4/4 to 8/4". av. wdth. and Igth.; 10 mos. dry;
1 & 2 FACE, 4/4, 5" wide, 6' & longer, 10 mos.
dry; 1 <£, 2 FACE. 4/4", 5" wide, 6 & 8'. 10 mos.
dry; NO. 2 iS. 3 C, 4/4". ran. wdth. and Igth..

1 yr. dry. RICE LAKE LBR. CO., Rice Lake,
Wis.
FAS., 6/4". PATSON-SMITH LUMBER

CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/S"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CHESTNUT
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN &
DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.

NO. 1 COM., 6 4". 2 vrs. drv. G. EL1.\S &
BRC).. IXC Buffalo. N. Y.

i-AS 4/4 & 6/4". good wdths. and Igths.. 6

mo.s. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR, CO., Knoxville,
'1 * IlTl

FAS i 4 to 8 4", 6" & up. reg. Igth.. 1 vr.
drv; NO. 1 COM. 4/4 to 8/4", 4" & up, 1 yr.
dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo, .N. Y.

CHITTUM
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN 6 4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blis.sville. Ark.
NO. 1 COM. 6/4". 2 vrs. drv. G. ELIAS &

BRO.. INC.. Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 3 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth.,

10 mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake. Wis.
FAS 4 4", 6" wide; NO. 2 COM. 4/4 & 6/4";

NO. 1 & NO. 2 SHORTS & NO. 3 COM., 4/4".
STE.^RNS S.A.LT & LUMBER CO., Ludington.
Mich.
NO. 1 & 2 COM. 44". reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.

SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour. Ind.

ELM—ROCK
LOG RUN, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 4 roos.

dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Houston,
Tex.

GUM—SAP
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville, Ark.
FAS 6 i". Teg. wdth. cSt Igth.. 4 mos. dry;

FAS S 4". reg. wdth. c& Igth.. SV- mos. drv;
NO. 1 COM. 6 4 & 8 4", reg. wdths. & Igth.. 4
mos. dry. PHILIP A. RYAN LUMBER CO.,
Lufkin, Tex.
NO. 2 C. 4 '4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 4 mos.

dry; NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 6
mos. dry. SOUTH TEXAS LBR. CO., Hous-
ton, Tex.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 COM. 4 4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville. Ark.
NO. 1 COM. 5 4 & 6/4", reg. wdths. & Igths.,

4 mos. dry. PHILIP A. RY'AN LUMBER CO.,
Lufkin, Tex.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
COM. & BTR. 4 '4". ran. wdth. & Igth.. 8 to

12 mo.s. dry, sliced bds.. highly fig. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

GUM—TUPELO
ALL grades, all thicknesses, good wdths. and

Igths. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4 4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 COM. 6/4", 18 mos. drv. G. ELIAS &

BRO., Buffalo, N. Y-.

NO. 1 COM. & BTR. 8/4", reg. wdth. cSc Igth.
SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and figured. Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, III.

MAPLE—HARD
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth.. sap 2 sides, .S mos. drv. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN .>;- D.ARLING, Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 3 COM. 5/4", reg. wdths. & Igths.. 6

mos. dry. KNEELAND-BIGELOW CO., Bay
City. Mich.
NO. 1 COM. 5/4 & 6/4", reg. color; NO. 2

COM. 4/4". 4" wide; NO. 2 COM. 4 4". 3, 5 &
IV wide; NO. 2 COM. 6/4 & 8 4". STEARNS
SALT & LUMBER CO.. Ludington, Mich. -

OAK—PLAIN RED
NO, 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to IS mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 COM. 6/4", 2 yrs. dry; NO. 2 COM.

5/4", 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO., INC.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 5/8"; FAS 5 4", 11"»& up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Ft. Wavne. Ind.
FAS <£. NO. 1 COM., both 5 '4", reg. wdth. &

Igth., 2 mos. dry; FAS 6 4", reg. wdth. & Igth..
50 days dry; NO. 1 COM. 6/4", reg. wdth. &
Igth.. 4 mos. dry. PHILIP A. RYAN LUM-
BER CO., Lufkin. Tex.
NO. 1 COM. & BTR. 3 4"; NO. 1 & 2 COM.

3/4"; NO. 1 COM. & NO. 2 COM., both 4/4.
PAYSON-SMITH LUMBER CO., Minneapolis.
Minn.
NO. 2 C 4/4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO..

Texarkana. Tex.
NO. 1 C, 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth.. 8 mos.

dry; NO. 2 C, 4/4". reg. wdth. and Igth., 10
mos. dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO.,
Houston, Tex.
FAS 4/4 to 16/4", 6" & up. reg. Igth., 1 yr.

dry; NO. 1 COM. 4/4 to 12/4", 4" & up, 2 yrs.
dry. Y'EAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. T.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville, Ark.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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NO. 1 COM. & BTR. 4 4", reg. wdths. &
Igths., dry. SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO.,
Seymour, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 1 C. 12 '4", usual wdth. and Igth.. 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4 4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. both 4/4", Teg. wdth.

and Igth., dry. H. G. BOHLSSEN MFG. CO.,
New Canev, Tex.
NO. 1 COM. 8 4", 18 mos. dry. G. B.LIAS &

BRii., T.vr.. Buffalo. X. Y.
NO. 2 COM. 4/4". 4" & up. 8 to 16', 1 yr. dry.

EVAXSVILLE VENEER CO.. Eyan.syille, Ind.
FAS 4/4", good WLllhs. and Igths., 1 vr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. (.'O.. Knoxville. Tenn.
FAS, NO. 1 COM. & NO. 2 COM., all 4/4";

NO. 1 COM. & BTR. 6/4 & 8 4"; NO. 2 COM.
8/4". PAYSON-SMITH LUMBER CO., Minne-
apolis. Minn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO.,

Texarkana, Tex.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 6 mos. dry;

NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 8 mos.
dry. SOUTH TEXAS LUMBER CO., Houston,
Tex.
NO. 1 COM. 5 4". reg. wdths. & Igths.. dry.

SW.\I.\'-Ki >ACH LUMBER CO., Sevmour. Ind.
SOUND WORMY, 4 4". W. R. WILLETT

LUMBER CO.. Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4" to 6x6". 6" & up, reg. Igth.. 1 yr.

dry; NO. 1 COM. 4 4 to 12 4", 4" & up. reg.
Igth., 1 vr. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO..
Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
NO. 1 COM. 4 4" ,!!: up. BLISS-COOK 0.\K

CO.. Blissville, Ark.
CLEAR 4 4", 2" to 5" wide. 8' to IS', 1 vr.

dry; COM. 4 '4", IV." to 3". 8' to 16', 1 yr. dry.
EV.\XSV1LLE VENEER CO.. Evansville, Ind.
FAS 4 4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4 4", 2W to 5V,".

HOFFM.VX BROTHERS. CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 5/4", reg. wdths. and Igth,. I

yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville.
Tenn.
FAS 4/4" & 6/4"; NO. 1 COM. 4/4". PAY-

SON SMITH LUMBER CO., Minneapolis,

no'. 2 C. 4?4". SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO.,
Texarkana, Tex.
NO. 2 C, 4 4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 1 vr.

dry. SOUTH TEX.A.S LUMBER CO.. Hous-
ton. Tex. «
•NO. 1 COM. & FAS, 5 4". drv: NO. 1 COM. &
FAS 6 4". in" and up. drv. COM. & BTR.
STRIPS, 4 '4"; NO. 3 COM. & BTR. 4 1". div
W. R. WILLETT LU.MBER Ci i., Louisville,
Ky.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8 4". BLISS-

COOK 0.\K CO.. Blissville. Ark.
NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Iglh., 3 yrs.

drv. J, M, LOGAN LBR, CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
TIMBERS, mixei 6x6 to 12x12—10 to 20',

mostly 6x6 to 8x8—12, 14 & 16', square edge and
sound, band sawed, ends carefully trimmed
and painted to prevent season checking.
SOUTHERN PINE LBR. CO., Texarkana, Tex.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16'.

6 mos, drv. Iarj;elv 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

POPLAR
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" * up. 50% 14 & 16'. 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knox-
ville. Tenn.
FAS 4/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16'

kiln dried; NO. 1 & PANEL, 4/4", 18 to 23",

50% 14 & 16', 6 mos. dry. LITTLE RIVER
LUMBER CO.. Townsend, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry: FAS
4/4". 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry:
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4". 507,, 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville. Ky.
FAS 12/4", reg. wdths. & Igths., dry; NO. 1

COM. 10/4", reg. wdth, & Igth,. dry; CLEAR
SAP 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth. SW.A,IX-ROACH
LUMBER CO.. .Sevmour, Ind.
NO. 2 COM. & BTR., and PANEL, 5 8. W.

R, WILLET LU.MBER CO,. Louisville. Kv.

SYCAMORE—QUARTERED
COM. & BTR. 4/4", 5" & up. 10' & 12', 18

mos. dry, EVANSVILLE VENEER CO.,
Evansville, Ind.

WALNUT
NO. 1 COM. 4 )". 2 vrs, drv, G. ELIAS &

BRO., l.XC. Buffalo, X. Y.
NO. 2 C. 4 4". usual wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

dry, BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
LOG RUN 4/4" & 6/4", 4" & up, 6' to 12', 8

mos, dry. EVANSVILLE VENEER CO.,
Evans\-ille. Ind.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO . Fort "«"avne. Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5 8 to 8/4", verv dry, HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO.. Chi-
cago, III.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville. Ky.
FAS 4/4", 6 to 16" wide, 6 & 7' Igths., J97;

FAS 4 '4". 6 & 7" wide, 8 to 16' Igths., $110;
FAS, QTD., 4/4", 8 to 16' Igths.. $120; NO. 1

C, 4/4". 6" & wider. $52: NO. 1 C, 5/4", 6" &
wider, $5fl; NO. 1 C, QTD., 4/4", $55. SPE-
CIAL stock. QTD., 4/4". clear of knots, 4 & 5"

width, 6' & longer. $72; 4/4", clear s.ap steamed,
of common dimensions. $55. PIC'KREL WAL-
NUT CO., St. Louis. Mo.

DIMENSION LUMBER
GUM—SAP

CLEAR, 2x2"—><
:! nii.s, dry; 2x2"— 4', 3

mos. drv; 2x2"— :!li". 3 mns, drv; 3x3"— 4'. 3

mos. drv; SOUND, 2x2"—8'. 3 mos, dry; 3x3"
—4' & 8'. 3 mos. dry. PROB.ST LUMBER CO.,
Cincinnati, n,

OAK
CLEAR, 2x2"—18", 24" * 30", 4 mos dry.

PROBST LUMBER CO., Cincinnati, O.

FLOORING
BEECH

CLEAR, ir'x2i,"; NO. 1, i3"x2V;". T.
WILCE COMPANY. Chicago, III.

MAPLE
PRIME, i,V'x4"—2' to 16'; lV»x4"—2" to 16',

extra pood quality: FCTY., Ii';,"x2i4''—1' to
16'; Ii'(,".x3i4"—1' to 16'; CLEAR, 1 i'„"x2i,4"—2'

to 16', i.r'xlVi"-2' to 16'; NO. 1, !r'xH4"—
1'.,' to 16'. KERRY & HANSON FLOOR-
ING CO., Grayling. Mich.
NO. 1 & CLEAR, both lA"x2", reg. Igth.

KNEELAND-BIGELOW CO., Bav City, Mich.

OAK
SELECT RED, ^i"x%", )3"xlV.", }|"x2":

SELECT WHITE, W'xl'/s". 12"x2". T.
WILCE COMPANY, Chicago, 111. ,

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD.. FIG'D. any thickness. LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican

and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOG.\NY CO,, Chicago, III.

ANY thickness. LOUIS^aLLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—PLAIN
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wayne.
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOlJiSVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFP'MAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

WALNUT
ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.

COMPANY, Fort Wavne. Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig., rty.
and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.
Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickne.ss. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS

BIRCH
STOCK SIZES, 1/4. 5/lC & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, III.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VEiVEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Kv.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, III.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUl.SVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personal

relation of the

superintend-
ent to his men
exercises a
great influ-

ence upon
every logging
op e r a t i o n;

\
1

often deciding
its success or
failure.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

article in
LOGGING for

April 1917.

There is also
an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

All ThfM of U> Will Be BeneBted i( You Mer lion HARDWOOD RECORD
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Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co,
HOME OFTICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MUX, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our BIrchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter^Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use Is guaranteed hide stock. W«
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that Is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

BONE DRY
WISCONSIN BIRCH

2 CARS 4/4 FAS RED BIRCH
3 CARS 4/4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 6/4 FAS RED BIRCH
1 CAR 6/4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 4/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH
S CARS 4/4 No. 1 Com...UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 2 Com...UNSELECTED BIRCH
3 CARS 6/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH

Can furnish limited amounts 5/4 and 8/4 in above cars.

Let us quote you our prices

RICE LAKE LUMBER GO.
Yard end Mills. RICE LAKE, WISCONSIN

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
Iron Mounteun, Mich.

HAVE FOLLOWING STOCK AT
IRON MOUNTAIN, CAR SHIPMENTS:

100 M ft of 6/4 No. 3 Common BIRCH
IS M ft. of 10/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH
15 M ft. of 12/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH
SO M ft. of 6/4 No. 3 Common SOFT ELM
100 M ft. of 6 ft. COAL DOOR LUMBER

EAST JORDAN
LUMBER CO.

Manufacturers

>*"IMPERIAL
Maple Flooring

EAST JORDAN, MICH.

ATTENTION
"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Flooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just what you are

looking for on that particular order.

Write us, and we will convince you.

Kerry& Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

We are members oj the Maple Flooring Manufaeturere Aas'n.

"IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
Is the flooring that Is manufactured expressly to supply the de-
mand for the best. It Is made by modern machinery from care-
fuUy.selected stock, and every precaution Is taken threugbout
our entire system to make It fulflu l3 every particular Its

name—"IDEAL."

Rough or Finished Lumber

—

All Kinds

Send Vs Your Inquiriea

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

AI] Three of U. Will Be Benegted if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

A

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OCR SPECIALTV

Plain and Quartered Red
and White Oak and Ash

940 SENECA STREET

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Onr Specialty: West VlrslnU aud FeansylTanla Cherrj

1055 Seneca Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1 142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Camplete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods

ir.cludin^ Ash. Basswood, Birch, Cherry, Chestnut, Cypress, Elm,
Gum. Hickory. Maple. Plain & Quartered Oak, Poplar & Walnut,

1100 Seneca Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash aitd Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A Dtork of 18.000.000 to 20.000,000
feet of hardwoods CRrrled at all
timen at our two bie BiifTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White rine. Yellow Tine, Spruce, Heinlcck. V\r, rnniber,
Tlmher. Mill work. Roxes. Maide and Oak Flooring

955-1015 Elk Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwooiis, and have every facility for filling and ship-
ping orders promptly. They v^rill be pleased to have your inquiries.

AH Thra* of Us Will B* Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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T^O give adequate service in handling orders
J- for Quartered and Figured Gum. we have
piled up sufficient lumber of tliis description so

lliat it is now possible to offer a complete assort-

ment such as you might select from in normal
limes.

It is truly good stock in every particular

—

the quartered is full quartered, and the figured
stock is really better than representative material
in figured gum would have to be.

The piles include:

RED GUM
8 4 No. 1 Common & Better Qtd., saps,

no defect

4 4 Common & Better Qtd., figured

8 4 Common & Better Figured

Your order now while the stocks hold will

get you really good values at very fair prices

flW"

xpone

Memphis,Tenn. 1

"of Golden Rule Qtialiiy

r'

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
i. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stimson Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHIN£

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to
the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

Wanted
OAK

3 cars 2 x2 —30" Clear

2 cars 2 x2 — 19" Clear

MAPLE
2 cars 2 x2 —16" Clear

BEECH
2 cars 21-^x21/4—30" Clear

2 cars.

5 cars.

3 cars

.

5 cars.

OAK
134xl34_i9- Clear
1^x11/^-20, 30 & 40" Clear

11^x21/4—42" Clear

11-^x21^—4' 6" & 5' Clear

Also anything in Hardwood Dimension

that you have to offer. Send us your list.

THE PROBST LUMBER CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Goodyear Products
BIRCH

Average widths and lengths

4,'4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5''4 No. 3 4 mos. dry
3/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry

BAS8WOOD
Average widtliB and lengtbi

3/4 No. 2 & btr 8 moe. dry

MAPLE
Average wldtba and lengtlis

4/4 No. 2 4 mo8. dry
5/8 No. 3 8 moe. dry 3 '4 No. 2 8 mo«. dry

T will be a special pleasure to show you our Birch
and Maple. It is all in the upper grades and

particularly high-class stock.

Our attention has been focused on the proper
manufacture of this lumber, its careful grading and
on being able to assure full thicknesses.

C. A. Goodyear Lumber Co.
McG)rmick Building

Mill located at Tomah, Wis.

Chicago, Ulinois
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

I %

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawrer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman Bldg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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law UiU Planinc Mill

R. HANSON & SONS
GRAYLING MICHIGAN

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber

and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and
seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

•ervice; — these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
mCOSFORAIED

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C.

MILLS
"I Porterwood, W. Va.
V Wildell, W. Va.
I Mill Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN OFFICE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

Michigan Hardwoods
Make Steady Customers

White Pine, Norway,Hemlock

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
1x5

1x6
1x7

Ix 8
Ix 9
1x10

& wider

The stock is mixed
Maple and Beech but

runs largely Maple

Mitchell Brothers Co.
Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

WM. WHITMER ^ SONS
LNCObPORATBD

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anyhmir Caa.

W. Cra"

HARDWOODS
W.it Virpnia Sprue uil Hemlack

Long tnd Short Leaf Pin. Virpnia FraauBf

Finance Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. ItV" X 2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. ljY'x2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

.*. Michigan .*.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young ^ Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

•>iiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiC]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiMiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiin[]iniiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiniic]iMiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiiiC]iiiiiiinic«>

William Horner

Manufacturer of

'^Smoothest"
MAPLE, BEECH & BIRCH

FLOORING

MILLS

:

nd Reed City, Mich.Reed City a
Xewberru, Midi.

= Sole European Sales Agents: TICKLE BELL & CO.
I Royal Liver BIdg., Liverpool, England

;>]iiiiiiiiiiC]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiniiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiii

;

LUDINCTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago RepretentatiTe

CTPi TEARNS
SALT &• LUMBER CO.

LudingtohMich.

All ThrM oF Ut Will B* Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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"ALL - PULL - TOGETHER - FOR - OAK SERIES." (BOOST NO. 1)

DID YOU KNOW ABOUT THE

LAW AGAINST OAK FURNITURE?
Perhaps you didn't know that it is a law that accounts

for the practical absence of good OAK Furniture from
such a large (and increasing) number of good furniture

stores?

Perhaps you haven't had occasion to ask for good
OAK Furniture in good furniture stores since the law
went into effect? (Suppose you try it.)

Perhaps you don't know that the same law is steadily extending the field

of its application?

Perhaps you think that the consequent disappearance of good OAK Furni-

ture as a factor in the furniture trade doesn't affect your business?

(Perhajis you don't sell any Oak to the Furniture trade?
—

"Perhaps.")

Perhaps you're not posted on the CRUSADE (now getting headway) by
men with investments in Oak, to amend that law oi no-demand as far as it applies

to Oak, by getting busy and making the public want what we, as OAK men, want
them to want.

Perhaps you don't believe in life insurance? If you do, perhaps you like to

buy it cheap?

Perhaps you'd lay out a postage stamp to find out what your competitors

are doing to restore THEIR Oak business—and then protect it?

Perhaps you could profit by what they're doing— without costing you so

much ?

Perhaps you'll write us a brief but pointed request for INFORMATION
as to how much we know about what we're talking about.

Perhaps you'll catch THE NEXT MAIL with it.

"HEAVEN HELPS THEM WHO HELP THEMSELVES."

WE OAK MEN ARE "ON THE JOB" AT LAST. THIS IS OUR ASSOCIATION
— YOUR ASSOCIATION. IF YOU CARE {EVEN A LITTLE) WRITE US A LINE.

WE'LL GIVE YOU A STRICTLY PERSONAL ANSWER—NOT A FORM LETTER.

AMERICAN OAK MFR'S ASSOCIATION
1491 BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING, MEMPHIS. TENN.

AH Tliree of Ui Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

be enjoyed because

it can be seen—
contrasts that blend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABASIA

c—Cromwell Hardwood Lumber Co., Montgomery.

ARKANSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company. Blissville. (See page 42.)
Paepcke Leicht Lbr. Co.. BIytheville and Helena. (See

page 36.)
Crittenden Lumber Company. Crittenden,
c—J. v. Stimson Hardwood Company, Helena.
b—Little Rock Lumber & Manufacturing Company, LIttte Rock.

(See page 38.)
Miller Lumber Company, Marianna.
Edgar Lumber Company, Wesson.

ILLLNOIS
a. b, c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co.. Chicago.
Uttey-Holloway Lumber Company, Conway BIdg., Chicago.

(See page 8.)

ENDIANA
Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 10.)

c—Bedna Young Lumber Company, Greensburg.
Chas. H. Barnaby. Greencastle. (See page 40.)

J. V. Stimson. Huntingburg. (See page 52.)

Wood-Mosaic Company. New Albany. (See page —.)

North Vernon Lumber Company. North Ternon.
C. & W. Kramer Company. Richmond.
Swain-Roach Lumber Company. Seymour. (See page 43.)

a, b. o—Fullerton- Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend.

a. b—Cyrus C. Shafer Lumber Company, South Bend.

KENTUCKY
a. b. c—Arlington Lumber Co.. Arlington. (See page 38.)

b—Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington.
W. P. Brown &. Sons Lumber C^., Louisville. (See page —.)

LOUISIANA
Th« Ferd. Brenner Lumber Company, Alexandria.
Colfai Hardwood Lumber Company, Colfax.
b. c—The Hyde Lumber Company. Lake Providence.
Climax Lumber Company, St. Landry.
Thiatlethwalte Lumber Co., Ltd., Washington.
Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company. Winnfleld.

ivnssissippi
b—Alexander Bros.. B«lzoni.
b—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co., Charleston. (See page —.)

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.. Greenville. (See page —.)

Mississippi Lumber Company, Quitman.
b, c—Tallahatchie Lumber Company. Phlllpp.

Carrier Lumber &, Manufacturing Company, Sardls.

MISSOURI
a b c—M. E Leralng Lumber Company, Capo Girardeau.
Ltng-Bell Lumber Company, Hdwd. Dept., Kansas City, M*.

(See page 39.) „
a b c—Tschudy Lumber Company, Kansaa City.

b. c—Galloway -Pease Co., Poplar Eluif.

Baker-Matthews Lumber Company, Sikeston. Sales Office,

Chicago.
c—Arkla Lumbtr & Manufacturing Company, St Loxila.

J A. Holmes Lumber Company, St. Louis.

a, b, c—Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Co., St. Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
,^ b, c—Carr Lumber Company. Pisgah Forest

OHIO
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company. Coal GroTe.
a, b, —W. M. Bitter Lumber Company, Columbus.
a—Barr-Holaday Lumber Company. Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane &. Co. (See page 43.)
a, h—Duhlmeier Brothers & Co.
a, b— Mowbray &. Robinson Company. (See page 40.)

PENNSYI.VANnA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Plttsburi^.
Babcock Lumber Company, Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co.. Payetteville.
c—Bcdna Young Lumber Company, Jackson.
Johnson City Lumber & Manufacturing Co.. Johnson City.
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Knoxvllle. (Set
page 9.)

MEMPHIS
Anderson-Tully Company. (See page 2.)
J. H. Bonner & Sons.
b—Geo. C. Brown & Co.
Goodlander-Kobertson Lumber Company.
Memphis Band Mill Company.
Busse & Burgess. Inc.
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company. ,

J. W. ^Vheeler & Co.

NASHVILLE
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Ix)ve. Boyd & Co.
John B. Ransom & Co.

TEXAS
n. G. Bohlssen Mfg. Co.. New Caney.

VIRGINIA
c—U. S. Spruce Lumber Company, Marion.

WEST VIRGINIA
b, c—Th» Alton Lumber Company, Buckhannon.
a. c—West Virginia Timber Company, Charleston.
Pardee & Curtin Lumber Company, Clarksburg.
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. Gardner.
C. L. Rltter Lumber Company. Huntington.
Rockcastle Limaber Company, Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg aiill Company, Parkersburg.
a, b, c—The Meadow River Lumber Company, Ralnella.
b, c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Raywood.
American Column & Lumber Co., St. Albana.

WISCONSIN
a. c—Racine Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Badne.

a—>Ianafactiirer of Implement Stock,
b—INIanufacturer of Car Material,
c—Manufacture'r of Factory Dimension.
Firms in Heavy Type Have Individual

Pages Desigrnated.
Ads on

iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiillllillilllllilllllil

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECDRD
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Flo«r<

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "um qualed" Is th«
best evidence that its manufact irer has kept
abreast of modern methods and th.j advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of th«
above statements, try our poUshed surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and pollahlnt

Ovr Bookltt tell* all about BardACtod Flooring
»4 tunc to cart for it—alto t>rK*«—and it free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO. ILL.

10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

**The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

W. O. KING & COMPANY
2452 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

SAVE TOUR MONET BT USING THE

RED BOOK Published Semi-annually

in February and August

It contains a carefuHy prepared list of the buyers of lum-
ber in car lots, botti among the dealers and manufacturers.

The Itook indicates tiieir financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United State*, Alberta,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on the line It covers.

A well organized Collection Department is also oper-
ated and the same ts open to you. Writ« for temu.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
eug So. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO Mention TMt Paper

Ettabliihed

1878
SS John St.

NEW YORK cm

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
'I'hrough His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical
reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO

gjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'''iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijniiiiiijionuiniiiiiH

PREPAREDNESSi
for coining good times will make yon §

SEND VB TOUB INQUIRLBS FOB |

spe'ciaitiesOak, Guiii, Cyprcss |

I

Utley-HoUoway
I

Company
! General Offices. Ill W. Washinsten St.

j

i 'i Manufacturers

CLARENCE BOYLE, Inc. i | Oak, Ash, Cott«nwMd, Elm, Gum I

WHOLESALE LUMBER I
LDUBER EXCHANGE BLDG. |

. Tards at fHIPAflO ^""3 Saw HUI i
j ror.it, Milt. ^ni^.rt«-»V» wildsvUl.. La. |

liiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiinmniili

I CHICAGO, ILLINOIS I

I BAITS MZLl^ I
i Helena, Arkansas Kanama, Azkaaaaa |
^iiiiriiiirniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiii>t>iii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiii>Qi>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar« treqoeat
.xeepk wlMr.

Twe Plec*
Oeemetrict)
Birtar Colo

Is In us., then
iBltatt.a Isn't
posilb]..
Sample If tod
—ktirlt.

S. ». CBILSt
t CO.

•> l!hici|e

W. also make

Bt«o<iUsaad

'KgSi^i^ for VENEER

No checks or
splits. Enor-
mous output.

Low labor cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Philadelphia

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKT

MANUFACTURERS OP

(^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %' and 13/16 " in aU
standau'd widths

An Three of U« WiU Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

eet-'^XK ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ ^"y hardwood lumber from east Tenness^

;
you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We

- are not going to claim any credit for the many points of perfection,
' for tlie trees simply grew tliat way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made them—the growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But there is another point which is concerning users these days and
concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good de-

liveries and oflfer just as good service as under normal conditions, we
sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably Aan in almost any other big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of the quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

than it is the good fortune of almost any other section to be in position to

offer under present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modem
equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from
this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

Write

The Babcock Lumber & Land Co Knoxville Tenn
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber CoMPAmr Townsend Tenn.
Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company. . . .Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.
J. M. Logan Lumber Company Knoxville, Tenn.

=^im?imfmN»N')»i'm(™IS^^^ iiiiiinniiimmiiiimmH^^

liiilllillillllilllilliiiiUlillillllliillllH^^^

AU Three of Us WUl Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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This

Indiana White Oak
is growing in Indiana.

In paying a premium for

such stock you must pro-

tect yourself byknowing
where it comes from.

We have manufactured
it for half a century and
can prove the origin of

our product.

.HOFFMAN BROS. /"^
_ COMPANY (1-R)<^^ Fort Wayne, Ind. >ij^

Beg. U.S. ESTABLISHED 1867
Pat.OB. INCOaPOEATED 1904

MAHOGANY
We have in our yard in San Francisco

ready for IMMEDIATE shipment
the following

Guatemalan Hard Mahogany Lumber

FIRSTS AND SECONDS
160,000' .... 4/4 4,000' ... 10 4
13,000' .... 6/4 8,000' . . . 12/4
6,000'.... 8/4 2,000' ... 16/4

NO. 1 AND 2 COMMON
50,000' 4/4 to 8/4

Write us for prices

We also have:

Genezero—80,000' 4/4 to 8/4
Hawaiian Koa—25,000' 4/4

FIRSTS AND SECONDS

WHITE BROTHERS
5th & Brannan Sts. San Francisco

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

WHILE THE STATEMENT will be challenged in many places,

it is nevertheless a fact that hardwood lumber is moving out

much better today than it was a few weeks ago. The improvement

first made itself noticeably felt a couple of weeks ago, but at that

time the promise that it might continue was giveu little credence.

There have, though, continued to be more ears available for lumber

shipments and even though many are justified in claiming that they

have not been so blessed, the aggregate movement of lumber to Con-

suming points has gained hi volume perceptibly. This is of course

the best kind of news for the weary lumberman as well as for the

anxious consumer who has been kept pretty much up in the air on the

question of liis supply of raw material. Prosperity and plentiful

orders are very nice, but it takes goods going out to bring money in.

Nothing could cause greater satisfaction to the whole of the lumbering

and woodworking trades than to see this easing up in shipping

facilities.

Next in importance is the fact that business is increasing not in a

dignified manner, but veritably by leaps and bounds. Lessened use

of hardwoods in some lines seems to have had not the slightest effect

upon the whole demand. Prices continue their spectacular course

until in some items they approach the danger point where they

threaten to kill the goose of golden egg fame. At any rate radical

price advances and consistent scarcity in many directions is resulting

in the desire on the part of many users to explore the field and dig

up, if possible, species that can be applied in their work at less cost

and with more certainty of deliveries. The result is that many minor

woods are being called upon to do their share where before they

haven't been used at all or used only in more humble capacities.

No one is wUling to admit weakness in any hardwood items and

truly there would be no occasion for such admission. The only de-

scription of stock that might be suggested as not keeping jight up

with the procession is quartered oak, and it suffers more by compari-

son than because of its actual progress. In oak plain stock and bill

stuff are having sensational careers, the plain sawn variety getting

in many places where quartered is normally used. The result has

been a steady rise in prices on the humble products of the oak log.

It is easier in referring to the remainder of the varieties to lump

them all together for the good things that are said of one can be said

with equal truth of all. Gum is especially fortunate if having stocks

literally cleaned up and orders at better prices every day (that can-

not be filled) can be called fortunate.

In every case though it is significant to watch the trend of buying

—always on rush orders and with price decidedly secondary to

deliveries.

On the whole, no further encouragement is held out for betterment

in the immediate future in such lines of use as have suffered from

present conditions. Such for instance as furniture and finish. How-

ever, new calls and redical increases in many other directions have so

far prevented this from having the slightest effect on the whole.

And it would take a depression of considerable proportions to take

the advantage out of sellers' hands with the average concern in the

far South four to five months behind on orders, and the same condi-

tions in slightly less drastic shape in the mountain country and the

North. And with increasing manufacturing difliculties the argument

as to the present and future of hardwoods is a decidedly one-

sided one.

The Cover Picture

FANTASTIC FREAKS AEE POPULAE. The cover picture which

illustrates this issue of Hardwood Record emphasizes that point.

The tall, graceful, somewhat lopsided tree forming the center of the

picture, with the stately Norman tower in the background, is a

freak which is no less interesting to the botanist than to the layman.

The photograph 'was taken by a representative of this paper in the

grounds of the National Soldiers' Home, Washington, D. C. The

tree is of Chinese origin and is popularly known as Chinese poplar,

maindenhair tree, and ginkgo. Botanists know it as Ginkgo iilolia.

The peculiar thing about it is that it is a needleleaf tree with broad

leaves. That sounds contradictory, but it can be explained. Each

leaf is of the shape of a fan, and upon close examination it is ob-

served that the leaf is made up of a large number of needles resem-

bling those of white pine. They radiate from a point, forming a quar-

ter circle. The needles have grown together, forming a broad leaf

made up of several dozen needles. It is thus a broad leaf and needle-

leaf tree at the same time.

The question may be asked whether this tree is a hardwood or a

softwood, since broadleaf trees are hardwood and needleleaf species

are softwoods. An examination proves it to be softwood. The tree

belongs to the yew group; but its fruit differs from that of yew. It

looks like a small yellow plum ; but persons who might be tempted to

eat will change their minds when they get a sniff of the odor. It

smells of butyric acid, and goes ahead of rancid butter. "While the

pulp of the fruit is uneatable, the Chinese find the seeds valuable as

food. They are prepared like roasted almonds.

The ginkgo tree is very tall in proportion to its diameter. Its

limbs are long and few and are located irregularly on the trunk,

several close together, then a long section of bole without any. In

spite of the tree's unsymmetrical appearance it is a popular park

and road tree because of its oddness. It lines both sides of an

avenue in "Washington, D. C, and is growing in most of the parks. It
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thrives as far north as Connecticut and a few are growing in Chi-

cago and along the north shore where they keep alive but do not appear

vigorous. It likes deep, loose, rich soil, which it fails to find in the

vicinity of Chicago.

Plantations of ginkgo trees in the country might have economic
value. The wood is of fair quality and if not examined too care-

fully it might pass for balm of gilead. Growth is rapid, but no more
rapid than cottonwood and several other species native of the United
States, and there seems to be little likelihood that ginkgo will ever

be imported in this country except for ornamental planting.

A Definite Obligation
SOUTHERN LUMBER SHIPl'ERS can congratulate themselves

on the fact that they approached the present business situation

prepared. The outstanding development has been the effect ujion

rail shipping of the tremendous increase over normal volume handled
by the roads. In fact, so severe has been the strain on carriers'

facilities that they have not been willing or able to retire even for

repairs the great quantity of equipment that needs it.- The result is

depreciated rolling stock and motive power and overworked trackage
—making slower movement of freight inevitable. With embargoes,
congestion and other inrtuenc»6 this has brought on the disastrous

car shortage.

So for poorer service the roads ' <lcmand for fifteen per cent in-

crease in rates is doubly unfair—at least it will appear so until the

roads have proven they are entitled to it.

That is the cause—now as to the remedy. Southern hardwood men
are back of one of the strongest of lumber associations—the Southern
Hardwood Traffic Association. Due to the organized and intelligent

work of this bunch of scrappers there is a very good chance that the

fifteen per cent petition will not be granted on southern hardwood
lumber.

But the fight must not end there—in fact winning that argument
would impose an added weight to the southern shippers' moral obli-

gation to load bigger and still bigger loads; to crowd the time of

loading and unloading to the utmost. Memphis lumbermen were
given some interesting figures lately from (iractical men who showed
that loading to fidl cajiacity in all industries would result in sup[ily-

ing more than enough cars. The thing is, though, that it must be
done and not merely talked of.

Charity Begins at Home
THE UNITED STATES HAS SENT A RAILROAD' COMMIS-

SION to Russia to untangle the transportation trbubles there and
set the wheels in motion. That has been pointed out as the most ur-

gent need in Rufsia at present. Meanwhile, railroad embargoes con-

tinue in our own country and shijink'nts are held up and delayed in

many regions until it has become almost impossible to carry on some
lines of business. The remedy has not been found or apjilied here.

Lumbermen, in particular, are suffering from lack of shipping facili-

ties, and the out]iut of mills has been curtailed. The condition has

continued for a long time and nothing indicates that it will not

continue.

The dispatch of a eciiiunission to Russia under Stephens to put the

railroails to work is only half of our duty. The other half will con-

sist of a similar connuission in this country to straighten out our

railroails and obtain better results. This is as essential to winning
the war as to molnlizc the Russian railroads; perhaps it is more so,

for the Americans are in earnest about it, and the Russians seem to be
half hearted and about ready to lie down.

Our railroads should be doing better work than they are doing.

They either cannot or will not carry the freight that is offered them.

If they cannot, they should be helped; if they will not, they should

be jiunished. At any raie, it would seem that the American shippers,

who are ready and willing to do everything in their power for their

couTitry and for business, should have at least as much help as we are

offering the Russians. If our cars can be started and kept going, it

ought to be done. .-^ ]iretty strong belief is gaining ground that our

railroails are not doing their best to deliver freight promiitly. It may
be unju.st to accuse them of deliberately hindering shipments iu order

to force a rate increase, but that belief is by no means absent from
the minds of a good many people. Somehow, no remedy for the bad
transportation conditions has been found and applied here, and it

seems ijeculiar that a commission should be sent to Europe to cure

Russia's transportation troubles when we have not cured those of

our country.

Selling on Percentage Basis

THE DESIRE TO PREVENT EXCESJSIVE PROFITS when

large sales of war supplies are made to the government is re-

sponsible for the proposal in some quarters that the seller be allowed

a certain and moderate per cent above cost, and no more. That plan

has met with favor ; but a little experience has shown its weak places.

The trouble consists in keeping the cost within bounds. If a contrac-

tor is to receive ten per cent more than cost for what he sells, what
does he care for cost? The higher the cost, the more his profit. Ten
per cent above a cost of $10,000 nets the seller $1,000, while ten

per cent above a cost of $15,000 nets him $1,500. It is to his interest

to run the cost up.

This is not a theoretical objection to the percentage basis of profit

paying. Cases have already been brought to light since the beginning

of the war where contractors have paid seven dollars a day wages
where the wage might have been four dollars. They made money by

it, if their profit on the high priced man was seventy cents a day, and

on the low man only forty cents. The same rule holds in buying

material. There is every inducement to gouge the government, on

the profit basis. The government pays the cost and also the profit

which goes into the contractor 's pocket, and the contractor faces

no risk whatever of loss, so long as he is able to finance the operation

and deliver the goods.

The specifications and terms sent out by the government, for pur-

chases of lumber, do not propose payment on a basis of a certain per

cent above cost. That proposition comes from other sources, and

perhaps the wish is father to the thought. The government's call is

for straight bids.

Something About Bird Nests

A
CRITIC OF THE WOODEN SHIP PROGRAM recently bol-

stered his opposition with the argument that '

' birds are building

their nests in the trees from which the ship tindjor must be cut."

Suppose that is true; the bird nests do not hurt the trees. But the

point of the criticism evidently was that the period of conversion

between the standing tree and the completed shij) is too long for the

present emergency, and that delay will result if the attempt is made

to build ships from trees which have not yet been sent to the sawmill.

Possibly the criticism is well taken, but it is open to question. Dur-

ing the war of 1812 birds built nests in trees on the shore of Lake Erie

ia northern Ohio, and within ninety days the trees had been cut, hewed

liy hand, ships had been built of them, and the victory of Lake Erie

had been won. People do not remember nuich about the bird

nests, but they do remember the victory won with ships which were

growing in the green woods three months before.

Are American lumbermen any slower than they were when Perry

built his ships? He did not have so much as a single sawmill, yet

he came in on the home-stretch with as clean a victory as any ships

ever won; in spite of the bird nests which were wndisturbed ninety

days before. The fact was, he thought less about difliculties than

of the work in hand. If he and his officers had spent several weeks

powwowing about obstacles, there would have been no battle of

Lake Erie.

Facilities 'for getting out timber in large quantities and in small

time are a thousand fold greater today than when Perry built his

fleet. Means of sawing, cutting, seasoning, and transporting are

infinitely greater. What, then, is lacking? Has the i)oet sized uji the

situation in these lines?

We count, yet cast our strength away.

Our aihniral with the soul of Drake

Would break the fleets of hell today.
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The Lumhermans Round Table

Get-Together Meetings
One of the difficulties wliieh lumbermen, in common with other

employers, frequently experience is training their young men to

take positions of importance and responsibility. A lad of good intel-

ligence and fair education comes into a lumber office, learns the

routine of handling orders and ought, in time, to be good timber

for an exeeutive position ; but in too many eases he does not seem

to develop to the proper point. This is bad for him and bad for his

employers. I

A successful hardwood man, whose business has been growing so

rapidly, both in the manufacturing and distributing ends, that he

has felt the need of assistance of the right kind, said the other day

that he realized that the lack of good lieutenants in his organization

is largely his own fault; that he has not given enough attention

to training the youngsters, who have been forced to rely on them-

selves to pick up the sort of information and develop judgment of

a kind that would justify giving them more important posts in the

business.
'

' The lumber trade is peculiar, '

' he said.
'

' It isn 't a case of

wrapping up a package and handing it over the counter. You've

got to know what you are doing and why you are doing it all of

the time. It is unfair to expect a youngster to get all of the inside

information, which he has to have to understand the lumber busi-

ness thoroughly, if all he does is to handle office routine. There he

gets a smattering of superficial knowledge, but he doesn 't get down

underneath the surface.

"Today, for instance, a carload of log-run lumber came into our

yard. It would have been a fine car to have demonstrated with in

order to show the boys just what the different items it contained were

best adapted for. But I was busy and everybody else was busy and

the car was handled in the usual way.
'

' What I plan to do is to have a weekly meeting, after hours, at

which all of the office men, especially the boys growing up in the

business, will be present. We will have dinner and talk about the

business along general and specific lines. Individual problems will be'

talked over and all of the little points which those in executive

positions must know will be elaborated. In this way I hope to be

able to develop more good men for our organization. We need them

and the best place to get them is in our own office, I believe. '

'

The Daily Conference
In connection with the proposition of having meetings for the

purpose of educating the youngsters in the organization there is a

certain panel concern in an Ohio valley city which for a number

of years has improved the work of its plant by having a daily con-

ference of the foremen of its several departments.

The experience of this manufacturer had been that one of the most

potent reasons for tie-ups of orders and failures to get work out

on the dates promised was lack of co-operation between the depart-

ments. Instead of co-operating, they were competing with each other.

The foreman thought that the other fellows were trying to "put
something over" and pulled against instead of with the heads of

other departments.

The plan of having every-day meetings was, therefore, devised

with the idea of eliminating this feeling, getting the foremen to

understand that they were all parts of the same organization, and

that ultimate results were what every man should strive for. Inci-

dentally, the troubles which had been experienced in handling work

from one department to another were gone into.

The results of the plan were all that had been expected, and then

some. Some of the men who came to these conferences were rela-

tively inexperienced and did not understand the scope of the busi-

ness as a whole. They became broader and more efficient by reason

of their constant contact with the heads of other departments. On
the other hand, they grew to understand the other men's viewpoints,

and to sympathize with them, so that a spirit of teamwork and har-

mony was introduced. The net result was more vigorous co-operation.

better spirit throughout the plant and smoother running of the business

machine.

These meetings are held in the morning, about 10 o'clock, after

the day's work is well under way. They give an opportunity for

the superintendent to call special attention to orders which need to

be featured in any way or are in any degree out of the ordinary.

The sessions are held on company time, but it is declared by those

connected with^ the institution that it is an excellent investment.

How About the Timber
The most important thing about any hardwood operation is the

timber supply. It is strange but true that lumbermen will occasion-

ally erect mills without having sufficient assurance that timber of the

right kind and at the right price will be forthcoming.

In the case of manufacturers who have been located in one place for

a long time, and are remaining there largely for sentimental reasons,

it is expected that they will have to depend on purchases in the terri-

tory outside, and that their local supply is not all that they will have

to run on. But in the case of new operations in the timber country,

where long hauls to market must be offset by low manufacturing

costs, the timber factor must be right if the manufacturer is to make

any money.

In one case, which was put on record a number of years ago, a

manufacturer put up a remarkably expensive mill, which was equipped

to do the best possible work. It was taken for granted that since

the mill was located where timber was, the matter of a log supply would

take care of itself. It didn 't, for the reason that other people bought

up the only available tracts. At last reports this mill was still unable

to operate.

In another ease, of more recent origin, a mill was erected at a point

where the timber which it would logically saw belonged to somebody

else. There was some material to be had by way of the river on which

the mill was located, but this supply was uncertain. To operate regu-

larly and profitably, it was necessary to purchase the timber owned by

the other party. This was finally arranged, but it was evident that it

would have been best to have provided for the timber before, instead

,
of after building the mill.

Another hardwood concern is now erecting a mill, and putting a

goodly sum into it, without having any assurance that its log supply

is definitely assured. It hopes to be able to buy timber, because tim-

ber is standing in its locality. But whether this timber is being

reserved for other operations, whether it can be had at a satisfactory

price, or whether it can be gotten to mill under favorable conditions

for manufacture, are features which have not been disposed of yet.

The lumbermen are taking a chance, and hoping that everything will

come out all right.

Oak "Au Naturel"

Those who admire fine woods will enjoy a visit to the retail store

of Lyon & Healy, Chicago, located at Wabash avenue and Jackson

boulevard. The store, whicli was opened a few months ago, is a fine

type of modern mercantile structure and the interior trim is espe-

cially attractive. The first floor and the elevator cabs are finished

in American walnut, while the fixtures above the first flioor are of

oak. The interesting thing about the latter is that the finish shows

the natural color and appearance of the wood, no attempt being

made to darken it. Some people might consider the appearance less

attractive than if a stain had been used, but those who enjoy looking

at handsome woods find in this installation an argument in favor of

natural finishes. The public has been so accustomed to looking at

a result decided on by the architect or owner, without regard for

the natural appearance of the material, that to get a glimpse of what

the wood looks like when the finish covers without hiding it is an

unusual sensation. At all events, the effect in the Lyon & Healy

building is good, and the installation, besides doing credit to the com-

pany, is a fine boost for oak, and is especially worth while now that

the oak manufacturers are working to bring this material back into

its deserved popularity.

—13—
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Figures Due to Pigments
Hu Maxwell

Editor's Note
Perhaps the figure formed in growing wood by the irregular distribution of coloring matter among the

•). .?.l
™''^' '"^"y be classed as the most artistic of all figures Lielonging to timber. Few species possess

It. Ihere are scarcely a dozen among all the regularly marketed woods of the whole world, though
examples are rather numerous among minor species which are too scarce to be important. It is greatly to our
adrantage that this country possesses a large portion of the world's supply of figured wood of this class. We buy
some trom other countries, but sell more to them, and our supply promises to hold out for many future years.

ARTICLE TEN
A class of figures in wood is due to the deposit of pigments or color-

ing matter among the fibers of the growing trunk. Figures of that
kind are independent of growth rings, rays, and other regular ele-
ments of wood, though they are, of course, associated with them. The
best known and most highly developed figure of this kind is furnished
by Circassian wal-

nut. The figure

does not appear in

repeated patterns,

one taking the same

form as the rest.

There is endless va-

riety, yet enough

points in common to

give character.

The figure is

caused by contrast

of color, and the con-

trast is due to dark

patches of wood in

association
with lighter patches.

The borders are not

abrupt and sharp. There are beautiful blends and pleasing harmony,
whereby one tone shades off into another. This is different from
figures due to growth rings on mcilullary rays where lines are sharp
and changes sudden and sometimes not whoUy pleasing. The differ-

ence between this figure and some others, as they occur in wood, may
be compared with the difference between the soft shades and delicate

harmonies of a fine Persian rug in contrast with the sharp, strong
stripes of a cheap ingrain carpet.

This may be considered the highest perfection of wood's natural

FIGURED .\3IEUICAN WALNUT
Fine veneers are sawed or sliced from burls and crotches of this wood,

the most artistic produced In this country

figures. It is the most artistic. Few woods possess it, otherwise than

by rare accident.

The underlying reason for the deposit of pigments in zones and

bands which seem to follow no law, is not known. If the lines of

deposit followed annual rings, or medullary rays, or the direction of

the fibre, the phenomenon would not be so difficult to account for,

and explanations

would not seem so

impossible. But the

bands of color cross

and re-cross growth

rings, pass in and

out among mediJ-

lary rays, and seem

to follow the pur-

poseless leadership

of chance. Yet, when

one inspects a finely

figured panel he does

not feel that he is

looking at a work of

chance. There is a

unity and a com-

pleteness, with one

figure blending with another, that give the impression that law must

rule, else a thing so exquisite could not take form in the growing

woods, simply by the deposit of pigments among the fibers.

• With the real cause of the deposit of the coloring matter in that

particular way unknown, it is idle to speculate upon how soil, climate.

r^^^&'

SANTA CnuZ IRONWOOD
This small tree of finely figured and little known wood has Its home on

rocky islands off the coast of southern California

—14—

OLIVE STEM AND SWELLED BASE
Old olive trees no longer useful for fruit l)earlng are valuable for finely

figured wood tliat goes to souvenir shops
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and situation may influence the work. Yet, it seems certain that cli-

mate must have something to do with the matter. The finely-figured

Circassian walnut is from trees grown among the mountains border-

ing the southern shores of the Caspian sea, in Asia. These trees, for

the most part, are from old orchards that were profitable a century or

more ago for the nuts they produced. The same walnut grows wild

in the region, and some of the fine figures come from the wild trees.

The English, French and Italian walnuts of Europe are the same

species, the Circassian transplanted into those countries by the

Romans, or at earlier or later dates. The transplanted trees in

Europe do not produce the rich figures found in the wood from the

- F fVl AX^ELU

COMMERCIAL RANGE OF BLACK WALNUT
This tree grows outside the shaded area of the map, but nine-tenths ot

the supply comes from within that area

Caspian region. The shades in the European figure is not so deep

as that from the mountains of Asia, and the contrasts are not so

striking. The difference cannot be due to the age of the trees, for

those in Europe are as old as any. This walnut was growing in Italy

and Greece, and perhaps in France, two thousand years ago, but for

some reason, the figure of the introduced tree is not so strong as in

the same species on its native hills.

There are, of course, great differences in the figures of individual

trees in the same region, where environment, age, and size are the

same. That is as true of American walnut as of Circassian. It is

equally true of red gum, and is in even greater evidence there, for

some gum trees have finely figured wood while others like them in

every other respect, possess no figure.

Woods With Pigment Figures

A little of this figure is liable to occur at times in any wood. A
band or two or a splotch or cloud may form now and then, without

repetition. It takes repetition to produce figure. But, there are only

two woods of the United States where pigment figures of this class

are of commercial importance. One is walnut, the other red gum.

There are three species of black' walnut—that occurring in the East

and the Mississippi valley, which furnishes the black walnut of com-

merce; that in Texas, New Mexico and California, known as western

or Mexican walnut; and that confined to the Pacific coast and known

as California walnut. All of these possess the characteristic pigment

figure ; but the Mexican and California species are small of size and

few in number, and they amount to practically nothing as a source

of lumber supply. The common black walnut is the source of

American walnut figured wood.

The other figured American wood is red gum {LiquAdam'bar Sty-

raciflua). Lumbermen sometimes speak of "gum" and "red gum"
when they refer to this tree. The light-colored sapwood they call

'
' gum '

' and the colored heartwood '
' red gum. " It is not necessary

to make that distinction, in speaking of the figured wood, for it oc-

curs in the sapwood as well as in the heart, but the figured heartwood

is often preferred.

There is room for confusion of species when speaking of gum.

Five kinds of trees bear that name in this country, black gum, water

gum, cotton gum, sour tupelo, and red gum. Though all bear the

same common name, red gum is not akin to the others. Not only are

their names the same, but there is a general resemblance in the ap-

pearance of the trees of the different species. They look as much
alike as the different species of maple look alike. Red gum's only

near relative in this country is witch hazel, and these two no more

resemble than a mouse looks like a race horse. The gum is a tail,

shapely tree, and the hazel is a squat shrub.

All red gum trees do not contain figured wood. Neither is it con-

spicuous in all walnuts. Certain trees of both species have the pig-

ment figures highly developed, while it is largely or wholly lacking

in others.

The figure due to the deposit of coloring matter irregularly in the

wood of growing trees is found in some of the minor species of this

country, but the supply is not sufBcient to be attractive. The figure

in olive wood 4s often fine and the colors pleasing. It is shown to

advantage in small articles for sale on souvenir stands, and purporting

to come from Palestine. Some of them doubtless do come from there,

but others do not. Olive wood is grown in certain parts of the

United States, chiefly in California where trees a hundred years old

are pointed out in the vicinity of old Jesuit missions. The trunk of

the olive tree is usually deformed and irregular, and is not suited

to the cutting of veneers of appropriate sizes for use. Besides, the

fruit is worth more than the wood. The annual output of oil from

the fruit of a single tree in Italy or Palestine may be worth a hun-

dred dollars. It is evident that only dead trees wiU be cut for the

wood so long as the fruit pays well. No olive trees of the United

States yield that well, but they may do so when they reach full

maturity.

A species of ironwood {LyonotJiamnus floribundiis) , which grows on

the Santa Barbara islands, off the coast of southern California,

yields wood of beautiful flgure due to the deposit of bands and streaks

of coloring matter ; but the trunks are disappointing because of their

smallness, and the tree 's range is quite limited. The best develop-

ment is on the island of Santa Cruz where trunks cling to the rocky

PRINCIPAL REGION OF RED GDM
Eighty per cent of the cut of this wood grows in the territory represented

by the shaded area of the map

slopes far up the mountain sides, and the clusters of small berries

furnish food for wild turkeys. No manufactured products other than

of small wares, need be expected from this tree.

Future Supplies

The future supply of figured wood of this class in this country

may be expected to come from red gum, black walnut, and possibly

Circassian walnut planted here. The Circassian 'walnut has been

growing in this country for more than a hundred and fifty years, some

trees having been planted near Philadelphia prior to 1750. More

than a million planted trees are under cultivation in this country now.
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They are found iu the majority of states, and most of them are yet

small. In general appearance the young Circassian walnut resembles

pecan or one of the smooth-bark hickories; but in old age the trunk

becomes of irregular shape.

An examination of the wood-using reports of various states fails

to discover a record that any home grown Circassian walnut has ever

been used in the United States. It does not seem to be known whether

the figure developed in the wood of this species produced in this

country is satisfactory or not. A fair chance to produce the best

figure has not yet been had, because the oldest of the trees have not

reached full maturity. There is reason to hope that the soil and

climate of some portions of the United States wUl be favorable to

the development of the fine figures which characterize the walnut of

the Caspian shores.

The wild black walnut will be sufficient to meet the demand for

figured walnut wood in the immediate future. The species has a wide

range, and walnut trees are coming on throughout the whole of it,

which includes one-third of the United States. Though the stand is

scattered, and trees are usuaUy far apart, the aggregate supply is

pretty large. Much of the walnut timber is growing in the open,

instead of in forests, and trees in the open grow rapidly. They must

have age before the wood is at its best in color and figure ; but planted

walnuts of large size and excellent wood are being cut all the time.

This may be accejjted as proof that when wild trees can no longer

meet the demand, the trees about farms will be sufficient.

Black walnut trees are being planted every year in large numbers,

in many parts of the country. Those' now growing in orchards are

known to number about two million trees. They are being planted

chiefly for their nuts, but while they are producing nuts, they are

growing wood, and in future years the mature trunks will be sliced

into veneers, and the figured wood will doubtless be as eagerly sought

after then as it is now. The red gum supply is adequate for genera-

tions to come.

Wheke Figured Wood Is Used

The manufacturers of furniture, interior finish, and musical in-

struments are the largest users of figured walnut and gum. It is

reduced to thin veneer by either the rotary or the slicing process, and

the figures are so nicely matched iu panels that large rooms or halls

may be finished with as perfect harmony as could be done with wall

paper or the paint brush. Figures of this class should show to the

best advantage in panels and tops of considerable size, though by

careful selection of figures, smaller surfaces, curved as well as flat,

may be artistically covered.

^^gm3iBM«i::jtai;Li^m^^miB^<z^^

The Car Situation at Memphis
J. H. Towushend, secretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood

Traflie Association, reports that lumber interests are securing now

about 50 to 60 per cent of their requirements as compared with 25 to

30 per cent a short time ago. Some are doing even better than this

but others are not doing quite so well but the foregoing figures are

regarded as representing a fair average. A great many box cars

have been sent to southern lines during the past few days and this

fact, coupled with the increased loading and the more prompt loading

and unloading, as well as the more prompt switching of cars by the

carriers, is largely, responsible for the rather better showing. The

foregoing applies to ears for the handling of outbound shipments

of lumber and lumber products.

There is still quite a pronounced shortage of flat cars for the han-

dling of log shipments and most of the millmen at Memphis are com-

plaining over the enforced curtailment of production resulting from

this condition. The order of the car service commission and the car

committee of the National Council of Defense giving preference to

coal and iron ores threatened at one time to paralyze the movement

of logs but some modification of the application of this order is

noted. Some of the mills here are still having to run intermittently.

They start up and work their machinery until there are no more

logs to be had. They then close down awaiting further receipts of

logs. This condition has obtained for some time and considerable

improvement will have to be shown before permanent operations may
be counted upon. Some of the biggest mills here are down at the

moment and when they start up others will go down, with the result

that full production is out of the question under present conditions.

Some of the outside mills are likewise handicapped but, taken as a

whole, there is improvement over a fortnight ago.

The car service commission recently organized here is holding meet-

ings with shippers of lumber and other commodities with a view to

improving transportation conditions and there appears to be more
effort in the direction of intelligent co-operation than at any time in

the history of the so-called car shortage. Somebody has made the

discovery that there is no shortage of equipment and that the whole

trouble in the car situation lies in the slow switcliing, in the slow load-

ing and unloading, iu the slow movement of freight trains and in the

failure of shippers to load to capacity. Efforts are now being made
to speed up switching and handling of cars on the part of the car-

riers and more prompt and more full loading on the part of shippers.

It is believed by thr inrripro that the foregoing defects are funda-

mental and that their removal will enable shippers to secure all the

cars they want and at the same time insure reasonably rapid move-

ment to destination. Memphis lumbermen and other interests are

co-ojieratiug and the view is expressed here that, if the movement

looking to correction of these fundamental defects assumes nation-

wide proportions, there is prospect of a real solution of the so-called

car shortage at an early date. The railroads are cheeking up on

various classes of shippers and they are preparing to refuse cars

to those who fail to load promptly as well as to those whose jiractice is

to load cars only partially.

Southern Shippers Put Up TeUing Fight
J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood

Trafiic Association, James E. Stark, president of that organization,

George Land and W. B. Burke, traffic manager and general manager,

respectively, of tlie Lamb-Fish Lumber Company at C'liarleston, Miss.,

and Walker L. Wellford, general manager of the Chickasaw Cooperage

Company, have returned from Washington where they |)resonted

testimony before the Interstate Commerce Commission in ojiposition

to the proposed advance of 15 per cent in hardwood lumber rates and

in favor of suspension of this advance until the case can be thoroughly

heard on its merits. Mr. Townshend will return to Washington June 7

and will remain there until June 13. The decision of the commission

will be handed down sometime between that date and July 1.

Mr. Townshend is rather optimistic regarding the outcome because

of the very strong arguments he and other members of the association

were able to present in o|)position to the higher rates. Sjicaking of

this recently, Mr. Townshend said that the strongest ))oints tlicy were
able to make may be summed up as follows:

1—Tliat there are more than 7,500 cars of linnlur awaitins; shipment
in the South which cannot be shipped before Juiy 1. If the railroads
are given the higher rates, lumbermen, who have sold on the basis
of present rates, will lose a ver.v large sum of mone.v anil the carriers
will be the beneficiaries of their own failure to furnish equipment fur the
handlins of these shipments. .\11 of this lumber, it was stated, would
have lieeu, or would be, shipped prior to .Tut.v 1 but for thi' lack of
facilities on the part of the carriers.

2—That the southern roads are in more prosperotis eonditiim thjui t'le.v

have ever beeu and are not able to suceessfull.v plead that an.v i'niergenc.v

exists so far as they are concerned,
3—That lumber Is now pa.vlng more than its Just share of Inmsportatiou

cost as a result of the heavy advances saddbul on the lumber industry
during the past two to five years, ranging from 7 to loo per leut and
averaging something like ,'!.s to 40 per rent.
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True and False Mahogany
The Forest Service has published bulletin 474, written by C. D. Mell,

in which true mahogany is distinguished from the false. A list of all

commercial woods of the world that are called mahogany is given in

order to separate them from true mahogany which exists in only two
species, and these are closely related; one is Swietenia mahogani, the

other Swietenia macrophylla. This is a classification made by bota-

nists. The two species grow in America only, except that some plant-

ings have been made in other countries. Half the wood sold in the

markets as mahogany is not mahogany. It comes from many lands,

and is made up of many species.

It is common practice to give mahogany a name to show the dis-

trict or region from which it conies, as Tabasco mahogany from the

Mexican state of that name; San Jago, from the place of that name
in Cuba; or such other place names
as Haiti, Honduras, Panama, Nas-

sau, Guatemala, Laguna, Corinto,

Colombia, and others. Baywood is a

name applied to mahogany from
Mexican lowlands.

6eographic.\l Distributiox

At one time mahogany was be-

lieved to be a native only of the

region extending ajjproximately from

the northern boundary of Costa Rica

northward to Tampico in Mexico. It

is now known, however, to extend

from the extreme southern point of

Florida to the West India Islands,

and along the Gulf coast in Mexico

from Tampico southward through

Central America and into South

America. Formerly it was very plen-

tiful on the Island of Trinidad and

about the coast of the mainland to

Venezuela. It is common in northeast-

ern Colombia and Venezuela. In gen-

eral, the small-leafed species {S^ciele-

nia mahagoni) is found in Florida,

the West Indies, Central and South

America, and elevated parts of Mex-

ico. It is common at elevations of

from 3,000 to 4,000 feet, where it grows slowly but jjroduces wood of

the best quality. The commercial distribution of the large-leafed

species (Swietenia macrophylla) is not so well known, but it seems

10 be most abundant in British Honduras and along the coastal plains

of southern Mexico.

From 100 to 150 years are required for a mahogany tree to reach

merchantable size. It grows both on high dry ground and in low

moist situations. It is on the latter sites, in Mexico and Central

America, that the largest timber is produced.

Provisions are made in several Central and South American coun-

tries within the natural range of mahogany to insure continuance of

the supply by requiring those who have timber concessions to plant

two mahogany trees for every mature one cut. This, however, has

been found not only unprofitable, but unnecessary, since natural re-

production on cut-over lands is usually good. At least one large tim-

ber company operating in the Republic of Colombia has for over 20

years faithfully carried out the terms of its contract by replanting

cut-over areas, but the results are not encouraging. Planted trees

often grow very slowly in comparison with those resulting from nat-

ural seeding. It is probable that the cultivation of mahogany will

never attain commercial importance outside of the tree's original

habitat.

The Wood of True Mahogany

Mahogany is moderately strong and tough, quite uniform in struc-

RAXGE OP M.\HOG.\XT SHOWN BY SH.iDED .\REAS

ture, and may be either moderately open-grained or close-grained,
depending largely on the locality where grown. The wood seasons
with comparatively little warping and checking, and once seasoned
shrinks and swells very little. This property of holding its shape,
together with its handsome grain and figure, makes it one of the
most satisfactory cabinet woods. It takes a beautiful natural-wood
polish, is well adapted to stains, and has the particularly valuable
quality of taking glue well. Owing to the small size of the pith rays,
quarter-sawing adds little to its figure. The grain of high-grade
mahogany is oflen very odd and pronounced, and in this form it is

the most valuable cabinet wood known. For the most part it is cut
into very thin veneer by a special machine to avoid waste. Veneer of
great beauty is obtained from crotched pieces which are taken from the

tops of trees where the limus join

the trunks. This form is known on
the market as '

' crotch mahogany. '

'

Woods from the same locality do
not all grade alike. Beauty of grain
is the basis on which mahogany is

graded, but size is also considered.

Florida mahogany is of darker color,

and harder and heavier, than any
other. When the lumber reaches

market it is graded without regard
to whether it is of the small-leaf or

the large-leaf species. Cuba ma-
hogany comes chiefly from smaU,
knotty, crooked trees grown on high
rocky uplands. These logs are used
for sliced veneer. Mahogany from
Venezuela is hard, hea\-y, and dark
brown, and that from San Salvador
is similar.

Mexican mahogany is the most
variable in quality. Although a
good deal of the wood from the

higher elevations of Mexico super-

ficially resembles that from Cuba,
it is on the whole softer and lighter

in color, even resembling the wood
of the Spanish cedar so much used

for cigar boxes. The best Mexican
mahogany comes from the interior and higher portions of the state
of Tabasco, and in size, color, and hardness is superior to the best
product obtained in the lowlands farther south.

Mahogany from British Honduras contrasts strongly in appear-
ance and in structure with that from other regions. Annual rings
of growth are often wanting, so that the wood has a nearly homo-
geneous structure. It is moderately soft and light in' weight, hut
in quality and color compares favorably with that from Venezuela.

True annual rings are not formed regularly in mahogany farther
south than British Honduras, owing to the fact that growth continues

practically throughout the year. Mahogany wood produced north of

British Honduras commonly shows in transverse sections more or less

distinct rings of annual growth.

The quality and often the source of true mahogany may be deter-

mined by its minute structure. Woods which bear the name ma-
hogany, either with or without modifying terms, but which are not
true mahogany, grow in India, Ceylon, Andaman, Borneo, Africa,

Australia, Philippines, United States, Canada, Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, West Indies, and South America, and the species so designated

number at least fifty.

The great popularity of period style turnings is making a nicely

enlarged business in dimension wood for cabinet work and also a

fairly good lall for special turning machines.
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Moorhead, Miss., June 2, 1917.

Well, Spike:—
I've made a cliange and I'm glad of it. I'm with the Kraetzer-

Cured Lumber Company, at Moorhead, Miss., and I like it fine here.

I like the place and I like all the fellows on the payroll, from the

president down to Bob, the somnolent colored ofBce boy. They are a

patriotic bunch, too, and a few of them may have to go to the

trenches, especially Heinie.

Along this line there arose a rivalry which developed into a flag-

raising, a big barbecue, a dance, and a general big time, for prac-

tically the whole county of Sunflower. It all passed off in the most

agreeable manner possible, though the weather man had to be bribed

most shamefully; for he had been threatening showers for the first

of June, the day of the big doings. And he stayed bribed (which is

not always the case with the bribee) and the weather was ideal. Wait

till I tell you about it.

The chief inspector, Mr. Hamil, conceived the idea of raising enough

money aiiiong the office force to buy a flag for our club house ; said flag

to be large enough to show the dam Dutch that Moorhead is doing

its bit. Enough money was raised to buy a 7x14 flag. Then a raiding

party was sent into the surrounding forest, which returned with a

slender, 50 foot Persimmon pole, and the 7x14 jiroudly floated from

its peak.

" Ha ! " said Mr. Nordeck, the manager of the mill,
'

' some patriot-

ism! but-watch me! I'm going to buy a flag that can be seen iij

Potsdam, by dam! I'll make Bill HohenzoUern wish he hadn't

started what he '11 have a heluva time finishing.
'

' I don 't know w here

Nordeck got all of the money. He claims he had that much himself.

Anyway, he marched into the office one day with a bundle and the

command! "Here you fellows—about a dozen of you—take hold

of this." And he unfolded a flag 12 feet x 20 feet, all wool, and

four yards wide. Say, Spike, in that size the old Star Spangled is

some beauty.

At this stagey the president of the company, B. F. Dulweber, came

into the game and things began to happen. Quoth he—"Let's do

this thing up in style. Let's have a flag-raising, speaking, etc. And

what's the matter with a barbecue?" Said Nordeck! "Suits me,

but I've done dug." B. F. is a big man physically and he proved

at once that he is big in other ways. " I '11 dig the rest,
'

' said he.

And this is the way it was pulled off:

A number of prominent citizens wore asked to form a committee

on arrangements. The prospective affair was given all possible

publicity and the neighboring towns, in fact, the entire county was

invited to attend; to listen; to cheer; to parade; to watch the rais-

ing of a real flag; to eat; and to have a good time, all at the expense

of the Kraetzer-Cured Lumber Company.

And they came! Believe me. Spike, they came!—by train, by

Shanks' mare, by automobile and by mule.

A stand had been erected on the grounds of the Sunflower Agri-

cultural College and this stand was decked with the flag. At 12,

noon, B. F'. Dulweber opened the occasion with a short address of

welcome. Then Judge Moody of Indianola, delivered a stirring ad-

dress, in which he appealed for the Red Cross. Honestly, Spike, he

almost hooked me for a subscription; and you know me, Spike.

Then the Hon. Shed Hill, of Greenwood, spoke on Patriotism. His

address was simply fine and the audience thought so, too, judging

by the applause. Believe me. Spike, the South is patriotic all right.

Then the parade formed for the march to the mill grounds; at the

head, the flag, a gorgeous plane of red, white and blue, borne by

twelve young ladies (8 to 15; in white; next, the municipal band of

Greenwood, and then a procession of automobiles—127 of them—

I

counted them twice. The on-footers covered the sidewalk for a

half-mile.

Arrived at the mill yard, the crowd assembled around the derrick,

on the top of which a 40-foot extension-mast had been erected. Then

the flag was slowly raised, while the band played the Star Spangled

—18—

Banner and the crowd stood with bared heads. There was a dandy

breeze and Old Glory floated proudly right from the start. And

when she reached the top, 125 feet in the air, the crowd cheered and

cheered again; a ton of dynamite (more or less) was detonated; the

mill whistle shrieked, and every mill whistle in town took up the

chorus. Say, Spike, it was the most inspiring scene I have ever

seen or heard. And it sure means something to be an American.

Then, preceded by the band, the crowd marched to the loading shed,

where the feed was spread on a long table, built of the finest gum
boxboards. Some feed, Spike. A 400-pound steer, three sheep, and

three shoats had been simmering for eighteen hours, basted with

lemon juice and other fragrancies. Hundreds of loaves of bread,

lakes of coffee, bushels of cake, pickles and lots of etc. And you

ought to have seen that crowd eat. I had never been to a barbecue

before, but I am willing to go to one every week, if it is as successful

as this one was. Spike, there were at least a thousand whites. When
they had all been fed, seven million negros (more or less, what's an

odd million or two between friends like you and me) were turned in,

and '
' they licked the platter clean. '

' Actually, those fine gum box-

boards, in the table, were as clean (and clear) as they were before.

During all this proceeding, B. F. Dulweber was the directing spirit,

here, there and everywhere, and I don't think there is a more popu-

lar man than he in all Sunflower county today. And everybody helped.

Mr. Doster, who owns the Atkins saw works, voluntarily presided at

the water barrel, though it was plainly apparent that, there, he was

out of his element.

But as the crowd was about to disperse, another directing spirit

butted in—in the person of John Dulweber, the general manager of

the institution (John weighs as much as B. F., principally circumfer-

entially), who corralled the beauty and chivalry of Sunflower county

and herded them into the spacious dining room of the club house for

an impromptu dance. "A most enjoyable time was had by all."

Say, Spike, they grow some fine peaches in Georgia and in Arkan-

sas, but I'll be jiggered if Georgia and Arkansas have anything on

Sunflower county.

And, to cap it all, we had the extreme pleasure of forcing a salute

to the flag from a typical square-head hoche, who got himself "in

Dutch" with a fool remark about "the flag is all right—but Ger-

many— " That's as far as the crowd listened. After that it looked

for a while as if there might be something doing in the hemp line.

Finally a compromise verdict was rendered, to the effect that the

square-head salute the flag. Say, Spike, you ought to have seen that

Dutchman clamber up on a pile of logs and doff his dinky dicer straw

three times, each time with a deep obeisance. (If only Bill and Hin

could have witnessed this.) Then they poked him into an automobile

and took him to Indianola and locked him in the cooler. And maybe
they fined him, or put him at hard labor. Of course, the story was

started that he was a German spy, but don 't you believe that, Spike

;

he wasn't a spy—he was a plain damn fool.

Well, anyway, Old Glory floats on high—125 feet on high—and

I 'd like to see every derrick mast in every mill yard, in all this

broad land, decorated in the same way. I don't believe we have a

corner on patriotism in Moorhead, but they '11 have to go far and

very rapid to beat us. Hurrah for "us"!
Give my regards to the madam.

Your friend, Bill.

In May there came to hand Bulletin No. 506, a contribution from
the Forest Service covering the production of lumber, lath and

shingles in 1915. It seems too much like ancient history coming

in this late, and surely this bulletin would hold more interest and be

of more value if coming at this day it read for the year of 1916.

Maybe some day they will speed up things in this government work,

but so far the value of these reports has always been seriously im-

jiaired by the time required to get them before the public.
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Some time ago an enthusiastic and experienced fisherman, Henry P.

Wells, wrote a book about fishing rods. He was evidently an expert

and explained how to make tackle and how to use it. Naturally he

devoted much space in his book to lists and descriptions of woods

suitable for rod material, and he combed the whole world in an effort

to find the best. His choice came from tropical countries, but he

devoted considerable space to American trees. However, he could find

only five hardwoeds in the whole United States that he could recom-

mend for fish-rods, and one of these five he confessed had never been

tried, so far as he knew. That left only four woods from forests

containing over 400 species, that could be recommended as fish-rod

material. The five woods on the American list were white ash, hickory,

hornbean, Osage orange, and service or shadbush. For some reason

he overlooked mangrove which is, according to tests, the strongest

and most elastic wood growing in the United States.

Depends on Point op Vrew
The suitabUity or non-suitability of various woods for fishing rods

depends largely upon the point of view. Possibly some professional

who is able and wUling to pay fifty dollars for a rod—and some sell

for more than that—will insist on having a wood from British Guiana

or Madagascar. That is his viewpoint. But approach the subject

from the viewpoint of the country boy who knows fish and can catch

five while the professional is getting one nibble, and the boy can

call off a large number of American hardwoods that make excellent

fish-poles.

There seems to be a difference between a fishing rod and a fish-pole.

The former is what the professional uses, and it costs from ten dollars

up, while the boy uses a fish-pole and makes it himself without cost-

ing him a cent. The rod is made of numeroui pieces, finely fitted

and glued and wrapped together ; but the crop of fish-poles is planted

by nature and harvested by boys with no tool but a pocket knife.

The best thing about fish-poles is that they are plentiful and handy.

The boy walks into the woods, ten steps from the stream where he

expects to catch a string of fish, and with his barlow he cuts a

slender pole, from eight to sixteen feet long; thick at the butt as a

walking cane, and slender at the top as a lead pencil. He can swipe

the limbs off in half a minute, and his pole is ready for all comers.

The grown man sometimes wants to put away childish things for

appearance 's sake, but when he put's away the rural fish-pole, he is

putting away something which furnished him more human exhilara-

tion and celestial rapture when he was a boy than any fifty-dollar

rod will ever furnish him as a man.

A Bill op Particulars

The boy whose lot is cast in a strictly softwood region will prob-

ably be clever enough to cut some sort of pine, cedar, cypress, fir,

tamarack, or juniper bush for a fish-pole; but such a boy is unfor-

tunate though probably happy. The best poles are hardwoods, and

many kinds give excellent service by lasting all day at any kind of

fish catching from trouting to mudsuckering. One day is as long as

a boy wants any pole to last. Next time he goes fishing he will cut

a new pole and the old one will be cast aside, lineless and bookless,

on the gravel bar, there to season in the sun and go seaward with

the next freshet in the creek.
*

Yellow birch grows throughout a region of 600,000 square miles,

and is found on most hardwood tracts until one gets pretty well

down south. The seedling yellow birch is perfect. It is tall, tough,

slender, and when six or seven years old it makes an ideal fish-pole,

with no process of manufacture further than cutting it down and

trimming off the limbs. The best is grown in dense thickets where

each seedling shoots straight up toward the sky to give its leaves a

sweep at the light. At least half a dozen kinds of birch are ideal

material for fish-poles. All of them delight to grow in thickets, and

that gives them their excellent form. If a boy can get into a thicket

of birches he seldom goes elsewhere for a pole; but birches are not

always available, and it is then fortunate that seedings and cions of

many other kinds are within reach.

The alder is not quite so strong, slender, and shapely as the birch,

but it is some lighter and is much more abundant in some localities;

and it is a safe bet that enough fish have been caught witli alder

poles to make a story big enough to ruin the reputation for truth of

any one who should quote the figures. The alders and birches are first

cousins in the tree family, and the boy who does not know both of

them at sight is a poor authority on fish-poles.

Willow is pretty limber, but it wiU bend to the form of a comet's

orbit without breaking, and a fish, when once the proper connection

has been madfe, is as certain to come ashore as it would be by the

aid and instrumentality of any other kind of pole.

Witch hazel has never cut much figure in the business world, but

many a witch hazel fish-pole has augmented the truant boy 's string

of forbidden fruit down the creek in the first warm days of spring.

Down South where witch hazel is scarce and scrubby, its cousin, the

famous red gum, is cut short in its career and lifts fish from the
'

' Swanee '

' river and other southern streams famous in song and

story. However, the red gum fish-pole is thick for its length and pos-

sesses little of the grace belonging to its little hazel relatiye. The
fisherboy takes it only as last resort; but often the last resort is all

there is. to take. In tte northern states the baby black gum, which

is of no earthly kin to red gum, is fish-pole stock by many a pond
and swale.

If the choke cherry or fire cherry could talk it could a tale unfold

that would excite the envy of all. Boys going fishing draw freely upon
cherry thickets for poles. It is an outcast tree, a vagabond, a hobo of

the woods. It comes up on burnt tracts, the little seedlings standing

as crowded together as hairs on a hog's back. Where one fish-

pole is found, a thousand others are near by, and so close together

are they that they shoot up tall and slender.

No person looking at a good-sized blue beech tree would mentally

associate it with fish-poles, for it is an uncouth specimen, with angular

bole, and branches flaring in every direction. No part of a mature

blue beech is straight enough for a fish-pole a yard long. But the

baby blue beeches are wholly different in form. They are tall,

graceful and nearly limbless, where' they grow in thickets. They
make faultless fish-poles, and since these beeches grow on the banks

of streams, they are usually handy to the hand of the lad who has an

eye single to something useful. Nobody knows why a blue beech is

so symmetrical and graceful when little and so crooked and outland-

ish when large.

The professional fisherman whose book is' referred to above, recog-

nized service or shadbrush as fishing rod material ; but he can hardly

claim that discovery. The barefoot boy beat him to it long before.

Shadbrush fish-poles may be seen by scores on the banks of creeks and

brooks wliere lads use them and throw them away. This bush adver-

tises itself. It is an early bloomer in the spring, and its banks of

flowers are white as snow and conspicuous from afar. The boy who
wants a shadbush fish-pole during the early warm days, goes straight

to the snowy puff ball on the hillside and cuts what he wants.

Nearly one hundred and fifty different kinds of thorn trees grow

in this country, and the only one of them which seems ever to be cut

for fish-poles is the red haw. It makes a beautiful pole. Its bark is

the color of silver, and its top is long and slender. . It is one of the

heaviest woods of our region, but red haw is so slim and so strong

that a few ounces of pole sufBce to land fish of sizes equal to almost

any met within an ordinary man's lifetime.

There is no use in trying to list the eligible fish-pole material in

the hardwood regions, if speaking from the viewpoint of a boy in the

country. He can cut a pole of almost anything. Some kinds are

better than others, but if nothing better happens to be in sight, the

experienced fisherlad can cut a tolerable fish-pole from buckeye, bass-

wood, cucumber, sycamore, sourwood, ninebark, nannyberry, mul-

berry, hercules' club, spice bush, or as a last resort a dry elder

will do.

When professional fishermen make the statement that only four

or five American woods are suitable for fish-poles, the suspicion is

aroused that those fishermen were never boys living in the country.

—19—
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Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Company
The Home of the "Peerless " Standard Brand Products

GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN MUla at OladsUa* uid Eacanaba. MlcUgaaWestern Office:
516 Lamb» Ezchanpe, Mlnneapoli*, Mlaa.

Manufacturers of the following "Peerless" Standard Brand Products: Hardwood Flooring, Staves,

Hoops, Heading and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Posts, Poles and Ties,

and Hemlock Tan Baurk

"Peerless" Rock Maple, Beech& Birch Flooring
have a standard of their own. are cuaranteed TRY IT THE
and are said hj Jealers to bold trade. We kjpyi* tiiuv
nhlp It In straight or mixed cars—Car or Carco. "tA 1 1 UVU.

Uembert of Maple Flooring Uanufacturert' .Association (W^en writing mention the Hardweed Recsrd.)

yy}^;,;;;)^t;;{(v;;lt;A(v;jtv)^IM^^^ 'ltyiMi>aTO;;iCitf^^»;i^i;«Cli;;|itt>;^)>^^
'

B 1118—Ash and White Pine Wanted
Cleveland, O., May 24.

—

Kilitor II.ardwoud Hecokd : Our company Is

about to enter into the manufacturing fleld o£ truck IkkUcs lor tlie govern-

ment, directly or indirectly. We liave not decided which way we will

proceed. Nevertheless, we will he in the market tor the following :

250,000 feet 3" ash; 125,000 feet 2Mi" ash; 100,000 feet IVi" ash;
1,200,000 feet IVi" thick yellow pine—not less than 12" wide; 315.000
feet of 1" yellow pine not less than 4" wide—does not have to be wide
width, firsts and seconds, six months air dry.
We thought perhaps you could put us in touch with some reliable

people who could give us prompt delivery.

B 1119—White Ash Handles
Boston, Ma.s.s., June 1.—Editor Hardwoot) ItErouD: A customer of

ours Is in the market for straight-grain white asli handles. He would

like to buy the handles all finished, but he can, it necessary, do any

portions of the work that handle manufacturers are not equipped to

•perform. We should appreciate it if you could put us in touch with

any persons who have the right kind of lumber and eQuipment that

you may know of. We presume there are many manufacturers of hoe.

rake and shovel handles who could handle this order in good shape.

The handles are to be turned round and grooved and a sketch of

what is wanted is on file in tlus office. Quotations are desired F. O. B.

Boston, and if straight grain white ash handles cannot be supfilied,

maple handles will be considered.

—

^Editor.

B 1120—Cypress and Sycamore
Memphis, Tenn., May ?,0.—K'litur Hardwood REroKO : Will you please

Sldvise us if you know of any nianufacturers who are culting %" or %"
quartered cypress? Also advise the names of any manufacturers who are

cutting %" or %" sycamore. •

B 1121—Correcting an Error
Grand Rapids, Mich., May 28.- ICditor Hardwood I!ecord: We notice

In your issue of May 25, on page 24, a statement that we have increased

our capital from ?4,000 to $6,500, which is obviously a misprint, as our

capital was increased from $40,000 to $65,000. We wish that you would

note this error. Uice Venkek & Lumber Companv.

Clubs and Associations
Michigan Meeting at Chicago Next Thursday

Secretary .J. f, Kni>.\ inako ihi- foIlnwinL; annnunccnicnt of the coming
meeting of the association :

In accordance with resolution adopted at our meeting in Detroit, April 26,

rjl", the eleventh annual meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manufac-
turers' .Vssociation will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 111., Thurs-
day morning, June 14, I'JIT, at 9 :30 sharp.

There are certain phases of the lumber industry that warrant a full

aitendance at this meeting of every member of the association. Every
member should be present or represented.

IMease convene promptly in order that our work may be finished in

time for the opening meeting of the National Harihvood Lumber Associa-

lUn\. which Is held in same hotel.

Prepare for Important Work
The Northern Hemlock ami Ilardwooil M;iuur;i'-tnrers' regular summer

meeting wdll be held this year in June instead of in July and at Chicago
instead of at .Milwaukee, in order that the niemliers may attend the meet-
ing of the Natbmal Harilwood Lumber .\ssociation June 14 and 15. The
Northern, as well as the .Michigan Hardwood men, are interested in the

proposed new grading rules and will be in Chicago to vote for changes on
which they agreed at Milwaukee early this year. The meeting of the

Northern Heniloek body itself will be more or less perfunctory, the usual
reports and routine Inisiness matters being disposed <if.

Hardwood Committee Goes to Washington
.\ committee of the Hanlwood Manufacturers' Association of the United

States is now in Washington to confer with the >5bipping t^oard and
the National Council of Defense for new sliips.

'I'lie committee consists of president B. B. Burns, I'. W. Mowiiray, IS. L.

Hutchinson, 'W. E. DeLaney, K. II. Vansant, W. .M. Ititter and M. W.
Stark. They were appointed at a conference held in Cincinnati Saturday,
.lune 2, when about twenty representatives of the hardwood industry from
tile East and South assemlded lo talk the matter over and decide upon
future action. The committee is prepared to talk prices and make sugges-
tions of certain changes in the specifications.

A delegation of about twenty prominent Cincinnati lumbermen and
others left Cincinnati In a special car last Friday to attend the meet-
ing of the open price plan committee In Memphis, Saturday. June il.
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A "Big Time Will Be Had"
Nothing more impressive has ever been planned in lumber cii-cles than

the coming meeting o£ the National Hardwood Lumber Association at

Chicago next Thursday and Friday, .7unc 14 and 15.

In sending the following revised program of events. Assistant Secretary
Fuller puts the following footnote to his letter ;

"Please do not overlook the row of asterisks in the list of arrangements
for Friday evening" ;

Banquet, Locis XVI Room. TncRSD.tT, June 14.
MENU

Canape of Crab Meat. Figaro
Celery—Radishes—Mixed Olives

Bortsch, Polonaise
Filet of Bass, Suchet
Potatoes, Parisienue

Kernel of Spring Lamb, Soubisc
French Peas, Paysanne
Loganberry Sherbet

Breast of Milk Fed Chicken. Princessc
New Asparagus Tips au Buerre

Hearts of Lettuce Salad
Roquefort Dressing

Biscuit Glace Lumberman
Petits Fours
Demi Tasse

Cigars and Cigarettes

The
Tenn.,

Orchestra—^Quartette—Soloists

BEEF.STEAK SuPPER AND SMOKER, LOUIS XVI ROOM,
Friday, June 15, 7 P. M.

MENU
Cherrystone Clam Cocktail

Radishes—Olives
Cream of Asparagus. Comtesse

Mignon of Charolais Beef, Broiled au Madere
Baked Potatoes

String Beans au Gratin
Combination Salad

Thousand Island Dressing
Brie Cheese and Crackers

Coffee
Smokes aplenty********!

Music
Vaudeville

Some Surprises
Admission to both the Banquet and the Smoker will be
by tickets, which will be given out at Registration Desk

Educational Campaign Planned
Hardwood Dimension Manufacturers' Association of Memphis.
is planning an educational campaign for its members. It is pro-

posed to visit in a body from mill to mill for the purpose of observing

and studying methods in use. The whole round will not be made in one

trip, but there will be several excursions, each taking in one or more mills.

The oflBcers of the association are : D. P. TJpshaw, president, Memphis.
Tenn. ; R. T. Bugg. vice-president. Arlington, Ky. ; Frank Lyon, treasurer,

Memphis, and M. F. Hannahs, secretary, Memphis. The secretary has sent

a circular to members of the association, explaining the plan.

Kellogg in Washington
R. S. Kellogg, secretary and manager of the National Lumber Manu-

facturers' Association, has taken up new work at Washington. Mr. Kellogg

has been called upon to be secretary of the sub-committee on lumber and
forest products of the Council of National Defense and is already per-

forming the job with his usual thoroughness and eflSciency. He is taking

care of all of the vast amount of details of the committee's work. E. A.

Sterling is in charge of the National's offices during Mr. Kellogg's absence.

Open Price Plan Shown Trade Commission
.\ committee of the Hardwood Manufacturers' .\ssociiUion of the I'nited

States has returned from a recent visit to Washington, where a conference

n-as had with the Federal Trade Commission. The committee consisted of

President B. E. Burns, Huntington, W. Va. ; J. W. Mayhew, Columbus

;

E. O. Robinson and F. R. Gadd, Cincinnati ; M. W. Stark. St. Albans, W.
Va., and W. M. Ritter, Columbus. The purpose of the conference was to

present for any criticism the commission might make the open competition

recently adopted by the association. A copy of the plan and copies of all

reports so far issued under it were filed with the commission, and the

committee is now with the assistance of Colonel L. C. Boyle, Kansas
City, ilo., preparing a statement covering every phase of the plan, copies

of which will be filed with the commission and the Department of Justice.

Speaking of the conference, Mr. Gadd, assistant to President Burns, said :

The committee is well satisfied with its mission to Washington and
has everv confidence in the favorable attitude of the Washington authori-
ties touching our associated effort. We substantially established the fact
the purpose of the plan was worthy and along constructive lines ; that,
insofar as standardization was concerned, it was not only legal, but very
helpful, not onlv to the dealer but to the public ; that we had a right
to study market conditions In the light of past transactions, and that
we were honestly trying to overcome well defined economic handicaps and
that through market publicity we sought to bring about more stablo
market conditions in our industry and that here also the public would
be the gainer.

The committee, with W. E. DeLaney, Lexington, Ky., will return to

Washington this week for a further conference with the commission and

with other authorities concerning what the hardwood interests will be able

to do toward meeting the requirements of the government for the con-

struction of the wooden ships planned in order to increase ocean-carrying

capacity.

Plans for Evansville Outing
Mertice E. Taylor, secretary of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club, an-

nounces that the steamer Joe Fouler will be used for the annual summer
outing of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club on Tuesday afternoon, June
19, instead of the steamer Prince and barge Priiu-ess as formerly an-
nounced. The Joe Fowler will accommodate several hundred people and
Secretary Taylor estimates that it will be amply large for the party. Sec-
retary Taylor says that all arrangements for the outing have been made
and he looks for it to be the largest and best that the lumbermen have
ever attempted. The boat will leave the Evansville port on the after-

noon of June 19 and a trip will be made to the new government dam No.
4S on the Ohio river, seventeen miles below Evansville. Dancing and
music will be enjoyed and at 5 o'clock a fried chicken supper will be
served. It is expected that a great many lumbermen will come to Evans-
ville from points in southern Indiana, southern Illinois and western Ken-
tucky to take in the outing this year and a gala time is awaiting all who
make the trip.

Change Date of Land Meeting
The board of governors ot the Southern Alluvial Land .\ssociation has

announced that the semi-annual of that organization, originally scheduled
for June 11, will be held at fhe Chisca hotel, Memphis, June 30, The
change in date has been made with a view to preventing conflict with
other important meetings which members of the association are anxious
to attend.

The association has been officially advised that Governor Brough of
Arkansas will be present and deliver an address on that occasion. It has
likewise been advised that representatives of the agricultural colleges in

the alluvial land regions, as well as of the heads of the agricultural
departments of the railroads operating in this territory, will attend the
meeting and take part in the program.
More than 1,000 invitations have been Issued and the meeting promises

to be a most enthusiastic one. It will be specifically for the purpose of

stimulating and co-ordinating the various forces at work looking to the

development and colonization ot the vast alluvial land regions controlled

by members of this organization and other owners in the alluvial states.

Hardwood Lumber Outlook
The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United States, with

headquarters in the Union Trust building, Cincinnati, sent out a bulletin

under date of May 25, 1917, in which the cfcndition of the market was
summarized and many actual prices received were quoted. The market
for hardwoods is reported strong and is limited only by ability to deliver.

Buyers seem to have abandoned the idea that prices will fall. Manufac-
turers of implements are buying, and box makers are in the market for

large bills of lumber. Embargoes continue, and New England markets
are now practically closed to southern lumber. Scarcity ot cars for

moving the product has caused a heavy curtailment in the output of

some mills and the closing of others depending upon a log supply on
nat cars.

The following prices on actual sales have been reported f. o. b. Cincin-

nati, Ohio :

Grades

—

Qtd. Wht. Oak— %"
Fas ?G7
Selects 55
No. 1 Com. & Sel 43
No. 1 Common 40
No. 2 Common 26
Sound Wormv
CI. Face Strips, 2 14 "-5%" .

'.

No. 1 Com. Strips,
2li"-5^4"
Quartered Red Oak

—

Fas
Selects
No. 1 Com. & Selects
No. 1 Common
No. 2 ('ommon

Plain Oak

—

Fas ^Tiite 49
Fas Red 49
Selects. White and Red.. .38

No. 1 Com. & Sel.. W. & R. 28
No. 1 Common, W. & R. . 26
No. 2 Common. W. & R. . 22
No. 3 Common. W. & R. . 12
No. 4 Common. W. & R. . . .

No. 1 Com. & Btr. S. \y.,
W. & R

No. 2 Com. & Btr. S. W.,
W. & R

CI. Face Strios, 2Vn"-5V,",
w. & R. . :—

No. 1 Com. Strips,

.^76
61
45
42
28

1"
$84
68
55
51
34
33
62

1%"
$87
71
58
54
37
36

1%"
$87
71
58
54
37
36
65

2"
$89
73
60
56
39
38

2W 4"

-0V2 W. & R.
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53 55
57 59
61 63
65 67
70 72

61
65
69
73

57
41
3S

28'
30'
32'
34'
35'

Switch Ties

Matched, White 30
Unmatched, White 29

Sawn Ties-
No. 1, 6x8x8 26
No. 2. 6x8x8 22

F. 0. B. CAR
Grade

—

Quartered White Oalt— %"
Fas $6.3
Selects 51
No. 1 Com. & Sel 39
No. 1 Common 36
No. 2 Common .23
Sound Wormv
CI. Face Strips 2V'"-5'/>"
No. 1 Com. Strips 2%"-5ii ..

Quartered Red Oali

—

Fas
Selects
No. 1 Com. & Selects
No. 1 Common
No. 2 Common

Plain Oak

—

Fas White 44
Fas Red 44
Selects, White & Red 33
No. 1 Com. & Sel. W. & R. 23
No. 1 Common, W. & R.. . 21
No. 2 Common, W. & R.
No. 3 Common, W. k R.
No. 4 Common, W. & R.
Sound Wormy
CI. Face Strips 2H"-5%",
W. & R

No. 1 Com. Strips 2%"-
SVa", W. & R

5x12
6x12
8x12
9x12
8x14

10x12
11x11

54
58
62
66
71

64 69
68 73
72 77
76 81
80 85

Car Stocli

—

White
Red
Mixed

Mine Car Stock. . .

Mine Rails, 3x4, .

< rossing Plank . .

Bridge l?lank ....

.S', CAIRO, ILL.

1" IH" 1%" 2"
$80 $83 $83 $85

54
58
62
66
71

54
58
62
66
71

.35

.33

.31

.34

.30

.30

.30

2y„" 4"

17
10

51
51
40
30
28
21
12

64
51
47
31
30
52
30

52
42
38

57
58
47
37
35
25
16
12
25

54
50
34
33
55

67
54
50
34
33
55

69
56
52
36
35

71
55
45
41
29

60
61
50
40
38
28
18
13
28

71
55
45
41
29

60
61
50
40
38
28
18
14
28

73
57
47
43
31

68
68
55
45
43
30
19
14
30

73
60
50
48
35

63
53
51
37

SO
80
65
55
53
40

45 48 48 49

29

6x6
7x7
8x8
9x9

8x10
9x10
9x11, 10x14
10x10 12x12
31
34
37

34
37
40

Bill Stock
SSE Timbers-
10-16' 29

18' 32
20' 35

Switch Ties

—

Matched, White 27
Unmatched, White 26

Sawn Ties

—

No. 1. 6x8x8 25
No. 2, 6x8x8 21

Car Stock

—

White 32

2xA.W.
to not

12x14 14x16 over
14x14 16x16 14"
37 42 23
40 45
43 48

Red
Mixed

Crossing Plank

—

wniite
licrl

Jlixed
Bridge Plank

3xA.W. 4xA.W.
to not to not
over over
14" 14"
24 25

.28

.30

.27

.23

.25

.27

Cottonwood

TheThere is increasing , demand for every grade of cottonwood.
market has heen stim\ilated by demands.
The market price f. o. b. Cairo, is given as follows :

4/4" box boards, 13"-17" $60 4/4" No. 1 Common 32
4/4" box boards, 9"-12" 44 4/4" No. 2 Common 2S
4/4" fas, 13" and up 44 4/4" No. 3 Common 22
4/4" fas, 6" and up 37

Gdm
Sales of gum in April exceeded those of March by 8,000,000 feet, the

principal increase being in quarter sawed red, indicjiting that this

grade has become a standard commodity. The lower grades in May showed
some advance over Aiirih The curtailment of log supply has strength-

ened the market for dry stock. Sales f. o. b. at Cairo were reported

at the following prices :

4/4"
Fas red $45
No. 1 Common red 3,3

No. 2 Common red 25
Box boards, 13"-17" .39

Fas, 13" and up 35
Fas, 6"-12" 32

5/4"
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Something About Glue
Prices and Reasons Thereof of Both Vegetable and Animal Glue

NCE UPON A TIME it was the custom for the

glue salesman to endeavor to contract for his

product for a certain period and at a certain

price. While he stipulated that the price was

dependent upon a minimum amount, the glue salesman

rejoiced when he secured a contract, even though, to

meet competition, he sometimes had to quote a little

lower than he desired. The buyer was happy during

the life of the contract if the bottom did not fall out of

the glue market, thereby making it possible for his com-

petitors to buy cheaper. In that case he took the human
prerogative of cussing the seller for trimming him. This

applied to animal glue.

With the advent of reliable vegetable glue for veneer-

ing, conditions changed somewhat. The reputable manu-

facturer of this product desired a three or four years

contract with the user, not so much on account of the

glue, but because different equipment was required,

which was installed by the glue manufacturer at prac-

tically no expense to the buyer, provided the sellers*

glue w^as used. It w^as, of course, reasonable for the

vegetable glue manufacturer to desire continued use of

his product for a certain length of time, provided results

were satisfactory. Hence, the contract.

There are some contracts in force today, but not

many, applying to either animal or vegetable glue, and

the veneer man who is in possession of one is indeed

fortunate, as he is saving a dollar or two in the glue room.

While the recent history of animal glue prices is well

known, the future can only be guessed at by those out-

side the sacred circle. But it is interesting to note what

one distributor has to say about glue costs. For instance,

a house organ published by a New York concern contains

an article by William Stetter, w^ho says:

Never before in the history of the glue industry has the price

of glue increased to the enormous proportion to which it has now
reached. Many consumers of glue are of the opinion that this

enormous increase is entirely uncalled for, and that it is merely

a question of the manufacturer holding out for higher prices.

This is an entirely w^rong view^. The increase in the price of

glue is in every w^ay legitimate, and has been brought about

through conditions which make this increase necessary. The
main factors controlling the price of glue are as follows: labor,

raw^ material, chemicals, freight rates, etc. Taking these items

individually at their present high cost would sum up as follows:

LABOR: Common labor, which could ordinarily be had at

from $1.50 to $2.00 per day, is costing at the present time from
$3.00 to $4.50 per day, an increase of about 100 per cent.

RAW MATERIAL is a very important factor. In determining

the price of glues before the conflict in Europe, manufacturers

of glue w^ere able to buy considerable quantities of raw material

at a very low price, duty free, but conditions have so changed

that very little raw^ material is being imported and w^hat quantities

the manufacturers have been able to obtain have been bought at

an increase in price of about 150 per cent. It is an actual fact

that there is a scarcity of raw material in this country for the

manufacturing of glue. In the first place, it must be under-

stood that glues are made from bones, hides and hoofs of, princi-

pally, beef; together with this the skins of goats, rabbits and

sheep are also used. One reason for this scarcity is that beef is

being shipped by the packing houses to Europe on the hoof. The

raw material from these shipments stays in Europe, and we do

not get the benefit of the return. When you take into considera-

tion that thousands upon thousands of cattle are shipped in this

way you can readily undersand the loss incurred through the

manufacturer being unable to obtain the return of this raw ma-

terial. This has a tendency on the market to bring about a

scarcity, as well as to help increase the price of such raw ma-

terial which may be available.

CHEMICALS: Very little need be said about the high cost

of chemicals, for the reason that everybody seems to know that

chemicals have increased in price from 1 00 to 1 ,200 per cent

within the past few years. However, the glue industry, while

it does not use very many different kinds of chemicals, is com-

pelled to buy in fairly large quantities and at a price that is far

in excess to what it would pay under normal conditions.

FREIGHT RATES: The cost of shipping goods is also today

a great deal higher than under normal conditions; together with

this deliveries are delayed, and facilities for handling these ship-

ments even at the high rate of freight is very unsatisfactory.

If you wfill consider for a moment the country's prosperity at

the present time you can also see the justice in an increase on

glue. Glue is used in almost every manufacturing industry. The

largest consumers of glue are the woodworking trades, coated

paper manufacturers, bookbinders, silk finishers, hardware spe-

cialty manufacturers, etc., etc. The consumer of course has helped

toward the increase of glue. For example, the coated paper in-

dustry, w^hich w^as using casein to a large extent, has been com-

pelled to come back to glue on account of the present high cost

of casein. This in itself means an additional demand for glue.

Summing up the glue situation, it is far from satisfactory to the

manufacturer, who would much rather be selling glue under

normal conditions, and thus be assured of obtaining the necessary

materials to enable him to manufacture glue, and sell same at a

fair margin of profit. You must admit that in time of crisis, glue

manufacturers, are almost alw^ays the last to increase their prices,

and you can rest assured that an increase does not occur in the

glue market unless conditions absolutely warrant such increase.

To all of you consumers who feel that the glue market will show^

a decline we wish to state that the writer's opinion is that this

decline if it does occur will not happen for some months to come.

In the first place the manufacturers of glue have sold their entire

output for some months to come, then together w^ith this most of

the glue factories are closed during the summer months, for the

reason that the manufacture of glue in w^arm weather is very

difficult on account of the heat and humidity in not allow^ing the

glue liquor to jelly. They usually close down about May and

resume operation about September. Now^ it is the writer's conten-

tion if factories whose output is sold should stop operating during

the summer months, it would mean that no decline is looked

forward to until, at the earliest, the Fall of this year. On the

other hand, the w^riter has information from reliable sources that

the possibilities are for a further increase rather than for a decline.

Glue at $1.00 per pound is predicted before the end of 1917. As

a consumer of glue you can form your ov^rn opinion as to the con-

dition of the market by the above remarks. It is entirely up to

your good judgment whether or not you shall foresee your wants

and purchase ahead. You no doubt have bought several lots of

glue within the past few months, and can realize that the price
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Made in St. Louis by

St. Louis Basket and Box Co.

WE MANUFACTURE

a complete line of Built-up Stock in most
any size or thickness, including Walnut,
Mahogany, Quartered and Plain Oak,
Ash, Gum, Plain or Figured Birch, Yellow
Pine, Sycamore, Cottonwood, etc.

ESTABLISHED 1880

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST

PERKINS
GLUE

COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS
AND SELLING AGENTS

PERKINS

Vegetable Veneer Glue
(PATENTED JULY 2, 1912)

805 J. M. S. BUILDING
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

has been rapidly advancing since your previous purchases, there-

fore you are in position to know what this increase means, and
if you have not foreseen your wants it will be entirely your loss

should a further increase occur.

Note the interesting prediction that glue will be a

dollar a pound before the end of 1917. Probably

animal glue for veneer work will not reach this figure.

Some users have been quoted forty-six cents a pound
for recent requirements. Some of them have turned to

vegetable glue only to find that this also has gone up in

price, but not to such an extent as to make it prohibitive

when it can be obtained.

Regarding vegetable glue, only a few years ago the

originator and recognized manufacturer of this product

was trying hard to induce veneer users to adopt it at eight

cents a pound, but the maker of built-up wood products

was so conservative or skeptical that in the beginning

new users of the patent product came slowly in spite of

the fact that quality work was guaranteed at low cost.

That was a few years ago. Today the price of reliable

vegetable glue is higher. Why? Because of much the

same reasons as quoted regarding the animal product.

Properly made vegetable glue is put through several

processes, which means increased labor costs in each case.

Raw material is hard to obtain at a low price because the

best raw material is imported and ocean freight rates

have increased. Chemicals are also used during the

process. Thus increased items of cost must tend to in-

crease selling price.

But in spite of advanced price, the former users of

vegetable glue seem to be "sticking" with it and the

tendency of former skeptics seems decidedly toward its

installation in their plants.

It is of no particular credit to some of the present users

of the product that their equipment was not installed at

an earlier date, and those that are awaiting installation

know that they have only to look to their mirrors to see

who is to blame for their tardiness. As the output of any

factory is limited and cannot be expanded indefinitely,

this natural law has of course had something to do with

retarding the installation of the vegetable product. As
to this feature it seems safe to assume that increases in

plant facilities may be looked for. The company which

originated and patented the article claims with evident

justification that the products which have been put out

in imitation of the original have not stood up to the high

mark set by the patentees of vegetable glue. As the

company in control of the recognized and original

product is naturally not anxious to so over-burden its

order books that the needs of present customers cannot

be met, it is still a question as to how far the growing

demand can be taken care of. There is still uncertainty

also as to probable prices in the future. It is thought a

safe prediction that the use of vegetable glue in veneering

work will show constant expansion and there is every

likelihood that it will eventually cover practically all of

the veneering trade.

Of course in the merchandising of vegetable glue.
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EG^ERJS

mmi

Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGERS

PIUMJT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

AU Thre* of Us Will Be Bene&ted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Samples of

Louisville Figured

Red Gum Veneers

with Any Others

Their superiority of figure

& color will be apparent.

There's a reason for our being

nationally known as leading

producers of Figured Red Gum
Veneers and Panels.

Let Us Show You the Samples

Now pleased to offer Veneers

of choice figure and color from

our present cutting— the

largest we have ever made.
Excellent Selections Are Assured

THE LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS

OPERATING SLICERS. SAWS AND
ROTARY VENEER MACHINES

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

which soon sets its own mark for quaHty, the patentee

w^as quickly confronted by conditions w^hich usually must

be met by the originator of any product of merit, i. e.,

it soon had its imitations and as it has so often happened

under similar conditions, the sale of inferior products

naturally retarded the development of the recognized

article. It is the same story that has been told many
times before unsatisfactory results with an imperfectly

developed substitute gave a black eye to the whole trade

until the very quality of the patentee's product forced a

growing recognition of the fact that the claims in its

behalf were in reality conservative as compared to its

possible accomplishments.

Good Veneer Talk
Some of the best advertising of veneer has been done by those

outside the industry proper and incidental to something else, to

build up business of some other kind. In many instances, too,

this veneer talk might well be taken up by the veneer people them-

selves even though they have not thought to take the initiative in

the matter. They might at least push it after seeing that it is

good.

Here is an instance : A progressive retail lumber dealer

down East sent a letter to a select list of the women in his com-

munity, which read in part as follows:

Dear Madam: We are enclosing a small sample of Tennessee
aromatic cedar. Are you in need of a chest for furs and winter
clothing? We w^ill build it to fit any space you have. If you have
a draw^er which you wish made moth-proof w^e can veneer the
cedar to the inside. Telephone us and we w^ill call for the
drawer and fix it for you.

It is a safe bet that not a panel manufacturer in the country has

thought to introduce a proposition of this kind or make a bid for

business in his way. Indeed, the chances are that if some w^oman
who had thought of the matter herself, and wanted to get a dresser

drawer lined with cedar veneer, the average veneer or panel man
would have said that it couldn't very well be done, that the ma-
terial for a new^ drawer could be gotten out and put up for her

by some local cabinet maker, but that it would not be practical

to put a face veneer on the inside of a drawer already made up.

While the w^riter of the letter in this instance did not give any
idea of the method of applying the veneer, it may be presumed
from the reading of the letter that it was a very thin veneer

—

something like that used for veneering cigar box lumber and

would be cut to dimensions and applied to the inside of a drawer
with hand brushes pretty much as the drawer would be lined with

paper.

The most interesting thing about it all, how^ever, is this con-

stitutes good veneer boosting. It is only one item, but it is an

inspiring example which ought to suggest to the minds of many
veneer manufacturers other items which can be developed by talk

of this kind, until the many incidental developments will amount
to a big thing in the aggregate.

The Price Veneer & Lumber Company has been incorporated

at Columbia, Miss.

The capital stock of the Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company,
Memphis, Tenn., is announced as having been decreased.

John L. Moore has succeeded the Jackson Lumber, Veneer &
Box Company at Jackson, Miss.

The Norfolk Veneer Company, Norfolk, Va., is reported as hav-

ing sustained a loss by fire.

Praoticnlly every num is trying to linil tlic y\^\\\ dofiiiition of tlirift

these (lays, but soinoliow, so far we have not fouml one wliich apjioals

more than the suj^^estion that thrift consists in doinjr things ratlier

tlian in (loiii^ without things.

All Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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-We GUARANTEE
UNIFORM COLOP
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many sucn
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i' TIMES ^'
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One of America's Best Black Walnut Trees
GROWN IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS
AND PURCHASED RECENTLY BY

Pickrel Walnut Company of St. Louis, Mo.
~ A
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The Rate Advance Hearing
The latest phases of the hearing before the Interstate Commerce

Commission at Washington, in the 15 per cent advance demand

by railroads, is contained in a special wire to Hardwood Kecord

June 8, from Memphis, Tenn., given below:

As a result of the efficient work of the Southern Traffic Associa-

tion, the southeastern roads tell the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion that they will advance the rate only one cent to Ohio river and

many further points. However, the Traffic Association will continue

its fight, and is confident that no advance will be allowed hardwood

rates.

The carriers say that if fifteen per cent advance is allowed, with

preferentials, they will file new tariffs on lumber from Mississippi

valley and southeastern points to the Ohio valley, making the raise

on the basis of one cent per hundred, which, they say, would in-

crease their revenue eight per cent and retain preferentials.

The roads submitted rebuttal evidence ou Thursday and Friday,

closing their case, following which the arguments will begin. The

carriers say that materials have increased in cost 4.5 per cent in

past two years, and 31 per cent since July purchases.

The Louisville & Nashville railroad claims that the Adamson law

will cost it $750,000 in 1917, and other advances make the labor

bill more than $3,000,000 in excess of 1916.

Machinery in the Wholesale Yard
That machinery is a good thing for the wholesale lunilier yard

practically every man operating one readily admits, even though used

for no other purpose than that of trimming and refining lumber.

The necessity for cutting off and ripping pieces of lumber to raise the

grade occurs so frecjuently tliat in yards where power-driven machinery

is not in operation, hand saws are used freely, and it is not so easy to

use these for this purpose.

The equipment will ordinarily consist of a rip saw and a crosscut

or a trimmer. If the yard is buying stock from small mills that do

not use trimmers, the regulation trimmer will be found more serv

iceable than a single crosscut. Where stock has been thruiigh a

trimmer, however, the single crosscut will serve all purposes, and

it can be made to answer even where lumber has not been through a

trimmer. Electric transmission has done more than anything else to

make practical the idea of a limited quantity of power-driven

machinery in the wholesale yard.

The place where arguments start about the use of machinery

in hardwood yards is in making dimension stock. From the cuttings

and trimmings made in refining lundx'r there is raw material for

certain kinds of dimension stock, and there is a natural disposition

to augment this by working up cull boards, planks that have been

split or damaged, and at times to rip out good lumber stock and

reduce it to spieciflc <limension required in some order. Opinions

differ as to whether or not it pays to make a feature of cutting out

dimension stock at the wOiolesale yard. NotwithstJinding this dif-

ference, there is a gradual coming to the idea to make at least some

feature of cutting dimension stock in the wholesale yar<l.

It may be said in this connection that at the mill in the woods

is the place to get out dimension stock to effect the maximum saving

in freight, and it also offers the advantage of reducing the dimension

while the material is green, which wiU facilitate proper drying. On
the other hand, at the wiiolesale yard there is always opportunity

to dispose of waste to advantage and it effects some saving in freight

when it comes to serving customers over a wide territory. The big

item in it, however, is the opportunity it gives for working up odds

and ends of lumber to fit into particular needs and utilizing stock

cut out in this work to make dimension stock.

There is room for argument on both sides, and arguments will

perhaps continue. Meantime, the idea that the wholesale yard should

have some machinery for ripping and crosseuttiug lumber, and making
dimensions if necessary, is gaining ground, and it is, perhaps, a safe

prediction that a few years hence practically all the active as.sembling

and distributing yards will be equijipcd with power-driven machinery.

A Handy Belt Shift
Nearly every woodworking plant has some time-and-Iabor-saving

kinks. Here is one that no doubt will prove of benefit and is very

inexpensive. The device is used in a prominent factory where a

great number of different kinds of woods are used and frequent speed

changes are necessary. With this simple device feeds can be changed

without stopping the machine and even while lumber is being run

til rough.

The concern above mentioned has a jointer and a planer driven

from a countershaft in the basement. A pair of two-step speed

pulleys are used for driving each machine, two different speeds

being available. Before installing this device it was necessary for

the operator, when changing speeds, to shut off his feed and go down

to the basement to shift belts on the coimtershaft. To overcome this

inconvenience and delay a double shifter was rigged up. One shifting

lever extends through the floor and shifts the belt on the counter pulley

liy engaging the upper side of the belt. This lever is so mounted that

the helper can reach it without any trouble. The other shifter is fixed

to the floor right back of the machine and engages the lower side of

the belt.

The operation of this shifting device follows the same order of

events that is used in the ordinary method of shifting belts with a

stick.

When the nuichine is operated at slow speed, to change to high speed,

the operator moves to high speed by changing the lever with his foot,

uliile his heljier shifts the belt to the larger counter pulley by the

liver which extends through the floor. To give free action to the belts

in shifting, it is necessary that stepjied ]iulleys with slopes between

the faces be employed.

Testing I. S. C. Belts
As buyers who are compelled to choose belting are interested in

quality as well as price, the following simple test will likely prove of

interest.

To tell a good belt from a jioor one, cut into the end of a belt and

take out a thread just three inches long—any other length may
be taken, but three inches is very convenient. Next proceed to

straighten this thread by taking out of it kinks caused by weaving.

Catch one end in a vise, hold the other between the thumb and finger,

and then rub the thread with the edge of a pockbt knife blade, thumb-

nail or with any other object which will straighten out the thread.

Do not try to straighten the thread by drawing it between tlie finger

and thumb-nail witliout first putting one end in a vise and holding

the other end fast. The object is to prevent the thread from elongating

l)y unwinding the twist. It is desirable to know exactly the possible

elongation which can be obtained by stretching the weave. Some belts

will show nmre than others, but twenty-five per cent is the best elonga-

tion for I. S. C. belts. When less, the belt has been too loosely woven
to be of much use. If the elongation is more than twenty-five per

cent, the belt has been too tightly woven, so that a great deal of

stretch will take place when the belt is put under tension.

Also give preference to an e(|ualized weave. The amount and
kind of oil nmy also be considered, likewise the weight of suck, which
nmst be determined by skinning off a number of square inches of

one ply, dissolving the oil, and weighing the sample accurately before

and after taking out the oil.

Down in Haiti where there has been trouble calling for the presence

of our nmrincs the American occupation has done a nundier of good
things both for the people down there and for our own trade. For
ex.-imple, the lumber trade with Haiti which was only about 1,250,000
feet in 1!)15 jumped to practically 2,500,000 in lidli.

The teak trade is in trouble because of the difficulties of transporta-

tion, the result being that while teak is scarce and high in price, it is

being piled upon the yards in Siam until it is burdensome because of
the difficulty of securing shipment at any [irice. A few more ships ply-

ing from here to Siam would not only help out the teak supply here
but it would relieve depression and congestion in the trade at Siam.
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(Continued from page 22)

W. C. Johnson, president of the local Chamber of Commerce, briefly

outlined the activities of that organization and urged the lumbermen to

co-operate with that body in its efforts toward relieving the car shortage,

involving either one of two methods : 1—iThat the Interstate Commerce
Commission be asked to refuse higher rates to the carriers on lumber
and other commodities unless they are willing to use a considerable

portion of the increased revenues for the purchase of additional equip-

ment ; or, 2—that the government, through the federal shipping board

or some other department, build enough cars to be used by tlie railroads

on a per diem basis in much the same way that it is building ships

to be used on the ocean to relieve tlie shortage of tonnage.

The regular order of business was suspended but reports of com-
mittees were heard. R. T. Cooper, for the entertainment committee,

urged that all the lumbermen intending to attend the forthcoming annual
of the National Hardwood Lumber Association at Chicago should register

with the committee so that arrangements might be completed for the

equipment of the special train which is to carry the Memphis delegation

to Chicago. This train will leave here the evening of June 13.

James E. Stark, chainuan of the river and rail committee of the

club, fresh from bis stay in Washington where he appeared before the

Interstate Commerce Commission with J. H. Townsliend and other mem-
bers of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, reported that the

lumbermen had more than favoral>hi prospects of securing a suspension

of the proposed advances for something like a year and that, if this

could be done, the chances of ultimately defeating the carriers would
be greatly bettered. He modestly intimated that this outlook was the

result of the excellent work of Mr. Townshend and others.

J. F. McSweyn, chairman of the bouse committee, advised the club

that an order had been placed for the blackboards to be installed in the

rooms of the club in the Chamber of Commerce to be used by the members
in posting "lumber wanted" and "lumber for sale." This really marks
the beginning of a lumber exchange at Memphis.
Two new members were elected : Herman Katz of the Riel-Kadel Lum-

ber Company, and H. J. .Richards of J. H. Bonner & Sons. One applica-

tion for active membership was reported, that of W. H. Dick of the

Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phillip, Miss.

It was announced that this was to be the last regular meeting of

the club for the summer but that called meetings would be held if anything
arose demanding action of this organization.

Appeal to Hardwood Lumbermen
The members of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association are making a strong appeal to their employees in mill and
office to invest even a small part of their savings in the government war
bonds. R. B. Goodman, past president of the association, has issued an
appeal in the weekly bulletin of the association to this effect: "Every
employee of every manufacturer of lumber in our association would sub-

scribe to a liberty bond if his thrift and patriotism were appealed to. Every
member should arrange with his cashier or local bank so that subscriptions

could be paid for in monthly deductions from wages on employees' order.

There is little danger that the issue of bonds will not be fully subscribed

for, but all the people should be told about it and every one of us should
show his loyalty t<» bis country by taking a bond. It means infinitely more
to our country for a million men to subscribe to a fifty dollar bond than

for a great financial institution to subscribe fifty million dollars. Our men
are willing. It is for us to give them the opportunity."

Memphis Lumbermen Observe Registration Day
The lumbermen of Memphis, witli their employes, turned <iut June Ti

in large numbers to participate in the registration day parade here and
thus gave another striking evidence of their patriotic and enthusiastic

support of the government in its plans for raising the first contingent
of its army on the selective conscription plan.

The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis at its meeting Saturday voted June
n a holiday and all members agreed to close down their mills and to

give their forces a holiday, in order that they might not only participate in

the parade but in order that those whose ages are between 21 and 'M

might have an opportunity of registering.

Representatives of the Lumbermen's Club, the (jum Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association, the American Oak Manufacturers' Association, the

Southern Hardwood Traffic Association and the Hardwood Dimension
Manufacturers' Association were in line and altogether they formed quite

an important part of one of the regiments in the line of march.

"We are for democracy and national prohibition" were the words in-

scribed on a banner borne by one hundred employes of the Larkin Company
marching four abreast.

A Strong Fight for Shingles
The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association in its

bulletin of May 25, 1917, makes a strong presentation of the case of the

wooden shingle, and a criticism nf building codes which rule against the

use of shingles and favor composition roofing. It is urged that the rela-

tive fire hazdrd of the shingle and the composition roofing remains to l)e

shown, and that claims of the superiority of composition are not backed
up by facts.

Appeal for Better Building
The Trade Extension Department of the National Lumber Manufactur-

ers' Association has republished in pamphlet form the address by William

Gray Purcell, architect, of Minneapolis, on the subject of better building.

The use of wood is highly recommended in situations where it is suitable.

The address was given last January at a dinner to architects and builders

of Minneapolis by the lumbermen of that city.

^ysTO;5m:i;sm!;^;y>i^^

With the Trade
James A. Curtis

Jamos A. Curtis, aged eigbty-thrce years, died a few days ago at his

liome at Greencastle, Ind., his death being due to heart disease. He was
one of the early carriage manufacturers of Greencastle and for many
years was a member of Curtis & Reneck of that city. This company had
an exhibit at the Philadelphia centennial in 1S76 that attracted world-

wide attention. >Ir. Curtis was a delegate to the first repul)llcan state

convention held in Indiana and for many years had been an active factor

in politics. He was well known to the lumber manufacturers in central

and southern Indiana.

Commissioners to Chicago
Three members of the Federal Lumber Trade Commission passed through

Chicago on Sunday, June 3, en route from Memphis to Minneapolis.
Commissioner Roger E. Simmons was called home to Oshkosh, Wis., by the
illness of his wife while the party was still in New Orleans. The three

other members—John R. Walker, E. A. Oxholm and N. C. Brown—spent
Friday and Saturday, June 1 and 2, in Memphis. A detailed account of

their stay here is given on another page.

The commissioners left Saturday night for Minneapolis and dropped
back to Chicago on June 6 for a conference with leading lumbermen.
They plan to sail about August 1.

There is shown here a picture of the commissioners on a cypress mill

yard in the extreme South. At the right of the picture is Commissioner
Oxholm with his fingers affectionately caressing the kinky, woolly head
before him. To his right is John R. Walker. Nelson C. Brown is third

from the left, and the fourth is Roger E. Simmons.

THE LUMBER COMMISSIONERS IN THE FIELD
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Resigns from Redwood Association
Kfhviu E. Myers announces his resignation as secretary-manager o£ the

California Redwood Association, effective June 1, to embarl! in the

adTertising specialty business. Mr. Myers' successor has not been selected,

and E. A. Selfridge, Jr., president of the association, will temporarily

manage the association. Mr. Myers has equipped the association with a

splendid line of literature on redwood and its uses, and inaugurated an

advertising campaign that is rapidly forcing redwood to the front as one

of the country's leading softwoods. Mr. Myers came to San Francisco

from the Southern Pine Association at New Orleans, and previous to that

he was assistant secretary of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of

the United States, with headquarters at Cincinnati.

Lumbermen Doing Big Work
Eastern members of the lumber trade arc bringing honor upon the whole

industry by their worlt in the Lumbermen's National Service League of

New York City. The league is running six recruiting stations in Greater

New York and meeting with great success. Other stations will be opened

in other parts of the state, Buffalo and Jamestown being first on the list. ,

Will Open Hardwood Department
On June 1, the .Smuli Texas Lumber ('Muiip.niy of Houston opened a

department for selling bardwo<id lumber at wholesah', with George W.
Cleveland, jr., in charge. The lumber to be handled through this depart-

ment will be the product of the company's plant at Oualaska.

Lafayette Lamb
On May 30, 1917, occurred the death of Lafayette Lamb at his home,

Clinton. Iowa, aged seventy-one years. lie' was a pioneer lumberman and
for sixty years had been a resident of Clinton. He was a native of Car-

roll county, niinois, a son of Chancy and Jane (Bevier) Lamb. The
elder Lamb was a well-known lumberman of his day and the son grew
into the business as he grew into manhood. The family at one time

owned four mills, and many of tbeir logs were floated or rafted down the

Mississippi. The total output of white pine alone of the Lamb mills at

Clinton is said to have exceeded 3,000,000.000 during the forty odd years

of activity.

Aside from his association with C. Lamb & Sons (Inc.), of which
he was president and treasurer, Lafayette Lamb was president of the

Shell Lake Lumber Company, Shell Lake, Wis.; Barronett Lumber Com-
pany, Barronett, Wis. ; Lamb-Davis Lumber Company, Leavenworth, Wash.

;

Lamb Hardwood Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn. ; iJacon-Nolan Hard-
wood Company, Chancy, Miss. ; vice-president of the Mississippi Lumber
Company, .American Wire Cloth Company, Mississippi River Logging Com-
pany and the Clinton Sand & Gravel Company, all of Clinton ; a trustee

of the Weyerhaeuser Timber (.'ompany, Taconui, Wash. ; a director in

the Carpenter-Lamb Company, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Chippewa Lumber &
Boom Company, Chippewa Falls, Wis. ; White River Lumber Company,
Mason, Wis. ; McCloud River Lumber Company, San Francisco, Cal. ; Iowa
& Illinois Railway, Clinton ; a stockholders in the People's Trust & Sav-

ings bank. Clinton National bank, City National bank, Merchants' National

bank, Clinton Mineral & Mining Company and the Cromwell Hotel Com-
pany, all of Clinton ; a stockholder in the Northern Lumber Company,
Cloquct, Minn. ; Boulevard Hotel C(unpany, St. I.,ouis, Mo., and the

Tampa Hotel Company, Tampa, Fla. He had a one-third Interest in one of

the largest ranches in Colorado, nine miles east of Greeley and fifty miles

from Denver, known as the Studebaker-Lamb-Witwer ranch, and had

heavy interests in the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss.

On Aug. 21, 186(), he was married to Olivia A. Huffman of Clinton.

Their children were M'errette and Chancy U. Lamb.

Experimental Basswood Seasoning
The government laboratory at Madison. Wis., has been carrying out

tests in seasoning several thousand feet of basswood lumber. Green two-

inch planks were dried in thirteen days from ninety down to four per

cent of moisture, and inch boards from ninety to between three and eight

in nine dnys.

Pertinent Information
Hardwoods Are Advocated

The case of Wisconsin and Michigan hardwoods was pleaded before the

lumber foreign trade commission at its sessions in Minneapolis, June 4,

by O. T. Swan, secretary of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association. Mr. Swan recited the adaptability of birch, beech

and maple as well as of other hardwoods produced In this field to various

uses in Europe and theref<irc toe necessity of developing a generous export

trade by American manufacturers. .Ml are highly available for interior

trim and especially for veneer, curly and plain birch, making a pleasing

combination. Treatment with stain effects enlvmces the variability of the

woods, especially birch and iiuiple, the hitter bi'ing suitable not only for

flooring, but also furniture. It was pointed out that an effect similar to

walnut burl can be secured by combining blrdseye maple and brown-stained

maple. Attention was called by Mr. Swan to the fact that birch is already

Ijelng used for gunstocks in Russia, where it has supplanted beech and can

be used for aeroplane propellers, 4 field In which it compares favorably

with walnut and mahogany. The availability of other hardwoods of the

territory for vehicles and Implement parts was also emphasized. Mr. Swan

also devoted considerable time to hemlock as a suitable wood for struc-

tural purposes, especially in houses of a portable nature and other shelters.

Roger E. Simmons, a member of the lumber foreign trade commission,

spent a day of this week at home here prior to the comiiiission's departure

for Cincinnati, O., to confer with the hardwood men of that territory. The
itinerary of the commission next includes Tonawanda, N. Y., whence they

leave for the Pacific coast. Thereafter they return east, going to Nova
Scotia, Halifax and St. John and make brief stops at Portland, Me., Phila-

delphia and Baltimore. According to present plans the commission will

depart for Europe before July 15. Mr. Simmons expressed himself as

highly gratified with the co-operation being extended the commissioners by
lumbermen in all parts of the country where they have visited thus far,

declaring that the investigation is proving much more fruitful than had
been expected and much valuable data on the American lumber industry

is being acciunulated for presentation to European and other foreign im-

porters and jobbers of American lumber. Every conceivable fact and
figure pertaining to the production of lumber in the United States is being

tabulated and prepared into statistical form, port and dock facilities even

being carefully noted. Timber holdings, period of available supply of logs,

stocks on hand in all dimensions, methods of productions, manufacture
at the mills, durability, fire resistant qualities, strength tests, and every

other detail about every variety of American-grown wood will be in the

hands of the commission, says Mr. Simmons, before it departs for Europe.

The main demand, as noted among American producers thus far, said Mr.
Simmons, is for a slight reduction in the grades now being specified by
European lumber dealers, the aim being to reduce the great percentage of

heart wood that is now called for in complying with the drastic grades.

Portable Mills to Europe
.\n agreement with the British war office, under which the six New

England states will send ten portable sawmill units, comprising 400 expert

woodsmen, to aid the British armies in France, has been announced by

the American Forestry Association.

The members of the expedition will serve as civilian employes of the

British Government and will be fully equipped for logging and milling

operations. The plan is understood to have the approval of the War
Department, which on its account is enlisting a regiment of foresters to

serve vith the American army engineers ordered abroad.

The enterprise w'as worked out by a committee of New England paper

manufacturers, lumbermen antl timberland owners, headed by W. R. Brown,
a member of the lumber committee of the Council of National Defense.

The New England committee was appointed by the Massachusetts Com-
mittee of Public Safety, which cabled the offer of ahl to the British war
office, and was notified that the war oIHce not only wouhl accept, but would
furnish transportation for the units.

Each of the six state governments subscribed $12,000, the cost of a
single unit, and private sid)sci-iption provided four uiiils.

Enormous U. S. Foreign Trade
During the twelve months ending April 30, 1017, the exports from

the United States were vahnnl at more than .$0,000,000,000. That is more
than $2,000,000,000 In excess of the largest annual exports for any pre-

vious year of our history. During the same period our imiHirts reached

the total of .$2,.''i(IO,01)0,000, making our foreign trade worth $8,500,000,000.

.V few years ago foreign trade of such dimensions would have been re-

garded beyond the range of possilillities.

March Exports of Wood Products
The exports of forest products from the United States were 70 per

cent greater in March, 1917, than for the corresponding month in 1916.

The total value this year was $5,990,243. The export of round walnut

logs increased four fold ; square southern yellow pine logs increased

nearly three fold. Shipments of logs, both round and square, to the Nethcr-

lantis rose from nothing in March, 1916, to a value of $21,187 in March
of this year. That shows that a few ships still run the submarine blockade.

Value of logs to the United Kingdom more than doubled, while the Increase

to the rest of Europe was twenty fold. Conditions in troubled Mexico

are improving it shipments of logs mean anything. When March this

year is compared with, the corresponding month of 1916, shipments to

Mexico show 300 per cent increase. Shipments of spruce lumber to

Europe Increased 400 per cent. The increases of a nundier of items to

the West Indies and South .\merica were larger, and show that trade

in that direction is Improving.

Great Work of Reforestation

Between 5,000,000 .ind i;,iJii(i,00ff acres of land included in the national

forests contain no tree growth. On some of this land the timber has

been killed in recent years by fire, and on other areas no tind)er has grown

since the region has been known to white men. It is unprofitable to leave

this land barren. It should be producing timber, but tl>e problem of

bringing on forests is a serious one. The work is expensive, and often

difliculty is met when attempts are made to induce trees to grow. Dry

weather may kill them, fire may destroy them, rabbits, rats and other

animals, large and small, may devour them.

A study of the problem, with its diflicultics and promises, has been

made by C. K. Tillotson of the Forest Service, and published in a 62-page

bulletin (No. 475) which covers the entire field. It tells how, where,

when, and why plantings are made.. Retorcstallon of the barren areas

will ultimately supply an addition of 3,000,000,000 feet of lumber a year.
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Practical Book on Planting
J. S. Illick, professor of forestry at the Pennsylvania State Forest

Academy, Mont Alto, Pa., is the author of a practical panii>hlet on forest

tree planting camps. Mr. Illick handles his suhject with the idea in mind
of giving information of a useable kind. With the growing interest in

forest plantations of a practical character (railroad and mine companies
are showing already that there is money in it for them) the pamphlet
will fill a real need.

The Shipbuilding Program
The Department of Labor is mobilizing ship carpenters to work on the

wooden ships. It was believed some time ago that no more than 15.000 ship

carpenters were to be had in this country, but already a force of 20,000
lias been raised, and partially trained men are being added by thousands
from technical schools. They will fill the place of apprentices and in much
of the carpentering they can do nearly as much as the regular carpenters.
In addition to the pine ships to be built in the South, contracts have been
let for 100 vessels to be of Douglas fir on the Pacific coast. The shipyards
of Texas claim to be able to turn out eighty-live ships.

Lumber for Training Camps
The government proposes to build from twelve to twenty camps for

training soldiers, and the lumber needed for each has been figured out.

.V camp large enough to accommodate 25,000 men calls for 13,519,394
feet of lumber. All the dimensions have been worked out so that any mill

may bid on what it can supply most quickly. Particular woods are
specified, but they are interchangeable. For instance, window strips

may be of various kinds of wood. New England mills may furnish spruce;
New York and Pennsylvania may offer white pine-; the southern Atlantic
coast may offer shortleaf pine ; the Gulf States, longleaf pine ; the Lake
States, white or Norway pine ; Northern Pacific coast, Douglas fir or hem-
lock

;
plateau region, western white pine ; California, redwood and western

yellow pine ; Eastern States, yellow poplar and Cottonwood.
Thus it goes, item by item. Different woods will answer, and every

forested region may furnish part. In that way, the country's whole timber
resources can he drawn upon and lumbermen everywhere can help furnish
the supply. Never before was there such an opportunity to mobilize the
country's whole forest resources. Hardwoods can do their whole part.

Practically every item calls for hardwood. Yellow poplar and chest-

nut are named oftener than any other woods ; but among others listed

are Cottonwood, oak, locust, black gum, cotton gum, beech, maple and
birch. It is somewhat disappointing to note the absence of red gum, ash,

hickory, elm and basswood from the list to be used in building the camps
The training of each soldier, in the first call, requires 540 feet ot

lumber for camp equipment, but subsequent drafts can be trained in thfc

same camps without the purchase of additional lumber. It is said that the
lumber will be bought at a certain per cent above cost, no matter in what
region it is purchased. The purchase price thus fixes itself somewhat
automatically, provided the cost is known, and it will not be necessary
to call for bids with each purchase.
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Hardwood Islews 'Notes

-< MISCELLANEOUS >=
A receiver has been apiilied for lor tlie Macon Motor Car Corapauy. Ma-

con, Mo.
At Kansas City, Mo., the Gateway Casket Company has been incorporated

at ?7,500.

W. J. Clark is now sole owner of the Clark Lumber & Hardwood Com-
pany, Warrensburg, Mo.
An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed by the Schubert

Piano Company, New York, N. Y.

A loss by fire has been sustained by the St. Louis Carbonating &
Manufacturing Company, St. Louis. Mo.
The Standard Stair & Building Finish Company, Boston, Mass., has

filed an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

George Spratt & Co., Sheboygan, Wis., have changed their name to

the McNeill Chair Company, Sheboygan, Wis.

The capital of the Herkert & Meisel Trunk Company, St. Louis,

Mc, has been increased to $225,000 from $75,000.

An increase in capital stock to .$.300,000 has been effected by the .\ppo-

raattox Box Shook Lumber Company, Petersburg, Va.

The A. Teachout Company has purchased the business heretofore owned
by the Standard Sash & Door Company, Cleveland, O.

There has been a change in ownership of the Dare Lumber Company,
and its headquarters are now located in Elizabeth, N. C.

The New England Lumber & Construction Company is a newly incor-

porated concern at Stougbton. Mass. ; capitalization, .$50,000.

The style of the Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company. Winnfield,

La., has been changed to the Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company of

Louisiana, Inc.

The H. G. Mueller Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Sheboygan,
Wis., has changed its name to the H. C. Mueller Manufacturing Company
and increased its capital from $38,000 to $60,000.

Recent incorporations in North Carolina are : The Shawboro Lumber
& Manufacturing Company, Shawboro, capital $50,000, and the Cahill
Box Company at Winston-Salem with $25,000 capitalization.
The following have increased their capitals : The Spies-Thompson

Lumber Company. Menominee, Mich., to $400,000; the Michigan Ladder
Company, Ypsilauti, to $100,000; the Stevens-Eaton Company, New
York City, from $100,000 to $200,000.
New shipbuilding concerns are rapidly springing up in the state of

Washington, and the following are some of those recently incorporated :

Frank Oleson & Sons, capital $100,000; West Coast Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Spokane, $1.000,000 ; the Overseas Shipbuilding & Ciinstruction
Company, Seattle, $1,000,000; Ward & Burkheimer .'Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Seattle, $100,000 capital, and in Texas the Tarver Shipbuilding
Company, Beaumont, has incorporated.

-< CHICAGO >
The business operated under the style of Black & Cooper Lumber

Company, city, will now be conducted under the name. Black Brothers
Lumber Company.
The capital of the John C. Moninger Company, Chicago, has been in-

creased to $148,000.
G. W. Jones of the G. W. Jones Lumber Company, Appleton, Wis.,

was In the city last week.
The Drexel Motor Car Company, city, has filed an involuntary petition

in bankruptcy.

J. H. StannSird of the Baker-Matthews Lumber Company. Ksher build-
ing, returned to the city May 31, after a week's trip in Michigan.
The Big Bay Lumber Company has entered the wholesale and com.

mission lumber business at 327 South LaSalle street, Chicago, those
interested being M. K. Erickson and P. F. Ciralske.

Walter N. Kelley of the Walter N. Kelley Company, Detroit, Mich.,
stopped oft in Chicago recently on his way to Wisconsin mill points.
The Atlas Floor Company, city, has filed an Involuntary petition in

bankruptcy.

Clarence Boyle, Sr., head of Clarence Boyle, Inc., Lumber Exchange
building, Chicago, spent a month among Mississippi and Louisiana hard-
wood mills.

H. F. Below of tne Below Lumber Company, Stanley, Wis., called
on the local trade the week of the twenty-seventh, as did also L. H.
Levisee of the Scott & Howe Lumber Company, Oshkosh, Wis.
The Rottman Company, manufacturer of fixtures and cabinet work,

city, is liquiilating.

G. H. Holloway of the Dtley-Holloway Company, Conway building, Chi-
cago, returned to Chicago the end of last week after a trip of several
days to southern points, Memphis particularly. The Utley-Holloway Com-
pany is every day demonstrating its right to a place among the ranking
hardwood firms of the country.

=< BUFFALO >•

In spite of the many complaints of car shortage and inability in all

directions to get lumber in as they need it a number ot wholesalers now
report that their May shipments are larger than during any previous
month this year and compare favorably with many former months. This
means, they say, that cars and lumber can be obtained by hard work and
that they have worked very hard at the problem lately. Some of them say
that they have made the matter easier by securing cars and sending them
to the mills to load. They do not look tor the situation to improve very
much right away, as embargoes continue, and only the shipper who knows
his route best and understands the situation is likely to come out ahead in

this peculiar sort of business undertaking.
The receipts of lumber by lake during May were less than a third the

amount that came in during the same month last year, the figures being
3,050,000 feet and 9.701,000 feet respectively. The decline was not due
so much to any falling off in the demand as to the lateness with which
the season started, because of an abnormal amount o£ ice in the lakes
during a large part of May. Now that the season is fairly under way
improvement in receipts is in evidence and the first week of the month
shows receipts of more than 4,000,000 feet, or more than all of May.
Cargoes came in about every day during the week mentioned, but it is

doubtful if anything like the activity will be shown during the remainder
of the month. Among the hardwood yards which have now received stock

are those of Taylor & Crate, the H. T. Kerr Lumber Company, and T.

Sullivan & Co.

Howard Jackson, son of George A, Jackson of the lumber and cooperage
firm of Jackson & Tindle, is to be married on June 19 to Miss Mary Becker,
of this city.

Hugh McLean is predicting some unusually strong conditions in hard-
woods in the near future and expects that the demand will be active as
compared with the limited stocks which the mills can furnish.

During May the receipts ot lumber by lake at the Tonawandas were
13,246,631 feet, as compared with 21,760,000 feet in the same month a

year ago, a decline of nearly 40 per cent. June will see receipts much
heavier.

Building permits for Buffalo showed a decline of 23 per cent for May
and 20 per cent for the first five, months of the year. The figures for May
were $892,000. as compared with $1,155,000 in the same month of last

year. For the first five months the figures were $3,209,000, as against
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PITTSBURGH >..

$4,051,000 in the corresponding period of 1916. Not much hope is held

out that June will exceed the record of a year ago, for building then was
on an unusually active scale. The carpenters' strike is still on here,

though some of the men have returned to work. Dwelling-house construc-

tion is not so active as that in the extension of factories, quite a number
of which are enlarging,

<
The Frampton-Foster Lumber Comjiany has buyers in hardwood dis-

tricts of Tennessee, Arkansas and other southern states looking out for

small lots of hardwood lumber or tracts of hardwood timber which can be

bought. The company is not quoting except to old customers.

The Standard Car Construction Company, one of the big buyers of

hardwood in this district, let contract last week to M'cClintic-Marshall Con-

struction Company of Pittsburgh, tor shop 200x122 at Masury, Pa. The
Greenville Car Company, Greenville, Pa., another big buyer of lumber,

secured the contract last week for 1,500 cars for the Union Railroad

Company.
J. N. WooUett, president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company, returned a

few days ago from a long trip through the Southwest. He found many
mills shut down because of no cars and shortage of labor. Mr. Woollett

predicts a bigger car shortage this fall than this country has ever seen

and says that deliveries of hardwood from the Southwest will be hard in

proportion.

The United Lumber Company sold to the Schofield Lumber Company of

Philadelphia mills and lumber valued at $75,000 in the Somerset, Pa.,

region last month. The Schofield concern has also bought other virgin

tracts of hardwood nearby to cut off soon.

The American Manganese Company is planting 12,000 rapid hardwood
growers at Dunbar, Pa., to make mine and pit timber in the near future.

The conservation of hardwood timber of all kinds in the coke region is

receiving much attention this year.

The Fairchance Lumber Company, with mills at Falrchance, Pa., has

opened offices in the new Union Arcade building in this city, and is

making a specialty of furnishing knock down houses particularly for

mining companies.

Building permits in Pittsburgh last month amounted to $1,433,4.32, as

compared with $1,094,109 in April of this year and $1,120,675 in May of

last year.

The American Lumber and Manufacturing Company finds more business

than it can get shipped on time. Its salesmen now have Instructions to

submit every order received to the officials of the company for approval

before it is finally placed on the books.

The Universal Lumber Company reports the best business in its history

in May when its sales amounted to about seventy-five cars. Wm. Lichen-

stuhl of this company is going South this week on a honeymoon trip which
will include a careful survey at hardwood manufacturing [Hiints.

=-< BOSTON >•-

At a meeting of the Massachusetts Wholesale Lumber Association, Inc.

held at Boston, May 24. the president of that organization, together with

M. E. Philbrick, president of the Lumber Trade Club of Boston, W. A.

Fuller, president of the Massachusetts Lumber Dealers' Association, F. B.

Cutler and Wm. E. Litchfield of Boston, were designated a special com-
mittee of the trade of the state to influence lumbermen to become active

agents tor the liberty loan. This committee has proceeded with the work
along intensive lines and shows evidence of a great degree oi success

throughout the trade of the state. An amendment to the by-laws was
adopted providing for associate or non-resident membership which is con-

sidered an important step In centralizing the Influence of the wholesale
trade of all New England. Gardner L Jones and J. J. Tully, who are
representing this association on the ITold and Diversion case, were In-

structed to continue their efforts to retain transit privileges for this section

of the country with reasonable charges therefor, and it is their intention

to make a strong presentation of the needs of the wholesale lumber trade
here at both the Chicago and Washington hearings In June.
The new mill at Anson, Me., owned by Everett Preble, has recently been

destroyed by fire.

Proceedings against the Buttrick Lumber Company of Waltham, Mass.,

have been instituted alleging bankruptcy. The company had recently been
placed in the hands of a receiver and a compromise offer is to be made
to the creditors who comprise a large number of the wholesale and mill

trade.

=-< COLUMBUS >-
The club rooms of the Cnlumbus Lumbermen's Club were formally opened

June 2 by a housewarming, which brought about seventy-five lumbermen
together. The rooms are located on the top floor of the Joyce building and
have been especially fitted up tor the use of the lumbermen. It is planned
to serve noon luncheons, which will bring the members of the trade
together. At the business meeting a committee consisting of John R.

Gobey, Edward C. Callanan, W. L. Whitacre and Seymour H. Brown was
named to solicit members among the lumbermen not already identified with
the club. According to the constitution there are active and associate
members. Active members consist of firms In the wholesale and retail

trad« or traveling men, who make their headquarters at Columbus. Other
lumbermen are Included in the associate membership list.

Frame consti'uction promises to receive a great impetus as the result of

the campaign of the housing committee of the Cleveland Chamber of

Commerce to improve housing conditions, which are admitted to be serious.

Every effort is being made to bring out capital and arouse interest in the

erection of dwellings of all kinds, in order that the housing facilities may
keep pace with the phenomenal growth'of the city. Southern negroes are

among the incoming laboring classes which find it difficult to secure

quarters. Similar conditions hold throughout the industrial cities of

northern Ohio.

The H. Leet Lumber Company, Portsmouth, has increased its capital

stock from $110,000 to $170,000. The Increase is to take care of the firm's

rapidly growing business. . It recently made a $25,000 addition to its plant

here and the company now maintains a buying agenc.v in the South, with
prosperous branches at Peebles, Sciotoville and Wheelersburg.
The Western Lumber Company, Columbus, has increased its capital

stock from $75,000 to $150,000.

Ash & Wiley of Bryan, Ohio, have been succeeded by O. H. Wiley.

A meeting of the thirty-two district chairmen of the Ohio Builders'

Supply Association is scheduled to be held in Columbus, June 20, in order

to discuss plans for the coming summer's work. Practically all of the

districts in the Buckeye state have been organized by H. S. Gaines,

assistant to the president of the organization, and all are now ready to

go ahead with their summer campaign.

The Mansfield Builders' Exchange of Mansfield, Ohio, was organized here

May 28 at a meeting which was attended by fifty-two material dealers,

lumbermen and members of other building trades. H. S. Gaines, assistant

to the president of the Ohio Builders' Supply .Association, was present to

aid in the organization. •Officers elected were J. C. Kemble, president

;

V. R. Brown, vice-president ; V. D'. Wolf, secretary, and Clarence Small,

treasurer. The board of directors consists of the officers and W. Lee Cotter,

F. C. Small, R. M. Schell and August Kallmertein.

H. D. Brasher of the IT. D. Brasher Lumber Company has closed a deal

for the purchase of considerable timberland and a planing mill at Acker-

man, Miss., which is now being organized under .the name of the Choctaw
Lumber Company. Interested in the company are E. G. Dillow and H. B.

Walker, who arc connected with the Brasher company, and George W.
I.,uke of Ackerman, who will be local manager of the concern. Extensive
plans for development of the property are now being outlined.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a strong
demand for hardwoods with prices advancing every few days. Buying is

about equally distributed between retailers and factories. Shipments are
coming in better, especially from certain mills. Premiums are offered for

immediate shipment.

=< BALTIMORE >-=

The report of the foreign traile in lumber and logs for Baltimore shows
no change from the conditions that have prevailed for some time. The
narrowing tendency in the shipments has not yet been arrested, and the
volume of Itusiness is being reduced more and more, with a prospect that
eventually the shipments will be confined to only a tew items. One of

the striking feathrcs of the statement for the month is the complete
absence of oak boards, together with oak l'>gs. while tlie forwardings of

white pine, along with poplar, were small. WU other boards" also took

a slump, amounting to not more than 6,000 feet, with "all other manu-
factures of wood" likewise held down to insignificant proportions. The one
division that shows a very considerable gain as compared with the same
month of last .year is spruce, of which wood 752,000 feet was shipped

against only 235,000 feet a year ago. Of course, it is generally known
that spruce finds use in large quantities for the construction of aeroplanes,

so that the demand keeps up regardless of the price. The total declared

value of the exports for .Vpril was not quite $2,000 less than for the same
month of Kllfi, but when due allowance is made for the fact that the

single item of spruce makes up two-thirds of the entire shipments, it can
readily be seen to what extent the war has worked to curtail the foreign

business.

Messrs. N'elson C. Brown. John R. Walker. Roger E. Simmons and A. II.

Oxholm, the four commissioners named to visit Europe and study lumber
trade conditions there with a view of stimulating exports from the United
States, especially after the war, are expected to visit Baltimore, though
the date of their arrival here has not yet been decided. Harvey M.
Dickson, secretary of the National Lumber Exporters' Association, recently

had a talk with some of them in Washington, when he was at the capita!

to attend the railroad rate hearing, and obtained a promise that they would
come, probably some time near the end of their itinerary through the

United States, and just before their departure for Europe. A program for

the formal reception of the visitors will be arranged and members of the

trade here will prepare to give them all the assistance tbey can in the way
of information and suggestions.

The Weyerhaeuser Timber Company of Taooma. Wash., has purchased
some fifty acres of the old Quarantine grounds, just outside of the city,

on the .Vnne Arundel side of the Patapsco river, and intends to establish

there a large distributing yard for l*acific coast woods. The company
regards the conditions as favorable to a far greater business in western
woods In the East than has been made heretofore, and after an Inspection

of various sites in other cities, decided to locate in Baltimore. Extensive
stocks will be carried here for shipment to all parts of the country east
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of the Mississippi river, and the plan is to bring lumber here by steamer
down the Pacific coast and through the Panama canal. The Weyerhaeuser
interests, after an investigation of the advantages possessed by the different

^
ports on the Atlantic seaboard, concluded that the facilities for making
distribution and for receiving lumber were better here than elsewhere, and
were also influenced by the railroad differential enjoyed by Baltimore over

the northern ports because it is nearer to the western cities. Work on a

dock, on a deeper channel and on various buildings, together with yard
equipment, will be commenced as soon as possible. The yard will have

direct connection with practically every one of the three trunk lines going

out from Baltimore.

John L. Alcock of John L. Alcock & Co. is off on another trip to the

Pacific coast to look after some details in connection with contracts for

lumber placed there for foreign shipment.

The steamship Jessmore, of the Johnston Line, has been torpedoed, it

was learned several days ago. The Jessmore is the fifth vessel of the line

destroyed within a few months. lu addition to other cargo it had a lot

of lumber aboard for the United Kingdom, these vessels having been among
the most active lumber carriers going out of Baltimore during the war.

The fleet is now reduced to insignificant proportions as far as the Baltimore-

Liverpool is concerned.

The Augusta Wood Products Corporation, of 1428 South Penn square,

Philadelphia, which purchased a 50,000-acre tract of timber in Augusta
county, Virginia, is going ahead rapidly with the development of tne tract.

It has purchased ten stave and five portable lumber mills, the former
having an annual capacity of 12,000.000 staves, besides much lumber and
railroad material. An electric lighting plant is to be installed at Deerfield,

the center of the operation, where forty dwellings are to be erected,

together with a hotel, general store and other structures. A railroad from
Hotchkiss, Va.. to the timber, a distance of about thirty miles, is being
completed.

The Woodson Lumber Company has purchased the plant of A. J, White
& Sons, together with 20.000 acres of timberland, the town of Woodson,
in Virginia, and a railway, and contemplates increasing the annual
capacity of the mills to 20,000,000 feet. The company has lately been
incorporated with a capital stock of .$100,000, C. H. Miller, of Fairwood,
Va., being secretary-treasurer.

The A. F. Bantro Aerial Navigation Corporation has been formed at

Baltimore and has been chartered with a capital stock of $1,000,000. Adam
F. Bantro, L. Emerson Hoffman, and Stonewall Jackson Healy are the

incorporators.

The retail lumber yard firm of Clarke & Fritz, at 1126 South Sharp
street. iBaltimore. has gone into the hands of a receiver. It is said that
the firm owes about ?13.000. No statement of assets has yet been made.
George H. Clarke, the senior partner, was for years with George F. Sloan

& Bro.. and afterward with the Sloan Lumber Company. Henry Fritz

is his son-in-law.

A. W. Hart of Price & Hart, New York, stopped in Baltimore last week
on the way back from Annapolis, where he went to see his son take the
examination for the Naval academy.
Edward Barber of the Howard & Barber Lumber Company, Cincinnati,

stopped in Baltimore about a week ago on his way from New York, where
he had gone to look after some export lumber, with regard to which ship-

ments more or less delay had been experienced.

^-< CINCINNATI >•-

Eight new directors were elected at the annual stocliholders* meeting of

the Ideal 'nTaeel Company. They are Louis J. DoUe, Alfred T. Giesler,

Charles A. Ayres. L. E. Levassor. Anthony Schewel, A. H. Ackerman, F. H.
Goosman and H. A. Dutemeyer.

The Perry Lumber Company of Lexington, Ky., was incorporated re-

cently with a capital of $40,000. Incorporators are B. F. Perry, J. T.

Perry and K. N. DeHaven.

Early relief from car shortage diflacultles in the South may be expected
as the result of the passage last week by Congress of the Esch bill, which
giyes the Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction oyer the distribu-

tion and handling of freight cars, according to P. L. Sanford, a prominent
lumberman of Zona, La., on his way home from Washington.
The American Car Service Commission has ordered 13,500 empty cars

to be sent to all parts of the South at once, says Mr. Sanford. Many of
these cars, which will come principally from the eastern and New England
districts, are already on the way. They wijl be distributed both east and
west of the Mississippi river. As soon as each of these cars is loaded, it

has been ordered by the car service commission that another empty shall

take its place, so that the carriers will provide an automatically con-
tinuing supply of rolling stock to this section. Special provision has been
made to see that the east and west lines and the smaller railroads which
ha%'e suffered especially from the scarcity of cars shall get their full share
of added equipment now provided.

=-< CLEVELAND >-=

Cleveland building trades are now entirely at peace following the recent
settlement between the employers' association and the sheet metal work-
ers and the way is open for the carrying out of plans for a permanent
conciliation board, which is designed to avoid practically all labor trouble
in the future.

The first creosoted wood block in the Euclid avenue paving improve-
ment was laid May 22 by Harry L. Davis, mayor of Cleveland. Euclid
avenue will be paved with wood block from Twenty-second to Fortieth
street. This is the first step in the expenditure of $10,000,000 for street

improvements of which the city wUl issue bonds for $3,000,000. Con-
tracts have been let for but $1,000,000 so far.

The quick recuperation of Cleveland's building volume following the
recent disastrous lockout is indicated by the fact that building permits
issued during May, the first month after the ending of the lockout, were
greater than for the same month of 1916, and that the total for the first

five months of the present year is greater than for the corresponding
period of last year, in spite of the fact that building was practically at
a standstill during March and April just past. The figures are : May,
1917. .?3,l.s5.:.00 : May. 1917, $2,688,080; first five months this year,

$11,773,330 ; first five months last year. $10,305,220.
Shortage of bpttoms for lumber on the Great Lakes is bothering Cleve-

land lumber shippers. Several have cargoes at upper lake ports ready to

move but are unable to locate tonnage. In answer to this condition vessel
men announced .June 4 that owing to an increased cost of operation and
a shortage of tonnage the lumber rate from the head of the lakes would
be advanced from $4.50 to $5 per thousand feet for hardwood and the
better grades of pine, and to $6 for poorer grades than Xo. 3 white pine.

Cleveland lumbermen were betorehanded this season and had a large
number of boats waiting at upper lake ports when the ice went out, get-

ting down their first loads in record time. The second loads are coming
in slower, the shipping being largely confined to firms owning their own
vessels.

The Elworthy Helwick Company, Williamson building, wholesale
builder of homes, announces that it has purchased its entire stock of
lumber for the coming year, comprising the output of two mills, pre-
sumably somewhere in the South. One mill will turn out framing timber
and the other hardwood finishing lumber. The company is one of the
largest builders and sellers of complete houses in the country and Its

policy in buying for future needs at this time bears out the general con-
tention that prices cannot possibly come down for some time to come
and are probably bound for new high levels.

Cleveland lumber dealers having hardwoods specified by the govern-
ment for military cantonments do not expect to place any bids except in

case one of the camps is established in the immediate vicinity of Cleve-
land. In that case they would expect to furnish certain requirements on
account of the facilities they would have for delivery. At the present
time they are busy taking care of local manufacturing and building re-

quirements.

A recent fire caused a damage of $10,000 to the lumber plant of Ditzler
& Woods, Willshire. O.

Fred A. Wilson, Columbus, O., has organized a wholesale lumber busi-

ness at that place.

Mrs. Harry A. Dellenberger and Hazel Dellenberger, wife and daughter
of Harry A. Dellenberger, vice-president of the Akron Lumber Company,
Akron. O., were instantly killed when an interurban car struck an auto-

mobile which Mrs. Dellenberger was driving. Van Dalia Dellenberger,
another daughter, was probably fatally injured.

=< EVANSVILLE >=
Hugh G. Faith has completed the erection of his new sawmill on the

Troy road near Washington, Ind., and the plant is now in operation.
John C. Keller, traffic manager of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club,

reports some change for the better in the car shortage situation iu Evans-
ville and southwestern Indiana- Lumber manufacturers say they are
getting more cars than they secured a month or two ago and that their
shipments are delayed like they were a short time ago. The manufacturers
are still suffering some delay in making their shipments, however, due
to the labor shortage. One large manufacturing concern in Evansville
reports that it found it impossible to get all the laboring men needed.
Manufacturers are also complaining over the high price of coal and claim
it is hard to make contracts just now. Coal is selling for fifteen and
sixteen cents a bushel in the Evansville market, the highest price on
record and the coal operators and retail dealers predict that coal will go
double this price by next winter. Lane B. Osborne, prosecuting attorney
of this (Vanderburg) county, has been collecting data on the coal prices

and this matter is to be presented to the grand jury in a short time. It is

charged that the coal operators and retail dealers are in a combine to hold
up fuel prices in this section.

The employes of the Conrey-Birely table factory at Shelbyville, Ind.,

have organized a protective association through which they hope to secure
food materials, fuel and household necessities at a lower price than is

quoted on the local market. Edward Burkher, a member of the Shelby-
ville city council, is president of the new association.

Daniel A. Wertz of Maley & Wertz, hardwood lumber manufacturers of
this citj-. has been elected a director of the Wisconsin Smoke Consumer
Company that was recently organized in Evansville, the purpose of the
company being to sell a patent smoke consumer in the state of Wisconsin.

Claude Wertz of Maley & Wertz has returned from a business trip to

Cincinnati and Dayton and reports trade conditions there coming along
all right.

The tie companies operating in this city have been doing a very nice
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UMBEF^AND

&mira./(.y.

HoTem^er
9th.
1915.

Pnepcke Lelght Ltr. Co.,
Oilcego, * *

111.

Gentleneo:-

Te are using your Red Oun loK^er in tbe
oanufBcture of our high claes interior
trim and general planing iLill work.

This guiE is giTing excellent satisfaction,
being highly graded, soft texture, good
widths, end long lengths, also dry, straight
and flat. \

Respectfully,
Harris, kcUenry k Baker Co,

Diet.
B£E/LQ.

Of course it is true that

Red Gum
is America's finest cabinet wood—but

Just as a poor cook will spoil the choicest
viands while the experienced chef will turn
them into prized delicacies, so it is true that

The inherently superior qualities

of Red Gum can be brought
out only by proper handling

When you buy this wood, as when you buy a new
machine, you want to feel that you have reason for

believing it will be just as represented.

We claim genuine superiority for our Gum. The
proof that you can have confidence in this claim is

shown by the letter reproduced herewith.

Your interests demand that you remem-
ber this proof of our ability to preserve
the wonderful qualities of the wood
when you again want RED GUM.

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CONWAY BUILDING 111 W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Bond MlUi: Helena and BlythevUle, Ark.: Oreenville, MIdb.

busini'ss iliii-iii!; tlii' |mst few wiM'ks. .Most of the tirs houglit h.v the local
oampaiiii.s arc iiit aloiij; (iifiii ami Barren rivers in western Kcntucl<.v
and are brought liere in barges.

Evansvilie is nialiing a bard figlit to have the government locate its

divisional training camp for the soldiers of Indiana and Kentucli.v in this
city. Among the citizens who arc working to have the camps locateil in

Evansvilie are nian.v hnnber and furniture manufacturers.
Charles A. Wolllin of the WolHin-I.uhring Lumber Compan.v is interested

in a compan.v that expects to build a traction line from Kvansville to
New llarmon.v, Inil. The surve.v of the line has been completed and It is

expected (hat actual construction work will start in a short time. The
road will pass through the rich watermelon and cantelopc section of
southwestern Indiana.

==-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Indianapolis hindiernicu who have organized into a co-operative asso-

ciation to bu.v lumber to fill the needs of the government in erecting
buildings to house troops at Fort Henjamin Harrison, last week con
tributed .$10,000 to a fund being raised to purchase a site for another
training camp to be turned over to the government. Tbe business inter-

ests of the cit.v are tr.vlng to raise a fund of .$400,000 for this purpose
and the contribution of the lumbermen was one of the largest that lias

been received. Half the amount needed was raised in a few minutes
after the campaign was opened.

G. A. Dolen, who operates a .vard and mill at Hocbester, Ind., lias

sold out to .Tames Oottschalk of Three Rivers, Mich. The stock has
just been invoiced and the deal has been closed. Mr. iJottschalk expects
to move to Rochester to assume management of the plant.

A mill owned b.y Will Ditzler of Bluffton. Ind.. and Samuel Woods
of Wlllshire, Ind., located at the latter city, was destroyed by Are
recently, entailing a loss of about .fS.OOO. The property was not
insured. A large amoiint ,if hanlwood lumlier stored near the mill was
burned.

George L. Maas of the .Maas-Nei'meyer Lumber Company, who was
selected by Indianapolis lumbermen recently to effect an organization
of the Indianapolis Lumbermen's Club, has been working on the plans
and intends to call a meeting In the near future to urge all lumber
men to affiliate with the organization. The lumber trade has been
talking of organizing the club for the last year, bill has never been
successful in getting all the lumbermen together.
The .lones Lumber dmipany, P.looinfield. Ind., has dissolved as a

corporation.

The J. A. Glanton l-'urniture Company, t'ohiiiibus, Ind., has just Iieen

incorporated with a capitalization of .f (ill.(ion. The company intends

lo manufacture all kinds of furniture. The directors are .Tames .\. Glan-

ton, Clarence C. McCoIlough and John W. Kelley.

--<, MEMPHIS >
Lumbermen here arc rather secretive about orders lieiiig received from

government sources for hardwood lumber and timbers. The idea is pretty

delinitely established that such orders are coming in and that they are in

c<»nsiderable volume. Imt little, if anything, is said al.iout them. Lumber
interests here ha\'e been making preparations for some time to take care of

the requirements in the way of lumber and timbers for the various depart-

ments of the government and they are in excellent position for supplying
these. Members of the American Oak Manufacturers' .\ssociatiou were
recently provided with specifications for white oak timbers to be used in

tbe construction of wooden ships and some of the other lumber interests

here are known to lie figuring on government orders of considerable size.

I'liusual activity is noted in the market and it is this which has. more than
anything else, given rise to reports of government buying in considerable
volume.

I^umber interests here, including members of the Memphis Builders'

Exchange, are anxious to secure one of the army camp sites for the
training of soldiers. The Chamber of Commerce, with which the Lumber-
men's Club of Memphis, is affiliated, has taken the initiative in this matter
and the various business men of ilemphis, including the lumbermen, have
been assessed, for the raising of (Tie necessary money, on the basis of the
lienefit they will proliabiy derive from securing this lanip. Contractors and
other building interests are pai-ticularly interested and they are bringing
every possible pressure to bear in securing this camp for this city.

The big hardwood mill of Kusse &. Burgess. Inc., resumed operations
tills morning after a shut down of some days forced by lack of sufficient

logs. The company has plenty of timber ready for loading on its holdings
at Isola. Miss., but there are not enough cars to bring in the logs, with
the result that operation of the mill is rather intermittent. Some of the
other sawmill men here are confronted with similar trouble and altogether
tile output of hardwood lumber here Is still considerably below normal,
though rather larger than a fortnight ago.

II. H. .\nderson. secretary of the .\nderson-TuIly Company. Is one of tbe
lumber contingent who is making good at the training camp for olHcers at
Kort Oglethorpe, Oa. He Is one of the oldest niembers of the force being
trained, but encouraging reports are heard ngardlng the progress he Is

making. He is a son of Col. S. B. .\nderson.
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For Greatest Range of Uses

Th) "HOOSIEtl," the rip saw which makes profitable
dimension manufacture and grade refining at the mill
possible. Hundreds of users already—you will be an-
other If you will let us tell you all about it—Will you?

and

Easiest Handling

buy the

Hoosier Self Feed Rip Saw. This machine has earned thousands

of dollars for owners in the manufacture of dimension lumber, crating,

etc., because its entirely novel design, resulting in surprising ease of

operation and adaptability, makes possible a profit where a loss is

often expected in this work. The

Hoosier Self-Feed Rip Saw
has a positive and powerful feed which handles the heaviest material

the sawmill takes just as readily as the lightest.

The table, raised and lowered with the crank in front of the ma-
chine, is always level—always securely locked.

The Hoosier rips anything up to 6 inches thick and 17 inches wide.

It feeds 35, 75, 100 or 150 feet a minute.

Manufactured X c I u s i V e I by

The SINKER-DAVIS COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

p. Stenning Coate. who recently huught the interest of the estate of the

late George D. Burgess in Russe & Burgess. Inc.. has been elected treasurer

of that corporation anj is getting rapidly broken into the intricacies of the

lumber industry. Mr. Oxholm, of the Federal Lumber Trade Commission,
said Saturday, during the course of his address, that the most disappoint-

ing feature of the lumber industry in this country was the lack of organ-

ization. Mr. Coate, on the other hand, says there are more organizations

in the lumber industry than in anything with which he was ever associated.

He is busy learning the names and functions of those with which Russe &
Burgess, Inc.. are connected as members.
The Price Veneer & Lumber Company has been granted a charter under

the laws of Mississippi. The capital stock is $20,000 and headquarters
are at Columbia. F. V. B. Price. V. F. Price and others are the incor-

porators.

Hubbard & Henning, who are rapidly completing removal of the timber
from a tract of 2oS acres of hardwood lands at Friendship, Tenn., which
they bought some time ago at approximately §100 per acre, will sell this

at auction June IS to buyers who wish to engage in farming, stock raising

or other pursuits.

=< LOUISVILLE >:
News was received in Louisville last week by the C. C. Mengel & Bro.

Company of the sinking of the company's large sailing vessel, Tltc Dingo,
off the coast of Plymouth, England, by a German U-boat on May 31. The
crew of thirty-one men, with the exception of Third Mate Ray. was landed
in safety at Plymouth. Ray was drowned while endeavoring to get into a
small boat. The German submarine, on sighting the big four-masted
lumber booker, starting shelling her, and the crew took to the boats when
the third shell landed solid. Bombs were placed in the hold, and the
vessel totally destroyed. The Mengel company had been using the vessel

as a mahogany log handler, bringing in logs from West Africa and South
America to Pensacola, Fla., but during the past few months had been
using her as a blockade runner. When sunk she was carrying a heavy
cargo of steel and oil to Havre, France, and from that port was to have
gone to West Africa for a cargo of logs. The vessel was insured for

$225,000, this figure not being her true worth under the rapid advance in

the price of freighters. The cargo was valued at $."iOO,000.

The Churchill-Milton Lumber Company has met many delays in start-
ing its new mill at Greenwood. Miss., and the time for getting up operating
steam has been delayed so often that it is now about two months behind
the proposed schedule. However, Smith Milton states that it will be
running by June 1.5, and will represent a most thorough hardwood, double
band mill.

Much damage was done in Kentucky and vicinity in recent cyclones
which swept through the district. At North Vernon. Ind., the North
Vernon Lumber Company had its plant partially unroofed, and damage
done to several buildings. The A. B. Smith Lumber Company, Paducah,
had two of its country mills badly damaged, but its big plant at Bondurant
escaped. J. V. Stimson. operating hardwood mills at Owensboro, Ky.,
Huntingburg, Ind,, and elsewhere, was in Owensboro when advised that
his mill at McKenzie, Tenn., had been destroyed at a loss of approximately
$20,000. Various other mill property suffered.

A nuinber of the Louisville hardwood men have been taking an active
part in the campaign to sell liberty loan bonds in I^ouisville. John
Churchill and Tom Fullenlove of the Churchill-Milton Lumber Company.
are among the leaders. Mr. Churchill being a colonel and Mr. Fullenlove a

captain. Preston Jeyes of W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company, \. E.

Norman. Sr., of the Norman Lumber Company, and Edward L. Davis of
the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company are among the leading workers in

the campaign.

At a lively me'eting of the Louisville Hardwood Club, held on Tuesday,
May 29, a resolution was adopted under which members who in the future
fail to be represented will be forced to pay a little fine of .$5 into the

club treasury. Several years ago when the club was organized a .$10 fine

was scheduled, but was later taken off on objection of the regular
absentees, Edward L. Davis of the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company,
one of the original charter members of the organization, jumped on the

members for failing to attend the meetings regularly, proposing that either

a fine be imposed on absent organizations or fewer meetings be held eiieh

month. Mr. Davis spoke at some length on the founding and long life

of the club, and stated that never before in its history were business and
national conditions in shape where the club needed each man's ideas as
much as at the present time. The result was that the members decided

to continue the weekly meetings, and to plaster a fine on all absent mem-
bers, the rule going into effect at the first June meeting. Mr. Davis also

recommended that the meetings be given over more to business, and less

to outside interests, such as baseball, politics, "hoss" racing, golf. etc.

These matters are good material for discussion during the dinner, when
shop talk should be forgotten, but when the business meetings are called

all outside matters should be forgotten.

Several interesting subjects were discussed, principal of which was the

liberty loan problem. Several speakers voiced their views on this subject,

the gist of the talks being to the effect that the lumbermen thought favor-

ably of the loan, felt that It would draw a lot of dead money into circula-

tion on the part of small investors, and while it might cut down bank
deposits for a time no bad effect is expected from such source. It was
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WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter sawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPUR
We mike a specialty of Oalc and Hickory Imple-
ment, Wagon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Y our Inquiries solicits d

ARUNGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Daily Capacity 75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycamore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shioments of-
Wh^Jte and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

Wm. E. Hill Co.
KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW MILL MACHINERY
"The line that is imitated"

Jacl<ers, Kickers, Log Stops and Loaders, Niggers, Steam
Feeds, Carriages, Live Rolls, Steam Jump Saws, Trips,

Edgers, Trimmers, Slashers, Concave Rolls, Conveyor
Drives, Circular Cut-Off Machines, Swing Saws, Drag
Saw Machines, Steam Dogs, Steam Splitters, Lath Ma-
chinery, Vertical Automatic Engines, etc.

stated that the banks have been long on deposits for some time, and have
had trouble in keeping their resources working. Money drawn out for

bu.ying bonds will be placed in circulation again by the government, and
the lumber trade will undoubtedly feel its effect in the increased demand
for shipbuilding timber and general government supplies.

The Kentucky Wagon Manufacturing Company, one of the largest local

consumers of hardwoods, has been making a number of changes recently.

The company has filed amended articles of incorporation under which it

is permissible to manufacture automobiles, a line that has been made
by the company for several months for the Dixie Motor Car Company, a
subsidiary organization. It also arranged its debt limit not to exceed

the total paid in capital stock at any time. Several changes have been

made in the management, W. I. Shaw, sales manager, having resigned, and
been succeeded by S. K. Miller, who has been with the sales department
for two years or more. W. B. Beckman has been promoted to the position

of assistant general manager under H. V. Board, president and general

manager. Mr. Beckman has had charge of the purchasing and traffic

departments of the big company, which occupies several acres of ground
with its sawmill, shops, etc.

In an effort to prevent the enforcement of the order of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in the case of the Paducah Cooperage Company,
four of the Southern lines ; namely, the Iron Mountain, Rock Island, La.

& -Ark. R. R. Co., and the St. L., S. W. have filed suit in the federal court

seeking to enjoin the commission from enforcing the order which was to

have become effective June 15, 1917. The contention of the Paducah
people was that the rates on lumber and lumber products to Paducah,
Ky., were from 2 to 6 cents a hundred pounds higher than to Cairo, 111.,

from points (in Arkansas and Louisiana, whereas the rates should be on a

parity. The commission upheld this contention. The carriers allege that

the commission has no power to amend the rate, and cite twenty-six in-

stances where errors were made In taking proof.

.\mended articles of incorporation have been filed by the Inman Veneer
& Panel Company of Louisville, increasing the capital stock of the cor-

poration from $150,000 to .$250,000 and increasing the debt limit to

.$100,000. The company is now building a fine new plant in the western
section of lioulsville, and will soon be ready to operate. The amendment
was signed by Harry C. Inman. E. E. Sutton, Charles W. Inman, and other
stockholders representing more than two-thirds of the Issued stock. The
Inman Furniture Company, controlled by the same Interests, has also

filed an amendment placing its capital at $25,000.

The slump in building this spring can be seen from a glance at the

report of the city for May, 1917. as compared with May, 1916. In May
of last year a total of 221 permits were issued for building to cost $342,-

620. as compared with 145 permits for $186,310 in May, 1917. Heavy
lo.sses have been shown locally all season, but out in the state the show-
ing has been much better. However, a good proportion of the building

that is being done is of frame construction.

.\niended articles of Incorporation have been filed by the Ohio Valley
Tie Company, in which the capital stock of the corporation is decreased
from $150,000 of common to $100,000, while the outstanding preferred

remains at $50,000. The amendment was signed by C. P. Bush and
others. The company Is one of the oldest and best known tie concerns
in the state.

The Harlan-Knox Coal & Lumber Company. Pinevillc, Ky., has filed

articles of incoriioratinn listing a capital of ."i^^it.OOO.

C. M. Scars of the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company is back on the

job after spending some time in the South on a lumber buying trip, and
later In the East where he called on consumers.

W. A, McLean, head of the Wood-Mosaic Company, New Albany and
Highland Park. Is back from a trip to the East and North. The com-
pany's Highland Park mill has been getting in a number of logs within
the past week, hut is c\itting them up at a rapid pace.

--'K.WISCONSIN >.=

The Schmidt & Story Wagon Company, West Bend, recently sent four
giant wagon wheels, weighing 2.200 pounds in all. to the copper mines at

Butte. Mont. The hubs were 14x16 Inches, the spokes 4 inches thick,

and the rim 2V,x5 inches. The front wheels had tires ?4x5 inches, and
the rear wheel had double tires, %x5 and l^ixo inches, respectively.

The Joerns Brothers Manufacturing Company, Sheboygan and Stevens
Point, and the Coye Furniture Company, Stevens Point, have been com-
bined. The capital stock of the Coye Furniture Company was Increased
from $125,000 to $275,000, of which $100,000 will be 5 per cent preferred

stock and $175,000 common stock. The Joerns company will turn in

its plant at the value determined at inventory and will take stock of the
other corporation as compensation. The change in manner of conduct-
ing the business will bring about the doubling of capacity. The Joerns
interests will be centered in Stevens Point.

The fireproof construction of the boiler room of the Rib Lake Lumber
Company. Rib Lake, recently saved the structure from destruction when
fuel near the fire-box opening caught fire in the absence of the engineer.

Labor difficulties at the plant of the Hardwood Products Company.
Neonah, were recently settled and nearly all of the strikers returned to

work. Wage increases w^ere granted. About 250 men and women Ignored
the whistle for about a week.

H. L. Mumm of Whusau has secured an option on the water power, the
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electric plant, and the mill at Gresham, Wis. The mill will be remodeled

and adapted to the manufacture of clothes bars and wooden novelties.

The B. Heinemann Lumber Compan.v, Wausau, estimates that its loss

ffom fire during the recent forest flames amounts to about $12,000.

Nearly 500.000 feet of logs, pulpwood and bark were consumed. In the

same flre the Underwood Veneer Company lost a lajge amount of logs.

The Langlade Lumber Company, Tl'ausau, believes in community garden-

ing. It has turned forty acres of cut-over land over to its sixty em-

ployes and business of sowing and hoeing is now in order.

The Wausau Manufacturing Company, recently organized, will not only

have the distinction 'of manufacturing the smallest product made in

Wausau—toothpicks—but will also exist as the only toothpick plant in

Wisconsin. Both birch and maple logs will be used in the manufacture

of the picks, all of which are to be of one grade. The demand for tooth-

picks is good, and as soon as business warrants the plant will be devoted

to other lines as well.

The new sawmill of the Wisconsin Box Company, Wausau, was recently

completed and put in operation under 223-horsepower. The logs are being

shipped by rail from a point near Rhinelander. The mill will be in

charge of G. K. Goading.

L. G. Lyons, former manager of the Forestville branch of the Fuller-

Goodman Lumber Company, recently left with his family for Greenleaf,

Wis., where he will take charge of the company's offices.

Herman Anderson has been appointed superintendent of the Kneeland-
McLurg Lumber Company's mill plant at I'liillips, Wis., fo succeed B. W.
Sperry.

The New Dells Lumber^ Company, Eau Claire, recently announced a

voluntary increase in the pay of its employes—^a 23-cents-a-day boost for

all day labor and ?6.50 a month for monthly labor. The ordei' affects

about 180 people and means an added payroll of $800.

Ice floes in Lake Superior a short time ago held up floats of logs to

such a degree as to impair the progress of mills in several cities. Both
the Stearns mill and the Sprague mill, in Washburn, were seriously handi-

capped for a short time.

The Menominee Wliite Cedar Company. Marinette, through recent pur-

chases of land, has brought its property site up to five acres in extent.

Adolph Hemp has purchased the Stevens planing mill in Neillsville and
is preparing to overhaul it and put it in good shape for every kind of

fine work.

The plant of the .\cme Pattern Company, West Allis, will soon be com-
pleted and the concern will be in a position to commence operations for

the production of wooden and metal patterns.

The Charles Fish Lumber Company in Antigo has prepared plans for the

erection of a one-story power house in that city.

Dispatches from all parts of northern Wisconsin near the zone of the

forest fires reported that "fires raged," and to judge from the damage in

various sections and the strenuous efforts made to squelch the flames they

were easily as terrible as the descriptions portrayed them. The big saw-

mill of the Rust-Owen Lumber Company at Drummond, Bayfield county,

was closed to permit {he 400 employes to go out in combat against the

flames.

The Albrecht Manufacturing Company, operating a lumber yard and
planing mill in Kewaunee will soon make extensive improvements in and
about its plant. A fine new boiler room and smokestack will be ereeted.

The Home Company of Clintonville will erect ten frame houses in that

city to begin the improvement of conditions representing the general home
scarcity about the state.

The Hurd-Nott Lumber Company, Merrill, has been incorporated under
the laws of Wisconsin by H. M. Hurd. F. L. Nott, and R. C. Ballstadt.

The first logs of the Flambeau River Lumber Company drive recently

arrived. Because of a dry season the river had been the lowest in history,

and the drive is proceeding very slowly.

The sawmill of the Stevens Lumber Company, Rhinelander, was recently

destroyed by a fire of unknown origin, which consumed the entire mill,

with a loss about $75,000. Insurance carried was $40,000.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >•

Chicago is too busy getting ready for the big affair next week—the
Natioal meeting—to bother unduly over boresome business details, but
In spite of this handicap the local men are keeping the carriers pretty
busy trying to move the lumber they sell. Box stuff is still way in the
front and going stronger every day. There is still no room to look for

more strength in the stuff going to the finish factories, though the furni-

ture people are showing more desire for stock than it had been expected
they would continue to show. It is hard to name the market today, as
it reflects the influences of many orders taken under protest, but the
advances are rapid and in some cases sensational. What business falls

off will have to show a much more rapid decline than at present to keep
ahead of the gains in other, and in many cases new, directions.

DRY STOCK
FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

BIRCH

175 M 1 " FAS
110 M 1 " No. 1 Com.
IIOM 1" No. 2 Com.
50 M IM" FAS
50 M 114" FAS
70 M 2 " No. 1 C. & Btr.

40 M 2 1^ " No. 1 C. & Btr.

RED GUM
50 M 1 14 " No. 1 Com.
20 M 2" FAS
50 M FAS Qrt'd
25 M 2

" No. 1 Com. Qta
12 M 2" No. 1 C. & Btr. Fig.

MAPLE
20 M 2" Hard Bending

BROWN LAND & LUMBER CO.
Rhinelander, Wis.Rhinelander and Parish. Wis..

Helena. Arltansas.

L-B QUALITY
—Kraetzer Cured—

GUM LUMBER
OAK LUMBER
OAK FLOORING
{The Famous Forked-Leaf Brand)

Southern Yellow Pine Unexcelled for Crating.

We have 115,000,000 feet in pile.

Accurately Manufactured, Carefully Graded, Priced Right

Long-Bell Lumber Company
R. A. Long Building Kansas City, Mo.

The following stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment

4/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash * 24,000

5/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 35,000

6/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 74,000

8/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 3,000

4/4 No. 1 & Btr. Birch 51,000

4/4 No. 2 Birch 250,000

4/4 No. 3 Birch 202,000

5/4 No. 3 Birch 28,000

4/4 No. 3 Basswood 25,000

6/4 No. 3 Birch 8,000

4/4 No. 3 Maple 1,000,000

5/4 No. 3 Maple 387,000

Ideal

Hardwood
Sawmill

An putting In pile ewry month
two and one-half million feet of
choleost Northern Michigan Hardwoodi

Stack Lumber Company
Masonville, Michigan
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=?iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiii:=

I Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

i OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Texture |

I MADE nWR) RIGHT |

I OAK FLOORING I
= We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of =
S our own manufacture, from our own tim- —
= ber grown in Eastern Kentucky. =

1 PROMPT SHIPMENTS =

I The MOWBRAY I

i & ROBINSON CO. I
2 (incorporated) =

I CINCINNATI, OHIO |
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit?

Have you seen any w. ti , , ob'8 than these'*

'

I
'HEY all grew right in Indiana where

•* hardwoods have always held the

choicest farm lands. The best growth of

timber as well as the best yield of wheat
comes from good soil. The soundness of

the log-ends shows that they fed on the

fat of the land. My

Indiana Oak
comes from the same soil

CHAS. H. BARNABY
Greencastle, Indiana

=•< BUFFALO >-.

Tlio bardwooci trade shows a fair dogrcf of activity, thougli Ijuyers
are cot as much interested as usual at this season. Some decline has
occurred in the building trade this year, permits in most of the large
cities of this section, including Buffalo and Rochester, showing a
rather big falling off in May. An absence in speculative building is

noticeable and money is not going into this line in any large amount.
The furniture trade is not as active as it was a number of weeks ago.
Business is good in the general factory line and the tendency of prices
is strong.

Most all the hardwoods are participating to a fair extent in the
buying. Plain oak is said to show some improvement and in most grades
is on a higher level. Maple continues actively in demand and stocks
are not accumulating. Other woods which are selling steadily are
ash, birch, poplar and cypress. The car situation at the southern mills
shows but little improvement and it is a difficult matter to get any
definite promise of prompt delivery.

Wholesalers are hopeful that business is going to show good activity
during this summer and it is evident that prices are to be strong.
They are advised from the mills that stocks are short and will be for
a long time and that the labor problem is serious and promises to
become more so. Besides this, the shortage in cars appears to be
increasing. With any sort of demand it is likely that prices will be on
an abnormally high level.

=-< PITTSBURGH y
.\11 reports show that sbipmeuts of gum and cuttonwood and other

hardwoods from the Southwest are going to be very tight this summer.
Many mills there have had to shut down because they could not get cars
for logging. Embargoes on many railroads are also causing renewed
trouble. West Virginia stocks are hard to get and, labor is very scarce at
all hardwood mills. Purchasing agents are therefore buying two or three
cars of hardwood in order to be sure of getting one. Prices are going up
steadily. Uailroads arc taking considerable oak as well as bridge and car
lumber. Yard trade is spotted and unsatisfactory.

=< BOSTON >.=
The New England market is receiving fair amounts of hanlwood but

the demand is so insistent that values are steadily rising. The departure
from conditions formerly prevailing has gone so far that business here
has become a matter of opportunity. There is comparatively little

representation of stocks available and the large number of inquiries
coming in are quoted and closed according to what ready stock can be
found and on the basis of price current at the time. There is a general
belief that nuiterial not essential to the war Industries will soon be
<'rowded off the transportation lines in a large degree and a correspond-
ing demand will arise for stock contributing to military usage which
is already required in largely increased amounts although principally
for general manufacture and construction. The 'necessity for adjust-

ment to the resulting situation will no doubt come suddenly and while
it may adversely affect some of the cabinet woods, the whole tendency
will be toward activity and stimulation. There is c^msidorable specu-
lation as to how far non-war industries can go in economical operation
tuider tlie present and prospective conditions but as no ^igns of restora-

tion action are yet in view, the dealers are more largely absorbed in

filling what gaps they can with present facilities than in apprehension
nr planning of policies. Thick maple and walnut are the most prominent
examples of what may well be termed unreasonably high values. Plain
oak has advanced more in tlie last few weeks than it would have in as
many years at any previous period. Hickory is continually rising in

price and chestnut and cherry, though needed almost wholly for furni-

lure, have shared the radical increases to some extent. In fact, quo-
I.Uions all along the line have reached what many feel is an inflated

and unstable state likely to force much of the consuming trade to extreme
action along some line for their own protection.

^-< BALTIMORE >=
There are no important changes in the hardwood situation here.

The chief trouble of the manufacturers and dealers continues to be
with the shipments, the ninnher of cars furnished by the railroads
being totally inadequate, and even when the cars are loaded, their convey-
ance to destinations is attended with great delays, so that neither

the shipper nor the receiver is ever sure whether or not the wants that
develop will be met. The quotations are still going up, and there appears
to be no real limit to the market. The one question to which an answer
is demanded is whether the seller is in a position to nutke delivery and
whether shipments will be allowed to get through. Most of the hardwood
men iHM'e h.'ive drawn on their stocks in recent mouths to stu-h an extent
that their selections are greatly depleted. .V few were forttmate enough
to sense the present situation in advance and to nuike provision accord-
ingly, and these dealers carry exceptionally large assortments. But
as against one of these men there are half a dozen others who really

stand in need of additions to their supplies, and who are greatly incon-

venienced by file prevailing state of tilings. Some relief has been ac-

I'orded of late by the raising of certain embargoes on the eastern
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roads, especially in New England, and this has Ihh-u taken advantage
of to rush a number of cars of lumber. But in other sections the im-

pediments in the way of a distribution persist, and the users of hard-

woods are at times embarrassed. Prices continue on the rise, and no
difficulty whatever is experienced by the sellers in getting the figures

asked, as long as they are not wholly prohibitive. The mills are

hampered by scarcity of labor, which is giving rise to increasingly serious

conditions. Even the plants that are willing to pay the rates of wages
demanded find it very hard to get workers in adequate numbers, and
many of the mills fall more or less below their nomial capacity, while

the inquiry for stocks is rather on the increase. The hardwood man
with ample stocks to draw upon and in a position to make shipment
stands to make money, for the prevailing quotations are far beyond
anything ever before experienced in the trade. Hesitancy in the matter

of giving an order for a lot of lumber is very apt to he followed by a

further marking up of the quotations, and no one is willing to predict

that the top limit has been reachi-il.
**'

^ COLUMBUS >
The hardwood market in Ohio territory has been firm during the

past fortnight. Prices have advanced. Buying on the part of retailers

and factories is good. The volume of trade is about equally distributed

between the two with all purchasers requesting immediate shipment if

possible. I^ospects are rather bright.

Retailers are showing a disposition to increase stocks in view of ex-

pected shortage when the government enters the market. As a result.

dealers are placing orders both for immediate and deferred shipment.

Dealers' stocks are ample for the present, especially in view of curtailed

building operations. Rural dealers are the best customers at this

time. s

Factories making boxes and furniture are buying liberally and the

same is true of implement and vehicle concerns. Automobile factories

are buying rather actively also. The car shortage is holding up ship-

ments to a large degree and considerable inconvenience has resulted.

During the past few days there has been an improvement in the car

supply but this is believed will be only temporary. Many carloads are

at the mills, awaiting shipment to northern markets. Collections are

fairly good, as money is plentiful.

Plain and quartered oak is in good demand. Poplar is strong and

prices are advancing. Chestnut is one of the strongest points in the

trade. Ash. basswood and other hardwoods rule firm and scarce.

=-< CINCINNATI >=
While some branches of the luinher market may have suffered rather

keenly in the past couple weeks in this section, the hardwood trade

here seems to have been benefited through the requirements ot war.

Revival of talk regarding a return to river lumber shipping to offset

the depressed condition created by the car suortage and embargoes

has helped somewhat. Cincinnati lumbermen believing that steady even

though slow river shipments even if no further north than Cairo or St.

Louis will materially benefit this market. The greatest trouble here is

the uncertainty of shipments—speed no longer is a factor, the lumber-

man long ago becoming resigned to the fact that it was useless to

attempt to hurry delivery under present conditions. But they believe

that with river navigation, a steady stream of lumber from the South

would result. The entire uardwood list nas moved pretty steadily

during the past two weeks. The implement manufacturers are ordering

more liberally indicating the increase in their business due to the

farming movement. Implement dealers here say that folks who never

saw a plow or harrow before are buying them to work their suburban

lots, which of course results in many repeat and larger orders from the

manuiacturer by the retailer and wholesaler. The call from the fur-

niture factories picked up the last week or ten days, this constituting one

ot the most agreeable features to the local market. The furniture

industry was considerably oft a tew weeks back, but judging from

the quartered oak, gum, birch and walnut orders put through recently

there need be no future worry from this end of the lumber business.

Higher grade items are getting the heaviest call and prices do not

seem to cut much figure. When the lumber is obtainable and shipments

anyways near prompt, the buyer seems willing to pay any reasonable

figure demanded. Quartered oak probably is moving the best of all the

hardwoods, the furniture concerns being a great factor in its movement.

Cottonwood is moving in much better volume and more steady than a

while back, probably reviving to a greater extent than any other

item which had been moving slowly. The scarcity of labor, the high

prices ot all building material and the ever uncertainty as to the future

in war time has put a rather serious crimp in the building industry

here, but where the lumber trade loses in this direction it is making up
..cim other consuming industries such as implement, furniture, auto,

etc. ^^^lile the higher grades seem to have the best call, there is a

heavy demand and steady increase, for the lower grades of gum and
other woods from the box manufacturers. The box people, it seems,

are fairly swamped with orders tor all kinds of boxes and crating—war
orders playing a big part in this business. The interior finishers in

the building industry, while feeling the effects of the decline in building

operations, nevertheless, are doing a fair amount of business right now,

their demand for birch, maple and other interior trim woods being

YOU WANT WIDE STCCK--wr HAVE IT

Payson Smith Lumber Co
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

Northern Stock

3 cars..

2 cars .

6 cars,

l!/2'

8 cars 11/2" No. 3 Com. & Bet.

3 cars .~ 2" No. 2 & Bet.

SOFT ELM
I car 11/2" No. 2 & Bet.

1 car 1 '/z" No. 3 Com.
HARD MAPLE

2 cars I" No. 2 & Bet.

2 cars 1
" No. 3 Com.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

Southern Stock

RED OAK
2 cars 3/4 Com. & Bet. Plain

1 car 4 '4 No. 2 & Bet. Plain

WHITE OAK
I car 2" No. 2 & Bet. Plain

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
166S Old Colony Bldg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

BIRCH
" Com. & Bet. Red
.... 1" No. 2 Com.

No. 1 Com. & Bet.

"'

'?:fe:

BCAUTIFUt
WC MEAN THE OAK NOT THC MAI

PAVSON-SMITH LBn.-CO.
MINNKAPOLia. MINN.

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Oak Maple
Chestnut

.vianufacturers and Dealers

—in

—

West Virginia and Southern

r^.. ...^ HARDWOODS

The Atlas Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Union Trust Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

IIANCFACTCRKRS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oeik Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and CUM LUMBER
Can furnish anythinf in Oak, tir dried

or kiln dried, roueh or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overhead Steam Legglno Machinery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK SEATTLE
New Orlenna: Woodward. Wight A Co., Ltd.

Canada: Canadian Allls-Chalmers, Ltd,, Toronto

quite heavy, but this call is not expected to be sustained for anj'

length of time. Cottonwood boxboards are having a fair call, with prices

well maintained. Oak flooring is quite a market feature, while asb^

hickory and elm are in good demand.

•<CLEVELAND>'
Increased prices in several lines indicate tlie strength ot tlie hartlwood

market in Cleveland, and judging from constantly increasing demand and
difficulties in getting shipments, still higher prices are to be expected in

the future.

Oak flooring, whicli has been much in demand in tlxis market for some
time past and equally hard to get, has increased $1 over former figures.

No. 1 oak flooring is especially scarce. The hemlock market has also

responded with a .'?2 rise. Shingles and lath, which have been consistently

strong for some time have shown some, weakness in the past ten days. A
decrease of 15 cents is reported for red cedar shingles, following rumors
of the release of a large supply from the Northwest.

Dwelling building of all kinds is active following the plea of the Cham-
ber of Commerce committee for increased housing facilities to keep up
with the growth of the city. Lumber shippers who were relieved tem-

porarily by the opening ot lake traffic have been placed at an additional

disadvantage by an increase in water rates from the head of lake from
$4. .50 to $5 per thousnd.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
The hardwood trade has been brisk during' the last two weeks and

the trade announces it has about all the business it can handle as a

result of car shortage conditions. Although there has been a falling off

in demand from the building trades, the call from consuming plants

ctmtinues strong.

Many reports indicate that logs are not so plentiful as usual, due
to the very unfavorable weather conditions. Indiana roads are in the

worst condition they have been in for years because government regu-

hitlon over railroad rolling stock has made it practically impossible
to procure gravel and crushed stone. Incessant rains have caused wash*
uuts in highways, leaving the roads in many parts of the state in practi-

cally an impassable condition.

A strong call exists for plain and quartered white oak. Gum, asli

and hickory are strong and an improved demand for walnut is reported.
Farm implement manufacturers, anticipating a heavy demand for their

products next year, are stocking up on hardwoods. The same applies

to vehicle manufacturers. A part of the prevailing demand is the out-
growth of the desire of manufacturers to build up surplus stocks.

The demand for hardwood for building purposes took a slump last

month, May building statistics showing the value of operations for the
mouth was .$219.S.'>2 below the values of the corresponding period of
last year. The value of building operations for the month was $G40,198,
(ompared with $860,030 for May, 191G.

=-< EVANSVILLE >.=

Trade in southwestern Indiana has been very good for the past sev-

eral weeks. May brought In a larger volume of business than May, 1916,
and .June has started in fine. Manufacturers are not looking for a
boom year, but believe that trade will move riglit ahead and that
people are not going to let the war interfere with business. Most of the
large uptown mills In Evansvillc are being operated on time and manu-
facturers In some instances report they are short on crews. Collections

are fairly good. Logs are still scarce and will probably remain so for
some time to come, as men in the southern states who are engaged
from time to time in getting out logs are now busy planting and work-
ing their crops. L^g prices are high. General trade conditions are
Kood and most of the large wood consuming factories here continue to

run on full time and in some instances are being opera tetl overtime.

Gum remains in strojig demand and it is expected will continue in brisk

demand all summer because furniture manufacturers have plenty of work
in sight and are using a great deal of gum. Plain white oak has been in

strong demand for several months and quartered white oak is also moving
along all right. Ash Is strong and elm and maple are in good demand.
Walnut is stronger than it has been for some time. Several of the local

manufacturers have been selling a good deal ot quartered sycamore lately.

lieeclt is in strong demand with a good many sales. Building operations

are lagging, but in the opinion of contractors and architects there will be

a good deal of building in this sectitin later on. Hard rains during the

last week in May delayed this work to some extent. Sash and door men,
planing mill owners and yellow pine dealers say they are going right ahead
in spite of the war. They are doing a fair business and see nothing in

trade conditions just now to discourage them. Farmers in this section

are planting the largest crops I'U record.

-< MEMPHIS >-
There Is a rather large oulliound movement ot hardwood lumber at

present as a result of the Incri'ase in the number of airs available for

handling this. This means that deliveries long overdue are being rushed
forward as rapldl.v as possible and that some equipment Is available for

the handling of new business. There is still a ileclded shortage of equlp-
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nient compared with tlie uoriual recjuirciiients of the manufacturers and

distributers of lumber and normal deliveries are therefore impossible. But

the improvement in the situation, even though modest, is resulting in a

greater volume of business than for some time and is helping lumber-

men out through relieving the congestion that has prevailed for so long

on their yards.

Demand is quite as heavy as it has been during the past few weeks and

prices are. if anything, even firmer and, in some instances, substantially

higher. This is notably true of the higher grades of quartered red and

white oak. Some manufacturers report that they have raised their

prices quite substantially recently and that they are getting the higher

prices without difllculty. Somewhat higher quotations, too, are
.
being

sent out on firsts and seconds plain oak. As for the lower grades, de-

mand for these is excellent and the movement is quite substantial at

somewhat increased rates. The situation in gum shows no appreciable

change. Demand is good, prices are firm and the volume of business is

just as large as otEerings and the transportation situation will allow. The

lower grades of gum are moving freely into the hands of box manufac-

turers and the same is true of the lower grades of Cottonwood. Both are

commanding the highest prices -ever known and yet record prices are not

having any appreciable effect on the amount of business being done. The

box people are overwhelmed with orders at good prices and they are

taking all the cottonwood and gum they are able to find, especially in

dry stock. Ash is a good seller in all grades while a seasonable move-

ment is noted in the case of cypress, hickory and elm.

There is still quite a shortage of production as compared with normal

and this fact, coupled with the large amount of lumber already sold but

still awaiting delivery, leads to the belief on the part of hardwood interests

that still higher prices are on the cards for the near future. In any event

there is no disposition on the part of owners of hardwood lumber to press

sales or to accept anything below ruling quotations. On the contrary,

there is a strong tendency in some quarters to withdraw offerings from

the market for prices which are expected to be practicable in the very

near future. The position of owners is one of unusual independence be-

cause of the known demand and because of the shortage of hardwood

lumber recognized on all sides.

=E=-< LOUISVILLE y-
The 1917 spring season has proven the greatest era of prosperity ever

known in local hardwood circles, and with the exception of car short-

age, embargoes and shortage of labor and fuel, everything has been in

satisfactory condition. The market has been strong and steadily advanc-

ing, the demand for all grades of hardwoods unprecedented, and selling

has been done on a tar lower cost than usual. Production has been

large, but at that has not been quite equal to the demand, with the result

that odds and ends have been cleaned up, and everything has been selling

from prime first and seconds to No. Z common. I>uring the past month
the demand from the building and furniture trades has slumped some-

what, but truck and wagon manufacturers, shipbuilders, and the govern-

ment have entered the market stronger than ever. There is a tremendous

demand for thick stocks of nearly all grades, most important being oak.

elm, ash, hickory and gum. Poplar, cottonwood and cypress have all been

active, and pine has been selling well considering the slump in building

activity. In the fancy woods, such as mahogany, walnut, maple and birch,

the demand has been exceedingly good, even No. 3 walnut selling readily.

Mahogany manufacturers have been behind on deliveries for some time,

and a good deal of plant enlarging has been under way in order to increase

manufacturing capacity. The veneer manuiacturers are still busy on old

orders and a sprinkling of new ones, but the demand for veneers has fallen

off slightly with the checking of furniture activity. Collections have

been a little slow due to slow deliveries and long delay in getting cars to

move the stock. Local dealers are opposed to handling much future order

business under existing conditions, feeling that with the market steadily

advancing, and the demand equal to production, there is no need to sell

stock before it is cut.

^< MILWAUKEE >-
Hardwood men throughout Wisconsin can not help but feel optimistic.

for outside of difficulties experienced in getting sufficient quantities of

raw materials* to feed the woodworking machines, there is no trouble, for

orders somehow seem to take care of themselves.

The furniture and interior finish lines are in big demand and industrial

plants producing the finished product are busy to the very doors. Lumber
interests, however, report that in the building line, business is com-

paratively dull. It is true that during one week building permits fell

below those of 1916 for the corresponding period, but according to leaders

in the lumber limelight that fact tells no authentic story regarding the

lumber situation, for during the week ending June 2 Milwaukee building

permits greatly outstripped those of the same week in 1916, and official

reports comparing building activities of May, this year, and May, last

year, disprove any arguments purporting to signify a definite falling off

of buildiug operations.

Industrial plants in woodworking activity are prosperous and are sharing

with their employes in voluntary bonuses from time to time. Orders con-

tinue to come, and the hardwood market is booming. No definite features

are noticeable except an increased demand for walnut.

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
We Manufacture

White Oak Elm Ash
Red Oak Maple Walnut
Poplar Gum Cherry
Hickory Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

IVe have for sale 1 car 3" FAS Poplar; 1 car Z^i" No. I

Common Poplar; 1 car 5-4 FAS Plain Red Oak, dry,

and 2 cars 6-4 FAS Plain Red Oak, dry.

At Tzvo Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Bo Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

Ths Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company
Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

The Psnnsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

ll The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohl»

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 CeLKRAIN ATBNDS

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible luick delivery sf anything in timber and hardweed
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co:

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Bl
AU Three of U* Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENS

AdTertlsemcnts will be inserted in this
tion at the following rates:
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I
RAILWAY EQIIPMENT WANTED

|

WANT TO PURCHASE
40 logging and flat cars. 42" gauge. C. L. EIT-
TER LBE. CO., Huntington, W. Va.

MACHINERY WANTED

WANTED—SECOND-HAND SLAB
RESAW

Must be in Al condition, practically good as

new. Address, WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE—PLANING MILL
In eastern Kansas, fully equipped with modern

machinery, natural gas and electric power, freight

elevator, steam heating and dynamo for lighting.

Finest location, on switch, railroad center. Good

trade. Brick and cement building 52x130 ft.

two floors, besides dry kiln, glue room and lumber

sheds. Full information given. Address "BOX
60," care Hardwood Record.

PARTNER IN QTD. SAWED OAK
Veneer Business

I have veneer mill, also practical experience in

manufacturing veneer. Address. "BOX 62,"

vare Hardwood Record.

MISCELLANEOUS

SPECIALTIES IN WOOD
Inquiries solicited for the manufacture of wood
specialties. Perhaps we can make what you
want. GEORGE UTTLEFORD, 1768 Central

.\ve.. Cincinnati, O.

HARDNVOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 1 C, brown, and NO. 1 C, white. 4/4",

good wdth and Igths, 50% or more 14 & 16', 2
yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. T.
NO. 2 C. white, 8/4, usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 yrs. dry, northern stock. BLAKESLEE.
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 8/4", white, 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS

& BRO.. INC., Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black. 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
LOG RUN 4 4. 5/4. 6/4, & 8/4", northern

stock. G. W. JONES LUMBER CO., Apple-
ton, Wis.
FAS, brown, 4/4", 6" & up, standard Igth.,

18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

BASSWOOD
NO. 3 C. 5/4", reg. wdth. and igth. ATLAS

LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 6/4"; NO. 2 C. 5/4". BAB-

COCK LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

leth., 1 to 2 vrs. drv. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C & BTR. 4/4", 10 & 12'; NO. 2 C, <£.

BTR. 5/4". MASON-DONALDSON LBR. CO.,
Rhinelander, Wis.
NO. 1 C. 5/4"; NO. 2 C. 4/4". STEARNS

SALT & LBR. CO., Ludington, Mich.

BEECH
NO. 3 C. 5/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.

KNBELAND-BIGELOW CO., Bay City, Mich.
NO. 1 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth., 10

mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake, Wis.
NO. 2 C. 4/4 & 5/4"; NO. 3 C. 5/8 & 4/4".

STEARNS SALT & LBR. CO., Ludington,
Mich.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. LOG RUN, 5/4 & 6/4".

W. R. WILLETT LUMBER CO., Louisville,
Ky.

BIRCH
FAS & NO. 1 C, white, both 4/4", good

wdths., 50% or more 14 & 16', 2 yrs. dry. AT-
LANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS, red, 6/4"; NO. 1 C, red, 4/4"; FAS,

unsel, 6/4"; NO. 2 C, unsel 4/4". G. W.
JONES LUMBER CO., Appleton, Wis.
NO. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16', 1

yr. dry. LITTLE RIVER LBR. CO., Town-
send. Tenn.

2 FACE STRIPS 4/4", 4" wide, 6' & longer;
NO, 1 & 2 C, 5/4"; NO. 1 C. 6/4"; FAS, sel.
red, 6/4 & 8/4"; FAS, unsel., 8/4". MASON-
DONALDSON LUMBER CO., Rhinelander,
Wis.

No. 1 & BTR., red, 4/4 to 8/4", 6" & up, 8'

and longer, 10 mos. dry; NO. 1 & BTR., unsel.,
4/4 to 8/4", av. wdth. and Igth.; 10 mos. dry;
1 & 2 FACE, 4/4, 5" wide, 6' & longer, 10 mos.
dry; 1 & 2 FACE, 4/4", 6" wide, 6 & 8', 10 mos.
dry; NO, 2 <S. 3 C, 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.,
1 yr. dry. RICE LAKE LBR. CO., Rice Lake,
Wis.
COM. & BTR., red, & NO. 2 C. 4/4"; NO. 1

C. & BTR. & NO. 3 C. & BTR. 6/4": NO. 2 C.
& BTR. 8 '4". PAYSON SMITH LBR. CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

FAS, red. 4/4"; NO. 2 C. & BTR. saw culls,
4/4". STEARNS SALT & LBR. CO., Luding-
ton, Mich.
FAS, unsel., 4/4 to 16/4", 6" & up, standard

Igth., 18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

CHERRY
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4", good wdths., 50% or

more 14 & 16', 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUM-
BER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR, 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

EROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CHESTNUT
FAS 4/4", good wdths., 60% or more 14 &

16', 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
SOUND WORMY 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.

ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN &
D.\RLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4 & 6/4", good wdths. and Igths., 6

mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4 to 8/4", 6" & up, standard Igth.. IS

mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", 4" & up, stand-
ard Igth., 18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

CHITTUM
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

COTTONWOOD
FAS 4/4", 13" & up, reg. Igth. ATLAS LUM-

BER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.

ELM—ROCK
LOG RUN 8/4". G. W. JONES LUMBER

CO.. Appleton, Wis.
NO. 1 C. & BTR, 8/4". MASON-DONALD-

SON LBR. CO., Rhinelander, Wis.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
LOG RUN 4/4". G. W. JONES LUMBER

CO.. Appleton, Wis.
NO. 3 C. 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth. KNEE-

LAND-BIGELOW CO., Bay City, Mich.
NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4". MASON-DONALDSON

LBR. CO., Rhinelander. Wis.
NO. 2 & BTR. & NO. 3 C. ; 4/4". PAYSON

SMITH LBR. CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
NO. 3 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth.,

10 mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake, Wis.
FAS 4/4", 6" wide; NO. 2 COM. 4/4 & 6/4";

NO. 1 & NO. 2 SHORTS & NO. 3 COM., 4/4".
STEARNS SALT & LUMBER CO., Ludington,
Mich. •

GENEZERO
FAS 4/4 to 8/4". WHITE BROS., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

GUM—SAP
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO., Blissville, Ark.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
FAS & NO. 1 C. 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.,

sap no defect. ATLAS LUMBER. & MFG. CO.,
Cincinnati, O.
FAS 1/8", 6" & up, 8 to 16', kiln dried.

EVAJSfSVTLLE VENEER COMPANY, Evans-
ville, Ind.
COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. & Igth., 8 to

12 mos. dry, sliced bds., highly fig. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS, FIG., 4/4". NICKEY BROS., INC.,

Memphis, 'Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Fa.

HAWAIL\N KOA
FAS 4/4". WHITE BROS., San Francisco,

Cal

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and figured, Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO..
Chicago, 111.

FAS, Guatemalan Hard, 4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4,

12/4 & 16/4"; NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4 to 8/4". WHITE
BROS., San Francisco, Cal.

MAPLE—HARD
FAS & NO. 1 C. 8/4" & 12/4", good wdths.

and Igths. ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO.,
Cincinnati, O.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth.. sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 3 C. 6/4, 13/8" & 8/4". G. W. JONES

LUMBER CO., Appleton, Wis.
NO. 3 C. 4/4 & 5/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.

KNBELAND-BIGELOW Co., Bay City, Mich.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4"; NO. 3 C. 4/4", Rgh.

SI or 2S. MASON-DONALDSON LBR. CO.,
Rhinelander. Wis.
NO. 2 & BTR. 4/4" & 8/4"; NO. 3 C. 5/4".

PAYSON SMITH LBR. CO., Minneapolis,
Minn.
NO, 1 C. 4/4", 5" wide; NO. 1 C. 4/4", 12" &

wider; NO. 2 C. 6/4 & 8/4". STEARNS SALT
& LBR. CO., Ludington, Mich.

OAK—PLAIN RED
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to 18 mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAiiLING.
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 18 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 6/4", 2

yrs. dry; NO. 2 C. 4/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS
& BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 1/8" 6" & up, 8 to 16', kiln dried. EV-

ANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
FAS 5/8"; FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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HARDWOODS FOR SALE
NO. 2 C. 3/4" NICKET BROS., IXC, Mem-

phis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 3/4": NO. 2 & BTR. 4/4".

southern stock. PATSON SMITH LBR. CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
NO, 1 C. 4/4". W. R. WILLETT LBR. CO.,

Loui.sville, Kv.
FAS 4/4 to 16/4", G" & up, standard Igth., 18

mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 10/4", 4" & up. stand-
ard Igth., 18 mos. drv. TEAGER LUMBER
Co., Buffalo, N. T.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
COM. & BTR. 4/4", 4" & up, 8 to 12', 2 yrs.

drv; FAS 18", 6" & up, 8 to 16', kiln dried.
EVAXS\aLLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO., Ft. Wavne. Ind.
CLEAR STRIPS 4 4", 2%-3^". NICKEX"

BROS., INC., Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 1 C. 12/4". usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 8/4, 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr. dry.

J. M. LOOAX LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
NO. 2 & BTR. 8/4". PAYSON SMITH LBR.

CO.. Minneapolis, Minn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 to 6x6", 6" wide, stand-

ard Igth., 18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
NO. 1 COM. 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville. Ark.
FAS I'S". 6" & up, 8 to 16', kiln dried;

CLEAR STRIPS 4'4", 2\i-b". 10 to 16', 1 vr.
dry; CLEAR STRIPS 44", 2x3^.", 8 to 16', 1
yr. dry. EVANSVILLE VENEER COM-
PANY', Evansville, Ind.
FAS 4 4": CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2U" to 5V,".

HOFFMAN BROTHERS,CO., Ft. Wayne, liid.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4 4" to 5/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1

yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 1/4 & 3/8", G" & up: FAS 1/2, 5/8, 3/4,

5/4 & 6 4": NO. 1 C. 3/8. 1/2. 5/8, 3/4 & 6/4";
CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2M-3W and 4-41/4" and
5-51/2"; CLEAR SAP STRIPS 2y2-3H". 4-4V4".
4-5i<.". NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis.
Tenn.
FAS 4 4": NO. 1 C. 4/4", 10" & up; NO. 2 &

3 C. 4/4". W. R. WILLETT LBR. CO., Louis-
ville, Ky.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
SOUND WORMY, 4/4" & 8/4", good wdths.

and Igths.; NO. 2 C. 4/4"; MINE RAILS 3"x4".
good Igth.s. ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO.,
Cincinnati. O.
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville, Ark.
NO. 2 C. 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 -vts.

dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knoxville. Te'nn.
NO. 2 C. PI. Red and White, 4 4", 4" & up,

6 to 16', G mos. dry. EVANSVILLE ^^NEER
CO., Evansville, Ind.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4". 4 to 12". 10 to 16'.

6 mos. dry, largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR, CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

POPLAR
NO, 2 B & 3 C. 5/4 & G/4", good wdths. and

Igths. ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cin-
cinnati, O.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", 2 yrs. dry; NO. 1 C. 6x6", 1

yr. dry./ G. ELIAS & ERO., INC., Buffalo.
N. Y.
FAS 1/8", 12" & up. 4 & 16', kiln dried. EV-

ANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
FAS 5 '8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 6 to
r: mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knox-
ville, Tenn.
FAS 4/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16'

kiln dried; NO. 1 & PANEL, 4/4", 18 to 23",
50% 14 & IG', 6 mos. drv. LITTLE RIVER
LUMBER CO., Townsend, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth.. 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville. Ky.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". NICKEY BROS., INC., Mem-

phis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. drv; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16'. 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & IG', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16'. 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4". 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOB-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4 4", usual wdth. and Igth.. 1 yr.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo, N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to S/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8 to 8/4", very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago, III.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., G to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville. Ky.
FAS 4 4", 6 to 7"; NO. 1 C. 5/4. 6/4 & 8 '4":

NO. 2 C. 4 4". 5/4, G 4 & 8 4": NO. 3 C. 4/4";
SELECTS G/4". NICKEY BROS.. INC.. Mem-
phis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6 to IG" wide, G & 7' Igths., $97;

FAS 4/4", G & 7" wide, 8 to 16' Igths.. $110:
FAS, QTD., 4/4", 8 to 16' Igths., $120: NO. 1

C. 4/4", 6" & wider, $52: NO. 1 C. 5/4", G" &
wider. $59; NO. 1 C, QTD., 4/4", $55. SPE-
CIAL stock, QTD., 4/4", clear of knots, 4 & 5"

width, 6' & longer. $72; 4/4", clear sap steamed,
of common dimensions, $55. PICKREL WAL-
NUT CO., St. Louis, Mo.

FLOORING
BEECH

CLEAR, }3"x2Vi"; NO. 1, i3"x2i.i".
WILCE COMPANY, Chicago, 111.

MAPLE
NO. 1 FCTY. 1t»bXL1i"; PRIME iix4" and

1,^x4"; CLEAR fjxli-i": NO. 1, }Sxl%".
KERRY & HANSON FLG. CO., Grayling,
Mich.
NO. 1 & CLEAR, both lA"x2", reg. Igth.

KNEELAND-BIGELOW CO., Bay Citv, Mich.

OAK
SELECT RED, %'<x%". ir'xH^", )J"x2";

SELECT WHITE, }3"xH4". i3"x2". T.
WILCE,COMPANY, Chicago, 111.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

FIG. SLD., 1/20", C" & up. 7 to 12'. kiln
dried. EVANSVILLE -VEXEER CO., Evans-
ville. Ind.
QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVILLEVENEER MILLS, Louisville. Kv.
QTD. FIG. SLD. 1/24". See our special logs.NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis, Tenn.

I

MAHOGANY
PLAIN <£. FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican

and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-HOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—PLAIN
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO.. Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
WHITE, SWD. 1 20" & Vs". both 6" & up,

8 to 16', kiln dried: WHITE SLD. 1/28 & 1/20"
both 6" & up, 8 to 12', kiln dried. EVANS-
VILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Kv.
WHITE, SWD. 1 20", 15" & up; WHITE,

SLD. 1/28". 18" & up. NICKEY BROS., INC,
Memphis, Tenn.

WALNUT
ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.

COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.
Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS

BIRCH
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Kv.
STOCK SIZES. 1/4. 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH RLA.HOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, III.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Kv.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8". stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO.. Chicago. 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville. Ky.
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Atlantic Lumber Co.. Buffalo..

Baroaby, Charles H 7-40

Blakeslee, Perrln & Darling 50

Boyle, Inc.. Clarence S

Brown Land & Lumber Co 39

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. . . •'>u

Cobba & Mitchell. Inc 3

East Jordan Lumber Co 49

Bllas. G.. & Bro 50

Foster Bros 49

Goodyear, C. A., Lumber Co...

Hanson, R., & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-10

Junes. G. W., Lumber Co

King, W. O., & Co S

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The 4

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co....
Mcllvaln, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co. ... 50

Miller. Sturm & Miller 50

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7-40

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company 20

Palmer & Parker Co

Rice Lake Lumber Co 49

Stack Lumber Company 39

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 50

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees... 49

Stlmson, J. V 7-52

Sullivan, T., * Co 50

Taylor 4 Crate 50

Tegge Lumber Co 43

Von Platen Lumber Company... 49

Wlllson Bros. Lumber Company. 3

Wlstar. Underbill & Nixon 38

Wood-Mosaic Company 7

Teaser Lumber Company, Inc.. 50

Young, W. D.. & Co 4

OAK.

See List of Muiufacturers on

nage 7

American Oak Manufacturers'

Association 5

Long-Bell Lumber Company... 7-39

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-40

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7

Arlington Lumber CompaDj... 7-3S

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company...

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co.... 7-36

Probst Lumber Company 44

Wlllson Bros. Lumber Company.. 3

Wlstar, Dnderhlll & Nixon 38

Yeager Lumber Co., Inc. 50

Stimson, J. v. . .

.

7-52

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

\nderson-TulIy Company .... 2-7

Arlington Lumber Company.... 7-38

.\tlantic Lumber Co.. Buffalo. . 50

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing Co. 42

Babcocb Lumber Ik Land Co 9

BUss-Cook Oak Company 7-42

Blakeslee, Perrln & Darling.... 50

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 8

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. 7

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 50

Busklrk-Ratledge Lumber Co..

Crane, C. & Co 7-43

Davis, Bdw. L., Lumber Co...
Dermott Land & Lumber C«.

.

Bllas, O., & Bro. 50

VENEERS AND PANELS.

.\hnapee Veneer * Seating Co... 49

Anderson-TuUy Company 2-7

Eggers, F., Veneer, Seating Co .

.

25

Evansvllle Veneer Company.... 2S

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-10

HnddlCBton-Marsh Mabogany Co .

.

Louisville Veneer Mills 26

Mengel. C. C. & Bro. Co

Ntckey Bros., Inc 27

Northwestern Cooperage ft Lbr.

Company 20

Ohio Veneer Company 43

Palmer & Parker Co
Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Rayner, J., Company 28

St. Louis Basket & Box Co 24

Hoffman Brothers Company.. 7-10

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co

Lamb-FHsh Lumber Company... 7

Little River Lumber Company. ... 7-9

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. 7-38

Logan. J. M.. Lumber Co 7-9

Long-Bell Lumber Company 7-39

Maples Lumber Company lO

Mcllvaln, J. Gibson, ft Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber C» SO

Miller, Sturm ft Miller 50

Mowbray ft Robinson Company. 7-40

Wisconsin Veneer Company.

Wood-Mosaic Company

MAHOGANY, WALNUT. ETC.

Davis. Edw. L., Lumber Co

Evansvllle Veneer Company 28

Hoffman Brothers Company... 7-10

Huddleston-Marsb Mahogany Co.

.

Meugel. C. C. 4 Bro. Co.

Nickey Bros., Inc

Norman Lumber Company.
27

7

Palmer 4 Parksr Co
Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Purcell, Frank 41

Raynrr. J., Company 28

White Bros 10

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co..
Probst Lumber Company....

7-36

44

Salt Lick Lumber Company.... 8

Smith. Payson Lumber Co 41

Standard Hardwood Lumber C» 50
tiulllvan, T., 4 C« 50
bwain-Koacb Lumber Company. 7-43

Taylor 4 Crate. 60

Utley-Holloway Company.

RED GUM.

Anderson-Tnlly Company . .

.

BUss-Cook Oak Company
Brown, W. P.. & Sons Lbr. Co.. .

Vestal Lumber 4 Manufacturing
C». 7-9

2-7

7-42

7

Whltmer, Wm., 4 Sons 3

Wlllett. W. R.. Lumber Co

HARDWOOD FLOORINQ.

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-42

Cobbs 4 Mitchell, Inc 3

Horner, William - 4

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. . . 49

Long-Bell Lumber Company.... 7-39

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co
Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage & Lum
ber Company 20

Salt Lick Lumber Company 8

Stearns Salt 4 Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I.. Co., Trustees 49

Wilce. T., Company, The

Young, W. D.. 4 Co 4

SAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins. E. C. & Co 51

SAWMILL MACHINERY.

Hill, Vi'm. E.. Company 38
Sinker-Davis Company 37

Soule Steam Feed Works 52

WOODWORKNG MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company

Mershon. W. B.. 4 Co

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Clyde Iron Works 48

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co . . . 42

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company 52

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company. 10

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 62

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company... 8

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company 43

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company ,.
43

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company 43

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co 43

Pennsylvania Lumbermen'! Mut»

Fire Ins. Company. . ^ 43

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Lauderburn, D. E 44

McDonald. Thomas J 44

Sanborn & Gearhart 44

TIMBERLANDS.

Lacey, Jamea D» ft Co. ^

Lacey, James D., Timber Co 44

Lauderburn, D. E 44

MISCELLANEOUS.

Chllda, S. D., 4 Co

Dry Klin Door Carrier Company. 10

Ideal Coated Paper Co 28

Lumbermen's Credit AMtt S

Perkins Glue Company
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personal

relation of the

superi ntend-

ent to his men
exercises a

great influ-

ence upon
every logging
op e r a t i o n

;

often deciding

its success or
failure.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

article la
LOGGING for

April 1917.

There Is also

an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

FOUR LOGS ON TWO LINES

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

All Three of Ut Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFHCE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Blrchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is Id

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter>Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use Is guaranteed hide stock. W«
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that Is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

BONE DRY
WISCONSIN BIRCH

Z CARS 4 4 FAS RED BIRCH
3 CARS 4 4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 6/4 FAS RED BIRCH
1 CAR 6/4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 4/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 1 Com...UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 2 Com.. .UNSELECTED BIRCH
J CARS S/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH

Can furnish limited amounts S/4 and 8/4 in above cars.

Let us quote you our prices

RICE LAKE LUMBER CO.
Yard and Mills. RICE LAKE, WISCONSIN

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
Iron Mountain, Mich.

HAVE FOLLOWING STOCK AT
IRON MOUNTAIN, CAR SHIPMENTS:

50 :M 5/4 No. 1 & 2 Common AIAPLE.
50 M 7/4 Xo. 1 Common & Better MAPLE.
50 M 8/4 No. 2 Common & Better MAPLE.
50 M 12/4 No. 3 Common MAPLE.

We Offer for Prompt Shipment
300,000' 4/4 No. 3 Common Maple.
30,000' 4/4 End Dried White Maple.
16,000' 4/4 No. 2 C&B Beech.
30,000' 6/4 No. 3 Common Beech.
70,000' 8/4 No. 1 C&B Maple. (3-S% No. 2 Com.)

DRY STOCK
Write us for prices today

East Jordan Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

"IMPERIAL" Maple Flooring

East Jordan Michigan

ATTENTION
"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Flooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just what you are
looking for on that particular order.
Write us, and we will convince you.

Kerry& Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

Wf are memhrrn of the ilnple Flooring Manufacturers As.t'n.

"IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
Is the flooring that la manutactured expressly te supply the de-
mand for the best. It la made by modern machinery from care-
fully-aelected atock, and every precaution la taken throughout
our entire system to make It fulfill la every particular Ita
name—"IDEAL.."

Rough or Finished Lumber—^All Kinds
Send n» Your InquMea

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

All Three of Us Will Be BeneBted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Blakeslee, Perrin & DarKng
A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwood*

including Ash. Basswood. Birch. Cherry, Chestnut. Cypresi. Elm.
Gum, Hickory. Maple, Plain Sc Quartered Oak. Poplar & Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk street

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18,000.000 to 20,000,000
feet ot h&rdwoods carried at all
times at our two ble Buffalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White I'lne, Tellow Pine, Spruce, Hrmlack, Fir, Lumber,
Timber. Millwork, Boxes, Maple and Oak Floorinc

955-1015 Elk Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash a7id Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Standard HardWood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
Otin SPECIALTY

Plain and Quartered Red
and White Oak and Ash

940 SENECA STREET

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Oor Specialty: West Tlrgliila aud PennsylTanla Cberry

1055 Seneca Street

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwoods, and have every facility for filling and ship-

ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

IT
*
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Your Country
Needs Your Money

American boys are devoting their lives

American mothers are consecrating their sons

American business men are asked to

lend their dollars

Do you?- bit by subscribing as liberally

as possible for

Liberty
Bonds

Any bank, trust company or post office will handle

your subscription

^^He acts t^vice who acts quickly'

Th's space donated to U. S. Government by

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Indianapolis, Indiana

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stim*on Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimion Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

(Parage
Kalamazoo

Mill Exhausters

HAVE
BETTER BEARINGS

ARE
BUILT HEAVIER

GIVE
LONGER SERVICE

THEY ARE ADJUSTABLE AND REVERSIBLE

WRITE FOR CATALOG R-1 1

(Parage Fan Company.
HLATING.VINTILATING !. DRYING ENGINECRS.

KALAMAZOO-MICHIGAN-U. S. A.

SOULE
Steam Feed

Designed for the

sawmill by a mill-

man.

It will not use ex-

cessive steam and
gives instant and
positive control.

Our prices are

actually, not rela-

tively, low.

It has positively increased
capacity from 10 to 50 per cent

SOULE STEAM FEED WORKS
MERIDIAN, MISS.

DRUM OUTFITS, STACKERS, POWER TIMBER HA^fDLERS,
LATHES, DOCS AND OTHER MILL EQUIPMENT

GRAND RAPIDS

VAPOR DRY KILN

P

GRAND RAPIDS
MICHIGAN

GUARANTEES
There is a difference in thcni — not alone in word-

ing and salesmanship, but in intent, in actual serv-

ice and in ability to perform.

The Grand Rapids Vapor Kiln guarantee is based

on a scientific measurement; it is original and the

result of our thirty years' experience in wood-
working.

We know the difference between ordinary kiln

operation and ordinary guarantees, and we know
you do want dependable guarantees based on real

service and tests.

Need we say more?

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
Grand Rapids, Mich. Seattle, Washington

WfsttTTi Agents. Greeff \'artiish Kilns
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

l«lS8?i(>s?)[>8?i(^i^^ffs?ii^t?svit^fisafg<)Si?itg<if>s^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas BIdg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman Bldg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan /.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young ^ Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. 1^" *2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. //. liY'xZ" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

caTu Au_i j^ i/X.

LUDINGTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago RepretentatiTe

<rrke QT
LudingtokMich.

BARN S
SALT & LUMBER CO.

C;iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii(]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiitiiii[]niiiiiiiiiiC]iiiiiiiniiiniuniiiiic<«

William Horner

Manufacturer of

"Smoothest"
MAPLE, BEECH 6? BIRCH

FLOORING

UlhLS

:

''

and Reed City, Mich.Reed City
Vewierru, Mich.

I Sole Eur*|iean Sales Agents: TICKLE BELL Jb CO. |
I Rayal Liver BIdg., LiTerpoal, England g

:>]iiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiin[]iiiiiiiiiiit[]iiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiairiiiiii?

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD REf ORD
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floof-

Ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "uni qualed" Is tha
best evidence that its manufact irer has Itept
abreast of modern methods and th j advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow baclced, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and poUslilns,

Our Booklet telU att about Bardv>»o4 Floorint
n4l hotc to oar* tor it—alto prf.M—(md it fret

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO. ILL,.

SAVE YOUR MONET BY USING THE

RED BOOK Published Semi-annually

in February and August

It contains a carefuHy prepared list of ttie buyers «f lum-
ber in car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United Sute*. Alberta,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority un the line it covers.

A well organized Collection Department Is also oper-
ated and the same Is open to you. Write for tvnna.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
M8 So. Dearlram St.

CHICAGO Mention Thit Paper

Establlihed

1878
55 John St.mtW TOKK CITY

10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

**The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

Dried HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

2452 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

I n nnu nmii nniini ii

|PREPAREDNESS|
§ for coming good times will make you I

giiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiiiiinnmminiimiiiiiinnimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiriimiiiiiiii!^

I
Utley-HoUoway

I

our rt I r r Company
sp.ci.iue.Oak, Gum, Cypress

I j^^,^ osceaufw. wa.:Ut.n St.1

r^w 1 F*wi»T/^n Tkrv^7¥ n w i = Manufacturers g

CLARENCE BOYLE, Inc.
| | Oak, Ash, Cetttiiwt»d. Elm, Gum I

SEXD us YOUB INQUIBLES FOB

I Our

WHOLESALE LUMBER |
LUMBER EXCHANGE BLDO. |

Yards at CHICACd Band Ssw MIU gl^ni^/\«jV^ wildsvUle. La. i
I

Forsat, IQss. WildsvUls, La.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiininiuiiuiiii iiiiiininr^

I CHICAGO, ILUNOIS
I Helana, Arkansas Xanama, Arkansas I

^iiiiiiiJiluiuuiiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ill iiiiiuuiiiiiiiuiiiuuimiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiilur

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
*r* freqaent
except wber*
•ar

tw* Piece
Oeometfical
Btrttr Colo

! iQ use, then
Imitation Isn't
poaalble.
Sample It yoQ
Mktortt.

S. D. CBILDS
< CO.

•^ CblciO
We also make
TtmeCOkMkBt
BteaoUaaad

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK - . . KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OP
,

<^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13/16" in all

standard widths

^DRYERS for VENEER

No checks or

spliU. Enor-
mous output.

Low labor cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Philadelphia

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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An invitation to

cozy good fcUoiu-

ship that would be

killed hy any other

wood than oaTc

Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-

bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence

ofiFers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,

hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oak's reliability and
it is nov/ being demonstrated that it will be completely sold on oak as a

superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed

by the leading oak manufacturers of the country who are standing

behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the

real possibilities of this wonderful wood are. Do you know how directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak would affect your business?

You should post yourself now because the real results are just begin-

ning to show^.

WRITE NOW TO ANY MANUFAC-
TURER ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

be enjoyed because

it can be seen—
contrasts that blend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABAMA

c—Cromwell Hardwood Lumbe' Co., Montgomery.

ARKANSAS
Brrss-Cook Oak Company, Blissvjlle. (See page 56.)
Paepcke Leicht Lbr. Co.. BIytheviire and Helena. (Se«

page —.)

Crittenden Lumber Company. Crittenden.
c—J. V. Stlmson Hardwood Company, Helena.
b— Little Rock Lumber &. Manufacturing Company. Little Rock.

(See page 68.)
Miller Lumber Company, Marlanna.
Edgar Lumber Company, Wesson.

n.LLNOIS
a, b, c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co., Chicago.
Utiey-Holloway Lumber Company, Conway BIdg., Chicago.

(See page 5.)

EVOiANA
Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 10.)—Bedna Toung Lumber Company. Greensburg.
Chas. H. Barnaby. Greencastle. (See page —.)
J. V. Stimson. Huntingburg. (See page 68.)
Wood'Mosaic Company. New Albany. (See page 8.)
North Vernon Lumber Company, North Vernon.
C. & W. Kramer Company, Ilichmond.
Swain-Roach Lumber Company. Seymour. (See page 56.)
a, b, c—Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend.

a, b—Cyrus C. Shafer Lumber Company, South Bend.

KENTUCKY
a. b, c—Arlington Lumber Co., Arlington, (See page 53.)
b—Kentucky Lumber Company. Lexington.
W. P. Brown &, Sons Lumber Co., Louisville. (See page 8.)

LOUISIANA
Th« Ferd. Brenner Lumber Company. Alexandria.
Colfax Hardwood Lumber Company, Colfax.
b, c—The Hyde Limaber Company, Lake Providence.
b, c—Sabine River LumbiT ^: Logging Company, Inc., Oakdale.
Climax Lumber Company, St. Landry.
Thlatlethwalte Lumber Co.. Ltd., Washington.
Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company. Winnfleld.

Rnssissippi
b—Alexander Bros., Btlzunl.
b—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co., Charleston, (See page—.}
Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co., Greenville. (See page —.)
Mississippi Lumber Company. Quitman.
b, —Tallahatchl* Lumber Company, PhlUpp.
Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company. Sardla.

MISSOURI
a, b, c—M. B. Lemlng Lumber Company, Cape Girardeau.
Long-Bell Lumber Company, Hdwd. Dept., Kansas City, Mo.

(See page —.)

a, b, c—Tschudy Lumber Company, Kansas City.
b. c—Galloway-Pease Co.. Poplar BlutT.
Baker-Matthews Lumber Company, Sikeston. Sales OfBce.

Chicago.
c—Arkla Lumber & Manufacturing Company. St 2»u1a,
J. A. Holmes Lumber Company. St. Louis.
ft, b, c—Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Co., St. Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
ft. b. —CftiT Lumber Company, Pisgah Forest

OHIO
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal GroTo.
a, b, c—W. M. Rltter Lumber Company. Columbus.
a—Barr-Holaday Lumber Company. Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane & Co. (See page 56.)
a, b—Duhlmoier Brothers & Co.
a, b— Mowbray & Robinson Company. (See page 59.)
a, c— Probst Lumber Company. {See page 60.)

PENNSTXVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh.
Babcocii Lumber Company, Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co., FayetteTllle.
^—Bedna Young Lumber Company. Jackson.
Johnson City Lumber & Manufacturing Co.. Johnson City.
Vestal Lumber &. Manufacturing Company, KnoxvlIIs. (8e*

page 9.)
MEMPHIS

Anderson-Tully Company. (See page 2-67.)
J. H. Bonner & Sons.
b—Geo. C. Brown & Co.
Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Company.
Memphis Band Mill Company.
Russe & Burgess. Inc.
c—J. V. Stlmson Hardwood Company.
J. W. Wheeler & Co.

NASHVILLE
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Love, Boyd & Co.
John B. Ransom & Co.

TEXAS
H. G. Bohlssen Mfg. Co.. New Caney.

c—U.
VIRGINIA

Spruce Lumber Company, Marlon.

WEST VIRGLNIA
b, c—The Alton Lumber Company, Buclihannon.
a, c—West Virginia Timber Company. Charleston.
Pardee & (?urtin Lumber Company, Clarksburg.
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co., Gardner.
C. L. Ritter Lumber Company, Huntington.
Rockcastle Lumber Company, Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg Mill Company, Parl<ersburg.
a, b, c—The Meadow River Lumber Company, Balnelle.
b, c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Ilnywood.
American Column & Lumber Co , St. Albana.

WISCONSIN
a, c—Raclu* Lumber & Man< Cacturlng Company, Bftdne.

a—Manaffictarer of Ini' lement Stock,
b—Manufacturer of Cr-l- Material,
c—Manufacture'r of I tctory Dimension.
Firms in Heavy Type Hare Individual

rages Desifinated.
Ad« Ml
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

W. P. Brown & Sons Lbr. Co.
Main Office—Louisville, Ky.

Eight Band Mills—Brasfield, Ark.; Furth, Ark.; Allport,
Ark., and Fayette, Ala.

We offer the following dry stock for prompt shipment:

QTD. WHITI OAK
125,000 ft. 4-4 Is and 2s.

215,000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Common.
153,000 ft. 4-4 2% to 5>4 CI.

Strips.

74.500 ft. 6-4 No. 1 Com. Jk

Bet.
183.000 ft. 8-4 No. 1 Com. &

Bet.
PLAIN WHITE OAK

218,000 ft. 4-4 Is and 23.

372,000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
191,000 ft. 4-4 No. 2 Com.

PLAIN KED OAK
17S.6O0 ft. 4-4 13 and 2a.

347,000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
123,000 ft. 4-4 No. 2 Com.

POPLAR
83.010 ft. 4-4 Is and 2a.

59,000 ft 4-4 SaPB.
215.000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
175,000 ft. 8-4. 10-4, 12-4, C.
& B.

PLAIN RED GUM
118,000 ft. 4-4 Is and 2s.

82,600 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
96.000 ft. 8-4 C. & B.

111,000 ft. 4-4 C. & B. flgured.
QTD RED GUM

83.000 ft. 4-4 Is and 2s.

194.000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
48,000 ft. 8-4 18 and 2s.

73.00U ft. 8-4 No. I Com.
SAP GUM

85.000 ft. 4-4x18" & up. Panel.
52.000 ft. 4-4 Is and 28,

118,000 ft. 4-4 No. 1 Com.
125.000 ft. 8-4 No. 2 Com.

Million feet of Alabama Short Leaf Yellow Pine

Norman
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Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.

i

1

SIKESTON, MO.
Sales Office

1314 Fisher Building
CHICAGO

For the last forty days we
j

I have had practically no
j

I trouble in secunna; cars and I

I at present are in the best
|

I possible position to make
|

5 —

I Prompt Shipment |

I DRY OAK
I

I Plain and Qtd.—All Grades—All Thicknesses j

j MIXED CARS 1

iiinniiiniiiriiuiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiic]iiiiMiiiiiiniiiiniiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[^

AU Three of U. Will Be Benefifed if

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.

Carrier Ready to Lift Door

Heat

SAVE ^™\,,
Money

by using the

Door Carrier System

THOUSANDS ARE IN DSB

THEY OPERATE PERFECTLY
on doors of any slxe. on

OLD OR NEW KILNS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

'
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Maples Lumber Co.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

IF
ANYONE DOUBTS the strength of the hardwood situation or

feels at all uncertain as to continued strength in future months,

that individual needs only to make a trip to mill points to be speedily

and thoroughly convinced that his doubts are unfounded. Whether

it be the hardwood middleman handling stock to the ultimate consumer

or the factory man himself, who pays his good money in increasing

quantities for his raw materia], but one impression could result from

his tour of the producing sections.

It has been suggested from some directions that so much lumber

win be produced this summer that the market will be flooded by fall,

or at the latest by the early winter months. There is a two-fold reason

why that cannot be. In the first place, the present demand is so enor-

mous and the stocks ready for shipment are so thoroughly depleted,

that it would take a production far above normal to come anywhere

near filling the broken lists. On the other hand, such a production

is totally impossible, for the combination of weather conditions and

labor shortage has kept production well below normal. The ques-

tion of labor alone is serious enough and its probable effect upon

lumber production is definite enough to indicate to anyone who has

kept closely in touch with conditions the impossibility of catching

up with hardwood consumption now or in the immediate future. In

many cases mills have not been able to operate more than fifty to

seventy-five per cent of their capacity because of total inability to

ship in sufiicient logs to keep them going. A week spent in the delta

country from Memphis south would enable the traveler to witness a

constant wrangling over car supplies, and this does not necessarily

mean merely cars with which to ship out lumber. The ears are

simply not to be had, and as a result the logs are either staying in

the trees or in the woods. "With the damp spring days on us and the

prospect of the usual heat and dampness of the southern summer, these

logs piled along the right of way, ready for loading onto cars, must
either be moved quickly or be subject to material damage. This

damage is of a definite character and its extent is easily measurable.

If it exists to any great extent it will constitute an added factor

tending further to raise the price of lumber made from the good logs.

Of course the same conditions do not exist in the North, that is,

the same factors influencing lumber production. However, labor

shortage is sufiiciently serious to have already had a very real effect

upon the output of northern mills, and everything promises much
greater seriousness.

Of course no one questions for a moment reports of scarcity of

available dry stocks. The situation in this particular is altogether

too well known to leave any room for argument or uncertainty. The

only argument that could be reasonably advanced by anyone contend-

ing that the future will bring softening in hardwood values is that

consuming trades wUl decrease the amount of material which they will

need. Undoubtedly this result will come in many cases, but the con-

tention made in this report in the past, that new outlets for hard-

wood lumber will develop more rapidly than old channels will be

clogged, is being borne out already. Both direct and indirect results

of war preparations are having their effect upon the amount of hard-

wood lumber turned into the new channels. As practically all of the

stuff cut for war purposes is of a radically different character from

the normal line of standard size and dimensions, the result must be

that the amount available in the ordinary stocks will be decreased.

This development is a practical certainty.

It has been a fact that oak has not shown the progress of some of

the other woods, primarily because it does not lend itself so well to uses

for which cheap material is required. Developments, however, in the

past few months have brought into more extensive use many supple-

mentary woods that were not heretofore so great a factor in total

hardwood production. The result is most certainly going to be a

lessened production of oak, and as great quantities of this wood are

going into war uses, the available commercial stocks will show con-

siderably less in quantity.

And as to prices, it must be borne in mind that even though hard-

wood values have advanced sensationally in every direction, Ixmiber-
'

men have been operating for years on a dangerously narrow margin,

in fact in some cases have been putting out some of their species at

an actual loss. Mounting costs have so far kept ahead of increased

selling prices. So when it comes to the question of quotations, it must

be remembered that lumbermen are not getting more than they must

get in order to make a reasonable profit from their manufacture. As
this fact is generally recognized in manufacturing circles, and as the

situation is now pretty strongly in the hands of producers, there is no

logical reason to expect that there will be any recession in values made
voluntarily by lumbermen.

The Cover Picture

TWO OBJECTS STAND OUT PROMINENTLY in the cover pic-

ture which illustrates this issue of Hakdwood Eecord, one is the

building and the other is the pine tree. The scene is laid in Piqua,

Ohio. The building is one of the oldest, if not the oldest, in the town,

and dates back a century. That would not be considered very old if

it were in Europe, or even in New England, but a hundred years in

Ohio goes back pretty well into the golden age of the pioneers who
blazed the trails through that region.

The building, as is indicated by the name on its front, is a lumber
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office and is oceupieii by a eoucern widely known in the lumber busi-

ness, George W. Hartzell. The mention of that name will at once

call up a picture of walnut lumber of as fine a class as the American

forests have yieldeil. The exceptional fertility of the land in that

part of the country resulted in the growth of immense walnut trees

wliich plagued the first settlers whose chief concern was to get riil

of them in order to raise corn and cattle; but the trunks which escaped

the burning log heaps and rail splitters of the early days, later became

of great value. However, the original trees of that immediate vicinity

are few and far apart now, but other regions supply the deficiency

by sending their walnut to Piqua.

The old building, strange as it may seem, was not constructed of

walnut. At the time it was erected, there must have been an abundance

of this wood in that neighborhood which could have been had for little

more than the expense of sawing and hauling, and the builder of tlie

house must have had some reason for not constructing it of walnut.

Perhaps the very abundance and cheapness of the wood at that time

was his reason for not using it. He may have wanted a material which

he fancied was more aristocratic—something which was not being

used by farmers for fence rails—and so he built of stone. Ideals

have changed since then. What man would buibl of stone today if he

could afford to build of black walnut of as high a class as that wliich

grew about Pi<|ua in pioneer days?

The old building is only part of the ]iicture,.the commercial part of

it, maybe. In front of it stands the lojjsided pine, which may or may
not have a story of its own. The probability is that the pine was not

planted by nature; for nature never planted many pines in that

corner of Ohio. It is remarkable that of the two dozen species of

pine native to the United St^ites, a single one, and j)robably the

poorest of the whole lot, grows naturally in that corner of Ohio. When
nature's bountiful hand distributed pines over the United States, she

missed Kansas slick and clean, not planting a single jiine in the limits

of the state, and almost missed the southwestern corner of Ohio. One

scrub pine, a straggling, woe begone species, had a sort of a foothold

in that corner of Ohio, but not another one was there. This native tree

is what botanists call Piivus virginiaiia, a cov*ardly weakling that

creeps around and gets a foothold on grcninil which no other tree wants.

It is unexplicable why that pine, of all pines, should be the only one

to have a footing in the fertile lands of southwestern Ohio beside the

walnuts, oaks, and hickories which pre-empted for themselves the

richest lands. The unfortunate pine was a sort of Lazarus contented

to feed on the crumbs which fill from the table of the splendid hard-

woods—the poor patches of soil in this case being the crumbs. Other

pines have been planted in that region, and some of them are running

wild and might pass for old natives, lint they are not.

Veneer Comes to the Front

THK MOST KE.MAKKAHLK feature of the tremendous develop-

ment in the use of veneers and veneered panels in recent years is

the fact that this progress has been mailc in the face of utter chaos

in the industry—of absolute lack of coordinated effort to establish

the product and to see that it was marketed and utilized to the liest

possible advantage for everyboily concerned. Unquestionably, with

mounting costs on all factors entering in the utilization of hardwood

forests, veneers and veneered panels will ultimately play an enor-

mously greater part in the woodnsing industries. The adaptability

of veneered goods is just beginning to be recognized, and there is now

a gleam of hope that the projier utilization of veneers may be

accomplished.

At the recent meeting of the National Veneer and Panel Manu-

facturers' Association, an organization which has not made anywhere

near the mark which the importance of the industries it represents

should warrant, definite plans were laid looking toward the unifica-

tion of the veneer and jianel industries, having definitely in mind
greater co-operation in the manufacturing and marketing of these

products and a more thorough understanding with the buyer and

prospective user, to the end that the field of consumption might be

broadened and the jiossibilities of the industries turned to conijilete

account.

Just one thing is necessary to the perfecting and adoption of the

plan, namely, its support by the veneer and panel trades as a whole.

Manufacturers of veneers and panels have never earned the right to

consideration as thoroughly modern merchants. Possibly this has

been in a measure due to the absence of any centralized influence

that would lead them to get together and modernize their methods.

However, the nucleus of such iniluenee exists in the plan adojited at

the meeting in Chicago, and now that the industry is faced with the

opportunity, it is up to the individual members to demonstrate that

they realize what an opportunity lies ahead of them and that they

are men big enough and broad enough to be willing to do their part

individually to make the most of this opportunity.

The Secondhand Shipping Box
TS IT PEACTUABLE TO USE SHIPPING BOXES more than

A once? No one questions the desirability of doing so, but is it

practicable?

Professor C. B. Breed, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

in a recent article which has been widely published, seems to assume

that there is nothing in the way of kec|)ing the secondhand box on

the go, arfd that because we fail to do so, we are guilty of wasting

$120,000,000 a year. That sum he considers is the cost per year of

the lumber needed to make new boxes, and if we would continue the

old ones in service, we could shut the box factories and save scores of

millions of dollars a year by keeping the box lumber in the forests.

At least, this seems to be his line of argument, judged by extracts

and comments uliich have been going the rounds of the press. His

original article, in toto, has not come to the attention of Hakdwood

Rec'OKD.

A court of law wovdd rule that his testimony is "incompetent, irrele-

vant, and immaterial," in that it does not apjily. He discusses a

theory and never touches the practical |)roblem of finding a way to

>ise secondh.and boxes. The assumption seems to be that they can be

used and that becau.se they are not used, somebody is guilty of the

waste of box lumber worth .$120,000,000 a year.

To start with, the value of the yearly bill of box lumber in the

United States is nearer $60,000,000 than $120,000,000, and may be

under the smaller figure. If the average cost is $l.'i.33 per thousand,

the total is about $60,000,000 a year. Thus fifty per cent of the alleged

waste of lumlier is saved by revising the figures.

The crux of the question is, however, can shipping boxes be used

over and overf If they can be, it shouM be done. Perfectly good

boxes ought not be thrown away if they can be of further service.

I'rofessor Breed has not made any new discovery. It is well known,

and has long been known, that millions of boxes go to the waste heap

or the woodshed after one journey; and many a business man has

thought long and hard in an effort to find a way to use secomlhand

boxes. All solutions of this problem thus far have been what in algebra

they call ''negative solutions," that means "less than nothing."

In some localities and under peculiar conditions, secondhand boxes can

be profitably used. It can be done in large cities where suitable sizes

can be assendjied by shijijiers who need those sizes. In Chicago, Mar-
shall Field collects secondhand boxes, removes the marks and stencil-

ings with sand belts, and recoopers and resteueils the boxes for his

own use. He needs so many sizes that most boxes can be jdaced. Other

large users do the same.

The plan is not practicable, taken the country over. The iirosjiective

user cannot get enough of the sizes he needs. It costs too much to

collect empty boxes from long distances, in order to secure the sizes

wanted. Packing boxes are made to fix ]iarticular comnioilities and
arc made on orders from certain shippers. When these boxes are once

filled and ship])ed far and wide, it is impossible to have them returned

empty to the original shipper, and they do not suit any one else. That
is why the use of secondhand boxes is limited and will probably con-

tinue to be limited. They are predestined to a single trip an<l then to

disajipear, like certain ephemeral insects which fly once and die.

There is lots of beauty buried in some of our oak stumps. Also,

they're lots of work to dig out, ami that is |iriili;ilily the main reason

why we don 't work up more of them.
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On June 14, 1917, the National Hanlwootl i

Lumber Association assembled at Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, for its twentieth annual meet-

ing. The registration of members showed that

the attendance was large. A complete list is

inserted in another part of this issue. At the

completion of the preliminary business con-

nected with the opening of the meeting and

the singing of the Star Spangled Banner,

President John M. Woods delivered the an-

nual address, as follows

:

President's Address

As we come together for the twentieth auiiinil

meetins nf the National Hardwood Lumber As
sociation. I am sure all our hearts respond to the

words and sentiments that have so beautifnll.v

been sung. These emblems of great nations
above our heads speak to us more feelingl.v and
elo(|uentI.v than mortal tongues can express. The.v

tell the story of the union of the moral and mate-
rial forces of democrac.v against the arrogance
and ugliness of autocracy. The i^eace. liberty,

honor and prosperity of the wide world is at

stake. Our beloved countr.v has cast its lot, I

believe, on the side of right, honor and justice.

The great heart of our country has been stirred.

We are a united people. I have an unbounded abiding faith in .\lmighty
God and American men, women and children. I have seen two great
uprisings, in 1861. when Sumter was tired on. Like a whirlwind, it swept
over the loyal North. It swept hill and i-alley. Cit.v and town responded,
"We are coming. Father .\braham, three hundred thousaud strong." It

was the tire of a mighty inner sentiment, kindled by the breath of God.
It was like Peter the Hermit, with clarion voice, bearing the heavy wooden
cross on his bent shoulders, transforndng Europe into a nioviug camp : or

like U(nleri<*k Dhu, marshalling his clans :

From the grey sire whose trenddiug hand '

Could scarcely buckle on his brand.
To the young boy whose arrow and bow
Was scarce yet terror to the crow.
Each valley, each setjuestered glen
Mustered its little band <.»f men. ,

Again in ISOS, a uniteil nfttion rose in its might. Blue and gray, shoulder

to shouliler in the cause of a common humanity to rescue our neighbor,

Cuba, from the Spanish oppressor. Have no fear. The men of the nation,

old and young, will do their dut.v. and the women, God bless them I

The bravest of battles that ever were fought
Shall I tell you where and when?
On the maps of the world you will, find them not.
They were fought by the mothers of men.

In politics, I am a staunch Republican, believing its principles and
policies are best for the whole nation, but when this flag is assailed, politics

J. .M. WOODS. BOSTON. .MASS., PRESIDENT

and partisanship go by the board and I stand

squarely and solidly for and with the President

and nation. This gathering of noble men needs

no lesson in patriotism from me. Everyone of

you Jove our flag ami country as much as I. and

I believe everyone of you feels as Hon. Henry

Winton Davis said in Congress at the beginning

of the Civil War, "The American people rising to

the heights of the occasion, dedicate this genera-

tion to the sword and pouring out the blood of

their children, demand that there be no com-

promise, that no peace shall be made, except

under the banner of victory : standing on this

;;reat resolve, victory is ours."

I shall not enter into the details of the work

nf the association the past year. The report of

the secretary-treasurer will show in detail the

accomplishments of the .vear and how we stand

rinaui'ially and numerically. I commend his able

anil complete report to your careful consideration.

The most important matter that will come be-

fore you. for your consideration and decision, is

the report of the inspection rules committee. In

the discussion of this report. I cannot improve on

the splendid advice given the association last year

by the present, very able chairnuiu of the com-

mittee on rules, Mr. McClure. He said. "We can-

not attach too much importance to the one main

proposition of getting an adjustment of our in-

s|)ection rules which will enable the entire hard-

wooil trade to get together on one uniform, national standard of inspection

which will do away with all confusion that has upset the trade in the

past. It does seem to me that in order to bring about this result, we

could drop all of our selHsh interests, all of our sectional interests and for-

get Mhether we are manufa<turers or wholesalers, in order to br'ng .aliout

this equilibrium in the trade as far as inspection rules are concerned : and

I hope that in discussing the matter, you will look at it from the national

standpoint for the good of the entire trade."

May I supplement his recommendations with this suggestion. While we

may be tenacious of our own opinions, and believe they are right, let us

give credit to those who differ with us for the same honesty and sincerity

we claim for ourselves. "A soft answer turneth away wrath, but grevious

words stir up strife." .There is an old maxim well worth remembering,

"Of the unspoken word thou art the master, but the spoken word is master

of thee."

Now, a word about this rules committee for whom I ask the most con-

scientious consideration for their careful, painstaking work which has

been done at the earnest request of important divisions of this meuiher-

ship. When I asked Mr. McClure to take the chairmanship of this com-

uuttee. I knew that his interests were large ami widely diverslHed and

that accordingly the ilemamls upon his time, thought and strength were

great, but I knew that every member of the association, like myself, had

the most implicit confidence in his ability, fairness and honesty. I knew

J. V. STIMSON. IirNTINGBIRG, IND.,

VICE-PRESIDENT
J. W. DICKS! IN. MEMPHIS,

VICE-PRESIDENT
A. GOODMAN, MARINETTE. WIS.,

VICE-PRESIDENT
-13-
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JOHN W. McCLURE, MEMPHIS, TEXX..
CHAIRMAN INSPECTION COMMITTEE

GEO. H. CHAPMAN, STAXLEr, WIS.,
MEMBER INSPECTION COMMITTEE

W. L. SAUNDERS, CADILLAC, MICH.,
MEMBER INSPECTION COMMITTEE

with him as chairmnn there was not a member in the association, if he
had the time, w'ho would not be glad to serve with him on the committee.
I cannot give too much praise to him and every one of his committee.
With the highest regard for ever.v one of my distinguished predecessors,

not one of them ever selected a more able, competent, self-sacriflcing, hand-
some committee. Doubtless it is important to have it decided whether the
good or poor side of a number two or three common board shall have the
preference. The Divine Tfacher said of some of the men of his genera-
tion, that "they tithed mint and anise and forget the weightier matters
of the law," or as He put it on another occasion, "strain at a gnat and
swallow a camel." While it is argued and probably true that the increased
cost of production with rapidly diminishing timber supplies warrant some
slight modifications in our present inspection rules, let us not overlook
the fact that it is not improbable that laws may be passed by Congress
that will take many more dollars out of our pockets than these slight

modifications of our rules can possildy put In them. An analysis of the
laws passed in Con^'rcss the last few years shows but little legislation

favorable to the man who lills the pay envelope, but no end of it favorable
to the man who receives it.

While the main object of this association has been, is, and ought to be
as the last clause of article three of our constitution declares, "to establish,

maintain and apply a uniform system for the inspection and measurement
of hardwood lumber." the first clause of this article three reads, "Its
object (the association) is to promote the welfare and to protect the
interests of the hardwood trade." This covers a very large field, and a
very wide range. Have we cultivated this field as much as we ought ? And
have we not been too near-sighted to see the full import of the meaning
of this clause? To ray mind, it is not enough for you and me that our

lumber is properly measured and inspected and the great purchasing
element of lumber should have an absolute guarantee that they get the
quality and quantity they buy. If these constitute the sum total to a
successful and profitable lumber business, the millenium for us is here and
now-. I am aware that there are some timid, cautious conservatives who
believe nothing is valuable that is not venerable. Like the statesman
described by Macauley, they prefer to perish by precedent, rather than
be saved b.v innovation. They adhere to ancient failures rather than incur
the risk of success through venture and experiment. Do not think for a
moment that I belittle or undervalue the importance of having the best
possible set of grading rules the wisdom of man can devise. It is the
cornerstone and foundation upon which this magnificent association is built,

and upon which it has grown and prospered, but there are many subjects

of national legislation that vitally affect thi- lumber industry. Perhaps the
most prominent are rail and water transportation, labor, taxes and the

tariff. The clause of the constitution which I have read to you, "to pro-

mote the welfare and protect the interests of the hardwood trade" warrant
me in bringing them to your attention and in doing so, there is no selfish,

sectional or partisan purpose.

I suggAt for your consideration, the creation of a legislative committee,
perhaps the executive committee, who shall h.ave the same power in rela-

tion to national legislation as they have in association tnatters. I first

call your attention to the proposed increase in freight rates. I do not

believe there is a member of this association who is not willing to bear his

fair share of the public burdens, but we do want these burdens fairl.v and
honestly distributed. The facts warrant the statement ithat hind>er is the

safest, surest, most economical and remunerative material or commodity
tlie railroads haul, and in quantity, at the ti>p or near it. A fifteen per cent
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increase in freiglit rates on lumber means a vast sum of money and liiglier

cost of lumber to tlie consumer, and will result in the increase of substitutes

for it. We all know from experience that under normal business conditions

our low grades are the slowest and most difflcult to move at a profit, and,

consequently, as timber becomes scarcer the percentage of lower grades

increases. We all realize the financial condition the railroads find them-
selves in : their stocks and bonds have not been favorites with investors

or lenders. State and federal laws have added a large increase to their

operating expenses. The automobile and auto truck, electric car and
electric express have made big holes in their freight and passouger jre-

ceipts, but notwithstanding all these handicaps, I do believe with the

minimum of risk^and expense in transporting lumber, it should not be put
on a wholesale parity with general merchandise, and if all the facts are

presented to the Interstate Commerce Commission, they will see and
acknowledge the fairness and justice of our contention.

OltGAXIZED LaBOB

I believe every right-minded man believes in organized labor. When
properly conducted, they are a powerful influence for good. If not, they

become an unmitigated nuisance and constant menace to the business in-

terests and welfare of the nation. Probably no industry has suffered

more from their arbitrary methods and unreasonable demands than the

woodworking industry. National and state legislatures have granted them
special privileges, and given them exemption from laws that everybody

else is amenable to. They collect large sums of money from their members,
employ the best attorneys and are not accountable to anybody or anything.

Being a voluntary, unincorporated body, they cannot be reached by civil

process. Under the workmen's compensation law, they are, if injured,

even by their own negligence or carelessness, a charge upon the employer.

My state has just raised the compensation of the Injured from ten to

fourteen dollars per week, so that we are liable to have to pay fourteen
dollars per week for three hundred weeks. Some of our manufacturers are
beginning to require of applicants for work, a certificate from a reputable

physician that they are sound of mind and body. Many of our largest con-

tractors will not take a contract except on a percentage basis. They, dare
not take the risk of being at the mercy of some bull-headed labor leader.

Taxes

If there is anything under the sun in the war revenue bill, except the

air we breathe, that is not taxed, show me, but to my mind, the damnable
part is the proposed retroactive federal income tax. It is legalized high-

way robbery. Get a copy of the bill and study it. There was never any-
thing like it in the heavens above, the earth beneath, or the waters under
the earth. On behalf of our association, I have asked Senators Lodge and
Weeks to oppose the retroactive section of the income tax. I ask each one
of you to ask your senators to do likewise, or on any other phase of the
bill you believe wrong.

The Tariff
I assume there are many and divergent views in our membership on this

subject. My views are the same as the immortal Abraham Lincoln. He
was asked what he thought about the tariff. He said, "I do not pretend

to know much about it, but I know this, if we buy abroad, they get the

money and we get the goods ; if we make them here, we get both goods and
money." It cannot be successfully contradicted that under a protective

tariff, there has been prosperity, under the reverse, adversity. I am not
sure how free lumber will afliect our industry, but it's a fairly safe guess
that it won't raise the price on our lumber.

Gentlemen of the association, I have briefly and perhaps crudely brought
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to your attention these four iniportjint matters that vifall.v affect tor weal

or woe, the Uunlier industr.v of the nation. Each one of them demanils

.your serious attention. Each one of them directly or indirectly affects your

business for good or ill. The gooil book sa.ys "He that neglects to pro-

vide for his own, hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel." If

the lumber trade does not look after its own interests with all the influence

and piiwer at its command, if adverse laws are enacted and unjust and
unfair regulations ma<le, it will he some satisfactitin

.
to know and feel

that we have done (uir duty to ourselves and the great Industry which we
represent. There is no older or more honorable business than ours, nor is

there any that has more honorable men engageil in it. The nniterial we
handle is the only one that has been dignified, ye«, sanctified by a divine

touch. "Anil when the Sabliath day was come, he began to teach in the

synagogue and many hearing Ilira were astonished, saying : 'from whence

hath this man these things/' And what wisdom is this, which is given

unto Him that such mighty works are wrought by His hands? Is not

this the carpenter, the son of MaryV"

In a long and busy life, some honors have come to me, but* not one or

all of them can compare witli thi- great honor of being the chosen head of

the largest ami best commercial organization in the nation or North

America, as our (\Tnadian menibers ari' our allies and brothers. With our

membership, larger than all other hardwood associations combineil, we
have gone on from comimring to eoni|uer. We have Justified our e.vistence.

and accomplished what we set out to do. We have demonstrated our tise-

fulness to the trade. There has been no "variableness or shadow of turn-

ing" in giving to the wide world the best system of measurement and

Inspection of hardwood hnnher. There is room and a hearty welcome in

our association and I believe it is the legitimate place for eve;'y manu-

facturer of every kind of hardwood lundier and every wholesaler of it.

They can all do good and get good. I cannot umlerstand the particular

necessity of so many associations. Why not all unite In one big, sticcessful,

useful organization. Lots of good money can be saved and better results

secured. We are sound and solvent financially and 1 am sure I'very mem-

ber gets a good run for his money. While douils and thick darkness hangs

over the nation and no man can tell what a day may bring forth, our
• association has had 'he most prosperous .year In Its wh(de histcu-y. Like

Postum, "There's a n^ason." Every nu'etlng of the executive < imittee

and board of managers has been well attended and perfectly harmonious.

It has never been my privilege to, serve with better, more high-minded,

nobler men than those on these two committees. To these committees and

every member of the association I give my most sincere thanks for all

their courtesy and kindness to me, and I desire to say in his presence and

yours, that our very able Secretary-Treasurer Fish Justly deserves and Is

fairly entitled to the greatest credit for his able administration of our

association's affairs, A genial, lovable man, with an Immense stock of

sound, common sense.

In deference to public opinion, anil in keeping with the spirit of the

times, it Is deemed best to dispense with liquor at our banquet. I trust

this will meet your approval.

In the words of Tiny Tim, "God bless us every one, " and may the motto

of each one of us be what is stamped upon our coin, "In God We Trust."

The Secretary's Report

The secretary of the association, Frank Y. Fish, read the annual

report, in which he revieweil the .year's business and explained the

affairs of the association. A careful and thorough account was given

of the inspection work in the several districts, with receipts and

expenditures. The total receipts from this branch of the association's
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activities during the year exceeded $50,000. The total number of feet

inspected in that time was 176,332,112 'of hardwoods. The report in

full follows:

In gathering here today this membership erects a new mile-stone in the
history of this association, because this meeting concludes twenty years
of successful operation of an organization that was established and which
has been maintained through a score of years for the purpose of promoting
tile [test interests of the hardwood trade, and it is only reasonable to hope
and confidently believe that this also is the beginning of another twenty
years of successful accomplishment,

\t each of the last two meetings I took occasion to remark on the gen-

eral conditions prevailing In this country as a result of the war in Europe ;

but today war is no longer an abstract proposition having onl.v to do with
our neighbors across the sea— it is at our own door in concrete form, and
we find the entire nation engaged in the gigantic task of preparing itself

in a manner tliat will enalde Ibis country to give a satisfactory account of

itself In ail thi' matters that have been submitted to the arbitrament of the
swnril. The resources of the entire country are being mvibilizi'd in this

mighty endeavor, and the lunihermen will have their part in the work, and
1 believe when they are put to the test they will not be found wanting.

The slogan of "Husiness as Usual," adopted by one of our allies in the
earlier stages of the European conflict, will not answer, because it will not
be business as usual ; nothing will be the same as it has been. It is not

possible to ignore the effect of war in our financial, industrial or commer-
cial Jictivities, because war as conducted toda.v touches our existence at

every point : but we can cry "Husiness in spite of war," for (he business of

tile ccMintr.v must go on. the arteries of commerce must continue to pulsate,

else the nation will die. It Is a duty, therefore, which we owe first to our

country and then to iiurselves, to put forth every energy we may possess

to keep the commerce of this country in as healthy a condition as jiossible

throughout the titanic struggle by which we are now beset; and, in doing

this, we must liold fast to all of the instrumentalities that have been proven

of benefit to us in the past, making them more effective than they have
ever been, and at the .same time lieing ready to locate and adopt any other

measure or measures that will tend to develoii the efliciency of our nation

as a whole.

It is, therefore, not a time to neglect the affairs of this association, but

rather to endeavfu* to increase its strength and to develop all its latent

possilillities to the end that the hardwood lumber industry shall not be

found wanting when It is weighed in the balance of a great national need.

There never was a time when the benefits to be derived from a close

organization of kindred interests were more apparent than they now are :

and there is no other,organization so well eiiuipped to deliver the goods to

the lountry at large and to its own membership as is the National Hard-

wood Lumber .\ssoclatiou today. The potent iality of the organization

—

comprising nearly one thousand firms and corporations—cannot lie ex-

pressed in any recognized unit of force, but it is well to understand that

this potentiality is lost and of no value unless It is intelligently directed

along practical lines that will insure results most desirable to be obtained.

It is time for the members of this association to become fully alive to the

respunsiblllty which devolves upon each of them in regard to conducting

tlic allairs of this association and to awaken to the wonderful possibilities

that are presented In the situation If the full power of the association be

developed along mutually advantageous lines. It is not within the province

of the duties assigned to the secretary to iniiicale what action this mem-
bership should take to briug about this comlitinn. but I can advise .vou that

this association is stronger and better equipped in every way to meet any
emergency that may confront its membership than ever before In Its his-

tory which has been twenty years in the making.
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A complete detaileil review of all of the activities of the association dur-
ing the .year closin;; with this meetinj; would be impossible within the rea-

sonable limits of a report, but the secretary has endeavored to present for

the consideration of this meeting a fair recapitulation of the work directly

aiTecting the interests of the association. Its officers have found the

strength which comes from letting everyone interested in the sale or pur-

chase of harilwoods know the truth : and to the fact that all questions are

discussed in open meetings an<l that no star chamber methods obtain much
of our prestige is due.

The unsettled condition of business caused by the great war has made
progress more difficult, but a substantial gain in membership has been re-

corded. Since the 1910 convention, held in Chicago, June lij and 16, 147
new applications have been received, of which 5 were rejected on account
of being ineligible (r undesirable. The record of failures and withdrawals
from business numbers 73 ; 12 have been taken from the list on account of

being deiiniiuent in dues : and i} have resigned. The total number of new
applicants favorably passed upon by the directors and admitted to mem-
bership during the year is 142, which lu-iugs the present number of mem-
bers in good standing to 902.

These figures, while encouraging, do not indicate fully the actual gain

of the association, for the strength and <iuality of the new members ad-

mitted is not indicated by them. The fact that the combined financial

ratings of the members lost is $2,9."iii.00i1. or an average to each member of

about $.32,000. against the combined financial strength of the members
added of $10,090,000, or an average of from $90,000 to $100,000 to each
member, furnishes evi<lence of gain not afforded by the statement showing
numerical gain only.

In this work of interesting new mend)ers, greater care than ever has

been e.\ercised not to solicit concerns in any way undesiralile. As an illus-

tration of the necessity of close scrutiny in this respect it is well to mention
the fact that during the past year the association has seen tit to expel two
members.

During the year live meetings of the executive committee and board of

managers have been held. These meetings were characterized by an inten-

sity of purpose and an attendance rarely seen at association committee
meetings, and as at recent annual meetings of the members, none showed
willingness to miss any discussions : and the understanding seems to be

general that the work of this great organization is of the utmost impor-

tance to all engaged in the hardwood business.

At the board of managers' meeting of October 20 several requests from
organizations of consumers for meetings with the inspection rules commit-
tee were presented, and it was decided to notify all organizations of con-

sumers that it was not expedient to comply with requests for conferences ;

and that all such associations desiring changes in the present inspection

standards be requested to submit their recommendations and suggestions

for inspection rules changes, in writing, to the chairman of the inspection

rules committee, and assured that full and fair consideration would be

given them.
^

The efficiency of our inspection rules committee has been strengthened

on account oi this ruling, and economy of time ami lalior has resulted, as

eviilenced by the practically unanimous approval of the report of the in-

spection rules committee, which will be presented at this afternoon's ses-

sion.

In conformity with Article X. a petition bearing the requisite number of

signatures, has been presented for the consideration and vote of this meet-

ing as follows :

In conformitv with the By-Laws, Article X, we, the undersigned mem-
bers, petition that Article IX, Section 1, be changed to read as follows :

"The inspection rules of this association can bechanged onlv at an annualmeeting by a majority vote of the members present voting thereon."
The meeting will be requested to vote on this change at the close of this

report. The matter is one of vital importance : therefore, I recommend it
to yiuir careful and intelligent consideration.

The program of this convention has been arranged on a strictly business
basis and an effort put forth to insure full discussion of the important busi-
ness to be transacted. The officers and directors urge upon those in at-
tendance to express their opinions upon all subjects in which they are in-
terested, and hope that none will hesitate to claim the privilege of the floor.

In every way the past .vear has been an active one and again the records
indicate increased demands on the inspection department. It is my belief
that the association has successfully met these demands and closes the year
stronger in every way than ever before. It has been my privilege to meet
a large number of our members during the year, and I have heard expres-
sions from every section that indicate the present force of inspectors in the
employ of this association is the most competent and reliable that can
he securi'd. Certain it is, as evidenced by the figures, that a greater degree
of uniformity exists today in the application of national rules by the in-
spection force than ever before.

The figures in detail of the inspection department for the year ending
May 1, I9l7. showing the quantity of lumber inspected in each market and
district, with amounts earned and exact cost of maintenance, are sub-
mitted below :

Market Feet Earnings Expense
Memphis, Tenn 14.701,400 $.S,344.11 $7 7.S6 :n
Chicago, 111 12,630,103 8,434.37 8!l6S..^il
Grand Rapids, Mich 10,40."),.-)7.S 1,.133,34 7.")0 01
St. Louis. Mo 9, .111,477 .j. 1.14. .SO 4 S4l'.-.l
Minneapolis. Minn 7..")67..")64 4,140.91 3 837 .10
Philadelphia, Pa 0,719,139 3,879.98 3 140 34
Southern Illinois 6.78.1.399 3.882 05 3 771 ,si
Cincinnati, Ohio 4,980,.396 3,102.43 3X38 11New Orleans, La 4,743,793 2, .169.61 3'.139 47
Louisville. Ky 4,049,134 2,784.33 2 517 35
Detroit, Mich 3,834,343 2,249.77 2 15732
Helena. Ark 3,711,343 2.193.52 107123
Boston, Mass 3,077. iHil 2,072.21 2 339 78
Buffalo, N. Y 3.572.2117 1,970,55 l!990,88
New York City, N. Y 3.301.402 2.220 87 '033 23
Toronto. Ontario 3.245.959 1,801.33 2'078'9-'
Mobile. .\la 2.722.397 1.481.31 1 0'>1 39
Nashville. Tenn 2,534.775 1,412.08 1773 88
Chattanooga, Tenn 2,402,890 1,290.89 liosi 05
Pittsburgh. Pa 2.230,688 1.805.86 2 264 64
Bristol. Tenn 1.937.922 1.428 95 l'795'70
Clarksburg. W. Va 1,804,585 1.388.81 2'os7 37
Oshkosh, Wis 1,452,112 1,124 54 ''504 93
Asheville, N. C 1,312,470 762.66 841.97
Baltimore, Md 054.594 8.23 8 23
Michigan Mills 54.837.420 2 742 84
Chief Inspector 1..1S7,717 1,787.05 0.813.93

Of the 176,332,1 2 feet indicated by these figures to have been inspected
under the Nation 1 Hardwood Lumber Association bonded certillcate, offi-

cial reinspection- ivcre requested aurl applied to 1,587,717 feet, and of. that
amount the original inspection was found to be in error in excess of 4
per cent money value on 613,485 feet, resulting in claims paid by the asso-
ciation of $2,930.87, It will be noted that the expense of the inspection
bureau exceeds the amount earned by $4,212.13. This is the first year
since 1905 that earnings have not been equal to expenses and it is my
belief that this is due entirely to car shortage, although unfavorable
weather conditions may have been a small factor. With embargoes on at
many points ilicii^ have been many weeks when the salarie.l inspectors have
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been idle ; and from all information obtainable it would appear there is very

little prospect of relief from this condition for some time to come.

That official national inspection is permanently established cannot be

successfully contradicted, and the difference between the bonded certificate

of the National Hardwood Lumber Association and other official hardwood
inspections is the difference between a certified check and a past due promis-

sory note.

The attention of this membership is again invited to the splendid results

being obtained in our reporting department. Volume No. 5, issued in

January, contained the annual requirements of over 600 firms, which in

round figures produced a total of 1,500,000,000 feet; and Volume No. G,

issued in June of this year, as the second edition of the 1917 work, shows

the annual requirements of over 730 buyers, with a total of approximately

2,000,000,000 feet. No association or organization operating for profit is

able to secure results of such magnitude, but as a co-operative feature, in

which the buyer's interests are advanced jointly with those of the sciller,

we shall be able to enlarge upon this feature with each issue of the Con-

sumers' Register, and numerous letters from members in every section attest

to the value of this service, which Is open only to members of this associa-

tion.

The finances of the association during the past year have been in sound

condition, and in view of the loss sustained in the operation of the inspec-

tion bureau and the uncertain outlook on the transportation question, it is

not unlikely that the present surplus will be found very necessary to the

maintenance of the service. All bills and obligations of every nature have

been promptly met and on June first there was no outstanding indebtedness

of any nature.

The financial showing was so satisfactory that it was moved and

ordered that $10,000 of the association 's funds be invested in Liberty

bonds.

A resolutions eoniniittoe was ajipointed by the chair, tlie members

of which are Earl Palmer, Memphis, Tenn., chairman; J. B. Wall,

Buffalo, N. Y.; J. V. Stimsou, Huutingburg, Ind.; Theodore Fa-

thauer, Chicago, and W. C. Hull, Traverse City, Mich.

The, committee appointed on ofl&cers' reports consisted of E. V.

Babcock, Pittsburgh, chairman; J. W. Dickson, Memphis, Tenn., and

W. W. Knight, Indianapolis, Ind.

The National Chamber
The work done in the interest of general business by the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States was made the subject of an address

by Gardner I. Jones, Boston, Mass. This national body pushes its

activities into all lines of country-wide scope. The fifth annual meet-

ing of the body was held iu Washington, D. C, January 31 and Feb-

ruary 1 and 2 of this year. Its membership is found in all parts of

the country.

Report of Committee on Japanese Oak

The situation with regard to the importation of Japanese oak,

particularly on our Pacific coast, was made the subject of a report

by a committee of which Earl Palmer was chairman. The Japanese

are able to lay down their oak in California, Oregon and Washington

at prices which cannot be met in that region by the sellers of eastern

oak. The Japanese wood threatens to reach other American markets
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besides those of the western coast. On account of scarcity of ships

and the consequent high freight charges, the imports of the oak from

Asia have declined during the past year, and until a change in carrying

facilities is brought about it was not deemed necessary to take par-

ticular action against the foreign wood; but when the freight situation

changes the way will be open for an increased invasion of this oak.

Two remedies were suggested by the committee, one consisting of an

increase in duty on the foreign wood, and the other calling for a

reduction of the freight rate on eastern oak shipped to the Pacific

coast; but no steps were taken to put either remedy into effect at

this time. The report follows:

.\t the annual meeting one .vcar ago, a resolution was adopted authorizing
the appointment of a committee to investigate and, as far as possible, to

combat the invasion of the markets of this country by oak produced in

Japan, which, in a large degree, was superseding American oak iu the West
coast markets and threatening to become a dangerous competitor in all

other markets la this country.

It is the purpose of this report to set forth what has been attempted and
accomplished by this special committee and to submit its views regarding
action ou the part of the lumbermen which it believes to be necessary in

order properly to protect these markets in the Interest of the home-grown
product.

At the present time no emergency exists demanding immediate action,

because during the past year there has been but little importation of

Japanese oak into this country. It would be gratifying to me, as cliairman

of this committee, if I could truthfully claim that the deluge of this kind

of lumber which threatened to engulf the Pacific coast markets had been

checked by the efforts of this committee ; but veracity forbids such a claim.

In fact, as will later be disclosed in this report, the efforts of the commit-
tee were not crowned with any degree of success at any point of the lines

along which it worked. The real reason for the diminution which has oc-

curred in the importation of Japanese oak is due to the prevailing shortage

of shipping. But, while the end to be accomplished by this committee has
been achieved temporarily by another cause, it should be fully understood

by the lumbermen of the country that the abatement in the importation of

Japanese hardwoods is only for the time being—perhaps during the dura-

tion of the war. and as soon as ships once more are available to carry this

lumber, the process of dumping it on our shores will be immediately re-

sumed, unless some effective action is taken to resist the invasion.

The folly of relying upon any sentimental objection to the use of Japan-
ese oak, even when founded on sound business logic, to assist in bringing

about its exclusion from our markets is best illustrated by the failure of

this committee in three instances to obtain the adoption of American oak
as against Japanese oak in buildings which were to be constructed on the

Pacific coast.

The first instance was that related to a nrw office building proposed by

the Southern Pacific Railroad, which was to be constructed in San Fran-

cisco, and which is doubtless under way at this time. The interior trim

of this building was reputed to call for about 150,000 feet of oak, and the

specifications originally called for wood of Japanese variety.

This committee, immediately upon its appointment, sought to have the

speciflcations changed to American oak. The matter was taken up with

William Sproule, the president of the Southern Pacific Railroad. It was
urged that of all consumers of lumber a transcontinental railroad, whose
business in part was the transportation of hardwood lumber from producing

points iu the central stales to the Pacific sialpoard, could least afford to
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encourage the importation of a foreign proiluct "which paid no tribute what-
ever to any railroad in this country; that any difference in the cost of the

oak which was to enter into the new Imildinj; in favor of the Japanese
product as against American oak would he more than offset by the revenue

that would result to the Southern Pacific Company in the transportation

of the particular lot of lumber going into the building, for the committee
offered to guarantee that every board of the stock, if purchased in this

country, would go West over Mr. Sproule's railroad, and that the prestige

.that would accrue to the Southern Pacific Railroad as a result of its sup-

port of our home market would be an asset of material value. But. while

the representations of the committee were received in a most courteous

manner, it was decided after a very voluminous correspondence that the

only concession that could be made was to anient^ the si»ecifications to read

oak instead of Japanese oak, thus allowing the producers or dealers in

American oak to submit bids on their product—but that price was to be

the determining factor; and, as a foregone conclusion, American oak lost

out.

The same set of conditions w.as presented in the construction of an-

other building in San Francisco by the Savings Union P.ank & Trust Com-
pany, a considerable portion of the space in which having been contracted

to the Santa Fe Railway. Japanese oak had been spocilied as trim for the

building. This committee took the matter up with Mr. Ripley, president

of the Santa Fe, who disclaimed any authority in the matter of the con-

struction of a building in which his company were only to he tenants, but

offered to use his" good offices with the owners of the building to have the

specifications amended to include American oak—which I believe was
done : but. owing to the difference in price, .\merican oak lost out.

Then, again, the University of California proposed to erect two new
buildings on the campus at Berkeley, the Benjamin Ide Wheeler Hall and

the llillgard Hall. .4s before, Japanese oak had been specified. The mat-

ter of changing the specifications was taken up with the regents of the

University along the lines that it was inconsistent for an institution

owned by the state of California to lend encouragement to the producers

of Japanese oak when all of the traditions of the state had been in opposi-

tion to all things oriental, going so far as to almost project this country

into war by the passage of anti-Japanese legislation ; but all the satisfac-

tion that the committee obtained was the promise of consideration to the

representations it made. The matter was later taken up with Gov. Hiram

Johnson, ex-offlcio member of the board of regents, and a reply was received

from his secretary, under date of October 2, that the governor was absent

from town, but as soon as he returned he would give the matter his atten-

tion and advise the committee. He evidently never got back, because the

committee has not heard from him up to this date, and Japanese oak went

into these two buildings—because of difference in price.

The conspicuous failure of the committee in these three instances to ac-

complish anything for American oak by the power of moral suasion teaches

the lesson that a sentimental theory stands no show of winning when placed

in opposition to an economic fact.

There are, however, two methods which can effectively be employed to

restrict the invasion of our markets by Japanese hardwoods—methods

which should be employed conjointly. One is to increase the cost of

Japanese lumber when landed on our shores by levying a duty that will

equalize the difference in the cost of production existing between American

lumber and Japanese lumber ; and the other is by maintaining as low a level

of prices on American lumber in the West coast market as possible by the

maintenance of reasonable freight rates from producing territory to the

coast.

This government has appointed a Foreign Trade Extension Committee
to develop the trade of this country in other lands after the war is over.

This is doubtless well ; but the government should be quite as interested in

the preservation of its home market as it is in the extension of our trade

to foreign markets ; and the committee believes it will be, if the case is

properly presented at an opportune time—which is, probably, not now. It

would, in the judgment of the committee, be in rather bad taste at this

time to start an industrial conflict with one of our allies ; but when the

proper time conies, when the great readjustment takes place after the war
is ended, when all the countries of the world once more recast their spears

into pruning hooks and their swords into plowshares, it will be up to this

country to look alive to the industrial and commercial interests of its own
citizenship, and it will also be well for the lumbermen to be fully organized

and prepared to demand full and complete protection to their interests.

In the meantime sight should not be lost of the matter of freight rates

on lumber to the Pacific coast. An adequate attempt should be made to

develop the mutuality of interests that exists between the producers of

hardwood lumber and the transcontinental rail lines to the end that each

may co-operate with the other to exclude from this country that which

menaces the interests of both.

While this association took the initiative in the effort to restrict the

importation of Japanese hardwoods, it is not now fighting the battle alone,

but its efforts are being ably seconded by the American Oak Manufacturers'

Association, the Oak Flooring Association, and by many other organiza-

tions whose interests are either identical or allied.

It is the judgment of this committee that the committee should be con-

tinued (though not necessarily in its present personnel) in onler that the

work already begun under the auspices of this association may be carried

on until the object sought for has been satisfactorily accomplished.

Report of Inspection Rules Committee

John W. MeCluro, chairman of the Inspection Eules Coniniittee,

read the following report for his committee

:

In considering the subject of inspection rules certain fundamentals must
be kept steadily in mind. Inspection rules do not lead trade into new
channels : they f))lbiw and in a sense standardize merchandising methods
by describing and defining accurately grad^values which have developed
and have been recognized in the customs of the trade. Thus a buyer and
shipper, though separated by a great distance, may arrive at an Immediate
understanding of the standard of grade-value and leave only the price to

be agreed upon.

Again, inspection rules do not put value into lumber, but can only de-

scribe the value which is contained in the lumber. Just to the extent that

rules describe uniform grade-values which meet the needs of our customers
do they enable us to realize more uniform prices for our product. Thus
do inspection rules become a leading factor in good merchandising.

It might be well to recall that the time was when even the necessity for in-

spection rules was a much-argued question. Now that the necessity is freely

admittetl and this association stands as a concrete expression of that neces-

sity, we should bear in mind that the necessity for a standard of inspec-

tion is of far greater importance than the rules themselves. If the rules

honestly and fairly attempt to describe the grade-values accepted by the

trade, slight imperfections in the rules themselves may be overlooked for

a time, and corrected later as the defects become apparent. Changes in the

customs of the trade and changes in manufacturing conditions sometimes
make necessary certain changes in the rules, so that our inspection rules

are continually in a state of evolution, although they are founded upon
principles which are themselves unchangeable. Stability in our grading

rules is desirable in the sense that the rules should not be changed to con-

form to every passing fluctuation of the trade, but there is a vast difference

between stability and inertia. If rules are never changed to meet the

greater tides of trade they will be overwhelmed and rendered dead and
useless by the very tides they attempt to resist. No material changes

have been made in our rules for a period of four years.

The report of our committee has been in your hands for more than
thirty days, and doubtless has received your careful thought and study.

Our report speaks for itself. These recommendations represent the

unanimous judgment of the committee, and furthermore represent a great

amount of time, study, thought and effort. These men, who may be said

fairly to represent every branch and every section of the hardwood trade,

have come together on the ground of mutual helpfulness and co-operation,

have dropped selfish and sectional interests, and have approached this

work in a broad and generous spirit. The fact that all differences among
our committee were harmonized leads us to feel that the result of our

work will be acceptable to you. Since our report was completed our

nation has been drawn into the great world conflict, and we are living

daily amidst events of such tremonilous importance to the future of the

race, to humanity and civilization that the mere discussion of inspection

rules, a matter which otherwise might be considered of vital importance

to our business, seems to sink into insignificance by comparison.

Our committee has made an earnest effort to recommend only such

changes in the rules as will conform to changed conditions in the trade,

and such additions to the rules as are made necessary by new demands

for our iuspei;tion service.

The changes recommended are few. Your interest will be directed prin-

cipally to the proposed rule for selects. On account of the wide spread

of values between our present grades of firsts and seconds and number 1

common, a strong demand has arisen for an intermediate grade. We have

recommended a grade of selects describing boards which will grade not

below seconds on the best face, and not below No. 1 common on the reverse

side, and admitting into the grade other boards of equal value. We believe

the rule we have recummended is a practical and workable rule and that

all practical inspectors will agree that this is just their idea of what a

grade of selects should be.

The proposed rule for wagon box boards is a practical rule which meets

all the requirements of the wagon manufacturers, and at the same time

produces a larger percentage of box boards from the log run product.

Thus is brought about a condition of mutual advantage to the wagon

maker and the lumberman, since the percentage of box boards produced

under the present rule Inis been so small as to run the prices up to very

high figures.

Under the bead of additions to the rules, the most important feature

is the recommendati'.u of an entirely new and independent set of inspec-

tion rules for cypress. A great deal of time and thought was put into the

construeti<in of these rules, especially by Jhose members of our committee

manufacturing and interested in cypress. Demands from the membership

of the association interested in cypress urged upon us the necessity for

the adoption of cypress rules independent of any other association and in

constructing the proposed rules, your committee has endeavored to follow

as much as possible the general plans and principles upon which are based

our rules in their entirety, and at the same time describe the grade-values

adaptable to a large proportion of the cypress-consuming trade. We believe

that the proposed rules will appeal to and have the support of a majority

of the cypress trade.

The proposed rules for bending oak describe accurately the special
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requirements of this class of trade and represent a growing factor In the

hardwood business.

The proposed rules for oak construction material are practically copied

from the Master Car Builders' specifications which are the recognized

standards for this class of material. Our association has many demands

for inspection service on this material and we therefore earnestly recom-

mend that these rules be adopted as part of our regular rules.

Under special inspection we recommend the rules for "No. 1 common
face" and "No. 2 common face," which are the same as our present rules

for No. 1 and 2 common except that the "face" grades are inspected from

the best face of the board. These special grades are used to advantage in

certain lines of trade and the adoption of these proposed rules under

"special inspection" will enable those of us who care to malie these grades

to ship them on legalized rules, and in case of necessity obtain national

inspection certificates for them, without attempting to standardize these

grades. The same remari; applies to the recommendations for a "No. 2

common clear cutting" and "No. 2 common sound cutting" grades.

The slight additions recommended in mahogany rules are self-

explanatory.

In the proposed rules for No. 2 wagon stock we have attempted to

describe clearly the class of material which is now rejected from No. 1

wagon stock under our present rules, but which can be used to advantage

by the wagon makers for lower grade wagons and vehicles. We believe

the proposed rules are practical and that if adopted they will prove

acceptable to a large majority of the wagon trade.

The volume of dressed hardwoods shipped by our members Is gradually

Increasing, and doubtless will continue to increase in the future. The

necessity for a general rule to cover dressed stock in all hardwoods is

therefore apparent, and we believe the rule which we propose will be

found practical, workable and fitted to the requirements of the trade.

In closing, allow me to express publicly, as chairman of the committee,

my appreciation for the loyalty, the enthusiasm, and the earnest efforts of

the members of the committee in solving the many problems which were

presented for consideration.

Inspection Rules Changes

The association had before it a petition to change the bylaws so

that a majority present and voting could carry a motion, instead of a

two-thirds vote as in the past. The vote was 114 in favor of the change

and 101 against. The affirmative vote not being two-thirds, the

motion was lost, and the old rule of two-thirds remains.

That matter being out of the way, the association turned its atten-

tion to the proposed changes in the inspection rules. That was

regarded as the most important matter coming before the meeting,

and the contending forces were lined up to urge their respective views.

It was agreed to take up the proposed changes, item by item, and

discuss each separately.

The changes one after another were adopted without much dis-

cussion and without a dissenting vote until that relating to cypress

was reached. It was opposed by E. E. Sykes, a large manufacturer of

cypress, who argued that the proposed change would make the sale

of his product more difficult. The opposite view was maintained by

others, and when the vote was taken, the change carried unanimously.

The changes affecting the inspection of bending oak encountered

some opposition, but the motion carried, as aU proposed changes liad up

to that point; but the next was in for defeat. It related to the inspec-

tion of "oak for construction" work, chiefly car oak. After a short

but vigorous discussion the proposed change was voted down. The

rest of the recommendations of the committee were adopted, and it was

ordered that the changes take effect January 1, 1918.

The recommendation that a legislative committee be appointed was

approved, but the names of the committee men were not announced.

The duties of the committee will consist in watching legislation, chiefly

before Congress, that may affect the interests of the association.

A resolution was adopted to the effect that referenda of the Cham-

ber of Commerce of the United States, when received by the secre-

tary of the association, be referred to all the members by mail for

consideration and reply, and the answers be tabulated aud returned to

the Chamber of Commerce in due form. This rescinded the action

taken at the Buffalo meeting, delegating authority to the board of

managers to vote on matters connected witli the Chamber of Commerce.

The association voted to appropriate $1,000 to the funds of the Red
Cross.

Election of Officers

Presi<lent Woods apiiointed a nominating committee composed of

J. V. Stimson, Huntingburg, Ind.; T. M. Brown, Louisville, Ky.

;

C. W. Kramer, Eichmoud, Ind.; Horace F. Taylor, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

and George F. Kerns, Chicago, 111. The candidates who were placed in

nomination and subsequently elected, were:

President, John M. Woods, to succeed himself.

First Vice-President, J. V. Stimson.

Second Vice-President, John W. Dickson.

Third Vice-President, C. A. Goodman.

The nominating committee reported the following candidates for

directors for a term of tliree years, and they were elected:

C. H. Barnaby, Greencastle, Ind.

T, A. Washington, Nashville. Tenn.

Edward Buckley, Manistee, Mich.

W. E. Chamberlin, Boston, Mass.

W. J. Hetherington. Toronto. Ont.

George M. Morgan. Cincinnati, Ohio

M. J. Quinlan, Soperton, Wis.

W. H. Russe, Memphis, Tenn.

A resolution was passed placing the association on record in a protest

against the reconsignment charges proposed in I. C. C. Docket, I. & S.,

1050, as unfair and unwarranted, considering the exi>cnse of the

service rendered.

No Money for European Investigation

The association voted down a motion to contribute $1,500 toward

the cost of sending four commissioners to Europe to investigate the

market for lumber. The request for the contribution came from E. H.

Downman, president of the National Lumber Manufacturers ' Associa-

tion, who stated in his letter to Secretary Fish that he was having

a hard time raising money to send the commission abroad. The com-

missioners, Messrs. Walker, Simmons, Brown, and Oxholm, have been

appointed and are now touring the United States preparatory to going

abroad for a two years' stay. The government agreed to furnish

part of the expense, and lumbermen are expected to supply the balance.

It is understood tliat a fund of $60,000 will be needed. The hardwood

association turned down the jjroposal to subscribe, because, accord-

ing to the views of those who spoke on the subject, the money might

better be spent to further the work of tlieir own association.

ENTERTAINMENT
The entertainment consisted of the two usual features, the banquet

on the first night and the stag party and smoker on the second night.

The banquet was the usual elaborate affair and was held in the con-

vention hall. It was fuUy attended and completely successful in

every way.

The program presented at the smoker, witli which was combined a

beefsteak dinner on Friday night, was somewhat different from pre-

vious programs, for in addition to the former entertainment there

was provided an extensive and varied list of wrestling and boxing

matches at various weights. Good action was staged, stallers seem-

ingly having been barred altogether.

Theinost amusing feature was a wrestling bout between two heavy-

weights, one being announced as the sparring partner of Jess Willard.

These two men staged a first-class imitation of a real fight and had

everybody in the hall guessing as to whether or not they were really

in earnest right up to the last minute, which culminated in a two-

fold knockout after they had changed from wrestling to fighting with

mits, apparently in order to settle the score each held against the

other.

The crowd was entertained during tlie matches by the remarks of

Max Sondheimer sent through the ropes. Max never failed to meet

a situation witli some timely injunctions to one or the other of the

athletes until a wrestling bout was announced between a tall, red-

headed wrestler with a German name and a swarthy, close-cropped

individual who was introduced as "the terrible Turk." This combi-

nation seemed to have Max stopped, but he finally got a laugh by

enjoining the red-headed person to win the bout by capturing the

Dardenelles.

To have a belt tighter than is necessary for the work not only

shortens the life of the belt, but is also hard on journals. It is

necessary to impose a little hardshiji here, though, as a factor of

safety against the belt slipping and failing to do its work right.
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Lumber Yard Sanitation

In civilized society it is considered a crime to permit preventable

diseases to go unchecked. There are quarantines, disinfections,

sterilization, and isolation camps for the purpose of preventing the

spread of disease and efEecting its cure.

A bulletin, bearing the number 510 and published by the govern-

ment bureau of plant industry, outlines a system for securing

greater sanitation for lumber yards; that is, a method of preventing

great loss of lumber by decay. It is to be accomplished by quaran-

tining against decaying wood and shutting it out of yards; disin-

fecting the premises which contain the germs of decay; sterilizing

the lumber to prevent its becoming a field for the culture of decay

organisms; and isolation areas in which to set apart material too

badly decayed to be worth saving. This, in short, is the plan pro-

posed in the bulletin which is the work of C. J. Humphrey, pathol-

ogist in the Bureau of Plant Industry. The bulletin's title is:

"Timber Storage Conditions in the Eastern and Southern States

with Eeference to Decay Problems."

The loss of lumber by decay in yards is great, and while noti

wholly preventable, it might be reduced to a low point by proper

means of sanitation. The author of the bulletin inspected many''

lumber yards in the eastern and southern portions of the country

and noted carefully the conditions which are unfavorable to a

healthy condition of the lumber. The principal of these follow:

Many of the yards are located in damp situations.

Crops of weeds are permitted to grow about the premises, conducing to

dampness and poor ventilation.

Quantities of decaying wood are scattered about the ground, supplying
culture beds for germs of decay.

The foundations of the lumber stacks are of unsound wood, thereby com-
municating decay to the superimposed material.

Unsound sticks are employed in piling lumber, and do the same harm as

unsound foundations.

Frequently lumber is left too long unplled, and decay gains access to it

and afterwards it is hard to check.

Foundations are not high enough above the ground, and circulation of

air beneath the piles is hindered, thereby hastening the process of decay.

Most or all of these conditions may exist in a single yard, or

only one or two of them may be present, but the presence of a

single one may have serious results in promoting decay of good

lumber. Much more attention is paid to lumber yard sanitation

than formerly. Usually the large yards are kept in excellent con-

dition.

Decay prospers only on deca.v. The germs which produce decay

originate in rotting wood, and the wind scatters them far and

wide and in countless numbers. They .fall on sound lumber and

infect it, if conditions of dampness are favorable. Good ventila-

tion quickly dries the surface of wood, and germs falling there fail

to grow. That emphasizes the importance of having air circulating

all around and all through pile? of lumber. Even though the germs

of decay are present, they can do no harm to wood if the surface

is kept dry, or if it dries quickly after being wet.

The necessity of keeping a lumberyard clean of all decaying

wood is evident. By doing so, the danger of loss by rotting ofl

lumber is greatly lessened. It should be constantly borne in mind
that a pound of rotting wood often has it in its power to contami-

nate a carload of clean lumber. It is not sufficient to remove the

decaying trash simph' beyond the borders of the yard. The wind
will carry the germs back into the yard. All trash should be

burned, or at least be transported far beyond the premises.

Sometimes a yard is covered with a thick layer of sawdust, under

the mistaken notion that by this means a dry yard is provided for

the lumber. Such a yard is almost certain to become a swarming
ground for decay germs and of course the lumber piled there cannot

escape.

The ground on which lumber is piled should be clean and clear

of all decaying matter. It should have the best ventilation possible,

over, under, between, and through the piles.

It wiU contribute to the good conditions of a yard if the founda-

tions are of wood which has been given preservative treatment to

hinder decay. Some progressive lumbermen provide concrete foun-

dations, and these, of course, are proof against decay and can do no

injury to lumber which comes in contact with them.

Stirring Meeting of Open Price Members
Members of the open competition plan of the Hardwood Manufac-

,turers' Association, in session at Memphis, Saturday, June 9, refuted

the claim that lumber interests are trying to hold up the government

on its lumber requirements by voluntarily agreeing to furnish the

white oak timber needed for the framework of 100 wooden ships to be

constructed by^ the federal shipping board at cost, if not at less than

actual cost.

Memphis members led in the movement by volunteering to pro

rate 20 per cent of this quantity of timbers among themselves, and

members from outside poiuts were quick to follow with pledges for the

remaining 80 per cent.

W. E. DeLaney, Lexington, Ky., who is on the sub-committee on

lumber of the committee on raw material. Council of National De-

fense, delivered a patriotic appeal to the lumbermen to forget profits

in the present hour of need of the government and to supply the latter

with whatever raw material it needed in its preparation for the defense

of the country and for participation in the European war at cost. He
contrasted the position of business men witli that of the young men

who are going to the front, and intimated that the sacrifice of profits

on the part of the former was necessarily small as compared with

that of the latter, who are risking their lives and who are going into

battle in the prime of their manhood and on the threshold of their

business or professional careers.

He followed by giving the specifications, and the lumbermen re-

sponded with enthusiasm and with promptness. It was pointed out

that only sturdy timbers could be used and that it would be necessary

to select the trees from which these are to be made, thus necessitating

long and expensive haiils. It was likewise emphasized that special

machinery would have to be installed to make these timbers. It was

stUl further poiutf^ out that the supplying of these timbers might

result in actual loa.. But the lumbermen were determined and they

showed their wUUingness to take the chance.

The Memphis lumbermen who agreed to divide twenty per cent of

the order among their firms follow: H. B. Weiss, George C. Brown &
Co.; Ralph May, May Brothers; J. F. McSweyn, the Memphis Band

Mill Company; C. L. Wheeler, J. W. Wheeler & Co.; M. B. Cooper,

the Three States Lumber Company; and E. L. Jurden of Penrod,

Jurden & McCowen, Inc. These gentlemen wUl hold subsequent meet-

ings at which this order wlil be parceled out and at which it will be

decided what special machinery is needed and where.

There was considerable discussion of the condition of the market.

Particular emphasis was laid on the value of both stock and sales

reports and it was urged that the lumbermen make their reports to

the secretary of the association promptly in order that all who are

working under this open competition plan may have the latest and

most complete data on which to base their transactions.

President B. B. Burns of Huntington, W. Va. ; F. K. Gadd, assistant

to the president, and M. W. Stark, St. Albans, W. Va., chairman of

the open competition plan, were among the prominent members of

the association present at the Memphis meeting.

Inspecting juachine knives when they come from the maker

should be strictly attended to. A good straight-edge for this work

is one of thu necessities. Take a knife on the ends of the fingers

with one hand, and the straight-edge in the other. Try it length-

wise first and see if it fits evenly all the way, especially where the

steel is laid on, and then back at the slots. If any crooked places

are found, they should be corrected before using. Now lay the

straight-edge crosswise and note whether it is a little crowning or

not. A knife should be perfectly straight lengthwise, and, if any-

thing, a little concave on the cutting side. »

—21—
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Reading left to right, top row: The new President, J. W. Embree, in the center; Just posing—no introduction needed; Ralph Bond. Geo.

T. IVIIckle, E. L. Thornton and L. E. Rollo. IVIiddle row: Two "Bills"— Bader and Lang; F. R. Gadd. E. A. Lang, R. L. Jurden. E. A. Thornton:

John J. Schillo and Francis L. Johnson, Jr. (the man who kept everybody happy). Bottom row: R. L. Bunch to the rescue with reserve

artillery; Figuring a difficult angle; John Schillo, Bill Lang, O. A. 01 en, C. B. Braffet, R. H. Newman—They wish they had learned when
they were younger.
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Chicago Golf Annual
The eleventh an-

nual tournament of

the Lumbermen 's

Golf Assoeiation of

Chicago was fea-

tured by an exciting

plar-ofl' between Ad-

dison Stillwell of

Chicago and W. J.

I'oye of Omaha. In

the championsliij)

event these two con-

testants tied after

36 holes of plaj, and

the play-off occurred

on the first hole,

which is 512 yards

long. Both played

corking good golf,

but a missed putt

placed Mr. Foye's ball 15 feet beyond the cup. Stillwell won by a

wonderful shot from a sand ridge, which placed his ball within 8 feet

of the cup and he "holed out" in a four, thus giving him three legs

on the cup, he having won previously in 1914 and 1915.

A perfect day made the play thoroughly enjoyable, the showers hold-

ing off until everybody had finished and all were homeward bound.

The following is a list of the contests and winners in each event:

Championship Cup—Presented by Lumbermen's Golf Association ot
Chicago ; lowest gross score S6 tioles, medal play. Won by Addison Still-

well. Runnerup, W. J. Foye, of Omaha. f
The American Luinherman Cup—Lowest gross score. IS holes, after-

noon play. Won by W. J. Foye, So.

The Stillwell Cup—Lowest gross score, 36 holes, morning and afternoon
play. Won by Ilie Lincoln, 1S3, both Stillwell and Foye being barred on
account of winning other cups. Cup presented by Addison Stillwell.

The Lumbermen's .\ssociation of Chicago Cup—^Lowest net score l.S

holes, afternoon play, full handicap to apply. Won b.v F. E. O'DowJ. 82.

The Hettler Cup—Match play against bogey, IS holes, afternoon play,

% handicap to apply. Won by J. D. Perry, 4 up. Cup presented by
Herman H. Hettler.

The President's Cup—Best choice net score, 18 holes, full handicap to

apply. Won by E. .\. Engler, 73. Cup presented by the president.

Herman H. Hettler.

S. O. Knudson Trophy—Approach and putting contest on ninth hole.

Won by Ralph Jurden, of MemphLs. in competition with W. L. Sharp, ot

Chicago. Presented by S. O. Knudson.
John O. Nessen Trophy—Best net score on odd holes, afternoon play,

full handicap to apply. Wlon Iiy George Osgood, 25 net. Presented by
John O. Nessen.

H. F. Hooper Trophy—Lowest gross score, morning or afternoon play.

FLOSSMOOR COUNTRY CLUB HOUSE

mpde on designated
hole. John Hansen
and V. F. JIashek
tied, with a 3. Dur-
ing the presentation
of trophies in the
evening, Hansen won
the toss and the
trophy.

Halt Century Tro-
phy—Won by C. M.
Smalley. Presented
by J. L. Lane and
W. L. Sharp.

Flight events, med-
al play, full handi-
cap to apply, after-

noon play.

First Flight Tro-

phy—Won by E. C.

Crossett. Dubuque, S4.

Presented by C. F.

Thompst)n.

Second Flight Tro-

ph.^-—Won by C. J.

Presented by C. J. True.

Presented by

True. S6. Presented by Fred Burnaby.
Third Flight Trophy—Won by L. E. Rollo, 85.
Fourth Flight Trophy—Won by J. C. McLachlin,

W. B. Swift.

Fifth Flight—Won by H. H. Hettler, 100. Presented by James S.
Kemper.

Tliere were 91 contestants in the matches, some of the leading scores

being as follows:

A. M.
A. Stillwell, Chicago 83
W. J. Foye, Omaha 87
E. A. Engler, Glen View : 88
I. W. Lincoln, Flossmoor 93
E. C. Cossett, Rock Island 96
F. E. ODowd, Glen Oak 03
It. 1.. Jurilen. Memphis 93
G. J. Pope. Skokie 94
H. Knapp. Indianapolis 95
G. H. Bristol. Maywood 99
J. W. Carey, South Shore 100
M. Ransom, Nashville. Tenn 98
J. D. Perry, Evanston 102
E. Kanyon, Westmoreland 98
E. C. Mueller, Rock Island 99
F. M. Baker, Beverly 102
C. M. Smalley. South Shore 96
J. W. .McCurdy. Westmoreland 97
L. E. Kollo. Flossmoor 102
P. Stone. Rockford 102
E. \\. Thornton, Ridgemoor 101
H. R. Foster, Exmoor 101

P. M.
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C. F. Thompson, Flossmoor 105 100 205 cups and other trophies were presented at this session. As usual the

Fred Burnaby. WestmoreLind 98 108 206 winners were called upon to fill the eups for the benefit of themselves

F. Burns. Westmoreland 110 99 200
^j ^ijg Q^her guests. At the election the following officers were chosen

R. A. Bond, Exmoor 107 104 211 .e.

V. F. Mashek, Exmoor 105 110 215 for the coming year

:

J. W. Embree, Flossmoor 109 106 215 President—J. W. Embree.

C. A. Flanagan. Beverly 106 110 216 Vice-President—C. M. Smalley.

a', si. Richardson. Kidge 104 112 216 Secretary and Treasurer—^Frank Burnaby.

e! a.' Lang Westmoreland 113 107 220 Directors—Addison Stillwell, E. V. Mashek, E. A. Lang, Ralph Bond,

F.' R.' Gadd,' Cincinnati 108 112 220 and F. C. GifEord.

W. Powell. South Shore 115 107 222 Everyone participating and enjoying the hospitality of the asso-

B. F. Masters, Westward-Ho 109 113 222 ciation is still appreciative of the very pleasant arrangements and

After the play was over the members and guests sat down at an excellent service provided by the Flossmoor Club. President C. C. Pad-

enioyable dinner in the club house, following which came the regular dleford going around the course, personally saw to it that the visitors'

annual meeting, President Herman H. Hettler being in the chair. The needs were met on every occasion.

Michigan Hardwood Annual
The Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association held its annual

meeting June 14, at Hotel Sherman, Chicago. The meeting came a

month earlier than the time originally set, the change being to conform

to the date of the meeting of the National Hardwood Lumber Associa-

tion in Chicago. Many members of the Michigan association wished to

attend both meetings, particularly for the purpose of acting upon

proposed changes in grading rules which would come before the

national body.

The Michigan meeting was presided over by W. C. Hull, chairman,

with J. C. Knox, secretary. Although important business was before

the meeting, it was speedily transacted. This was the association's

elev^enth annual meeting.

Because of the early date of the meeting, some of the reports could

not be made because the statistics had not been fully collected and

tabulated. Among the reports omitted are those of the treasurer and

of the quarterly stock. The latter is in a measure furnished in the

market conditions report, quoted in full below.

In speaking of the fifteen per cent advance in freight as proposed

by the railroads. Secretary Knox said:

All the railroads in the Unitiul States have filed with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission supijlements to their tariffs making a uniform advance
of 15 per cent in class and commodity rates, and hearings as to the rcnsnn-

ableness of such rates is now being held before the commission in Wash-
ington. D. C. It is significant that the southeasttrn lines in this hearing
have given up any idea of undertaking a 15 per cent advance <m lumber, but
instead these roads have anuouneed that they were preparing for an ad-
vance of one cent per hundred pounds in order to avoid change in relation-

ships.

In order to protect the Michigan shippers from any greater advance on
lumber and forest products moved within the state of Michigan than those
outside of Michigan, we have tiled a formal protest with the Michigan
Railroad Commission at Lansing, asking that the commission fully ijrotect

the lumbermen of Michigan, and we have reason to expect that this will

be done.

Maple as Finish

The secretary gave the result of a canvass of the members of the

association to ascertain how they stand on the proposition of adver-

tising maple as finish lumber. There seems to be sentiment in favor

of it, and it has been proposed that a special committee be appointed

to handle the matter.

A number of manufacturers bought Liberty bonds and are selling

them on the installment plan to employes.

A number of former members who have cut out their holdings on the

lower peninsula but are interested otherwise in lumber, wish to retain

their membership in the association. The secretary asked for authority

to enroll them as honorary members. The authority was granted, and

Case & Croster of Kingsley, Mich., and J. S. Weidman, Mt. Pleasant,

Mich., came in under the provision, while the F. W. French Lumber
Company, Battle Creek, Mich., was admitted to active membership.

Forest Fire Eeport

J. L. Morford, forest fire warden, submitted a report covering work

from May 1 to June 11. Patrol ser\'ice begins May 1, but weather

conditions were favorable, and only a portion of the force was needed

at the beginning. From May 11 to 21 seven fires burned and heavy

losses resulted, principally of cordwood in slash. Since that time rain

has been abundant and the rank growth of vegetation now lessens

danger from fire. Sixty fires in aU were reported, running over 13,998

acres. The causes follow: Cigarettes 1, fishermen 2, raOroads 8, set-

tlers 22, unknown 27. The loss in forest products is placed at $13,208.

The number of fires caused by settlers seems unusually large, this

can be attributed to a great amount of acreage cleared for crop pur-

poses. Each settler seems anxious to crop every available acre. The

settlers have used every care that circumstances would permit and

given their co-operation when needed to suppress fires.

Unknown causes seem responsible for the greatest percentage of

rires. In many cases where chemical wood burned, circumstances point

towards incendiarism but no positive proof available at this time. All

of our large los^s have occurred in localities having an unusual quan-

tity of cordage piled in slash, and aside from one or two exceptions

no real cause is traceable.

Market Condition Report

The market condition report, presented by Charles R. Abbott, chair-

man of the committee having that work in charge, submitted the fol-

lowing report:

Our meeting was held this day at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, where we
were In conference with the bureau of statistics and educational informa-
tion of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

The calling of our midsummer meeting one month in advance made it

necessary to forego the collection of stock statistics at this time, hence
your committee is not in position to render a very detailed report along
that line. However, the report of shipments and production for the months
of April and May reveal the fact that both hardwood and softwood stacks

are steadily being decreased as follows :

Hardwoods 5.27.^ M ft.

Hemlock 2,937 -M ft.

Other Softwoods 1,247 M ft.

9,457 M ft.

To put It In another way, shipments during the past two months have
been y-,<, greater than production. The general condition of the market is

very strong, both as to hardwoods and hemlock. The attached list of

values, as near as we are able to Judge, represent what the various items
are worth today.

The demand for all thick and high grade hardwood stocks will without
doubt exceed the production available for consumption during the balance

of the year. Those stocks arc all taking care of themselves and no further

comment is necessary.

It has been called to your committee's attention that there is a con-

certed action on the part of the Chicago and other box manufacturers to

hammer down the price of low-grade or No. 3 common hardwoods. We are

also advised it is a question whether or not the box men will be able to

secure enough lumber at any price with which to fill their orders. Are the

manufacturers who go to make up this association willing to sit still and
allow their customers to pay them a price for ,'!5 to 40 per cent of their

production which is less than the cost of producing same? We hope not.

Consider the Increased cost to the producer of labor and the scarcity of

same, as well as all other costs, and compare it with the price of No. 3

common hardwood of today. Are we getting enough for It? No.

We know of a contract for a large number of cars of boxes which was
made today on the basis of $20.00 per thousand for the No. 3 common at

point of shipment.
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We wish to quote from the report of this committee made in July, 1916,

as follows :

The Chicago market in particular has held off long enough to secure
some concessions on No. 3 common to which they are not entitled, based
on the laws of supply and demand, and the same firmness on our part
would have caused all these culls to have moved at prices last recom-
mended. .So "our hat's off to them" but let us see to it another year that
they do the "lid lifting" in order that they may have a more proper and
abiding respect for us.

Gentlemen, are we to continue the "lid lifting?" No, not this year.

Hemlock B.\ek

Hemlock bark is a commodity in w"hich we are all very much interested

at this time.

The users are working along the old line, offering the same old excuses

that they do not require as much bark and cannot afford to use it except

at about last year's price, in the hope that the producer will hand them

a nice fat dividend by acceptiug what they care to offer, in order to close

the deal and get over to the bank and buy a liberty bond. It is up to the

producer to get what his bark is really worth, and he can then go and

buy several liberty bonds. Your committee has reliable information that

the bark consumption this year will be equal to and In fact greater than

last. We also know the production will fall about 50 per cent below

that of last year.

We also believe our members are going to sell their bark at its actual

worth, and we hope they have anticipated this by placing generous orders

for those liberty bonds.

The Election of Officers

The work of a nominating committee was dispensed with and the

old officers were re-elected by acclamation, as follows

:

President—W. C. Hull, Traverse City.
First Vice President—T. W. Hanson, Grayling.
Second Vice President—O. L. Larson, Manistee.
TRE.iSURER—H. Ballon, Cadillac.

The secretary, J. C. Knox, wUl be reappointed by the board of direc-

tors.

The association met in joint session with the Northern Hemlock

and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association to discuss sales to the gov-

ernment. The result of the meeting is given in the report of the meet-

ing of the hemlock association following.

!?ly^tlit;aM:^TO^^w>im!^^wiUg«^;i^^^

The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

held its mid-summer meeting at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, June 14.

B. B. Goodman was selected as temporary chairman to act in the

absence of both the president and vice-president who were unavoid-

ably absent on important business. President J. J. Lingle had been

on an extended trip in the West, and Vice-President C. H. Worcester

was in Washington, D. C.

The meeting was timed to coincide with the meeting in Chicago of

the National Hardwood Lumber Association so that members of both

associations could attend both. The attendance at the hemlock and

hardwood meeting was large.

The most important matter before the meeting was the report of

the bureau of grades. The report was presented by George H. Chap-

man, who laid emphasis on the desirability of the association sup-

porting the proposed changes in the grading rules of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association. The speaker said that he looked for

little or no opposition to the proposed changes so far as they affected

northern woods, but he was not so sanguine in regard to the cypress

changes.

The proposed rules on No. 3 hemlock, providing for a grade No. 3

yard stock and a grade of No. 3 box lumber had been sent to all mem-
bers of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation with a request for written expressions, either for or against

the proposed changes; but the response had been much less emphatic

than had been looked for, only seven replies having been received from

the entire membership. It seemed to indicate to Mr. Chapman that

no change in the rules was desired, otherwise more interest would

have been shown. The meeting took no action on that point.

High Cost of Feeding -

The high cost of boarding has struck the lumber camps, as was
clearly shown during a discussion of the subject by the meeting. It

now costs from $1 to $1.25 a day to feed the men; and a discourag-

ing feature of the business is that the men show a disposition to kick

at what is set before them. It was suggested that steps should be

taken to get up a regular meal schedule for the camps, thereby attain-

ing uniformity both in bill of fare and cost. It was pointed out that

in some of the logging camps where uniform meals were served, and
where the boarding in one camp is as good as in another, and no bet-

ter, the changing from camp to camp by the men has declined. They
find the same grub in the new camp that they left in the old, and the

experience does not encourage them to migrate from camp to camp
on the search for more appetizing viands.

The subject of organizing logging associations in different parts of

the lumber regions was brought up for discussion. Experience with

such organizations, so far as they have been tried, has been satisfac-

tory. At a former meeting of the association a committee was ap-

pointed, with W. B. Clubine, chairman, to investigate and report upon

the desirability and feasibility of local logging associations. The

committee has not yet completed its report. The interest manifested

during the discussion of the subject indicated that the report was

awaited with considerable interest.

Quoting Prices to the Government
Having concluded the other business before the meeting, a joint

session was called of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion and the Northern Hemlock association. W. C. Hull, president of

the Michigan association was chosen chairman of the joint meeting,

the purpose of which was to take up the question of supplying the

government with lumber to meet its war needs. This was not the

first action taken along that line; for at previous separate meetings

of the two associations each had appointed a committee to arrange

prices with the government. The Wisconsin association's committee

had E. B. Goodman as chairman, and H. BaUou was chairman of the

Michigan association.

It developed that quotations made by these committees to the gov-

ernment had been adversely criticized in some quarters, as being above

market values. The purpose had been to quote prices within market
prices or below; but inasmuch as it was necessary to cjuote for the

future, and it being uncertain what the future market quotations would
be, the committees' prices had been such as to call for criticism. That
result was, in a measure, unavoidable because of the impossibility

of forecasting the future accurately.

General discussion followed, and it was the sentiment of the meet-

ing, without a dissenting voice, that the lumbermen would support the

government, not only in patriotism but also in the matter of price

and grade. In order that this might be done with as little delay and
friction as possible, the business was placed in the hands of the two
committees, spoken of above, with power to act.

The lumber jack used to be painted in literature as wild and

woolly and full of bad booze, but at a conference of the Forest In-

dustries some interesting talks made on prohibition show that

sobriety prevails to quite an extent even among the wildest of

the western wooils and not only the millman but the employes
and their families profit.

There are various methods for loosening and removing rusted-on

pulleys from shafting. Usually heat and, oil are applied and some
hammering is done. One thing to be mighty careful about is the

hammering, because the vibrations from hammering on the hub
of the pulley often break the spokes between the hub and the rim.

One of the best things to do is to use a wooden block as a drift

and cushion between the hammer and the pulley; this lessens the

shock some and it is not quite so likely to cause breakage.
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Panel Manufacturers Meet
A Number of Excellent Papers Prepared by Specialists—The Re-

organization Work.

W
gp^ N JUNE 1 2 AND 1 3. at the Auditorium hotel in

Chicago, was held the semi-annual meeting of

the National Veneer and Panel Manufacturers

Association. F. A. Marshall was chairman and

Howard S. Young, secretary.

The plan for reorganizing the association came up for

consideration. At the December meeting a committee

had been appointed to take the reorganization in hand,

but the report of that committee did not indicate that

progress had been wholly satisfactory, whereupon an-

other committee was named to report at the next meeting.

This committee is expected to secure signatures to the

proposed plea for reorganization. The members of the

new committee are: E. E. Hemingway, Mattoon, Wis.;

H. B. Sale, Fort Wayne, Ind. ; B. W. Lord, Chicago, and

E. V. Knight, New Albany, Ind.

The report of Treasurer E. H. Defebaugh showed the

cash on hand last December and receipts since total

$1,863.58; disbursements, $1,389.13; cash on hand,

$474.45; accounts receivable, $537.50.

Trade Acceptances

Close attention was paid to an address on "Trade

Acceptances," by Clark Washburn of the Federal Re-

serve Bank of Chicago. This new kind of commercial

paper has met the approval of financiers and is gaining a

foothold in the country's business transactions. The
paper is much like a draft, but it has certain points of

difference. The seller draws an order on the buyer for

the amount of the purchase, payable at a specified future

date, and the buyer accepts the order, and it then be-

comes negotiable. Banks will discount it, and both the

buyer and the seller become responsible for its pay-

ment. In that respect it is the same as a promissory

note. It differs, however, from a promissory note in that

the acceptance represents actual merchandise, some-
thing in existence that may be sold and turned into

money; but a promissory note may represent something
dead and gone. A draft or a promissory note might be
regarded by a bank as a deferred or overdue obligation;

but a trade acceptance is not so regarded by a bank. A
trade acceptance should run longer than thirty days,

otherwise it is not worth while. The rate of discount

charged by a bank depends upon time and place. It is

not fixed by any rule or custom. The legal and approved
form of a trade acceptance has been determined by a

ruling of the Federal Reserve Bank board at Washing-
ton, D. C.

Questions asked by manufacturers for the purpose of

bringing out certain points more freely showed that much
interest was taken in the matter.

Work of Associations

A carefully arranged paper had been prepared by
R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association, on the value and scope of associa-

tion work; but Mr. Kellogg had been called out of the city

and the paper was read by Secretary Young.
Mr. Kellogg insists that an association's activities are

naturally divided into two parts, primary and secondary.

TTie primary activities include standardization, statistics,

traffic and legislation; and the secondary activities include

publicity, research, insurance, credits and co-operation.

These various parts are expected to work in harmony
and without conflict.

Methods Followed by Elxporters

J. H. Faunce of Philadelphia, whose business is a

freight contractor for export shipment, addressed the

association on the subject of exporting.

He restricted his remarks to an account of how ship-

ments are made, particularly to the proper preparation

of the documents to conform to the various and com-
plicated rules and regulations governing shipments to

foreign countries. So many matters have to be strictly

watched, so many minute details must be observed, that

a person without experience would become hopelessly

involved in details, if left to his own resources.

It is customary for the shipper to sell according to a

document known as c. i. f. That means that he pays
cost, insurance and freight, and delivers the article in the

foreign port at his own expense. It is different from
railroad shipments, for the railroad must pay for the

goods, if lost, but a vessel in foreign trade does not
assume that risk. The seller pays freight and insurance,

and includes them in the price quoted to the buyer.

A paper dealing with the history of veneer making was
read by John C. McCauslan, of the Henry Disston ^
Sons saw works, Philadelphia. A complete summary of

this paper appears elsewhere in this issue.

Hand Labor eind Machines

Machines have not yet relieved hand labor of its

burden to the extent that they ought to is the opinion of

William B. Axford, an efficiency engineer, Madison,
N. J. He read a paper comparing machinery and human
hands in factory work, particularly in the veneer mill.

He said that no two veneer mills are built and equipped
alike, there being no fixed standard. For that reason
each mill must figure out for itself how it can best sub-

stitute machines for hand labor. There are nearly always
ways for doing this, but often the change is small and the

owner is apt to think it is scarcely worth bothering with,
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yet the elimination of even one or two men here and

another there, may save a respectable sum in course of

a year.

The lack of adequate apparatus for handling logs is

apparent at many mills. Gravity might be used much
more than it is. The band cut off saw promises economy
and is rapidly coming into use. Too much hand work is

frequently employed in handling veneer between the

lathe and the clipper. Most veneer mills need more

trucks. Veneer should never touch the floor between

the clipper and the warehouse. Tlie dryer is the greatest

labor saving device in the veneer mill; and more atten-

tion could well be paid to equalizing saws. The equip-

ment for keeping mills clean is worth careful thought.

Too much of that kind of work is done by hand. The

hog is a labor saver in chopping fuel for the furnace.

Better Buying Arrangements Needed

L. P. Groffmann of the St. Louis (Mo.) Basket and

Box Company presented a paper, "How to Order Veneers

and Panels." He dealt chiefly with the troubles of the

manufacturer who receives from his customers orders

which are not clear. This practical paper is given in full

elsewhere in this issue.

History of Veneer Cutting
Changes in Methods of Manufacture in a Century

1

O LOOK BACK fifty or more years in the mak-

ing of a veneer and to compare methods

obtaining in those days with today's practice

of slicing with knives, would be as big a

stretch of the imagination as to compare the cutting of

boards by the old pit saw with the modern band saw rig

equipped with saws ten, twelve, to eighteen inches in

width, operated at a speed of 8,000 to 10,000 feet per

minute. Notwithstanding all the advances which have

been made in knife machines for cutting veneers, so

little change is found in the veneer sawing machine

itself, that it can be said with all safety to be practically

the same machine today as it was fifty years ago. The
factor of the skill of the sawyer back of the machine is

still the prime element ot successful cutting.

In this backward glance let us turn our eyes for a

moment to old England, now so torn with grim war,

where v^e catch a glimpse of a veneer saw^ used in the

earliest days of the art, the flange of which had a

diameter of ten to twelve feet, weighing in itself some
four or five tons. The rim of this flange required 1 00
segments to cover it, and all together it was a ponderous
affair. Today the veneer saw has a flange about five

feet in diameter, to which a set of segments is applied,

bringing the total diameter to seventy or seventy-two

inches.

The only changes marking the veneer sawing machine
of fifty years ago are those found in some places from
the all-wooden stay blocks with stay block screws which
reached through holes in the stay block and screwed into

the log of flitch to be sawed thus securing it; whereas the

machine of today is equipped either with iron stay blocks
or with wooden stay blocks containing steel clamps run-

ning in steel clamp slides, thus eliminating the screws ex-

cept for the heaviest flitches. This enables the operator to

leave a very thin last board. It has been my good for-

riie above is .i synopsis of a paper on the history and processes ol
veneer making, read before the convention of the Nntional Veneer and
Panel Mannfacturcrs' Association, Chic-Jgo, June 12. 1917, by John C. Mc-
Causlan. assistant sale-; mnmc.T for Henry Disston & Sons, saw works.
Philadelphia.

tune to know a number of the old-time veneer sawyers

of New York City, and a jollier lot of chaps never lived,

and to have fought through with them some of their

battles in perfecting the finish and method of grinding

the segments to avoid undue waste of time in fitting seg-

ments to flanges, and to have solved in some degrees

the problem of making for them the peculiar and deli-

cate saw sets which they use to set the teeth. Right here

let me say that a veneer sawyer sets the teeth of his saw

differently from sawyers in other lines, setting the teeth

for clearance and twisting them at the same time to

"polish" the veneer and bring out the figure. 1 have in

mind old George Tice, some thirty-five years ago, pay-

ing ten hard-earned dollars for one of these little saw

sets, v^hich, by the way, are only four or five inches long

by about an inch wide, weighing but a few ounces. He
lost it on the way home. You may well imagine v^rhat

George said when he discovered the hole in his pocket

through Vifhich the "set" disappeared.

In days gone by, when a man wanted veneers, he

bought a log, say of rosewood, mahogany, walnut, or

satinwood, as the case might be, and carried it to his

favorite mill. In bargaining for the cutting, the owner
of the log usually specified the sawyer who was to cut

it for him, and then offered a prize of five or ten dollars,

or perhaps a silk hat or box of cigars, for nicely cut

veneers, with the dancing figure well preserved, and what

was most important, the maximum number of veneers to

the inch. The sawyer would then be particular to keep

his saw sharp, and frequent filing of the teeth was nec-

essary to polish the veneer and bring out the figure and
prevent tearing of the fiber of the wood.

The sawing of veneers did not hold full sway long, for

knife cutting machines of the rotary type were used as

early as 1846 by a Mr. Titus; and Felix A. Mulgrew of

New York operated a rotary machine over forty-five

years ago. There was also an experiment made by T. B.

Wilson, who invented a machine and knife to cut fluted

or corrugated veneers. The very earliest veneer slicing

machine 1 was able to get any trace of was operated by
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EGGERS

Highly

Specialized

Workjnanship

EGGERS'I.

PIUALIT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

AU Tkree of U* Will B« Banefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Made in Si. Louis by

St. Louis Basket and Box Co.

WE MANUFACTURE

a complete line of Built-up Stock in most

any size or thickness, including Walnut,

Mahogany, Quartered and Plain Oak,

Ash, Gum, Plain or Figured Birch, Yellow

Pine, Sycamore, Cottonwood, etc.

ESTABLISHED 1880

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST

means of a hand lever and cut veneers 1 1 6" thick, about

four inches wide. Today the mammoth slicer with its

draw cut will make a veneer anywhere from 3 1 6" thick

to 1 300 of an inch. The latter, however, is hardly

practical. One hundred and twenty veneers to the inch

is termed as thin as practicable in the present-day

methods.

A short time ago we asked one of the leading manu-

facturers of veneers in this country to give us his opinion

of the sawed versus the knife cut veneer. His reply was

as follows:

In the cutting of quartered oak with a slicing machine it is

quite possible to obtain good results from a good machine it the

operator is skilled: but to obtain the very best results where the

wood to be cut is absolutely on the quarter grain, a veneer saw is

necessary. The same condition holds good in hardwoods of rich

figure, and while it seems, from a careful examination of the sub-

ject from every angle, that if it were not for the fancy woods

which come in from tropical countries, that are more or less of a

cross-grained figure in which the body of the grain itself is par-

ticularly hard, veneer saws could be practically abandoned in

manufacturing veneers.

In the present state of the art, however, veneer saws still have

their useful purposes. They do work w^hich is absolutely impos-

sible for a knife to do, and the veneer resulting can be worked or

polished without showing serious defects, whereas the same log

steamed or boiled by the most approved methods, and cut with a

knife on the best machine and best operator, sometimes comes off

with the grain either shattered or pulled.

In the consideration of the subject of sawing or cutting

veneers, the economic objection to the veneer saw is the

All Three of Vt Will Be Benefitea if

loss of material in the form of sawdust equal to the thick-

ness of the veneer. To this must be added the markings

on the sawed veneer caused by the set in the teeth neces-

sitating a heavier veneer to permit the removal of these

marks in producing a perfect surface. it is, therefore,

evident that the only particular advantage of sawing

veneers is in cases where the character of the wood re-

quires its being cut on the quarter or where a veneer is

required to be used in places exposed to the weather

—

like the outside of storm doors or front door vestibules

—

the sawed veneer having a decided advantage over the

cut veneer for these purposes. It will thus be seen that

the development of cutting veneers with a knife has still

a long way to progress before the sawed veneer is utterly

driven from the market.

So in looking backward to the days when rosewood

was the proper wood to use in making pianos, this wood
gaining its name from the odor of the wood, down
through the cutting of satinwood, which like all yellow

woods, w^as extremely poisonous to the sav^fyers, often

incapacitating for a time the men who cut it; the cutting

of walnut which now seems to be returning to popular

favor; amaranth, a reddish wood from South America;

sabicu, a wood like mahogany coming from the West

Indies; prima vera, a white mahogany from the western

coast of Mexico; to the present day, where we find

veneers cut from almost any kind of wood, vast quan-

tities of poplar and gum being cut profitably. We look

back over the limited capacity of the veneer sawyer of

fifty years ago v/ho could cut a maximum of 1,700 feet

of oak veneers in an hour, to the present-day slicing

machine which can produce 100,000 feet of splendid

mahogany veneers in a day. In this vista we can see the

possibilities of future improvements in this line far be-

yond that now dreamed of.

Gum Veneer People Adopt Code of Ethics

At the second quarterly meeting of the year, the Commercial
Rotary Gum Association, Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn., June 8,

adopted standard terms of 30 days net from date of invoice with

a vie\v to putting the veneer business on a more stable and more
satisfactory basis not only for the manufacturers but also for

buyers and consumers.

It was pointed out, however, that individual sellers and buyers

might agree upon 90-day acceptances provided these were made
out on the forms prescribed by the Federal Reserve bank and that

they bore interest for the overdue period. This ^vas done to

facilitate business and to prevent .the fixing of hard and fast rules

from which there could be no variation.

A code of ethics was adopted by the association and the revised

inspections rules, as reported by the committee appointed to bring

these up to date, v^ere likewise adopted. It was ordered that this

code of ethics and the revised inspection rules be printed in the

same pamphlet and distributed to members of the association and

to the trade press.

In connection with the discussion of standard terms of 30 days

net, it was emphasized that veneer manufacturers have to pay

cash for their logs, for their labor and for other items entering into

the cost of manufacture, while, under present indefinite selling

terms, they are out of their money for 30, 60, 90 or even I 20 days.

It was pointed out that there was much confusion regarding the

date from which discounts granted under the old regime were to

You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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One of America's Best Black Walnut Trees
GROWN IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS
AND PURCHASED RECENTLY BY

Pickrel Walnut Company of St. Louis, Mo.

'^t clearly demonstrates tne effort to obtain the best grade of Walnut for our customers
19 foot butt log and about 40 inch diameter at top end with excellent figured stump

Let us show you in the near future how it will look ^^'^ on the ground
iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiiiiN
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VEMEERS AND PANECS?

be figured and that most buyers were disposed to figure from the

date of the delivery of the stock. Car conditions are very unfavor-

able and there is much delay in making deliveries and this delay

has been largely responsible for the tieing up of large sums of

money belonging to the manufacturers v^'ithout interest or any

other consideration. It was also suggested that buyers are in

favor of standard terms because it puts them all on the same basis

and puts the business on a more satisfactory plane.

Reports submitted at the meeting indicated that the veneer

market is in very strong position. All manufacurers are fully

engaged and are from 30 to 90 days behind with their deliveries.

Prices are tending higher and the demand is excellent. One prom-

inent member made the statement during the meeting that there

had been more buyers in the market during the tw^o or three weeks

preceding than he had ever seen in the same length of time. It

also transpired that veneers are being used in the manufacture of

aeroplane parts and that some good orders are being received for

stock made of ash and cotton wood.

Two new members were received at this meeting, the Alabama
Veneer Company, Jackson, Ala., and the Evansville Veneer Com-
pany, Evansville, Ind. This brings the total membership to

twenty-two.

Those present at this meeting w^ere:

R. L. Jurden, Penrod. Jurden & McCowen, Inc., Memphis.

A. M. McGehee, iMcGehee Veneer 6c Lumber Company, Tus-

caloosa, Ala.

H. J. Ingram, Stout Lumber Company, Thornton, Ark.

Sam Thompson, .Anderson-TuUy Company, Memphis.

H. Bean, Alabama Veneer Company, Jackson, Ala.

Benjamin Lord, Chicago Veneer Company, Danville, Ky.

G. W. Sparks, Des Arc Veneer & Lumber Company, Des Arc,

Ark.

W. E. Tuxford, Byram Veneer & Lumber Company, Byram,

Miss.

E. D. Bealp, Mississippi Veneer 6t Lumber Company, Cedars,

Miss.

H. Van Briggle, Helena Veneer Company, Helena, Ark.

John M. Pritchard, assistant secretary, Memphis.

Much regret was expressed over the enforced absence of R. C.

Stimson, secretary of the association. Readers of the HARDWOOD
RECORD are familiar with the accident which occurred dur-

ing Registration Day parade when the horse on w^hich Mr. Stim-

son, serving as one of the marshals, was mounted fell back on him
and crushed his leg.

Fire at Willey Plant
Fire occurred last week at the plant of the C. L. Willey Com-

pany, 2558 S. Robey street, Chicago, the resulting damage totaling

about $25,000. In addition to large quantities of valuable hard-

wood lumber, the drier and storehouse were virtually destroyed.

The blaze started from an undetermined origin in the first story

of the three-story building facing the river. It spread rapidly

and burned for several hours before firemen were successful in

extinguishing it.

Letters from a Panel User
Monroe. Mich., June 19.— It is becoming more and more rec-

ognized that the human element in an organization is the greatest

factor to be considered. Many of the large panel manufacturers

are realizing this and they know quite well that regardless of the

amount of money invested in an up-to-date veneer plant equipped

with the latest and most progressive veneer cutters, presses,

tapers, trimmers, glue equipment, etc., if they do not enjoy the

co-operation of their workmen and unless their superintendents

and foremen know^ how to handle the human element in their em-

ploy, success is absolutely impossible.

A few years ago the average foreman would direct his men in

a domineering way, usually emphasizing his orders with cuss

words. If they made good, the foreman was retained, if not, he
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was discharged. It was simply a matter of throwing human flesh

at a job. Not so today, how^ever. There is a scarcity of good

labor. Dependable veneer men are scarce and the few w^e have

should be handled with the greatest respect. The panel manu-
facturer must show his employes that he appreciates their loyalty.

The fact that you are the boss does not always mean leadership.

You are all alarmed regarding the possible increase in price

of lumber which w^ill mean higher cost of veneers. Some of you

are not so busy as you were a few months ago and you realize that

in order to make a profit this year you will have to cut corners

and you will be compelled to produce your goods at the lowest

possible cost. You instruct your superintendents and foremen

almost daily to watch the waste piles for lumber, and glue costs

money these days. This proves good management. How^ever,

permit me to point out that the greatest w^aste in the American

factories, regardless of lines, is a human waste, the w^aste of mis-

applied human energy. Too many of your foremen select their

friends to do jobs that could be done w^ith better results if just

a little attention were given to the proper selection of men, and

relationship as w^ell as friendship were not considered. You may
employ the best panel experts in the country to manage your

plants, but if these men do not know how to hire men they are

misfits not big enough for the job they are holding. The most

important factor in business is the ability to pick men for the

various jobs w^ith a soundness of judgment that justifies itself in

a majority of cases, for all of the panel business today is done by

delegated authority and by the hand of the hireling.

I am pleased to report that surroundings have been made very

pleasant for the men in most panel and veneer factories. A few^

of the plants I have in mind have splendid shade trees, flower

beds, etc., in front of the plant. The factory yards are kept clean.

These plants show^ progressiveness and prove a good advertisement

for the product.

Do not tolerate gloomy surroundings, for we all know that

gloomy men are inefficient.

In order to do proper matching of veneers good light is abso-

lutely necessary, also direct attention to the glue room. What
about the odor? 1 have visited many glue rooms that fairly

sickened one and 1 fail to understand how^ any human being can

w^ork in them for from eight to ten hours per day. Keep these

rooms clean. Do not permit glue to sour, and if glue is properly

handled you will never have a nauseating odor. One thing is

certain, w^hen glue begins to smell it is in the stages of decomposi-

tion and will in addition to its rank odor give unsatisfactory re-

sults in the w^ork.

Every physician advocates fresh air. Be sure you have an

abundance of this in your factory. More or less heat is required"

in every panel or veneer factory, and this makes fresh air doubly

essential in plants of this kind.

Suggestions should be solicited from employes at all times,

whether five or five thousand men are employed. This is accom-

plished by placing boxes through various parts of the plant, the

employe dropping his written suggestions in these boxes. Of
course, to get results, one should offer prizes or bonuses. Again,

a liberal amount of money may be offered to the person making
the most and best suggestions throughout the year, this in addi-

tion to the prizes.

Factory football, baseball or factory drill teams tend to closer

co-operation and better feeling among employes.

A. T. DEINZER.

The tendency of the times is to take more wooihvorking machinery

into the woods, and more skilled workers to handle it, to have lots

of side industries to saw milling to help utilize our timber resources

better. These special side lines are excellent things for the skilled

woodworker to post himself on, as many of them are conducted on

a profit-sharing basis and form opportunities for the competent man
to grow into a business man as well as a skilled worker.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if

MAHOGANY
LUMBER

About ten carloads 1" No. 1 Com.,

also other thicknesses and grades of

MEXICAN & HONDURAS

MAHOGANY
dry enough to put in a kiln

with safety.

If at any time we can

serve you better by

telegraphing kindly

wire at our expense.

We are carrying a nice stock of

SAWED VENEER, 1/8", 3/16"

and 1/4" Mexican; also several

MILLION feet of SLICED
1/24" and 1/28" Mahogany, and
AMERICAN WALNUT veneer

ranging from plain to highly

figured. May we send samples

to you?

Huddleston-Marsh
Mahogany Company
2254 Lumber Street

CHICAGO
33 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY
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Ordering Built-Up Stock
Some Suggestions to Save Time and Money for Both the Buyer and the Seller

LTHOUGH BUILT-UP or veneered lumber has

been in use for many years, and I believe w^as

i^ i first manufactured in Europe, yet there are

many persons today w^ho are not familiar with

the many vs^ays in which it can be utilized.

This article is therefore written for the benefit of the

uninitiated, as well as the manufacturer or dealer, who is

frequently embarrassed because his client does not make
his wants clear when ordering, and in this way a great

deal of valuable time is lost through correspondence.

Most consumers do not appreciate how much time is re-

quired for the successful output of this product, referring,

of course, to veneered stock used in high-class furniture.

In other words, six to eight Vi'eeks should be allowed

for the preparation of dependable stock, which can be

easily arranged if the consumer will make out his requisi-

tion for panels, etc., at the time he issues instructions to

his superintendent for the next cutting. In many in-

stances this is overlooked, and in that event the panel

manufacturer is depended upon to come to the rescue,

which frequently results in errors and poorly manufac-

tured goods being turned out.

Unfortunately, there are no established grading rules

by which one might be governed, and which makes it all

the more difficult to execute such orders intelligently.

There is urgent need for the establishment of grading

rules for built-up stock as well as veneer in general, and
I therefore recommend that this association take up the

subject without further delay, and if possible, do so at this

session.

Too much stress cannot be laid upon this subject, when
it is considered from various angles, especially as it re-

lates to mis-cut stock, due to improper specifications,

which results in stock being rejected, and which is fre-

quently a total loss to the panel or veneer manufacturer.

If difficulties of this character can be overcome or min-
imized, it would have a consequent effect on prices.

It might be well to refer to the different kinds of woods
in use in the construction of built-up stock, referring more
particularly to the surface veneer, beginning with Amer-
ican walnut, which is known as sliced or rotary cut.

Sliced walnut is a straight cut through the log, which
sometimes produces a striped or mottled effect, while

rotary cut is produced on a veneer lathe, the log revolv-

ing, and the veneer cut from the outer surface.

Oak, white or red, is quarter-sawed or sliced, and also

rotary cut.

Mahogany is usually sliced, and bears either a mottled,

striped, or plain appearance.

Quartered gum, sometimes called figured gum, is also

•The aliovc paper on the orderinc of Imilt-up panels of veneer stock was
read liy L. P. OrotTinann of the St. Louis (Mo.) Basket and Box Company.
before the National Veneer and Panel Manufacturers' Association, Chicago,
June 12, 1917.

sliced. In some cases the use of sap is permissible and

should be so noted. I am now referring to veneer gen-

erally used in the construction of furniture.

The following woods are usually rotary cut, namely:

poplar, bird's eye and plain maple, birch, red or un-

selected for color, ash, elm, red gum and gum unselected

for color, basswood, cottonwood, sycamore and yellow

pine. This does not include such woods as fir, white

pine, bay poplar and others in which this association is

not vitally interested.

We will next discuss grades: this is of paramount im-

portance in the fixing of values, for instance, where the

article is to be used for cheap furniture, and the grade

is not to be an important feature, which would enable the

manufacturer to make a price commensurate with the

quality of the panel. In other words, where operations

such as the jointing of cores or centers, drying out of

panels, smooth sanding, matching, etc., can be elim-

inated, the price of the stock will necessarily be lower.

The next and most essential thing is to state for what

purpose the stock is to be used, namely, tops, fronts, side

panels, backs, bottoms, etc. If matching or center joints

are required, it should be so stated.

The next factor is dimensions: the length is always

determined by the way the outer veneer runs, and the

width across the grain. By following this rule, errors will

be avoided. The exact thickness should also be given if

necessary. Some persons have an idea that the number
of ply indicates thickness.

For the convenience of the customer, I would suggest

that he give catalog number for each item. In special

cases, as relates to butt or mitre joint, I would recom-

mend that the customer furnish a sketch or some sort

of diagram, showing just how the stock is to be con-

structed.

The character of the veneer, especially as relates to

figured woods, such as mahogany and walnut, must be

clearly specified or samples submitted.

Where the consumer does re-sanding, it should be

made known, so that the panel manufacturer can reserve

as much of the surface veneer as possible. This applies

especially to mahogany which "furs up" after it has been

stained.

Built-up stock is made in the following thicknesses:

18", 316". 14". 5 16", 3 '8", 1/2". 5/8". 3/4",

7 8", 1", 1!4", l%", 11/2". There are also interme-

diate thicknesses, but the foregoing are standard.

In panel work, that is to say, Ys" and less in thick-

ness, rotary cut stock is used for coring or centers. If a

lumber core is required in stock ^g" thick or over, it

should be so stated. For the best construction five-ply

is recommended, especially in panels %" or greater in

thickness.
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There are a number of consumers who labor under

the impression that small panels are a sort of by-product;

that is to say, are made out of waste, and consequently

should command a much lower price. Such is not the

case, however, because it actually costs more money to

build up a small panel than it does one of average size.

The fact of the matter is, that where small dimensions are

specified, such panels are made in multiples.

Very frequently panels or built-up stock is exposed

only on one side; but w^here panels show on both sides,

such as doors, they should be sanded on both sides.

A good many customers assume that the panel manu-
facturer understands their requirements, and for that

reason very frequently omit necessary information.

Order blanks should be so printed as to cover all the

requirements of an order and should be distributed

among consumers, which w^ould expedite matters to a

very considerable extent.

X:Kgt5a5miy^aim:im:TO^i<i>iw\iitoi^^i^!a>:Ji^^

Americas ISSorihrnostLumberman
John Barrack, ex-mayor of Fairl)anks, Alaska, recently spent a

week iu Chicago, and later returned west, and expects to reach home

about July 1, after an absence of six months. On the day he left

home the thermometer was G8 below zero. He is taking to Alaska

a sawmill and an equipment of woodworking machinery, including

planers, resaws, and molding machines. He expects to set up the

mill some 400 miles back from the coast on the line of the railroad

which the government is building from the coast to the interior.

His purpose is to work up the native spruce. He will also work
birch and aspen if any uses can be found for these woods. There

are sawmillg in that country, but Mr. Barrack believes that an open-

ing exists for forest products other tlian rough lumber and he pur-

poses to test the matter by a trial.

He is not looking beyond the local market for his sales, but he

believes that his mill, which is of moderate size only, will get all

the business it can do. He is enthusiastic in his hopes of Alaska 's

future, and expects to see vast areas of it covered with cattle. This

expectation is based on the fact that herds of moose and elk live

on the wild grass which in places covers the hills and valleys knee

deep. Certain field crops promise great things also, particularly

potatoes. It has been found that the hills where birch grows will

produce excellent potatoes, and gradually other crops are proving

their value. Potatoes grow in soil with two or three feet of the

surface thawed, and frozen for a hundred feet below.

Not a Novice
Mr. Barrack is not a novice in the lumber business, in botli the

producing and selling ends. He owned and operated one of the

first sawmills in Idaho, about fifty years ago. Before that time he

drove an ox team from his home in Chicago (1860) to the Pacific

Coast. He is now seventy-six years old, but does not consider age

any handicap, and he looks upon a daily hike of thirty-five miles

over the Alaska hills as good exercise, though occasionally a little

lame from a bullet received in the knee while fighting Indians in

Idaho fifty-five years ago.

He has been in Alaska nearly twenty years, and now sells hard-

wood lumber as an adjunct of his hardware and mine equipment

business at Fairbanks. His is the most northern lumber yard in

America.

The hardwood business is somewhat peculiar in that far northern

country. Hardwood is looked upon as hardware, and is kept in

stock in the store along with stoves, derricks, pumps, wheelbarrows,

and dynamite. It is no more left out of doors than machinery is

left out.

DlSTKIBUTIOX AXD PRICE
The hardwoods kept for sale are white oak and hickory. Only

the highest grades are handled, which are the woods grown in

Tennessee, Kentucky, and West Virginia. The lumber comes in

the form of planks from two to four inches thick, and is bought iu

Seattle and shipped across the Pacific to the mouth of the Yukon
river and up that stream two thousand miles, and up a branch

stream to Fairbanks. The freight is $100 a thousand feet. The
planks come with the ends painted, and each piece is separately

wrapped in gunny sacking, to prevent checks and bruises.

This wood is used in the repair of wagons and machines. Attempts
to substitute paper birch have failed, and oak and hickory hold

the market. The wood is sold at retail at about ninety cents a
square foot, which is $900 a thousand. The store that sells it has

a woodworking plant, with a bandsaw, and the plank which a

customer buys is worked for him into the particular articles he

wants, such as wagon tongues, pump rods, or handles. For this

service he pays a dollar an hour for the use of the machine and
two dollars an hour for the man who operates the machine.

The Native Woods
A little flooring has been made of native birch, which is paper

birch, but it is unsatisfactory. The seasoning problem is difficult,

and the wood is neither hard nor strong. Cheaper flooring is made
of native spruce, which is white spruce in the interior and Sitka

spruce near the coast. Cement floors are not popular, as cement
costs $140 a ton. The highest grades of the native spruce of the

interior of Alaska are reserved for the bottoms of sluice boxes in

the mines. Widths of eighteen and twenty inches are wanted,
but only the largest trees will cut lumber that wide, and only a

few boards to the tree. The run of the spruce requires fifteen logs

for a thousand feet of lumber. Though trees are quite tall, they

are very slender. Balm of Gilead and aspen abound, but trees are

usually small. The principal softwood imported is Douglas fir from
Seattle. It is the flooring material iu the better class of houses.

The country has reached a state of development where uses of

good grades of lumber may be expected to increase. It is passing

out of the rough, primitive condition. This is apparent from the

fact that in the last year Mr. Barrack's store in Fairbanks sold

sixty automobiles. Motor trucks are becoming not only desirable

but necessary. The laws, which are generally rigidly enforced,

do not permit horses to be taken out of stables when the cold

is greater than fifty below zero; but the truck with its gasoline

motor goes in any kind of weather, and has come to be an im-

portant winter vehicle, and makes possible the prosecution of busi-

ness during the long period of extremely cold weather. The truck

is doing its share in putting the dog team out of business. When
the railroad, now under construction, shall be completed, it is

predicted that the interior of Alaska will astonish the world
with its rate of development. Mr. Barrack, who is acquainted not

only with his native country, Scotland, but also with other parts

of Northwest Europe, firmly believes that Alaska will surpass all

of them in development and wealth. His faith is so strong that

he is willing to risk a woodworking factory that will depend far

its support on local demand hundreds of miles back from the coast.

Tlie uants in planing machinery run to extremes these days.

Some people want heavy machines, heavier than ever before, while,

on the other hand, there are people wanting very light machines

that are portable, and can be moved about from place to place.

When a nut or setscrew turns hard, look for the cause, rather than

try to force it. A broken casting may be mended, but a little fore-

thought may prevent the break.
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Manufacturers Reorganize

At a momentous meeting of the board of directors of the National

Lumber M.anufacturers' Association held at Washington, D. C, on

Thursday, June 20, a complete reorganization of the system of work

was decided upon. The government needs for lumber were gone

over generally at the meeting and other matters were discussed. Con-

crete results included the following

:

Adoption of the plan that has been talked of for a long time, pro-

viding for an assessment of three-quarters of a cent per thousand feet

upon the association's affiliation with the National. This is in lieu

of the old system of maintaining the National by individual sub-

scription.

Organization of several general committees as follows

:

Committee on market conditions—Edward Hincs, Chicago, chairman.

Committee on trade extension—John W. Blodgett, Grand Kapids,

Mich., chairman.

Legislative committee—Frank G. Wisner, Laurel, Miss., chairman.

Provision for a west coast committee, the chairmanship being left

to the choice of members of that committee.

A decision to do away with rivalries among various branches of

lumber manufacturing as far as possible, and to substitute a nation-

wide co-operation in the interest of the trade and of the country.

No curtailment of the association's activities, but more definite

organization and co-ortUnation.

Issuance of a monthly report through the secretary's office to trade

journals on the association activity; statistical information belong-

ing to affiliated associations being distributed by their respective

secretaries.

Inauguration of efforts to get timber holding, conservation and

fire protective associations into the national association as affiliated

bodies, and particularly the adoption of a resolution inviting the

Western Forestry & Conservation Association to join the National

body practically on any reasonable basis to be suggested by the western

association, which matter will be taken up with the latter by E. T.

Allen of Portland, Ore., its secretary.

Discussion of the subject of terms of sale by Edward Hines of

Chicago and E. D. Kingsloy, Portland, Ore., and reference of the sub-

ject to new committee on market conditions, with the understanding

that after a thorough investigation now under way throughout the

country, he will report the consensus of opinion of lumbermen on the

subject, together with recommendation for final action by the asso-

ciation.

Eetention of R. H. Downman as president of the National associa-

tion. Mr. Downman will continue to devote his time and attention

to the work of the committee on lumber and forest products of the

Council of National Defense, it being obvious that he will be unable

to attend actively the work of the association.

Designation of R. B. Goodman, first vice-president, of Goodman,

Wis., as acting president with the understanding that he will be a

leading factor in directing association work.

Conferring the title of secretary-manager upon R. S. Kellogg, who
has been secretary of the association for several years. It is under-

stood that he will remain at Washington as secretary of the com-

mittee on lumber and forest products, while E. A. Sterling, head of

the trade extension department of the National association, will be

acting secretary for the present.

Presentation of Mr. Sterling's resignation to the board in order

that he might accept an advantageous offer he has received, and refer-

ence of the resignation to the executive committee of the association

without action, with the understanding that Mr. Sterling will not

leave the association without an active director.

Retention of J. H. Kirby as second vice-president, A. L. Payne as

third vice-president, and J. W. Blodgett as treasurer, and designation

of the following executive committee: R. B. Goodman, chairman;

R. H. Downman, J. W. Blodgett, J. W. Embree, W. A. GUchrist,

Edward Hines, W. A. SuUivan, C. H. Worcester and A. L. Payne (suc-

ceeding J. H. Bloedel).

Members of the board of directors In attendance were

:

D. O. Anderson, Jlarion, S. C. ; J. W. Blodgitt, Grand Rapids, Mich.

;

W. E. DeLane.v, Lexington. Ky. ; R. II. Downman, New Orleans; B. C. ,

Eccles, Ogden, Utah ; J. W. Embree, Cliicago ; R. B. Goodman, Goodman,
Wis.; F. G. Griggs, Tacoma, Wash.; Edward llines, Cliicago; B. H.
Hornby, Dover, Idaho ; II. C. Hornby, Cloquet, Minn. ; W. C. Hull. Traverse
City, Mich.; E. D. Klugsley, Portland. Ore.; J. H. Kirby, Houston, Tex.;
W. H. Sullivan, Bogaiusa, La. ; E. M. Swartz, Burton, La. ; A. R. Turn-
bull. Norfolk, Va. ; S. D. Wissncr, Laurel, Miss., and C. H. Worcester,
Chicago.

Following a conference with the Southern Pine Association members
at the latter 's office at Washington relative to the part that associa-

tion must play in reorganized work, Mr. Goodman left for Chicago

accompanied by Mr. Sterling, who wiU take up the details of the

reorganization.

Mr. Goodman made public an outline of activities and organization

to meet the needs of the regional associations in the efficient and eco-
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nomieal extension of theii' functiou in the National field, as the plan

was approved by the board of direetors. The statement in part follows

:

The theory is that the National shall make one stroke only when

the making of one stroke saves tlie making of twelve strokes by the

afiiliated associations. This is the irreducible minimum of National

activity and in limiting ourselves strictly to this minimum field of

activity, we propose an ever increasing maximum of co-operative

intensity.

The means at our disposal, it is proposed, shall be the amount of

assessment agreed upon by all of the regional associations, and it has

been proposed that this shall be three-quarters of a cent a thousand,

or approximately $100,000 a year. With the cumulative data and

other working data now in hand, this limit will enforce but little

curtailment along any desirable lines of work, but will necessitate a

careful sifting of the many attractive projects that might be under-

taken and the selection of only the most pressing and urgent of

these. It will also necessitate a reorganization of the secretary's

office with the view of reducing the overhead and eliminating the

work that can as well be carried on by the regional associations, and,

finally, it requires that the lumbermen of the regional association

give more of their time and thought to the work of the National

association.

To promote this individual co-operation it is proposed that each

general committee of the National shall be composed of the respective

chairman and if necessary of the entire committee or bureau of the

regional association in each special department of association work.

The activities of the National association in addition to the Blue

Book and inter-insurance may be classed for convenience under four

general divisions, as follows: Trade extension. National co-ordination,

legislation, and National market information.

It is proposed that to foster the idea of association co-operation the

working force of the National, consisting of a general secretary, the

clerical force and the engineering and research workers, will all, as

occasion arises, be at the service of each, although it of course is

understood that the divisions wiU be more or less distinct and each

directly under the supervision of its general committee.

Mr. Goodman in discussing each line of activity outlined methods

of promoting and defending the use of wood for various purposes.

'

He said that about eighty per cent of the southern pine and western

lumber sold involves no question of competition, but rather a question

of whom it shall be bought ; that about twenty per cent is sold in com-

peting markets in central territory, from Iowa to New York. He said

:

With three-quarters of this competitive business in the central terri-

tory there is no thought on the part o£ the buyer to use anything but
wood. He is open to persuasion, however, as to what kind of wood to

use. For the individual manufacturer to reach this prospective pur-

chaser would be impossible, but jointly, through your associations, you
are reaching him successfully, and more and more successfully as you
develop your promotion campaign.

But there is still a five per cent of your market in which the buyer
has first to be convinced that be should use wood at all. While each
association can help in convincing this five per cent, the problem is ob-

viously the same for all of us and therefore one in which we can com-
bine forces and work to advantage through a single agency. This is

the basis of all national trade extension and there is a possibility of

development of this field even up to the point where we might be mar-
keting ten per cent of our product in the substitute zone.

On the subject of defense of wood's market, Mr. Goodman urged

co-operation. He said:

Your contribution of funds and service brings with co-operation results

one hundred times greater than would come from the same effort ex-

tended by separate agencies. The work here is before common councils

for the revision of building codes and fire limits extension, and before
government engineers and architects and in the great central com-
petitive region before state authorities and individual engineers and
architects.

On the question of national co-ordination, Mr. Goodman's statement

was as follows:

The same analysis of the principle set forth above applies to the lum-
berman's relation with the federal, state and city legislative, admin-
istrative and taxing powers, to our co-operation with the government
commissions for the public interest, and our relations to the railroads,
export trade conditions, regulation of production, conservation and the
development of a national forest policy. A large part of this work is

properly the task of individual manufacturers, a still greater part falls

to tbe regional association, but a very large proportion of possible gov-

ernmental co-ordination can be covered only through a national agency.

He cited successful work already done by the National as proof of

the ability of a central body to get results.

To handle the work of national co-ordination it was agreed that

this department should be conducted by a bureau or central committee,

composed of the presidents of each of the regional associations, to-

gether with members from each lumber producing state, so that its

undertakings will at all times have the support of an organized body

of men specially interested in and familiar with these problems in

their respective states. At the service of this bureau should be the

engineering and statistical force of the association, and these forces

should be ready to supply expert testimony and pertinent data as

needed.

The statement suggests that after operating budget is provided for

a contingent fund should be reserved out of the annual income, to be

used as emergencies may arise. Mr. Goodman's statement suggests

that out of the total of $100,000 the emergency reserve should be at

least $25,000. He said: "Eemember this united service for the entire

industry is the only assurance you have of a continuous industry. '

'

On the question of national market conditions, Mr. Goodman had
the following to say

:

We, ourselves, must take up this work. We must enlist in it the
co-operation of the men in every region who are best posted on market
conditions, on actual prices of lumber sold and of selling and manu-
facturing prospects. We must collect and disseminate this information
in a thorough and practical manner. This also is work that must be

primarily developed in the regional associations, but to be of complete
value it requires national co-operation, and I propose that the bureaus
of statistics or educational information or on market conditions of all

the regional associations shall co-operate through a general committee
of the National. It is better for us to get and give this information from
and to every producing region than to let the wholesaler or buyer be the
source of our market knowledge.

On the subject of association co-operation the plan as quoted by

Mr. Goodman is as foDows

:

It is proposed that this division of our activity shall be concerned
with efficiency in association work, as it may be outlined by an advisory
committee on organization and methods, composed of the secretaries and
assistant secretaries of the regional associations. These secretaries shall

meet quarterly at each of our great producing centers in turn to discuss

all phases of association work, both regional and national, to the end
that the National secretary may have the benefit of their criticism and
suggestion as to his work, and to the further end that each regional

association secretary may have the benefit of first-hand knowledge of all

that is best and most successful in the work of each of the other regional

organizations.

This advisory committee will constantly define limits of national and
regional work to prevent unnecessary duplications ; will iron out un-

necessary friction and misunderstandings between the producing regions

and will be the means of providing for many incidental co-operative

efforts and undertakings by the regional associations that may not neces-

sarily be considered as part of the National association work.

Discussing the general organization Mr. Goodman said

:

Each affiliated body now has a satisfactory representation on the board

of directors. There is an executive committee that approves all expendi-

tures, all of which are on the budget system. It is proposed that this

budget system shall divide our available funds into general appropriations,

leaving to the department work detailed budgets proposed by their re-

spective advisory committees and approved by the executive committee

of the directors so that each regional association is assured of the wise

and economical expenditure of its contributions.

A secretary-manager will be the sole head of the operations of the

association under the plan of supervision I -have outlined or as may be

determined from time to time by tbe board of directors. Our two sub-

sidiary corporations are also to be under his management, subject to the

control of their respective advisory committee.

A Pacific coast committee was decided upon in order that special

western lumber conditions would have adequate representation in the

work of the National association. Mr. Goodman said that Pacific

Coast problems are essentially national problems.

According to Mr. Goodman 's calculations the work can be carried

on with the funds available, provided there is concentration of effort,

economical management and support and co-operation given the

National association by the affiliated bodies and individual members.

As the work develops, he said, the National will require additional

contributions from the regional associations in the coming years.
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Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Company
The Home of the "Peerless " Standard Brand Products

Western OfBce:
516 Loimfaer Excbanse. MlnneapoUe, Mian. GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN MiUa at GladsteM* and Escanaba, Mlchlgaa

Manufacturers of the following "Peerless" Standard Brand Products: Hardwood Flooring, Staves,

Hoops, Heading and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Posts, Poles and Ties,

and Hemlock Tsui Bark

"Peerless" Rock Maple, Beech& Birch Flooring
L°,i!'a frSS.°HSd'carr:carVr'c.r^„': next

Uemberi of Maple Flooring Uanulacturert' AsaociatienAWhen writing mention the Mardwaad Reeard.)

own. are guaranteed TRY IT THF
r. to hold trade. We ^i^v-^ tIMF

'
v™5«iW!iamM:)tTOW)!ti>it^<waii:^^

B-1122—Mahogany Dimension Stock

ChicaKo, 111., .Tunc 1*.— IMiti.r ll.vLtiiw Kki nui. : Wmild jou kindly

put us in touch with <(incenis best able to I'urnlsh us with dimension stock

In mahogaijy ? •

B 1123—Oak Dimension Wanted
Muskegon, Mich.. .luiic LMi.

—

Eililur ll.ua'\v.i.ii> Ui:roia>: There is a

friend of mine who uses quite a go(Ml deal of dimension stock. His re-

quirements are tor kiln-dri.Ml stock, %" by 3 and % by 3Vj". He iniKht

possibly use A" thick, hut prefers %" thick. This stock must be sur-

faced on four sides. The dimenshuis given above are the net dimension.

B 1124—Poplar Sought

New York, N. Y., .Tune 20.—Editor II.MiuwiinD Uecoud : We are In the

market for FAS poplar, I)4S to the following sl7.es: IH", 13" wide, 12'

long: I'i"- 12" wide, T." Umg : IVl", 13" wide, 12' long.

We would like price delivered on a New York rate, and you might state

that we can pay good prices for this stock. We would appreciate it if

you would advise who might be able to quote us on this lumber.

\ato^:i«imatiiTO}Oii!W3ti!aTOro»igi»im»^^ wvx^vit^jiyttstew!*}^:^^^^!^*!!:^^
Clubs and Associations

Oak Association Reaches 100 Membership
Five more members lun-<- l>e<'U received by the ,\nifric;iii i lak Mauura.

turers' Association, as follows : Artman, Nichols & Cox Lumber Company.

Grand Uapids, Mich.; Uaker-Matthews Lumber Company. Sikeston, Mo.:

Bliss-Cook Oak Company, I'.lissvllle, Ark.: Little Rock Lumber & Manu-

facturing Company, Little Rock. Ark., and Perkln llrothers. Kelso. Ark.

This brings the total membership to an even 100 and this number lacks

only two of making the incri'ase since the charier enrollment last Novem-

ber an even 200 per cent. There were 34 members enrolled on that occa-

sion.

Secretary J. T. Keodall ha? Just returned from a stay of practically a

week in Chicago. lie attended while there the annuals of the National
Veneer & Panel Manufacturers' Association and the National Hardwood
Lumber .Vssoeiation. He was In touch with many members of the asso-

ciation while in Chicago and reports the work of this organization as pro-

gressing both smoothly and satisfaetoril.v.'

Interesting Facts on Cost of Lumber Production
I'rank U. liadd. assislant ici liic pri'siileni oi the Hardwood Manufac-

turers' .\ssociatiou of the I'uited States, has issued an interesting pam-
phlet entitled "Why Lumber Prices Advance." It shows figures on advance
in raw materials over costs in 1914.
The pamphlet contains the interesting observation that Uimhering, the

third largest industry, produces the only commodity which has not in-

creased in price to any appreciable extent in the past ten years. Prices

now are lower than in lIMii;. while the cos! of steel, iron, copper, coal,

cement and other buililiug niati'rials have more tlian doubled.

That the cost of producing lumber has increased out of proportion to

selling price is shown in the following schedule :

1017 vs. 1914 Costs
Percentage
of Increase

Logs, bought on market .'51

Stumpage 100
Labor 20
Horses and mules 40
Oxen -41
Feed 76
Steel Kails 93
Kailroad Supplies 88
Wire Hop<' 91
Manila ICope 103
Machinery GO
Oil .....' •_'!>

Percentage
of Increase

Saws 52
Planer Knives Kin
Belts 96
Packing 32
Files 101
Emery Wheels 54
Mill Supplies 58
Coal 137
Freight liates 8
Stationerv 63
Federal Taxes lOO
Lumber 12

Townshend Hopeful of Success
J. H. Townshend, secretary-juiui.i^'er of llo' .'^•uthi'rii Hardwood Tratiic

Association, has returned to Memphis after another week spent in Washing-
ton, (luring which he ami the attorneys of th<' association answered the

rebuttal testimony submitti'ii liy tlie carriers in the l."i per cent advance
case.

Mr. Townshend said that he ilid not believe tlie Interstate Commerce
Commissictn would ail<!W advances to beconii- effective on lumber from
southern producing points before October 1, if then. He is still of the

opinion that the commission will not allow the la per cent asked by the
carrii's and that, if any advance is granteil. it will l)e postponed to a

materially later date than .July 1 and will be mm h smaller than that asked
by the railroails. He Is even hopeful thai the commission will not grant
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the carriers any adfance at all so far as lumber originating at southern

producing points is concerned, but he has nothing tangible other than the

sentiment in Washington on which to base this hope.

While in Washington, Mr. Town.shend kept in close touch with the Car
.Service Commission and he is sure the latter is putting forth every effort

in its power to bring about more satisfactory transportation conditions

not only for the lumbermen but also for the general business interests of

the country. The Car Service Commission at Memphis is keeping in close

touch, too, with the Car Ser\-ice Commission at Washington, and one of

the accomplishments already to the credit of these two bodies, thanks to

the co-operation of the lumbermen, is the loading of all cars to full capacity

where lumber is concerned.

Evansville Outing Great Success
The Evansville Lumbermen's Club of Evansville. Ind., gave its annual

summer outing on the Ohio river on the steamer Joe Fowler on Tuesday,

June 19. The day was delightful and nearly 200 lumbermen and their

friends took in the trip. The steamer left the Evansville wharf at 2 :.^0

p. m. and returned at 10 :30. A trip was made to the government dam in

course of construction across the Ohio river, seventeen miles below Evans-
ville. At six o'clock fried chicken and many other good things were served.

The table, which was ISO feet long, extended across the entire cabin of the

boat. Instead of a tablecloth being usml ou the table a solid piece of veneer

that had been made by the Evansville Veneer Company was used. It

was made of poplar and was cut to the thickness of one-sixtieth of an
inch, being rotary cut. It was forty-five inches wide, 2.160 Inches long

and sewed with eight seams of thread. The machine that sewed it will

sew stuff eighteen seams wide, being what is believed to be the biggest

sewing machine in the world and the only one built to sew wood. At the

banquet table short talks were made by George O. Worland and Daniel W.
Wertz. After the banquet dancing and music were enjoyed until the boat

landed. Ferol Taylor, the pretty six-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Mertice E. Taylor, gave a glowworm dance. Lucy May Greer, the little

daughter of J. C. Greer, and Miss Helen Rommell appeared in a Spanish
dance, which was greatly enjoyed. Music was furnished by Eck's orchestra.

Several solos were sung by Robert Chambers, a general favorite with Evans-
ville lumbermen. Card tables were arranged and many of the guests en-

joyed this pastime. '

Much amusement was created late in the evening by the dancing of the

square dances and the old time waltzes. Secretary Taylor acted as "caller."

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sabel were given the prize as the best dancers in the

old fashioned waltz, the prize consisting of a standing invitation to the

next annual outing of the club. Honorable mention was given to John
Stephen and Miss Frisse. Mr. Stephen is the general manager of the Mid-
land Furniture Company.
The outing took the place of the regular .Tune meeting of the Evansville

Lumbermen's Club and there will be no more meetings of the club until

the second Tuesday in Seittfmber.

v<gt>gois;!>s^hiJ&^i:j^;w>^^^

Wkh the Trade
Isaac Osgood

Isaac Osgood, grandfather of Geo. B. Osgood, of the Osgood-Corson Lum-
ber Company, Chicago, died in Chicago. Friday morning. June 22. at the

age of 103 years. Mr. Osgood had been connected directly and indirectly

with the utilization of hardwood lumber prac-

tically all of his active career. He was born at

Ainshury, Mass., December 10, 1S14.

At the time of the Civil war he was with
the Remington-Arms Company, manufacturing
rifles for the Union Army, and at that time had
charge of purchasing of walnut fitr gunstocks.

He remained with this institution for a good
many years.

In 1891 he established the firm of I. Osgood
& Son at Carroll. 111., where he was associated

with A. M. Osgood, father of Geo. K. The firm

had an assembling and distributing yard for

hardwood lumber which was kept up under this

style for four or iive years.

To illustrate the sustained acfivit.v of Mr.
Osgood, it is said that at the age of ninety-

eight he patented a lathe for grooving axle

stocks which lathe is now being used by many
of the large automobile companies.

The death occurred at the home of the daugh-
ter. 6707 Glenwood. Burial took place at Utica,

X. Y.. on Sunday, June 24.

Recruiting Station at Office of I. T.

Williams & Sons

One of the numerous ^Tew York National

Guard's recruiting stations which are being con-

ducted by the National Lumbermen's Service

League in cooperation with the Citizens' Preparedness .\ssociation, is Illus-

trated herewith. It adjoins the office of Ichabod T. Williams & Sons, famous
for years for veneers and lumber in fancy and imported woods. The east-

ern lumbermen are doing a big work for the country in various ways in

lining up its resources.

Bulletin on Treatment of Boilers
C. A. Newman, prominent in mill supply circles in Chicago, has been

made sales manager of The Boikr-Kote Company of Chicago, general

sales offices in the Fisher building. In announcing his new connection

Mr. Newman has issued a 16-page bulletin entitled "Steam Boilers and
How To Kid Them Of Scale, Pitting and Corrosion." The treatise gives a
clear and brief e.Nposition of the subject—one which has become increas-

ingly important to steam users with each new advance in wages, coal

prices and the cost of boiler replacements.

Important Deal Between Chicago Interests

Annouuceiueut ~\vas rt,>(ently made of a large deal Itetween .\rniour &
Co., Chicago, and D. K. Jeffris &. Co. of Chicago and Jeffris, La. The
plan involves the construction of one of the largest box veneer cutting

plants in the Cnited States and the erection of a large wire bound box

plant manufacturing about 200,000 feet of veneers into boxes daily. A
separate power plant will be installed and there will be erected immedi-

ately a veneer mill, 100 by 160 feet ; dry kilns, 60 by 150 feet ; box fac-

tory. 150 by 250 feet, and a storage warehouse, 100 feet by 240 feet.

The dry kilns will be furnished with steam from independent boilers

equipped with devices and grates for handling refuse material as fuel.

The construction of these plants will mean an immediate increase in

the working force at Jeffris by 250 to SOO men.

New Assistant for Forest Products Laboratory

Director C. P. Winslow of the Forest Products Laboratory at Aladison,

Wis., has been given an assistant—O, M. Butler, who heretofore ha^ been

ser\'ing as assistant district forester, being located at Albuquerque, N. M.
Mr. Butler has been with the Forest Service for the past ten years, having

put in most of his time in the western districts. lie is a graduate of

Butler College, Indianapolis. Since his graduation he has handleil prac-

tical work at lumber operations and has also spent quite a little time

in newspaper work.

A. D. Parr

\. D. Parr, president of the Parr Lumber and Planing Mill Company,
Clarksburg, W. Va., died at Baltimore last Friday after a prolonged illness

of Bright's disease. Mr. Parr had sought relief in the mild climate of

Florida during the spring, but returned recently no better, and failed

rapidlj'. He was fifty-nine years old. and besides his lumbering interests,

devoted much of his attention to blooded horses, he being among the best-

known owners in West Virginia. His wife survives.

Geo. W. Curtin

The death of Gen. Geo. W. Curtin. president of the Pardee & Curtin

Lumber t'ompany, Pardee, W. Va., on June 7 is reported. General Curtin

had experienced a stroke of paralysis, and this, combined with his years

—

he was seventy-four years old—put his recovery out of the question. Gen-

eral Pardee got his title by gubernatorial appointment. He served in the

Civil war and had long been prominent in the hardwood trade, the chief

office of the company being at Clarksburg. He leaves a son, H. B. Curtin,

who is also connected with the company. The funeral took place June 9.

WHIOKE ViiLLMKKKS SIGN UP FOR SERVICE
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Petitions for Extensive Bond Issue
The district court of tlie United States for the western '(Hstriot of Michi-

gan has issued a petition of tlie Michigan Trust Company of Grand Rapids,
Mich., receiver for VF. H. White Company, Boyne City, Mich., in which
it is aslied that the petitioner be authorized to accept bonds of a proposed
issue of the Boyne City, Gaylord and Alpena Railroad Company to apply
on an Indebtedness of $330,000 of the railroad company to the W. H. White
Company. It is also asked that the petitioner be authorized to cause the
W. H. White Company to borrow $450,000 from R. E. Olds of Lansing,
Mich., against which will be deposited bonds of the railroad company and
stock of the Tillamook Yellow Fir Company which is owned by the W. H.
White Company. As further security it is stated that R. E. Olds shall
have a lien on the stock of the White Brothers Lumber Company.

I

Pertinent Information
Facts on Wooden Car Construction

The special railroad committee has secured ilata showing the decline
in the use of wooden cars. Data given on the basis of replies received from
294 roads with a mUeage of 235,406 in the tinited States, and eight roads
operating 31,299 miles in Canada. There were but three wooden passenger
cars constructed in 1916 and but ten were under construction January
10, 1917.

The following table shows percentage of steel, steel undcrframe and
wooden cars 1909-1916 :

PERCENTAGES
Steel

Acquired in Total Number Steel Underframe Wood
"?9 1.880 26.0% 22.6% 51.4%
1910 3,638 55.4 14.8 29.8
1911 ••» 3,756 59.0 20.3 20.7
1912 2,660 68.7 20.9* 10.4
1913 3.350 63.0 30.4* 6.6
1914 4,495 74.6 29.9* 4.5
1915 1,696 73.7 20.1* 6.2
1916 1,445 92.5 7.3« .2
January 1, 1917 (underconstruc-

tion) 1,759 82.5 16.9 .6

•This figure includes wooden cars reconstructed with steel under-
frame.

The number of wooden cars In service January, laiz. was 48,126. As
there are now approximately 39,169 in service, there have been 8,937
repaired in four years.

The report gives an interesting analysis of cost of replacing wooden
cars as follows

:

Average
Number Co.st Amount

Postal 237 $19,000 i 4,503,000
Mail and Baggage 2.251 17.5(I0 39.392.500
Mail, Baggage and Passenger 547- 17. ".00 9,572,500
Baggage and Passenger 3,129 17.500 54.757,500
Baggage or Express 6,608 1 t,.SOO 97.798,840
Passenger 20,906 2;{.iiiii) 480,838.000
Parlor, Sleeping, Dining 4.432 ST.nrtO 163,984,000
Business 736 26.000 15,136.000
Motor 323 35,000 11,305,000

TotJll 39,169 $881,287,340
Annual interest charge at 5<,i $ 44,064,367

Still Further Export Reductions
The last month brought a further contraction In the exports of lumber

from Baltimore, some additional items being omitted from the list, while
others were greatly reduced both with regard to volume and value. No
shipments of logs were made, while those of boards were confined to

poplar and spruce, which latter wood constitutes by far the largest propor-

tion of the shipments. Not only did the shipments of spruce attain what
are probably record proportigns, but while the increase over the correspond-

ing month in 1910 amounted to about a third, the declared value was ap-

proximately double that of May, 1916, showing conclusively that the range
of values is steadily going up, even on this side of the Atlantic, with no
freight rates counted in. No shooks were shipped, the list being narrowed
to Just seven items, against at least double that number under normal con-

ditions.

Call for Lumber Growing
The location of one of the sixteen cantonments to be established for the

training of the great army to be raised for the war in Europe at Admiral,
about seventeen miles out of Baltimore, has given the lumbermen of this

section much to think about, especially when it is coupled with large

requirements in other directions, such as the erection of dwellings for the

many thousands of workmen attracted by the new industrial establish-

ments that have gone up In Baltimore and vicinity of late. According to

the government estimates, the cantonment will call for about 13,500,000

feet of lumber. Most of this will be yellow pine, but there will also be

some hardwoods, cypress or poplar, and the trade Is on the alert to see

how the contracts tor this great quantity of lumber will be placed. There
are some who maintain that the quantity of lumber actually needed will be

closer to 25,000.000 than to 1:1,000,000. But even the lowest estimate is

of such magnitude as to make it certain that the tilling of the government
requirements by lumbermen of this section would have a very distinct

Impression upon the trade. It has been suggested that a combination of

lumbermen represented at the mills in the South is likely to get this order,

but members of the trade here contend that the government could get

lower prices, when allowance is made for the railroad freight rates, than
if the lumber is obtained down South, with a freight rate of five or six

dollars or even more to pay. One of the obstacles is the unwillingness of

yardmen to deplete their stocks by the withdrawals of the items the gov-

ernment may want, which would leave them unable to take care of their

general business ; for it would be very dilBcult now to supply these de-

ficiencies by drawing on the mills. If the government were satisfied to

take over the entire stock of a yard, the question would be different, but

just to pick out some things and leave the others would cause embarrass-

ment to the yards. The developments in connection with the cantonment
proposal, therefore, will be watched with the keenest interest and may
be expected to have an important bearing upon the trade.

In connection with the program to build a large fleet of wooden vessels

it is to be said that the government has placed contracts with the Mar.v-

land Shipbuilding Company, recently organized by J. E. Aldred, chairman

of the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power Company, and his asso-

ciates, for six vessels. The company has acquired property on Bear Creek
for yards, and the preliminar.v work of erecting the necessary ways and
other structures is already in progress. The first hull is to be delivered

by them to the go.vernraent by AprU 30, 1918, and the others are to follow

at intervals of one month. The engines may also be built in this city.

.\s another outlet it is to be mentioned that hundreds and even thou-

sands of houses are going up or wUl shortly be commenced in the sections

Just around Baltimore to house the population attracted b.v the new in-

dustrial plants. It is estimated that each of these houses will call for not

less than 10,000 feet of lumber, so that many millions of feet will be used,

with yellow pine making up the great biilk of the orders, but with the

hardwoods also receiving a share of the attention.

Big Bills of French Timber
The timber bill in three months for the British trenches in France is

about 15.000,000 feet. Most of this is in the form of round poles and
logs, used to wall up the trenches, construct bombproofs, and make plat-

forms tor guns. Some of this timber can be used a second or third time,

as the British lines move forward and the Germans edge away a little

farther toward the Rhine. Some of the timber abandoned by the Germans
in their periodic retreats can be used by the British, but not a great deal,

for most of it Is badly broken by the shelling it gets before the Germans
begin to move back.

Oak Bark for Tanning
Tanning material Is at a premium in Europe. Oak bark has been selling

in England at $45 a ton, and some predict that it will reach $55. More
has been peeled this season than ever before in a like period. The cutting

of timber has been more extensive than ever before. They are also peeling

larch bark for tanning purposes.

Mississippi Running High
The Mississippi river at Memphis is showing quite a high stage for this

time of the year, practically 34 feet at Memphis. This is within one foot of

flood stage and is the highest water recorded so late in the summer for many
years. Considerable land between the levees and the banks of the Missis-

sippi Is under water, but there has been no overflow, and unless more water
appears there will be none so far as the territory protected by levees is

concerned. This means that lumber interests have not been adversely

affected by the rise and that they will not be so unless oflicial calculations

as to the crest of the present stage are wrong.
Heavy rains occurred in the Memphis territory some days ago and

caused some delay in logging operations. Practically perfect weather Is

noted at present, however, and the ground is drying at a very satisfactory

rate. The scarcity of labor for work in the woods is an Item of consider-

able importance, according to some owners of timber lands. One of the
most prominent lumbermen here, owning large timber properties In Arkan-
sas, says that labor is both scarce and not dependable. Tlie shortage of

cars is affecting the handling of logs after they have been prepared for

shipment, and, even after making allowance for the recent heavy rains and
for the scarcity of labor, more logs are ready for delivery to the mills than
there are cars to handle them. Most of the timber being made ready Is

that cut from tlmberlands owned by the big manufacturing firms. The
supply of logs offering in the open market is reported very light compared
with normal, and prices are said to be unusually high.

Building Operations for May
The building permits, issued in 113 principal cities of the United States

for May, were about two-thirds the aggregate estimated cost of those Issued

In May, 1916. The oflicial figures as received by the American Contractor,

Chicago, total $75,168,153, against $114,331,891 for May last year, a de-

crease of 34 percent.

It looks like a distressing shrinkage of building operations. In a sense,

it Is. But there are "mitigating circumstauces." There is hope for the

future. In groping about for comparisons, if is peculiarly appropriate to

compare present conditions with those which followed the opening of the

war, nearly three years ago. There was th'u the same drop in new con-

struction work. The comparative loss was small In August, 1914, but In-

creased to 32 per cent In September, and readied a maximum of 41 per cent

in December, 1914. Then the tide turned, and In December, 1915, the

building permits Increased 84 per cent over those of the previous December.
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Increases in volume, accompanied by climbing costs of materials, continued
the rule from that time on until the United States entered the war. The
prospective builder who held up his plans when the war broke out discov-

ered a year later that he would have been much better off if he had gone
right on with the work. In other words, God hates a quitter, and usually
gives material evidence of his displeasure.

The future is no clearer, so far as conditions to develop in the construc-
tion world are concerned, than they were nearly three years ago, but if

comparisons are valuable the deduction to be made now is so obvious that
any one can make it.

There is another point that deserves attention in this connection. It is

that the actual construction work of the present has not decreased. The
figures of building and engineering work for May, based on contracts actu-

all.v closed, published in last week's issue of the American Contractor,

showed an increase of 20 per cent over May, 1916. The building permits,

as tabulated in the present article, "relate partly to future business. There
is an abundance of opportunity for the wise ones to change the prospective

trend.

An Anonymous Letter

Of course no man can blame anybody for desiring to make his pur-

chases at as low a cost as possible. However, an effort which has come
to light recently to break the hardwood market is not logical in that

under present conditions it cannot serve the purpose for which it is

intended and because its real effect would be more likely to be the crea-

tion of ill feeling between the buyers and sellers of hardwood lumber.
Beyond that, such an effort is calculated to create a false impression of

actual conditions without the compensation of gaining any definite end.

The following anonymous letter, which explains itself, has been going
the rounds of late. It is unnecessary to say that this spirit will not help

to get the buyers and sellers closer together. The development of more
harmonious relations is the only goal toward which anyone should work
who has a sincere desire to better conditions in the production and con-
sumption of hardwood lumber :

Lr:MBER IS TOO HIOH. It is the time WE CONSUMERS have
SOMETHING TO SAX ABOUT IT. It will take UNITED EFFORT, but
we cannot organize or w-e stand in jeopardy of the law. Dry stock
happens to be scarce, but the mills are sawing more than will be needed
for the next two years.

•lust try this and see how it works towards bringing prices to where
they belong. Beginning Juno 15. for thirty davs. don't buv a foot of lum-
ber unless .ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY, no matter what price they make.
Tell all lumbermen salesmen you have enough stock to last you a LONG
TIME and that all indications are downward. Enlarge upon this all
.vou wish. Tell them business is poor and going to pot. It can't go an.v
higher in price: the chances are all in our favor.

If sixty per cent of the buying trade sit tight and don't talk to people
of this effort to reduce price." you'll see prices tumble fast. The lumber-
men are the weakest sisters in the countr.v and get scared easily. They
haven't the nerve to stick. Just see it these predictions don't come true.
We are spending our monev and tinle in getting out 20.000 of these

letters to trade with NO JOBBING OR MILL CONNECTIONS. You can
do the same bv writing a few of vour friends to hold the fort. Relief is
coming and .\ DOLLAR S.WED is ONE EARNED. Your pocket book is
at stake. Watch it carefully now. Be careful not to let mill people
know of this effort. Don't even inquire for stock for thirty days : tlie

mills will need money so badly in thirty days they will come to us.

—

E Pluribus Unum.

Lumber for War Purposes

According to computation of the lumber committee of the Council of

National Defense, 2,000,000.000 feet of lumber may be used directly for

war purposes in the next twelve months. It is now planned, according
to latest advices, that each encampment will take care of about 40.000
men instead of 2.o.n00 as originally planned, thus, of course, greatly in-

creasing the quantity of lumber going into these uses.

It is estimated that the wooden ship-building program as now contem-
plated will call for some 400.000,000 feet of lumber. Among the cases
where hardwoods will come more prominently into use are arm'y cots

in the construction of which are now going great quantities of maple and
beech, tent poles, automobiles, artillery, cooperage, furniture, docks and
piers, trench lining, saddles, mine timbers, tools, railroad construction and
the lumber necessary in building factories to turn out government com-

- modifies.

Gas Made from Wood
The making of gas from wood instead of coal is no new thing. The

process has been well understood for many years ; but the cheapness of

coal, and its superiority over wood, have stood in the way of utilizing wood
in the manufacture of gas. At the present time, however, economic changes
are bringing wood forward as a gas material. The redeeming feature in

the situation is that waste wood is as suitable as any other for gas, and
America nas waste almost without limit. The London Timber Trades
Journal has the following ;

The use of wood instead of coal fo^the manufacture of gas is occupying
much attention in Scandinavia and other wood-producing countries. Dur-
ing the whole of last year, for example, the gas works at Helsingfors manu-
factiired gas almost exclusively from wood instead of from coal, and both
technically and economically, with good results. In Norway, preparations
are being made to alter the methods of production and to change from coal
to wood, and in Denmark the gas works at Horsens are adopting the new
methods. The alterations and rebuilding which are demanded to make it
possible for a gas works to use wood instead of coal are neither extensive
nor expensive. The quantity of gas obtained from wood is about the same
as that secured from a similar quantity of coal, but less tar and much less
coke result. The warming power of wood gas is about twenty per cent less
than that of coal gas. but the gas is cheaper to manufacture. All kinds of
wood can be employed.

Car Supply Still Spasmodic
There is no material change in the car situation in Memphis and the

Memphis territory as compared with a fortnight ago with the exception

that there is perhaps a slight increase in the number of flat cars for the
handling of logs and therefore a fair gain in the quantit.v of timber avail-

able at the mills here and elsewhere in this territory. More mills in Mem-
phis proper are running now than for some time and they are rather better
supplied with logs than a short time ago. They are stUl unable to secure
enough timber to justify full operations continuously, which is only an-
other way of saying that there is room for still further improvement.

It is offlcially estimated that the shippers of lumber and lumber products
are receiving slightly more than 50 per cent of their requirements in the
way of cars. Some are running above this figure, while others are falling

below it. with the result that it is considered a fair average. The Car
Service Commission and the lumbermen are working together in the most
harmonious manner. The lumbermen are loading all cars to full capacity
and the.v arey likewise loading and unloading more promptly than ever
before. The carriers, on the other hand, are switching more frequently
and are likewise moving both loaded and empty cars more promptly. The
Car Service Commission is securing the co-operation of the cotton people
in the matter of full loading of cars and it is now working on the cotton
seed people with a view to securing their help.

The chief complaint of lumber interests lies in the irregularity of the
car supply which makes it impossible for them to determine upon any
definite policy. "We have plenty of cars for a period of three or four
days," said one prominent manufacturer recently, "and think that the car

situation is all right. We make our plans accordingly," he continued, "and
find in the next few days that the car supply is still far from full and that
we cannot afford to base our operations on the assumption that we are

going to get plenty of cars." This is the way the situation strikes all of

the lumber manufacturers, with the result that they are unable to count
definitely enough upon cars to justify them in making plans for full opera-

tion of their plants.

Seasoning Applewood
The chief use of applewood is for sawhandles. It has been stated that

the tendency of this wood to check during the process of seasoning is

responsible for a loss of sixt.v per cent. The Forest Service at Madison,

Wis., is carrying .on experiments in its dry kiln for the purpose of lessen-

ing that loss. It is working with a shipment of green inch apple lumber
from Pennsylvania.

Many Treenails Wanted
Treenails are wooden pins used in building wooden ships. The Douglas

fir ships to be built on the Pacific coast call for 20,000 treenails each. Of
these 4.000 must be IH-inch square and 26 inches long, and 16,000 shall

be 1% inches square and 40 inches long. They must be of locust, white

oak or some other approved wood. The Pacific coast has no suitable tree-

nail wood and the East must furnish them.

Black Gum for Guns
According to old school books, out of date fifty years ago, the school boys

trained with wooden guns in their martial sport, and the poem describing

the occasion said :

Our muskets were of cedar wood.
With ramrods bright and new.

The wooden gun is coming back, not for school boys, but for training

real soldiers. The government has ordered 6,000,000 wooden models of the

United States army rifle, to be made of black gum. Training camps will

use them instead of the real rifle. They will be made by the Adele Perrio

Company of Pylant, Miss. Black gum is not liable to split.

Saving Injured Trees

The German vandalism during their retreat in France made a specialty

of cutting down or girdling fruit trees. An exchange has this to say :

Thanks to the genius of the French race and its indomitable industry, it

is hoped that large numbers of the fruit trees which the Germans did their

best to destroy, and in many cases succee<led in destroying, may be saved.

Throughout the entire district dev.astated there were thousands of trees

that the close pursuit of the French prevented the Germans from cutting

down completely. Instead the cultured tree-killers cut off a circle of bark

which, with a few days' exposure to the sun would have been enough to

kill them.

These trees presented the easiest problem. The wounds were bound up
by thousands of army surgeons, and Red Cross ambulance drivers and
stretcher carriers assisted. The circle was first covered with a special

graftin'.j cement, and the entire wound then carefully bandaged, often with
bandages prepared for human limbs. Tar was also used for the work, and
finally even a loamy clay. In the end it was found that moss, twisted and
tied about the dressed wound, was as effective as anything else. A much
more serious problem presented itself where the trees had been cut down.
But here French genius also solved the problem. The stumps, protruding

usually two or three feet from the ground, were first trimmed off so as to

conserve the sap. This stump was then treated with the grafting paste

and carefully bandaged till the tree lying at the side budded from the sap

that remained after being cut down. Branches that showed great num-
bers of buds were then cut off and grafted into the prepared stump. To-

day these grafts are in full leaf and blossom, and years have been saved

in restoring the cut-down orchards.
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Brown and Green Oak
An interesting article on brown and green oak was recently contributed

by A. D. W"ebster to the London (England) Timber Trades Journal, and

a summary of the article is here given :

What is known in the trade as brown or red oak timber Is only found
in this country, and in a Tery limited number of stations here. It should
be understood that brown oak timber is a strictly English product that is

more or less confined to the Midland and Eastern Counties, and does not
exist on the continent.

Strange as it may appear, all the best trees of the brown oak have been
sent to America, where the timber is greijtly valued and extensively used
as veneers. The dining-room in the White House at Washington is en-
tirely paneled with English brown oak ; while thin veneers of the same
timber are extensively used in the making of the best class of furniture
and in the decoration of Pullman oars.

So valuable is brown oak timber that it is used in thin veneers of from
thirty to forty to the inch. In this country there are but a few furniture
specimens of the solid brown oak timber, though in one old country man-
sion in Bedfordshire a bedroom suite is entirely made from the wood.
The cause of the natural white timber turning to a rich brown or

chestnut color is a vexed question, though it is generally ascribed to cer-
tain properties in the soil, and in some cases is brown from infancy.
Mr. Michie, woods manager to the Duke of Portland, whose experience
with brown oak timber on various estates is perhaps greater than that of
any other person, tells me that in his opinion the particular oak which
produces the brown timber is a distinct variety or species. In the case of
trees that have been pollarded the timber may be brown from decav, and
certainly many of those at Ampthill, where some of the most beautiful
wood is produced, are in such a condition. On the other hand, the highest
priced and most beautiful brown oak timber that I have seen was from a
tree that was perfectly free from rot or blemish, and had not been pol-
larded. There is, however, considerable difference in the cokiring and
texture of wood produced b.v pollarded and unpoUarded trees. The timber
of the pollard brown or -red oak is usually of fantastic shapes in graining,
with a great vai-iety of beautiful figuring owing largely to the growth
being stopped vertically and spread over the butt end. It has been said
that brown oak owes its color to the activity of a fungus living in the
wood, but specimens of the timber from Welbeck and Woburn fail to sub-
stantiate the statement. It is far more likely that the absorption of iron
from the soil is the cause of the beautiful coloring in brown oak timber,
and experiments now in hand tend to uphold this theory.
The beautiful vivid green color assumed by oak timber under certain

conditions is said to be due to the action of the parasitic fungus Peziza,
or Hclotium acruginosum.

In this country green oak timber is comparatively scarce, the finest
samples that I have seen being from an estate in Kentl and another in the
North of Ireland. I learn that in Lower N'ornmndy a large number of the
pear trees have their wood colored green, ami in other parts of the con-
tinent the timber of the birch and beech are similarly tinted. The appear-
ance of the green coloring in the timber of the oak is not an indication of
disease in the tree, but rather of having attained to maturitv. .Mthough
in I'~rance it is known as '•green rot," yet this is a mistaken application,
as the timber is remarkably hard and the texture unaffected, while the
durability of the wood has been found to be quite equal to thai of tlie
ordinary oak. Owing to the scarcity and high prices of green oak timber,
experiments have been undertaken to produce the desirable green color by
artificial means but without success. Green timber of oak and pear Is
much appreciated both on the continent and at home for artistic cabinet
work.

=< MISCELLANEOUS >=
The Bee Tree Lumber Company, manufacturer of hardwood lumber, is

now located at Massie Mill, Va., having moved there from Bee Tree.
N. C.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed by the Independent
Table Company, New York. N. Y.

The business of the .Vdvanee Furniture Company, Sheboygan, Wis., has
been transferred to the Art Eurniture Company.

The Clinton Furniture Company. Lock Haven, I'a., has sold out to the
Indian River Table Company of Philadelphia, X. Y.

Thi- W. L. Russell Box Company, Wilson, .N. C., has sustained a loss
by fire.

The caidtal stock of the Texarkana Casket Company, Te.xarkana, Ark.,
has been increased to $150,000.
The Hoffman Crate and Lumber Company at Cambridge, Boston, Mass.,

has been Incorporated at $10,000.
The Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit and Car Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

has sold out to the Marsh Refrigerator Service Company.
The lirm of Nichols & Clement, Grand Rapids, Mich., has been succeeded

by .\rtlHir .1. Clement.
An increase in capitalization has been effected by the Park Falls Lumber

Company, Park Falls, Wis.
The Macey Company. Grand Rapids, Mich., has reorganized.
The Rocky Mount Woodworking Company has been incorporated at

Rocky Mount, N. C.

^-< CHICAGO >
.\t East St. Louis, 111., the Illiu(ds Walnut Company has been incorpo-

rated.

The capital stock of the Chicago Veneer Company has been increased to

$220,000.

M. J. Fox of the Von Platen Lumber Company. Iron Mountain, Mich.,
has made a practice of late years of having a two-fold reason for cele-

brating when he got to Chicago for the National hardwood meeting. One
reason has been the meeting Itself (and the natural desire to make the

most of a trip to the big city), and the other that on two previous occa-

sions his arrival for the hardwood doings has coincided to the hour almost

with the arrival at Iron Mountain of a son. The trouble with establishing

such a record is that it must be kept up. But big "M. J." is not easily

discouraged, and, true to precedent, news of the arrival of the fifth son

greeted him when he landed in Chicago the day before the big meeting.

Mr. Fox said that the word from home was altogether encouraging and
that he confi<lently expects to have a similar announcement to make next

year. Owing to the fact that some thousand men were expected here for

the meeting. Hardwood Recokd's representative did not violate the con-

fidence of the man from the North, as to have taken care of the demand for

pledges to the boy and the mother, that would certainly have come with

the spreading of the news, would have taxed ".M. J.'s" capacity, if not his

expense account. However, he is now safely back home.
Walter B. Burke, vice-president and general manager of the Lamb-Fish

Luml)er Company, Charleston, Miss., was in Chicago with Mrs. Burke last

w-eek on the way back from a several days' st.iy at Washington. Mr.
Burke is serving on the lumber and forest products committee of the Coun-
cil of National Defence, and with the other lumbermen of that commit-
tee, has been putting In quite a little time at Washington in the last couple

of months.
Texas was represented at the National meeting by several prominent

manufacturers, among whom were H. G. Bohlssen of New Caney, Tex.,

and A. O. Davis, manager of the hardwood department of the Sabine Tram
Company, Beaumont. Both Mr. Bohlssen and Mr. Davis brought their

wives with them and remained in the North for a week or ten days after

the meeting was over. While in Chicago they attended a meeting of the

Texas manufacturers to decide upon certain questions pertinent to the

hardwootl trade of Texas.

Chicago trade was interested in learning last week of the purchase by
other stockholders of the Claney interests in the Thornton-Claney Lumber
Company, which operates extensive yards at 231.3 Elston avenue. The
three Clancys, John, A. B., and H. P., retired from the organization, and
the new officers are : Edward L. Thornton, president ; W. S. Frisby, vice-

president, and S. C. .\nderson, secretary and treasurer.

=•< BUFFALO >
A. \V. Kreinhorler, O. E. Yenger, C. N. Perrin. W. K. Jackson, Hugh

MoLenn and other mombors of the lumber trade hero have boon actively

enfe'a;,'o<l hitoly in making a canvass for funds for the American Red Cross,

which had a campaign in this city to raise a fund of $1,500,000. A large

number of wealthy men contributed heavily to this cause, one subscription

being $100,000 and a number of others of $10,000 or more.

What is possible to accomplish in the artistic tinishing of American
woods was well demonstrated here from June 14 to ir» in a public exhibition

at the llullders' Exchange. The display was made by the National Lumber
Manufiicturers' Association and thr Bridgeport Wood Kinisbiug t.'ompany.

Several liundred panels were exhibited in {lifFc-rrnt modern linishes, to-

gether with Morgan doors and models of buildings. A moving-picture ex-

hibition was given by the Southern Pine Association, the speaker being R.

H. Ghi'cn of the extension department.
A Huffalo architect reports that his business is falling off fast and he

does not expett it to revive matorially until the cost of building is more
in accordance with the ideas of owners. It is generally agreed that mate-
rial, and esi)ecially manufactured stuff like plumbing, is far beyond the

reach of ordinary builders. As to carpentry work, that is a small item
and does not affect the trade so much as the cost <it' material does.

The visit of the Federal Lumber Trade Commission to Buffalo was an
occasion of much interest. The commissioners were entertained at a
luncheon at the Hotel Statler and afterward visited some of the leading

hardwood yards of the city. Among the lumbermen who looked after the

entertainment of the commission were Horace F. Taylor, Fred M. Sullivan,

G. Elias, H. L Abbott. Henry L George and John McLeod.
While the campaign for the Liberty loan was on in this city meetings

were lield at a number of the hardwood yards. C. N. IVrrin, F. ^L Sullivan

an<l C. W. Hurd were on a committee to call on all the lumber yards and
solicit subscriptions and they helped to raise a large sum. Employes took

a large numbi'r of the bonils. in some cases sixty per cent of the men sub-

scribing.

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

'rile Monongahela Lumber Company announces that it is in a state of

general turmoil. Nothing Is certain except kicks. To get hardwooil ready
for the nuirket and then to get it shipped is a mighty hard proposition at

present.

The Acorn Lumber Company has been doing a good business in hardwood
for manufacturing concerns all the .year. It was fortunate In making some
early purchases of lumber which hits lately come Into exceptional good
demand.
The Frampton-Foster Lumber Company reports better business In May

than in any other month In its history. Shipments this month will show
a gain over those of last year.

The Johnston-Davies Lumber Company reports splendid business in all

lines of mining stocks. The only difficulty is to get enough lumber to
satisfy the demaml. prices are in general at the seller's option.

The American Lumber and Manufacturing Company has gotten Its big
hardwood operation at Lenox, Ky., under operation and it promises to be
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one of the most successful in that state. Its tract of hardwood is good for

many years' cuttinji:, and from it they will provide a splendid variety of

all lines of merchantable hardwood.

C. F. Dahlstrom Lumber Company, which has offices in the House build-

ing, is running the hardwood mills at Fair Oaks, Pa. : Trafford. Pa. ; Iron

Bridge, Pa., and Tyrone, Pa. Its specialty is oak, although it manufac-

tures a large amount of other hardwoods, and it reports a splendid market

for its lumber.

-•<, BOSTON y-
The ten sawmill units organized for foreign service have left for Eng-

land with complete equipment to commence conversion of British forests

into timber and lumber for military purposes. They attracted much at-

tention as they marched to the wharf on the afternoon of Liberty Loan day.

each under a special contract with the English Government for civilian

duty • for only, one year and wholly within the United Kingdom. These

men are welcome to the British Isles where there is much standing

timber with little experienced labor to utilize it and save much of the

declining trans-Atlantic tonnage for more vital requirements. England

is willing to pay the entire cost, but the New England State Governments

and lumbermen of New England expect to meet the expenditure them-

selves and donate it to assist on the other side although it is hard to

get labor and material of this kind sufficient for our own needs. The
committee, headed by Martin A. Brown and Harry B. Stebbins of Boston

are to be commended for placing the entire outfit in transit within a month
from the starting of the work.

The W. A. Hatch Lumber Company is a new appearance in the Boston

trade, having opened an office at I'M State street.

The Lumber Trade Club of Boston held a meeting on June 14. at

Young's hotel, Boston. M. E. Philbrick of John M. Woods cSc Company
is president of the club the current year. The club was adddressed by

H. LaRue Brown, assistant United States attorney-general.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
There was an increase over previous months in the declared value of

the new buildings for the erection of which permits were issued by the

inspector of buildings in May, though the total still falls short of corre-

sponding months in some other years. The aggregate valuation amounted

tQ $631,760 for new buildings, $57,700 for 104 additions and $128,300 for

541 alterations, a grand total of $817,660. No really big operations were
included, while even the number of two-story houses fell below the ordinary.

Of course, the exhibit does not Include the work progressing out in the

Baltimore and Anne Arundel counties, where great numbers of small

dwellings are under way. On the whole, however, the yards say that they

experience quiet at this time, and that many of the better classes of struc-

tures are being delayed.

John L. Alcock of John L. Alcock & Co. is back from a trip to California,

where he looked after some matters in connection with his export trade.

The assets of the retail lumber firm of Clarke & Fritz, on South Sharp

street, which went into the hands of a receiver several weeks ago, were

offered to the highest bidder by the referee in bankruptcy at his office on

June 13. The liabilities of the firm were put at around $13,000, while the

assets "were said to be hardly more than nominal.

=-< COLUMBUS >
The W. M. Ritter Lumber Company, which has general offices in Colum-

bus, is about to complete two large band mills at Fremont, Va., which will

work on a large timber tract in that section of the state. The mills are

about two miles apart and will cut oak, chestnut, ash, poplar and bass-

wood. One of the mills, which is single, will have a capacity of 35,000

feet daily and the other, a double mill, will have a capacity of 65,000

feet. X planing mill will be erected later to take care of the product of

both sawmills. A private electrical plant, kilns and railroads will be built

to get the plant in working order.

Suit was filed in United States district court by the Weis-Peterson Box
Company, Waterloo, la., against Jesse W. Darling, Cincinnati, proprietor

of the J. W. Darling Lumber Company, to recover $4,000.45, with interest

from March 1, 1917, alleged to be due as damages for the defendant's

alleged failure to furnish lumber under a contract entered into July 25,

1916.

The officers of the Ohio Association of Retail Lumber Dealers have

completed arrangements for the annual outing, to be held at Cedar Point,

August 3 and 4. At the same time the annual outing of the Union Asso-

ciation of Lumber and Sash and Door Salesmen will be held. Reservations

at the Hotel Brakers are numerous, indicating much interest in the coming

outing.

. The Ohio Builders' Supply Association, headquarters of which is at

Columbus, has been invited by the Council of National Defense to appoint

a committee of from three to five of its best-informed members to keep In

touch with the officials at Washington. The association, in a vigorous com-

munication, protested against the commandeering of cars for hauling coal

and consequent interference with the transportation of building supplies.

Senator Pomerene took up the matter with the defense council and re-

ceived from Daniel Willard the invitation for co-operation from the Ohio

association.

Because of the high price of building supplies several large building

projects in Columbus have been postponed, for the time being at least.

The building report for May shows that 245 permits were issued with a
valuation of $500,310 as compared with 36S permits and a valuation of

$1,030,550 in May, 1916. For the first five months of the year the depart-

ment issued 1.03S permits having a valuation of $1,964,220, as compared
with 1..393 permits and a valuation of $3,604,065 for the corresponding
period in 1910.

The Fayette County Lumber Company of Washington Court House, 0.,

has decided to dissolve partnership. A new corporation with a capital of

$150,000 has been formed, with C. E. Slagle as president ; Arthur Slagle.

treasurer,- and W. C. Slagle, vice-president and secretary. W. C. Slagle

will also be general manager. The company operates yards at Greenfield

as the Slagle Lumber Company.
The Reynolds Lumber Company, New London, Ohio, will enlarge its

quarters by erecting an addition, which will give it about 4,000 square

feet.

The Lake Erie Lumber and Supply Company, Cleveland, O., has increased

its capital from~$200,000 to $300,000.

The Marysville Wire Fence and Lumber Company, Marysville, Ohio, has
decreased its capital from $150,000 to $15,000.

The Richard Bartlett Lumber Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, has been

incorporated with a capital of $10,000 to deal in lumber. The incor-

porators are Richard Bartlett, Ben B. Nelson, C. C. Linz, D. A. Renbach
and J. F. Barnes.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a better de-

mand tor hardwoods, with the volume of business about equally divided

between factories and yards. Prices continue high and deliveries are slow,

although some improvement in the car service is reported.

W. L. Whitacre of the W. L. Whitacre Lumber Company has returned

from a buying trip through the South.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company reports a good demand for

West Virginia hardwoods at higher quotations.

Fire in the yards and sheds of the Hedges & Clark Lumber Company, 441

North Park street, Columbus, caused a loss approximating $20,000 last

week.

=-< CLEVELAND >=
Manufacturing and building requirements vie with each other for the

hardwood demand in Cleveland. Although comparing favorably with

former .years, the building industry is not what it should be in Cleveland

according to lumbermen. Although a recent report of the housing com-

mission showed that 10,000 habitations were needed and conditions are

growing constantly worse, it is said high prices of material are keeping

capital out of investment in renting property. Another reason for the

slow picking up of building is the fact that many Cleveland building

mechanics found permanent work in other cities and are not returning.

It is expected that the next few weeks will see buUding reach its maximum
for the present year. Demand for housing is acute throughout the indus-

trial cities of northern Ohio.

As regards shipping in the Cleveland district, those in touch with the

situation predict that the country will soon be face to face with worse con-

ditions than have been known heretofore.

T. C. Williamson of the Lakewood Lumber Company has purchased a

two-acre parcel of land at Berea road and West 114th street from W. H.

Cooley. His plans are not announced.

The plant of the Mills-Carleton Lumber Company on Carter road was

saved by the heroic work of firemen when a $6,000 fire swept the adjoining

plant of the Smith Facing and Supply Company.

Arch C. Klumph, president of the Cu.vahoga Lumber Company, returned

recently from Atlanta, Ga., where he presided at the annual meeting of the

International Association of Rotary Clubs.

The Rocky River Dry Dock Company is making demands for oak for

keel and framing for a fleet of submarine chasers being built for the

United States Government.

C. H. Foote announced that the C. H. Foote Lumber Company will be

split into two companies, a new company of the same name to conduct an

exclusive carload business, while a retail yard will be opened in Harvard

avenue under the charge of E. A. Rosendale and T. E. Doherty of the old

company. A new shed has been completed at the retail yard. Mr. Foote

will be interested in both, but will give a greater part of his time to the

wholesale business.

Frank Chesneu, formerly with the Lake Erie Lumber and Supply Com-

pany, is acting manager of the new yard of the Miles Avenue Lumber

Company.
The new boiler house of the Cleveland Cooperage Company wUl be com-

pleted within a month according to C. C. Berry, secretary. On all new

orders this firm is increasing Its prices about 5 per cent to cover Increased

cost of labor and materials.

The steamer George King from Cutler and the barge R. Botsford from

Little Current arrived June 12 with lumber for the Saginaw Bay Company

of this city. The Mills-Carleton Lumber Company is consignee of a cargo

of lumber on the steamer D. W. Mills, from Duluth. Other cargoes of

lumber to reach this port were the steamer M. A. McGregor from Spanish

Mills, and the schooners Teiitonia from Thessalon and Thomas Gawn

from Spanish Mills, all three on June IS.

A twostory addition, 55x65 feet, is being added to the plant of the EtUng

Lumber and Manufacturing Company, Barberton, O.
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E. A. Mercadal Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND COMMISSION
953 National Life Bldg., CHICAGO

Northern Hardwoods Southern Hardwoods

3 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. & 1 car 4/4 Fas Tupelo Gum
Better Birch

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. &
Better Birch

5 cars 1" No. 3 Maple

1 car 1" No. 2 Birch

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Com. Oak
1 car 4/4 No. 2 Com. Oak

1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common
Tupelo Gum

2 cars No. 2 Merchantable
Hemlock

2 cars 1x4 Merchantable
Hemlock Strips

1 car 1 " Fas Basswood
Strips

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Imlianaijolis lunilHTnu'U havt- lost in thoir rampai^'u to iiului-e the war

ilfpartnu'Dt to establish another traiuinj; ramp near Imlianapnlis, Louis-

ville, K.V.. havintr won in the contest that was (<]inluete<l vipn-ously by

several cities in the MiiMIe West. Imlianapolis lunilnTnieu siibsi-rilieil $ln.-

000 to a fund which was to have been used to huy a camp site to be turned

over to the government. Disappointment is not felt keenly here because

of the large amount of construction work that is being done at Fort Benja-

min Harrison, where about 12JK)0 men already are under arms. The post

is being enlarged from a regimental to a divisional heatlquarters and the

trade is being kept extremely busy in fullilling the government's re<iuire-

nients for lumber.

Five furniture manufacturing companies of Shelby ville, I ml., have
adopted a bonus salary plan for their 4-niployes. The plan became effective

June 15. I'ncler the plan the men will receive a per cent of their weekly

wages as a bonus. Coupons will be issued weekly to employes and these

coupons will be cashed at intervals of fourteen weeks. Charles A. Spiegel,

of the Spiegel I'^urniture Company said the payrolls of the live plants would

be increased .f20,(M)0 a year by the change.

The J. T. Kitchen Lumber Company of Columbus. Inrl.. has just paiti

Thomas Cox $ll.nOO for an SO-acre tract of tindierland near that city,

ctmsistlng mostly of white oak and poplar. John Kitchen, president of

the company, said that 'lOO.OOO feet of lumber wouhl l>e cut from the

tract.

The C. C. Shaler Lumber Company of South lU-ntl. Ind.. has purchased

an SO-acre tract of heavily wooded tlmberland near lUichanan. Mich.,

for $25,000. The company will erect a plant on the tract in the near

future.

Incorporation papers have been Issued ftir the J. A. <;ianton Furniture

Company of (Vdumbus, Ind.. which has a capitalization of .^fUi.noo. Di-

rectors are James ,V. (Ilanton, Clarence <'. McCcdlough ami John W. Kellcy.

The John Montano Lundn'r Company, T'nion i'ity. !nd.. has been incor-

porated with a capitalization of $15.(100, the directors being John Mon-
tano, Emmet Mabcr and Cyrus M. Thompson.

=-< MEMPHIS >-=

Memphis hunbermen who attended the annual of the Natiounl ilardwooii

Lumber Association at Chicago have returtied and they n-port that the

meeting was one of the most successful in tin- history of this organization.

Much pleasure was expressed over the patriotic spirit displayed l>y every-

body who took part in the prr>ceediugs and there was also not a littU*

gratification over the adoption of the greater portion of the recouimenila-

tions of the inspections rules committee. A gentleman officially con-

nected with this <nmmittee is authority for the statement that the changes
made in the inspectlipu rules will go a long way toward restoring harmony
among tin' lumbermen and toward strengthening the hands of ibis already

powerful body <d' iuriilper interests.

F. \V. Dugan, president of the F. W. Dugan Lumber Company, reports

that his tirm has purchased the tindn'r on l.Ooo acres of land in Mont-
gomery county, Mississippi, consisting principally of oak, ash, cottonwood
and gum. and that the mill of the company, which has been operated

for some years at Roundaway. Miss., will be removed In the near future

to Thurman, Miss., which Is near the new holdings. This company main-

tains its headquarters in Memphis.
Col. S. H. An<lerson. president of the Anderson-Tully Company, has

undertaken to secure en(uigh money from the lundtermen of Memphis and
vicinity to take care of 100 orphans In France for a period of two years.

It will require approximately .$7.oOO, but C<d. Anderson believes that, when
the liberality of Memphis lumbermen Is coupled with a cause so worthy as

that represented by the fatherless children of France society, there will

be no difficulty in securing the necessary funds. In any event he has
pledged his best efforts in behalf of the orphans 1o the local branch of this

society and will make his report later.

.\mong lumber and allied firms which contriluiled largely to the pir

campaign Red Cross fund in Memphis this week were : Anderson-Tully

Company, $1,000 ; Pidgeon-Thomas Iron Comi)any, $1,000 : Reichman-
t'roshy Company, $1,000 ; Memphis Furniture Manufacturing Company,
$1,000, and Gayoso Lumber Company, $500. There is no doubt that all of

the lumber interests of Memphis will respond generously to the call of

the nation for Red Cross funds this week but the foregoing were secured

ahead of the opening of the actual campaign so that the movement might
be launched und'>r the most favorable conditions.

S. M. Nickey of the Green lliver Lumber Company, says that it will be

several months before the mill of this firm now being rebuilt in North
Memphis to replace that destroyed liy fire some time ago will be ready

for operation. Mr. Nickey says that the machinery manufacturers are

all slow with deliveries now because of the rush they are encountering

imt. that, in addition to this delay, a still fui-ther one lias been caused by

the retiuisition by the government of some of the equipment intended for

this plant.

,
F. E. Gary of the Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Company says the car situa-

tion is still Quite irregular and that, because of the uncertainty of the

situation in this respect, it is rather difficult to map out or accomplish

any definite line of action in the manufacture of lumlier. He says that

liis firm, which owns two mills in Mississippi, is operating only one of

these at present, largely because of insufficient car supply. He says that

there are dflys when there are plenty of cars but that, just when it looks

as if the transportation fiituation was adjusting itself to a satisfactory

l)asis. there is a run of days when practically no equipment is available,

nther lumtier manufacturers in Mississippi and Arkansas are encounter-

ing a similar proldem.

LumbiTmen realize the seriousness of the car situation not only for

the pri'srnt liut also for the future and they are co-operating with the

carriers in every way. They enjoy the distinction of lieing among the

first shippers in this part of the country to load cars to their full capacity

and they also enjoy the distinction of telling the carriers how they might
nuiterially improve the situation by more frequent switching. The lum-

liernuui are refusing to sell small quantities of lumlier requiring only part

of the available space in a ear and are trying to bring their selling basis

in line so that It is possllde to sidp a full car load every time an (U'der

goes out.

There is rather more building activity in Mi-miibis just now than dur-

ing the past few weeks, l^ulte a lull appeared during May and com-

paratively little was accomplished. Returning confidence, however, is

bringing about a renewal of building en a more aggressive scale and good
n-turns for Memphis nuiy be expected for the current month.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
.XftiT Itt'inK down for soverul wofks the Louisville Point Liiml)er Coin-

piiny on .Iiini' IS starti'il its Louisville mill, ami Is lUttinK oal;, ash. poiilar.

elm anil other luirdwotiils. priiicipally thick storks, which ai'e in Itij! deinainl

at this time.

'i'he Chui-ihlll Milton Luniher Company on .lune IS started Its new hard-

wood plant at (Jri'enwood, Miss., which will have a daily capacity, with its

ih.ulde liand mill, of a little more thiin lOO.tHIo feet of hardwood dally. The
company will cut principally red thdta gnni, ash. oak ami elm. nht>ut ei;;hty

per cent of the cut bciny of i;um. The other mill at tilcndora. Miss., has a

capacity of ."ill.iMKt feet daily, giving the eomiiaiiy a total cai>acily of a little

better than a,(i(i(i,00(l feet n month.
The Wood-.Mosaic Company, New Albany, Ind., and Ilighland I'ark, Ky,,

recently ijurt-hased (he tindter on the i,.->00 acre Sears estate, at Scotts-

ville, Ky., the property heiny sold at the court housi^ door, ami purchased
liy O. L. Hayes, representini; the lund)er company, for $H7.()T."i. The land

was sold separately for ,$24,0(10 to other parties. The Wood-Mosaic Cimi-

l>any will cut the timber and ship it to the mills at Louisville and New
.\Ibany.

Louisville ln!nt>erinen and citntractors, those tlealing in both soft and
hardwoods, are watching with much interest the recent announcement of

the K.ivernment to the effei't that one of the cantonments would be estab-

lished at Louisville. On ,Inne 18 word was received from Washington,
stating that the Mason-IIanKer Company of Richmond and Ijcxington,

Ky., with other offices in New York, had been given the general contract

on a pcrccntagi' l)asis. under which net proHts are not to exceed ,$22."i.(i(1il,

,\ nundier of large local contracting concerns and lumber houses en<leavorcd

to land the contract, but ligiire that they will probably get a nnndier id" the

subcontracts and supply contracts im the work. It is estimated that it

will cost close to .fCi.ooo.ooo to erect the camp, and that when It is com-

pleted the government will spend $1,500,000 nomthiy on supplies and in

paying salaries. Local utility concerns will also expend about a half

million in extending service lines to the new camp site.

'the demand for lalau' is growing at .such a pace that some of tbc> local

ncwspaiiers have announced that in the future they will take no advertis-

ing for labor to go out of Louisville, Carpenters are especially scarce, as

most of the building that has been done during (lie past few months has

been of frame. It is estimaled that 8,000 biliorers will be required In

building the new government camp, which will house sr^OOO or more men
from Kentucky and Indiana. This will cause a still greater demand for

labor, and some will have to be brought In from the outside, .'^awudlis

have been having considerable trouble, and In some cases have closed down
:iTid sent the mill forces into (be woods to aid in getting out timber.

.Members of the I Isvllb' Ilnrdwood CIiil. rcii^ntly gathcreil at the

All Three of Ut Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Devil's Kitchen," Bauer's Koailliouse, for the first outing and ehicken
ilinncr of the season, and throughout the hot summer months the meet-
ings will be held in the open at a string of nearby roadhouses' when the
weather will permit. The $3 fine tor non-attendance at meetings could

.
easily have been eliminated at the chicken dinner, as everyone was repre-

sented well, in spite of the fact that some of the members had already left

for Chicago to attend the National convention. The business sessi(m was
given over to rliscussing the hardwcod market situation, and the prospects

for business in connection with the government's announcement concern-

ing the training camp at Louisville.

In discussing the hardwood situation several of the members stated

that the car shortage was still giving them considerable trouble, but that
shipments were moving better than for some time past. It was the con-

sensus of opinion that th^ big sellers were oak, elm, hickory, ash and
pcpplar, all of these woods being in big demand and at good advance iu

price. Gum is still in good demanfl and at a good price, and apparently
the advani'e has not cut into the demand to any appreciable extent. H.-ud

maple, cottonwood, beech and cherr.v are all higher ami scarcer, and iu

good demand.
The Corey-Scheffel Lumber Company, Louisville, recently filed amended

articles of incorporation, increasing its capital stock from $.311,000 to

$100,000, divided into 77,") shares of common, and 225 shares of preferred,

par value $100. The amendment was signeil by A. J, Corey, Edward A.

.ScheCfel and Frank Geruert, representing more than two-thirds of the

capital stock outstanding.
As a result of the recent fire at Lexington, Ky,, in which a block of old

buildings were burned, the city has started a general- campaign against

frame buildings and old shacks. The first result of this campaign was
shown last week when the Curram Lundier Company was notified that it

would have to move its plant and yards from Church and Limestone streets

to a point outside of the fire district. Notice was served by Col. Edwnnl
M. Ilite, deputy state tire marshal, acting on advice of the attorney

general.
,

Col. C. C. Mengel. head of C. C. Meugel & Bro. Company, on June Is

subscribed $.'J,ooo to the Louisville Red Cross fund of $225,000, over

$100,000 being subscribed within a few minutes by a few of the wealthier

residents of the city, and the campaign getting a flying start.

Louisville lundiermen <liil their full share in aiding in the recent Liberty

Loan Campaign in Louisville, which resulted in oversubscription of

$2,324,305 within a two day campaign to raise $5,000,000, as Louisville's

allottment of the issue. Tliis indi<ates that the city is in excellent finan-

cial condition.

W. A. Watts of the Holly Ridge Lumber Company and the Chess &
Wymonil Company is demonstrating his good fellowship along with nuiny

other local lumbermen who are nu-ndiers of the Audubon Country Club.

Engineers, surveying for the new military camp, recently found that it

would be necessary to take a portion of the ground of the club, incUuling

four holes of the fine eighteen hole golf course, in order to properly lay

out the camp. The club members through a spirit of patriotism, and also

in recognition of what the camp means to Louisville, have nearly all signi-

fied their willingness to give up the entire course if such action is neces-

sary. Plans are being discussed for working in four holes at another por-

tion of the course, and renumbering the present holes. This will mean a

lot of work and will also put a portion of the course out of the running

for a time.

At Winchester, Ky., the Winchester Lumber and Manufacturing Com-
pany is spending $5,000 on additional machinery with which to hustle up
some contracts on table bases, feet, pedestals, etc., for extension tables. The
materials are finished up partly at Winchester and shipped east to a finish-

ing and assembling plant. The contract will run for about two years.

About a ear of material a day is being shipped out in all. .\ number of

period turnings are being made on three lathes, while a fourth is turning

out tiOO pedestals a day, and special lathe is to be Installed to tur uout

cabriole legs for Queen Anne styles, and five Sanders are kept busy.

The Mason Lumber Company, Maysville, Ky.. which recently announced

that it would ilispose of its lumlier business in order to devote its time

to furniture manufacturing, recently advertised au auction sale of all of

its woodworking machinery in the lumber department, and experienced a

good sale.

At Louisville the Kentucky Wagon Manufacturing Company, R. V. Board,

president, has just announced that it has been notified by the government

that it has been selected to assemble all the motor ambulances for the

r. S. Army. The contract was closed by Capt. John r. Fletcher, V. S.

•Vrmy Quartermaster's Department. Bodies and machinery from various

plants will he brought to the Louisville plant for assembling, while the

local plant will make certain parts, trim, etc.

Charles J. Daugherty, of the Emergency Shipping Bureau, Washington,
has been visiting the inland river boat plants at Paducah. Ky., Jefferson-

ville, Ind., Point Pleasant, W. Va.. and elsewhere, looking over the ship-

yards, and learning what can be expected from such builders in connec-

tion with building wooden hulls fer ocean going boats. Mr. Daugherty
carried blueprints and dimensions, and discussed the plan of building the

hulls on the inland rivers, and taking them to coast points for their ma-
chinery. While In Paducah, Ky., he conferred with Russell Lord of the

Ayer & Lord Tie Company ; Mike Williams, the Paducah Marine Ways :

the Industrial Committee of the Board of Trade, and the barge department
of the West Kentucky Coal Company.

=< ARKANSAS >•=

The Pioneer Pole and Shaft Company is moving its mill from near
.\rkadelphia in Clark county to Blissville, all of the company's timber
holdings in that region having been cut out,

J. L. Schultz of Norfolk, who also operates yards at Berry, Cotter,
Calico and Flippin. has recently made a number of shiiunents of posts to
Kansas and Nebraska. Reports from Norfolk and other river points show
that cedar shipments have been heavy during the past month. Many rafts
of logs have been run down the river during the recent high water.
Ed Plant of Bradford has recently bought a 200-acre tract of hardwood

tlmberland near Searcy from G. W. Saxes, the consideration being $16,-
000. The new owner expects to ere<'t a sawmill on the laud for the pur-

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

PAUMER & PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony
ENGLISH OAK tfCMCCDC DOMESTIC
CIRCASSIAN WALUT VtNCtRS HARDWOODS

103 Medford Street, Charlestown Dist.

BOSTON, MASS.

WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter sawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPUR
We m&ke a specialty of Oak and Hickory Imple-
ment, Wagon and Vehicle Stock in the roug:b.

Y our Inquiries ssMclts d

ARUNGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

WM. WHITMER Qi. SONS
INCOBPOItATKB

Mamufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Can,

W« C«a"

HARDWOODS
West Virsiaia Sprue* aa<l Hemlock

Lone *^^ Short Leaf Pino Virfiaia Fraaung

Fjiance Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville
Hertford "

S.C. (

'ille, N. C. \
I, N. C. (

) Porterwood, W. Va.

MILLS \ WUdeU,W.Va.
* Mill Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN OFFICE: PITTSBURGH, PA.
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WOULDN'T IT BE WISE TO
ANTICIPATE YOUR REQUIRE-
MENTS BEFORE A POSSIBLE
ADVANCE IN FREIGHT RATES?

If you have delayed because you couldn't get
the lumber don't stop until you have tried us, as
our stock of hardwood lumber for the factory
trade is the most complete in the North.

We also have a complete assortment of white
pine, hemlock and tamarack.

In the hardwood end the stock runs especially

heavy on THICK MAPLE, BIRCH and ELM.

Here are a few SPECIAL ITEMS OF DRY STOCK
which we have for quick sale:

100 M' 4 4' No. I Com. & Btr.
Basswood, 10 & 12'

20« M' S 4" No. 2 Com. & Btr.
Basswood

1 car 1x4" 2-face Birch strips
150 M' 5 4" No. 1 and No. 2 Com.

Birch
75 M' 6 4" No. 1 Com. Birch
100 M' 6 4" No. 3 Com. Birch
75 M' 6 4" 1st & 2nds Selected

Red Birch

40 M' 8 4" 1st & 2nds Selected
d Red Birch

100 M' 8 4
" 1st & 2nds Unse-

lected Birch

100 M' 6 4" No. I Com. & Btr.
Hard Maple

100 M' 8 4" No. 2 Com. Hard
i Maple
NlOOM' 4 4 " No. 1 and No. 2 Com.

Soft Elm

MASON-DONALDSON LUMBER CO.

RHINELANDER, WIS.

AnJ remember our

Specialty

always was

Mixed
Cars

pose of cutting and manufacturing the timber into lumber. When the

timber has all been removed the land will be prepared for agriculture.

The Southern Hardwood Company, Plymouth, Ind., has filed a certifi-

cate with the secretary of state of Arkansas showing the surrender of its

charter.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
The H. G. Mueller Lumber &. Manufacturing Company, Sheboygan, has

filed an instrument with the registrar of deeds changing its name to the

H. C. Mueller Manufacturing Company. The petition also provides for

an increase of capital from ?32,000 to $60,000.

About 700,000 feet of logs and bark belonging to the B. Heineman
Lumber Company, Wausau, which were piled on the Guenther branch of

the Milwaukee road east of Knowlton, were totally destroyed by fire a

short time ago. The Underwood Veneer Company also lost a large amount
of logs and cut wood in a blaze.

A part of the Webster sawmill in Clam River was recently destroyed

by a fire.

Fire believed to have been of incendiary origin recently destroyed the

sawmill of the Stevens Lumber Company, Rhinelander, with a loss of

$40,000. It was the third fire at the mill within three weeks. The city

council is considering plans to restore the establishment to operating

conditions. Two hundred men were thrown out of employment.

The Diamond Match Company, Oshkosh, is building a new plant,

100x240 feet, four stories high and of brick construction. The new
structure means the employment of an additional force of 400 men and
a fifty per cent increase in output. The factory will be the largest of

the many plants operated in various parts of the country by this company.

Between 1,500 and 2,000 men working in the mills of Marinette. Wis.,

and Menominee, Mich., are to benefit by a wage increase. The J. W. Wells

Lumber Company has posted notice of a raise of fifteen cents a day, the

order having gone into eCEect June 1. The Sawyer-Goodman Lumber
Company, the largest on the Menominee river, and the Marinette and
Menominee Box Company made similar announcements.

Some of the heaviest losers of timber through the forest fires which
ravaged the northern part of the state last month have worked on plants

to salvage damaged tracts. All timber killed by fire at this time of the

year soon deteriorates, and jack pine, of which large quantities were
damaged, is especially prone to do so. This being true, the necessity for

Immediate and extensive operation Is imperative if the hundreds of

thousands of dollars' worth of firc-kllled timber is to be usefully applied.

The sawmill of the Stearns Lumber Company, Washburn, has been

started on its run for the season.

The mill of the Lake Shore Lumber Company, Washburn, also has

begun operations and Is now running full blast. It is expected that a
good supply of logs will be maintained all the time.

The sawmill of the Bauer & Khoop Lumber Company, Butternut, has
finished its season cut, totalling 000,000 foot.

The warehouse of the Ludington Company, lumber and shingle manu-
facturer, Marinette, was recently destroyed in a fire which caused a loss

between $2,500 and $3,000. The insurance carried amounted to $2,000.

That income on an investment made prior to the enactment of the

present Income tax law but which pays returns at the present time is

assessable under the income statutes was demonstrated in a recent de-

cision of the Wisconsin state supreme court in the case of the Sallle Moon
ConHMny, which claimed returns from an Investment In the Northwestern
Lumber Company insulated against taxation because the returns were
earned before the law became effective. The decision of the court de-

clares that the Incomes are taxed when they actually accrue to the

beneficiary.

A wind "hitting It up" at a velocity of about forty miles an hour

recently snapped a twenty-flve foot section off the big smoke stack at

the sawmill plant of the New Dells Lumber Company, Eau Claire. The
only damage lay in slight impairment of machinery. Both the sawmill

and the planing mill arc shut down to permit completion of repairs.

The Stearns Lumber Company, Ashland, recently started out a tug in

search of a raft of logs which got away from the tug Bayfield during a

recent storm.

Elevation of a smokestack over 100 feet high has been completed at

the new sawmill of the Fish Lumber Company in course of construction

in Antlgo. An American flag floats freely above the new vent.

The Stolper Cooperage Company, Milwaukee, has awarded contracts

for the erection of a cooper shop, 50x130 feet, at 3200 Fond du Lac
avenue, Milwaukee.

The Milwaukee Washing Machine Company has filed an amendment to

its articles of incorporation changing its name to the Markesan Laundry
Machinery Company.

The stockholders of the Stoughton Wagon Company, Stoughtoc, re-

cently held their annual meeting and re-elected the entire roll of

directors. The directors elected the following oilicers : President, F. J.

Vca; vice-president, Henry Beattle; secretary, W. C. Hcgelmeyer ; treas-

\irer, M. M. J. Yea. The total sales during the past fiscal year of the

company amounted to about a million dollars.

Several lumber concerns of Milwaukee are expected soon to Join the

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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foreign trade bureau recently organized as a part or ttie Merchants and
Manufacturers' Association for the development of foreign business for

the benefit of MUwauk-'e industries.

The body of Charles Curry Chase, vice-president of the Banderob-
Chase Furniture Company, Oshkosh, recently was found in the basement
of his home. No. 2 West Algoma street. It is supposed he was killed by

the accidental explosion of a shotgun which he had fastened in a vise for

cleaning. He was prominent in civic life. His widow and three daugh-
ters survive him.

The dedication of the soldiers' monument being erected by former U. S.

Senator Isaac Stephenson, lumberman, on the island near his home city,

Marinette, will take place on July 4. The former senator recently cele-

brated his eighty-eighth birthday.

Blood poisoning recently developed in the right arm of Richard McLean,
general manager of the X. Stephenson Company plant in Wells, Mich. A
wood sliver that entered his finger was the direct cause of the malady.
An operation was performed in Chicago, and Mr. McLean is at present

confined to his home.
Several Wisconsin lumber companies are reported to have formal com-

plaints issued against them by the Federal Trade Commission as a result

of the investigations held in connection with charges of conspiracy to

stifle competition from mail order houses.

C. E. Snyder, for seventeen years in the employ of the I. Stephenson
Compan.v and lately in charge of its lumber yards at Escanaba, Mich.,

has accepted a position as Delta county, Mich., representative of the

Equitable Life Insurance Company.
The new plant of the Wausau Manufacturing Company is rapidly being

pushed to completion to take care of the many orders of thp company.
Tile Hardwood Products Company, during the recent campaign for the

Liberty Loan, notified its employes how the bonds could be purchased
with facility through the company. The suggestion was an inspiration

and in twenty-four hours the men employed by the concern had subscribed

to .$2,400 worth of Uncle Sam's mortgages.
Lumber takpn out of the old Elizabeth hotel. Fifth and National ave-

nues, Milwaukee, which was built a hundred years ago, is as good as new
In all respects.

C. F. Wiche, secretary of the Edward Hines Lumber Company, Chicago,

recently was united in marriage to Mrs. Florence Earl Lounsbury of Lake
Mills, Wis.

The following officers were elected at the eighth annual meeting of

stockholders of the Rice Lake Lumber Company : President, O. H. In-

gram ; vice-president, William Carson ; secretary, Orrln Ingram ; assistant

secretary. E. B. Ingram ; treasurer, W. K. Coffin.

The tug J. D. Kylor, loaded with lumber, recently was towed into port

at Marinette to undergo repairs of damage sustained in a severe gale on
the lakes.

The Mohr Lumber Company, which began operations in Tomahawk
last spring, has remodeled a part of its veneer plant into a planing mill.

It was planned at first to erect a new building for the accommodation
of the planing plant, but upon investigation it was found that the erec-

tion of a new structure would cramp the facilities of the yards in general.

The A. E. White Machine Works, sawmill machinery, Eau Claire, will

erect a new building in that city.

Mrs. Oliver P. Pillsbury, widow of Oliver P. Pillsbury, prominent Wis-
consin lumberman who died in 1S90, recently passed away in Milwaukee
hospital, Milwaukee, after an illness of only a few hours.

The sawmill of the Lake Shore Lumber Company, Washburn, recently •

began work on a big-season run.

One of the finest buildings for housing horses in Taylor county is the

stable being built by the Rib Lake Lumber Company, Rib Lake. It is

38x150 feet in dimensions.

There is a probability that the logs of the Mason-Donaldson Lumber
Company. Rhinelander, will be sawed by the Keith & Hiles mill in Cran-

don. The Mason-Donaldson firm had always secured sawing service at

the mill of the Stevens Company, recently destroyed by fire.

The Wisconsin & Michigan Railway Company, operating a short main
line and a logging road between Peshtigo, Wis., and Iron Mountain, Mich.,

recently was denied exemption from the provisions of the Adamson law
by Federal Judge Geiger.

Ralph A. Wagers, well-known lumber dealer of northern Wisconsin,

has entered the firm of Kellogg Brothers Lumber Company, Clintonville,

Wis., and has been named secretary of the concern.

The Lawson Aircraft Company, recently organized by Alfred W. Law-
son, has obtained its first factory and equipprd it for the manufacture of

airplanes. The company has also taken over two woodworking shops in

Green Bay. Lawrence Allison, formerly with the Curtiss, the Standard
and the Burgess companies, is chief engineer. Lee Wallace, who has
had ten years of experience with airplanes, first with the Christoferson

Company, Califoi-nia. and later with the Curtiss, is chief designer. Rudy
Sanders, formerly with the Standard, is assistant designer.

The New Dells Lumber Company, Eau Claire, has been ordered by the

Wisconsin supreme court to pay damages to five employes and two widows
in accordance with a recent decision of the state industrial commission.

It was found that the company had negligently furnished the employes
with drinking water infected with typhoid germs, two of the men dying

as the result of typhoid fever.

"Life ain't in holdin' a good hand 'but in playin' a pore hand toell."—The Old Cattleman.

Stocks are badly broken, yet here

is what we have to o£Fer in

DRY LUMBER
for

Immediate Shipment

Northern Stock
2 cars 1" L. R. Black Ash.

3 cars 1" 1 & 2 Birch.

3 cars 1" No. 1 C. Birch.

2 cars 11/2" C.&B. Birch.

2 cars II4" No. 1 & No. 2 C. Birch.

5 cars 1" No. 2 & No. 3 C. Birch.

2 cars 1" No. 1 C. Red Birch.

1 car 1" No. 3 C. Basswood.

3 cars ll^" No. 1 & No. 2 C. Maple.

6 cars 1" No. 3 C. Maple.

2 cars ll/o" No. 3 C. Maple.

4 cars 1%" No. 3 C. Maple.

2 cars 1%" No. 3 C. Maple.

6 cars 2" No. 3 C. Maple.

1 car 1" No. 3 C. Oak.

Can be surfaced and resawed if desired.

Southern Stock

3 cars 2" C. & B. Red Gum.

4 cars 1" No. 2 C. Sap Gum.

3 cars 1" 1 & 2 Quartered Wliite Oak.

5 cars 1" No. 1 C. Quartered White Oak.

4 cars 1" No. 2 C. Quartered White Oak.

1 car 11/4" 1 & 2 Quartered White Oak.^

1 car'2" l'& 2 Quartered White Oak.

7 cars 1" 1 & 2 White Oak.

6 cars 1" No. 1 C. White Oak.

8 cars 1" No. 2 C. White Oak.

At our Arkansas and Wisconsin plants we are

daily putting new stock into pile, whose texture

and quality will appeal to the careful buytt"

THE

G.W. JONES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers of

Northern and Southern Hardwoods

APPLETON, WISCONSIN
SOLITHERN PLANT

FORREST CITY MFG. COMPANY, Forrest City, Ark.

All Three of U»- WUl Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 C*LBRAIN AVENUE

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible auick delivery of anything in timber and hardwood
lumber

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

MANUKACTUKEKS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and CUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, roufh or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

The Jacob Mortenson Lumher Company, Wausau. shipped 159 carloads

of logs from liosholt this weason. • In all aiMiiit $14,000 was paid to

farmers in that vicinity, and the average price paid iier thousand feet

un the stmp was $14.

llecause the new sawmill of the Yawkey-Bissell Company, at White Lake,

Wis., is situated partly in sectioL 1(J and partly in section 21. school

district No. 1. including the village of White Lake and the site of the

new graded school building to be erected, desires to annex section 16

from district No. 4. and the result is a merry dispute.

V. W. Coye, Stevens Point, is no longer connected with the Coye Furni-

ture Company, of that city, recently combined with the Jocrns Brothers

plant and now operated under .Toerns management.

The Crocker Chair Company. Sheltoygan, recently was incorporated in

Springfield. III., to do business in that state. The capital stock of the

euneern is .'fl.lOD.OOti, of which $T1,(UJ7 is iu Illinois. .

Kive hundred men were supplied the logging camps during tlie m<iutli

of May. tills year, by the Milwaukee Free Eriiphiymeut Bureau.

The Silent Washer Company will build a new. modern factory iu

Clintonville.

The iireen Bay IManing Mill Company has purchased the first automo-
bile truck to lie turned uut by the Oneida Motor Truck Company, iu

(Jreen Bay.

t'oDsl ruction of the new factory of the Manitowoc Seating Company,
Majiitowoc, soon, will be started. The following have been elected

directors of the concern : Thomas E. Torrison, Emil Baensch, J. G.

Lchmkuhl. Charles Spindler. M. li. Murphy, K. M. Platl and Kmil Tietgen.

The 4'ity of Milwaukee has enacted an onlinance providing for a fine

of not more than fifty dollars and not less than ten dollars for any per-

sons maintaining a blower or blower fan in any factory, shop or out of

d<inrs. the noise of which annoys r'*ople iivins in the district.

The buildings of the Uacine-Sattley Company, farm impb'inents and
vehicles, formerly the home of the Uacine Wagon & Cariaage Company,
located at Uacine .Tun< tiou. have Iieen purchased by I-ogau Hay of

Si.rlngfic'hl. 111., for .<;::oo.(H)o.

%^^5t;>^^^^^^:j^t^;^i;^;^;^>ii;^^

The Hardwood Market

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory

We Manufacture
Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

\\C hnrc /or xale 1 car 3" /'AN Poplar; 1 tar 2M" Xo. 1 Cummon
Imilur: l car S-l, l-'.\s I'hiin Itrd 0,iU, drii, 2 cars 6-^ FAS
I'liiiii rial (Ink, il'nj

I cur \ It. 1 t ommcll
1 car

Ash a lift

1 Vtimmtiii Qtil. lied 0(i/,-.-

(j .'/ f'liiii. it- Hcttcr Hirkori/.

At Ttvo Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

The Tegge Lumber Coi

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

-< CHICAGO >-

I'onditinns in tin* building trades in Chicagij continue to slump with fur-

ther increasi- in the cost of all materials going into buibling construction.

It can hardly be said, though, that there has been any serious change in

Ihis direction from the citnditions whi<'h prevailed a couide of weeks ago.

Iliiwcver, lack of activity in tbis lie.d is not clTccting any Hardship in hanl-

w.iod circles, as traih' is holding up c()nsistently in almost all other lines,

ancl the summary of the situation reveals continuetl strength in all direc-

tions antl constantly niounllng values. There bas been no break anywhere
in the hardwood lists ami with continued scarcity of stocks and the proba-

bility that nothing can be done in the near future to augment supplies, no
one is lo((king ^or any apiireciable softening in the growing prices.

=•< BUFFALO >=
The hardwood trade i> cjiiite active in snnie departments, though in

others business is not sn satisfact^iry as is usual at this season. Many
manufacturers are in the market for stock and local yards are supplying a

large share of what is wanted. Trade runs ti> quite a number of different

wtioils. Including principally maple, oak, birch, ash and cliestnut. Every-

thing in the low-grade line is greatly in demand ami supplies are not

accumulating in any of the woods mostly used for crating auU l)oxiug.

Prices through the hardwood list are generally tirm.

Transportation ditficulties still face the yards iu their efTnrts to get

stocks here pnuuptiy from the southern mills and cars are not so free here

at times as is desired. Shipments for the eastern market are being delayed

by embargoes fnun time to time and nu)re or less trouble of this sort is

expected for some time to come. The Buffalo market is as well supplied

with cars as any other and now that the rush of the grain movement to

the seaboard from here is over, some relief in the car supply is looked for.

A new lumber concern has been formeil here under the name of the

Charles G. Feist Lumber C(mipany. Inc., capital .^lin.uon. Mr. Feist has
been connected with the planing mill and retail lund>er business of the

.Inhn Feist & Sons' Company for a number of y^'nrs past. Ilis associate is

-lames M. Briggs, who has long experience in the .'ielling of Aiiirondack

spruce and hardwoorls. and who was fornu'riy in business for himself here.

The olHce of the companv is at Mlli Mutiia! Lite building.

:< PITTSBURGH >.=

• 'iiiKliiions in the liiirdHooil marUi't luri' ;u:- ociiisliU'ialil.v iipsi't liy the

Ci'iieial war iiufi'i'laliitlcs anil thi' rallroail -^iniation. Wluili'snlers arc
at a l"ss to know Imw tn stia|>c> up tlii'lr liilsiai'ss pulley for tlir next six

All Three of Ut Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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mouths or yt^ar. Demand from the railroads for oak and heavy brid?:e

timber keeps very good. Big manufacturing concerns are using a largo

amount of luml^er for extensions and repairs as well as for new plants.

The demand from the automobile and furniture manufacturers is also

first class. Many of these concerns, however, are buying now with a view

to covering their needs for fall and winter or stocks which they diil not

secure on former orders placed. The yard trade is decidedly disappoint

ing. Building has fallen down in most places leaving yards well supplied

witJi lumber for their summer trade. The car supply is better on sonu'

roads than it has been for a long time, but in general, however, thr

improvement has not been very marked. Hardwood mills are badly haudi-

cappod by a lack of labor just now as the harvesting season has begun.

and their cut on this account will he considerably less than was desired.

^-< BOSTON >--

Quotations on all items are stiff at latest advances, with some further

new records on heavy stock. The reports of coming transportation cou-

ditions when building material cannot be moved, unless in very limited

amonnts. have brought about a decline in oiierations as shown liy con-

struction and contract figures. A further effect is the desire of many
large inquirers to get the stock green or dry shipment any time, thus show-

ing an intention to endeavor to build up reserve supplies if possible. The
disposition to meet rising prices by necessity buying and depletion of

stock on hand has finally resulted in very large current needs of insistent

character and a very restricted ability to "'bridge over" on delayed arrivals.

A belief that lumlier will not recede, at least not for some time, is appar-

ently becoming fixed in the minds of industrial operators, as they are now
purchasing for the future. This policy in the interests of their own safety

and economy will maintain a large demand for stock, coming as it does

during the period of special needs such as shipbuilding, camp ctmstruc-

tiou and other unusual uses br(ui::ht about iiv the war.

< BALTIMORE >.=

The hardwood situation continues to be unsatisfactory in a way and
satisfactory in others—satisfactory because of the very active inquiry

that prevails and the high prices that can he obtained, and unsatisfactory

because none of the drawbacks to distril)ution have so far been over-

come. At this time Baltimore is practically cut off from receipts of

lumber from the South, all of the railroads being embargoed. The yellow

pine men are able to get transportation hy water whenever the rates are

not prohibitive, which is practically all the time ; while the railroads

simply refuse to book shipments for this city and beyond. To take care

of current requirements is, therefore, uncertain, which, naturally, makes
the inquiry all the more insistent, since the buyers must expect delay aud
have to order a long time in advance on the prospect that eventually

some of the shipments will get through. The producers, for their part,

are troubled by Ihe labor shortage, which prevents many of them from
attaining anything like their fuH capacity and holds stocks down to pro-

portions where the needs of the buyers cannot always be met.

Even where mills have an adequate selection they are not in a posi-

tion to take care of the orders that come in. aud the whole trade is in a

more or less unsettled state. Everyone goes ahead from day to day, not

knowing what the morrow may bring forth, and the draft is awaited with
the feeling that the working forces of plants and yards will be dis-

organized to a material extent. Prices ai'e unsettled, too, in the way of

having no especially fixed level. Much depends upon the individual cir-

cumstances of each transaction. It a buyer must have lumber in a great

hurry he will pay almost any figure, and if he can take his time he may
obtain stocks at a considerably lower price, though even the low prices

are high, comparatively speaking. In a general way, it is to be said

that the demand exceeds the offerii gs, and many of the yards have seen

their stocks greatly reduced in recent months, without the ability to make
good the withdrawals.

Assortments on the whole are far smaller than they were during the

early spring, and more or less apprehension is now expressed that ade-

quate assortments may become a rarity before very long. Though this

is the quiet season of the year for the furniture manufacturers, they
have been buying lumber with some freedom. The furniture exposition

will be held in New York next month, and until after that event the manu-
facturers will be disposed to go slow : but in spite of this fact consider-

able interest is manifested in the offerings of lumber, and many inquiries

are sent out. Although almost no oak is going to foreign countries now.
the domestic market is very firm or higher. Other hardwoods are in

proportion. The sellers, therefore, have every incentive in the returns

to take orders, liut are restrained by the diflSculty of making shipment,
with the proiluction also held down. Maple flooring and other items are
subject to frequeut revision upward, and no one will venture to say that

the maximum has been reached.

=•< COLUMBUS >
Hardwood trade has ruled firm in every particuUr in Ohio territory

during the past fortnight. Buying on the part of factories is the best

feature, although considerable buying is being done by retailers. Prices
are higher and the tone of the market is generally satisfactory. Lumber-
men anticipate continued high quotations with a steady trade in all items
for the remainder of the summer.

The following stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment

4/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 24,000

5/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 35,000

6/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 74,000

8/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 3,000

4/4 No. 1 & Btr. Birch 51,000

4/4 No. 2 Birch 250,000
4/4 No. 3 Birch 202,000
5/4 No. 3 Birch 28,000
4/4 No. 3 Basswood 25,000

6/4 No. 3 Birch 8,000
4/4 No. 3 Maple 1,000,000

5/4 J^o. 3 Maple 387,000

Ideal

Hardwood
Sawmill

Are putting In pile every month
two and one-half million feet of
choloest Nerthern Michigan Hardwoedi

Stack Lumber Company
Masonville, Michigan

VOU WArwT WIDE STCCK--Wf: HAVE tT

Payson Smith Lumber Co
MINNEAPOLIS, t\/IINN.

8 cars I 1/2" No. 3 Com. & Bet.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

SOFT ELM
1 car I 1/2" No. 2 & Bet.

1 car I J/2" No. 3 Com.
HARD MAPLE

2 cars I" No. 2 & Bet.

2 cars 1
" No. 3 Com.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

Southern Stock

RED OAK
2 cars 3/4 Com. & Bet. Plain

I car 4/4 No. 2 & Bet. Plain

WHITE OAK
I car 2" No. 2 & Bet. Plain

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony BIdg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

Northern Stock

BIRCH
3 cars.J" Com. & Bet. Red
2 cars 1

" No. 2 Com.
6 cars,

lYz" No. I Com. & Bet.

eCAUTIFUL
HVE MEAN rut, OAK NOT TH( MAI

PAYSON-SMtTH LBR.'CO.
HiNNCAPOi.ia, Minn
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Timber, the Greatest

Investment of the Day
While the ghost of "timber famine"
has been pretty thoroughly laid, the records of the

past and the certain trend of the present show beyond
question that the rising of the sun is no more certain

than the steady advance in value of all good timber-

lands bought right.

A LACEY REPORT on a
tract will guarantee the goodness (if it be there) and

our 3? years' experience of sound dealing will assure

the buying right factor.

We have or know where to get what you desire.

Send lor our illustrated booklet.

CHICAGO
nSO itcCormick Bldg.

SEATTLE
626 Henry Bldg.

XLW onLEANS
1213 Whitney-Central Bldg.

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overhead Steam Leillnfl Machinery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK seattli
New Orleans: Woortward. WIrht A Co.. Ltd.

Canada: Canadian Allls-Chalmera. Ltd.. Teronta

Fastories making boxes and implements are tlie best customers at this

time, although some buying is reported from furniture and vehicle concerns.

Factories generally are buying for the present and are not inclined to

stock up to any extent. The high prices apparently are having an effect

on stocking orders. Retail stocks are only fair and dealers are following

the policy of bi2ying for immediate needs only. Certain items on the
yards are scarce. This is especially true of the low grades of poplar and
chestnut.

The car shortage is slightly better and consequently shipments are

coming out better than formerly. Certain southern roads have equipment
returned and the amount of lumber awaiting movement to northern
markets is not so large as a month ago. Motive power is also more
plentiful and congestion at the terminals and transshipment points is

not so marked as formerly. Collections are usually good as money is

apparently easy.

Plain and quartered oak is in good demand and prices are higher.

Chestnut is one of the strong points with sound wormy advancing by
leaps and bounds. Poplar is moving uniformly in all grades. Ash and
basswood are strong and other hardwoods are unchanged.

•<, CLEVELAND y.
The state of the hardwood market in Cleveland is reflected by sub-

stantial rises in several requirements. Hemlock has responded to the

steady demand by a rise of $2 per thousand during the past two weeks.

.\t the present time mills are refusing to book new orders. Oak flooring,

on which a rise in price was recently reported, continues in strong de-

mand and the present price is constantly strengthening. The demand in

this requirement has spread to maple flooring, which shows an upward
tendency. Oak is in demand not only for the usual uses but for keels

and other parts of a fleet of submarine chasers which has been laid down
in an Ohio dockyard.

Stocks of Pacific coast hardwoods are running short on account of the

freight conditions.* The only exception to this is the case of red cedar

shingles which are arriving from the west in considerable quantities and
b;»ve caused a slight weakening of the market. This is considered a tempo-

r:iry condition, as the new stocks are being rapidly taken up. JIaterial

far cooperage purposes is being closely held on account of an expected

future demand, and coopers are announcing average increases of about
live per cent. The situation is similar in shooks. Stocks of cypress are

fairly full, but they are being closely held on account of the uncertainty

of the supplies to replace present stocks. Shipments continue to arrive

from Canada and the western lakes, but bottoms are scarce and the volume
is not suttlcient to affect the market much. Manufacturing requirements

for hardwood have increased in Cleveland with the placing of large orders

IVir government triu-ks here. This requirement has not been an unknown
quantity heretofore, however, as thousands of military trucks have been

turned out by the White, Peerless, Winton and other companies with head-

i|uarters in Cleveland. White trucks were used largely on the Mexican
border and one contract for Peerless trucks by the British Government in-

volved S8.000,000. Kussia has also been a heavy buyer here.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The hardwood market is ruling firm in all departments, the trade re-

porting that It has about all the business it can handle under prevaillDg

I onditions. There has been some improvement In car shortage conditions

and deliveries have been more numerous during the last two weeks.

.\lthough the demand from the building trades has fallen from ten to

twenty-Bve per cent below the demand of last year, the volume of sales

from this source is heavier than might be expected, considering the high

prices. There has been an improvement in the building demand during the

last week or ten days.

Consuming plants not engaged in filling government orders are not buy-

ing quite so heavU.v. The large furniture manufacturing companies
throughout central Indiana report a steady demand for their products,

although orders are not so numerous as they were previous to the coun-

try's entrance into the war. Enough old contracts are on the books, how-
ever, to keep most of the plants operating to capacity.

There has been a marked improvement in the sash and door trade, and
veneer manufacturers And a steady demand for their products at the pre-

vailing high prices. White oak and ash with hickory and box and crate

making materials are strong among the manufacturing plants using large

quantities of these materials. There has not been any weakening in

prices anywhere along the line, the mills reporting that their trade seems
anxious to procure deliveries at any reasonable price.

-< MEMPHIS >.
The hardwood market continues to increase in strength. Demand is

broadening and offerings are not keeping pare therewith. Quotations are

tending toward a higher level and are altogether in favor of the seller.

Bu.vers seemingly appreciate the growing sc:ircity of southern hardwoods
and the probabilities of higher prices. This is indicated by the willingness

with w hich they raise their ideas of value to a high enough level to secure

their wants and by the readiness with which they take one class of lumber
if not able to secure another. There is no i>;irticular change to report In

the relative position of the v;irinus iti-ms. Oum is one of the real leaders

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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in point of botli activity and strength. Tlie higlier grades are finding

ready outlet, while the lower grades continue to pass steadily into box

manufacture at record quotations. The lower grades of Cottonwood are

as strong as the box grades of gum. Demand is exceptionally active and

quotations represent the highest marl; ever witnessed here. Oak is selling

In good volume and at enhanced prices as compared with even a fortnight

ago. Both the higher and lower grades of plain and quartered oak are

wanted at ruling quotations and there is considerable inquiry for later

shipment. The position of ash, hickory and elm is sound and there is a

good demand reported for both the higher and lower grades of cypress.

There is no complaint on the score of either demand or prices so far as

hardwood interests are concerned. They are manufacturing all the lumber

they can because they believe there is going to be a continued active de-

mand at remunerative prices and they are shipping as fast as they can

secure cars. Deliveries are being greatly delayed.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
Wtiile merchants and manufacturers in various lines of business have

adbpted the "Business As Usual" principle, this would be impossible for

the hardwood lumbermen, as business is not as usual, but abnormal,

featuring a tremendous Increase, however, instead of a loss. According

to local manufacturers, business has never been better than at the present

time, the only drawbacks being the uncertainty of the car supply, slow

traffic conditions, and trouble in making deliveries. However, the traffic

situation is much better than it was. The demand for furniture manu-

facturing is oft considerably from what it was. but other lines are im-

proving, truck, auto, wagon and aeroplane manufacturers buying freely,

there being a demand for gunstock material, and other war munitions.

The building trades are showing some improvement locally, and conditions

out in the state are fairly good. Most of the present demand is for thick

stock in ash, elm, hickory, oak and gum. Hickory in 6/4 to S/4 is in good

demand, and oak is active in all thick grades from inch mill culls to 6 and

S/4 common and better. Quartered red oak is not so active as it was due

to the slowing up of the furniture trade. Poplar is good in inch low

grades, and 3/4 and up FAS. Ash is out of sight, the market being

clean as a whistle, and a big demand for all grades and thicknesses.

The supply is so short that ash can hardly be found at any price. Com-

mon and better hard maple, 8/4 and thicker is also very good at this time.

In mahogany and walnut the demand continues big, and plants are very

busy in supplying the demand. All grades of veneers continue active.

=-< MILWAUKEE >•-

The hardwood market throughout Wisconsin remains strong with a

heavy demand for flooring and woods required in the production of crates

and boxes.

Although reports of relief In shipping conditions are cheering parts of

the country, the Improvement is as yet not apparent to any remarkable

degree. The lumber section in the latest official report of the freight traffic

bureau of the Chicago & Northwestern railway indicates that lumber ship-

ments at the present time are running even in amount with those of last

year. The demand this year, however, is very much greater in all divisions

of lumber and what was normally a sufficient supply of cars is hardly

adequate today. Besides, coal tonnage shows an increase of thirty per

cent and thereby requires an increased amount of rolling stock.

That the difficulty in procuring hardwoods takes root in the fact that

the' traffic situation in general is not favorable to shipping, was demon-

strated a short time ago when a stringent lack of hardwood fuel at Mil-

waukee bakeries for a time threatened the entire city with a bread famine.

One Milwaukee baker tegMfled before the common council that he himself

has three hundred and fifty cords of wood in northern Wisconsin all ready

for shipment, but that it is refused by the railroad company because of

lack of equipment. The State Council of Defense was appealed to by

Mayor Daniel Hoan and the Milwaukee road has promised to provide suf-

ficient cars in northern Wisconsin to haul the needed fuel to Milwaukee.

That there are 1,000 idle freight cars today in Milwaukee was declared at

a recent meeting of the Rotary Club.

Unable to satisfy the big demand made upon its production, the Stevens

Point Box & Lumber Company is installing a lot of new machinery and

expects to increase its capacity about fifty per cent.

The Schroeder Lumber Company has let the contract for sawing approxi-

mately 5,000,000 feet of lumber to the Sprague mill at Washburn. It

comes from the Schroeder camps at Stockton Island and under normal

conditions would be sawed in the Schroeder mill at Ashland, but at present

it is impossible to get help for a night run.

The Willow River Lumber Company. Grand View, has completed ship-

ping for the present season. About 17,000,000 feet of lumber were shipped.

The best evidence of good business is busy building. The Gold Medal

Camp Furniture Manufacturing Company, Racine, making the famous

Gold Medal cots, is erecting another addition to its large plant and will

equip it with another new set of modern woodworking machinery.

Industrial business in the various lines of wood and wood products is

very good. Although builders for some time have been talking of decreased

construction operations, investigation shows the falling oflf to be confined

in the main to residence structures. While the records of 113 large cities

in this country showed a decrease in building operations during May,

1917, as compared with the same month last year, Milwaukee records

revealed an increase of 14 per cent under the same comparison.

All Three ef Ut Will Be Benefited if

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllljs

I Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

i Even Color Soft Texture =

MADE (MR) RIGHT

I OAK FLOORING I
= We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of E
E our own manufacture, from our own tim- E
E ber grown in Eastern Kentucky. E

= PROMPT SHIPMENTS E

f The MOWBRAY [

I & ROBINSON CO. I
i: (incorporated) —

I CINCINNATI, OHIO |
liiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimir
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertieements will be Inserted In this sec-

tion at the following rates:

rop one Insertion 25c a line
For two Insertions 40c a line
For three Insertions &5c a line
For four Insertions 65c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one lin«.

Heading counts as two lines.
No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
the adrertlscment.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED—AT ONCE
A flrst-class veneer sawyer actustumcil to

running a Smith-Myers & Schnier veneer mill,

r. O. BOX 109, New Orleans, La.

HARDWOOD LUMBER INSPECTOR
for well located mill in Arkansas. Give refer-

ences, state age and experience and if married

or single, and salary expected, .\ddress E. ('.

Cn.\ri'ELLE, Waldstein. .leffersou County, Ark.

MACHINERY SALESMAN
Well cstablislii'il sawmill machinery manufac-

turer, whose goods are highly regarded, is ex-

panding operations and wants representatives

in all principal -lumbering centers. Only lilgli

grade men able to <onimand traile considered.

Address, in confidence, stating fully your expe-

rience, present connection ana basis of remuner-

ation desired. Address "BOX 67," care Hard-

wood Record.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED
CHERRY LOGS AND LUMBER

WAKREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestown, N. Y.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOOS.
500 cars good black walnut logs, 12' and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pa; cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Plqua, Ohio.

TIMBER WANTED

WE WANT TO PURCHASE
5,000 to 8,000 acres virgin hardwood timber, eith-

er in fee or on stumpage basis, preferaiily in Ark-

ansas, with or without sawmill. Give full in-

formation as to location, prices and terms in

first letter. Aildress -BOX 6S," care Hardwood
Record.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

600 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
Oak, Poplar, I'lu-stnut. lll.korv, with large

amount Chestnut acid wood and Chestnut oak
hark. $8 an acre for land anil timber. W. M.
ritATT. M.irion, N. C.

HARDWOOD AND PINE STUMPAGE
~

IN SOUTH CAROLINA
The stumpage on 3,200 acres, 20 million feet, easy
logging, 5 miles from railroad, Marlboro County,
6,700M ft. Sweet Gum, 3,S00M ft. Yellow Pine,
3,200M ft. Oak, 1 million ft. Ash, balance other
hardwoods. D. E. LAUDERBURN, 158 Fifth
Ave., New York.

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION
As desired, Hemlock and Hardwood, Northern

Wisconsin. No Commission. Address LAND
COUMISSIONER, Soo Une. Minneapolis, Minn.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATINQ

THOS. J. McDonald,

Forest Engineer,

Bast Tennessee Bank BIdg.,

EnoxTllle. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Sanborn & Gearbart,

Ashevllle, N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOB
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engineer,

158 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. Y.

I
LUMBER WANTED

|

WANTED—BOX LUMBER
4/4, 5/4, C, 4 ill Wliilc rill.-, Velb.w I'ine, I'mp

liir. Basswf.iod. t'hestiiut. Spruce or Heinlock.

bntli rough, ilresseU and resawn. .\MERIC.\N'
I.r.II. & MFC. CO.. Pittsburgh. I'a.

MANUFACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We arc always in the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mail us your price ami
slock lists. It. H. CATLIN CO.

Equitalilc Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

WANTED—BUTTERNUT
\" and •"»" N.I. 1 Ciiiiiicii & I'.ctter or Log

Kun for imnieiliate shipment from stock, or will

give order to be sawed out. COLV'lN-FLEMlX<;
l.lll!. CO.. Inc.. i;,«;h.stii-. N. Y.

OAK, BEECH AND MAPLE WANTED
8/4 plain Oak, Beech and Maple ; No. 1

common or log run grades of Beech and Maple,
and No, 1 common and sound wormy grades of

plain Oak ;
preferably 8 months or over on sticks

;

f. o. b. cars Cincinnati. THE JOHN T. TOWS-
LEY MFG. CO., 1037 Berlin St., Cincinnati, O.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for 4/4 Is & 2s and 4/4 Select C.vpress. THE
WALNUT LUMBER CO., Indianapolis, Ind,

PLAIN WHITE OAK
Highland Timber—Flrst-Class

2x2x40
2x4^x44

1x1^x18 to 56 softwood crating strips,

WISCONSIN CABINET & PANEL CO.,
New London, Wis.
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VENEERS WANTED

WANTED
1/20 rotary cut plain White Oak Veneers in di-

mension and log run ; also 1/20 sliced cut and
sawed Quartered Wliite Oak Veneers in small fig-

ured stock. Address LEOPOLD DESK CO.,
Burlington, Iowa.

I
MACHINERY FOR SALE |

FOR SALE
1 latest improved Wiekes No. 10 52" gang, com
plete with saws, 1 Kllgore cant crane, steam
board flippers and filing equipment. Oae 12 ti. p.

vertical steam engine. GOODMAN LUMBER
CO., Goodman, Wis.

FOR SALE—1-42" WHITNEY SCRAPER
in good ('(mdition. Price reasonaMr. l.KijI'oIJi

DESK en.. Ituriinstnii. Imva.

FOR SALE—60 NEW AND UNUSED
li^,T-inch rigid post hangers, .HS very slightly

used 36-iDch by 0-inch grate bars, %-inch bole,

1-inch web, suitable for shavings or slack coal.

F^irther particulars can be secured from CHI-
CAGO VENEER COMPANY, Clarendon, .\rk.

FOR SALE
1 combination ground auil overhead skidder.

First-class condition. Address "BOX 65," care

H.iiiDwoOD Record.

FOR SALE—25,000 CAPACITY
Saw and Planer Mill, all in good running

rder. LONDON I.liH. CO.. Mist. Ark.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
1 sawmill, 2 bolt-saws, rip saws, spoke lathes,

turning lathes, planers, belting, bending and
woodworking machinery—property of wheel
factory and spoke factory quitting business.

Mail your requirements, will respond with prices

and details. ALFRED P. BUCKLEY, 932 N.

Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED 1

WE ARE IN THE MARKET NOW
For cars of Oak, Maple and Beech Squares, all

clear and 2 cars 2)4x21/4x30" Beech, clear.

Also send us your lists of anything you have
to offer in anything in Hardwood Dimension.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
IVi". 1%", 2" squares, 18", 19", 26", 30" lengths.

Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bilt Ave., New York, N. Y.

I
RAILWAY EQUIPMENT WANTEI

|

WANT TO PURCHASE
40 logging and flat cars, 42" gauge. C. L. RIT-
TER LBR. CO., Huntington, W. Va.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE—ENTIRE SOUTHERN
HARDWOOD PLANT

ready for immediate operation, in fact, standing

just as it was when closed down.

The Huntsville Lumlier Company ofliers for

sale its entire plant with mill site of 14% acres,

modern band sawmill, hardwood flooring plant,

modern dry kilns, flooring sheds, bars, power

plant, residences and office building. The plant

is well located on the Tennessee River and on the

L. & N. and Southern railways.

This is an unusual opportunity to acquire a

splendid operation. Write promptly to the

HUNTSVILLE LUMBER CO.. Decatur, Ala.

HARDWOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 2 C. white, 8/4, usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 vrs. drv, northern stock. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN & DARLING. Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black, 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO., Ft. VTayne. Ind.
NO. 2 C. 8 4. 10 4 & li: 4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry. NICKEY BROS., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1C %", reg. wdth. & Igth.. bone dry.

SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER COMP.ANY, Sey-
mour, Ind.
FAS, brown, 4/4", 6" & up, reg. Igth., IS mos.

dry. YEAGER LUMBER COMPANY, INC.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

BASSWOOD
FAS & NO. 1 C. 6/4"; NO. 2 C. 5/4". BAB-

COCK LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

Igth., 1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. T.
NO. 2 C. 6/4". IS mos. dry. G. BLIAS &

BRC, INC.. Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 3 C. S/4 & 6/4", ran. wdth. & Igth. R.

HANSON & SONS. Grayling. Mich.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4, 10 & 12': NO. 2 C. &

BTR. 5/4". MASON-DONALDSON LUMBER
CO.. Rhinelander, Wis.

BEECH
NO. 2C. & BTR. 4/4 to S/4", reg. wdth. &

Igth., 6 to S mos. dry: NO. 3 C. 6/4", reg. wdth.
& Igth.. 9 mos. dry. EAST JORDAN LUMBER
CO., East Jordan. Mich.
NO. 2 & BTR. 5/4", ran. wdth. & Igth.; NO. 3

C. 6/4", ran. wdth. & Igth. R. H.A.NSON &
SONS, Grayling, Mich.
NO. 3 C. 5/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.

KNEELAND-BIGELOW CO.. Bay City, Mich.
NO. 1 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth., 10

mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake, Wis.

BIRCH
NO. 1 C. 4 4"; NO. 2 C. .'. 4"; NO. 1 C. 6/4"

NO. 3 C. 6/4"; FAS SEL. RED, 6-4 ,&; 8/4"
FAS UNSEL. S 4"; 2 FACE STRIPS, 1 by 4"

MASON-DON.\LDSON LUMBER CO., Rhine-
lander. Wis.

No. 1 & BTR., red, 4/4 to 8/4", 5" & up, 8'

and longer. 10 mos. dry; NO. 1 & BTR., unsel.,
4/4 to 8/4", av. wdth. and Igth.; 10 mos. dry;
1 & 2 FACE, 4/4, 5" wide, 6' & longer, 10 mos.
dry; 1 &. 2 FACE, 4/4", 5" wide, 6 & 8', 10 mos.
dry; NO. 2 & 3 C, 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.,

1 yr. dry. RICE LAKE LBR. CO., Rice Lake,
Wis.
FAS, red, 4/4 to 12/4", 6" & up, reg. Igth., IS

mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.

CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.

CHESTNUT
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN &
DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 6 '4". 2 vrs. drv. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC., Buffalo, N. Y'.

FAS 4/4 & 6/4", good wdths. and Igths., 6

mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4 to S/4", 6" & up, reg. Igth., IS mos.

dry: NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", 4" & up, reg. Igth.,
18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.

CHITTUM
BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,LOG RUN 4/4"

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY", Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4". MASON-DONALDSON

LBR. CO., Rhinelander, Wis.
NO. 3 & BTR., 4/4", av. wdth. and Igth.,

10 mos. dry. RICE LAKE LUMBER CO., Rice
Lake, Wis.

GUM—SAP
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO., Blissville, Ark.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. & Igth., 8 to

12 mos. dry, sliced bds., highly flg. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS FIG. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;

COM. & BTR. 3/4 & 5/8", reg. wdth. & Igth.,
dry. NICKEY BROS., INC.. Memphis, Tenn.

HEMLOCK
NO. 3 C. 4/4", ran. wdth. & Igth. R. HAN-

SON & SON'S, Grayling, Mich.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", IS mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., INC., Buffalo. N. Y'.

NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", 4" & up, reg. Igth., 18
mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and figured. Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, 111.
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HARDNVOODS FOR SALE
MAPLE—HARD

FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth.. sap 2 sides. 8 mos. dry. BLAKESL.EE,
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo. N. T.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 7

mos. dry; 3 to 5% NO. 2 C; NO. 1 C. & BTR.
4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., S mos. dry, 1/16 plump
quarter-sawn: NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4, 6" & up.
6' & up, 8 mos. dry, 1/16" plump; NO. I C. &
BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 4 mos. dry, end
dried white; No. 3 C. 4/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. &
Igth., 3 to S mos. drv. EAST JORDAN LUM-
BER CO.. East Jordan. Mich.
NO. 2 & BTR. 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4", ran. wdth. &

Igth.; NO. 3 C. 8/4, ran. wdth. & Igth. R. HAN-
SON & SONS. Grayling, Mich.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 6/4"; NO. 2 C. 8/4". MASON-

DONALDSON LUMBER CO., Rhinelander.
Wis.

OAK—PLAIN RED
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to 18 mos.

dry. BLAKESLEB, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", IS mos. dry; NO. 2 C. 4/4 to

10/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO., INC.,
Brooklyn, N. T.
FAS 5/8"; FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Ft. Wavne. Ind.
FAS 4/4 to 16/4", 6" & up, reg. Igth., 18 mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", 4" & up, reg. Igth.,
18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS AND NO. 1 C. both 3/4", reg. wdth. &

Igth., dry; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2Mi-3% and
4-5%, both reg. Igth., dry. NICKEY BROS.,
Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1C. & BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6

mos. dry. SW.\IN ROACH LUMBER CO.,
Seymour, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 1 C. 12/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., BlisS-

vllle. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 8/4, 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
NO. 1 COM. 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK

CO., Blissville. Ark.
FAS 4/4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2V>" to 5V.".

HOFFMAN BROTHERS.CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 5/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1
yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 3/4, 4/4, 3/8 & 5/8", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry; FAS 4/4", 12" & up, reg. Igth., dry; NO, 1

C. I/:'. 5/8. 3/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igtli., dry;
COM. & BTR., 1/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;
CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2^4-3" and 4-4%", reg.
Igth., dry. NICKEY BROS.. Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville. Ark.
NO. 2 C. 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 yrs.

dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C, & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16".

6 mos. dry, largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

NORWAY, MERCH, 12/4", 6" & wdr., ran.
Igth. R. HANSON & SONS, Grayling, Mich.

POPLAR
NO, 1 C. 6/4". 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., INC., Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 5/8": COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C, 4/4", 7" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville. Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth.. 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.
FAS 12/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 mo. dry;

NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 mo. dry.
SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo, N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO . Fort Wayne. Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8 to 8/4", very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago, 111.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.
FAS 8/4", 6-8", reg. Igth., dry: NO. 1 C. 5/4.

6/4 & 8/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. NICKEY
BROS., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6-8" wide, 8' & up long; NO. 1 C.

4/4", 4" & up wide, 6' & up long; NO. 1 C. QYD.
4/4", 4" & up wide, 6' & up long; SAP SPECIAL
4 4", 4" «& up wide, 6' & up long, clear of knots;
SQUARES 2V4" or 2%", 14-36" Igths. PICK-
REL WALNUT COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS
HDWD. HEARTS S/4", 4" wide, 6' & Igr.;

HDWD. HEARTS 16/4", 6" wide. 6' & Igr. R.
H.VNSON Ai SONS, Grayling, Mich.

FLOORING
MAPLE

NO. 1 FCTY. 1^x21/4": PRIME Hx4" and
lAx4"; CLEAR i8xl%": NO. 1, IJxlH".
KERRY & HANSON FLG. CO., Grayling,
Mich.
NO. 1, 3/8x1%" and 5/8x1%", 2" & 2y,";

CLEAR 5/8x1%", 2" & 2Vi". THE T. WILCE
Co., Chicago, III.

OAK
SEL. RED, 3/Sx7/S" and 1%"; SEL. WHITE

3/Sxl%" and 2"; SAPPY CLEAR QTD. R. or
W.. 3/8x1%" and 2"; SEL. RED OR WHITE
13/16x1%" and 2". THE T. WILCE CO., Chi-
cago, 111.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS. Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
PLAIN <S. FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican

and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—PLAIN
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

WALNUT
ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOBTMAN BROS.

COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO.. St.
Louis. Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS

BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, III.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8". good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, ill.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personal

relation of the

superintend-
ent to his men
exercises a

g reatt influ-

ence upon
every logging
op e r a t i o n

;

often deciding
its success or
failure.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

article in
LOGGING for

April 1917.

There Is also

an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

FOUR LOGS ON TWO LINES

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

AU Tkree of U* WUI B« BeneBted if You Mention HAKDWOOD RECORD
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NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFnCE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Blrchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that Is In

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter^Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stocic, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
reneer.

Every pound of glue we use Is guaranteed hide stock. W*
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that Is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

"IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
l8 the flooring that is manufactured expressly te supply the de-
mand for the best. It is made by moderD machinery from care-
fully-selected stock, and every precaution is taken threughout
our sntlre system t* make it fulfill ia every particular Its

name—"IDEAL.."

Rough or Finished Lumber—^AU Kinds

Send V$ T»ur Inquiries

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

BONE DRY
WISCONSIN BIRCH

2 CARS 4/4 FAS RED BIRCH
3 CARS 4 '4 N». 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 6/4 FAS RED BIRCH
1 CAR 6/4 No. 1 Common RED BIRCH
2 CARS 4/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH
5 CARS 4/4 No. 1 Com...UNSELECTED BIRCH
S CARS 4/4 No. 2 Com...UNSELECTED BIRCH
3 CARS 6/4 FAS UNSELECTED BIRCH

Can furnish limited amounts S/4 and 8/4 in above cars.

Let us quote ytu our prices

RICE LAKE LUMBER GO.
Yard and Mills, RICE LAKE, WISCONSIN

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTT

Plain and Quartered Red
and White Oak and Ash

940 SENECA STREET

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Oar Specialty: West Vlrdnla aiid FennsjlTanla Chen?

1055 Seneca Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods

Including Ash. Basswood. Birch, Cherry. Chestnut. Cypress. Elm. I

Gum, Hickory. Maple. Plain & Quartered Oak. Poplar & Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash ajjd Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A itock of 18,000,000 to 80,000,000
feet of hardwoods ciirrled at all

titnen at onr two ble BhITbIo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Pine, Yellow Pine. Spnice, HemJack, Fir, Lumber,
Timber. Mlllwork, Boxes, Uaple and Oak Floorinc

955-1015 Elk Street

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and

grades of Hardwoods, and have every facility for filling and ship-

ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

'^0
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ATCO
ABILITY

A BILIT"^ means merely to know how and to be able to

turn the knowledge to practical account.

I
Knowing how is the result of intelligent analysis of prac-

tices and conditions as they appear and develop—the adop-

tion of the good and the rejection of the poor practices and

unceasing effort to keep ahead of conditions.

To turn the "know how" to account requires an organiza-

tion complete in every detail and equipment to handle the

most exacting call.

In the Hardwood business ATCO ABILITY typifies the

nearest possible approach to perfectly balanced organiza-

tion. It represents your best opportunity for securing not

only the fullest measure of quality but the highest devel-

opment of service administered with your needs in mind
every minute.

Let us demonstrate our right to the claim of being

Exponents of Golden Rule Quality

CHI

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stim«on Veneer & Lbr. Co MemphU, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphit, Tenn., & Helena, Arlc.

Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Daily Capacity

—

75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, A.-k.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycan.ore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shioments of-

Wh^te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

Broom Handle Machinery
The latest addition to our line of Broom

Handle Machinery—the well known "WEST-
COTT" Automatic Broom Handle Lathe. This
Lathe has, for many years, stood at the front

for the turning of broom handles. The quality

and excellency of its product is unquestionably
the best.

We are now in position to furnish an absolutely com-
plete broom handle equipment, and, if required, design
your plant.

Ask us for information about our Tumblers,
Bolters, Splitters, Chucking and Boring Ma-
chines, and in fact anything you require in

this line.

"Westcott" Automatic Broom Handle I.atlie

Cadillac Machine Company
Cadillac, Mich.

Goodyear Products
BIRCH

Arerage wldtbs and lengtlitt

4/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5/4 No. 3 4 mos. dry
3/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
B/8 No. 3 8 mos. dry

BASSWOOD
Average widths and lengtba

3/4 No. 2 & btr 8 mo«. in
MAPLE

Average widths and lengths
4/4 No. 2 4 mos. dry
3/4 No. 2 8 moe. dry

T will be a special pleasure to show you our Birch
and Maple. It is all in tie upper grades and

particularly high-class stock.

Our attention has been fccused on the proper
manufacture of this lumber, i';s careful grading and
on being able to assure full thicknesses.

C. A. Goodyear Lumber Co.
McCormick Building

Mill located at Tomah, Wis.

Chicago, Dlinois
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

^'i'?^?i?i'wwr?fl}fwffl>?^<i^^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Draw^er Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office
FRANK B. LANE, Houseman BIdg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Planlne Mill

R. HANSON & SONS
GRAYLING MICHIGAxN

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber
and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and
seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

service;— these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
nrCOSFOBATES

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C. I

MILLS
) Porterwood, W. Va.

\ WUdell, W. Va.
S Mill Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN OFFICE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

Micliigan Hardwoods
Make Steady Customers

White Pine, Norway,Hemlock

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
1x5

1x6
1x7

Ix 8
Ix 9
1x10
1x11 & wider

The stock is mixed
Maple and Beech but

runs largely Maple

Mitchell Brothers Co.
Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

WM. WHITMER C^ SONS
INCOBPORATKD

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Can.

W. Can"

HARDWOODS
Welt Virginia Spruce and Heml.ck

Long and Skort Leaf Pin. Virginia Fraaaing

Finance Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. liV" *2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. liV" X 2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan .*.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young & Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

•Miiiiiii[:iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]ii iiiii:3iiiiniiiiiiuiiuiiiiiic<<

William Horner

Manufacturer of

"Smoothest"
MAPLE, BEECH & BIRCH

FLOORING

MILLS

:

ana Reed City, Mich.Reed City
Xewberru, Mich,

i Sole European Sales Agents: TICiCLE BELL & CO. i
£ Royal Liver BIdg., Liverpoal, England E

;>]iiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiniic]iiiiiiiiiiioiiim

TE±LHN
lu^Tncton

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment
Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago RepretentatiTe

C7h< §TEARNS
SALT €r LUMBER CO.

LudingtokMich.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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"ALL - PULL - TOGETHER - FOR - OAK SERIES." (BOOST NO. 3)

Are You on the Reception Committee

that is to Welcome JAPANESE OAK?
{"Great little people, those Japs!")— (Great little Iwiness men, those who manufadure AMERICAN OAK and do nothing to protect their market.)

Some day JAPANESE OAK is going to be either a much

not-loved competitor—or a struggHng entrant in a closed field.

It is not going to he the Japanese who decide which.

It's WE. (Or it's "US"—never mind grammar —you know.)

Who is "US?" (Or, rather, just WHO are WE?)

Are we manufacturers of AMERICAN OAK who know

how to SELL our product?—or are we simply lumbermen saw-

ing up a lot of "perfectly good" OAK trees and piHng the

lumber on the cut-over land and leaving it to Almighty Provi-

dence (and the benevolent Japs) to put a price on it (for us

to sell at)?

The AMERICAN OAK MFRS.' ASSOCIATION hereby recommends to ALL
you producers of OAK (and including all owners of OAK TIMBER) that you

"MAKE THE MARKET AS WELL AS THE OAK." Others have done it. We
can do it.

{Excuse us—but, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?—"Nix on Watchful Waiting"—it's passe.)

Somebody should have PUT you into the Oak Assn. BEFOREl Why didn't

thev?—(Well, maybe they didn't know you wanted to get in!)

"HEAVEN HELPS THEM WHO HELP THEMSELVES."

WE OAK MEN ARE "ON THE JOB" AT LAST. THIS IS OUR ASSOCIATION
—YOUR ASSOCIATION. IF YOU CARE {EVEN A LITTLE) WRITE US A LINE.

WE'LL GIVE YOU A STRICTLY PERSONAL ANSWER-NOT A FORM LETTER.

AMERICAN OAK MFRS' ASSOCIATION
1491 BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING, MEMPHIS. TENN.

Ail Three of Us Will Be Benefited If You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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An invitation to

cozy good fellow-

ship that would be

Tcilled iy any other

wood than oaTc

Twentieth Century

Oalc Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

/

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-

bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence

offers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,

hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oak's reliability and
it is nov/ being demonstrated that it w^ill be completely sold on oak as a

superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed
by the leading oak manufacturers of the country who are standing

behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the

real possibilities of this wonderful wood are. Do you know how directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak w^ould affect your business?

You should post yourself now because the real results are just begin-

ning to show.

WRITE NOW TO ANY MANUFAC-
TURER ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

he enjoyed hecause

it can he seen—
contrasts that hlend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABAMA

c—Cromwell Ilaidwouil Lumber Co.. Montgomery.

ARKANSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company, Bllssville. (See page 46.)
Paopcke Leicht Lbr. Co.. BIytheville and Helena. (See
pages 1 1-42.)

Crittenden Lumber Company. Crittenden.
c—J. V, Stimson Hardwood Company, Helena.
b—Little Rock Lumber & Manufacturing Company. Little Rock.

(See page 42.)

Miller Lumber Company, Marlanna.
Edgar Lumber Company, Wesson.

ILLINOIS
a, b. c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co.. Chicago.
UtIey'Holloway Lumber Company. Cenway BIdg., Chicago.

(See page 13.)

INDIANA
Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 14.)

c—Bedna Youiir Lumber Company, Greensburg.
Chas. H. Branaby, Greencastle. (See page 44b.)
J. V. Stimson. Huntlngburg. (See page 36.)
Wood-Mosaic Company. New Albany. (See page —.)

North Vernon Lumber Company, North Vernon.
C. & \V. Kramer Company, Richmond.
Swain-Roach Lumber Company, Seymour. (See page 47.)
a, b. c—Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend.

KENTUCKY
a. b. c—Arlington Lumber Co., Arlington. (See page 42.)
b—Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington.
W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co,, Louisville. (See page —.)

Holly Ridge LiimlKT Company. Louisville.
Salt Lick Lumber Company, Salt Lick. (See page 13.)

LOUISIANA
The Ferd. Brenner Lumber Company. Alexandria.
Calfax Hardwood Lumber Company. Colfax.
b, c—The Hyde Lumber Company, Lake Providence.
b, c—Sabine River Lumber & Logging Company, Inc., Oakdale.
Climax Lumber Company. St. Landry.
ThlBtlethwaite Lumber Co.. Ltd.. Washington.
Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company, Winnfleld.

i\nssissippi
b—Alexander Bros.. Belzoni.
b—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co., Charleston. (See page—.)
Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co., Greenville. (See pages 11-42.)
Mlsaiaatppl Lumber Company, Quitman.
b, 0—Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phlllpp.
Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Sardls.

MISSOURI
a, b. c—M. E. Leming Lumber Company. Cape Girardeau.
Leng-Bel) Lumber Company, Hdwd. Dept.. Kansas City, Mo.
See page 44a.)

a, b, c—Tschudy Lumber Company, Kansas City.
b, —Galloway-Pease Co., Poplar Blutf.
Baker-Matthews Lumber Company, Siteston. Sales OflQce,

Chicago.
c—Arkla Lumber & Manufacturing Company. St Louis.
J. A. Helmes Lumber Company, St. Louis.
a, b, c—Chas. P. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Co., St. Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
8. b, c—Carr Lumber Company. Plsgah Forest.

OHIO
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal GroTe.
a, b, c—W. M. Rltter Lumber Company, Columbiu
a—Barr-Holaday Lumber Company. Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane & Co. (See page 47.)
a, b—Duhlmeier Brothers & Co.
a. b—Mowbray &. Robinson Company. (See page 44b.)
a. c.—Probst Lumber Company. (See page 49.)

PENNSYLVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Plttaburgh.
Babcocb Lumber Company, Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co., Fayetteyllle.
'i—Bedna Young Lumber Company. Jackson.
Vestal Lumber &. Manufacturing Company, KnoxvIIU. (8m

page 8.)

MEMPHIS
Anderson-Tully Company. (See pages 2-11.)
J. H. Bonner & Sons. (See page 10.)
Goodlander- Robertson Lumber Company, (See page 10.)
Memphis Band Mill Compnay. (See page II.)
Russe & Burgess, Inc. (See page 10,)
c^J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company. (See page 12 )
J. W. Wheeler & Co. (See page 12.)

NASHVILLE
Davidson, Hicka & Greene Company. ., -
Parria Hardwood Lumber Company. .

Love, Boyd & Co.
John B. Ransom & Co,

TEXAS
H. G, Bohlssen Mfg. Co., New Caney.

VIRGINIA
c—U. S. Spruce Lumber Company, Marlon.

WEST VIRGINIA
b, c—The Alton Lumber Company, Buckhannon.
a. c—West Virginia Timber Company, Charleston.
Pardee & Curtin Lumber Company, Clarksburg.
Bluestoiie Lafid & Lumber Co.. Gardner.
C. L. Bitter Lumber Company, Huntington,
Rockcastle Lumber Company, Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg iliU Company. Parkersburg.
a, b, c—The Meadow River Liunber Company, Ralnelle.
b, c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Raywood.
American Column & Lumber Co.. St. Albaua,

WISCONSIN
a. c—Racine Lumber & Manufacturing Company. Badne.

a—Manufacturer of Implement Stock,
b—Manufacturer of Car Material,
c—Manufacturet' of Factory Dimension.
Firms in Heavy Type Have IndlriduaJ Ads en

Pages Designated.
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

F YOU have ever used any hardwood lumber from east Tennessee

you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We
are not going to claim any credit for the many points of perfection,

for the trees simply grew that way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made them—die growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But there is another point which is concerning users these days and

concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good de-

liveries and offer just as good service as under normal conditions, we

sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably than in almost any other big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of the quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

than it is the good fortune of almost any other section to be in position to

offer under present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modem

equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from

this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK
POPLAR

WALNUT
CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

W.rite

The Babcock Lumber & Land Co Knoxville, Tenn.
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber Company Townsend, Tenn.

Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.

J. M. Logan Lumber Company Knoxville, Tenn.

^SSHHIS^^^^ """"" " ' "'""" ' """"" Miirririiiiiinnniiiiriiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiMiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiininimiiniiiimffliiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii^
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21/2 MILLION FEET
FOR QUICK SALE

All Dry

We have just purchased the complete hardwood stock

of the Hitt Lumber Company, on its yard at Mount
Vernon, Ala. This with the well assorted
stock we carry on our own yards, gives us a remarkably

complete listing of

Plain and Quartered Oak

Sap Gum
Plain and Quartered Red Gum

Poplar, Ash, Tupelo

Cottonwood, Hickory

We consider ourselves fortunate in securing this stock of

dry lumber in these crucial times and sincerely hope this

announcement may be of some service to you as indicating a

place to turn to if you are in distress for want of any of these

items.

J. H. BONNER & SONS
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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LL Memphis has joined in a plan designed to

make less onerous the factory man's job of

purchasing hardwood lumber under pres-

ent conditions.

"With Memphis firms cutting in excess of six hun-

dred million feet, Memphis, the natural hardwood

metropolis, is the logical place for the buyer to turn

when he is up against it for dry hardwood stocks.

sy

/
.A

.c:-^
M

u I. «'

In order that your scrutiny of the Memphis market

may be as easy and as fruitful as possible, the firms

shown on the following pages are co-operating in this

Memphis directory, which will reach you twice a

month and which will carry each issue the live items

of dry stock ready for immediate shipment from the

Memphis territory, thus placing before you twice a

month the complete summary of what stocks are avail-

able for your use in the largest hardwood market in

the world.

This section will be kept strictly up to the minute in

its stock listings, and every effort will be made by the

participants to maintain it as a usable service in con-

nection with your purchases of hardwood lumber.

iim m
(See three following pages)

:i!:

All Three of U. Will Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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is for immediateThe following stock

shipment:
r No. 2 C. 5/4 PI. Red. 4 mosGUM

2 cara Fas. 4 4 Qtil. Red. 6 mos dr.v.

3 car^ Fas 4 4 Qtd. Red. S mos. dry.

3 cars No. 1 Com.. 8/4 Qtd.. 8 mos.

2 cars Fas. 4/4, G to 12" wide. Sap.

5 mos, dry,

4 cars Fas. 4/4. 13" & up. Sap. G

mos. dry.

2 cars Fas. 5/4. Sap. 5 mos dry.

2 cars No. 1 C 5 4 Sap. 5 mos. dry.

4 cars Fas. 6, '4. Sap, 9 mos. dry.

3 cars No. 1 C. fi 4. Sap. 9 mos. dry.

2 cars Fas. 4 4 PI Bed. S mos. dry.

1 car No, 2 C, 4 4 PI Bed. 4 mos,

dry.

1

ilry.

1 car No. 2 C. 0/4 PI. Bed. 4 mos,
dry,

2 cars No. 2 C. 8/4 PI Red. 4 mos.

dry.
OAK

2 cars Com. & Btr., 3/4 PI. Red. 6

mos. dry.
2 cars Fas. 4/4 PI. Red. 6 mos. dry.

4 cars No. 1 C, 4/4 Qtd. White. 6

mos. dry.

2 cars Fas, 4/4 PI Wlilte. 6 mos.
dry,

Sound Square Edged Oak Timbers
& Mi\cii nak far Stock-

BELLGRADE LUMBER CO.

We have the following to offer:

20rt.000'

6 mos.
lon.ooo'

6 raos.

75.ono'
dry.

1011.000'

6 nio3.

75.000'
dry-

100.000'
8 mos.

7.5.000'

4 mos.

OA.K
Nn. 1 Com.. 4,M Plain Red.
dry.

No. 2 Com., 4 '4 Plain Red,
dry.
Fas, 5,4 Plain Red. 5 raos.

No. 1 Com.. 5/4 Plain Red,
dry.

Fas, 4/4 Plain White, 7 raos.

No. 1 Com.. 5/4 Plain White,
dry.

No. 3 Com., 4/4 Mixed Oak.
dry.

GUM
100.000' Fas, 4,4, Sap, 6 mos. dry.

& up.50.0011' Pfinel 4 4, Gum, IS"
Rap, 7 mos. dry.

200,000' Nn. 2 & 3 Com.. 4,'4 Sap, 4

mos. dry.
75.000' No. 2 & 3 Com.. 5/4 Sap,
5 mos. dry.

150.000' No. 2 & 3 Com.. 6/4 Sap,
G mos. dry.

100.000' Fas. S,'4 Sap. 9 mos. dry.
75.000' Fas. 4/4 Plain Red, 6 mos.
dry.

150,000' No. 1 Com., 8/4 Plain Red,
S raos. ti'ry.

100,000' Cora. & Btr.,
1 JT. dry.

100,000' Com. & Btr.,

18 mos. dry.

4/4 Qtd. Red.

8 4 Qtd. Red,

GEO. C. BROWN & CO.

The following is ready for your order:

f.o.ooir

120.000'
30.000'
so.ono'
5 raos

175,000'
dry.

65.no0'
dry.

30.000'
dry.

50,000'
dry.

30.000'
dry.

210.000'
dry.

rOTTONWOdD
F&s. 4 4. 4 raos. dry.

No. 1 Com., 4/4. 4 mos.

No. 2 Com., -4/4, 4 raos.

No. 2 & 3 Cora., 5/4 &
dry.

GUM
No. 1 Cora., 5/4 Sap, 8

No. 1 Com.. 6/4 Sap, 5

No. 2 Com.. 4/4 Sap. 6

No. 2 Cora.. 5 '4 Sap. 6

No. 2 Com., G:4 Sap. 5

Fas, 8 4 Qtd. Sap, 7

mos.

mos.

mos.

raos.

mos.

mos.

1,000' Nil

mos. dry.
1 Onm.. 8 4 Qtd . 7

120.000' Faa. 8/4 Qtd. Red, 6 raos.

dry.
130.000' No. 1 Com., 8/4 Qtd. Red,

6 mos. dry.
WHITE OAK

40.000' Fa-s. 4/4 PI.. 4 mos. dry.

120,Oog' No. 1 Com., 4^;'4 PI., 6 mos.

dry.
f.,000' No. 1 Com., 5/4 PI.. 8 raos.

dry.
5.000' No. 2 Com.. 5/4 PI.. 8 mos.
dry.
12,000' Fas, 5'8 Qtd.. 8 mos. dry.

14.000' Fas, 4/4 Qtd., 6 mos. dry.

3.000' Fas. 5/4. Qtd., 6 raos. dry.

12.000' No. 1 Com., 5/8 Qtd., 8
mos. dry.

BROWN & HACKNEY, Inc.

We Have For Immediate Shipment
fUM

G mos. dry

65,000' Bx. Bd8„ 44. 9 to 12".
Tupelo,

40,000' Bx, Bds.. 4/4. 13 to 17",
Tupelo.

70,000' Pas. 4 4. G" & up. Tupelo.
1011.000' No. 1 C. 4,'4, Tupelo,
SO.000' .No. 2 C. 4 4. Tupelo.
40.000' Fas. 8/4. Sap.
20.000' No. 1 C. 8/4. .Sap.
23.000' No. 1 C 5'4. PI. Red.

120,000' No, I C, 4 4. PI, Rod.
40.000' Fas, 8 4. Qtd. Red.
50.000' No. 1 C. S 4, Qld Red.

20,000' Fas, 4 4, Qtd, Rcil.
30,000' .No, 1 C. 4 4, Qld. Red,
15,000' No, 1 C, 5, 4. Qtd, Rod.

3 mos. dry
30.000' Fas. 5'S, Sap.
70.000' No. 1 C 5/8. Sap.
25,000' No. 2 C, 5/8. Sap.

5 raos. dry
50.000' Fas. 3/4. Sap.
70.000' No. 1 c. 3 '4. Sap.
no.000' Bx. Bds.. 4/4. 9 to 12". Sa"
80.000' Bi. Bds., 4/4, 13 to 17
Sap.

100,000' Fas. 4/4. Sap.
100.000' No. 1 C. 4/4, Sap.
120,000' .No 2 (^

. 4 4, Sap.

J. H. BONNER & SONS

We Have the Following Stock to Offer.

SAP GUM
100.000' 5,4" No, 1 Com.
50,000' 5/4" No, 2 Com,

RED OAIv
75,000' 4/4" No, 1 Cora. PI,
50.000' 4/4" No. 2 C.jm, I'l

WHITE OAK
100.000' 4/4" No. 1 Com. PI.

75,000' 4/4" No. 2 Com. PI.

SYCAMORE
50.000' 5/4" No. 3 Com.

Couison Lumber Company

Send Us Your Inquiries for These Items

GUM
cara Fas. Qtd. Re;l. 2", 2 raos. dry.
car Fas. Qtd. Red. 2", 6 mos. dry.
cars No. 1 C. Qtd. Red, 8/4, 2
mos. dry.
cat No. 1 C. Qtd. Red, 8/4, 6 mos.
dry.
cars Faa. Qtd. Sap. 8 4, 3 mos. dry.
cars Fas. Qtd. Sai), 8,4, 3 raos. dry
cars Fas. PL IXvii. I". 3 mos, dry.
cars No. 1 C, PI. Red, 1", 3 mos.
dry.
care No. 2 C. Sap, 1". 3 mcs. dry.

PLAIN RED OAK
car Fas. 4 -1. 8 mus. dry

2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4, 8 raos. dry.
1 car No. 2 C, 4/4, 8 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 1 C, 8/4. 6 mos. dry.
1 car No. 2 C, 8/4, 6 raos. dry.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
2 cars Fas, 4.4, S mos. dry.
1 car No. 1 C., 8 4, 12 nma. dry.

POPLAR
2 cars No. 1 C, ! 4. 3 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 2 C. 4/4, 3 raos. dry.

MISCELLANEOUS
Elm—1 ciir Ljy Hun, 12,4, 1 i

dry.
Magnolia—Log Run, 4, '4.

Uak Bridt'e I'lank— 12,4, green.

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co.

We Manufacture

in Memphis

RUSSE & BURGESS

Our extensive mills

are located in the

heart of Delta timber

E, Sondheimer Company
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We have the following stock for immediate
delivery

:

NV-HITB ASH—DRY
1 car Fas, 5/4x6 & up, all 8

long. dry.

1 car Fas. 6/4x10' to 12'.

1 car Fas, 2x12 and up.
1 car Pas. 1x12 and up.
1 car Fas. lHxl2 and up.
3 cars Fas. 4'4x6. and up.
2 cars Fas, .5 4x6 and up.
3 cars Fas. S/4x6 and up.
2 cars Fas, 16/4x6 and up.
S.OOO' No. 1 & No. 2 C, 5". i

bone dry.

Vi car No, 1 & No. 2 C. 10,4x3 and
up.

% car No. 1 & No. 2 C, 12/4x3 and
up.

% car No. 1 & No. 2 C, 16/4x3 and
up.

ELM—DRY
1 car No. 2 Com. & Btr.. 4/4.
40,ul)0' No. 2 C. & Btr., 12/4.

SOFT MAPLE—DRY
700' No. 2 C. & Btr.. 8/4.
6.000' No. 1 C. & Btr.. 12/4.
2.000' No. 1 C. & Btr.. 16/4.
2,0011' No. 2 C. & Btr.. 4 4.

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co.
HONDITIAS MAHOGANY

16.000' Clear, 4/4 & 314x3% sauares.
24 mos. dry.

21.000' 1 & 23. 3/4. 24 mos. dry.
14.000' Clear. 4, 4. 24 mos. dry.
50.000' Wormy No. 2 C. & Btr., 4/4.
24 mos. dry.

QUARTERED ^YHITE OAK
.^).f,.iM' 1 ik 2s. 3/S. () mos. dry.
53,000' 1 & 2s. 4/4. G mos. dry.
46,000' Com. Strips. 4 4. 6 mos. dry.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
215.000' No. 1 C. 4 4, 12 mos. dry.
139.000' No. 2 C. 4 4. 12 mos. dry.
38.000' No. 1 C, 5 4. 3 mos. dry.
26,800' No. 1 C. 6/4. 3 mos. dry.
03.000' 1 & 2s. S/4. 6 mos. dry.

161,000' No. 1 C. 8 4, 6 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED OAK
04.000' No. 1 C. 3 4. 18 mos. dn

3S.OO0' No. 2 C. 3,4. 12 mos. dry.
90.000' 1 & 2s. 4/4. 6 mos. dry.

550.000' No. 1 C. 4 4. 18 mos. dry.
510.000' No. 2 C, 4/4. 18 mos. dry.
13.800' Steps. 5/4. 12 mos. dry.
92.000' 1 & 23. 5/4. 5 mos. dry.
45.000' No. 1 C. 5/4. 12 mos. dry.

POPLAR
44.500' Sap & Select, 4/4. 4 mos.
dry.

75.000' No. 1 C. 4 '4, 4 mos. dry.
81.300' No. 1 C. 5/4. 4 mos. dry.
12.200' 1 & 2s. 16/4. 26 mos. dry.

WHITE ASH
58.000' 1 & 2s. 12/4. 8 mos. dry.
24.400' 1 & 23. 5/4. 6 mos. dry.

SAP GUM
47.000' 1 & 23. 4/4. 6 mos. dry.
31.400' Bx. Bds.. 4/4. 6 mos. dry.

COTTONWOOD
40,800' Bx. Bds.. 4/4. 3 mos. dry.

James E. Stark & Co., Inc.

Ferguson & Palmer Co.

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

WE HAVE NO STOCK TO OFFER AT PRESENT

We Can Move To Your Order At Once
QUARTERED WHITE OAK—DRY
93.000' No. 1 C, 5/8.

150.000' No. 1 C. 4/4.

128.000' No. 1 C.
15,000' No, 1 C.

100.000' No. 1 C.
16,000' Fas. 6/4.

PLAIN RED OAK—DRY
221.000' Fas. 5 8.

50,000' No. 1 C.
31.000' Fas. 5/4.
25,000' Fas, 6/4.

16.000' Fas. 8/4.
10.000' No. 1 C,
QUARTERED RED OAK-

12,000' No. 1 C, 3/4,
97,000' No, 1 C 4/4.
70.000' No. 1 C. 5/4.

42,000' No. 2 C. 4/4.

, 5/4.
. 6/4.
8/4.

5/8.

8/4.

26.000' Fas. 3 4.

37.000' Fas. 5 '4,

RED & WHITE OAK—GREEN
200.000' No. 2 C. & Btr., 8/4 &

thicker. GT'M
34.000' C. & Btr., Sap. 12 4.

25.000' Fas. Qtd. Red. 5/4. sap no
defect.

100.000' No. 1 C. & Btr.. Qtd.
sap no defect.

135.000' Fas. Qtd. Bed. 8 '4.

12.000' C. & Btr.. Qtd. Black,
MISCELLANEOUS

.>sh—15.000' C. & Btr.. 10/4.
Elm—150.000' Log Run. 12/4.

PI. White Oak—14,000' No.
» 4.

Cottonwood-20,000' FAS 4/4
12".

Ccaonwood—20,000' Bx. Bds.. 13 to
17"

8/4.

4/4.

1 C,

to

MAY BROS.
List of Stock Ready For Immediate Shipment

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
2,000' No. 1 C. & Btr., 12/4. 1 jt.

dry.
12,00t)' Fas. 4/4. 1 jt. dry.
30.000' Clear Strips. 4, 4. 1 yr. dry.

bright sap uo defect.
0.500' Cura. Strips, 4 4. 1 yr. dry.

18.000' Fas. 5/4, 1 yr. dry.
0,000' Fas. 6/4, mos. tiry.

1,200' Fas. 8/4. 1 yr. dry.
QVABTERED BED OAK

2.000' Nu. 1 C. & Btr., 3/4, 1 yr.

dry.
14,000' No. 1 C, 4/4. 1 >T. dry.
6.000' Fas, 5/4, 8 mos. dry
3,300' No. 1 C. 5 4. S mus. dry.
5,000' Fas. G/4. 6 mus. dry.
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MBMRHIfS

><£>^-

The Following Items Are Ready For Prompt
Shipment

2 cars Fas, 4/4
3 cars No. 1 C.

2 cars No. 1 C.

White.
3 cars No. 1 C,
2 cars Fas, 4/4.

3 cars No. 1 C.

1 car, C. Strips,

2 cars No- 1 C
2 cars Fas, 4/4,

3 cars No. 1 C.

OAK
, Qtd. White.
, 4/4, Qtd. White.
Strips. 4/4 Qtd,

4/4, PI. White.
Qtd. Bed.

. 4/4, Qtd. Bed.
4/4, Qtd. Bed.
4/4. PI. Bed.
GUM
Qtd. Bed.

. 4/4. Qtd. Bed.

3 cars Fas, 4/4. FlE. Qtd. Bed.
2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4, PI. Bed.
1 car Fas, 4/4, Sap.
3 cars No. 1 C, 4/4. Sap.
1 car Bi. Bds.. 5/4. 13 to 17".

ELM
3 cars Log Bun. 10/4.

2 cars Log Bun. 12/4.

2 cars Log Bun. 16/4.

COTTONWOOD
1 car Panel. 4 4. 18" & wider.

2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4.

J.V.Stimson Hardwood Co.

Send in your order now for

QUABTEBED WHITE
OAK

13.000' No. 1 C. 6/8.

1.500' No. 1 C. 3/4,

17.000' No. I C, 8/4.

6,500' Fas. 3/4.
7,000' Fas, 8/4.

40.000' Com. Strips. 4/4.

2% to 3".

PLAIN WHITE OAK
10.000' Fas. 1/2.

3,000' Fas, 5/4.

10,000'
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floo»-

Ing has been among the foremost on the mark«t
and because it stands today "uni.qualed" is th«
best evidence that its manufact^irer has kept
abreast of modern methods and th j advanced de.
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and poUsblnc

i>ur Bookltt telU all about Har<iv>»o4 Flooring
•ntf Koto to oar* for tt—alto prK——a»a it free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

< (

10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

2452 LOOMIS STREET. CHICAGO

SAVE YOUR MC\NEY BY USING THE

RED BOOK Published Semi-annually

in February and August

It contains a carefuny prepared list of the buyers of lum-
ber in car lots, botli among the dealers and manufacturers.

.The liook indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta,
Manitoba and Saslmtchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on tlie line it covers.

A well organized Collection Depaitment Is also oper-
ated and tbfl same is open to you. Write for tonua.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
6flg 80. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO Uention Thin Paper

Establlihed

1878
55 John 8t-

XICW T«KK CITT

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical

reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS I IpREPAREDNESSiAT* frequent
except when
•or

tw* PiecB
Oeometrical
Bartir Coin

la In use, then
Imitation Isn't
poMlble.
Sample If you
Mkforlt.

S. D. CHILDi
< CO.

<^' Cbicaio
We also m&ke
TlmeObeofea,
Bt««M)lUw^

^iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<''iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiuimiiiimiuniiminE •^^iiiiiii tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiimiirinfimifmii^

I
Utley-HoUoway

j

I
Company

|

ICemeral Offices. Ill W. Waskinfton St.
|

i 1 Manufacturers 1

I

CLARENCE BOYLE, Inc. I \ Oak, Ash, CetUiweed, Elm, Gum
I

I for coming good times will make yon 1

j
SEND CS TOCB INQDTRIES FOB

I
s^uitietOak, Gum, Cypress

|

I WHOLESALE LUMBER i

§ LUMBER EXCHANGE BLDO. |
I Yu-d« at C\A^^'h.^^C\ BuidSawMUll
g Forest. Mis.. l.-riIV»/^V*V./ WildsTllle. La. §
MJiuiiiiniDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiii^

I CHICAGO, ILLINOIS |

I BA1» MTT.TiS I

I Xelama, Arkansas Xajiama, Arkanaaa |
^>IIIIIIIUHIIIIili[IUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1lllllllllllllllllllllllllIIUIIIllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIII''^

-m^h for VENEER

No checks or
splits. Enor-
mous output.
Low labor cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Philadelphia

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OP

^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %' and 13/16" in aU

standard widths

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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First Band Mill erected by Hoff-

man Brothers in 1869 on our present

site. Half a century experience be-

hind our goods.

H
EADQUARTERS

OOSIER

ARDWOODS Rcg.U.S.
I'at.Off.

Hoffman Bros. Company
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Established 1867 1 n c o r p o tva t e d 1904

40iiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiii []iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[3iiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiic]iniiiiiiiii[]uiiuii|

i

i Bake^Matthews Lumber Co. |

I
SIKESTON, MO.

|

i Sales Office I

1 1314 Fisher Building |

I , CHICAGO I

I
For the last forty days we

[

I have had practically no
|

I
trouble in securing cars and

|

I at present are in the best |

I possible position to make |

I
Prompt Shipment I

I DRYOAK I
s =

I Plain and Qtd.—All Grades—All Thicknesses
j

I
MIXED CARS 1

imimiouiiiuuiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]miiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiniiii:]iiiiiiiiiiii:7;

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.

»—-—
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

T N DISCUSSING MAEKET CONDITIONS the two questions

A usually asked have to do n-ith the probable demand from the

furniture factories and the trend which building operations are

liable to take. Comment on the furniture situation at this particu-

lar time of the year is more or less speculative as the furniture

exhibits are hardly more than just getting well started and do not

give an indication of what their bearing on the factory demand
will be. As usual the weeks prior to the shows saw a considerable

letup in furniture purchases. Of course this month can hardly

be expected to develop in any way other than as is usual with the

month of July. Prognostications, however, give ample reason for

believing that 1917 furniture shows will not show a sufficiently

marked reduction in buying to justify any apprehension having

to do with the ^demand for hardwood lumber for furniture purposes.

In building work naturally a different situation holds. The prin-

cipal reason for growing slackness in building was directly the

price asked for materials and equipment going into building con-

struction. Of the generalness of this falling off in building work
there can be no two opinions, but the public as a whole will in

the course of time get used to most things and in this case the

present level of prices will gradually come to be accepted as usual,

and with the public at large eventually working into this frame

of mind, there will be a return to normal building activity. It is

hardly likely that there will be any boom in the building situa-

tion, but as far as the present activity is concerned, it is not slated

to last very much longer.

With these two exceptions ju-actically every other line is per-

forming remarkably well. In automobile construction, wagon and
carriage construction and box making, in fact in practically every-

thing, the call has been brisk and the demand in excess of supply.

It has been argued that automobile production is being curtailed,

thus decidedly reducing the call for hardwood lumber going into

this purpose—this applying to the pleasure car.

It is quite possible that the automobile trade is going through

some aligning as the. development in this industry has been so

phenomenal and spectacular that it has been difficult to keep a

proper check on the relationship between supply and demand. It

is necessary that there be every so often a period of checking up
so that the manufacturers wUl be able to lay intelligent plans for

the future. But even with reduced production of pleasure auto-

mobiles as a permanent feature of the business, the total produc-

tion, including trucks and similar commercial equipment, must con-

tinue to show increase rather than decrease. As the commercial

and industrial vehicle contains considerably more wood than does

the pleasure car, there is only one result possible.

So on down through most of the industries. Their basic business

is good and growing. The railroads admit net earnings are decid-

edly on the increase and every observing person is struck with the

indications of normal processes in all directions. The more nearly

we can continue in this same channel, the better off will the business

of the country be and there is no indication of any violent jumping
off the tracks. The only thing that can seriously disturb is the

withdrawal from manufacturing and similar work of the first sec-

tion of the drafted army. A reduction in the laboring force to this

amount must of necessity clip the wings of production in some direc-

tions, at least until the women power and inventive ingeniousness

of the people can provide means for filling the places either with

human hands or with substitute machinery, of those who leave for

the training camps.

Aside from this one feature though (and lessening labor must of

necessity result in lessened production and decreased needs in raw
material), there is no one thing or combination of things which can

seriously disorganize the present situation which in the lumber busi-

ness is yielding growing markets and continued rises in price levels

in every direction.

The Cover Picture

NEXT AFTER EOBERT E. LEE, the greatest general produced

by the southern Confederacy during the civil war was Thomas
J. Jackson, commonly known as Stonewall Jackson. He received

the name at the first battle of Bull Run. His men, animated by
his example, stood their ground at the critical moment of the

battle, and saved the day for the Confederates. The name
originated in a remark by General Bee, another Confederate, whose

men refused to face the fire. He called to them: "Yonder is

Jackson standing like a stone wall." The name was fixed on him.

His highest military qualities, however, did not show in his ability

to stand like a wall, but in his capacity for quick decision and

rapid movement. His greatest victories were not gained by re-

sisting shocks but in giving them. The late Lord Roberts said

that if Napoleon had been afforded an opportunity to study Jack-

son's campaigns, he could have profited from them.

The cover picture accompanying this issue of Hardwood Record

shows the boyhood home of Stonewall Jackson, twenty miles south

of Clarksburg, W. Va. The picture is from a calendar of the Sun

Lumber Company, "Weston, W. Va. A representative of this paper

recently visited the scene, prepared to photograph it, but a fire had

destroyed the dwelling, leaving only three ehimne.vs towering over
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tlie ruins; but the mill on the bank of the river had escaped. In

order to show the homestead as it appeared when Young Jack-

son lived there, the picture from the Sun Lumber Company 's

calendar is i-eproduced. The photo was made several years ago.

The mill is the only building now standing. It was built about one

hundred year.s ago bj' Cummins Jackson, Stonewall's uncle, who
owned the mill and the plantation with many slaves. The future

general spent his youth there, working in the mill and about the

plantation, and began ofificial life when seventeen years old by

serving as constable in that peaceable and prosperous community.

From this place he set out (tradition says on foot) for West

Point to pass his examinations as a cadet. The tradition that he

-went on foot has the merest fragment of truth in it. His uncle

Tvas a rich man, with plenty of horses, and the nephew set forth

-well mounted, but at the end of twenty miles (at Clarksburg) in-

tercepted the stage coach for the east, and sent his horse back. He
did, however, run on foot two or three miles to overtake the stage

-which had passed shortly before his arrival.

When the mill was visited by the Record man not long ago it

was found in excellent preservation. The wheels were still going

round jis they had been going for a century; but a motor now fur-

nishes the driving power, instead of a water wheel as formerly.

The mill was built of yellow poplar, and the beams, posts, and

siding, though somewhat weathered by the vicissitudes of a hun-

dred 3-ears, are as sound as a dollar today. Clearer, finer lumber

no man ever saw. This was originally a region of magnificent

poplar timber, as is proved by the size and form of an occasional

tree that has escaped the axes of the land elearers and log cutters.

It is now a highly developed agricultural region, possessing great

prosperity and wealth, -with "cattle on a thousand hills."

The old mill is looked upon by the neighboring people as a sort

of shrine to the memory of the great general who spent his boy-

hood there. Some of the older people remember him and recount

many traditions concerning his early life.

Accounts of the final hour of General Jackson say that aftef

receiving the mortal wound from the guns of his own pickets who
mistook him for an enem}', his last words were: "Let us cross

over the river and rest iu the shade of the trees." Many have

wondered if the picture rising in his memory, in the hour of de-

lirium, did not relate to the scene of his boyhood, with its trees,

shade, and river. It may have been. Splendid sycamores, whose

shade he must have known while a boy, still left their white trunks

and wide-spreading arms above the grassy banks of the Monou-
gahela river.

The Land Meeting

ABOUT TEN DAYS AGO there was held at Memphis, Tenn., the

most important meeting that lumbermen were ever responsible

for. Many who came with the frank expectation of being more or

less bored by a subject of which they knew little, went away with

a big inspiration, with remade ideas on the subject in behalf of

which the meeting was called, with a now conception of the duty

of southern operators to the nation and, it might almost be said,

to the world. The meeting of the Southern Alluvial Land Asso-

ciation held at Memphis ou Saturday, June 30, was without doubt

or exception of more stirring concern to those who attended, to the

trade at large, and to the country than any other gathering in which
lumbermen have participated otBcially.

And why is this so? Merely because it was definitely shown that

the tremendous, potential food possibilities of the cut-over land in

the Mississippi delta, the alluvial farm lands which have been pro-

claimed as even richer than the famous lands in the valley of the

Nile, are being used to but a very small fraction of their capacity

in food stuffs, both grain and animal. The meeting was of impor-

tance in that it showed this condition and brought a thorough real-

ization of the duty of those whose tasks it will be to bring the pro-

iluctivity of the delta country to as near its maximum as possible.

The lumbermen responsible for the organization of the Southern

Alluvial Land Association started a movement the scope and vast-

ness and importance of which they had no definite conception when

the organization of this body was first promulgated.

The association offers the only means, and a very logical one, for

approaching the problem intelligently and with certainty of suc-

cessful solution, but the work so far accomplished has been merely

elementary. It has not even begun to get down to the real neces-

sities or to work out the problem in its many phases in the prac-

tical manner that will be necessary. The first thing necessary

toward this end is the enlisting of moral and financial support, the

bringing into the ranks as workers, and the definite and active

aligning with the movement as a whole, of those people in the delta

country who are beginning to apply more modern agricultural ideas,

and who are working with a conception of the possibility of that

territory and a belief that they have a duty to perform in utilizing

tiiese tremendous natural resources to the nth power.

Fortunately the members of the association gave evidence of

realizing that the alluvial land association cannot reach its maxi-

mum usefulness if operated as a side issue of lumbering. It must

be made a primary issue and to this end the interest of everybody

actively and practically engaged in farming and stock raising in

that region must be enlisted.

The problems are necessarilj' those of the farm rather than of the

sawmill, and it cannot be expected that the sawmill man will have

the practical and scientific knowledge of the questions of farming

nor the time apart from the important business of making lumber

properly, to put tlie energy and push Ijehind the latid association

which that organization needs. So with the enlistment of assistance

by men iu the business, and that movement is already well under

way, it can be confidently expected that the complete development

of the alluvial territory in the southland will be realized in the

near future. Those tremendous resources will be turned to the

benefit of the country many years before they would be made usable

were the ordinary course of events left to work themselves out.

Inadequate Transportation

THE COUNTRY IS SUFFERING FROM A SHORTAGE IN
TRANSPORTATION facilities more than ever iu the past,

although the facilities are better now than ever before, and the

bulk of material carried was never before as great as it is now. The
railroad are by all odds the most important means of transj)ortation

and they are overloaded. There has been no breakdown in the sys-

tem, no failure of the different parts to work in harmony, no decline

in the quantity or (juality of equipment, and no deterioration in the

efliciency of the management. The trouble of which shippers com-

plain is due primarily and principally to the fact that the quantity

of articles to be shipped has grown beyond all precedent, and the

railroads are overburdened. They cannot carry what is offered.

Their equipments have not expanded as rapidly as the demand for

transportation. When the question is simmered down to bare

facts, that is what is the matter.

Daniel Willard, speaking for the railroads, recently summarized

the situation for the Council of National Defense in this terse

statement:

The railroads of the United States, operated as one system, are

c;irrying more freight than ever before in the history of the coun-

try, but when they have carried traffic up to 100 per cent of their

capacity there still remains 15, 25, perhaps 30, per cent of traffic

which it is impossible for them to carry at all.

The cause underlying the embargoes, the congestion, and the

lack of cars where needed, is now pretty generally known, and the

search for a remedy is active. Many suggestions have been put

forward. The railroads suggested a fifteen per cent increase in

freight rates; but that has been ruled out, for the present at least,

on the ground that it would simply be paying the railroads more
money for the same amount of hauling, and would not move any
more freight. Another suggestion, and apparently an unwise one,

is that the government take charge of the railroads and run them.

Since the roads are already operating to 100 per cent of capacity.
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it is difficult to see how a change of management would improve

the situation. The change would probably do harm by displacing

experienced and competent railroad managers by government men

of more or less doubtful ability coupled with lack of experience.

Stfll another suggestion is that the government build k large

number of freight cars and put them into service on the railroads

under an arrangement which would guarantee the roads a fair re-

turn for their service. The merit of this plan is that it provides

means for increasing the quantity of freight carried. That would

provide a remedy so far as it goes. If the roads could and would

build that many additional cars, instead of waiting for the gov-

ernment to do it, the result on transportation would be beneficial.

The government has not yet undertaken to build cars.

Who Is Responsible for I. C. C. Decision?

THE DEMAND by the Interstate Commerce Commission of the

railroad's plea for a fifteen per cent increase in freight rates

was expressed in such certain terms and leaves so little room for

doubt as to the Commission's views on the subject that there has

been a good deal of interested surmise as to whose arguments were

responsible for the decision. The strong and intelligent fight which

the Southern Hardwood TraflSc Association put up has maintained

interest in the hearings at a high pitch and sustained hope that the

new demands by the roads that the government fulfill its share of

the nefarious Adamson bargain would not count.

So enthusiastic have the southern lumbermen been over the work

of their pet association that when the announcement of the de-

cision came out they began to look for the earmarks of their work.

And they did not have to search far—the official opinion shows on

its face the effect of the association's arguments. Not only does

it use these arguments but it uses them in their exact phraseology

in many places.

This, if nothing else, is strong argument in favor of co-ordinating

and concentrating effort under intelligent and active management.

Specialized association work is the rule of the day, only because the

application of a definite force to a definite object has been proven

logical.

Some Interesting Facts on Loading

NEVER BEFORE HAS THE QUESTION of maximum loading of

freight cars been so thorouglily agitated as it is in these days

of stress. Of all suggestions for ameliorated shipping difficulties for

providing means of moving freight more expeditiously, the one

suggestion that appears most logical is that loading capacity be

more fully utilized.

It is merely in conformity to the usual progressiveness of the

Southern Hardwood Traffic Association that that body is responsible

for a movement which has already had distinct effect in expediting

shipments from that territory in the southern hardwood belt. The

association has instituted a semi-official competition among hard-

wood shippers in points around Memphis which has led them to

vie with one another for a place of honor. The association figures

that the nearest practicable approach to actual capacity loading

is about ninety per cent of marked capacity. It checks up weekly

on shipments going out from that territory and publishes a list

of firms that have entered this friendly competition showing the

percentage of possible maximum which each has loaded during the

preceding week.

The record so far is eighty-seven per cent of the possible one

hundred per cent and the practicable ninety per cent, thus showing

that the association 's estimate is easily possible of attainment.

Many other firms were well above the eighty per cent basis.

Just to prove the real importance of utilizing as much loading

capacity as possible the traffic association cites some interesting

figures based upon two actual shipments, one made by a progressive

and the other by a man who does not yet know that war was de-

clared among European nations some three years ago. On page

37 of this issue these two shipments are illustrated, the one show-

ing a load of 110,400 pounds in a oar marked for a capacity of

100,000 pounds and the other showi3ig a load which probably does

not exceed 40,000 pounds in a similar car. This means in actual

figures that the working ability of that one car loaded above

capacity is increased about ninety per cent over its average utility,

the average load being approximately 60,000 pounds. But in addi-

tion to that feature there is the additional reason for loading to

capacity, that a capacity load increases the railroad's revenue

without additional expenditure and thus if the movement became

more general, this practice would eliminate any argument the rail-

roads might advance for increased freight rates.

What One City Is Doing

IN
THESE strenuous days with hardwood stocks shot to pieces

and buyers not knowing where to turn for what they want, it

occurred to one group of prominent lumbermen that if they could

work out some centralized and concentrated means of keeping

the buying trade informed of the trend in their market, it would

be of tiefinite service to the buyers. In this case, considering the

fact that lumber is sellinj; itself, selfishness can hardly be named as

the prime purpose behind the above mentioned movement.

The manufacturers referred to are those located at Memphis,

Tenn. Memphis, which is responsible for a hardwood production

in excess of 000,000,000 feet annually, naturally feels that the woes

of the buyer will be materially reduced if he is able at all times

to see what is being offered from this hardwood metropolis. To

accomplish this end, Memphis manufacturers called in the co-opera-

tion and assistance of Hardwood Record and the result of this

working together is shown on pages 8b-12. This directory of the

Memphis trade, which will probably be augmented in the next

issue so as to show a complete roster, is designed to show to the

buyers twice a month a definite and complete list of all of the cur-

rent items in the hardwood metropolis—the hardwood offerings

that are ready for immediate shipment, thus enabling the buyer

to size up the whole situation in the Memphis district and keep

posted on current offerings. Memphis standing behind this service

has proven herself to be in the forefront among progressive hard-

wood communities, and it is to be hoped that the buyers will find

a definite measure of assistance in this co-operative effort.

Substitution of Wood for Steel

ADVICE HAS BEEN SENT OUT by the National Chamber of

Commerce to manufacturers, builders, and others to substitute

wood and other materials for iron and steel when it can be done.

The reason assigned for this course is that steel and iron are needed

in such large quantities in prosecuting the war that enourrh to meet

the ordinary needs of other business cannot be depended upon, but

wood is available and will continue to be available to meet all busi-

ness needs, where this material is suitable.

It is fortunate that we have our forests. It is a resource which

will serve the country well in this crisis. The need of timber is so

great in some of the countries at war that almost a clean sweep is

being made of all trees. That is true particularly in England, Scot-

land, and parts of France. Ornamental groves, shade trees, and

private timber of all descriptions, are being cut to meet the call

from the front. Nothing is spared for the sake of sentiment. It is

an emergency that recalls Shakespeare's question: "Who in a sea

fight ever thought of the price of the chain that beats out the brains

of a pirate?"

The American forests are able to meet the call. The war cannot

last long enough to exhaust our timber, even after using it as a

substitute for steel wherever possible. There is enough iron in the

ground, but it cannot be mined and manufactured fast enough to

supply both war and private business; but, fortunately, there is

timber enough and reserve saw mill capacity sufficient to take care

of the needs of the country in this emergency. It has been a subject

of comment, and often with a note of discouragement, that too

many sawmills had been built. If they operated to capacity, there

was danger of an over-supply of lumber. Perhaps the daj' is at

hand when it will be considered fortunate that there are so many

mills, and that they are able to speed up production almost with-

out limit.
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Figures Due to Pigments
Hu Maxwell

' Editor's Note
If "the weak things of the earth are chosen to coutCnnil the mighty," sapstain, as the lumber-

man knows it in his yarrl. ranks high in the list of such weak things. It has not been so many
years since sapstain in lumber was looked upon much as people used to look upon plagues among

men—as a sort of judgment sent by heaven, and therefore beyond human control. That opinion has
now passed awav. The cause of sapstain and its method of attack are now well understood, and the
principal concern is to find remedies or means of prevention. Success is rewarding research in that
direction : and, though there is no reason to expect that the agencies which produce the stain can be
eradicated, progress has been made In devising means of warding off attacks of the insidious pest.

ARTICLE ELEVEN
A certain kind of discoloration of lumber is known as sapstain,

and a common sort of sapstain is called '
' bluing. " It is so named

from the bluish tinge which characterizes it. No part of the United

States where lumbering is carried on is wholly free from sapstain;

but it is much worse in damp, warm regions than in those dry and

cool. The stain or discoloration cannot be washed off, as soot or

other surface deposit might be. It is entirely different from the

discoloration known as weathering. Sapstain is at its worst on new
lumber, while weathering does not attain its maximum until the

lumber has aged considerably.

The processes by which wood becomes sapstained cease wholly

when the temjierature falls below freezing and do not again be-

s r MAXv/eu.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SPOHES
1—.\lgae spores, swim in water; 2—Scouring rush spores, move b.v

kicking; 3—Pine spores (pollen), fly with wings; 4—Fungus (sapstain)

spores, float in air.

come active until after ice and frost disappear. Summer is, there-

fore, the season of greatest loss from this stain. Damage may be

excessive in lumber yards and is considerable whenever green lum-

ber is exposed to the air during warm, damp weather. It is worst

in lumber yards because sapstain is contagious and affected mate-

rial passes the disease on to healthy stock.

Lumber falls in value after being stained. It may deteriorate

from fifty cents to two dollars per thousand feet. It has been esti-

mated that one-fourth of the whole sawmill output of the United

States suffers from sapstain, and that the annual loss from that

source in this country is not under .$8,000,000. Part of this decrease

in value is due to the unsightly appearance of the lumber. It looks

dirty, but the discoloration cannot be wholly removed bj' passing

the boards through a planer and shaving the surface off. The stain

is not confined to the outside, but goes deep. A shaving cut from the

surface uncovers similar stain deeper down. However, the principal

decrease in value is not due- so much to the appearance of the

affected wood as to the very general belief that such wood is not so

sound as it was before the discoloration. Consequently, it does not

command the price of unstained lumber.

The prejudice against stained lumber, under the assumption that

it has been weakened or softened, may be justified to a small extent,

but the difference in hardness and strength before and after is not

tisuall.v great. The government laboratory at Madison, Wis., proved

bv tests that heavily-stained shortleaf pine is slightly weaker, less

tough, and shows less surface hardness than the unstained; but in

longloaf pine, when slightly stained, the difference in strength,

toughness, and hardness, between stained and unstained boards, is

too slight to be noticed. Hermann von Schrenk's investigation

of the bluing of the yellow pine of the Black Hills region showed

that, under some tests, particulnrly "sj.litting, the stained wood was

stronger than the unstained.

—18—

Less Falls on Low Gr.\de Lumber
The largest loss on account of sapstain falls on low grade lumber,

for two reasons. First, such lumber is largely sapwood and is

peculiarly liable on that account to be attacked by the stain. Heart-

wood is not attacked. Second, low-grade lumber is seldom passed

through dry kilns but is left in yards to season in the open air, and

during the early part of the seasoning process such lumber is almost

certain to be attacked by stain, if the weather is not too cold.

One of the largest users of low-grade lumber is the box maker.

He may not object to the stained wood on account of its supposed

loss of strength, but he objects to the off-color. Many kinds of

boxes are printed or stenciled to give the name of a manufacturer

or the address of a purchaser, and stained wood does not display

lettering to advantage. It is too dark. The box maker who has

such lumber on hand must use it for boxes which do not call for

stenciling, and this restricted use for the lumber is reflected in the

price which the buyer is willing to pay for it.

The Agents of S.\pstain

The cause of sapstain in lumber is well known to be a fungus, or

rather funguses of different species; but there is not entire agree-

ment as to the lesser details of the phenomenon. The theory that

some of the stain is due to chemical action, at least as a secondary

cause, has advocates, and they may be correct. But it is no longer

open to question that most of the stain is due to the growth of

fungus upon or beneath the surface of the wood.

Fungus is a plant of low order which lives, for the most part, on

dead organic matter, either of animal or vegetable origin. There are

thousands of species. Some are well known, such as toadstools and

^ F- M/\XWE.l.l-

A SAPSTAINED PL.VNK

The sapwood has been colored by fungus while the heartwond has escaped

discoloration because immune to attack.

mushrooms; others are small and frequently wholly invisible to the

naked eye, unless accumulated in largo masses. The fungus that

proiluces sapstain in lumber is not visible without a lens, except in

mass. The individuals are of extreme smallness.

Fungus of that kind is mostlj' roots, if the part beneath tjie sur-

face may properly be called roots. They are thread-like in form

and are known to botanists as mycelia. The mycelia of the sap-

.stain species strike into the wood and penetrate it in much the

same way as the roots of clover penetrate the soil. They are able

to do this, because wood is a porous substance, like a sponge, and

the fungus threads can penetrate from cavity to cavity with great

speed until the hollow spaces of the wood are filled with masses of

the threads.

The minute thread tips have the power of boring holes through

the thin walls separating the wood cells, if they do not find open-

ings ready made, which is frequently the case.

The fungus penetrates the wood cells in search of foo<l wliich
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nature stored there for the use of the tree while it was growing.

This consists of starch and other materials. It is iu the cells of the

sapwood when the tree is cut, and it remains there after the lumber

is sawed, and it constitutes the bait that tempts the fungus to

enter. This stored food is not found in the heartwood in suiBeient

quantity to attract the fungus threads to enter, and that is the rea-

son why the stain is confined to sajiwood. Where food is not to be

found, this fungus does not go.

Herein lies the explanation, why it is called sapstain instead of

woodstain. It operates in sapwood only. It dies of starvation as

soon as it enters heartwood; but there are other species of fungus

which work their way into heartwood and cause it to decav. They

DAMAGED PACKING BOXES
Sapstained lumber fsapwood) may become so dark that the stenciling

Is scarcely read.ible, but heartwood remains light.

generally act much more slowly than the species which specialize

on sapwood and produce the discoloration and stain which cause so

much injury in lumber yards.

The Dispersal of Spoees

The most discouraging feature of the fight against sapstain is

that it seems to be everywhere. Lay down a freshly-sawed board

of sapwood, and it is attacked so quickly and with such vigor that

every square inch of the exposed surface is soon stained. It does

not seem to make much difference where the board is, provided

"the weather is not too cold or too dry. The fungus is there, ready

for the attack.

The sapstain plague is spread by spores. The spore of fungus

corresponds to the seed of a flowering plant. The seeds of many
plants are wonderfully successful in traveling from place to place

and getting themselves planted where chances to grow are good.

They roll by gravity, as walnuts; float iu water, as mangrove; fly in

air, as maple; hang to the fur or wool of animals, as cockleburs and

beggarlice. But the spores of fungus surpass all seeds of the higher

plants in moving from locality to locality. In the first place, they

are more numerous and more of them start on the journey. A puff-

ball the size of a marble can scatter more spores in one day than the

largest walnut tree can scatter seeds in a century, and the spores go

faster and farther. In fact, spores have such adequate facilities

for getting from place to place that they seldom fail to arrive

everywhere promptly. Some are as light as the finest dust and

float in the air for hours and drift far from the starting place. The
'

' smoke " of a puffball and the '
' smut " On a cornstalk afford ex-

amples of spores which may be seen floating in clouds composed of

millions of individuals, and each individual capable of starting a

new generation.

Some spores which do their traveling by water are equipped with

from one to a dozen tails, resembling those of eels, but the spores

are so diminutive that it is almost impossible to imagine anything

smaller. When one of these spores starts upon its journey through

the water, it lashes its tails as if it were a living thing, and quickly

arrives at its destination. Spores of that kind belong to algae.

Then there is the spore of the equisetum or scouring rush. This

spore perambulates somewhat after the fashion of a grasshopper.

It has appendages resembling long, slender legs. When not on a

journey the appendages are coiled like springs round its bean-

shaped body. When the order comes to "forward-march," one leg

kicks out, then the other, first one and then the other, and the spore

lurches along at an interesting rate. The kicking propensities of a

mule are half-hearted compared with the spore of equisetum. If

the spore were as large as the mule, and strong according, it could

kick itself from New Yoi'k to San Francisco in two hours. Some
spores have wings, and apparently they can use them as successfully

in sailing through air as alga spores use their tails in swimming

through water. Most spores of fungus, however, can float along in

air because of extremely small size and light weight. They drift

with air currents, totally invisible to human eyes and in numbers

almost surpassing the powers of figures to express.

They account for the presence of sapstain whetever climatic con-

ditions are favorable. The spores fall on every exposed surface;

and where moisture, warmth and food are found, germinate and

grow quickly. Freshly sawed wood is a fertile soil for this nefari-

ous crop. Dampness and the food conditions are exactly right.

How Wood Is Discolored

When lumber is infected by fungus the fact may be disclosed by

change in the wood's color, but that does not always happen. In

some instances the threads of fungus may contain the color Ihat

becomes visible and which is ordinarily assumed to belong to the

wood itself. That is, perhaps, usually the case. The apparent

color o'f the wood is sometimes, as seems probable, thfe result of an

optical effect. The brown threads of fungus are visible through the

yellowish fibers of the wood and the eye interprets the result as

a bluish tinge, though the real wood substance may have no such

tinge.

The different species of fungus that produce sapstain vary con-

siderably in color, independently of all optical illusions. One

such fungus has been used in the manufacture of green dye. So

- V , 1
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s;iIOWER OF SAI'ST.i^IN SPORES OX LUMBER PILE

This shows what actually takes place, though the falling spores are too

small to be visible to the naked eye.

much coloring matter is contained in this fungus that it imparts a

green tinge to the wood that contains it.

It is thought probable that the real wood substance is not dis-

colored, but that the stain is contained within the cells. The blue

stain in the cell may be compared to blue ink in a bottle. The ink

causes the glass to appear blue, yet the glass itself is not colored.

The glass in this example corresponds to the walls of the wood

cell. However, a discussion of this fine distinction approaches

jjrettv close to the line separating the known from the unknown.

The analogy is not perfect; for, though ink may be poured from

the bottle and iu that way the color may be removed, the fungus

that has worked its way into wood cells cannot be" removed, for

which reason the stain is permanent. It may be covered with paint
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but it cannot be washed out. Possibly it^might be whitened by
some bleaching process, but of necessity that would be on a

small scale.

Prevention of Sapstain

The remedy lies in prevention. That is likewise the remedy for

cholera in the human race, but there is a difference. The germs
of cholera can be attacked and destroyed in their breeding ground,

but that cannot be done with the germs of sapstain. The breeding

grounds are too large and too many. Something in that direction

can be done by removing decaying wood, draining damp premises,

and clearing away obstructions to secure better circulation of air

among lumber piles, thereby speeding up the drying process. But,

to combat bluing successfully, the lumber must be protected against

the swarms of spores which constantly floaf in the air.

The most promising defense against attack is a process of poison-

ing the surface of the lumber in a way to kill the spores when they

touch it, or to poison the food supply in the wood cells so that fun-

gus cannot live on it. A number of mixtures and solutions have

been tried with more or less success. The custom is to dip the

boards in a bath of the approved mixture. Among those recom-

mended are borax, sodium carbonate and lime, sodium hydroxide,

sodium bicarbonate, carbolic acid, naphthalene flakes, copper sul-

phate, zinc chloride, and mercuric chloride.

The funguses which produce sapstain are not very particular

about the woods they choose. If any species is entirely immune,

when exposed under conditions favorable to attack, the fact is not

generally known; but those species suffer most which have the most

sapwood. That rule holds, at least, among the common species met
with in lumber yards. Pretty long lists have been published of

funguses that produce sapstain, but doubtless many other species

remain to be discovered. That which is most dreaded is the one

causing the blue stain common in southern lumber yards.

VisyA:>'si;<ic:EigK)XimMi;adV;i^»>iWiW^

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, of Memphis, accord-

ing to press advices from Washington, has won the greatest vic-

tory in its remarkable career in defeatirtg the proposed advance of

15 per cent in hardwood rates. Congratulations are pouring in by
both telegran>s and letters to James E. Stark, president, and J. H.
Pownshend, secretary, respectively, of this organization.

The copy of the commission's decision has not yet reached
Memphis but members and officials alike are sure that when it does

come it will not detract in the least from the victory recorded in

press dispatches. But the copy is eagerly awaited because those

identified with the association are anxious to see to what extent

the official text corresponds in language to that used in the argu-

ments presented by J. V. Norman and Edgard A. Haid, attorneys
for this organization. It is notable that, according to the press

reports, the commission should have used word for word, to a large

extent, as found in the arguments presented by these gentlemen.

All identified with the association believe that the suggestion

of the commission that present tariffs be withdrawn by the rail-

roads will be followed. However, if the carriers should refuse to

act upon this suggestion and should press their contentions for

higher rates, hardwood lumbermen are confident that they can
convince the commission that logs, lumber and forest products are

paying all the freight these commodities will bear.

A striking feature of the aftermath of the decision is the acknowl-
edgment by traffic experts not identified with the lumber industry

that the credit for the victory in the rate case, not only defeating

the proposed advances in their own line but also defeating ad-

vances on other commodities, is due the Southern Hardwood Traffic

Association whose experts put up the most convincing arguments
and the most vigorous fight of any other organization or group of

shippers appearing before the commission. The current issue of the

Traffic World, a semi-official organ of shippers, says:

In the southern territor.v the lumber inliTfsts objected because they
had borne advances recently. J. V. Norman jjut up such a flgbt that, in

tbe midst of it, the soutbcm lines abandoned ihe fifteen per cent pro-

posal as to lumber and decided to ask for a specific advance of 1 cent
per hundred pounds.

James E. Stark, president of the association and a large shipper,

took an active part in the hearing and was elated over the tre-

mendous victory gained. He said recently:

Our victory is far more important than the majority of the lumber-
men realize at this time. I firmly believe that, if the proposed advances
had been permitted to become effective, tbe greater portion of the mills

in tbe Memphis district would have been forced to close down. Mr.
Townshend, our secretary, and Messrs. Norman and Ilaid. our attorneys,
worked tirelessly and unceasingly in tbe interests of bardwood ship-

pers and it was due to their vigorcius efforts that the aclvances were
denied. Mr. Townshend has kept careful count of tbe lunnber of cars

JAMES E. STACK. MEMI'HIS, TENN.,
PRESIDENT

J. II. TOWNSHEND, MEMPHIS, TENN.,
SECRETARY

W. P.. iniKKE,
CHARLESTON, MISS.
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of lumber held up by" the car shortage and his records show that, if

the advances had been allowed, they would have cost shippers $300,000

additional on this 'class of delayed shipments alone.

W. B. Burke, vice-president and general manager of the Lamb
Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss., who, with George Land,

traffic manager for the same firm, toolc an aggressive part iu the

rate contest, is also much pleased with the decision. He says:

I hope that the commission's decision will convince the carriers that

rates on logs and lumber are already high enough. It is exceedingly

annoying likewise very expensive for hanlwood shippers to be called

upon to defend their rate structure. I hope we will not soon be dis-

turbed again by the carriers.

J. H. Townshend, who spent much time in Washington in con-

nection with this case and who gave to it all the energy, intelli-

gence and ability at his command, enjoys the distinction .iust now
of being the happiest man in the South over the outcome. Here is

what he has to say:

After we had put in our testimony and the carriers had put in their

rebuttal, I felt confident the advances would not be allowed. Further-

more, I do not believe that there will be further advances on hardwoods
until the carriers can show need of additional revenue and then such

additional revenue must come from advances on other commodities

first.

Mr. Townshend intimated several times before the decision was

announced that the lumbermen stood an excellent chance of winning

a temporary victory and also of converting this temporary defeat

of the carriers into a permanent one. It would seem from his lan-

guage that permanent victory in this case is already at hand.

Lumbermen are profuse in their praise of the successful fight

made by the association. Here is what some of them have to say:

Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, a non-member,

South Bend, Ind.: "Accept our heartiest congratulations on the

successful outcome of the 15 per cent advance rate case. Although

we have all worked hard for this result, we attribute the commis-

sion 's decision to your untiring efforts and to the forceful manner

in which the interests of the lumber industry were presented to

the commission by your association. '

'

Harlan-Morris Manufacturing Company, a non-member, Jackson,

Tenn. : "I want to congratulate you on the good work you have

done. I believe that all the members of the different groups of

the timber industry ought to take a day off to celebrate this

decision.

"

Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, through their sales manager,

"W. F. Ganimage, says: "We, as members of the Southern Hard-

wood Traffic Association, wish to congratulate the association on

the fight it has made in this case. We feel that it is due only to

the vigorous and intelligent fight made by your association that

the lumbermen have defeated this proposed advance."

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association is young in years

but old in accomplishments in behalf of the hardwood lumber in-

dustry. It is a big institution, officered by big men and backed by
the strongest lumbermen in this part of the country. It is capable

of handling big problems in a big way and does not mind throw-

ing down the gauntlet to any railroad or any group of carriers,

even if all of them are involved, when it feels that the interests

of its njembers are at stake.

It has some wonderful victories to its credit but the last is the

biggest and the most far reaching, saving hundreds of thousands of

dollars to shippers and clearing the atmosphere in a way that prob-

ably means a long and fruitful period in which the rate structure

will be undisturbed.

."Harmony conferences" have given place to open combat before

the greatest railroad tribunal in the world and the lumbermen of

the country have no cause for complaint that the association, real-

izing the inevitable conflict between carriers and sliippers, has

changed its tactics and fought for the protection from the carriers

which the situation demanded.

All honor to the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association.
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Memphis Shippers Slightly Relieved
There is a slight increase reported in the number of box cars and

other equipment for the handling of outbound shipments of lum-

ber, according to J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager of the South-

ern Hardwood Traffic Association. He says there is quite a notable

gain in Mississippi but that there is some decrease in Arkansas at

the moment, though net changes are in favor of lumber shippers.

Lumbermen themselves bear testimony to the same developments.

There is no increase to report, however, in the number of flat

cars for handling shipments of logs to mills at Memphis. Most of

the latter are operating but they are rather poorly supplied with

logs, as a rule, with the result that thej- are forced every now and

then to suspend for two or three days at a time or even longer.

Most of them are running from hand to mouth so far as their log

supplies are concerned and they themselves fullj' appreciate the

narrow margin on which the.v are working and are likewise keenly

alive to the fact that any interruption to the present car service

would be a most serious matter for them.

W. A. Waddington, general manager of the Valley Log Loading

Company, throws interesting light on the car situation and on the

log supply both at the mills and on the rights of way of the rail-

roads in the following statement

:

We have loaded more than 1200 cars on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley

line of the Illinois Central within the past thirty d.ays. We have had no
difficulty in securing cars and have been able to taiie care of all the logs

offered us for loading. We have bad practically no cars on the Memphis-
Marianna branch of the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern and there

are more than 400 cars of logs awaiting loading on that particular line.

I believe that I am safe in saying that, if logging should stop in the

valley, every log ready for loading could be moved within ten days. I

further believe I am safe in saying that, if the car service were to be cut

oft as it was a short time ago, the average supply of logs at the mills in

Memphis would not. on the avernge, iteep the hardwood plants here run-

ning more tlian ten days at tlie outside.

Mr. Waddington is perhaps better informed on the general log

supply situation than any other man in the Memphis territory be-

cause his firm loads for nearly all the mills, which makes it pas-

sible for him to take a general rather than an individual view of

conditions.

The weather is much more favorable for logging right now than

it has been in a very long while. Most of the overflow and sur-

face waters incident thereto have disappeared and it is now possible

to get into the lowlands successfully for the first time since early

in the winter. The bulk of the timber lies in the lowlands, hence

the importance of this development. Owners of timberlands are

aware of the shortage of log supply as well as of the big demand

for lumber which makes big operations at their mills imperative if

the requirements of the trade are to be taken care of. They are

therefore putting forth every effort possible to get somewhat ahead

on log supply against the time when they may be unable to cut.

There is notable complaint of log scarcity so far as the open mar-

ket is concerned. Frequently owners of timberlands are able to

supplement their log supply by purchasing logs in the open market

but there is little chance of their doing so under present conditions

for the reason that there are so few logs ofliering. Labor scarcity

is proving something of a handicap and between the labor shortage,

the car shortage and the unfavorable weather of the first six months

of 1917, those millmen who have any considerable supplies of logs

ahead are subjects for lively congratulation from their competitors

not so fortunately placed.

It looks like they started to build wooden ships, then stopped to

wrangle about it and to debate the old question of the relative merits

of wood and iron. A little more building and a little less debating

would be more to the point.
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Inspiration at Land ISAeeting

The semi-annual meeting of the Southern Alluvial Land Associa-

tion, held at the Hotel Chisca, Memphis, June 30, represented the

most important conference ever held in this city looking to the de-

velopment and colonization of the vast area comprised in the allu-

vial land region of the lower Mississippi valley and to the estab-

lishment of a new empire in the richest portion of the globe. The

speakers were eiithusiastie in their relation of the vast possibilities

of the lands controlled by members of this organization and of the

opportunities for successful development lying before them. But

they were equally emphatic in setting forth the problems that must

be solved aild the nl)staeles that must be removed before this sec-

tion can be made what, in the language of Secretary F. E. Stone-

braker, -"it deserves and was intended to be—the garden spot of

the world. '

'

And when, after morning and afternoon sessions, the association

adjourned, the members had a far clearer conception of what thoy

have to do than ever before. Drainage, labor, health conditions,

schools, churches, road building, cattle tick, boll weevil, land clear-

ing, experiment stations were outlined as some of the problems and

processes which must be worked out if the association is to estab-

lish the new empire of which its members dream and of which its

officials talk unceasingly. I

"There is no place in the world where God has done more for a

country and man has done less than in the Mississippi valley" and

"there is no soil in the world that will yield such rich returns if

cultivated intensively and intelligently and none that will yield so

little if slip-shod methods are employed. '

'

These were the startling words of George W. Sheldon, formerly

governor of Nebraska and now a farmer at Wayside, Miss., in the

heart of the Yazoo delta, the principal speaker of the day. He has

given ten years of his life to the development of lands in the delta

region-^nd his words carried conviction not only because he is a big

man but because he had sufficient experience back of him to give

weight to his words.

Mr. Sheldon deplored the fact that negroes were flocking to the

North at the expense of the labor supply of the South but argued

that no obstacle be put in the way of those desiring to leave. He
urged that machinery should be inti'oduced wherever possible and

declared that '

' with every negro left, we will do the work two

negroes did before and do it better. '

' He thanked God that the

time is coming when the people of the South will look with greater

respect on the white man who does manual labor and asserted that

more white labor is needed in the South and that this section will

grow both more rapidly and more surely when such labor is avail-

able. Continuing he said:

"When we toll our northern friends our soil will proiluce all the crops

that can 'be grown in other sections, anil profUice thoni in greater abund-
ance, we are tcllins the truth.* But we can't make tbom lielieve it. Why?
Because they look around and see shacks of squalor wliere there should
be flue homes ; tumbled down sheds where there should be big, fine barns ;

poor schools and churches where there should be brick buildings

;

poor roads where there should be macadam highways, and they can't

believe the things you tell them. They think something must be wrong.
And something is wrong. We have encouraged our negroes to spend,

spend, spend, when we should have urged them to save, save, save. If

we could have kept in the South all the wealth that has needlessly gone
into the Xorth, the South coulil have w^eathered the storms of 1911 and
1914 without a murmur and when the Liberty Loan was issued the South
could have taken the whole without feeling it.

We have got to change our ways. We have a damnable system of ag-
riculture that must he changed—that is changing. The one crop system
In the South is doomed and in its place is coming diversification. In all

the history of the South there has never been a period when land values
were so stable as they have been since 1914 and diversification is the

reason therefor.

For many years after I came to Mississippi, I would not invite my
old friends in Nebraska to come down to this wonderful alluvial land.

Why? Because they would not have been contented with conditions

here. But, thank God, conditions are changing. A better day is dawn-
ing. The press has been leading the fight for diversified farming, for

better schools and communities and for law and order. And the South
is coming into its own.

J. H. Page, Commissioner of Agriculture for Arkansas, filled the

place on the program assigned to Governor Brough, who was de-

tained by war engagements. He congratulated the association on.

Its wonderful foresight iif substituting organized effort for individ-

ual effort in developing the alluvial lands of the South and was full

of statistics regarding the productivity of Arkansas lands as well

as regarding the vast area in the lowlands of that state now lying

idle, approximately 4,000,000 acres out of a total of 6,000,000. In

Poinsett county, he said, only 15 per cent was in cultivation while

in the remaining 15 delta or lowland counties only 30 per cent was
being cultivated.

He asserted that the value of farm products in Arkansas low-

lands was approximately 100 per cent greater per acre than in the

highly developed agricultural states of the Middle West but he

emphasized the impossibility of reconciling these claims of pro-

duction per acre with the prices asked for these lands. Continu-

ing, he said:

Since you cannot reconcile these claims with the prices asked, you
cannot attract settlers here by advancing such figures. Your most
effective method of attracting the class of settlers you wish lies in bring-

ing prospective farmers and land owners down here and showing them
the timber grow'th on your lands and the crops that have been, and are
being, produced. Show them that there is greater productiveness here
because there is greater soil fertility, a greater range of crops and a far

longer growing period. Show them that there is great opi)ortunlty not
only for growing cotton but also for raising grain, forage, alfalfa and
other crops, as well as for raising live stock. And above all, show them
that only drainage and modern methods are necessary and you can bring

the most attractive element in the country here to settle your alluvial

lands.

Clearing lands is one of your big problems. Labor is hard to get and
clearing lands is menial labor. Your association should therefore em-
bark on the plan of clearing and establishing small farms, say 80-acre
tracts, with half the land cleared for cultivation, and start this coloniza-

tion movement. YOll CAN'T UEI'END ON PIONEERS TO COME AND
CLEAR YOUR L.VNDS FOR YOU. YOU MUST DO THAT YOUR-
SELVES AND THE SOONER YOU START. THE BETTER FOR ALL
CONCERNED.

Dr. H. A. Morgan, college of agriculture, Knoxville, Tenn., de-

clared he was keenly interested in the Southern Alluvial Land Asso-

ciation because the dominant note of patriotism is back of it and
because it typifies the spirit of the times in merging individual

into co-operative effort. It has responded nobly, he said, to the de-

mands of the nation for increased foodstuff production and prom-
ises to be an important factor in feeding the people of the United

States as well as of the allies. He thought the association had
timed its efforts at land development and colonization most for-

tunately, in that the agriculturist lias before him today the greatest

opportunity in the history of the world, the opportunity of vastly

increasing his own fortune and at the same time the opportunity

of developing the human element which will make the United
States strong where its enemy—Germany—has always been strong

—in the powQr to feed itself.

Dr. Morgan believed that emphasis should be laid on the advan-
tages possessed by the alluvial lands, a plentiful sujjply of nitrogen

and lime, a long growing period, a wide range of crops and exceed-

ing fertility of soil, but he did not believe that much progress

would be made until the problems to be solved were faced manfully
and energetically. He named these in the following order:

1—Scarcity of labor, which made it both necessary and desirable

that these alluvia! lands should be offered to prospective settlers

cleared instead of in their natural state.

2—Drainage, which is greatly simplified by the co-operative work
the association is carrying on but which is indissolubly connected
with still another problem, that of health.

3—Malaria control, which must be learned if the future of these

lands is to be what you gentlemen intend that it shall bo. There
are simple expedients, he said, which can be learned without diffi-

culty but he urged that they must be learned because the pros-

pective settler is interested in health first and in soil fertility

seconil.
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4—Boll weevil, which have already greatly reduced the produc-

tiveness of cotton in the lower part of the Mississippi valley but

which have proven something of a blessing in disguise in that they

have led to crop diversification over important areas of these

.alluvial lands. He pointed out that cotton is the international crop

and that it is a prime necessity. and suggested that it would prob-

ably be wise for those owning lands in the northern half of the

alluvial land region to continue, at least for the next few j'ears, to

'raise cotton on a large scale.

5—Cattle tick, which must be eradicated before live stock raising

'can make much headway. He urged that fencing be done and that

. the owners of alluvial lands confer with the state and national

authorities regarding the best methods of tick eradication. He
urged cattle raising as a means of providing human food but he

also advocated it as a means of maintaining soil fertility.

6—Experiment stations which are necessary in determining adap-

tability of crops. Dr. Morgan did not regard it as feasible that

there should be contiguous experiment stations because of the vast

area to be covered but he suggested that the members of the asso-

ciation take up with the state and national authorities the placing

of men in the delta region to make tests which shall be available

to every man who is engaged in cultivating these lands. These

tests, he said, would not only show the prospective farmer what
could be raised but would put courage in his breast and thus greatly

facilitate the work of land development.

L. L. Hidinger, vice-president of the Morgan Engineering Com-

:
panics, Memphis, declared that drainage was the first step in the

development of these alluvial lands and that it had to be done be-

I fore other improvements could be made. He said the cost would be

pretty full, greater in proportion than seemed reasonable, but that

the increased productiveness of the soil and the other advantages

that would follow gave it greater importance than the proportional

cost suggested. He told of the drainage plans that were being
' worked out in the upper St. Francis basin and gave a general out-

I line of what would be necessary to provide adequate drainage fac-

ilities in the alluvial land regions. He is a drainage expert and his

paper was closely followed. What appealed most, however, to mem-
bers of the association was the fact that drainage is possible and

]
that the benefits following it are so great that cost is soon absorbed

by increased productiveness and increased land value, in many.

'

instances in as short a period as two years. He gave figures show-

ing that lands in the upper St. Francis basin, selling- only a few

years ago in their undrained state for a few dollars per acre, are

selling today, as drained, at from $100 to $150'per acre. He also

quoted government statistics showing that in a single delta count.v,

Bolivar, drainage has increased the value of cleared land 66 per

,
cent, of uncleared land 69 per cent and the rental value of cleared

land by .56 per cent. He asserted that the lands in the alluvial laud

region were richer than the soil in the Middle West corn belt and

that, whereas the former were selling at $50 to $100 per acre, they

were commanding rent returns of $8 to $12 per acre while the latter,

worth from $200 to $300 per acre, commanded rent values of only

$6 to .$8 per acre. He believed that the delta lands of the Missis-

sippi were as rich as those in any other delta country in the world

and thafthe time would come, with proper drainage and other im-

provements, when they would be worth from $300 to $.500 per acre.

Prof. Turner Wright, marketing and live stock expert. State

College of Louisiana, urged removal of the cattle tick, enforcement

of more adequate and moje just live stock laws and the betterment

of marketing conditions and facilities. He declared that the asso-

ciation should get squarely behind the movement for the introduc-

"

tion of purebred cattle and for making conditions both safe and

- profitable for the investor. He recounted a sheep raising experi-

ment in Louisiana which had resulted in the cleaning up of the

brush and undergrowth on cut over lands and the ultimate sale of

the sheep at 30 cents per pound ou the St. Louis market. He also

declared than more than 3,000 head of pure-bred cattle had been

introduced into four parishes in Louisiana during the past two

years, with exceedingly profitable results.

Dr. J. 0. Eobert, Mississippi A. & M. College, Starkville, Miss.,

said, as giving some idea of the possibilities for land development
in the alluvial regions of the South, that there are 800,000 acres of

these lands in Tennessee that would be available for profitable cul-

tivation if reclaimed from inundation, 5,670,000 in Arkansas, 6,173,-

000 in Mississippi and 9,600,000 in Louisiana. He further declared

tliat, if the government is justified in spending millions of dollars

irrigating desert lands in the West, it would certainly be justified

in spending millions of dollars in reclaiming the fertile lands of

the lower Mississippi valley from overflow.

The meeting was called to order by John W. McClure, president of

the association, who delivered an address of welcome, who re-

viewed the accomplishments of the association during the past six

months and who gave a brief outline of the work it is undertaking.

The thought the most favorable happening since the association

was formally launched was the passage of the flood control bill

which, in his opinion "has removed the last barrier to the rapid

development of these rich natural resources," since "it is a prac-

tical insurance against floods along the lower Mississippi and re-

moves the element of fear which has prevented the progressive

farmers from the higher lands from moving to these alluvial lands

—now become the farmers' paradise." He showed that conditions

were rapidly changing and that surface drainage, pure artesian

water and a better knowledge of sanitation, resulting in screened

liouses and better living conditions, had made this section as healthy

as any in the county and declared that "Nowhere do you find

healthier people, more rapid improvement in the smaller town, or

more rapid increase in bank deposits or more general improvements
indicating the growing wealth and prosperity of the people."

He thought the entrance of the United States into the world wide
war and the necessity of increased food stuff production for the

people of this country and of the allies would turn the attention

of farmers in other parts of the country to the rich alluvial re-

gions of the Mississippi valley and thus greatly stimulate their

development. He declared that there were no other lands obtain-

able at such a price capable of paying for themselves with one

year's production and intimated that the time was close at hand
when the price would so advance that even the productivity of the

soil could not compass the cost of these properties in a single year.

The principal objects of the association, which does not deal in

lands and which does not operate for profit, are set forth as follows

by Mr. MeClure:
1. To advertise the alUivial lands bordering the Southern Missis-

sippi river

:

2. To' place upon these lands desirable farmers and settlers

;

3. To co-operate in every proper way with these settlers in solving
their financial, agricultural and business problems

;

4. To co-operate in every .proper way with othef organizations and
other forces which are working to build up communities and improve
conditions in this territory ; and

o. To furnish such information to members as will assist tbem in

settlinix and developing their lands.

The report of Secretary F. E. Stonebraker showed that there was
a total membership of 37, including two received at this meeting,

compared with a charter enrollment in January of 17, an increase

of more than 100 per cent.

Mr. Stonebraker reviewed at length the farming and live stock

raising progress and said that the amount of this was surprising

but that it only indicated that the owners were beginning to wake
up to the possibilities of their lands. He told of what the asso-

ciation was doing for its members and what it proposed to do and

handed a bouquet to the lumber trade papers for the stimulus which

had been afforded to demand through the publicity which they had

contributed.

An impressive feature of this report was that the greater por-

tion of the land transactions were among farmers of the South who
knew the jiossibilities of these alluvial lauds and who had confidence

in their future.

Secretary Stonebraker declared that the association was seeking

permanent settlers and he gave the following clear-cut reasons

for this course:

1. They insure payment for the land they contract to buy.

(Continued on ptii/e 33')
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Machinery and Hand Labor
Address by W. B. Axford Before the Meeting of the National Veneer

and Panel Association, Chicago, June I 2.

O FAR as I know, there is not an engineering

concern in the country making a specialty of

veneer mill construction and equipment. Per-

haps the reason for this is that such a concern

would die of starvation. You think, and you are right,

that you know more about the veneer business than any

engineer who perhaps has never been inside a veneer

mill. And yet 1 will venture to say that if a competent

engineer were to spend a day in your mill, he could show

you a way, with a small expenditure, to save at least one

man. 1 have never yet been in a mill where I could not

learn something, nor have I ever been in a mill where

I could not suggest some improvement. And 1 think this

is true of any one present.

There is not a man among you who would build an-

other mill exactly the same as the mill you now operate.

If I happen to mention some mechanical methods and

improvements that you are perfectly familiar with, please

remember that the other fellow may not be. 1 hap-

pened in a mill a short time ago in time to help the con-

cern out of what was proving to be a serious difficulty.

Tlie Proctor dryer was not working properly. It would

not dry the stock as quickly as it had for the past two

years. The output was only half or a third of what it

should be. It had been running this way for a week and

no one could locate the trouble. I looked on top of the

machine and suggested that if they send some one up

there to cross the belt on the exhaust fan they might get

better results. The fan was running backwards. The

Sunday before some one had been told to take out a

piece from the belt because it was running slack. It had

been running with a crossed belt. When he took out the

piece and put the belt back he forgot to cross it. No
one in the plant had been able to locate the trouble for

a week. I tell this to illustrate the extent of the mechanical

ability in some veneer mills.

The Log Yard

In many plants there is more chance for a saving by

a rearrangement of the present equipment than by any

added machinery. In some I find the equipment too

elaborate for the work to be done. It takes more labor

to handle the equipment than it would to do the work
without it.

In the gum mills there are but few places where a der-

rick and hoisting engine are not absolutely essential. This

is about the only practical way to unload logs from a high

side car, and an effort is usually made to have this equip-

ment do all the work possible and handle the logs at the

drag saw and the vats. Frequently in order to do this

the derrick is too large for quick work; a log carriage is

necessary, requiring extra labor, and the drag-saw must

be in a place where it h not at all convenient. There

seems to be a tendency, in veneer mills, to overlook the

advantages of a log-haul and to neglect to take advantage

of gravity. Many seem to think that the log carriage,

which must be returned for each log, probably to some

distant point, is a necessity. In many instances this could

be replaced with a log-haul and a man or two saved. The

haul rig should be in two parts, so that the part under

the saw can be jigged back and forth. This is easily

done with a double clutch. With the first section of the

haul-rig the logs can be easily elevated to any reason-

able height so that the drag-saw can be set a little above

the level of the vats and the roll into the vats has suffi-

cient pitch to make it easy. The same is true from the

vats to the mill floors and a short log-haul from the vats

into the lathes is often convenient.

The use of a steam or air hoist for lifting the logs from

the vats and delivering them to the lathes is probably

the quickest method and requires the least labor. If air

is used, hoists can very often be used to an advantage in

other parts of the mill, particularly in a panel plant, and

where it is necessary to lift crates into a car.

So far as I know no one has ever perfected a rossing

or barking machine that could be used to advantage in

veneer mills, except for small bolts, such as tooth-pick

blocks.

Cut-ofF Saws

I believe that it is only a question of time when every

drag-saw w^ill be replaced by the band cut-off saw. This

rig has been greatly improved and is a highly efficient

and satisfactory machine. It is a great time saver. A
1 6-inch birch log can be cut through in eleven seconds.

The machine requires no foundation or strong fastening;

it can be bolted to the floor, or may be used in the woods

on a boat or skids. It can be driven with about one-

third of the power required for other machines. It does

more and better work with less waste. The log does not

need dogging or holding w^hile being cut. The machine

is perfectly balanced and can be handled easily v/ithout

friction or other hoist. The only objection I have ever

found to it, is that it is necessary to have a man about

the mill who can properly file, braze and hammer a band

saw.

If you have up-to-date lathes these have been de-

veloped so that a minimum of labor is required to operate

them. Tlie main bearings are bored in solid metal, with

fiber linings so that they will not run dry and cut out,

the feather inserted at the point nearest the chuck so

that all chatter or quiver in the spindle is done away with.

The power dogging device is one vi'hereby a log is dogged

quickly in one operation, without using a trig or hook
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on a hand wheel. The heavy cone friction for running

the knife bar back and forth is powerful enough to pull

the knife out of the heaviest cut immediately. The

double clutch pulleys give two speeds. The quick chang-

ing of gears provides for different thickness of stock. All

of these improvements tend to keep the knife in the cut

the greater part of the time and the lathe turning.

Veneer Conveyor

There is a chance for development in the methods

used for handling the sheet from the lathe through the

slipper.

I believe that some one will sooner or later develop

a variable speed conveyor to take the veneer at exactly

the speed that it comes from the lathe, and deliver it

under an electrically operated clipper, the man at the

clipper, pressing a button as the stock comes under the

machine at the place where it is to be cut. This would

not be such a difficult thing to work out for one width

stock but where the stock is spurred into two or more

widths it would be somewhat difficult. However, it is

worth thinking about, and it might cut the lathe crew

down somewhat, and save stock.

In few mills has any effort been made to develop a

conveyor system and about the only thing of this kind

in sight in the average mill is the clipper table and pos-

sibly a blower system to handle sawdust and shavings or

a short conveyor from the hog to the boiler room.

Handling the Cores

The cores from the lathes are handled in a very crude

manner in many mills. It is frequently necessary to

locate the short log mill for saw^ing the cores into crated

stock at a point where it is not possible to get the cores to

it without much hand labor. If the mill floor is not on

the ground it is often a simple problem to drop the cores

through a hole in the floor back of the lathe and into a

conveyor which will deliver them where they are wanted.

If the lathes are located so this cannot be done they may
be elevated in a conveyor and carried overhead. This

conveyor is simply a light log-haul. I recently pointed

out to one mill manager how he could save two men by

handling his cores in this way and changing the location

of his short log mill, at a total expenditure of about three

hundred dollars.

TTie average veneer mill is equipped with a few factory

trucks, but not nearly enough to handle the stock prop-

erly, and as a result the stock after it comes from the

clipper has to be moved from floor to truck and from

truck to floor several times before it reaches the ware-

house or car. This is all extra labor and the breakage

in handling is no small item.

I see no reason why a single sheet or panel should ever

touch the floor until it lands in the car or warehouse.

With the old style factory truck there might have been

some excuse for this. Such a large number of trucks were
required, and the cost was considerable. Also these

trucks required considerable floor space when not in use.

With the present system of portable platforms, only

a very few trucks are required, at most one or two in each

room, to move the platforms. The platforms may be of

any convenient size, can be made very cheaply and when

not in use require little room, for they may be stacked

up to the ceiling, each one requiring about eight inches

in height. The veneers may be placed on these plat-

forms at the clipper and delivered to the dryer. When
dried they may be placed on a platform and go to the

glue room, warehouse or car. If they are for immediate

shipment a crate may be in waiting at the end of the

dryer and as the veneers come from the machine the

crate, which is also on a truck platform, may be filled

and delivered to the car.

Mechanical Dryer

Probably the greatest labor saving machine in a veneer

mill is the mechanical dryer. The cost of this machine

is considerable; it is about equal to the rest of the cutting

room equipment. For this reason and because it is pos-

sible to operate without one, some concerns hesitate

about adding this machine to their equipment. Some of

you seem to think the price of this machine is excessive,

that the manufacturers are making more than a fair profit.

I can assure you that this is not the case. The manu-

facturers of these machines sell them at the usual profit

of a machinery plant—usually 1 to 15 per cent. How
many of you would be satisfied with a profit of 1 to

I 5 per cent on veneers or panels?

Some hesitate because they are not satisfied that a

mechanical dryer will dry their stock satisfactorily. Can

you dry it better in any other way? Can you dry it as

cheaply or as quickly in any other way? How many
customers have you that are not satisfied with machine-

dried stock, and will they pay you a premium on stock

that has been dried in some other way and at a greater

cost to you? Does your drying cost compete with that

of the concerns using the machines? The mechanical

dryer saves labor, material and time.

About a year ago 1 went over the drying proposition

with the owner of a mill and pointed out to him where

he could save $6,000 per year with a mechanical dryer

in labor alone. There was no question about the saving.

He knew the machine and knew what it would do. He
agreed that my estimate of the saving was correct. He
expected to buy a dryer for about $8,000, of a size that

would handle his output. He found that the machine

would cost about $12,000 and concluded to wait a while

before placing his order. That was a year ago. He is

still waiting. In the meantime he has paid half the cost

of the machine at that time for labor which he might

have saved.

I was in a slicing plant recently. The yard was filled

with logs and the books were filled with orders. They
quit cutting at two o'clock in the afternoon because the

drying racks were filled at that time. To build more
racks would require an extra building. It was a problem
to find work for the cutting room crew after two o'clock

to put in the balance of the day. It was simply a waste
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EGGERS
I ,1

I^IUAUT

Highly

Specialized

Workmmiship

EGGERS

PIUAUT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD REC ORD
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"EASIMOOV"
The Veneer Tape t'lat is "Up to the

Second" can be removed instantly after

having served its purpose, without be-

ing sanded. Saves time and expense.

Write for sample coils

IDEAL COATED PAPER CO.
The Veneer Tape Specialists

MAIN OFFICE AND MILLS, BROOKFIELD, MASS.

€
mintMU

Li- i:. ail AUi/,^l:.i^

The Quartered Oak Specialists

whose reputation and financisd

worth is your guarantee of sat-

isfaction in quality and service.

"He profits most who serves best"

J :*ii'

.• / yy.

^MinurAC-ri//iCiiS Of i

VENEERS
£VAUSV/II£ i

AU Three of U* Will Be Benefited if

of labor and the capacity of the plant was cut down about

30 per cent. I have drawn several contracts for this con-

cern. Each time they have almost decided to part with

the price of a machine, but each time they have been

afraid that good business might not continue or that a

submarine might blow up the plant, or they have made
some excuse to themselves for not putting in the machine

that they know they should have and that would soon pay

for itself.

If your output is largely thick stock you are probably

using a lumber kiln or tunnel of some kind; piling the

stock on trucks, with piling strips between the sheets.

Labor-saving Devices

There are several labor-saving devices which may be

employed at this point. The grooved racks, either

vertical or horizontal, not only save labor but they retard

the drying on the end of the sheet and prevent checking

and compel the stock to dry more evenly and more

nearly flat. The sheets can be slid into the grooves much
more quickly than parting strips can be laid at the ends

of the sheets.

if the sheets are more than 12 or 16 inches on the

grain, of course you will need one or more parting strips

along the sheet. If two uprights are placed at the back

of the truck where the parting strips come, or a channel

may be used for this purpose, so that the back end of

the strips drop into the channel or between the uprights,

the strips may be laid more quickly, and are sure to come
in line at the back. After the pile is made the strips may
be knocked in line at the front.

In breaking down the pile the line of parting strips

may be drawn very quickly if a nail is driven in each

strip at right angles to the strip and parallel to the run

of the sheets, so that an upright may be hooked behind

this row of nails and the entire row of strips drawn out.

With small stock the entire pile of veneers may be drawn
at once from the grooves by pushing them out froTn the

back.

The Glue Room
Whether you use vegetable glue, aninial glue, casein,

silicate, or a glue of your own make, your mixers, rolls

and the laying up of your panels require about the same
labor. Your press, retainers, etc., require a certain num-
ber of men to operate them and it would probably be

difficult to do away with any of these men. Your saving

here must be by an equipment that will increase your

output with the crew that you already have.

I have had considerable experience with curved work
and I know that any great saving in this must be worked
out in each mill and cannot be worked out in a general

way.

I have also manufactured much flat stock, particularly

three-ply box stock. This is the cheapest product in the

form of panels and the aim is for quantity rather than

quality, and every effort is made to get the greatest pos-

sible quantity of stock through the glue room with the

ordinary crew.

My experience has been that this can be done with a
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One of America's Best Black Walnut Trees
GROWN IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS
AND PURCHASED RECENTLY BY

Pickrel Walnut Company of St, Louis, Mo.

f*
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FIGURED
RED GUM
FINISH

We believe vy^ith one of

our best customers, whose

line prominently features

Figured Red Gum, that the

preferred finish for this rich,

characteristically American,

brown wood is a natural finish,

calculated to bring out the full

beauty of the wood and not

cover it up with heavy discol-

oring stains.

We have for free distribution, colored

illustrations of Figured Red Gum furni-

ture showing natural finish. Eventually

you will use it. Why not become better

acquainted now?

THE LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS

Member
Gum Lumber Manufacturers Association

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

All Three of U« WUI B« Benefited U

hydraulic press and accumulator. The accumulator may
be placed in the engine room along with the pump, where

it may be looked after by the engineer. When it is re-

leased it acts immediately and saves the time required for

a pump to elevate the press bed.

The ways of laying up and bolting up the stock are

many. For fast work and a minimum of labor 1 prefer

the press bed set flush with the floor, openings at the

sides of the press and the openings set in line with the

rolls as nearly as possible and as close to it as will be

convenient.

The stock is laid up on one of the portable platforms,

built with legs or blocks under the corners instead of the

rail of 2- by 6-inch that is generally used on edge under

the platforms. If the stock is of uniform size or within a

certain range the platform may be used as the bottom

caul, and the bottom retainers laid in place on the press

bed before the platform is hauled into the press. If the

stock varies greatly in size, the proper sized retainers

and cauls may be placed in position on top of the plat-

form. In either case the truck is used to haul the plat-

fcrm into the press so that two of the legs rest on the

floor on each side of the press. The distance between

the legs fore and aft of the platform is of course a little

greater than the width of the press bed, so that the legs

straddle it. The top retainers are put in place and when
the power is applied the platform and all that is on it

rises with the press bed, the pile is bolted up, the press

released and the truck hauls the platform with the stock

on it to where it can remain until time to be broken

down. When the stock is to be broken down, the plat-

form is hauled to place at the equalizing saw, after the

top caul and retainers have been removed.

Equalizing Saws

The panels are sawed both ways on this machine

which has three saws on the mandril, two of which are

on collars v^hich may be removed along the mandrill,

in order to get both length and width of the panel, the

middle saw making a cut for each dimension.

1 have tried many kinds of retainers and have found

the simplest to be the best. I use a road with a head and
cast washer on the bottom end and 1 2 inches of thread

with a washer and the thumbnut on the other end.

The horizontals are made of two pieces of channel

iron bolted or riveted together back to back with a washer

between of a thickness a little greater than the diameter

of the rod. The bolts or rivets are nine inches or a foot

from the ends so that the backs of the two channels form
a slot for the rods. With these simple rods I have used

the 6 by 6-inch birch and maple blocks with the end
slots sawed in them for the horizontals with good suc-

cess. In breaking down with this arrangement the rods

may be knocked out. I have found that the turnbuckle

rods, wedge rods, etc., give more or less trouble in differ-

ent ways. However, many of them are in use and appear
to give satisfaction.

Of the drying of the panels after they are glued and
either before or after they are sized the same is true as
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of your single-ply stock. The quickest method and the

cheapest is in a conveyor dryer. 1 have taken a bass-

wood log from the water in the morning, cut it into

veneer, dried it in the machine, glued it, sized the panels,

dried them in the machine, crated and shipped them by

express on a three o'clock train. It can be done in any

mill that is properly equipped.

The Waste Problem

There are not many kinds of manufacturing plants in

which the matter of keeping the mill clean is of such

importance as in a veneer and panel plant. The stock

is a great fire risk at best, and the insurance inspector is

very quick to call your attention to the fact that your

mill is not clean. In some mills where this matter is

attended to closely the cost of the labor used for this

purpose is considerable. The carrier system for waste

has been overlooked in most mills. I do not know just

why this is so because it is a simple matter to handle all

the waste from the various machines in this way. If

there is sufficient room under the mill flooi for a carrier

system, the proposition is a little more simple than if it

has to be elevated. There seems to be an opinion among

veneer men that veneer scrap cannot be handled easily

in a carrier. Time will not permit me to go into the

matter of carrier construction so I will merely suggest

that if you see a need in your mill or if you have a clean-

ing up item on your payroll, that you take the matter up

with some concern and ask them to send an engineer to

your mill to see what he can suggest. Get a blower

system man also. Much of the waste can be handled

in that way, such as sawdust, shavings and the product

from your hog.

TTie hog is a machine that cannot help but save labor

in your fire room and elsevjfhere, to say nothing of the

other advantages of grinding your fuel.

In closing, I would like to suggest that much can be

learned by an occasional visit to another mill. You can

educate and be educated. The time has gone by when
you would not allow^ a competitor inside of your mill,

for fear he might see the way you performed some par-

ticular operation. TTie air of mystery that used to prevail

about a veneer mill has disappeared, and you are willing

and anxious to discuss your methods with others. You
no longer think as some of the old-timers did, that you
are the only one that knows the veneer business. An
old preceptor of mine used to say: "Always assume

that the other fellovkf knows as much about the subject

as you do until he has proven differently. If you find he

does not know as much as you, you have the advantage.

If he knows more you have not given yourself away and
are in a position to learn something."

If a boiler does not steam satisfactorily, perhaps the trouble lies

ill the position and condition of the bridgewall. It may be too high

or too low, too near the front or too near the back. See that scale has

not formed and coated the bottom of the boiler. Keep the flues

well cleaned. See that the draft is all right. But don't experiment

with low water. Try different ways of firing.

Made in St. Louis by

St. Louis Basket and Box Co.

WE MANUFACTURE
a complete line of Built-up Stock in most
any size or thickness, including Walnut,

Mahogany, Quartered and Plain Oak,
Ash, Gum, Plain or Figured Birch, Yellow
Pine, Sycamore, Cottonwood, etc.

ESTABLISHED 1880

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST

PERKINS
GLUE

COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTUREHS
AND SELLING AGENTS

PERKINS

Vegetable Veneer Glue
(PATENTED JULY 2, 1912)

805 J. M. S. BUILDING
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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MAHOGANY
We have in our yard in San Francisco

ready for IMMEDIATE shipment

the following,

Guatemalan Hard Mahogany Lumber

FIRSTS AND SECONDS

160,000' .... 4/4 4,000' ... 10/4
18,000'.... 6/4 8,000'... 12/4
6,000'.... 8/4 2,000' ... 16/4

NO. 1 AND 2 COMMON
50,000' 4/4 to 8/4

Write us /or prices

We also have:

Cenezero—80,000' 4/4 to 8/4
Hawaiian Koa—25,000' 4/4

FIRSTS AND SECONDS

WHITE BROTHERS
5th& Brsuinan Sts. San Francisco

Cincinnati Veneer Company Fire

Origin of a fire which caused $50,000 damage at the Cincinnati

Veneer Company's plant, West Sixth and Front streets, Cincinnati,

recently, is unascertained. The fire started in a yard which is

adjacent to the saw and planing mill. Here the damage was the

heaviest.

George Unnewehr, president of the company, said the damage

to machinery would be heavier than to material and buildings.

Thousands of feet of lumber left the plant last week. All the

damage is covered by insurance.

Fire Chief Houston attributes the flames to spontaneous com-

bustion. The lumber used at the plant is thin as tissue paper, and

offered excellent fuel for the flames.

Is Panel Making Too Much Standardized?
It was suggested the other day by an advertising expert who

also knows woodworking pretty well, that the manufacturers of

furniture and similar articles were passing up one of the big-

gest merchandising possibilities—the chance for a real talking

point in not working out some plan of veneered panel manufac-

ture that w^ould meet the test of service and yet have the added

quality of being different. In the essentials all panels are made

the same and the finished product is divided into two classes

—

those w^hich stay put and those which do not. But the panel

maker can see no basic fault with his type of panel if it fails to

stand up. He sees (sometimes) the immediate cause, w^hereas

if he created a new style of glue joint or other feature that he knew
would hold he not only would have a good panel but one with a

talking point that would put him miles ahead of his competitors.

Of course our advertising man's suggestion was only a sug-

gestion—he didn't offer any advice as to how to make the panel

changes. But if the idea could be applied it would undoubtedly

help in broadening the use of veneered wood and in overcoming

the prejudice against that kind of article.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if

Organize Illinois Walnut Lumber Company
W. L. Fletcher of East St. Louis, who has been living in Kansas

City, has returned to his old home and has organized the Illinois

Walnut Lumber Company with his son, H. L. Fletcher, and Chas.

S. Smith. The company has purchased the plant of the East St.

Louis Walnut Lumber Company, but not the stock. Mr. Fletcher

and Mr. Smith were connected w^ith the latter company for many
years and during that time the plant turned out many thousands

of gunstocks for the United States army and nearly all the armies

of Europe. A few months before the starting of the present war,

Mr, Fletcher went to Europe on a summons by cable and it is said,

that as a result of that trip, his company received a large order

from the German government. The company was already supply-

ing the English and other armies.

Mr. Smith says that the new company did not expect to make
gunstocks, but would supply walnut lumber for a general line of

manufactures.

Cut-offs From Oak Flitches
One of the common problems of the millman who makes oak flitches

for veneer is what to do with the cut-offs, the ends and short sections

cut off here and there to take out a defect and clear a flitch. These

vary in width from 6 or 8 inches to 16 and in length from 2 feet to 6.

Tliey are good quartered stock aside from whatever defects causes

the cutting off, and they contain too much good material to go to

waste. The problem is what to cut them into and how to work them

to realize the most for them.

Dimension stock offers one general line, and by dimension stock is

meant anything from small squares for chair rungs up to heavier

dimensions for wagon stock. Of course the short length limits the

|iossibilities for conversion into dimension stock, but generally some-

thing worth while in this line can be made with nothing more in the

way of additional equipment than a rip saw and a crosscut.

An 'idea that persistently suggests itself in connection with these

shorts is that of converting them into tight barrel heading. Good

tight barrel heading must be made quartering and it ranges in length

from 18 inches to 3 feet and in thickness from % to 2 inches, being

mostly 1 and 1% inches. Indications are we will have a fairly good

market for barrel heading and this line of work should offer some

possibilities.

To cut heading would call for a heading saw and it is doubtful if

in any one mill will have enough shorts from veneer flitches to justify

a heading saw. With such a saw, however, there is an opportunity to

work up short pieces of logs not only in oak but in other timber such

as gum and poplar and make heading or box shooks out of them. To

put in a heading saw just to cut the shorts from the flitches would not

be justified, but if one can develop enough other business to employ

such a rig steadily this should be one good solution of the problem.

It is recognized as beneficial for the country sawmill man to make

occasional visits to see where and how his product is used. It is a

good educational idea that is carried out to some extent, but not

enough. There are, for example, many kicks on lumber that might

be avoided considerably if the millman or the planer foreman could

spend more time around the yards where his stock is sold at retail,

or in the buildings where the carpenters are using it.

The planing mill furniture factory or other woodworking plant

that is now well stocked up on lumber has cause for congratulation,

for prices are advancing right along, especially on southern pine, and

there is a general feeling that they will never go so low again as

they have been the past summer.

Every saw table shoidd be made to adjust to height, preferably

to raise at both ends, so as to be always level, but to raise at one

end, anyway. When raising at both ends the work is always uji level

and square with the operator. It is not only unpleasant, but hard

and inconvenient for a sawyer to reach up to do some little bit

of work which must Ixi done with a small cut and on top of the

saw.
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(Continued from page 23)

2. Permanent farmers raise the value o£ the farms they purchase and
enhance the value of the lands adjoining.

3. They bring their relatives and friends by talk or correspondence, if

satisfied settlers.

4. They facilitate the building of churches, schools and good roads

because they demand these essentials.

5. They develop the community spirit which is so necessary to per-

manent success.

Secretary Stonebraker said iu conclusion that the association, real-

izing the need of settlers, was going after farmers iu every part of

the eountrj' and that it did not propose to cease its efforts until

it had brought in enough settlers '

' to assist in making our alluvial

lands what they deserve and were intended to be—the garden spot

of the world."

The attendance at this meeting was quite encouraging but little

business was transacted. In fact, the only action taken was the

adoption of resolutions memorializing the Mississippi legislature

to provide a permanent endowment for the experiment station at

Stoneville, Miss., and the endorsement of the candidacy of Dr.

Tait Butler, editor of the Progressive Farmer, Memphis, as As-

sistant Secretary of Agriculture of the United States. Members
were requested to write their senators and representatives in his

behalf in order that the delta section and the South may have a

representative in the agricultural department at Washington.

Knees for Ships

The wooden ships now in course of construction for the govern-

ment call for about 300 knees each. These are crooked pieces of

timber, so named because of their shape, and they are used as braces

to give extra strength to the ship 's frame. Some knees are hewed

from the junction of trunks with large branches, others from junc-

tion of roots and trunks. The southern live oak was formerly much

used as knees for large ships, and it may come into use again. Those

knees are formed by branch and trunk. For smaller vessels the

root of the northern tamarack tree has long been in demand. This

knee is formed by a crook in the root itself. The crook is a natural

form due to the soil in which the tree grows. The favorite habitat

of tamarack is the silted-up bed of a former lake, or the "made
land" above an old beaver dam. Such soil is loose down a couple

of feet, where it rests on a stratum of hard clay or rock. The

tamarack's root descends perpendicularly to the hard stratum, and

not being able to go down further, it turns at right angles and thus

forms the natural crook which, when properly hewed, serves admir-

ably as a ship knee. Tamarack is a very strong wood and that adds

much to the value of the root in shipbuilding.

Taking Stock of Black Locust

Acting under military orders, a census or inventory is being made

of the black locust timber in West Virginia. The work is in charge

of C. E. Andrews, at the United States engineers, and timber owners

in that state have been asked to help collect information of the amount

and location of locust timber. This material is wanted for tree nails

in building the wooden ships. From 20,000 to 40,000 wooden pins

are needed for each ship, the pins being from 24 to 40 inches long.

The total number will run far into the millions and they will con-

stitute a heavy drain on locust timber, which is not abundant.

This species' highest development is iu West Virginia. It grows

naturally in the surrounding states, and by planting in many other

states; but only in a few localities can the locust trees be depended

upon to attain large size and good form. Outside of its natural range

it falls a victim to the locust borer, an insect thai literally devours

trunks and branches. But in the mountains of West Virginia the

insect is less destructive, and iu some of tliose regions is unknown,

and from there will come the timber for the tree nails which the ship

builders must have.

The locust trees iu some of the rich mountain coves in West Virginia

attain diameters of three feet and heights of eighty feet. However,

that size is unusual, even there ; but in most regions where the borer

gets in its work, a good locust trunk a foot in diameter is unusual.

Immense quantities of locust tree nails were taken out of West Vir-

ginia in the period following the Civil war. It was an important

industry there for a while, and many of the largest trees were cut

then. The fifty years which have elapsed since has been time suffi-

cient for much growth ; but the farmers have cut a great deal of this

valuable wood for fence posts, and vehicle manufacturers have bought

it for buggy hubs, with the result that the tree-nail cutters must now
scout far and wide to get the needed supplies.

Locust is wanted because it is extremely strong, very hard, and it is

as durable as any wood that grows in the United States. Honey locust,

though '.cry hard, strong, and durable, does not measure up to black

locust in any essential respect. These two species belong to the same
family—the pea family—but are quite distinct. Black locust is

SobinUi yseudacacia, and honey locust is Gleditsia tricanthos. It is

from the bloom of black locust that bees make poisonous honey, and
the inner bark is poisonous to horses that gnaw it. The British claimed

that the smashing victories won by American frigates in the war of

1812 were due to the black locust timbers in the ships—the stanchions

and braces which stood like steel under the impact of cannon balls.

Let it be hoped that the black locust from the West Virginia moun-
tains will contribute so greatly to the strength and efficiency of our

ships in this war that success and victory will crown the efforts of our

vessels that put out to sea.

The Farm Woodlot
The Forest Service has published bulletin 481 dealing with the

woodlots on farms as a present and prospective source of lumber,

fuel, and other forest products. The bulletin was prepared from

data secured by E. H. Frothingham during a thorough investigation

of the subject in the territory including the eastern half of the

United States and extending as far west as Minnesota, Iowa, Mis-

souri, Arkansas, and Louisiana.

Woodlots vary in size from 5 to ISO acres, the smaller being in the

eastern states, the larger in the Mississippi valley, the average size per

farm in 1910 being 29 acres.

The total income in 1909 from woodlots in the area under considera-

tion was $170,000,000. In that year the area in woodlots was

145,000,000 acres.

It is calculated that these woodlots now contain saw timber total-

ing 174,000,000,000 board feet and fuel equal to 1,100,000,000 cords.

Most woodlots are remnants of the original forests which were left

when the rest of the farms were cleared. These remaining wooded

tracts were once much more extensive than now. Areas have been con-

stantly diminishing through clearing new fields. The total area iu

woodlots in 1910 was 85 per cent of what it was in 1880, showing a

yearly rate of decrease of one-half of one per cent. The area of wood-

lots amounts to 29 per cent of the whole farm area.

The quality of timber in woodlots is scarcely equal to that in gen-

eral forests because a process of culling choice trees from the lot is

common and much damage results from grazing farm stock which

is often permitted to range there. Still, about one-sixth of the stand-

ing timber of the area under consideration is in woodlots and five-

sixths in general forest.

The increased production from woodlots, that is, the amount taken

off and used on the farm or otherwise disposed of, increased 90

per cent during the thirty years from 1880 to 1910. This product

was made up of lumber, poles, posts, bark, pulpwood and fuel.

Mr. Frothingham believes that the area in woodlots will continue

to decrease as more land is cleared for cultivation, but it should not

be expected that the process will continue indefinitely, for the farm-

grown wood has an important place to fill in this country's indus-

tries. The value of the products will increase until the returns will

constitute a considerable part of the farm's income. It is assumed

that the average size of the permanent woodlot may be about ten

acres, and that the total cut of wood of all kinds will be equivalent

to nearly 25,000,000 cords a year.
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Cordwood As Fuel

The government has publislied figures showing the consumption

of wood as fuel on farms in the United States. This is probably the

best estimate ^ver made along this line, but it claims to be no more

than an estimate. It is based on carefully prepared data. From the

nature of the case, it would not be practicable to take an actual census

of tlie wood used as fuel on farms. Families in rural districts, where

much of the wood is burned, do not measure or keep an account of

what they consume, particularly when it is cut on their own land

and costs no money.

The estimate was made by selecting a large number of families,

scattered through eight states, fairly representative of the whole

country. Each family kept an accurate account of the wood burned

for domestic purposes in course of a year. By that means an average

was obtained of the consumption of wood for each person. It was

found to be two and four-tenths cords per capita in the families listed.

The states included were Vermont, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,

Wisconsin, Iowa, North Carolina, and Georgia.

An effort was made to secure average families under average con-

ditions. Coal was used for fuel as well as wood, and more than half

the fuel was coal.

The highest consumption of wood as fuel per person is in Georgia,

where each individual requires 3.3 cords, but the largest bill for cord-

wood fuel, per person, is in New York, $13.70 a year. The lowest

pro rata consumption is in Wisconsin, where each person uses 1.1

cords. The cheapest wood is in Pennsylvania, where it costs slightly

over three dollars a cord. The highest average cost is in Iowa at

over five dollars a cord.

There seem to be some inconsistencies in the figures. For instance,

why should a family in the mild climate of Georgia burn more wood

than a family of equal size in the cold climate of Iowa or Pennsyl-

vania? No explanation is given, but doubtless a reason would be

found in the warmer houses, better furnaces, and more careful econ-

omy in tlie cold northern states. The open fireplace is still rather

common in the South, and it consums wood by wholesale, sending

most of the heat up the chimney.

Farmers depend almost wholly upon their own laud for their fuel.

More than ninety-six per cent of it is cut on the premises and the

remainder is purchased, as shown by the statistics collected.

There are 30,000,000 persons living on farms in the United States.

If the average is correct which shows that they consume 2.4 cords of

wood each as fuel yearly, it means the consumption of 72,000,000

cords, which, at the estimate of 600 board feet per cord, is equiva-

lent to 43,200,000,000 board feet a year.

That exceeds the total lumber cut in the whole TTnited States. Add

to this the wood burned as fuel in towns anil cities and in industrial

plants, and doubtless the total would be more than doubled.

It has been customary to think of the cut of lumber as by far the

greatest of the demands upon the forests; but it appears that fuel

exceeds lumber two to one. That fact will come as a surprise to most

people for the reason that cordwood is much less in evidence than

lumber. Trainloads of it are not so often seen in transit, because it

is not generally shipped far. Very large lumber yards are seen, but

not many large cordwood yards. Therefore, most people who think

of the uses which forests serve, give a high place to lumber, anil a

low rank, or none at all, to fuel; yet in quantity, fuel ranks highest.

Fuel probably equals lumber in total value as well as in quantity.

The millyard value of lumber is about $500,000,000 a year.

Lumber comes from the largest and best timber; fuel from the

small and poor. That is fortunate because it furnishes a market for

all kinds of timber. The output of fuel could be greatly increased

without drawing upon timber fit for lumber. If the waste in lumber

operations could be converted into fuel and sold it would bring a

large revenue. Most of this waste is in regions where there is little

demand for fuel. •

The government bulletin under review distinguishes between the

values of different woods as fuel and takes coal (without specifying

the kind of coal) as the <.tT--^-i- ' of comparison.

One cord of the following woods is equivalent in heat to one ton of

coal : Hickory, oak, beech, birch, hard maple, ash, elm, locust, longleaf

pine, cherry.

A cord and a half of the following equal a ton of coal : Shortleaf

pine, western hemlock, red gum, Douglas fir, sycamore, soft maple.

Two cords of the following equal one ton of coal: Cedar, redwood,

poplar, catalpa, Norway pine, cypress, basswood, spruce, white pine.

Why Not Exploit Oak?
A well-known southern hardwood manufacturer said recently

that the advertising of various woods, which have been put before

the public in the past few years, has not only succeeded in creating

a demand for them, but has taken some attention off the staples

like oak, which formerly occupie.d the center of the stage.

"We all know what advertising has done for gum," he said,

"and I don't believe anybody will question the results obtained

for American walnut. Every furniture store seems to be display-

ing goods of that material. We lumbermen probably suppose that

the public knows all about oak, and certainly there is no doubt

about the adequacy of the supply nor the quality of the material;

yet the public is not particular!}' interested in it.

"I think that a campaign in behalf of oak would be well worth

while, and I believe further that the problem which it would solve

would be entirely different from those which other campaigns have

dealt with; that is, it would be a matter of re-awakening a slug-

gish public interest by showing that oak is the standard ma-

terial, that it has served mankind for centuries, that it is the most

versatile and generally useful of all- woods, and that it ought to

be better appreciated. I am sure that advertising along this line

would result in a great stimulation of the demand for oak not

onlv for furniture, but for interior trim. '

'

Honduras Mahogany
The exploitation and export of mahogany constitutes the principai

resource of British Honduras, which, together with Mexico, produces

the bulk of this valuable timUer that finds its way into the American

markets. For many years the supply of true mahogany in these

forests seemed inexhaustible, but authorities on the world's supply

of timber are now fearing a great diminution in the output from the

forests and on the market. Serious apprehensions are entertained,

even by those engaged in the mahogany industry, that the scarcity

of this timber may lead to the employment of a still greater number
of other woods in place of true mahogany, and to the displacement of

• Honduras from its position as one of the world 's principal sources of

supply of this timber. The African, Philippine, and Central and
South American woods which come into the American markets are

now largely being used in place of mahogany for various purposes

where the latter has hitherto been employed.

While the imports of so-called mahogany to the United States have

risen in recent years to more than 40,000,000 feet anually, that of

true mahogany has fallen to not more than 12,000,000 or 15,000,000'

feet; the amount of true mahogany from British Honduras during

the last five or six years has averaged nearly 7,000,000 feet. The
Philippine mahoganies have made considerable progress in the Amer-
ican markets during the last two years. Approximately 2,000,000

feet of the best grades of Philippine kinds have been entered at the

port of New York during 1914. West Africa supplies annually

more than seven times this amount. As the supply of these ma-
hogany-like woods from other parts of the World increases, the ex-

ports of Honduras and Mexico will decrease. The probable future

falling off in the export of Honduras mahogany must naturally be
attributed also to other causes, as follows:

1. The dimini.shing number of trees of large dimensions in the

forests of Honduras.

2. The increasing cost of obtaining the timber, owin/; to the ne

cessity for penetrating the less accessible forests in search for timber-

3. The increasing cost of labor, equipment and transportation.
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Getting There First

Manufacturers "who are in a position to anticipate their wants

would do well to emulate the example of certain far-seeing con-

cerns which are laying in heavy stocks of lumber and veneers. The

immediate necessity is the probability of rolling stock being tied

up during the crop-moving period just ahead; ratheT, substitute

the certainty of that happening. This is a time when food looms

as the most important thing in existence, and it will certainly be

^iven the right of way. The only sure method of having all the

material needed for full-time factory operations is to get it in

ahead of the rush.

In this connection it is also worthy of note that veneer concerns

with warehouses in consuming centers are arranging for heavy

stocks to be carried there, when shipping conditions at the mills

permit. These warehouse stocks, located close to consuming fac-

tories, are likely to be an anchor to windward, and will, enable

concerns thus fortunately situated to take cdre of their customers

under conditions that would prove trying otherwise.

Traffic Work in Localities

Grover Cleveland created the epigram that the tariff is a local

issue; and this applies not only to the revenue tariff but to the

railroad tariff as well. That is to say that traffic problems, whOe
defined along industrial lines, are usually couched in terms per-

taining to the locality- of section. Thus traffic work may be efii-

cientl.v organized not only by industries, but by groups of those in

the same industry and in the same locality.

In the hardwood business this plan Is being worked out very

effectively. Local organizations are taking up the subject of get-

ting traffic service, and are combining to pay the necessary ex-

penses of operating a traffic bureau. Getting a man who knows the

traffic situation and can give real service takes money, though not

so very much after all, the value of his services considered. Still,

if the office must be maintained at all, with a complement of

tariff files and other equipment, there is no reason why it should

be a one-concern affair, but the whole trade in the community can

contribute to its support.

Often the organization of local traffic bureaus presents problems

as to tl)e distribution of the cost of operation. While it is not

always true that the extent of the service rendered by such a

bureau to an individual concern varies directly with the volume

of its traffic, still that is often a good enough basis on which to

figure membership dues. This plan has been tried in at least one

community and has worked well.

Traffic is too big an item in every lumber business to be neglected,

and if the business of the concern is too small to warrant the or-

ganization of a traffic department, with a qualified man in charge,

steps should be taken to form a bureau serving the locality, to

which all of those in the industry may belong, so that the expense

of maintenance will fall heavily on no one company.

Wood in Elevator Cabs

Did you ever notice how much attention is being paid nowadays '

to the design of elevator cabs in hotels, office buildings, mer-

cantile structures, etc? Formerly the car of an elevator was re-

garded from a purely utilitarian standpoint; it was the "lift,"

and that was all there was to it. It did not matter whether it was

attractive in appearance or not, so long aS it took the passenger to

the floor that he wanted to reach, and took him there quickly and

safely.

But the architectural possibilities of the elevator cab have been

realized of late, and attention paid to this subject has resulted in

more study being devoted to tliis detail. This has meant that in-

stead of the cabs being principally of metal, whose bars suggested

a cage or prison of some kind, these are now usually finished almost

completely in wood. Handsome panels of mahogany, oak, walnut

or some other fine wood have been utilized, and the effect on the

person in the car is very agreeable.

Office buildings have been among the last to give the proper atten-

tion to this subject, for in hotels and store buildings, where th&

effort has been to create a proper atmosphere, in thorough keep-

ing with the character of the establishment as a whole, the interior

trim of these cars has been properly treated for some time. But,

as suggested above, even in office building design utility has been
combined with beauty in the treatment of car interiors.

In the new Kimball building, Jackson and Wabash, Chicago, for

example, the^cabs of the elevators have been finished in oak. The
natural color of the wood is brought out.

Apple Trees and Saw Handles

The wood of the apple tree is highly favored for use in making
hand-saws; or so those attending the convention of the National

Veneer and Panel Manufacturers' Association in Chicago June
12 were informed b,y a representative of Henry Disston & Sons,

Philadelphia, who proved his point with an interesting moving pic-

ture demonstration of how saws are made.

The number of saws turned out, and the way in which boards,

were converted into blocks and then shaped into handles, was sug-

gestive in the amount of material which is used up in this way;
while the selection of this particular variety of wood, because of

the special qualities of color which it possesses, is likewise in--

teresting as showing that there is a place for evrry wood.

Apple trees are not cut down often enough to furnish a great

deal of wood, but there are plenty of examples of wood varieties

which are valuable intrinsically but unpopular commercially.

The right kind of industrial investigations would find the market,

for these woods, and would win for them a permanent place, be-

cause of their aflinity for the work which they do—like the affinity

of the apple-handle for the saw.

At the Falls of the Ohio

The recent organization cf two new veneer companies at the

Falls of the Ohio—one in Louisville and the other in New Albany

—

calls renewed attention to the almost unique place which that

locality holds in the manufacture of veneers and glued-up stock.

In number, variety of products and class of concerns operating, the

Falls Cities deserve no little consideration.

Louisville is an old-timer in the veneer business, some of the

veterans of the trade having their headquarters there. The Louis-

ville Veneer MOls, headed by D. E. Kline, and the Kentucky Veneer

Works, operated by the McCrackens, are good examples. The

LouisviUe Veneer Mills is especially interesting to the observer

because of the wide scope of its operations. It has a bandmill

and cuts its own flitches. It operates not only saws and slicer, but

veneer lathes as well. Then it proceeds to make glued-up stock of

quality, and has a lumber-yard that frequently carries a very siz-

able stock of lumber cut on its own mill.

The C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company's plant is interesting because

of its contributions to the domestic supply of mahogany veneers,.

though the concern has often made other stock, such as walnut.

But through its large connections in Mexico and Africa, and the

organization of its own fleets to transport the logs, it has occupied

a big place in the mahogany trade, and carries an immense stock.

In the panel business the New Albany Veneering Company is

conspicuous for the modern equipment and efficient management

of its plant, and it is understood that enlargements are contem-

plated by E. V. Knight, head of the company.

These are only a few of the nationally known concerns whose

prominence has put Louisville and New Albany on the map, and as

new on^»s seem to be developing right along, there seems to be good

reason to regard the Falls of the Ohio with respect when it comes

to the manufacture of thin lumber and laminated woods.

—35—
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B 1125—Basswood
Buffalo, N. y., June 29.—Editor Hardwood Kf.coed : We are interestea

In basswood 2%" to 3" tbick and we are anxious to get in touch with

some mill which can supply us with this w^ood.

B 1126—Ash for Aeroplanes
Chicago, 111., Jul.v M.—Editor Hardwood Ki:iui:d : We desire to secun

the names of manufacturess ot ash for aeroplanes.

B 1127—Government Wants Dressed Maple Flooring

Hard maple manufacturers can render a patriotic service to tlie

government by following the suggestion made in the letter given

below from the office of Chief of Ordnance. Surely somebody can

supply this material. The letter follows:

War Department, Gun Division, Office of the Chief of Ordnance, Wash-
ington. D. C. : I am directed b.v the Chief of Ordnance to request your

assistance in securing a carload of maple lumber 2x6, dressed, to be used

for flooring in the plant of the Eddystone Ammunition Corporation of Eddy-
stone, Pa. We have placed a large contract with them for ammunition
and they have written us stating that they were unable to secure the lumber

and asking our assistance.

Will you not help to have this matter closed up by telegram direct with

the Eddystone Ammunition Corporation?

(Signed) E. P. O'Hearx. Lieut.-Col. Ordnance Department.
By F. C. Chesto.n. Lieut. U. S. Ordnance Dcparlnii'nl-

B 1128—Wants Panel Trimmings and Other Wood Waste
Hardwood Record is in receipt of the following letter which may

open up a market for different types of wood waste:

Buffalo, N. y.. July 7.—Editor Hakdwoop Uecord : We desire to pur-

chase wood waste varying in widths frtim iV tu \<i" and in thickness from
%" to 94". We want this material large enough to make in 1, 2 or 3

pieces, barrel or keg headings, 12 to 2n" in diameter. This would require

pieces 4 to 20" long. '
.

Case Goods Association
Delegates of the various case goods associations in the United States,

meeting at the Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati, O., last week, changed the form
and name of their parent organization from the National Furniture
Manufacturers' Association to National Alliance of Case Goods Associa-

tions. All the National Association's oiBcers were selected to serve in

similar capacities for the National .Alliance. They are : President, George
G. Whitworth, Grand Hapids, Mich. ; vice-president, C. H. Burt, Philadel-

phia ; treasurer, B. S. Hathaway, Grand Kapids ; Secretary, A. C. Brown,
Grand Rapids.

Previously the organization was composed of association members as

individuals, while the new name will indicate who they really are and serve

their purposes better.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the National Alliance of

Case Goods Association at the Hotel Gibson, Chicago was selected as the
place for holding the next meeting in December.

Ne-w Manufacturers' Rule Book Published
The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United States has

Just issued a revised copy of its grading rule book effective March 1, 1917.

The hook incUiiles all rules adopted at the las't annual meeting at Cin-

cinnati, January 31, 1917, covering such items as plain sawed red gum,
figured wood, quarter-sawed red gum, figured wood, selects oak, FAS
wormy oak, .No. 1 common wormy oak, core stock.

Hardwood Men Working Strenuously
The formation of the Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau at a

meeting of the board of directors of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation of the United States, Cincinnati, O., has been proven fortunate by
the amount and quality of the work already done by this bureau. The
bureau consists of six men active and prominent in southern hardwood
circles: M. W. Stark. St. Albans, W. Va.. chairmiin : F. W. Mowbray.
Cincinnati, O. ; L. P. DuBose, Charleston, Miss. : II. H. Weiss, Memphis.
Tenn. ; B. K. Burns, Huntington. W. Va., and F. R, Gadd are the other

members, Mr. Gadd being secretary. It will represent all manufacturers
of southern hardwood lumber and will handle the work ot- tabulating

stock, distributing orders received from the government or from con-

tractors having government work, and will ilo everything possible in the

way of expediting shipments.

It is suggested that it will d<iul>tless be necessary to establish head-
quarters in Washington, but lor the time being the association offices in

the Union Trust building. Cincinnati, will lie used as headquarters.

With the Trade
J. H. Bonner & Sons Purchase Hitt Stock

The immense stock of dry hardwood lumber which has been seasoning

on the Mt. Vernon, Ala., yards of the H. H. Hitt Lumber Company, has

been purchased by J. H. Bonner St Sons, Memphis, Tenn. Word w'as re-

ceived by the Bonner company by wire from the trustee in liaukruptcy on
July 5.

The stock consists of plain and quartered oak, plain and quartered red

gum, sap gum, tupelo, poplar, ash, Cottonwood and hickory. This addi-

tion to the big stock carried at the Bonner mills in Arkansas gives an
exceptionally well assorted line of hardwood lumber and the Bonner facili-

ties for taking care of its trade are thus substantially augmented at a time

when this stock will serve very useful purposes.

The new stock taken on from the Hitt company amounts to a little

better than 2, .100.000 feet and is in first-class shipping condition.

Guayandotte's Career Finished
According to a story coming from Huutinuttm. U'. A'a.. the channel of

the Guyandotte river is for the first time in tweuty-tive years unobstructed

by logs. The last towing steamer left for Cincinnati on July 4 with a big

fleet of "poplar logs in tow. The fleet included, in aildition to the logs,

the boom and corker of the Guyandotte Boom Company, a subsidiary to

Cole lit Crane. It also included the pull boat which was used in the boom
and all other apparatus.

Hardwood Men in Big Company
-V new million dollar '.itT-puratiim has been organized at \\'ausau, W^s.,

the purpose of wdiich is the erection and operation of a large sawmill

and lumber manufacturing plant at Sylacauga, Ala. The officers of the

company are : I*resident, E. J. Young, Madison ; vice president. Fred N.

Stephenson. Menominee ; secretary, W. C. Landou, Wausau ; treasurer,

Charles A. Goodman. Marinette. The Lathrop-llatten company's holdings

of timberland in Coosa county of .\labania have been purchased. It com-
prises 3."i.000 acres and is expected to funiish a cut of forty million feet

of long leaf yellow pine annually. Plans for the sawmill have been
drawn. They provide for a two band saw and one resaw plants, planing
mill and drying kiln together with the usual auxiliary buihlings. W. C.

Landnn of Wausau will be general manager. It is estimated that the
payroll will involve an expenditure id' nliout ."firp.UOO a month to begin

with.

Fish Starts Antigo Mill

'I'he wheels of the Fish Lumber Company of Antigo, Wis., recently

began tvirning. The boilers have been steamed up for several days and
tlie pumps and engines trlerl out. -Ml preiimiuiiry arrangements were made
last wei'U and logs have been brought in from the vast tract of timber
nearby while building operations on tlie mill were in jirogress, twenty
carloads having been available on the opening day. The hotpond as well

as the log channel were also in readiness on Saturday. Eight to ten

cars of logs are to be bi^ught in <Iaily from the Koopenick branch. A
night shift will be put on as soon as all machinery is well tuned up. A
planing mill is to be built next and will occupy a site east of the boiler

house.

Enlarge Mill Capacity
The Saline River Hanlwuod Company of I'iue Bluff, Ark., is adding sub-

stantially to its oak lloftring plant. With the additions the company will

have a capacity of 0."i,0(iO feet of oak flooring per <lay which, with the
.'i0,000 feet production of the Arkansas Oak Flooring Company, makes Pine
Bluff next to the largest oak flooring market in the world.

Recent compilation shows that Nashville. Tenn., now leads with a
monthly output ot 1. '.100.000 feet; Cincinnati is second with 1.100,0011 feet:

:Memphis third with 900.000 feet, and Blissville. Ark., fourth with 900.000
feet.

Birch Heartwood for Gun Stocks
Tlic New ICnglanil Weslinghoiise ('ompany. .Mi-ridcn, rniin . is working

m a contract to furnish l.iioii.OOO rifles to the Russian government. They
\\ill be stocked with hardwood of sweet and yellow birch instead of black
walnut, and each gun calls for seven feet of wood, or 7,000,000 feet for

the whole Job. The company now employs 1,000 hands and turns out 500
guns a day, but expects to increase this to 1.000 in a short time. Even
at that rate three years will be required to fill the contract. It is probable
that the war will be over before tlie last shipments of these rifles reach the
firing line.

Arkansas News
In the case of the Minnequa Coopernge Company against G. W. Hen-

dricks, Judge of the third division of the Pulaski Circuit Cmirt, the supreme
court of Arkansas on July 2 decided that the ait of the .\rkansas General
.Vssembly of 1917, providing that nine or more members of a Jur\ may
render a verdict in a civil case, is unconstitutional. This suit grew out
of the case of C. E. Shiffer against the Minnequa Cooperage Company,
wherein Shiffer was seeking to recover danmgcs on account of an alleged
false imprisonment. When this case was tried in the circuit court, the
Jury being unable to reach a unanimous verdict, proceeded under the
authority of the act above mentioned and returned a verdict signwl by
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ton members of tbe jury in favor of the cooperage company. Judge

Hendricks, presiding over the court, refused to accept the verdict, ruling

that the act under which it was returned was unconstitutional. The
cooperage company then applied to the supreme court for a mandamus,

to require Judge Hendriclis to accept the verdict in its favor.

In passing on the case, the supreme court said that the right to a trial

by a jury is a constitutional right, and when this provision was written

into the constitution, the convention undoubtedly had in mind the jury

trial as recognized by the common law ; that at common law a jurj- means

twelve men ; and that the legislature cannot limit this number.

This decision of course, does not do away with the right of litigants

to waive a trial by jury, or to agree to accept a verdict by less than twelve

men.
On July 10, the Arkansas Railroad Commission will hear the petition

of the railroads operating in this state, in which the carriers are asking

for an advance in freight rates of 15% above the schedule held to be

reasonable by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the case of Memphis
vs. C. R. I. & P. Railway Company, known as Docket No. 7304, decided on

February 12, 1917. but the order in which has been indefinitely postponed

for tbe purpose of consolidating this case, affecting .\rkansas Rates, with

cases affecting rates in Oklahoma and Missouri, into Docket No. 9702.

The carriers state that the rates prescribed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the Memphis case are not high enough to meet the existing

conditions, though they are materially higher than the rates now in effect

in .\rkansas, and that they should be given an advance above the level

prescribed in the Memphis case of 15 per cent. In other words, the rail-

roads are asking that the Arkansas rates not only be raised to the level

of the inter-state rates as fixed in the Memphis case, but that they be

given on top of that level an additional 15 per cent. They enumerate as

reasons why additional revenue is needed by the carriers, the advanced

cost of labor by reason of the operations of the .\damson act, which raises

the pay and shortens the hours of the work of its employes, and the ma-

terial increase in tbe cost of all material, due in part at least to the state

of war now existing between this country and the Government of Germany.

The lumbermen for the most part recognize the adverse effects on busi-

ness when the common carriers are operating at a loss, and are willing for

the railroads to have rates which are adequate to allow them to operate

at a reasonable profit, but they do not believe that there is any necessity

for such a great increase as is asked for by the carriers. The advance

asked by the carriers will probably amount to from 30 per cent to 35

per cent increase over the present rates as prescribed by Standard

Freight District Tariff No. 5, promulgated by the Arkansas Railroad Com-

mission. The lumbermen are as a rule rather of the opinion that the

state rates might properly be raised so as to be placed on a parity witli

the inter-state rates from points in .Arkansas to Memphis, but do not

believe that there is any necessity for the advance which is asked in

addition to this.
,

E. W. Layton and W. R. Goyne of the Layton & Goyne stave mill

firm, who have been operating in the vicinity of Hamburg, .\rk.. have

secured some timber holdings near Carthage, Miss., and are planning to

erect a stave mill at that point. Mr. Goyne is now in Mississippi making

the arrangements.

The Whitehall Cooperage Company of White County. .\rk., last week

filed a certificate with the secretary of state of .Arkansas announcing

that it had removed its plant from Whitehall to Georgetown.

The Loutre Shingle Company of Cargile, Ark., has filed a certificate wit'i

the secretary of state showing the change of the corporation's name from

Loutre Shingle Company to Loutre Lumber Company.

Hardwood Tar for Flotation

The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., in a recent bulletin

instances se%'eral developments in laboratory work that are of current

interest. One refers to experiments by large mining and concentrating

companies on hardwood tar as a flotation oil. Tests showed very satis-

factory results. One of these plants has requested a large sample of tar

in order that a commercial-scale test may be carried out.

The laboratory also announces a ' series of ISO tests which have been

made on white ash and Sitl;a spruce for the purpose of obtaining informa-

tion on the effects of various methods and rates of kiln drying and steam-

ing and bending on mechanical properties.

It has also been carrying on experiments with samples of mesquite

woods for the purpose of determining their gum contents. This wood
contains about twenty-three per cent of material soluble in water of which
about six per cent is tannin. The remainder consists of gum which Evi-

dently yields glucose.

The same bulletin cites interesting tests on two pieces of maple, one of

which was badly discolored. In mechanical tests where slowly applied

loads were used, the two samples showed to he about equal in strength

but in resistance to shock the discolored piece was much inferior. Micro-

scopic eximanition show'ed the cells of the inferior piece to be partially

destroyeil by fungi.

I

Pertinent Information \

What "Full Loading" Means
The question of loading as near capacity as possible has been agitated

extensively and persistently during all times of car shortage, but never

so thoroughly as during the present crisis in transportation. Unfor-

tunately the discussion appears to strike some people as being only of aca-

demic interest to them, and possibly definite figures and a visual picture

of the difference between proper loading and improper loading may bring

them to a realization of what can be accomplished.

In this connection are shown pictures of two cars, which photographs

were taken by one of the southwestern railroads in the hardwood belt

without the knowledge of the shippers. One car is loaded in splendid man-
ner and not only to capacity, but to overcapacity. The other shows a slip-

shod system, combining unintelligent placing of the lumber in the car from

the standpoint of preserving the quality of the lumber as well as utilizing

shipping space.

The first car was shipped by the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company,
Louisville, Ky., from its Brasfield, Ark., mill. The car consists entirely of

gum. The capacity of the car as designated by the load was 100,000

pounds. A ten per cent excess over marked capacity is allowable, which

would have made the maximum load 110,000 pounds. These people actually

succeeded in loading even beyond that—the car contained 110,400 pounds.

Now, just w'hat does that mean when it comes to conservation of trans-

portation facilities? Merely that with the average load of about 60,000

pounds, present shipping facilities can without jeopardy to life, iimb or

property, handle in the neighborhood of eighty per cent more freight with-

out one cent of additional outlay for equipment.

There is another feature which should appeal specifically to all shippers.

Taking this car as an example, the revenue from this point to Chicago on

the one car shipment was $228. An average load of 60,000 pounds would

bring a revenue to the railroad of $120, which means that the road making

this shipment received a revenue $108 in excess of revenue for similar aver-

age shipment. If all shippers would exercise the same intelligent care in

handling out their materials the railroads' revenue would be so vastly in-

creased that they would never even consider the numerous and frequent re-

quests for freight rate advances.

Incidentally a little talk with J. H. Townshend, secretary of the Southern

Hardwood Traffic Association at Memphis, revealed an interesting situation

in shipping circles among the hardwood mills in Arkansas. Mr. Townshend
said that there has been inspired a friendly competition among the various

hardwood shippers in that territory to see who can most consistently hold

TWO WAYS OF LOADINC -ONE TRIP OF THE FULL CAR :\IKANS A S MU-TI AS TWO OF THE OTHER AND BRINGS THE CARRIER $108

MORE—STRONG TALK AGAINST RATE INCREASES
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up the record o£ loading as near as possible to capacity. It is significant

tiiat tlie W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company lieaded tlie list on tlie last

report : its average for tlie week reported on sliowed that it actually loaded

all shipments to eighty-seven per cent of the possible capacity of the cars

sent out from its mills. Mr. Townshend says that the nearest practicable

approach to an absolute maximum of loading is about ninety per cent of

marked capacity of the cars.

Chance of Moving Delayed Export Lumber
Sjnce the issuance of the British prohiUitiou order of March 25, 1916,

which excluded from the United Kingdom all stocks of American woods

except those for which licenses were issued, fifty or more cars of lumber

have accumulated at different .Atlantic ports. Some of these shipments

were actually loaded prior to March 2.5, 191C, while others were loaded

after that date. Some were shipped on through bills of lading, and others

went forward on local bills of lading "for export." All have been held

ever since, accumulating demurrage, and the railroads have been urging

the receivers to make disposition of the shipments, while the shippers

have seen no way of placing these stocks which were manufactured

especially for the foreign trade and cannot well be used in the domestic

business because of the difference in the requirements. The Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce and the State Department at Washing-

ton have been appealed to in the hope that either could exert enough

influence to have the British government admit the shipments, and much
correspondence has passed between the National Lumber Exporters' As-

sociation and Frank Tiffany, the representaHve of that organization in

London, but all to no avail thus far, the British authorities having steadily

held out against giving permits for the admission of the shipments.

Now there is a prospect that these shipments may be allowed to go for-

ward provided certain requirements are complied with. Harvey M. Dick-

son, secretary of the National Lumber Exporters' Association, is in receipt

of a letter under date of June 0, 191", which encourages the expectation

that relief may be afforded the shippers of the stocks in question. The

letter reads as follows :

I understand that our various shippers have fifty or more cars of lumber
lield up bv the British order of prohibition of March 2.'>, 1916. Personally
I think there is a chance of getting permission for these goods to be
shipped, but we would have to prove to the controller that they were
absolutely shipped against contract, and the shipper would have to pro-

duce the original contract with the buyer, also the paid inland freight
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bill, if this is possible, as well as the inland bill of lading, together with
copies of invoices ; in other words, full data showing the date goods left

interior shipping points and, if possible, the date they arrived at seaboard.

It all of this information for each carload is sent to Mr. Tiffany, I believe

Mr Tiffany would have a chance of getting special permits for these

goods. It is at least worth trying, but there is absolutely no use proceed-

ing in the matter unless the original documents outlined above are for-

warded, so they can be shown the controller, as a letter from the shippers

is absolutely lio use. If any of the goods at seaboard are not against

contract, and were intended as consignments, I do not believe a permit

could be secured.

Mr. Dickson has asked members of the association who have such ship-

ments that were held up to send on the documents required in order that

the needed permission may be obtained. He is ready to do all he can

to expedite matters and to give the shippers in question all the aid he can.

Saw Dust Facts

W. B. Mershon & Co., Saginaw. Mich., has .lust issued a little booklet

which gives a store of valuable information on band resaws. Of course

the Mershon band resaws are dealt with in particular, but the book is a

regular workman's handbook on the proper use of the band resaw in the

woodworking factory.

A Saw Record
A remarkable illustration of the care in manufacture and selection of

raw materials going into band saw manufacture was given in an experience

of the Wilderness Lumber Company at

Nalen, W. Va., recently. E. C. Atkins &
Co., Inc., Indianapolis. Ind., have been

furnishing this firm with saws and are

naturally pleased that their equipment

has shown up so well.

The illustration shows a Knight dog

used at the Wilderness plant. Its lac-

erated condition can be plainly noted,

the damage having been done when it

came in contact with the Atkins band

saw. Incidentally the saw, according to

the statement of W. T. llensley, filer, and
John Eldridge, sawyer, was not damaged
to any appreciable extent, and in fact it

was not removed from the wheel but

merely pointed up until the work was
completed.

A Hobo That Must Be Downed
The a<-<-ompanying illustration shows

the trunk of an old jobo (pronounced

hobo) tree iSpoiifliax Ititt'it) growing in a

Costa Hican town. It has the appear-

ance of a tree that has been exposed for

many years to peculiar sources of injury

which disturbed Its natural (unctions.

Tet, with all these unfavorable luflu-

ences, the tree thrives and grows very

rapidly. Illustrating that the ubiquitous

jobo possesses a greater tenacity to life

than any other tree in the tropics. It is

equipped for healing its wounds completely in a surprisingly short time.

Even old, knarled, and otherwise defective trees of this species survive the

severest shocks that may befall them or be inflicted upon them by nma or

nature. So remarkable Is this power of healing that stumps from two to

three feet in diameter have been observed to heal over completely in the

course of a few years. The picture shows that the exposed surface of a
large branch removed by means of an ax two years prior to the time this

photograph was taken, is now entirely healed i>ver forming what appears
to be a protective cap closely fitting over the stub end of the branch that

was cut away.

Reports on Locust Timber
Word comes from West Virginia that the war department at Washington

has instigated an investigation to determine the amount of available locust

timber in West Virginia. The report has been completed and forwarded
to the government. This timber is used for the manufacture of tree

nails for joining the wooden timbers used in the construction of wooden
vessels.

Accidents on the Increase
The Wisconsin* Industrial Commission has entered ujion an extensive

campaign to check the alarming Increase in industrial accidents In Wis-
consin. Up to date there have been thirty per cent more accidents In

Wisconsin this year tb;ii] during the corresponding mouths of 1916.

Beech for Bentwood
In England the stress of circumstances has compelled a search for woods

other than ash for bending purposes, and they are turning to beech. They
are making rims for motor wheels of it, with satisfactory results'. Beech
has the advantage of being hard and strong, and it is not easily softened by
water. When millwrfghts had umlerwater bearings and gudgeons to make,
they used to nuike them <d' beech, because it resists softening by water
nearly as well as llgnum-vlta>. It may be expected, therefore, that beech

motor rims will give good service if the bending and finishing are properly

done.
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Extracts from April Exports
The exports o£ forest products. I'nth manut'actiii-cil ami unmanufactured,

from tbis country Ln April of this year were valued at $5,112,906, and
for the same month in 1916, the total was .'i!4, 336,163. This shows a
gain of .'8576,743. The volume exported was not as large in April of this

year as in the same month last year, but advance in value made the total

count more. The export of square timber to the United Kingdom was
about half as much in April. 1917, as in the preceding April. The in-

creased export to Canada made good what was lost in shipments to Eng-
land and Scotland. The falling off of exports of lumber to the United
Kingdom was in about the same proportion as the square timber, and
part of the loss was made up by exports of lumber to Canada. Compar-
ing the same month in both years, the export of staves increased 25 per

cent for April of this year.

Timber for Batteries
A report by an officer of the Russian government upon the destruction of

forests in Poland by the Germans who are occupying that region tempo-
rarily, says that 5.500 trees are cut for timbers in placing a battery of

German Held artillery, and that 1,000 such batteries are on the line. Every
time a battery is moved, a new supply of timber must be provided. The
result is, the forests of Poland have been practically destro.ved. The trees

are probably very small, for it is inconceivable that so large a number of

trees, as we understand the term in this country, are required to equip a

field battery.

A Census Extract
The Bureau of the Census has published in a volume of 700 pages an

abstract of the country's manufactures for 1914.

The total value of lumber and its manufactures in the United States is

placed at $1,599,710,000. That includes not only lumber as such but

embraces practically all of the industries in which wood in some form is

the material of chief value. -Vpparently, there is some duplication in

arriving at the total value, for if the value of lumber is given and the

same lumber is figured again when it has been manufactured into furniture,

finish, vehicles and other articles, the same material is valued twice.

The millyard value of the lumber output in 1914 was probably about

$570,000,00(1. If this is subtracted from the above total value (because

counted twice) it apparently leaves the total value that year of "lumber
and its manufactures" at approximately .$1,029,710,000. It is not prac-

ticable, however, to figure it out exactly, because much of the lumber,

not being further manufactured, is counted only once.

In compiling statistics of lumber and its manufactures it is next to

impossible to avoid counting some of the material more than once, be-

cause after each manufacture it appears in^ different forms ; for instance,

the first time it may appear as rough lumber, next as vehicle dimension

stock, and third as finished vehicles, but it is the same material all the

time. A similar things occurs, more or less, in all the wood-using indus-

tries.

The ".Abstract" is for sale at 65 cents by the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing C)flice, Washington, r>. C.

Memphis, July o.—I am sending this picture of a steel car and a

"flock" of car stakes that cost seven dollars a car, on flats. The cost

of additional labor and three dollars extra freight, and utilizing some
No. 2 gum at ten dollars at the mill, indicates that the new proposed

law covering car stakes would be unfair to the shipper. The local on
ear stakes, the shortage of cars, the loading of ties on box cars at cost

of .five dollars per car, the demurrage proposition was unfair and for

many other reasons enumerated would soon convince the United States

that the railroads are taking advantage of conditions and putting some-

thing over.—E. H. D.

We Offer for Prompt Shipment
100 M feet, 4/4, No. 2 C&B Beech
50 M feet, 8/4, No. 2 C&B Maple
20 M feet, 4/4. End Dried White Maple
50 M feet. 4/4, No. 3 Common Maple

DRY STOCK

Write us for prices today

East Jordan Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

"IMPERIAL" Maple Flooring

East Jordan Michigan

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
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different kinds and a ejuoit-pitcliing match, all being held as on past

occasions on the driving-park , track and grounds. The caterer of the

Chamber of Commerce prepared a beefsteak dinner, which was much
enjoyed.

The A. J. Chestnut Lumber Company has bought two quite extensive

tracts of hardwood and hemlock tinil)er in the Genesee A-alloy, between
Portage and Olean, and is adding ii third tract. Considerable work has

been done in developing the first one, which is c-ipected to produce 3,000,-

000 feet of lumber. The sawmill will be built for starting up in August.
Bark-peeling and other cutting is now in progress.

Frank A. Beyer, who was formerly a member of the hardwood trade in

this city, has become secretary and general manager of the Merrimack
Lumber Company, with head offices at Salamanca, N. Y. He is a lumber-

man of long experience and was formerly president of the Hardwooil
Lumber Exchange ot Buffalo as well as a director of the National Hard-
wood. Lumber Association. His associates are Frank Morrison, Warren,
Pa., and John B. and Thomas M'cCabe, of Salamanca.

Howard T. Jackson, who is connected with the hardwood business ot

Jackson & Tindle, and a son of one of its members, George A. Jackson, was
married on June 19 to Miss Mary Becker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank-
lin Becker. An eastern motor trip followed the ceremony, which was
performed by the Rev. Samuel G. Trexler at the home of the bride's

parents.

The Charles G. Feist Lumber Company, recently incorporated here to

carry on a wholesale lumber business, has taken offices in the mutual Lite

building. The members ot the company are Mr. Feist and James M. Briggs,

both ot whom are well-known in the local trade.

The Buffalo building permits for June showed a total cost of $1,344,000,
which is 20 per cent behind the same month of last year. The same decline

has been witnessed for the first half of the year.

There is a prospect of building wooden ships in Buffalo again. H. S.

Kerbaugh, Inc., has obtained a site, most of it in shallow water, on the
lake front, well-protected by the long breakwater, and will have a ship-

yard in operation as soon as the work can be done. The plan is to go
to building wooden vessels tor the government some time this season and
probably to add steel construction as soon as conditions warrant. The
company declares that it is able to secure suitable workmen for this

enterprise, and as the outlook is now it ought to be in operation a long
time, though no details are given out at present. The site is not wide,
but the vessels will be launched in a slip extending into the pupperty.
The receipts ot lumber by lake during June were 11,003,000 feet, which

is about 25 per cent more than was received during the same month ot
1916. The incoming stock has not included much hardwoods, as the
prices at the mills, as well as the freight rates, have been so high as to
be almost prohibitive. Lumbermen have been having great difficult.v in

finding tonnage this season and this condition is expected to continue
while the war is on, unless some ot the new concerns which are planning
to build vessels are able to add materially to the number already in use
on the lakes. Many former lumber vessels are now carrying other freight,

particularly coal.

=-< BOSTON y-
A regiment ot forestry engineers and operators is being enlisted by

State Forester F. \V. Rane of Boston ; this organization, unlike the
sawmill units which recently left here, will be a military element de-

signed to provide adequate instead ot accidental ability to handle the

large amount ot timber operation by the expediti(mary forces in France.
New firms organized include the I.,eominster Woodworking Company

at Leominster, Mass., and the .\ustin Sutherland Lumber Company at

Lawrence, Mass.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
Building realty totals in Pittsburgh in June made quite a little gain

over those ot June, 191G, providing a pleasant surprise to the general
public which was looking tor a slump.

H. E. Aust, manager ot the Mutual Lumber Company, reports that

hardwood manufacturers are taking a lot of stuff at present and are
willing to pay high prices for quick deliveries.

J. N. WooUett, president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company, says that
prices on gum and Cottonwood have advanced fully 100 per cent during
the past year. Manufacturers who use these woods are now trying

hard to cover their tall and winter needs.

J. H. Henderson, secretary ot the Kendall Lumber Company, announces
that the company's new plant at Cheat Haven, Pa., is now cutting 50,-

000 feet ot lumber every day, most of it being oak. "

The Nufer Cedar Company of this city now has five plants in the
Pittsburgh district manufacturing crates and boxes for the tin plate

mills. It uses No. 3 hardwood which is brought direct from mills in the

woods.

The Joseph W. Cottrell Lumber Company will start a hardwood
operation at Lumber City, Ga., on the Southern railroad about July 15.

The Duquesne Lumber Company reports tliat business in general has
fallen off some the past two weeks. Manufacturing trade is still very

good, especially in Cleveland and Detroit.

E. V. Babcock, head ot the Babcock Lumber Company, has announced
himself a full-Hedged candidate tor mayor of Pittsburgh, subject to the

Republican primaries in September.

P. L. Gillespie & Co. was one of the hardest workers in the recent Red
Cross campaign and helped very much in putting the total ot subscrip-

tions way above the point which was estimated.

The Mahoning Lumber Company, capital $100,000, is a big wholesale
concern at Youngstown, Ohio, recently incorporated by M. L. Galley
and others of that city.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
state Forester F. W. Beslcy, ot Maryland, is engaged in recruiting

trained woodsmen to complete the roster of the Tenth United States

Regiment ot Forest Engineers for service in France. Preliminary list-

ing of men has been in progress tor the last month, and while a consider-

able number ot desirable recruits have already been obtained, the ranks
are by no means filled. The duty ot this regiment will be to get out the

timber needed by the American forces fighting in France and those ot the

Allies. The work of the men will be performed behind the battle lines,

but they may also be called upon to render service in the danger zone.

Recruits must be white, between the ages ot eighteen and forty years,

and will be required to Join for the period ot the war. They will be
subject to the regular army physical examinations. Recruits will be sent
to the nearest recruiting station by Mr. Besley, beginning July 9, to be

directly enlisted in the forces ot the United States. The pay will begin

at once, and the men will be sent to depots tor approximately three

weeks ot preliminary drill, outfitting with military clothing and medical

attention. About August 1, they will be assembled at one ot the battalion

headquarters, the eastern regimental and battalion headquarters being at
the American University in Washington. The men required include axe-

men, teamsters, sawmill and planing mill operators, loggers and others

with practical training in the manufacture ot lumber and in timbering
operations. A drive is being made through the different counties of the
state and a number of additions to the ranks have been secured in the

last week.

.\rticlcs incorporating the Manasota Land and Timber Company were
approved by the Maryland State Tax Commission recently. The in-

corporators are Enos S. Stockbridge, Roland II. Brady, and William
Lentz, all of Baltimore. They will constitute tbc board ot directors also.

The company will carry on a general lumber, tanning iind milling business.

J. Henry Strphraeyer will be the resident agent and the main office will

be in the Maryland Casualty Tower. The capital stock has been fixed at
2,000 shares ot 7 per cent non-cumulative preferred shares of a par
value ot $100 and ."i.OOO shares of common stock ot no par value.

Walter L. Wessels returned last Saturday tor a tew days from a trip

through the South in search of stocks for tlie James Lumber Company of
this city. Though he tO()k up mainly yellow pine lumber, he also arranged
tor a number ot lots of hardwoods, which are needed in the company's
business. He had been away since May IG.

Among the visiting lundiermen here in the last ten days was G. E.
Bartlett, a wholesaler of Philadelphia, who has an assorting yard at
Norfolk. Jlr. Bartlett was in search ot hardwoods and saw some of the
dealers and producers ot such stocks here.

While practically all ot the lumber used in the construction of the
great concentration camps in various parts of the country will be yellow
pine, these undertakings are ot interest to the hardwood trade in conse-
quence ot the tact that some stocks in which they are Interested are
likely to be called tor. In any event, the withdrawals ot great quantities
ot yellow pine will mean a depletion which will certainly be reflected in

a more energetic inquiry tor Irardwoods, where prompt delivery is re-

quired. The encampment going up at .\nnap(dis Junction, aliout seven-
teen miles from Baltimore, is expected to call for not less than 2.').000,000
feet ot lumber ot various kinds, together witli enormous quantities of
other materials.

The planing mill ot John C. Foster, three miles from Federalsburgh,
Caroline county, Maryland, was destroyed by fire June 25, with a loss of

$7,000 and no insurance. Mr. Foster has already made arrangements
to rebuild. The plant was the seventh burned during the time he and
his father, the late Elbert G. Foster, have been in business.

Important changes are to be made in the building code ot Baltimore,
if the recommendations ot the municipal housing committee, which has
had the problem under consideration for some months, are adopted.
These recommendations aim at the elimination of inside dark rooms and
their practical effect will be to encourage the erection ot the semi-de-
tached style ot dwelling, which has lately found introduction in the
newly developed sections. All sleeping rooms are to have direct openings
to the air and there is to be sufficient vacant ground to prevent con-
gestion or overcrowding of the lot. The provisions in question will

be applied to tenement houses, as well as apartment buildings, hotels
and otlier establishments. The ordinance emliodying the changes is

expected to be ready tor the city council next month, and will have the
backing of the city adminstration. including the mayor, the city solicitor

and the city health commissioner. The change's will, ot course, necessi-

tate structural departures and will doubtless affect the specifications,

including the woodwork, in the new houses.

=-< COLUMBUS >-
W. M. Ritter, president ot the W. .M. Kiilir Lumber Company, bas

been designated one ot the executive members of the subcommittee on
lumber and forest products of the Council of National Defense. In this
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capacity he lias an opportunity to contribute to a patriotic public service

the qualities which have aciiieved an enviable record in private busi-

ness. Mr. Hitter's business career has been most unusual. He was born

near Hughesville, Ta., in 1804 and in ISOO entered the lumber busi-

ness in West Virginia. Since that time he has been the president and

directing head of a number of companies. Mr. Ritter is the managing
director of the Hitter Lumber Company, Ltd.. of Liverpool Eng., and

his other companies operate in West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, North

Carolina and South Carolina. The mills have a capacity of 128.000,000

feet annually. The company owns stumpage assuring a timber supply

for fifteen years.

Columbus building operations in June were fairly active and did not

sliow^ so much falling off from the previous years as' some recent reports.

Lumbermen are generally optimistic and believe that building projects will

show- an increase. According to the report tlie department issued 197

permits for a valuation of $470..510 in June, 1917 as compared with

289 permits and a valuation of $.5,"i7,o70 for June, 1916. For the first

six months of tlie year the department issued 1235 permits having a

valuation of $2,434,730 as compared with 1082 permits and a valuation

of $4,161,435 for the corresponding period in 1916.

F. E. Gadd, assistant to the president of the Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association of the United States, has forwarded to all members o£ the

association copies of the revised issue of the association's grading rule

book, effective March 1, 1917, The book includes all rules adopted at the

. past annual convention covering plain sawed red gum figured wood

;

quartersawed red gum figured wood-selects oak ; fas wormy oak : No, 1

common wormy oak and core stock.

The Dover Woodface & Lumber Company, Dover, has been organized

taking over the independent lusiness of John II. Garber. It will operate

as a subsidiary company of the Garber-Marsh Lumber Company, which

has been conducting a separate woodface business. The parent company
will continue in business at its regular quarters on Cherry street, while

the newly organized firm began operations July 1, in the yard formerly

used by the Baer Lumber & Coal Company, which was taken over two
months ago, Charles Garber of Strasburg, is severing his connection

with the Garver Bros., Company, to come to the new firm as secretary.

Other officers will probably be J. H. Garber, A, C, Marsh, F. J. Huff and
W. P. Marsh.

The Piqua Handle and Manufacturing Company, Piqua, increased its

xiapital from $350,000 to $900,000.

The Mahoning Lumber Company, Youngstown, has been incorporated

with a capital of $100,000 to deal in hiniljer. The incorporators are

M'. L. Gailey. Etta Boj'd, H. H. Wickham, E. Maiden, Jr., and Louise M.
Strahls.

The membership campaign of the Columbus Luml)ermen's Club, under
John R. Gobey and W. L. Whitacre is progressing satisfactorily. Many new
members have been secured and it now appears that there will be sufficient

support to maintain a lunch department at the club rooms. Much interest

is manifested in the affairs of the club.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good de-

mand for hardwoods and prices contiuue high in every regard. Buying
on the part of manufacturing establishments is one of the best features

of the trade. Shipments are coining out better because of a better car

supply, Mr. Horton looks for a good business throughout the summer
months.

H. D. Brasher of the H. D. Brasher Lumlier Company w'as callecl to

Alabama last week on business. He is negotiating for the purchase of a

large mill and planing business,

Edward Abel Hildreth, sixty-two, retired lundierman, died recently at

his late home, 442 East Broad street. He had been in poor health for

several years. Mr. Hildreth was born in Columbus Feb. 14, 1S55, and
had been a life-long resident of Columbus. While still a young man he

• became a member of the Hildreth & Martin Lumber Company.

=< CLEVELAND y
Anson R. Singletary, pioneer lumber dealer and president of the Single-

tary Lumber Company of Cleveland, died Wednesday. June 20, at his home,

at the age of eighty-eight years. At the age of twenty-one he came to

Cleveland, and in 1860 established a planing mill on Merwin street, on the

present site of the Singletary Lumber Company. At the time of his death

the company was capitalized at $50,000. Mr. Singletary is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Laura S. Goodhue, a director of the company, and
Mrs. Benjamin C. Hinig, wife of the treasurer of the company.
The barge Thomas Gawn, owned by the Smeed Box Company, arrived

July 4 with a cargo of material for this company. .\ cargo of shook

lumber for the Cleveland Box Company arrived recently on the steamer

Ogemaw from Munising.

Directors of the West Virginia Timber Company met in Cleveland

June 28. President George E. Breece was in Cleveland for the meeting.

According to Abner G. Webb, secretary, the matter of deliveries is the

principal w'orry at present, that of price being secondary. On the whole,

however, a slight betterment of the car situation is noticeable.

That the transit privilege is being largely used for speculating pur-

poses is the contention of some prominent Cleveland retailers. The antics

of the shingle market for the past thirty days are pointed to as an
example. Shingle prices have tumbled 25 per cent recently and railroads

75' in this
vhite oak

Lenox SawMillCo.
Mills: Lenox, Kentucky

Sales Office

American Lumber & Mfg. Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA,
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KENTUCKY
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& POPLAR
Chestnut, Beech, etc.

Band Sawn on our new Electric

mill out of the be^ timber ever

grown anywhere.

are having difficulty handling the large amounts which have been put

in transit at the new prices. The fall is said to be due to a running up
of the market previously on speculative account.

Outgoing shipments have been greatly improved by the removal of prac-

tically all embargoes, but incoming shipping is still slow. The congested

condition of the Cleveland yard is largely accountable, it being estimated

that 12,000 loaded cars are waiting to get on team tracks and unloading

spurs. Many of them are said to be held by consignees and to be lised as

warehouses for goods which are increasing in price so rapidly that owners
are willing to pay demurrage.

=-< CINCINNATI y-
The Weigle Machine Tool Company has organized in this city with a

capital stock of $115,000. Harry B. Fox is president ; C, E. Meek,
secretary and treasurer, and A. P. Weigle, general manager. The other

directors are M. F. Gartland and Thomas Ryder. The company has pur-

chased a building of the Otis Elevator Company and will begin work at

once.

Mrs. Bertha Weliand, 909 East McMillian street, widow of Harry
Welland who was president of the Weliand Company, carriage and automo-
bile manufacturer, died last week at pethesda Hospital. Mrs. Weliand is

survived by a daughter and one son, H. W. Weliand, who is president of the

concern.

Members of the Cincinnati Furniture Exchange fasted until Saturday
in anticipation of the fried chicken dinner to be served at the annual
outing on Cody's farm, Erlanger, Ky,, on that day. Headed by a police

escort and military band a parade W'as given from Music Hall to Suspen-

sion bridge, where automobiles entered and the journey to the farm re-

sumed. Baseball games, golf tournaments and other athletic sports

followed the chicken dinner.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Marion county board of review which fixes the values for taxation

purposes of property in Indianapolis last week added about 60,000 to the

valuation of Indianapolis lumber yards and plants. O. D. Haskett, presi-

dent of the lumber company bearing his name, and C. J. Shirk of the

Gansberg & Shirk Lumber Company, appeared before the board as repre-

sentatives of all the lumbermen in an attempt to have the appraisements

harmonized, but they refused to stand responsible for some of the increased

valuations given some of the properties. As a result, the board decided

to call in representatives of the companies individually.

A heavy bolt of lightning struck the yards of the Krudop Lumber Com-

AII Three of Us WiU Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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ThiB gus is giTing excellent sfetisfaction,
being highly- graded, soft texture, good
widths, and long lengths, also dry, straight
and flfct. V

Respectfully.
•

Harris, kcUenry k. Baker Co.

Diet. ^ '
,

• - '/ ''
'

Of course it is true that

Red Gum
is America's finest cabinet wood—but

Just as a poor cook will spoil the choicest

viands while the experienced chef will turn
them into prized delicacies, so it is true that

The inherently superior qualities

of Red Gum can be brought
out only by proper heuidling

When you buy this wood, as when you, buy a new
machine, you want to feel that you have reason for

believing it will be just as represented.

We claim genuine superiority for our Gum. The
proof that you can have confidence in this claim is

shown by the letter reproduced herewith.

Your interests demand that you remem-
ber this proof of our ability to preserve
the wonderful qualities of the wood
when you again want RED GUM.

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CONWAY BUILDING 111 W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Bond Mills: Helena and BIythevUle, Ark.: GreenrUle, Mlsa.

pany, Fort W.n.viip, Iml.. Icist week, burning ofE a large section of the

root of one of the buildings. The blaze was e.\tinguished before an e.K-

tensive loss resulted.

Articles of incorporation have been filed for the Keyer Box Company.
Winchester, Ind., whicli has a capitalization of .f20.000. The company
will manufacture cigar boxes. Directors are .\rthur A. Keyer, Clara Keyer,

and Benjamin J. Brown.
The Marbury Lumber Compan.r, an Alabama corporation, has qualified to

do business in Indiana by having $10,000 of its capital represented in

this state. Oscar Lee of Indianapolis is its agent.

Orlando L. Chandler, lumber agent for the American Car & Foundry

Company, Jeffersonville, Ind., has gone to New Orleans to purchase oak

for the manufacture of wagon parts for the government.

Peter F. Smith. Bloojiiington, Ind., who has been lumber agent for

the Showers Bros. Furniture Company for several years, has resigne^l

to go to Little Rock, .\rk., to accept a similar position with" the McLean
Arkansas Lumber Company. Jlr. Smith has been succeeded by J. J.

Hlckey, who has been assistant lumber Iniyer for the Showers company
for three years.

The Clinton Lumber Company of Mulberry, Ind.. has filed preliminary

certificate of dissolution.

The Isbell Lumber and Coal Company, Elkhart, Ind., has increased its

capital stock from J.SCOOO to .$."iO.OOO.

=^ EVANSVILLE >=
Edward Ivoeueman has been installed as [jresiilcut of the Evaiisville

Rotary Club. George O. Worland has, been named thairman of the boys'

committee, J. C. Greer, cl'airman of the ways and means committee ; and

Charles A. Wolflin, chairman of the fraternal committee.

Henry C. Iiresden. aged sixty-seven years, a retired lunilierniau of

South Bend. Ind,, died at his home on Thursday, ,Tune 2S. after an ill-

ness of a few lays. He was well and favorably known to the lumber

fraternity of northern and central Indiana. He was born and reared at

Michigan City, Ind., and is survived Ijy his widow.

Bert Tisserand of the J. C. Greer Lumber Company, who has charge of

the hardwood end of that firm, returned a few days ago from a business

trip on the road in southern Indiana and western Kentucky. He reports

trade conditions quite promising.

Mertice E. Taylor of Maley and Wertz. has accepted an invitation to

make several democratic speeches this fall in the state campaign in Ken-

tucky. He prol)abl.v will make his first speecli at* Providence, Ky. Mr.

Taylor has been doing lecture nnd cbautauqua work for a number of years

on the side and finds recrealicm in this.

Thomas J. Christian, for many years connected with Maley & Wertz,

but who is now at the head of the Wood-Mosiac Company. New Albany
Ind.. was liere a few days ago on his way to Indianapolis on a business

'mission, lie reported trade in his section of the state very good.

Plow Manufacturers in tins section report a good steady business and
say that trade is much better than usual at this time of the year.

After being closed down for some time the mill of the Evansville

Band Mill Company, started up a few days ago and it is expected the

plant will run steadily the rest of the summer,
Edward C. Kerth, city building inspector, blames the war for the

falling off in building permits last month. The number of permits is-

sued in .Tune was seventy-nine as compared to 172 for June 1910. The
total valuation was .'S(i4,47.S for .Tune of this year as compared to $115,-
4."p2 for the corresponding month of last year. Builders are looking for

some improvement this month over last.

David M. Roll of Greenville Ky., who was arrested at St. Paul. Minn.,

a few days ago and brought here, has been indicted by the Vanderburg
county grand Jury on the charge of forgery. It is alleged that Roll forged

the name of W. E. Drake, a wealthy lumberman at Greenville, Ky., to a.
promissory note for $1.7.10. It is said that Roll has operated in many
states and that his forgeries will aggregate ovir $40,000.

Frank I.aughlin, president of the Wolflin-Luhring Lumber Company,
bas returned from a business trip to French Lick, Ind., having been ac-

companied by his wife.

George O. Worland. reports the plant of the Evansville Veneer Com-
pany, operated on full time and the trade outlook very encouraging.

The Clinton Lumber Company. Mulberry. Ind.. has filed a certificate of

dissolution with the secretary of state.

Downey Coleman has purchased the planing mill and stock of C. F.

Rough at Oakland City. Ind., a few miles north ol' here and will soon estab-

lish a complete mill outfit on a lot near his sawmill. By the terms of the

sale Mr. Cideaian is allowed to operate the mill at its present location

for three months, thus giving him opportunity to care for the trade in

this line while he is erecting his new mill liuildlng. Mr Rough will

leave in a short time for Little Rock, Ark., and in the event that he
finds a suitable location, will move to that city.

Albert Starbuck, a wellknown sawmill owner and lumber dealer at
Petersburg, Ind,, was a rec.Mil business visitor in Evansville. ^

-< MEMPHIS >-
The Dugan Lumber Company, which recently announced the acquisition

of the timber on the 1000 acres of land in Montgomery county, Mississippi.

and which announced at the same time that it proposed to remove its
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For Greatest Range of Uses

Thj "HOOSIER." the rip saw which makes profitable
dimension manufacture and grade refining at the mill
possible. Hundreds of users already—you will be an-
other If you will let us tell you all about It

—

Will you?

and

Easiest Handling

buy the

Hoosier Self Feed Rip Saw. This machine has earned thousands

of dollars for owners in the manufacture of dimension lumber, crating,

etc., because its entirely novel design, resulting in surprising ease of

operation and adaptability, makes possible a profit where a loss is

often expected in this work. The

Hoosier Self-Feed Rip Saw
has a positive and powerful feed which handles the heaviest material

the sawmill takes just as readily as the lightest.

The table, raised and lowered with the crank in front of the ma-
chine, is always level—always securely locked.

The Hoosier rips anything up to 6 inches thick and 17 inches wide.

It feeds 35, 75, 100 or 150 feet a minute.

Manufactured exclusively by

The SINKER-DAVIS COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

mill from Roundaway, Miss., to Thurman. Miss., reports that it is

negotiating for still other timber in that section, with prospects of an
early closing of these negotiations. The company proposes to begin

shortly the removal of its machinery to Thurman as it has cut out all

of its timber holdings at its present location. The headquarters of the

company are in Memphis.
Lumbermen are showing a keen interest in the suggestion made by the

Council of National Defense regarding the probable shortage of steel

supply for carrying out the ship-building program and other work the
government has in hand. Letters have been received here containing

the intimation that wood should be substituted for steel by consumers
wherever possible and lumber interests are quite willing to co-operate in

this movement. They appreciate the fact that by furnishing lumber to

consumers of steel thoy wuU be helping along the government through
conservation of the present steel supply and that they will, incidentally,

profit by the increased demand this policy will involve.

There is comparatively little demand for sawmill machinery and equip-

ment in this section. Almost no new mills are being built and there is

comparatively little being done in the way of overhauling machinery
already in operation. The reason for this, according to one of the most
prominent members of the trade here, is to be found in the fact that
machinery prices are so much higher than normal. "It would require a

man or firm or corporation of unusual nerve and extreme optimism,
even after the advance In the price of lumber, to set out to install a
new sawmill plant with prices for everything entering into the latter so

high." lie as*:ertcd.

Lumber interests and those engaged in allied lines gave further striking

evidence of their patriotic support of the government when they responded
so freely to the call of President Wilson for a Red Cross War Fund of

$100,000,000. The Anderson-Tully Company led the local lumbermen
with a contribution of $1,000 while many lumber firms gave from $250
to $500 and others as much as $100. The Pidgeon-Thomas Iron Company,
the Reichman-Crosby Company and the Stratton-Warren Hardware Com-
pany contributed $1,000 each while the Memphis Furniture Manufacturing
Company gave $1,000, Col. S. P.. Anderson of the Anderson-Tully Com-
pany ; J. F. McSweyn, Memphis P.and Mill Company ; Wick Ransom,
Gayoso Lumber Company, R. 0. Morrow, Memphis Furniture Manufactur-
ing Company and Leslie Strntton. of the Stratton-Warren Hardware
Company, were members of some of the teams which secured more than
$250,000 from Memphis and West Tennessee, giving a whole week of their

time to the work.

Building operations in Memphis are rather more active now than for

some time. Conditions in building circles are not normal because of the

high cost of material, the scarcity of labor and the shortage of cars for

handling it, but there is decidedly more doing now than immediately after

the United States declared a state of war with Germany. There appears

to be returning confidence among those who have money to spend and, as

a result, architects, contractors and other interests are busier now than

they have been for some time.

Reports received from practically every part of the Memphis territory

indicate that substantial improvement is taking place in the condition

of the cotton crop compared with a short time ago. There is still con-

siderable backwardness, possibly two or three weeks, compared with normal,

but good stands are reported, cultivation is well nigh perfect and the

plants, while small, are unusually healthy. There is rather less complaint

than usual of boll weevil activity. Corn is making excellent progress and.

with good rains now, will come to maturity in fine shape. Owners of cut-

over lands in this territory have seeded unusually large acreage to food

stuff crops but they have considerable cotton, and lumber interests who
own these lands are watching developments closely. Meantime much
satisfaction is 'expressed over the promise oC unusually remunerative

prices for cottoo this season, the price now being around 25 cents or a

shade higher for middling uplands, the basis grade.

I'^re of unknown origin destroyed the plant of the Columbia Package

Company in New South Memphis. July 5, and burned thousands of feet

of Cottonwood stacked on the yards of the firm. There was no water

available for fighting the flames. The loss is estimated at $20,000 to

$25,000, partly insured. The company has been engaged in the manu-

facture of woodenware, tubs and candy pails here for about twelve years.

It gave employment to about fifty persons.

It is announced by John Buettner, vice-president of the company, that

immediate steps will be taken looking to the rebuilding of the plant.

=-< LOUISVILLE >.
The Louisville Hardwood Club has designated two places in which it will

hold its future meetings. Weather permitting, all outings will be held

at Bauer's "Devirs Kitcben," and at other times tlie meetings will be held

at the Seelbach Hotel. The last few meetings of the club that have been

held have been given over principally to a general discussion of market

conditions, prices, etc.

Most of the members are in an exceptionally optimistic frame of mind

concerning future developments, and from the information let out at

these meetings it would appear as though everyone is expecting a con-

tinuation of the present abnormal buying throughout the 1917 season at

least. Some interesting stories have been told recently concerning the

demand and high prices obtained for stock, and the way buyers burn the

wires up grabbing offers that are made.
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WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter sawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAR
We make a specialty of Oak and Hickory Imple-

ment, Wagon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Y our Inquiries sellclte d

ARLINGTON LUMBER CO., Arliigtw, Keitucky

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

WM. E. HILL Co.
KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW MILL MACHINERY
"The line that is imitated'*

Jackers, Kickers, Log Stops and Loaders, Niggers, Steam

Feeds, Carriages, Live Rolls, Steam Jump Saws, Trips,

Edgers, Trimmers, Slashers, Concave Rolls, Conveyor

Drives, Circular Cut-Off Machines, Swing Saws, Drag
Saw Machines, Steam Dogs, Steam Splitters, Lath Ma-
chinery, Vertical Automatic Engines, etc.

Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Daily Capacity—75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shipments of
Wh>:te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading •

At a recent meeting of the club the body went on record as approving

the appointment of Charles M. Morford, of Nashville, Tenn., as lumber

purchasing agent for the navy, anil sent a letter to Washington highly

recommending him for appointment to the responsible position.

Several of the Louisville lumber concerns handling hardwood lumber

have been supplying some of the pine also for the army cantonment at

Louisville. Recently an order for 20,000,000 feet of pine was placed

with the Southern Pine Association, through the Southern Pine Associa-

tion Emergency Bureau, the order being placed by Mason & Hanger Com-
pany of Richmond, Ky., who have the general contract on the $6,000,000

project. Local yard stocks of pine have about been depleted in supplying

the big demand to start the work, which is now getting along nicely.

The Turner, Day & Woolworth Handle Company has recently installed

two new departments, oue to cut persimmon in the rough for golf club

heads, and the other to manufacture textile shuttles from dogwood, maple
and certain other hardwoods. The company has some big government
contracts for various kinds of tool handles, such as pick, axe, shovel,

hammer and hatchet handles. The scarcity of hickory and ash has been

giving the company some trouble in securing requirements within the past

few months.

At Jlonticello, Ky., the Eassett Hardware JIauufacturing Company has

cut out most of the hickory, and has recently decided to move its mill

to Oneida, Tenn.. leaving the planer and general offices at Monticello.

C. L. Banks, formerly in the auto business at Louisville, recently secured

a large interest 'n the company, and he and G. O. Bassett are planning to

exi>and operations.

Fire breaking out in the dry room of the Southern Veneer Manufac-
turing Company caused a loss of about .$1,000 and has considerably handi-

capped the company In its work. However, repairs are being rapidly

made.

The Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington, Ky., operating mills at

Burnside and Williamsburg, Ky., and SuUigent, Ala., has filed a complaint

before the Interstate Commerce Commission against the St. Louis & San
Francisco and other railroads, charging discrimination in freight rates

in favor of Mississippi delta shippers on gum lumber. Reparation is

asked. The cases in question affect shipments from the Sulligent mill.

Shortly after starting operation on the morning of ,7une 25 the boiler

at the plant of John Burkhard, Sr., hardwood manufacturer at Bloom-
field, Ky.. let go. resulting in the death of John Burkhard, Jr., serious

damage to .John Burkh.ird. Sr., and to Hugh Rose, :in employe. The latter

was rushed sixty miles to Louisville and his leg aniiuitated at the hip.

.\n investigation of the wreckage showed that sumeone had tampered with

the water gauge on the lioller, resulting in low water and the explosion.

At Stearns. Ky., the Stearns Coal & Lumber Company recently put into

effect a fourth war bonus amounting to about five per cent on all classes

of labor, and affecting the employes of that company and also of the Ken-
tucky & Tennessee Railway.

.\t a recent meeting of the Kentucky Workmen's Comi)ensation Board
at Frankfort. Ky., the case of Steve Ward and Charles Webb, against

the D. E. Hewitt Lumber Company, was taken up. and the board held that

Jurisdiction In the matter was up to the West Virginia boai-d. The Hewitt
comi)any operates on both sides of the Tug river, the boundary line. The
twi> men were employed in Kentucky, and later sent to West Virginia,

where the accident occurred. As the company had accepted the laws o£

botli states, the case docs not come .under Jurisdiction of the Kentucky
board.

Surprise was registered recently when It was announced that the Broad-

head-Garrett Company had permanently closed Its sawmill at Clay City,

Ky., after making extensive improvements in the spring. The comi)any
in the future will do Its sawing at its Nada, Ky., plant, where facilities

for getting logs are better, and will operate the Clay City planer.

Edwin Norman of the Norman Lumber Company recently returned from
a i>oplar buying trij) through the St)uth. For several mouths the company
has been having trouble in obtaining enough poplar for its requirements.

Operations were recently resumed at the plant of the Louisville Point
Lumt)er I'ompany. which has been down for a few weeks. The company
is cutting principally ash. oak and elm at this time.

John Churchill and Smith Milton of the Cliurchlll-Milton Lumber Com-
pany have been dividing their time between the office at Louisville and
the new mill at Greenwood, Miss., there being as usual a lot of matters
to look after in connection with getting the new mill running smoothly.
A visit to the entire chain of sawmills in the South has held the atten-

tion of J. G. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber CnmiJany tor the
Iiast few days. The company's mills are all running and proilucing at a
big rate.

=-< WISCONSIN >.=

.Vll is well in Ilayward ! With the receut wa^'e increase lor a number
of its men, the payroll of the Willow River Lumber Company, based on
monthly remuneration, recently amounted to .'i;i."),000. I'ractlcally the
entire sum remains in Ilayward with prospects of the mill continuing
at full capacity for several months.

Hy a unanimous vote the city council of Rliinelander recently passed a
rrsolutlon to give the Stevens Lumber Company a bonus of $15,000 to
I"' used toward rebuilding the sawmill [ilant nf the company. In that
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city, recently destroyed by fire. Erection of tbe new plant will begin

without delay.

The Langland Lumber Company, Antigo, is placing the machinery in

its new planing mill in the northern part of the city, and shipments of

unplaned lumber already are being made. Five dwellings for employes
are in process of construction on the grounds ot the company.
Work of dismantling the Peshtigo sawmill has begun tor the purpose of

shipping the machinery to Phelps, to be installed in the new sawmill ot

the Hackley-Phelps-Bonell Company whieh purchased the equipment last

winter to replace that of the old mill, destroyed by tire.

The Robbins Lumber Company, Uhlnelander, will install a new 12.5-

horsepower boiler and erect a one-hundred-foot stack at its plant. The
order was placed with the Hunt Boiler works, JTarinette.

The big mill of the Rice Lake Lumber Company. Rice Lake, has com-
pleted the winter run on hardwood and is now sawing hemlock. The de-

mand for hardwood millwood for fuel purposes now exceeds the supply,

and a number of orders remained unfilled at the close of the hardwood
sawing.

G. E. Bergland, Milwaukee, who owns a sawmill at the upper end of

Lake Gogebic, Ontonagon county. Michigan, is in litigatory struggle

with the Victoria Mining Company in an attempt to enjoin the latter

from raising the level of Lake Gogebic. Several contracts exist between
the contending parties in respect of elevating water along which they

both have interests.

Albert G. Johnson, Iron River, has sold his lumber stock to the Scott-

Graff Lumber Company, Duluth.

The Halsted-Hughes Lumber Company, Milwaukee, has filed articles of

incorporation with a capital stock of $10,000 to engage in the whole-

saling of lumber, with headquarters in the First National building. The
incorporators are : T. J. Hughes, H. M. Halsted, and E. J. Patterson.

According to news dispatches from Washington, D. C, the A. Streich

& Brother Company, Oshkosh, is among the concerns to which contracts

have been awarded for the construction ot 44,8.50 transport wagons tor

use of the new array to be raised. The contracts were let by Major
General Henry G. Sharp, quartermaster general of the army, and the

conveyences will cost from $160 to $186.61 each.

A new vertical band resaw is being installed in the mill of the Good-
man Lumber Company, Goodman.
The Foster-Latimer Lumber Company, Mellen. recently received a war

order for four carloads of hemlock lumber for the Rockford cantonment.
The order was received recently in the hours of early morning, accompanied
by directions for filling in twenty-four hours. The planing mill was
placed on an all-night run and all conditions were complied with.

The state railroad commission recently decided in favor of the plain-

tiffs in the case of the Blackwell-Kaiser Lumber Company et al vs. the

Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company, the Cliicago, Milwaukee,
St. Paul & Omaha Railway Company and the Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Saulte Ste. Marie Railway Company, and ordered a reduction of three

cents per hundred pounds on carloads of lumber shipments of lumber
products and commodities taking the lumber rates, and shipped from
Kaiser, Price county, Wisconsin, to points on the Milwaukee and Soo
lines. The reduction will amount to an average of about twelve dollars

on each car.

According to reports from New London, the Wisconsin Cabinet and Panel
Company of that city is feeling seriously the lack of sufficient structures

of domicile for its employes and under pressure of the dearth is hesitant

to locate its contemplated new addition in New London. The company is

an Edison interest and as such is in strong demand by all neighboring
cities. A committee of New London prominent citizens is conferring with
ofHcials of the company in an attempt to bring about a solution of the

residence problem.

Dust combustion in the boiler room of the Bekkedal Lumber Company's
hardwood sawmill at Eddy Creek recently caused a fire that destroyed

practically the whole structure. The value, $7,000, was partly covered
by insurance. The cut of the season is about half through and the firm

has 23,000,000 feet of standing timber. A favoring wind saved about
5,000,000 feet ot timber and 5,000 cords of wood stored in the adjoining
yards.

=< CHICAGO >.=t
Changes in the Chicago hardwood trade do not materialize with any

rapidity these days except in specialized lines. In spite ot more or less

falling off in ordinary purchases from most common sources, the tone
of the whole trade is strong and optimistic. The approach of the sum-
mer furniture shows which are being held this month, was in part re-

sponsible for lessened call from this trade, which slackness will continue
through the month or until tbe probable trend ot the furniture markets
is established. There is every ri'ason to expect though that with the con-
clusion of the shows there will be marked acceleration in purchases.

Building operations continue listless, mainly owing to the excessive cost

DRY STOCK
FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

BIRCH

175 M 1" FAS
llOM I" No. 1 Com.
110 M 1' No. 2 Com.
50 M 1 M " FAS
50 M m " FAS
70 M 2" No. 1 C. & Btr.

RED GUM
50 M 1 M " No. 1 Com.
20 M 2" FAS
50 M FAS Qrt'd
25 M 2 " No. 1 Com. Qtd
12 M 2

" No. 1 C. & Btr. Fig.

MAPLE
40 M 2 1^ " No. 1 C. & Btr. 20 M 2 " Hard Bending

BROWN LAND & LUMBER CO.
MILLS

j ''^'"="H"e'',i;,a?"tk?;i^s:
*'"' Rhuielander, Wb.

L-B QUALITY
—Kraetzer Cured—

GUM LUMBER
OAK LUMBER
OAK FLOORING
{The Famous Forked-Leaf Brand)

Southern Yellow Pine Unexcelled for Crating.

We have 115,000,000 feet in pile.

Accurately Manufactured, Carefully Graded, Priced Right

Long-Bell Lumber Company
R. A. Long Building Kansas City, Mo.

The following stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment

4/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 24,000

5/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 35,000

6/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 74,000

8/4 No. 3 Elm & Ash 3,000

4/4 No. 1 & Btr. Birch 51,000

4/4 No. 2 Birch 250,000

4/4 No. 3 Birch 202,000

5/4 No. 3 Birch 28,000
4/4 No. 3 Basswood 25,000

6/4 No. 3 Birch 8,000

4/4 No. 3 Maple 1,000,000

5/4 No. 3 Maple 387,000

Ideal

Hardwood
Sawmill

Are putthis In pile every month
two and one-half million feet of
eholoeat Northern Michigan Hardwoods

Stack Lumber Company
Masonville, Michigan
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=INIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll[IIIIIIII^

I Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Texture =

MADE (MR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of
our own manufacture, from our own tim-
ber grown in Eastern Kentucky.

= PROMPT SHIPMENTS =

I The MOWBRAY I

I & ROBINSON CO. I
= (incorporated) =

I CINCINNATI, OHIO |
illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIiri??

Have you seen any bftier '1^3 than theseT

'

I
'HEY all grew right in Indiana where

* hardwoods have always held the

choicest farm lands. The best growth of

timber as well as the best yield of wheat

comes from good soil. The soundness of

the log-ends shows that they fed on the

fat of the land. My

Indiana Oak
comes from the same soil

CHAS. H. BARNABY
Green castle, Indiana

of construction. Tliere is definite evidence tliougli that the public will get

used to the big figures as it becomes accustomed to everything else, and
will gradually work back into the field and bring the situation more nearly

to the previous level.

=-< BVFFALO >-
The hardwood niiirkot shows a little less activity than some weeks ago,

but as a whole it is showing a fair movement and prices are maintained

on a firm level. A shortage exists in some of the leading woods and the

call for them has been good. Local assortments have become somewhat
depleted, luit new stock is brought in as fast as it can be found and ship-

ments made from the mills. The latter still complain greatly of a short-

age of cars, and coupled with this is t'.^e same scarcity of labor as com-

plained of for some Time. In some sections, especially the lake district,

hardwood prices at the mills are so high as to he almost prohibitive.

There is not so much going on in the building trade as is sometimes

the case at this season and large speculative projects appear to have been

postponed. Lumbermen say that a large-- share of the building that is

being done is in small work and in additions to factories which have been

profiting by large war orders. These swell the total permits to fair pro-

portions, but do not make up for the regular and special work that is

— missing.

X PITTSBURGH >.=
llardwuud prices evcTywhere are very firm. Stocks at the country

mills are low. Production is badly crippled this month by the fact that

men and teams are being used on the roads and on the farms where
the harvest season is close at hand. Wages for teams on the roads are

as high as $7.00 per day, which is keeping many out of the woods.

Demand for hardwoods from mining and manufacturing concerns is ex-

cellent. Mining companies are taking all the low-grade stock they

can get. Implement and vehicle manufacturers and also automobile
concerns are in the market for just as much high-grade hardwood as

they can get shipped to cover their fall and winter needs. Yard trade

is not so good, as it is mostly in less than carload lots.

-< BOSTON y^
The usual mid-summer conniient of the trade to the effect that they

are not able to do much business applies especially lu New England
at the present time; the unfilled orders on file, the hard pressure of

their customers for delivery, the deficiencies of stock and transporta-

tion, the inquiries in hand and reports of heavy present and prospec-

tive requirements in this and other sections of the country are the fea-

tures of the market. The decline in activity which is normal at this

season becomes impossible under the conditions noted : the difficulties

of the dealers tend to increase and the situation,' denian<ling much ef-

fort and care to meet the necessary factors of safety, is rendered really

serious by the added complication of advancing and uncertain quota-

tions. The adverse conditions of the trade are handed along to the

retailers and consumers and when applied to their situation opens up
another avenue for the exercise of caution ; the extreme measures sug-

gested by the buying trade show the reaction upon them and has resulted

in considerable speculation by the dealers as to what degree of ability

will be found to stand the strain without decrease of credit. Values
vary so greatly in amount and cover such short periods of time that

there is very little basis for the trade to work on and the same facts

render reliable observations impractical at present.

=< BALTIMORE >=
The lunilier trarir isiuialiun here socms to lie in a i^eiitTal way un-

changed, unless the continuance o£ the advance in prices can be called

a change. The quotations are being marked up higher and higher, and
no one is in a position to say that the maximum has been reached. The
members of the hardwood trade are still having their troul>les with the

railroads, little or no improvement in the transportation situation hav-
ing manifested itself. Cars are delayed or cannot be obtained at all,

and m.any of the mills are suffering serious embarassmcnt as a con-

sequence. Deliveries are rendered uncertain, and the buyers attach fully

as much importance to delivery as they do to prices. In fact, it is far less

a matter of price than of ability to furnish the lumber when wanted,
the obstacles in the way of a ready distribution being largely responsi-

ble for the increase in prices. Those hardwood men who have the stocks
and can make shipment, stand a chance to earn large profits, and some
of them confidently look forward to this year being the biggest in their

history. It should also be said, however, that more or less fluctuation

prevails in the prices realized, much depending upon the circumstances
in each individual' case. The urgent necessities of one buyer may force
him to pay a much higher price for lumber than is given by another
with wants that can be deferred, and who is able to take advantage of
conditions of supply. Kreight embargoes are as much of a handicap as
before, and more or less delay is e.\periencert, Baltimore, for instance,

being shut off from nearly every direction. Of course, some members of
the trade apiiears to be far more successful tlian others in dealing with
the railroad emliargoes and car shortages, and they manage t<i get stocks
and to ship tliem when others find this imiiossilde. The demand Is for
all of the woods in general use, and this demand has attained such pro-

portions—or the priMluclion has become so curtaik^l, whichever it may

All Three of Ui Will B* BeneBted if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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be—;tliat the practical elimination of the foreign business no longer

cuts a figure. If there are anj" surpluses of stocks in any direction,

the difficulties of transportation stand in the way of their being diverted

to sections that have need for lumber, and hence almost a scarcity is

reported everywhere. Even though the high prices of materials of all

kinds have tended to interfere with construction work, the requirements

continue large or urgent. Much of the speculative building, which called

for chestnut has been deferred, while the kind for investment, erection of

homes for owners, goes on in fairly undiminished extent. This latter

class of structures involves generally the use of oak instead of the cheaper

wood, but in these days no wood is really cheap, the prices realized on the

former low priced stocks being higher than those tnat prevailed under

approximately normal conditions for oak and ash. Some members of the

trade feel apprehensive as to the outlook and are unwilling to make fore-

casts even for the near future. All go ahead from day to day, taking

advantage of the extraordinary margins of profit that are offered, but

uncertain as to what the morrow may bring forth.

=-< COLUMBUS >=
The hardwood trade in Ohio territory continues strong in every respect.

Buying during the past fortnight has been rather active and prices have
been well maintained. In fact the tone of the trade is very satisfactory

to producers and jobbers, and future prospects are bright.

Buying on the part of factories is the best feature of the trade. Con-
cerns making boxes and implements are placing larger orders and the same
is true of vehicle and furniture factories. Most of the factory buying
however, is for immediate needs and there is no dispos:r:on to accumulate
stocks under present conditions. Automobile factories are also in the

market for various items.

The retail trade is fairly active, although buyini,' for the immediate
future is noyv the general rule. Stocks are lair and some of the dealers

are somewhat oversupplied. Building operations are more active since

the Liberty Loan is off the minds of the people and banks are willing to

make loans. While there is very little speculative building, several

apartments and dwellings are being projected. There is also consider-

able factory building, especially additions.

The car situation has improved to a large degree and shipments are
now coming out better. Dry stocks at the mills show a decrease as a
result of the better transportation facilities. Collections are good, as
money is generally easy.

Quartered oak is strong, and there is a good demand for plain oak at

unchanged prices. Poplar is moving well and the lower grades are
specially strong. Ash, basswood, chestnut and other hardwoods rule

firm.

=< CINCINNATI >•-

A slight betterment in the car situation has had a salutary effect upon
the hardwood business in this section. The demand still is considerably in

advance of the supply, due as much to the car situation as the actual
shortage of stocks, but the general tone of the market is much better,

much of the sluggishness which so characterized the situation some weeks
ago having disappeared. Hardwood lumbermen here are practically

united in the opinion that with a little more leeway in shipping facilities,

the present market would be all that could be desired. There has been a
rather pronounced revival in business toward the seaboard through the
betterment in the car situation and the lifting of numerous embargoes
against lumber, and with this wedge, lumbermen are exerting all their

strength in bringing back conditions to as near normal as possible,

especially in view of the fact that the local market is governed to no
slight degree by conditions in the eastern markets. One of the most
encouraging features is the gradual opening up again of the building in-

dustry. Builders and contractors are finding it somewhat easier to get
supplies, and while prices still are high and in many cases going higher,

there has been considerably more activity noted in this industry during
the past couple weeks. The conservatism displayed by the individual
home builder, however, has not disappeared, and new subdivisions, wherein
the contractor gets his big business, are not flourishing. The war is

directly responsible for the local boom in the lower grades of gum and
other wood suitable for boxes and crating, the heavy demand coming from
the box manufacturers to meet the enormous call for immediate delivery

of boxes and crates suitable for ammunition. The vehicle and implement
manufacturers also are in the market for whatever suitable lumber can
be found, their demands being the heaviest for a long time. Oak, hickory
and elm are in heavy request. Ash is in heavy request, select stock
bring highest prices. Some advices state that ash is bringing at times
$50 at the mills. The millwork concerns are displaying more activity

than a while back, the call for sash, doors and blinds being considerably
heavier than a few weeks ago. The coopers are in the market a little

heavier than usual recently.

•i CLEVELAND >-

Some hardwood is scarce in the Cleveland market and some is plentiful,

but the prices of all are uniformly high. Oak and maple flooring continue

scarce and the price is tending upward. There is great demand for ash

and maple for automobile truck bodies. The anticipated military orders

have begun to put in an appearance.

The outlook in the building trades seems to depend more on the lumber

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY. MO.

VOU WANT WIDE STCCK--WE HAVE IT

Payson Smith Lumber Co
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN

8 cars 1 !/2" No. 3 Com. & Bet.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

SOFT ELM
I car 1 !/2" No. 2 & Bet.

1 car ' !/2
" No. 3 Com.

HARD MAPLE
2 cars 1" No. 2 & Bet.

2 cars 1
" No. 3 Com.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

Southern Stock

RED OAK
2 cars 3/4 Com. & Bet. Plain

I car 4/4 No. 2 & Bet. Plain

WHITE OAK
1 car 2" No. 2 & Bet. Plain

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony BIdg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

Northern Stock

BIRCH
3 cars..l" Com. & Bet. Red
2 cars I" No. 2 Com.
6 cars,

lYz" No. 1 Com. & Bet.

BEAUTIFUL
WC MCAN THE OAn NOT THC U*M
PArSON-SMlTM LBR.-CO.

HINNKAPOU*. MINN.
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TRADE MARK

Oak Maple
Chestnut

ivianufacturers and Dealers

—in

—

West Virginia and Southern

HARDWOODS

The Atlas Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Union Trust Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO

BLISS-COOK OAK GO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

KANXIFACTUBBKS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and CUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oalc, air dried

or kiln dried, routh or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders
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than at any time since the upward movement began, and in some in-

stances they are higher than they had ever been. Buyers appear to

realize the acuteness of the situation created by the big demand and the

relatively small supply and they are placing orders . by wire because

they have found that every day of delay has meant either loss of the

chance to buy, or the payment of a higher price. Manufacturers and
distributers of lumber, emphasize that telegrams furnish the most reliable

method of securing lumber, and that quotations are subject to advance
without notice.

"Every time I sell lumber during the day, I go home with regrets that

evening," That is the way one prominent manufacturer has of emphasiz-
ing the strength of the market. With the present shortage of stocks

and the reduced output of the past few months, the market is destined

to work to a still higher level. Some have sold all they care to sell for

the present. Others have sold all they are able to manufacture for the

immediate future and still others are indifferent about whether they sell

or not.

There is not a dull item on the entire hardwood list. There is not a

grade of any kind of lumber that is not wanted. Gum occupies an
enviable position and the same Is true of oak, cottonwood, ash and
cypress, hickory and elm.

=< LOUISVILLE •>--

If it isn't car shortage, It's price or something, but the hardwood in-

dustry never seems to get everything running right at the same time.

The car shortage has improved materially within the past month, and
prices and demand are better than ever before known, but now labor is

getting so scarce that many of the mills are having trouble in manufac-.
turing, the chief trouble being in getting out the logs and getting them
to the mills. Manufacturing at present is largely a matter of labor, as

all of the operators have orders on hand and are able to sell all the
material they can cut as soon as it is dry enough to ship. Some hard-
woods are being shipped practically green, elm selling direct from the
saw. The demand for thick stocks of such woods as oak, hickory, elm,

ash, gum and poplar was never known to be anything like what it is at

this time, and walnut, mahogany, birch and maple are active. Beech has
also been a good seller, and nothing is wrong with the veneer trade, espe-

cially In the better grades. While the furniture manufacturers are not so

busy as they were, there is still a good demand for high class material.

The thick stocks are chiefly for supplying war orders on trucks, auto-
mobiles, wheels, etc. Walnut is also in good demand for gunstocks, and
gum is also being used for this purpose. The demand for lumber extends
to every item. Pine and cypress are wanted, and buyers are scouring the
market for poplar and ash.

^-< ST. LOUIS >=
The liardwood situation is just about the same as it has been for

some time. The demand for nearly every item on the hardwood list is

fairly satisfactory, with prices pretty strong, as holders of hardwood
lumber are quite independent about selling, because they believe higher
prices are in sight. Gum and oak are the leading items on the list, with
gum having the preference. They are being called for rather freely.

The higher grade is in particularly good request. Ash and hickory are
also reported in good demand. It is hard to obtain both of these items.
The railroads are doing a little better in furnishing cars to move stock
and some of the mills are catching up on orders in consequence. The
cypress market coutiuues strong. It looks as if the yards, which have
not been doing much buying recently, will soon come into the market.
Prices are steady with an advancing tendency: Two inch and thicker
stock is advancing in price and this class of cypress Is more in demand
than it was. While line yards are making a great many inquiries, they are
not placing orders as they should, but no doubt will as soon as the de-

mand from the consumers increases.

< MILWAUKEE >-=

Although lumber centers in Wisconsin reports a slight decline in the de-

mand for consti'uction woods, commercial materials for all industrial

products are desired to a degree approaching covetousness. No parti-

cular change has marked the price lists during the past few weeks. All

divisions remain firm, and with prospects of several large war orders
hovering over the order files of a number of concerns, sentiment is

bullish respecting price.

A
, report from the state industrial commission pointing out that lum-

bering is among the industries in which accidents have been on the in-

crease is of great concern to Wisconsin lumbermen and every effort will

be made to check the climbing percentage of accidents in the various

occupations. Up to the present time there have been thirty per cent

more accidents in Wisconsin this year than during the corresponding
months of 1916.

The labor problem still confronts the woodworking industry. Every
firm which depends in a large measure for its success on labor is striving

to make life comfortable for its workers. The Wausau Sulphite Fibre
Company, of Mosinee, is having plans drawn for a big clubhouse for its

employees, as are a number of other large concerns about the state.

Women are coming into greater favor to fill places formerly occupied
by men in wood products plants.

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
We Manufacture
Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
We have for sale 1 car S" FAS Poplar; 1 car ZVi" No. 1 Common
Poplar; 1 .car o-J, FAS Plain Red Oak, dry, 2 cars 6-J, FAS
Plain Red Oak, dry; 1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. Red Oak;
1 car No. 1 Common Ash and 3 cars 6/4 Com. t€ Better Hickory.

At Two Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass.
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company
Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-S4 C*LKBAIN AVENUE

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible auick doMvery of anything in timber and hardwood
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertlsementB will be Inserted In this sec-

tion at the following rates;

For one Insertion 25c a line
For two Insertions 40c a line

For three Insertions 55c a line
For four Insertions 65c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one Iln*.

Beading counts as two lines.

No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

MANUFACTURERS-WHOLESALERS-
EMPLOYERS

when you want gooil Salcsmnn, write tbe Em-
pire State Association of Lumber. Sash & Door

Salesmen. J. H. RUMBOLD, Sec'y, North Tona-

wanda. N. Y.

WANTED—POSITION
Selling hardwoc.l-; l.y man of long experience.

Address, "BCIX Tn," c;irc Haiiow i i;r.'.M:i.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED
CHERRY LOGS AND LUMBER

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestown, N. Y.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS.
500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Plqua. Ohio.

TIMBER WANTED

WE WANT TO PtJRCHASE
5,000 to 8,000 acres virgin hardwood timber, eith-

er in fee or on stumpage basis, preferably in Ark-

ansas, with or without sawmill. Give full in-

formation as to location, prices and terms in

first letter. Address "BOX 68," care Hardwood
Record.

TIMBER LANDS EOR SALE

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION

As desired. Hemlock and Hardwood, Northern

Wisconsin. No Commission. Address LANTi

COMMISSIONER, Soo Une, Minneapolis, Minn.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATING

THOS. J. Mcdonald,

Forest Engineer,

East Tennessee Bank BIdg.,

KnoxTiUe. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Sanborn & Gearhart,

AsheTllle, N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engl«eer,

158 Fifth Avenue, New Tork, N, X.

LUMBER WANTED 3
WANTED—BOX LUMBER

4/4, S/4, 6/4 in White Pine. Yellow Pine, Pop-

lar, Basswood, Chestnut. Spruce or Hemlock,

lioth rough, dressed and resawn. AMERICAN
r.BR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.

MANUTACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We are always in the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mail us your price and
stock lists. R. H. CATLIN CO.

Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for 4/4 Is & 2s and 4/4 Select Cypress. THE
WALNUT LUMBER CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

WANTED—WHITE PINE
Log run, all thicknesses. Send us your list of

dry stock and best cash prices. AMERICAN
LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED FOR CASH
L'" and heavii'r (lak. Ind.. .Mich., Ohio or W. Va.

JOHN I. SIIAFER IIDWD. CO., South Bend,

Ind.

WANTED BLACK WALNUT
1" thick. Ix.S" and up wide by S' and over long

in 1 & 2s also selects. In lots of ."iOO ft. or more,

ray cash. E. L. EDWARDS LBR. CO.. liaytou.

WANTED
White Oak timbers, also all grades of White and
Red Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, etc. Send us your

stock list and prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG.
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

CLEAR DIMENSION STOCK
PLAIN WHITE OAK

2"x4>^".x44"

l%"xl%"x37"
2"x2"x40"

HARD OR SOFT MAPLE
I"x5"xl7" ?i"x5"xl7"
I"x6"xl7" %"x6"xl7"
I"x2%"x20" ?4"x2i4"x20"
H4"x3i^"xl9" ?i"x8y4"xl9%"
1% "x2 Vi "xlS M;

"

% "x6 >4 "xl .5"

PINE, HEMLOCK, BASSWOOD, POPLAR,
GUM, SOFT MAPLE

18", 22%, 23%, 25, 25%, 51%, 55%';.

4"x26%".
WISCONSIN CABINET & PANEL CO.,

New London, Wis.

LUMBER AND LOGS
Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the

entire cut of several mills In Gum, Oak, Ash and
Maple and wagon material at fair market prices

and advance money on stock in pile. Will fur-

nish capital to help finance your business on deal

covering several years. Address "BOS 55," care

Hahowood Record.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—ITALIAN WALNUT
sooo' i,"sri.'oti>d. i;. \v. .\in;i;.\Y rn. ltd..

Market St.. E. Winnipeg.

FOR SALE—ABOUT 5,000 PIECES
of tboroly dried maple, mostly soft, 1-3/S"
thick, 3%" wide, .'il" long. Could make immedi-
ate shipment. STEELE-ALDERFER COMPANY,
Cuyahoga Falls, O.

VENEERS WANTED

WANTED
1/20 rotary cut plain White Oak Veneers in di-

mension and log run ; also 1/20 sliced cut and
sawed Quartered White Oak Veneers in small fig-

ured stock. Address LEOPOLD DESK CO.,
Burlington, Iowa.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 latest Improved Wlckes No. 10 52" gang, com-
plete with saws and filing equipment. 1 Kilgore
i;int crane, steam board Uippers. (lUOU-UAN
LIMBER CO., Goodman, Wis.

FOR SALE—1-42
" WHITNEY SCRAPER.

in good condition. I'rice reasonable. LEOPOLD
DESK CO., Burlington, Iowa.

FOR SALE—60 NEW AND UNUSED
li^ff-inch rigid post bangers. oS ver.v slightly

used 36-inch by 6-inch grate bars, %-inch hole,

1-inch web, suitable for shavings or slack coal.

I'urther particulars can be secured from CHI-
CAGO VENEER COMPANY, Clarendon, .Vrk.

FOR SALE
1 combination ground and overhead skidder.

I'^irst-dass condition. Address "BOX 65," care

Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE—25,000 CAPACITY
Saw and Planer Mill, all in good running

order. LONDON LBR. CO.. Mist, .\rk.

I
RAILWAY EQIIPMENT WANTED

(

WANT TO PURCHASE
40 logging and flat cars, 42" gauge. C. L. RIT-
TER LBR. CO., Huntington, W. Va.

Loans on
Tinnfeerland

We have internationally recognized

facilities based on 37 years' experi-

ence in timberland and lumber

matters. Long or short terms.

Amounts from $58,000 up, as con-

ditions warrant.

I

JAMES D. I
I

^ /—

^

acey |imber(o.

332 South Michigan jivenue, Chicago
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WANTED
4 to 5 miles forty ikhiikI relaying rail. Quote
best price and terms rlelivered Moreboatl, Ky.
AMERICAN LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgb, Pa.

I
DIMENSION STOCK WANTED |

WANTED TO BUY
2 cars 2.x2-:'.ii" clear (lak

1 car 2x2-1!)" clear Oak
1 car 2J/2X2%-30" clear Oak
1 car SiixS^-SO" clear Gum

We are always in the market for oak plow
handle strips, bolsters, poles, reaches and other
dimension stork

PROBST LBR. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

WANTED SEVERAL CARS
of squares 1".\1"4L"' lontr. l!eech. liirch and
hard and soft Maple. INDIANA WOOD PROD-
UCTS CO., Spencer. Ind.

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
1%". 1%". 2" squares, IS", 19", 26", 30" lengths.

Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.. 52 Vander-

bilt Ave., New York, N. T.

WANTED
214x214-30" or 31" dry Oak Squares. GR.\-

IIAM MFG. CO., Franklin, Ind.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WISCONSIN & NORTHER R. R.

solicits correspondence with responsil)le luniljcr-

ing firms who are looking for a sawmill location.

Territory carries enough virgin timber to supply

mills for several years. Choice sites ; good log-

ging conditions. For particulars write,

HARRY PETERSON,
Industrial Dept., Wis. & Xor. It. It. Oshkosh.

Wis.

FOR SALE—ENTIRE SOUTHERN
HARDWOOD PLANT

ready for immediate operation, in fact, standing

just as it was when closed down.

The Huntsville Lumber Company offers for

sale its entire plant with mill site of 14% acres,

modern band sawmill, hardwood flooring plant,

modern dry kilns, flooring sheds, bars, power

plant, residences and office building. The plant

is well located on the Tennessee River and on the

L. & N. and Southern railways.

This is an unusual opportunity to acquire a

splendid operation. Write promptly to the

HUNTSVILLE LUMBER CO., Decatur, Ala.

MILL CAPACITY 16,000 FEET DAILY
2,200 acres bearing .$«,iJiiO Hickory and Black
Locust, 4,500,000 feet White Oak ;

."1 mule teams
;

two miles tram line ; steam skidder. Main line

K. C. S., 400 miles from Kansas City. Station

and postofiice at mill. 30.000,000 ft. purchas-
able oak stumpage close by. For terms apply
C. BRAINERD, Hatton, Ark.

HARDWOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 2 C. white, 8/4, usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 yrs. dry, northern stock. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN & DARLINO. Buftalo. N. Y.
FAS =s": COM. & BTR., black. 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO.. Ft. Wayne. Ind.
NO. 2 C. S/4. 10/4 & 12/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

drv. NICKEY BROS., Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN 4 4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 4 mos.

dry. PENROD..JUKDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis. Tonn.
NO. 1 C. 5/S", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.

SW.^IN-ROACH LUMBER CO.. Sevmour. Ind,
FAS 5 '4", 6" and up, S to 10'. drv: FAS 6 4".

10 to 12", reg. Igth., drv; FAS 4 4", 5 4" &
S/4, 12" & up, reg. Igth.. drv. RIEL-KADEL
LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 12 '4", 12" & up, .S to 16', S mos. diT.

JAMES E. STARK & CO.. IMemphis, Tenn.

BASSWOOD
FAS & NO. 1 C. 6/4"; NO. 2 C. 5/4". BAB-

COCK LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

lEth., 1 to 2 yrs. drv. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.

NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4 4". 10 & 12'; NO. 2 C. <S.

BTR. 5/4". M.ASON-DON.\LDSON LUMBER
CO., Rhinelander, Wis.

BEECH
LOG RUN, NO. 2 C. & BTR. 6 4". W. R.

WILLETT LU.MBER CO.. Louisville. Ky.

BIRCH
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 5 4"; FAS, selected red.

6/4" & 8/4"; NO. 1 C. & NO. 3 C. 6/4"; FAS,
unseL, 8/4"; 2 FACE STRIPS 1x4". MASON-
DONALDSON LUMBER CO., Rhinelander,
Wis.

CEDAR
BDS. DIM., Tenn. aromatic red. GEORGE

C. BROWN & CO.. Memphis, Tenn.

CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

EROS. CO.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
LOG RUN 4 '4". ran. wdth. & Igth., 1 yr. dry.

J. V. STIMSON. Huntingburg. Ind.
FAS 5/4". 10" & up wide, std. Igth., largely

14 & 16', 2 yrs. drv. Y'EAGER LBR. CO.,
INC., Buftalo, N. Y.

CHESTNUT
SD, WORMY & NO. 2 C. 4 '4" & 6 4". ATLAS

LBR. & MFG. CO.. Cincinnati, O.
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4", BABCOCK

LUMBER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4". usual wdth. and Igth.,
1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN &
DARLING, Buftalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC., Buffalo, N. Y.

FAS & NO. 1 C. 4 4". W. O. KING & CO.,
Chicago. 111.

FAS 4/4 & 6/4t'. good wdths. and Igths., 6
mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4 to S/4", 6" & up. std. Igth., IS mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4". 4" & up. std. Igth.,
IS mos. drv. YEAGER LU.^LBER CO., INC.,
Buftalo, N. Y.

CHITTUM
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

COTTONWOOD
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, all 4 4", 4 mos.

dry. BROWN & HACKNEY. INC., Memphis,
Tenn.
BOXBOARDS 4/4", 9 to 17", 12 to 16'. 3

mos. dry. JAMES E. STARK & CO., Mem-
phis. Tenn.

NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4". 3" & up. std. Igth., 1 mo.
dr.v. STIMSON VENEER & LUMBER CO.,
Memphis. Tenn.

CYPRESS
SELECT & NO. 1 SHOP, both 6/4". reg.

wdth. & Igth., 3 mos. drv. F. T. D001,EY
LDR CO.. Memphis. Tenn.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 6/4". MASON-DONALD-

SON Ll'.R. CO.. Rhinelander, Wis.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 12/4". ran. wdth. & Igth.,

4 mos. dry. J. V. STIMSON, Huntingburg,
Ind.
ALL thicknesses cut to order. GEORGE C.

BRO'\\'N & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN 12/4". 4" & wider, 40% or more

14 & 16', 1 mo. drv. GOODLANDER-ROB-
ERTSON LBR. CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 12 4". drv. RIEL-

KADEL LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN 10 4. 12'4 & 16 4". J. V. STIM-

SON HARDWOOD CO., Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN 4-4 & 12/4", 3" & up, std. Igth..

2 mos. dry. STIMSON VENEER & LUMBER
CO., Memphis. Tenn.

GUM—5AP
NO. 1 C. > 4". ATLAS LBR. & MFG. CO.,

Cincinnati. O.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. both 5/4". COULSON

LUilBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville, Ark.
LOG RUN 4 4". ran. wdth. & Igth.. 10 mos.

dry. J. V. STIMSON, Huntingburg, Ind.
FAS 4 '4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. dry. SWAIN-

ROACH LUALBER CO., Sevmour. Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4 4". W. R. AVILLBTT LBR. CO.,

Louisville, Kv.
FAS 4/4". 13" to 17". ANDERSON-TULLY

COMPANY. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, all 5/8", 3 mos.

dry; BOX BOARDS, 4 4. 9" to 12", 9 mos.
dry; FAS, NO. 1 C. cS. NO. 2 C, all 4/4", 5

mos. dry. J. H. BONNER & SONS, Mem-
phis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4 & 5/4", 6 mos. dry. BROWN

& HACKNEY', INC., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 5/S", IS to 23". R. J. DARNELL, INC.,

Mem])his, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4", 4" & wider, 70% or more

14 & 16', 3 mos. dry. GOODLANDER-ROB-
ERTSON LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4". MAY BROTHERS, Memphis,

Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C, both 4/4". J. V. STIM-

SON HARDWOOD CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4,4", 6" & up, std. Igths.. 3 mos dry.

STIMSON VENEER & DUMBER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", reg. wdths.. 00% 14 & 16',

8 mos. dry. J. W. WHEELER & CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
FAS & NO. 1 C, FIG., 4/4". ANDERSON-

TULLY' CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 it 5/4", 6 mos. dry. J. H.

BONNER & SONS, Memphis. Tenn.
ALL grades and thicknesses, unselected,

selected red and figured. GEORGE C.
ERC)WN & CO., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 3 4 & 4/4", reg. wdth.. 60% 14 & 16',

6 mos. dry. J. W. WHEELER & CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.

GUM—BLACK
LOG RUN 4 4". W. Va. stock. ATLAS LBR.

& MFG. CO., Cincinnati. O.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
NO. 1 C. & BTR. S 4", sap no defect. AT-

LAS LBR. ..'i MFG. CO., Cincinnati. O.
COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. & Igth.. 8 to

12 mos. dry, sliced bds., highly fig. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS FIG. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;

COM. & BTR. 3/4 & 5/S", reg. wdth. & Igth..
dry. NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. & Igth.,

14 mos. dry. J. V. STIMSON, Huntingburg,
Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4" & 10/4", reg. wdth. &

Igth.. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO., Sey-
mour. Ind.
FAS 4 4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. dry.

BELLGRADE LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. S/4", 6 mos. dry. J. H.

BONNER & SONS. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 8 4", 6 mos. drv. BROWN

& HACKNEY", INC., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4 4". R. J. DARNELL,

INC.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS S, 4". itlAY BROTHERS, Memphis,

Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4". J. V. STIMSON

HARDWOOD COMPANY. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. S 4". ref wdth., 60% 14 &

16', s mos. drv; NO. 1 C. 4 4". 60% 14 & 16'. 6
mos. dry. J. W. WHEELER & CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.
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HARDV/OODS FOR SALE
HICKORY

NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-
BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
LOG RUN 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 8 mos.

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 10/4". 12/4". 14/4" & 16/4",

ran. wdth. & Igth., 4 mos. dry. J. V. STIM-
SON, Huntingburg. Ind.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and ligured. Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, 111.

CLR. SQUARES (Honduras), 4/4". 3%x
Sy.", 2 yrs. dry. JAMES E. STARK & CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.

MAPLE—HARD
FAS 4/4" & 12/4". good wdth., 50% 14 & 16',

2 yrs. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4". good wdth., 50% 14
& 16'. 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LBR. CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 0. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth., sap 2 sides, S mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4. 10/4 &'12/4"; NO. 1 C.

& BTR. 8/4", end-dried, white. W. O. KING
& CO.. Chicago, 111.

NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 5/4": NO. 1 C. & BTR. 6/4
& 8/4": NO. 2 C. S/4". MASON-DONALDSON
LBR. CO., Rhinelander, ^Ms.

MAPLE—SOFT
NO. 1 C. 4/4", good wdth.. 50% 14 & 16', 2

yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LBR. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—PLAIN RED
COM. & BTR. 5/8 & 3/4"; FAS 5/8 & 6/4:

NO. 1 C. 58", 5/4, 6/4 & 8/4; NO. 2 C. 3/8 &
5/8"; COFFIN BDS. 5/8, 3/4 & 4/4"; SOUND
WORMY 4/4", all reg. wdth. & Igth. AN-
DERSON-TULLY COMPANY, Memphis,
Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 3/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos.

dry; FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. dry.
BELLGRADE LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 5/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6

mos. dry. F. T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO., Mem-
phis. Tenn.
NO. 1 & 2 C, both 4/4", 4" & wider, 40% or

more 14 & 16'. 8 mos. dry; NO. 1 & 2 C, both
8/4", 4" & wider. 40% or more 14 & 10'. i; mo.s.
dry. GOODL.-VNDER-ROBERTSON LBR. CO..
Memphis. Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8"; FAS & SOUND

WORMY 5/4". MAY BROTHERS, Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 5/4", 11-15 Step Plank. MOBSMAN

LUMBER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 3/4", 4" & up, 14 to 16', S mos. dry.

JAMES E. STARK & CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". J V. STIMSON HARDWOOD

CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6" & up, std. Igth.. 3 mos. dry.

STIMSON VENEER & LUMBER CO.. Mem-
phis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 & 5/4". good wdth., 50% 14 & 16',

2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LBR. CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.
NO. 2 0. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to IS mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING.
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. both 4/4". COULSON

LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", IS mos. dry; NO. 2 C. 5/4",

IS mos. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO., INC., Buffalo,
N. Y.
FAS 5/8"; FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Ft. Wayne. Ind.
FAS 4 4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos. dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4". 50% or more 14 & 16', kiln dried.

W. R. WILLETT LUMBER CO., Louisville,
Ky.
FAS 4/4 to 16/4", 6" & up, std. Igth., IS mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 16/4". 4" & up, std. Igth..
IS mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., INC.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO.. Bliss-

ville, Ark.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

FAS AND NO. 1 C. both 3/4", reg. wdth. &
Igth., dry; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2y3-3% and
4-5%, both reg. Igth., dry. NICKEY BROS.,
Memphis, Tenn.
CLEAR STRIPS 4/4". 21^ to 4'/., ran. Igth..

14 mos. dry: COM. STRIPS, 4/4". 2 to 4". ran.
Igth.. 16 mos. dry. J. V. STIMSON, Hunting-
burg. Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4. reg. wdth. Igth., dry.

SWAIN-RO.\CH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. S

mos. dry. F. T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO., Mem-
phis. Tenn.
FAS 3 4" & 5/4": NO. 1 C, 3/4" & 5/4". MAY

BROTHERS, Memphis. Tenn.
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. all 4/4. MOSS-

MAN LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4 4". J. V. STIMSON

HARDWOOD CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 4" & up, std. Igth.. 3 mos. dry.

STIMSON VENEER & LUMBER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 1 C. 5/4". gog6 wdth., 50% 14 & 16'. 2

yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C, both 4/4". COULSON LUM-

BER CO.. ilemphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 Ct 12/4". usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., BUss-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 8/4. 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO..

INC.. Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos. dry.

PENROD. JURDEN & McCOWEN. Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4". 50% or more 14 & 16". W. R. WIL-

LETT LUMBER CO., Louisville. Ky.
ALL grades 4/4 to 6x6". reg. wdth.. std. Igth..

15 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., INC..
Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 5/4 & 8/4" : NO. 1 C. 5/4 & 8/4"; NO. 2

C. 5/4". ANDERSON-TULLY CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos. drv.

BELLGRADE LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 & 2 C, S mos. drv-. BROWN & HACK-

NEY. INC.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6

mos. dry; FAS & NO. 1 C. 8/4", reg. wdth. &
Igth.. 8 mos. dry. F. T. DOOLEY LBR, CO.,
Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 1/2", 5/S, 3/4 & 5/'4. MOBSMAN

LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 4" & up, 4 to 16', 1 yr. dry.

J.^MES E. STARK & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". J. V. STIMSON HARDWOOD

CO.. aiemphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 4" & up, std. Igth., 3 mos. dry.

STIMSON VENEER & LUMBER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
NO. 1 COM. 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK

CO., Blissville. Ark.
FAS 4 4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2%" to 5V-".HOFFMAN BROTHERS.CO.. Ft. Wavne, liid.
FAS 4/4 & 6/4". W. O. KING & CO., Chi-

cago. III.

FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 5/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1
yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS 3/4, 4/4, 3/8 & 5/8", reg. wdth. & leth.,

dry: FAS 4/4", 12" & up. reg. Igth.. dry; NO. 1

C. 1/2. 5/8, 3 '4 & 64". reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;
COM. & BTR., 1/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;
CLEAR STRIPS, 4/4". 2%, 3 & 3y2", ran.

Igth.. drv. NICKEY BROS.. Memphis. Tenn
NO. 2 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 8 mos. dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
CLEAR STRIPS, 4 4". V.. 2. 3 & 3'/.". ran.

Igth., 1 yr. dry: CLEAR STRIPS 4/4"r 2^4 to
4%", ran. Igth.. 16 mos. dry: COM. STRIPS
4/4". 2 to 4". ran. Igth.. 2 mos. dry. J. V. STIM-
SON, Huntingburg, Ind.
ALL grades 5/8" to 13/4", reg. wdth., std.

Igth., IS mos. dry. YE.VGER LUMBER CO.,
INC., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 3/8. 5/4 & 6/4"; COM, & BTR. 1/2"; NO.

1 C. 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4: NO. 2 C. 4/4"; STRIPS 4/4".
ANDERSON-TULLY CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". 6 mos. dry. BELLGRADE

LUMBER CO., Mamphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4 & 5/4", 6 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4 &

5/4". 6 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. STRIPS 4/4", 2" &
up, 6 mos. dry. BROWN & HACKNEY, INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.

FAS 3/4", 6" & up: NO. 1 C. 1/4. 3/8 & 5/8".
R. J. D.\RNELL, INC., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 5 4 & 6/4"; FAS 4/4", 6" & wider, reg.

Igth., 1 yr. dry. F. T. DOOLEY LBR. CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6" & wider, 40% or more 14 & 16',

8 mos. dry. GOODLANDBR-ROBBRTSON
LBR. CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 5/8", 4/4", 5/4", 6/4 & 8/4; F'

6 '4 & 8/4". MAY BROTHERS, Mem
Tenn.
FAS 1/2" & 5/4; SOUND WORM\

CLR. STRIPS 4/4". 2Mi to 3". sap no
MOSSMAN LUMBER CO., Memphis. Teni.
FAS 3/8", 6" & up. 8 to IC. 6 mos. .

JAMES T. STARK & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4". J. V. STIMSOl

H.-VRDWOOD CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4 4", 6" & up. std. Igth.. dry. STIM-

SON VENEER & LUMBER CO.. Memphis,
Tenn.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
NO. 2 C. 4/4": SD. WORMY, COM. & BTR.

5 4". .\TL.-VS LBR. & ilFG. CO., Cincinnati,
O.
CROSSING PLANK, R & W., 12/4", reg.

wdth. ct Igth., 4 mos. dry; NO. 3 C, R. & W.,
4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 4 mos. dry. PENROD.
JURDEN & McCOWEN. Memphis, Tenn.
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville, Ark.
CAR stock (mixed): TIMBERS, sound square

edge. BELLGRADE LUMBER CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
CROSSING PLANK, Red Oak, 3x10—12x16'.

J. W. WHEELER & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
PL. & QTD. R. & W., soft texture. GEORGE

C. BROWTST & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 yrs.

drv. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
PINE YELLOW

NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16'.

6 mos. dry. largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knox-
ville. Tenn.

POPLAR
NO. 1 C. 6/4", 2 yrs. drv: NO. 1 C. 6x6", 1 yr.

dry. G. ELIAS & BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". W. O. KING & CO., Chicago,

111.

FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN
BROTHERS CO.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". 7" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville. Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth.. 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4", -50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry: SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.
FAS 5/4", ran. wdth. & Igth., 14 mos. dry;

FAS 5/4", ran. wdth. & Igth., sap no defect, 14
mos. di-y; FAS 8/4". 16" & up, ran. Igth., 1 yr.
dry; FAS 4/4". ran. wdth. & Igth.. sap no de-
fect. IS mos. dry. J. V. STIMSON, Hunting-
burg. Ind.
FAS 12/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. drv. SWAIN-

ROACH LUMBER CO.. Seymour, Ind.
CLEAR SAP 5/S". 60% 12" & up; NO. 2 0.

5/4, 6.'4 & S/4", S2S, 50% or more 14 & 16';

SAP & SELECTS 4/4", drv, extra high grade.
W. R. WILLETT LUMBER CO., Louisville,
Ky.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 4/4, 4" & wider, 40% or

more 14 & 16'. 3 mos. dry. GOODLANDER-
ROBERTSON LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
SAP & SELECT 4/4", 5" & up, 8 to 16', 4

mos. dry. J..\MES E. STARK & CO., Memphis.
Tenn.

SYCAMORE
NO. 3 C. 5/4". COULSON LUJIBER CO..

Memphis. Tenn.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", usual wdth. and Igth.. 1 yr.

drv. BLAKESLEE. PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC.. Buffalo. N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO. Fort Wayne. Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 6/8 to 8/4". very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO.. Chi-
cago, 111.

COM. <£. BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.. 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.

(Continued on page 5Z)
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Atiantlc Lumber Co.. BoSalo. . 54

Barnaby, Charles H 7-446

Blakeslee. Perrin & DarllBs 54
Boyle, Inc. Clarence 13
Brown Land & Lumber Co 44<i

Biiffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. ... 54

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Bast Jordan Lumber Co 39
Ellas. G.. & Bro 54

Foster Bros 53

Qoodyear, C. A., Lumber Co...

Hanson, R., & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-14

Ferguson & Palmer Company... 11

Gayoso Lumber Company 12

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co 7-10

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 7

May Bros 11

Memphis Band Mill Co 7-11

Mossman Lumber Company 12

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. . 7-11-42

Penrod. Jurden & McCowen 12

Probst Lumber Company 49

Riel-Eadel Lumber Co.
Eusse & Burgess, Inc..

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co.

King. W. O., & Co ,

Kneeland-Blgelow Co., The.

Kiel-Kadel Lumber Company... 11

Russe & Burgess, Inc 7-10

Sondheimer, E., Co 10

Stark, James E., & Co 11

Stlmson. J. V 7-56

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co. . . . 7-12

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. . . . 12

\yheeler, J. W., & Co 7-12

13

4

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co....
McUvaln, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 54
Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Company
Miller. Sturm & MlUer 54
Mitchell Bros. Co 3
Mowbray & Robinson Co 7-446

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company 53

Palmer & Parker Co.

Stack Lumber Company 44a
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 54
Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees... 53
Stimson, J. V 7-56
SulUran, T.. ft Co 54

Taylor & Crate. .

.

Tegge Lumber Co.
54

47

Von Platen Lumber Company... 39

WUlBon Bros. Lumber Company. 3
Wlstar. Underbill & Nixon 44
Wood-Mosaic Company 7

Teager Lumber Company, Inc.
Xoung, W. D.. & Co

54

4

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

Anderson-TuUy Company .... 2-7-11

Arlington Lumber C«mpa«y... 7-44

Atlantic Lumber C».. BulTal*.. 54

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing Co. 46

Babcock Lumber A Laad C* 8

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co 14

Bellgrade Lumber Company 10

Bliss-Ceek Oak Cempany 7-46

Blakeslee. Perria & Darllag.... 54

Bonner. J. H.. & Sons 7-S6-10

Boyle. Inc., Clarence K<

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 7-10

Brown. W. P., & Sens Lkr. C«. 7

Brown & Hackney, Inc 10

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber C».. 54

Busklrk-Rntledge Lumber C». -

Coulson Lumber Co 10

Crane. C ft Co 7-47

Darnell, E. J., Inc 12

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co
Derniott Land ft Lumber Co... 7

Dooley. F. T., Lumber Company. 11

Dudley Lumber Company 13

Salt Lick Lumber Company.... 7-13

Smith, Payson Lumber Co 4^

Sondheimer, E., Company 10

Stnndard Hardwood Lumber Co 54
Stark, James E., & Co 11

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co... 7-12

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. . . 12

SuUlTaa, T.. ft Co 54

Swaln-Uoacb Luiaber Comoany. 7-47

Taylor ft Crate 54

Utley-Holloway Company 13

Vestal Lumber ft Maaufacturlng
C». 7-S

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 7-12

Whltmer, Wm.. ft Sods 3

Wlllett. W. E,. Lumber C»
WiUson Bros. Lumber Company . . 3

Wlstar. Dnderhlll ft NUon 44

Yeager Lumber Co.. Inc. 54

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Abnapee Veneer ft Seating Co... 43

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7-11

Eggers, F., Veneer Seating C«. . 27

EvansvUle Veneer Company.... 28

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-14

Hnddleaton-Marsk Makogaay C«.

.

Louisville Veneer Mills 30

Mengel, C. C. ft Bro. Co

NIckey Bros., Inc 24

Northwestern Cvoperage ft Lbr.

Company 53

Ohio Veneer Company 47

Palmer ft Barter Co
Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Rayner, J., Company 28

Stark, James E., & Co 11

St. Louis Basket & Box Co 31

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. . .

.

12

Northwestern Cooperage ft Lum
ber Company 53

Salt Lick Ltmiber Company... 7-13

Stearns Salt ft Lumber Company 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees 53

Wilce. T., Company, The 13

Young, W. D.. ft Co 4

SAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co 55

SAWMILL MACHINERY.

Hill, "Wm. E., Company .44

Sinker-Davis Company 43

Soule Steam Feed Works 55

WOODWORKNG MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company

Mershon, W. B., ft Co

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Clyde Iron Works 52

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co. . . 46

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company 65

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company. 14

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 56

Phlla. Textile Mchy. Company... 13

Ellas. G., ft Bro. 51

OAK.

Bee List of Manufacturers on
Dasre 7

American Oak Manufacturers'
Association . . ; 5

Lenox Saw Mill Company 41
Long-Bell Lumber Company... 7-44a
Mowbray & Robinson Company . 7-446

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7-1

1

Arlington Lumber Company... 7-44

RED GUM.

Anderson-Tully Company ... 2-7-11

Bellgrade Lumber Company 10

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-S5-10
Brown. Geo. C, & Co 7-10

Brown & Hackney, Inc 10
Brown, W. P.. & Sons Lbr. Co..

.

7

Ferguson & Palmer Company... 11

Gayoso Lumber Company 12

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co 7-!0

Hoffman Brothers Company.. 7-14

Jones, G. W.. Lumber Co

Wisconsin Veneer Company.

Wood-Mosaic Company

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 7

Lcnos Saw Mill Company 41

Little River Lumber Company 7-8

Little Rock Lumber ft Mfg. Co. 7-44

Logan. J. M., Lumber Co 7-8

Long-Bell Lumber Company 7-44a

Maples Lumber Company 41

May Bros 11

Mcllvaln, J. Gibson, ft C» 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber C».... 54

Memphis Band Mill Company. . . 7-11

Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Company
Miller, Sturm & Miller 54
Mossman Lumber Company 12

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-446

24

7

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co

EvansvUle Veneer Company 28

Hoffman Brothers Company... 7-14

Hnddleston-M&rsh Mahogany C« .

.

Nickey Bros., Inc
Norman Lumber Company.

Coulson Lumber Company 10 Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.. 7-ll-<2

Darnell, R. J., Inc 12 Penrod, Jurden & McCowen 12

Dooley, F. T., Lumber Co 11 Probst Lumber Company 49

Mengel. C. C. ft Bro. Co

Palmer ft Parker Co
Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Purcell. Frank 45

Rayner, J., Company 13

White Bros 32

HARDWOOD FLOORINQ.

BUss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Cobbs ft Mitchell. Inc 3

Horner, William 4

Kerry ft Hanson Flooring Co . .

.

53

Long-Bell Lumber Company. . . 7-44a

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co
Mitchell Bros. Company 3

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' MuL Ins.

Company 47

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company 47

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company 47

Limibermen'a Mut. Ins. Co 47

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.

Fire Ins. Company.. „ 47

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Lauderburn, D. E 48

McDonald, Thomas J 48

Sanborn & Gearhart • • 48

TIMBERLANDS.

Lacey, James D., ft Co. ^
Lacey, James D., Timber Co 48

Lauderburn, D. E 48

MISCELLANEOUS.

Chllds, S. D., ft Co 13

Dry Klla Door Carrier Company. 14

Ideal Coated Paper Co 28

Lumbermen's Credit Aasn 13

Perkins Glue Company 31
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personal

relation of the

superintend-
ent to his men
exercises a

great influ-

ence upon
every logging
op e r a t i o n

;

often deciding
its success or

failure.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

article in
LOGGING for

April 1917,

There is also

an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

All Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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FAS S/4", 6-S", reg. Igth., dry; NO. 1 C. 5/4.
6/4 & 8/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. NICKEY
BROS., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6-S" wide. 8' & up long; NO. 1 C.

4/4", 4" & up wide, 6' & up long; NO. 1 C. QTD.
4/4". 4" & up wide. 6' & up long: SAP SPECIAL
4 4", 4" it up wide. 6' & up long, clear of knots;
SQUARES 214" or IV-". 14-36" Igths. PICK-
REL WALNX'T COMPAXT, St. Louis. Mo.

FLOORING—MAPLE
CLEAR 13/16"xli4 and I-I/I6X2V4"; FCTY.

1-1/I6"x2i4"; NO. 1 13/16"xl%"; PRIME
13/16"x4" and 1-1/I6"x4". KERRY & H.\N-
SON FLOORING CO., Grayling, Mich.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, anv thickness. LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican

and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO.. Chicago. 111.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

(Continued from parfe 50)

OAK—PLAIN
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville. Ky.

WALNUT
ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOPTFMAN BROS.

COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111,

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.
Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO.. Chicago, III.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville. Ky.
MAHOGANY

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO.. Chicago, 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville. Ky.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFnCE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA. WIS.

VENEER AND SAWKflLL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that Is In

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, In all woods, notably In Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Gale.

We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut
quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use Is guaranteed hide stock. W«
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that Is the best, based oa
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

ATTENTION
"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Flooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just what you are
looking for on that particular order.
Write us, and we will convince you.

Kerry &, Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

^yc are members of the Maple Flooring Manufacturer$ Ass^n.

'IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
l8 the floorins^ that la manufactured eipresoly to supply the de-
mand fer the beet. It is made by modern machinery from care-
fully-selected Btock, and every precaution ! taken threughout
our emtlra system te make It fulfill in every particular lu
name—"IDEAL."

Rough or Finished Lumber—All Kinds

Send U$ Yaur Inquiriea

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

Northwestern
Cooperage and Lumber Co.

GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN
Western Office: Mills at Gladstone and

516 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn. Escanaba, Mich.

Manufacturers of the follou-ing

"PEERLESS" STANDARD BRAND PRODUCTS
Hjirdwood Flooring, Staves, Hoops, Heading

and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles,

Posts, Poles and Ties, and Hemlock Tan Bark
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash and Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned HarJwoo«ls

including Ash, Basswood. Birch. Cherry. Chestnut. Cypresi. Elm, 1

Grum, Hickory. Uaple, Plain & Quartered Oak. Poplar & Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18,000.000 to 20,000.000
feet of hardwoods carried at all
timeB at our two bl? BiifTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo ShipmenU

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White rlne. Yellow Pine, Spnice, Hemlcck, Fir, Lnmber,
Timber, MlllTCork, Boxes, Maple and Oak Floorine

955-1015 Elk Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Onr Specialty: West Virginia aud Pennsylvania Cberry

1055 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OCR SPECIALTY

Plain and Quartered Red
and White Oak and Ash

940 SENECA STREET

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lwnber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades •f Hardwoocds, and have every facility for filling and ship-
ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

All Three of Us Wl! Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD

i

li
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ATKINS experience plus the finest workmanship and ATKINS
SILVER STEEL placed our Saws where they now stand as

"The Finest on Earth."

Each is dependable to produce more and better work, which in

the long- run, proves them to be the cheapest and best to use.

Large mills, that value efficiencv highly, select ATKINS SIL-

\'ER STEEL SAWS because they are certain that in them Hes the

best possible combination of a perfected Saw steel and scientific

experience acquired by years at the business.

A trial will prove this to you. '

Write for "The Frozen North," a testimony of the

real value and stamina of SILVER STEEL SAWS

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1857

The Silver Steel Saw People
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.

MACHINE KNIFE FACTORY, LANCASTER, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks in all large distributing centers, as follows:

ATLANTA
CHICAGO

MEMPHIS
MINNEAPOLIS

NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY

PORTLANO. ORE.
SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE
VANCOUVER, B. C.

SYDNEY, N. S. W.
PARIS. FRANCE

All Three of U» Will Be Benefitea if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Preparedness

We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

H So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stimton Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

GRAND RAPIDS

VAPOR DRY KILN
GRAND RAPIDS

MICHIGAN

GUARANTEES
There is a difference in them — not alone in word-

ng and salesmanship, but in intent, in actual serv-

ce and in ability to perform.

The Grand Rapids Vapor Kiln guarantee is based

in a scientific measurement; it is original and the

esult of our thirty years' experience in wood-

vorking.

We know the difference between ordinary kiln

)peration and ordinary guarantees, and we know

'ou do want dependable guarantees based on real

-iervice and tests.

\eed we say more?

Grand Rapids Veneer Works

i
it

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Western Agents

Seattle, Washington
Greeff Varnish Kilns

(Parage
Kalamazoo

Cast Iron Fans

28 Fans in One
7 Different Discharges

Pulley on Either Side

Single or Double Met

IF YOU NEED A SMALL
EXHAUST FAN O ]{ BLOWER
WRITE FOR CATALOG R-12

(Darage Fan (^mpany.
HCATtNG.VCNTILATING S DRYING [INGINECRS.

KALAMAZOO-MICHIGAN-U. S. A.

SOULE
Steam Feed

Designed for the

sawmill by a mill-

man.

It will not use ex-

cessive steam and
gives instant and
positive control.

Our prices are
actually, not rela-

> tively, low.

It has positively increased
capacity from 10 to 50 per cent

SOULE STEAM FEED WORKS
MERIDIAN, MISS.

DRUM OUTFITS, STACKERS, POWB.R TIMBER HANDLERS,
LATHES, DOGS AND OTHER MILL EQUIPMENT



Semi-Monthly
Twenty-Second Year

\\iV'b
CHICAGO, JULY 25

Subscription $2.
Single Copies, 15 Cents.

PJM SERVICE
—is concretely backed by a definite and successful endeavor to build up an

organization insuring satisfaction to our customers— an organization each

feature of which has been planned separately so that it will lend its maximum
of significance to the term when used in connection with the business of

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen, Inc. In short, it represents

All That the Word Implies,

Scientific Drying Expert Manufacturing Good Timber

Alodern ]\Iills Satisfaction to the Buver

Southern Rotary Veneers and Hardwood Lumber

We can take care of your requirements in Southern woods, no matter whether you are in the market

for veneers or lumber. Our big Rotary Veneer Mill at Helena, .\rk., has exceptionally large units, and

can readily supply sizes which are ordinarily difficult to produce. Our lumber mills are cutting some

of the finest hardwood stock ever manufactured in America. Tell us what you want—we can supply you.

On account of car shortage, which affects delivery of logs to the mills as well as shipments of

veneer—we urge all buyers of veneers to place requirements at least 60 to 90 days in advance

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen
(INCORPOR.^TED)

General Offices, Memphis, Tenn.

825-830 Bank of Commerce Building

P^M

II II II II II II II II II II inni mi ii ii ii ini ii ii m ii ii m ii m n ii ii ii ii n u iiirii ii ii ii ii n ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii

ADVERTISERS' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Rflfr^tlt^^rtte^iltrtffe^flfr^^^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Draw^er Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg.

Grand Rapifls, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman Bldg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Standard
Perfected
Band
Resaw

p ininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii iiiiiiniiii i iiiii iimiiii iiniiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiii iiiiiiu iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii iiiiiiinyiii iiiiin niiiiiiiiui iiiiiiiiiiiii

ACCURACY
' Emporia, Va., Jan'y 2, '17.

Gentlemen, We have never spent a cent on this machine since it was
installed. It not only does good work, but is the most accurate Resaw we _
have ever used. If we were in the market for a dozen more, they would all M
be Mershon. Yours truly, B

SELWOOD MANUFACTURING CO. |

Wm. B. Mershon & Co., Saginaw, Mich. |
1lllllllllillllillllllllllll«l>llllllllllllllilll!lll»llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l!linilllllllllllllllllllll^

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber

and we are supplementing her work 'with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured auid

seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

service; — these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
INCOSPORATKB

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
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"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan /.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W.D.Young 6? Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. 1^" *2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. 1tV"^2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

Tin 7X "oxr
LU^rNGTON

HARDWOOP SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago RepresentatiTe

(TTne QTEARNS
^%\ SALT Cr LUMBER CO.

LudingtokMich.

.;. iiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic:iiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiniiaiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiniiiMC]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiminii)iiiiiiK<&

William Horner

Manufacturer of

**Smoothest"
MAPLE, BEECH & BIRCH

FLOORING

««.f^Sr «„d Reed City, Mich.

Sole European Sales Agents: TICKLE BELL & CO.
Royal Liver BIdg., Liverpool, England

I

i

s

I

I

.:.]|IIIIIIIIIC]llllllllllll!]||IIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIinillllllllllIDIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIC]llltllHIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIinilllHII<>

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's HarJwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our poHshed surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow hacked, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet fells all ahout Hardwood Flooring
and how to enre for it—also prices—and is free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.
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An invitation to

cozy good fellow-

ship that would be

killed by any other

wood than oak

Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century TVay

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-

bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence

offers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,

hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oaks reliability and

it is nov/ being demonstrated that it will be completely sold on oak as a

superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed

by the leading oak manufacturers of the country who are standing

behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the

real possibilities of this wonderful wood are. Do you know how directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak would affect your business?

You should post yourself now because the real results are just begin-

ning to show.

WRITE NOW TO ANY MANUFAC-
TURER ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

AU Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twentieth Century

Oak. Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

F YOU have ever used any hardwood lumber from east Tennessee

you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We
are not going to claim any credit for the many points of perfection,

for the trees simply grew that way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made them—the growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But there is another point which is concerning users these days and

concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good de-

liveries and offer just as good service as under normal conditions, we

sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably than in almost any other big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of the quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

than it is the good fortune of almost any other section to be in position to

offer under present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modern

equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from

this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

Write

The Babcock Lumber & Land Co Knoxville, Tenn.
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber Company Townsend, Tenn.

Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.

J. M. Logan Lumber Company Knoxville, Tenn.

iniiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiininnniiiniiiiiiiiiininiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiinimin^

iiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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HE theory is given common credence that the

country's vast prairies were not the result of

natural causes but were induced by constant

timber fires set by the Indians for the purpose of

extending the grazing area for the buffalo. The

opposite theory that this or any other land was too good for

tree growth has long since been refuted. Quite to the con-

trary common sense indicates that tree growth, as any other

form of vegetable life will prosper in proportion to the sus-

taining qualities of the soil it grows upon.

And that is the big reason behind the quality of timber

cut by Memphis firms. That simple truth establishes the

justification for any reasonable claim made for timber from

this region. Land in the Memphis Alluvial Belt that is al-

ready cleared and that is yet to be cut has been pronounced

the richest in the world. What other than the most per-

fect of timber could be found on such soil?

And then there is the equipment and the organization.

Nowhere have lumbermen come into such harmonious co-

operation for the common object of constantly improving

quality and service. This region, because of its compara-

tive newness is practically devoid of anything suggestive of

obsoleteness' in equipment.

And this directory is designed to give another touch of

Memphis spirit—the desire to make it as easy as possible

for the buyer to get in touch with our 600,000,000 feet an-

nual production.

We sincerely trust it may serve you.

(See three following pages)

^mmm^
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We have the following stock in regular

widths and lengths:

Fas 4/

Fas &

Com. I

& S/
8/4 :

Bds.
4/4",

SAP GUM
4. 13 to 17".

FIG. RED GUM
No. 1 C. 4 4.

PLAIN RED OAK
i Btr. 6/8 & 3/4: Fas 6/4. 6/4
4; No. 1 Com. 5/8, 5/4. 6 '4 &
No. 2 C. 3 8 & 5/8: Coffin

, 5/8. 3/4 & 5/4: Sd. Worw.

PLAIN WHITE OAK

Fas. 5/4 & 8/4; No. 1 C. 5/4 & 8/4:
No. 2 C. 5/4.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK

Fas. 3,4. 5,'4 & 6/4; Com, & Btr,.
1/2: Strips. 4/4; No. 1 C. 4/4. 6/4
& 6/4: No. 2 C. 4 '4.

ANDERSON- TULLY CO.

JID.XDIHAS MAHO(i.\.\V
16.00(1' 4.V4" and 3i4x3%" CI. Sa..
21.000' 1 & 2s. 3/4". 24 mos. dry
13.500' CI. TabletODS. 4/4", 3" &

up. 24 mos. dry
50.000' Worray 4/4". 24 mos, dry

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
09.000' Nn. 1 C. & Btr.. 3/8". 8 raos.
16.000' 1 & 2s. 3/4". 12 mos.
14.000' CI. Stps.. 4/4x5,5%". 10 mos.
ll.(«)0' 1 & 23. 5/4"xl0" & up. 6 mos.
23.U0O' 1 & 2s. 5/4"xC" & up. 5 mos.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
13.000' No. 1 C, 3/4". 12 mos.
39,000' No, 1 C. 5/4". 4 mos.
27.000' No. 1 C. 6/4". 3 raos.
fi2.iioo' 1 & 2s. 8/4". 5 mos.
13.0 No. 2 C. 8/4". 5 mos

PLAIN RED 0.\K
1.000' No. 1 C. 3 4". 18 mos.
i.OOO' No. 2 C. 3 4". 18 mus.
'.000' 1 & 2s. 4/4". 6 mos.
i.OOO' I & 28. 5/4". 4 mos.
1.000' No. 1 C. 5/4". 3 moa.
!.000' 1 & 2s. 8/4". 8 mos.
1,000' No. 2 C. 8/4". 10 mos.

POPLAR
,000' Sa & Sel.. 4/4", 4 mos,
,000' No, 1 C. 4/4". 3 raos.
,000' No, 1 C„ 6/4". 4 mos.
,000' No. 2 C. 5/4". 3 mos,
,000' No. 2 C. 4/4". 3 mos,

ASH
,000' 1 & 2s. 12" & up wide. 12/4"
,000' 1 & 2s. 5/4". 8 moa,
GUM AND COTTONWOOD

BOXHOARDS
,000- 9 to 12" mid 13 to 17", miw

James E. Stark & Co., Inc.

List of Stock Ready For Immediate Shipment
QUARTERED WHITE 0.\K

1,21") ft, ,S/4" 1 & 2
2,000 ft, 3" Com, & Bel,

QUARTERED
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The list below is ready for Prompt Shipment
QI-ARTERED OAK

57150 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Wll.
21850 ft. 38 No. 1 Com. Wll.
59010 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. WTi.
5<;150 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Red.
<i:i'>70 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Cora. Red.
111710 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Cum. Red.
CLEAR QUARTEKED WHITE OAK

STRIPS (Sap No Defect)
54105 ft. lx2V4 to 3H".
17440 ft. IxIH to 3^" Com. Strips.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
36850 ft. 4 4 No. 1 Com.

PLAIN RED OAK
S9970 ft. 4 4 No. I Com.
150411 ft. 4,4 No. I Cum. & Bet.
Sound Wormy.

ELM
39450 ft. 12 4 Lue Kun.

COTTONWOOD
9C3S0 ft. 4/4 No. 1-2 Com.

QUARTERED RED GUM
62010 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.

15090 ft. 75% 1476 FiEured.
75390 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com.

PLAIN RED GUM
34330 ft. 4 4 Is & 2s.

33770 ft. 4 4 No. 1 Com.

SAP GUM
228780 ft. 4 4 Is & 2s.

137010 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com.
85012 ft. 5/4 No. 2 & 3 Com.

GUM BOXBOARDS
275S0 ft. 1x9-12.
01070 ft. 1.X13 to 17.
40.SSII ft. l.\;18 i- up

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co.

The Following Items Are Ready For Prompt
Shipment

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
3 cars 4 4 Is & 2s
3 cars 4 4 No, 1 C.
1 car 4, 4x4 to 514" Clr, Oak Strips

PLAIN WHITE OAK
2 cars 4 4 No. I C.
2 cars 4 4 No. 2 C.

QUARTERED RED OAK
2 cars 4/4 Is & 2s
2 cars 4/4 No. I C.
1 ear 4/4 No. 1 C. Qtrd. Red Oak

Strips

PLAIN BED OAK
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 C.

PLAIN RED GUM
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 C.

QUARTERED SAP GUM
2 cars 8 4 Nu. 1 C. & Bet. Qtrd.
Gum. Sap no Defect

SAP GUM
3 cars 4,'4 No. 2 C.
1 car 4/4—9 to 12" Boxboards

COTTON"IVOOD
1 car 4/4—18" & up Panel

ASH
1 car 6,'4 C. & Bet.
1 car 4/4 No. 1 C.

R. J. DARNELL, Inc.
We sell nothing but what we manufacture. All stock oiled
with 7, 8 and 9 stacking sticks to 12', 14' and 16' lengths. Offer
following for immediate shipment:

QIARTERED WHITE OAK
14'/16' Drs

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co.

4.000' 4/4" 1&2, 10" up. 50%
2S.ono' 1/4" 1&2. 50%. 3 yr.

98.000' 1/4" No. 1 C. 50%, 3 yr,

1.50,000' 3/8" No. 1 C, 50%, 3 yr,

42,0110' 3/8" No. 2 C. 3 JT.

32,000' 5/8" Nu. 2 C. 1 yr.

2B0'000 3/4" l&2nds, 6" & up

3 yr.

41.000'.

100,000' 1/4 No. 1 Com.
173,000' 3/8" No. 1 Com.
189,000' 5/8" No. 1 Com.
PLAIN WHITE AND RED OAK

100,000' 3/4" 1&2. 6" to 8", 50%
I4'/1C', 1 ST. dry

100.000' 3/4" No. 1 G., 4" to 8". 50%
14'/16'. 1 yr. dry

.56,000' 1/2" No. 2 C, 1 yr. dry

GUM 14'/16' Dry
1/2" l&2nds. 13" to 17", 50%, 2 yrs.. Red
5/8" I&2ntls, 18" to 21", 50%. 2 yrs.. Red
3/4" l&?nds, 13" to 17", 50%,. 2 yrs.. Bed
5/S" l&2nds, 18" to 21", 50%. 2 yrs.. Sap
3 4" l&2nds. 18" to 21". 50%. 2 yrs.. Sap

4/4. l&2nds. Bed, PI.
4/4", No. 1 C, Red. PI.

5'8" l&2nds. 18" to 23". Sap

Send us your inquiries now

SAP GUM
75.000' Fas, 3/4, 6" & up, 60%
14 & 16'. 6 mos. dry.

75,000' No. 1 C. 3/4. 60% 14 &
16', 6 mos. dry.

150,000' No; 1 C, 6/4, 60% 14 & 10',

8 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED GUM
30,000' No. 1 C. & Etr., S,'4, 60%
14 & 16', 8 mos. dry.

73,000' No. 1 C, 4/4, 60% 14 & 16',

6 mos. drj'.

PL.\IN RED Oak
130.000' No. I C, 4/4, 60% 14 &

16', 6 mos. dry.
15.000' No. 1 C. & Btr., 5/4. 60%
14 & 16', 8 mos. dry.

150.000' Pas, 4'4, 60% 14 & 16'. 6
mos, dry.

QUARTERED RED OAK
15.000' No. 1 C. & Btr., 7,8, 60%
11 & 16', 12 mos. dry.
7,500' No. 1 C. & Btr., 4, 00%
14 & 16', 12 mos. dry.

75.0110' Red Oak Crossing Plank.
3x10-12 to 10'.

J.W.WHEELER & CO.

Send in your order now for

QUARTERED WHITE
OAK

13,000' No. 1 C, 5/8.
1,500' No. 1 C. 3/4.

17.000' No. 1 C. 8/4
6,500' Fas, 3/4.
7,000' Fas. 8/4.

40.000' Com. Strips. 4/4.
214 to 3".

PLAIN WHITE OAK
10.000' Fas. 1/2.
3.000' Fas, 5 4,

10,000' No. 1 C, 3/8.
2,000' No. 1 C. 3/4.
7,500' No. 1 C. 5/4.
3,500' No. 2 C. 5/4.

PLAIN BED OAK
2,000' No, 1 C, 1/2.

30.000' No. 1 C. 5 '4.

3,700' No. 1 C. 6/4.
5.700' No. 1 C. 8/4.
2,5U0' No. 2 C. 5/4.

13,000' Fas, 5/8.
25.U00' Fas. 4/4.

25.000' Fas. 5/4.
4.300' Fas. 6/4.
5.400' Fas. 8/4.

22,000' Sd. Wormy, 4/4,

QUARTERED RED OAK
8,000' Fas, 4/4.
10,000' No. 2 C 4/4.

QUARTERED RED
GUM

75,000' Pas, 8/4.
75,000' No. 1 C, 8/4.
75.000' Com. & Btr..

12,4, sap no defect.

MOSSMAN LUMBER CO.

Gayoso Lumber Company
Ofjer for Prompt Shipment

RED OAK
115600' Fas 4/4" PI, dry.
100000' Cora, 4 4" PI, dry.
55000' Fas 5 4" PI. dry.

120000' Cum. 5 4" PI. dry.
55000' Cum. G 4" PI. dry.
25000' Fas 8, 4" PI. dry.

142000' Com. 8-4" PI. dry.
40000' C. & Btr. 12/4" PI. green.
55000' Com. 4/4" Qrtd. ilty.

COTTO.NWOOD
13000' WBB 4 4".

75000' Fas 4 4".

125000' Com. 4 '4".

ELM
55000' L/R 8,4" dry.

Memphis (2)—BAND

38000' Fas 4 '4" P. W. dry.
IIOOOO' Com. 4/4" P. W. dry.
7O00O' Com. 5/4" P. W. dry.
49000' Com. 6/4" P. W. dry.
GSIlOO' C. & Btr. 8/4" P. W. green.
50000' Fas 4/4" Qtd. W. dry.
35000' Com. 4/4" Qtd. W. dry.
53000' Fas 5/4" Qtd. W. dry.

GUM
175000' C. & Btr. 8/1" Qtd. Sap dry.
305000' C. & Btr. 8/4" Qtd. Red dry.

HICKORY
25000' C. & Btr. 8/4" green.
14000' C. & Btr. 10/4" green.
15000' C. & Btr. 12/4" green.

MILLS—Blaine, Miss.

:i

I

Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Co.
FOR SALE

MANUFACTURERS

Southern Hardwoods
We have for sale 100,000 feet 4/4" No. 1

Common & Better Quartered White Oak

Band Mill—Richey, Miss.

SPECIAl^l Car 2V4x6" &
B Cart 4/ 4 Is & 23, 0" to 10".

2 Cars 5/4 Do.
2 Cars 8/4 Do.
2 Cars 12/4 Do.
2 Cars 10/4 Do.

V. Car 20/4 Do.
% Car 24/4 Do.
1 Car 4/4x10" & Wider, Is & 2.s.

1 Car 4/4x12" & Wider, Is & 2s.

1 Car 8/4.V10" & Wider, Is & \

14/16'.

I Car 4/4x10" & Wider, Is & :

14/16'.

WHITE ASH
i'er Is & 2s Soft.

1 Car ,8/4x12'
14/16'.
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We have the following stock ready for
Immediate shipment:

33.000 ft.

.iO.OOO ft.

50.000 ft.

35.000 ft.

26.000 ft.

24.000 ft.

100.000 ft.

150.000 ft.

50.000 ft.

100.000 ft.

100.OOO ft.

100.000 ft.

30.000 ft.

50.000 ft.

WHITE OAK
3/4" 1 & 2 Qtd.
3/4" No. 1 C. Qtd.
4/4" No. 1 C. Qtd.
4/4" No. 2 .C. Qtd.
5/8" 1 & 2 PI.
3/4" 1 & 2 PI.
4/4" 1 & 2 PI.
1/2" No. 1 C. PI.

5/S" No. 1 C, PI.
4/4" No. 1 C. PI.

RED OAK
3/8" 1 & 2 PI.
1/2" 1 & 2 PI.
5/8" 1 & 2 PI.
4/4" 1 & 2 PI.

12.000 ft,

70.000 ft,

150.000 ft,

90.000 ft.

100.000 ft.

50.000 ft.

150.000 ft.

50,000 ft.

RED OAK
6/4" 1 & 2 PI.
3/8" No.
1/2" No.
5/8" No.
4/4" No.
3/8" No.
1/2" No.
4/4" No.

C. PI.
C. PI.

PI.
PI.

PI.
PI.

PI.

riiPLAR—3.000 ft. i'V 1 & 2.

KED GUM
100.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 C. PI.

SAP GUM
20.000 ft. 5/4"ll5" & up 1 & 2
20.000 ft. 6/4" No. 1 C.
10.000 ft. 8/4" No. 1 C.
13.000 ft. 5/4" No. 2 C.

lip. 24,000 ft.

RUSSE & BURGESS

Our extensive mills

are located in the

heart of Delta timber

E. Sondheimer Company

i

i|

The following stock is

shipment:
for tmmediate We have the following to offer, dry:

GUM
2 cars Fas, 4/4 Qfd. Red. 6 mos dry.
3 cars Pas. 4/4 Qtd. Red. 8 mos. dry.
3 cars No. 1 Com., 8/4 Qtd.. 8 mos.

dry.
2 cars Pag. 4/4, 6 to 12" wide. Sap,

5 mos. (iry.

4 cars Fas, 4/4. 13" & up. Sap. 6
mos. dry.

2 cars Fas. 5/4, Sap, 5 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 1 C. . 5/4 Sap, 5 mos. dry.
4 cars Fas, 6/4, Sap. 9 mos. dry.
3 cars No. 1 C. 6'4, Sap, 9 mos. dry.
2 cars Fas, 4/4 PI. Red. 8 mos. dry.
1 car No. 2 C. 4/4 PI. Red, 4 mos.

dry.

1 car No. 2 C. 5/4 PI. Red, 4 mos.
dry.

1 car No. 2 C. 6/4 PI. Red, 4 mos.
dry.

2 cars No. 2 C. 8/4 PI. Red. 4 mos.
dry.

OAK
2 cars Com. & Btr.. 3/4 PL Bed, 6

raoa. dry.
2 cars Fas, 4/4 PI. Red, 6 mos. dry.
4 cars No. 1 C. 4/4 Qtd, White, 6

mos. dry.
2 cars Fas, 4/4 PI. White. 6 mos.

dry.
Sound Square Edged Oak Timbers
& Mixed Oak Car Stock.

75.000'
30.000'
6.000'

4. .500'

14.000'
100.000'
15.000'
15.000'
15.000'

8. OOO'

5/4"
5/4"
8/4"
C/4"
4/4"
4/4"
6/4"
4/4"
5/4"
5/4"

OAK
1st & 2nd PI. Red
No. 2 Com. PI. Red
Nos. 1 and 2 C. PI. Rd.
No. 1 C & Bet Qtd. Rd.
Nos. 1 & 2 C. Qtd. Rd.
1st & 2nd PI. White
1st & 2nd Pi. White
Ist & 2nd Qtd, V^liite

No. 1 Com. fs. Bet. Qtd.
No. 2 Com. Qtd. White

MISCEIXAXEOrS HARDWOOD
75.000' 4/4" No. 3 Com.
25.000' 5/4" No. 3 Cora.
20,000' 12, 4" Log Run Elm

^.\P tMM (Krael/ir rurpd)
200.000' 4/4" No. 2 A: No. 3 Com.
75.000' 6/4" No. 1 Com.

SELECTED RED GUM
(Kraetzer-Cured)

150,000' 4/4" No. 1 Com.
50,000' 5/4" No. 1 Com.
80.000' 6/4" No. 1 Com.
36,000' 8/4" No. 1 Cora.

QUARTERED RED GUM
75.000' 5/4" No. 1 Com. & Bet.
36.000' 6/4" No. 1 Cora. & Bet.
11.000' 12/4" No. 1 Cora. & Bet.

SEL. RED GUM (Figured Wood)
IO.OOO' 6/4" No. 1 Com. PI.

25.000' 4/4" No. 1 Com. & Bet., Qtd
11.000' 8/4" No. 1 Com. & Bet.. Qtd.

11 BELLGRADE LUMBER CO. GEO. C. BROWN & CO.

i.^j
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1.^.
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JULY STOCK LIST

Ql^ARTERED WHITE OAK
I2M ft. 5 8" Is and 2s.

I4M ft. 4/4" l3 anil lis.

"Is anU l!s.

No. 1 Commun.
No. 1 Commuii.

We Have For Immediate Shipment

3M ft. 5/4"
I2M ft. 5/8"
2M ft. 4/4"
4M ft. 5/4" No. 1 Common.
14M ft. 4/4"
9M ft. 6/4"

No.
No.

2 Common.
Common.

65M ft. 2" & wdr. No. 1 Com. strips.
22M ft. 2" & wdr. No. 2 Com. strips.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
42M ft. 4/4" Is and 2s.

130M ft. 4/4" No. 1 Common.
tiM ft. 5/4" No. 1 Cummoii.
6M f(. 5/4" No. 2 Common,

PLAIN KED OAK
8M ft. 5/4" No. 1 Ctininion.

5M ft. 5/4" No. 2 Ciimmon.

QUARTERED RED GUM
2I0M ft. 8 4" 1S&2S (sap no defect).
230M ft. 8/4" No. 1 Common (sap no

defect).
120M ft. 8/4" Is and 2s.

172M ft. 8/4" No. 1 Common.

SAP GUM
14M ft 4/4" Is and 2s.

175M ft 5/4" No. 1 Common.
65M ft 6/4" No. 1 Common.
50M ft 5/4" No. 2 Common,
30M ft 6/4" No, 2 Common,

COTTONWOOD
55M ft. 4/4" Is and 2s.

125M ft 4/4" No. 1 Common.
40M ft. 4/4" No. 2 Common.
50M ft 5/4" & 6/4" Back.ng Eds.

9 to 12",

GUM
G mos. dr7

65,000' Bx. Bds., 4/4.
Tupelo.

40.000' Bi. Bds., 4/4, 13 to 17".
Tupelo.

70.U00' Fas, 4/4, 6" & up, Tupelo.
100.(100' No. I C, 4/4, Tupelo.
SU.OOO' No. 2 C. 4/4, Tupelo.
40,000' Fas, 8/4, Sap.
20,000' No. I C. 8/4. Sap.
25.000' No. 1 C, 5/4, PI. Red.

120,000' No. 1 C, 4/4. I'l. Red.
40,000' Fas, 8 4, Qtd. Red.
50.000' No. 1 C, 8,4, Qld. Red.

20.000' Fas, 4/4, Qld. Red.
30.000' No. 1 C. 4/4, Qtd. Red.
15,000' No. 1 C, 5/4. Qtd. Rod.

3 mos. dry
30.000' Pas. 5/8. Sap.
70.000' No. 1 C, 5,8, Sap.
25.000' No. 2 C. 5/8. Sap.

5 mos. dry
50.000' Fas, 3/4, Sap.
70.000' No. 1 C. 3 4, Sap.
00.000' Bx. Bds.. 4,4. 9 to 12". Sa"
80.000' Bx. Bds.. 4 4, 13 to 17

Sap.
100.000' Fas, 4/4. Sap.
100.000' No. 1 C. 4/4. Sap.
120.000' No. 2 C. 4/4. Sap.

BROWN & HACKNEY, Inc. J. H. BONNER & SONS

^1

J

i

III
i

We Have the Following Stock to Offer:

SAP GUM
100.000' 5/4" No. 1 Com.
50,000' 5/4" No. 2 Com.

RED OAK
75,000' 4/4" No. 1 Com. PI.
50,000' 4/4" No. 2 Com. PI.

WHITE OAK
100,000' 4/4" No. 1 Com.
75,000' 4/4" No. 2 Com.

SYCAMORE
50.000' 5/4" No. 3 Com.

PI.

PI,

Coulson Lumber Company

Send Us Your Inquiries for These Items

GUM
2 cars Fas, Qld. lied. 2", 2 mos. dry.
1 car Fas. Qld. Red, 2". 6 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 1 C. Qtd. Bed. 8/4, 2
mos. dry.

3 car No. 1 C. Qld. Bed, 8/4, 6 mos.
dry.

5 cars Fas. Qtd. Sap, 8/4. 3 moa. dry.
3 cars Fas. Qtd. Sap, 8/4, 3 mos. dry
3 cars Fas. PI. Red. I", 3 raoB. dry.
2 cars No. 1 C, PI. Red. 1", 3 mos.

dry.

2 cars No. 2 C. Sap. 1", 3 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 car Fas. 1 l, 8 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C, 8/4, 6 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C. 8/4, 6 mos. dry.

QUARTERED WUITE OAK
2 cars Fas. 4/4. S mos. dry.

1 car No. 1 C. 8/4. 12 mos. dry.

POPLAR

.

2 cars No. 1 C, 4 4. 3 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 2 C 4/4. 3 mos. dry.

MISCELLANEOUS
Elm—1 car Log Run, 12/4, 1 n

dry.
MnKiiolia—Log Run. 4/4.

Oak Ilridge I'laiiU— 12'4. green.

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co.

^'^'^
'

'Niiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iniiiiiiniiniiiini ii„,' m •
,.,... —
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All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

W. P. Brown & Sons Lbr. Co.
Main Office—Louisville, Ky.

Eight Band Mills—Brasfield, Ark.; Furth, Ark.; Allport,

Ark., and Fayette, Ala.

We offer the fulluwiiig dry stuck fur prompt shipment:

QTD. WHITE OAK
178.000' 4/4 Is & 2s

274.000' 4/4 No. 1 Com.
73.000' 4/4 clear strips

61.000' 8/4 Is and 2s

93.000' 8/4 No. 1 Com.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
165.OOO' 4/4 Is & 2s

252,000' 4/4 No. 1 Cora.

179.000' 4/4 No. 2 Com.
73,000' 6/4 Is & 2s
42.000' 6/4 No. 1 Cora.

ALABAMA SHORT
2.500.000' 4/4 to 8 4

QTD. BED GUM
435.000' 4/4 to 8/4 Is & 2s
532.000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Com.

PLAIN RED GUM
615,000' 4./4 to S/4 Is & 2s
442.000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Cora.

SAP GUM
118.000' 4 4. IS" & up, panel
152,000' 4,4, 13" to 17" Box
Boards

456,000' 4/4 to 8/4 Is & 23
572,000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Com.
358.000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. 2 Cora.

LEAF YELLQVV PINE
B. and Better

8,400,000' 4/4 to 8/4 boards and dimension

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

Norman Lumber
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Flinl Brand SERVICE
consists of being able to supply goods of
the right quality. As to the latter fea-

ture—the growth of this firm is the best
possible^ assurance. And as to being
able to ship, we kno^v we have as large
and well-assorted a line of northern
That is not a boast. It is merely a state-

ment of fact we realize we are fortunate in being able to make.
Also our flooring and our quite complete stocks of pine and
hemlock have enabled us to build up a specialized trade in

mixed cars. On the hardwoods look over the following dry
stock for prompt movement;

Maple and Birch

hardwoods as exists.

BASSWOOD
vmV 1" No. 1 Com. &• Btr,. 10 & 12'

200M' 5/4" No. 2 Com. & Btr.

BIRCH
1 car 1x4" 2 face Clear Strips
3 cars 1x4 & 5" 1 & 2 face Strips
2CI0M' 1" No. 1 Com. Unsel.
50M' 1" No. 2 Com. Unsel.
75M' 6/4" No. 1 Com. Unsel.

2 cars 8/4" No. 1 Com. Unsel.
50M' 6/4" 1st & 2nd Sel. Red

l.TO.M' 5/4" No. 1 & 2 Com. Unsel.
40M' 8/4" 1st & 2nd Sel. Red

50M' 6/4" 1st & 2nd Unsel.
75M' 8/4" 1st & 2nd Unsel.

MAPLE
50M' 6/4" No. 1 Com. Hard
50M' 8/4" No. 1 Com. ilarU
lOOM' 8/4" No. 2 Com. Hard
3 cars 8/4" No. 1 & Btr. Hard
7SM' 7/4" No. 3 Com. Hard

1 car 7/4" No. 1 and 2 Com. Hard,
1/2 each grade

2 or 3 cars 1" 1st & 2nd Hard Maple
ELM

1 car 1" No. I and No. 2 Com. Soft

f^

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co.
RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN

fcV^:^

y
. ^ 1^^^^

WM. WHITMER & SONS
INCORPORATED

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Can,
We Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock

Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Finance Building PHILADELPHIA

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C.

MILLS
1 Porterwood, W. Va.

\ Wildell, W. Va.
I Mill Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
M A-N UFACTURERS

MAIN OFFICE. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overtread Steam Ltgglng Machinery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK Seattle
New Orleans: Woodwarrt, Wight & Co., Ltd.

Canada- Canadian Allig-Chalmera. Ltd.. Toronte

All Three of U. WUI Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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This

Indiana White Oak
is growing in Indiana.

In paying a premium for

such stock you must pro-

tect yourself byknowing
where it comes from.

We have manufactured
it for half a century and
can prove the origin of

our product.

HOFFMAN BROS. /C^
COMPANY

(
fR|

Fori Wayne, Ind. >ii^
Reg. U.S. ESTABLISHED 1867 Rep u S
i'ot.oa. INCOEPORATED 190» rat.OQ.'

(,(:iiiiiiiiMii[:iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiMiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiC]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiMn[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiimuiiuiiii'i

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.
SIKESTON, MO.

Sales Office

1314 Fisher BuUding
CHICAGO

I For the last forty days we
[

I have had practically no
[

I
trouble in securing cars and |

I at present are in the best I

[ possible position to make |

j
Prompt Shipment

|

1 DRY OAK j

I Plain and Qtd.—All Grades—All Thicknesses |

I
MIXED CARS

I
fiiiiinii;]iiiriiiiuii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiinc]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[>S

AU Three o( Us Will Be Benefited if

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.

Carrier Ready to Lift Door

Heat

Money
by using the

Door Carrier System

THOUSANDS ARE IN USB

THEY OPERATE PERFECTLY
on doors of any alze. on

OLD OR NEW KILNS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

^^
Cgl^^v^^I:;^;^:^:;^:^!^^
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IF YOU ARE BUYING NOW OUR
STOCK LIST WOULD HELP YOU

Maples Lumber Co.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
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General Market Conditions
'

I 'HE TASK of writing a market digest is a rather onerous one these

^ days, for with so many and rajiid changes, and such a diversity of

influeuccs, it is extremely difficult to give a reflection of true condi-

tions. As Hardwood Eecord would prefer to refrain from market

discussions entirely rather than to give wrong impressions as to actual

conditions, the task calls for the most careful perusal of all indications

and information.

Were the situation today unqualified by abnormal effects from

other directions, buyers of hardwood lumber in the usual channels

might be justified in the hope (though we would hardly put it so

strongly as to say, in the expectation), of au easing market. But
right at the outset we must repeat what has been urged in this column

so often liefore, that the field for hardwood consumption that has been

creaftcd outside of the ordinary channels is of mounting importance

almost day by day. And to use the extreme case, were the normal

lines of hardwood uses to approach a condition of slackness equal to

that in the most depressing times in the past, the situation would still

remain in the sellers' hands.

This statement is not made for the purpose of adding stiffness to

the backbone of the lumber trade, as the modern organizations among
the hardwood men give every assistance whereby their members are

kept constantly and accurately informed as to the actual relation of

supply and demand. It is on the other hand made for the purpose of

stimulating an appreciation by the buyers of the fact that if they

refrain from making purchases now they make themselves liable to

all kinds of embarrassment in the next few months, due to extreme

difficulty in or absolute impossibility of getting what they must have

in the way of raw material. There are the same logical reasons for

making this assertion as have been urged upon the readers of H.\rd-

WOOD Record in'many issues in the past: the fact that mill stocks are

just as badly broken as they ever were, with even less possibility of

replenishment; that the increasing car shortage is making it more and
more difficult to get in sufiicicnt logs to keep the mills' going to any-

where near capacity; that radically improved methods in accounting

among lumbermen has brought an almost universal conception of what
lumber is" intrinsically worth, and the realization that the present

prices are no more than sufficient to cover increased costs without any
excessive profits, hence fortifying the lumberman in his insistence

upon good returns as he knows he will lose money if he sells for less

than he is now getting. And to this must be added the fact that the

government is just beginning to realize its vast requirements in hard-

wood lumber. The amount in different woods that it will ultimately

rei|uire is so great that the effect of present shipments on the general

market is negligible as compared to what must come later.

The yard man, who resells his lumber, and the factory man who
works it up, are both entitled to adopt a policy of caution in the face

of present necessities. But the retailer cannot make any monejr

unless he has lumber to resell and the factory man cannot pay divi-

dends unless he has the raw material at as low a price as possible

wherewith to manufacture the goods which he sells. The yard man and
the manufacturer therefore should give just as much consideration to

the i>ossibility, in fact the entire probability, that not only will prices

lie higher in the months to come, but there is a very real danger of
their being unable to get what they want at any price.

If the car shortage is acute now what will it be when the govern-

ment requisitions service for troop movements, and then for the

endless shipments of supplies and equipment that must be rushed to all

parts of the country? Almost simultaneously will come the annual call

for adequate facilities for moving the crops. The yield this year is

enormous and will be taken care of in spite of all other requirements-

The farmer has been too busy perfecting his record-breaking pro-

duction, which he will turn over at two or three prices, to think aliout

plans for spending money, but with the crop out of the way he is

going to have millions and hundreds of millions to spend for things

which he has never been able to afford before. Country bankers iit

all agricultural sections report enormous cash balances held by the

farmers at this period when all precedents indicate that the farmer

should be practically devoid of cash until his crops begin to come in.

In short, the general tendency to withhold orders for lumber now
merely means that forced requirements coming simultaneously later

would deluge the Umiber trade with business which could not j)ossihly

be taken care of. And with the average hardwood mill practically-

sold up for three to six months ahead, and many of them actually out

of the market, the effect of this on prices is easily discernible, to say

nothing of the certainty that the users needs could not be supplied.

Independence from Canada

A
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE FROM CANADA has

been declared by D. F. Houston, Secretary of Agreulture, in a
letter to the American press, recently sent out from Washington.

It related to the paper supply, and the secretary declares that our

present dependence upon the Canadian forests for our paper pulp

is unnecessary. The matter has come to the front on account of the

e.xorbitant prices charged for paper by the manufacturers. The
price is so high that manj- of the large newspapers have seen theii-

profits dwindle to the vanisliing ]ioint, and book publishers are hold-

ing down their output to the lowest point. Still, the demand foi-

paper increases.

Mr. Houston bolls that the exertmcly high prices are not justified
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by the situation. He says a paper mill in Alaska could lay down
print paper in New York at $35 a ton, which is $25 less than present

prices there. The present annual consumption of paper in the United

States calls for pulp wood equivalent to five billion feet of lumber,

something more than one-eighth as much as the output of all the

sawmills in the country.

The point made by the secretary is that we do not need to go to

Canada for our ])aper. There are enormous timber resources in the

United States suitable for pulp. Development is aii tnat is needed

to place these resources at the service of the people. At the present

rate of consumption, there is enough spruce and white fir in Oregon,

Washington and Alaska to supply the United States with paper for

eighty years, without drawing upon young timber that will grow
during that period. This western timber is convenient to tidewater,

and the paper may be shipped by way of the Panama Canal.

Another great pulp resource lies among the Rocky Mountains, in

Idaho, Montana and southward. That is not within convenient

reach of western tidewater, but is accessible by rail to the markets

of the upper Mississippi valley and the states on tlie plains.

The Logical Course

THE PROBLEM WHICH HAS OVERSHADOWED ALL
others in the hardwood lumber business for a number of years

past has been the incorporation into one national body of its various

elements. Today there is greater co-operation than ever before:

there are more associations jiroviding, in their respective fields, Vietter

working conditions. There is a greater desire on the part of all to

analyze manufacturing end of lumber and to standardize selling

methods; to utilize the best talent in the industries towards getting

the maximum return from the log, and at the same time to meet

conditions in the consuming end of the business and insure greater

economy and more general satisfaction to the consumer. In short, if

there was ever a time when the manufacturer and dealer of hardwoods

should work closer together it is now. There was never an opportunity

so ripe for bringing into perfect harmony all of tlu' associations wldch

are factors in hardwood lumbering. The opportunity is so genuine

that it will be a catastrophe if it is lost.

There are at least $250,000 being spent to maintain organizations

in the hardwood business, but in spite of the efficient work these

associations are doing, it could be done more economically and jios-

sibly even more satisfactorily if the various as.'ociations could be

centralized. We have in the present organizations as competent a

set of men as it is possilile to get together in a.ssociation work, hut

by the consolidation of all associations into a centralized grouping,

two main bodies, for instance, but operated under the same manage-
ment, greater economy and larger results would unquestionably accrue.

It would greatly help the distribution of the vital information which

has in the respective associations proven its worth and in fact its

necessity to the growth of the industry. This work would be simplifieil

and rendered much more effective because it woukl be made easier

for the manufacturers. Some of thcni are now making reports on a

half-dozen different kinds of woods to tlie various associations, and
by simplifying it in a centralized way they would undoubtedly respond

much more readily.

In the traffic work the extremely valuable results that the Southern
Hardwood Traffic Association has been getting could be made of

even greater significance if this work were national in its scope.

Consolidation would bring a unanimity of opinion as to the grading

of liie different woods. It would uudoiibte<lly insure protection for

the man operating a yard, who in many cases has as much nu)uey

invested as pome of the Simon-pure numufacturers. It would guar-

antee each manufacturer tlu' right to state just what value lie is

willing to give for a specified price, and would give him a closer

conception of the needs of the consumer either through the dealer

or through his own sales department. Such co-operation would insure

the |)erpetuity of the present yard man who sells either in less than
carload lots in the retail trade or distributes in carload lots through

the regular channels. It will insure protection to the small mill

man, who, because he has no selling organization and concentrates

on inamifacture, is out of toiuli n-ifli markets and Iroqnently at a

disadvantage when it comes to figuring grades and values. It will

bring to him a more stable and certain outlet than that which he

frequently is compelled to utOize, and will insure the minimizing of

that type of price competition which is made possible by inordinately

cheap buying unhampered by delivery charges, high rentals, over-

head or operating costs.

Each legitimate operator in the hardwood business has his own

place and sliould be the controlling factor of his operations as well as

of his selling. If he desires to sell direct he should not be out of line

with what the dealer sells the same goods for, or vice versa. The

manufacturer should not permit his representatives in the consuming

markets, whether they be on a salary, commission or a wholesale

basis, to undermine values and grades and disorganize standards that

are necessary to the greater prosperity of the industry.

Speaking again of the cost of association work, there are probably

1,500 out of the 5,000 firms connected with the hardwod business

paying dues to at least one association and many to four or five.

In one instance association dues cost a large hardwood manufacturer

$4,000 a year. If the men who are factors in the trade would make

up in their minds to see a more compact, better and more economical

organivation, one built scientifically to incorporate the whole industry,

this manufacturer would undoubtedly save fifty per cent and would

get more general advantage and with the proper plan lose none

of the benefits that he is now deriving.

This suggestion is not new, and as there is left very little of the

old rancor in the different factions and in its place there is a greater

knowledge of association work, there should be a keener desire for

the best organization, or organizations, that could be had in the

industry. The thought sliould give food for reflection to many of

the factors in the hardwood business who during their vacation periods

may have time for calm reflection and to put their thoughts in

letter form addressed to the presidents or secretaries of their respec-

tive associations.

Hardwood Record feels that this is the logical time and hopes

that these suggestions will not be interjjreted as indicating that it

desires to dictate. Because of the fact that Hardwood Record's

editors are in friendly conference with the managements of all the

associations in the trade, and are in sympathy witli all of their efforts,

we feel that this article might logically receive the comments of the

individuals through the association channels suggested and hope that

the various factions may work together for the advancement and

greater prosperity of the industry.

Involuntary Servitude

A
LAW PLACED ON THE BOOKS by the recent special session

of the West Virginia legislature looks like an attempt to enforce

involuntary servitude, if the act is correctly quoted in press accounts.

Perhaps conditions brought about by the war were the excuse for

enacting the law; the purpose being to compel every person to go to

work. Under this law, every able-bodied citizen between the ages of

sixteen and sixty shall work at least thirty-six hours a week. Being

able to live without work will be no excuse for idleness. The rich

man who refuses to take hold of a job will be liable to arrest, and

the penalty will fall on him the. same as on the tramp. "Share and

share alike '

' is the motto of the legislators who put the law in force.

It is a radical measure, and perhaps the courts will have some-

thing to say regarding its constitutionality. The prohibition against

involuntary servituile, except as a punishment for crime, must be taken

in account. The West Virginia law provides for arresting idlers and
putting them to work for wages, and half of their earnings will go to

their dependents, if they have any.

While the measure makes a clear case against the penniless loafer

and hobo, and also against the idle rich, it is suspected that the

blow is likewise aimed at the striker who quits his job and does not at

once find another. West Virginia has had much trouble with strikes.

It is a roal mining state, and there arc also many factories for making
glass, tin plate, nails, axes, and forest products, as well as paper
mills and tanneries. The enforcement of the law against idleness

would
]
Kivc an inconvenience for the striker or labor agitator who

heretofore has found a congenial field there.
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w- §c Trees Which ISfature iSJeglected

Does purpose run through nature's works?

When the Duke of Argyle wrote that masterpiece, '

' Unity oi

Nature," he produced evidence which he considered sufScient to

answer that question in the affirmative; and it cannot be denied that

he made a strong showing. But, somehow, the negative evidence

appealed to him less strongly than the positive. He overlooked cer-

tain apparent inconsistencies and lack of unity in the various means

supplied some trees for dispersing their seeds, and the absence of

any comparable means furnished others. Some are amply provided

for, some apparently not at all.

Much has been said of trees which are helped in their struggle for

existence by the provision of wings, appendages, or other means of

seed dispersal, such as Cottonwood, whose seeds sail through the air

enmeshed in balls of silky fiber ; sycamore, whose minute seeds are

prepared to ride on the wind or float on water; those of birch, ash,

and mhple, which fly on membranous wings, while basswood's glide

away on bracts that serve as parachutes ; Jamaica dogwood 's are

steadied by papery keels during their aerial voyages, while man-

grove's seeds are equipped admirably for transportation by water

to the very spots where they can thrive best.

These provisions, and others similar, have often been selected as

texts for discourses on nature 's marvelous provision for the perpetua-

tion of tree species. It has been many times asserted that, without

such provision for the scattering of their seeds, these trees would

long ago have perished from the earth. The proverb, "nature takes

care of her own," is usually quoted as a conclusion of the argument

that every plant and animal is amply provided for.

Will that stand the test of fact? Is there any evidence that maple

would have perished, or that its range would have been more re-

stricted, had its fruit been a wingless, keelless, unfloatable buckeye

instead of a winged samara? It is a beautiful theory, and many
wonderful facts support it, but there are inconsistencies, real or

apparent. How about those trees whose seeds have no cottony bal-

loons to carry them before the wind, no wings for sailing, no keels

for gliding through the air, too heavy to float on water, and not even

equipped for tumbling, as the pusillanimous Eussian thistle is? These

would seem to be instances where nature forgot to provide for her

own; yet, some of the trees thus circumstanced are the strongest,

most kingly of all the forest trees of the world.

Holding Ground Firmly

The seed that falls from the chestnut tree has no means of locomo-

tion. When it escapes from its frost-split burr it drops as plumb

as a line and there it lies if let alone. Its shell is too thin to protect

It even from the feeble jaws of the raucous bluejay who is usually

haunting in the vicinity, ready to make a stab with his sharp bill, lay

the kernel open, and scream as he devours the feast The bristling

burr, which apparently was designed to protect the growing nut,

fails in that function. Long before the nut is ripe it is liable to be

doomed to destruction by the sting of the balaninus, an insect almost

as insignificant and contemptible as a thrip, yet able to pierce the

burr and blast the chestnut.

In spite of enemies and other handicaps, chestnuts have always

succeeded in getting themselves planted about as successfully as the

basswood whose bracted seeds sail away like aeroplanes.

The seed of the oak is an acorn. If it falls on a steep hillside it

may roll to the bottom ; but it has no other means of locomotion.

It is devoid of wings and keels, and unless it is quite dry, if it falls

on water, it sinks like a pebble. In spite of drawbacks and disad-

vantages in its means of dispersing its seeds, the oak has been able

to hold its ground in the face of the most vigorous opposition, and it

easily crowds out many trees whose seeds can fly or float and thus

become widely scattered.

The beech is handicapped even more than oak and chestnut. Its

triangular nuts will not so much as roll down hill. They neither fly

nor swim ; and they are so small that nearly any bird can gulp them

without being put to the necessity of breaking the hulls. The nuts

always separate from the burrs before falling and thus become easy

picking for all feathered or furred enemies which have only to lie in

wait beneath the beech trees and pounce on the nuts as they drop.

In spite of this, the beech forests have maintained their positions

from remote antiquity till the present time.

The Walnut Family
The walnut family, in<'luding the hickories, furnishes a still more

striking illustration of survial in face of odds. The nuts are large

and heavy. The black walnut comes to the ground encased in a

hull as bitter as gall, as large as a medium-sized orange, and almost

perfectly round. Sphericity is the only advantage possessed by it

in the work of finding a place for its own planting. The nut of

the black walnut tree is the best roller of the forest. If the tree

grows on a hillside the unhulled nut has a chance to roll to the

bottom, or to lodge in some favorable recess on the way down.

Gravity is the impelling force. When the nut has found lodgment,

a short time suflSces for larvae to destroy the outer husk and let the

naked nut down upon the ground.

On the face of it, that process might appear to be a provision of

nature for scattering walnuts and extending the range of the species;

but, unfortunately for the theory, the black walnut is not usually a

hillside tree. It is found in the level rich bottomlands, where the

roundness of the nut is no advantage, so far as rolling by the stress

of gravity is concerned. The nut stays where it falls. Therefore,

the only provision for the disposal of the heavy, round nuts of the

walnut tree seems to have been largely nullified by the tree's choice

of location.

The butternut, which is as large as the black walnut and is its near

relative, is denied the small boon of being able to roll down hill.

Its shape dooms it to stay where it falls, and it is further crippled

by a sticky gum which covers it. If the butternut starts to roll, it

picks up leaves and twigs on its tarry surface and is brought to a

short stop. Everything militates against its efforts to find a planting

place beyond the shadow of the parent, yet the butternut tree has

managed to disperse itself over, and maintain itself on, a million

square miles of territory.

Though the walnuts and hickories were turned down when nature

was devising ways of dispersing tree seeds, yet, if the whole history

of trees is considered, it will be found that these two have shown

more vigorous perseverence in their fight for existence than any

other broadleaf trees of record in the world 's geological annals.

They have lost some great battles in certain regions, but they forti-

fied themselves in other regions and hold them.

The walnuts were among the first hardwoods to make their ap-

pearance in the ancient world. They have come down to us through

an immense period of time. They date from the middle of the

Cretaceous age. No one ventures to measure that time in years, but

it would run into millions at least. Since the first appearance of

walnut in those distant ages, the different species and genera have

circled the globe—not everywhere at once, but at one time or another

they have flourished on every continent, Europe, Asia, Africa, North

America, and South America. They grew in Alaska and on the

opposite side of the Pacific in Japan and Saghalen island; they

ranged from Spitzenbergen and Greenland to the Andes mountains,

south of the equator. The nuts have been found buried in mud

beneath the prehistoric lake dwellings in Switzerlan.l. Black walnuts

and butternuts which have been dug from the lignite deposits in

Germany are indistinguishable in form and development from those

DOW growing in the Ohio valley. Even the Egyptian deserts give up

their fossil walnuts. The Fayum, which was treeless during the

earliest periods of Egyptian history, had forests of walnut at a far

remoter period.

Ranges Past and Present

The wahiut family in its long battle for existence, has lost much

ground. So have many other trees which are not half so old and

which have not fought half so courageously. The walnut still holds
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much. It met one irresistible enemy that overwhelmed it in Europe.

That was the ice sheet which pushed down from the Arctic regions

during the Glacial age, and buried the land beneath hundreds or

thousands of feet of ice. It was a mighty cataclysm from which the

walnut never recovered in that region. Possibly a few Circassian

walnut groves were spared in sheltered valleys of the Alps, and also

in Greece where, according to the testimony of Theophrastus, some
still survived as late as 2,200 years ago.

In America the ice sheets did not push far enough southward to

crowd the forest off the continent, and when the ice withdrew toward

the north, the forests, including the walnuts, spread northward

again. A few of the more hardy tree species, like willow, birch,

spruce, and aspen, returned nearly or quite to the arctic circle after

the Glacial age had wholly passed; but the walnuts never recovered

all of their lost ground in America. They were able to advance

only slightly above the present Canadian boundary line. They never

returned to Greenland and Alaska, their former outposts; and, ex-

cepting one struggling species, our Pacific '^oast region has been

wholly lost to the walnut family. That lone species is keeping up its

long fight for life in California ; but it has so nearly lost out that

few persons except systematic botanists know of its existence there.

Enemies Ukwittingly Give Help

The heavy-nutted trees are not wholly bereft of assistance in their

planting operations. They do not exactly '
' forage off their enemies, '

'

but they do tlie next thing to it—profit by the work of their enemies.

Eodents, and to some extent birds also, unintentionally plant the

nuts after carrying them away from the parent trees. The squirrel

buries them for future use. Though the little animal has an excel-

lent memory and is nearly always able to spot the cache where the

treasure lies, yet he sometimes misses a nut, or forgets the place,

or a hawk strikes him, with the result that the overlooked nut

becomes a seedling and ultimately a tree.

This is a common occurrence now and there is evidence that it has

been going on during some hundreds of thousands of years. Hickory

nuts, gnawed by rodents, have been found in deposits of the Pleisto-

cene period of geology.

Birds are less common nut carriers than rodents, and when they

do carry them it is doubtful if they ever purposely bury them. If

they can eat the nut, they generally do so on the spot; but there

are exceptions. If woodpeckers carry the nuts and drive them like

plugs in previously prepared holes in dead trees or fence posts, the

game is to wait until the hoard is infested with larvae, and then pick

out the grubs. Nuts so placed will never grow, no matter whether

forgotten or not. But the bluejay has no intention of following the

woodpecker's example in providing a grub hatchery, yet he carries

nuts also, particularly chestnuts. He usually picks off the hull and

eats the kernel then and there ; but he is a spasmodic bird, and is

sometimes seized with an impulse to carry a nut away, and he starts

on the wing for a distant hill or tree. But, like some other bipeds,

the bluejay is unfortunate in not knowing when to keep his mouth

ahut; and no sooner is he well on the way with the nut in his bill

than he thoughtlessly fetches a yell of exultation and the nut fall*

to the groifnd, possibly to germinate and become a tree.

^TO;{>a6TOroa6M^>M^m;itii>i^ywira^^

Queries On questions arising on anji points inrolving the law as it is applied to lumhering and allied industries loill t>e given proper expert
attention through this dcpartmcni if submitted to IIaudwood Uecuhd. There trill be no charge Jor such service, but IIardwoud Record
reserves the right to publish questions and answers tcithout designating names or location oj inquiries unless specifically requested not to do so.

Garnishment of Insurance Proceeds
The Louisiana statute which prescribes a penalty against insurance

companies for improper refusal to pay fire losses on demand does

not apply to a case where a creditor of insured has filed garnishment

proceedings against insurance proceeds before insured made demand

upon the insurance company for payment. (Louisiana supreme court,

Frank I. Abbott Lumber Co. vs. Home Insurance Co., 72 Southern

Reporter, 841.)

Legality of Freight Rates
A shipper is not entitled to the benellt of an Interstate freight rate

lower 'than the carrying railway company's rate published under the

Interstate Commerce act, although the lower rate was in force at the

time the contract was entered into. Hence, a planing mill company
which located its plant on defendant railway line, under an agreement

that shipping facilities would be furnished at a certain interstate

rate, is bound to pay an increase in the rate as now established.

(Mississippi supreme court, W. M. Carter Planing MiU Company vs.

New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago Railroad Company, 72 Southern

Reporter, 884.)

Broker's Right to Commission
Under employment of a broker to locate timberlands and to ne-

gotiate purchases for the employer, the broker was entitled to a com-

mission for reporting where timber could be bought, on the employer

purchasing it. The contract of employment was not too indefinite to

be enforceable merely because it did not place any limit on the quan-

tity of timber to be bought nor on the price to be paid. (Springfield,

Mo., court of appeals, Sisk vs. DiUman Egg Case Company, 190 South-

western Reporter, 389.)

Recession of Sales Contracts
If a contract for a sale of lumber contains a provision that ship-

ments shall "begin ten days after receipt of order, and be com-

pleted in sixty days," and that payment shall be made in cash

"after car arrives and is checked up," unreasonable failure on the

part of the seller to deliver gives the buyer good cause for rescind-

ing the contract. On the other hand, if the buyer unreasonably

refuses to pay for deliveries after a reasonable time for inspecting

and checking them, the seller may rescind as to further deliveries.

Where the parties to a contract have expressed it in writing, if there

be silence as to a certain feature covered by a well established cus-

tom of trade, that custom may be read into the contract. But where
the agreement is complete and unambiguous on its face, its plain

language will not be controlled by any custom. (Goodman vs.

Whiting Lumber Company, 62 Pennsylvania superior court reports,

230.)

Corporation's Ratification of Acts

A corporation, like a natural person, may ratify any contract

made, or act done in its behalf by another, although not originally

authorized, if within the scope of the corporation's powers to have

so authorized the contract or act. Formal action of the board of

directors ratifying a transaction is necessary only when such action

would have been necessary to have authorized it in the first instance.

(Palmer vs. General Flooring & Manufacturing Company, 62 Penn-

sylvania superior court reports, 598.)

Loss of Title to Shipment

Where timber products are shipped to a buyer under his agree-

ment to honor draft for one-half the price on receipt of bill of lading

and to pay the balance on inspection of the shipment, the buyer

may transfer good title to a third persou who innocently relies upon
the buyer's unqualified right to sell, although the buyer may have
failed to pay the draft. (Georgia court of appeals, E. G. Willing-

ham's Sons vs. McGuffin, 90 Southeastern Reporter, R'>G.)

The consumer of oak lumber who has a satisfactory source of

supply should investigate carefully before making a change when
some one else comes along and offers bargains because there is

much difference in the character and texture of oak, and often

what looks like a bargain may prove to be a disappointment.
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Why Lumber Can't Be Displaced
One of the greatest advantages of the lumber business is that

material can be p^pduced in a comparatively short time, and it is

therefore almost always available in case of emergency. One of

the reasons why substitutes have a hard time making permanent in-

roads on business held by the lumber trade is because just at the

moment when they appear to be succeeding, it is discovered that mate-

rials can't be furnished, and the consumer turns back to the old

reliable, wood.

This condition is emphasized by the complications which have

£.risen in connection with the furnishing of the cantonments for the

training of the new draft armies. Metal beds were to have been

used, and indeed have been specified. But it appeared that only one

company had a sufficient amount of the tubing used in these beds to

be able to handle the business, and this of course was not to the

advantage either of the government or the other manufacturers.

In this connection it is interesting to note that the steel situation

generally is going to favor the increased use of wood in many lines

where the former has been used heretofore. The Committee on Co-

operation of the Council for National Defense recently published this

:

It should be anticipated that the steel situation, which is developing with
rapidity, will probably make it impossible for those general manufacturers,
unable to find a steel substitute, to secure adequate supplies of steel, and
may even make it impossible to secure any. No substantial increase in

production is anticipated. Even maximum production from existing facili-

ties cannot be expected, because transportation, labor and material condi-

tions will interfere with the full operation of plants. On the other hand,
iudications are that war requirements will continue to increase.

Lumber and the Consumer
The biggest consumers are realizing more and more how important

the purchase of lumber is, and are putting this department into the

hands of experienced men, qualified in every way to handle the pur-

chase and delivery of stock. Formerly it was thought that the

purchasing agent, regardless of his knowledge or lack of knowledge

of lumber, could take care of this item simply by sending out re-

quests for quotations, and that the lumber could be inspected by
anybody who was able to tell one variety of wood from another.

In sharp contrast with this, ouq of the members of the firm is lum-

ber buyer for one of the largest and most successful furniture

companies in Chicago. He devotes himself exclusively to this end

of the business, and to the collateral details connected with the

delivery and seasoning of this stock. And, incidentally, this furni-

ture man is one of the greatest advocates of preparedness as to

lumber stocks, and regularly carries 'upward of 4,000,000 feet of

hardwoods on his yard. He has plenty of kiln capacity, and might

get along with less, but he prefers to be on the safe side, and to

have stock on hand for any emergency. The result is that the

factory is never delayed and is never compelled to use lumber of

questionable dryness.

Lumbermen prefer to deal with experts of this kind, who know
lumber, and who can buy intelligently. There are a few members of

the trade who like to find someone who is ignorant of lumber values,

and whose business is supposed to represent '

' turkey" ; but in most

cases connections of this kind are of brief duration, because someone

else is always turning up with a better proposition—apparently.

When you are selling to a real lumber buyer, who knows the game
and who is willing to pay 100 cents for a dollar's worth of lumber,

everybody is satisfied. The lumberman makes an honest profit and the

buyer gets just the stock he is looking for. Likewise, he usually gets

real service, because he knows how to go after it.

The Hegira of Ham
The exodus of negroes from the South, which is said to have

developed alarming proportions, is not without interest to lumber

manufacturers of that section, many of whom rely almost entirely

upon colored men for their help.

The hegira has resulted in negroes leaving the Southland at the

rate of 500,000 a year, according to some estimates, the figures

being greatly increased since the war has created a great demand

among the big industries of the North and East for more help,

and has established scales of wages which are almost incredibly high.

That the negro, who is a Southern product, and belongs there because

the climate suits him better than any other, has some reason for

yielding to the temptations held out before him is hardly to be

doubted. Many negroes employed in logging work, at mills and in

other departments of the industry are given treatment which is not

calculated to develop any great amount of loyalty, and while there

are operations at which employes of all classes, negroes as well as

whites, are treated generously and well taken care of, these, it must be

admitted, are more often the exception than the rule.

Some lumbermen believe that the negro has to be driven in order

to produce results. Yet every lumberman can name individuals of

that race who are remarkable not only for strength, but for intel-

ligence and ingenuity, and are next to indispensable around the miU
and yard. A good negro is a mighty valuable hand, and lumbermen
in the South are in the best possible position to appreciate the value

of services such as this.

There is no disposition to preach as to what should be done, bul

the practical problem of making conditions favorable enough to hold

negroes in the South, where they are badly needed not only on the

farm but in such industries as the manufacture of lumber and other

forest products, is one which every lumberman employing negro labor

ought to give some consideration to.

Labor Saving Devices in the Lumber Yard
In comparatively few lumber yards, at least in the hardwood

trade, has any great effort been made to develop labor-saving devices.

In most instances results are accomplished '
' by main strength and

awkwardness, '

' as they say in Kentucky. Yet now, with the labor

situation more difficult than at any previous time in the history

of the industry, seems to be a logical time to introduce whatever

devices are shown to be practical and definitely adapted to this work.

The general equipment of the yard could be improved in most cases,

without taking up mechanical features. For instance, the alleys

in many yards are without metal of any kind, and in bad weather

moving lumber is exceedingly difficult, and naturally expensive of

time and labor. Putting down solid, well-made roads would be a big

help. A concrete foundation could be laid, or a good macadam road-

way constructed. Second-hand brick can often be purchased at a

low enough price to warrant their use in road construction. If a yard

is regarded as a permanent proposition, there is no reason why the

roads should not be built with an eye to permanence and to the

speedy and easy movement of the trucks.

An alternate plan is the construction of platforms extending all

through the yard. In addition to making for ease in handling the

trucks, platforms save labor in loading and unloading cars, as they

are built at the proper level for moving lumber in and out of the

latter. The writer knows of one yard which was equipped in this

way, and the lumberman in charge of it claimed that it was a good

investment. This yard is no longer operating, so that it is a question

whether the period during which the platforms were in use was long

enough to enable the cost of construction to be charged off. Then,

too, platforms need constant repairs, and the labor cost on this amounts

to something.

With good provision for moving the stock, however, the lumberman

is then in a position to consider the use of power-operated trucks.

Manufacturers of equipment of this character are making a drive for

lumber business, and insist that there is a big saving to be made
through its use. At any rate, the proposition seems to be worth

considering, in view of present labor conditions, not to mention the

high cost of feed.

Good piling sticks are worth while on any lumber yard, and since

dry sticks are preferable to green ones, taking the trouble to make

good ones will do much to insure their being taken care of and used

after they have become dry.
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Utility of Automatic Sprinklers

Ira H. Hoaglaud, secretary of the National Automatic Sprinkler

Association, New York, some time ago gave an address before a club

of engineers and architects on fire prevention in general and auto-

matic sprinklers in particular.

The argument for the automatic sprinklers to reduce the fire haz-

ard is founded largely on the theory that the sprinkler system

finds a fire in its earlier stages, responds to it almost instantly and

quite generally puts out the fire. At the same time through devices

attached to the system it turns in an alarm.

In the larger cities the performing of this latter function of turn-

ing in the alarm makes it automatically perform a fire alarm service

for the benefit of the fire department. In isolated plants where

there are no water works aside from that attached to the sprinkler

system, the alarm feature serves simply to awaken those interested

and to call out their attention and assistance in putting out a

fire and to have them on the ground to turn off the flow of water in

the sprinkler system when the fire has been extinguished.

That automatic sprinklers have found and put out manj- fires in

early stages there is no question. Mr. Hoagland showed many pic-

tures of actual occurrences of this kind, one of which was in a

veneer plant where a fire started in a rack of veneers and was

actually put out by the sprinkler head above it before it had gained

any great headway and the resultant damage was only nominal.

The great idea here is in the fact that it is the first five minutes

that are important in connection with the starting of fires. Practi-

cally every fire in the country, unless it occurs in something that

flashes or explodes almost instantly, can be controlled with very

little apparatus if it is discovered within the first five minutes.

Most fires prove disastrous because they are not discovered until

they have gained such headway as to break out either through the

roof or the sides of the building. Then they are too far gone for

_
anything but heroic work, and serious damage has already been done.

The real mission of the sprinkler system is to discover fires and

put them out before they reach the danger period. Sometimes they

may fail to do this, and at times a sprinkler head may let loose and

do damage when there is no fire, yet the fact remains that they have

served their purpose so well that the insurance people regard them

quite favorably in rate making.

One of the talking points of those who sell automatic sprinklers

is that the saving in insurance cost will more than pay for the

installation of automatic sprinklers, especially where there is a

hazardous risk. This matter has been carefully figured out and the

claim of the sprinkler people is that a system will pay for itself in

from four to seven years, depending upon the conditions and the

amount of saving in insurance that can be effected by its installa-

tion.

To illustrate this point, take a reinforced concrete warehouse,

say for storing furniture or other woodwork, and a similar ware-

house built with brick walls, wooden posts and beams and heavy

plank flooring. Standing alone without sprinkler system a more

favorable insurance rate would apply to the concrete structure but

equip them both with a good system of overhead automatic sprink-

lers and they would be taken at the same rate for fire insurance.

This means that ordinarily the saving in insurance to the man with

the wooden construction in his building would be greater than that

to the man with the concrete building, so that liis sprinkler system

would pay for itself in less time than the otlier. However, in each

case the sprinkler system will pay for itself in time by saving on

fire insurance.

The cost of the sprinkler system varies with local conditions,

being from $:! to $7 per square of 100 feet of surface protected.

The usual jilan in putting up a sprinkler system is to figure on

from 80 to 100 square feet of surface area to each sprinkler head.

Or to state it another way, for each square of floor or ceiling surface

there must be a sprinkler head, and logically the distribution of the

heads should be as near uniform as conditions will permit.
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In the woodworking industry there are varying conditions, some

of which are more favorable to success in the use of automatic

sprinklers than others. The ideal condition for automatic sprink-

lers is in buildings well enclosed with tight floors and ceilings. The

sprinkler head is then placed near the ceiling so that the fusible

metal in it will respond promptly to fire because any fire occurring

below sends the heat up against the ceiling and when the tempera-

ture is raised to a certain point around the sprinkler head it lets go

and turns loose its spray of water.

The temperature at which the sprinkler heads let go varies. If

memory is not at fault there are about four different standards,

ranging from those which let go at 110 degrees to those called the

hard ones requiring a temperature of near 300 degrees F. The

hard ones are called into service where there is naturally high tem-

perature as in boiler rooms and dry kilns where the softer heads

would let go under the ordinary working temperature of the place

and cause trouble by flooding. The softer heads are used in those

places where the temperature remains quite naturally uniform and

where it is desired to have a quick response in case a fire starts.

An automatic sprinkler system will generally give better service

in an enclosed factory building or warehouse than in a sawmill

where tlie sides are more or less open and the floors are not very

tight. The sprinkler head up near the cutting floor of a sawmUl,

for example, underneath would not respond so quickly to a fire down
on the floor below because the building being ventilated through the

open nature of the sides the heat would not collect up at the ceiling

so quickly and raise the temperature to the point necessary to

make the sprinkler respond. Therefore it may be said that in

sawmills equipped with automatic sprinkler systems the mills should

be well enclosed and shut up comparativel.v tight at niglit so that

the cross currents of air may not interfere with the best order of

success in the operations of the sprinkler system.

Automatic sprinkler systems are not recommended in open sheds

except cotton sheds and similar places where there is likely to be

a sudden flash of fire that will raise the temperature sharply and

quickly. Under conditions of that kind the response is good and

the sprinklers furnish the desired protection. They would be of

doubtful value, however, in an open lumber shed because the con-

ditions are not right for collecting heat around the sprinkler head.

A fire would likely gain such headway before turning loose the

sprinkler under these conditions that it would require more than

the sprinkler to put it out.

The automatic sprinkler has undoubtedly been a great factor in

reducing tlie fire loss of the country and when summed up furnishes

pretty good evidence that it fills a place in fire prevention which

justifies its installation. A good sprinkler sj-stem is a matter of

economy rather than expense because under conditions which call

for its use it will usually effect enough in saving on insurance pre-

miums to pay back its cost and interest on the investment. In addi-

tion to that it is a sort of night watchman that makes it possible

for the owners of plants and warehouses to worry less about danger

of fire.

When a fellow sees a side track full of cars standing idle and

thinks about the trouble the lumber trade is having over the scarcity

of cars he then thinks some things about railway management that

are hardly jirintable.

The furniture papers are discussing the possibilities of women
filling the ]il:icc of men in the woodworking industries. The fact

of the matter is, in some branches, especially that of making baskets

and light packages, girls and women have long lieen important fac-

tors, and thcv give a good account of themselves where nimbleness and
(juick Imnd ''••'. nre required ratlier rugged strength.
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J. B. WOODS, MALVERN, ARK.

. Now that the seasou of winter sports is coraiug, there may be a

measure of timeliness in mentioning that king of all pastimes which

in the days of wood-burning furnaces and kitchen ranges was enjoyed

by many a school-boy, from New England to the Lakes. For those

of us who dwelt in small towns there was a proliminary period of an-

ticipation, while certain farmers drove regularly into our backyards

with loaded sleds and starting at the woodshed walls, built symmetri-

cal tiers of cordwood which reached half across our yards and ap-

peared to be a mile long. Then, after the piles had been measured

to prove that so many cords had been delivered, our thoughtful fathers

brought home newly sharpened buck-saws and left them with us.

As I recall the details of more than one such occasion, the instruc-

tions were to cut all knotty pieces exactly in their centers for furnace

fuel and to make three equal parts of all others so that they would

fit the range after being split. And strange to say theio always was

a preponderance of knotty stuff. After an eveniug spent in calcula-

tion the fact became apparent that just so many sticks were to be

sawed each night after school in order to finish the job by spring. So

the sport began, and many were the ruses adopted to bring into our

yards those unfortunate lads who lived in tenements and had no wood-

piles to play with.

Beech, birch and maple, hardwoods all, with the accent upon the

first syllable. Practically every mother possessed an unreasonable

fondness for maple to use in the kitchen and complained regularly that

the pile was running largely to beech. Of course they could not under-

stand this, but their sons could, for of all the species represented in

those tiers the sleek and gray-backed beech sticks w-ere easiest to cut.

From the standpoint of a one-time bucksaw pusher, I cast my vote

for beech as the premier fire-wood, laying all considerations of fuel

value aside in the interest of sport.

It is a far cry from New England to the Grand-Duchy of Hes.sc, but

over in that tiny state there is an area of hill land, which in topography

and general appearance closely resembles the thickly settled and roll-

ing country of our own Northeast. Each narrow valley is green with

fodder and vegetable crops, while upon the slopes green fields merge

into orchards and orchards into woodlands. Splendid roads twist about

in every direction, and along each white course are farm buildings and

the occasional spiies of village churches. There seems to. be but one

material difference in the distant view ; we have no ruined castles or

Bismark Towers to crown our hilltops.

Except for the fact that there are no sugar maples here, .this country

of the Odenwald would be a paradise for the buck-saw boy, for the

hills are covered with beech. And the Hessian foresters who control

these forests agree with me in the belief that the smooth-barked and

fast-growing fellow is a natural-born fuel wood. They do not claim

that he is particularly valuable as a producer of timber; in fact, the

trees of Odin's Wood are too branchy and short to rejjresent fairly

the sawmill possibilities of this genus. They put their trust in fuel,

and thereby earn a fair profit for those who own the forests.

In olden times, when all German forests were peopled with elves and

gnomes, not to mention thieves of low and high degree, there was a

transient industry developed by wandering bands of Bohemians,

namely the manufacture of glass. Of course this does not date back

so very far, but then the passing of supernatural woods creatures and

mortal robbers is not beyond the memories of old people now living.

These Bohemian glass-blowers scoured the countries adjacent to their

.own, and when they found a stand of fine beech they pitched camp and

got down to business. For beech made splendid charcoal, and this

heat-producing article was the backbone of their industry. So we find

that throughout the Odenwald there are no large stands of this hard-

wood whose individuals are long enough of bole to make really fine

sawlogs; rather they are bushy and much addicted to branchiness, a

condition which general!}' follows wherever cutting has been made by

the process of selection. In other words, wherever a forest is robbed

of its best individuals the younger stuff coming up will have more

room to grow sidewise, and less need of shooting upward for the light.

But the glass industry progressed beyond the stage of gypsy camp

and charcoal kiln, and the Germans awoke to the possibilities of forestry

practise, so that as time went on these forests came under a system

of regular productive and destructive treatment. .And in many cases

new species of foreign timber trees, principally conifers, were intro-

duced as ofl:'ering quicker returns on the investments. But people must

keep warm in winter, and although Germany is not a country of extreme

climatic changes, nevertheless her winters smack strongly of the real

thing. The Hessians possessed these stands of imperfect beech trees,

and they entertained positive opinions on the subject of keeping warm,

so although there came a time when coal could be bought for the

equivalent of seven doUars per ton, for all that the foresters kept hack-

ing at their beeches and selling the product at a fair profit.

In terms of cords per acre these forests round about tlie small

village of Lindenfels have a standing growth of between forty and

fifty. Even at thirty cords to the acre, or the equivalent thereof,

which in native terms' is cubic meters per hectar and bears a different

ratio, the yield if clear cut would amount to something like three

hundred doUars. These figures antedate the war—probably the values

are out of sight by now, considering the destruction which all timber

producers have suffered in the evergreen woods. Split cordwood

brought twelve dollars in our money, large limbs seven and faggots

three per cord, delivered at roadside, or in other words not more thiAi

a few yards from the stumps. At the current price for sawlogs the

wood paid better when sold as fuel, especially among trees from 50 to

100 years old.

Under certain conditions nature regenerates the stand when the

trees are gone. Otherwise man does it by nature's aid. But the law

of the land is such that for every acre cut over an equal area must be

replanted by one method or another. So they watch for a good mast

year, and when the tops hang full of nuts they send men and women

into the woods to scratch about under the few seed trees which always

are left after the cutting. Thus the ground is made ready, and when

the nuts have fallen they drive cattle or sheep through the woods to

plant the seeds with their hooves. Strangely enough hogs never are

used for this purpose. If the animal agents are unavailable, men and

women are put to work with mattock again or else the ground is left

alone in the knowledge that falling leaves and winter snows will do a-

fair job at covering the nuts anyway.

I have before me a summary of the Lindenfels forest budget for

the year 1912-1913, covering an area of 400 acres and bearing an ex-

planatory title as long as the page is wide and then some. There are

five main divisions, consisting first of a definition of aU cutting opera-

tions and dealing with every conceivable situation which may arise.

They do not state how many steins of Hessenbrau the forester shall

consume per diem, but then he is an old man and ought to know how

to regulate his own strictly personal affairs. Interesting among the

provisions is one which declares that the litter shall be sold from one-

twentieth part of the total area during the given period, which keeps

the market active by limiting the supply.

Four main appropriations follow, namely 200 marks for replanting

cutover lands; 160 marks for road building, which means mainte-

nance, as there are enough good roads already; for collecting insect

pests, 2.5 marks; and for protecting friendly birds, five marks. One

can scarcely keep from asking the kind forester just how well he ex-

pects to feed the birds on four hundred acres with a dollar and a

quarter to spend during a whole year. But he is just like any other

salaried man, albeit perhaps a trifle wiser than the average, and he

does as nearly as possible that which his directors, the village fathers,

tell liiui to do. And as he makes them a nice fat profit on their in-

vestment, even as high as three per cent some years, it scarcely be-

hooves us to criticize. He may be weak on sawmilling, but when it

comes to cutting firewood without diminishing the standing timber

he can deliver the goods.

—23—
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Standardizing Curved Veneered Work
The Tendency Has Been for Each Manufacturer to Make His Own

FEW years ago, before Period styles in furniture

came into vogue, with their simplicity of lines

and absence of unnecessary ornamentation, the

furniture manufacturer was up against the propo-

sition of taking care of a lot of curves in his designs.

This applied not only to beds, but to case goods as w^ell;

there were curved panels and drawer fronts to be manu-
factured, and these invariably were the things that gave

them pause, as Mr. Shakespeare so well puts it.

As suggested, the straight lines of the Period designs

have to a large extent eliminated the curved panel from

the situation for the present, though there is a general

assumption that it will ultimately come back. Variations

in design are likely to be introduced all the time, and
after the changes have been rung on the present ideas,

bed-room suites and other furniture involving the con-

struction of curved panels will doubtless be designed by
those who are in charge of the furniture styles.

Curved panels are still seen here and there, of course,

as the Colonial designs are not altogether out of it,

though superseded to a large extent by Period stuff; but

the troubles of the superintendent have been lessened by
the gradual and substantial reduction of the amount of

such work which had to be provided. As a matter of fact,

this is a change which has been greatly appreciated by
those who have to do with the manufacture of glued-up

work in the furniture factories, and they are very thank-

ful to the designers for the respite which they have been

given.

The difficulty and trouble involved in handling curved

panels are well understood by the trade; in fact, there

are many leading manufacturers of panels who do not

handle work of this kind under any considerations. They
have found that anything "special," and a curved panel

job always comes under this head, costs too much to

handle, and that it is not worth while to bother with it.

A few concerns have specialized in the manufacture of

curved stock, but these have been decidedly in the

minority. The result has been that most of the users of

such work, especially where their requirements as to each

size and dimension were small, have manufactured it in

their own glue-rooms.

Changing from designs involving curved panels to

those which require only flat built-up work has, therefore,

enabled users of glued-up work to buy it in the open
market, instead of having to mike their own stock.

Whether this will have the effect of changing concerns

which have been in the habit of laying all their own
veneers to buyers of glued-up work rather than thin stuff

remains to be seen. Tlie convenience of getting panels

ready to use and avoiding the troubles of the glue-room
will probably appeal to many, especially since the elimina-

tion of curved work to a large extent makes it unneces-

sary to maintain this.

The situation which exists at present suggests possi-

bilities in the direction of standardizing curved panel

work which have not been considered up to this time,

because of the extent of the work handled and the obvious

difficulties which would be involved in bringing about

so comprehensive a change. But with the limitations of

this type of product reduced because of changes in cur-

rent designs, this seems to be an opportune time to dis-

cuss the subject, and to bring to the attention of designers,

as well as superintendents in consuming factories, the ad-

vantages which follow the use of standard designs of this

kind.

Manufacturers of case goods, beds, and other products

in which curved work is used, who through the substitution

of flat w^ork have become temporarily, at least, the bene-

ficiaries of the conveniences which this has introduced,

w^ill respond to the suggestion that if curved work were
standardized, it would be possible to buy it to greater

advantage in the open market. Even if the individual

manufacturer preferred to continue to make his own
glued-up stock, it would simplify his operations, since

the manufacture of special forms would be reduced, and
the cost of making these would be saved.

This is a big item, and in the old days when curved

work predominated, every factory accumulated an enor-

mous quantity of material which had been used for a

time in the production of curved panels, and had then

been thrown away as absolutely useless when a slight

change was made in the design. The cost of material and
labor involved in producing special forms for the manu-
facture of curved work is greater now than ever before,

and therefore the opportunity to make a substantial sav-

ing in the manner indicated should be more attractive

than ever.

Attention has been called from time to time to the pos-

sibility of automatically standardizing flat work, from the

standpoint of the panel manufacturer; that is, making a

selection of business which presents a coincidence of

dimensions, and therefore permits manufacture without

regard to special orders. While this can be worked out

with satisfactory results with flat work, it would be im-

possible to do this without conscious effort as far as

curved work is concerned, because it would be too much
to hope that a great number of consumers would follow

the same ideas exactly in designing their products, and
that these would involve no variations in dimensions.

The use of curves in the design would introduce great pos-

sibilities for minor variations, and therefore would in-

crease the difficulty of attempting to standardize a busi-

{Continued on page 28)
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Picture Story of a Modern Veneer Plant

One does not naturally associate the noise and bustle, the

crowded streets and tall buildings of Chicago with the forests or

their products, w^ith the hum and roar of the saw nor the smell

of the freshly opened log. How^ever, while the causes for such

association do not appear to the laynien, there is an economically

sound reason why high-priced logs can be and are converted into

veneers and lumber right in the midst of the busiest of city life.

The reason is the location in and near Chicago of an enormous

woodworking industry—thus providing a ready market and

enabling the Chicago manufacturer to keep constantly in touch

with all the needs of his trade.

Chicago, therefore, has several veneer and lumber manufac-

turing plants of a high order and the newest is that of The Dean-

Spicker Company, located at Twenty-second street and South

Craw^ford avenue. The plant was built a few years ago by the

Black Lumber and Veneer Company and successfully operated by

that firm until it was sold bodily a few months ago to the newly-

organized The Dean-Spicker Company. The plant is so thoroughly

modern and so efficiently arranged that it offers interesting pos-

sibilities for observation by those interested in the production of

high-grade veneers and cabinet lumber. As all Vk'ill not be able

to view^ the plant we herewith take it to them.

Part of a direct shipment of splendidly figured African ma-
hogany logs at the up-to-the-minute plant of The Dean-Spicker

Company is illustrated in the first picture. The company has

been successful in its endeavor to keep a good supply of logs,

veneer and lumber ahead, and is fortunate now in having a future

supply assured. All except those logs with little figure are cut

into veneers.

The warehouse interior in the second view speaks convincingly

in its own behalf. A more orderly, clean appearance cannot be

imagined. Every condition is favorable to preserving stock in

the best possible shape.

The third view^ shows a Capital Machine Company slicer w^ith a

twelve-foot knife. While this machine has a capacity of 90,000

to 100,000 feet a day, The Dean-Spicker Company prefers to con-

centrate on quality and so the machine is not exerted beyond the

production of about 60,000 feet in a day's run.

View^ No. 4 illustrates the fine conditions under w^hich the

machine hands work, enabling them to get the best results pos-

sible out of every log. This view represents some mahogany
flitches that are being turned out on th** band saw^ to be taken

from there to the

steam vats and

slicer.

The walnut logs

in picture No. 5 are

all highly figured.

Thoroughness marks

the selection of the

Dean - Spicker 1 o g

supply. This batch

runs from 20 to 34

inches in diameter.

Picture No. 6

shows the interior of

the veneer mill con-

taining in addition

to the slicer, two

saws and a 94-foot

veneer drier. An
additional saw will

shortly be installed.

Note the absence of

refuse and the thor-

oughly efficient lookJ. T. SPICKIQK, rUESIDIONT,
DEAN-SPICKISIi rOMPANY. of this busv room.
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Picture No. 7 is full of action. It shows the receipt of a car-

load of quartered white oak, flitches and loading a carload of

mahogany veneers. Their plant has fine shipping facilities over

the C. B. & Q. and Belt lines.

The last view^ shows the w^arehouse and offices, this building

being 100 by 200 feet. On the first floor are stored all sawed

and sliced selected Indiana growth oak, and on the second floor

w^alnut and mahogany.

At the bottom are shown pictures of Julius Spicker, president,

and J. Richmond Dean, vice-president and treasurer. Mr. Spicker

was with C. C Mengel & Bro. Co. for nineteen years. He was

manager of their export department, and w^hen they went into the

mahogany field he became their sales manager. He has spent a

good deal of time in Europe and is thoroughly familiar w^ith all

phases of log importation.

Mr. Dean began his wood career with C. L. Willey of Chicago,

serving from the bottom up. He bought an interest in the Black

Lumber and Veneer Company plant several years ago, and was

vice-president in charge of sales.

W. L. Hammond is secretary of the concern and in charge of

the office.

Maxw^ell P. Spicker, son of Julius Spicker, has been active in

the sawmills and yards for the past two years, and is now^ also

assisting in the sales. B. M. Minigus, one of the most competent

and best known men in the veneer trade, is connected w^ith the

sales department.

The plant is under the superintendence of P. Lynnes, w^ho ha^^

had a good many years of experience in the manufacture and

cutting of fancy w^oods.

Of course anybody with good equipment can turn out good

veneer and meet the needs of the average buyer wth reasonable

satisfaction. How^ever, as in any line, the more harmonious are

the internal workings of an organization, the better that institution

can handle the needs of its trade. Thus, in The Dean-Spicker

Company the realization by each member that all the others are

w^ell qualified for the work they are handling gives just the right

spirit of working together for the benefit of the man who buys

Dean-Spicker goods.

This w^orking together does not take the form merely of good

natured harmony. It is based upon the fact that each man's

study and experience has enabled him to lend just the right type

of practical benefit in the every day working conditions. It is

evident not only in peculiar or unusual circumstances, but makes it-

self felt in the every-

day run of the busi-

ness. This is true in

every department

in the office and sales

forces and through-

out the manufactur-

ing end it is equally

evident.

In summing up the

spirit of the Dean-

Spicker sc-vice, it

might be said that

they aim to provide a

careful selection ot

stock to specifically

meet the needs of

different manufactur-

ers, and this effort

is backed by the best

equipment money
can buy, and the

most careful supervi-

sion obtainable any-
_^ kuIIMO.ND I.EAX, VICE-PRESIDENT,

"'"^''e- DEAX SI'ICKER
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All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if

{Continue from pape 25)

ness devoted to manufacturing glued-up work of this

general character.

The importance of standardization in this department

of the veneered products field was emphasized not long

ago by one of the executives in the production depart-

ment of a large seating company, who said that only by

making seats in quantity can the price be held to its pres-

ent figure. The company has certain established designs,

and no consideration would induce it to depart from these

in order to take care of the whims and fancies of an indi-

vidual buyer. The cost of making forms for the produc-

tion of curved seating is great, and becomes a minimum
factor in the production of the work only when the out-

put of a given number is very large. The seats are pro-

duced by the thousands, and in this way the cost of the

equipment becomes a minor factor. But if the forms

had to be manufactured for the production of a few seats,

relatively speaking, the cost would be out of proportion.

The time required for the work would be too great to

justify handling a special order of this kind.

The seating business is probably the largest in which

curved panel making is a necessary and permanent fac-

tor, in view of the necessity of making a product which

will be "form-fitting." That it has seen to it that stand-

ards be established and adhered to rigidly, special

designs being frowned upon as useless and wasteful,

ought to be suggestive to the manufacturer in the business

where curved panels are not absolutely necessary, though

occasionally introduced as a means of relieving the

severity of designs carried out entirely by means of

straight lines. If curved work is to be used at all, let it

at least follow some established standard, so that its

manufacture will be simplified, and the cost of produc-

tion held to a reasonable amount.

The seating business, it is interesting to note, has

thoroughly demonstrated the value and utility of veneer-

ing as a means of resisting strain and developing the

greatest strength and permanence at the smallest cost of

material. Only by the use of glued-up work would it

have been possible to make the light, graceful and inex-

pensive seats which are used in most of the moving pic-

ture theaters, and which play such an important part in

the most popular recreation of the day. A cheap seat is

just as necessary as a cheap film, and building up the

material used in making seats opens the way for a sturdy

yet economical product.

It is even to be noted that in making the heavier seats

for churches, where it would be possible to use solid ma-
terial, the usual practice is to glue inch boards together

and to cut the seats out of them, in order to provide a

laminated structure which will resist all tendency to warp.

Wherever curves are introduced, strain is increased at

certain points, and the use of several plies of material

seems to be the only way to establish a factor of safety

and enable the product to withstand the strain indefinitely.

Standardization is the big idea of the day. Its military

value is such that it has been given special study ever since

the great v^ar began.

You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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Anotner View of the Large Black Walnut Tree

The first log contains 1369 feet and it is one of tke few exceptionally

fine specimens of American Black Walnut to be found in the Central

States. This stump has extraordinary indications of figure and

the figure can also be seen extending far up into the log, which is

a very valuable piece owing to its figure and w^ide, clear cuttings.

PICKREL WALNUT COMPANY
Exclusively Walnut ST. LOUIS, MO.
wiiiiiiiiiii ij iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiKiiiii I I iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii I mill iiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiii m\ i i iimiiniiii i i iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiu iiniiiiii
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MAHOGANY
LUMBER

About ten carloads I" No. 1 Com.,

also other thicknesses and grades of

MEXICAN & HONDURAS

MAHOGANY
dry enough to put in a kiln

with safety.

If at any time we can

serve you better by

telegraphing kindly

wire at our expense.

We are carrying a nice stock of

SAWED VENEER, 1/8", 3/16"

and 1/4" Mexican; also several

MILLION feet of SLICED
1/24" and 1/28" Mahogany, and
AMERICAN WALNUT veneer

ranging from plain to highly

figured. May we send samples

to you?

Huddleston-Marsh
Mahogany Company
2254 Lumber Street

CHICAGO
33 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY

MAHOGANY
We have in our yard in San Francisco

ready for IMMEDIATE shipment
the following

Guatemalan Hard Mahogany Lumber

FIRSTS AND SECONDS
160,000' .... 4/4 4,000' . . . 10/4
13,000'.... 6/4 8,000'... 12/4
6,000'.... 8/4 2,000' ... 16/4

NO. 1 AND 2 COMMON
50,000' 4/4 to 8/4

Wnte us for prices

We also have:

Genezero—80,000' 4/4 to 8/4
Hawaiian Koa—25,000' 4/4

FIRSTS AND SECONDS

WHITE BROTHERS
5th & Brannan Sts. San Francisco

All Tkree •( U« Will Be BeneSted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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We Have Every Confidence in Our Goods
hecause

They are made all in our own plant

;

We have the best equipment that can be bought;

They are made under the most competent supervision possible.

These are the three really essential features to successful manufacture. We
would be pleased indeed to throw^ our entire plant open for your inspection.

OUR LINE COMPRISES

Oo^, Mahogany and Walnut in Lumber and Veneers

J. T. SPICKER
President

J. R. DEAN
Vice Pres. & Treas.

W. L. HAMMOND
Secretary

THE DEAN-SPICKER COMPANY
2 2d Street and South Crawford Avenue

CHICAGOTELEPHONE LAWNDALE 7000 Cable-Deanspick

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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eggM^

#1UALIT

Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

£GGE)^

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECOIU)
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Great Progress by Oak Association

An increase of 200 per cent in its membership since the organization

meeting last November is regarded by the American Oak Manufac-

turers' Association as its most brilliant achievement so far. Addi-

tions made to the membership roll in July bring the total to 102, but

the good work is still going on and the association attributes its

success in this direction principally to the active and intelligent efforts

of the membership committee, to the persistent manner in which mem-

bers keep liefore non-members the benefits accruing from identification

with this organization, and to the splendid results it has been able to

accomplish in behalf of oak lumber during its rather brief career.

Until the first of the year many consuming lines that had formerly

been extensive users of oak had almost forgotten this wood because of

the stagnation in demand therefor among ultimate consumers. This

condition, however, is being corrected with such vigor and enterprise

on the part of the association that furniture factories and other man-

ufacturers are now seeking to work out designs that will satisfy the

new demand that has set in for this wood. The advertising campaign

is bringing results and, with this well under way, the association be-

lieves that oak has a splendid opportunity of resuming its former

position in the American market.

The association now has all the activities planned in the beginning

in full operation and the members are congratulating themselves that,

under such rapidly changing conditions in the lumber industry, they

have such a perfectly organized bodj' to look after their interests.

New situations are having to be met almost daily and the association

is able to arrive at a correct knowledge of what is happening of in-

terest to oak manufacturers in a way that would be impossible if indi-

viduals and firms had to depend on their own efforts.

The association is also performing excellent service in co-operating

with the National Council of Defense at Washington, through the sub-

committee on lumber. Just now information regarding oak is consid-

ered of particular value to the government because of its important

use in the manufacture of materials for use in the war. The associa-

tion, through the co-operation of its members, is materially assisting

the government in making adequate war preparations.

Another feature of its work is the compilation of information re-

garding actual sales and stocks. A correct knowledge of market con-

ditions is considered essential to lumber manufacturers in general and

to manufacturers of oak lumber in particular.

Oak is recognized as the most abundant hardwood of the country,

but the association fully realizes that it must be advertised and

pushed just like any otlier product if maximum results are to be

obtained.

It is now recognized that the organizers pursued a far-sighted

policy in establishing the American Oak Manufacturers' Association

to represent the oak industry in every legitimate manner and to

specialize in its behalf.

In this connection Hardwood Eecokd desires to make a distinct

apology to the oak association for an item appearing on page 34 in

the last issue. Because of an oversight, a little item was placed in

tliat page which had been in type for several months. In fact, it

was written before the organization of the oak association and the

printers overlooked instructions to kill it. The item, of course, was

obviously meaningless under the circumstances as it was a suggestion

of and a plea for the organization of an oak association.

Hardwood Record makes this explanation to obviate the possi-

bility of anyone having the wrong impression as to the activity of

the association which has since been organized. The above story

lets the work of the association speak for itself.

\'C;ro5TOTOTOB^;^OTiffl?C14TO!>iTOStm;TO^^

Cars More Plentiful in Memphis
Although there was rather marked shortage of equipment for han-

dling outbound shipments of lumber and limiber products some days

ago because of the failure of northern and eastern roads to return

cars they had used to the lines in this territory owning them, the

situation at present is considerably improved and most of the lum-

bermen at Memphis are able to secure all the cars they need for the

handling of their shipments. The same is true of lumbermen on the

main lines of the roads operating through Mississippi, Tennessee and

Arkansas. But there is still quite a considerable deficiency in equip-

ment on some of the short roads in Mississippi and Arkansas, with

the result that shipments of lumber are being delayed even yet to a

material degree. There is distinct complaint from official sources

regarding the shortage of cars for handling lumber shipments on the

Southern Railway in Mississippi and on several of the short lines in

Arkansas. The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association is, as usual,

looking after the interests of shippers of hardwood lumber and other

forest products and it reports that, when the shortage developed some

time ago, it appealed directly to the car service commission at Wash-

ington, with the result that soutliern-owned cars are being rapidly

returned where they belong.

Generally speakiiig, there is a better movement of logs to mills at

Memphis and to other mOling points in this territory, but there are

instances where some of the largest mills are forced to operate inter-

mittently because of their inabOity to secure the necessary box cars.

It seems that the mOls which own or buy logs which can be handled

into Memphis on two or three lines of railway are getting enough

logs to keep their plants going on full time. But it appears to be

equally true that where a film omis all of its timber on a single line

of railway, it is practically impossible to secure enough timber to

justify operating its plant at anything like capacity. This applies

to Memphis and to other points in the Memphis territory. The flat

car situation, however, is gradually getting better and a rather more

optimistic view is entertained regarding output during the remainder

of the summer. It is noteworthy, however, that even those firms

which are able to secure large quantities of timber are not in a hurry

about moving it to Memphis. They are willing to keep enough ahead

to enable them to keep in operation, but they are fighting shy of any

accumulation because of the fear of deterioration at this particular

season of the year. Thus, manufacturers of lumber at Memphis would

find themselves in a rather awkward situation with respect to imme-

diately available supply of logs should the car situation take a sudden

turn for the worse.

Reports indicate that logging is making better progress than at

any time since the first of the year. There have been numerous

showers in the valley territory during the past few days, but these

have not interfered with either the cutting or hauling of logs.

Furthermore, there is rather less complaint on the score of labor than

there has been recently. This is due in part to the return of negroes

from East St. Louis and other points north and in part to the close

approach of the laying-by of crops in this territory. Some firms

report a plentiful supply of labor and, generally speaking, there are

less complaints on this score than for some time.

Bulletin Concerning Ash
The Forest Service has published bulletin 523 by W. D. Sterrett,

"Utilization of Ash." It is a pamptilet of fifty pages, filled with in-

formation relating to the supply and utilization of this valuable wood
in this country. Particular attention is given to various uses, and

the list of such uses includes over 300 articles made of ash. The

bulletin contains much historical and statistical information which

should prove valuable to the manufacturer and users of ash.
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Working to a Fixed Purpose -^
On July 10 and 11 tie secretaries of the associations affiliated with

the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associatoin, the trade exten-

sion committee of the National, John W. Blodgett, chairman, and

the executive committee, B. B. Goodman, chairman and acting presi-

dent, met at the association offices in Chicago to review the work

done by the association since the board meeting in "Washington, June

20, and to make plans for the work during the coming year, in ac-

cordance with the general scheme of organization and financing

adopted at the board meeting in Washington.

Mr. Goodman's statement of finances showed that the working

assets are considerably ahead of the liabilities so that the assessments

from the affiliated associations, upon the basis of % cent per 1,000

feet, beginning July 1, are all available for new work in the various

departments. The association is further strengthened by the pos-

session of large assets in the form of publications on hand, moving

picture films, models of buildings, samples of commercial woods, and

raw material.

The retail service department, conducted by H. R. Isherwood, is

giving advice and assistance to retail dealers throughout the country

in the establishment of service departments fully equipped with plans

for the construction of all kinds of buildings in their localities, sam-

ples of finished woods, publications of the lumber associations, and

everything that enables the retail dealer to become a lumber mer-

chant and sell complete service.

The presidents and secretaries of the principal state and regional

associations of retail lumbermen will be invited to attend next October

a meeting of the trade extension and advisory committees of the

National to discuss plans for more efficient work.

Tests of methods of fireproofing shingles, as carried on at Dr.

Von Schrenk's St. Louis laboratory, were approved, and shingle manu-
facturers will be invited to assist the work by contributing funds.

When funds permit, it is the purpose of the association to employ
an agricultural architect to make plans for farm structures and out-

line methods of a greater use of wood in farm buildings.

Substituting Wood for Steel

The nation-wide campaign to conserve the steel sujiply by substi-

tuting wood wherever it is found practicable to do so was given special

consideration by the meeting. In speaking on this subject, Mr. Good-
man said that in the lumber industry while the caU for 2,000,000,000

feet for land and sea equipment was large, it constitutes but a small

part of our annual cut of lumber, leaving more than 40 billion feet

of lumber for the general requirements of ordinary business. But in

these requirements our lumber becomes again a secondary aid to our

national cause. The boxes for army munitions, the hardwood for

army wagons and motor lorries, the lumber that the farmer uses to

store his grains, to house his farm implements, and to hold his silage

is all lum*ber used to make our service in the war more efficient.

But next to our soldiers and next to our food supply our greatest

contribution to the allied cause is steel. Steel in finished products
such as guns and shells, motors for trucks and aeroplanes, shapes
and plates for steel ships, armor plates and innumerable other things,

even to the tin for canning meats and vegetables has made an alarming
addition to the already existing demands ot Kngland, France and
Russia for our steel products for similar purposes and added to this

the vital needs of the railway systems of these countries and our own
country for rails and car material have in the aggregate taxed to

the utmost the capacity of our coal mines, our iron mines, our rail-

roads, our coke furnaces, our blast furnaces and our rolling mills.

Emergency to Be Met by Lumber
All of the great producing industries are overburdened except

lumber. In speaking on this subject, Mr. Goodman quoted Mr. Brook-
mire as follows:

In at least one great basic inOustr.v. Ihu supply has been greater than
the (lemnnil. ever since the beginning of the war, and still oontinui-s t(i be.

That Is tbo lumber lndustr.v. If enough cars were supplied for its trans-
portation It Is likely that lumber prorluctlon could be increased 50 per
cent. Many things used to be made from lumber which have since been
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replaced by steel, cement or brick. Any manufacturer or builder who can
release some of the commodities which are scarce and substitute lumber
for his own use, would do a patriotic service.

The course for business men to pursue is clear. Iron and steel should
be used only when the requirement is unavoidable. Every effort should
be made to use wood and concrete in place of steel whenever this can be
done, and construction and development work requiring steel should be
postponed wherever possible.

Mr. Goodman commented on this quotation as follows in addressing

the meeting:

We advocate the use of wood wherever it can advantageously be used,

and particularly in place of steel—wooden beams instead of steel beams,
lumber in place of corrugated iron, and tin and wooden shingles instead

of metal shingles. We do this not in a spirit of antagonism to the steel

industry but in the spirit of patriotic conservation and national economy.
In promoting this campaign we feel w^e have the hearty support and are
working for the real benefit of the manufacturers of steel.

There are as many difCercnt angles to this campaign as there are pos-

sible uses for wood. Already we have had in some of the lumber trade
journals most timely articles on the use of wood for the storage of the
valuable crops of the farm : the same arguments apply to the better hous-
ing of the now most valuable live stock ot the farm. The scarcity of
farm labor has necessitated the more extensive use of lal)or-saving farm
machinery and the enhanced cost of this machinery makes a suitable shelter

for It true economy.

It was pointed out that the retail lumber dealer has it in his power

to increase the demand for wood by pointing out to his customers

how- they can use wood in many ways where heretofore they have

used iron or steel.

Chicago Furniture Show
The July furniture expositiou, the thirty-second that has l>een held

at No. 1319 Michigan avenue, Chicago, is drawing to a close. The

exhibits were among tlie best that have ever been brought together

here; but the general opinion among exhibitors is that the success did

not measure up with former years. During tlie first week business

was brisk, but tho rush was soon over, and after that the number

of buyers was only moderate.

The cause of the unsatisfactory showing seems to be pretty well

agreed upon among the exhibitors. It is the war, but particularly

the draft which came to a focus in July and had its effect upon every

city, town, and village in tlie whole country. There was uncertainty

everyivhere, and this caused hesitation. It was not an auspicious

time to lay jihins for the future, and the result was a ratlier unsatis-

factory outcome of the July furniture show in Chicago.

The furniture dealers see a ray of light ahead in the fact that the

thousands of young men who decided that they would rather marry

than go to war, must take up tlu'ir domestic responsibilities and go

to housekeeping. That will call for furniture, and the situation

will be helped.

Dealers are generally well stocked, owing to the light sales earlier

this season; and they have postponed buying new stock until they

have made more progress in selling what they have on hand.

Nothing startling lias appeared during the past six months in the

way of new styles in furniture. The fashions have not changed

much. Oak contuiuos to be tlie leading furniture wood in America,

followed in tlie order named by red gum, maple, and birch, with

yellow poplar and chestnut in cheaper kinds, or as interior parts of

expensive furniture. Quartered oak seems to hold its place as firmly

as ever, if it may be judged oy samples on exhibition. Figured gum
is prominent, and now an<l then a stray piece of Circassian walnut

has come down from pre-war times; but when furniture makers use

walnut now, it is bhick walnut which seems to be sufficiently plenti-

xul to meet all demands.

Metal furniture occupies an important place, but there is some

trouble because of the necessity of increasing the selling price on

account of the cost of steel. Some metal furniture is being finished

and grained in imitation of wood, particularly bedsteads.

Traveling ex]iriises have increased to such an extent that some of

the furniture men speak of the matter in a serious way. The increase,

comiiared with it. ins of the years a^o, runs to forty per cent.
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B 1129—Birch Squares Wanted
Woodstock, Ont., July 11.—Editor Hardwood Record: We are in the

market for a car of clear birch squares 2"x2"x22". Could you kindly

oblige us by letting us know the names of parties manufauturing this

grade of stock?

B 1130—Basswood Sought
Marshallville, O., July 23.—Editor H.\iti>wooD Record : V\'e are in the

market for several cars of basswood dressed to dimensions for ladder beams
and thought perhaps you could put us into communication with a suit-

able source of supply. Is basswood plentiful cDough to warrant our adopt-

ing it for use as ladder beams?

Clubs and Associations
Vie for Heavy Loading Honors

The Southern Hardwood Traflic Association is co-operating with the

railroads with all possible vigor in urging its members to load all

cars to capacity. It has furnished loading sheets on which the com-
plete records of its members are kept and it is making a compilation at

stated periods showing just what is being accomplished and what
firms are securing the most satisfactory results for any given time.

J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager of the association, reports

that the following firms occupy the honor roll for the first ten days in

July:

Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phillip, Miss., for the Yazoo & Mis-
sissippi Valley line of the Illinois Central system.
Brown & Hackney. Inc., for the Rock Island System in Arkansas.
The Morgan Veneer Company, Pine Bluff, Ark., for the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern in Arkansas.
The Holly Ridge Lumber Company, Holly Ridge, La., for that State.
Chickasaw Cooperage Company for Memphis.

Officials of the Rock Island, the Frisco and the Illinois Central sys-

tems have conveyed their appreciation to tlie association of tiie splen-

did work it is doing in the direction of heavy loading of cars through
its members and are encouraging it to keep up the good work.

One Reason for Car Scarcity and High Prices
A recent bulletin of the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association contained the following interesting item :

Up in Illinois there is a certain coal mine in a certain town that sort of
worried the federal government. It had been closed, despite the fact that
it was one of the best equipped, (me of the best paying and one of the
most economically ot-erated plants in the United States. Federal agents
recently paid the plant a visit. Its situation was among the hills of
Bureau township, far removed from many of the tempting realities of
civilization. Their attention was called to sixteen box cars standing on a
siding, all duly sealed. They broke open one of the cars and discovered
it was filled with potatoes, all past salving for the market. They immedi-
ately became busy and discovered the potatoes were the property of Chicago
speculators, that they had been sidetracked at the coal mine so as to keep
tliem off the market and thus hold up prices. The feature of interest to
manufacturers of lumber is that it offers one of many reasons for the
scarcity of box cars during the last few months. Speculators found them
very serviceable as warehouses.

Memphis Has Exchange Board
There is a real lumber exchange in Memphis now where members

may buy and sell for imme(?iate or spot delivery to their hearts' con-

tent. This exchange has just been installed in the rooms of the

Lumbermen's Club of Memphis in the Chamber of Commerce building

by that organization which has prescribed the terms and conditions

governing such transactions.

Two large blackboards have been provided for the posting i?f "lum-
ber for sale" and tor the announcement of "lumber wanted" and by
means of making known what is for sale and what is wanted the club

is greatly facilitating the transaction of business in hardwood lumber.
Members are taking very kindly to this innovation which saves much
time and which greatly aids in transactions as between themselv^es.

Something like 150.000 feet of lumber was traded in the first day the

exchange opened and one single firm announced that it was in the

market tor 100,000 feet of choice oak stock for which it began immedite
negotiation.

The club has been considering the opening of this exchange for some
time and the members generally are quite optimistic regarding the

service it will render. Accurate records will be kept of all transactions

so that the club may be able to tell just what is being accomplished.

If the exchange feature proves as popular and as successful as the

employment bureau the members will be more than pleased. The
latter has placed about 500 mill workers and lumbermen during the

six and one-half months it has been operating, some fifty or sixty

in high-class positions.

All transactions will be confined to "spot" stock. No effort whatever
will be made to deal in lumber tor deferred delivery. Nobody but
members of the club can use the exchange.

Land Association Investigating Cattle
It is announced that the Southern Alluvial Land Association, follow-

ing its recent senii-annual meeting at which cattle and live stock
raising was discussed by experts, will take immediate steps looking to

the gathering of accurate information regarding this industry with a
view to stimulating it as much as possible.

Much interest in cattle raising is being manifested by members of

the association and the investigation to be made in Mississippi and
Louisiana by V. H. Schoffelmayer, assistant secretary of the associa-
tion, will be tor the purpose of determining the possibilities in this

particular direction. Particular attention will be paid to working
under a profitable system and live-stock farms of a number of mem-
bers of the association will be visited.

Arrangements have been perfected for the dissemination among
members of reliable information regarding the cost of silos and the
character of silage that will give the best results in cattle feeding.

The association favors three breeds of beef cattle, Aberdeen Angus,
Herefords and Shorthorns.

Weights of Hardwood Lumber
Inquiries are often made concerning the green and the dry weights

of lumber. The table below is an old one and was published years ago
but it is of sufficient intenst to be made public again. It was adopted
by the National Hardwood Lumber Association in May, 1901.

Dry^ Green
Pounds. Pounds.

Black Ash 3250 4500
White Ash 3500 4500
Beech 4000 6000
Basswood 2400 4000
Birch 4000 5500
Butternut 2500 4000
Cheery 3800 5000
Cottonwood ...2800 4500
Chestnut 2800 5000
Cypress 2000 5000
Rock Elm 4000 5500

Retail Association Announces First Meeting
The National Retail Lumber Dealers' Association announces that it

will hold its first annual convention in Chicago, Friday, September 7.

The committee in charge of business and pleasure movements from the

local standpoint are : E. L. Barth, E. A. Thornton. A. T. Stewart, Wilson
Martin and Xeil Flanigan. A live and helpful program is assured.

Dry Green
Pounds. I'ounds.

Soft Elm 3000 4500
Gum 3300 5500
Hickory 4500 6000
Mahogany 3600 4600
iMaple 4000 5500
Oak 4000 5500
Poplar 2800 3800
Sycamore 3000 4750
Walnut 3800 4800
Yellow Pine 3200 4300
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With the Trade
West Virginia Plant Again in Operation

The West Virginia Veneer Company, located at Williamstown, W. Va.,

has rfbt operated for a number of years, due to a receivership. The com-

pany has recently been reorganized under new ownership and is now
operating under the style of the West Virginia Veneer & Package Company.
C. A. Dunfee is in charge.

The company will manufacture barrel crates, baskets and similar pack-

ages and veneers for their manufacture.

Hearing on Jones & Dunn Case

The complaint of Jones & Dunn, Jennie, Ark., vs. the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern Railroad, involving rates on hardwood
lumber from Jennie to Cairo and points beyond and seeking a reduc-

tion of 2 cents per hundred pounds on such rates, was heard at Memphis
Monday, July 16, before Examiner McGeehee of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. J. M. Jones of Jones & Dunn and F. B. Larson, assistant

secretary of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, presented

evidence in behalf of the complainants while J. H. Townshend, secre-

tary of that organization, acted as attorney.

The evidence will be submitted to the commission. Decision will

probably be reserved for some time.

New Commerce Chief Chosen
The vacancy caused by the resignation of E. E. Pratt as chief of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce,
Washington, has been filled by the appointment of Burwell 8. Cutler, presi-

dent of the Cutler Desk Company, Buffalo. Dr. Pratt resigned after a

difference with Secretary Redfield, who was displeased with the attitude

assumed by Dr. Pratt on an export committee to which he had been ap-

pointed, and the vacancy Avas created, which has just been filled by the

appointment of Mr. Cutler. It is believed that the appointment will be

confirmed. Buffalo thus secures representation in an important govern-

ment bureau. Dr. Pratt was known as a hard, aggressive worker and

he kept things moving at an encom'aging rate.

More Foresters for France
The first forestry regiment has gone to France, and a movement is under

way to equip iind send others. There appears to be no scarcity of appli-

cants for the positions of officers. Among those who are reported to have

an eye on the officer jobs are R. Y. Stuart. Mr. Kiefer, Mr. Langhill. C. E.

Carter, E. H. Clapp. and Franklin H. Smith, all of whom are now con-

nected with the Forest Service.
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J. G. Marsh Leaves for New York
J. G. Marsb, treasurer of the Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany Company,

Chicago and New York, has left Chicago to take up his headquarters at

the New York offlces. Mr. Huddleston has been located in New Y'ork for

several years now. and Mr. Marsh joins him so that the factors in the

organization may be brought closer together.

The Chicago office will be in charge of Henry F. Ritter, who has been in

the business many years, having been connected with various prominent

concerns.

E. A. Sterling Now with James D. Lacey & Co.

E. A. Sterling has left tbe National Lumber Manufacturers' Association

as manager of tbe trade eNtension department, and is now taking a vaca-

tion at his home in Brooklyn, Susquehanna county. Pa. He has accepted

the appointment as manager of the new eastern office of James D. Lacey

t Co., which will be located in the Forty-second Street building, New
Xork. The office will be opened about .Vugust 1.

Mr. Sterling will also take up some of his former consulting practice

as part of the activities of tbe James D. Lacey & Company's office.

The Mississippi Lumber Company Sells Out to Long-Bell
The Mississippi Lumber Company, Quitman, Miss., and Chicago, has sold

eut its entire southern holdings to the Long-Bell Lumber Company, Kansas

City. The transaction involves the sale of 56,000 acres of standing timber

and 31,000 acres of cut-over lands, as well as the pine mill at Quitman,

Miss., and the hardwood mill at Crandall, Miss. All logging and lumber

equipment is also transferred.

The transaction having been closed, the Long-Bell people are taking over

the cut, which is being disposed of now through the Long-Bell sales agents.

I'art of the purchase was from the estate of Jacob Haynes. While the

eonsideratiou was not given out for publication, it is understood that it

involved in the ni'ighliorbood of .$3,000,000. Tbe negotiations and sale

were conducted througli the firm of James D. Lacey & Co., Chicago.

Bliss-Cook Big Manufacturer of Oak Flooring

In the last issue of H.\iiiiwuod Hecord there is a little story of oak floor-

ing production in Arkansas in which the production of the Bliss-Cook Oak
Company, Blissville, Ark., was stated as being 900,000 feet per month.

This has brought the following letter from Erskine Williams, sales man-
ager for the Bliss-Cook company :

Editor Hardwood Record : Our attention has just been called to an
item on page ;^6 Hahdwood Uecord in regard to the output of flooring by
the Saline Kiver Hardwood Company, Pine Bluff, Ark., and also mention-
ing tbe output of this company.

Wish to advise that 900,000 feet per month was our fonner output.
However, we have since put in a new machine—in fact, only got this
started a very short time ago. Our present capacity is (>2.000 feet per
day, and wish to advise the week ending July 14 we produced 319,000 feet
(did not run new machine regular).

Purchase Timber in Kentucky
The Bassett Hardwood Manufacturing Company, Monticello, Ky., has

purchased tbe Phillips timber holdings in Wayne county, consisting of

about 10,000,000 feet of oak, poplar, pine, walnut, chestnut and hickory.

The deal includes the land, oil and coal rights. It is expected that two

mills will be put in operation ou tliis tinilicr at an earl.v date.

Memphis Men Join the Colors
N. Matt Wall and P. B. Berry, who have been associated for some time

with Nickey Brothers. Inc., Memphis, traveling in the interests of that

tna, have recently joined Company M of the second Tennessee infantry.

This is a voluntary unit and will be calk'd into federal service very shortly.

Mr. Wall has been traveling in the eastern part of the country and Mr.
Berry in the north central states.

Waldron Williams
Waldron Williams, third son of the late Ichabod T. Williams, whose

father was one of the founders of the business of I. T. Williams & Sons,

world famous hardwood house, died at his home in Rye, N. Y., the morn-
ing of July 19. after a brief illness. Mr. Williams was fifty-five years old.

He is survived by a "Wife, three daughters and one son.

Waldron Williams retired from active participation in the Williams
hardwood business six years ago when he and his brother, H. K. S. Wil-
liams, disposed of the larger sliare of their interest.s to Thomas Williams,

senior son and active manager of the business. During his years in the

business his activity included all its many branches both export and domes-
tic and he was known to the trade in all parts of the hardwood producing
fields at home and abroad. He began his lumber career at tbe bottom rung
at the producing source. Accompanied by a hardwood inspector he went
south and for a time personally went over the lumber shii>ped from that

country to the big yards at New Y'ork and Staten Island, and thus gained
first-hand knowledge of the manufacturing and grading of hardwood
lumber. In later years he was prominent in questions affecting inspection

and grading rules and was looked upon as an authority in the matter
from the viewpoint of the eastern consuming trade. He,was a forceful

talker and fearless in his criticism. In the campaign about ten years ago,

when inspection matters were holding the center of the stage, he was one
of the eastern delegates working on the proposition to draw up a set of

rules that would be accepted everywhere and would stand w'ithout change
for a long term of years. Like many other eastern men he was strongly

opposed to frequent changes in the rules.

The news of his death came as a shock to his friends in the trade. He
was an energetic man of athletic build, apparently in the best of health

and with many years to live. He was an attractive personality, inherit-

ing all the characteristics of his father ; a patron of the opera and an art

collector. He was a member of several clubs and an honorary member of

the New York Lumber Trade Association, of which he was for many years

a trustee. The latter organization, in line with its custom, appointed a
committee to represent it at the funeral.
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Pertinent Information
j

Building Permits for June
While the actual new couslrucliun work awarded last month, building and

engineering combined, including government work, showed a substantial

gain over that for June, 1916, the record of building permits issued for

June is a ratlier sorry affair. It indicates a one-third shrinkage in the pros-

pective construction, as compared with the figures of the same month last

year. There is this saving or semi-saving consideration. The lousiness of

last year was phenomenally large, for June last year gained 44 per cent

In comparison with the permits Issued during June, 1915. Accordingly
if tbe present totals are compared with two years ago a modest gain is

indicated. The official figures of the permits issued in June in 112 princi-

pal cities of the United States, as received by the American Contractor,

Chicago, total .f61,2.S7,Gll, as compared with .$95,964,649 for June, 1916,

a decrease of 34 per cent.

There was a faithful little liand among them, that led on to victory.

I'.VUL B. BEHRV,
NICKEY BROS., INC.

N. MATT WALL.
NICKEY BROS., INC.

THE LATE W.VLI'KuN WILLI
RYE. N. Y,

AMS,
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Well on towards one third the number or 34 cities, show an Increase in

the volume of the permits issued. They are mainly from the smaller clus-

ters of cities. Cleveland, Hartford, Washington and the borough of Brook-

lyn, New York, are the only cities with an aggregate running Into seven

figures, that score an increase. Other notable gains include Atlanta, 166

per cent ; Bayonne, N. J., 123 per cent ; Ilarrlshurg, Pa.. 52S per cent

;

Huntington, W. Va., 336 per cent; Kansas City, Kans., 452 per cent; New
Bedford, Mass., 127 per cent; Oklahoma City, Okia,, 119 per cent; Pueblo,

Colo., 135 per cent ; South Bend, Ind., 212 per cent ; Spokane, Wash., 1S4

per cent ; St. Joseph, Mo., 107 per cent, and Youngstown, Ohio, 199 per cent.

There is another mitigating feature. During June last year the permits

issued in the borough of Mahhattan, New York City, were swelled to the

enormous volume of over .$18,322,110.

Hardwood ISfeivs ISfotes

-•< MISCELLANEOUS >-
The American Casket company has been incorporated at Birmingham.

Ala., for $10,000.

The Clanton Planing Mill Company, Clanton, Ala., has been incorporated

for $3,600.

The Montgomery Toy Manufacturing Company has been incorporated

with authorized capital of $20,000 at Montgomery, Ala.

At Savannah, Ga.. the Granger-Lewis Lumber Company has hied incor-

poration papers, with authorized capital of $250,000.

The Eastman Gardiner Hardwood Company has been incorporated with

capital stock of $25,000 at Clinton, Iowa.

Jones Hickory Company has been incorporated with capital stock of

$2,500, at Ready. Ky.
The Trimble Cypress Company, Cincinnati, is reported to be in the

hands of a trustee.

-< CHICAGO >•

At the meeting of representative walnut manufacturers held In Chicago.

July IS, the American Walnut Manufacturers' Association elected the

following officers for the ensuing year : President, J. N. Penrod ; Ray E.

Pickrel. vice-president ; V. L. Clark, secretary-treasurer.

Word comes from St. Albans' territory that Myron G. Gorder. Grand
Prairie, Tex., has accepted the position of sales manager for the American
Column & Lumber Company.
Among the prominent northern visitors recently in the city were : J. T.

Phillips of the Diamond Lumber Company, Green Bay, Wis., C. J. Kinzel

of the Kinzel Lumber Company, Merrill, Wis., who attended the meeting

of the bureau of statistics of the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association, Charles H. Law of the J. W. Wells Lumber Company,
Menominee, Mich., and John A. Defaut of the Lake Independence Lumber
Company, Big Bay, Mich.

Various northern sales managers got together for an informal discus-

sion of market conditions last week, among them being H. H. Butts, Park

Falls Lumber Company/ Park Falls. Wis., Mr. Dark of the J. E. Stearns

Lumber Company. Odanah, Wis.. W. E. Vogelsang and John Fountain of

the Turtle Lake Lumber Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Earl Palmer, president of Ferguson-Palmer Company, Memphis, Tenn.,

came through Chicago last week en route from northern Michigan, where
his family is spending the summer. He was visiting with his younger son,

John, who has just enlisted in Uncle Sam's ordnance department, this

being the second junior Palmer to join the army. Mr. Palmer's belief is

that Uncle Sam will be a large buyer of hardwood, especially oak, and
ash, during the next year or two, or as long as the war continues.

John N. Penrod of the Penrod Walnut & Veneer Company, Kansas City,

Mo., and affiliated with other operations! spent a day in Chicago recently

en route to Louisville on his way from the East. He was accompanied by

Mrs. Penrod and was very much encouraged over prospects for future

walnut business. When an old-timer like Mr. Penrod gets new enthusi-

asm there must be a great future for this popular wood.

George F. Kerns of the George F. Kerns Lumber Company, Chicago,

expects to take a vacation on Lake Erie. Nobody would ever think a

farmer boy like George would be a sailor, but he likes the taste of the

water in the inland lakes. One of these days he no doubt will be a full-

fledged sailor man. He reports a fairly good volume of hardwood busi-

ness and is feeling very optimistic about future business.

The retirement from the hardwood business of Charles F. Thompson,
Perle Lowe, and the sale of the Mississippi Lumber Company of Quitman,
Miss., to the Long-Bell Lumber Company, Kansas City, we trust will not

put either of these gentlemen in inactivity. They have both been con-

nected with the lumber business for many years, and have always been

aggressive operators, although very little of their interests have been in

hardwoods. They own large yellow pine stumpage in Mississippi and
started operations only a few years ago in hardwoods. The Long-Bell

Lumber Company is increasing operations by the purchase of the Crandall

Lumber Company's plant, which makes this concern more of a factor in

eastern yellow pine, and its hardwood operations as well now are larger.

We Offer for Prompt Shipment
100 M feet, 4/4, No. 2 C&B Beech
50 M feet. 8/4, No. 2 C&B Maple
20 M feet, 4/4, End Dried White Maple
SO M feet, 4/4, No. 3 Common Maple

DRY STOCK

Write us for prices today

East Jordan Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

"IMPERIAL" Maple Flooring

East Jordan Michigan

owning timber and mills at Pine Bluff, Ark., although yellow pine mills

are scattered in Arkansas, Louisisna, Mississippi and Texas.

We part temporarily with our old friends the Mississippi folks and
liopc to hear of their coming back into the fold in some other way. The
Ijong-Bell Lumber Company, perhaps the largest operator in yellow pine,

no doubt in time will be fully as aggressive in hardwoods. Owning a
flooring, finish and other products as well as to the consumers' trade to

large number of retail lumber yards, their distribution no doubt will be

which they are now catering at their various plants.

Frank F. Fish, secretary of National Hardwood Lumber .\ssociatioii,

reports an increase of sixteen new members since the annual meeting.

He stated that It certainly gives encouragement when a membership of

over 900 continues to grow towards the 1,000 mark.

Theodore Schneider of the northern peninsula of Slichigan was in towa
the other day. He reported it his belief that the logging conditions would
tie more severe this fall than for some time past, and his company antici-

pating that condition has already a good stock of logs on hand—probably

one-half or two-thirds of the season's Cut.

=-< BUFFALO >=
The project of building ocean vessels at this port seems likely to be

carried to completion before long. H. S. Kerbaugh, Inc., is now developing

a shipbuilding yard south of the foot of Main street, where a large amount
of filling in is now being done. It will take some time to get things !
shape for the building of vessels, and some difficulty may be experienced in

getting sufficient skilled labor, but the company expects to be able to meet

the situation and there is certainly good demand for all the boats that

can be turned out.

The Buffalo Lumber Exchange is arranging for an outing in the near

future and the committee, headed by Charles N. Perrin, expects to choose

the time and location in a few days. It is usual to have an outing during

June, but this year the weather was unsuitable and other matters also

contributed to a postponement. Mr. Perrin is going on a two weeks' vaca-

tion to the family homestead at Conesus very soon.

The military draft is expected to reduce the working forces at the Buf-

falo hardwood offices, for almost every concern has at least one man
eligible, while some have half a dozen or more. Bufi:alo has a number of

young lumbermen who are already enlisted and some of them saw service

in Mexico recently. In this list Is Fleming Sullivan of T. Sullivan & Co.,

who has been spending several weeks at the military training camp at

Madison Barracks.

Members of the Russian commission visited this city on July 20 and 21

and inspected a number of the leading plants here, including those of the

Curtiss Aeroplane Company, the Lackawanna Steel Company and the

Fierce-Arrow Motor Car Company. On the local committee of entertain-

ment were Councilman A. W. Kreinheder, James B. Wall, City Treasurer

I. N. Stewart, James L. Crane and O. E. Yeager, members of the lumber

trade.

:< PITTSBURGH >..

The Elkins Box Company is a new concern which is fitting up a plant

at Warren, Ohio, and will make crates chiefly for the Trumbull Steel Com-

pany of that city.

The Frampton-Foster Lumber Company, which had the best shipments

in its history in June, reports business continuing good and does not look

tor any falling off this summer. In oak, it is getting by far the best de-

mand that it ever received.

Harry Wilson, Bessemer building wholesaler, announces that railroafl

and trolley companies are not buying so much in the line of poles and ties

as a few months ago. There is still a fair market for ties, however, which

includes a big demand from the coal mines.

E. V. Babcock, head of the Babcock Lumber Company, is a busy man
nowadays getting his campaign shaped "up for mayor of Pittsburgh. He
is going to make a mighty strong run for republican nomination at the

September primaries.

The J. C. Cottrell Lumber Company is starting another hardwood miH

In the South which it expects to have running by September 1. Mr. Cot-
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trell believes that in general, prices in liarawood are going to be sustained

throughout the year.

The Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association has stopped its

weekly luncheons until fall. President C. V. McCreight has made the

weekly meetings this summer very interesting, and they were well attended.

The Pittsburgh Builders' Exchange, with President Robert Cochrane and

Secretary E. M. Tate, is making extensive preparations for the National

Convention of Builders' Supply Men, which will meet here next winter.

The exchange is by far in the best shape financially and othenvise it has

ever been.

The Pittsburgh Lumbermen's Club, which took over the Pittsburgh Re-

tail Lumber Dealers' Association some time ago, now has fine headquarters

in the Park building, and has been holding very interesting weekly lunch

eons on Wednesdays at the Fort Pitt hotel.

J. N. Woollett, president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company, expects

that prices on gum and cottonwood are going to hold up well this fall

in the face of a tight car short.age. Stocks, although they may be more
plentiful at the mills, will be a long ways from the consumer by rail, and
this is going to keep the price situation very fiim he thinks.

.< BOSTON >.=

The quarterly meeting^ of the Kastern Lumbermen's Association of

Bangor, Me., was held at Hampden, Me., on July 12, the principal

speaker and guest being K. F. Perry, secretary of the National Whole-
sale Lumber Dealers' Association.

Harry R. Kenyon, for a number of years New England correspondent
of this paper, died recently of sclerosis. The passing away of a young
man who was well known and liked in the trade comes as a great
shock to his many lumbermen friends.

The Blackmont Lumber Company has been incorporated at Boston,
Mass., with a capital of $50,000. F. W. McAleer is president and F. W.
Peterson, secretary. Offices are at 60 Congress street.

The safe arrival of the ten sawmill units sent by New England is

recorded at a Scotch port and the cost of the organization above the
original appropriation of the several state governments is being made
up by the lumbermen of this section.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has voted not to suspend the
increased rate of $2.25 per M. on lumber from Savannah to Boston
which became effective via the Ocean Steamship Company on July 20.

-< BALTIMORE >=
While the great bulk of the lumber used in the construction of the army

cantonment at Admiral, Md., about seventeen miles from Baltimore, will

be North Carolina pine, hardwoods in considerable quantities are also be-

ing called tor. Thus not less than 8135.000 feet of No. 4 common oak has
been sold to the government at prices that are to be considered very at-

tractive in view of the fact that this grade of oak receives ordinarily very
little attention. It is thought that the oak will be worked up into llooring

for the rougher buildings, for staple partitions and similar purposes, for
which stocks of good quality are not at all needed. No. 3 common chest-

nut is also being called for in some quantities, shift from yellow pine prob-
ably being made so that the least possible delay shall occur in the deliv-

ery of stocks for the construction work. The North Carolina pine men are
having all they can do to furnish the lumber, orders tor which have been
obtained through the Emergency Board at Washington, and their stocks
are apparently being supplemented by any other lumber that will serve
the purpose of the contractor, much depending upon the ability of a seller

to make shipment without delay. The low grade oak happened to be in

stocks and could be put on the cars at once.
Another avenue of distribution for hardwoods furnlslieil liy the war is

the manufacture of aeroplane propeller Idades of oak. Before the war and
for some time afterward practically all siicli propellers were made of wal-
nut and mahogany, but either because the imports of mahogany have be-

come difficult or for the reason that a scarcity of mahogany exists, oak
has been resorted to with very satisfactory results.

A large order for 4/4 oak, eight Inches and upward has been placed
recently by the American Propeller and Manufacturing Company, which
carries on operations on South Hanover street, this city. Upwards of
$100 per 1,000 feet has been paid for suitable stocks, and there are re-

ports that the price has run up as high as $135. The oak must be of
straiKht grain as much as possible, and is fine selected stock. It is stated
that the company has orders for all the propellers it can turn out and
that it is doing a rushing business. The president of the American Pi-o-

peller and Manufacturing Company is Spencer Heath, the vice-president
J. Marion Creamer, the secretary Webster Bell and the treasurer John
Salmon.
Two of the commissioners appointed to visit foreign countries and study

conditions with a view to developing exports from the United States to
those countries of lumber and timber, will visit Baltimore, .Tuly 27, just
before they sail on their mission. The two commissioners are J. R. Walker,
who has been accredited to England, Prance, Belgium, Holland and Swit-
zerland, and Nelson C. Brown, who will take in Spain, Portugal. Italy,

Greece and North Africa, Both arc expected to call upon Harvey M.
Dickson, secretary of the National Lumber Exporters' Association, and

others, getting any information that may prove of value in their investi-

gations and receiving advice based upon actual experience in the foreign

trade. Arrangements are being made to extend the visitors such courtesies

as might be accorded representatives of the government. The other two

comndssioners, Roger E. Simmons of Hagerstown. Md., and Axel H. Ox-

holm, have already started for their fields of activity, going by way of

San Francisco. Mr. Simmons will cover Russia and Mr. Oxholm the

Scandinavian countries.

The Kidd & Buckingham Lumber Company, har<lwood yard men on

Ridgely street, at the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, are having a shed

erected in the location across the way, which they recently acquired pre-

paratory to extending their facilities.

Henry Smith & Sons, a Baltimore building firm, has secured a contract

to construct eight wooden ships for the government, and is now engaged

in equipping a ten acre tract at Curtis Bay as a ship yard. The contract

involves about $3,000,000. A large force of men has already been put to

work to repair piers, to build ways and to get other things in shape pre-

paratory to laying the keels of the vessels. The contract is for the hulls

only, the government to arrange for the installation of the machinery.

It is thought that the first hull will be sent off the ways in about eighteen

months.
The Consolidated Engineering Company of Baltimore has secured the

contract to construct the army cantonment at Charlotte. N. C, this being

the first Baltimore concern to get one of these contracts. The canton-

ment is to house 25,000 national guardsmen, and the contract calls for

about $2,000,000. The company has at present 4.000 skilled laborers In

the South, it is said, and they will be utilized in the construction work.

S. S. Mann of the Mann & Parker Company, wholesalers in hardwoods,

is back from a trip of several weeks down South, which took him into

North Carolina and Georgia. Mr. Mann went in search of stocks and
came back with the information that dry lumber at the mills is very scarce

and that practically none Is to be had. Mr. Snyder, of the same company,

started South today, and will also endeavor to , take up supplies, Mr.

.Mann having placed a number of orders.

=-< COLUMBUS >-
The building of the groat aviation camp at Dayton, C, is progressing

rapidly and is a triumph to the lumber industry in every way. To
build the camp in such an absurdly short time in strict accordance with
the government specifications has called fortii the best in the lumber-
men, and the manner in which they have rallied to the work has been
marvelous in many ways and indications point to the completion of the

camp on schedule time. ,S. S. King, president of the Dayton Lumber
Tr.ade Exchange, and also of the Dayton Lumber and Manufacturing
Company, is at the head of the project. The camp is located on the

grounds controlled by the Miami Conservancy Board, who offered the

ground to the government. The hangar capacity of the field will be 240

flying machines. Quarters for men and offlcers will not be shacks but
well constructed wooden structures with double floors. They are to be
covered on the outside with shiplap sheathing and heavy building paper.

The interior is to be covered with matched and dressed siding. In

order to save time the interior is to be lined with plaster board.

In Cleveland ugly apartment houses are under the ban. They are a
Jangling discord in the city beautiful idea, twenty-five "sixth city"

architects and builders declared at a recent meeting. At a meeting- of

the medal awards committee of the Chamber of Commerce city plan
commission it was decided to put forth every effort to make new apart-
ment houses in Cleveland things of beauty as well as utility. The
committee outlined a plan to make competition keen among owners,
builders, architects and designers. F. H. Chapin. chairman of the

committee, said that plans are being made to colors and building mate-
rials with the aim of making Cleveland one of the most architecturally

perfect cities in the country.

Elmer Ritter, a superintendent of one of the divisions of the W. M.
Ritter I..umber Company, located at Ashevllle, N. C, was married in

Columbus to Miss Mary Breese, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Breese,
Columbus, O.

The Ohio Lumber Company recently began a wholesale business at

Youngstown with D. A. Frampton as proprietor.

The All.vn Lumber Company, Cleveland, h.as been succeeded by the

Allyn Hammond Lumber Company.

The Richwood Lumber Company, Richwood, has been incorporated
for $10,000 by Peter Kuntz, Sr., Peter Kuntz, Jr.. Martin C. Kuntz, J.

A. Payne, Louis C. Klipstine and E. R. Klipstine.

The Lee Mendenhall Company has been incorporated at Cincinnati

for $,'5,000 to deal in hardwood floors. The incorporators are Lee Men-
denhall, Martha Mendenhall, Lloyd Baker, Harry Metzel and Kathryn
Sahnd.

The membership committee of the Columbus Lumbermen's Club, con-
sisting of W. L. Wliitacre, John R. Gobey. H, S. Callahan. Seymour
Brown and Albtrt Legg, has been working hard to get all retailers,

wholesalers, tra\ olers and commission men into tlie club. Its efforts

have met with '"onsider.able success and now a large majority of th©
lumber trade in the buckeye capital is identified with the organization.

A mass meetln.? is to be held soon at the club rooms to welcome new
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members and arrange for the opening: of a restaurant in connection with
the club rooms.

J. C. Marshall, secretary of the Columbus Lumber Exchange, is soon

to start a publicity campaign to educate the building public in the use

of mill construction in factory buildings. Data and figures will be pro-

duced, showing the many advantages to be gained by using mill construe-

tiou in certain classes of buildings.

K. W. Ilorton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company, reports a good
demand for hardwoods with prices continuing firm in all grades. Buying
on the part of the factories is the best feature of the trade. Shipments
are coming out better as the result of an improvement in the car supply.

Retailers are buying only in limited quantities.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company reports a better demand for

West Virginia hardwoods with prices remaining strong in every partic-

ular.

H. D. Brasher of the H. D. Brasher Lumber Company was called to

.\labama on business about the middle of July. He is engaged in operat-

ing several mills in that section.

-< CLEVELAND y-
The steamer D. W. Mills of the Mills Carleton Company, arrived from

Duluth with lumber July 6.

Aimer G. Webb, secretary of the West Virginia Timber Corporation, tooli

a ten days' ^-acation in the Canadian woods.
Garfield Tark, south of Cleveland, was the place of the outing of the

Cleveland Lumber Club, which was held July 7, under the direction of

Arch C. Klumph, A. C. Teare and other members of the committee.

C. A. Moore of the Federal Box Company spent his three weeks' vaca-

tion at Lake Wawassee, Ind.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >-

O. D. Haskett of the O. D. Haskett Lumber Company, who was chair-

man of a committee of Indianapolis retail lumbermen which headed a gen-

eral buying movement to provide lumber for construction work at Fort
Benjamin Harrison, reports that the government demand for that army
post has been filled. Approximately 6,000,000 feet of dimension stock was
shipped to the government reservation and army officials as well as mem-
bers of the construction company that had the contract have praised

the work of the Indianapolis lumber trade in making prompt deliveries.

As far as could be learned, the government was not called on at any time
to request railroads to make preferred shipments.

W. F. McKnight, a salesman for the William F. Johnson Lumber Com-
pany, saved three persons from drowning in White river north of Indi-

anapolis recently.

The McGregor-Phillips Manufacturing Company, of Terre Haute, Ind.,

has changed its name to the Phillips Brothers Mill and Lumber
Company.
The Stork Furniture Company of Evansville, Ind., has filed preliminary

articles of incorporation.

The Pierce Furniture Company's plant at Anderson, Ind., was unroofed
during a storm last week. The damage amounted to several hundred
dollars.

O. D. Haskett, president of the O. D. Haskett Lumber Company, Indi-
anapnlis. has been appointed chairman of the industrial committee of the
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce.

=-< EVANSVILLE >-=

Daniel A. Wertz of Maley and Wertz, hardwood lumber manufac-
turers, and former president of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club, in

company with his wife and daughter. Miss Aubrey, has grone to Bay
View, Mich., where they will spend the balance of the summer.

J. C. Greer of the J. C. Greer Lumber Company returned a few days
ago from Tennessee w^here he inspected the company's stave mills at
Louise, Cumberland Furnace, and Lone Oak, Tenn. All of these
large plants are being operated on full time. The factories turn out
staves for tobacco hogsheads. Mr. Greer says that the tobacco crop
in both Tennessee and Kentucky is quite promising and that planters
are expecting high prices for their weed.
Frank M. Cutsinger, president of the Evansville Band Mill Company,

returned a few^ days ago from a business trip to Florida.
Mrs. Margaret E. Pound, aged seventy-six years, widow of the late

William C. Pound, died a few days ago at Lawrenceburg, Ind. Mrs.
Pound was a large stockholder in the Ohio Valley Coffin Manufacturing
Company at Lawrenceburg and was well known among the lumber
manufacturers and retailers of that section of the state. Her husband
was the president of the coflin company tor a number of years. She
is survived by two sons and one daughter.

D. B. MacLaren of the D. B. MacLaren Lumber Company, has re-
turned from a trip on the road and reported business conditions coming
along all right. Mr. MacLaren thinks that the lumber manufacturers
of the central western states will enjoy a great boom in trade after
the war.
Building operations in Evansville are not so active this summer as

last, although the contractors and architects .say that there is a good

deal of building in sight for the balance of the summer and that they
expect to keep reasonably busy. Many of the towns and cities in

southern Indiana and western Kentucky are witnessing a good deal of
building this season. At Bicknell, Ind., a thriving mining city sixty
miles north of here, it is said that there is not a vacant house in the
town and that hundreds of houses are being erected.

Mayor Benjamin Bosse, president of the Globe-Bosse-World Furni-
ture Company, returned a few days ago from Chicago where he
attended the furniture market. Mayor Bosse reports nothing in the
trade situation that is discouraging to the furniture manufacturers.
The large furniture plants here continue to operate on steady time
as they have done for several months. Reports from the South and
Southwest say that trade conditions are promising and things look
good for fall and winter. Most of the w'ood consuming plants in

Evansville are running on full time. Plow manufacturers have had a
splendid year and their business has been unusually good since April.

Thomas Kinder, aged twenty-six years, owner of a large sawmill and
dealer in lumber at Mt. Olive near Bedford, Ind., was seriously injured
recently when he had trouble, the authorities say, over lumber meas-
urements with Benjamin Stapleton, aged fifty years. It is alleged
that Kinder was struck over the head wuth a heavy club and his skull
was fractured. He may not recover.
George O. Worland, president, and Mertice E. Taylor, secretary of

the Evansville Lumbermen's Club, state that they expect an unusually
large attendance at the first fall meeting of the club which will be
held on the second Tuesday night in September. The meeting will be
held at the new Hotel McCurdy that was recently opened to the public.
Roth Mr. Worlaud and Mr. Taylor are conducting a quiet campaign
for new members and it is expected that several new faces will be
seen at the September meeting.
John C. Keller, traffic manager of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club

and traffic commissioner of the Evansville Chamber of Commerce, held
a meeting here a few days ago with the coal operators of the southern
Indiana field at which it was decided to protest to the Indiana Public
Service Commission over the proposed fifteen per cent increase in
freight rates.

Guild C. Foster, manager of the Evansville Carriage Woodstock
Company, has returned from a business trip to the East.

=•< MEMPHIS >-=

Excellent rains appearing in the entice Memphis and valley sections
have brought about distinct improvement in the crop outlook. These rains
have been heavy enough to insure a splendid yield of coru imi! to stimulate
development of other food stuff crops in a most satisfactory manner. They
have likewise been of material benefit to the cotton crop throughout the
valley and the outlook for this is now distinctly more promising than at
any time this season. Lumber interests are cultivating cut-over lands on
a large scale this season and they will profit directly by the improvement
now taking place. Hence their decided interest in the appearance of these
rains.

William Pritchard, president of the Pritchard & Wheeler Lumber Com-
pany, recently incorporated here with a capital of $300,000, reports that
the band mill being constructed by that firm at Wisuer, La., will be
ready for operation between Sept. 1 and Sept. 15. Charles G. Kadel,
general manager of the company, is at Wisner superintending the installa-

tion of the machinery, part of which was bought new and part of which
has been previously used. As soon as the company completes the con-
struction of this plant it will proceed with the building of another band
mill and re-saw at Bruin Lake where the other timberland holdings 9f

the firm lie. .\ veneer plant is to be constructed at one location or the
other. The company has not decided Just which will be most available.

Lumber interests having mills and woodworking enterprises on Wolt
river, in North Memphis, are very much pleased with the announcement of

the Mississippi river commission that steps will be taken immediately
looking to the keeping open of the harbor of Memphis. There is a big sand
bar or mud bank in front of Memphis and this threatens to close the
mouth of Wolf river through which the interests referred to secure their

principal supplies of logs and other rough material. Three suction dredges
have already been placed in operation and large dippers will be installed

in the immeiliate future with a view to insuring the continued use of

Wolf river. In appealing to the commission the point was emphasized
that entrance to Wolf river was threatened and that this would be a
particularly unfortunate development in view of the large contracts for

government now being filled by mills and wood working enterprises along

that stream.

The Jorgensen-Bennett ^Manufacturing Company has recently filed ap-

plication for a charter under the laws of Tennessee, with domicile at

Memphis and with capital stock of $23,000. H. J. M. Jorgensen and
E. T. I'ennett. both of whom have been conspicuously identified with the

hardwood trade of this city and section for a number of years, are among
the principal stockholders.

Box manufacturers here report a continued active demand for their

output. "We are running everything in the way of saw mill, veneer plants

and box factories on full time," said a prominent manufacturer today,

"and, if we were able to secure more cottonwood and gum lumber, we
would have every one of our plants going on double time. We are running

our box factory at Vicksburg and the big band mill at that place twenty-
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three out of every twenty-tour hours, anil even with this condition, we are

not able to keep up with all of our orders. Offerings of gum in the open

market are quite scarce and so far as Cottonwood in the lower grades is

concerned, it can scarcely be said to exist at all so scarce is it." Demand
for both sawn and veneered shooks appears to he coming from practically

every source and there is nothing to indicate that there will be any slow-

ing down in the call for these products. Trices are on a very satisfactory

plane and box manufacturers have little of which to complain beyond the

fact that there is a scarcity of the material used In their plants.

Reports from Mississippi Indicate that a number of the hardwood mills

in that state cutting ash are finding an exceptionally large demand there-

for for use in the manufacture of aeroplane frames and other parts.

Similar reports are received from some of the firms at Memphis making a

specialty of this particular wood. The call appears to be partii'ularly

active for stock ly^ inches thick and 12 to 14 feet in length. Some of

the manufacturers of veneers here reported some time ago that they

were receiving orders for ash veneers for use in aeroplane manufacture

and that there were inquiries also for Cottonwood veneers for the same

purpose.

=-< NASHVILLE >-=

Charles M. Morford, formerly president of the Nashville Lumbermen's
Club, but now of McMinnville, Tenn., because of his knowledge of the

lumber trade, has been appointed to a position in the government bureau

of supplies and accounts at Washington to give expert advice in the pur-

chase of lumber supplies for the navy. Mr. Morford will advise with the

purchasing officials about grades, quality and kinds of lumber, market con-

ditions In the trade, where to buy, who can deliver the goods and other

technical questions. Mr. Morford was formerly a large hardwood operator

in Nashville, and was also connected with several manufacturing concerns

and was very popular with local lumbermen.

Houston & Liggett Company of Lewisburg, Tenn., has been incorporated

with authorized capital stock of $100,000. C. C. Houston, W. G. Liggett

and others are incorporators, and the purpose is to manufacture pencils

and cedar products.

Highland Coal & Lumber Company of Nashville has Increased Its cap-

ital stock from .$25,000 to $250,000. The company is composed of W. V.

Davidson and others, and was organized for development purposes.

There has been considerable activity in organization of new companies
In this territory, the following being noted : Sea Bird Timber & Logging
Company, Nashville, capital $150,000, organized by M. P. O'Connor, W. A.

Webster and others ; San Juan Timber Company of Nashville, capital,

$17.").000, organized by same as foregoing; Jorgonsen-Bennctt Company of

Memphis, capital, $25,000, organized by H. J. M. Jorgensen, E. T. Ben-

nett and others ; Cockrum Lumber Company of Knoxville, organized

by W. A. Cockrum and others.

=-< LOUISVILLE >
While residence and commercial building operations have not been

up to normal in Louisville there has been a good demand from out

in the state, but the feature of the local lumber demand has been the

heavy orders handled in connection with the military camp at this

point. Many of the retailers sold their stocks almost clean to job-

bers who managed to get together enough material to supply the early

orders for lumber at the camp, but the big orders placed with the

Emergency Bureau are now coming in fast enough to keep the con-

tractors going. However, special stock and a few odd cars here .ind there

are being purchased, and some of the hardwood operators have been
so busy supplying this lumber that they have not had much time to de-

vote to the lines specialized in. The cantonment demand has been the

big interest with all of the local handlers of soft wood tor some weeks,

and in addition to the government orders the Southern Railroad is

planning to erect warehouses close to the camp grounds, and the Y. M.
C. A., will erect an auditorium and a number of frame buildings inside

of the camp.
One of the few slumps encountered in the general demand for hard-

woods has been in flooring manufacturing where the demand has been
curtailed somewhat due to the slump in building operations. Quartered
oak is stronger in price, due to a short supply, many manufacturers
having curtailed this season.

In an effort to get construction work and building moving at normal
pace the Louisville lumbermen along with the architects, engineers and
general building trades have undertaken a campaign to offset the fatal

economy idea which appears to be imbedded in the mind of the person
figuring on building residences, etc. Alfred Struck of the .\lfred Struck

Company, lumber dealers and contractors, and Capt. B. B. Davis,

architect, are among the leaders in the movement, which has resulted

in several meetings of the allied interests, and a campaign to show the

consumer that building matej^als will be in such demand after the

close of the war that prices will hold up. It seems that everyone is of

the opinion that property erected at this time will never be worth what
It cost. The need for construction work for normal pursuits is In

reality as great now as It ever was. but has almost been eliminated with
the result that when peace is declared the domestic and foreign demand
for materials wilt probably be so great that prices will be even higher

than ,Tt this time. "The Biiy-a-Home" movement cost the local inter-
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est a great deal of money, but did not bring much in the way of results.

Machinery is now being installed in the plant of the Kahler Manu-
facturing Company at New Albany, which was destroyed in the cyclone

of March 21. The new plant is somewhat larger than the former one,

and is being equipped with the most modern machinery for making auto
bodies and woodwork.
The Old Hickory Novelty Company, is a new handle manufacturing

concern which will operate at Stephensport, Ky., with its office at Hard-
insburg. W. E. Foster and J. L. Ferguson are behind the company,
which has secured a tract of hickory which will last them about five

years. Machinery is now being installed to finish handles at the

rate of a car a weeli.

The property of the Say Lumber & Coal Company, in Wolfe County,
Kentucky, has been taken over by the newly organized Bluegrass Oil

Company, a producing concern of Winchester, Ky., in which F. W.
Mowbray and E. O. Robinson, large timber and lumber dealers and
manufacturers of Cincinnati are stockholders. The new company has
just been organized. Mr. Robinson and Mr. Mowbray are connected
with the Mowbray & Robinson Company of Cincinnati, which has
large interests in Kentucky timber lands.

At Scottsville, Ky., the Wood-Mosaic Company of New Albany, has
erected a small lumber plant to work up the timber on the recently

purchased tract, and is now shipping lumber to its yards at New Al-
bany and at 'Highland Park.
Some big developments are planned by the Harlan-Knox Coal &

Lumber Company, recently organized to market timber in Knox county,

Ky., and coal from Harlan, Ky. The companies main office is at

Pineville, Ky., and is in charge of A. C. Caruthers.

=< LITTLE ROCK >=
The Griswald Cedar Factory, at Cotter, Ark., last week started opera-

tions after having been closed down for a year. This factory manufac-
tures rc<lar lumber, (limon?inn shuli and pencil slats.

The t.'bkago Veneer Company iiccntly filed a copy of its cbnrtei wllli

(he secretary of state of Arkansiis. John W. Newnjan, an attorney al Lit-

tle Rock, is named as the company's agent for service in Arkansas.
The T. S. Graysnn Luml)er Company of Finns, Quachita county. Ark..

has lileO a ccrtillcate with thn secretary of state of Arkansas, announcing
the surrender of its '.-liorter.

The Ohio Lumber (,'cm|inny of Donuldsun, Ark., last week filed artides of

Incorporation with a capital stock of .|20,000. of which $18,200 has been
subscribed. The officers and incorporators are : Wm. J. Baldwin, presi-

dent : W. W. Vosbnrgh, vice-president, and Harvey E. Webster, secretary-

treasurer.

The Liberty Lumber Company of St. Louis, Mo., has filed a certified

copy of its charter and has been granted permission to ttansact business
in this state. J. F. Bibb of Willow, Ark., has been named as the agent
for service in Arkansas.

Forest Supervisor C. A. Clark of the Ozark National Forest, whose head-
quarters are at Harrison. Ark., has recently spent several days in southern
Arkansas in the interest of recruiting the Forest Regiment. Hot Springs
county is said to have furnished a larger quota of high-class men for this

regiment than any other county in the state. At Malvern twenty-six
skilled lumberjacks, mill men and auto truck drivers were recruited for

the Forest Regiment, into the unit known as the Tenth Engineers. Na-

tional Army, and are to be transported to Fort Leavenworth, Ivan., at
once for military training. Among the men who enlisted at Malvern is

J. B. Woods, who is well kaown in lumber circles. He has been commis-
sioned as first lieutenant and will rcimrf to Washington. D. C. at once.

=-< WISCONSFN >.=

The Automatic Cradle Company. Stevens Point, Wis., has taken occu-

pancy of its new factory, which represents an investment of about .$1110,-

000. The former plant has been turned over to the Bukolt Mfg. Company,
of which J. J. Bukolt, head of the Automatic company, is president.

The sawmill, planing mill, warehouses and yards of the Gagen Lumiier
& Cedar Company, Gagen, Oneida county. Wis., were almost totally de-

stroyed by fire recently, with a loss of $50,000. It is likely that the com-
pany will rebuild at once.

The West Milwaukee car and locomotive shops of the Chicago, Milwau-
kee & St. Paul Railway Company are engaged in the production of l..jOO

gondola cars at the rate of five to si.x daily. A call has been issued for

500 additional woodworkers.
Jay Lett, river foreman of the Paine Lumber Company, Oshkosh, Wis.,

fias been recommended for the award of a Carnegie hero medal because of a
thrilling rescue he made a year ago of a party in a burning launch on
Lake Winnebago.
The Mohr Lumber Company, Tomahawk, Wis., is completing work on a

potash plant, which will use its own ashes and that of other lumber indus-
tries in the. vicinity.

Contracts will be awarded at once by the Silent Washer Company, for-

merly of Appleton, Wis., for the erection of its new an<l permanent works
at Clintonville, Wis. It will he -10x120 feet, two stories, and equipped
for manufacturing washing machines, both manual and power. Robert
Fischer is secretary.

The Jlonroe Woodworldug Ccunpany, Monroe, Wis., has been consoli-

dated with the new Wausau Wood Products Company, Wausau, Wis., ac-
cording to reports, and the equipment will be moved to Wausau immedi-
ately. Arthur W. Wenger, Monroe, becomes vice-president and manager
of the new company.
The Globe Shipbuilding Company, organized at Superior, Wis., in Feb-

ruary as a Wisconsin corporation with $00,000 capital, has re-incorpo-
rated under the laws of Delaware, with $500,000 capital. It is building
eight ocean-going trawlers for the Norwegian government. B. C. Cooke
is president.

The .into Body Manufacturing Company, Appleton, established a plant in
February, and is making plans for the erection and equipment of a new

E. A. Mercadal Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND COMMISSION
953 National Life Bldg., CHICAGO

Northern Hardwoods Southern Hardwoods

3 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. &
Better Birch

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. &
Better Birch

5 cars 1" No. 3 Maple
1 car 1 " No. 2 Birch

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Com. Oak
1 car 4/4 No. 2 Com. Oak

1 car 4/4 Fas Tupelo Gum
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common

Tupelo Gum
2 cars No. 2 Merchantable

Hemlock
2 cars 1x4 Merchantable

Hemlock Strips
1 car 1" Fas Basswood

Strips

WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter sawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAR
We mike a srecialty of GaW and Hickory Imple-
mtnl, Wagdn and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Vour I riq Ulrica lallclte d

ARLINGTON LUMBER CO., Arlingten, Kentucky

5775' in this
white oak

Lenox SawMillCo.
Mills: Lenox, Kentucky

Sales Office

American Lumber & Mfg. Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Soft Texture

KENTUCKY

WHITE OAK
& POPLAR
Chestnut, Beech, etc.

Band Sawn on our new Electric

mill out of the be^ timber ever

grown anywhere.
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We will give our be^

attention to service on

the following

DRY LUMBER
FOR

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

20IV1' 4/4"

50IVI' 5/4"

200M' 4/4"

BASSWOOD
80IVI' 5/4" Common and Better

BIRCH
lOOM' 4/4" No. I Common and Better

200M' 4/4" No. 2 and 3 Common
30IVI' 6/4" 1st & 2nd Unselected

No. 1 Common Red
ROCK ELM

Log Run

MAPLE
Log Run

4001VI' 4/4-6/4-7/4-15/8-2", No. 3 Common
50M' 2x6" Maple Hearts

RED OAK
70IV1' 4/4" No. I Common

PLAIN WHITE OAK
lOOM' 4/4" Log Run
lOM' 8/4" No. 1 Common and Better

QTD. WHITE OAK
701VI' 4/4" 1st and 2nds
I5M' 8/4" 1st and 2nds.

RED GUM
80M' 4/4" Common and Better

25M' 4/4" No. 2 Common
50M' 6/4" Common and Better

SAP GUM
lOOM' 4/4" Log Run
401V1' 4/4" 1st & 2nd, 13" & up

250M' 4/4" No. 1 and 2 Common

Northern stock can be surfaced and resawed if desired

At our Arkansas and Wisconsin

plants we are daily putting new stock

into piles, the quantity of which will

appeal to the caireful buyer.

THE

G. W, JONES
LUMBER CO.

Manufacturers of

Northern and Southern Hardwoods

APPLETON, WISCONSIN
SOUTHERN PLANT

Forrest City Mfg. Company, Forrest City, Ark.

factory during the fall anil winter. It will cost about .$33,000. C. C.

Seegar is manager.

The Langlade Lumber Company, .Vntigo, Wis., lost its roundhouse and

shops at Kass Lake. Wis., by tire recently. Immediate replacement has

been ordered.

The plant of the Sparta Sash & Door Company, Sparta, Wis., was
gutted hy tire last week, the loss of $10,000 being covere<l by insurance.

Temporary cjuarters have been leased pending reconstruction.

The L. O. Gildner Company, G13 Newhall street, Milwaukee, manufac-

turing special furniture, has awarded contracts for a one-story factory,

40x50 feet, costing $7,500 complete.

The Crocker Chair Company, Sheboygan, Wis., will install a large band

saw in its' mill at Antigo, Wis.

The Wisconsin Highway Commission, Madison, Wis., is taking bids for

furnishing 30,000 survey stakes for use on federal aid road surveys during

the next two years. John .V. Hazelwood is chairman.

The Brown Bros. Lumber Company, Rhinelandcr. Wis., has called for

redemption on Sept. 1. the series of bonds numbered 51 to SO, which ma-
ture Sept. 1, 1918, thus being a year ahead with jjayments.

The box and package factory of the Reynolds Preserving Company,
Sturgeon Jiay, Wis., has completed its season's work and the force has been

transferred to the canning factory.

The Omaha Land & Lumber Company, Milwaukee, has been organized

with $25,000 capital stock by Otto H. Schomberg, Richard Schomberg and
Frank Amlers, all of Milwaukee.

A first dividend of 5 per cent, amounting to $S04, and a second and
final dividend of 7 per cent, amounting to ?1,553. has been declared in

favor of creditors of the Schneider Furniture Company, North Milwaukee,

Wis.

The Wisconsin Carriage Company, Janesville, Wis., has changed Its

corporate style to Janesville Products Company and increased the capital

stock from .flOO.OOO to $130,000.

The Antigo, Wis., Electric Company is running three S-hour shifts, due

to the power demand from lumber industries of that city, and is using

"hog feetl" exclusively as fuel. The supply of this fuel is provided by the

Langlade Lnnd)er Company's big mill in Antigo.

The Chas. \V, l-'ish Liinibor i'onipany. Hirnamwood, lOlclio anil .Vntigo,

Wis., has taken off the night shift at the Birnamwood mill and released a

considerabh' number of men to the new sawmill at Antigo, which started

operations July 10.

Tlie Langlade Lumber Co., .Vntigo, Wis., expects to start operations at

its new planing mill on Aug. 1. The power equipment, developing 450
II. P., is now being installed. Between twenty and thirty men will be

employed in the planing mill and grain d()nr factory. Fred H. Shaw, for-

merly superintendent of the planing mill anil yards of the Hackley-Phelps-

Bonnell Conipati.\-. Phelps, Wis., is general snpcrintendenl of the Langlade
company.
A first and final dividend of 2V2 per cent amounting to $113(> has been

declared in favor of cretlitors of the defunct Brown i'abinct Manufacturing
Company. Milwaukee.
The Crocker Chair Company, Sheboygan, Wis., has resumed operations

after a ten-day recess during which inventory was taken and the plant

and equipment was given a thorough overhauling.

The l-'alls ^lanufacturing I'ompany, Oconto Falls, announces the ap-

pointment id" John P. Johnson as general woods foreman. Mr. Johnson
iias l)cen witli the company many years.

Leo SchiM-nhofen, a member of the Bissell Lumber Company, Marsh-
field, Wis., has been commissioned a captain of infantry and assigned to

command tin- new national guard comiiany organized in Forest county,
Wis., with headquarters at Crandon. Capt. Schoenhofen was active In

the national guard for many years, retiring several years ago with the
rank of captain.

The Could Manufacturing Company, Oslikosh. received a large contract
for the interior finish and millwork on the new $350,000 roundhouse
power plant, repair shop and service buildings being estaldisbtd in tne
Chase yards at .Milwaukee by the Chicago & North-Western Railroad
Company.
The Eclipse Home Makers. Inc.. Beloit. Wis,, will spend $1.01)0.000 in

the erection of 350 cottages for workmen emplo.ved in the Eclipse works
of Fairbanks, Morse & Co., at Beloit. A regular city will lie establLshcd
near the imiiiense engine and implement works.

B. J. Shaver, conservation warden of Ashland connty. Wis., has been
appointed recruiting olficer for the Tenth United States Reserve En-
gineers, .the new forestry regiment being raised for service in France.
Ashland comity expects to supply a complete company.

Ralph II. r.oynton, one of the oldest lumber and stave mill men of the
cimntry, celebrated his 100th birthday at his home at 578 Main street,

Oshkosh, Wis., last week. Mr. Boynton for many years resided at Pltts-
ville. Wis., being the first mayor.

Everard 1.. Ainsworth. assistant secretary of the Mississippi River Log-
ging Company, and Chippewa Lumber & Broom Company, Chippewa Falls,

Wis., died ai his home in that city on July 18. aged 65 years.
The Lipni:iM Refrigerator Car & Manufacturing Company. Beoit, capital

$500,000, on July 14 acquired a tract of 25 acres on the Rock river
at Bidoit, as :\ site for its proposed car and installation shops. The com-
pany will build complete "freezer" cars and also nuike Installations of Its

antimiatic luine circulation system of refrigeration in old cars.
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"In no instance that I can recall have we sold Interior

Finish for the Home, or Wallboard for any job, or Doors,

that the samples received from
you were not brought into use."

So said Mr. H. R. Ishcrwood, jormerly (ieiierul Manager of Sawyer Lumber Company,
Sawyer, IVis., now with The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association.

The day has gone by when the Uve retail lumber merchant
can sell just so much lumber at a price and let it go at that.

Price, delivery, courteous treatment are important, of course,

but they are taken for granted.

Lumber must give satisfaction in the finished job. If inferior finishing materials are used, if the wrong ma-

terials are applied, if lack of care or skill are shown in finishing the lumber—all of these things mean dissatisfaction

to the owner and, to an appreciable degree, they work to the disadvantage of the lumber dealer. The purchaser is apt

to assume that he was wrongly advised—that he was sold a wood that was hard to finish.

Department, Sawyer Lumber Co., Sawyer, Wis.

The Sawyer Lumber Co., Sav/yer, Wis., has a

STANPARD
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Listen to what Mr. H. R. Isherwood. formerly General Manager of that concern, said about the advantage to a lumber dealer in

being in position to show his customers how to correctly, beautifully and artistically finish the wood which he sells them. His letter is

a fine exposition of the advantages of a Bridgeport Standard Service Department to a Lumber Dealer who wants to break away from

conventional methods and do business on a modern Service Basis,

The Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.,

Xew Milford, Conn,
Gentlemen;

It is quite impossible for me to inform you of the benefits
finished with Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes which you
we have sold interior finish for the home or wallboard for an
and it is surprising the interest our customers take in havin
wood properly, and how easy it is to get them to carry out th
the opportunity of taking advantage of your proposition, if h
tion.

I hope in the near future to have a selection ofphotos of s

terial but the finished result. I wish to thank you again fo

carry out our ideas, which have been not only a direct bene

derived from the set of Model Morgan Doors and house tr m
furnished to us. There is no instance that I can recall where

y job, or doors, .that these samples were not brought into use,

g this opportunity of viewing the latest methods of finishing

ese ideas. There is no retail lumber dealer who would pass up
e only knew the advantages to be derived from such co-opera-

ome of the jobs which we have furnished, not only the ma-
r your excellent samples and co-operation in helping us to

fit to our customers but to our business as well.
Yours very truly,

SAWYER LITMBER COMPANY.
(Signed) H. R. Isherwood, General Manager.

After you have read this letter from a man who is enthusiastically making good on the SERVICE idea—why not a Bridgeport Standard

Service Department for you? It will mean increased lumber sales through satisfaction to lumber purchasers; a handsome profit on the

finishing materials; a boost to your business that will naturally come through furnishing service that lumber buyers in your territory

can get only from you. Our plan has the endorsement and co-operation of leading lumber associations.

w .
* 7p^'/^,j;f;^.-. ;

Authorities
on the Cor-
rect Finish-
ing and
Painting of
Woods;
Write Us
About Your
Problems

AMress, D. E. BREINIO, Freside nt

QTze IVRUDGEPOET WoodFinishing
cJVew o/^f'/forc/. Conn.
NEW YORK

6 East 59th Sti^et

BOSTON CHICAGO
i Portland Street 78 West Lake Street

T

Write today
and be
among the
first in your
locality to

take
advantage
of this

proposition
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PALMER & PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony
ENGLISH OAK
CIRCASSIAN WALUT

103 Mediord Street, Charlesiown Dist.

BOSTON, MASS.

F ME-CDC DOMESTICVENEERS HARDWOODS

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

WM. E. HILL CO.
KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW MILL MACHINERY
"The line that is imitated"

Jackfis, Kicktrs, Log Stops and Loaders, Niggeis, Sftani

I'eeds, Carriages, Live Rolls, Staam Jump Saws, Trips,

Edgers, Trimmers, Slashers, Concave Rolls, Conveyor

Dri\os, Circular Cut-Off Machines, Swing Saws, Drag

Saw Machines, Steam Dogs, Steam Splitters, Lalh Ma-

chinery, Vertical Automatic Engines, etc.

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

Z624-S4 COLERAIN AVENL'B

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible ouick delivery of anything In timber and hardwood
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Go;

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

W. K. Xitterauer. sales manager of the Munising (Mich.) sawmill, oper-

ated by the Cleveland CliCFs Iron Company, dropped dead while at work on

July 12. He was widely known in lumber circles of the upper peninsula

and northern Wisconsin, formerly having been with the Worcester and
Sawyer-Goodman interests.

Lieut. Grant Stephenson, son of ex-Senator Isaac Stephenson, Marin-

ette, Wis., has arrived safely in France, together with Curry S. Prescott,

Menominee, Mich. Lieut. Stephenson is second in command and Mr. Pres-

cott chief engineer of a United States scout patrol boat.

The Timberworkers' union at Marinette. Wis., and Menominee, Mich.,

has decided to make a demand for a straight raise of 2oc per day for all

members. Oominittees have been appointed to confer with the following

employers : Sawyer-Goodman Company, Wells Lumber Company, Spies-

Thompson Company. Bothwell Company, M. &. M. Box Company. Marinette-

Green r.ay Manufacturing Company, and the N. Ludington Company.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >
The Chkago market still somewhat feels the pinch of the furniture show

slackness, hut definite aligning of buying is being developed. Altogether

the tone in this market is not quite as cheerful as it has been, but the trade

at large is bearing in mind the extreme scarcity of dry stocks and there is

no disposition whatsoever to allow any inactivity of the moment to under-

mine the i-'encnil feeling of optimism. There have been no offerings of any
moment at receding prices, bargains consisting almost entirely of such
odils and ends as it was desirous to clean out to make room for new stocks.

About the only material coming from the mills which shows any decided

slackness is ilnojiug, which, because of poor building business is not rac^

ingout in aiiywbenjs near the tinantitlos that are desired.

=-< BUFFALO y
The hardwood market ia showing less activity than a few weeks ago,

iiud this to some extent is regarded as due to the season. Many buyers

are on vacations and pm-chuscs are being made only for immediate wants.

The building trade continues slow and few large structures are going up.

The furniture business has declined considerably from a short time ago.

The general fueling Is that trade may not revive very much for a short

time, but Iliat prices will remain strong becausu of the shortage of stocks.

The market at present Is holding quite firm.

Factory Ituying Is <m a fairly active scale and there is a good demand
for the low grades, while such stocks are difliciilt to procure, even at offers

of several dollars a thousand over the figures of a few months ago. Among
the scarce woods is sound wormy chestnut, which is advanced in price.

Oak, maple and cypress are among the woods most in demand. Stocks
are euming from the mill in a little better shape, but how long this im-

provement will last Is problematical and many look for a tightening of

cars when the crops begin to move and the government needs more equip-

ment.

Scarcely any hardwood have been coming in by lake during the past

season. The high freights and scarcity of vessels are the principal rea-

sons and the whole lumber movement by water seems likely to be on a
smaller scale than a year ago. A great deal of diliiculty is experienced
in gi'tting the men needed to load and unload vessels and during the re-

mainder of the season it is expected that this trouble will be greater
still. Many delays ensue in getting lumber to and from the boats. In some
such cases nf hold ups to the vessels litigation is started, but lumbr'rmen
generally reflect before hiring lawyers that these are war times, and that

many things are "out of joint."

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

There has been a decided lull in tuisiiiess with lumber wholesalers here
the past two or three weeks. In hardwoods it has not been noticed so

much as in the pines. There is, however, less business being booked and
the fact that new business for steel mills is also falling down, may l»e said
to have had some effect on the demand for lumber. There is still a fair

incpiiry from implement, vehicle and automobile concerns. The general

ilemand from the yards is very poor, and largely of the hand to mouth
variety. There is much less lumber being sold to retailers than three

months ago. A bright feature in the trade is the splendid inquiry for

low and medium grade stocks on hardwoods for mining purposes. Also,

there Is a fine demand for oak, especially in dimension stocks, and the

prospects are that these will keep up right along. Prices In general arc
fairly firm, jind may be expected to show little change during the npxt
few weeks unless the car shortage becomes extremely acute.

=-< BOSTON >.=

The hardwood situation in Xew Kngland has developed further

along the course which has prevailed during the past months, showing
hut few- striiidard features. Most of the dealers arc meeting the aV-

most impo.^sihle conditions by arranging for vacations on somewhat
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more extended scale than usual and in view of the transportation

shortage which is certain to become more intense in the fall, the trade

outlook points to an indefinite period of the current system of simply

doing a casual or opportunity business.

=-< BALTIMORE >•-

While the hardwood men, like other members of the lumber trade, are

having their difficulties with distribution and find it very hard to get cars,

especially now when the large government requirements receive first con-

sideration, the quotations continue to climb, and it appears to be largely

a question of ability to make shipment. Any seller who is in a position

to promise delivery can get almost any price within reason for stocks

that are actually wanted, and the interference with the movement has

been so great that nearly every user is out of hardwoods, so that it is

easy enough to find takers. Some almost fantastic prices are talked of in

the trade, and those dealers and manufacturers who manage to keep their

stocks moving in fairly good volume will be able to show larger earnings

than perhaps ever before in their history. But it is also realized that this

business rests upon a very uncertain foundation. No one is able to promise

that the trade will still be good two or three months hence. The effect

of conditions growing out of the war cannot be forecast even by the most

experienced members of the trade. Those with the widest view profess

themselves unable to make any satisfying forecast of what may happen

in the near future. It is simply a case of going ahead from day to day

and taking advantage of opportunities while they present themselves.

The railroad car situation and other problems connected with the trans-

portation problem are said to be no nearer a solution than at any previous

time, and vexatious delays are being c^iperienced all along. Labor is

scarce and rates of wages are sufficiently high to make it certain that lum-

ber prices will not recede for the present. The high grade stocks appear

to be somewhat slow just now, but the lower grades are in very active re-

quest, and the figures on many of them, especially maple, are being marked

up at intervals, so that intending buyers will do well not to hesitate when
thej' receive quotations. While there are no exports except such as the

unavoidable necessities of the foreign governments render imperative, the

slack on this account appears to be taken up by the domestic demand,
which absorbs the output of mills, so that stocks everywhere, far from

accumulating, have undergone reductions. The dealers are on the look-

out for s\ipplies and are getting them in as fast as circumstances will per-

mit. At that the withdrawals from yards seem to run ahead of the re-

ceipts, so that stocks have diminished. One of the recent developments

in the hardwood trade was the receipt of some carloads of mahogany at a

local yard, and the latter was very glad to get them. Meanwhile the piles

of poplar, cypress and other woods are going down.

=< COLUMBUS >=
The hardwood trade in Ohio territory continues strong in every re-

spect. Buying on the part of factories^is active and the same is true of

retail buying. The best feature at this time is the factory demand, es-

pecially from box and implement concerns. Furniture factories are also

buying a little better than formerly and the tone of the market is gener-

ally good and prospects are considered bright.

Retail stocks are fairly good and dealers are following the policy of

buying only what is needed for the immediate future. Because of a bet-

ter .car suppl.v and less congestion on the railroads, shipments are coming

out better. Dry stocks in the hands of mill owners are not as large as

formerly as the movement from the mills is brisker. Certain items are

rather scarce but this only means in some of the lower grades.

Considerable buying for the factory demand is reported in the factory

sections of the country. Some of the manufacturing plants are laying in

a surplus to guard against an emergency. Others are only buying what is

necessary to keep their plants going. Government requirements are grad-

ually increasing on every hand. Collections are fairly good as money is

generally easy.

Quartered oak is strong and prices at the Ohio river are: Firsts ami
seconds, .f8S ; No. 1 common^ $58. There is a good demand for plain oak

stocks at former levels. In fact prices are strong all along the list and
every advance is towards higher levels. Chestnut is one of the strong

points in the trade. Poplar is strong, especially the lower grades. Ash
and basswood are moving well. Other hardwoods continue firm.

-< CLEVELAND >=
There is a constant demand for hardwoods in the Cleveland market and

prices are firm. Manufacturing requirements are strongest at the present

time, although the strength of the building market for hardwoods may be

indicated by the continued demand for oak and maple flooring. Hard-

woods have the advantage over other lumber in the building line in that

they are used largely in otherwise masonry buildings for floors, sash,

doors, and trim. This is especially true of apartment construction which

is always active in Cleveland.

Oak and ash are not only leaders in the building demands but are much
wanted for manufacturing purposes, including motor truck bodies and for

wooden shipbuilding. Ash is also much in demand for manufacturing

purposes.

Cheaper grades for shocks and cooperage arc baling a steady, normal

The following stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment
.1 4 Nn.
4 4 No.
5/4 No.
5/4 No.
3/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
8/4 No.
8;4 No.
4/4 No.
G/4 No.
8/4 No.

10/4 No.
4/4 No.
5/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
6/4 No.
4/4 No.

2 ponimon
2 Common
2 Common
3 Common
1 Common
1 Common
2 Common
2 Common
3 Common
2 Common
3 Common
1 Common
2 Ci-immon
2 Common
2 Common
3 Common
3 Common
3 Common
2 Common
3 Common
2 Common
2 Common

& Better ASH 15. 000-

& Better BASSWOOD 25,000'

& Better BEECH 150.000'

BEECH 340.000'

& Better BIRCH .55.00(1'

& Better BIKCH 58.000'

& Better BIRCH 28.000'

BIRCH 120.000'

BIRCH 12.IHI"'

& Better BIRCH 16.000'

BIRCH 10.000'

& Better HARD MAPLE 50.000'

& Better HARD M-^PLE.
& Better HARD JIAI'LE,.

& Better HARD SIAPLE.

,

HARD MAPLE
HARD MAPLE..
HARD 1L4PLE.

.

& BeUer SOFT ELM

.

SOFT ELM.

.

& Better SOFT ELM...
& Buttrr SlIFT HAPI.K

25,000'

IDEAL
HARDWOOD
SAWMILL

Are nutting iti pile every tnonth two and one-half

million feet of choicest Northern Michigan Hardwoods

Stack LumberCompany
MasonvUle, Michigan

YOU WANT WIDE STOCK-WE HAVE IT

Payson Smith Lumber Co
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

8 cars I 1/2" No. 3 Com. & Bet.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & BeL

SOFT ELM
I car 11/2" No. 2 & Bet.

1 car 1 Vz" No- 3 Com.
HARD MAPLE

2 cars 1" No. 2 & Bet.

2 cars I
" No. 3 Com.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

Southern Stock

RED OAK
3/4 Com. & Bet. Plain

4/4 No. 2 & BeL Plain

WHITE OAK
1 car 2" No. 2 & Bet. Plain

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

Northern Stock

BIRCH
3 cars.. I" Com. & Bet. Red
2 cars 1" No. 2 Com.
6 cars,

l!/2" No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars

.

1 car.

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony Bldg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

BCAUTirUL
WC MCAN THC OAK HOT TNK MUM,

PAreON'SIMITH LBR.'CO.
MtNNCAAOU*. MINN. 1
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Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
-We Manufacture—'

Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
He hare for finic 1 car :V FAS I'oplar ; 1 car k/h" (^Icar Sap
Voplar, 6 1o 2Jf" icide; 1 car Jf/Ji A'o. t Common Ash; 2 cars Jf/Jt
FAS .S'o/j Otim ; 1 car 5--'t FAS Plain Red Oak. drt/, 2 cars 6-4
FAS Plain Red Oak, dnj : 1 car J,/J, So. 1 Common Qid. Red Oak.

At Two Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

are holding back
is the leader in

BLISS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARKANSAS

MANUFACTURERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior
Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.

As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

No mattei^ where,
if there is timber there,
Lacey & Company knows all

about it and can tell you—can
offer you a buy or a buyer or
show you why there is neither.

James D. Lacey & Com-
pany deals in satisfactory trades
and solid facts only. 37 years
in business.

Send for our interesting booklet.

CIIIOAOO SEATTLE NEW ORLE.INS
1750 McCormick Bldg. 626 Henry Bldg. ISIS Wliitney-Central BUg.

ilemand. in spite of the tact that the manufacturers
and only l>uying for immediate needs. Oil cooperagt

this flekl.

A sudden tightening of all hardwood markets was the result of un-

favorable transportation conditions which became apparent about a week
ago. The last of the transit cars sent south by the Interstate Commerce
i'ommission had arrived in Cleveland and word came from the mills that

no more were to be had, and that increases in prices were contemplated
all along the line. On top of this came word of a car shortage on the

western coast, so that transit cars from that quarter, which had been
coming in in sufficient quantity to weaken the market, immediately
jumped to a premium.

Water transportation on the Great Lakes, which is usually looked to to

ease any transportation situation, is already overloaded, and only those

lumber shippers who own their own boats or have been able to charter
one for the season are getting satisfactory results from this quarter.

In Cleveland, while some stocks are quite large and others are rapidly

being exhausted, all are being closely held, as dealers <lo not know how
long it will be before new stocks will arrive in sufficient quantities, to

keep the market on an even keel.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
There is loss activity iu tlic hanhvood market than there has been in

many months, but despite this faet the ilemand is good for this season

uf the year. liuiUHng operations have been curtailed somewhat on account
of the high cost of materials and the scarcity of labor, but the retail trade

declares it is well satisfied with the demand. •

The heaviest demand now comes from consuming plants, especially those
which are ilealing or expect to deal iu supplies for the government. Ve-
hicle manufacturers, car building and repairing concerns, and manufac-
turers of motor trucks and farm iimchinery are active buyers, and are

laying up larger surplus stocks than usual. The demand from furniture

companies is strong, hut the call is not as insistent as it was two
months ago.

Wholesalers in this market report that there is a general tendency to

build up surplus stocks, and several large retailers say they intend to

build up their yard stocks far above normal. The present free movement
cif cars is not expected to continue when the grain crops of the middle
west begin to move, and many lumbermen expect more stringent car sliort-

age conditions to prevail during the early fall.

The sash and door trade reports a falling off in demand with the lull in

building operations which generally is expected during July and August.
The farm trade so far this year has been a negligible quantity. Crops
have selibtm been so late as this year, and the farmers are being kept busy
later than usual in handling the wheat and corn crops. The wheat crop
which now is being threshed, is of excellent (piality and the yield is

larger per acre than it has been for several years. These conditions

naturally cause the trade to expect a^ heavy demand on the farms later

iu the season.

Prices are steady in nil departments, and no price cutting is reported.

=^ EVANSVILLE >.=

The hardwood lumber manufacturers of Evansville and southwest-
ern Indiana report that their busine.ss has been exceptionally good for

July and it is believed that this month will bring in as large a volume
of business as the corresponding month of lltltJ. M.any of the large
up-town mills in Evansville have been closed, however, for the past
month, and the river mills are also shut down, but manfuacturers say
that in spite of this, orders and inquiries have been coming in very
nicely. Logs have been scarce for several weeks and the prices are
unusually high. The up-town mills depend almost altogether on
Kentucky and Tennessee for their logs and the men who get out
logs from time to time have been too busy with their crops to give
any attention to logs, which has naturally made a scarcity. The
river mills here get their log supply from points along Green river
and tributaries in western Kentucky and they have not been bothered
with a log scarcity. Maley & Wertz are cutting a tract of timber
near Daylight, Ind., and the logs are being hauled here by the com-
pany's teams. The same company is also cutting a tract eight or ten
miles west of here in Posey county and these logs, too, are being hauled
overland. Prices on hardwood lumber are remaining firm and it is

expected that prices on some grades will get even stifter before fall.

Ash. elm, hickory and plain oak have been in strong demand for some
time past. Cottonwood is also in good demand as this lumber is

being used in some instances in the place of quartered sycamore.
Walnut has Ijeen rather off for the past few weeks. Manufacturers
report that the demand for No. 2 beech is still strong because the
government is buying quantities of this lumber to make cots for
soldiers. Collections are good and the crop outlook for this section
is promising. Furniture factories continue to use a great deal of
gum and this lumber has been strong since the first of the year.
Retail lunibei- dealers say that trade, while not inclined to boom, is

fairly good and they are looking for a very nice fall business. In event
that the furniture factories keep running on full time, and it is be-
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lieved they will all the year, veneer manufacturers say they will enjoy

a nice increase in trade. General conditions in this section have been

good all year.

--< MEMPHIS >--

Tlu- hardwood market coutiiivii'S ciuito rirm and demand Is still reported

very satisfactory. There is talk in some quarters of a slight slowing down

in the call for some items on the hardwood list but as a general rule manu-

facturers and distributors alike say that demand is unusually well main-

tained for this time of the year and that there is nothing of which to com-

plain on the score of prices. There has been some improvement in the

car situation, with the result that deliveries of lumber in most instances

are being made with rather greater promptness though there are still de-

lays where mills are located on short lines. Logging is making better

progress and as a rule there are rather more cars available for handling

timber shipments.' As a consequence production of hardwood lumber is

perhaps gaining some as compared with the more recent rather small aver-

age ilaily output. There is a splendid call for gum in all grades though

low graile stock is the scarcest and the firmest. This is due to the big

call from the box manufacturers who are doing a record business and who
are having to use an exceptionally high percentage of gum because of the

shortage of low grade Cottonwood. The latter is very hard to tinil in the

open market and exceptional values are placed thereon by holders. Oak

is gaining in movement, especially in structural timbers, while the demand

for ash is usually active. Considerable quantities of this are wanted for

aeroplane parts. Hickory and elm are in good request and the movement

of cypress is reported unusually free for this time of the year.

=- < NASHVILLE >- ^
No important changes are noted in the hardwood trade in this market.

Business is of moderate voUnno, and prices rule very strong on the gen-

eral list. Building operations have been at a low ebb. which has given

a quiet tone to the retail trade. There has been some improvement in the

car situation, but this continues to be one of the main factors of trade,

as it has been difficult to get any shipments to the eastern territory. Lum-
ber concerns are greatly interested in the government plans, and the ex-

pectation of demands for government cantonments and shipbuilding is

probably the main influence in holdin;.' thf market firm.

=< LOUISVILLE y.
While June was a busy month. July is going it one better in this

district, and the usual July slump has failed to materialize. The de-

mand for all grades of lumber is unprecedented, and operators are so

Lusy selling stock that they are not accumulating much surplus. The
car situation is much better and both inbound and outbound shipments
are moving fairly well, although regulations relative to using coal

cars for- lumber are expected to handicap some southern shippers who
depend largely on such. cars. Orders are coming plentifully from
almost every class of consumers, the furniture demand having im-

proved, especially for such woods as walnut, gum, and poplar. The
government is buying oak in large quantities for ."shipbuilding and other

work, and pine for camp construction. Manufacturers of trucks, au-

tomobiles, wagons etc., are buying hickory, ash, elm, gum and oak in

quantities, and the wheel manufacturers are also active buyers, with
' the result that all thick stocks of tough textured woods are in big de-

mand. Walnut for gunstock and aeroplane manufacturing is brisk, it

being reported that some prime walnut for aeroplane work recently

sold at $350 per thousand, vi'hile inch common chestnut has sold at

$40 Louisville; inch Is and 2s plain red gum, $60 at mill, and two inch

quartered sap gum at $35 mill. Everything is selling freely and present

market prices are unprecedented, but are expected to go higher. It

is said that the labor situation will force prices up somewhat as

labor is very scarce, and some mills are unable to run to capacity, and
are accumulating log stocks as a result.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
The hardwood production of northern Wisconsin continues to grow week

by week as the result of the addition of a number of important new mills

to the active list. It is contidently expected that when the season comes

to a close, the total output will be found to be the largest in at least live

j'ears. If the labor situation were more favorable, the record doubtless

would still further be broken. The car situation is still in unsatisfactory

shape, but shows some improvement. This applies, however, only to the

northern Wisconsin producers, as receivers of hardwoods from the West
and South complain that they are unable to get deliveries of more than a

small percentage of their requirements. So far as new construction is

concerned, the volume of building is smaller than a year ago, but It must
be remembei-ed that 1916 was one of the best years in history and it would
require a great deal to maintain a similar record in such times as the pres-

ent. The general price lists have seen further advances, but buying goes

on merrily because of urgent neetls. Furniture and chair factories are

working at a capacity that is limiteil only by the supply of hibor. Thou-
sands of freight cars are being built in and around Milwaukee, and a gen-

eral survey of the situation shows that while the demand for hardwood
in snnu' lines has fallen off. it is more than compensated for by the re-

quirements of other lines.

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

I Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

i OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Texture |

MADE (MR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
E We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of =
E our own manufacture, from our own tim- s
E ber grown in Eastern Kentucky. E

I PROMPT SHIPMENTS =

i The MOWBRAY I

I & ROBINSON CO. I
— (incorporated) =

I CINCINNATI, OHIO |
TJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertlsements will be Inserted In this sec-

tion at the following rates;

Fop one InsertVon 25c a Ifne
For two Insertions 40c a line
For three Insertions 55c a line
For four Insertions 65c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one lin*.

Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
sextra charges for copies of paper containing
tb« advertisement.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—BUYER AND INSPECTOR
Acquainted with West Virginia and Oiiio Ijickory

producers. Must be strictly sober and energetic.

Good references required.

. Address "BOX 72." care HARPwonn REConp.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED
CHERRY LOGS AND LUMBER

WARREN ROSS LUJIBER CO., Jamestown, N. 1.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOQS.
500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at
shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HAKTZELL. Plqua. Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION
As desired, Hemlock and Hardwood. Northern

Wlaconsin. No Commission. Address LAND
COMMISSIONER, Soo Line. Minneapolis, Minn.

4860 ACRES FINE HARDWOOD
Land for sale. Borders Tombigbee River, naviga-
ble the year round, 1% to 3 miles L. and N. R, R.
Timber Oak, Gum. Ash, Cypress, Elm, Beech imd
some Pine. Fine location for hardwood mill.

Other tract borders. Land is very fertile and
productive. Price .$7.5.000 : 14 cash. I will sell

timber without land, price $4."),000 cash ; 12 years
to remove. Middleman need not answer, (i. B.
EVINGTOX. OWNER. Oak Chia. Ala.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATINU

THOS. J. MCDONALD.

Forest Engineer,

Eut Tennessee Bank Bldg.,

Knoxville. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Sanborn & Gearhart.

Aebevllle, N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engtuei-,

158 Fifth Avenue, New Tork, N. V

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED—BOX LUMBER
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 in White Pine, Yellow Pine, Pop-
lar, Basswood, Chestnut, Spruce or Hemlock,
both rough, dressed and resawn. AMERICWN
LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.

MANUFACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We are always in the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mail us your price and
stock lists. R. H. CATLIN CO.

Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for 4/4 Is & 2s and 4/4 Select Cypress. THE
WALNUT LUMBER CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

WANTED—WHITE PINE
Log run, all thicknesses. Send us your list of

dry stock and best cash prices. .\MERIC.\N
LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—OAK. ASH & HICKORY
l'/.>, 2, 2y», 3 & 4" Indiana. Ohio or Michigan
preferred. JOHN I. SHAFER HARDWOOD CO.,

South Bend, Ind.

WANTED BIJVCK WALNUT
1" thick, 1x8" and up wide by S' and over long

in 1 & 2s also selects. In lots of 500 ft. or more.

Pay cash. E. L. EDWARDS LBR. CO., Dayton,

O.

WANTED
White Oak timbers, also all grades of White and
Red Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, etc. Send us ycjur

stock list and prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG.
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—WHITE ASH
1" to 4" in thickness, all grades. Will pay cash

and inspect at mill.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

CLEAR DIMENSION STOCK
PLAIN WHITE OAK

2"x4i^"x44"

lH"xl%".x37"
2"x2"x40"

HARD OR SOFT MAPLE
I"x5"xl7"
l"xG"xl7"
l"x2H"x20"
lV4"x3%"xl9"
lM!"x2i4"xl8M!"

%"x5"xl7"
%"x6"xl7"
%"x2V6"x20"
%"xSi4"xl9M!"
?i"xcy4"xl5"

PINE, HEMLOCK, BASSWOOD, POPLAR.
GUM, SOFT MAPLE

18", -22%, 23%. 25, 25%, 51%, 55%".
4"x26%".
WISCONSIN CABINET & PANEL CO..

New London, Wis.

LUMBER AND LOGS
Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the

entire cut of several mills in Gum, Oak. Ash and
Maple and wagon material at fair market prices

and advance money on stock In pile. Will fur-

nish capital to help finance .vour buslnes^; .m deal

covering several years. Address "BOX :'>," care

Hahdwood Recohd.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—ITALIAN WALNUT
soon' i4"sclccto.l. G. W. MUltlt.^Y CO. LTD.,
Market St., E. Winnipeg.

FOR SALE—BIRCH.
2 cars 10/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars 12/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

5 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

Send us your inquiries.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St.",

Buffalo. N. Y.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE.
1 ear 2x2—40" clear dry Gum, Oak & Ash,

50% Gum with 25% 2%x2i^—10".

1 car 2.\2—28, 30 & 32" Clr. dry Ash with some
2V4x2Vi's, mostly 32's.

Write for delivered prices.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE
Approximately 25,000 pieces of li'sxl>5s-42". 44"
and 55" long, clear dry hard maple siiuares.
Mostly 42 and 44" lengths. We could make im-
mediate shipment of this stock and would be
pleased to receive your inquiry.

THE STEELE-ALDERFER COMPANY,
(_'uyahoga Falls, Ohio.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED SEVERAL CARS
of squares l"xl"-42" long. Beech, Birch and
hard and soft Maple. INDIANA WOOD PROD-
UCTS CO., Spencer, Ind.

WANTED— BLACK LOCUST SQUARES
10 carloads No. 1 Com. & Btr., 1%" & l>,.ix22"

to 36". 2 cars per month. Quote price f. o. b.

mill or Chicago, III. rate.

AMERICAN LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
1%". 1%", 2" squares, 18", 19", 26", 30" lengths.

Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bllt Ave., New York. N. Y.

WANTED
2 1,4x2% -30" or 31" dry Oak Squares.

HAM MFG. CO., Franklin, Ind.

GRA-

Loai

Timlb^ A i. 1

1

We have internationally recognized

facilities based on 37 years' experi-

ence in timberland and lumber
matters. Long or short terms.

Amounts from $5t,000 up, as con-

ditions warrant.

I

JAMES D. f
I

1 /-^

acey |imber(o.

332 South }<Uchigan Avenue, Chicago
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TIMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—1800 ACRES
Gum and Oak timber in Arkansas ; $20 per aero.

Four miles from railroad, with logging road from
timber to railroad. Good location for mill. Good
place to buy logs, and splendid opportunity for

anyone wanting timber.

Also 4500 acres (largely oak) in Tennessee;
$10 per acre. This is a big bargain.

Address "BOX 75," care Hardwood Record.

I
MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 latest Improved Wickes No. 10 52" gang, com
plete with saws and filing equipment. 1 Kilgore

cant crane, steam board flippers, GOODMAN
LUJIBER CO., Goodman, Wis.

FOR SALE—25,000 CAPACITY
Saw and Planer Mill, all in good running

order. LONDON LBR. CO., Mist, Ark.

LOGGING EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
|

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
McGiCEert log loa.der, now standard gauge, will

change gauge to suit, engine 18x20 swinging

boom, loader first-class condition ; inspection in-

vited.
GREAT BARGAIN.

Guyan Machine Shops,

Logan, W. Va.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES |

WANTED—BAND MILL
To lease saw by thousand or buy, preferahly in
or near Cincinnati. Address "BOX 77," care
Hardwood Record,

WISCONSIN & NORTHERN R. R.

solicits correspondence with responsible lumber-

ing firms who are looking tor a sawmill location.

Territory carries enough virgin timber to supply

mills for several years. Choice sites ; good log-

ging conditions. For particulars write,

HARRY PETERSON,
Industrial Dept., Wis. & Nor. R. R. Oshkosh,

Wis.

^T If you are not a subscriber

^i^to HARDWOOD REC-
ORD and have a suspicion that

you would like to see a copy, it

is yours for the asking.

HARDWOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 1 & 2 C, white, 4/4", good wdth., 50%

14-16', 2 yrs, drv; NO. 1 C, brown, 4/4", good
wdth., 50% 14-16'. 2 vrs. drv. ATLANTIC
LUMBER CO., Inc., Buffalo, N. T.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pitt-sburgh, Pa.
NO. 2 C. white, 8/4, usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 vrs. dry, northern stock. BLAKESLEE.
PERRIN & DARLING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4 '4, 5/4, S/4, 12 '4. 16 4, 20'4. 24/4, G"

to 10"; FAS 10/4, 6" & wider, soft: FAS 4/4",
12" & wider; FAS 4/4" & 8/4, 10" & wider, 14'

& 16'; FAS 8/4", 12' & wider, 14-16'; FAS 10 '4
&12/4". 11" & wider; NO, 1 C. 4/4. 5/4, 6/4, 8/4.
10/4, 12/4, 16/4 & 20/4", 3" & up. DUDLEY
LUMBER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black, 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO.. Ft. Wayne. Ind.
FAS 6 4", 6" & up. 6 mos. dry; FAS 5/4", 6"

& up, 6 mos. drv; FAS 12/4", 6", & up, 6 mos.
dry; NO. 2 C. 8/4", 4" .t up, 10 mos. dry;CLR.
STRIPS 4/4", 3" to Wz", 6 mos. dry. THE
MOWBR.\Y & ROBINSON CO., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
NO. 2 C. 8/4, 10/4 & 12/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry. NICKEY BROS.. Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 4 mos.

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis, Tenn.
FAS, white, 4/4", 5/4, 8/4 & 16/4, 6" & up,

soft; FAS 5/4", 6" & up, 8' & 10'; FAS, white,
4/4", 5/4 & 8/4, 12" & up; NO. 1 C, white,
10/4", 12/4 & 16/4, reg. wdth.; NO. 1 C, white,
20/4", 8' loiig, bone drv. RIEL-K.ADEL LUM-
BER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 5/S". reg. wdth. & Igth., bone dry.

SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.

BASSWOOD
NO. 1 C. 4/4". good wdth.. 60% 14-16'. 2 yrs.

dry. THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

FAS 6/4", NO, 2 C. 5/4 & 6/4. BABCOCK
LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

IJ-fh., 1 to 2 vrs. drv. BT.AKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N, T.
FAS 4 4". -WILLSON BROS. LUJIBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

BEECH
LOG RUN S 4". THE ATL.VS LUMBER

& MFG. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
LOG RUN 4/4". WILLSON BROS. LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

BIRCH
FAS & NO. 1 C, white, 4/4", good wdth..

50';i 14-16', 2 vrs. drv. THE ATLANTIC LUM-
BER CO., Buffalo, N. T.

LOG RUN 4/4" & 8/4. THE ATL.AS LUM-
BF;R ^ MFG. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
FAS 5/4", 10 '4", 12/4: NO. 1 C. 5 4". BUF-

FALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.

CHERRY
FAS 4/4", good wdth.. ;0% 14-16', 2 yrs. dry.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. T.
CHERRY'
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUIVTBER

CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind. ^

CHESTNUT
SD. WORMY & NO. 2 C. 4 4". 6/4" & 8/4".

ATLAS LBR. & .ALFG. CO.. Cincinnati, O.
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", usual wdth. and Igth..

1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN &
DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 6/4". 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC., Buffalo. N. Y,
FAS 4/4 & 6/4", good wdths. and Igths., 6

mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". WILLSON BROS.

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHITTUM
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

COTTONWOOD
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO, 2 C, all 4/4", 4 mos.

dry. BROWN & HACKNEY, INC., Memphis.
Tenn.
BOXBOARDS, wide, 4/4": COM. 4/4". GAY-

OSO LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

CYPRESS
SHOP & BTR., drv, 4/4". GEO. C. BROWN

& C( 1., Memphis. Tenn.
SHOP 4 4". STIMSON VENEER & LUM-

BER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN (SO-90% NO. 1 C. & B.) 10/4" &

12/4. THE ATLAS DUMBER & MFG. CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 C. 6 4", 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC., Buffalo, N. Y.
LOG RUN 12/4". MEMPHIS BAND MILL

CO., Meniphis, Tenn.
N0.1 2 C. & BTR. 12/4". RIEL-KADEL

LUMBER CC)., Memphis. Tenn.
NO, 2C. & BTR. 12/4". RUSSE & BUR-

GESS, INC., Memphis, Tenn.

GUM—SAP
FAS 4/4"; NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4". THE ATL.VS

LUJIBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville, Ark.
FAS %", 13-17". 50% 14-16', 2 yrs. dry; FAS

5/S & 3/4, 18-21". 50f/<, 14 & 16', 2 yrs. dry. I!.

J. D.ARNBLL. INC., Memphis. Tenn.
COM. & BTR., Qtd.. 8/4" drv. GAYOSO

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO, 1 C, & BTR. 6/4". ME.MPHIS BAND

MILL CO., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 5/8". RUSSE & BURGESS, INC., Mem-

phis, Tenn.

FAS 4 '4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 3 mos. & over
dry. SWAIN ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 5 4". THE ATLAS LUM-

BER ,>t MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville. Ark.
NO. 1 C, 4/4", selected, figured. GEO. C.

BROWTSI & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4". RUSSE & BURGESS, INC.. Mem-

phis, Tenn.
NO, 1 C, & BTR, 5/4". STIMSON VENEER

& LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
NO. 1 C. &. BTR. 8/4". sap no defect, AT-

L.AS LBR. & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4 4" & 8 4. GEO. C.

BROWN & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C, 8 4"; FAS & NO. 1 C. 8/4",

sap no def. BROWN & HACKNEY', INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4" & 5/4. MAY BROS., Memphis,

Tenn.
FAS 8/4"; NO. 1 C. 8/4"; NO. 1 C, &. BTR.

12/4", sap no def.MEMPHIS BAND MILL CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
FAS FIG. 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;

COM. & BTR, 3/4 & 5/8", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

drv. NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", fig. RUSSE & BURGESS,

INC., Memphis, Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
LOG RUN 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 8 mos.

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS 4/4 & 5/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry:

NO. 1 C. 4/4-8/4", reg. wdth. & Igth. THE
DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chica.go, III.

FAS, NO. 1 C„ SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and rigured, Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO..
Chicago, 111,

MAPLE—HARD
NO. 1 C, & BTR, 4 '4, 6 '4, 8/4 & 12/4"; NO. 2

C. 4/4, 8/4 & 12/4". THE ATL.\S LUMBER
& MFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth., sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN * DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 5/4". BUFFALO HAJiDWOOD LUM-

BER CO., Buffalo, N. T.
ALL grades 4/4". WILLSON BROS. LUM-

BER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

{Continued on page 50)
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MAPLE—HARD (Cont'd)
NO. 1 COM. & BTR. 4 i & 5-4", good wtlths.

& Igths. ; NO. 2 C. <S, BTR. S/4". good wdths.
& Igths. KERRY & HANSON FLOORING
CO., Grayling, ilkh.

MAPLE—SOFT
NO. 2 COM. 4/4, 8/4 & 12/4"; LOG RUN.

12/4", Miss, stock. THE ATLAS LUMBER
& MFG. CO., Cincinnati. O.
NO. 2 C. 4/4", 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

INC., Baffalo. N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4". RIEL-KADEL LUM-

BER CO., Mempliis, Tenn.

MISCELLANEOUS
HARDWOOD, NO. 3 C. 4 4". WILLSON

BROS. LUMHER CU-. I 'itLsbui gh. Pa.

OAK—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 C. 4, 4". reg. wdth., 40',; 14 & 16', 4

mos. dry, AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG.
CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.
NO, 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., S to IS mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 & 2 C. 4 '4", dry; NO. 1 C. 5/4", dry.

GEO. C. BROWN & CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. V2" reg. wdth. & Igth,, 6-12 mos.

dry. R. J. DARNELL, INC., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 5/4". F. T. DOOLEY LUMBER

<'<•., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 5/4", 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO..

INC., Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 4/4", dry; COM. S/4", dry; COM & BTR.

16/4", green. G.VYOSO LUMBER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.
FAS 5/8"; FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 2 C. 4/4"; NO. 1 C. 5/S"; FAS 5/8". MAY

BROS., Mempliis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos. dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 4/4", IS mos. dry. JAS

E. STARK & CO.. Memphis, T.nn.
FAS & NO. 3 C. 4/4"; COFFIN BDS. 3/4", 10"

& up. STIMSON VENEER & LUMBER CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C, 3/4"; FAS 5/4"; FAS 4/4". 50% 14-

16' (en route), kiln dried. W. R WILLETTLUMBER CO., Louisville, K,\'.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO.. Bliss-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 4 4". F. T. DOOLEY LUMBER

CO., Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4" & 5/4, MAY BROS., Mem-

phis. Tenn.
FAS AND NO. 1 C. both 3/4". reg. wdth. &

Igth.. dry; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4". 2V'-3\i and
4-51/2. both reg. Igth., dry. NICKEY BROS.,
Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6

mos. dry. .SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO.,
Seymour, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth., 50% 14 & 16', 4

mos. dry, Ky. soft texture. AMERICAN LUM-
BER & MFG. CO.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

vllle. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 5/4", dry. GEO. C. BROWN & CO.,

Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 12/4". usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.

NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4 4" to 16 '4. BUFFALOHARDWOOD LUMBIOR CO., Buffalo, N Y
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. both 4/4". COULSON LUM-BER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. '/<". reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. drv.

R. .1. DARNELL, INC., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 8/4, 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO .

INC., Buffalo. N. T.

COM. 4/4" dry. GAYOSO LUMBER CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. S/4" St thicker, green. MAY

BROS.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 vr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knoxville. Term.
FAS 4/4", 6" & up, 10 mos. drv; SELECTS

4/4". 5" & up, 6 mos, dry. TillO Mo\\i;i!\Y
& ROBINSON CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FAS 4/4" reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. dry.
PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 4/4", 12 mos. dry. JAS. E.

STARK & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14-16'. W. R. WILLETT.

LBR. CO., Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
NO. 1 COM. 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 C. 3/S", reg. wdths., 50% 14-16', 3 vrs.

dry; NO. 2 C. 3/8", reg. wdth. & Igth., 3 vrs.
dry; NO. 2 C. 5/S" reg. wdth. & Igth.. yr. dry.
R. J. D.-VRNELL. INC.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4". 5 4 & 6/4; CLEAR STRIPS 4 4".

2M:-5^i., bright sap no def. ; COM. STRIPS 4 4".
2-4". F. T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO.. Memphis.
Tenn.
CLEAR FIG. 4/4", 2" to 5", 8 & up, IS mos.

dry. EVANSVILLE VENEER CO.. Evans-
ville. Ind.
NO. 1 C. S 4". MAY" BROS.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2'/." to 5y.".

HOFFMAN BROTHERS & CO., Ft. Wayne,
Ind.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 6/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1
yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville.
Tenn.

NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4". MEMPHIS BAND MILL
C'J.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 3/4. 4/4, 3/8 & 5/8". reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry; FAS 4/4", 12" & up, reg. Igth., dry; NO. 1

C. 1/:;, 5/8, 3/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;
COM. & BTR.. 1/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry;
CLEAR STRIPS, 4/4", 2M. 3 & 3V'-". ran.

Igth.. dry. NICKEY BROS., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 5 4", 111" a:- up. S mos. drv; CLEAR

STRIPS 5 4". 3"-5i/i", 10 mos. drv; NO. 1 C.
5/4", 4" & up. 10 mos. drv; FAS 5/4, 6" & up.
10 mos. dry. THE .MOWBRAY & ROBINSON
CO.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 8 mos. dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6 mos. dry; COM. STRIPS 4/4", 8

mos. dry. JAS. E. STARK & CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
SELECTS 4 4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4 4". 5 &

5^2". sap no def. STI.MSc pN VENEER & LUM-
BEi: CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
. NO. 1 C. 4/4" & 5/4. W. R. WILLETT
LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
TIMBERS, sound siiu.ire edged, wtlite, 10x10

& lOxl-xlo to 16'. AMERICAN LUMBER &
.MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS, NO. 1 C. <S. NO. 2 C. 4 '4", 5 4, G/4 &

s I; COM. & BTR., SD. WORMY 4/4" & 8/4;
COM. & BTR., SD. WORMY N/4", 10 4. 12/4
cSi 16,4, green. THE ATLAS LUMBER &
.MFG. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville, Ark.
NO. 2 C, 8/4". reg. wdth. and Igth.. 3 yrs.

dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville. Tenn.
CLEAR STRIPS & NO. 1 C. STRIPS, both

4 4"; NO. 1 C. 5 s". KUSSE & BURGESS.
INC., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS, plain, 3/S". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos.

dry. SWAIN ROACH LUMBER CO.. Sey-
mour. Ind.
ALL grades 4/4". WILLSON BROS. LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. S/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16'.

6 mos. dry, largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knox-
ville, Tenn.

POPLAR
NO. 1 C, NO. 2 C. & NO. 3 C, all 4 4" reg

wdth.. 60',f 14 >« 16'. 3 mos. drv. Kv. soft yel-
low. AMERICAN LUMBER & ivIPG. CO ,

Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 4 4" & 5/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO

I'ittstiurgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 6/4". 2 yrs. drv; NO. 1 C. 6xf," 1 yr

dry. G. ELIAS & BRO., INC.. Buffalo .\ T
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMANBROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up, 50'5'a 14 & Ifi'. 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville. Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdih. .and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 12/4". S" & up. 10 mos. dry. THE

MOWBRAY' & ROBINSON CO., Cin.Mi ..., t i, q.

FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS
4/4", 12" & up. 50% 14 & 16'. 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4". 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
M.s..\ LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.
FAS 12 4", reg. wdth. it Igth.. 6 mos. dry:

CLEAR SAP 4/4". 5" to 24", reg. Igth.. 2 to 6
mos. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO.,
Se\!nour, Ind.
NO. 2 C. 5 4". W. R. WILLETT LUMBER

CO.. Louisville, Kv.
COM. & BTR. 4 4". WILLSON BROS.

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4". usual wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD

LUMBER CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 4 '4 to S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.

THE DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago. 111.

NO. 2 C. 4/4", 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,
INC.. Buffalo. N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to S/4". HOFFTVIAN

BROS. CO.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/S to 8/4". verv dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago, 111.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.. 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.
NO. 1 C. 4 4". 4" & up. 10 mos. dry; NO. 2 C.

4/4". 3" * up. 10 mos. dl-y. THE MOWBIiAY'
& IIOBINSO.V CO., CinciiiTiati, Ohio.

FLOORING—MAPLE
PRIME l:! Ii;"x4". 1-I,16"x4"; FCTY. 1-5 16"

x2i,"; CLEAR 1-1 16"x2i4". 13 16"xni"; NO. 1

13 ir,"xl'-j". KERRY" & HANSON FLOOK-
l.\G I'o.. Grayling. Mich.

NO. 1 3/Sx)i.4" and 5/8x1^". 2" & 2%":
CLEAR 5/Sxl>4". 2" & 2Vi". THE T. WILCE
CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
SEL. RED 3/Sx7 x" and D.": SEL. WHITE

S/SxI'i" and 2"; SAPPY CLEAR QTD. R. or
W.. 3'Sxl'/j" and 2"; SEL. RED OR WHITE
13/16XH4" and 2". THE T. WiLCE CO.. Chi-
cago, 111.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D. any thickness. LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS. Louisville. Kv.
CLEAR 3 16" and ',", 2ii" wide. 60" long,

kiln dried, rotary out; FAS, QTD. FIG., 1/8",
6" & up. 12 to 16, kiln dried. EVANSVILLE
VENEER CO., Evansville. Ind.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickn,-ss. Til 10 DE.\.\-SPICKER

CO., Chicago, 111,

PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican
and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANY thickness. LOUISAaLLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL Southern haldwoods. rotarv cut. any

thickness, any size. PENROD, JURDEN &
McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN
FAS RED, 1 s", (;• .V uii, 12 to 16', kiln

dried. EVANSVH>LIO VENEIOR CO., Evans-
ville. Ind.
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Kv.

OAK—QUARTERED
WHITE. an\ Ilii.kn.-ss. sawtd ur sliced.

Till'; |ilOA-\-SI'l('l<KR CO., Chicago, 111.

FAS, WHITE. 1 ^". 6" & up. 12 to 16, kiln
dried; FAS, WHITE, 1/20", 1 16". 6" & up
wide, s' ^: up long, kiln di-ied. sawed. EV.-VNS-
\'I1,1.K VENEER CO., Evansville. Ind.
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY', Fort Wayne.
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

(Coiiliiiucil (in piii/r 52.)
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POPLAR
CLEAR 1/8", 12 to 16". 14', kiln dried.

EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.

ANY thickness!, anv size, rotary, QTD., cut
or sliced. PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

WALNUT
ANY thickness, sawed or sliced. THE

DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago, 111.

ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.
COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.

Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago,- III.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes,

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville. Ky.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS
ATTENTION

"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Flooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just what you are

looking for on that particular order.

Write us, and we will convince you.

Kerry& Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

We are members oj the Xlnple Flooring Matiufacturert Ass'n.

'IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
is the flooring: that is manufactured expressly to supply the de-
mand for the best. It is made by modern machinery from care-
fully-selected stock, and every precaution is taken tliroughout
our entire system to make it fulfill in every particular its
name- "IDF. \I..'*

Rough or Finished Lumber—All Kinds

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL. ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany &t Qtd. -Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you set-k a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personal

relation of the

superintend-
ent to his men
•xercises a
great influ-

ence upon
every logging
op e r a t i o n

;

often deciding
its success or
failure.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

article in
LOGGING for

April 1917.

There is also

an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

AO Tkra* •( Us Will B* Baaefitml if Yon Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY

Plain and Quartered Red
and White Oak and Ash

940 SENECA STREET

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Oor Specljilty: Wot Tlr^lnla aiid PennsrlTanla Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Pine, Yellow Pine, Spmce, Remlaek, Ftr, Lnmber,
Timber, MUlwork, Boxes, Haple and Oalc FloorlnK

955-1015 Elk Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods

includine Ash, Baaswood. Birch, Cheny, Chestnut, Cypreaa, Elm. I

Gnm, Hickory. Maple, Flaia & Qaartered Oak, Poplar & Walnut,

1100 Seneca Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash and Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18,000.000 to 10,000,000
feet of hardwoods cnrrled at all
times at oor two bie BnfTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwoods, and have every facility for filling and ship-

ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

*

§!•<;
All Three of Ut Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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UALITY

sdidNodA Wehsi'er

^-is" H-Rai wAicn mdKGur cii

ining- suck as it is

T'O our furniture friends we earnestly suggest that with the furniture shows nearing

completion, with hardwood requirements pretty well in mind, they give their atten-

tion as soon as possible to stock necessities for the coming months. The wisdom of

this is plainly indicated by stock conditions in all hardwood sections.

Believing that we may be called upon for our quota of raw material—of veneers,

hardwood lumber and panels for furniture manufacture, we want to emphasize that,

while in spite of our enormous production we are still strained to take care of our cus-

tomers, ATCO ABILITY, representing Atco service— Atco Quality— is proving its

capacity to meet emergencies as well as to handle the normal situation.

Should you call upon our resources of veneers, hardwood lumber or panels, we
assure you of the most cordial co-operation to the full limit of every feature which

ATCO ABILITY comprises.

Allow us to prove that what ATCO ABILITY stands for— 60,000,000 feet of

l-~"dwood production and a nation-wide organization — can be of real service to you.

AnderOTii-Tully Gmpany

In these days "Specials" are

uncommon, but we have a few

which might logically interest the

furniture man. We will gladly

give you a complete description.

UALITY Mem5^ Economy

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stimson Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

BROOM HANDLE
MACHINERY

Another one of our Broom Handle Specialties

—

Standard four-saw Splitter, for ripping bolts of

any width into broom handle squares. Will rip

forty thousand squares per day, and is sub-
stantially built throughout.
We manufacture a complete line of Broom Handle
Machinery, and are in position to furnish your require-
ments, even to the design of your plant.

WrJte us foi informaflon about our Lathes.

Tumblers, Bolters. Chucking and Boring Machines
and In fact anything you require In this line.

Broom

Bolter

Cadillac Machine Co.
Cadillac, Michigan

Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS

Saline River Red Gum
Daily Capacity—75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaiiiore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shioments of
Wh^:te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

Goodyear Products
BIRCH

Averape widths and lengths

4/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5/4 No. 3 4 mos. dry
S/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5/8 No. 3 8 mos. dry

BASSWOOI)
Ayernge widths and lengthB

3/4 No. 2 & btr 8 mos. dry

MAPLE
Ayirage widths and lengths

4/4 No. 2 4 mo6. dry
3/4 No. 2 8 mos. dry

T will be a special pleasure to show you our Birch
and Maple. It is all in the upper grades and

particularly high-class stock.

Our attention has been focused on the proper
manufacture of this lumber, its careful grading and
on being able to assure full thicknesses.

C. A. Goodyear Lumber Co.

McCormick Building Chicago, Ulinois
Mill located at Tomah, Wis.



The Name PENROD h as

Definite Meaning m Walnut Circles

The Stamp of Excellence on Penrod goods
embodies always complete stocks and a great

range in variety—an exceptional quantity of

material. Distinctive goods are made possible

by a long service to walnut users, which has

given us an expert organization and thorough
knowledge as to how this organization should

operate to produce the highest possible

type of product.

SERVICE AND QUALITY
IN PLAIN AND FANCY

Veneers and Lumbumoer

PENROD WALNUT & VENEER CO.
"Walnut Specialists for Thirty Years" KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

II II N II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II

ADVERTISERS' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

^fir^ilh^vflfr^jlfr^flfr^ilfr^i^^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman BIdg.

All Three of U. Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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R. HANSON & SONS
GRAYLING MICHIGAN

Michigan Hardwoods
Make Steady Custotners

White Pine, Norway, Hemlock

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber

and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and
seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

service; — these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
nrCOSFOBATES

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C.

\ MILLS [

Porterwood, W. Va.
Wildell, W. Va.

MUl Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN omcE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
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WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. 1t^" a:2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. 1 iV" X 2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan .*.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young & Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

.:.iiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiniiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiuiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiii[^

I COMMERCIAL I

KILN DRYING
j

I
Modem Kilns

|

I
We do a large amount of this

[

I
work and are in a position to quote

|

I
prices that will be satisfactory, f

I Wire or write us, or better
|

I still, send along your ship- |

I ments of lumber for kiln |

I drying and they will be |

I taken care of. |

\ WILLIAM HORNER !

I
REED CITY, MICHIGAN

|
.>]iiniiiuoiiiiiiiiMOiiiiiiiiiii:]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiuii[]iiiiiiiiiiii:]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiim.?

Tin "zi TPM
LulorNCTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicag* RepresentatiTa

m^e Qtearns
^^ SALT &•LUMBER CO.

LudingtokMich.

All TIu-M of Us Will B« BansfitMl if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tells all ahout Hardwood Flooring
and how to care for it—also prices—and is free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

( (

10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

The Big Red Shed
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

>>

Air

Dried HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

24S2 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical
reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

RED BOOK Published semi-annually

in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers of lum-
ber in car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta,

Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on the line it covers.

A well orsanized Collection Department is also oper-
ated and the same is open to you. Write for terma.

Lumbermen's Credit Association
608 So. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO Mention This Paper

Estab.
1878

55 John Street
NEW YORK CITY

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frequent ex-

cept where our

Two Piece

Geometrical

Barter Coin

is in use, then
imitation isn't

possible.

Sample if yuu
ask for it.

S.D. CHILDS
& CO.

Chicago
We also make
Time Checks,
Stencils and
Log Hammers

^[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[[[iiiiiiiiiniiiiinniiiiiiiiiii''||iiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiii[iiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iin[miinniininm^

iPREPAREDNESSi
I for coming good times will make yon |

I SEND VS YOUR INQC1RIE8 FOB |

I
speci.itie.Oak, Gum, Cypress

|

I CLARENCE BOYLE, Inc. I

I
WHOLESALE LUMBER i

B LUMBER EXCHANGE BLDO. |
1 Yard» at fHIPAP'O Band Saw Mill 1
I Foraat, Mi«». ^^ril\^/^y^\J Wildsvilla. La. j
isiiimiiinniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi iiiiiiiiiii?

I
Utley-HoUoway

|

Company
I General Office*. Ill W. Wa«kinsten St.

j

Manufacturer!

I
Oak, Ash, Cottonwood, Elm, Gum

|

I CHICAGO, ILLINOIS i

§ BANS MIU.B j
I Kelema, Arkansas Kaneiaa, Arkansas |
!^iiimiiiiiiiiii[iim][ii]ii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<iiiiiii>i^

''m^h for VENEER

No checks or

splits. Enor-
mous output.
Low labor cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Philadelphia

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

Oak Flooring

Complete stock of 3/8" and 13/16" in all

standard widths

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

he enjoyed iecause

it can be seen—
contrasts that blend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
A3laba:ma

c—Cromwell Hardwood Lumber Co., Stontgomery.

ARKANSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company, Blissville. (See page 46.)

Paepcke Leicht Lbr. Co., BlythevMIe and Helena. (See
page H & 42.)

Crittenden Lumber Company, Crittenden.
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwuod Company. Helena.
b— Little Rock Lumber &. Manufacturing Company, Little Rock.

{See page 13.)

Miller Lumber Company. Marianna.
Edgar Lumber Company, il'esaon.

ILLINOIS
a, b, c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co., Chicago.
Utioy-Holloway Lumber Company, Conway Bldg.. Chlcag*.

(See page 5.)
INDIANA

Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 14.)

c—Bedna Young Lumber Company, Greensburg.
Chas. H. Branaby. Greencastle. (See page 44.)

J. V. Stimson. Huntingburg. (See page 56.)

Wood-Mosiac Company. New Albany. (See page —.)

North Vernon Lumber Company. North Vernon.
C. & W. Kramer Company, Richmond.
Swain-Roach Lumber Company, Seymour. (See page 47.)

a, b, (>—FuUerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend.

KENTL'CKY
a, b. c—Arlington Lumber Co.. Arlington. (See page 40.)

l>—Kentucky Lumber Company. Lexington.
W. P. Brown &. Sons Lumber Co., Louisville. (See page —.)

Holly Ridge Lumber Company, Louisville.

Salt Lick Lumber Company, Salt Lick. (See page 5.)

LOUISIANA
Tht Ferd. Br«nner Lumber Company, Alexandria.
Cslfaz Hardw«0d Lumber Company. Colfax.
b, —The Hyd« Lumber Company, Lake Providonca.
b, c—Sabine River Lumber & Logging Company, Inc., Oakdale.
Climax Lumber Company, St. Landry.
Thiailethwaite Lumber Co., Ltd., Washington.
Mansfleld Hardwood Lumber Company. Winnfleld.

RHSSISSIPPI
b—Alexander Bros.. Belzoni.
b—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co., Charlesten. (See page —.)

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.. Greenville. (See pages II & 42.)
Mississippi Lumber Company, Quitman.
b, o—Tallahatchie Limiber Company. Phlllpp.
Carrier Luimber & Manufacturing Company, Sardls.

MISSOURI
B. b. c—M. S. Lemlng Lumber Company. Cape Girardeau.
Leng*Bell Lumber Company. Hdwd. Dept., Kansas City, H«.

(See page 46.)
a^ Xi, c—Tschudy Ltimber Company. Kansas City,

h. e—Galloway-Pease Co.. Poplar Bluff.

Baker-Matthews Lumber Company, SiJieston. Sales OQlct.
Chicago.
—Arkla Lumber & Manufacturing Company, St Louis.

J. A. Helmes Lumber Company. St. Louis.
a, b, —Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Ce.. St. Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
4^ b. o—Carr Lumlier Company, Pisgah Forest.

OHIO
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company. Coal Grore.
a. b. c—W. M. Bitter Lumber Company. Columbus.
a—Barr-Heladay Lumber Company. Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane &. Co. (See page 47.)
a. b—Duhlmeier Brothers & Co.
a. I)— Mowbray &. Robinson Company. (See page 44.)
a. c—Probst Lumber Company. ((See page 49.)

PENNSYLVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh.
Babcock Lumber Company, Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co.. Fayetterille.
•i—Bedna Young Lumber Company, Jackson.
Vestal Lumber &. Manufacturing Company, Knexvllle. (See
page 8.)

MEMPHIS
Andcrson-Tully Company. (See page 2-11.)
J. H. Bonner &. Sons. (See page lO.)
Goodlander- Robertson Lumber Company. (See page 10

)

Memphis Band Mill Company. (See page II )
Russe &, Burgess. Inc. (See page 10.)
f—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company. (See page 12 )
J. W. Wheeler &. Co. (See page t2.)

NASHVILLE
Davidson. Hlcka & Greene Company.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Love, Boyd & Co.
John B. Ransom & Co.

TEXAS
H. G. Bohlssen Mfg. Co., New Caney.

VIRGINIA
c—U. S. Spruce Lumber Company. Marlon,

WEST VIRGINIA
I. c—The Alton Lumber Company, Buckhannon.
a. c—West Virginia Timber Company, Charleston
Pardee & Ciwtin Lumber Company. Clarksburg.
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. Gardner.
C. L. Ritter Lumber Company, Huntington
Rockcastle Lumber Company. Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg Mill Company, Parkersburg.
a, b. c—The Meadow River Lumber Company Balnell*.
b. e—Warn Lumber Corporation, Raywood.

^^
American Column & Lumber Co., St. Albana.

WISCONSIN
a. c—Racine Limiber & Manufacturing Company, Kacine.

a—Manufaotnrer of Implement Stsck.
b—Manufacturer of Car Slaterial.
o—Majiufacturet of Fa<?tor.v Dimension,
Firms in Heavj- Typs Uava IndiTldtuU Ada •

Pages Designated.
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

F YOU have ever used any hardwood lumber from east Tennessee

you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We
are not going to claim any credit for thejnany points of perfection,

for tlie trees simply grew that way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made them—the growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But there is another point which is concerning users these days and

concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good xle-

liveries and offer just as good service as under normal conditions, we

sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably than in almost any other big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of the quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

than it is the good fortune of almost any other section to be in position to

offer under present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modem
equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from

this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

Write

The Babcock Lumber & Land Co Knoxville, Tenn.
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber Company Townsend, Tenn.

Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.

J. M. Logan Lumber Company Knoxville, Tenn.

^^im'iin'imi'iii'iiiiiiiiiiiimiilillin^
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MPHE]»IDER; CITY or HARDWOG^RODUCTIOM
iT"*'^

Lumber for Planing Mill Products

IT
means something to the lumbermen of the Memphis district

that the people of the United States consume more than

1 3,000,000,000 feet of lumber k year in the form of planing

mill products, chiefly flooring, ceiling, siding, and interior and
exterior finish.

A large part of this comes out of the region tributary to

Memphis. The leading southern hardwoods supplying this

industry are oak and gum, but there are several other impor-

tant woods, one of w^hich is ash, cottonw^ood is another, tupelo

a third. The states which look to Memphis for stock to sup-

ply their planing mills, constitute the cream of the American
hardwood market. Among them are Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,

Kentucky, Missouri, and Iowa; but these are only the center of

the consuming area, and its circumference includes the whole
United States and overlaps on foreign lands.

Memphis does not owe its importance as a hardwood
center to any artificial circumstances. One-half of the com-
mercial oak timber in the United States is growing in the seven
states surrounding that city, and more than two-thirds of the

gum, and a large percentage of several other important hard-

woods. The figures which show these resources somewhat in

detail are interesting. They are based on estimates published

by the Bureau of Corporations. Data on the two leading hard-

woods will suffice, the figures representing feet, board measure,

of timber still on the stump:

Stale Oak
ARKANSAS 26,765,000,000

TENNESSEE 25.55fl.0«O,0O0

KENTUCKY 22,500,000,000

LOUISIANA 10.920,000,000

MISSISSIPPI 10,023,000,0fl«

ALABAMA 8.145,000,000

MISSOURI 3,818,000,000

107,671,000.000

Gum
11,615.000,000

3,973,000,000

9,100,000,000

7.750,000,000

2,172,000,000

2,212,000,000

36.822,000,000

The significance of these figures, so far as Memphis is concerned,

appears when it is remembered that the total stand of all oaks in the

United States is only 200,000,000,000 feet, and of all gum only 53,-

000,000.000 feet. The ancient peoples went to Egypt for corn in times

of scarcity, and modern people will look toward Memphis for supplies

of oak and gum. The land of plenty attracts business.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Send Us Your Inquiries for These Items

GUM
2 cars Pas, Qtd. Red, 2". 2 raos. dry.

1 car Fas. Qtd. Ked. 2", 6 mos. dry.

2 cars No, 1 C. Qtd. Bed. 8/4. 2

mos. dry.
, ..

1 car No. : C. Qtd. Bed, 8/4. 6 mos,

dry.
5 cars Fas, Qtd. Sap, 8/4, 3 mos. dry.

3 cars Fas. Qtd. Sap, 8/4. 3 raos. dry

3 cars Fas, PI. Bed, 1", 3 mos. dry.

2 cars No, 1 C, PI. Bed, 1", 3 moB.

dry.
2 cars No. 2 C. Sap, 1". 3 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 car Fas. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4, 8 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C, 4/4, 8 mos. dry.

2 cars No, 1 C, 8/4. 6 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C, 8/4, 6 mos. dry.

QUABTEBED WHITE OAK
2 cars Pas. 4/4, 8 mos. dry.

1 car No. 1 C, 8/4, 12 mos. dry.

POPLAB
2 cars No. 1 C, 4 '4. 3 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 2 C. 4/4, 3 mos. dry.

MISCELLANEOUS
Elm—1 car Log Bun. 12/4. 1 mo.

dry.
Magnolia—Log Run, 4/4.

Oak Bridge Plank—12/4. green.

Goodlander-Robertson LumKer Co.

Il.'i.ood ft. Ash, FAS. 4 4", 6" to 9".

8 & 111 ft., dry.

15.0110 ft. Asli. FAS, 4 '4", 10" &
11", 8 ft., dry.

15,000 ft. Ash. FAS. 4/4", 10" &
U", 10 ft., dry.

20.000 ft. Ash. FAS, 4 4". 12" to

14", 8 & 10 ft., dry.
35.000 fl. Ash, FAS, 5/4". C" to
9", 8 & 10 ft., dry.

40.000 ft. PI. W. Oak. FAS, 1/2",
reg. wdth. & Igth., tiry.

00,000 ft. P. R. Oak. FAS, 8/4",
reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.

40.000 ft. P. B. t)ak, -No. 1 C, 8/4",

reg. wdth. & Igth.. dry.

50.000 ft, PI. Bed Gum. No. I C,
8/4", reg. wdth. & Igtli., dry.

40,000 ft. PI. Fig, Red Gum, FAS,
8/4". dry.
15.000 ft. PI. Pig. Red Gum. No. 1

C. 8/4". dn-.
200,000 ft. wniiw, N" 1 r

, 1 r

No. 1 5/4"

6/4"

Bed
dry.

Gum.

FAS,

PAS.

50.000 ft. Willow,
drj'.

50,000 ft. Willow, No.
drj-.

25.000 ft. Qtd. Fig-

FAS. 4/4". reg-. reg..

50.000 ft- Qtd. Fig- Red Gum,
4/4". dry-

43.000 rt. Qtd- Pig- Bed Gum.
5/4". dry. .

10,000 ft. Qtd. Pie. Bed. Gum. No.

I C. 5,4". dry.

15,000 ft. Qtd. Gum. No. I C. &
B., 10/4". dry. Sap no defecL

30.000 ft. PI. Pig. Red Gum. No. 1

C. 4/4". dry.

20.000 ft. PI, Fig. Red Gum, FAS,
5/4", dry.

12.000 ft- PI. Pig. Red Gum. No. 1

C-, 5 4", dry.

15.1100 ft, PI. Fig- Rod Gum. FAS,
i; I", rtrv.

E. SONDHEIMER CO.

BROWN & HACKNEY, Inc.

12M ft- 5/8"

MM ft. 4/4"
IJM rt. 4/4*

Qtd. White
rjM ft. 5/8"

14M ft. 4/4"
3M ft. 6/4"

65M ft

Qtd. White,
22M ft. -

Qtd. -«'hite,

12M ft, 4,'4"

13nM ft. 4,'4"

6M ft. 5/4"

SM ft. 5/4"

5M ft. 5/4"

21OM ft. 8/4"
feet) Qtd.

230M ft. 8 4"

fr-cll Old

AUGUST STOCK LIST
12nM ft. S 4" Is & 2s Old. Red.
i:2M ft. 8 4" No. 1 C. Qtd. Bed.
30M ft. 4/4" No. 1 C. Qtd. Red.
14M ft. 4 4" Is & 23 Sap.
350M ft. 4 4" No. 1 C. Sap.
I15M ft. 6 4" Nci. 1 C. Sap.
30M ft. 0'4" No. 2 C. Sap.

COTTONWOOD
r,.5M ft. 4/4" Is & 2s.

25M ft. 4/4" No. 1 C,

12M ft. 4/4" No. 2 C.

30M ft. 5/4" & 6/4" Backing Boards.

Little Reck Rates

Cairo, flat 15c. through ISc. St.

Louis, hat 18c, through lOc, Chicago.
23^^c. Louisville. 2Ic. Cineinnati,

23^^.c. Kansas City. 10c.

Mounds Rates
Cairo, lOc. Chicago, I9i4c. St.

Louis. 13c. Louisville. 16c. Clncln-
nmi ia>ic, Kansas City. 10c,

OAK
Is & 2s Qtd. WHille.

Is & 2a Qtd. White.
Sel. Com. 6" & u[)

No. 1 C. Qtd. White.
No. 2 C. Qtd. White.
No. 2 C, Qtd, White.

& wider No. 1 C Stps.

& wider No. 2 C. Stps.

' Is & 2s PI, White.
' No, I C, Pi. White.
' No. 2 C, Pi. White.
No. 1 C. PI. Red.
No. 2 C. PI. Bed.
GUM

' Is & 2s (sap, no de-
Bed.
No. 1 C. (sap. no de-

"erl

We have the following to offer, dry:
PLAIN BED OAli-

Isl & 2nd, 5/4".

No. 1 Com.. 4, 5. 6 & 8/4".

No. 2 Com., 4, 5. 6 & 8/4".

Step Plank, 5/4".

QUARTERED RED OAK
No. 1 & 2 Com,. 4/4".

PLAIN \VniTE OAK
1st & 2nd, 3/4, 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4".

No. 1 Com.. 5/4",

No. 2 Com,. 6/4".

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Jst & 2nd, 4/4".

No. I Com. & Btr., 5 & G/4 '.

SAP GUM
Panel, 4/4". Kraetzer cured.

Ist & 2nd, 4 & 8/4", Kraetaer cured.

No 1 Com., 6/4", Kraelzt-r cured.

No 2 & 3 Cora., 4. 5. G «£ 8,4".

I'I.,;UN RED GUM
Ist & 2ud, 4. G & 8 4". KraeUer

cured.
No. 1 Com., 4, 5, 6 & 8/4", Kraetzer

cured.
No. 2 Com.. 6/4". Kraelzer cured.

QUARTERED RED GUM
No. 1 Com. & Btr., 4, 5, 6. 8. 10 &

12/4".
FIGURED PLAIN RED GUM

No, 1 Com., 4. 5, 6 & 8/4", Kraetzcr
cured.

FIGURED QUARTERED RED GUM
No. 1 Com. & Btr., 4, 5, 6, 8 & 10/4".

mi.\>;d oak
No. 3 Com., 4, 5, 6/4".

ELM
L, B., 12/4".
No. 1 & 2 Com,, 6/4".

CVPBESS

BROWN CO.

We have the following stock ready for

Immediate shipment:
ELM

50,000 ft. No. 2 Com. & Bet. 12/4"
QUARTERED \\^^ITE OAK

70.000 ft. Clear Strips 4/4"
50.000 ft. No. 1 Common 4/4" Strips

30.000 ft. Is & 2b 3/4"

50,000 fL No. 1 Common 3/4"

35.000 ft. No. 2 Common 4/4"
PLAIN WHITE oak

26.000 ft. Is & 2s 5/8"
100,000 ft. Is & 23 4/4"
150.000 ft. No. 1 Common 1/2"

100,000 ft. No. 1 Common 4 4"

PLAIN RED OAK
100.000 ft. Is & 2s 3/8"
100.000 ft. Is & 23 4/4"
50.000 ft. No. 1 Common 5/8"

100. 000 ft. No. 1 Common 4/4"

50.000 ft. No. 3 Cumnion 4 4"

FIGURED QTD, BED GI'M
50,000 ft. Is & 2s 4/4"
50,000 ft. No. 1 Common 4/4"

PLAIN RED GUM
50,000 ft. Is & 2s 4 4"

200,000 ft. No. 1 Common 4/4"
SAP GUM

50.000 ft. Is & 2s 5/8"
20,000 ft 13 & 2s 5-4" 15" & UP
10. 000 ft. No. 1 Common 8/4"
13,000 ft. No. 2 Common 5/4"
20,000 ft. No. 2 Common 6/4"

POPLAR
24,000 ft. Is & 2s 5/8"

TUPELO
12.000 ft. Is & 2s 4 4"

10,000 ft. Boxboards 4,4"
CVPBESS

18,000 ft- ML\ed 4 1" to 6/4"

Russe & Burgess, Inc>

The following stock is for immediate
shipment:

GUM
2 care Fas. 4/4 Qtd. Red. 6 mos dry.

3 care Fas. 4/4 Qtd. Red. 8 mos. dry.

3 care No. 1 Com.. 8/4 Qtd., 8 mos.
dry.

2 care Fas. 4/4, 6 to 12" wide. Sap,
5 mos. dry.

4 care Fas, 4/4, 13" & up, Sap, 6
mos. dry.

2 cars Fas, 5/4, Sap, 5 mos. dry.
2 care No. 1 C, 5/4 Sap. 5 mos. dry.
4 cars Fas, 6/4. Sap. 9 mos. dry.

3 care No. 1 C.. 6 4, Sap, 9 mos. dry.
2 cars Fas, 4/4 IM. Ked, 8 mos. dry.

1 car No; 2 C, 4/4 PI. Red. 4 mos.
dry.

1 car No. 2 C, 5/4 PI. Red, 4 mos.
dry.

1 car No. 2 C, 6/4 PI. Red, 4 mos.
dry.

2 care No. 2 C. 8/4 PI. Red. 4 mos.
dry.

OAK
2 care Cora. & Btr.. 3/4 PI. Red. 6

raos. dry.
2 cars Fas. 4/4 PI. Red. 6 mos. dry.
4 cars No. 1 C, 4/4 Qtd. White, 6
mos. dry.

2 cars Fas. 4/4 PI. White, 6 mos.
dry.

Sound Square Edged Oak Timbers
& Mixed Oali Car Stock.

BELLGRADE LUMBER CO.

J. H. BONNER & SONS
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We are going to bear your company in mind

because our inspector advises that out of the

million feet which the writer bought w^hen in

your community last month, of all the stock that

has come through so far, yours has shown up

the best.

Memphis Band Mill Co.

SAP GUM
13 to 17".

FIG. RED GUM
Fas & No. 1 C. 4,4.

PLAIN RED OAK
Com. & EIr. 5/8 & 3/4: Fm 5/4. 6/4
& 8 4: Xo. 1 Com. 5/8. 5/4. 6 4 &
8 4; No. 2 C. 3 8 & 5 'S ; Coffin

Bds.. 5/8. 3/4 & 5/4: Sd. Wormy,
4/4".

Fas. 5/4 & S,/4: No. 1 C. 5,'4 & S/4:
No. 2 C, 5,4.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK

Fas. 3 4. 5 4 & S'4: Com. & Btr..

1/2: Strips. 4,4: No. 1 C. 4/4. 5/4
& 6,4: No. 2 C. 44.

ANDERSON- TULLY CO.
§

ir
II

JVe have the following stock for immediate

delivery

:

WHITE ASH
2 cars 4/4x6" & up 1 & 2

2 cars 5/4x6" & up 1 & 2

1 oar 5/4x6" & up 1 & 2 all S &
10 ft.

:> cars 8 '4x6" & up 1 & 2

1 car 16/4x6" & up 1 & 2

2 cars 4/4" No. 1 Cum Asli Regular
\Viaths & Leugtlis

3 cars 4 4 t.i S 4x10" & 12" & up
1 & 2

SOFT ELM
50,000 ft. No. 2 Com. & Better with

5 per cent 10/4"

SOFT MAPLE
5.000 ft. S 4" No. 1 Common & Better
8.000 ft. 12/4" No. 1 Common & Bet.
5.000 It. li: 4" Xo, 1 Common & Bet.

HONDURAS MAHOGANY
16.000' 4x4" and 3%x3i4" CI. Sq..
21.000' 1 & 2s. 3/4". 24 mos. dry
13.500' CI. Tahletops. 4/4", 3" &

up. 24 mos. dry
50.000' Wormy 4/4". 24 mos. dry

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
09.000' Xo. 1 C. & Etr.. 3,'8". 8 mos.
16.000' 1 & 2s. 3/4". 12 mos.
I4.0O0' CI. Stps.. 4/4x5/5%". 10 mos.
11.000' 1 & 2s. 5/4"xl0" & up. 6 mos.
23.000' 1 & 2s. 5/4"x6" & up. 5 mos.

PLAIN ^VHITE OAK
13.000' No. 1 C. 3/4". 12 mos.
39.000' Xo. 1 C, 5/4", 4 mos.
27.000' Xo. 1 C. 0/4". 3 mos.
62,000' 1 & 2s, 8/4", 5 mos.
43.000' No. 2 C, 8/4". 5 mos.

PLAIN" BED 0.\K
1.000' No. 1 C. 3/4", 18 mos.
1.000' Xo. 2 C. 3/4", 18 mos,
r.ooo' 1 & 2s, 4/4". 6 mos.
i.OOO' 1 & 2s. 5/4". 4 mos.
i.OOO' No. I C. 5/4". 3 mos.
i.OOO' I & 2s. S/4", 8 mos.
J.OOO' No. 2 C. 8/4". 10 mos.

POPLAR
i.OOO' Sa & Sel.. 4/4". 4 mos.
1.000' No. 1 C. 4/4", 3 mos.
1.000' No. 1 C. 5/4". 4 mos.
J.OOO' No. 2 C, 6/4", 3 mos.
i.OOO' No. 2 C. 4/4". 3 mos.

ASH
i.OOO' I & 2s. 12" & up wide. 12/4",
I.OOO' I & 2s. 5/4". 8 mos.

GUM ANT> COTTONWOOD
BOXBOARDS

!.O0O' 9 to 12" and 13 to 17". 6 mos.

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co. James E. Steirk & Co., Inc.

JVe Can Move To Your Order At Once

COTTONWOOD
i.OOO ft. 1 & 2. 4/4" Res-

Igtlis. . 3 mos. dry
i.OOO ft. Common 4/4"
1.1100 ft.

1.0(1" ft.

ft.

& B. 5/4"
& B. 6/4"
& E. S/4"1

luO.OOO ft. C. & B. 12/4"
1.0110 ft. C. & B. 10/4"

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
."oo ft.

.0(10 ft.

.000 rt.

C. & B. 5/S"
No. 1 Com. 4/4"
No. 1 Com. 5,

4"

I & 2 8/4"
No. 2 Com. S I"

IT^VIN RED OAIC
000 It. 1 & 2 o 8"

000 ft. No. 1 Com. 5/S"
000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4,4"
,000 ft. 1 & 2 6/4"

PU.IN WHITE 0.\K
,000 ft No. 1 Com. 4/4"
,000 fl. C. & E. S 4" & tliiciier

Ql'.ARTERED RED OAK
,000 ft. C. & B. 3, 4"

,000 ft. Common 4/4"
.000 ft, 1 & 2 5/4"
000 It. Common 5/4"

ELM
L. R. 10/4"
L. R. 12/4"

i.OOO ft.

),000 fl.

F.T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO.

OAK and
CYPRESS

MAIL US YOUR INQUIRIES

I

i

1

iii
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WHITE ASH
SPECIAL— 1 Car 10 4 FAS Soft Ash.

NEW ORLEANS YARD
acioo' 2ii2" & up, u & 2s, in/16 ft.

1500U' 1x10-12" FAS, 14,10 ft.

G20IJ' 3x12" & up. Is & 2s, 10 If. ft.

12000' 1x6" & up. Is & 23, 14/16 ft.

116000' 1x6" & up. Is and 2s, 8/10 ft.

4,'iOO' 2" & up. Is and 23, (Soft),
23000' 2" & up. Is and 2s, 10/10 ft,
4000' 2" & up. Is and 2s, lS/20 ft.

13900' 2^4" & up. Is and 2s (Soft),
226000' 1x3" & up, No. 1 Common.

3700' 2V4" & up. No. 1 (Soft),
2" No. 2 ronirnoii

I MFMPIIIS YARD
3000' 1x12" & up. Is ami 2s.

11000' 4x12" & up. Is ami 2s.
1.500' 1x10" & up. Is and 23.

14000' l>4il0" & up. Is and 2s.
4000- 3x10" & up. Is and 2s.

14300' 114x0-9", Is and 2s.

14000' 2iG-9", Is and 2.s.

25000' 4x6" & up. Is and 2s.
1500' 6x6" & up. Is and 28.

l(Xi00' mxG". No. 1 Common.
25011' I'txS" & up. ,Nu. 1 Common.

DUDLEY LUMBER CO., Inc.

The Following Items Are Ready for Prompt Shipment
grAii'n:KKi) wiimc oak

:j «-iir-; A r' 1 \- -2

• cars 4, i" Xu. 1 Contmuii
1 car 5/4" No. 1 Cuinmnti
I car 4 '"4" No. 1 Cumraon Striiis
L' cars ! '4" Clear Strips

I'LAIN WHITE OAK
car? -l

] Nn. : Cuninmn
yCAHTEREI) RED OAK

J cars 4/'4" 1 & 2
:t cars 4/4" No, 1 Common
1 car 4/4" No. i Common Strips

PLAIN RED oak:
1 cars 4M" No, 1 Common

QUARTERED RED CUM
- cars 4/'r' 1 & 2
! car:s 4"1" No. 1 Common
1 car i; !" 1 & 2

FICrUED QTD. RED GUM
y. cai-s 4,. 1" 1 & 2
QTD. GUM—SAP. NO DEFECT

1^ cars S/4" No. 1 Common &, Better

SAI' (a M
cars 4 4" 1 & L'

cars 4/4" No. 1 C'tmmi.n
cars 4 '4" No. 2 Common

GTTtf BOX BOARDS
car 4/4" 9 to 12

SAP GUM
cars 5/4" 1 & 2

COTTONWOOD
car 4/4" 1 & 2
ears 4/4" No. 1 Common
cars 4/4" No. 2 Common
car 4/4" 18" & up Panel

ELM
cars 10/4" Log Run
cars 12/4" Ijor Run
car 16 4" Log Run

cars 4 '4" Log Hun
QUARTERED SYCAMORE

car 4/4" Jjog Run

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co.

Send in your order now for
^.'}'- ..".""'-,.' '^^ - 1

-' V.iMmi II, tji.i. It, <;„„, 1 ,

20,000 ft. Qtd. \V, Hal; 1

12.600 ti. gt. W, Oak -No. I I

11.91111 ft. s-jUMil Wcrrniy tlak 4 4"
11.100 (I. Qtd. \V. O, sti-.ps Clear m
-.0.500 a Qtd. \V. O. Strips Bap 2%

9.800 ft. PI. W. Oak 1 & 2 1'2"
•12..')lio ft, VI. W. Oak No 1 C 1 •""

:i,.'.ilM ft, PI, W, OaU No. 1 C. 5 8"
12,7110 ft. PI. Ilrd dak 1 & 2 5/8"
4,200 ft. PI. Kid Oak No. 1 C 5/8"

15.800 ft. PI. R.-d Oak 1 & 2 3/4"
54,200 ff. PI. Rod Oak I & 2 4/4"
41,000 ft, PI. RctI Oak Step 11-15
5/4"

-1-SOO ft. PI. Bed Oak Sd. Wormy
IvO 4/4

11.000 ft. QtJ, li. Oak 1 i; 2 ,5/4" 10

,-".01 II

32.3110 ft,

10,300 fl.

11.100 fl.

170. 500 tt

97.000 ft

.000 fl

Ql.l,

Util.

Qtd.
Ql.l.

limn 1 & 2 4/4"
Ouin No, I C 4 4"
Cum No. 1 C 5/4"
tJuni 1 & 2 6/4"

Qld, n. (loin No, 1 C. 6 4"
Qtd, H. Cum 1 & 2 8/4"
Qt.l. K, Cum No. 1 C. S/4"

-. Qld. a. Cum Cora. & Bet.
8/4" Sail no tlefeet

M5.000 ft. Qtil K. Cum Com, & Bet,
3" Sail no defect

32,500 ft. Qtd. Fls, K, Gum 1 & 2

19,500 ft Qtd, Pig, «, Gum No, 1 C,
4 / 4

"

T,.500 ft. PI. R. Cum 1 & 2 4/4"
23.000 ft. PI. It. Cum No. 1 C. 4/4"
22,500 ft, PI. K. Cun, 1 & 2 5/4"
39.500 ft. I'l. It. Cum No. 1 C. 5/4"
I4,0«O ft. PI, R. Cum 1 & 2 8/4"
15.000 ft. PI. H, Cum No. I c. 8 '4"^^s: - _. ^-'-'i"" ft- PI. R Cum No. I c. 8 '4"

Ine Mossinan Lumber Co.
GAYOSO LUMBER CO.

Offer for Prompt Shipment

100,

30,

15,

QIAKTERED WHITE 0\K
.000 ft. Is & 2s 4/4"
,1100 ft. Is & 23 5/4"

PLAIN WHITE OAK
.000 ft. Is & 2s 4/4"
.0110 ft. Common 4/4"
,000 ft. Common 5/4"
,000 ft. Is & 2s 5/4"
,000 ft. Is & 2s 0/4"

Common C/4"
,000 ft. Common 8/4"

PLAIN RED OAK
,000 ft. Common 5'4"
,000 ft. Is & 2s 5 4"
,000 tt. Is & 28 4/4"
1,000 ft. Is & 2s 6,/4"

,000 ft. Common 6/4"

l-'.o.noii ft. ronimoii S/4"
25,000 ft. Is & 2s 8'4"
40,000 tt. Common & Better 10/4
20.000 ft. Common & Better 12/4"
15,000 ft. Common & Belter 16/4"

Ql'AKTEREI) RED OAK
15,000 ft. Is & 2s 4/4"
40.000 ft. Common 4 '4"
15.000 ft. Common 8/4"

QUARTERED SAI" GUM
500.000 ft. Common & Better 8/4"

QUARTERED BED GUM
200.000 ft. Coram.m & Better 8/4"

PLAIN SAP CUM
200.000 ft. Common & Better C,/4"

000 ft. Common & Belter 4 '4"

The list below is ready for Prompt Shipment
QUARTERED BED GUM

45,000 ft. Plain Wood 1 & 2 4/4"
oil 000 fl. Plain Wood Nn. 1 C. 4/4"

QI'.ARTERED RED CU.\l
15,000 ft. Fig, Wood 1 & 2 4/4"

PLAI.N RED GUM
15.000 ft. 1 & 2 4 -'4"

14,000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4 '4"

SAP GUM
100.000 ft. 1 ic 2 4/4"
100.000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4 '4"

80,000 ft. No. 2 Cora. 5/4"
25,000 ft. Box Boards 4 4" X 9/12"

PLAIN BLACK GUM
50,000 ft. Log Run 4,'4"

QU.ARTERED BLACK GUM
19,000 ft. Log Run 4/4"

ELM
50,000 ft. Log Bun 12/4"

YELLOW CYl'KESS
100.000 ft. Shop Better 8/4"
411,000 ft. Shop Better 6/4"
30.000 fl. Shot) Better 5/4"
40.000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4/4"
70,000 ft. Pecky 4/4"

PLAI.M RED OAK
25.000 ft. 1 & 2 4 4"
75,000 ft. No. 1 Com, 4 4"
9,000 ft. 1 & 2 5 4"

PLAIN WHITE OAK
30,000 ft. No. 1 Com, 4/4"

QUABTEBED RED OAK
60,000 fl. No. I Com, 4/4"
7,000 ft. No. 1 Com. 5/4"
QUARTERED WHITE OAK

12,0110 ft. 1 & 2 4 4"

50.000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4/4"
30.000 ft. Select 4/4"
10,000 ft. No. 2 Com. 4 4"

Stimson Veneer & Lbr. Co.

R. J. DARNELL, Inc.
We sell nothing but what we manufacture. All stock oiled
with 7. 8 and 9 stacking sticks to 12', 14' and 16' lengths. Offer
fallowing for immediate shipment:

PLAIN WHITE OAK
155.000 ft. FAS. 3-4", 0-7-8".
46.000 ft. No. 1 C. 1/2". rcg. wdth.
46.000 ft. No. 1 C. 5/8". reg. wdth.
56.000 ft. No. 2 C 1/2", reg, wdtli,

25,000 tt. No, 2 C, 5/8". ree. wdth.
PLAIN BED OAK

38.000 ft. F.\S. 1/2" rcg. wdth.
300.000 ft. No. 1 C. 3'4". 4" to SV4".
50.000 ft. No, 2 C. 5 8". reg. wdth.

PLAIN RED CUM
41.000 ft. FAS. 1,2". 14" & up.
27,000 fl. FAS. 4,4". 13" & up.
44.000 It. FAS. 1/2". reg. wdth.
62.000 ft. No. 1 C. 4/4". reg. wdth.

QI'ARTERED SAP GUM
". I 51.000 ft. FAS. 8/4", rcg. wdth.

QUABTEBED WHITE OAK
4.000 ft. FAS, 4 4". 10" & up. 50<;'<,

14 16', 3 yr. ilry.

28.000 ft. F.\S. 1/4". rcg. wdth.,
50% 14/10', 3 yr, dry,

250,000 ft. FAS, 3/4", reg, wdth..
COCt 11 16'. 3 yr, dry.

90,000 ft. No. 1 C, I '4", reg, wdth..
dry.

, 6/7". 50%
50% 14/16'. 3 .vr.

52.000 ft. No. 1 C. 3/4'

14 10'. dry.
42,iXK) ft. .\o. 2 r.
48,000 ft. No. 2 C.

QUABTERED WHITE OAK STRIPS
21.000 ft. FAS. 4/4". 4" to 4*4",

75.000 ft. .No. 1 C. 4/4". 3" to 3%4

3/8".
•5/l»".

reg. wdth.
reg. wdtli.

Send us your inquiries now

SAP GUM
300.000 ft. FAS. 4/4". 6" to 12".

eD'r. 14 16, 6 inos. dr>-
150,000 ft. FAS, 8/4, 6" to 12",
00%. 14/10. 8 mos. dry.

150.000 ft. No. 1 C 6/4". reg. wdUi..
609',. 14/10. mos. dry.

aw. 000 ft. No. 1 C. 4/4". rcg. wdlh..
60%, 14 'JO, C raos, dry.

300,000 ft. No. 2 C. 4/4", rcg. wdth..
60%, 14/16. C raos. dry.

PLAIN RED Gl'M
12.000 ft. FAS, 3/8". 0" & up.
6 mos. dry.

& up.

& up.

22.000 ft. FAS. 1 2". 6"
6 moa. dry.

65.000 ft. FAS, 5/8", 6"
S mos. dry.

QUABTEBED RED GUM
45,000 ft. No. I C, 4/4", res..

wdth,, 60%. 14/16. 6 mos. dry.
60.000 ft. No. 1 C. & Btr.. 8/4".
reg. wdth.. 60%. 14 '16, 8 mos. dry.

QUARTERED BED OAK
15.000 ft, .No. 1 C. & litr.. 3/4".
rep. wiltli,. 609'(i. 1416. 6 raos. dry.

10,000 fl. .No. 1 C. & Btr.. 6/4".

reg. wdth,. 00%. 14/10, 8 mos, dry.

J. W. Wheeler & Company

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Inc.

Offer for immediate shipment

30.000'
130.000'

dry.
36.000'
Strips,

32.000'
Com,

24;ooo

16.000'
180.000'
172,000'
25.000'

9.000'

48,000'

WHITE OAK.
4/4". FAS. 4 mos. dry, Qtd,
4/4". No, 1 Com.. 8 mos.
Qtd.
4/4", 2 to 5V6" wide. Clear

, mos, dry, Qtd,
4/4", 2 to 'i'A" wide. No. 1

Qtd, Strips
5/4", Cora.&Btr.. 2 mos, dry.

BED OAK.
4/4, FAS. 6 mos. dry. Qtd.
4/4", No. 1 Com., 6 mos, dry,
4/4", No. 2 Com., 6 mos, dry,

Com.&BU,. 2 mos, dry,

MAPLE,
Log Run, 2 mos. dry.

, Log Run, 2 mos. dry.

6/4"

5/4",
12/4"

RED CUM
12.000' 8/4", Com. & Btr.,

dry. Qtd.
68,000' 8/4", Com. & Rtx..

dry. Sai> no def. Qtd,
72.000' 10/4". Com. & Btr.,

dry. Sap no def. Qtd.
44.000' 12/4". Com. & Btr..
dry. Sap no def. Qtd.

17.000' 4/4".FAS. 8 mosdry <

16.000' 4/4". Com. & Btr..
dry, Qtd,

SAP GUM,
30.000' 4/4". PAS. 6 mos.
7.000' 3/4". No. 1 Com., 1

dry.
36.000' 4/4", No. 2, 6 mos.
48.000' 4/4", No. S, mos.

111
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Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Daily Capacity

—

75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shioments of-

Wh-^te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders
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Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.
SIKESTON, MO.

Sales Office

1314 Fisher BuUding
CHICAGO

For the last forty days we

have had practically no

trouble in securing cars and

at present are in the best

I

possible position to make

Prompt Shipment

dry'oak
j Plain and Qtd.—All Grades—All Thicknesses

I MIXED CARS
liiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuuiiniiiiiiiiiiiic]niiiiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[i:

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co,
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General Market Conditions

TRADE DEVELOP.MEXT JX HAKDWOODS these days more or

less resembles certain strategic maneuvers among the European

belligerents. Retirements iu some directions leave the trade in even

stronger position than they were before. The march of optimism

among hardwood distributors continues the trend'of prices, with a few

exceptions where values are marking time, continuously on the ascent.

The sentiment of the trade seems to be that generally speaking the

furniture busin'?ss shows evidence of falling more or less in the foot-

yfejis of the l)uilfling business. Perhaps, though, this is too radical

ill comparison to be borne out by the facts in the ease. There is no

doubt, though, that the furniture business is less active than it has

"been and that the requirements in this quarter will be less in the next

iew months than have been shown during the past year. There are

so many kinds of furniture being manufactured, that is, so many
varieties and so many grades at varying prices; and situations in

<lifferent parts of the country var.ving so with changing local condi-

tions, that to reflect the sentiment of the entire trade would be next

to impossible. It is cjuite likely that the continued holding up anil

the bright prospects in quite a number of lines will hold the trade

fairly close to a normal production. However, there will be a falling

off in quantities to a degree, substantial enough in other lines, to

Tnake a distinct impression upon the demand for hardwood lumber.

There is still no gooil word to say as far as the building situation

is concerned. The little flurry of expectation arising from changes

in British import regulations was quickly knocked in the head by the

independence of ocean freight lines, so the big opportunity will come

irom those things affected by the war game, except in so far as the

surplus of capital which has come and continues to come to this

country will be sufficiently well distributed to make it possible for

the people as a whole to increase their purchase of normal com-

modities. But hardwood lumber is so versatile in the character of its

growth and lends itself so readily to vai'ying manufacturing policies

that it will continue to gain new markets almost daily and the

strength which has characterized it for so long will show no perceptible

lessening, unless there should be circumstances now beyond the

average vision.

Not Altruism, but Good Business
O ONE CAN BE JUSTIFIABLY criticized for objecting to the

suggestion that he deliberately sacrifice money in substantial

amount, unlei^s there conies from the source of the suggestion proof

that the money loss will be more than made up by resulting gain.

There are a considerable number of lumber companies who have

N

unfini^^lll'd orilers on their books at prices belo« (igures now prevailing.

The natural inclination for the man in this position, when such orders

are for carloads rather than for so many thousand feet, is to refrain

from overloading the cars going out on these particular orders. There

are a good many cars of lumber going out every day that are inade-

quately loaded for this very reason. The man who loads seventeen or

eighteen thousand feet into a car when he could load twent}- to twenty-

two thousand possibly is, of course, saving an amount equal to the

difference between his price and the prevailing market multiplied

by the number of thousands of 'feet which he had left off of the car.

As iu most cases these orders hang on because of the continued

extreme difficulty in shijiping, the man who needs the lumber cannot

be blamed unqualifiedly for letting these light cars go out.

On the other hand, though, remember if you were about to sliiji

a few cars that come in this category, that you cannot justify yourself

in the face of extreme car shortage by the thought that the wasted

capacity whicli you are responsible for will have no liearing on the

general situation. Of course, if but one man should see the sensible-

ness of loading even these cars to capacity and the rest continue the

practice, there would be no benefit. However, if the entire practice

could be eliminated, if those caught in this situation, whether by

reason of inadequate shipping facilities or because they guessed wrong-

when they took the order, would all discontinue the practice, would

all clean up these orders as speedily as possible and continue to do

everything they could to utilize carrying capacity to the last possible

point, then there would be an effect and a very real one and a very

beneficial one. If you are on the wrong end of an order of this sort,

why not loail the car up as near carrying cajiacity as possilile and

let it go ? It will help the shipping situation just that much.

Lumbermen Meet the Emergency
WITHOUT ANY DISPOSITION TO BRAG OR BOAST, it can

be asserte.l that lumbermen of the Uniteil States are meeting the

war emergency in a way that merits commendation. They are doing

all that is required of them, and the}' are comliining patriotism with

business. No one hears much about war prices iu the lumber industry

;

and the charge has not yet been heard that lumbermen are exacting

excessive profits from what they sell to the Government.

'

Further than that, they are organized in a way to perform the best

service in the quickest time. The lumber industry as a whole is made

up of many component parts, and between these parts there has been

the natural business rivalries during ordinary times. Hardwoods

compete with softwoods, or one hardwood or one softwood with an-

ther; or one region is a competitor of anothrt'.

But none of these differences and natural rivalries has had the
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slightest effect upon the one great purpose of supplying the country

with what it needs to prosecute the war to a successful issue. The

wood best suited to a particular use has been forthcoming without

a hitch and without a discordant note from dealers in other kinds of

wood. This is a record which speaks well for the organization, the

business integrity, and the patriotism of the lumber business in this

time of trouble.

It has been found to be about the only large industry so organized

and equipped that it is capable of immediate expansion to meet the

increased needs due to the war. There may be shortages in other

lines, but none in the lumber supply, though the war should go on for

years.

Replanting the Forests

THE FOREST SERVICE HAS PUBLISHED BULLETIN 475

which deals with "reforestation on National forests." It is a

pamphlet of sixty-four pages, compiled by C. R. Tillotson, and it is a

handbook for the forester rather than popular reading for the ordi-

nary citizen
;

yet the jjaniphlet contains much information for the

general public.

Calculations might be made from data contained in the bulletin,

showing that the production of seeds by cone-bearing trees west of

the Rockj' Mountains greatly exceeds in bushels the production of

wheat in the United States.

The methods employed by the Forest Service in collecting tree seeds

are described in great detail. Gathering tree seeds is an important

business in some regions. The old method of robbing the squirrel

hoards is still in good standing in the Forest Service. The squirrels

gather seeds for winter, and the forest rangers hunt the store places

and rob them. The methods by which this is done are minutely

described without any disapproval. Several years ago some of the

societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals criticized the Forest

Service for robbing the squirrels of their winter food; but evidently

the criticism failed to make converts among the seed gatherers, who
replied that the end justified the means, and that the squirrels ought

to be glad of the oppo];tunity to work in the great cause of forest

conservation. The squirrels have nut yet presented their side of the

case.

lu one forest in a single season 610 bushels of cones were taken

from squirrel caches, and 1,137 bushels in another. One extra indus-

trious forester took sixteen and one-half bushels of cones from squirrel

stores in one day. Many a man can remember his boyhood excursions

and the lickings he got for robbing birds nests. What would he have

got had he garnered sixteen and a half bushels of spoils in one day?

Isn't It Worth While?
THERE ARE SO MANY REASONS why every sliipper of lumber

and every other commodity should help win the war on wasted

cars that any reasons that might be advanced against the propaganda

for full loading are negligible.

There is the usual appeal to patriotism in campaigns for full load-

ing, but beyond that it is merely a question of common sense business

policy. If the caiiacity of the carrying line can be increased by
twenty-five per cent to fifty per cent through proper attention to

capacity loading, it is very apparent that twenty-five per cent to fifty

per cent more of all commodities can be moved without the delay

incident to providing new equipment. This twenty-five per cent to

fifty per cent increase is altogether likely to become the deciding

factor in the question of life or ilcath for more than one industry.

The inspiration to co-operate in the movement is heightened by the

co-operative spirit which the roads, and particularly some of the

southern lumber carrying roads, are showing. An illustrated item

regarding proper and improper loading in a recent issue of Hardwood
Record brought to a focus certain efforts by one of the southern roads,

namely, the Rock Island lines, to push the propaganda to the limit.

Tliese cuts were reproduced iu the Employees Magazine at the request

of II. R. Fertig, car distributor for the Rock Island system. In

acknowledging the cuts and sending on a copy of the magazine, Mr.

Fertig sends the following letter:

'
' I'ermit me to express my appreciation of your kindness in sending

the cuts of the heavily loaded and the light car of lumber, which we
have received, and will use in connection with the article to ajjpear

in o\iv Employees Magazine.

' • We will be very glad to give the Hardwood RECORD'credit for the

insertion, and in this connection we are wondering if there is any

objection to our making further use of the cuts in connection with our

plans of conservation of equipment, such as we did in getting out the

attached letterhead to be used in handling light loading.

'
' We wish to express to you our appreciation of the fine spirit among

the hardwood shippers, with which our efforts to •

' win the war on

wasted cars" has been met. We have never received such hearty

co-operation from any producers which excels the interest taken by

the shippers whom you represent, considerable of which is no doubt

due to our good friend Mr. Townshend, who is doing more, probably,

than any other rei^resentative of any traffic association to bring about

closer relations between the producers and the carriers.

"If at any time we can reciprocate for the favors shown us, kindly

call the way we can serve you or your pcojile to our attention." .

H. E. Fertig.

If there is anyone who doubts that the movement to lessen the

waste in freight carrying capacity is worth while, let him read care-

fully the last paragraph of Mr. Fertig 's letter. Let him then sit down

for a few moments of quiet reflection and follow that by getting de-

cidedly busy.

Three Strong Points

MANY A VISIONARY SCHEME HAS BEEN PROPOSED for

saving waste and turning it to account in winning the war; and

there have been many sensible plans also. Three strong points stand

out prominently from the multitude of good suggestions. One is,

build more silos; the second is, ircrease the canning facilities; the

third is, make greater use of evaporators as a means of saving the

fruit.

The silo saves the forage crop and makes it last longer, go farther,

and accomplish more. A given number of acres will feed more live

stock, put more fat on their bones, put more milk on the dining tables,

and more money into the jiockets of the farmers.

The cannery performs a similar service for the fruit and vegetable

crop. A few days suflSces to spoil many fruits and vegetables after

they reach maturity, unless artificial methods are employed to save

them. The cauuery provides the means for accomplishing this.

Wliat is true of the cannery, holds true of the evaporator or dryer

also. Many fruits and vegetables cannot be canned economically, for

one reason or another, but it is often practicable to dry them and in

that way preserve and prepare them for market.

These three methods of preserving the products of the land have

long been in use, and the only reason why special attention need be

directed to them now is that a great emergency has arisen which was

not present in the past. The country faces two grent problems

—

larger production and more careful saving. It is responding to the call

for larger production more energetically than it is meeting the demand
for more careful and systematic saving.

The best silos are built of wood, and wood is abundant. There is

enough to provide every farm in the land with one or more silos.

The efficiency of many a farm might be doubled if silos were provided

and used with intelligence; and the change can be made quickly.

At present there are some obstacles in the way of greatly enlarging

the canning business. Tin is scarce and cannot be immediately in-

creased, because it is mined, chiefly, on the other side of the world,

and ships tor transportation arc lacking. In many instances glass

jars might take the place of tin cans; but glass is high in price.

The evaporator might take the place of the cannery in many
instances. Evaporators can be built of wood, without tin or glass;

and the evaporated fruit goes to market in wooden boxes and wooden

barrels and drums. Once- again it is the forest that meets the emer-

gency, for all the shipping containers that can possibly be needed

may be supplied cheaply and quickly by the sawmills and box factories.
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Hardwoods for the War
H. C. HaUam.

The hardwood lumber industry of America is "doing its bit"

for Uncle Sam and for the cause of world democracy in a manner

befitting the size of the industry and the importance of the task

it is called upon to perform in this crisis in the affairs of all the

nations.

Representatives of the industry are in touch with and said to be

co-operating loyally with the Committee on Lumber of the Advisory

Commission, Council of National Defense, and other branches of

that war machine, with the United States shipping board and the

Emergency Fleet Corporation, with the war and navy departments,

the Forest Service, and other executive departments of the govern-

ment which are concerned in preparing the nation for a death

grapple with Germany.

Members of the industry are furnishing millions of feet of

hardwoods to the government directly, and to contractors who have

government jobs on hand, and still more millions of hardwoods are

to be supplied to Uncle Sam directly or indirectly at reasonable

prices for the countless purposes to which the hardwoods of America

lend themselves.

Among these may be mentioned the construction of merchant

ships, warships, and boats, buildings of many kinds, wagons, motor

trucks and automobiles, artillery, rifles and guustocks, saddles, tents

and camps, railroad ties, tracks and cars, airplanes, bridges, trenches

and tunnels, boxes, crates and cooperage, cots, furniture, interior

trim, shipyards, tools and handles, chemical distillation, and various

other purposes.

W. M. Eittcr, the well-known hardwood lumberman, is a member
of the executive committee of the committee on lumber under the

Council of National Defense, and he with other hardwood lumber-

men have been in touch with the situation. Not long ago a com-

mittee representing the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association was
in Washington conferring with government people about the public

requirements of hardwoods. This committee included B. B. Burns,

president of the association; F. W. Mowbray, of Cincinnati; W. E.

DeLaney, Lexington, Ky. ; K. H. Vansant, W. M. Stark of Memphis;

Leon Isaacsen, Coal Grove, O. ; and Mr. Hutchinson, of Hunting-

ton, W. Va.

More recently there have been conferences held at Washington

between government officials, F. R. Gadd of Cincinnati, represent-

ing the Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau which was organ-

ized to facilitate the supplying of hardwoods for government

purposes. Mr. Gadd secured orders for the prompf delivery of hard-

wood parts for a number of ships. Through his emergency bureau

a number of hardwood mills have been directed to furnish materials

for so-called schedules of hardwoods for ships to contractors and
shipbuilders who are constructing the vessels as follows:

No. of

.
' Schedules

Union Bridge and Construction Company, Morgan Cit}-, La. . . . 2
Foundation Company, New York City; Yard, Newark, N. J...1U
Gildersleeve Ship Construction Company, Gildersleevc, Conn . . 2
Groton Iron Works, New York City; Yard, Novak, Conn V2
Traylor Sliipbuilding Corporation, Comwells, Pa lu
Jalincke Shipbuilding Corporation, New Orleans; Yard, Madi-

sonville. La 6

The price agVecd upon is on the basis of $100 per 1,000 feet.

Inspection is to be made at the mills under the association standard

grades of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United
States.

This is only a small beginning to a big business in ship stock

alone that the hardwood people are doing with the government
and witii government contractors, and which will be one of the

chief items of the materials which the liardw-ood interests of the

country will supply from their resources to aid in winning the

war.

From l.j,00u to 20,000 feet of hardwoods are requii-ed for each

wooden ship, it is estimated, and Genei-al Goethals, general mana-
ger of the L^nited States Shipping Board 's Emergencj' Fleet Cor-

poration, has announced that he has awarded or is negotiating

contracts for the construction of 450 wooden ships. The total

requirements of hardwoods for this purpose alone therefore will be
from 6,750,000 to 9,000,000 feet. This makes no allowance for addi-

tional wooden ships which will no doubt be built by the government
or for it in an effort to meet the menace of the submarine blockade

witli its destruction of shipping.

Students of the situation believe that hundreds of wooden ships

in addition to the above will be required. Eventually, it is believed,

many will doubtless be of a quick construction type more or less

similar to the design submitted by Mr. Hough, a Pacific coast

genius whose ideas have not yet received the official sanction of

the government authorities, especially Gen. Goethals, although the

shipping board is strong for the Hough type ships or any other

tj'pe that can be built rapidly. Pending approval of the Hough
design by the government, it is perhaps useless to speculate on

the possible demands for hardwoods for the production of vessels

tt that type.

For the present it is enough to consider the details of the ma-
terials which the hardwood people are called upon to furnish for

use in the construction of wooden vessels for the government's
merchant fleets, and which will aid in bringing America to the

Item
145

146
147
148
149
150
151

158

153

1.54
155
156
157

35

Part
Rudder stock

Rudder post
Stern post
Shaft log
Horn timbers
Forecastle and poop deck chock rails.

.

Keel shoe

Knees, bridge house hanging.

Knees, deadwood

Do
Knees, hull lodging. .

.

Knees, hull stanchions.
Knees, bridge poop,
hanging

<et size,
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seeond if not the first rank among tlie mercantile powers of the

world.

Quantities of white oak, or live oak and black locust are being

furnished for the construction of ships, the principal material of

which will be yellow pine along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

For use in the construction of tlie hundred wooden ships already

authorized by the government to be built on the Pacific coast,

not to mention those to be authorized, the liardwood industry of

the country must supply instead of oak, selected structural gum
or ironbark—a species of eucalyptus—for such parts as stern-

jjosts, rudder posts, rudder stocks and keel shoes.

As agreed upon between Naval Architect Ferris of the Emergency

Fleet Corporation and a committee representing the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association, the following hardwood timber and

lumber may be recjuired for each wooden ship to be built on the

Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

The specifications for so-called yellow pine ships, having certain

oak timbers, provide, in part, as follows:

.J. Oak items, unless otherwise specified, shall be selected stock
from the grade of construction oak timbers. The specifications

governing oak grades are given in association standard grades
issued by the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the Fnited
States, October 1, 1915.

6. Knees shall be free from rot, heart or ring sliake, large or

loose knots, and other defects which would impair their strength

for the purpose intended. They should conform with the following
dimensions:
Thick-
ness Length of Kodv Length of arm
In. Feet ' Feet
16 f) an<l up .? and up
]2 8 and up 8 and up

fl i) and up .S ',!> and up
8 4'i and up .3 and up
() 4 and up 2Vi and up
4 :i ' -J and up 2 and up

That brings us down to tlie treenails, pronounced "trenals" or

"trunnels," which are practically long heavy wooden spikes or

dowels to be driven in to hold various parts of the wooden ships

pieces. Can be made from IVi by Ih-- by 36 inches rough dimension
stock, each piece containing 0..562 board foot."

It is understood that a number of deck plugs used in the con-

struction of wooden ships are of hardwoods. The specifications

for wooden ships being constructed under government orders on

the Pacific coast, principally of Douglas fir, contain the following

relative to hardwoods:

4. Hardwood items shall be of selected stock, high grade struc-

tural timl)ers.

.J. Treenails shall be of clear all-heart wooil, straiglit grained,

and thoroughh- air dried.

One set of specifications for wooden ships for the government

shows that in the Atlantic and Gulf-built vessels, the total gross

feetage, e.xcluding knees and treenails, of hardwoods required is

10,386, while certain specifications for wooden ships building on

the Pacific coast call for 8,501 gross feet of hardwoods, excluding

treenails.

Gen. Gocthals for the Emergency Fleet Corporation has already

contracted with the Southern Pine Emergem v Bureau for the pine

components of 100 ships and is negotiating for such parts for fifty

more ships. A similar deal is being put through with the hard-

wood people, it is understood. The general has ordered from the

Douglas Fir Emeigency Bureau fir lumber and timber for 100

wooden ships, with more to follow, and the hardwood interests are

also coming across with their part of the ship material for use on

the West coast.

It is said that there is to be little hardwood trim in the govern-

ment's wooden ship.s. However, a certain amount of hardwoods

will be required for the ribs and frames of ship's boats to be car-

ried aboard the wooden fleets under the Stars and Stripes.

The specifications for the construction of cantonment buildings

for the new National army permit the use of grades of hardwoods

that are not too e-vpensive for flooring and the lumber committee,

Council of National Defense, has recommended '

' That for durability

and service. No. .'1 hardwood strips be used for surface flooring

wherever obtainable; also that hardwood thresholds be used at

Nt't size Gross si/e,

ItMU Part inches inches I

IJC Stern post 1:4x30 24 x:w

ir>7 Kudiler post 20.\20 20 x20
l.-)S Kuilder stoclx l.s.\l.s a8>4xl8'/i
lo'.l Keel shoe .•ix20 A 14 x20 V*

166 Treenails •1%

167 Do •1',
•l>iann't»'r.

together. In tlie jiast treenails have gc!/erally been of black locust,

but that material is said to be so .scarce that many of the treenails

in the new government wooden ships will be of white oak. It is

stated that treenails shall be of clear all-heart wood, straight

grained, and thoroughly air-dried. It takes about 1 board foot

of lumber to make a treenail. With regard to the treenails, the

latest wooden ship specifications for Atlantic and Gulf .sliiiibuilders

provide as follows (from which it will be seen that, although this

is not a very large item, it still presents interesting opportunities

for hardwood lumbermen )

:

Treenails will be of tlie following finished sizes and quantities:

Size
Inches Quantity
114x26 4,500

1% X 32 12,500

1% X 36 7,!500

"Firms which do not have facilities for manufacturing finished

treenails, but which wish to supjilv rough oak lumber from which
treenails may be made by shipbuilding firms, may find the follow-

ing suggestions helpful:

Memorandum Regarding Quantity of Oak Lumber Required for
the Manufacture of Treenails

"Item No. 1, finished, size 1 '4 by 26 inches; ([uantity, 4,500. Can
be manufactured from I'/j by 1 1,^ by 26 inches rough dimension
stock. Amount of lumber in each piece is 0.405 board foot.

"Item No. 2, finished, size 1% by 32 inches; ((uantity, 12,500. Can
be made from 1Vl> by liA by 32 inches rough dimtnsiou stock, each
piece containing % board foot.

"Item No. 3, finished, .size 1% by 36 inches; quantity, 7,500

Xunibcr Gross
LenRth, of footngo

Incar feet Ic.-t
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time, as it is not unlikely to, more hardwoods will doubtless be

used in construction that is designed to be more durable and great

quantities of hardwood will be called for by the government for

its enlarged permanent military and naval and other requirements

that will grow out of the war, probably, even though a reign of

universal and perpetual peace be established eventually.

Hardwood for various and sundry naval purposes is required

and it is one of the subjects of conferences between naval con-

structors and representatives of the Forest Service and certain

lumber interests, but not much information is available about the

matter. The war business of the navy is not public property, but

it is understood that considerable lots of hardwoods are being

obtained for the construction of submarine chasers, patrol boats,

and ship's boats, etc.

Hundreds of '

' chasers '
' are being built at the navy yards and

at numerous shipbuilding and boat building and repair establish-

ments all up and down the coast, and on rivers in many sections.

Many of these vessels are 110 feet long and it is understood that

quantities of oak are going into their frames and ribs. One size

of this material that is understood to be widely used is 3 by 3%
inches. Kve hundred to a thousand or more of these "mosquito"
craft will probably be built.

The patrol boats and destroyers are of various sizes and two or

three hundred million dollars' worth of them are being built at

many points. New ways and dry docks at various navy yards and
naval stations call for important hardwood timbers, the details

concerning which are not available. In the construction of war-

ships, including battleships, battle cruisers, scouts, auxiliaries, and
other vessels, hardwoods are required to some extent for interior

finish and furniture, but the quantities and qualities and varieties

are difficult for the layman to ascertain.

Possibly some idea of the materials entering into the construc-

tion of the sub-chasers and patrol boats may be obtained from
the prices at which they have been contracted for, which range

from $35,000 to $52,000 apiece.

In the past the navy -has usually built its own small boats for

use around navy yards and stations and to be carried on the large

craft of the fleet. Boats like whaleboats, launches, barges, etc.,

are referred to. For reasons best known to itself the navy depart-

ment recently awarded contracts for the construction of eighty

small boats ranging from twenty-four to forty feet in length at

prices ranging from $3,000 to $5,000 apiece. According to the

bureau of supplies and accounts of the navy department, these

little craft are made largely of hardwoods, but here again details

are lacking. It is supposed that oak, mahogany and ash are largely

used in the construction of the small boats.

In the purchase of hardwoods and other lumber for the navy, the

bureau of supplies and accounts recently obtained the expert

advice and assistance of Charles M. Morford of Nashville, a lum-

berman, who was appointed expert assistant in connection with the

purchase of lumber for various naval purposes. Mr. Morford is

advising as to when and where to buy various lumber and wood
materials, kinds and grades, specifications, prices, market condi-

tions, etc.

One of the most interesting opportunities presented to the hard-

wood lumbermen of America in this war is that of furnishing

materials in large quantities for the construction of vast fleets

of airplanes that are being planned to "blind" the Germans.
Under a bill pased by the Senate July 23, it is proposed to expend
$640,000,000 for aviation and aerona,utics, including, it is reported,

the construction of from 20,000 to 35,000 airplanes, the establish-

ment of aviation camps, schools and stations, and the training of

an army of 100,000 men to do the flying and auxiliary work of the

squadrons of American aerial cavalry that it is lioped will in six

months or a year be blasting a way for the infantr}' and surface

horsemen through the Teutonic lines.

The airplanes being planned by the United States military author-

ities, after conference with Entente aviation experts, include mili-

tary training airplanes and military pursuit airplanes, observation

machines and battle planes. The framework of the wings of the

military' maeliines will be chiefly spruce, it is understood, and an
important conference has been held at Washington among repre-

sentatives of the spruce interests of the Pacific coast and of Caro-

lina, and members of the lumber committee, the aircraft production

board, general munitions board, Council of National Defense, and
arm.y and navy officers of the United States and of Great Britain,

France and Italy, with a view to standardizing specifications for

the spruce, and adjusting the demands of one nation with those

of its allies so that all can obtain the maximum results from the

wood resources of this country.

It is believed that a similar conference should be held between
representatives of the hardwood industry products that are used

largely in the construction of airplanes.

While the military authorities are not free with information

about the requirements for airplane stock, it is learned that besides

1,000 feet of spruce and 250 feet of sugar pine, white pine or elm,

an airplane requires about 200 feet of ash and 50 feet of birch

for the frame. The so-called "longerons" extending to the rear

and forming the tail, are generally based on ash, it is understood.

About a thousand pounds of wood, it is said, enter into an

airplane, after allowing for wastage. Each machine has three

propellers and each of them requires 100 feet of hardwoods, it is

estimated. These may be mahoganj', walnut, birch, oak, or elm, and
built up in laminated fashion so as to attain the required strength

and prevent checking and warping.

To build ten thousand airplanes, it is estimated, may require the

equivalent of 20,000,000 feet of rough lumber. Forty to fifty mil-

lion feet are estimated as wanted for the proposed new aerial fleets.

. Assuming that 800 feet of hardwoods enter into the construction

of a single airplane, as would be indicated by the above estimate

which is based on reliable authority, 25,000 airplanes that it is

now proposed to construct, would call for no less than 20,000,000

feet of hardwoods alone. In addition to this there must be calcu-

lated the amounts to be required for army and navy aviation under

appropriations passed at the last session of Congress or early in

this Congress, aggregating $15,000,000 to $20,000,000, also what
may be turned out under brand new estimate just submitted by
the Secretary of the Navy for $45,000,000 more for aviation.

George E. Sligh of Grand Eapids, Mich., is attached to the Air-

craft Production Board, and is said to be in general charge of the

matter of obtaining wood required for airplanes, but he is under-

stood to be specializing in the hardwood end of the game, veneers,

etc. E. T. Allen of Portland, Ore., member of the committee on

lumber, is looking after the spruce end of the proposition.

The army requirements are not less than 10,000,000 feet of hard-

wood for gunstocks. By the end of this year it is believed that

the armies of the United States will number nearly 2,000,000 men,

but there was and is a certain number of rifles available for them

which were on hand before the United States got into the war,

perhaps a million rifles.

At least a million more will be needed to arm the increases of the

army in the near future and it is estimated that ten feet of lumber

are required from which to fashion a single gunstock. Not only

that, but the rule in foreign belligerent countries is four or five

rifles for each man, so that there will always be a considerable

reserve stock. Also, it is reported that a rifle only lasts a month,

more or less, in active trench warfare.

Walnut is deemed the ideal material for gunstocks. It shrinks

less than other woods of similar character and is strong for its

weight. It does not swell or warp and is readily worked. How-
ever, other hardwoods can be used for gunstocks and some of them

have been and are being used, and it is believed that they will be

used even more extensively for that purpose. Birch has been used

for fashioning gunstocks in this country for foreign governments

and it is said to be fairly satisfactory. It is about the same weight

as walnut, but is not so stable; that is it shrinks, swells and warps

more than walnut, qualities which are liable to interfere with the
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accuracy of fire of a rifle and with its wear. Gum may be used

in quantities for gunstocks before long.

The production of wooden guns for the purpose of drilling re-

cruits, reserves, cadets, school boys, etc., is sai.d to be developing

into a large industry in the United States these war days. Birch,

black gum and other hardwoods are used for this purpose, and it is

said that the government itself is buying these wooden guns for

drilling the "rookies." One company in the South is reported to

have an order for 6,000,000 wooden guns from the government

which are being made after the regular army rifle model. Another

concern in New York is said to have orders booked for more than

a million guns of hardwood.

Tent pins or pegs and poles represent another important lumber

product of which Uncle Sam wants quantities. He is reported to

have contracted with one concern for forty carloads of tent pins.

The quartermaster general of the army has issued specifications for

these articles according to the army standards.

The tent poles may be of Douglas fir, "Washington spruce, Cali-

fornia sugar pine or white pine, the timber well seasoned, straight

grained and free from knots and imperfections. The poles are of

different sizes and lengths, according to the kind of tent for which

they are to be used, pyramidal, wall, hospital and storage tents.

One type must be 12 feet 11 inches long and 2% inches thick;

another 14 feet long, 3% inches wide, 2% inches thick; a third

kind, hexagonal in shape, 12 feet 3 inches long, 2% inches thick;

a fourth, 11 feet 4 inches long, 2% inches wide, 1% inches thick;

a fifth variety, to be hexagonal in shape, 9 feet long, 1% inches

thick; sixth, hexagonal pole, 4 feet (i inches long, 1% inches thick.

Tlie hospital tent ridge pole is 18 feet long, 3% inches wide and

2% inches thick, and other kinds of ten poles to be 4 feet 8 inches

long, 1% inches thick; 20 feet 3 inches long, 3% inches wide and-

2% inches thick; 14 feet long, 2% inches thick; 6 feet long, 1%
inches thick, and so on.

At the war department nobody could be found to give an

estimate on the government's requirements for tent poles, but that

they will be enormous is indicated by the fact that tlie entire

strength of the National Guard, some 300,000 men, more or less,

is to be housed in tents in southern camps this summer and fall

and winter until transportation can be obtained to carry them to

France. Tents are also being used by other branches of the mili-

tary service and will continue to be both at home and abroad to

a greater or lesser extent, as well as temporarily by the navy men
at overcrowded training stations, and by the marines. And the

number of ten poles required for each tent varies from one to

twelve, according to the size and kind of the tent. Assuming that

there were half a million tents erected for military purposes of this

government and that an average of six poles were used, the result

would be 3,000,000 poles each, requiring many feet of lumber.

Continuing that assumption, the hardwood resources of the

United States will be called upon to furnish many millions of tent

pins, which should be of oak, hickory, beech, birch or hard maple,

straight grained and free from knots and imperfections, and well

seasoned. These tent pins are of two sizes, large measuring 24

inches in length, lyo inches wide and 1 inch thick; and small

measuring 16 inches long, 1% inches wide and 1 inch thick. The
tent pins are to be uniformly and evenly sawed with the grain of

the wood, the top and point of the pins to be turned, and notches' to

be cut in them near the top end so that ropes can be tied to fasten

down the tents.

Each tent requires from 40 to 130 tent pins, according to the type

and size of the tent. The war department requires that the tent

pins be packed in crates containing 250 large or 400 small tent

pins. Averaging the numbers required for the various kinds of

tents one gets a figure of 85, which multiplied by an estimate of

half a million tents, yields a total of 42,500,000 tent pins needed at

one time, each made out of at least a board foot of lumber, it is

thought. And these tent pins must be frequently replaced, as they

can not be reused indefinitely.

Another big hardwood item of little things on the list of govern-

ment requirements is that of handles. Enormous quantities of

hickory, ash and oak handles are being taken and will continue

to be needed by the army at home and abroad, the marines, raw
recruits and by others engaged in military training more or less.

Por instance. General Pershing, commanding the American expedi-

tionary forces in France, has sent over a call for hundreds of

thousands of shovels, picks, spades and axes at once and for

monthly quotas of many thousands. These tools aU need one or

two or more handles, so that the opportunity for the American

producer of handle stock seems practically unlimited. It is under-

stood that the tool handles required are of regular and special

types.

Considerable quantities of furniture of poplar and other hard and

soft woods are wanted by the government for use in equipping the

National army cantonments, the National Guard tent cities and

the new barrack buildings of the army, navy and marine corps.

This furniture includes big orders of plain tables, chairs, camp
stools, desks, cots, etc. An army cot alone takes about ten feet of

lumber, it is understood, and one order for cots numbering half a
million, which may be half of the cots needed by Uncle Sam in the

near future, requires 5,000,000 feet of rock elm, beech or harcj

maple, chiefly 1% inches thick. Furniture for the navy's vessels

should also be considered as offering opportunities for a big but

uncertain lot of hardwood products.

Army transportation requires a great (]uantity of hardwood lum-

ber, vehicle stock, for making 30,000 army escort wagons, besides

big lots of hardwoods for the bodies of motor trucks and for the

bodies and wheels of automobiles of the so-called pleasure type for

use by army ofiicers to carry them about their duties in camp, on

the battlefield and on the march.

It is estimated that at least 25,000,000 feet of hunbcr, chiefly

hardwoods and high grade yellow pine, is required tor tlie produc-

tion of the escort wagons alone. The hardwood requirements in-

clude high grade oak, ash and hickory vehicle stock, it is under-

stood, although efforts to obtain a copy of the war department

specifications were unsuccessful.

As to motor trucks, indications are that the war department will

be one of the biggest purchasers of this proilui t in the world for

some time to come. Besides large fleets of motor trucks that were
bought about a year ago, when the Mexican situation was critical,

it is reported that the de])artment now wants another 70,000 or

75,000 trucks. The magnitude of this prospect may be realized

when it is stated by a good authority that the allied armies of

France, Great Britain, Belgium, Russia and Portugal have not on

the western battle front in Kurope more than 35,000 or 40,000 motor

trucks. America's quota of this typical American product would

be double the size of the motor truck fleets of her allies in western

Europe.

Only the other day the war department awarded contracts for

10,000 motor trucks of various makes. More will be ordered from
time to time as required, but meanwhile the truck manufacturers

liave been in touch with the government and realize what is ex-

l)ected of them. They have already been asked to submit prices

on 35,000 or 40,000 trucks of good size and wide radius of action,

which number is ofiScially calculated as all that is necessary for

an army of 2,000,000 men.

Tlie standard specifications for Classes A and B of motor trucks

for the army show that hardwoods have the call on the market for

the truck bodies. Following are some provisions of the specifica-

tions:

7. Material: The sides, head and tail board and floor are to be
made of best quality yellow pine, poplar, Cottonwood or gum. The
side stakes, bolsters, sills, top bows and ridge poles are to be made
of best quality white oak, ash, elm or hickory. AU wood must be
thoroughly seasoned and dressed on four sides.

8. The bows and ridge pole are to be 1" by 2W in section, with
all edges rounded to a radius of i/4-inch. The bows shall be held to
the ridge pole and sides of the body by nicims of best quality
malleable iron staples, bolted to the body and bows by means of

' 14-inch bolts, with ends of bolts riveted over nuts.

9. All iron or steel used in the construction of bodies must be
free from rust, corrosion or pitting, and iinist not be bent or
warped. Where malleable castings are used tlicy must be thorough-
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ly annealed. The special body parts shown on the drawings,

except hinges and hinge butts, may be made of best quality mal-

leable iron or forged steel. The hinges and hinge butts must be

made of forged steel. The ends of all bolts are to be sawed off

practically flush with the outside of nuts, and the ends of bolts

slightly riveted over nuts to prevent loosening, but not enough to

prevent the removal of the nuts with a wrench.
10. Screws not permitted: All parts of the truck bodies must

be connected by means of bolts and nuts. The use of wood screws

or nails will not be permitted in any part of the body construction.

*The specifications and blue prints for bodies should be modified

as follows: Cottonwood not to be used in any part of bodies; floors

may be yellow pine, oak or ash. Sides and front end may be yellow

pine, poplar or gum. Tail gates may be yellow pine, oak or ash.

The preparation of standard motor truck specifications followed

conferences between army engineers and quartermasters and trans-

portation experts and 1.5 chief engineers representing the truck

manufacturers of the United States. The writer was unable to

ascertain at the War Department or elsewhere the quantity of

hardwood lumber required for 7.5,000 trucks, but it is big.

The number of passenger automobiles for army uses is very

large, it is understood. The drain on the stand of hickory timber

in the United States for materials for the wheels will consequently

be great. Oak and some of the lighter hardwoods will be used

extensively in the bodies of these cars. Where hickory can not be

gotten readily, Forest Service experts believe that it will be neces-

sary to use substitutes, including elm and maple, for various auto

parts.

One well-known hardwood lumberman said some time ago that

he knew of 200 cars of hardwood lumber being ordered from a

single locality for government purposes. It was chiefly ash for

gun carriage stock and other purposes. Uncle Sam's requirements

of hardwoods for artillery are more or less problematical. One

ordnance ofiicer of the army gave an unofficial estimate of 90,000

artillery wheels of wood to be provided. That was before the recent

report that $2,000,000,000 additional ap|iropriation will be asked

of Congress in the near future to provide big field guns for the

American armies, which will require hickory wheel stock, other

hardwoods and metal for the gun carriages, caissons, etc.

But even the old artillery program calling for fewer guns offers

chances for the American producers of hickory to help their gov-

ernment in very important ways. The particulars of the artillery

program requirements are not public property, but there is no

objection in stating that hickory of high-grade and in large quanti-

ties is wanted for the wheels of the gun carriages. Hickory and

oak and possibly some other hardwoods will also be required for

the so-called gun limbers, caissons and ammunition transport

vehicles like caissons.

Not less than 200,000,000 feet of lumber for packing boxes, cases,

crates and barrels and other cooperage is wanted by the army and

navy during the year, it is understood. Much of the box material

is of soft woods, but some of it is of hardwoods, the proportions

being unobtainable at the Quartermaster General 's office at Wash-

ington, because it was stated there that the various local quarter-

masters are constantly buying whatever they need for these con-

tainers.

Efforts are being made to work out uniform specifications for

containers and container stock for the marine corps, the army and

the navy. Not only are the direct requirements of the military

forces along the line of containers very much greater than before

the declaration of war, but hundreds of factories, mills and other

industrial establishments all over the country are engaged in pro-

ducing ammunition, weapons of various kinds, equipment and sup-

plies, clothing, etc., all of which require great quantities of boxes,

eases and other containers to ship them to the army depots.

The total peace time requirements of the United States for

container material was 4,500,000,000 feet of lumber, including over

400,000,000 feet of red gum, 211,000,000 cottonwood, 165,000,000

yeUow poplar, 96,000,000 maple, 90,000,000 birch, 90,000,000 bass-

* Hardwood Recokd has blueprints for Class A and Class B auto

bodies for the inspection of anyone who might desire to see them.

wood, 78,000,000 beech, 75,000,000 tupelo, 63,000,000 elm, 56,000,-

000 oak, 36,000,000 chestnut, 16,000,000 sycamore, 10,000,000 ash,

and proportionate quantities of other varieties. From these figures

one might make a guess of the increased requirements of hard-

wood box material by the country and the government during the

current year.

The cooperage stock will, of course, be hardwoods, as customary

—oak, ash, elm, etc.,—but no estimates are at hand as to the

(juantity.

With the expansion of the United States cavalry, artillery,

signal corps and wagon transport, and the vast increase in the

number of officers, the demand for saddles to be ridden by mounted

military men is becoming very great. In that connection the

army supply branch not only has to wrestle with the problem of

the scarcity qf leather, but ^Iso with the hardw.ood situation. For

the military saddles are based upon a wooden saddle tree of

peculiar style for which high grade poplar, birch and other hard-

woods are understood to be required in considerable quantities.

The total amount of wood required for these saddle trees, it is

believed, must be some hundreds of thousands of feet.

There is a large but indefinite demand for hardwoods for the

distillation of alcohol and other chemicals for government purposes.

Railroads are now used extensively for army transportation pur-

poses even to points near the battle fronts and the United States

government is already on the market for hundreds of thousands of

ties, bridge timbers, material for terminal construction, etc. So

far most of this sought is yellow pine, but it is believed that the

government's requirements will later afford a chance for the ship-

ment of some of these products in hardwoods to France. This

takes no account of Russia's demand for railroad material and

equipment.

There is every reason to believe that this government will soon

be shipping thousands of railroad cars across the ocean, if it is

not already doing it. France is well known to be in straits for

materials and equipment for her railroad system. It is not known

whether the United States government will build or contract for

large fleets of new railroad freight ears of various types, or

whether it will ship across thousands of second-hand cars, in ac-

cordance with the suggestion of Newman Erb, the railroad man.

In either event, however, somebody will be on the market for

plenty of cars soon, as there are not enough freight ears in the

United States now, and the result will be a big demand for oak

and other hardwood lumber suitable for car stock. The quantity

depends upon the orders whether they be from the government or

the railroads.

In legislative and administrative circles here it has been serious-

Iv suggested that this government should spend a hundred or two

million dollars for freight cars so as to insure the government's

war requirements, not to mention the people of the country, against

possible disaster from car shortage. Mr. Erb has suggested that

the government might advance the necessary money for the con-

struction of the ears and let the railroads reimburse the federal

treasury for the expenditure in installments spread over a period

of years. It has been rumored, but not confirmed, that the Coun-

cil of National Defense has been busy on negotiations for the con-

struction of 100,000 freight cars for war and commercial purposes.

If auv of these propositions should be worked out—and it is not

unlikely that one of them will—hardwooti car stock would be quite

popular.

There is no doubt that the government will require for its army

ureat quantities of timber and lumber for roads and bridges, trench

linings, dugouts, tunnels, military mines, etc., to say nothing of the

expansion of manufacturing plants, shipping port terminals, coal

and metal mining operations, etc., to take care of the government

needs, which expansion will call for timber and lumber in quanti-

ties.

Much of the timber and lumber for strictly military purposes

will doubtless be softwoods, and all of it possibly will be obtained

from the forests of France and other European countries. United
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States Forester Henry S. Graves is now iu France paving the way
for several regiments of American foresters, lumbermen and other

woodsmen and engineers who are going abroad to cut timber in

the French forests of the Vosges, Alps and Pyrenees mountains and

other parts of the country. But it is thought that there will proba-

bly be some opportunities for American hardwoods to be shipped

and used behind or in the battle fronts.

Besides all the above opportunities presented for American hard-

wood lumbermen to "do their bit" at this critical stage of world

history, it is believed that there are various other items among the

lists of tens of thousands of different articles bought by the army

and navy departments for war purposes into the production of

which hardwood materials enter, while the normal government

demand for hardwood and other materials for peace purposes,

and to meet the great regular needs of Uncle Sam, runs on about

as usual.

Note—Since this article was written, General Goethals and Mr.

Detiman Jiave resigned, heing succeeded by Edward N. Hurley of Chi-

cago, wlw recninmcnds steel .iMps except for eoastuise service.

New Rules Do Not Help Export
At first glance the announcement made last week that the British

government had relaxed its import rules and was willing to admit

without license deckloads of lumber and dunnage, as well as cargoes

brought in by sailing vessels, appeared to be a great concession, and

the members of the lumber trade who formerly figured more or less

in the foreign trade were highly gratified at the information. A
number of them promptly communicated with Harvy M. Dickson, secre- •

tary of the National Lumber Exporters' Association, requesting him

to see the representatives of the steamship lines and ascertain about

how much lumber they would be able to carry on deck. Unfortunately

for the high expectatiojis entertained, the results of his inquiries

proved to be very disappointing. Every one of the steamship lines

replied that it could get all the cargo it was able to liandle for loading

between decks, the freight offered being of such a character largely

as to run to weight and leave plenty of space between decks even

after the vessel was down to her load line or even below it. Mr. Dick-

son was unable to obtain a single iiromise that a foot of lumber would

be carried on deck. As for the quantity of lumber that might be

sent out as dunnage, this also is certain to liavc little or no effect

upon the general situation. Much of the freight handled by the steam-

ship lines stows well and reduces the dunnage to a minimum. Fur-

thermore, the conditions under which dunnage is received render

profits exceedingly doubtful. The steamship lines will guarantee

neither delivery nor condition of the dunnage after cargo has been

discharged. It may have preserved all tlie dunnage in good shape

or none of it may be found valuable for other uses. The vessel may

be able to supply practically every foot of tlie dunnage or it may

have used the lumber for other purposes, and the concern that sup-

plied the dunnage has no redress, being obliged, besides, to pay half

the regular freight rates, which are around .$3 per 100 pounds and

therefore practically prohibitive. As for shipments on sailing vessels,

the outlook is equally unpromising. In the first place, there are no

such vessels to be chartered. Almost the only nationals that still

operate sailing vessels are the neutrals, and their craft are generally

on the other side. Secondly, even if it were possible to obtain a sliiji

and several exporters got together to load here, she could not obtain

insurance with the United States War Risk Bureau and would have

to go for insurance to England, which again puts the venture prac-

tically out of the question. For these reasons what appeared to be a

great concession that promised a considerable amount of business to

the exporters is proved to be really an empty i>roposal, virtually barren

of all benefits for the exporters of American woods.

Mr. Dickson has explained the real situation to the members of the

N. L. E. A. in his oflScial communications, in order that no false hopes

mav be raised.

The Logging and Car Situation Around Memphis
Further improvement is reported in the ear situation in the Memphis

territory during the past few days. Manufacturers and distributors

of lumber and lumber products at Mcnqjhis are securing pretty well

all the cars they need for handling their shipments. Those on the

main lines of the principal railroads operating through the Memphis

gateway also report a quite favorable situation with respect to cars

for handling outbound shipments. There are complaints, however,

that there is a decided shortage of equipment on some of the short

roads in Mississippi and Arkansas and that lumber shipments from

mills located on these are quite disappointing. But there is indication

that there will be some improvement even on these branch or short

lines in the near future as the car service commission at Washington

has ordered something ilke 70,000 cars delivered to southern roads for

handling hardwood timbers for the ship building yards and yellow

pine timbers and lumber for ship building and for the construction of

army fantonments. One of the firms in Memphis, with mill on a

branch road in Mississippi, said today that more cars had been prom-

ised and that relief was expected very shortly. The firm in question

owns two mills but has been operating ouly one for some months

because unable to secure enough cars to keep even one plant going at

anything like capacity. The improvement in the ear situation, gen-

erally, is resulting in a much larger movement of hardwood lumber,

though as a rule most manufacturers are still behind on their deliv-

eries by a considerable margin.

There is also some increase in the number of Hat ears available for

handling logs to the mills and most of the plants here and elsewhere

in this territory are able to operate on pretty full schedule certainly

on fuller schedule than for a number of months. Some of the branch

lines are still woefully deficient and there are complaints regarding

the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern in Arkansas because of the

lack of cars for liamlling logs. Memphis mills are securing a more

evenly distrilmted sujiply of logs than for a \i'ry long while, and

they are practically without exception working on single shift, with

a few of them going night and day.

Meantime, there is a distinct change for the better in logging con-

ditions as a result of the cessation of the recent heavy rainfall. There

has been little precipitation in the valley territory during the past

week and the ground is drying rapidly. It looked at one time as if

there would he serious interference with the cutting and hauling of

timber through excessive precipitation, but this danger has apparently

lieen averted, at least for the present. There is a rather better supply

of labor available for work in the woods and it may be statx-d that

extraordinary efforts are being made by owners of timber lands and

operators of hardwood mills to insure a full supply of logs for the fall

and winter cut. Good progress is being made now and, with the sup-

ply of labor increasing, nothing but unfavorable weather or a recur-

rence of serious ear shortage will be allowed to interfere with this

work.

The railroads are enjoying the hearty co-0|ieratiou of shippers of

lumber and are reciprocating by speeding up their ow-n part of the

business of transportation. As evidence along this line, it may be

stated that the Illinois Central handled through the yards at Non-

connah, just south of Memphis, a daily excess of more than 1000 cars

for the entire month of July as compared with the same month last

year.

The band rip saw is neither a novelty nor an experiment now,

but a decided faetor where lots of work is to be done; and it is a

factor that brings with it that economical (|uality of saving in

kerf.

Bookkeeping systems that are too elaborate have their objections,

but every woodworking institution should have a comprcliensive

system of keeping account of everything sold and everything done,

for the sake of comparison of cost, values, and keeping an exact line

on business generally.

It is not the looks of a dado head so much as the looks of the

work it does that tells of the condition it is in.
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Tlie suggestion that has been sent broadcast that the demand for

steel ouglit to be relieved as much as possible by substituting wood
for that metal, is worth more than a passing thought. There is a

searcitj' of steel and an abundance of wood. All of the steel is needed

for war service, and it is not only, a patriotic duty but a business

necessity that in situations where wood will answer, steel should not

be employed.

In many places wood cannot take the place of steel, and no attempt

ought to be made to use it. There are, however, a number of important

commodities that are now made of either wood or steel, and it is for

these that the use of wood miglit be extended and the use of steel

lessened.

A number of commodities are given below, with the suggestion

that wood be more largely employed in their manufacture thereby

releasing steel for other purposes.

Roofing
Shingles make a good roof, but because metal has been cheaper, or

because it has been favored by fire laws, sheet iron roofing has crowded

the woodeu shingle from some of the places is once held. Sliingles

are not made of just any wood which happens to be convenient, but of

certain kinds. In quantity, these shingle woods are used, ranging from

the highest to the lowest as follows: Cedar, white pine, yellow pine,

hemlock, cypress, redwood, spruce and chestnut. Practically all the

shingles of the United States are of these, woods. If an increase in

wooden roofs results from the present agitation, the shingles wOl
.probably be made of the foregoing species.

Ceiling

Metal ceiling has replaced much wood in recent years, and the time

has come when some of the business may be won back. Those in

a position to bid for some of the increase in business may be interested

in seeing a list of woods in most demand for ceilings. The list is

arranged, as all others in this article are, with the wood which is most

used, at the head, and the others in the order of their relative im-

portance : ,

Yellow pine, white pine, Douglas fir, oak, maple, spruce, red gum,

hemlock, 3'ellow poplar, cypress, birch, basswood, Cottonwood, chest-

nut, ash, elm, tupelo, redwood.

Dealers in eeUing material of any of these woods might look about

for opportunities to increase their business.

Siding

Some of the woods used for ceiling are suitable for siding also

;

but the lists differ. With the exception of red gum, yellow poplar,

and tupelo, the hardwoods are not often employed as siding. The
softwoods meet most of the demand, white and yellow pine leading,

and followed by cypress, redwood, hemlock,, and Douglas fir. Eough
siding may be of nearly, any wood, and here is where the competition

between wood and iron siding is keenest. Much gain ought to be
' possible for lumber along this line ; for any lessening in the supply

' of sheet metal will open a place for wooden siding. Perhaps the

chief opportunity will be found in the construction of warehouses aDd
• rough sheds. Metal has not displaced much wood as siding for fine

,
buildings.

Beams and Frames

Manufacturers of yellow pine, hemlock and Douglas fir will have the

inside track in supplying beams and frames which have been furnished

by steel, but several other woods may share in the business. Strong.

stiff woods are wanted for beams, and it may be expected that the

three woods named above will meet most of the increased demand as

iron and steel structural shapes disappear. A good deal of agitation

has recently taken place in favor of '
' mill construction '

' plans of

buUdings. The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association has

been pushing that campaign, and good results may be expected.

Wood ought to win much business in this line.

Fgkxiture

Metal has made eonsidei'able inroad upon wood in the manufac-

ture of furniture, and the way may now be opening to recover the

lost ground. If an increased use of wood occurs in this business, two
classes of wood wOI benefit. First, the cabinet woods for the out-

side, visible parts; second, plain woods for the inside of expensive

furniture and for entire articles of cheaper kinds. The cabinet woods
and the relative quantities of each kind now used in the furniture

trade follow, oak leading the list in amount, and followed in the

order named by maple, birch, red giun, walnut, mahogany and cherry.

The plain woods for interiors and for cheap articles, range from the

most important downward, in this order: White pine, Cottonwood,

ash,' elm, yellow poplar, tupelo, and cedar. Furniture manufacturers

can figure out which list of woods they will need most if they increase

their business by the substitution of wood for metal furniture.

Vehicles
Wood may be substituted for metal in many parts of vehicles and

in many kinds. It depends upon the vehicle whether wood can take

the place of metal. In numerous instances it can; sometimes as

frames, again as springs and parts of wheels, and as panels in light

vehicles. The strong woods for frames, springs, and wheels arc

oak, ash, hickory, maple, birch, and elm; the woods for panels, seats,

and bodies are yellow poplar, tupelo, red gum, cottonwood, cypress,

pine, and redwood.

Caskets

Metal burial caskets have pushed wood hard in recent yeais, and
wood may now have a chance to come back, for it is the oldest and

by many is considered the best casket material that has ever been

used. Both cheap and expensive woods are used, and both kinds are

plentiful. The finer woods are walnut, mahogany, oak, lihch, and reil

gum ; the jdainer woods that are important in the industry are chest-

nut, redwood and pine.

Bailroab Cars

Few greater opportunities exist for wood to come into its own than

in the manufacture of raUroad cars, and few industries offer more
chances to save steel than by substituting wood in the construction of

such cars, both those for freight and for passengers. Wood for such

cars is divided into three general classes, that for frames, that for

roofs, floors, and siding, and that for interiors of passenger coaches.

The beam and frame woods, listed in the order of their importance,

are oak, yellow pine, Douglas fir, hemlock, and ash. That for floors,

siding and roofs consists of pine, fir, hemlock, and cypress ; while

the cabinet woods for interior finish of passenger coaches are oak,

maple, birch, walnut, mahogany, red gum, and ash. Every one of these

may become a substitute for metal in car buildiiig.

Pulleys

About 35,000,000 feet of wood are consumed annually in the United

States in the manufacture of pulleys; and the quantity would be

doubled if iron pulleys should disappear from the market and wood

take their place. It is generally admitted that the wooden pulley

is superior to the iron, except in the largest sizes. The woods most

used in pulley making, named in the, order of their importance, are

maple, birch, ash, yellow poplar, beech, gum, and cypress

Cooperage and Boxes
Relatively few boxes are of metal, but these might be of wood.

The principal metal boxes or trays are used for carrying bottled

goods.

The metal barrel is much more common and is in wider use than

the box. It ranges from the slack barrel of thin sheets to the' heavy

barrel or drum for carrying oils and other valuable commodities. The

suljstitution .qf wooden barrels would bring no hardship to the user.

Wooden barrels are in some ways superior to those of metal, and

there is no question but that plenty qf suitable woods can be had

to meet any increase in demand.

The Call for Conservation

This nation-wide call for the conservation of iron and steel by

introducing substitutes does not come from lumber manufacturers and

dealers, but from government authorities who see. the need of the

measure. Steel producers are not voicing objections.

—23—
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Working with the Veneer Mill
Consumer Who Relies on Co-operation Instead of Rigid

deifications Gets ResultsSpec

HE VENEER BUYER who understands best the

conditions under which this material is produced

makes a point of working with the manufacturer

instead of against him. He reHes upon co-

operation rather than rigid specifications to get results

in character and quality of product, prompt delivery and

the other factors that go to make up satisfactory service.

There are some rather important consumers of thin

stuff scattered over the country, however, who seem to

have an idea that veneers can be produced like wood-
screws along absolutely uniform, standard lines, and

without variation. They therefore write their specifica-

tions w^ith the apparent idea of leaving no loop-hole

through which a piece of material not absolutely perfect

can slip, and then they lean back and say to themselves,

"There! Now let those veneer chaps go to it!'

This is all very fine, and sounds good, especially v^^hen

read rapidly by the man who is doing the buying. How-
ever, the specifications written by a buyer of this class

serve a purpose which undoubtedly is far different from

that intended; they help to restrict the market within

which he can buy. Putting it bluntly, requirements

which are expressed in this form simply shove out of

the competition a great many wise manufacturers who
don't care to tackle an impossibility, and w^ho are not

anxious to do business with consumers who fail to appre-

ciate the practical limitations of veneer manufacturing.

For example, there is a big door company in the

Northwest which is famous for the severitj' of its spec-

ifications. If one were to read the description of the

veneers which those selling it agree to furnish, he would

come to the conclusion that making stock that is 1 00

per cent good is an absolute cinch. However, there are

a great many manufacturers noted for the quality of

their timber, the accuracy of their manufacturing meth-

ods and the zeal with which they serve their customers

who will have nothing whatever to do with this buyer.

"The concern is unreasonable, " said the sales man-
ager of one of the latter mills. "We did a little business

with it some time ago, but it was a case of fussing from

the time the order was received until the transaction

was closed. The buyer does not apparently know or

care anything about the way veneers have to be pro-

duced, and seems to take the view that all that is neces-

sary at the mill is to press the button, and. Presto, the

crated bundles drop out of the hopper ready for ship-

ment. By getting on the other side of the fence and

fighting in an arbitrary manner, it prob?bly thought that

it was sure to get full value for its money and to prevent

anything from being put over on it.

"As a matter of fact, however, concerns which work

with the mill and which try to be reasonable are able to

establish a basis for co-operation which is much more

satisfactory to everybody concerned, and 1 am sure

leads to better results to the consumer both from the

standpoint of product and delivery.
"

One of the things w^hich buyers overlook is that the

veneer manufacturer is dealing with a natural product.

Nature did not make all the trees alike, and many of

them are more or less imperfect, judged from the stand-

ard of the consumer of the material which it contains.

The veneer manufacturer selects his timber with care,

and uses only the cream of it, so to speak; but even so

it is not always possible in cutting veneers to get stock

which is able to stand up under inspection that takes

into account the slightest discoloration and other minor

defects.

The better the consumer understands the methods

of producing his stock, the less likelihood there is of

his being unreasonable- In fact, it would pay leading

veneer buyers to emulate the example of many concerns

which use large quantities of lumber, and send their buy-

ers to the mills so as to give them an opportunity to get

in close touch with the various production factors. After

the buyer has w^itnessed the work of logging, of cuttiig

the logs to the proper size, of preparation in the steam

vat, of cutting on the rotary machine or other veneer

manufacturing equipment, of clipping, drying and sort-

ing, he will have much more respect not only for the

organization which is required to handle all of these im-

portant details, but for the product itself. He will ap-

preciate the advisability of using a more or less elastic

method of judging the quality of the product, and will

be able to make occasional allowances for deviations

from the standards which have been set up.

Another point is that the buyer who is constantly

changing his order is not giving the millman a fair chance

to render service. Suppose that a consumer has placed

an order for material with several mills, and finds that

the delivery of a certain item runs over the amount an-

ticipated. His first impulse is to wire the other mills

to change the specifications of his order as to the sizes

and number of pieces to be cut. He does this without

considering whether the operations of the mill will be

interfered with by this action, and whether it virill be an

expensive or inconvenient proposition to change the

order as originally entered.

He does not stop to consider, probably, that each de-

partment has its cutting cards, and is following these

exactly, so that the order is being given attention by each

section of the mill, from the time the logs are cut to the

proper lengths until the stock is bundled in the shipping

room. Thus any change in the specifications means a

1 evision of instructions all along the line, and any ex-
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tensive change, especially after the order has been

started through the mill, is practically throwing a

monkey-wrench into the machinery.

The consumer who is trying to co-operate with the

mill will therefore exercise a due amount of restraint

along this line. He will place his order after considering

carefully just what his needs are going to be, and then

he will stick to it until it is carried out. If a serious sit-

uation arises, he will get in touch with the mill or its

representative, and see what changes can be made with-

out difficulty. Sometimes this can be done readily, and

sometimes it can't. But he will realize that the producer

ought to have some consideration, and that the service

he himself receives will be determined largely by the

degree of consideration he shows.

"There are concerns which think nothing of changing

their specifications by wire without the slightest notice

to us or suggestion that the change may not be to our

liking," said the sales manager quoted above, in discuss-

ing the general subject of the necessity of educating con-

sumers to veneer mill conditions. "They simply don't

appreciate the situation at the mill, nor that when they

make any extensive revisions in their orders as placed

they may be necessitating a change in the orders given

to every department, from the log yard to the shipping

room. TTien, too, there are buyers who simply don't

care, and who consult their own wishes only. They fail

to realize that the troubles and difficulties encountered

by the manufacturer at the mill are bound to affect the

service rendered the customer, and that only by careful

and kindly co-operation can the best possible results be
secured. If this were fully appreciated, buyers of veneers

would be more careful regarding the way in which they

call on the producer who has had an order on hand for

weeks or months to change the entire complexion of it

with reference to thicknesses, kinds and number of pieces

of each item."

One reason why this situation is more important than
may appear on the surface is that with the possibilities

for standardizing veneer mill production coming into

greater appreciation on the part of the manufacturer,
efforts are made whenever possible to combine orders for

the same kind and dimensions of stock, so as to make as

long a continuous run of one item as possible. This
makes for lower production costs, quicker delivery and
easier operation of the mill. The bigger the cut on any
one item at a given time, the better it is for the millmen
and the customers who receive this part of the output.

Hence to alter in a substantial way an order which has
played a part in planning extensive operations at the

mill may make it very difficult for the manufacturer to

revise his schedule without increasing the cost of produc-
tion to a marked degree.

This leads up to the question of the increased cost of

supplying veneers other than those at first ordered. In

some cases where buyers have simply telegraphed in-

structions regarding the delivery of stock different in

thickness and other features from that which had been

ordered, the manufacturer has billed them for this mate-

rial at a somewhat higher price than that quoted in the

order accepted in the beginning. Invariably there is a

howl from the customer v^hich can be heard from the

factory to the mill without the aid of the wire. He can-

not understand why an increased price should be de-

manded, and he concludes that the manufacturer is simply

taking advantage of his (the customer's) necessities to

raise the quotation.

As a matter of fact, of course, this is not the case.

The cost which was established at first was based on cer-

tain conditions, and these conditions have been elim-

inated w^hen other material is substituted for that ordered.

There may have been a big run on the sizes originally

specified, while a special cutting of the particular stock

ordered later may have to be arranged for. And there

are other manufacturing conditions which affect the cost

of producing the stock, justifying a different and perhaps

higher charge. But the customer who has been looking

at the question entirely from his own standpoint cannot

see it that way, and imagines that he is getting all the

worst of it.

Had he anticipated the situation, and taken up the

matter of making a change in time to enable the mill

to arrange its operations accordingly, the readjustment

might have been brought about without difficulty, and

the price held down to the figures formerly quoted. But

here again lack of knowledge and appreciation of mill

operating conditions interposes to prevent the complete

understanding and co-operation which ought to be es-

tablished from being realized.

One of the things which veneer salesmen can do, and
should do, not only as part of their duty to their em-
ployers, but as a service to their customer, is to advise

them exactly regarding mill conditions; just how the

material is produced, the difficulties under which the

producer labors, regardless of the character and extent

of his equipment; the time element which must be con-

sidered, and all of the other details which affect the de-

livery of an order. If each solicitor did this and made
it perfectly clear to the customer that a veneer mill is

a different kind of place from a screw machine products

factory, he would be rendering a very real service to the

trade. And, incidentally, if there are salesmen who have
been turned loose upon an unsuspecting public without

practical knowledge of mill conditions, these should be
given a free trip to the plants, and their education along
this line completed.

Co-operation is the big word in the modern vocab-
ulary. It has its place in peace and war, in politics and
industry. Buyer and seller have not learned how to co-

operate as they should, because they still regard each
other as natural enemies, with "Caveat emptor" as the

ruling sentiment. But when this out-worn idea is dis-

carded, and the veneer producer and the veneer con-
sumer get together on a basis of mutual confidence and
understanding, the matter of giving service and getting

results will be simplified.
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HiUALIT

Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGERS

PIUAUT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent whdt is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

AH Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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"EASIMOOV"
The Veneer Tape thai is "L p to the

Second" can be removed instantly after

having served its purpose, without be-

ing sanded. Saves time and expense.

Write for sample coils

IDEAL COATED PAPER CO.
The Veneer Tape Specialists

MAIN OFFICE AND ^3ILLS, BROOKFIELD, MASS.

Mixed Wood in Built-up Work
Generally speaking, the experienced glue room man or the

student of panel making and built-up -work will argue that where

practical it is better to build up a panel all of the same kind of

wood. They will explain, of course, that this is not always done

for the reason that some of the face \voods are too expensive to

use for cores, and the difference in cost outweighs in a commercial

way advantages offered in making built-up stock all of the same

kind of wood.

In contrast \^'ith this we have some of the authorities w^ho have

experimented with built-up blocks for aeroplane work asserting

that the best results are obtained by mixing the wood, by making

built-up work of different kinds of wood. For example, there is a

combination of spruce, mahogany and ash which it is claimed gives

better results than to use any one of the woods exclusively.

The main reason why the glue room man contends that using

the same wood for cores as for faces is that it is of the same struc-

tural nature. Consequently, the glue will adhere evenly to each

surface, and the same glue will spread and penetrate to the same

extent on both sides of the joint. On the other hand, if the face

wood is very dense and the core wood open and porous, a thin glue

w^hich will penetrate the face w^ood will be absorbed into the porous

w^ood of the core so freely as to starve the joint. In reverse order,

if the glue is made thick and heavy to fit the porous wood in the

core it will not penetrate and adhere as it should to the face %vood

of finer texture. The points in favor of using the same or similar

woods are for the sake of getting better glue results. It is prac-

tical to get the glue results by other means, however. Wood that

is open and porous can be sized, or a compromise glue mixture

can be devised and difficulties of inequality mi the nature of the

w^oods used can be overcome. It takes more skill, care and thought-

ful attention, that is all.

We have not had. so far, a very definite presentation of the

points in favor of mixing woods in built-up work; that is, the struc-

tural or mechanical points. In general, the main reason for mix-

ing goods in ordinary built-up work are those of commercial econ-

omy. Often much cheaper w^oods are available for fillers and

backs than it is desired to use for the face work and this has b~en

the dominant factor in the mixing of woods in built-up work.

Sometimes other factors have entered. In heavy work, like

doors, if there is to be tenoning and mortising of the frame, the

softer woods give better satisfaction structurally than the hard-

woods. In the general run of built-up work, however, there have

entered so far only the two phases for consideration. One is the

comparative cheapness of the w^ood available for the filler and

cores making the mixture. The other is in the desire for uniform-

ity in the glue-absorbing qualities of the woods used, to simplify

and make safer the w^ork of gluing up. There is some indication,

however, that we are going into new phases of this matter soon

and will have as a factor in the future a study of the structural

advantages which may be obtained by the use of various combi-

nations of wood in making built-up work. It is an interesting field

for experiments, especially in the development of built-up lumber

for box panels and for many purposes involving a combination

of the greatest strength with the lightest weight.

The Rudolph Veneer & Products Company is manufacturing

baskets and veneers at Denver, Colo.

At Nicholson, Miss., the State Line Veneer Company has been

incorporated at $10,000.

Getting help in the woods is quite a problem this year with

the farms and munitions factories paying all sorts of wages and

needing more help than is available.

Walnut not only continues in high favor as a furniture wood
but it is helping to popularize the brown tones in staining other

woods for furniture finish.

AH Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A view \vhicn snows tne class of logs we are obtaining to

supply our customer s needs m Walnut

This log IS one of tKe best that has teen produced m the

Central States and a numter of experts on Walnut have

judged the stump to be the best figured stump that has

been produced m years.

PICKREL WALNUT COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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Figured Red Gum
for

Interior Paneling

Ilhistnition shoiv)* LouisrHh' FiffHictl Ittti Gum iHimliny in

sales office' of Lmtili-Fisli Lmiihcr Co., ChnrUston, Misa.

We specialize in highly

figured veneers and panels

for particular work.

Let us show you some

samples from our late cut-

ting of Quartered Figured

Red Gum Veneers. Choice

figure and color, and prices

right. Excellent selections

are assured. There is

"something different" about

the Figured Red Gum
Veneers of

The Louisville Veneer Mills
operating Slicers, Saws, Rotary Machines

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Letter from a Panel User
Monroe, Mich., August 2.

It is interesting to operate rotary machines, for they present

quite a field of study. One of the most common defects is the

cutting of wavy veneer stock, digging in and running out alter-

nately. This trouble can easily be eliminated. \t is due to the

knife having been ground too far back, making the bevel long

and the cutting edge slender. Again, the cutting pitch and the

pressure bar's relation to the knife may also enter into the cor-

rection of this trouble. A rotary machine, in good order, should

turn out first-class work.

We will next direct our attention to the veneer room. Many
manufacturers desire to increase their production without re-

gard for available floor space. Large hydraulic presses and glue

spreaders are put into operation before the stock is in proper

condition, and then, for lack of floor space, after it leaves the

presses one lot of chained stock is piled or thrown over another.

This is an important matter that is frequently overlooked. We
are preaching system in veneer room every day but this is im-

possible where sufficient space is not available.

The room should be warm, particularly the floors. Put your

heating facilities as near the floor as the law will allow and the

rest of the room will take care of itself. It is not unusual to

visit rooms w^here th:? heating system is overhead or some dis-

tance from the floor. Is the object of this to heat the operators*

heads? Rooms of thl^ kind are simply "hot boxes" and it will

be experienced that men have no desire to work in such depart-

ments, and. really, they don't have to, for it is an easy matter for

a veneer man to get a position because there is a great scarcity

of good men in this line.

The proper way to handle stock is to take it from the press

and carefully pile it on cross strips in a warehouse where the

temperature and the air circulating can be controlled and regu-

lated. I recently visited a large furniture factory and was sur-

prised to observe that the men taking stock from the presses

piled this on ordinary factory trucks, wheeled the panels to dry-

ing rocm, unloaded and piled them on the floor of the drying

room betw^cen cross sticks. After dry, these were of course again

loaded on the truck by hand and then unloaded for trimming. Im-

agine the expense and the enormous amount of unnecessary hand-

ling. 1 would suggest the use of low truck?, and have a rack

attached on each truck in which is contained the piling strips.

Aa soon as the stock is released from the presses, pile it on the

trucks, using cross strips as you wor.Id piling on the floor of the

drying room. Wheel the stock to the drying room and have this

remain on the trucks until dry, then to the proper trimming

machine. This would necessitate more trucks, but it w^ill pay the

cost. In fact, 1 have yet to visit the first veneer, panel or furniture

factory having too many trucks. Proper piling on the trucks is

very essential. Glued-up stock with face veneer should be care-

fully piled straight.

Overhead light is an important factor in the success of the ve-

neer room, as well as overhead ventilation. These cannot be

had if the factory is more than one story, unless the room is at

the top, and this is not practicable owing to the extra amount of

work involved in the handling of stock. But where the building

used for this purpose is separated from the factory proper, light

may be had from both the top and sides, and plenty of fresh air,

both for breathing purposes and to carry away moisture.

A. T. DEINZER.

The Standard Veneer Products Company has been incorporated

at Portland, Maine, its capital stock being $40,000.

The Jonesville Lumber & Veneer Company is a new incorpo-

ration at Jonesville, La.

The Panama Basket & Crate Company, Puyallup, Wash., has
suffered a loss by fire.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Shrinkage and Trimming Allowance
Misunderstandings Often Result from Changes Due to Seasoning

ETWEEN THE TIME of measuring the log or

block by the best devised wood measure rule

and the final dried finished product there are

two items of loss which in the aggregate make

up big totals that are only of late getting the recognition

they should have. TTiese items are the shrinkage in

drying, and the allowance for trimming to size.

Our measuring system in its original inception was

based upon the number of square edged inch boards

that could be produced from a log. These, of course,

were green w^hen produced, and no thought seems to

have been given the shrinkage in drying in developing

the system of measurement.

In the cutting of rotary veneer the percentage of

shrinkage in drying is even greater than lumber because

most wood shrinks considerably more in the direction of

the width of rotary cut veneer than in the direction from

the heart to the outside of the log. This shrinkage loss

is enough in cutting gum, for example, that should a

man measure up 1 0,000 feet of surface measure rotary

cut gum while it is green he would probably find after

drying and sorting that he had only 9,000 feet. There

is a loss that must be taken into the accounting system

somewhere, somehow, and along with it the other loss,

that of trimming to exact dimension.

It is a reasonable presumption that a manufacturer

in cutting rotary stock to dimensions will make his

measurements on the basis of its condition at the time

of the cutting dimension. If the stock is thoroughly

dry when it is clipped out to the dimensions called for,

then the shrinkage loss as well as the trimming v^^aste

has been absorbed by the manufacturer. If, however,

it is only partly dried, as is often the case, the shrink-

age has hardly begun and the shrinkage loss will fall

upon the buyer.

The gum folks specify that stock must be dried so

that it v^rill not mould or damage in transit. This is

really indefinite and if stock is shipped as soon as it is

dry enough to pack vvfithout moulding, that is with a

little air drying or a very slight kiln drying, it has hardly

begun its shrinkage. Experiments have proven that

most of the shrinkage in lumber stock takes place in

the final process of drying out and that the shrinkage

is very light in the early preliminary stages of drying.

Therefore if veneer stock is clipped to dimension before

it is thoroughly dry, then it will shrink from 5 to nearly

I per cent in width in the final drying out.

This means that if the original cutting dimensions are

those wanted for finished stock, the allowance must be
pretty liberal for shrinkage. If the original dimensions
given are to include room for final trimming to rize the

allowance must not only provide this but also the shrink-

age loss. Tak'ng it altogether, there is a considerable

item of waste when we combine the shrinkage in the

final process of drying out and the allowance for trim-

ming. So far there has not been devised any general

method for preventing shrinkage loss. Maybe some day

we will devise a system for drying treatment which will

fill the pores of the wood with something to prevent

shrinkage and veneer stock will retain its normal dimen-

sions. That, however, is merely a possibility of the

future. At the present time there is a shrinkage loss

and the allowance for trimming.

If dimension stock is to be cut at the veneer mill to

exact specifications given and the buyer must pay for

the full dimension, and make provision therein for

shrinkage and trimming, and absorb all this loss, it

means that the buyers will soon be giving very searching

attention to the matter of reducing the allovk^ance for

trimming to the lowest possible minimum. This will be

w^ork that has long been needed and should have been

undertaken voluntarily. So long as the cutters of

veneer and lumber wrere willing to furnish extra width

and extra length for trimming, the buyer w^as not con-

cerned about the matter of making this extra allowance

the smallest practical, but rather inclined toward getting

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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The Dean-Spicker Co.

Manufacturers of

Oak—Mahogany—Walnut
AND

LUMBER
22nd St. and So. Crawford Ave.

CHICAGO

PERKINS
GLUE

COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS
AND SELLING AGENTS

PERKINS

Vegetable Veneer Glue
(PATENTED JULY 2. 1912)

805 J. M. S. BUILDING
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

it made as liberal as possible so that he could have

plenty of wood to work upon. When the buyer has

to buy all this extra wood, the item of waste in trimming

will come home to him in a manner that will impress

the importance of conservation.

In this way we can modify and reduce the allowance

for trimming, but there still remains something like 1

percent loss in shrinkage which must either be provided

for somewhere along the line or else the trade will need

to devise a treatment for veneer that will dry it without

causing shrinkage. And, finally, it is well to remember
that practically all this shrinkage takes place not in the

preliminary drying, but in the final thorough drying out

of stock before it is used.

Terms of Sale

There is seme indication that the veneer people have taken

steps to put terms of sale on a more uniform basis and to reduce

some of the slack practices of the past, and there is no doubt that

uniformity in terms of sale will help the cause all around.

Heretofore veneer and panel manufacturers have been very lax

about terms of sale, perhaps partly because at times they have

sought anx.ously for business and have made very inviting terms

to customers in order to obtain or to hold their patronage. There

has been much of this, as compared to the lumber business, and

the veneer business has a reputation for very slow collections.

This point was brought forcibly to mind when making inquiry of

a veneer man about the standing of a customer who had delayed

payments to a certain lumberman until the lumberman was getting

anxious and making inquiry. The veneer man w^hen asked about

it said that delays which lumber people would consider almost

criminal were really accepted by the veneer man as satisfactory

business. Then he told of some of the laxity in the trade about

collecting accounts, enough of it, in fact, to impress the thought

that terms of sale are one of the things w^hich need revising in the

veneer and panel business, especially as to the time of making pay-

ment. Broadly speaking, it matters but little what time of pay-

ment is agreed upon, just so it is a specified time, because the

prices or some interest arrangement can be made to cover what-

ever amount of time is involved. The main point is to have a

definite understanding as to the time.

As a contrast to some of the laxity encountered here, one in-

stance vv^as found in the rounds of a buyer who sends a check the

same day invoices are received.

Inquiry of this buyer as to why he did thi3 brought out the

fact that he had a purpose in view, that he wasn't going to vhe

trouble of checking out before inspecting and tallying stock and
then having to recount and recheck the matter for nothing. He
had considerable surplus money and he was really humoring the

bargain buying instinct. He %vas steadily building up a reputation

for prompt pay and quick money on the theory that any man with

some stock on hand who felt an urgent need to make a sacrifice

to turn this stock into cash promptly, would come to him first and
in this way he could pick up many bargains. After experiment-

ing \vith the practice for several years he still expressed himself

as well pleased with it because he was able to get a chance at

many sacrifice bargain offerings that were going the rounds from
people w^ho needed money quickly.

It will be seen from this that there are many angles to this ques-

tion of quick pay and long credits, or terms of sale. After all,

however, the main question of the trade is that of creating by

agreement and by practice more uniform and specific terms. This

thing of having open accounts and never knowing when the money
will be coming in is an unsatisfactory mannei of doing business in

this dav and time.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Pertinent Legal Findings
Queries on guestio7is arising on any points inrolring the law as it is applied to himbcrinri and allied industries loilt ie rjiven proper expert

attention through this department if submitted to Hardwood Uecord. There viu he no charge jor such service, but Hardwood Record
••eservcs the right to publish questions and answers without designating names or location of inquiries unless specifically requested not to do so.

Louisiana Lumber Liens

Tnder the Louisiana statute wliich gives a lien against lumber in

favor of persons furnisliiug labor in its produi^tion, the lien attaches

as soon as the lumber is manufactured and takes priority over chattel

mortgages given by the manufacturer upon such product. Where it

is impossible to trace the labor which went into the production of par

tiiular lumber covered by a chattel mortgage', the amount of labor

clf,ims for which a lien may be enforced may be determined, as between

the chattel mortgagee and the mannfactiirer "s receiver, by apportion-

ing to the quantity of lumber covered by the mortgage the usual cost

of labor in that mill for the production of an equal quantity of lumber.

(United States circuit court of appeals, fifth circuit; Security Trust

Co. vs. Bank of Bernice; 2:!9 Federal Reporter, 665.)

Liability for Employee's Negligence
X lumlier company operating in Louisiana is liable for injury to one

employee caused by negligent performance of a co-employee's duties,

if the company previously knew that the latter was incompetent or

habitually careless. (Louisiana supreme court, Moorefield vs. Bownnin-

Hicks Lumber Co., 7.5 Southern Reporter, 672.)

Inspection or Lumber bv Buyer

A firm of lumber manufacturers contracted to sell lumber to a

brokerage firm for shipment to various customers of the brokers.

The agreement contained a clause to the effect tliat all shipments

should be subject to inspection at destination, "with the understand-

ing that report as rendered by consignee shall be accepted as original

evidence in such inspection." The brokers paid for various ship-

ments on the basis of the manufacturers' invoices, but later sued on

account of claimed shortages in quantities and defects in quality,

and asserted that the consignees ' reports were conclusive on these

points. But, in disposing of the case, the Georgia court of appeals

The Search for Airplane Stock
The airplane is no longer a plaything or a curiosity. The ajipro-

priation of $640,000,000 by congress for building these war machines

is proof that the business is not small. That appropriation is larger

than any bond issue of our Civil war, and it is all to go into air

equipment. For the first time in our history a search has begun for

the purpose of ascertaining how much airjilane stock is in our forests,

and the kinds suitable.

The word has already come back from tlie Pacific coast that the

supply of Sitka spruce is being listed. The inspection of airplane

stock is so rigid that a large tree may yield but a few pieces. They
are now searching the forests of the Pacific coast all the way finm

California, through Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, into

Alaska for choice stands of Sitka spruce. The tree grows only near

the coast, in a belt not much more than fifty miles wide. Large

numbers of fine trees have been located, but some of them are not

convenient to transportation.

The search does -aot stop with Sitka spruce, but they are invoicing

the forests of Port Orford cedar iri Oregon and the yellow cedar

northward to Alaska. Much airplane stock can be supplied from

these trees. They are experimenting with Douglas fir, and if it is

found available, the problem is solved without looking further, for

there is enough Douglas fir to build a million airplanes.

The red spruce of West Virginia is the finest in the world and
there is lots of it. Then, there is ash enough in the lower Mississijjpi

valley to supply enormous quantities of airplane .stock, and plenty of

walnut for propellers; plenty of metal for the motors, and plenty of

men to drive them.

Our ordinary spruce and yellow pine will provide better airplane

stock than the best Germany has; and if the air war depends on
superiority of material (wood, steel, and men) it may be put down

holds that such reports were only pertinent I'videncc on the ([Ucstions

and not conclusive against the manufacturers' right to show by other

evidence that the contract grades and (|uantities were actually deliv-

ered. (H. D. Chajjman & Co. vs. Marshall Bros., 92 Southeastern

Reporter, 964.)

EXCESSIVENESS OF PERSONAL IN.JURY VeRDICT

Where a sawmill company's pondman's leg was so badly crushed

in an accident attributable to negligence of the company as to he

practically useless, a verdict for ,$7,500 in his favor cannot be regarded

as illegally excessive. (Louisiana supreme court, Miley vs. Louisiana

Sawmill Co., 75 Southern Reporter, 214.)

Legal Aspects of Lumber Sales

Although it is true that ordinarily a seller will not be entitU-il to

sue to recover the agreed price of lumber or other goods, until he has

delivered or offered to deliver at the place agreed upon, a manufac-

turer of specially manufactured millwork is entitled to recover the

price on notifying the buyer that the work is ready for delivery ami

the latter fails to designate the place where delivery is required, as

[irovided for in the contract. But a seller has no right to withhold

delivery in order to enforce payment under independent contracts

between the same parties. (Kansas City court of appeals. Central

Lumber & Manufacturing Company vs. Reyburn, 195 Southwestern.

Reporter, .576.) ~^-

Right to Lien on Lumber .

Under a contract for sale of lumber, the buyer agreeing to make .

advances to be refunded on his resale of the lumber and allowance

to him of a commission and interest on the advances by the seller,

the buyer, if not a purchaser in the strict legal sense, was nevertheless

entitled to lumber covered by his advances, as against a lien asserted

bv the seller of timber from which the lumber was manufactured.

as a foregone conclusion that William will not only soon see the hand-

writing on the wall but also in the heavens above the wall.

Getting Past the Front Office

This is the real test of a lundier salesman : his ability to get past

the front oifice.

The solicitor who can only reach the desk of the buyer, make his

little speech, and go out, is necessarily superficial in his canvass of

the customer. He doesn 't know- enough about his business to be able

to get down to rock-bottom, and until he can do that his solicitation

nuist be made along purely routine lines.

The real salesman, of course, is able to sell himself before he tries

to sell his firm's lumber. He inspires confidence on the part of the

customer, making the latter feel that here is a man who knows his

business, who understands consumer conditions, and who possibly can

offer suggestions worth having.

When this point has been reaeheil, the liuyer is willing that the sales-

man see his factory, understand the special requirements of his cut-

ting department, and get a line on the products he is making and the

grade of goods he is endeavoring to turn out. The salesman who has

an opportunity to make a trip through the factory of the consumer,

getting past the front office to the place where lumber is being cut to

size and put together, is bound to profit, if he is at all observant, and

knows the game as he should. He should be able to solicit the pros-

pect 50 per cent more effectively because of the thorough knowledge of

the situation acquired in this way.

Of course, th^re are some suspicious buyers who would not know-

ingly permit a lumber salesman to see the stock going through their

plant. But the average consumer is a human being, just like other

people, and if the salesman makes the right kind of impression, there

is no reason why he should always tarry in front.

—33—
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The Mail Bag
B 1131—Wants to Buy Maple

8au FrauHsco, (_'al., .luly 2:;.

—

lOditcn- H.ikhwipui. Kkiuuh : We are in
ihi> market for 2", 3" anil 4" tirst ami sei-"nil uiaple. dry stock. Will you
Uiuilly inform your list regarding this?

("ompany.

Clubs and Associations

Traffic Association to Open New Branch
.1. II. Townshend. sr.i.'tary ijiaiiag.M' ol tlio Soutliorn llariUvood Traffic

.Vssociatiou, announced .\ugust 7 tliat a branch of that organization,
similar to the one established several years ago at Louisville, Ky., will
be opened at Helena, .\rk., within the next ten days. It will be in charge
of a district manager who has not yet been named. l'\ B. Larson, assistant
secretary of the association, will take charge temporarily.

In addition to the district manager there will be an advisory committee
comijosed of the following : S. H. Swanson, Archer Lumber Company,
cliairman

; Paul C. Smith, Theodore Fathauer Company ; 1{. I!. Rhodes.
Hex Hoop, Stave & Heading Company ; A. C. Thompson. Kurz-Downey Com-
pany, and JL C. Cannon of the Arkansas Veneer Company. These gen-
tlemen will help with the work which the branch of the organization has
in hand and will prove an important factor in the success of this new
mc»ve.

There are about twenty members of the Southern Hardwood Traffic
.\Ksociatiou at Helena and in the innnediate territory tributary thereto,
and it is expected that others will be added as the work of the associatimi
progresses. The Helena members will hear the expenses incident to the
liranch office, a.s they will be the direct beneficiaries thereof.

-Mr. Townshend said that it .had been decided to ojien this branch because
of the rapid increase in the work to be done in that locality. The car
situation demands increasing attention and many rates have to be quoted.
It is believed the oiiening of the office will greatly facilitate the service
and members of tin- organization believe the success of the Louisville
branch will be duplicated .-it Hel.-na.

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Assixiatiou is young in yi'ars but old in
accomplishment.s in behalf of its meml)ers. and the fact that it is finding
it necessary to estaldish branch offices in different parts of the hard
wood territory Indicates the rapidity with which it is growing and the
.haracter of service it gives. It stands for service of the most prompt
and vigoriais character and its position can always be found without
difficulty.

Will Issue Pocket Tariff
The pocket tariff book compiled by the Soul hern .1 lardwood Traffic Asso-

ciation will be issued from the press about August 1 ." and will then be dis-
tributeil among members of this organlzatii>n.

It will contain rales on all hardwood lumber and lumber |iroducts from
.Mississippi and Ohio river crossings and from all southern producing pcdnts
to all destinations where hardwood lumber is consumeil. and it is ex|iecteil
that it will prove of very great value to manufacturers and distributors
thr.Migh enabling them to name delivered prices and through making it

IH.ssible for them to provide their salesnuui with such prices. It is als.,
''^ '''• tli'it it will greatly simplify the rate work of the asso<'iation.
For the past two years one man has had to give practically all of bis time
to supplying members with rate infornmtion.
Owing to the I'ri'iiucnt chaiigi's occurring in hardwood lariflfs. Secretary

I'ownshend announces that a supplement will be issued every thirty ila.vs
i-r.vering such changes as have taken pla..'. Thus the r:ite' b,„.k will i.e
kept iiraeticaliy up to the niiiinle.

Stock Summary from Manufacturers' Association
The m.mthly stock report of the Hard« 1 Manufactiir.'rs- Associati.oi

of the I-nited States dated ,Iuly 1, gives interesting summaries of stocks at
eastern and southern mills and the various grades and thii-knesses of hard-
wood. Starting with the quartered white oak, it shows that reporting
members gave at eastern mills a net stock increase of S2.ni)0 feet, while
southern mills show a net increase of 417,000 feet. In selects, eastern
mills show a net increase of 147,000 feet, while southern mills have in-
I'l-eased their stock by 1.-,.(I00 feet. In No. 1 comm.m and selects grade,
the net decrease is 185,000 feet, while in No. 1 common, eastern mills
report a net decrease of 424,000 fei.f, while southern mills show a net
increase of S19,000 feet. The sound wormy grade shows increase of
11,000. No. 2 common grade, eastern mills, shows a net decrease of
143,000 feet, and southern mills a net increase of 147.000 feet. There is
an inconsequential decrease in No. 3 common at eastern mills, while the
stock in southern mills showed a net increase of 206,000 feet.

Quartered red oak in the firsts and seconds grade had a net decrease of'
300,000 at eastern mills ami a net increase of 183,000 feet at southern
mills. lOastern mills also showed a <lecrease in selects of 47,000 feet, while
the net decrease at the some mills In No. 1 common was 527,000 feet.

and at southern mills was 6,000 feet. No. 2 common, southern mills, re-

mained about even, while eastern mills showed a decrease of 207,000 feet.

Plain white oak showed the following : Firsts and seconds, eastern
mills, a net decrease of 53,000 feet, southern mills a net increase of 283,000
feet : selects, eastern mills, net increase of 727,000 feet, and southern
mills a net increase of 31,000. On No. 1 common and select no report
was shown from southern mills, while eastern mills showed a net increase
of 1.377,000. No. 1 common southern mills showed a net increase of
707,000 and eastern mills net increase 1.101,000; No. 1
eommon and wormy, eastern .mills, a decrease of ,jG,000,

decrease of 0,000, southern mills a decrease of 258,000. Plain white oak
southern mills showed a decrease of 977,000. Eastern mills showed an
increase net of 86,000. On No. 4 common eastern mills decreased their
stock by 240,000 feet.

The situation In plain red oak shows the following figures : Firsts and
seconds eastern mills, net decrease 217,000, southern mills net increase
l.."i6S,000; selects eastern mills show decrease of 00,000; No. 1 common
and select eastern mills show increase of 39,000 and southern mills .".(i.Oiiii,

No. 1 common net increase in eastern mills of 672,000. southern mills an
increase of 1,1397,000. No. 2 common situation shows eastern decrease of

347.000 and southern decrease of 79,000, while No. 3 common .southern
stocks increased by 800,000 and eastern stocks decreased by 133,000.

In poplar eastern mills report about a state of eipiilibrium in panel and
box board poplar, while in firsts and seconds there was a decrease of

0:;8,000. The situation in saps and selects remained about level, while
.\o. 1 common showed an increase of about 800,000. The net increase for

.No. 2 common was about ()00,000 feet and tor No. :; common a little less

than 500,000 feet. No. 4 common remained about the same.
In chestnut firsts and seconds grade showed a decrease of about 200,000

feet, selects showed a slight increase and firsts and seconds wormy showed
an increae of 600,000. No. 1 common showed an increase of about 580,000,
sound wormy an increase of about 550,000, while other grades remained
:ibout on a level. In Cottonwood there wore net increases of stock in all

items, the largest being in firsts and seconds, which showed about 600,000
feet greater than on the first of June.

The figures are not at all striking, being on the other liaud merely
natural lluctuations that come about from month to month which might
ji;st as well swing one way as the other.

Prepare for More Serious Car Shortage
.lames E. Stark, lu-esidi'iit of the Southern llar.hv I Tiatfic Association,

.mil .1. H. Towiisbenil, secretary iii.-mager of tli:it organi/,ati<ui. have issued
a Imib'liu to members calling attention to various iduises of the car sitn-

i-tion.

It is pointed out that, while thousands of cars are being sent to south-
eiii lines to fjicilltate the movement of lumber needed b.v the government,
many of the members of the association having tluir plants on short or
liianch lines tire experiencing much difficulty in securing their retpiire-

miMits. All of the latter are urged to keep in close touch with the associa-
tifin and to keeii the latter fully tidvised as to their ri-quirements and the
manner in which these are taken care of by the government. .Ml members
are also tirged to make known their needs to the associjition, whi<'h is

anxious to aiil in an equitable distribution of all the equipment available.

The bulletin sets forth that there are 2,575,000 freight cars in the
rmted States, that there are 120,000 now being usid by the government
in h.'indling materials nei'i'ssary to the prosecutum of the war, and that,

within less than a monlh. something like 500,000 will be required for the
latter purpose, thus bringing about a worse ear situaticm this fall. It cm-
jdiasizes the fact thjit the Car Service Commission has eontrcd over the
distribution of cars and that the nssoclatiim is keeping in close tiuu'h with
this boiiy to insure equitable distribution not only as among lumbermen
but also as between lumbermen ami other lines of business.

The liulletin also urges that the lumbermen load all cars |iro|ierly be-

cause of the idose watch being kept on loading of lumber on the part of the
carriers.

Y'''^-''^'S^iit^.'w>ia^>t>.'wtwiti)tt^^

With the Trade
White Brothers Issue Instructive Catalogue

White I'.rotbers. .San Francisco. Cal.. have alre.nl.v made quite a rtquit.-t

lion lor the stock list and catalogue which they issue. The list of .luly

1 is \-ery well gotten up and gives a summary of the dry stock on hanii.

it also contains list of estimated weights of dry lumber, giving a nunibi'r

of unusual species not ordinarily considered. It gives the classification
and habitat of a variet.v of hardwoods not in ordinary use, and contains
harilwo.id lumber and log tables.

Death of A. B. Nickey
.\nother iiioneer lumliei-num. hailing from Indiana but a resident of

.Memphis lor the i)ast eight years, has gone to his reward in the persiui
of A^li. Nickey, president of the (Jreen Kiver Lumlier Company, Jlemphls ;

vice-president of Nickey & Sons, Inc., Memphis, and president of the
Capllano Timber Company, Vancouver, B. C. His death occurred at the
liome of his daughter, Mrs, .Mice Sanders, at Los .\ngeles, Cal., Saturday,
Vugust 4. His remains were brought to Mempliis and interment took
place there August 8.
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M. Nickey was one of the most proiniucnt lumbermen of Memphis, and

was well known wherever hardwood lumber is bought and sold. He gave

practically thirty-eight years of his life to the lumber industry, and he

applied himself with such skill and energy that he amassed a fortune

before his retirement from active identification with the lumber business

.ibout two years ago. He underwent an operation at .Johns Hopkins

Hospital at Baltimore in 191.5 and never 'fully recovered therefrom.

Mr. Nickey was bom in Allen county, near Ft. Wayne, Ind., in 1844,

and was seventy-three years old. He is survived by his widow, by two

sons, S. M. and W. E. Nickey, and by a daughter, Mrs. Alice Sanders of

Los Angeles.

He received a public school education in which the blue-back speller was

an Important part of the curriculum, and then began carving out his

fortune by opening up a tract of 160 acres of land in the then wilderness

of Indiana. He i-aised all sorts of agricultural products on this farm,

but he gave an increasing amount of attention each year to the growing

of live stock, in which he met with marked success. In 1.SS2 he began

his connection with the hardwood lumber business under the partnership

of Gandy & Nicke.v, which continued for eleven years, during which time

hardwood lumber was manufactui'cd in considerable volume. In 1893 he

formed the A. B. Nickey & Sons Company at Auburn, Ind., in which his

two sons were associated with him, and continued the manufacture of

hardwoods. In 1896 the company removed its headquarters to Princeton,

Ind., and established hardwood mills at Princeton, Huntingburg and
Evansville. as well as at Owensboro and Calhoun, Ivy.

In 1902 Mr. Nickey. together with his two sons, organized the Green

River Lumber Company at Calhoun, Ky., taking in U. S. Lambert and

John S. Dickson as stockholders. Mr. Nickey was president of this

firm, which removed to Memphis in 1906, and which established the first

mill in this city belonging to the Nickey interests. In 1909 Mr. Nickey

and his sons came to Memphis, and in 1910 they organized the Nickey

Brothers Hardwood Lumber Company, which established a big band mill

and veneer plant here. In 1912 Nickey Brothers, Inc., succeeded the

Nickey Brothers Hardwood Lumber Company. Meantime the old firm of

Nickey & Sons Company began liquidation, which has just about been

completed.

After removing to Memphis Mr. Nickey and his associates greatly

increased their holdings of timberlands in Arkansas and Mississippi, and
strengthened their grasp on the hardwood lumber industry of this section.

They became increasingly prominent factors as the years passed, and
when Mr. Nickey retired from business two years ago on account of his

health he left his sons in charge of very handsome properties.

Mr. Nickey was noted for his public spirit and for his active support

to the church and of charities of various kinds. He was a strong advocate
of organization among lumber interests, and was prominently identified

with the various hardwood lumber organizations both national and local.

.\lthough rendered almost deaf by a severe illness when forty-five years

of age, he did not let this handicap interfere with his aggressive business

policy. He overcame that just as he conquered other problems he had to

meet, and during the later part of his life enjoyed the fruits of the

strenuous period of active labor which marked the passage from young
manhood to his three score yi-ars and ten.

Commissioners Talk on Conditions
John R. Walker of Washington and Nelson C. Brown, two of the four

commissioners appointed by the United States Government to visit Euro-

pean countries and study lumber trade conditions, especially with a view
to filling the needs arising after the war in the way of reconsti-uction and
otherwise, came to Baltimore Jul.v 26 and had a long conference with
Harvey M. Dickson, secretary of the National Lumber Exporters' Associa-

tion. They went with him over the territory to be covered by them and
got valuable information in regard to the practices and usages in the

export trade, Mr. Dickson having l)een for years engaged therein. The
peculiar customs in the various countries and the rules to be observed were
considered, and Mr. Dickson pointed out many of the problems which they

would be called upon to face in their travels. The visitors were impressed
with the extent of Mr. Dickson's information and paid him the compliment
of saying they have received more hints of value here than at any other

point they had touched. John L. Alcock of John L. Alcock & Co. was to

have attended the conference, but owing to a change in the date of the

latter a i>revious engagement intervened. The two commissioners ex-

pressed their profound appreciation of the facts placed before them. Mr.
Walker was scheduled to leave about the end of this week for the other

side, going to England, France, Belgium, Holland and Switzeriantl, while

Jlr. Brown is expected to depart some time next week from a Pacific port,

traveling by w'ay of Japan to Russia, and taking in Greece and various

otjier countries. One of the problems to which both will give special

attention is the exportation of Japanese oak, w'hich is on the increase and
promises to become a formidable cojjipetitor of American oak. not less than

10,000.000 feet having been sent to the Pacific coast.

The Japanese oak proposition is regarded as reall.v a very serious ont'

for the American exporters, who find this wood going into the markets
of Great Britain and other Allied countries in increasing volume. The
breaking out of the war caught several cargoes in English ports, and they

were of course absorbed, ^ince then shipments have been made from time

to time, and these shipments are stated to be on the increase. The receipt

of 10,000,000 feet on the Pacific coast, as stated above, indicates that the

home markets are in grave danger of invasion by Japanese oak. Australian

oak likewise has begun to cut something of a figure in the European trade
and promises to divide the markets with American oak, having in Great
Britain the advantage that Australia is a British colony and therefore likely
to be favored.

The commissioners have been requested to give this problem careful
attention and to go into all of its bearings, with a view to offer such sug-
gestions as may enable the .\merican exporters to meet the situation suc-
cessfully.

Purchase Kentucky Timber
The Hutchinson Lumber Company of Huntington, W. Va., has purchased

a tract of three thousand acres of timber in Floyd county, Kentucky,
property having been owned by James Hatcher. It is understood that the
Hutchinson company plans to build a band mill in Floyd county and to
cut the Hatcher timber and other holdings which it owns in that vicinity.
It is stated that the hand mill will be erected at once.

C. Stowell Smith Resigns
C. Stowell Smith, who for several years had been chief of the Forest

Service branch at San Francisco. Cal., has resigned to accept the positi<m
of secretary of the California White and Sugar Pine Association, with
headquarters at San Francisco. Mr. Smith was known as one of the Forest
Service's hardest workers, and he has a wide acquaintance among lumber-
men of the United States, through his connection with lumber investiga-
tions. He is succeeded in the Government office at San Francisco by Carl
A. Kupfer, who has been in the Forest Service a long time and will main-
tain the high standard of the California office.

Visit Lenox Sawmill Plant
The accompanying photograph shows W. B. Harbison of Defuniac, Fla.

:

J. T. Hughes of the Florala Sawmill Company, Paxton. Fla., and W. S.

Whiting, president, Lenox Sawmill Company, who makes his quarters at

Elizabethton, Tenn. These gentlemen recently inspected the fine new-

plant of the Lenox Sawmill Company at Lenox, Ky. They desired to

inspect the new mill, which is electrically driven, and also spent consider-

able time on the splendid timber on which the mill operates. Incidentally,

one of the white oak trees in this tract contains 7,800 feet, log scale. The
poplar tree in front of which the gentlemen are standing would scale

about 4.160 feet as a conservative estimate.

W. S. Whiting, in addition to being president of the Lenox Sawmill
Company, is owner of the big hardwood planing mill at Elizabethton and
is president of the Boon Fork Lumber Company at Shulls, N. C. He is

well known in hardwood manufacturing circles. Mr. Whiting is always
interested in the application of scientific manufacturing and utilization

methods. He has installed special machinery at his Elizabethton plant for

pulverizing saw dust, shipments of which now average about $8,000 a

month.
W. D. Jcdinston, vice-president of the Lenox Sawmill Company, and

president of the American Lumber & Manufacturing Company of Pitts-

burgh, who sent us the photographs, states that the Lenox mill is operat-

ing very smoothly and that the stock now in the yard is approximately two
million feet.

Furniture Plant Resumes Operation
Word conies from Keyser, W. Va., that the plant of the Richardson

Furniture Company will soon resume operations. It has been leased by

R. G. Richardson of Keyser and certain Philadelphia capitalists. The
new firm will be known as The Keyser Wood Working Company.
Machinery and plant will be overhauled and soon be in operation.

Change in Machinery Company
The Ilill-Curtis Company of Kalamazoo, Mich., announces to the trade

that it has succeeded to the sawmill machinery business for many years

conducted by the Wm. E. Hill Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., and the Curtis
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Saw & Saw Mill Macbinery Company. St. Louis, Mo. Botb the Hiil and

Curtis lines of equipment will in the future be built at Kalamazoo, where

all Inquiries and orders for new equipment and renewals will be received

and carefully attended to.

Organize New Wood Bending Company
with the modern processes of Frederic Schreibmau, noted mechanical and

electrical engineer of Belgium, the New Process Wood Bending Company

has been incorporated at Kingston, N. Y. Mr. Schreibmau has been demon-

strating his bending methods, which have already had practical applica-

tion, and as a result of the early successful tests the company has been

organized and will shortly be in operation.

One series of experiments on wooden ribs for submarine chasers of red

oak 3 inches by 2VH inches by 13 feet long showed very successful results.

The piece of wood was bent on the three-inch side. The maximum depth

of the bending was 3 feet 1 inch. Several half circles were bent one at

a time of yellow pine 2M! by 2 inches, the circles having a diameter of

48 Inches. Another experiment was made with three pieces of red oak

placed one on top of the other, each of these pieces being 3 inches by 3%
inches by 13 feet long.

R. E. Wood Buys in North Carolina

Negotiations which have been carried on for some time past by K. E. Wood,

president of the R. E. Wood Lumber Company, Continental building. Balti-

more, Md., for tiniberland in North Carolina have resulted in the closing

of a transaction whereby the Montvale Lumber Company, a subsidiary of

the K. E. Wood company ami timber holding corporation, comes into the

possession of an extensive tract of timber in Swain county, North Caro-

lina. It is stated that in due time arrangements will be made for the

erection of a saw and planing mill. A statement regarding the matter

given out by Mr. Wood is as follows :

Our Montvale Lumber Company, subsidiary company to the R. E. Wood
Lumber Company, has purchased some lands in Swain county. North Caro-
lina, on the Ocona-Lufty river, above Cherokee, the Indian Reservation
well-known through North Carolina. In addition to this purchase, we will

handle other timber and within a reasonable time locate a plant in that
near vicinity to take the hardwood lumber from abo\it 27,000 acres.

With this arrangement there is an alliance with the Champion Fibre
Company of Canton, N. C, with headquarters at Hamilton. O., of which
Peter G. Thompson is the head, to handle the by-products, such as tannic
acid wood from the spruce, chestnut, etc., and the Montvale Lumber Com
pany will manufacture the hardwoods, which consist of tine poplar, ash,
cherry, lynn and such other hardwoods well known in western North Caro-
lina. The plant, when completed, will consist of milling <apaclty of about
."lO.OOO feet daily and have a planing mill and ilimension plant attached.

Organize in Texas
The t)range Hardwood I^umber Company, Orange, Tex., has been organ-

ized by W. A. Stark and U. S. Lambert, two well-known lumbermen of .Mem-

phis. It is announced that humediate steps will be taken looking to the

construction of a band mill at Orange, with daily capacity of about 40,000

feet. The company has already secured contracts r()veriiig enough timber

for ten years' operation. .\ll kiinls of Texas har<lwoods will be produced.

'Mr. Stark will be president of the company and will remove to Orangi'.

where he will make his beadcpiartei-s. .Mr. Lambert will be treasurer and

will go at once to Orange, though his lamily will remain In Memphis for

some months. Mr. Stark was in business with his brother. .lames K. Stark,

until 1907, when he entered the milling business in Arkansas under the

firm name of W. A. Stark & Co. He has cut out his timber holdings in that

state, which accounts for the change in his location. Mr. Lambert came

to Memphis some twelve years ago from Princeton. Ind., to accept service

with the Green River Lumber Company. Four years later he became sales

manager and secretary of Nickey & Sons Company, remaining with that

firm until its liquidation. Both of these gentlemen are experienced and

capable hardwood nfen and their friends are predicting for them a brilliant

i-.Mier in their new Held.

Wood's Density Retards Decay
The Southern Pine Association has published conclusions reacheil by

Dr. S. M. Zeller after two years of investigation regarding the decay of

wood. The tests were made with southern yellow pine, but the conclu-

sions probably hold true of other woods, provided heartwood alone is con-

sidered. It is claimed that wood with wide growth rings decays more

slowly than that of narrow rings, if a large part of the ring consists of

dense, dark wood. The fungus which is responsible for deca.v does not

work energetically in the dense wood which represents the growth which

the tree puts on late in the season. This fact shovild be borne in mind In

selecting timber for foundations or to be used in any situation where decay

is likely to be active.

Texas Hardwood Enterprise
On .\ugust 1 Rex H. Brown became manager of the hardwood depart-

ment of the Beaumont Lumber Company, Beaumont. Texas, of which com-

pany Ben S. Woodhead is president, W. .\. Priddie vice-president, George N.

.\uderson secretary, H. C. Wiess treasurer, and W. L. Womack general sales

agent. The hardwood department of this well known company was opened

about two years ago and has since grown to large proportions and every

prospect is favorable to a still further increase. The region tributary

to Beaumont produces hardwoods of excellent quality and in quantities

sufficiently large to guarantee ample supplies for a long time. These woods
have won their way on their merit in the markets of the country for all

purposes for which such hardwoods are used.

I

I

Pertinent Information \

Foreign Commerce for May
The Government has luitdisbed statistics of our fcu'eign commerce fttr

May of this year. Including both experts and impoi-ts. The total business

for the month was $833..'501. 180. For the corres|)onding month last year

the total was $703,992,594. The total exports in May of this year were
valueil at $."),"i2,79.j,022 : total imports, $280,70(1,164. The balance of

trade in our favor totaled $272,0SS,8.")8. Our total foreign commerce for

the eleven months ending with May. 1917, was valued at the enormous sum
of $8,072,727,761.

Forest Service Issues Price List

The I'orest i^ervlce, through the Office of Industrial ln\ estlgations at

Washington, issues a quarterly summary of prices on lumber. The list

issued July 16. covering April. May and June, shows i>rices f.o.b. of cer-

tain reporting mills in -Arkansas. Miss(>uri, Louisiana. Mississippi, .\labama,

Tennessee. Kentucky. Ohiii, North Carolina and West Virginia on the dif-

ferent grades of ash, chestnut, Cottonwood, gum. hickory, poplar and plain

an<l quartereil oak in red and white.

R. H. BROWNE.
Manager Beaumont Lumber Company.

Beaumont, Tex.

BE.\ S. WOODHEAU,
t'rcsiilent Beaumont Lumber Compauv,

Beaumont, Tex.

K. E. \voor>.

R. K. Wood Lumber rompanv.
Baltimore. Md.
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Thrashing Rivals to Death
The gray birch which overruns abaudoned fields in New England is about

as worthless a tree as cumbers the free soil o£ America. It is small

and limby, and its only redeeming trait is that it is rather pretty and is

full of fight. It is probably the gamest fighter of the forest. It cannot
grow in the shade of other trees, so it goes out into the abandoned
fields where sunshine and air are plentiful, and the soil is so poor that

few kinds of trees can grow there. It flourishes and soon covers the ground
with thousands of young birches.

About tliat time a rival puts in an appearance. White pine seeds are

carried by the wind, drop among the seedling birches, germinate in the

cool shade cast in summer by the birch leaves, and in a short time

a generation of young pines covers the ground as thick as hair on a

dog's back. The birch seems to recognize the pine as a dangerous rival

;

for, if the pines are given half a chance, they will shoot up, overtop the

birches, and shade them to fleath, but the birches see to it that the pines

do not get half a chance.

The birch branches are long as whips and tough as rattan, and they

begin to whip the leaves off the pines. Winds are strong on the New
England hills, and they furnish the thrashing power, and the birch

branches hit and cut to right and left, taking advantage of every wind
that blows, until they strip the little pines of their foliage, and leave

them to die of their wounds, and thus mutilated they are not slow in

giving up their little ghosts.

This gives a black eye to the doctrine of evolution ; for it is not a sur-

vival of the fittest. The white pine is a better tree than the gray birch,

but it gets the worst of it when it infringes on the birch's preserves.

In the same way, a horse is better than a yellow jacket, hut that

does not mean that the horse can nose with impunity round the yellow

jacket's nesf.

National Forests Almost Self-Sustaining

Report from Washington on the fiscal year ending in 1917 shows that

the National forests are now almost self-sustaining. The total cost of

operating is about $4,000,000, while receipts were $3,4.50,000. The bulk

of this comes from timber business, grazing permits, and water power

development permits. Tliere are various other ways in which the B''orest

Service realizes a revenue from the National forests, and it is expected that

in the next fiscal year, the income will more than exceed the cost of

operations.

Celerity and Competence
The paragraph below is from an editurial appearing in a recent issue of

the Chicago Herald:
General Goethals' picturesque but unhappy statements that "birds are

still nesting in the trees out of which the wooden ships are to be built"

has received a renuirkable commentary in the record achieved in the con-

struction of the military cantonments. Fairfax Harrison, chairman of the

i-ailroads' war board, has drawn attention to the fact that within five days

trees growing in the Mississippi forests have been transformed into lum-

ber and laid down at Louisville for the use of the army engineers. Trees

felled on Saturday were kiln-dried on Sunday, loaded on Monday and
actually delivered at the Kentucky camp on the following Wednesday.

This unquestionably is a record in which both the lumber companies and
the railroads may take a reasonable pride. That it is not exceptional is

revealed by the fact that within thirty days of the time the first order was
placed 12,000 carloads of lumber arrived at the training places for the

National army. In this mobilization which necessitates the transmuting

of the most peaceful of the great nations into an armed camp there have

undoubtedly been some hesitation and blundering. But upon the whole an

unprecedented task is being accomplished with marvelous celerity and
competence.

The Embargo Situation

-\ circular sent out August 2 by W. W. Schupner, department manager
of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, gives the status

of the railroad embargo on lumber in a number of districts, and improve-

ments in the situation were shown in several important particulars. On
July 9 a conference was arranged witli the car service commission at Wash-
ington, and even before the meeting was held an improvement in the

service was apparent. For instance, the Norfolk committee had been in-

structed, prior to that time, to Issue no permits ; but soon the order came
to i.ssue 100 permits a day. A few days later the authorized number was
increased to 200 cars a day, via Norfolk : and within a week it was further

increased to 300 cars daily, of which number 45 cars were assigned to New
York delivery. 100 to New England, and l.'iO scattered. These 300 permits

were in addition to 100 issued on shipments by way of Potomac Yard.

In the matter of the Hagerstown gateway, at which point the Norfolk

& Western embargo became effective at midnight. July 22, they stated that

there had been an increase of 310 per cent in the movement through this

gateway, which had caused serious congestion. The opening of the Nor-

folk and Potomac Yard gateways, however, as above outlined, will help ma-
terially to relieve the congestion at Hagerstown, and it is expected that

this .embargo will be removed within the next few days.

About 68.000 cars have been ordered to the southern and southwestern

states to relieve the shortage there, and 48,000 of the cars are reported

to have reached that territory, and the others are expected in a short time.

The railroads are being called upon from time to time to move a vast

amount of material for the Government's cantonments, of which there are

sixteen in all, each one of which will require about 800 cars of lumber,
and altogether about 100,000 carloads of materials, which in itself Is a
task of no small proportions.

Exports of Wood Products
The figures have been published showing the export of lumber and other

foreign products from this country dui-ing May, 1917, with comparisons
with exports for the corresponding month last year. Totals are given
below :

Commodity 1916 ini7
Round logs $ ISLS-IO $ i:ui 233
Firewood 16.669 16.313
Square logs 499.110 361 450
Lumber 2.286.052 2.774 704
Railroad ties 203.051 191,528
Shingles 3,799 15,439
Box shooks 230.46S 190 429
Barrel shooks 79,791 267 378
Staves 308,071 20o|544
Heading 12.035 27,488
Other lumber 350,959 223 541
Doors, sash and blinds 40,000 28627
Furniture 275,218 326,801
Empty barrels 53,976 61,786
Incubators 6,000 19,020
Interior house finish 69,224 23,927
Woodenware 30,110 35.444
Wood pulp S5..399 112,829
All other 791,534 942,778

Total $5,523,426 $5,956,379

=-< MISCELLANEOUS >=
The .Vmerican Bentwood Chair Company has been incorporated at Ashe-

boro, N. C.

The Biloxi Ship Yard & Box Factory is building boats and manufactur-
ing shooks at Biloxi, Miss.

Richard M. Coleman has been appointed receiver for the Meridian Manu-
facturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

With a capital of .$25,000, the Saginaw Sectional Book Case Company
has been incorporated at Saginaw, Mich.

W. T. Holland has been appointed receiver for the Perkins Windmill &
Engine Company, Mishawaka, Ind.

The Seymour Woodenware Company has been incorporated with a capi-

talization of $10,000 at Seymour, Wis.

The capital stock of the Cleveland Chair Company. Cleveland, Tenn., has
been increased to $100,000.

A loss by fire has been sustained by the Sabine Tram Company, Dewey-
ville, Tex.

The Pacific Northwestern Manufacturing Company, Seattle, Wash., has
been incorporated to manufacture furniture ; capital. $100,000.

The Detroit Sash & Door Company has been incorporated at Detroit.

Mich., as has the Champlin & Hobbs Box Company at Berwick, Maine.
At Charleston, W. Va., the Blue Tom Lumber Company has been incor-

porated.

The Bartelme Company of Illinois has been incorporated at Cairo to

handle the business of the Bartelme Company coming through this point.

The Meridian Manufacturing Company of Indianapolis, Ind., has become
an involuntary bankrupt.

The Saginaw Sectional Bookcase Company has started in the manu-
facture of sectional bookcases at Saginaw. Mich.
The Kittinger Furniture Company of Buffalo has been reorganized as

The Kittinger Company.

< CHICAGO >.=

Hardwood Recokd is in receipt of notice of the death of John W.
Shanahan, superintendent of the Bissell Carpet Sweeper Company of

Grand Rapids. ^Ir. Shanahan died last month.
Richard J. Pender, representing E. A. Howard & Co., lumber merchants

of San Francisco, passed through Chicago the early part of the week on
his way East. Mr. Pender talked very optimistically of trade conditions

on the coast, although he says trade has slacked off considerably in cer-

tain factory lines and in the building business. He gave the encouraging
word that on account of means of getting shipments in Japanese oak, he
is entirely out of the market, but he added that Japanese oak companies
have announced to the trade that within a few months they will have
new stocks to offer. Philippine mahogany also, according to Mr. Pender,
is well cleaned up, so the field is now open exclusively to American hard-
woods. Mr. Pender made\ the interesting observation that while San
Francisco is decidedly a gum city, his company is selling more gum than
any other wood in that territory, other important western centers scarcely
know this wood and a good deal of introducing will be required before It

is firmly and generally established. He said that the largest department
store in Los .\ngeles has recently been finished in gum and that this will

probably have a considerable bearing upon future markets tor this wood.
Chas. Ransom of the Gayoso Lumber Company, Memphis, accompanied

by Mrs. Ransom, passed through Chicago last week on his way to Lud-
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ington, Mich., where he and Mrs. Ransom will spend some time in recrea-

tion.

C. B. Allen of the Allen-Eaton Panel Company of Memphis, Tenn., was

in Chicago for a few days last week. Mr. Allen spent his time between

the Congress hotel and the South Shore Country club, that is, when he was

not working. He says that the fine new plant his company is putting

up will be in operation yery soon.

The Royal Store Fixture Company and M. Nafshun & Son & Bekovsl;y,

both Chicago firms, have filed an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

C. C. Kelly of Savannah. Ga., and Harry J. Schrass. of Memphis, branch

managers of the Clyde Iron Works, Duluth, Minn., were in Chicago for a

couple of days this week en route home. They reported their annual con-

ference was a very pleasant and profitable one and that their company's

big shops were more active than ever in making specialties for their trade.

Mr. Kelly says the inventive genius of the firm up there, Mr. Gifford, has

another idea, and no doubt we will hear about that soon in the shape of a

labor-saving, practical machine for the lumber trade.

Frank Robertson of the Ferguson & Palmer Company, Memphis, Tenn.,

was in Chicago for a couple of days this week and reports that the activi-

ties of his company are continuous. It looks like the hardwood trade after

many years is coming into its own.

Charles S. Keith, president of the Central Coal & Coke Company, Kansas

City, Mo., was in Chicago for a day this week after returning from the

Coast. He is better, it is true, but is not yet able to give his full time to

the work of his company or the big Southern Pine Association.

Building operations in Pittsburgh for .July showed a total of $1,375,752

as compared with $876,259 for June and $966,296 for July of last year.

The Satler-Hamilton Lumber Company reports business very fair con-

sidering the mid-summer season. E. B. Hamilton, of this concern, has
been making a long trip in the South lately.

The Acorn Lumber Company is fairly well satisfied with business up to a
few weeks ago. Demand has fallen off consideraldy and there is more evi-

dence of prices going up, especially in lumber sold to manufacturers.

Oscar H. Babcock of the Babcock Lumber Company reports some falling

off in demand, but says that general business conditions are likely to im-

prove in the fall. Shipping matters are slightly bettor on some roads than

a few weeks ago.

J. F. Henderson, president of the Henderson Lumber Company, is doing

a nice business with mining concerns in furnishing stock for new mines.

Prices are very high as a result, and he finds that the wise purchasing

agent is keeping his nerve and sticking to his old contracts, although now
and then he is able to get a small amount of hardwood here and there at a

bargain.

--<, BUFFALO >=

=< COLUMBUS >=

The BuBEalo Lumber Exchange held its first outing of the season down

the river and around Grand Island on July 31. Nearly every hardwood

yard was represented, together with many other yards and offices. A stop

was made at Edgewater, where a baseball game was played between nines

captained by Elmer J. Sturm and Fred M. Sullivan, the former team win-

ning. The lumbermen were well looked after by the outing committee,

which provided a fine spread. The return was made to tlie dock about

7 p. m.
Plans for the extension of the Curtiss Aeroplane Company are under-

stood to call for the expenditure of $5,000,000. The company a few' days

ago filed plans with the city for the erection of a new factory building to

cost $400,000.

Arthur \V. McLeod of Washburn, Wis., and Evan J. Jones of Bradford,

I'a., on July 31 were appointed receivers for the Montreal River Lumber

Company of Saxon, Wis. The appointment was made in the United States

court by Judge Hazel on the petition of Harry M. Jack of this city, who

states that he is a creditor to the extent of $5,000. The bond of the re-

ceivers was fixed at $20,000. The liabilities of the ccuupany are estimated

at $160,000, with assets-exceeding that figure. The assets include valuable

and extensive timber lands, mills, locomotives and other property.

Receipts of lumber by lake for July were 8,131,000 feet, which is a small

showing fur a midsummer month, when in normal times cargoes are moving

freely. In July of last year the receipts were 11,634,000 feet. Siarcely

any hardwood cargoes figured in the total, it being found more profitable

by the manufacturers to market their lumber further west. Total lumber

receipts to August 1st this season were 22,180,000 feet, compared with

30,264,000 feet in the same part of last year.

By dint of the earnest efforts of some of Buffalo's lumbermen and their

friends the local league baseball team has been put on a stronger financial

footing. It all came about through the idea of having a few special days

to give the club a boost. The first of these days was "Krcinhcder Day,"

named for the commissioner-lumberman, the date being August 1, when a

large crowd saw the Buffaloes win two games from Rochester. A military

parade and drill accompanied the ball game. On the committee which

arranged this affair were the following lumbermen : I. N. Stewart, chair-

man ; Orson E. Yeager, C. Walter Betts, James B. Wail and John McLeod.

It was a civic half-holiday, so the crowd in attendance was unusually

large.

The Batavia & New York Woodworking Company, with plant at Ba-

tavia, has re-elected directors as follows : Herbert T. Booth, Charles H.

Honcck, Henry Honeck and R. C. Scatcherd of Batavia and F. S. Bosworth

of New York. The directors chose the following officers :
President,

Charles H. Honeck ; vice-president, Henry Honeck ; secretary and treas-

urer, Mr. Scatcherd.

Hugh McLean is attending a meeting of the officers and directors of the

Bathurst, New Brunswick Lumber Company, being accompanied by several

business associates.

-; PITTSBURGH >
The Kendall Lumber Company is cutting a splendid lot of hardwood lum-

ber at Cheat Haven, Pa., where it opened up one of the best hardwood

operations in the state early in the summer.

The J. W. Willis Lumber Company, Washington Court House, O., has

been shipping a big order for bridge and pontoon timbers which are going

to France for army purposes.

J. W. Calland, assistant state forester of the Ohio State Experiment

Station, at Wooster, O., is rounding up men from the Tenth Reserve En-

gineers Forest Regiment of Ohio. These men will go to France to cut

timber, mine props, etc.

Word has been received by the officers of the W. M. Ritter Lumber
Company that Jack Crichton, formerly in the employ of the company in

Michigan and Canada, was killed while serving as an officer with a Canadian
unit on the front in France. Jack Crichton was a brother of Innes Crich-

ton, the London and Liverpool representative of the Ritter company.

Young Crichton left the lumber business about eighteen months ago to

take a course at an officers' training camp in Canada and was later trans-

ported to England to complete the course. His death soon followed his

appearing at the front. He was born and reared in England.*

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Company has opened enlarged offices in the

Carew building. Cincinnati, adjoining its old offices. Extra clerical and
sales forces have been added. --V. J. Boehm has been appointed manager
of the general hardwood department of the business.

The Royal Distributing Company, Cincinnati, which has been doing a
lumber business for some time, has changed its name to the Royal Lumber
Company, in order that the name might be more truly representative of its

business. Offices are at 528 Walnut street.

The Dwight Hinckley Lumber Compan.v. Cincinnati, lias increased its

capitalization from $40,000 to $100,000. This increase has been made by

transferring the $60,000 from the surplus to the capital.

The Columbus Builders' and Traders' Exchange held its annual outing

at Bismarck Park, southeast of Columbus. .Tuly 26, when members and
their families to the number of 150 attended. Rain forced the evening

program to be held indoors.

E. V. Ennis, Pioneer, O., has sold out to tlie I'ioueer Limiber and Coal

Company.
Ditzler & Woods, Willshire, O.. have been succeeded by Dull & Woods.
The Wickliffe Lumlier Company, Wickliffe, O., has been incorporated liy

F. A. Cramer, John II. Hogg, H. A. Bittner, S. P. Cramer and R. L. Tolicu

with a capital stock of $25,000.

Henry Leinbach, North Lima, O., is the successf>r to tlic J. M. Muntz
Lumlier Company.

'I'he M. Borko Wrecking and I.unilier Cumpany lias been incorporated at
Cleveland with a capital stock of $10,000.

Tlie Pasadena Lumber and Supply Company. Dayton, lias increased its

capital stock from $25,000 to $50,000.

The -Vmherst Lumber Company, .Vmherst, has increased its capital stock

from $40,000 to $50,000.

The Dover Wood Face and Lumber Company liiis rneutly begun manu-
facturing wood faces and interior finish.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Hitter Lumber Company reports a good demand
for hardwoods, especially from manufacturing ostatilishments. He says

that manufacturers of furniture are now in the market, as their shows
were fairly successful. Veliicle and box factories have been buying lib-

erally.

J. A. Ford of tlie Imperial Lumber Company reports a good trade in

West Virgini.i hardwoods with prices ruling firm in every particular.

A number of the Columbus lumbermen attendcil the annual outing of

the Ohio .\ssociation of Retail Lumber Dealers and the Union Association

of Lumber. Door and Sash Salesmen at Cedar Point August 3 to 5 in-

clusive. The meeting was featured 'oy a meeting of the board of directors

when considerable routine business was transacted.

-•< CINCINNATI >=
The Pasadena Lumber & Supply Company, Dayton, has increased its

capital from $25,000 to $50,000.

United States District Judge Hollister recently made an entry in the

case of the Universal Machinery Corporation vs. The Kern Macbine Tool

Company, overruling the defendants' demurrer In the petition. On motion

of the defendant it was given thirty days within wbicli to flic its answer.

In the matter of the K. & P. Lumber Company, Cincinnati, bankrupt.

Otto Pfleger, attorney for the late Philip Renner, as trustee in bankruptcy

of tlie lumber company's estate, filed a motion in United States district

court for an order confirming the final account and report submitted by

him on behalf of the late trustee. Edward G. Scluiefer, who was appointed
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trustee to succeed Mr. Renner, flli>il a motion for an order appointing the

late trustee's attorneys as his attorue.vs.

Murray Shipley, vice-president of the Lodge and Shipley Machine and

Tool Company, and one of the original Incorporators of the concern, has

formally severed his connections with the company and has disposed of his

interest to the heirs of William Lodge, recently deceased president of the

company. J, Wallace Carrel, general sales manager, will be the chief

c.Necutive of the company under tlic new regime.

The Richwood Lumber Company, Richwood, has incorporated with cap-

ital stocl; of $10,000 : Peter Kuutz. Sr., Peter Kuntz, Jr.. Martin C. Kuntz.

J. .\. I'iiyne, Louis C. Kllpstine, A. I!. Klipstlne arc the incorporators.

The Mahoning Lumber Company. Youngstown. recently incorporated for

.$100,000. M. L. Uailey. Etta Boyd, II. II. Wickham, E. Maiden, Jr., and

Louise M. Strahls comprise the directorate.

Everybody I<nows'that the price of briar pipes has increased to such an

extent that the article which the smoker formerly purchased for a quarter

can scarcely be made now to retail for less than a half dollar. For a

long time It was thought that imported l)riar-wood alone could be used

to make a good pipe, but recently an American factory undertook to

experiniejit with walnut, and successfully too, for after having made a

simple little article in the shape of a Congo pipe at an inexpensive price

walnut wood is now being used to turn out pipes of every size and shape

to retail at a quarter each.

.V large Cincinnati pipe joblter states tliat many of these walnut pipes

are now being marketed locally in competition with briar pipes, and that

the percentage of burn-outs is extremely small. In fact, complaints have

been so few that there is little reason to doubt that the article made of

walnut wood is in every way as satisfactory as the popular briar-wood.

while the lower price is certain to create a demand which will tax the

capacity of many of the largest pipe factories of the country.

Representatives of the government, the British, French and Italian

Missions, aircraft manufacturers anil lumliermen will leave early next

week for the Faciflc coast to stimulate production of finished spruce for

airplanes. The itinerary will include Seatle. Taconia. Portland and possi-

bly San Francisco.

=-< CLEVELAND y

"IDEAL" Steel Burnished

Rock Maple Flooring
is the flooring that is manufactured expressly to supply the de-
mand for the best. It is made by modern machinery from care-
fully-selected stock, and every precaution is taken throughout
our entire system to make it fulfill in every particular its
nanie^"IDEAL."

Rough or Finished Lumber—All Kinds

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees
Wells, Michigan

Tho Amherst LumUtr Company, which has incroaseil its capital from

$30,000 to 840,000 within tho past few years, again announces an increase

from $40,000 to S50,000. The officers are W. Menz. president; George
llolstein. vice-president ; U. Lee Menz. secretary and treasurer.

The Wickliffe Lumber Company, Wickliffe. O., a suliurb of Cleveland.

has hpen added to the strinj; of lumber yards tlirough the East Knd of

Cleveland more or less under the same management, including the Collin-

wood Lumber Cnmpany. the East Cleveland Lumber Company and the

Glenville Lumber Company. Among the organizers of the new company
are F. A. Cramei', S. P. Cramer. John II. Hogg and H. A. Bittner.

Dover Inn, the scene of many lumbermen's outings, was chosen as the

place for the July outing of the Cleveland Lumber Club, of which F. T.

Peitch, hardwood dealer, is secretary. The outing w^as held July 28.

There was the usual hall game and the dinner at G o'clock. The trip was
made in .automobiles.

Shipping conditions in Clevi-lnnd have not become so bad as lumbermen
were l^d to believe they would, and from all general reports there has been

a slight improvement both in arrival of shipments and the supply of

empties.

Cleveland's hardwood industries are not expected to be very hard hit

by the impending draft. One hopeful sign is the tendency on the part of

the local draft board to call aliens for examination in anticipation of

their being allowed to draft them into the army. The situation is also

being relieved by a rush of aliens for naturalization papers now that it

appears practically certain that they will have to serve anyway. As
Cleveland has about 40 per cent aliens of draft age the draft would
practically sweep the city clean of native born young men, including

many married, while the unmarritMl aliens would remain behind to take

advantage of this situation. Tho justice of the uniform draft is being

shown in the fact that its application is so broad that no one industry

will be hard hit. In each fair sized plant there are from a half dozen to

a score who will be called for examination in the first draft, but a cer-

tain percentage of these will bo -exemiited.

•< INDIANAPOLIS >
Indiana lumbermen recently appeared befoi'e the Public Service Com-

mission to enter a protest against the proposed increased freight rates

on logs with the result that they were told to confer with the commission's

rate expert to come to an understanding on their differences with tho

railroads. C, H. Barnaby, of Greencastle, Ind., was one of the leaders of

the movement, ami 11. E. Daugherty of the Iloosier Veneer Company and
H. J. Barnard of the Central Veneer Company, Indianapolis, also attended

a meeting held here to plan for the appearance before the commission. A
readjustment of the rates proposiMl by the railroads meant a slight ad-

vance in short haul tariffs. When the lumbermen agree with tho com-
mission's rate expert on tariffs, tho decision will be placed before the com-
mission for its approval.

Ishom Ross and Frank L. Clark, lumbermen of Columbus. Ind., recently

purchased 115 black walnut trees for $8,000 from a farmer living near

that city. The trees will be cut as soon as possible and the logs will be

used in The manufacture of veneer.

Nathan Armstrong, eighty-six years old, a well-known lumberman of

Anderson. Ind.. died last week. He is survived by one son.

J. A. Berbster & Co., Rochester. Ind.. have announced plans for the
construction of a planing mill. Additions also will he made to the com-
pany's yards.

The Rochester Lumber and Coal Company has purchased n new site

to extend its yards and storage facilities.

The circuit court at Shelhyville. Ind., last "week named the Security
Trust Company receiver for the Linileman Wood Finish Company of that
city. Suit for the appointment of a receiver was brought by William C.

Patterson, president of the company, in order to force the retirement of

Arthur E. Iloldt. the company's secretary-treasurer and manager. Jlr.

lloblt recently was arrested in a Chicago hotel on the charge of making
unpatriotic utterances against the United States and President Wilson.
Other oHicers of the company assert that Mr. Holdt's actions have injured

the goo<l name of the company, and that they will demand his retirement.

Mr. Iloblt was lined .'pluo and costs in a Chicago court following his arrest

there. Officers of the company ileclare the concern is solvent and in a
highly satisfactory financial condition. Mr. Iloldt has announced that he
will leave the country soon to go to South America.
The Clinton LuihImt Company of Mulberry. Ind., has dissolved as a

corporation.

The Knox-IIutchins Furniture Company and the Paoli Cabinet Company,
both of I*aoli, Ind., have consolidated under the name of the Knox-Hutchins
Furniture Company. The consolidated company has a capitalization of

$200,000 and its directors are Samuel R. Knox, M. W. llutchius and Ed-
ward L. Thorp. The company will continue to operate both plants. Addi-
tions have recently been completed to both plants.

The Bean Blossom Creek Lumber Company, a Connecticut corporation,

has quulitied to do business in Indiana, $2,000 of its capital stock being
represented in this state. Clift'ord 11. Marsh of Ilelmsburg Is named the

company's agent.

=-< EVANSVILLE >=
It. F. Wheeler and J. S. Gilchrist have purchasi'il the sawmill anil chaii-

factory of W. O. Tucker at Marion, Ky. They have taken charge of the
two plants and will soon operate them.

John C. Keller, tratflc commissioner of the Evansville Chamber of Com-
merce, and traffic manager nf the Evansville Lnnilieriuen's <'Iuli, has asked
Edward Kramer, superintendent of the Indiana Free Employment Bureau.
Evan.sville. to co-operate in steps to prevent extensive inroads on the labor

supply of Evansville. Evansville manufacturers have expressed a fear that

serious competition for labor may result from the withdrawal of men from
the various industries for the national army anil they wish to prevent

outside agencies from taking men out of Evansville. For some time past

the sawmill owners of Evansville and southwestern Indiana have been

seriously handicapped for the want of labor. Even unskilled labor in

some instances has lieen hard to get and the wages paid this class of lal)or

are the highest in many .years. Mayor Benjamin Bosse, president of the

Glol)e-I!osse-World Furniture Company, said a few days ago that because

of the labor problem he estimated the output of the furniture factories in

Evansville will be cut at least twenty per cent between now and the first

of next .lanuar.v.

The contract has been let for the building of the new plant for the Cot-

tage Building Company of this city that will be located at the corner of

Governor and Canal streets. The present home of the company at 500-310

Walnut street will be vacated. The new plant will be a one-story build-

ing and will be erected at a cost of $13,000, The building will be 14S by

6.3 feet, and will be erected in a manner that will make future additions

possible, as the tirm is expecting to add another story and to enlarge the

plant within the next two years.

Members of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club were the special guests of

the Evansville Furniture Manufacturers' Association on its annual summer
outing that was held on the steamer Prince and barge Princess on the Ohio

river here. Tuesday, August 31. The afternoon and evening were spent in
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WE MANUFACTURE bandtawed, plain and quarter sawed

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAR
We m*ke a specialty of Oak and Hickory Imple-
m«Bt, Waeon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Y our Inquiries ssMclta d

ARUNGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

The following stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment
5/4 No.
4 '4 No.
5/4 No.
5/4 No.
3/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
8/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No.
C/4 No.
8/4 No.

10/4 No.
4/4 No.
5 /4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No,
4/4 No.
6/4 No.
4/4 No.

Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common

& Better ASH.: 15.000'
& Better I'.ASSWOOD 25.000'
& Belter BEECH 150.000'
BEECH I . . .340,000'

& Better BIRCH 55.000'
& Better EIBCH 58,000'
& Better BIBCH 29.000'

BIRCH 120,000'

BIBCH 12,000'

& Better BIBCH 16.000'

BIRCH 10.000'

& Better HARD IHPLE 50.000'

& Better HARD J.L\PLE 25,000'

& Better HARD SIAPLB. . 150.000'

& Better HARD MAPLE.. 15,000'

HARD MAPLE 40.000'

HABD MAPLE 250.000'

HARD MAPLE 100.000'

& Better SOFT ELM 68.000'

SOFT ELM 110.000'

& Better SOFT ELM 36.000'

& Better SOFT MAPLE.. . 50,000'

IDEAL
HARDWOOD
SAWMILL

Are putting in pile every montt) two and one-half
million feet of choicest Northern IVIIchigan Hardwoods

Stack LumberCompany
Masonville, Michigan

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

inusio. games and dancing and at 16 o'clock a fried cliickeu supper was
served. Mertice E. Taylor, secretary of tlie Evansville Lumbermen's Club,

lirovpd to be one of the prize dancers on the boat. About 2.50 people took

in tho trip.

J. C. Greer of the J. C. Greer Lumber Company lias returned from a

business trip to New Orleans and the South. On his way home he stopped

a few days at Louise, Tenn., Cumberlanii Furnace, Tcnn.. and Lone Oak.

Tenn., where he Inspected the company's stave mills. These three mills

turn out staves for tobacco hogsheads and have been busy for the past

several months. Bert Tisserand, who has charge of the hardwood lumber

end of the J. C. Greer Lumber Company, reports trade active at this time

and says that July showed a gain over the corresponding mouth of last

year.

Claude Wertz of Maley & Wertz, hardwood lumber manufacturers, has

returned from a business trip to Chicago, Grand Rapids and Indianapolis.

He says he found the lumber business very j;ood in thrisi.' three cities. This

firm recently submitted a bid to the United States navy department to

furnish it with a lot of ash, hickory, elm and gum.
The next regular monthly meeting of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club

will be held at the new Hotel McCurdy on the second Tuesday evening in

September.

Oscar Klamer, well-known table and furniture manufacturer, has re-

turned from a business trip to Chicago and the Northwest.

D. B. MacLaren of the D. B. MacLaren Lumber Company reports that

there has been a nice picking up in his line during the past few weeks and
he expects fall and winter trade will be quite lively.

J. F. Reitz, head of John A. Reitz & Sons, and president of the City

-National Bank, has returned from a business trip to Chicago.

=•< LITTLE ROCK >=
Bills arc being asked bj' the District Fort'?;ter at Washington, D. C, on

06,o00,000 feet of timber to be sold from the Arkansas National Forest.

It is estimated that there arc 8,900,000 feet of short leaf pine, and 15,600.-

OOO feet of white, red and black oak timber. The minimum price on short

leaf pine is $2.75 per thousand, and the minimum price on the oak timber
is $3 per thousand. Sealed bids will be received hy the District Forester

at Washington or by the Arkansas National Forest Supervisor at Hot
Springs, up to and including September 19. 1917, and this time may be

fxtended thirty days iipon the request of n-sponsible parties desiring addi-

tional time for tho examination of the timber, or for other reasons in the

discretion of the forester.

Announcement has been made here that the Mitchell Wagon Company
of Racine, Wis., one of the oldest concerns of the kind in the country, has
ceased to exist as a corporation, and that all of its stock and most of its

machinery has been sold to Deere & Co. for its plant at Fort Smith, Ark.

The Forrest City Manufacturing Company, which is incorporated under
the laws of Wisconsin, last week filed a certificate with the Arkansas secre-

tary of state announcing the appointment of D. C. Johnson of Forrest City

as its agent for service in Arkansas.
The Hfury Shreve Lumber Company of Texarkana has recently filed

articles of incorporation showing a capital stock of $100,000. W. J. Dorsey
is president. M. L. Johnson Is vice-president and Leslie C. Green is secretary

and treasurer of the new company.
The Cotton Plant Stave Company of Cotton Plant, Ark., has also re-

' intly filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of state of Arkan-
sas. This concern has a capital stock of $S,000, and its officers are R. R.

James, president ; J. L. Keith, vice-president, and W. S. Ilcnzie, secretary

and treasurer.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
The principal drawbacks to the hardwood industry at the present time

consist of but two things, car shortage and lab<u" shortage. In some
sections of the South cars have been fairly plentiful, while in other sec-

tions the government lumber movement has resulted in a very short t.up-

ply, and in spite of capacity loading trouble has been experienced in get-

ting orders out. this condition extending even to plants located on main
line roads. At the present time collections are slow, but this is probably
only a temporary condition, and Improvement Is looked forward to. The
labor situation is steadily growing worse, and every branch of the lum-
lier industry is feeling the shortage. Local lumbermen report that good
labor can hardly be had at any price, while the demand is steadily increas-
ing, and the outlook is for a continuation of existing conditions until
peace is declared, and that even then the chances are that labor wage
will never get back to former levels. .\t the present time the government
contractors at the local cantonment are offering $5.50 for a ten hour day
to carpenters, $7.50 for Saturdays, and $10 tor Sundays, making $45 for
a full week. Labor has been brought in from Indianapolis, Chattanooga
and other points, and over 7,500 men were employed on the camp during
the first week in August. The work is about fifty per cent done, and in

spite of extremely hot weather, and some trouble with union men, the
construction is progressing rapidly, now that matirlal is on hand to keep
tilings going.

The Louisville Hardwood Club recently received .i letter from Admiral
M'Gowan, I'aymaster General of the Navy, under the title of "Informa-
tion as to Lumber Stocks." The club is requested to send in the names
of all of Its members to be placed on the navy nuuling list so that the
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members may be furnished with schedules of naval lumber requirements.

A portion of the letter reads : "Also we would be glad to receive stock

lists with prices f. o. b., your mills or yards, with approximate freight

rates to Washington, D. C, Philadelphia, Norfolk and New England

points, carrying a Boston rate. In this connection, your attention is

called to the special rate made to the government by land grant rail-

roads." Club members expect to follow this advice, and will figure on

what they can furnish at all times, whether it is the full amount called

for or not. In many cases lumbermen have been in the habit of throw-

ing such schedules in the waste basket where the full number of items

could not be bid upon, but with the shortage in hardwoods and the big

demand it is said that in the future dealers and manufacturers will bid

on such items as they can furnish, even though not on the complete

schedule. In bidding on specified widths and lengths in many cases bids

can be placed on random widths and lengths, and if plainly stated in the

bid there are cases where the government is glad to consider such bids,

if prices are right, and properly extended on the bid. Heretofore the local

lumbermen have not given much attention to such bids, but expect to pay

more attention to them in the future.

Whether the hardwood business will ever get on a mail order footing

or not is hard to say, but it is reported that within the past few months

there has been a decided tendency to order by mail, consumers findini;

difficulty in obtaining their requirements so long as many concerns have

short stocks, and can not guarantee prompt deliveries. Many concerns

in this district have been doing practically no traveling within the past

few weeks, not having the material to offer, but have been flooded with

orders received by mail, and as a whole every one is getting all the orders

they can handle. Business is booming at the present time, and with

prices advancing accordingly, it being said that the building trades and

tlooring manufacturers are about the only ones that are not busy.

Announcement was made a few days ago of the wedding of Stewart

McLean of the Wood-Mosaic Company, New Albany, Ind., to Miss Kath-

leen BuUeit, daughter of a banker of Louisville. Mr. McLean is a son of

W. A. McLean, head of the Wood-Mosaic Company. Young McLean came

into the concern after leaving Indiana University, where he made a fine

showing in athletics.

W. R. Willett, head of the W. R. Willett Lumber Company, recently

stated that while the general demand was good and prices are right, it is

bard to find lumber for sale, or to find just what is wanted to fill many
orders that are offered. However, business has been good, and the com-

pany has made a fine showing this season.

Harry Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills is back on the job again

after having spent a few days at French Lick. H. E. Snyder, secretary-

treasurer of the company, has been spending much of his spare time in a

new Dodge touring car within the past few weeks of hot weather.

J. G. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company is keeping

pretty busy this summer in hustling around from one mill to another, the

company now having such a string that it is no easy job to pay mill visits

any longer. Preston Joyes, assistant to President T. M. Brown, is the

proud father of a fine girl baby.

Having been keeping close to business for several years Barry Norman,
head of the Holly Ridge Lumber Company, has decided to take a vacation.

He will rest up at Old Point Comfort, and then tour the East. For the

past few years he has been very busy either in Louisville or the South,

but feels that now is a good time to take a vacation, as the demand is so

great that there is no worry about selling lumber.

George E. Wilcox, Jr., in the timber and lumber business with his

father, who operates mills at Sunflower, Miss., and in Bullitt county,

Kentucky, as well as a lumber yard in Louisville, surrendered to the

police of Louisville recently, stating that he was probably wanted in

connection with the death of Robert Hunter, a negro who was formerly

employed at the plant. In an altercation with the man young Wilcox
struck him so hard, with his bare hand, that the negro later died in the

hospital at Louisville. Mr. Wilcox was released on a $1,000 bond, after

being slated on a charge of involuntary manslaughter.

The demand for all grades of hickory has increased to a point where
consumers are advertising for requirements. The Turner. Day & Wool-
worth Handle Company, Louisville, has been advertising for hickory

delivered at its Bowling Green, Ky., plant, offering the following prices,

which are about one-half cent per billet over prices offered last year.

The schedule is as follows : extra grade, cut 40 inches long, 5c per

handle; No. 1 grade, 40 inches, 3Hc; No. 2 grade, 40 inches, 2%c. In

addition to hickory handles the company manufactures ash handles, and
uses much maple, dogwood, etc., in manufacturing textile shuttles. Its

newest line is persimmon golf club heads, manufactured in the rough.

Charles C. Mengel, head of the Mengel Box Company, and connected
with the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company, mahogany and walnut manufac-
turers, accompanied by Mrs. Mengel, has gone East, where he will spend
a vacation of several weeks.
Lumbermen of Louisville and the South were surprised to hear of the

sudden death from heart trouble of Charles Wellington Burt, Lexington,
Ky., who died at Lima, O., while on a business trip in an auto to Chicago.
Mr. Burt came to Kentucky twenty-five years ago, when he left Cornell
and took charge of the Burt-Brabb Lumber Company of Ford. Ky., con-
trolled by his father, Wellington Burt, a wealthy lumberman of Saginaw,
Mich. He later married Miss Mary Belle Haley of Lexington, and pur-
chased the old Toe Water estate, which was remodeled and named

American

Lumber & ManYg

Company

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Exclusive SelliHg Agents

Soft Textured

f\ kV White and Red
UAIV Plain and Qtd.

5825' Ky. Soft Yellow Poplar

Yellow Poplar
Sawn at Lenox, Ky., by
LENOX SAW MILL CO.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Dry Stock

2 cars each 4/4 FAS—No. 1. No. 2
and No. 3 Com. Poplar

2 cars each 4/4 FAS & No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak

1 car each 4/4 FAS & No. 1 Qrtd.
White Oak

10 cars Oak Timbers, 6x8 to 12x12"
10 to 16'

1>t

STANDAI^O
SERVICE IDEA

IN INCREASING LUMBER SALES
Retail Lumber Dealers: Make

sure that the ultimate purchaser
of the lumber you sell is satisfied
Sell Lumber on a SERVaCE Basis
Show your customer how to get
the latest finished effects on your
product—Lumber

Let us tell you about the advan-
tages of a Bridgeport Standard
herrice Department in connectimi
with your business—a Co-operatit.-
Service Idea that has the support
and indorsement of leading lumber
associations.

emcient service rendered .0 your cuIiZerX^'^l^^. ^%'^?.aF'^TusXe

BRIDGEPORT WOOD FINISHING CONEW MILFORD, CONN.

Authorities on "« "''"Cf oalntino and flnlshinj of all woodsWrite us about your orobletns

miMMi:.:\^imm\mm
All ThrM of U« WUl B« BeneEted if Yon Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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UMBEF^AND

ELmira,/l.y.

NoTem^er
9th,

Pnepcke Lelght Llsr. Co.,
Qilcego.
111.

Gentlemen:

-

We are using your Red Oum lumber in tbe
manufBcture of our high claea interior
trim and generCLl planii^ iLill worJc.

TbiB gus 18 giTing excellent eatiefaction,
being highly graded, soft texture, good
widths, and long lengths, also dry, straight
and flat.

Respectfully,
Harris, kcUenry t Baker Co.

Diet.
iUlK/LG.

Of course it is true that

Red Gum
is America's finest cabinet wood—but

Just as a poor cook will spoil the choicest

viands while the experienced chef will turn
them into prized delicacies, so it is true that

The inherently superior qualities

of Red Gum can be brought
out only by proper handling

When you buy this wood, as when you buy a new
machine, you want to feel that you have reason for

believing it will be just as represented.

We claim genuine superiority for our Gum. The
proof that you can have confidence in this, claim is

shown by the letter reproduced herewith.

Your interests demand that you remem-
ber this proof of our ability to preserve
the wonderful qualities of the wood
when you again want RED GUM.

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CONWAY BUILDING 111 W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Band MlUs: Helena and BlytheTlUe, Ark.; GreenTllle, MiM.

"AUfglian Hall. ' Mr. liurt wa.s foi't.v-ciglit years old, ami i.s survivpd

b.v his wife, tbrep ilauslitors. liis father and several relatives living in

Michigan. He controlled largo timber interests in -Mabania, and during
the ijast .Tear spent much time in that district

.

The increased develoiiinent of mines in eastern Kentucky is res[)onsible

for an increased demand for oak and other timber and lumber in tliat

district. At the iiresent time 1'. .\. Paddock, manager of the Cambridge
Coal Company, Harlan, Ky., is advertising for prices on a car of two-inch
oak plank.

Edward Berger, thirty years old, president of Hawkins Brothers' Com-
pany, fronton. O.. recently died at bis home at .\shland. Ky., of typhoid
fever, having been taken ill at Norfolk, Va.. and brought home. He is

survived by his wife and two small children.

An amendment has been filed to the charter of Fulton. Cimway & Co..
Louisville jobbers of vehicle woodwork, blacksmith's supplies, single-
trees, etc. The capital is increased from SIOO.OOO to .fl.-iO.dOO. A. G.
^VhitIey is president of the company.
What is .said to be almost a record price for walnut was that paid by

Knss Brothers, mill operators of Columbus, Ind., who recently paiil Walter
Nugent of that city .$.S.ono for 11.", walnut trees, bidders from Indianapolis.
Louisville, Cincinnati and other points bidding for the trees.

A. n. Humble & Son, Somerset, Ky.. recently closed a deal with the
Stratemeyer Lumber Company, Cincinnati, for all of the lumber on .j.OOO
acres of land, it being estimated that it will cut about 8,000,000 feet of
hardwood.

At Ixiuisville the engagement of Miss Margaret Elizabeth Klein, daughter
of .Tunius C. Klein, an attorney, to Harry C. Inman of the Inman Fur-
niture Company and the Inman Veneer & Panel Company, has been
announced. The wedding will take place the latter part of August at the
summer home of the bride's parents at Chautauqua, X. Y.

The new plant of the Inman Veneer & Panel Company Is nearing com
pletion. and will shortly start operations, manufacturing principally com-
pounded woods. The housing capacity of the new plant is I'J.-i.OOn feet
of lumber, while the yardage is about 2,000,000 feet. Work started on
the plant on March 25 and most of the machinery is now installed.

•< MILWAUKEE >=
The JIandt Wagon Works, Stoughton, Wis., owned by the Moline Plow

Company, will erect a mammoth dry kiln, 120x276 feet, of frame construc-
tion, containing forty compartments, each 1.3x2.">xH) feet in size. A large
dry shed, 70x70 feet, will be erected in front of the present brick dry kilns.
The Malhohm Wagon Company, Uacine, Wis., which has been manufac-

turing automobiles for more tb;in a .^ear. has reorganized under the laws

of Maine as the Maibohm Motors Company. <apital slock .f.'iOO.OOO.

The Milwaukee Basket Company, with worksx at South Milwaukee, has
increased its capital stock from J30.000 to $.'50,000 to accommodate the

growth of its traile vfdnme.

The Co.ve Furniture Company. Stevens Point. Wis., maker of furniture

and bookcases, has changed its name to .loerns Bros. Furniture Company.
The Uepublic I*honograph Company, Manitowoc. Wis., has been incor-

porated with $200,000 capital stock to manufacture talking machines and
other musical iustruments. fixtures, furniture, et<-. The incorporators are

Frank B. Keefe. T. C. McCullongh and Alton Uii>ley.

The Marsh Kefrigerntor Service Company. Milwaukee, builder of re-

frigerator cars and ordinary freiglit cai's. is trying the exiieriment of ein-

l)loying women for handling lumber and now has between twenty-live and
thirty at w<u*k. Preference is given to women whose iiusb.ands are or ma.v

have to serve in the arm.v. So far the experiment is reg.arded as a success.

The Holland I*iano ^lanufactiiring Company, Menomonle, Wis., is employ-
ing six women in places formerly occupied by nuMi.

The .Tohn Week Lumber Company. Stevens Point, Wis., recentl.v loaded
what is probably the largest carload of lumliir that has ever left a Wis-
consin mill. A Michigan Central gondola was loaded with ."iO,004 feet.

consigned to the I'nited States government at the Kockford (111.) canton-
ment. The lumber weighed llo.OOO ijounds. Tlie largest prt'vious carload
contained about 33,000 feet.

The Advance Furniture Company. Sheboygan, Wis., has been consolidated
with the Art Furniture Comjian.v of that city. .Tulius Kretschman, pro-
prietor of tlie Advance company, is president of the .\rt loncern.
The Guerney Lumber Company. Guerney. near Saxon. Wis., on the

D. S. S. & A. line, lost its saw ami planing mill by fire on .Tnly :!1. The
loss is estimated at $20,000, fully covered by insurance. It is believed that
the lire resulted from lightning. .1. S. Levitt is local manager.
The A. W. Schrani -Manufacturing Company, Ladysmith, Wis., has

changed its corporate style to Ladysmith Chair and Furniture Company
and will enlarge its plant because of the large volume of unfilled orders
accunuiiating. L. Niemeyer, Grand Rapids, Mich., has Joined the company
as factory superintendent.
The Von Platen I,tnnber Company. Iron Mountain, Mich,, has recently

eulargeil its operations in the woods and added considerable new equip-
ment, including a ."iO-toii Lima locomotive. The woods force now consists
of 160 men and about 173 men are employed In the mill at Iron Mountain.
The Bruemmer Bros, sawmill, Bruemmendlle, near Algomn, Wi3., closed

down .\ugust 1 for a month to make ni'ci'ssary repairs and ri'plucements.
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For Greatest Range of Uses

Th3 "HOOSIER," the rip saw which makes profitable
dimension manufacture and grade refining at the mill
poaalble. Hundreds of users already—you will be an-
other If you win let us tell you all about It

—

Will yoaf

and

Easiest Handling

buy the

Hoosier Self Feed Rip Saw. This machine has earned thousands

of dollars for owners in the manufacture of dimension lumber, crating,

etc., because its entirely novel design, resulting in surprising ease of

operation and adaptability, makes possible a profit where a loss is

often expected in this work. The

Hoosier Self-Feed Rip Saw
has a positive and powerful feed which handles the heaviest material

the sawmill takes just as readily as the lightest.

The table, raised and lowered with the crank in front of the ma-
chine, is always level—always securely locked.

The Hoosier rips anything up to 6 inches thick and 17 inches wide.

It feeds 35, 75, 100 or 150 feet a minute.

Manufactured exclusively by

The SINKER-DAVIS COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

The Northwestern Lumber Company, Stanley, Wis., has discontinued its

offices at Eau Claire, Wis., and will concentrate all administrative work at

the mills in Stanley.

The Diamond Lumber Company, Green Bay, Wis., operated night shifts

for several weeks recently while engaged in filling government orders for

lumber for army cantonments. Shipments were made by trainloads.

The lumber, lath and shingle mill owned by O. M. Collins at Amberg,
Marinette county. Wis., was destroyed by fire on July 22.

The Sheboygan Couch Company, Sheboygan, Wis., is enlarging its plant

and will install much new power and manufacturing equipment.
The Wisconsin Textile Manufa<'turing Company, Manitowoc, Wis., knit-

ting mill supplies, has combined with the Alberts & Meyer Manufacturing
Company, house trimmings and special furniture, and the consolidated con-

cerns will concentrate operations in the Alberts & ileyer plant, which later

will be enlarged. Gus C. Kirst is president and Oscar Alberts is secretary-

treasurer and general manager.
The M. Stryk box factory at Lublin, near Withee. Wis., was totally de-

stroyed by fire recently. The loss is $16,000, with no insurance.

The Winton Timber Company, Wausau, Wis., has increased its capital

stock from .$2.j0,000 to $500,000.

The Welsh Land Company, JIadison, Wis., has been Incorporated with a

capital stock of $30,000 by Stanley C. Welsh, P. L. Menner and Frank
Jacobs.

The Caloric Company, Janesville. Wis., manufacturing firelcss cookers,

has taken a large contract fur phonograph and other musical instrument
cabinets.

Work has been started on the erection of a new planing mill for the Rib
Lake Lumber Company at Rib Lake, Wis. It will be electrically-driven

throughout. II. I*. Welch is construction engineer.

Hamm & Brown, Eikhorn, Wis., who purchased a large tract of oak,
cherry, elm and basswood timber on the north shore of Lake Como, Wal-
worth county. Wis., last year, arc now sawing the timber at the rate of

S.OOO feet a day and expect to get 500,000 feet out of the tract. A 50-

inch portable sawrig is being used. Practically the entire lot has been
disposed of to furniture factories.

The Wisconsin Potash Company. Shawano, Wis.; is installing four new
tanks, a new boiler and steam pump and other equipment to double the
capacity. The company makes a 90 per cent pure grade of reflned potash,
which is shipped east.

The Auto Body Company. Appleton. Wis., organized in February, has in-

creased its capital from $15,000 to $25,000 and engaged W. W. DeLong,
architect, Appleton, to prepare plans for a complete new manufacturing
plant. G. C. Seeger is general manager.

The Mitchell Motors Company, Racine, Wis., has taken over the entire

plant of the Mitchell Wagon Company, Racine, which has sold its business

and stock to Deere & Co., Moline, 111. Mitchell standardized wagons hence-

forth will be manufactured by the Deere interests at their Fort Smith
(Ark.) plant. The motor company will use the wagon works for manufac-
turing automobile bodies exclusively.

The Menasha Woodenware Company, ilenasha. Wis., has presented each

employe, regardless of age, with a free insurance policy under the group
plan.

The Langlade Lumber Company, Antigo, Wis., started operations in its

new planing mill early in August with a force of forty men. A feature of

the mill is the loading system, consisting of a 600-foot platform on a de-

pressed track, permitting of loading with a minimum of lifting and manual
labor. Fred H. Shaw is superintendent.

The Chas. W. Fish Lumber Company, with mills at Birnamwood and
Elcho. Wis., has completed its new sawmill at Antigo, Wis,, and is cutting

between 45,000 and 50,000 feet daily, making a total output for the three

mills of 200,000 feet a day. A new planing mill will be erected at Antigo
immediately. M. H. Keenan, formerly of the Keith & Hiles Lumber Com-
pany. Crandon, ^^'is., has been appointed general manager of the Antigo

plant.

C. W. Gould and L. M. Mueller, associated with the Portland (Ore.)

office of the United States Forest Service, have been transferred to the

Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., to assist in lumber investi-

gation work.

Work will begin soon on the first unit of the new refrigerator and freigiit

car manufacturing plant of the Lipman Refrigerator Car & Manufacturing
Compan.v, Beloit. Wis., a $500,000 corporation organized by Carl E. Lip-

man. The original investment will be about $75,000.

Wesley J. Hoehle, for twent.v-eight years associated with the Crocker

Chair Company, Sheboygan, Wis., and for five years secretary of the cor-

poration, has resigned and will take a long rest. He started work for the

company in 1SS9 in a minor clerical position.

The Phelps-Hackley-Bonnell Company. Phelps, Wis., has completed the

transfer of the machinery and eq^lipment of the Peshtigo (Wis.) Lumber
Company's sawmill to its new mill at Phelps, erected to replace the plant

destroyed by lire last winter. John Berquist leaves the Peshtigo mill to

become engineer of the Phelps plant.

The Konz Box & Lumber Company. Black Creek. Outagamie county. Wis.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 by F. A., Margaret

and Elizabeth Konz.

Bloecher Bros, have completed a cut of 40.000 feet of maple and hemlock

for C, L. Just at Whitcomb, Wis., and now are preparing to saw the tim-
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I Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Teoiture |

MADE (MR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of
our own manufacture, from our own tim-
ber grown in Eastern Kentucky.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

I The MOWBRAY i

I & ROBEvfSON CO. I
= (incorporated) ^

I CINCINNATI, OHIO I
FiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiimiiiiiiT

licT. Mr. Just is negotiating for tlie purchase of the Seely mill at Witten-

berg.

Articles of incorporation have been filed b.v the Se.vmour Woodenware
Company, Seymour, Outagamie, Wis. The capital stock is $10,000 and the

incorporators are Roy Talbot and P. A. Konz. The company n-ill manu-
facture cheese boxes, barrels, and other ivooden containers.

The case of Emma Foral against the Holt Lumber Company, Oconto,

Wis., to recover $10,2.jO damages for the death of her husband on Jan. 16,

1915, is being heard in the circuit bourt at Wausau, Wis., having been

transferred on two changes of venue.

The Wisconsin Soap Company, Wausau, Wis., has opened its new potash

plant and already is preparing to erect a large addition to make it the big-

gest in Wisconsin.

Objection to his discharge from his debts has bcfn filed by creditors of

F. C. Heise, bankrupt, formerly doing business as the Oshkosh (Wis.)

IJox & Lumber Company. It is charged that Mr. Heise did not keep suffi-

cient records of his business and made false statements regarding his affairs

and financial transactions.

Contracts for school seats, opera chairs and furniture for the new $150,-

000 high school at Ashland, Wis., have been ilividtd among the American
Seating Co., Chicago ; Xorthwestern School Supply Co., Minneapolis, and
Kewaunee Mfg. Co., Kewaunee, Wis. The furniture contracts total about

$12,000.

George C. Swallow, senior member of the Inmber firm of Swallow &
Hopkins, Winton, ^linn., and a prominent capitalist of Milwaukee, died

August 1 after a long period of indisposition. He was seventy-six years

of age.

John J. Kingsbury, senior member of Kingsbury & Henshaw, sawmill and
Hour mill owners. ,\ntigo. Wis., died August 1. aged sixty-five years. Mr.
Kingsbury wns one of thf hcst known lumbermen i>f northern Wisconsin.

— \)wsi>smimm)im!mmiximi^aiisyis)ii^^

Have you seen any better Walnut loes than these T

'

I
'HEY all grew right in Indiana where

* hardwoods have always held the

choicest farm lands. The best growth of

timber as well as the best yield of wheat
comes from good soil. The soundness of

the log-ends shows that they fed on the

fat of the land. My

Indiana Oak
comes from the same soil

CHAS. H. BARNABY
Greencastle, Indiana

The Hardwood Market
< CHICAGO >

Chicago cannot boast anything out of the ordinary in the volume of

speed of its present business. There is a distinctly noticeable lessening

in demand for many woods in the usual lines of factory consumption.
Still, in spite of this there continues to be the old feeling of buo.vancy,
iiecause where one line steps out still another steps in. and the prospects
are that whatever direction normal outlets work iuto, the ever broadening
call resulting from war needs will act as a business stabilizer. There is

still no suggestion of change in values other than change for the better,

and hardly the possilnlity, as far as anyone can foresee circumstances
accurately, of sufficiently lessened demand, except possibly for veneers, to

effect any real change.

=-< BUFFALO >•

The P.uffalo hardwood yards are laying in a large assortment of lumber
in anticipation of a car shortage. It Is expected that this fall cars will
be more diflicult to get than for a long time, and should this happen the
local market Avill be well prepared for it. At present, less trouble is e.v-

perienced in getting cars than was the case a few weeks ago, but this
improvement is not expected to last long. With the crops and the war
preparations, cars are expected to be in great scarcity within a tew weeks.
The largest demand continues to bo in the factory trade. Concerns which

are making various products of use in war jire having about all the busi-

ness they can handb'. Other concerns. inciudiuK liiruiture factories, are
not so fortunate, and a period of comparative ilulluess is in evidence.
The building trade has had a setback also as compared with a year ago.
and few large buildings are going up, except such as are needed to extend
factories that are cramped for space.

The demand runs to maple, oak, ash and one or two other woods most
strongly. Thick stock of all kinds is in good sale. Prices are generally
firm, though some easing up in plain oak quotations is reported. The
temporary larger car supply has given the mills a chance to make ship-
ments of some of their back orders and they are now looking for more
new business. Low grades are in as active demand as for some time past
and they are being rapidly picked up as offered.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
'i'he mid-summer season finds hardwood men luucli busier than the

ordinary run of lumbermen this .vear. Demand for hardwood lumber of all

kinils is keeping up well. There is no surplus of stock anywhere. Country
mills have all they can do to keep lined up witli ilemaud. This situatii'U
is the more acute because of the shortage of labor iiiid demands during the
harvest season which this .vear is unusually late. Inquiry from purchas-
ing agents of manufacturing concerns is flrst-clas,^. Prices paid by them
are mostly at the seller's option. The railroad demand keeps up well and
the trade with the mining companies is better than ever at this season.
The only place where there is a real falling off in Imsiness is In the .vaid

trade, which Is very disappointing.
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.-< COLUMBUS >-
strength was the chief feature of the hardwood trade in Ohio territory

during the past fortnight. Buying on the part of factories continues good

and this is the best feature. Concerns malsing boxes and vehicles are good

customers and the same is true of furniture factories, which are now in the

niarliet. The mid-summer shows of the furniture manufacturers were

fairly successful, indicating a good demand for hardwoods.

Ketailers are buying only what is necessary to replenish stocks and are

slow in stocking up for the future. Certain items are rather scarce. Most

of the retail orders are for immediate delivery. As a result of improve-

ment in the railroad situation the exasperating delays of the early part of

the year are gradually disappearing.

Prices are firm in all localities. Former levels, which have prevailed

for some time, are well maintained and every change is upwards. Mill

stocks are not as large as formerly. One of the big features is the de-

mand for the lower grades. This is true not only of oak and poplar but

also of chestnut and other woods. Collections are good in most sections,

as money is easy.

Plain and quartered oak is in good demand. Poplar is strong, especially

the lower grades. There is a good demand for chestnut at former levels.

Ash and basswood are moving well. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >--

A more than fair movement of the higher grades of hardwoods tends

to keep the local situation in a healthy condition, even though various

circumstances are mitigating against the general tone. While the greater

portion of the business being done is in the upper grades, the movement

of the lower grades has been of sufficient volume to color the market

nicely. A slight amelioration in the car situation in this district also

had a beneficial effect upon the market. The building of immense army
cantonments is having its effect upon the local market, and those in

position to know say the government is getting the lumber in the quan-

tity and quality wanted and shipments are being made reasonably on

scheduled time. Some reports have it that the lumbermen are far behind

in their government contracts, but what has been let in this district

apparently is going through in nice manner.

While the local demand is pretty evenly distributed, it may be said

that plain white oak has had an unusually heavy run. Prices are mount-

ing and shipments for the most part are going through in prett}' fair

shape and orders are steadily growing larger. More business probably

has been done here in plain white oak recently than for many weeks.

Red gum also is in better demand than formerly, the furniture concerns

being especially good customers. Poplar has been moving well and con-

tinues to have a good call. Prices have strengthened materially. Hickory

users are calling for more than they can get, the demand far exceeding

the available supply, and in this instance also prices have advanced. The
demand for ash is fair, although not gaining in comparison with poplar,

gum and white oak. Box manufacturers are running full blast trying to

keep up with the immense demand made upon them by the government and
individual munitions makers. Their request—or more rightly expressed

urgent demand—for lower grades of lumber suit^ible for box making is

exceptionally heavy. The vehicle industi-y is undergoing considerable

of a boom—^motor and horse drawn conveyances reporting a very busy

summer.
Their demand upon the hardwood dealers in this section is much more

voluminous than a few weeks back. Gum is beginning to rival black

walnut in some respects in its popularity with the gum manufacturers, a

request having sprung up rather recently for gum from these concerns
being very heavy. Walnut, however, continues to sell in Its usual heavy
volume to the gun makers.

Spruce lumbermen are having all the business they can possibly attend
to from the airplane manufacturers. Seemingl.v all available spruce at

present is going into the manufacture of flying machines. Beech and
liirch. two Northern standbys. continue to sell in large volume, both
being popular with the interior finishers. Students of the market here are
of the opinion that if the present volume of business keeps up well into

the fall the last half of the present .vear will show a big gain over the
first six months when the year's business is footed up after the New Year.

i CLEVELAND >---

A weakening of the hardwood market has been noticeable in Cleve-

land in the past fortnight, although it is the general opinion that this

condition is only temporary and does not forecast a general condition.

The weakening can be accounted for partly either by the general slacken-

ing oCt during the vacation and hot season, and also the fact that the

country is at ease for a moment before plunging into the real task of

winning the war.

The average of prices in general remains the same in spite of the weaken-

ing, and in a fevf special cases prices are even stronger. Finishing oak

in general has shown a slight decline, although this cannot be said of

oak flooring, which is in especial demand, as it has been for many weeks.

Maple flooring and all substitutes for it are equally in demand.

Another wood which shows a weakening is ash. Prices for birch con-

tinue firm at present levels. Although the demand has fallen off slightly.

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

'

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY. MO.

VOU WANT WIDE STOCK--WF HAVE IT

Payson Smith Lumber Co
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

8 cars 1 ^2" No. 3 Com. & Bet.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

SOFT ELM
1 car 11/2" No. 2 & Bet.

1 car V/2" No. 3 Com.

HARD MAPLE
2 cars 1 " No. 2 & Bet.

2 cars I
" No. 3 Com.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bel.

Southern Stock

RED OAK
2 cars 3/4 Com. & Bet. Plain

1 car 4/4 No. 2 & Bet. Plain

WHITE OAK
1 car 2" No. 2 & Bet. Plain

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony Bldg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

Northern Stock

BIRCH
3 cars..l" Com. & Bet. Red
2 cars 1

" No. 2 Com.
6 cars,

11/2" No. 1 Com. & Bet.

acAUTiruL
WC MEAN TMC OAK NOT TMC MAM
PAVSON-SMrTH LBR.-CO.

MINNBA^OU*. MINM.
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TRADE MARK.

Oak Maple
Chestnut

ivianufacturers and Dealers

—in

—

West Virginia and Southern

HARDWOODS

The Atlas Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Union Trust Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO

BLISS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARKANSAS

MANUFACTURERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.

As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

DRY STOCK
FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

BIRCH

175 M 1" FAS
110 M 1 " No. 1 Com.
IIOM 1" No. 2 Com.
50 M IM" FAS
50 M 1^6" FAS
70 M 2" No. 1 C. & Btr.

RED GUM
50 M 1 M " No. 1 Com.
20 M 2 " FAS
50 M FAS Qrt'd
25 M 2

" No. 1 Com. Qtd
12 M 2 " No. 1 C. & Btr. Fig.

MAPLE
40 M 2 J^ " No. 1 C. & Btr. 20 M 2" Hard Bending

BROWN LAND & LUMBER CO.
Rhinelander and Parish, Wis.,

Helena, Arkansas. Rhinelander, Wb.

L-B QUALITY
—Kraetzer Cured—

GUM LUMBER
OAK LUMBER
OAK FLOORING
(The Famous Forked-Leaf Brand)

Southern Yellow Pine Unexcelled for Crating.

We have 115,000,000 feet in pile.

Accurately Manufactured, Carefully Graded, Priced Right

Long-Bell Lumber Company
R. A. Long Building Kansas City, Mo.

the holders of this wood still hold it closely at the "hi figure, which has

lieen constant for the past several months. The demand for elm con-

tinues good. This wood has shown great strength and the price has been

cousinntly rising. .\n advance of 10 to 15 per cent has been registered

in FAS grade.

The furniture trade is taking most of the gum s'dd in the Cleveland

market, and this quantity is not small at present. Although not common
as yet, gum is showing more and more popularity in Cleveland as an
interior finish.

The higher grades of poplar arc not active in this market, but the

demand for box lumber has brought in a large cjuantity of the lower

grades. Practically all the poplar handled in Clevelaud consists of lower

grades for box requirement, which have become increasingly active on
account of the war goods being manufactured in the Cleveland drstrict.

This trade is expected to reach exceptional proportion-^ in the near future,

and the box companies are putting away many thousands of feet at

liresent prices. -V number of the larger box makers are bringing their own
stocks in from up the lakes on their own boats, and this has a tendency
to depress the local market, but the volume of Imsiness demanded for

immediate requirements is not small among the makers who do not have
these facilities.— •< INDIANAPOLIS>—

=

The demand fur hardwoods is light except for lundier to bo used directly

i»r indirectly for war materials, but despite this fact prices are well main-
tained. Buibling operations are making an iinusually light drain on yard
stocks, and sash and door manufacturers report that business is rather

dull. BniUling operations during July dropped off <»(' per cent under the

total for the corresponding month of lltlfl.

Although the wholesale trade reports that furniture manufacturers are

buying as heavily as might be expected for the miil-seasou period, they

have hopes that this demand will be strengthened. Indications are that

the furniture jilants will have a very active season. Reports from the

smaller furniture markets where crop conditions will no doubt have an
influence on business conditions say that business will be heavy.

Truck, vebii-le, and farm implement manufa<-turers. whose business is

being influenced directly by war orders, are heavy buyers for the kind
of stocks used in such industries. The future for a heavy business with
farm implement manufacturers is sai<l t" be exceedingly bright as orders

ftu* 1018 delivi'ries are arriving in good volume.

Labor conditions are very unsatisfactory, as nearly all mills and large

consumers report a shortage of men, Despite high wages that arc being

paid, manufacturers are experiencing difficulty in keeping their working
f()rces intact. Fears are expressed on every hand that the raising of the

new national army will have a bad effect on labor conditions.

Cars are not so plentiful as they were a few weeks ago. and the car
shortage is expected to become more acute as the government's demand for

rolling stock grows. Many mill owners report difKculty in obtaining an
adequate supply of logs.

=^ EVANSVILLE >-=

Trade with the ItiinbiT manufai-tiirr'fs of IO\'nnsville and southern Inili-

:ina is fairly good, considering the fact that this is usuall.v considered the
dull time of the year. .Iidy brought in a fair amount of bttsiness and manu-
facturers pHMlict that August, 1017, will be n lictter month than August,
lOKI. Only one of the large hardwood mills in lOvansville is now being
operated au full time. The river mills have Ix'eu closed for some time and
it is not known when they will resume operations. Manufacturers report

a scarcity of logs, and not many logs from the South will come here before

the first of September, it is predicted. One large Uical hardwood concern
is getting logs from two timbered tracts that were recently bought near
this city. Log prices arc a great deal higher than they were this time
last year. The demand for lumber continues good.

Some time? ago the furniture manufacturers decided to hold off from
buying lumber for a while, as they figured by doing this lumber manufac-
turers would be glad to sell and might reduce tlii' price. They failed in

their calculations. The government started some time ago buying lumber
at good prices and this has created a demand that was not anticipated
before the United States entered the war. There is a scarcity of thlelc

ash, due largely to the fact that the government^ has been buying it up in

large quantities. There is also a strong demand for No. 2 common beech,
as the government is still in the market for this lumber. The demand for
elm and hickory, as well as for the lower grades of poplar, continues
strong. Ccdleetions are reported first-class and the crop conditions in this

section are encouraging. Lumber manufacturers i)redict a good fall and
winter business and look for prices to remain lirm witli an upwaril tend-
ency. Building operations are not quite .so active as they were this time
last year, yet later the contractiu's expeit to see a revival. Little residence
building is going on. Planing mill men and sasb and door men say that
trade is only fair at present.

--<, MEMPHIS >-
The har<l\vood situation here continues wliolesome. There is .a very

good demand, although it is not (luite so aggressive as It was a short time
ago. The olT season is at hand and this is accompanied by the usual
lull in buying. But, despite this fact, there is eonsldernbly more than
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an average business under way for this time. Prices are firmly main-

tained. Practically every member of the trade believes that there is

going to be an unusual demand for southern hardwoods during the fall

and winter and they are taking care of their present holdings by refus-

ing to press them on the market, and they are likewise putting forth

strenuous efforts looking to the production of an increased amount of

lumber. Logging and manufacturing operations are being pushed in

every direction and as efficiently as possible. It is recognized that there

is a shortage of southern hardwoods compared with normal, and it is

further recognized that, with demand well above the average, the present

holdings must go an unusually long way. Strained relations between

supply and demand are regarded as inevitable for some time, but manu-

facturers are seeking to relieve this condition by producing more stock

than they normally manufacture at this season.

There is an e.\cellent call for Cottonwood and gum in the lower grades.

The supply of these is sharply below the needs of the trade, and manu-

facturers of box shooks are tree to confess that they are not able to

operate their plants as fully as they would like because of this fact.

Prices, it is needless to say, are quite strong. FAS, sap gum is in excel-

lent call and a reasonably active demand is noted for FAS red in both

plain and quartered. Cottonwood box hoards are scarce and strong, and

there is a full movement of the same material In firsts and seconds. Ash

occupies quite a strong position. Demand for this is broadening and the

supply is not keeping pace with the call. There is a steady tone on oak.

The higher grades of plain and quartered red and white are moving at a

satisfactory rate, while there is no let up in the demand for common
stock in either plain or quartered. Manufacturers of oak are facing the

future with an unusual degree of confidence because of the revival of

demand for oak furniture, because of the large call for stock for the

manufacture of truck and other vehicle bodies and because of the pros-

pect that the work of the American oak manufacturers in behalf of oak

will greatly increase the outlets for this wood. The call for hickory is

insistent, while the movement of cypress is reported good in both the

higher and lower grades. There is little poplar for sale in this center,

and what is offering is being readily taken.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
Instead of slowing up during the hot summer months the local hard-

wood lumber business is showing a steady increase month by month
for the year. At the present time orders are more plentiful than lumber,

the most interesting feature of the present day business being the greatly

increased demand for lumber to be used in furniture manufacturing,

there also being a good call for veneers, flitches, glued up stocks, etc.

Walnut and poplar are among the active items in the furniture trade,

while quartered oak, plain oak, and other materials, including gum, are

very active, the mahogany demand being steady. In tough fibred woods
oak, elm, ash and hickory are in big demand by wagon, truck, auto and

other manufacturers, and the government demand has been so great that

thick oak and ash are nearly out of sight. Cottonwood, beech, maple and
hickory are very scarce, but In good demand. High grades are moving
readily for various requirements, while general industries are busy, and
the demand foi' low grade lumber is very heavy from the box manu-
facturers. The labor situation is affecting production of various items,

and surplus stocks are not being laid up rapidly, a few mills getting logs

while others are having trouble in getting logs as well as getting them cut.

Many concerns have not been looking for new business during the past

month, and have been well content with getting old orders cleaned up
and shipped. At the present time the government demand for plain oak is

so great that it is said prices are bound to advance, and that a shortage

may develop.

=-< MILWAUKEE >-
The acute shortage of labor and the appearance of strike troubles In the

northern hardwood belt are the main causes of concern among woods and
mill operators at this time, although considerable apprehension has been

caused in recent days by the discovery of forest fires in widely separated

sections. On Aug. 1 the Sawyer-Goodman Company at Marinette was
obliged to suspend operations because of a strike In its mills when the com-
pany refused to grant the men an advance of 2oc a day. Even logging

operations have ceased for the time being. The employers are as obdurate

as the men. The organization of forestry regiments for overseas service

and culinary brigades for the eight cantonments for the new national

army is taking a large number of men from payrolls, accentuating the labor

shortage which has been enhanced by the departure of many members of

the national guard to mobilization camps. The outlook at this time is any-
thing but promising, as It is practically impossible to get new men in some
districts. Others, however, report conditions yet fairly satisfactory. The
outbreak of forest fires. has caused some alarm, particularly in the vicinity

of the Menominee reservation near Shawano, Wis. The national guard
unit at Shawano was called out on Aug. 1 to combat fires which are re-

ported to have destroyed the sawmill at Keshena and were sweeping down
upon the government plant at Neopit. Reports from other sections, how-
ever, are not nearly so alarming as these. Mills which received contracts

to furnish lumber for the construction of army cantonments are completing
these orders and vrill then be able to handle their regular business and get
back on sawing hardwoods to a much greater extent than during the last

month or two.

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
-We Manufacture

Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
We liai:c for sale 1 car S" FAS Poplar: 1 car !,/'," Clear Sap
Poplar, S-16" wide; V2 car 4/4 Panel Poplar, 18" rf up icide

;

1 car "s" So. 1 Common Ash; 2 cars Ji/i FAS Sap Gum; 1 car
5-1, FAS Plain Bed Oak; 1 car 1,/lt No. 1 Common <£• Better Red
Oak.

At Two Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass.
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company
Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 CeLERAIN AVENUE

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible quick delivery of anything in timber and hardwood
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

AU Three of Us WiU Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

I
EMPLOYES WANTED

|

HARDWOOD INSPECTOR WANTED
For pormanent position at mill located on rail-

road in Arkansas. Give references, state age, if

married and salary expected. Address

WALDSTEIN LUMBER CO., St. Louis. Mo.

WANTED—BtnrER AND INSPECTOR

Acquainted with West Virginia and Ohio hickory

producers. Must be strictly sober and energetic.

Good references required.

Address "BOX 72," care H.\kdwood Recokd.

I
EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—POSITION AS MANAGER
Of Hardwood lumber operation. 20 years' experi-

ence. Have been successful with my own mills

and as buyer and seller in wholesale hardwoods.

Address "BOX 82," care Hardwood Record.

MANTirACTURERS-WHOLESALERS-
EMPLOYERS

when you want good Salesmen, write the Empire

State Association of Lumber. Sash & Door Sales-

men, J. H. RUMBOLD, Sec'y, North Tonawanda,

N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED
CHERRY LOGS AND LUMBER

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestow?, N. T.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS.

500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Plqna. Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Sanborn & Gearbart,

Asheville. N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR

NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engineer,

158 Fifth Avenue, New Tork, N. Y.

I
LUMBER WANTED

|

WANTED—CRATING STRIPS
6/4x2", also 3", also 4" also «". Crating Strips.

5/4x3", also 4", also 6" Crating Strips. Band

Resawn, Rough; either Yellow Pino, Poplar.

Basswood, Gum or Tupelo.

Will want solid cars each width ; can take one

to five cars each width for immediate shipment.

Quote cash price delivered Pittsburgh. Pa.,

rate. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO..

Pittsburgh. I'a.

MANUFACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We are always in- the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mail us your price and

stock lists. R. H. CATLIN CO.

Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION

As desired. Hemlock and Hardwood, Northern

Wisconsin. No Commission. Address LAND

COMMISSIONER. Soo Line, Minneapolis. Minn.

48G0 ACRES FINE HARDWOOD
Land for sale. Borders Tombigbee River, naviga-

ble the year round, 1% to 3 miles L. and N. R. R.

Timber Oak, Gum, Ash, Cypress, Elm, Beech and

some Pine. Fine location for hardwood mill.

Other tract borders. Land is very fertile and

productive. Price $70,000 ; % cash. I will sell

timber without land, price ,$43,000 cash ; 12 years

to remove. Middleman need not answer. G. B.

EVINGTON, OWNER, Oak Chia, Ala.

WANTED—OAK, ASH & HICKORY
11:.. 2. 2V>. 3 & 4" Indiana. Ohio or Michigan

preferred. 'JOHN I. SHAFER HARDWOOD CO.,

South Bend, Ind.

WANTED BLACK WALNUT
1" thick, 1x8" and up wide by 8' and over long

in 1 & 2s also selects. In lots of 500 ft. or more.

Pay cash. E. L. EDWARDS LBR. CO., Dayton,

O.

WANTED
300 M feet 4/4" S. W. Chestnut

200 M feet 5/4" S. W. Chestnut

130 M feet 6/4" S. W.' Chestnut

1,000.000 feet 4/4" No. 2 Cora. Birch

50 carloads Birch, Beech, or Hard Maple, sound

stock. S2S to 3/4" and cut 22 U" long.

Address "BOX SO." care IIardwood Record.

LIMBER FOR SALE

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATING

THOS. J. MCDONALD,

Forest Engineer,

Bast Tennessee Bank Bldg.,

KnoxTllle. Tennessee.

WANTED—WHITE ASH
1" to 4" In thickness, all grades. Will pay cash

and Inspect at mill.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

CLEAR DIMENSION STOCK
PLAIN WHITE OAK

2"x4%"x44"
l%"xl%"x37"
2"x2"x40"

HARD OR SOFT MAPLE
I"x5"xl7" ?4"x5"xl7"

I"x6"xl7" %"x6"xl7"
I"x2%"x20" %"x2%"x20"
iy4"x3H"xl9" %"x8y4"xl9%"
l%"x2%"xl8V2" a4"x6y4"xl5"

PINE, HEMLOCK, BASSWOOD, POPLAR,
GUM, SOFT MAPLE

?i"xl%".
18", 22%, 23%, 25, 25%, 51%, 55%".
4"x26%".
WISCONSIN CABINET & PANEL CO.,

New London, Wis.

LUMBER AND LOGS

Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the

entire cut of several mills In Gum. Oak, Ash and
Maple and wagon material at fair market prices

an«l advance money on stock In pile. Will fur-

nish capital to help finance your business on deal

covering several years. Address 'BOX 55," care

Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE—BIRCH.
cars 10/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

cars 12/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

Send us your Inquiries.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St..

Buffalo, N. Y.

KENTUCKY SOFT TEXTURED STOCK
Manufactured by

Lenox Saw Mill Co.. Lenox, Ky..

for quick shipment
Kentucky Soft Yellow Poplar

4000' 4/4 Panel Poplar 18" & up
2400()' 4 4 FAS
C.OOO' 4/4 7 to 12" Sap

15000' 4/4 }fl Com.
0000' 4/4 #1 Com. & Bettor 2%" to 5%" Strips

24000' 4/4 #2 Com.
280(10' 4/4 #3 Com.
2300' 8/4 #2 & jtS Com.

ChcsUiiit

ISOOO' 4/4 SW
60(10' 4/4 #4 Com.

Kentucky Soft Wliito Oak
0000' 4/4 FAS Quartered

18000' 4/4 FAS Plain
16000' 4/4 Select Plain

12000' 4/4 #1 Com. Quartered

12000' 4/4 #2 Com. Quartered

22000' 4/4 #1 Com. Plain

12000' 4,'4 Clear Face Quartered Oak Strips 3 Vj""

to 3y:."

Kentui'ky Soft Red Oak
uiKiil' 4/4 FAS
(iiKHi' 4/4 #1 i'on(.

6000' 4/4 it'2 Com.
ISOOO' 4/4 Core Stock

16000' 4, '4 #4 Com.
For prices write

Exclusive Selling Agents,

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Loans on
Timberland

We have internationally recognized

facilities based on 37 years' experi-

ence in timberland and lumber
matters. Long or short terms.

Amounts from $5#,000 up, as con-

ditions warrant.

acey |
imber(o.

332 South Mic/iigiin A-jenue, Chicago
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250M SETS OF ST&B

For #2 Box, made of i^" rotary cut Yellow Piue.

For shipment at intervals during the next 12
months.

JOHN L. MOORE.
Veueer-Lumber-Box Shooks.

Jaekson. ^lis^.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE,
1 car 2x2—40" clear dry Gum, Oak & Ash,

50% Gum with 25% 2i,ix2i4—10".

1 car 2x2—2S, 30 & 32" Clr. dry Ash with some
2'/4x2y2's, mostly 32-s.

Write for delivered prices.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati. O.

TIMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—1800 ACRES
Gum and Oak timber in Arkansas : .$20 per acre.

Four miles from railroad, with logging road from
timber to railroad. Good location for mill. Good
place to buy logs, and splendid opportunity for

anyone wanting timber.

Also 4500 acres (largely oak) in Tennessee

;

$10 per acre. This is a big bargain.

Address "BOX 75," care Haedwood Record.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
IV2", 1%", 2" squares, IS". 19", 26", 30" lengths.

Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak,
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bilt Ave., New York. N. Y.

I
VENEERS FOR SALE I

FOR SALE
1 car Quartered White Oak Veneer backing boards

Vt" to %" thick.

W. T. THOMPSON VENEER €0.,

Edinburgh, lud.

LOGGING EQUIPMENT FOR SALe]

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
JIcGiffert log loader, now standard gauge, will

change gauge to suit, engine lSx20 swinging

boom, loader first-class condition ; inspection in-

vited.

GREAT BARGAIN.
Guyan Machine Shops, I^ogan. W. Va.

49

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE—25,000 CAPACITY
Saw and Planer Mill, all in good running

order. LONDON LBK. CO.. Mist, Ark.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED—BAND MILL
To lease saw hy thousand or buy. i^referably in
or near Cincinnati. Address "BOX TV," care
n.\nDwooD Record.

IMPORTANT—I CONTROL 4

Sawmills cutting hardwood and pine, own plan-

ing mill and complete woodworking plant. Desire

to sell plant or connect with parties who can
finance and handle output.

L. S. FOWLER, Milledgeville, Ga.

WISCONSIN & NORTHERN R. R.

solicits correspondence with responsible lumber-
ing firms who are looking for a sawmill location.

Territory carries enough virgin timber to supply
mills for several years. Choice sites ; good log-

ging conditions. For particulars write,

HARRY PETERSON,
Industrial Oept., Wis. & Nor. R. R. Oshkosh,

Wis.

HARDWOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 1 & 2 C, white, 4/4", good wdth., 50%

14-16', 2 yrs. dry; NO. 1 C, brown, 4/4", good
wdth., 50% 14-16'. 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC
LUMBER CO.. Inc.. Buffalo. N. T.
NO, 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 2 C. white, 8/4. usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 vrs. dry, northern stock. BLAKESLEE,
PERRiN & DARLING. Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 6/4". 10" & up. S to 16': FAS 8/4". 10" &

up, 14 to 16'; FAS 12/4 & up; FAS 6 4 & S/4",
12" & up; FAS 10 4. 6 to 7": NO. 1 C. 6/4 & up.
DUDLEY' LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 16 4". GAYSO LUMBER CO..

Memphis. Tenn.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black. 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4, 6" & up. W. O. KING & CO.,

Chicago, 111.

FAS 10/4 & 12/4", 6" & up, reg. Igth., 4 mos.
dry. NICKEY BROS., Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 4 mos.

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & MoCOWEN, Mem-
phis, Tenn.
FAS white. 5/4 & 8/4", 6" & up; FAS 5 4", 6"

& up, 8 & 10'; FAS 4/4 & 8/4", 10 to 12" & up.
RIEL-KADEL LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 12/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 3 mos. dry;

NO. 1 C. %", reg. wdth. & Igth.. bone dry;
NO. 1 C. 4 4" reg. wdth. & Igth., 2 mos. dry.
SWAIN ROACH LUMBER CO.. Seymour. Ind.
FAS 4/4"; NO. 1 C & BTR. 12 4". WOOD-

MOS.MC CO.. New Albany. Ind.
FAS, brown, 4 4". 6" & up, std. Igth.. IS mos.

dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

BASSWOOD
NO. 1 C. 4/4". good wdth.. 50% 14-16', 2 yrs.

dry. THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.
FAS 6/4". NO. 2 C. 5 '4 & 6 4. BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.
NO. 1 C, 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

iKth., 1 to 2 vrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. T.

NO. 1 C. 6/4". 4" up; NO. 1 & BTR., Vs & 1/2,

5" & up. W. O. KING & CO., Chicago. 111.

NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4", 4 mos. dry. WILL-
SON BROS. LUMBER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

BEECH
LOG RUN S/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
NO. 2 C cS, BTR. 4/4" reg. wdth. & Igth.. 10

mos. dry, full log run; NO. 3 C 5/S to 6/4, reg.

wdth. & Igth., 4 mos. drv; NO. 2 C & BTR.
s/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. dry. EAST
JORDAN LUMBER CO., East Jordan. Mich.
NO. 1 C. 4 4", 1 yr. dry. ELIAS & BRO.,

Buffalo. N. Y.
LOG RUN 6/4 & 8 '4". reg. wdth. & Igth.

S\\'A1X-R0ACH LUMBER CO.. Seymour, Ind.
LOG RUN 4/4", 10 mos. dry. \VILLSON

BROS. LU.MBER CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.
NO. 2 C. & BTR,, 6/4". WOOD-MOSAIC CO.,

New Albany, Ind.

BIRCH
FAS & NO. 1 C, white, 4/4", good wdth.,

50% 14-16', 2 vrs. drv. THE ATLANTIC LUM-
BER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
LOG RUN S/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
FAS, SAP, 5/4, 10 4 & 12/4"; NO. 1 C. 4/4".

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 6

mos. dry, full log run; NO. 3 C. 4/4" reg. wdth.
& Igth., 6 mos. drv. EAST JORDAN LUM-
BER CO., East Jordan, Mich.
FAS 4/4. 5/4 & 6 '4". 5" & up, kiln dried.

W. O. KING & CO., Chicago. 111.

CHERRY
FAS 4/4", good wdth., 507o 14-16', 2 yrs. dry.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Fort Wavne, Ind.
FAS 4/4", 10" & wdr.. av. wdth. 15%", 40-

50%, 14-16'. WOOD MOSAIC CO., New Al-
bany, Ind.
NO. 1 C. aromatic. 4/4". BUFFALO CEDAR

HARDWOOD LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. Y'.

CHESTNUT
SD. WORMY & NO. 2 C. 4 4", 5/4. 6 4 & 8/4".

-ATLAS LBR. & JEFG. CO., Cincinnati, O.
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4". usual wdth. and Igth..

1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE. PERRIN &
DART,ING. Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 4/4", 12" & up, 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS

& BRO., Buffalo. N. T.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 6" & up. W. O. KING & CO.,

Chicago, 111.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", 5 mos. drv. WILLSON
BROS. LUMBER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 4/4-8/4", 6" & up. std. Igth., IS mos. dry;

NO. 1 C. 4/4-8/4", 4" & up, std. Igth., IS mos.
dry. TEAGER LUMBER CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.

COTTONWOOD
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. both 4 4". J. V. STIM-

SON H.ARDWijOD CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4 4". STIJI.SON VEXEER & LUM-

BER CO., Memphis. Tenn.

CYPRESS
NO. 1 SHOP 4 4"; NO. 2 C. or BOX 4/4".

ATLAS LUMBER & MANUFACTURING CO.,
Cincinnati. <_>hio.

NO. 1 & 2 C. S 4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 3 to 6
mos. dry; NO. 1 SHOP & BTR. 12/4". reg.
wdth. & Igth., 4 mos. drv. F. T. DOOLEY
LUMBER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.

ELM—SOFT

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD

LOG RUN S 4 & 10 4". .VTL.\S LUMBER
cSc ilFG. CO.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
FAS 12/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUM-

BER CO., Buffalo. N. T.
FAS S/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
LOG RUN S/4". GAYOSO LUMBER CO.,

Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 12 4". RIEL-KADEL

LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. E.

SONDHRI.MER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 4 '4, 10 4 & 12/4". J. V. STIMSON

HARD\\'(:Mir) CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN 12/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 3 mos.

dry. SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.
NO. 2 C. <S. BTR. 12/4". RUSSE & BUR-

GESS, INC., Memphis. Tenn.

GUM—SAP
FAS 4/4". 6-12". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
FAS 4/4. 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 C. 3/4 cS: 5 4". J. H. BONNER cS:

SONS. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4 & 8/4", Kraetzer-cured; NO. 1 C.

6/4", Kraetzer-cured. GEO. C. BRO\^Tvr &
CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 5/S". RUSSE & BURGESS. INC., Mem-

phis. Tenn.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C, both 4/4. J. V. STIMSONHARDWOOD CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 3 mos. & over

dry. SWAIN ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour. Ind.
FAS 4/4 & 8/4". 6-12", 60%, 14-16', 6 mos.

dry: NO. 1 C. 6/4 & 8/4", red. wdth., 60%,
14-16', 6 mos. dry. J. W. WHEELER & CO..
ileniphis, Tenn.
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HARDNVOODS FOR SALE
GUM—PLAIN RED

FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/4". ATLAS LUMBER &
MT"G. CO.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 C. 3/4". J. H. BONNER & SONS,

Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 4/4, 5/4. 6/4 & 8/4", Kraetzer

cured. GEO. C. BROWN & Co., Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 6/4", av. wcUh. very wide,

largely 14-16', S mos. dry. FERGUSON &
PALMER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4". RUSSB & BURGESS,

INC.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 8/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry: FAS FIG.,

4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. dry. E. SOND-
HEIMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". J. H. BONNER & SONS,

Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, S/4, 10/4 & 12/4".

GEO. C. BROWN & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. <£. BTR. 6/4", av. wdth, very wide,

largely 14-16', 8 mos. dry. FERGUSON &
PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. red. S-4". GATDSO LUM-

BER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. sap S/4". GATOSO LUMBER

CO.. Memphi.s. Tenn.
COM. & BET. FIG. 5/8, 3/4 & 4/4", 4" & up,

reg. Igth., S mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4", 4" & up,
reg. Igth,, 6 mos. dry; COM. & ^TR. 8/4", 4"
& up, reg. Igth., 6 mos. dry. NICKEY BROS.,
INC., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS FIG. 4/4". RUSSE & BURGESS, INC.,

Memphis, Tenn.
FAS FIG. 4/4", 6/4 & 8/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry. E. SONDHEIMER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth., 60%, 14-16'. 8 mos.

dry. J. W. WHEELER & CO., Memphis, Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
LOG RUN 6/4". J. H. BONNER & SONS,

Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., S/4, 10/4 & 12/4". GAYOSO

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 4/4", reg. wdth, & Igth., 8 mos.

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4-16/4", 4" & up. std. Igth., IS

mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh. Pa,

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and ligured, Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, III.

MAPLE—HARD
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth., sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4". DUDLEY LUMBER

CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C & BTR. 5/4 , reg. wdth. & Igth.,

2 mos. dry; NO. 2 C. & BTR. 8/4", reg. wdth.
& Igth., 207^, 12" & up, 9 mos. dry. EAST
JORDAN LUMBER CO., East Jordan. Mich.
FAS 8/4", 8 mos. dry. G. ELLAS & BRO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4", 6" wide. W. O. KING & CO.,

Chicago, III.

NO. 1 COM. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", good wdths.
& Igths.; NO. 2 C. & BTR. 8/4", good wdths.
& Igths. KERRY & HANSON FLOORING
CO,. Grayling, Mich.

NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4", 3 mos. dry. WILLSON
BROS. LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAPLE—SOFT
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4, 12/4 & 16/4". RIEL-KADEL LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN RED
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to 18 moa.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo, N. Y.

FAS 5/4; NO. 1 & 2 C. 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 & S/4".
GEO. C. BROWN & CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS V2 reg. wdth.; NO. 1 C. %". 4-S%"; NO.

2 C. %", reg, wdth. R. J. DARNELL, INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.
FAS S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 8 mos. dry.

F. T. DOOLBY LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 5/4 & 6/4", av. wdth. ver>'

wide, largely 14-16'. S mos. dry. FERGUSON
& PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 5/8"; FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS 1/2 & %". 6" & up, kiln dried. W. O.

KING & CO., Chicago, 111.

No. 2 C. %', 4" & up, 8 mos. dry. NICKEY
BROS., INC., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos. dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4". RUSSE & BURGESS,

INC... Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 4/4", 18 mos. dry. JAS.

E. .STARK & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 3/4"; SD. WORMY 4/4". STIMSON

VENEER & LBR. CO., Memphis. Tenn.
ALL grades & thicknesses. WOOD-MOSAIC

CO.. New Albany, Ind.
FAS 4/4-16/4", 6" & up, std. Igth., 18 mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4-16/4", 4" & up, std. Igth.,
18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. T.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
FAS 4/4". J. H. BONNER & SONS, Mem-

phis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4 '4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1 yr. dry.

F. T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/4". av. wdth. very wide,

largely 14-16', 1 yr. dry. FERGUSON &
PALMER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS 3/4", 4" up, reg. Igth., 8 mos. dry; NO.

1 C. 3/4", 4" & up. reg. Igth., 10 mos. dry;
CLEAR, 4/4", 2^-3%" and 4-5Vi", red. Igth.,
8 mos. dry. SEL. 4/4". 6" & up. reg, Igth.. 10
mos. dry. NICKEY BROS., INC., Memphis,
Tenn,
NO. 1 C. 4/4". J. V. STIMSON HARDWOOD

CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4xl»^-3%". STIMSON VENEER

& LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry. SWAIN ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.
ALL grades & thicknesses. WOOD-MOSAIC

CO., New Albany, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
FAS, NO. 1 C. & SEL. and CORE stock, all

4/4", reg. wdth., 60%, 14-16'. 4 mos. dry, soft
texture; Ky. soft; SSB. 10x10^4, 12x12", 2x6"
& wdr., 3x6" & wdr., 10-16', mostly 14 & 16',
green. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO ,

Pittsburgh. Pa
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville, Ark.
NO. 1 C. 8/4". J. H. BONNER & SONS.

Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 12/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 3/4, 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4" NO. 1 & 2 C. 5/4 &

6/4". GEO. C. BROWN & CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 3/4", 6, 7 & S" wide; NO. 2 C. % reg

wdth. R. J. DARNELL, INC., Memphis, Tenn
FAS & NO. 1 C, both S/4", reg. wdth. &

Igth., 8 mos. dry. F. T. DOOLEY LUMBER
CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 1 yr. dry. ELIAS & BRO..

Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville. Tenn
FAS 8/4", reg, wdth. & Igth., dry. E. SOND-HEIMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4" reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos. dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis.
Tenn.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 4/4", 12 mos. dry. JAS ESTARK & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
ALL grades & thicknesses. WOOD-MOSAIC

CO., New Albany, Ind.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg, wdth. & Igth.,

14-16', 4 mos. dry. AMERICAN LUMBER &
MFG. CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

NO. 1 COM. 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK
CO., Blissville. Ark.

NO. 1 C. 4/4". BUFTALO HARDWOOD
LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 3/4", reg. wdth.. 3 yrs. dry; NO. 1 C.

3/8 & 5/S", reg. wdth., 1 yr. dry. R. J. DAR-
NELL. INC., Memphis, Tenn.
CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2i-.-5y2, reg. Igth., 1

yr, dry. bright sap no def . ; COM. STRIPS 4/4;,
H4-4", reg. Igth., 1 vr. dry. F. T. DOOLEY
LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2%" to 5%".

HOFFMAN BROTHERS & CO., Ft. Wayne.
Ind.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth.. 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 5/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1
yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 1/4, 3/8 ct 1/2", all 6" & up,

reg. Igth., S mos. dry; FAS 5/8 & 3/4". 6" &
up, reg. Igth., 8 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 5/8 & 3/4",
4" & up, reg. Igth.. 8 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 6/4",
4" & up, reg. Igth., 6 mos. drv: SEL. 4/4", 6"
& up, reg. Igth., C mos. dry; CLEAR SAP 4/4",
2, 2% & Shi" wide, reg. Igth., 5 mos. dry.
NICKEY BROS., INC!, Memphis, Tenn.
CLEAR SND. 4/4x2i^-3ii; 4/4x4-4%; 4/4x5-

5V4; NO. 1 C. 4/4x1 1^-3^.. STIMSON VENEER
& LBR. CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 8 mos. dry.

PENROD, JURDBN & McCOWEN. Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 6 mos. drv; COM. STRIPS 4/4", 8

mos. drj'. JAS. E. STARK & CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
ALL grades & thicknesses. WOODS-MOSAIC

CO.. New Albany, Ind.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
BLISS-BRIDGE PLANK, mixed. 8/4"

COOK OAK CO., Blissville. Ark.
CROSSING PLANK, rod and white. 12/4",

S-12", 14', 1 yr. dry. FERGUSON & PALMER
CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
COM. 5/4". GAYOSO LUMBER CO., Mem-

phis. Tenn,
NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 yrs.

dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville. Tenn.
SSE. 4/4", 15 mos. dry; WORMY 4/4", 1 yr.

dry. WILLSON BROS. LUMBER CO., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16',

6 mos. dry, largely 14 ..fe 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

POPLAR
FAS, NO. 1 C, NO. 2 C. & NO. 3 C, all 4/4",

reg. wdth.. 60'/o, 14-16', 4 mos. dry. Ky. soft
yellow. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 4/4" & 5/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 2 C. 4/4 & 6/4". J. H. BONNER &

SONS, Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 6x6", 1 yr. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO..

Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", 2 yrs. dry; NO. 1 C. 6x6", 1 yr.

dry. G. ELIAS & BRO., INC., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 6/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMANBROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up. 50% 14 & 16', 6 to

13 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
COM. & BTR. 10/4 & 12/4", 4" & up, reg.

wdth., 3 mos. dry; SAP & SEL. 5/8" & 4/4, 5"
& up, reg. Igth., 6 mos. drv; BOX B. 4/4", 9-12"
& 4/4", 13-17", reg. Igth, 6 mos. dry; FAS 4/4".
6" & up, reg. Igth., 6 mos. dry; NO. 1 C 4/4",
4" & up, reg. Igth., 6 mos. dry. NICKBT
BROS.. INC., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.
CLEAR SAP, 4/4". 5" & up, 3 mos. drv-.

SVVAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.
COM. & BTR., 4/4", 6 mos. dry. WILLSON

BROS. LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". WOOD-MOSAIC CO., New

Albany, Ind.
FAS 5/4 & 6/4", 12" & up, std. Igth.. 18 mos.

dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. T.
(Continued on page 52)

All Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Manufac-

turing Company 41

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Barnaby, Charles H 7-44

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling 54

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 5

Brown Land & Lumber Co 46

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc ,. 3

Bast Jordan Lumber Co 13

ISlias, G., & Bro 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company
Foster Bros 40

Goodyear, C. A. Lumber Co . .

.

Hanson, R. & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-14

Jones, G. "W., Lumber Co

King, W. O., & Co 5

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The 4

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co.

.

Mcllvain. J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 54

Mercadal. E. A., Lumber Co...

Miller, Sturm & Miller 54

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7-44

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company 52

Palmer & Parker Co

Stack Lumber Company 40

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4

Stephenson, I.. Co., Trustees.. 39

Stimson, J. V 7-56

Sullivan, T. & Co 54

Taylor & Crate ^4
Tegge Lumber Co 47

Von Platen Lumber Company. . 13

"Willson Bros. Lumber Company 3

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 40

Wood-Mosaic Company 7

Teager Lumber Company, Inc.. 54

Young, W. D., & Co 4

OAK.
• See List of Manufacturers on

page 7

American Oak Manufacturers'
Association

Lenox Saw Mill Company 41

Long-Bell Lumber Company. . .7-46

Mowbray & Robinson Company 7-44

POPLAR.
Anderson-TuUy Company ...2-7-11

Arlington Lumber Company. . .7-40

RED GUM.
Anderson-TuUy Company. . . .2-7-11

Bellgrade Lumber Company. . . 10

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-10

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 7-10

Brown & Hackney, Inc 10

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. 7

Coulson Lumber Company 10

Darnell, R. J., Inc 12

Dooley, F. T., Lumber Co 11

Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 11

Gayoso Lumber Company 12

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Company 7-10

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. . 7

May Bros 11

Memphis Band Mill Co 7-11

Mossman Lumber Company... 12

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 7-11-42

Penrod, Jurd,en & McCowen... 12

Probst Lumber Company 49

Riel-Kadel Lumber Company.. 11

Russe & Burgess, Inc 7-10

Sondheimer, E., Co 10

Stark, James E., & Co 11

Stimpson, J. V 7-56

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co. .7-12

Stimson A^eneer & Lumber Co. 12

Three States Lumber Company 56

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 7-12

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 41

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7-11

Arlington Lumber Company. .. .7-40

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing
Company 46

Babcock Lumber & Land Co... 8

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.. . . 14

Bellgrade Lumber Company. .. . 10

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Blakeslee. Perrin & Darling... 54

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-10

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 5

Brown, Geo. C. & Co 7-10

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co.. 7

Brown & Hackney, Inc 10

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Buskirk-Rutledge Lumber Co..

.

Coulson Lumber Co 10

Crane, C, & Co 7-47

Grenshaw-Gary Lumber Co....

Darnell, R. J., Inc 12

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co. . .

.

Dermott Land & Lumber Co. .

.

7

Dooley, F. T., Lumber Company 11

Dudley Lumber Company 12

Elias, G., & Bro 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company
Ferguson & Palmer Company. . 11

Gayoso Lumber Company 12

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Company 7-10

Hoffman Brothers Company. . .7-14

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co. .... ..

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. . 7

Lenox Saw Mill Company 41

Little River Lumber Company. 7-8

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. 7-13

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 7-8

Long-Bell Lumber Company. . .7-46

Maples Lumber Company 14

May Bros 11

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean. Hugh, Lumber Co.... 54

Memphis Band Mill Company. 7-11

Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Co...
Miller, Sturm & Miller 54

Mossman Lumber Company... 12

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-44

Xickey Bros., Inc 24

Norman Lumber Company 7

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.. 7-11-42

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 12

Probst Lumber Company 49

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co 11

Russe & Burgess, Inc 7-10

Salt Lick Lumber Company. . . 5-7

Smith, Payson Lumber Co.... 45

Sondheimer, E., Company 10

Standard Hardwood Lumber
Company 54

Stark, James E., & Co. 11

Stimson, J. V.. Hardwood Co... 7-12

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 12

Sullivan, T., §: Co 54

Swain-Roach Lumber Co 7-47

Taylor & Crate 54

Three States Lumber Company 56

Utley-HoUoway Company 5

Vestal Lumber & Manufactur-
ing Co 7-8

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 7-12

-Whitmer, Wm., & Sons 3
Willett, W. R.. Lumber Co
W^illson Bros. Lumber Co 3

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 40

Teager Lumber Co.. Inc 54

VENEERS AND PANELS.
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co. 52

Anderson-Tully Company ..2-7-11

Dean-Spicker Company, The... 32'

Eggers, F., Veneer Seating Co. 27

Evansville Veneer Company. . . 28

Hoffman Bros., Company 7-14

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co

Louisville Veneer Mills 30

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co

Nickey Bros., Inc 24

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.
Company 52

Ohio Veneer Company 47

Palmer & Parker Co
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co... 1

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Rayner, J., Company 28

Stark, James E.. & Co 11

St. Louis Basket & Box Co 31

Stimson Veneer cfe Lumber Co. 12

Wisconsin Veneer Company. .

.

Wood-Mosaic Company 7

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.
Davis. Edw. L., Lumber Co....

Evansville Veneer Company. . . 28

Hoffman Brothers Company. . .7-14

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co

Palmer & Parker Co
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co. .

.

1

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Purcell, Frank 45

Rayner, J., Company 28

HARDWOOD FLOORING.
Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Horner, William 4

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. 52

Long-Bell Lumber Company .. .7-46

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co. .

.

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage &
Lumber Company 52

Salt Lick Lumber Company.. 5-7

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees.. 39

Wilce, T., Company. The 5

Young, W. D.. & Co 4

SAWS. KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co 55

SAWMILL MACHINERY
Sinker-Davis Company 43

Soule Steam Feed Works 56

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.
Cadillac Machine Company

Mershon, W. B., & Co

LOGGING MACHINERY.
Clyde Iron Works 53

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co. 13

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.
Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company 14

Grand Rapids Veneer Works.. IS

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 5

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut.

Ins. Company 47

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company 47

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company 47

Lumberman's Mut. Ins. Co 47

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's
Mut. Fire Ins. Company 47

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.
Lauderburn, D. E 48

McDonald, Thomas J 48

Sanborn & Gearheart 48

TIMBERLANDS.
Lacey. James D., & Co
Lacey, James D., Timber Co.,. 48

Lauderburn, D. E 48

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co. 41

Childs, S. D., & Co 5

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co 14

Ideal Coated Paper Co 28

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Perkins Glue Company 32
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WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.

NO. 1 C. 4/4", 2 yrs. dry. G. ELIAS & BRO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8 to 8/4", very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago, 111.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4", 6-7", reg. Igth., S mos. dry; NO.

1 C. 5/4-S/4", 4" & up. reg. Igth., 6 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C. 4/4-8/4". 3" & up, reg. Igth.. 6 mos.
dry. NICKEY BROS.. INC., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4", S" & up, 6 & 7', 6 mos. dry; NO.

1 C. 4/4", 4" & up. reg. Igth., 6 mos. dry; NO.
1 C. 6/4", 5" & up, reg. Igth., 4 mos. dry:
NO. 1 C. S/4", 6" & up, 8' & up, 4 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C. 4/4", 4" & up. good Igth.. 6 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C. 6/4", 5" & up. good Igth., 4 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C. S/4", 6" & up, S' & up, 6 mos. dry.
FRANK PURCELL, Kansas City, Mo.

WILLOW
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 6 4", all reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry. E. SONDHEIMER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.

FLOORING—MAPLE
PRIME l:!/16".\4". 1-1/I6"x4"; FCTY. 1-5/16"

x2i4"; CLEAR 1-1/I6"x2%", 13/16x11/2"; 1-1/16
x2H. KERRY' & HANSON FLOORING CO.,
Grayling, Mich.
NO. 1, %xiy2, 2&2'i4"; CLEAR, %xli^, 2&

2%". T. WILCE CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
SEL. RED 2/8x7/8" and 1'^"; SEL. WHITE

3/SxlV." and 2"; SAPPY CLEAR QTD. R. or
W., 3/SxH4" and 2": SEL. RED OR WHITE
13/16x1%" and 2". THE T. WILCE CO., Chi-
cago, 111.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

CLEAR 3/16" and W. 20" wide. 60" long,
kiln dried, rotary cut; FAS, QTD. FIG., 1/8",
6" & up. 12 to 16, kiln dried. EVANSVILLE
VENEER CO., Evansville. Ind.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. THE DEAN-SPICKER

CO., Chicago, 111.

PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican
and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL Southern hardwoods, rotary cut. any

thickness, any size. PEXROD, JURDEN &
McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN
FAS RED, 1/8", 6" & up. 12 to 16'. kiln

dried. EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evans-
ville, Ind.
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
WHITE, anv thickness, sawed or sliced.

THE DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago, 111.

FAS, WHITE, 1/8", 6" & up, 12 to 16, kiln
dried; FAS, WHITE, 1/20", 1/16", 6" & up
wide, S' & up long, kiln dried, sawed. EVANS-
VILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky,

POPLAR
CLEAR 1/8", 12 to 16", 14', kiln dried.

EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
ANY thickness, any size, rotary, QTD,, cut

or sliced. PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

WALNUT
ANY thickness, sawed or sliced. THE

DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago, 111.

ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.
COMPANY, Fort Wavne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.
Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUIS\aLLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4. 5/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

[NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA. WIS

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our BircKwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany & Qtd.-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue w^e use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

Northwestern
Cooperage and Lumber Co.

GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN
Western Office: Mills at Gladstone and

S16 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn. Escanaba, Mich.

Manufnctnrers of the following

"PEERLESS" STANDARD BRAND PRODUCTS
Hardwood Flooring, Staves, Hoops, Heading
and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles,

Posts, Poles and Ties, and Hemlock Tan Bark

ATTENTION
"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Hooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just what you are
looking for on that particular order.
Write us, and we will convince you.

Kerry& Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

We are members of the Unple Flooring Manufacttirert Aat'n.

Ail Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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I
ENLIST YOUR IDLE ACRES!

|

I I

I Set your lazy land to work for I

I
the nation now when the nation

|

I
needs every available acre! I

I There's an

I interesting

I article in

I August

I
Logging

I in which are

I some solid

I facts on the

I c o s t of
j quickly
I clearing
I land to help

I the"arm and

I farm" prop-

I aganda.

Clydo. 5tuir\p'EHtller

ejAxl'Piler at "Workp.

A Clyde Stump-Puller Helping to Win the War

Send for a free copy of this Au-
gust number, mentioning where
you saw the offer, please.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
DULUTH. MINNESOTA

U. S. A.

i^nmiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinnnnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiininiiiniiiiniiniiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiniininnnnniiiiiinniiiiiin
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I.

i

BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Pine. Yellow Pine. Spmce, Hemlark. Ftr. Lumber,
Timber, Millwork, Boxes. Maple and Oak Floorinc

955-1015 Elk Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash and Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwood*

ir.cludin^ Ash, BasBwood. Birch, Cherry, Chestnut, Cypress, Elm,
Gum, Hickory, Maple, Plain & Quartered Oak, Poplar & Walnut,

1100 Seneca Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A Rtoek of 18,000,000 to 10,000,000
f«et of hardwoods carried at all
times at our two ble Buffalo Tarda

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Onr Specialty: West Tlnrlnla aud Pennsylvania Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

SPECIAL FOR SALE
1 M " to 3 " No. 1 Com. & Better Dry Birch

Hardwoods & Cedar b«n"our''hobby f^^yea"
W'e want White Ash, all grades, 1 to 4" tliick

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwoo(ds, and have every facility for filling and ship-
ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

*

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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ATKINS SILVER
TRADE MARK

STEELSAWS
Spell Progress

They progress uiuler the most trynig conditions
that our country has ever experienced. Our
largest industries now bear the brunt of a great
and growing demand. They are working over-
time, fighting to keep up prockiction.

The building of vast armies has depleted the
ranks of all classes of labor. This disastrous
loss of man power must l)e counteracted l)v

speeding u p
wo r k , wasting
less; and the use
of Atkins Saws.

o-CVx^X^

Atkins Silver

Steel Saws
whether I> and.
Solid or Insert-

ed Tooth Circu-

lar, are superior

in the hardest
service. Less re-

htting. tension-

ing, or g'eneral

care is necessary
— therefore
greater produc-
tion.

L^se Atkins Saws and produce even more than
your former personnel and other saws did in the

past. Try them and see.

SEND AT ONCE FOR OUR MILL SAW AND KNIFE BOOKLETS

A TKINS ALWA YS AHEAD

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1857

The Silver Steel Saw People
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.

MACHINE KNIFE FACTORY, LANCASTER, N. Y.

ATLANTA
CHICAGO

Branches carrying complete stocks in alt large distributing centers as follows:

MEMPHIS NEW ORLEANS PORTLAND, ORE. SEATTLE
MINNEAPOLIS NEW YORK CITY SAN FRANCISCO VANCOUVER, B. C.

SYDNEY, N. S. W.
PARIS, FRANCE

All Three of Ui Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimton Huntingburf, Ind.

Stimion Veneer & Lbr. Co Mempkia, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

Three States Lumber Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
BAND MILL: BURDETTE. ARK.

The Following Is a List of a Few of the Items We
Now Have in Stock:

Dry, Ready for Prompt Shipment
COTTONWOOD

3 cars 1" boxboards, S" to 12".

4 cars l^^' No. 1 common.
2 cars IV2" Fas.
3 cars 2" Fas.

GUM
5 cars I" boxboards, 13" to 17",

5 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12".

6 cars 1" Fas. Sap.
5 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Sap.
5 cars IV4" Fas. Sap.
2 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Red.
1 car II4" Fas. Red.
2 cars 1^4" No. 1 Com. Red.
2 cars 2" Fas. Quartered Red.
\ car 2" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red.

5 cars
3 cars
3 cars
5 cars
2 cars
1 car 1

2 cars
1 car
3 cars

2 cars
1 car
3 cars

OAK
Fas. Plain Red
" Fas. Plain Red
" Fas. Plain Red
No. 1 Com. Plain Red
" No. 1 Com. PL Red
No. 1 Com. PI. Red
ASH

Fas. White
" Fas. White
No. 1 Com. White
ELM

Log Run
" Log Run
Log Run

ORDER NOW WHILE WE HAVE A SUPPLY OF EMPTY CARS.
NEXT MONTH THE CROPS WILL BE MOVING AND CARS
FOR LUMBER LOADING WILL BE SCARCE.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
To carry away the Dust from that

Extra Machine— perhaps the Sander

Built with inlets 5, 6. 7
and 9 inches in diameter.

This fan is reversible and adjustable as to hand and

discharge—may be inverted to hang from the ceiHng

—has Dust-proof, Leak-proof, Self-oiling Bearings

with large oil reservoir—requires little attention.

WRITE FOR CATALOG R-12

(T^ARAGE FaN COMPANY.
HEATING.VCfJTILATING X DRYING ENGINEERS.

KALAMAZOO-MICHIGAN-U. S. A.

SOULE
Steam Feed

Designed for the

saw^mill by a mill-

man.

It v^'ill not use ex-

cessive steam and
gives instant and
positive control.

Our prices are
actually, not rela-

tively, low.

It has positively increased
capacity from 10 to 50 per cent

SOULE STEAM FEED WORKS
MERIDIAN, MISS.

DRUM OUTFITS, STACKERS, POWER TIMBER HANDLERS,
LATHES, DOGS AND OTHER MILL EQUIPMENT



PJM SERVICE
—is concretely backed by a definite and successful endeavor to build up an

organization insuring satisfaction to our customers— an organization each

feature of which has been planned separately so that it will lend its maximum
of significance to the term wdien used in connection with the lousiness of

Penrod. Jurden & IMcCow^en, Inc. In short, it represents

All That the Word Implies —
Scientific Drying- Expert M anufacturing Good Timl^er

Modern Mills Satisfaction to the Buver

Southern Rotary Veneers and Hardwood Lumber

We can take care of your requirements in Southern woods, no matter whether you are in the market

for veneers or lumber. Our big Rotary Veneer Mill at Helena. Ark., has exceptionally large units, and

can readily supply sizes which are ordinarily difficult to produce. Our luml)er mills are cutting some

of the finest hardwood stock ever manufactured in America. Tell us what you want—we can supply you.

On account of car shortage, which affects delivery of logs to the mills as well as shipments of

veneer—we urge all buyers of veneers to place requirements at least 60 to 90 days in advance

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen
(INCORPORATED)

General Offices, Memphis, Tenn.

825-830 Bank of Commerce Building

?h
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a.

—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

TaafigflRivii^i^i^fiaflt^taai^fiSflffsatgfltSviiafl

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Ofhce
GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman BIdg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring M£r's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

.*. Michigan /.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young & Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. It^j" *2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. ItV" X 2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

TTT" IS TP'M
lu^incTton

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago RepreientatiT*

CTtta QTEARNS
r^ SALT Ci- LUMBER CO.

LuDINGTON.MlCH.

<'iiinMiii[:iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiMiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiMiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiC]iiiiiiiiMii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiimi[:iiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiimit^

COMMERCIAL I

I
KILN DRYING

|

I
Modem Kilns

|

I We do a large amount of this
|

I
work and are in a position to quote

[

I
prices that will be satisfactory.

|

I Wire or write us, or better |

I still, send along your ship- |

I ments of lumber for kiln |

I drying and they will be |

I taken care of. |

i WILLIAM HORNER
|

i REED CITY, MICHIGAN
j

:?mniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiii:]iiiiiiim •>
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tells all about Hardwood Flooring
and how to care for it—also prices—and is free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

'*The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

2452 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

WM. WHITMER & SONS
INCORPORATED

Manuiacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Can,
W. Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock

Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Finance Building PHILADELPHIA

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

RED BOOK Published semi-annually

in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers of lum-
ber in car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Chyers the United States, Alberta,

Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on the line it covers.

A well organized Collection Department i3 also oper-

ated and the same is open to you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Association
608 So.JJea^bo™ Street Mention This Paper

Estab.
1878

55 John Street
NEW YORK CITY

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frequent ex-

cept where oar

Two Piece

Geometrical

Barter Coin

is in use, then
imitation isn't

possible.
Sample if you
ask for it.

s.D. child;
& CO.

Chicago
We also make
Time Checks,
Stencils and
Log Hammers

^iiuiituiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu''<ii[imiiiiniiiiiiiiriiiMiiiiimnii[niiuiiiiuiiin[iuiiniinniiiiii^ ^iiiiiiriuniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiitmmiiiiiMiir iiiuiiiiiaurainQQiiiniDnF^

PREPAREDNESSI lUtley-HolIoway!
i for coming good times will make yoa

I SEND US YOUR INQITIBIES FOB

I
s^i.itie.Oak, Gum, Cypress

|

§

I
Company

|

I General Office*. Ill W. Wukinxten St.
|

I nw > Tk*^ ^^ S I Manufacturert f

I

CLARENCE BOYLE, Inc.
| | Oak, Ash, Cottonwood, Elm, Gum {

I CHICAGO, ILUNOIS |
i BANS MZU;S I
I Belama, Arkaiuiaa Kaneata, Axkaiuiaa =
^:lllnJlOJllnnlmllllllllllllllllllllllUlllUlllllllllllllnullllllUlllUllUllllllllllJlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUl^llllS

WHOLESALE LUMBER I

LCMBER EXCHANGE BLDO. |
I TareUat CHIC JkClCi Band Saw HIU I

I
F.Mst, Ul». «.-ni»->*.*JV.» WildsTUle. La. j

<uiiiiinimi[iiiiiuiiuiiiiiijiuiu[uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiji[i]]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiii]iiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiimi[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii7^

Jjoci*^"^%^^ /<"• VENEER

No checks or
splits. Enar-
mous eutput.
Low laber cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Philadelphia

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

^^ Oak Flooring

Complete stock of 3/8" and 13/16" in all

standard Mridths

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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An invitation to

cozy good fellow-

ship that would he

killed by any other

wood than oak

Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-

bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence
offers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,

hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oak's reliability and
it is nov/ being demonstrated that it will be completely sold on oak as a

superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed
by the leading oak manufacturers of the country v^rho are standing

behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the

real possibilities of this wonderful wood are. Do you know how directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak v^ould affect your business?

You should post yourself now because the real results are just begin-

ning to show.

WRITE NOW TO ANY MANUFAC-
TURER ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

i
All Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD

IP
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Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, that can

be enjoyed because

it can be seen—
contrasts that blend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABAMA

c—Cromwell Hardwood LunibtT Co.. Montgomery.

ARKANSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company, Blissville. (See page 46.)

Paepckfl Lelcht Lbr. Co., BIytheville and Helena. (See

page 12.)

Crittenden Lumber Company. Crittenden.
c—J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company. Helena.
b— Little Rock Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Little Rock.

(See page 56.)

Miller Lumber Company. Marlanna.
Edgar Lumber Company, H'esson.

-- n-LINOIS
a, b. c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co., Chicago.
Utiay-Holloway Lumber Company, Cenway BIdg., Chicago.

(See page 5.)

INDIANA
Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 16.)

e—Bedoa Young Lumber Company, Greensburg.
Chas. H. Branaby. Greencastle. iSee page — .)

J. V. Stimson. Huntlngburg. (See page 56.)

Wood-Mosiac Company. New Albany. (See page 14.)

North Vernon Lumber Company. North VerDon.
C. & W. Kramer Company. Richmond.
Swain-Roach Lumber Company, Seymour. (See page 46.)

ft^ b, c—FuUertoa-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend. KENTICKY

a, b. c—Arlington Lumber Co.. Arlington. (See page 40.)

b—Kentuclw Lumber Company, Lexington.
W. P. Brown &. Sons Lumber Co.. Louisville. (See page 14.)

Holly Ridge Lumber Company. Louisville.

Salt Lick Lumber Company. Salt Lick. (See page 5.)

LOUISIANA
Tht Ford. Brenner Lumber Company, Alexandria.
Colfax Harilwoed Lumber Company. Colfax.

b, e—The Hyde Lumber Company, Lake Providence.

b, c—Sabine River Lumber & Lugsine Company, Inc.. Oalidale.

Climax Lumber Company. St, Landry.
Thlsiletliwaite Lumber Co.. Ltd.. Washington.
Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company, Winafiald.

]vnssissii»Fi
b—Alexander Bros.. Bolzeni.

b—Lamb-Fish Lumber Co., Charleston. (Seo pagt —.)

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.. Greenville. (See page 12.)

Miflsisflippl Lumber Company, Quitman.
b. c—TallalKiiehte Lumh.T (.(niiiiiiiy, Philipp.

Carrier Luiaber & Manufacturing Company, Sardls.

MISSOIRI
ft k, c—^M. S. Lemins Lumber Company, Cape Girardeau.
L'«ng>Bell Lumber Company, Hdwd. Dept.. Kansas City, Mo.

(See page — .)

a t) e—Tschudy Lumber Company, Kansas City,

b. •—GftUeway-Peaao Co., Poplar Bluff.

Bakor-Matthews Lumber Company, Slheston. Sales OfDce,

Chicago. „ „ .—Axkla Lumber & Manufacturing Company, St Louis.

J. A. Holmes Lumber Company. St. Louis.

a. b. e—Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber C»., St. Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
ft, b. —Can Lumber Company. Piagah Forest.

OHIO
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal Grove.
a, b. c—\V. M, Ritt«r Lumber Company, Columbm
a—Barr-Holaday Lumber Company, Greenfield.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company.
C. Crane &. Co. (See page 47.)
a, b—Duhlmeier Bnithera & Co.
a. b— Mowbray & Robinson Company. (See page 47.)
a. c— Probst Lumber Company. (See page 49.)

PENNSYLVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Pittsborgh.
Babcock Lumbtr Company, Pittsburgh.

TENNESSEE
Williams Lumber Co., Fayettevillo.
•:—Bedna Young Lumber Company. Jackson,
Vestal Lumber &. Manufacturing Company, KnoxvllU. (8m
page 8.)

MEMPHIS
Anderson -Tully Company. (See pages 2- 1 2-55.)
J. H. Bonner & Sons. (See page li.)
Goodlnnder-Robertson Lumber Company. (See page II.)
Memphis Band Mill Company. (See page 12.)
Russe & Burgess. Inc. (See page II.}
(— J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company. (See page 10.)
J. W. Wheeler &. Co. (See page 10.)

NASHVILLE
Davidson. Hicks & Greene Company.
Farris Hardwood Lumber Company.
Love. Boyd & Co.
John B. Rausom & Co.

TEXAS
H. G. Bohlssen Mfg. Co., New Caney.

VIRGINIA
c—U. S. Sprue* Lumber Company, Marlon.

VTEST VIRGINIA
b. c^The Altiin Lumber Company. Duckbannon,
a. c—West Virginia Timber Company, Charlwtoii.
Pardee & CHirtin Lumber Company. Clarksburg.
Bluestone Land & Lumber C«., Gardner.
C. L. Bitter Lumber Company. Huntington.
Rockcastle Lumber Company. Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg Mill Company, Parkersburg.
a, b. c—The Meadow River Liunber Company, Balnalla.
b. c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Raywood.
American Column & Lumber Co., SL Albana.

WISCONSIN
a. c—Racine Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Bacine.

a—Manufacturer •f Implement Stack,
b—Manufacturer of Car Material,
c—Manufacture* of factory Dimension.
Firms in Heavy Type Have Individual

Pages Desifirnated.
A4m •

An Tkr«« af Us WiQ B« Bu«fiua il You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Supplies for Furniture Makers

THE manufacturers of furniture in the United States require

approximately one billion feet of lumber a year from their

factories, and this is made up of more 'than forty kinds of

wood, domestic and foreign. Some of this material is plain

and cheap, other is fine and costly.

It is not possible to say exactly how much of it comes out

of the territory tributary to Memphis, because all the ship-

ments from that district cannot be traced to their final desti-

nation; but it is safe to say that nearly or quite half of it origi-

nates in that region. This illustrates how much the furniture

manufacturers are dependent upon this district, and how well

they are supplied. The following figures show the amount of

wood used annually for furniture in certain states which draw

a considerable amount of the material from the Memphis

district:

OHIO 41,226,000 feet

INDIANA 99,541,000 feet

ILLINOIS 1 14,370,000 feet

MICHIGAN 84,069,000 feet

KENTUCKY 11,198,000 feet

IOWA 6,267,000 feet

MISSOURI 28,165,000 feet

The southern states within reach of Memphis depend upon it largely for

furniture material, while the large manufacturers in Pennsylvania and

New York receive large shipments from the same source, and some

Memphis lumber for furniture goes to Canada and even to the Pacific

coast. The chief furniture woods supplied by the Memphis region are

oak and gum, but nearly every other wood that grows there is in more

or less demand. The timber resources of the region are attractive be-

cause it is known that they can be depended upon, and the lines of trade

once built up, need not be abandoned for want of supplies.

AH Three of Us WiU Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Regular lengths and widths

QtAKTEKED WHITE OAK
No, 2 Com. & Be(.. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
No. 1 Com. 4/4, 8 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED OAIv
No. 1 Com. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

Grenshaw-GaryLumber Co.

SPECIAL, 1 Car 2 5^^x6" & Up, 8/12' Is & 2s Soft Ash

& up, 8'16'a,';h
1 rar Is & 2s 4 4, C"-IO". lV'16'
dry.

1 car Is & 2s 5/4, 10". 8/16' dry.
1 car Is & 2s 8 4. 10", 14/16 ' dry.
1 ear Is & 2s 10/4. 6 & 7", 8/16'
dry.

1 car Is & 2s 12/4. 12" &. up. 8/16'
dry.

2 cars Is & 2s lC/4. 6" & UD. 8/16'
drj-.

I car Is & 2s 6 '4. 10" & uo. 8/16'
dry.

1 car Is & 2s 6/4. 12" & up. 8/16'
dry,

I car Is & 2s 8 4. 10-12". 8/16'
dry.

1 car Is & 23 S 4,

dry,

1 car Is & 2s 10/4, II" & up, 8/16'
dry.

I car Is & 2s 16/4. 12" & up, 8/16'
dry,

1 car Is & 23 4 4, 214 & 514".
8/16' dry.

10 cars No. 1 Com. 4 4. 3" & up,
8/16' dry.

2 cars No. 1 Com. 5 4, 3" & up,
8/16' dry,

2 cars No. 1 Com. 6 4. 3" & up,
8/16' dry.

2 cars No. I Com. S 4. 3" & up,
S.IC dn-

DUDLEY LUMBER CO., Inc.

The list below is ready for Prompt Shipment
QUARTERED WHITE OAK

I & 2, 4/4, 35M'.
No. 1 Com., 3/S, 21M'.
.\o. I Com.. 4/4. -5M'.

QUARTERED RED OAK
No. 1 Com.. 4 4, 50M'.
No. 2 Com.. 4 4, 25M',

PLAIN WHITE OAK
No. I Com., 4 4, SUM'.
No. 2 Com.. 4 4, I2M'.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 & 2, 4/4. 37M',
I & 2, 5/4, 9M'.
No. 1 Com., 4/4, 90M'.
Nn. I (.'om.. 5/4. 5M'.

ELM
L R. 12 4. 9SM'.

COTTONWOOD
I & 2. 4/4. I2M'.
No. 1 Com.. 4/4. 50M'.

ASU
Cora. & Bet., 10/4, 4.5M'.
Com. & Bet., 12/4, 3.5M',

POPLAR
I./R. 4,'4, 2,<M'.

QUARTERED RED Gl'M
1 & 2, 4/4, 50M'.
1 & 2, 8/4, 3M'.
KlB Wood, 1 & 2, 4/4, 17M'.

SAP GUM
1 & 2, 4/4, 70M'.
-No. I Cora., 4/4, 80M'.
No. 2 Com.. 5/4, SUM'.
No, 3, 4/4, 5GM'.
lioi Bds.. 1x9-12". 34M'.
Box Bds.. 1x13-17". 25M'.
Panel. 1x18 & up. 50M'.

QUARTERED BLACK CUM
L/R, 4/4. 43M'.

PLAIN BLACK GUM
L/R. 4.4. 30M'.

Stimson Veneer & Lbr. Co.

The following Items Are
QU.UITERED WHITE OAK

3 cars. 4/4. I & 2.

1 car. 5/4. I & 2.

6 cars. 4 4. No. I Com,
1 car, 5/4 No. 1 Com.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
STRIPS

2 cars, 4 4, Clear.
2 cars, 4/4, Com.

QUARTERED RED OAK
2 cars. 4/4. 1 & 2.

2 cars. 4/4. No, 1 Com.
PLAIN WHITE OAK

4 cars. 4 4. No. 1 Com.
PLAIN BED OAIC

1 car. 4/4. I & 2.

5 cars. 4.4. No. 1 Cora.
2 cars. 4/4. No. 3 Com.

SAP GUM
2 cars. 4/4. 1 & 2.

2 cars. .1/4. 1 & 2.

3 cars. 4 4, No,

J.V.
1 Com.

Stimson

Ready for Prompt Shipment
2 cars, 5 4. No. I Com.
2 carfl, 4 4. No. 2 Cora.
1 car. 4/4. No. 3 Com.

QUARTERED RED GUM
2 cars, 4,4, I & 2,

9 cars, 4/4, No, 1 Com.
1 car, 6/4, I & 2.

COTTONWOOD
2 cars, 4/4, No. I Com,
2 care. 4/4. No. 2 Com.

ELM
4 cars, 4/4. No, 2 Com. & Btr.
2 cars. 10/4, Com. & Blr.

5 cars. 12/4, Com. & Btr.

MAPLE
I car, 4/4, Com. & Btr.
1 car, 12/4, Com. & Btr.

QUARTERED SYCAMORE
1 car. 4 4, Com. & Ittr,

PLAIN SYCA.MORE
1 car. 4/4. Cora. & IStr,

Hardwood Co.

11

R. J. DARNELL, Inc.
We sell nothing but what we • manufacture. All stock piled
with 7, g and 9 stacking sticks to IZ', 14' and 16' lengths. Offer
'following f.r immediate shipment:

Send in your order now for

Is 2s,

OAK
450. .iOn n. Qlil, White. 3 '4'

6" & up, 50c;. 14' & 16'
26.'i,000 It. Qi,i, While. 5/8" No I
CommoTi. Reg,. SO*^ 14' & 16'

98,000 ft. Qld. White, 1/4" No. I
Common. Reg,. 50',r

238,629 ft, Qtil. White.
ConmioH. Res,. SOC^

,'.1,1011 II 01.1, White,
CimoiiMO, RcK,, no',,

111. mil (t. Qld. Wliite.
Coiumoii. Reg,, 50^
47,900 ft. Plain White, 1/2'
Common, Reg,, 50*;^ 14'

,111,100 ft. Plain White. 1/2" No, 2
Common. Reg.. 50% 14' & 16'

SS.OOO ft. Plain Red. 1/2" Is & 25
Reg., 50^-, 14' & 16'

70,900 ft. Plain Red. 5/8" No. 2

14' & 16'

3/S" No. 1
14' &• 10'

5 S" No. 2
& 16'

No. 2
& 16'

' No. 1

& 16'

14-

3 4"
14'

n. Reg.. 5or<, 14' & ir,'

GUM
52,200 ft. Qld, Red, PI. Wd. 4'!"
No. 1 Common, Ree., 50*;^ 14' & 10'

41,000 (t. Red, 12" Is & 2s 14"
& up, SO":!, 14' & 16'

39,100 ft. Red, 4 4" Is & 23, 13" &'
up, Reg., SOT" 14' & 16'

43.500 ft. Plain Red, 1/2" Is &
•2s, Reg., 50rc 14' & 16'

73,600 ft. Qtd. Sap. 6/4" la & 2s

Reg., SOTr 14' & 10'

75.300 ft. Qtd. Sap, 8/4" Is & 2s
Reg., 50'5; 14' & 10'

37.100 ft. Qtd. Sail, 4/4" No. I

Common, Reg., 50'^e 14' & 16'

17,000 ft. Sap. 3,8" Is & 2s. Reg,.
50'^^ 14' & 16'

91.400 ft. Sap. 3/S" No. I Common.
Reg.. 50% 14' & 16' *

20,000 ft.

12.600 ft

11.900 ft,

14.100 ft

& 3"
56,500 ft.

& 3"
9,800 ft.

42.300 ft.

9.500 f(,

12,7110 It.

4,200 ft,

15.800 ft.

34,200 ft.

41.000 ft.

5/4"

21,800 ft

RO 4/4"
14.0011 ft

Qtd. W. Oak 1 &• 2 I '2"

Qt. W. OaU No. 1 C 5/8"

,. Sound Wormy Oak 4/4"

Qtd. W. O. Strips Clear 2',4

Qtd. W. O. Strips Sap 2%

PI. W. Oak 1 & 2 1/2"

PI. W. Oak No. 1 C. 1/2"

PI. W. Oak No. 1 C. 5 '8"

PI Red Oak I & 2 5/8"

PI. Red Oak No. 1 C 5/8"

PI. Red Oak I & 2 3/4"

PI. Re<i Oak 1 & 2 4/4"
PI. Bed Oak Step 11-15

PI. Red Oak Sd, Wormy

Q:d, R, Oiik I & 2 5/4" 10

19,000 ft. Qtd. R. Gum 1 & 2 4/4"
67,500 ft, Qtd, R, Gum No. 1 C 4/4"
32.300 ft, QUI, R, Gum No. 1 C 5/4"
10,300 fl. Qlil R. Gum I & 2 6/4"
9.100 ft. QUI, R. Gum No. I C. 6/4"

176.500 ft. Qtd. R. Gum I & 2 8/4"
97,000 ft. Qld. R. Gum No. 1 C, 8/4"
62,000 ft. Qtd II. Gum Cum. & Bet.
S/4" Sap no defect

145,000 ft. Qtd K. Gum Com. & Bet.
3" Sap no defect

32,300 ft, Qtd. Fig. R. Gum I & 2
4/4"

19,500 ft, Qtd. Pig. R. Gum No. 1 C.
4 4"
7,500 ft. PI. R. Gum 1 & 2 4/4"

23,000 ft. PI. R, Gum No. 1 C. 4/4"
22,500 ft, PI, It, Gum 1 & 2 5/4"
39.500 ft, PI. R. Gum No. 1 C. 5/4"
14.000 ft. PI. R. Gum 1 & 2 8/4"
15.000 ft.. PI. R, Giira No. I C. 8/4"

The Mossman Lumber Co.

Send us your inquiries now

SAP GUM
300.000 ft. FAS, 4,/4". 6" In I'"
C0%, 14/16. 6 mos, dry,

150,000 ft. FAS. 8/4, 6" to 12"
60%, 14/16, 8 mos, do-.
150,000 ft. No. I C, 6/4". rsg. wdth
60%, 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

200,000 ft. Nn. I C, 4/4", reg. wdth.,
GOf/^., 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

300,000 fl. No. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth.,
60%, 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED GUM
12.000 ft. FAS, 3/S", 6" & up.
6 mos. dry.

22.000 ft. PAS. 1/2". 6" & up,
6 mos. dry.

65,000 ft. FAS. 5/S". 6" & up.
8 mos. dry.

QUARTERED RED GUM
45.000 ft. No. I C. 4/4". reg..
wdth.. 00%. 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

50,000 ft. No. 1 C. & Btr.. 8/4".
reg. wdth.. 60%. 14/16, 8 mos, dry.

QUARTERED RED OAK
15,000 fl Nn, 1 C, & Btr,. 3/4",
reg. wdtli., 60%, 14 16, 6 mos. dry.

Ill, 1100 ft. No. 1 C- & Btr., 6/4",
reg wdlh., 60%, 14/16, 8 mos. dry.

Offer for Prompt Shipment

170.000 ft. Is & 2s 6 4"
170,000^1. Cnmnion 6 4"

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
75,000 ft. Is iS: 2s 4 4"
.50,000 tL Is & 2s 5 4"
30,000 ft. Is & 2s 6 4"

PLAIN WIIITK OAK
50.000 ft Is & 2s 4 4"
15.000 fl. Is & 23 .S 4"

110.000 ft. Coramon 54"
05,000 ft. Common 6/4"

PLAIN RED OAK
100,000 ft. Is .V 23 4 4"

QUABTEUKD RED OAK
l.S.OOO ft. Is ,\: 23 4 4"
In, 1 ft, Cnmilliin 1 l"

GAYOSO LUMBER CO.
BANDMILLS

MEMPHIS, TENN. BLAINE, MISS.
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Stock to offer in regular widths and lengths

1 car
1 car Is & 2i

PLAIN BED GDM
Is & 2s. 1 1/4".

SAP GUM
No. 1 Com.. 2".

Coulson Lumber Company

Send us your inquiries for these items

GUM
2 cars Fas, Qld. Bed. 2". 2 mos. dry.

1 car Fas. Qtd. Red, 2". 6 mos. in.
2 cars Xo. 1 C. Qtd. Bed. 8/4. 2
mos. dry.

1 car No. 1 C. Qtd. Bed, 8/4, 6 mos.
dry.

5 cars Fas. Qtd. Sap. 8/4. 3 mos. dry.

3 cars Fas. Qtd. Sap. 8/4. 3 mos. dry
3 cars Fas, PI. Red, 1", 3 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C. PI. Red. 1", 3 mos.
dry.

2 cars No. 2 C. Sap. I". 3 mos. dry.

PLAIN BED OAK
1 car Fas. 4,4. S mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C. 8/4. 6 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C. 8/4. 6 mos. dry.

QUABTERED WHITE OAK
2 cars Fas, 4/4, 8 mos. dry.

1 car No. 1 C 8/4, 12 mos. dry.

POPLAK
2 cars No. 1 C, 4/4, 3 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 2 C, 4/4. 3 mos. dry.

MISCELLANEOUS
Elm—1 car Log Run. 12/4, 1 i

dry.
Magnolia—Log Bun. 4/4.

Oak Bridge Plank—12/4. green.

We have the following stock ready for immediate shipment:

QUARTEBED WHITE OAK
85M' Is & 2s. 1/2".
32M' Is & 2s, 3/4",
7nM' Clear Strips, 4/4".
400M' No. 1 Com., 1/4",
lOOM' No. 1 Com., 3/8".
SnM' No. 1 Com., 5/8".
45M' No. 1 Com.. 3/4".
3nM' No. 1 Com.. 4/4".
50ir No. 1 Com. Strips. 4/4".
lOOM' No. 2 Com.. 1/4".
30M' No. 2 Com., 4/4",

PLAIN WHITE OAK
25M' Is & 2s. 5 8",

24M' Is & 2s. 3/4",
inirM' Is & 2s. 4/4".
l.'iiiM' No. 1 Com.. 1/4".
35M' No. 1 Com., 3/S".
loOM' No, 1 Com.. 1/2".
lOOM' No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

200M' No. 2 Com., 1/4".
PLAIN RED OAK

lOOM' Is & 2s, 3/8",
lOOM' Is & 2s, 1/2",
lOOM' Is & 2s, 4/4",
70M' No, 1 Com., 3/8",
150M' No, 1 Com.. 1/2".
SOM' No. 1 Com.. 5/8".
150M' No. 1 Com.. 4/4".
oOM' No. 2 Com.. 3/8".
200M' No. 2 Com., 1/2".

PLAIN BED COFFIN OAK
25M- 5/8".
lOM' 3/4".
30M' 4/4".

PLAIN BED GUM
40M' Is & 2s. 3/8".
IJOM' Is & 2s. 4/4".
40M' No. 1 Com.. 3/8".
lOOM' No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

Russe & Burgess, Inc.

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co.

ASH
95M' Is & 2s. li6-9" wide. 8 &
10' long, dry.
30M' Is & 2s. 1x10-11" wide. 8

& 10' long, dry.
15M' Is & 2s, 1x15" & up. 8-16"
long, dry.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
40M' Is & 2s, 1/2" dry.
20M' Is & 2s, 8/4, dry.

20M' No. 1 Com.. 1/2. dry.

20M' No. 1 Com.. 3/4. dry.

ITM' No. 1 Com., 8/4. dry.
PLAIN RED OAK

60M' Is & 2s. 8/4. dry.

40M' No. 1 Com.. 8 4. dry.
CYPRESS

50M' No. 1 Shop, 5/4. dry.
WIXJjOW

lOOM' Is & 2s. 4/4. dry.
35M' Is & 2s. 5/4. dry.
lOOM' No. 1 Com.. 4/4. dry.
20M' No. 1 Com., 5/4. dry.

,

2(tM' N... 1 Com.. 6 '4. dry.

QUARTERED FIGURED RED GUM
4011' Is & 2s, 1", dry.

26M' No. 1 Cora.. 1". drj-.

40M' Is & 2s. 5/4. dry.

16M' No. 1 Com.. 5/4. dry.

20M' Is & 2s, 6,4, dry.
5M' No. 1 Com.. 6,4. drs'.

3UM' Is & 2s. 8/4. dry.

FIGURED RED GUII
13M' Is & 2s, 5,4, dry.

i;m' No. 1 Com.. 4/4. dry.
12M' No. 1 Com.. 5/4. dry.

PLAIN RED GUM
19M' Is & 2s, 3/4, dry.
5M' Is & 2s. 1/2. dry.
50M' Is & 2s, 8/4, dry,

50M' No. 1 Com.. 8/4. dry.

QUARTERED RED GUM
50M' Is & 2s. 4/4, dry.

40M' Is & 2s, 5/4, dry.
15M' Is & 2s, 6/4, dry.

QUARTERED GL'M
(Sap No Defect)

30M' No. 1 Cora. & Bet., 10/1 dry.

E. SONDHEIMER CO.

ii
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For immediate shipment in regular widths and lengths

BROWN & HACKNEY, Inc.

GUM
Qtd. Red, Sap no defect. No, 1 Com.
& Bet., 4 mos, dry.

Qtd. Bed. No. 1 Com, & Bet. 4/4 to
8,4. 8 mos. dry.

Sap, 1 & 2, 5/4 & 6/4, 6 mos. dry.
Sap, No. 2 Com, 8/4. 12 raos. dry.

ELM
Log Run. 10/4. 4 mos. dry.

COTTONWOOD
Log Run, 4/4, 4 raos. dry,

TUPELO
Log Run. 4.'4. 4 mos. dry.

BELLGRADE LUMBER CO.

OAK
12M ft. 5/8" Is & 2s Qtd. White.
14M ft. 4/4" Is & 23 Qtd. White.
12M ft. 4/4" Sel. Com. 6" & up
Qtd. vnnte.
12M ft. 5/8" No. 1 C. Qtd. White.
14M ft. 4/4" No. 2 C. Qtd. White.
9M ft. 6/4" No. 2 C. Qtd. White.
65M ft. 2" & wider No. 1 C Stps.

Qtd. Whit«.
22M ft. 2" & wider No. 2 C. Stps.

Qtd. White.
12M ft. 4/4" Is & 2s PI, White.
130M ft. 4/4" No. 1 C. PI. White.
6M ft. 5/4" No. 2 C. PI. White.
SM ft. 5/4" No. 1 C. Pi. Red.
5M ft. 5/4" No. 2 C. PI. Red.

GUM
210M ft. 8/4" Is &. 2s (sap. no de-

fect) Qtd. Red.
230M ft. 8/4" No. 1 C. (sap. no de-

fect) Qtd. Bed.

120M ft. 8/4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red.
172M ft. 8/4" No. 1 C. Qtd. Red.
30M ft. 4/4" No. 1 C. Qtd. Bed.
14M ft. 4/4" Is & 23 Sap.
350M ft. 4/4" No. 1 C. Sap.
65M ft. 6/4" No. 1 C. Sap.
30M ft. 6/4" No. 2 C. Sap.

COTTONWOOD
55M ft. 4/4" Is & 2s.

25M ft. 4/4" No. 1 C.
12M ft. 4/4" No. 2 C.

30M tL 5/4" & 6/4" Backing Boards.

Little Rock Rotes
Cairo, flat 15c. through 13c. St.

Louis, flat 18c. through 16c. Chicago.
23%c. Louisville, 21c. Cincinnati.

23^c. Kansas City, 19c.
Mounds Rates

Cairo, 10c. Chicago, 19%c. St,

Louis, 13c. Louisville, 16c. Cincin-
naU. 18%c. Kansas City. 19c.

J. H. BONNER & SONS We have the following to offer, dry:

QUARTERED RED OAK
9M' Is & 2s. 4/4.
38M' No. 1 Com., 4/4,

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
21M' Is & 23, 4,'4,

80M' No. 1 Com., 4/4.

PLAIN RED OAK
03M' Is & 2s, 4/4.
95M' No. 1 Com., 4/4,

PLAIN WHITE OAK
52M' Is & 2s, 4/4.

80M' No. 1 Com., 4/4.
48M' No. 2 Com., 4/4.

COTTONWOOD
1-M' No. 1 Com.. 4/4.
13M' No. 2 Com.. 4/4.

TUPELO GUM
75M' No. 1 Com.. 4/4.
75M' No. 2 Com.. 4/4.

20M' Wide Box. 4/4.
60M' Narrow Box. 4/4.

HICKORY
l:'.M' I.!/; Uun. i; 4

L'M'
3M'
40M'

Com. & Bet.. 10/4.
Com. & Bet.. 12/4.
Com. & Bet.. 16/4.

SAP GUM
40M' Is & 2s. 5/8.

65M' No. 1 Com.. 5/8.
lOIlM' Is & 2s, 4,'4,

lOOM' No. 1 Com., 4/4.
75M' No. 2 Com.. 4/4.
15M' Is & 2s, 8/4.

PLAIN BED GUM
28M' Is & 2s, 6/4.

QUARTEBED RED GL'M
9riM' Is i 2s, 8/4,
lOOM' No. 1 Com.. 8/4.

Figured Wood
Is & 2s. 4/4.
No. 1 Com.. 4/4.
Is & 2s, 6/4,
No. 1 Com., 6/4,
Is & 2s, S/4,
.\[i 1 l'"]n., s 4,

IIM'
13M'
I4M'
12M'
ITJU
5ii.\r

PLAIN BED OAK
300M' No. 1 & 2 C, 4/4.

75M' 1st & 2nd, 5/4,

91M' No. 1 Com., 5/4.

lOM' No, 1 & 2 Com,.
6 '4.

6M' No. 1 & 2 Com..
8/4.
PLAIN WHITE OAK

lOOM' 1st & 2nd. 4/4.

150M' No. 1 Com.. 5/4.

13M' 1st & 2nd. 6/4

5M' No. 2 Com.. 6/4.
QUARTEBED
WHITE OAK

15M' Com, & Bet.
MI.\J=D OAK

36M' No. 3. 5 & 6/4.

SOFT ELM
25M* Lo^ Run. 12/4.

SAP GUM
75M' Panel & 1st &
2nd. 4,'4-18" & up.

200M' 1st & 2nd. 4/4-6"

1 Com.. 4/4.
2 & 3 Com.,

& up.
lOOM' No.
lOOM' No.

4/4.
75M' No. 2 & 3 Com..
5/4.
75M' No. 1 Com.. 6/4.
150M' No. 2 & 3 Com..

6/4.
lOOM' 1st & 2ns, 8/4.

QUARTERED
RED GUM

lOOM' Com. & Bet, 4 '4.

75M' Com. & Bet., 5/4.

36M' Com. & Bet.. 6/4.
inoSI' Com. & Bt-t.. S 4.

Ii'.M' Com, & Bet.. 10,4,

IIM' Com. &. Bel..
12/4.
PI^IN RED GUM

75M' 1st & 2nd. 4 4
5oai' No. 1 Com., 5,4.

25M' 1st & 2nd. 64.
80M' No. 1 Com.. 6/4,

12M' 1st & 2nd. 8/4,

36M' No. 1 Com.. 8 '4,

OAK TIMBERS
Cut to order. S. S. E,,

all sizes.

TENNESSEE
RED CEDAR

Carlots or less, quick.

Com. & Btr,. 4/4.

Cut to order. Sound
dimension.

GEO. C. BROWN & CO.

nm
^^^^^^^^^ss^ss^^^^sss^^^^^sss^ss^^ ^s^ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss^ssssssssssssssssss^
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F.T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO

OAK and
CYPRESS

MAIL US YOUR INQUIRIES

Regular widths and lengths

QUAKTERED RED GLM
2 cars Cora. & Btr.. 6/4, 4 mos. dry.

PLAIN BED GUM
2 cars Com. & Btr.. 6/4, 4 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 car 1 & 2, 6/4. Wide. G mos. dry.

2 cars 1 & 2. 5/4. Wide. 6 mos. dry.
SELECT QUARTERED WHITE OAK
6 cars 4/4. 12 mos. dry.

MIXED CROSSING
1 car Plank, 12/4. 8 to 12" wide,

12 & 14' long. 24 mos. dry.

Ferguson & Palmer Co.

i=

Oak Gum Cottonwood

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.

Head Offices: G)nway Bldg.

Chicago

Elm Ash Maple

Recent Opinion From One of Our New Customers:

We are going to bear your company in mind
because our inspector advises that out of the

million feet which the writer bought when in

your community last month, of all the stock that

has come through so far, yours has shown up
the best.

Memphis Band Mill Co.

nWe have the following stock in regular widths and lengths:

CYPRESS
FAS. 8/4", 6" & up wide, 807c 14
& 16' long, 8 ra<i3. dry.

Selects, 5/4", 6" & up wide, 80%
14 & 16' long. 8 mos. dry.

Selects, 8/4", 6" & up wide. 50%
14 & IG' long. 8 m<>3. dry.

Shop. 4/4". 5" & up wide, 70% 14
& IC long, 8 mos. dry.

ELM
Com. & Btr. G/4". 4" & up wide.
60% long, 6 mos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 12/4". 4" & up. 60%
long, lO^Jp No. 2 Com,, 6 mos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 16/4". 4" & up, 75%
long, 10% No. 2 Com., 6 mos. dry.

No. 1 C. 3/4", 4" & up wide. 60%
long. Plain. 1 yr. dry.

No. 2 C. 3/4". 4" & up wide. 60%
Com. & Btr. 8/4", 6" & up wide.
70% long. Plain. 10 mos. dry

QUARTERED RED Gl*M
Com. & Btr. 5/4". 4" & up wide.
GQ% long.

Com. & Btr. 4/4", 4" & up wide,
60% long. Qtd. Fig., 8 mos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 4/4", 4" & up wide.
70% long. G raos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 8/4", A" & up wide,

707o long, 6 mos. dry.
SAP GVU

FAS 5/4, 14" & up wide, 70% long,

1 yr. dry.
FAS 4/4. 13 to 17" wide. 70% long.

10 mos. dry.
No. 1 C. 4,4. 18 to 21" wide.

70 % long, 6 mos. dr>".

No. 1 C. 4 '4, 22" & up wide.

70% long, fi mos. dry.
RED OAK

FAS 3/4". 6" & up wide, 85% long.

IV e have the following stock for immediate delivery:

1 car :

I & :

V" car
1 &

',i car
1 &

2 cars
1 &

2 cars
1 &

^A car

WHITE Asn
/4xlO & up. Sel. Com. &

2x10 Si up, Sol. Com. &

2x12 & up, Sel.

4x6 & up. Set.

Com. &

Com. &

&4/4x6 & up. Sel. Com

10/4x3 & up. No. 2 Cora

1^ car 12 4x3 & up. No. 2 Com.
% car 16.4x3 & up. No. 2 Com.
1 car 6/4x3 & up. No. 2 Com.
1 car 8/4x3 & up. Xo. 2 Com.
1 car 1x12 & up. Sel. Cora. & Btr.
1 car 5/4x12 & up, Sel. Com. & Btr.

SOFT MAPLE
2 cars 8/4 to 16/4 No. 2 Com. & Btr.,

Free From Worms.
SOFT ELM

4 cars 12/4 No. 2 Com. & Btr., 5%
10/4". Free From Worms.

Qtd.. 1 yr. dry.

ANDERSON-TULLY CO. Riel-Kadel Lumber Co.
HONDURAS MAHOGANY

16,000' 4x4" and 3%53%" CI. Sq..

21,000' 1 & 2s, 3/4". 24 mos, dry
13,500' CI. Tabletops, 4/4", 3" &

up, 24 mos. dry
50,000' Wormy 4/4", 24 mos. dry

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
69,000' No. 1 C. & Btx.. 3/8", 8 mos.
16,000' 1 & 23, 3/4", 12 mos.
14,000' CI. Stps.. 4/4x5/5^". 10 mos.
11,000' 1 & 2s, 5/4"xl0" & up, 6 mos.
23,000' 1 & 2s, 5/4"x6" & up, 5 mos.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
13.000' No. 1 C. 3/4", 12 raos.

39,000' No. 1 C, 5/4", 4 mos.
27,000' No. 1 C, 6/4", 3 raos.

62.000' 1 & 23, 8/4", 5 mos.
43,000' No. 2 C, 8/4", 5 mus.

PLAIN RED OAK
59.000' No. I C. 3/4", 18 mos.
36.000' No. 2 C. 3/4". 18 mos.
37.000' I & 2s, 4/4". 6 mos.
85,000' 1 & 2s, 5/4", 4 mos,
32,000' No. 1 C. 5/4", 3 mos.
22.000' 1 & 2s, 8/4", 8 mos,
10,000' No. 2 C, 8/4", 10 mos,

POPLAK
45,000' Sa & Sel.. 4/4", 4 mos.
75.000' No. 1 C, 4/4", 3 mos.
SI.000' No. 1 C, 5/4", 4 mos.
42.000' No. 2 C. 5/4". 3 mos.
55.000' No. 2 C, 4/4". 3 mos,

ASH
58,000' 1 & 2s, 12" & up wide. 12/4".
14,000' 1 & 2s, 5/4", 8 mos.

GUM AND COTTONWOOD
BOXBOARUS

72.000' 9 to 12" and 13 to 17", 6 mos.

We Can Move To Your Order At Once

COTTO.NWOOD
15,000 ft. 1 & 2. 4/4" Reg. wdths. *

Igths.. 3 mos. dry
50.000 ft. Common 4/4"
50,000 ft. C. & B. 5/4"
50.000 ft C. & B. 6/4"
100.000 ft C. & B. 8/4"
50.000 ft, C. & B. 10/4"
100,000 ft, C. & B. 12/4"

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
100,000 ft, C. & B. 5/8"
150,000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4/4"
100,000 ft. No. 1 Com. 5/4"
75,000 ft. 1 & 2 8/4"
100,000 ft. No. 2 Com. 8/4"

PLAIN RED OAK
200.000 ft, 1 i 2 5/8"
50,000 ft. No. 1 Com. 5/8"
80.000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4/4"
30,000 ft. 1 & 2 6/4"

PLAIN WHITE OAK
30.000 ft. No. 1 Com. 4 4"
200.000 ft. C. & B. 8 4- & thicker

QUARTERED RED OAK
35.000 ft. C. & B. 3/4"
90,000 ft. Common 4/4"
30,000 ft, 1 & 2 5/4"
70,000 ft Common 5/4"

ELM
75,000 ft, L. B. 10/4"

200,000 fL L. R. 12/4"

James E. Stark & Co., Inc. MAY BROS.

:|

^i
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDW^OOD GATEWAY^ OF THE SOUTH

W. P. Brown & Sons Lbr. Co.
Main Office—Louisville, Ky.

Eight Band Mills—Brasfield, Ark.; Furth, Ark.; Allport,
Ark., and Fayette, Ala,

We offer the following dry 9toc!k for prompt shipment;

QTD. RED GUMQTD. WHITE OAK
178,000' 4/4 Is & 23
274.000' 4/4 No. 1 Com.
73.000' 4/4 clear strips

61.000' 8/4 Is and 23

S3.000' 8/4 No. 1 Com.

435.000' 4/4 to 8/4 Is & 2s
532.000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Com.

PLAIN BED GUM
615.000' 4/4 to 8/4 l3 & 28
442.000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Com.

SAP GUM
118.000' 4/4. 18" & up. panel
152.000' 4/4, 13" to 17" Boi
Boards

456. OOO' 4/4 to 8/4 Is & 28
572,000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. I Com.
358.000' 4/4 to 8/4 No. 2 Com.

ALABAMA SHORT LEAF YELLOW PIN"E
2.500.000' 4/4 to 8 '4 B. and Better
8,400,000' 4/4 to 8/4 boards and dimension

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

PLAIN WHITE OAK
165,000' 4/4 Is & 2s

252.000' 4/4 No. 1 Com.
179.000' 4/4 No. 2 Com.
73.000' 6/4 Is & 2s
42,000' 6/4 No. 1 Com.

Norman Lumber
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All Ready
THESE items, all representing Mason-

Donaldson Quality, can be shipped

out on a moment's notice backed by
the usual Mason-Donaldson Service. It

is all bone dry lumber and offered, of

course, subject to prior sale:

BASSWOOD
lOOM ft 4/4" No, 1 & Btl.. 50M ft. 5/4" No. 1 Cora.

o '°,^<.?y- , r. 50M ft. 5/4" No. 2 Com.
2 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. ^„,, ,^ „ ,,., ^, „„
50M ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com. 50M ft. 6/4" No. 3 Com.

& Btr.
BIRCH

3 cars 1x4x5", 1 & 2 face
Strips

200M ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
UnseL

SOM ft. 4/4" No. 2 Com.
Unsel.

150M ft. 5/4" No. 1 & 2
Com. Unsel.

75M ft. 6/4" No. 1 Com.
Unael.

cars 8/4" No. 1 Com.
Unsel.

50M ft. 6/4" Ist & 2nd
Sel. Red

40M ft. 8/4" 1st & 2nd
Sel. Red

50M ft. 6/4" 1st & 2nd
Unsel.

75M ft. 8/4" 1st & 2nd
Unsel.

MAPLE
lOOM ft. 6/4" No. 1 & Btr. lOOM ft. 8/4" No. 2 Com.

Hard Hard
lOOM ft. 8/4" No. 1 & Btr. 75M ft. 7/4" No. 3 Com.

Hard Hard
F.T.M

2 cars 4/4" No. 1 & No. 2 Com. Soft

Incidentally, this list consists only of spe-

cials—quick movers. We carry at all times as

complete a line of northern hardwoods as can

be found. Then too our Flint Flooring and com-
plete line of hemlock and pine have given us a

national reputation as mixed car specialists.

Try us out today.

Mason - Donaldson Lumber G).
RHINELANDER WISCONSIN

FLINT BRAND MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

Broom Handle Machinery
Lei U9 tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of itraighl

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for
Drying and Pollsh-
ng Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overhead Stean Lenlnt Hachlntry

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK SBATnit
New Orleans: Woodward, Wlcht Jt Co.. Ltd.

Canada: Canadian AUla-Chalmert, Ltd., T*r*nt*

All Three of U« Will Be Benefited If You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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First Band Mill erected by Hoff-

man Brothers in 1869 on our present

site. Half a century experience be-

hind our goods.

EADQUARTERS

OOSIER

ARDWOODS Keg.U.S.
Pat.Off.

Hoffman Bros. Company
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Eit.blished 1867 Incorporatea 1904

There are three things that are inevitable:

DEATH!
TAXES!
CAR SHORTAGES!
You cannot get away from the first two

—

BUT
You can avoid the latter by placing your

orders with us

NOW,
We have a complete stock of High Grade South-

ern Hardwoods in all grades and thicknesses, and

are in a position to make immediate shipment of

straight or mixed cars.

You are facing the most serious car

shortage in the history of the country.

Anticipate your requirements now

Wire or Write Us for Prices

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.

1314 Fisher BuUding
CHICAGO

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.

Carrier Ready to Lift Door

Heat

Money
by uslnr the

Door Carrier System

THOUSANDS ARE IN D8B

THEY OPERATE PERFECTLY
on doors of any slic. on

OLD OR NEW KILNS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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YOU
Don't have to make claims on our shipments. We
keep the doubtful boards.

SATISFY YOURSELF
Your inspector, your sliop foreman, with the uni-
formly high grades of our perfectly manufactured stock.

Oak,^Gum, Ash, Elm, Cottonwood,' Hickory
EVERYTHING IN SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

Tell tts to quote you. Then wire us to ship.

Beaumont Lumber Co.
BEAUMONT, TEXAS

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Review and Outlook

THE hardwood market has beeu fiudiug its new war aligument

during the past few weeks, during which period great industrial

and eeonomie changes have been in the making, and is now beginning

to feel a more definite trend influenced by war necessities. The active

work of the Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau, which is lining up

the producing facilities of the country and enlisting them for the gov-

ernment cause, is tending to stabilize the situation considerably as its

investigations and work reveal the true necessities and the true possi-

bilities of extending markets in government uses.

The total of consumption directly and indirectly for war purposes

is proving to be of such vast proportions that it will have an even

more definite efEect upon the future movements in hardwood than had

been anticipated. There is continued assurance that mill production

will be strained to the limit to keep up with demand, and there is no

possibility whatsoever of accumulations of stocks. This is more and

more evident constantly and developments for the past few weeks

add additional certainty of this outcome.

In the first place southern mills are finding even greater trouble

in getting logs to the mills and the number of southern mills shut

down because of inadequate log supply is being augmented every week.

In fact the situation has become quite serious without much prospect

of amelioration. The plans worked out by the emergency bureau

in connection with the government show that much of the regular run

of stock will be diverted into government needs and as much of this

stuff will be shipped green or partially dry, yard room will be consid-

erably relieved of any strain due to piling up incident to car shortage,

as government shipments will of course have precedence.

In the other direction considerable sunshine is introduced into tlie

situation by the rapidity with which needs directly or indirectly con-

nected witli the war department are replacing needs incident to nor-

mal industry. Emphasis has been given of late to receding building

requirements, and it is quite probable that this Jias been too greatly

emphasized as while high prices and uncertain conditions necessarily

retard speculative residential building, there is a very wide expansion

in industrial and miscellaneous building, and it is altogether likely

that future months will see great activity in farm construction, much
more than has ever before taken place. In short, with the resources

of the nation concentrated on the one object, increased production in

food, commodities and supplies of all kinds, it must necessarily follow

that facilities incident to this production must be increased in propor-

tion. With steel practically out of consideration for structural work
at present, (and reinforced concrete construction is concurrently hit

by high price of steel), wood will be called upon to serve a vastly

extended use during the remaining period of the war and for some
time thereafter.

Thus as far as the lumber business is concerned, the national read-

justment gives the definite assurance that it wiU redound to the benefit

of the lumber business and that in the very near future alignment of

trade, commerce and industry will be so definitely worked out that

future developments may be foreseen with accuracy.

T
Are Chestnut Forests Doomed?

HE UNWELCOME FACT MUST BE FACED that the chestnut

forests are in grave peril from the blight that has now spread to

nineteen states which embrace nearly the whole range of this valuable

tree. Large sums of money have been spent and the services of tree

specialists have been used without stint; and stOl no adequate means

of combating the disease has been found. Apparently it is beyond con-

trol. If local success in the fight has encouraged the hope that a

remedy is on the point of discovery, the hope has faded as failures

multiply. The extirpation of a tree species from an area of nearly half

a million square miles must be classed as an event of first importance.

If it happens, as now seems proljable, it will stand without a precedent

in physical geography since historic times began.

Even while the destruction of chestnut timber goes on in spite of

human efforts to hinder, a blight has attacked white pine, and there

is reason to fear that the history of the destruction of chestnut is

about to be lepeated in the case of white pine. In both instances, the

death of the timber is due to vegetable growths—funguses—which

insinuate themselves beneath the bark and do their deadlt work there.

The similarity to tuberculosis that attacks human beings is very strik-

ing. In both cases, vegetable growth causes the disease.

Steps are being taken to plant new kinds of chestnut to take the

place of our dying forests; but the steps thus far are weak and few

compared to the need. Experiments seem to prove that a chestnut

which grows in China and Japan resists the blight. Many thousands

of these trees are grow-ing in this coimtry; but they are small and

most of them are being used for observation and experimental pur-

poses by the government. This chestnut's chief value in its native

home is due to the nuts it produces. It is a prolific bearer, and the

nuts are as large as those of the Italian chestnut. But the Japanese

tree grows large enough to be valuable as lumber. Trunks attain a

height of one hundred feet.

The indication that this foreign chestnut will be immune to attacks

which kill our native tree gives hope ; nevertheless, the task of planting

an area of several hundred thousand square mUes to take the place of

former and present chestnut forests, is well nigh hopeless. A thou-

sand years would not be time enough to do it, at any speed in tree

planting ever yet reached in this country.
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For Fire Prevention

THE PHYSICIAN SERVES HUMANITY by reaching and cor-

recting tlie source rather than eradicating the perceptible evidence

of physical ailment. So the nostrums, salves and ointments handed

out so frequently by those selfishly interested in the spread of so-called

fireproof construction miss the main issue. One of the sorest spots

in our national life—the immense loss through preventable fires—is in

no wise corrected, but rather the issue is clouded and complications are

created by the often extravagant claims by those interested in the

sale of materials supposed to be helpful in eliminating- the fire hazard.

The one thing, though, vphich is so far the dominant cause of the awful

fire waste that all other causes are purely incidental, namely, negli-

gence, carelessness and lack of efficiency, is not gotten at in any way

whatsoever through the extensive propagandist work that the advo-

cates of so-called fireproofing have been carrying on.

Sanity and common sense dictate that the matter shall be approached

from its source else there wiU be no solution. The National Board of

Fire Underwriters of New York City is behind one of the most promis-

ing movements in this direction. It has prepared for the Council of

National Defense and is mailing to a list of some 66,000 leading manu-

facturers, a booklet of directions for the prevention of fiLres under

the title
'

' Safeguarding Industry, '

' together with a show card of fire

prevention rules for employes. The book is for free distribution and

the board is anxious for as wide a circulation as possible.

The importance of this work coming at this particular moment is

emphasized by a statement made by President Wilson to be published

on the cover of the booklet. He says:
'
' Preventable fire is more than a private misfortune. It is a public

dereliction. At a time like this, of emergency and manifest necessity

for the conservation of national resources, it is more than ever a mat-

ter of deep and pressing consequence that every means should be taken

to prevent this evil.
'

'

Such fundamental work as this will, it is entirely safe to predict, do

far more in a given period to cut down the fire loss than all of the

artificial remedies that ever were or ever will be proposed towards

this end.

The Stakes Are Driven

WORK HAS BEEN STAKED OFF for the hardwood producers

of the United States in supplying material for tlie war. The

Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau, with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, has been created and authorized to buy hardwood supplies for

the government. It is intended that all such purchases shall be made
by the bureau, and the actual distribution of orders will be done by

one man. The government will pay at a maximum price fixed by the

bureau. The agreement of the government to pay the price thus fixed

is taken for granted. The matter of purchases is thus greatly simpli-

fied. Haggling over prices, wire pulling for orders, contending over

terms, and scandals growing out of contracts, will be largely eliminated

from the business of buying and selling hardwood lumber for govern-

ment use. It is believed that about 1,000,000,000 feet a year will be

needed. That is one-sixth of the total hardwood production of the

United States. Full details of the plan are printed on another page

of this number of Hardwood Becoed.

So far as information at liand shows, the plan is satisfactory to the

hardwood producers. If it is fairly and squarely carried out—and
there is no reason to believe it mM not be—it will distribute the busi-

ness equitably among producers who wish to share, and are in a posi-

tion to do so.

Of course, the price which the bureau will fix is an important matter,

and if too low, it will afford just grounds for complaint. But it is

not to be anticipated that the price will be too low to afford a fair

profit for the lumberman. The middlemen may not be so well pro-

vided for as they would like; but there is nothing in the published

plans to prevent any wholesaler or retailer from selling suitable ma-
terial that he may have on hand.

There is no apparent disposition on the part of the government to

insist on prices too low. Extraordinary conditions are recognized. The
manufacturer must make money or he cannot meet his obligations in

the form of high wages, increased taxes, and other unusual expenses.

President Wilson spoke plainly on this subject when he said:

A just price must, of course, be paid for everything the government

bu.Ts. By a just price I mean a price wbich will sustain the industries

concerned in a high state of efficiency, provide a living for those who con-

duct them, enable them to pay good wages and make possible the expan-

sions of their enterprises, which will from time to time become necessary

as the stupendous undertakings of this great war develop.

Hardwood lumbermen are receiving the same treatment and the same

consideration accorded all other producers of material needed in the

war. Purchases are being made through bureaus. This simplifies the

business of buying and selling, and will, in a measure, head off un-

scrupulous speculators, such as made fortunes during our Civil war

by simply manipulating the productions of others and cheating the

government on contracts.

Back of it all, lies the government's power to commandeer, on a

moment's notice, all plants and resources which fail to respond to the

call made upon them for supplies. It should not be necessary to com-

mandeer a single lumber plant in this country.

Results Becoming Apparent

A
DOZEN OR MORE YEARS AGO a heated controversy was going

on in this country concerning the effects of forests on soil and

stream flow. Foresters claimed that a tree cover on the mountains

regulates the flow of streams, lessens the damage by floods, and miti-

gates the periods of low water, besides constantly enriching the soil,

and probably modifying the climate. The opposite view was taken

by Willis Moore at that time chief of the Weather Bureau. He pub-

lished a report attacking the claims of the foresters and asserting

(without proof) that forests exercised no such influence as was claimed

for them. Had it not been apparent that the weather man's opposi-

tion to forestry was influenced by political consideration (He was a

candidate for Secretary of Agriculture) and that he was very poorly

informed on the subject which he discussed, his attack might have

had a disastrous effect upon appropriations for forestry, particularly

upon appropriations for the purchase of land by the government in

the Appalachian regions. His attack failed, and the forestry move-

ment went ahead.

At the time of the controversy, the foresters based their predictions

largely upon theory, so far as this country was concerned, though their

claims were substantiated by facts in European forestry. Since then,

their claims have been proved by facts in this country. Burnt-over

and denuded lands which were bought by the government less than

ten years ago have been redeemed, and the predictions which were then

based on theory are now being verified by facts. The following extract

is to the point. It is from an address recently delivered at the Penn-

sylvania forestry conference at Pittsburgh by William L. Hall, who is

in charge of the government 's forestry work in the Appalachian region.

Speaking of the government purchases in the southern mountains he

said

:

Public ownership of these lands quickly justifies itself. Where we have
been able to buy fairly solid bodies of considerable size we have been able

practically to control fires. Young timber growth has sprung into quick
recovery, and the soil fertility Is being rapidly increased by leaves and
litter from the forest. Because of this increased mulch which keeps the

ground moist, better growth is taking place in the young timber so that
taller, straighter and more perfect trees will be secured in the next stand.
The streams arc running clearer ; their flow is more regular. Waterpowers
and all uses of water have been distinctly aided. While much of these
lands has been cutover for their best timber, we find that under the careful
methods employed by the government it is possible to make sale of much
dead and defective stuff hitherto considered unsalable. In this way we
arc cleaning up the ground and putting the land into far better condition
both for fire protection and for the production of a valuable forest. It
would do you good to go with me into one of these stands which was full
of the wreckage of former timber operations and see how it has been
cleaned up and regenerated under improvement cutting by the government.
Tlie returns from these purchased lands are already coming in. Beginning
with a few hundred dollars in 1914, they amounted to nearly $10,000 in
1916, and will double that during the present fiscal year.

The war may stop further work for the present in that region by
cutting off the appropriations for carrying it on. Almost everything
must give way and furnish a clear track for the war. However, a
demonstration has proved the correctness of the foresters' predictions.
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The Warping of Wood
Hu Maxwkll

Editor's Note
SoniP (tf the most vexatious problems that come to the \v Iworker relate to the shrinking,
nd checkinjr of wood. Those distortions result when limiber parts with some of its moisture

receives mrvr*' than it can stow away in the cavities with which wood abounds. The dry kiln is -,-.
tus most fri'(jii,.ntly put in use to rid the manufacturer of the nuisance of the warping arid checking ofYumber.
Many of the problems have not yet been satisfactorily mastered, but progress in that direction has been great
in recent years.

ARTICLE TWELVE
Board sidewalks in villages which have not passed that stage of

civic progress, often show lumber that is warped in an extreme degree.

The boards are three or four feet long and are nailed across sleepers

or stringers, and are curled in the shape of new moons laid on their

backs. The stranger who is lacking in the special kind of experience

required, can get over such a sidewalk with difficulty. Every plank

tilts and rocks as he steps on it; but practice has made the native

villager perfect in that variety of pedestrian gymnastics, and he is

able to navigate such a sidewalk without apparent inconvenience.

The old roof of oak shingles furnishes another example of excessive

warping. Oak shingles are seldom made in these days, because the oak

is worth more for staves and lumber, and shingles are now made of

other woods. But the genuine article may still be occasionally seen

in rural districts where old roofs liavc survivcil from former years.

During long spells of dry weather

the old oak shingles curl up at

the loose end, giving the roof the

appearance of the ruffled feathers

of an irritable fowl.

Tan bark stripped from tree

trunks by the peelers, and laid out

to dry in the sun, furnishes

examples of excessive warping.

Broad slabs of bark, during the

process of drying, may roll up

tightly in the form of cigars.

Other and various instances of

the warping of wood may be met

with nearly anywhere that the

material is put to use. It is fre-

quent in lunil;er yards, particu-

larly if the piling of the lumber

has not been carefully attendetl

to. Boards bending upward at the sides and the ends, if free to

move, may rise partly from the ground. Finished work may warp

as badly as rough boards, for the mere process of planing, sawing, and

fitting wood does not guarantee it agaiust warping. Possibly a door

refuses to latch because one side has twisted out of plumb, or a window

sash will not slide up and down as it was meant to do, or a table top

presents a distorted appearance, of possibly a piano top will do the

same, and all sorts of paneling may become curled and warped.

When wood behaves in this manner it is doing nothing new. The

handle of the stone hatchet of the paleolithic man warped as badly,

and in the same way, as the ax handle of the modern lumberman.

Wood has not changed. Modern methods of working it have not

increased or lessened the ninterial's natural tendencies to twist or

pull out of shape. The modern boat builder who is compelled to reject

a warped stanchion is confronted by precisely the same proposition

as confounded Noah when he discovered that a king post of the ark

had warped and had pulled the rooftree out of line.

W.\RPiNG IN Wood Due to Shrinkage.

The warping of any material is due to stresses, usually to the pull

of a force that is not counteracted by an equal pull in the opposite

direction. In wood this pull is commonly caused by shrinkage, and

the shrinkage is the result of drying.

Wood is not the only material that warps. In the old cemetery at

Frederick, Md., are many graves, each covered with a marble slab,

ROOF OF WARPED SHINGLES
The curl in these shingles is due to the more rapid drying of the upper than

the lower side after rains. North t'arolina.

on four pofts, like a talle top. Some of them have been in position

for a hundred years. The pull of gravity has warjied some of these

slabs so that the middle is several inches below the ends which rest

on the posts. The stone slabs are curved in much the same manner

as the hoards of the sidewalk mentioned in a former paragraph; but

the stress that warped them was not due to shrinkage but to gravity

—

to a pull in one direction with nothing on the opposite side to offset

it. Though due to a different cause from that commonly producing

lumber warping, the result is comparable to the warpage of wood.

Wood will warp in the same way, but when the stress is outside

rather than in, the name of the result is usually "bending" instead

of warping. On some of the western mountains where wet snow in

winter accumulates to depths of from five to twenty feet, the hitching

racks for horses in front of moimtain stores (which are abaniloned

in winter! present an interesting appearance after the snow melts in

the spring. The racks consist of

beams about eight inches square

resting on posts twenty feet

apart. The weight of the snow,

liearing down for weeks at a time,

benils the beams to the shape of

the sidewalk boards or the grave

slabs. Again it is the result of

stress in one direction only.

These homely examples contain

the key to all kinds of wood warp-

age. The processes may be very

sinijde or extremely complex, but

the causes are the same—stress

in one direction with nothing to

offset it.

Checks anil cracks in wood may
be regarded as a kind of safety

valve to relieve the stresses and
prevent warping. The wood pulls apart and a crack opens, because

the wood will split sooner than it will bend. Cheeks vary in size from

those so small that a microscope is required to reveal them, to others

large enough to furnish hiding places for bats. Very large cracks

sometimes open in the ends of hardwood logs (seldom in softwoods).

Oak, hickory and chestnut are frequently damaged by such cracks;

but the extreme is seen in blue gum or eucalyptus that grows in Cali-

fornia, the logs of which sometimes split wide open from end to end.

Cause and Effect.

A study of the warping of wood, considered in detail, involves an

examination of the minute structure of the material. This might

be carried far into the special field of the microscope, but it is not

necessary to do it in order to cover the ground outlined in this article.

A few simple facts will suffice.

In the first place, the structure of wood is very complex. It has

been remarked that a modern skyscraper building, with its rooms,

halls, elevators, windows, chutes, floors, and dividing walls, is not

more complex in structure than a half cubic inch of wood, if magnified

to thi' size of the buUding. Wood is composed primarily of cells and

other elements, some of which lie with their long axes up and down

the trunk, others at right angles to them, extending from the bark

toward the center of the tree. Those extending up ami down are the

most important in the majority of woods, because most numerous,

the largest in size, and most vital to the tree's existence. The elements

—19—
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extending from the bark inward belong to the medullary rays. All

woods have these rays, and all woods likewise have fiber running the

long way, up and down the trunk. These fibers or cells are the strings

which draw, when wood is in the process of drying, and the pull may
warp the wood or cause it to check.

The pull or stress is produced by the drying, and the consequent

shrinking, of the wood. When a certain percentage of the water in

green or wet wood goes out, the individual cells become smaller by

the thinning or contracting of their walls. Every cell so shrinking

pulls a little, and when sucli a force is multiplied by millions, it may

SF/VIMV'A'EU.

W.VRPED T.ABLE TOP.

Caused by the More Itapid Drying of the Upper Than the Lower Side.

Common in Kitolien Furniture Suljje'ct to Frequent Wetting.

become powerful enough to produce warping in a plauk, panel, board,

or other piece of wood.

A piece of wood contracts sidewise but not much endwise. That i,'*

because the individual cells composing the piece shrink sidewise but

very little endwise. The shrinkage of a plank or beam is only a multi-

plication of the shrinkage of individual cells or fibers. Most of the

cells composing a stick run lengthwise. There is, however, some

lengthwise shrinkage in wood, and a good deal more of it in some

species than in others. Oak has it to a considerable extent, whicli

accounts for the curling up of oak shingles and for the new-moon
shape of oak boards in sidewalks. There is less end shrinkage in soft

woods than in hardwoods. The pioneer farmer know that the white

pine shingles with which he roofed his buildings did not curl up; and

experience taught boards of aldermen in little tott'ns that sidewalks of

hemlock, pine, and spruce did not warp badly, though these wood.s

decayed sooner than oak; and sometimes the new-moon sidewalk of

oak that lasted well was preferred to the straight planks of softwooil

which looked better but fell to pieces sooner.

Endwise Shrinkage

The sidewise shrinkage of a board or other piece of wood is common
and well-known, but there is some shrinkage endwise and a reason

for it. The cells which run the long way of the lumber, while they are

drying, contract a little in length and contribute in proportion to

the pull lengthwise. But the main lengthwise pull comes from the

contraction of that system of cells forming the medullary rays. These

cells, as stated before, have their longest axes extending from the bark

inward toward the tree's center. When they contract sidewise, their

pull is lengthwise with the stick and tends to make it shorter. Cells

of that kind are pretty numerous, but few in comparison with those

extending up and down the tree. Hermann von Schrenk estimated that

western yellow pine has 25,000 medullary rays per square inch. Each
ray is composed of bundles of cells and the cells have their long axes

extending from the bark toward the heart. When these cells contract

sidewise their pull shortens the piece of timber. Perhaps most end-

wise shrinking of wood is duo to the sidewise contraction of the

medullary cells. As might be expected, woods with the largest and

most numerous medullary lays, such as o«k, beech, and sycamore.

show considerable tendency to shrink lengthwise. Wagon felloes of

oak shrink so much lengthwise in the hot dry summers in the South-

west that tires can scarcely be kept on the wheels ; while Osage orange

felloes in the same region have so Uttle endwise shrinkage that it can

scarcely be noticed. The difference in the behavior of oak and Osage

orange may be accounted for by the difiference in size and number of

the medullary rays of the woods.

The stress of shrinkage appears never to be suflBcient lengthwise

to cause checks running across the grain, though checks lengthwise

may occur in any wood. Theoretically, at least, a stress or pull might

be strong enough to produce checks in wood across the grain. Some
of the so-called African mahoganies occasionally show '

' breaks '

'

which have all the appearances of checks across the grain. It is

supposed they are caused, not by the stress of shrinkage, but by the

violent swaying of the trees by high winds.

The Economic Aspects

The shrinkage of wood and all the consequences, particularly warp-

ing, cheeking, and hollow-horning, are considered much more impor-

tant now than they once were. That is because the utilization of wood

is more highly developed than it was a few generations ago. The

early farmer did not much care whether his fence boards warped or

not; but the modern farmer does not want his dining table or piano

to warp. In former times it did not matter much about the rough

lumber used for the barn, but the panel work in the modern residence

must not check and crack. The whole order of uses has undergone

a change, and is stUl undergoing changes, and will continue to do so,

and the manufacturer of wooden commodities must recognize the

changes and conform to their demands. Nearly every article made
of wood is entering higher classes, demamliug better material and

better work.

E.VSIER TO SPLIT THAN TO WARP.
The Log Was Too Thick and Strong to Bend. So the Wood

I'nder the Stress of Excessive Shrinlingc.

'ulled .Vp.Trt

One of the most important changes in woodworking is that time

is now an element where formerly it was relatively unimportant.

The drying of lumber must be done quickly. The makers of old-time

hat blocks and gunstocks could wait six years for their wood to air

dry; but the modern furniture manufacturer is not willing to wait so

long, and he hurries the seasoning process by means of a dry kUn.
Much time is saved, but at the same time risk of spoiling lumber is

incurred. The old slow way of taking moisture out of lumber by open
air exposure generally left the boards straight and sound, but the

modern kUn has brought the shrinking, warping, and cheeking prob-

lems to the front, and the foremost dry kiln makers are doing their

best to solve those problems. The kiln 's purjiosc is to dry wood
quickly, but it must be done well.
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BARK ROLLED TIGHT BY WARPING.
A Common Sight in Forests Where Bark Is Peeled for Tanning or Otlier

Purposes. Drying All on One Side.

When moisture below a certain percentage is taken from wood,

the wood shrinks. The vital problem with all kilns is to dry lumber

in such a way that this shrinkage is distributed equally over all parts.

If unequally distributed, one part will contract more than another

and warp the material or produce checks and cracks. Devices have

been provided for extracting the moisture so evenly from all parts

of the plank that every stress will be counteracted and the plank will

remain straight and without checks. Speed is necessary, but speed

has its limits. Moisture from the interior of a piece of wood can

come away only so fast. Attempts to speed it up too fast will cause

shrinking in some parts, with checking and warping.

Veneer panels, such as furniture makers use, are built up of single

sheets, the grain of the superimposed sheets crossing one another

at right angles. That is done to counteract stresses due to the shrink-

ing and swelling of the wood during alternate changes from wet to

dry weather. The pull of one shrinking sheet is in one direction,

WARPED BY GRAVITY.
Horse Racks .-Vmong Mountains of California Bent by Weight of Heavy

Snpw. Pressure Was All on the Upper Side.

the next pulls in a different direction, one offsets the other, and the

panel remains straight. The manufacturer of articles of wood must

be eternally on his guard against the strains produced by the shrink-

ing and swelling of the material. He cannot wholly prevent them
and must meet them the best he can. No matter how carefully wood
may be seasoned, it is liable to absorb moisture enough from the

air in wet weather to cause some swelling, and it is liable to part

with enough in dry weather or in a heated room to cause some

shrinkage. The man who successfully handles wood that goes into

exacting situations must work out almost as many problems as the

general who conducts a military campaign involving master strategy.

The shrinkage of wood is caused almost wholly by withdrawing

water from it, and swelling by putting water into it, the effect of heat

and cold being almost negligible so far as they diminish or increase

the bulk. That is different from metals and many other materials

whose bulks respond quickly to changes in temperature.

vawigMgTOaiim!)iwsimi;5wwi>aiwstsiiWi^^

The hardwood resources of the country are being mobilized as never

^before in history, in order to meet the demands of the government

in carrying on the war. The organization was brought about at the

request of the government, and the terms of the Sherman act have

been practically suspended, so far as the lumber industry in connection

with government business is concerned, until the war is over.

The mobilization is being done under the name of the Southern

Hardwood Emergency Bureau, which has established offices in the

Union Trust building, Cincinnati, O. The work is under the immediate

direction of a committee of prominent hardwood manufacturers repre-

senting the entire producing capacity of the country, the personnel of

which is as follows

:

. M. W. Stark, St. Albans, W. Va., chairman.
L. P. DuBose, Charleston, Miss.

F. W. Mowbray, Cincinnati, Ohio.

H. B. Weiss, Memphis, Tenn.
B. B. Burns, Huntington, W. Va.
R. L. Jurden, Memphis, Tenn.

Briefly, the purpose of the liureau is to make immediately available

to the government an ample supply of hardwood lumber for prompt
delivery, as well as the mobilization of the hardwood mills so that

special orders can be placed to insure prompt service on government
requirements.

The bureau will act as the authorized agent for the government in

placing government orders for hardwoods, and, at the same time will

be the official representative of the hardwood manufacturing industry.

The bureau will fix maximum prices that the government will be
charged for all grades and kinds of hardwood lumber. It will secure

from hardwood mills lists of stocks available, cutting capacity and
other information necessary in placing government orders for quickest

action. The government will i^lace its specifications and requirements
in the hands of the buroa\i and the bureau will in turn locate the stock

and place the orders.

Rules Governing the Business

A letter has been sent to 1,500 hardwood manufacturers, of infor-

mation acquainting them with what has been done and outlining the

methods of procedure in this important matter. A summary of this

letter is given below:

.\I1 manufacturers of hardwood lumber are notifiod that the government
requests them to co-operate in placing their facilities, including stocks of

lumber, at the disposal of the government, and, for that purpose, the

government asks them to agree upon a maximum price, beyond which it

will not be charged for the hardwood lumber it requires, and also that the

manufacturers agree to furnish such quantities of lumber as they may be

called upon by the committee authorized to handle the business.

A representative committee shall be appointed with full power to

bind the manufacturers for prices and deliveries.

The committee shall obtain the agreement of each manufacturer to bind

himself as to maximum prices and proportions of stock, whether he is a
member of associations or not.

Each manufacturer committing himself to the committee shall furnish

a .list of his available stocks upon blank forms provided by the committee
and shall notify the committee of changes in stocks from time to time.

Blank forms sent out by the committee to the manufacturers in response

to inquiries received from the government tshall show the items indicated

CPU the inquiry, but shall not show the amount of feet of each item. The
manufacturer should specify the amount of each item which he has on
hand or can furnish at prices fixed by the agreement.
The authority to divide the orders among the manufacturers in accord-

ance with their stock filed with the committee shall be vested in one indi-

vidual, and the committee itself shall not assume authority of dividing

.the orders. In no other way can criticism regarding the division of orders

be avoided.

The person delegated tu divide the orders shall not be connected with
any firm offering stocks for sale to the government, and obviously should

be a person in whom all manufacturers have entire confidence.

When orders are divided among any number of manufacturers for ship-

ment of hardwood lumber on any particular job the person authorized to

divide the orders shall issue a list of the firms with which the business

was placed, showing the total quantities in feet ordered from each manu-
facturer, but not the specified quantities of each item.
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The committee shall instruct the person authorized to divide the orders

not to furnish any information regarding the division of orders to all

persons asking tor it, and shall protect him by resolution instructing him

not to give out any information regarding the division of orders except

in his final published summary of the same after the business has been

placed.

The person authorized to divide the orders must do so ; first, on the

basis of the requirements of the government for prompt shipment, and.

second, upon the ability of the mills to furnish the stock, placing business

with the mills nearest to the point of delivery and having the lowest

freight rates.

After each order is divided among the mills and definite orders placed

with them the committee shall approve of the placements made by the

person authorized to divide the same.

All records shall show that the prices quoted to the government are

maximum, and there shall be no implied agreement that lower prices may

not be quoted through the committee it any individual mill wants to offer

its stock for less money than the proposal made.

A careful record of the amount of lumber ordered from each mill shall

be kept. The revenue of the bureau will be derived from an assessment

of 2% on the t. o. b. mill invoice price levied on each manufacturer who
through the medium of this bureau furnishes any hardwood lumber on

government orders. If this basis of assessment produces a fund more

than necessary for the expense of the bureau the surplus will be returned

pro rata to the contributors. If the fund is not sufllcient to defray the

necessary expense a proportionate additional assessment will be levied.

Mills shall be instructed to furnish copies of invoices as follows :

Two copies to the contractor.

One copy to the committee for its information.

One copy to the Advisory Committee on Lumber, Council of National

Defense, 12.30 Munsey building, Washington, D. C.

The manager shall check the prices shown on copies of all invoices

with the schedule of prices submitted to the government and if there is

any discrepancy same shall immediately be called to the attention of the

shipper and corrected invoice filed with the contractor and committees as

above enumerated.

Contractors in ordering lumber for government use should be asked to

furnish a confirmation of the specifications from the government.

In giving a written acceptance to the contractor of business placed by

him, the chairman shall note upon the acceptance the tact that the order

is taken with the understanding that the government will guarantee pay-

ment for the material.

Arrangements must be made with the contractor to have the necessary

cars placed at the several mills among which the business will be divided,

and he should be furnished a list of the mills which will furnish the

material on his order.

The car service committee of the American Railway Association has a

representative at Washington, D. C, who will order the railroads to place

equipment at each of the mills designated, upon the request of the

contractor.

In order that the car service committee may check all orders for cars, a

list of the mills among which any particular order is divided will be filed

with the Lumber Advisory Committee, at Washington, D. C, with state-

ment that it is for its information only, such list showing the name of

mill and railroads on which each mill is located.

Owing to the urgency of the government, mills are impressed with the

necessity of giving this business first consideration and should instruct

station agents to marl; way hills "Government Business'' In red ink. Many

railroads are furnishing placards to be tacked upon the sides of cars loaded

with government material.

The person dividing the business shall require each mill to notify him

promptly when cars are not placed for loading, so that he may take up

the matter with the contractor on his job.

The mill shall notify the manager when any unavoidable delay is likely

to be Incurred in loading at the mill, in order that he may arrange to

cancel the business and place elsewhere. If the urgency of it makes it

advisable. This is service which the contractor and government will

appreciate and is one of the reasons why the government is requesting

the mills to mobilize themselves for this work.

It is understood that the Lumber Advisory Committee of the Council

of National Defense will designate the species of lumber to be used. In

utilizing the kind of wood nearest available it is the desire of the lumber

committee to prevent the cross hauling of cars from various sections of the

country, thus unnecessarily tying up a large amount of equipment.

The Southorn Hardwood Emergency Bureau at Cincinnati accom-

panies the foregoing letter with this pointed warning:

If this appeal is not responded to in the proper manner, there is no

question but what the government will commandeer the timber-supplying

resources of the county in the same manner as they have steel and coal.

We must bear in mind that the government does not have to wait now
for legislation from I'ongress, but an executive order without previous

public notice can lift us up and put us in surroundings which are entirely

new, and we may find ourselves in a very undesirable position.

The bureau lias received orders for hardwood parts for seventy-eight

ships, and about 9,<JO0 feet will be needed for cacli vessel. Perhaps

the total call will be for wood for 1,000 ships, and enough timber for

these is easily available, in addition to that required for airplanes,

wagons, handles, and other articles. Much heavy oak is needed. For

example, rudder posts twenty inches square and thirty feet long will

call for tlie finest trunks, and several other parts are nearly as large.

Three hundred feet of perfect oak is needed for each airplane pro-

peller. Serious seasoning problems must be met in preparing some of

this stock. The bureau will hold its next meeting in Washington.
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The Lumberman s Round Table
Soundproofing Doors

Wood doors of fire resisting qualities have been produced success-

fully, and the soundproof wood door is now coming to the front.

A visitor recently inspected a hospital building of recent con-

struction, and had his attention called to a heavy door which was
guaranteed to be absolutely soundproof. Not only was the door frame

lined so as to make a perfect joint, but the door itself was manu-

factured in two sections, with a layer of insulating material in

between. It was explained that the iloor had been designed originally

by a musician.

Wood doors, by the way, are still favored in hospitals, in spite of

the tendency there to make everything hyperaseptic through the use

of steel furniture, etc. Wood furniture is of course used in the private

rooms, but metal prevails in the operating rooms and other service

departments. Even wood floors, which would seem to be desirable

from the standpoint of warmth, are being eliminated in new buildings

in favor of terrazzo and tile, in the halls and in the bed-rooms. Bugs

are used on the floors, but the effect does not suggest comfort.

How Profit-Sharing Stimulates

A young lumberman, who, according to his friends, was "no
account," not because of lack of ability but because of lack of

effort, finally reached the point where he had to take a job that meant

hard work: running a little country sawmill on a profit-sharing basis.

The owners of the mill entrusted him with its operation after

making tliis arrangement, feeling that the possibility of sharing in the

profits might stimulate him to re-al accomplishment. He was given a

salary that was more than modest, and his real earnings, if any, were

to be made as a result of a good production at a relatively low cost.

For once in his life the youngster buckled down to a real grind,

which meant hard work all day, getting up early in the morning, and

being on the job all the time. But he made good. He turned out

to be a clever log buyer, and he had his men in the mill and on the

yard working tlieir heads off for him. Tlic result of the first year's

work was tliat he made more money than he had ever done before.

Profit-sharing is a spur to lagging ambition as nothing else is.

The man who has a stake in the profits doesn't need to be driven—he

will drive himself. Because of this the employer who has good men
from whom he is getting only partial effieicney ought to consider some

arrangement that will put a premium on progress.

The Second Generation

A lot of fine young fellows who would proliably be in the lumber

business otherwise will be figliting for Uncle 8am before long, so that

tills discussion may not be especially timely just now. However, the

fact is that too few sons of lumbermen gel the training whidi made
these men themselves successful.

The most conspicuous success in the hardwood ti;ide in recent years

has been scored by two young men who grow up in the lumber busi-
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ness, helped their father run a mill and yard, and actually handled

lumber themselves. They laid the foundation for their success in the

practical knowledge acquired of the trade in the only way it is pos-

sible to acquire it—by experience.

On the other hand, there are plenty of cases where a horny-handed,

hard-fisted, soft-headed lumberman, who wants his son to dodge the

hard work, has tried to teach him the business so that he could run it

from behind a mahogany desk and without getting his hands dirty.

But it can't be done. The only way to learn the business so that it

will be really mastered is to get right up against it, seeing the logs

sawed into boards, helping to do the work, and coming in personal

contact with every phase of the proposition.

Card Index the Big Orders

A well-known lumberman has a clever system of handling orders,

especially those which involve shipments of more than one car. As
this concern not only manufactures considerable stock, but jobs the

product of other mills, the system is of assistance in making clear just

what condition the order is in at a particular time.

A card index is utilized in the operation of the plan, the card being

ruled off to show on one side the complete details of the order, the

dates on which the different shipments are to be made, and the quan-

tity, grade and price of each item of lumber to be handled in connec-

tion with it. On this side also is space for indicating the settlements

which are made by the customer.

On the other side of the card is shown the date of shipment of

each car, whether from the company's own mill or some other. The

time the order was sent to the mill is noted, and when advice is given

that the shipment has been sent, this is indicated as well, so that the

customer can be informed of the probable date of the arrival of

the car.

The lumberman uses this card system constantly, going through it

almost daily, especially in times like these, to see what he is still

short on, and what items he wUl have to go into the market for. He
also sees at once whether each customer is receiving a reasonable

quantity of lumber to apply on the orders, so as to keep these aJive.

By watching the situation developed on the cards, which are easy to

keep up to date, he has found his work simplified, and his correspond-

ence much less diiEcult to handle.

The cards are interesting from another standpoint as well, because

they are used to indicate the final results of the order from the stand-

point of net profits. After all of the shipments have been made and

settlement taken, there is no question about the results of the business.

Of course, there is no allowance made here for overhead, which has

to be deducted before net profits can be established, but the card

makes it possible to determine the results of each transaction much

more rapidly than in any other way.

The card index is not intended to be a bookkeeping sj'stem, nor to

take the place of the correspondence files; but it is for desk use, and

to simplify the work of the sales manager in keeping tab on the busi-

ness handled by the concern. It undoubtedly saves time and makes

for a smoother running ofiice.

Va^reiJATOasttmiWii^miJith^MiTO^

The public schools of Milwaukee are teaching lumbering and for-

estry. No attempt is being made to give instruction in technical for-

estry or in lumbering as a business. These things will come later in

the life of the student, if occasion calls. The present purpose goes

no farther than to make pupils acquainted with some of the important

forest trees of Wisconsin ; to give some idea of the appearance and

qualities of the different woods; a little information regarding the

uses of the wood and of other products derived from the tree; a

general idea regarding the cutting, hauling and sawing of logs, and

of the processes of making and using lumber.

The plan was formulated by Huron H. Smith, curator of botany

in the public museum of Milwaukee. This museum specializes on

Wisconsin 's resources and history. It forms a part of the state 's

educational system, and is very pojudar with the people and is liberally

supported. The teaching of the rudiments of lumbering and forestry

is but a jjart of the museum's work .along educational lines. The

forests are the state's greatest resource, next to farms, and most of

the people are in contact with the forests, as in lumbering, paper

making, tanning, excelsior cutting, wood distillation, or some others.

The state has about seventy native tree species; but only the most

important are selected for study. These are Norway pine, hemlock,

spruce, cedar, tamarack, birch, maple, basswood, white and red oak,

elm, Cottonwood, walnut, hickory, and ash. Small specimens of these

woods have been prepared, fifty sets for the fifty schools of Mil-

waukee. Specimens of chestnut, oak bark and hemlock bark, valuable

for tanning, are included with the specimens, and also a small sample

of a built-up veneer panel.

Supplementing these specimens are photographs showing logging

and sawmilling scenes, and industrial maps of the state showing

where the chief kinds of timbers grow and where are located the

largest miUs. Pictures of the leaves and fruits of the fifteen woods

included in the specimens, are given.

After the pupils have studied the specimens and the pictiu-es, and

have obtained as much from them as they can, the plan provides a

lecturer from the museum who wiU further instruct the pupils on the

subject of trees, wood, and the purposes for which they are used.

This wiU constitute a beginning which in many instances will inspire

the pupil to further study and investigate along simOar lines.

The plan is working well in Milwaukee, and it might be tried with

good results in other parts of the country. To make the acquaintance

of even fifteen important timber trees, and their wood, is an accom-

plishment worth a good deal. Many a person has gone through life

without knowing even that much about the country's forest resources.

A good file cleaner is a handy thing, but it is not an advantag*

when it leads a man into using an old file when he ought to have a

new one.

When stock going through a molder or a rip saw crowds away

from the fence, it is not a sign that there is lack of afBnity between

the stock and the fence or that each is charged with electricity

that causes a repellent force. It is a plain case of a screw loose in

the alignment.

'
' Frost cracks '

' in timber are supposed to be due to practically

the same cause as seasoning cracks—the contraction of the wood

under sudden changes. In seasoning, it cracks, usually, from shrink-

age induced by sudden dryness; under sudden, severe low tempera-

ture, it cracks from shrinking induced by freezing.

It is poor policj' to leave any machine running, even for a few

minutes. Not only must the wear and tear of belts and the use of

oil be taken into account, but the very possible danger of some one

getting hurt. A stranger, or even a mill hand, coming past a ma-

chine running, and seeing no one attending it, is Uable to get caught

by some belt or gear, and if only his clothes are torn, he is in

danger of receiving other injuries in consequence. Every machine

should have its belt shifting arrangements so fixed that with ease,

and without trouble, the driving belt can be run off. The length

of time a man may leave a machine is not debatable. If it is to be

left any appreciable length of time, it should be shut down.
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From the Tree to the Produd
Business of Veneer Log Buyer Demands Special Ability and Insight Into Timber

Possibilities

HEN THE BUYER of veneers looks over the

finely figured product of an exceptionally

good log or flitch, he seldom stops to con-

sider the way in which the material was pro-

duced. And if he does give consideration to the

manufacture of the veneers, the chances are that the

work done by the log buyer never comes into his mind.

The man who buys the raw material for veneer man-

ufacturing is not often in the spotlight, especially with

the consumer of such products, and yet the writer ven-

tures to assert that he is one of the most important

men in the whole organization. He is so important, in

fact, that, to recall the late Marc Antony's declaration

concerning Caesar, his fall means the failure of every-

body else.

In making saw^ed and sliced veneers for the cabinet

trades and for interior trim, where appearance is the

main desideratum, the veneer house that succeeds in

pleasing its customers and holding their business is the

one Vifhich is able to produce material with character and

beauty. And inasmuch as the infinite variety of nature

means that not every log or flitch will contain special

characteristics desirable in veneers, the result is that the

manufacturer is often taking a gambler's chance, and

regards the opening up of a fresh log as equivalent to

putting his hand in the grab-bag and noting the result.

This is especially true, of course, in handling costly

imported wroods such as mahogany, Circassian walnut,

etc., and true in only slightly diminished degree of

domestic w^oods such as quartered oak, walnut, figured

gum, etc. One of the reasons why custom milling has

always flourished at seaports where imported woods are

received is that the millmen are quite willing to elim-

inate speculation and merely take a manufacturer's

profit, while the buyer of the log runs all the risk of

its cutting out well.

The mill which is manufacturing veneers from trees

of domestic growth may not have such a problem as

that of the purchaser of imported material, but he is

still dependent to a large extent on the skill and in-

genuity of his log buyer. The latter, especially in dis-

tricts which have been covered many times before, is

asked not merely to be a judge of timber, but of human
nature, and to make his proposition so attractive to the

owner of the trees that he will land them. And, withal,

the offer must not be so good as to make it next to

impossible for the veneer man to make his profits.

An incident comes to mind which, while not bearing

directly on the veneer business, shows the importance

of the human angle. Shortly after the war broke out.

when people began to realize that the demand for wal-

nut for gunstocks would mean a great increase in the

price of this material, a certain sawmill man in Kentucky

put over a deal which astonished most of those in the

trade. He got a number of the finest walnut trees that

ever grew, which had been on a certain estate near

Louisville, and were knovvfu of by practically every log

man in that territory. The owners of the trees had re-

fused every offer that had been made them, as the trees

stood near the ancestral mansion, which the same family

had occupied for generations, and sentimental consider-

ations were such as to make it apparently impossible to

touch the trees.

The successful log buyer had made a quiet investiga-

tion, however, and had learned that it had been decided

to cut up part of the estate for residence building pur-

poses. This would mean a certain amount of clearing,

in any event, and anticipating this by removing the wal-

nut trees first would not be undesirable. With this in-

formation still fresh, he hunted up the owner, told him

that walnut timber was worth more than it had ever

been before or would be thereafter, and made him a

price on the trees v^rhich was pretty nearly enough to

lift the mortgage for most of those old mansions in

God's country are thus interestingly embellished.

The result w^as that the sawmill man soon felled the

trees and bore away some of the finest logs ever seen

anywhere—plump, full of color, and with a remarkable

figure, as indicated by the appearance of the stumps.

These logs would have made wonderful veneers, but

most people are w^illing to admit that turning them into

gunstocks for the Allies probably served an even more
useful purpose. That incident merely illustrates how
wise the log buyer must be, and how he must study the

approach carefully before he attempts to get timber of

this kind.

Physical conditions often make the job difficult, for

the log buyer is expected not only to pay out the cash

for the timber, but to see that the logs reach the mill.

During the early days of the Oklahoma walnut devel-

opment, a certain buyer who had been "prospecting,"

much as a metal miner looks for favorable openings,

located a remarkable tree in the southwest part of the

state. Unfortunately, it was growing in a deep canyon.

w^hich was about twenty miles from the nearest railway

station. In size and appearance, however, the tree

seemed to be a wonder. The enterprising buyer went

back to the town, hired a lot of tackle, and, in person,

cut the tree, which was then drawn to the surface by

ropes. Then the logs were hauled overland to the sin-
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tion, and while they represented an enormous cost when

figured up at the mill, the veneers which were secured

fully justified the effort and expense put into them by

the buyer.

Many times the cleverness of the log buyer gives the

manufacturer who uses the veneers an opportunity to

do some effective promotion work in connection with

the finished product. For instance, a certain veneer

concern managed to get hold of a famous old tree

which stood on the grounds of a country club in the

East. A lightning bolt was the medium. The buyer

heard about it and purchased the tree "as is," taking a

chance that most of the material was o. k. The results

were entirely satisfactory, and the entire out-turn was

sold to a big piano manufacturer in that vicinity.

This tree, it happened, had figured in some historic

episodes of the Revolution, and when the story was told

to the piano manufacturer, he realized that this would

make the finest kind of advertising material. Conse-

quently the cases which were faced with these veneers

were offered as a special lot, and were advertised in the

piano trade papers and to prominent individuals who
were likely to appreciate this feature. All of which de-

veloped value outside of the merely intrinsic quality of

the veneers themselves.

A tree may look good from the outside, and still be

disappointing to the veneer manufacturer, who is look-

ing for figure, color or other special qualities needed for

face veneers. Even though the tendency of the times is

favorable to less conspicuous and extreme effects as to

wood figures than it was a few years ago, buyers are

still looking for the unusual, if not the spectacular. And
it is not always possible to say what the inside of a

log will look like merely from examining the outside.

Some rather clever work along this line has been done

by buyers of logs which were intended to be manufac-

tured into figured gum veneers—provided there was a

figure to justify the manufacture. One such buyer in

particular, who is connected with a leading veneer con-

cern in the Ohio Valley, makes periodic forays into the

South, buying logs that represent considerable specula-

tion, in view of the fact that they must be shipped an

unusually great distance to the mill. This buyer is cred-

ited with being able to tell whether a log will do for

veneers by the appearance of the butt, a "calico" effect

being in evidence if figure is there. On the other hand,

there are buyers who are more conservative, and who,
while admitting that a fresh-cut log can often be sized

up accurately in this respect, do not believe that it is

possible to do more than guess, after the log has been
on the ground for a short time.

A good many veneer mills have small bandmills in

connection. Perhaps this serves the veneer mill as the

undertaker does the doctor—buries its mistakes. Cer-
tainly it is a good idea to be able to cut into lumber
the logs which were intended but not destined for

veneers. The two work well together for another rea-

son, namely, the difficulty of buying selected logs with-

out reference to other timber the owner may have for

sale. Those who have trees to offer, especially in the

territory where the log buyers have been operating for

a long time, are canny folk, and they realize that a few

fine specimens "sweeten" the batch to such an extent

as to help them to put over the scrubby and undesirable

trees.

Consequently when a log buyer for a veneer mill

comes along and wants to pick out just a fevf of the

best trees for his own use, he is not given much encour-

agement, and either he must pay a big premium for

these, or buy the whole lot. If the manufacturer is run-

ning a bandmill along with his veneer mill, this is easy.

If not, the buyer must arrange to dispose of the less

desirable timber to a lumber manufacturer, or trust to

getting the flitches of the veneer logs from the sawmill

man who ultimately takes the block of timber.

One can readily syinpathize with the log buyer who is

told to go out and get the best possible material for

the mill, but not to pay more than a modest price for

it. He is in the same position as the heroine of the

famous poem:

Mother, mother, may I go swim?

Yes, my darling daughter;

Hang your clothes on a hickory limb

But don't go near the water!

Many a log buyer complains that he is asked to do

the impossible, and that he is forced to bow to compe-

tition because his principals will not pay prices which

are current in his territory. Yet if there were no restraint

placed upon them, the log buyers would have a merry

time of it, though the veneer manufacturers wouldn't

make any money. The buyer of veneers, incidentally,

must pay the cost of the tree at the stump, as well as

transportation and manufacturing charges, and is inter-

ested in the limitation of this factor to a reasonable

amount.

The thing which keeps prices from being altogether

restricted, however, is the possibility constantly con-

fronted of being able to get hold of a tree or log that

will prove a wonderful buy when the material is exposed
to view. There isn't the wide scope for speculation that

exists in mahogany, perhaps, but there is enough range

to make hope spring eternal in the breast of the optimistic

log buyer. The superintendent of the mill is usually less

hopeful, and takes what comes with philosophy, while

the office people, including those who have to sell the

product, stand around with their mouths open when a

particularly fine log is being prepared for manufacture,

in the hope that they are going to get something to brag
about this time.

So the job of log buyer is not so unimportant as it

seems to the outsider, but comes pretty close to domi-
nating the situation at times. Any way, the man who
wants fancy figured stock is so dependent on what the

log man does for him that he ought to be interested in

this story of his occasionally brilliant exploits. G. D. C.
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A view whick shows tlie class oi logs we are obtaining to

supply our customer s needs in Walnut

Tills log IS one oi the best that has been produced in the

Central States and a number of experts on Walnut have

judged the stump to be the best figured stump that has

been produced in years.

PICKREL WALNUT COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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Improvements at Munising Plant
The Munising Woodenware Company is making extensive

improvements in its veneer department at Munising, Mich., and
additional machinery will be installed enabling the company to

manufacture 230,000 butter dishes daily. The company has

recently opened a camp on the Hyren spur of the east branch of

the Munising, Marquette & Southeastern railway and will prob-

ably employ thirty to forty men at this camp. About thirty-five

hands are now employed in the veneer department.

Progress Made in New Veneer Plant
Word comes from Jonesville, Miss., that the Jonesville Lumber

& Veneer Company, the incorporation of which was recently

announced, is making rapid progress in the formation of its

organization and the building of the plant. The company has

secured a sixteen acre tract of land and ground is now cleared

for the erection of a modern plant which will cost some $25,000.

The plant will cut various kinds of hardw^ood lumber and will

work up about 20,000 feet of logs a day.

The officers of the company are: A. W. Stewart, president; B. J.

Lewi?, vice-president; J. N. Warren, secretary, and J. W. Lewis,

treasurer and general manager.

Experiments
Why experiment? is a question which has held many a man

back from making progress in the veneer and panel business.

It is a great plea of those w^ho have any standard product to

offer, whether it be machines, an old line of veneer or of any-

thing else. They say you know what our product is, why try

experiments with things you know not of.

There is some good logic in this, so far as being on the safe

side is concerned, but following of this logic does not put a man
on the progressive side. Experiments have brought practically

all the progress made in the w^orld. They were the making of

the whole veneer and panel business, and they are still important

in its progress. Experiments led to making three-ply built-up

lumber, and experiments are responsible for the rotary veneer

machine and all its improvements. They are responsible for many
new^ things in glue, in finishes, in dryers and clippers. They have

resulted in the beautiful effects In matched-up face veneer. In fact

the veneer business all around is built up from experiments.

Therefore while a man may well urge the standard and know^n

qualities of an offering as an argument in favor of using it, it is a

mistake to either urge or follow the idea of not trying new^ things,

of not experimenting, because it is through experimenting that we
gain information and make progress. All experiments are not suc-

cessful. A man should use horse sense in connection w^ith them
and not waste time with every hair-brained idea that comes along.

If properly conceived and handled, experiments are the real force

in the progress of the veneer and panel industry.

The Rudolph Veneer Products Company has recently begun
business at Denver, Col.

The Winnebago Manufacturing Company, Fond du Lac, Wis.,

IS reported to have sustained a $15,000 loss by fire in its veneer-

ing department recently.

The heavy call for oak for vehicle and' implement work, ship

building and car shops, is adding some to the difficulties of get-

ting a regular supply of good oak flitches for veneer work. And
from present indications Hitches will be flitches for some time

to come.

Veneer waste may be worth a little more as fuel now because
the price of coal has gone up, but there will never come a time

when the fuel value will justify cutting logs into veneer waste.

Waste is a thing to be prevented as much as possible by careful

work and by utilization in other lines.

V
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Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGERS

PIUAIIT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN
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Making Straight-Way Panels

The Possibility of Saving Cost Without Sacrificing Strength

TRAIGHT-WAY PANELS mean panels made up

of two- or three-ply or more with all the plies

running the same direction instead of crossing

the alternate plies as is generally done.

While contemplating the instances that have been

encountered of woodwork done in this way, a copy of

Hardwood Record comes to hand with quite a story

about glue prices going skyward, and this suggests that

Made in St. Louis by

^^. -^j St. Louis Basket & Box Co.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if

the subject may be received with more interest now than

at any previous time in the development of the panel

business since it offers a chance to economize in glue

and to effect some conservation in this item in various

kinds of work.

There are before me some five panel gum veneered

doors, which are typical as to size and makeup. The

panels in these doors are approximately 10'/2 by IbYz
inches and presumably about % of an inch thick. I have

not cut into them to see whether they are two or three

ply, but generally speaking, in making up a panel of this

size we would consider it as three-ply involving three

sheets of veneer and two glue joints.

An opinion based upon several years of observation

in straight-way built up work is that ^'g-inch door panels

of gum, birch, and other native wood may well be made
up of tw^o thicknesses of 3 16 veneer both laid the same

direction and requiring only one glue joint as compared

to two joints for three-ply panels.

Naturally, this takes us right into the subject of straight-

way panels or built-up work, its possible uses and its

qualifications for a place of more importance in the

built-up lumber world and in the panel business gen-

erally, it is perhaps a safe assertion that the average

veneer user does not realize the strength and the qual-

ities of two-ply work, with both sheets of veneer run-

ning the same direction. The first assumption is that

it will not add materially to the strength, and that it will

split too easily. Perhaps it is not so strong or so resistant

to splitting as the three-ply job with the center ply cross-

ing, but if you have never experimented with it and will

try making up some two-ply or three-ply work in straight-

way panels you will likely be surprised at the strength

and resistance to splitting.

Straight-way is really the only way for built-up two-ply

work. To make a two-ply job with one-ply crossing the

other is to make an unbalanced job that has little to com-
mend it. With two plies running the same direction,

however, the job is very well balanced and the effect is

the same with two sheets of veneer as it would be to glue

two pieces of inch board to get a 2 -inch thickness.

One of the first impressive encounters with the straight-

way built-up work was met with several years ago in St.

Louis at a plant where pails and similar packages were
made of veneer built up into plies running the same direc-

tion. In looking over this product at the time I ques-

tioned the manager of the plant about its splitting tend-
encies. He showed me experiments they had made by
dumping it from the office safe and various other heights
to the floor. They had demonstrated pretty thoroughly
that ply work built up with all the grain running straight-

You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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way has remarkable resistance to splitting, for the grains

of two pieces of wood never run exactly the same and

there is enough crossing to be a fairly effective safeguard

against splitting, a safeguard that is sufficient for ordinary

door panels and for many of the panels and backs used in

the furniture trade.

Recently I had another impressive object lesson on this

point in a plant where table rims w^ere made in multiple

widths. These are made three and four-ply and invari-

ably all the stock runs straight-way. There is no cross-

banding whatever, yet 1 never heard of one of these rims

splitting, and the broad panel forms from which they are

sawed have substantially the same strength as built-up

work with crossbanding.

A line of research and experiment work that will be

very useful to the veneer and panel trade would be a

series of tests w^ith straight-way work as compared to

the usual ply work with the center piece having the grain

running at right angles or crosswise. So far as I know
the Forest Service has never made any tests of this kind

though it has made various tests of lumber and built-up

work in packages. If the Forest Service could be in-

duced to conduct a series of experiments there should

be obtained some information that would be of great

value to the veneer and panel trade as a whole.

It would be interesting, for example, to know the exact

difference in strength and the resistance to warp and split

of a three-ply %-inch panel with all the plies running

straight-way, and a similar three-ply panel with the center

or filler running crosswise. There is not much question

in my mind but that for certain purposes the crossband

will always justify itself, and that in tests it will show up

with| a decided advantage as compared to straight-way

work. On the other hand, there is not the least doubt

that a lot of work is being done with three-ply with the

center as a crossband, which would be just as effective

and serviceable with all plies running straightwise. More-

over, there are many instances where three-ply is used

of the regulation character with the center going crosswise

where two-ply straight-way work would answer just as

well for all practical purposes, and effect an economy in

glue and saving in cost generally. The door panels men-
tioned above are an example of this class.

One may well ask just what is the advantage of

straight-way panel work and why argue for it? What is

there in the way of saving that can be effected by it?

One answer to this question is given above in the

matter of reducing three-ply work to two-ply and
eliminating one glue joint. This is perhaps the most in-

teresting phase of the proposition and one through which
the best returns will be obtainable from the adoption of

the straight-way idea for all such uses as it will fit into.

The other point of saving is that often crossbanding

or the putting of the center piece crosswise of the other

veneer in making the built-up panel is more tedious and
expensive. Take the door panels as an instance again,

and even if they were made up of three-ply it is more
satisfactory generally to make all three plies with the

grain running the same way.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You

MAHOGANY
LUMBER

About ten carloads 1" No. 1 Com.,

also other thicknesses and grades of

MEXICAN & HONDURAS

MAHOGANY
dry enough to put in a kiln

with safety.

If at any time we can

serve you better by

telegraphing kindly

wire at our expen.se.

We are carrying a nice stock of

SAWED VENEER, 1/8", 3/16"

and 1/4" Mexican; also several

MILLION feet of SLICED
1/24" and 1/28" Mahogany, and

AMERICAN WALNUT veneer

ranging from plain to highly

figured. May we send samples

to you?

Huddleston-Marsh
Mahogany Company
2254 Lumber Street

CHICAGO
33 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY

Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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I came across an instance which illustrates this very

nicely. It concerned cutting and putting up "slabs," as

they were termed, for box making. These were sheets

of built-up lumber that were cut up into a certain type of

box panel. Most of the sheets were being made in two-

ply, both plies running the same direction. There was

three-ply being made, but as a rule, the three-ply was

incidental to the other and in order to make a clean-up.

We might find in the door panels that it would simplify

the cutting of the veneer, assembling of the stock and

working it up to make the panels of straight-way stock

all the same size. Then from the waste, stock with bad

ends, etc., might be cut fillers and enough used cross-

wise to utilize this waste. The result would be a simpli-

fying of the work and a saving of time and some mate-

rial even in making three-ply work. In the making of

two-ply work, which it would very naturally lead to in

other instances, there would be a saving of one glue joint

and a saving in cutting because two thicknesses w^ould

take the place of three.

Veneer in Latin-America
Prospects of Developing a Market in South American Countries

l^^nlSlDE FROM a considerable business done with

KtA Canada in both veneer and panels for furniture

making, the main export trade in veneer until

recent years has been in box shook stock and

in quantities of common veneer for Europe. The indica-

tions now are, however, that during the next few years

considerable interest in the veneer and panel trade will

be developed with Latin-American countries.

Several of those countries have long been buying

furniture from us and they will always be bigger cus-

tomers for furniture, perhaps, than for veneer. There is

a preference in much of the southern territory for solid

lumber both in the furniture they buy and the furniture

made at home. One point to keep in mind in develop-

ing the furniture and veneer trades is that conditions and

prejudices must be met and overcome in this territory.

There is a tendency in many of the countries south of

us to do more of their own furniture making and this

provides an opening for the sale of more veneer and

panels.

Taking Brazil as an example, we find that some of

the furniture factories there have been buying a little

veneer, usually from France or some part of Europe, and
they have been impressed with the idea that veneer from

Europe is superior to that which comes from the United

States. That this idea is erroneous is well enough known
to the veneer trade here, but in extending trade in Latin-

American countries it will be necessary to convince the

people of this fact and to get them to use more Amer-
ican veneer.

In addition to this unfair prejudice, other conditions

must be overcome, one of which is the hot, humid
climate. Another is the ants and other insects which
prey upon wooden furniture. In some respects the

problem looks easier for the veneer and panel trade than

for furniture because often the outside finish of furniture

which prevails here becomes tacky in the humid climate

of the south countries and objection is raised on this ac-

count, whereas if the people down there buy their veneer
and panels and do their own finishing, the finish would
be more in keeoing with the needs of that climate.

The Latin-American field is a market which should

furnish a chance for those who have waterproof glue to

demonstrate its staying qualities in humid climates. If

it will stand up under conditions which cause failure in

ordinary glued work, this will make a talking point worth

something in building up the Latin-American trade in

panels for those who use a composition of this kind.

Consular reports from Brazil show that among the

veneers used there, is stock or built-up work for making

billiard tables, and they are familiar with a veneer ob-

tained from France that seems pretty closely related to

our bird's eye maple. If they are fond of the light colors

there is no place on earth that can furnish a better line of

maple veneer than this country. Neither is there any

country which can furnish better stock for billiard table

tops and other built-up work.

We ought to be able to develop a good volume of

trade in veneer, both in common and face stock, and sup-

plement this eventually with a fair volume of business in

built-up panels and tops.

One of the objections heard from Brazil in regard to

veneered furniture, which also holds in its application

to panels and tops in this country, is that the cores are

usually made up of soft woods and these are readily at-

tacked by the termite or wood ant and other insect pests

which abound there. We have heard frequently of these

insect ravages in the Latin-American countries and the

metal people have used it as a basis for promoting metal
furniture. There is no doubt of the preference for

wooden furniture if it can be made properly resistant to

climatic conditions and to insects; which, by the way, af-

fect solid lumber as well as veneer stock, and there is

a problem here in developing finishes or treatment that

will discourage insects and protect the wood.
We are making some progress and will make still fur-

ther progress even though there are difficulties and prej-

udices to be overcome. The prejudices are already being
rapidly removed and some of the countries, notably Cuba
and Argentina, are already doing a big volume of satis-

factory business with us which should help in promoting
a better understanding and a larger trade with other
Latin-American countries in veneers and panels as well
as in furniture.
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The Mail Bag
B 1132—Wanted Plain Oak and Maple

Philadelphia, I'a.. August 14.—Editor IlARDwnon Kkcoud : Could you

advise us where we could buy tho following glued-up kiln-dried stocli. plaiu

oak and maple, sap no defect ; 4/4x14" wide x 15" long surfaced and

S2S to Vi, 5/4x8" wide x IG'." long, surfaced and S2S to 1%", 6/4x8"

wide X 10%" long, surfaced and S2S to IW ; the above could be multiples

in width. We could use a car per mouth at least. .

B1133—Ash Dimension Wanted
Rock Falls. 111., August 23.—Editor Haiidwooi> Record : Where could

we get clear ash dimension stock to finish 1^x2x7' (>", or 2" ash in lengths

to make these strips, which wotUd have to be either S' or 16'?

'
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Clubs and Associations

Committee on Japanese Oak
Earl Palmer again heads the special committee on Japanese oak just

appointed by President John M. Woods of the National Hardwood Lumber
Association. Lawrence W. Ford, also of Memphis, is also reappointed,

while Frank F. Fee of Dermott, Ark., takes the place of Wm. M. Hopkins,

who has no longer an active connection with the hardwood business.

Lumbermen Resign
W. A. Gilchrist has resigned as memlier of the board of directors and

of the executive committee, and C. H. Worcester as member of the execu-

tive committee of the National Lumber ilanufacturers' Association. C. A.

P.lgelow was appointed to fill Mr. Gilchrist's place on the board of directors

and executive committee, and Cliarles S. Keith was appointed to fill Mr.

Worcester's place on the committee.

Will Compile 1917 Lumber Statistics

The National Lumber Manufacturers' .\ssociation will co-operate with

the L'nited States Forest Service in collecting and compiling statistics of

the output of lumber in this country for the year 1917. This will be a

continuation of the work carried out last year. The results were given to

the public last year much more promptly than ever before, and it is to be

hoped that equal .success will attend the work this year.

Safety and Sanitation Congress
On September 10 there will open for one week a "safety and sanitation

congress." in the Grand Central Palace, New York City. One of the most
important matters that will come before this meeting will relate to the

thousands of novices and inexperienced laborers who arc entering the fac-

tories and mills to take the place of the skilled men who have gone to the

war. These green hands must have special protection while learning the

work, and every safety device possible sh(udd be used for the purpose of

diminishing their danger. The New York congress will take steps to

launch at once the greatest safety appliance campaigns ever known in this

country.

Annual Meeting of Retail Dealers

The first annual convention of the National Retail Lumber Dealers'

.\ssociation will take place September 7 at the South Shore Country Club.

Chicago. There will be a business progr.nm during the day and enter-

tainment in the evening. The members will assemble at the Congress
hotel, Chicaifo, and proceed, at nine o'clock in the morning, to the club-

house. Among the items on the program are the following

:

''Why the retail lumber business suffers in comparison with other lines,
and the remedies for it," Julius Seidel, St. Louis. Mo. .

"What the needs of the retail lumber dealers are in municipal, state, and
national legislation, and how they can be obtained," Warren J. Duffy,
Toledo, Ohio.
"Do retail lumber dealers need solicitors to secure their business for

them ?" W. R. Hudson. Detroit. Mich.
"Why there is many times a lack of unity between mills and retail dealers

ami how it can bo overcome/' Edward Hines, Chicago, 111.

With the Southern Traffic Bureau
J. II. Townshi'iHl, secret:ir.\-iiiiiiiagfr of the Southern Hardwood Traffic

.Vssociation, is in receipt of information from Washington that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission has ordered a reduction of .S to 4 cents per
hundred pounils on shipments of ceilar from Carolina points to destina-

tions in Central Freight Association Territory, Complaint was filed more
than a year ago by the Southern Hardwood Traffic -Association in behalf of

George C. Brown & Co., Memphis, against the Southern Railway and the
Seaboard Air Line. The reduced rates become effective November ir>.

The association is in receipt of information indicating that, effective

October 1, the carriers propose an increase of two cents per hundred pounds
for transit privileges. This ruling will not affect Memphis, which has no
milling in transit privileges, but it will affect quite a number of Memphis
lumbermen who own mills at outside points where such privileges are
exercised. It will also affect lumber moving through Cairo and other

points having such privileges. Lumbermen are therefore being cautioned

liy the association to be very careful in the matter of rates on lumber
that will be shipped after the date in question.

Requests for Co-operation with Hardwood Emergency Bureau
The Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau sent the following letter

from Washington, D. C, to the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association for

the purpose of enlisting the co-operation of all hardwood manufacturers

in the efforts of the bureau to schedule the complete facilities of the

country for handling the government's needs in hardwoods :

The lumber committee of the Council of National Defense requests us to
file with it a list of mills co-operating in the work of this bureau. It is the
desire of the lumber committee as well as of this bureau that all partici-

pate in the operations of the bureau, to which all hardwood lumber manu-
facturers are eligible. Invitations have been sent by mail giving details

of the bureau's working plans, but due to the magnitude of the task of com-
piling complete lists and the limited time available for the work, the names
of a number of manufacturers have doubtless been inadvertently omitted.
To all such we wish to say that their co-operation with the bureau is

earnestlv solicited and that they will oblige us by addressing the bureau's
office in the Union Trust building, Cincinnati, O.. and full particulars
will be sent on^ receipt of such communications. As the lumber committee
is awaiting the filing of the letters it will be necessary to receive early
responses.

Hardwood Record is publishing elsewhere In this number a complete

synopsis of the plan under which the emergency bureau is being operated

and a schedule of the work it is carrying on

Important Traffic Meeting
The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association has been very busy during

the past few days in connection with the transportation problems which

have arisen in the hardwood lumber industry as a result of the shortage

of both flat cars and cars for handling outbound shipments. A meeting

of the governing board was held in Memphis, August IS, ami a meeting

of the car efficiency committee was held August 20.

At the meeting of the governing board it was decided to send John W.
McClure to the meeting of the United States Chamber of Commerce to be

held at Atlantic City September 18-21 as national counsellor for the

Southern Hardwood Traffic Association. The latter organization is very

much intere'sted in two of the subjects to be discussed : Transportation

efficiency and the priority law recently passed by congress giving the

president the right to determine what traffic shall be given the preference.

At this meeting of the governing board the following new members

were announced : M. C. Smith, hardwood lumber manufacturer under

his own name, Moorehead, Miss. : Bedna Young Lumber Company. Jack-

son. Tenn. ; Welsh Lumber Company, Memphis ; Sycamore Plantation

Company, Osmeek, La. ; Weis & Lesh Manufacturing Company, Jackson,

Tenn. It may be stated that these additions bring the' total membership

to 147. including those of the branch offices at Louisville, Ky., and

Helena, Ark.

At the meeting of the car efficiency committee, of which W. II. Russe is

chairman, it was decided to send out post cards to all members of the

association for daily detailed reports regarding the number of flat or box

cars required, the number received, the number of switchings wanted ami

the percentage of these furnished and other phases of the transportation

priiblem. These returns will be tabulated by the association and if, in due

course, the hardwood people do not receive the service to which they think

they are entitled, the association will, on the basis of this detailed infor-

uuition, take the subject up with the proper authorities. These cards

will be distributed within the next day or two and the replies will then

begin to be received.

Col. E. H. Egan, superintendent of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line

of the Illinois Central System and chairman of the Memphis Car Service

Commission, which is .subsidiary to the National Car Service Commission at

Washington, assured the members of this committee that, if the lumbermen

w.iuld load cars to capacity and load them and unload them promptly, he

wiuld see that they received from all the roads in his jurisdiction all the

switching they wanted, whether day or night ,and that he would do his best

to .see that the lumbermen enjoyed a better service. Col. Egan also announced

that, as an emergency measure, he would rescind the order prohibiting the

loading of logs on the right of way of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line

at points between stations from Memphis to Clarksdale. This order was

to l)ecome effective soon, but it will be rescinded for the period of the war.

J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager of the association, estimates that

lumber manufacturers in the southern hardwood territory deiiendent on

the carriers for their log supplies are not receiving more than 30 per cent

of their requirements and that the same interests are not getting more

thau .")0 per cent of their requirements in the way of cars for handling

outbound shipments. A number of mills at Memphis have already closeil

down and others are threatened with having to cease operations If there

are not more cars given them for handling logs. A number of mills at

Helena and at other points on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern

are woefully short on cars for handling logs and their manufacturing

operations are suffering accordingly. Some Mississippi mills are suffering

in the same way. And, to make bad matters worse, streams are com-

paratively low, with the result that handling logs by water is not quite

as easy as lieretofore. In fact the only interests securing plenty of logs

now are those that operate their own logging equipment and are therefore

independent of the carriers. Next to them come those who depend on

water transportation, while next to the latter are those at junction points

where they have more than one road on which they can depend. Those
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ilependent on a single line of railway are up against it in a most exas-

perating manner anil they see little hope of a change for the better in the

immediate future.

Owing to the fact that a number of mills operating their own equip-

ment are receiving all the logs they want and owing to the fact that some
of the others are able to operate at capacity, it is estimated that the pro-

duction of hardwood lumber at present in the southern territory is around
75 per cent of normal or much greater than the indicated shortage in

flat car supply would seem to suggest.

While outbound cars are scarce to the tune of something like 50 per

cent, as already indicated, there is nothing that points to a change for the

better in the near future. On the contrary, the view obtains among luml)er

interests that, with increasing requirements in the way of cars on the

part of the government for handling war materials,- troops and other

necessities' the car situation will become worse. The cotton crop move-
ment is not far away in the South and the movement of grain has already

bngun in the grain producing sectious.

John Lind Assistant Secretary National Association
John land has bfon appointrd assistant to the secretary of the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association. Mr. I-.ind has bad a good deal of

experience in association work and was secretary of the National Slack

Cooperage Manufacturers' Association up to the time of the amalgamation
of that organization with the other cooperage associations into the Asso-

ciated Cooperage Industries of America.

Northern Emergency Board Active

The Hemlock Emergency Bureau, which has been doing wonderfully effi-

cient and quick work for the government in the way of securing lumlior

supplies, has now changed its title to the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood
Emergency Bureau and will continue its work from Oshkosh. Wis., herf-

after. Edward Hines is chairman of this bureau, O. T. Swan, secretary,

and the other members are : H. H. Butts of the Park Falls Lumber Com-
pany, Parks Falls, Wis. ; J. F. Halpin of the C. H. Worcester Company.
Chicago ; George S. Cortis. Chicago, Goodman Lumber Company, and M. P.

McCuUough of the Brooks & Ross Lumber Company. Sohotield, Wis. The
bureau in short order secured many million feet of lumber for the Camp
Grant cantonment at Rockford. 111., and will be kept mighty busy furnish-

ing hardwoods and hemlock for fnttuv army nc('<is.

'
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With the Trade
William Horner Purchase

William Horner, wlio liiis largi; lianlwoiHl lionriii),' plants at Reed City
and Newberry, Mich., reeciilly purcliiised a tract of 8.000 acres of hardwood
timberlands situated south of Newberry, l<nown as the Cartier tract.

Introducing New Factors in James D. Lacey & Co.
.lames 1). Lai-i'y & t'o. of (_'lii( aKn have just iiuide an extensive announc'c-

ment <if the broadening of their Held thro\i^-h Ihe .-Hciuisition of E. A.
Sterling as eastern manager and ('. A. Lyford as chief forest engineer.

Mr. Sterling as announced in a, recent issue will have charge of the eastern

office of the company.
The announcement gives a summary of the history of the various princi-

pals in the institution beginning with James D. Lacey, the senior partner,

who has been identified with the lumber industry for a generation and who
began his career in the Lake states. He was one of the first men to antici-

pate the great market for cypress. Mr. Lacey will henceforth make the

New York office his eastern headquarters, as his home is at Newburgh,
N. Y.

The other members of the firm are Wood Heal, who has been associated

with Mr. Lacey since 1SS2, and Victor Thrane. who has been in the

organization since 1900. Both are located at the Chicago office, as is also

J. W. AlcCurdy, who entered the employ of the partnership in 1906. In

.Seattle B. W. Bawdeu serves as manager, having occupied that position

since 1907.

Mr. Beal has given particular attention to the southern and eastern

fields, while Mr. Thrane during the last few years has specialized in west-

ern timber and in bonds and other timber securities in connection with
the James D. Lacey Timber Company.

Mr. Lyford comes from the firm of Clark & Lyfcu'd, Ltd.. of Vancouver,
B. C. He has had a wide range of experience and activity in forest en-

gineering and it is probable that no one knows tidewater timber on the

British Columbia coast so intimately as he. He has been closely con-

nected also with the pulp region of eastern Canada and with other timber

producing sections. He was formerly with the United States Forest

Service.

E. A. Sterling, who resigned the position of manager of the trade exten-

sion department of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, is

too well known to the trade at large to need further introduction. He is a
trained forest engineer and in addition to having had an extensive prac-

tical training in this country has studieil consj<lorably abroad.

The White River Lumber Company
The White River I.undier Company, manufacluri'r and dealer of south-

ern hardwoods, recently incorporated, will be loealed in the Union &
I'lanters Bank &, Trust Company building. Memphis. Tenn. The officers

are C. G. Powell, president; F. J. Roys, vice-president; V. O. Woodruff,

secretary ; H. J. Aldworth, treasurer ; and J. H. Maassen, general manager.
Messrs. Roys & Maassen will have active management of the company.

Mr. Roys, for the past fifteen years, has been general sales manager of

the Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South Bend, Ind., and
is well known through the consuming and prodttcing market. Mr. Maassen
for the past seven years has been in charge of tlie southern operations of

the Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lund)er Company, and lias been located

al Natchez, Miss., Littli' Kock, Ark., and Memphis, Tenn.
The new comj»any now has an tip-to-date band mill in operation in

Mississippi, and has on hand approx'imately a million feet of hardwood
in good shipping condition at this 'time. It will employ a corps of compe-
tent inspectors, and due to the extensive experience of Messrs. Roys and
.Maassen it is needless to say that they know how to take care of the
consuming trade in a satisfactory manner.

The White River Lumber Company will make a specialty of gum, ash,

r>;ik and elm as well as the lianitltng of all other southern hardwoods, and
is now ready for business.

E. A. STERLING, NEW YORK,
Eastern Representative J. D. Lacey & Co. J.VMES D. LACEY.

C. A. LYFORD, SE.VTTLE, WASH.,
Chief Forest Engineer .1. U. Lacey & Co.
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Will Develop Timber Property
Early in the present iiinnUi M- X. iirt'utt vi Hiintinston, \V. Va.. and C.

Boles of Richmond, A'a., elose'l tiie deal for the purchase of the property

of the Joe Creek Lumber Company on Coal river, Boone county, W. Va.

A band mill goes with the purchase, also a large amount of timber, logs,

and lumber. The purchasers win develop the property, under the firm name

of Offutt & Boles, with the principal office at -Huntington.

Lumbermen in Memphis Barge Project

W. n. Kusse of Russe & Burgess, Inc.. and K. H. Darnell of It. .T. Dar

nell, Inc., both of whom are prominently identified with the hardwood,

lumber Industry of the Memphis section, are among the incorporators of

the Liberty Transportation Company, which has been organized for the

purpose of building and operating a line of boats, barges and other craft

for handling lumber, cotton and other classes of heavy freight from

Memphis and other river points to shipside. The company has taken out

a charter under the laws of Delaware and is capitalized at .f
t.noii.u »0.

I: plans to establish its shipbuilding plant at the mouth of Nonconnah

creek, which empties into the Mississippi a few miles below Memphis.

This creek is very crooked near its mouth and government surveys are

now being made with a view to straightening it for some distance back,

and, if these surveys show that this can be done, the company will, fol-

lowing the completion of this work, proceed with its plans. Money for

the work on Nonconnah creek will come from funds provided for the

improvement of the Mississippi at ilemphis and in the vicinity of this

city. The idea of the promoters and incorporators of the Liberty Trans-

portation Company is the furnishing of prompt and ready service in the

handling of cotton and lumber, as well as other products, but chiefly

the two former, to shipside, thus putting the exporters of these commo-

dities in direct touch with the European markets which are expected to

be particularly active following the closing of the present world-wide war.

The foregoing represents one big angle of the proposition of greatly

increasing the use of the ilississippi and its tributaries as a handler of

freight on a big scale. Another is to be. found in the results of the vote

held here August 16 to determine whether or not the city of Memphis
should issue .$500,000 in bonds tor the purpose of building extensive

terminals here lor the loading and discharge, as well as general handling,

of freight on the Mississippi. The election resulted overwhelmingly in

favor of the issue and it is now up to the city authorities to take the next

step. It has been realized for some time that the railroads were nnalde

to handle the vast traffic of the country and that their facilities would

have to be supplemeutcd by those of water transportation. It has likewise

been fully realized by lumbermen, cotton Interests and other business men
here that the first step in this revival of water transportation lay In pro-

viding adequate terminal facilities. These are now assured and further

developments in the rehabilitation of river transportation are awaited

with much interest by all the business men of this territory.

Thomas Marston
Thomas Marston, one of the founders of the Samuel Cupples Wooden-

ware Company, St. Louis and Chicago, died at his summer residence on

Fowler lake, Oconomowoc, Wis., on August 17, at the age of eighty-eight

years. He was horn in Carlisle, England, and came to America when
eighteen years old. With Samuel Cupples, he founded the wholesale

woodenware firm of Cupples & Marston, and in 1861 he established the

firm's Chicago branch, now one of the largest industries of the Cupples

group.

Stoner L. Virum
Stoner L. Tirum, logging superintendent of tlie Johu Week Lumber

Company. Stevens Point, Wis., and one of the pioqeers of the logging

industry of Wisconsin, died August 3 after a long illness. His death

occurred on the same day as that of his employer and companion, Andrew
L. Week, secretary and treasurer of the company, who passed away at

Hollywood, Cal. Mr. Virum was born in Norway in 1S.50 and joined the

AVeek company in 1.S71 as a timber cruiser.

J. A. Gorman Joins Officers' Corps

The trade will be interested in learning that J. A. Oorman, representing
Vilas County Lumber Company of (?hicago and Winegar, Wis., has joined

the Secoml OtHcers' Reserve Corjjs and will be stationed at Fort Sheriilan,

111. John Edinger, who has also been with the company for some years,

will have charge of sales during the absence of Mr. -Gorman, and W. ,S.

Winegar. president of the company, whose residence is in Grand Rapids,
expects to give a gond deal of his time tu the ntt:iirs ,if the Chicago office.

Pertinent Information
Lumbermen Cooks in Demand

The lumber companies in the Lake States ha\-e responded cnthusiastic-

. ally to the call for trained cooks for the war, chiefly men with ability to

train others as cooks for the ureat national army. The lumber camp
'cooks are tlie most highly trained men in the world in preparing appetizing

food to be served in quantities to men under daily physical strain. Their

training is specially adapted to the cantonment requirements of the new
array, and the oflicers' training camps have already utilized lumber camp
methods in preparing food for the business men who have for three months
been in training to become officers in the new army.

Relative Advance in Lumber Price

Roger W. Babson, the well-known statistical autliority, in a bulletin just

issued, gives a tabulation of the prices of ninety-six leading commodities

on -Vugust 1, 1914, and July 1, 1917. The Items covered include agri-

cultural products, chemicals, building materials, iron and steel, petroleum

products, etc. Mr. Babson's figures show that these ninety-six commodities

have advanced an average of 127 per cent since August 1, 1014. In view
of the fact that the lumbermen have generally claimed that their product

has advanced less in price than many other commodities, and still remains
one of tlie most easily obtainable, readily worked, and reasonably priced

materials, the following figures taken from ^Ir. Babson's report are of

special interest

;

^ Building—Present and Prospective

The statement of building operations for July, as shown liy the building

permits issued in the principal cities of the United States, is one that may
be very readily misinterpreted and misunderstood. On Its face it Is an
egregiously bad showing, for it records a slump of 49 per cent as coni-

pareil wdth July, 1916. But most of this loss is satisfactorily accounted
for. Here are the official figures, as received by the American Coniractor,

Chicago. The building permits issued in 116 cities total for July $5S,-

726,904, as compared with $115,313,797 tor July, 1916, a decrease of 49

per cent. Most of this loss is occasioned by the borough of Manhattan.
New Xork City, wlJich totals for July this year only $1,894,095, against

$49,205,220 for July last year. The to_tal of Manhattan for July, 1915,

was $4,845,303. The zoning law of New York City went into effect a

little more than a year ago. It imposed severe restrictions upon the

construction of large office buildings. To evade the conditions of the law,

hnilding permits were sought and obtained just before the law became
effective for a large number of speculative enterprises, which have never

materialized and many of which had a very slight chance of ever material-

izing. Placing the Manhattan totals at those of two years ago, which may
lie regarded as normal, the loss of 49 per cent in the July statements

slirinks to only about 17 per cent, which is quite another story, though it

does not entirely eliminate the loss. However, It would be a better state-

ment than that for June, which showed a loss of 36 per cent and hetter

than that for May, which recorded a loss of 34 per cent. Compared with

May and June, the July figures may be accepted as distinctly favorable.

It is to be noted, moreover, that in 47 of the 116 cities the comparison

is favorable—a few of them decidedly so. The fine showing of Phlladel-

Iihia is due to the issuance last month of a permit for the $2,535,000 public

library building.

Elaborating on this analysis of the situation, the Contractor says that

conditions have changed almost as much during the past few months as

during the past two years, particular stress being laid upon the character

of building that is now developing and may be expected to develop still

further, due to the readjustment to a war basis. It says that It is use-

less to argue that such a fundamental Industry as building would not be

affected by the vast changes in the industrial structure of the country. It

maintains that Instead of the phrase "curtailed building operations," the

phrase "change in building trend" should be used. It says further that it

is altogether probable that the total volume of building operations during

the war will continue to be great; that the thing to bear in mind is that

much of this work will he war construction. It says that this tendency

towards industrial building is already apparent. It gives the following

figures covering the central and eastern sections of the United States :

Increase
or de-

June. 1917 June. 1916 crease
Manufacturing operations $14,501,000 $9,474,1100 +53%
Residential operations 28,851,000 39.743,000 —37%
Miscellaneous operations 87,719,000 51,389,000 -f70%
The report also prophesies radical expansion In farm construction.

Second Lumberjack Regiment Probable

The regiment of lumbermen, officially known as the Tenth Engineers

(forest) and nicknamed the "lumberjack regiment." has been recruited to

full strength, and the Forest Service, which has been securing the men,

has been notified by the War Department to list no more candidates for

service with this regiment. In anticipation, however, of a possible call

soon for another regiment of the same character, the listing officers all

over the country have been Instructed to continue listing names of suit-

able men who may be summoned when needed.

The "lumberjack regiment" is not a fighting force, but will be employed

in woods operations in Fi-ance, getting out material for army use. The

recruits are now being assembled in Washington, where they are drilled daily

by the officers assigned to command them. Colonel Woodruff of the regular

army, who will head the regiment, is In charge and with the assistance of

a stalf made up of practical lumbermen and foresters Is providing an

. quipment of the most up-to-date character for the type of woods operations

..illed for, in the list of the experience of the Allies. The regiment will

tike with it both stationary and portable sawmills with everything neces-

-MV for logging and sawmill work and for transporting the product.
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Pennsylvania's Forest Appropriation

The Pennsylvania legislature appropriated $807,000 for Us forest worls

during the present year. That is $175,000 more than was furnished by the

preceding legislature. That ought to he an object lesson for those states

which think they have done their whole duty when they have provided a

tew thousand dollars to renew and protect their timberlands and the flow of

their streams. Pennsylvania is worliing on a program that covers all

future time, for the worl; is intended to go on perpetually, and plans are

laid ifith that object in view.

June Exports
After embargoing export and import statistics, the Custom House au-

thorities, under a ruling of the Treasury Department at Washington,

have lifted the inhibition, and the figures on the shipments of lumber to

foreign countries are once more available. Those for June, which have now
become accessible, are especially interesting in that they show the marked

Increase in value which has taken place in the spruce shipped abroad,

which, of course. Is of the highest quality. The exhibit also once more

emphasizes the fact that spruce constitutes virtually the whole export

trade, the shipments outside of this wood being very small, and showing

a big recession even as compared to the same month of last year, when the

forwardings were of a far more general character. As in some of the

months that have gone before, no logs of any kind went forward fn June,

with the exports of oak boards very small, and poplar likewise ^reduced to

insignificant proportions. No box shooks were shipped, and this also

applies to the classlflcation of "all other lumber," the division of "all

other manufactures of wood" being likewise greatly curtailed. Exports

of spruce alone have more than held their own, and there has also been

a slight gain in yellow pine, so that in spite of the practical shutting out

of various shipments the total value of the exports is little less than that

for June, 1916, the totals being .1il47,999 against $155,798.

Government to Buy All Spruce

It is reported at Baltimore that the question of supplying the needs of

the United States government and those of the Allies with regard to spruce

for aeroplanes and other similar purposes has been settled and that m the

future the Allies will get tlieir spruce at the same price as docs the .\meri-

can government, the price agreed upon with the Pacific coast manufac-
turers being $105 per 1,000 feet. This was done not so much to give the

Allies the benefit of a lower price as to insure adequate stocks for the

American builders of air craft at reasonable figures. Under the new ar-

rangement the Air Craft Construction Board at Washington will place

orders for the Allies as well as for home use, acting in a way as purclias-

ing agent. One consideration that entered Into the action was the fact

that the .\merican government was lending the Allies the money to pay
for air craft or air craft materials, and was therefore entirely within its

right to see to it that the Allies got fair prices, the matter being in a
different category from those that concern merely the buying of supplies
by the Allies for their own account and with their own funds. Heretofore
the authorities at Washington and the .Vllies have had their purchasing
agents out after suitable stocks of spruce, and they have been bidding
against each other, with the result tliat prices were run up beyond equitable
figures, the cost to the home board being greatly enhanced. This will be
avoided under the new arrangement, which gives the .\ir Crafts Con-
struction Board authority to act for all of the Allies. Under the plan,
also, it will no longer be necessary for shippers to Europe to get licenses
from the British government, an authorization from Wa.shington beingall
that is required to export spruce. Washington will be kept informed con-
cerning the requirements and will issue permits tor shipment, accordingly.
which will greatly simplify matters. So far spruce is the only wood
the purchasing of which has been thus taken over by the government, a
specific question to this effect put ten days ago by Harvey M. Dickson,
secretary of the National Lumber Exporters' .Vssociation, to Charles R.
Sligh, general manager of the board, having elicited the information. Mr.
Dickson went over to Washington expressly to clear up this point and he
asked Mr. Sllgh, who is a large furniture manufacturer at Grand Rapids,
Mich., if the buying agency arrangement would affect any other wood be-
sides spruce. The answer was in the negative. Tlie shipment of oak,
walnut, poplar and other woods is still subject to litense obtainalile from
the British Board of Trade, and the prices charged are matters of indi-
vidual arrangements.

Weights of Hardwood Lumber
A catalogue coming from a large firm of wood handlers in the West,

contains an interesting table of lumber weiglits based on estimated weight
of dry lumber per thousand feet. It is interesting in that several weights
are given which are not ordinarily given prominence in standard weight
tables. The list follows :

Pounds. Pounds
Genezero .•1,500 Panels, i/4 in 912
iTODbark 7,000 Panels. % in 1 205Koa :i,.'iOO Red Bean '...'...'.'.'.5,000
Laurel .^900 Red Cedar 3 500Mahogany .1,500 Spanish Cedar 3 500
Pa.'^o"'' 5.500 Spotted Gum 7000Prlmavera 3,500 Teak 41000

There Is appended herewith official standard weights of hardwood lum-
ber as adopted by the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United

States. This information Is not new, as the weights have been in use for

some time. It Is published merely as a matter of general interest.

Conditions. Lbs. per
Thickness. 1,000 ft. dry.

and thicker rough 3,500
and thicker. .

.' rough 2,600
and thicker rough 4,000
and thicker rough 4,000
and thicker rough 2,600
and thicker rough 2,800
and thicker rough 4,000
and thicker rough 2,800
and thicker rough 2,800
Bevel Siding 850

S2S 1,000
S2S 1,200
S2S 1,500

and thicker rough 3,200
and thicker rough 3,800
and thicker rough, red 3,300
and thicker rough, sap 3,100
Bevel Siding SIS 900
Drop Siding S2S 2,200
Flooring S2S 2,200
Ceiling S2S 850
Ceiling S2S 1,300
Ceiling S2S 2,000
Ceiling S2S 1,600

i" S2S 13/16", red 2,500
1" S2S 13/16", sap 2,350

Kinds of Wood.
Ash 1
Basswood 1
Beech 1
Birch 1
Buckeye 1
Butternut 1
Cherry 1
Chestnut 1
Cottonwood 1'

Cottonwood ^
Cottonwood %
Cottonwood Vi
Cottonwood %
Elm (soft) 1

Elm (rock) 1
Gum 1
Gum 1

Gum %
Gum l.S/16
Gum 13/16'
Gum %'
Gum H'
Gum %'
Gum
Gum
Gum
Hickory 1" rough 5,000
Hickory Axles and Reaches rough, dry 4.500
Hickory green 6,000
Hickory Rim Strips rough 5,000
Maple (soft)

.

Maple (hard) .

Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak

and thicker rough 3,000
and thicker rough 4,000
and thicker rough 3,900
thick rough 2.000
thick rough 2,200
thick rough 2,700
thick rough 3,200
and thicker

Oak Chair and Eurniture Stock. 1" and thicker 4.200
Oak Squares. 1" x 1" and larger 4,200
Oak Wagon Stock and Felloes dry 4.500
Oak Wagon Stock and Felloes green 6,000
Oak Plow Handle Strips rough 2,S00
Poplar 1" rough 1,600
Poplar %" rough 2,100
Poplar %" Bevel Siding S2S 850
Poplar %" Drop Siding S2S 2,000
Poplar Ceiling S2S 800
Poplar
Poplar
Poplar
Poplar
Poplar
Poplar

'.'.'.'. 13/i%'
1'

Svcamore 1'

Walnut 1'

Celling and Partition. . S2S 1,200
Celling and Partition. . S2S 1,500
Ceiling and Partition. . S2S 1,750
Ceiling and I'artition . . S2S 2,000

S2S to l.l/" 2,200
and thicker rough 3,200
and thicker rough 4,000

These weights have been established from actual tests. It has been
the accumulation of information received from different sections of the
country, showing the average weights of the different varieties of wood
and the different character of manufacture. Attests have been submitted
showing the tests to be absolutely acc\irate.

Railroad Records Broken
.\li previous records of .\merican railways for volume of traffic moved,

for earnings made, for expenses incurred and for taxes paid are rapidly
being broken, the Railway Age Gazette shows In an article in its current
issue, analyzing the results for the first five months of the calendar year

1917, which include the last results for which statistics are available. The
only records not being broken are those for net operating Income, which
shows a large decline as compared with 1910.

In the five months January to May, 1917, Class I roads—those earning
over $1,000,000 gross each—earned a total of $1,548,348,314. This was
an increase of $156,000,000, or 11.2 p.eT cent, over the same months of

11116 ; an Increase of $348,000,000, or 29 per cent, over the same months
of 1913, which was the banner year prior to 1910. and an Increase of 48.7
per cent over the same months of 1911.

Why Some Shipbuilders Prefer Wood
The following item concerning shipbuilding with .\ustraliaii woods is

particularly apropos at this time. It is from the Weekly Bulletin, Cana-
dian Department of Trade and Commerce

:

Owing to their great strength and lasting properties, New South Wales
hardwoods are particularly suitalile for shipbiiildiuK. Many of the coastal
rivers have bad .sandbars, and th<> continual luinipiiig when the vessels are
crossing is a severe trial. Nevertheless many coasters have been running
continuously for periods of 20 to 30 .vears and are still fit for service.
The harbor ferry service of Sydney, which Is very extensive. Is carried on
mostly by wooden steamers, ami preference is given to wood over steel
because it is better able to stand the strain of continual bumping. These
vessels are 200 to 300 feet long.
On account of their hardness New South Wales timbers are not so liable

to damage by marine insects as softwoods, and frci|iii'iitlv liulls are planked
to the waterline with hardwoods and the top sides linlshcd with softwoods.
Grown timber suitable for knees, crooks and frames can be supplied in large
quantities. Timbers tor small boats are now eiil out of spotted gum, a
species of lucalyptus, and this timber is now universally used where previ-
ously hickory and elm had to be imported. It is more lasting and bends
Just as readily when steamed.

Considerable quantities of timber suitable for keels have been shipped
to the Pacillc coast of North America during the last few years and the
trade is growing.

It might be Inferred from tlie foregoing that the criticism recently
heard of wooden ships—that they couldn't Btanil the strain of the open
sea—was not taken after considering the facts In the case.
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Canada's Lumber Output, 1916

The value of the lumber, lath, and sliingle output reported l>y 2,G09 mills

operating in Canada in 1916 was as follows : Lumber, $58,365,349 ; lath,

$1,743,940; shingles, $5,962,933; total, $66,072,222. In 1916 Canada

cut 3,490,550,000 feet board measure of lumber, a decrease of 9.2 per cent

from 191.5. The cut decreased in all the eastern Provinces and increased

in all the western Provinces as compared with 1915, British Columbia

making the most pronounced gain.

The following table of output and values shows that the average value

in 1916 was only 61 cents per thousand feet higher than in 1915. Oak
was much higher in value than an,v other wood, and spruce furnished the

largest yield.

1915 1916
Value Value
per per

Kinds of wood 1.000 ft. 1.000 ft. 1,000 ft. 1.000 ft.

Ash 9.047 $1S.71 6,516 $19.43
Balsam fir 233,521 14.25 180,349 14.86
Basswood 24,382 20.06 18,616 20.07
B^ech .-1,343 16.47 6,403 16.05
Birch S.-i,7:.:; 10.77 81,543 18.14
Cedar (;T..;i;(; 17.40 91,373 18.24
Douglas flr 4.-.:;. .134 11.76 574,626 14.04
Elm 23.79.J 19.10 15.750 20.61
Hemlock 238,992 13.69 177,354 14.57
Jack pine 31,283 15.39 37,929 17.20
Maple 47,418 17.89 32,402 19.73
Oak 3.166 28.36 3.149 29.39
Poplar 9.324 12.21 9,064 13.73
Red pine 122,387 18.03 61,633 19.07
Spruce 1,364,113 13.24 1,340,678 15.81
Tamarack 36,192 13.59 40,031 15.75
White pine 849,196 20.71 719,140 20.80
Yellow pine 35,166 13.02 92.698 15.70
All other 2,118 1,174

Total 3,842.676 $16.11 3,490,530 $16.72

Louisiana Railway Project
There is being considered by several Louisiana lumber companies a

railway project which promises to become an important factor of the trans-

portation system of the state. The plans embrace three so-called tap lines

and two unincorporated lumber roads, which it is proposed to consolidate

under one common carrier corporation. According to plans formulated,

the complete line will have its southern terminus at Kinder, where it will

connect with the Iron Mountain and Gulf Coast lines, whence it will

utilize the present line of the Kinder & Northwestern running north about

fifteen miles. New track will connect it with the present tracks of the

Industrial Lumber Compahy, which reach Elizabeth in a distance of about

eleven miles, with a branch to Oakdale of about twelve miles. Connection

will be made at Elizabeth with the Santa Fe, and at Oakdale with the

Santa Fe and Iron Mountain. Eight miles of the Industrial Lumber Com-
pany's tracks will be utilized north of Elizabeth. New construction four

and a half mile.s from this point will connect with the rails of the Louis-

iana Saw Mill Company, which run about fifteen miles northeast of Glen-

more, where connection is made with the Iron Mountain. From Glenmore
it will use the present tracks of the Glenmore & Western, which consists of

eleven miles north and east to a connection with the Iron Mountain at

Smith's Junction. From a point on this line a gap of three and one-half

miles to a connection with the Woodworth & Louisiana will be filled with
new track. By the last named line connection will be made with the Iron

Mountain at Woodworth, and with the Southern Pacific, the Chicago, Kock
Island & Pacific and the Texas & Pacific at Lamouri. The complete line

will be about ninety-five miles long and will have connections with six

trunk lines at various points

To Build Many Wooden Residences
One of the most extensive home-building projects that has ever been

undertaken in Wisc<msin is that at Beloit, where the Eclipse Home Makers,
a newly organized corporation, will erect 352 modern homes for employes
of the Fairbanks-Morse Company, besides a theater, club house for em-
ployes, and a number of store buildings. The average cost of the homes
themselves is estimated at about $3,000 and they will be built on modern
lines with a variety as to form, size, material and outside decorations as
well as to interior arrangement to suit the individual tastes of the pros-

pective tenants and occupants.

The work is being done this summer so that the new buildings will be
ready for occupancy by next winter. Wisconsin hemlock, maple and
birch are to be used in the construction, and the entire building project

will repre.sent an outlay of about $1,000,000. The men directing the

project have spared no pains or expense in handling the various prelim-
inary details, complete investigations having been made as to various
building materials as well as the utility and availability of different woods.

Testing a New Paint
The Paint Manufacturers' Association of the United States has under

way a series of successful tests with a new fire retardant paint, and is

co-operating with the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association for the
advocacy of this brand of paint, as a measure of fire prevention. Th'e label

has been trademarked by the paint association and will be used only by the
manufacturers licensed to make the fire resistant paint under the new
formula. Other organizations interested in the great problem of reducing
the financial losses by fire are also interested in the new paint.

=-< MISCELLANEOUS >=
The East Coast Shipbuilding Company has been incorporated at Booth-

bay, Me., with $200,000 capital stock.

The Morse Brothers Lumber Company has purchased the business con-

ducted heretofore by the Byrd-Matthews Lumber Company, Helen, Ga.
The Selma Box & Basket Company is organizing at Selma, Ala.

The Caflisch Lumber Company has succeeded to the business of the

Kuthbell Lumber Company, Albright, W. Va.

The Henderson Shipbuilding Company at Mobile, Ala., and the Hutton-
Sye Lumber Company. Monroeville, Ala., have incorporated.

The Proctor Furniture Company has been incorporated at Camden,
Ark., with a capitalization of $10,000.

Increase in Ciipital stock has been made hy Fulton-Conway & Co., of

Louisville, Ky.. to $150,000.
The Campbell Lumber Company, with headquarters at Bryan, O., has

succeeded the Stryker Boat Oar & Lumber & Mill Company at Stryker, O.

The capital of the Beaumont Lumber Company, Beaumont, Tex., has
been increased from .$125,000 to $200,000.

The Northwestern Lumber Company has moved from Eau Claire, Wis.,

to Stanley, Wis.

.1. W. Dunkley has been appointed receiver for the Standard Hardwood
Company, Ashridge, La.
The capital of the Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington, Ky., has

been decreased from $400,000 to $350,000.
The American Reed & Willow Furniture Company has been incorporated

at Boston, Mass., with a capital of $25,000.
At Pensacola, Fla., the Bagdad Shipbuilding Company has been in

corporated.

George A. Lang has been appointed receiver for the Four-in-One Man-
ufacturing Company at Mitehawaka, Ind.

The Liebke Lumber Company has been incorporated at Plaquemine,
La., and at Kansas City, Mo., the Peters-Dierks Lumber Company is a new
incorporation.

The H. Ehrlich & Sons Manufacturing Company, St. Joseph, JIo., has
increased its capital from .*;73,000 to $155,000.
Among recently incorporated shipbuilding concerns are : The Amer-

ican Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company, Beaufort, S. C, with a capital
of $320,000 : the Arundel Shipbuilding Company, Baltimore, Md. ; the
Housatonic Shipbuilding Company, Stratford, Conn.
The American Casket Company has been incorporated at Birming-

ham, Ala.

E. P. Futrell, I. B. Stacey. T. J. Spragins and R. F. Spragins are the
incorporators of the Futrell-Stacey Lumber Company, Jackson, Tenn.,
with a capital of $10,000.

The Interstate Folding Box Company, Middletown, O., has increased
its capital from $10,000 to $73,000.

< CHICAGO >-

The Mummert Lumber & Tie Company has been incorporated at
Chicago and opened an office at Hattiesburg, Miss.
The Union Cabinet Corporation, city, has filed an involuntary petition

in bankruptcy.

-V change is reported in the officers and stockholders of the Lord &
Bushnell Company, city.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed by the Inter-
national Aircraft Company, Chicago,

Tbe National Hardwood Lumber Association has just issued volume VI,
being the second edition of the 1917 compilation of the Consumers' Reg-
ister, which volume shows listings aggregating two billion feet of lumber.
The Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany Company, headquarters at New York.

N. Y., has dissolved corporation in the state of Illinois, continuing its

immense business in the East.

The American Cross-Arm Company, Chicago, has changed its name to
the American Lune Materials Company.

The death is announced of S. Walter Woodward, president and founder
of Woodward & Lothrop, Stockbridge, Mass.. which occurred on August 1.

Among the Memphis visitors in town this week was S. M. Nickey of
the Green River Lumber Company, and H. B. Weiss of George C. Brown
& Co.

The C. M. Kellogg Lumber Company, which has maintained an office in

the Fisher building for the past year and a half, has given up these quar-
ters and removed to the yard at Cairo. Mr. Kellogg desired to keep more
closely in touch with the yard end.

W. D. Johnston, president of the American Lumber & Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., spent a few days recently In Chicago in con-
nection with contracts which he is filling for the government. He is

supplying ship timber.

Mr. Shapiro of the Shapiro Antique Company, Detroit, Mich., stopped
in Chicago last week on his way to veneer mills in Wisconsin, where he
went to contract for supplies of quarter-inch veneers of beech, birch and
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maple. He is a manufacturer of handmade furniture, whicli lieretofore

he has made exclusively of mahogany. He was formerly located in Vir-
ginia.

H. B. Sale of Hoffman Brothers Company, Ft. Wayne, Ind., hit Chicago
twice this week on a business trip. He had only good words to say about
the trade and outlook for hardwoods.

D. E. Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills. Louisville. Ky., was in the
city during the week accompanied by Mrs. Kline. He also had a cheering
version of the state of trade.

Louis E. Doster, who is iloinj; a great tleal toward keeping E. C Atkins
& Co., Inc.. saw factories full of orders, spent the last half of the
week in the city. He is a constant traveler among the mills and fac-
tories, and says tlie only thing that is worrying hini from the manu-
facturers' standpoint is continued difhculty in getting enough log-cars to

keep the mills busy. If they don't cut lumber they don't need saws. Lou
recently returned from one pilgrimage into hitherto undeveloped fields,

during which his work took him back forty or fifty miles from the rail-

road. Selling saws is no child's play.

-< MEMPHIS >-
The hardwood situation is one of continued strength. Deniaml is rather

below the more recent average, but it is considerably ahead of normal for
this time of the year and there are very few members of the trade Avho
complain on the score of inability to sell anything they want to sell.

There is a ready outlet for practically everything on the hardwood list

and the general disposition is to e.xpect an increased demand and well sus-
tained prices. .Tust now manufacturing operations are being greatly re-

stricted by the shortage of cars for handling logs to the mills and this
reduction in manufacturing operations is coming at a time when stocks
are below rather than above normal. This means that relations between
supply and demand are becoming still further straineil. Business is re-

stricted somewhat liy inability to secure cars for handling outbound ship-
ments. The situation, in this respect, is rather less sjitisfactory than
recently. And it is suggested that it will become even worse during the
next few weeks, with the result that lumber interests, while foreseeing
a large demand at full prices, are reganling the future with both iloubts
and fears.

A very satisfactory deniaml is reported for ash and oak in all grades,
though there is some easing in the price of oak flitches. It is suggested
that the requirements of the government in the way of both plain and
quartered oak will be large and that ash will be taken in a big way by the
manufacturers of airplane parts. Gum goes well in the higher grades of
both red and sap, while there is an exceptionally aitive demand for the
lower grades used in box manufacture. Cotton wood is also eagerly taken
by the box makers. The latter say they are getting more business than
they can take care of and that their operations are limited i>nly by Ihe
supplies of raw material and not by the volume of business they would be
able to do if supplies were larger. A phenomenal call is noteil for wooden
C(mtainers of all sorts and the cooperage manufacturers are sharing in

some of the prosperity now being enjoyed by the manufacturers of boxes
and crates and other shipping packages. This means that they are using
large quantities of hardwoods, including oak. <'otton wood, elm and hickory.
Furniture and vehicle nianufacturi'rs of all sorts are in the market on a
pretty liberal scale and the big demand for trucks from the government
is linding relieclion in a large call tor hardwoods to be used in thi' manu
facture of the bodies for these. (Jovernment ordi'rs are expected to become
an increased factor in the hardwood situation, especially as soon as the
Southern Hardwood Emergency ISureau is given authority to look after
the needs of the government and gets actively down to the business of
finding where the hardwood lumber is and of distributing orders among
the manufacturers callable of taking care of the government's neeils.

C. L. Wheeler of ,1. W. Wheeler & Co., Memphis and Madison. Ark., and
the Pritchard-Wheeler Lumber Company, .Memiihis and Wisner, La., has
installed a seven-foot band mill at Oak (Jrove, La., which he is operating
for his own account under the name of the Oak Grovi' Lumber Company.
The mill and timber are located more than twelve miles from the railroad
and the output of the plant, principally oak, is being handled to the rail-

road by means of trucks.

It is announced that the Pritchard & Whecder Lumber C(unpany will
have Its new mill at Wisner, I,a., in operation by the middle of next month.
This plant has been in process of construction for several months under
the supervision of C. G. Kadel, formerly of the Kiel-Kadel I.uinber Com-
pany, who is general manager of the big new tirm. It is stated, however,
that the company will not proceed immediately with the building of the
second plant which was .scheduled for Bruin Lake, La., when it acquired
some 30,000 acres of Louisiana hardwood timber lands. The cost of ma-
chinery is so high that the time is not considered opportune for putting
up another plant.

Harry B. .\nderson. treasurer and attorney for the .\nderson-Tully Com-
pany, has been given a caiitainey in thi' ordnance department of the regu-
lar army of the United States following the complellon ot bis work at the
officers' reserve camp at Fort Oglelhorpe, Ga.. while K. .M. Diirnell of K. .1.

Darnell, Inc., has been oommissioneil a second lieutenant in the lield

artillery, ollicers' reserve corps. Mr. .\nderson weighed 207 pounds when
he left .Memphis, hut the training was so strenuous that he now tips the
beam at only 10,5 pounds. He Is a son of Col. S. B. Anderson, president
of the Anderson-Tully Company, among the largest box and lumber manu-

facturing companies in this part of the country. He is receiving the con-
gratulations of his many friends on the berth he has landed and is like-

wise coming in for much commendation because of his entrance into the
officers' training camp under the handicaps which he suffered.

Memphis lumbermen are also well represented in the second <ifficers'

training camp at Fort Oglethorpe, which will be opened August 27. The
lumbermen who will seek commissions are : R. .1. Welsh of Welsh Brothers ;

H. H. Clark, assistant sales manager of Penro<l. .Turden & McCowen. Inc..

and Edward Stanton, assistant secretary of the American Oak Manufac-
turers' Association. These gentlemen are ail of tine physique and are
expected to carry off some of the higher commissions when the tinal choice
is made.

H. P.. Weiss of George C. Brown & Co., R. L. Jurden, Penrod. .Turden

& McCowen, both of Memphis, and L. P. DuBose of the Lamb-Fish Lumber
Company. Charleston. Miss., will leave for Washington this week, where
they will, with the other three members of the Southern Hardwood
lOmergeney Bureau, seek to determine just what is expecte<l of this body
in the securing of the needs of the government in the way of hardwood
lumber. The Memphians are imbued with the idea that the bureau can be
very successful if given broad enough power and if competitive buying of
southern hardwood lumber for the various branches of the service ig

eliminated. They are anxious fo do all they can in behalf of the govern-
ment in carrying out its war preparations and its actual war measures
and the hope is exjiressi-d that it will be given the necessary authority to

make it a distinctly helpful fact<ir in the present emergency. E. E.
Myers will be in charge of the bureau as manager, with headquarters at
Washington, while Messrs. Weiss. .Turden ami DuBose and the other three
members will act in an ailvisory capacity.

John W. Mct^lure of the Bellgrade Lumber Company. Memphis, and
ihairmnn of the inspection rules ciunmittee of the National Hardwood
Lumber .\ssociation. has returned from Walloon Lake. Mich., where he
spent bis vacation. Mr. McClure reports that there is plenty of demand
for hardwood lumlu'r. but says that the distriburitux of cai-s ftu" ban
illing lumber shipments is quite inequitable and that much difficulty is

being encountered in securing cars f<ir shipping lumber.

Ralph Jurden of Penrod, Jurden & McCowen. Inc.. Memphis and Helena,
Ark., is authority for the statennuit that it is e.\tremely difflcult to go
ahead with manufacturing operations because of the inadequate car
service furnished by the St. Louis, Iron Mountain ,.*c Southern. He says
that it> is Impossible to get all the logs needed ami that ojierations are
necessarily more or less intermittent and irregular. Other lirms having
mills on the Iron Mountain are likewise having nmeb difficulty in keep-

ing their plants going, so much so that, as a matter <if fact, quite a num-
ber of them are closed down.

R. II. Ltarneli of R. J. Darnell. Inc.. reports quite extensive improve-
ments umler way in the yards ami handling facilities at Batesville, Miss.,

where the lirm operates a big donbb* band mill. Conttrete alleyways are
being built and everything will be done that can contribute to a reduction

in the cost of handling lumber from the saw to the car, including the use
of the gravity system. Motor power will be used as far as possible and the
tirm hopes to have model yards ami facilities wh<'U it is through with the
idaiis now in ermti>mplation.

-< BUFFALO >
Nje Hari'ison Farnbam, for several years the traveling representative of

the .Mowtiray & Robinson Company of Cincinnati. In western New York
and Canada, died on August .*» in the Buffalo General Hospital. While on
his vacation with ills wife and two daughters he contracted pneumonia,
which proved fatal. He was born in Addison, N. Y., October 28, 1875.
.\tter completing his elementary studies he entered Cornell University,

grailuating in l.Hlt.K. He then entered the lumlier business and for two
years was in Minnesota. Iteturning to Buffalo, be worked for several years
with the former Empire Lumber Company. Later be was with the Interior
l.umlM.'r Ctuupany. Memphis. Tenn.. and had been for several years with the
Cincinnati company. Besides his tinmediate family be is survived by his
liarents. .Mr. and Mrs. George W. Farnham. and a lirotlier, Fred S.

Farnham.
John N. Scatcherd, a veteran member of the Buffahi hardwood trade,

and former operator of a large yard here, was married on .\ugust 7 to
Mrs. Loiis Loring Ilorton of Orange, N. J. The ceremony was performed
in Westminster Church by the assistant pastor, the Rev. W. H. Benham.
.Mr. Scatcherd has many friends among lumbermen of the country and was
at one time |iresident of the National Hardwood Lumber .Vssoclation.

The Atlantic Lumber Company is carrying an unusually large supply of
hardwoods at present. Lumber is lieing piled in every available portion of
the yard and s|iace is getting to be at a premium.
The last factory of I'"itzpatrick & Weller, Salamanca. N. \'., was burned

on .\ugust 0. with a loss of .$7,000, including KO.iiiio last block.-;.

The candidacy of A. J. Klias for mayor of Buffalo is lieing pushed by his
frieuds and with a good possibility of his receiving the nomination. .Mr.
lUias is having little compi'tition in the race so tar, though it is expected
that the present mayor will run again. The campaign is ex|>ected to tune
up in the near future. The local hardwood trade is already represented by
one of its uiemiiers on the city council, A. W. Kniiibeib.r. and would be
glad to see Mr. Ellas associated with him.

This is the vacation season at the hardwood yards, as is shown by the
number who have either been away or arc about to start on their trips.
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J. B. Wall is now in the Adirondacks for a two weeks' stay. M. M. Wall

has gone on a motor trip through lower New York and Pennsylvania in a

new Stearns car. W. A. Perrin is spending a vacation at the Perrin farm

at Conesus Lake. B. E. Darling has been spending about two weeks at

Brocton, N. Y. H. L. Vetter has returned from two weeks at Flndlay Lake,

N. Y. J. D. McCallum is putting in a vacation at Watkins Glen, N. Y.

There are very few disciples of the "All work and no play" principle among
the hardwood men of Buffalo and the automobile and country road

have appealed strongly during the past month, without serious detriment

to business.

:< PITTSBURGH >-.

The Allegheny Lumber Company reports prices firm, but business very

quiet. In general, it reports that the trade is confined to inquiries and

orders from manufacturing concerns.

P. M. Frampton, president of the Frampton-Poster Lumber Company,
announces that he has not taken a vacation since he went in business, and

says he sees no sign of any in sight this year. His hardest job just now is

to refrain from taking orders, especially for oak bill stuff.

R. C. Herrmann, sales manager of the Duquesne Lumber Company, re-

ports that corporations are buying hardwood only for immediate needs, and
are not figuring on 1918 contracts. Some nice bills of lumber are being

figured, however, for industrial concerns which are building up new towns.

The E. H. Sbreiner Lumber Company announces the usual grist of

troubles this month, and says that buyers in general are in a little worse

form than usual so far as being willing to place large orders is concerned.

Prices, however, are reported very good in all lines.

Ernest Ryman of Wapwallopen, Pa., has bought a large tract of hard-

wood timber known as the Smith property near that place, for ?20,000,

and will cut it off soon.

The Central Pennsylvania Lumber Company is trying to increase Its

force at its new mill near Sheffield, Pa., but finds it very hard to get good
labor and teams.

W. M. Creal of Warren, Pa., has started to cut off a nice tract of timber

near that place, and will have an operation lasting several months.

About 200.000 feet of hardwood lumber will be cut by John Balzer from
the Hewitt tract of timber near Enterprise, Pa., which is one of the best

lots of hardwood left in western Pennsylvania.

Lawrence Luther of Ebenshurg, Pa., sold to the Pennsylvania Coal and
Coke Corporation last week 165 acres of timber near Ebenshurg, which
is expected to produce 1,000,000 feet of hardwood lumber that will be used

for props and ties in the Moss Creek mines.

President J. N. Wollett of the Aberdeen Lumber Company is firm in his

belief that prices of gum and Cottonwood are going to take a brace after

September 1. Stocks of these woods are not large, according to Mr. Wool-

lett, and the fall car shortage will greatly reduce the prospects of consum-
ers getting this lumber promptly or cheaply.

•<, BOSTON >=
The Buttrick Lumber Company, Waltham, Mass., has been reorganized.

Wm. J. Barry remains general manager. The style of the new firm is the

Buttrick Lumber Corporation ; authorized capital, $100,000. C. F. Stone
is president and J. A. McGlinchy treasurer.

Charles S. Wentworth, for many years one of the leading hardwood
dealers of Boston, has received commission as major and been assigned to

tile regular 11. S. army.
The Connecticut Mill & Lumber Company, New London, Conn., has been

incorporated with capital of $50,000 to manufacture principally lumber and
timbers for marine construction.

Horace H. Atherton of Saugus, Mass., died recently at his home. He
retired some years ago from the Atherton-Guilford Lumber Company of
Lynn, which has been succeeded by the Guilford Lumber Company, He
had served in many important state and municipal oflSces and is survived
by his son, Horace H. .Vtherton, Jr.

The Imperial Lumber Company of Boston has incorporated for $25,000,
R. H. Goode continuing as manager and treasurer of the corporation with
J. C. Heyer of Boston, president.

The New England Lumber Company of Boston upon its removal to a
new suite of oflices at 10 High street has embraced a number of changes
in its personnel. Herbert W. Bowler has withdrawn entirely from the
company ; W. F. Birnie. late of D. Birnie & Sons of Portland, Me., and
H. R. McKenney of Boston became active in the representation of the firm
In New England.
A storage shed and contents were destroyed on the yard of John Mitchell

at Hull by a recent fire entailing loss of $12,000. The cause of the fire

Is reported to be incendiary.

=•< BALTIMORE >=
One of the recent visitors in Baltimore was Frank F. Fee of the Fee-

Crayton Lumber Company, Dermott, Ark., and one of the leading members
of the National Lumber Exporters' Association. Mr. Fee was here on
August 11 and conferred at considerable length with Secretary Dickson in

regard to various problems connected with exports. He was on his way to
New Y'ork to look after some sliipments intended for Europe that had been
held up.

Kidd & Buckingham, who conduct a hardwood yard on Ridgely street,

at the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, have just completed a Molloy shed on
the new tract acquired by them on the other side of Ridgely street as an
addition to their facilities. This new yard will about double the area they

occupy. They report trade quite active.

According to the report of Building Inspector Byrne, the declared value

of the new buildings for which permits were issued during July was
$598,980, with $64,135 more for additions and $117,200 for alterations, a

total of $780,315. The showing is an improvement over some of the

recent months and indicates a return of confidence, but still falls far

below the totals for normal years and reflects the extent of the handicap
caused by the high prices of materials and labor upon the activities of

the contractors.

The Mann Yacht Building Company of this city has been reorganized
as the Mann Shipbuilding Company and has secured a 35-acre tract of land
from the South Baltimore Harbor Improvement Company at Curtis Bay for

a yard, where some of the vessels contracted for by the government to

meet the need of merchant vessels will be built. The company has ob-

tained contracts for five or six of the new vessels, and work on them will

be commenced as soon as possible.

Word has been received here of the sinking of the Steamer Quernmore,
of the Johnston Line, from Baltimore to Liverpool, by a submarine. The
Quernmore is the last of the Johnston Line vessels, all others having fallen

victims to U-boats. Like the rest, she was one of the most important of

the lumber carriers, and on her last trip had a quantity of lumber for

Liverpool.

=-< COLUMBUS y-
Columbus wholesalers and dealers received rush orders for approxi-

mately 3,000,000 feet of yellow pine for the completion of the federal army
cantonment being erected at Chillicothe. In order to get the lumber out as

quickly as possible it was prorated among the wholesalers and retailers of

the Buckeye capital. The building of the cantonment is being rushed in

order to have it ready for the drafted army early in September.
As an evidence of a revival of large building operations in the country,

D. C. Meehan, president of the Pyrono Process Company, Columbus, maker
of fireproof doors, reports the receipt of an order for several thousand
doors for the Commodore hotel, to be erected near the New Y^ork Central
Station, New York.

Because of the woqderful success of the junket of lumbermen, following
the annual meeting of the Ohio Association of Lumber Dealers, many
inquiries are being received asking if another trip will be held. Some of
the lumbermen who took the trip are urging that another trip include a
visit to the Pacific coast. D. R. Winn of the Winn Cypress Company, who
was chiefly responsible for the trip, will canvass the situation to see if

another junket is desired.

The Hay & Ratcliffe Lumber Company is a recent addition to the lumber
industry of Columbus. It is composed of L. L. Hay, who was formerly in

the lumber business in Seattle and conducted a jobbing concern in Colum-
bus for the past six months, and F. M. Ratcliffe. The offices of the com-
pany are located at 723 Columbus Savings and Trust building. The con-
cern handles principally hardwoods and cypress. Some yellow pine and
shingles are also handled. Mr. Hay says conditions are fairly good and he
looks for a better trade during the fall months.
The H. D. Brasher Lumber Company has acquired a large long leaf mill

at Glenden, Ala., which is now being put into shape tor operation. H. D.
Brasher, head of the company, has been on the ground for some time
superintending the work. It is planned to manufacture 4x4 exclusively.
The same concern acquired a mill at -Ackerman, Miss., which is now in
operation.

The John Dulweber Company of Cincinnati has disposed of its property
in that city to the Stratemeyer Lumber Company, which will take posses-
sion about September 1. The Dulweber company will probably go to
Memphis, Tenn. A large band mill and big acreage have just been ac-
quired by the Dulweber company at Ponte Coupee Parish, La., and a mill
near Lottie. About 50,000,000 feet of timber were obtained with the tract.

S. A. Conn, veteran lumberman of Cincinnati, died recently at the
.Augustana Hospital, Chicago, 111., from an operation. He was buried at
his old home at Georgetown, O. The deceased was sixty years old.

E. H. Hammond, traveling lumber salesman, has filed a petition in
bankruptcy. He owes notes amounting to $5,915 and has no assets.

Involuntary proceedings in bankruptcy have been brought against the
I'rimble Cypress Company of Cincinnati. The petitioning creditors, W. W.
Moss, trustee in bankruptcy of the H. H. Hitt Lumber Company, Decatur.
Ala. ; the Waldsteln Lumber Company, St. Louis, Mo. ; and the Rlggs
Cypress Company, Patterson, La., set up the claims for $472.36, $1,077.71,
and $674.61, respectively.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company, reports a good demand
for hardwoods, although the vacation season has held up buying to some
extent. Just now the best feature is the demand from box, furniture and
implement concerns. Prices are firm and no cutting is reported. Ship-
ments are coming out fairly well.

The Boulevard Lumber & Supply Company, Columbus, has been incor-
porated with a capital of $10,000. The incorporators are W. H. and

Orpha D. Whissen, P. H. Robert and Darline S. Earhart.
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WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter sawatf

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAR
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ARUNGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

Jackson & Tindle
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4/4 to 12/4 All Grades

Well assorted stock

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, & 8/4 No. 3
Hardwood

Mills at PELLSTON, MICH.
MUNISING, MICH.
JACKSONBORO, ONT.

Main Office

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send your inquiries to

SALES OFFICE: 303-304 Murray Building

Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Pioneer Lumber & Coal Co., Pioneer, O., has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $15,000. The incorporators are Ralph W. Sprague,

Elmer Myers, Emma Myers, Bert E. Wing and Bert P. Sprague.

The Portsmouth Veneer and Panel Company will close its business and
cease operation after September 15.

< CLEVELAND >
The Reserve Lumber Company has Increased Its capital stock to $50,000,

according to J. V. O'Brien, its secretary. The company handles lumber

and builders' supplies.

Illustrating the dubious outlook In the matter of lumber transportation

the Federal Box Company has just purchased between three and four

acres of land on West Third street for the purpose of augmenting its

present stocks of lumber, which already amount to a value of $70,000.

The stocks already on hand are sufficient to last through the greater

part of next year, but the company will continue to prepare itself for

the worst that may happen between now and the dawn of normal con-

ditions again. Another reason for laying in such large stocks is the

contemplated establishment of a new box factory in a nearby city. Com-
plete plans have not been announced as yet.

In order to aid in solving the building problem, which is becoming
acute, the Cody Helper Company is starting fifty frame dwellings of four

rooms each on Cut road, in the cast end factory district. If these are

a success 100 more will be erected and if the 100 seem to fill the expected

need, arrangements will be made to raise the next increment to 300. Sev-

eral other projects are afoot to solve the housing problem, which is

acute. The apathy of the wood construction people in this regard is

giving the fireproof interests an opportunity to experiment in the single

dwelling field.

=-< CINCINNATI >=
F. R. Gartd, assistant to the president of the Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association of the United States is in Memphis on business. On August 24
the Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau met here, and August 2.'i there
will be a conference of the Open-Competition Plan Committee.

The Dayton-Wright Airplane Company has purchased the three-story
factory building in Miamisburg from the Enterprise Carriage Company,
and will remodel it at once for the establishment of a branch factory
for the manufacture of airplane parts. The deal involves approximately
$125,000. The need of additional space, despite the completion of new
buildings, in this city is given as the reason for the purchase.
The Sherrill-Russell Lumber Company, Paducab, Ky., has filed amended

articles of incorporation.

Fifty-two miles of wooden water pipe are being laid in the Camp Meade
Baltimore grounds, the national army camp near Annapolis. These pipes
are from the Pacific coast and working men have come with them to super-
vise the laying. The pipe is made of California redwood. It Is put through
a special process after the pipe is sawed out of large trees. Four storage
tanks, each capable of holding 100,000 gallons of water, are being con-
structed at the camp out of wood. The reason that wood is being used
is stated to be that the government wants to save every bit of steel and
galvanized iron for ships.

Involuntary bankruptcy proceedings were instituted In the United
States district court recently against the Trimble Cypress Company. The
petitioning creditors are W. W. Moss, as (rustec iu bankruptcy of the

M. H. Hitt Lumber Company, Decatur, Ala. ; the Waldstein Lumber Com-

pany, Patterson, La. They set up unsecured claims for $472.36, $1,077.71

:ind $674.61, respectively. It is charged the respondent company is in-

solvent within the meaning of the bankruptcy act. . and that it com-

mitted an act of bankruptcy in transferring a tract of timber land in

Washington Parish, La., to J. G. Trimble with intent to prefer him over

other creditors.

George H. and Harry D. Riemeler, doing business as the Riemeier Lum-
ber Company, Cincinnati, have filed their petition in United States dis-

trict court for discharge in bankruptcy.

Striking lumber and mill workers extended their fight for an eight-hour

i!ay by calling for a strike in all the mills in' Wasbiugtun and Oregon,

according to advices received here. This action was the result of the

failure of the negotiations between mill owners and labor union repre-

sentatives, held under the auspices of the State Council of Defense. Lum-
lier operators have assured the government of tbeir ability to furnish

:;00,000,000 feet of spruce for airplane construction within the next

fifteen months, if the nation should need that much.

Secretary Baker, acting for the Council of National Defense, urged in

recent telegrams acceptance of the eight-hour day as a basis for the settle-

ment of the strike. He appealed to the patriotism of the lumbermen and

said that every foot of lumber that can be produced now is necessary for

the prosecution of the war. He urged both employers and employees to

settle tbeir differences.

—< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce last week published a statement

iu defense of the retail lumber companies of the city, which had been

charged by malicious rumors of having charged exorbitant prices for ma-

terials that were sold to the government for construction work at Fort

Tcnjamin Harrison. Rumors were current in Indianapolis that all kinds

of irregularities had existed in meeting the government's demands at the

fort. About 6,000,000 feet of dimension stock was sold to the government

and practically every retail firm in Indianapolis joined in a co-operative

movement to supply the government's needs in record time. The lumber-

men were so successful in getting lumber delivered that they were praised

highly by government and army officials alike. The statement issued by

the chamber of commerce refuted the graft rumors and since its publication

the discussion of the su'oject has been dropped.

Hixon W. Davis, a prominent lumberman of Sullivan, Ind., died last

week following a long illness. Until he was forced to retire on account of

his health, he operated the Sullivan Planing Mills. Mr. Davis was vice-

president of the Sullivan .National Bank and was president of the Sullivan

County Building and Loan Company. He was born in Sullivan county,

Ind., and spent his entire life there. He is survived by a widow and two
si'US.

The Rochester Lumber Company of Rochester. Ind., has been incorpo-

i;ite(l with capitalization of $20,000. The incorporators are Wirt M.
llazeu, Henry I. Isbcll and J. Albert Herbster.

The White River Lumber Company of South Bend, Inil., has increased

its capitalization from J5,000 to $20,000.

The Ilayslett Solid Shade Roller Manufacturing Company of Plymouth,
Ind., has been incorporated with a capitalization of $50,000 to manufac-
ture wooden rollers. The directors of the company are Edgar Ilayslett,

I'rosper A. Ball, Francis E. Gam. Charles H. Glaub, Jacob E. Kubtz,
G. W. Anglin, and James A. Sweeney.

I. L. Andres of Shelbyville, Ind.. has been appointed manager of the
Rushville Furniture Company of Rushville, Ind. Mr. .\ndres had been
connected with the Rushville company before he moved to Shelbyville a
few years ago.

=^ EVANSVILLE >-=
Mertice E. Taylor, secretary of the Bvansvillc Lumbermen's Club, has

resigned his position with Maley & Wertz, hardwood lumber manufacturers
of this city and has taken a position with the Burroughs .\dding .Machine
Company. He will travel over a large territory for this company. For
the past four years Mr. Taylor was cashier of Maley & Wertz and he en-
joys a wide acquaintance among the lumber manufacturers and retail

dealers of this city and they all wish him success in his new position. Mr.
Taylor has turned the secretaryship of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club
over to William S. Partington of Maley & Wertz and It Is probable that
at the next regular meeting of the club Mr. Partington will be selected
permanent secretary of the organization.

George O. Worland, secretary and treasurer of the Evansville 'Veneer
Company, is recovering from a vicious attack made upon him in his office

several days ago. While engaged in his office two strange young men
entered and inquired for a certain employe of the company. The young
nien said they were from the local recruiting office for the United States
army and said they wanted to take the employe with them, also to collect
a fee for his examination. Mr. Worland suspected that the men were trying
to work some fiini-flam game and ordered them from the ofHce and at this
one of them hit him. Mr. Worland struggled with flie men from the office
out into the street and delivered some good blows on them and finally they
liroke away and ran up the street. Mr. Worland received some bodily
bruises and also hurt his arm, which he was forced to carry In a sling for
several days. One .voung man was arrested.

All Tkrae of U« Will B« Benefited if Yon Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Mr. Worland reports that business has been good all summer and he is

looking for a very nice fall and winter trade. The company's large plant

here has been operating on full time for the past several months, and In

spite of the war, business has gone ahead just the same.

W. V. Dixon, manager of the Evansville Bookcase and Table Company,
has returned from a trip to .Atlantic City, N. J., having been accompanied
by Mrs. Dixon and son George.

The Rochester Lumber & Coal Co., Rochester, Ind., recently filed articles

of incorporation with the secretary of state, the purpose of the company
being to buy and sell lumber and building materials. Its capital stock is

$20,000 and the directors are Wirt M. Hazen, Henry I. Isbell and J. Albert

Herbster.

Early in September the members of the Evansville Furniture Manufac-
turers' .A.ssociation will go to Tell City, Ind., where they will be the guests

of the members of the Tell City Furniture Manufacturers' Association. An
old-fashioned barbecue will be given and a good time is In store for the

Evansville men. The local association has for several years been enter-

tained once a year in grand fashion by the Tell City manufacturers. A. P.

Fenn, one of the leading furniture and veneer manufacturers of Tell City,

is on the committee of arrangements this year.

Charles M. Frisse, secretary and treasurer of the GIobe-Bosse-World
Furniture Company, has returned from a bu.siness trip to Indianapolis and
the northern part of the state.

Charles A. Wolflin, who is in charge of the West Side Lumber Company,
reports the retail business is picking up nicely and that the outlook for fall

trade is good.

=< LOUISVILLE >=

-Amended articles of incorporation were recently filed by the Holly Ridge
Lumber Company of Louisville, increasing the capital stock of the company
from $150,000 to $250,000 in order to take care of increased operations
and additional plants at Meeker and Monroe, La., which have been pur-

chased within the year. The amendment was signed by W. A. Watts, L. H.
Wymond, E. B. Norman, W. 1. Wymond, L. H. Wymond and others.

A great deal of labor will be released shortly due to the completion of
Camp Taylor, at Louisville, the first of the cantonments to be completed.
Major Lamphere, in charge of the construction, announced a few days ago
that the original units would be completed on August 25, and that the
additional buildings would all be finished by September 1, Mason & Hanger,
the general contractors, being about a week ahead of their schedule on
completing the camp. .4bout 8,000 or more men have been employed

within the past few weeks, and with the release of these men the local

manufacturers expect to be in good shape on the labor situation. Many
men left lumber plants, planers, etc., for the camp, and labor has been so

scarce that all building was sidetracked until the camp was completed.
Harry C. Inmau of the Inman Panel & Veneer Company and Mrs. Inman,

liiimerly Miss Margaret Elizabeth Kline, are back from a honeymoon,
li:iving recently been married at Chautauqua, N. T. Mr. Inman states

that much delay has been met with in getting the machinery into the com-
pany's new plant at Louisville, but that operations will start shortly.

The Lucas E. Moore Stave Company of New York and New Orleans
has leased the Edward Dow ling Cooperage Works, Lexington. Ky., and
will manufacture white oak rum puncheons for the West India trade.

Harry A. McCoy of Lexington has been placed in charge of the Lexington
branch, which will employ about thirty men.

Witli a capital of $10,000 and a debt limit of $100,000 the Fibercraft

Chair Company of Frankfort, Ky., has been incorporated to manufacture
chairs, furniture and woodenware. The incorporators are Ell H. Brown,
Jr., Charles Irion and A. H. Foley.

E. B. Ford of the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company recently returned from
Grand Rapids, where he spent a few days in connection with the com-
pany's exhibits at the furniture show, where a dimension exhibit was
featured.

The military movement is taking a large number of the most promising
youngsters out of the Louisville hardwood companies ; six of the boys at

the C. C. Mengel ofllce have been ordered to report for the next reserve

camp at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis, on August 27. These six

men are E. B. Ford, William Johnson, Culver Vaughn, E. C. Kornfeldt, Sam
C. Mengel and Ferd Graham. The Roth Lumber Company is sending
Walter Cumnock, while Avery Robinson is leaving Chess & Wymond, and
Mark Wymond has applied for a commission. Several men have already
received commissions following training at the first camp, among whom
were John Miller of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company, first lieu-

tfuant ; J. R. Green of the same company, second lieutenant ; W. P.

(_'lancy, Louisville Point Lumber Company, first lieutenant, and Holmes
Christian, son of Tom Christian, sales manager of the Wood-Mosaic Com-
pany, New .\lbany, Ind., second lieutenant. George F. Sengel of Phil

Sengel & Son, operators of the Gambrinus Cooperage Company, received a
lieutenant's commission.

The Turner, Day & Woolworth Handle Company has started work on a
branch hickory handle plant at Lafayette, a few miles from HopklnsvUle,
Ky. The latter plant is in charge of B. C. Grain, while Charles C. Craln,

his son, will have charge of the new plant. The company has also an-
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E. A. Mercadal Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND COMMISSION
953 National Life Bldg., CHICAGO

Northern Hardwoods Southern Hardwoods

3 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. &.

Better Birch

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. &
Better Birch

5 cars 1" No. 3 Maple

1 car 1" No. 2 Birch

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Com. Oak
1 car 4/4 No. 2 Com. Oak

1 car 4/4 Fas Tupelo Gum
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common

Tupelo Gum
2 cars No. 2 Merchantable

Hemlock
2 cars 1x4 Merchantable

Hemlock Strips

1 car 1" Fas Basswood
Strips

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

(WHITE OAK)

LENOX LOGS
KENTUCKY SOFT TEXTURED

White Oak, Poplar

HARDWOODS

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.

nounced that it will move its plant at East London, Ky., to some other

district, having purchased practically all of the timber in the district.

The Kentucky Elver Hardwood Company and the Mowbray & Robinson

Company recently closed a deal at Quicksand, Ky., which involved a lot

of logging equipment and hardwood timber tributary to the plants of the

llowbray company, and which should add to the mill output considerably

in production capacity. For several years the Mowbray company has been

buying a lot of timber from the hardwood company, delivered In the

Mowbray pond, while the hardwood company logged a lot of timber owned

by the Mowbray company. In the new deal the Mowbray company takes

over about fifty miles of 42-inch railroad, the logging equipment, and bal-

ance of standing timber belonging to the Kentucky Kiver Hardwood Com-

pany, and in the future will operate the entire woods end of its business.

This deal has not increased the stumpage owned by Mowbray Interests to

any great extent, but should increase the mill capacity. The company Is

undertaking some big developments in eastern Kentucky, and has mills-at

West Irvine, Viper and several thousand acres of timber.

C. H. Willett of the W. R. Willett Lumber Company is back from a

lumber buying trip to the South, having visited mills in a number of

districts.

Work has been started by the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company on

remodeling its office, and when completed the company will have an office

of real beauty and paneled in some fine specimens of hardwoods such as

handled by the concern.

W. H. Stubbs, Canadian representative of the Card Lumber Company,
Chattanooga, was recently in Louisville on his return from a trip to the

mill, and attended a meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club. Mr. Stubbs,

who a few weeks ago talked before the club on the lumber situation In

Canada, was called on again, and discussed conditions at some length.

He stated that the company's mills are busy, but are behind on getting out

and shipping orders. The company is expecting some trouble this winter

with car shortage and embargoes, but at the present time conditions are

good. In Canada business at the present time is fine, but would be much
better except for the labor shortage, high-class woodworkers being very

scarce, a larger percentage of skilled men having entered the army than

of unskilled ones. This has hit the piano trade very hard, and one large

piano manufacturer has been importing piano cases from the states, paying

a thirty per cent duty, and a seven per cent war tax. This manufacturer
lost thirty-seven men out of his woodworking shop alone, and was almost
compelled to close the department, it being impossible to replace the

hands with skilled material. Other Industries have lieen hit just as hard,

even the contractors being up against a serious labor .shortage.

R. R. May, secretary of the Louisville Hardwood Club and manager of

the Louisville branch o( the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, has
been wrangling with the insurance companies for several days over the

complete loss of a fine new six-cylinder Bulck car, which was totally de-

molished by unknown parties who stole the car from Walnut street, while

Mr. May was attending a meeting of the club at the Seelbach. Leaving the

hotel shortly after 9 o'clock he found that the car was missing, although

it was left under lock on Walnut street between Third and Fourth. The
police department late at night notified him that the car had been found
on the Shelbyville road, smashed beyond recognition in a collision with a
bridge abutment. No trace of the thief has been found.

According to one of the local newspapers, Col. V. C. Mengel, head of

the Mengel Box Company and connected with the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Com-
imny, is very much elated over having cut his golf game and having
r( cently made an even hundred on the Louisville Country Club course. The
newspapers In commenting on the event said : "He was more excited than
when the Germans sank one of his ships off the coast of France. He
onlercd Charlie to see that there was not a dry throat in the clubhouse;
went home and raised the servants' wages, subscribed for two golf maga-
zines and arranged bis business so that in the future it would not interfere

with his playing golf seven days a week."

L. K, Kirtley of Lebanon, Ind., is endeavoring to sell a modern wood-
working plant, equipped for manufacturing chairs and kitchen cabinets.

This plant is equii)ped with all modern machinery, has good railroad and
interurban connection, steam heat, electric lights and is ready for
operation.

.Vnnouncement was made last week of the resignation of Fred M.
;5ackett, president of the Board of Trade, who was recently appointed
Federal Food Commissioner of Kentucky by President Wilson. .7. W.
Oliver, vice-president of the board, has been elected president, and the
olher officers all moved up a notch.

With the departure of the coal handling fleets on the Ohio river it

develops that many of the old tugs used for handling coal barges are now
handling logs and lumber, and while the river ha.s been going down for
ten years so far as tonnage handling is concerned, there Is a possibility
that lumber concerns will use it more and more due to the car shortages,
embargoes, and fact that boats are available for handling lumber. The
Karrett fleet of six boats, formerly used for towing coal. Is now handling
logs and lumber almost exclusively, and the Jim Woods is towing lumber
and logs out of Cairo. Many of the old boats have been sold by the coal
companies into the western trade or the Mississippi river trade, and river
rhal is now going largely by rail, and the Pittsburgh demand is such that
there Is small chance of coal from the upper river coming West or South
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by water. However, the government bas greatly improved the river, and

a few days ago an artificial stage was used to bring a lot of coal down
to Cincinnati. Although the coal companies may not use the river much
in the future, it is possible that more lumber may eventually use the river

form of transportation.

=•< ARKANSAS >=
The Chess & Wymond Company is moving a big stave mill to Roast-

ing Ear Creek, four miles southeast of Big Flat, near Mountain View,
Ark., where it recently purchased a half million feet of white oak timber

from the government. The timber on the tract will be worked up into

staves.

The Cleburne County Lumber Company's plant at Heber Springs, Ark.,

was destroyed by Are on August 12. The loss is placed at $6,000 with
no insurance.

The Arkansas Cooperage Company is now operating its new plant at

Brinkley. J. M. Meyers of Paragould is president, and H. J. Goepinger
secretary and treasurer.

The Piggott Handle Company of Piggott, Ark., has been dissolved, after

several years of successful operation.

The Hartwell Handle Company, with main offices at Chicago Heights,

111., has purchased the handle plant at Brinkley, Ark., which was formerly
operated by J. K. Jackson. The name of the concern has been changed
to the Brinkley Handle Works, and the capacity will be increased.

The Whitehall Cooperage Company has moved its cooperage plant from
Whitehall to Georgetown.

J. W. Maxwell has arranged to build a spoke and stave factory at

Eldorado, Ark.

The box factory of James N. Petrie at Rector, Ark., is being over-

hauled and enlarged. This plant has enjoyed a heavy demand for boxes

and crates during the past few weeks.

C. K. Elliott & Company have purchased about 4.000 acres of fine hard-

wood timberland in the Saline river valley, and are erecting a sawmill

of a daily capacity of 25,000 feet, which will be ready for operation

about September 1. The company will maintain its office at Risbn, and
the shipments will be made from Eison and Dwight. The timber is made
up of different varieties of southern hardwoods, particularly oak, gum
and hickory.

The Eckhardt & Lennon Company of Wilmot, Ark., has recently been

organized to engage in the manufacture of staves and heading. The
officers of the company are H. E, Eckhardt, president ; G. I. Prigmore,

vice-president, and Stephen Lennon, secretary and treasurer.

The Mount Olivet Stave Company's plant at Batesville, which has
been closed down for the past thirty days while undergoing repairs, has
again started operations with increased capacity.

About sixty employes of the Miller Lumber Company at Marianna
are included in the first draft for the National Army, according to C.

N. Houck, secretary and treasurer of the company. The drafting of

these men will work considerable hardship upon the company.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
The Lovett & Pierce Lumber Company, Rhlnelander, Wis., has increased

its capital stock from $40,000 to $75,000.

The Janesville Products Company, Janesville, Wis., formerly the Wis-
consin Carriage Company, has purchased the entire business of the

Skudder Car Manufacturing Company, Chicago, maker of children's vehi-

cles, and has consolidated the plants at Janesville. The manufacture of

carriages and sleighs will be discontinued. A production of 100,000 carts

is planned for the first year. R. E. Wisner is general manager.

The Manitowoc Shipbuilding Company, Manitowoc, Wis., is advertising

throughout the Middle West for 1,500 additional operatives. The com-
pany now employes about 1,600 workmen.
The American Auto Body Company, Milwaukee, has been incorporated

with $40,000 capital by David J. Borun, L. L. Gridley and Henry E.

Bradley to manufacture all kinds of passenger and commercial car bodies.

Andrew R. Week, secretary-treasurer of the John Week Lumber Com-
pany, Stevens Point, Wis., who died August 3 at Hollywood, Cal., left an
estate of $250,000. His will bequeaths $26,000 to various educational

and religious institutions and charities. Mr. Week never married and the
remainder of the estate is divided among bis brothers and sisters.

The Roddis Lumber & Veneer Company, Marshfiold, Wis., has increased

its timber holdings to approximately 30,000 acres by purchasing 7,100
acres in Iron county, Wisconsin. This insures a supply sufficient to keep

the Roddis sawmill at Park Falls and the veneer works at Marshfield

busy for twenty years or more. The timber lands are situated in Ashland
and Iron counties, and consist principally of hardwood and hemlock.

What is considered the most modern planing mill in the country has
just been placed in operation at Antigo, Wis., by the Langlade Lumber
Company, which erected a mill at that point during the past year. The
planing mill equipment includes a huge flooring machine with automatic
feed and loader. A feature is the 900-foot subway between saw and
planing mill, which contains a steampipe feed to the planing mill and a
ctmveyor for planing mill waste to the sawmill power plant.

Work will begin soon on the erection of a new sawmill for the Gagen
Lumber & Cedar Company, at Gagen, Oneida county. Wis., to replace the
plant which was destroyed by fire some time ago. James Murphy, Monico,
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PALMER «& PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY noMFSXTrENGLISH OAK iipupitdc DOMESTIC
CIRCASSIAN WALDT VENtER» HARDWOODS

103 Mediord Street, Charlestown Dist.

BOSTON, MASS.

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
R«al Estat* Trust Building

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C.

MILLS
) Porterwood, W. Va.

[ Wildell, W. Va.
( MUl Creek, W. Va.

WiUson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN OFHCE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

26Z4-S4 CMLKRAIN ATENDK

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak &. Poplar especially

Our location makes possible auick riollvery •( anythlni la timber and hardwood
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co;

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

donated the site and local capital furnished a cash bonus of $5,000. F. H.

Piehl is manager of the mill.

The Brumlic sawmill at Klondike, near Marinette, Wis., w.is destroyed

b.T fire recently, with a loss of $5,000 and no insurance.

The D. E. Kiser Lumber Company has transferred its general offices

from Durand to Eau Claire, Wis., as a matter of convenience in handling

its affairs.

Hirt Bros., Antigo, Wis., will convert their flour and feed mill at Deer-

lirook, Langlade cou;ity, into a box factory as soon as their new flour mill

in .\ntigo is completed about October 1. The firm operates a sawmill at

Deerbrook.

The Hammer Lumber Company, Prentice, Wis., is erecting a new planing

mill, 32x50 feet, two stories high, with an engine room, 20x50 feet.

The Tipler & Grossman Lumber Company. Green Bay, Wis., has broken

ground for a new sawmill and power plant near Long Lake, Wis. The

investment will be about $50,000, it is said.

The Winnebago Furniture Manufacturing Company. Fond du Lac, Wis.,

sustained an estimated loss of $15,000 on August 14, when fire originating

from spontaneous combustion destroyed the veneer and excelsior ware-

liouse. It will be rebuilt at once.

The Rib Lake Lumber Company, Rib Lake, Wis., has resumed operations

in its sawmill after a 10-day shutdown for repairs and overhauling.

Work is progressing rapidly on the new planing mill, which will be oper-

ated throughout by individual electric motors.

The Wisconsin Woodenware Company, Two Rivers, Wis., has completed

!ho removal of its plant into the former sawmill of the Two Rivers Manu-

facturing Company, where 27,500 square feet of Uoor space are available.

The mill has been entirely remodeled for pail and basket manufacture.

For the present steam power will be used, but the company Intends to

equip the plant with individual electric motor drive as soon as current can

be obtained.

Charles L. Ainsworth, associated with the Weyerhaeuser Sales Com-
liany, St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed to succeed his late father, E. L.

.\insworth, as secretary and treasurer of the Rutledge Charities and the

Hannah M. Rutledge Home for the Aged at Chippewa Falls, Wis. Mr.

.Vinswortb, like his father, has been engaged In the lumber business prac-

tically all of his life.

The Republic Phonograph Company, Manitowoc, Wis., has been incor-

porated with $100,000 capital to manufacture wood and metal musical

instruments, cabinets, furniture, fixtures, etc. Eastern capital is said to

be behind the company, which is represented during organization by Frank
H. Keefe, T. C. McCuliough and .\lton Ripley of Manitowoc. A plant prob-

ably will be erected unless satisfactory leases of existing properties can

be made.
The Wausau Box & Lumber Company, Wausau. Wis., has installed a

large centrifugal pump to supply water mains in case of fire emergencies.

Kmery C. Hodges, Joliet, 111., inventor and patentee of the Sanitary

ISuilding System, has moved to Beloit, Wis., where be intends to establish

:t plant.

The Schraufnagel Bros, sawmill at Glidden, Wis., was destroyed by fire

lit" unknown origin several weeks ago. It is said tliat it will not be rebuilt.

The Flambeau River Lumber Company, Park Falls, Wis., is erecting a

large lumber shed, 56x128 feet, at Ladysmith, Wis.

I'erley Lowe & Co., Peshtigo, Wis., have reduced the number of men at

their planing mill and yard, and only two machines remain in operation.

The stock of lumber is becoming low and from now on lumber shipments
from Peshtigo will be irregular due to the exhaustion of the supplies of

.some grades.

Forest fires in the vicinity of Crandon recently did considerable damage
to the camps of the Keith & Hiles Lumber Company.

The Hardwood JSdarket

.< CHICAGO >•

Chicago is still much in the throes of war readjustments. "Business

—

But Not as Usual," could very well be adopted by this big center which
so quickly feels every war-time vibration of the inuntry in its campaign
"f preparation. But the consumption of goods goes steadily on, and
except in those specialized or rather limited lines which cannot lend
themselves so readily to anything but the luxuries or the semi-luxury,
decided strength is the prevailing condition. The fall rental season has
revealed a decided paucity of new accommodations and suggests the
possibility of sutHcieul increa.ses in rents to make more attractive re-

newed l>uilding iu the spring oven with inflated rosts. Altogctlier there
is not enough in the way of now indications or ilcvolopmonts to suggest
any change of moment.

=-< BUFFALO >
The hardwood market shows a good amount of activity so far as the

demand for factory stock is concerned. Certain large concerns with war
orders arc buying a lot of lumber tor use in the manufacture of airplanes,
antomoliile truck.s, \essels fur ocean tratfie and nuniernus other luirposcs,
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and this outlet for trade is expected to be open for some months. The
building line shows no great activity, though it has been making a better

showing in some sections during the past few weeks. The furniture trade

just now is said to be rather quiet.

Ash has been moving well, all thicknesses being called for, with thick

stock leading. Plain oak has .tIso been much wanted. Maple continues

to hold its own. Some wholesalers call the demand pretty well distributed

through the list, while others are concentrating their attention to but a

few woods, saying that these are outshadowing all the rest. Everything
holds firm in price and some woods are likely to advance within the next

few weeks.

The local wholesale yards are all getting in good assortments of stock

and optimism is felt as to the future, as with car shortage likely to be

more severe than ever this fall it is felt that the local yards will be called

upon for large shipments. Some yards have a larger stock of good lumber
than the.v have carried at any time previou.sly, and a large percentage of

this lumber is easily salable. Several weeks are required as a usual thing

to get hardwood stocks through from southern points.

-.-^PITTSPURGHy-
.\11 lumber wholesalers here are complaining this month of dull business.

Demand from the yards is extremely light. The manufacturing trade con-

stitutes the bulk of the business being done, but this is far from satisfac-

tory in as much as these concerns are buying only for immediate needs. In

a few cases where big industrial concerns are laying out towns, some large

bills of lumber arc being figured. .\s a rule, however, factories are pretty

well supplied with lumber for their summer and fall needs and are hesitat-

ing to buy ahead on contract. Prices remain very firm. The tendency of

quotations in many lines of hardwood is upward because stock is so scarce

and because mills are producing so little lumber. Everywhere there is a

complaint of a scarcity of help and very undesirable labor. Another
serious complaint is the large number of transit ears. This is demor-
alizing prices on many woods, especially stocks from the Southwest.
Yard business does not show any signs of recovering its usual summer
form, and the uncertainties of war are making the building situation very
hard to guess out.

=< BOSTON y-
The bardwuud trade of New England remains in a very uncertain state.

Transportation conditions run to extremes. The N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. by
reason of its own embargoes and ttiose placed against it is absolutely closed

to non-governmental shipments of lumber both from the North and South
and is expected to continue so for at least another week. Other roads are

nearly or wholly without restrictions ; in fact, some are delivering cars in

much under normal time. Native hardwoods are being freely moved on the

northern and eastern roads. Consuming and construction companies have
heavy business booked, but the material and labor situation is delaying

the products. Quotations received from manufacturers vary from moder-
ately stiff to extreme figures and practically all business being done is at

the highest record prices to meet the pressing needs. There is every indi-

cation that hardwoods will maintain the present elevated values for some
time although delays and difficulties are adding cost burdens which, it U
the opinion of many dealers, will slow up the demand for new work. As
it is admitted that lumber traffic will be generally reduced the coming fall,

the outlook for the immediate future points to a very firm basis for any
stock available.

^-< BALTIMORE >=
If any dianges in the general hardwood situation have taken place

during the last two weeks they are of small significance. Members of the

trade are still called upon to center their attention largely upon efforts to

obtain shipment in order that the most urgent requirements of their cus-

tomers can be met. Orders for the government are forwarded quickly

enough, but all other business must take its chances, and in many instances

the shippers are seriously handicapped in their operations. The quota-
tions are much the same as they have been, though a great deal depends
upon individual necessities and the ability of sellers to make shipment.
Little dispo.sition exists to anticipate wants, but for immediate needs the
buyers are willing to pay very attractive prices. The preference is rather
for the lower grades and some of the best classifications move rather more
slowly than could be desired. This applies especially to poplar, which
wood is in good request as far as the general run of lumber is concerned,
but shows a hesitating tone when it comes to the stocks which formerly
went abroad. Oak is likewise more or less affected this way, though the
absence of large accumulations and the difficulties of making shipment
prompt buyers to take almost anything that happens to be in supply.

The users of hardwoods are generally all quite busy, with the exception
of the manufacturers of woodwork for the general run of houses, erected
by contract builders on speculation. The advances in the cost of materials
of all kinds, and especially the rates of wages demanded by labor have
called a decided halt in this kind of undertaking. Oak of the highest and
most, uniform grades is being sought in considerable quantities for aero-
plane uropeller blades, so that at least some of the output of the mills that
encountered a hesitating demand before is thus taken care of.

Mills fintl it hard to get lalM>r, and many of the plants are unable to

The following stock is in excellent

condition, ready for immediate shipment
5/4 No.
4 '4 No.
5/4 No.
5/4 No.
3/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
S/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No.
6/4 No.
8/4 No.

10 '4 No.
4/4 No.
5/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 So.
4/4 No.
6/4 No.
4.4 No.

Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common

& Better ASH 15.000'

& Better BASSWOOD 25.000'

& Better BEECH 150.000'
BEECH 340.000'
& Better BIRCH 55.000'

& Better BIRCH 68.000'

& Better BIRCH 29,000'

BIRCH ' 120,000'

BIRCH 12,000'

& Better BIKCH 16.000'

BIRCH 10,000'

& Better H.Utn MAPLE 50,000'

& Better HARD MAPLE 25.000'

& Better II.\RD MAPLE.. 150, 000'

& Better HARD MAPLE.. 15.000'

HARD M.\PLE 40.000'

HARD MAPLE 250.000'

HARD MAPLE lOO.OOO'

& Better SOFT ELM 68.000'

SOFT ELM 110.000'

& Better SOFT ELM 36.000'

(c Better SOFT MAPLE. . . 50.000'

IDEAL
HARDWOOD
SAWMILL

Are putting In pile every month two and one-hatf
million feet of choicest Northern Michigan Hardwoods

Stack LumberCompany
Masonville, Michigan

YOU WANT WIDE STCCK--WE HAVE IT

Payson Smith Lumber Co
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

Northern Stock

BIRCH
3 cars.. I" Com. & Bet. Red
2 cars

.

6 cars,

l'/2'

8 cars I 1/2" No. 3 Com. & Bet.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

SOFT ELM
1 car II/2" No. 2 & Bet.

1 car ^Vl" No. 3 Com.
HARD MAPLE

2 cars 1
" No. 2 & Bet.

2 cars 1
" No. 3 Com.

3 cars 2" No. 2 & Bet.

Southern Stock
RED OAK

2 cars 3/4 Com. & Bet. Plain
1 car 4/4 No. 2 & Bet. Plain

WHITE OAK
I car 2" No. 2 & Bet. Plain

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
166S Old Colony Bldg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Younsblood, Rep.

.... I" No. 2 Com.

No. 1 Com. & Bet.

BEAUTIFUL t

WC MEAN THE OAK NOT THC HAn!

PAVftON-SMrTH LBR.'CO.
MlNHKA'pU*. MW.N. ,i
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Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
— We Manufacture

Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
We }iave Jor salr 1 car S" FAS Poplar; 1 car 1,/h" Clear Sap
Poplar, 5-16" wide; V2 car h/lf Panel Poplar, 18" i up wide;
1 car %" No. 1 Common Ash; 2 cars J,/lf FAS Sap Oum; 1 car
S-J) FAS Plain Red Oak; 1 car li/Jf No. 1 Common d Better Red
Oak.

At Two Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

BUSS-COOK OAK GO.
BLISSVILLE, ARKANSAS

MANUFACTURERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.

As Well As

OAK. ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

Buy Timber Now!
ALL conditions now conspire lo make a perfect
situation for investments in timber lands.

After 37 years of study of timber matters ive

offer it as our opinion that stumpage values will

never be so low again.

With the growing demand for agricultural land
and the absence of any reforestation policy, every
tree down means one tree less. Values must on
the whole trend upward.

Add to this the tendency to revert to the use of
wood among car builders and others. Add to

that the enormous demand for lumber plainly
certain to arrive after the war. Every advance in
lumber prices means an advance in stumpage
values. Buy timber now!

We can fit TOUR requirements.
Write to TIMBER HEADQUARTERS.

CHIOAOO SEATTLE
1750 McOormick Bldg. 626 llcnry Bldg.

NEW TORE
30 East J,Zd St.

approach even measureably their capacity in the output. Consequently,

tliere is small chance that congestion will result. The exporters are still

where they have been during the last eighteen months. Shipments are

blocked for lack of vessels and also because of the British regulations

which keep out all but certain imports that are imperatively needed for

war purposes. Some of the exporters, however, begin to see a possibility

that the bars will be let down, and are getting matters in shape so that

tbey can take care of the demand when it sets in.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

Hardwood trade has been fairly active in central Ohio territory during

the past fortnight. Buying on the part of the factory trade is the best

feature at this time. Some buying by retailers is reported, but the policy

of dealers is to buy only for the present and not to stock up to any extent.

The tone of the market is generally good and prospects are considered

bright. Price levels are fairly well maintained in every section.

Factory buying is along the line of implement, vehicle, box and fur-

niture concerns. The furniture trade, having had a fairly good midsum-

mer show, is preparing for considerable manufacturing during the fall.

Consequently it is in the market for certain hardwoods and buying is

mostly for immediate delivery. Box factories are exceedingly busy and

lower grade hardwoods are required in larger quantities. Taking it all

i;i all, the factory trade is very satisfactory.

Retailers are playing a "waiting game" in many respects. Dealers"

stocks are fairly good and since building operations are quiet, there is no
disposition to buy to any extent for the future. Some of the rural deal-

rs are buying for farm purposes. Lower grades are in best demand at

present. Collections are reported good in all sections.

Plain and quartered oak is in good demand. Poplar is steady and the

I'wer grades are especially strong. Prices are unchanged from the pre-

vious fortnight. Chestnut is strong and the same is true of ash and
lasswood. Other hardwoods are firm.

=-< CLEVELAND >
The hardwood market shows a decidedly weak tone in spite of the

fact that many requirements are hard to secure. Tlie midsummer build-

iiiL' depression is said to be largely responsible. .\s a matter of fact

the market has to depend largely on the needs of the manufacturers,
anil this demand is not so strong as it might be, for the simple reason

that witli the market weak and likely to decline no one is coming into

the market except for bis Immediate requirements. Buying will be

rather heavy just as soon as building takes on a decided activity. The
industrial needs in hardwood are sulBcient to keep a number of the
grades at a firm figure. Practically the only building requirement in

demand is oak and maple flooring. This condition is but a continua-
tion of a condition which has existed for many weeks. Finishing call

other than oak flooring is facing a slightly weakened market, -^.sh has
shown a similar falling off in spite of the fact that both these woods
are required for the manufacture of motor truck bodies, many of which
are under way In Cleveland plants.

.Vmong the woods a little stronger than the average are elm, birch
and gum. the latter used largely for manufacturing purposes, but also
to an increasing degree for finishing

Shipping conditions are serious although not nearly so bad as last

winter. No improvement is expected, as the government requirements
for moving troops, coal and iron, as well as the cotton and food crops,
with the privilege of priority of shipments, Is expected to tax the
transportation systems of the country.

=-< EVANSVILLE >=
The lumber manufacturers of Evansvllle and southern Indiana say that

while trade lias not been booming, it has been very good for this time of
the year. Manufacturers report logs coming In better than they were a
month ago, but the prices are higher than they were last year. Lumber
prices are holding firm and are tending upward. The fact that the federal
government is buying up large quantities of lumber has greatly stimulated
the trade in this section. The local manufacturers find a strong demand
for gum, oak and ash as well as No. 2 beech. They have sold a great deal
to the government. The demand for the lower grades of poplar continues
good, and maple, elm and hickory are strong. Manufacturers of trucks
are busy and have been in the market lately for a great deal of lumber.
Most all of the wood consuming plants in Evansville and at Owensboro,
Ky.

; Henderson, Ky. ; Tell City and Jasper, Ind., are being operated on
steady time and the outlook for fall and winter business is promising.
The furniture factories In Evansvllle have missed but few days running
since the first of the year, and unless labor shortage Interferes It is ex-
pected these factories will continue to run on full time the balance of the
year. The factories have been large buyers of gum all season. Wagon and
buggy factories are also busy. Box factories and veneer plants are running
on full time and spoke and hub manufacturers are as busy, if not busier,
than they were this time last year. Taken as a whole, the manufacturers
say the outlook is all right and that in spite of the war, business is going
right ahead. Building operations have not been so active as last year,
although sash and door men and planing mill owners say they have done
a good business most of the season.

Ail Three of Ui Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Consuming plants are providing by far the greater part of tUe present

demand for hardwoods. Building operations remain inactive as far as the

lumber trade is concerned, although there is considerable work under

construction in the way of additions to manufacturing plants. Despite the

unfavorable biiikling situation, however, a fairly heavy demand exists for

the higher grailes of hardwoods.

Furniture industries are making persistent calls for oak and red gum,

the demand for the latter being unusually strong. Both plain and quar-

tered oak is moving rapidly into the reserve stocks of furniture plants,

which report a fair volume of business already booked for the tall trade.

Walnut continues to be in good demand among the manufacturers of high-

grade furniture. Poplar has been moving well and continues to have a good

call. There has been an advance in the price of hickory, due to the exces-

sive demands. Other prices are high and are remaining about stationary.

Farm machinery, implement and vehicle manufacturers are making opti-

mistic reports concerning 1918 orders, indicating that the demand for

their products will be heavy, despite greatly increased prices. Box manu-
facturers are unusually busy. There is a continued falling off in sash

and door demand.
The retail and wholesale trades predict serious car shortage conditions

in the near future. These predictions are based on the expected heavy

government demand for cars and for the regular fall demand for rolling

stocks for grain movements.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
Conditions in the local hardwood market are far more satisfactory than

had been expected by the local hardwood trade, and most of the local oper-

ators can see nothing but a steady run of orders this fall, with prices

strong and advancing. Everyone is endeavoring to figure out just what the

shipbuilding and government demand for hardwood is going to mean to the

local trade. The demand from the furniture and woodworking trade is

strong. Collections are improving, and the labor situation is not quite so

severe as it has been, althqugh still far from satisfactory. Most concerns

are getting a fair percentage of cars, and are making steady shipments,

much of which is on old orders. The demand continues steady and strong

for thick stocks of oak. ash, elm. hickory, gum, etc.. while poplar is moving
freely enough, and cypress and cottonwood are scarce. Walnut and mahog-
any are strong in price and steady in demand, the walnut demand from
the furniture, piano and cabinet trade Jiaving been greater than expected,

while mahogany manufacturers are being offered all the business they can

handle. Veneer manufacturers are being held back somewhat by the labor

shortage, but orders are coming fast, and the outlook is all that could be

asked. Interior trim and hardwood flooring are dragging, and a general

building boom is needed to start things humming in these lines. Such a

boom is now in sight, and is expected to materialize this fall.

=< ST. LOUIS >-
The hardwood situation, has not shown much change. The demand

i-an be called seasonable and comes from all sections of this territory.

The implement trade and other lines using hardwood are coming in with

a satisfactory volume of orders. High-grade oak is called for quite freely,

there being a fair request for both plain and quartered. Ash, elm and
cottonwood as well as hickory are being called for better than they
were a short time ago. Choice red gum is in particularly good request.

The call for gum and cottonwood for the making of boxes is a leading

feature in the market. Prices on all items of hardwood continue firm

and unchanged. The outlook for the future is encouraging. There is every
indication that there will be considerable activity soon, and prices are
good to go stronger.

=< MILWAUKEE >
It is considered almost a foregone conclusion that all of the hardwood

lumber produced in the north during the coming six months, and possibly a

year, will not want for consumers. The demand for all kinds of wood is

broadening every day. and with prospects of restricted operations in woods
and mills from now on, due to labor shortage, it is generally felt that not
too much lumber can be produced for a long time to come. The demand
comes from an unusually W'ide variety of sources, and it is a fact that

whenever requirements from a particular line show a falling off, the gap
immediately is filled from another direction.

Government requirements of lumber have by no means been confined to

the soft woods. Federal buying in recent weeks has taken a large amount
of hardwoods for various purposes. In addition, it is noted that a large

number of furniture factories throughout the state and nation are working
on government contracts for desks, chairs and other highly finished equip-

ment. The same factories also report that private orders are piling up
since federal business gets the first call, and they will be operating steadily

at the present high capacity for months after government requirements are
filled.

The State Council of Defense has just issued an announcement urging
the use of wood as fuel, in view of the existing coal shortage in Wisconsin
and the extreme likelihood of a dire shortage of coal supplies during the
coming winter. It is .stated that this is a matter of necessity rather than
choice.

All Three o{ Us Will Be Benefited if

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building. KANSAS CITY. MO.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinu

I Plain & Qtd. Red & White i

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Texture I

I
MADE TMR) RIGHT

[

I OAK FLOORING
\

5 We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of =

= our own manufacture, from our own tim- =
E ber grown in Eastern Kentucky. =

= PROMPT SHIPMENTS |

i The MOWBRAY i

I & ROBINSON CO. I
E (incorporated) —

I
CINCINNATI, OHIO |
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertlsements will be Inserted In this sec-

tion at the rollowlng rates:

For one Insertion 25c a lino

For two Insertions 40c a line

For three Insertions 55c a line

For four Insertions 65c a line

Bight words of ordinary length make one line.

Heading counts as two lines.

No display eicept the headings can be ad-

mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
eitra charges tor copies of paper containing

tb« adTertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED FACTORY
SuiieriutcDdeDt for rotary gum mill iu Mcmpliis.

Must be experienced and able to economically

handle all work from lathe to car. ilust be effi-

cient with colored labor. State full particulars

in first letter, .\ddress, "BOX 8G." care Hard-

wood Record.

WANTED
E.vperienced lumlicr inspectors. Those familiar

with mahogany preferred. .Address. "BOX S.j."

care Hardwood Itccord.

WANTED—FILER
for hardwood flooring plant and general planing

mill using band rip and resaws. also small circu-

lar saws. Want man who can fit up side heads,

etc. Permanent to right party. Good location.

.\ddress "I'.OX Sil.-' (are llardw 1 I!.-i-..rd.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—POSITION AS MANAGER
Of Hardwood lumber operation. 20 years' experi-

ence. Have been successful with my own mills

and as buyer and seller in wholesale hardwoods,

-iddress "BOX 82," care H.vudwood Record.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BIiACK WALNUT LOGS.
500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up l»ng. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. PIqua. Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE 3
TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION

As desired. Hemlock aad Hardwssd, Northern

Wisconsin. No Commlsslos. Address LAND

COMMISSIONER, Soo Line, MlnneapsUs. Minn.

4860 ACRES PINE HARDWOOD
Land for sale. Borders Tombigbee River, naviga-

ble the year round, 1% to 3 miles L. and N. R. R.

Timber Oak, Gum, Ash, Cypress, Elm, Beech and

some Pine. Fine location for hardwood mill.

Other tract borders. Land is very fertile and
productive. Price $75,000 ;

i/j cash. I will sell

timber without land, price $45,000 cash ; 12 years

to remove. Middleman need not answer. G. B.

EVINGTON, OWNER, Oak Chia, Ala.

1280 ACRES
black land, 1% miles railnmd, ."i million feet

oak ; land worth .'540. with timlxr off, price .$20.

M. C. WAIiK, 'fiVMikana, .\rk.

FOR SALE
Twenty thousand acres .if tiiiilierlauds iu Desha

County, Ark. ; a fine opportunity for mill owners

to secure future supplies. For particulars ad-

dress. A. MAAS & CO.. .Memphis. Teun.. sole

agents.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATINO

THOS. J. Mcdonald,

Forest BnKineer,

East Tennessee Bank Bldg.,

EnoxTlIle. Tennessee.

TIMBEB ESTIMATOES

Sanborn & Gearhart,

Asheville, N. C.

H

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR

NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Lauderburn, Forest Engineer,

158 Fifth Avenue, New York. N. T.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED—CRATING STRIPS
r>/4x2", also 3", also 4" also il", Crating Strips.

5/4x3", also 4", also 6" Crating Strips. Band
Resawn. Rough : either Yellow Pine, Poplar.

Basswood. Gum or Tupelo.

Will want solid cars each width ; can take one

to five cars each width tfor immediate shipment.

Quote cash price delivered Pittsburgh. Pa.,

rate. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO..

Pittsburgh. Pa.

MANUFACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We are always in the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mail us yeur price and

stock lists. R. H. CATLIN CO.
Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

WANTED BIACK WALNUT
1" thick, 1x8" and up wide by 8' and over long

in 1 & 2s also selects. In lots of 500 ft. or more.

Pay cash. E. L. EDWARDS LBR. CO., Dayton,

O.

6/4" LOCUST
<ii)od log run. made from llirifty timber. Must
bo black or yellow ; cannui use honey locust.

Large quantity probably required. .May be shipped

green. Quote lowest price, delivered Cincinnati.

-\ddress. "BOX 88." care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—WHITE ASH
1" to 4" in thickness, all grades. Will pay cash

and inspect at mill.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,
940 Seneca St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

LUMBER AND LOGS
Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the
entire cut of several mills in Gum, Oak, Ash and
Maple and wagon material at fair market prices

and advance money on stock in pile. Will fur-

nish capital to help finance your business on deal
covering several years. Address "BOX 55," care
Hardwood Record.

WANTED—OAK, ASH & HICKORY
1V>, 2, 21,1;, 3 & 4" Indiana, Ohio or Michigan

preferred. JOHN I. SHAFER HARDWOOD CO.,

South Bend, Ind.

WANTED
300 M feet 4/4" S. \V. Chestnut

200 M feet 5/4" S. W. Chestnut

150 M feet 6/4" S. W. Chestnut
1,000,000 feet 4/4" No. 2 Com. Birch

50 carloads Birch, Beech, or Hard Maple, sound

stock, S2S to 3/4" and cut 2214" long.

Address "BOX 80," care H.^rdwood Record.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—BIRCH.
2 cars 10/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars 12/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

5 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

Send us your inquiries.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St..

Buffalo, N. Y.

KENTUCKY SOFT TEXTURED STOCK
Manufactured by

Lenox Saw Mill Co., Lenox, Ky.,

for quick shipment
Kentucky Soft Yellow Poplar

4000' 4/4 Panel Poplar 18" & up
24000' 4 4 FAS
0000' 4/4 7 to 12" Sap

15000' 4/4 #1 Com.
6000' 4/4 #1 Com. & Better 2%" to D%" Strips

24000' 4/4 #2 Com.
28000' 4/4 #3 Com.
2.-.00' 8/4 #2 & #.'? Com.

CJiisttiiit

ISOOO' 4/4 SW
6000' 4/4 #4 Com.

Kentucky Soft While Oak
6000' 4/4 FAS Quartered
18000' 4/4 FAS Plain
16000' 4/4 Select Plain

,

12000' 4/4 #1 Com. Quartered
12000' 4/4 #2 Com. Quartered
22000' 4/4 #1 Com. Plain
12000' 4/4 Clear Face Quartered Oak Strips 3'/j"

to 5%"
Kentucky Soft Red Oak

r.oOO' 4/4 FAS
6000' 4/4 #1 Com.
6000' 4/4 #2 Com.

18000' 4/4 Core Stock
16000' 4/4 #4 Com.

For prices write

Exclusive Selling Agents,
AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Timberland
Loans

Loans to lumbermen or timber owners

negotiated witli the precision of practice

which results from 37 years experience.

Long or short terms. Amounts from

$50,000 up, as conditions warrant.

I

JAMES D. 'np« /'^

acey |imber(o.
S32 South Michigan Aixniu, Chicago
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FOR SALE—WALNUT
Nearly car walnut minstouks.

GKRAI.I) M. riRlCW. tru^lir. (liiialii

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

FOE SALE.
1 car 2x2—40" clear dry Gum. Oak o: Ash,

50% Gum with 25% 2y2x2V2—40".

1 car 2x2—28. 30 & 32" CIr. dry Ash with some
2%x2%'s, mostly 32's.

2 cars .S/4 FAS dry Sap Gum
1 car (1/4 N(i. 1. Com Red (iuui

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Sap Guui
2 oars 4/4 FAS dry Sap Gum
2 cars .S/4 No. 2 Com. Sap Gum

Well numufactureil. good widths and lengths,

immediate sliipmeut. Write or wire I'or prices.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, O.

TIMBER FOR SALE

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED 3( MACHINERY FOR SALE

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
1%", 1%", 2" squares, 18", 19", 26". 30" lengths.
Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bilt Ave., New Yorli, N. X.

WANTED—BIRCH SQUARES
2 cars 2"x2".x23" clear. Quote price delivered
here. THOM-iS ORGAN & PIANO CO.,

Woodstock, Ont.. Can.

VEIMEERS FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 car Quartered White Oak Veneer backing boards
14" to %" thick.

W. T. THOMPSON VENDER CO.,

Edinburgh. Ind.

FOR SALE—1800 ACRES
Gum and Oak timber in Arkansas : §20 per acre.

Four miles from railroad, with logging road from
timber to railroad. Good location tor mill. Good
place to buy logs, and splendid opportunity for

anyone wanting timber.

Also 4500 acres (largely oak) in Tennessee;
$10 per acre. This is a big bargain.

Address "BOX 75," care Hardwood Recokd.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
One ,s(i H. P. (;<i"xl«' station.iry tuliular Ijoiler

with smokestack. One 14"xlS" throttle engine,

100 H. P. The above made l)y Chandler-Taylor.
Used for only about 10 months and in excellent
condition. The above ofTcred for one thousand
dollars, net cash f. o. b. car Logansport. Ind.,

subject to prior sale, .\ddress. "BOX 87." care
Hardwood Record.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HARDWOOD SAWDUST WANTED
We ai'e open for all kinds of dry liardwood saw-
dust : we buy in carload lots. N.VTIONAL S.\W-
IH'ST CO.. KJL' Xortli 1st Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

* FOR SALE
Plant of <.miaha Wood 'I'uniiiis; Company com-
pletely equipped. Quick action demanded.

GERALD 51. DREW. Trustee.

Omaha.

WISCONSIN & NORTHERN B. E.
solicits correspondence with responsible lumber.
ing firms who are looking for a sawmill location.

Territory carries enough virgin timber to supply
mills for several years. Choice sites ; good log-

ging conditions. For particulars write,

HARRY PETERSON,
Industrial Dept., Wis. & Nor. R. R. Oshkosh.

Wis

HARDNVOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 2 C. white, S/4, usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 yrs. dry, northern stock. BLAKESLEE.
PERRIN & DARLING. Buffalo. N. Y,
FAS %": COM. & BTR., black, 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS 6 4". 10" & UD, all Igths., 10 mos dry;

FAS 6/4". 6" & up. an Igths., 10 mos. dry: NO.
1 C. 10/4" & 12/4". 4" & up. all Igths., 10 mos.
dry; NO. 2 C. 8 4". 4" & up. all Igths., 10 mos.
drv; CLEAR STRIPS 4 4", 3" & up. all Igths,
10 mos. dry. MdWBRAY & ROBINSON CO.,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
SEL. COM. & FAS 5/4" &16/4", 10" & up;

NO. 2 C. 10/4". 12/4" & 16/4", 3" & up. REIL-
KADEL LUMBER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. V&". RUSSE & BURGESS, INC.,

Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. ^i". reg. wdth. & Igth.. bone dry.

SWALV-KOACH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.
FAS, brown, 4 4". 6" & up. std. Igth., 18 mos.

dry. YB.\GER LUMBI-IR CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

BASSWOOD
FAS 6/4", NO. 2 C. 5/4 & 6/4. BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

Igth., 1 to 2 vrs. drv. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING. Buffalo, N. T.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". 10-12'; NO. 1 C. &

BTR. 5 4"; NO. 1 C. 4/4 & 5 4"; NO. 2 C. 5/4";
NO. 2 C. 6 4". iMASON-DON.\LDSON LBR.
CO.. Rhiiielander. ^^'is.

BEECH
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 1 yr. drv. BLIAS & BRO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

BIRCH
FAS 10/4" & 12/4"; NO. 1 C. 5 4". BUF-

FALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO., Buffalo.
N. Y.

1 & 2 FACE STRIPS 4 4"; 4-5": NO. 1 C,
unsel.. 4 4. 6,4 & S 4"; NO. 2 C, unsel., 4/4":
FAS, unsel.. 6 '4 & s 4": NO. 1 &. NO. 2 5/4";

FAS, sel. red.. 4/4 & H/r'. MASON-DONALD-
SON LBU. CO.. Rhinelander. Wis.

CEDAR
COM. & BTR., Tenn. red. 4 4". extra wide

and nice Igths.. fine for vd. stock. GEO. C.
BROWN ,fe CO., Memphis,' Tenn.
RED 4 4". BUFFALO H-VRDWrOOD LUM-

BER CO.. Buffalo. N. Y.

CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
LOG RUN 4 4". J. V. STIMSON. Hunting-

burg, Ind.

CHESTNUT
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4". usual wdth. and Igth..
1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN &
DARLING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4" to 8/4", 6" & up. std. Igth., 18 mos.

dry._ YEAGER LUMBER CO., INC.. Buffalo,

COTTONWOOD
FAS 4/4". 6-10". COM. 4 4". GAYOSO

LUMBER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 5/4" & 8/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 5/4" & 8/4". reg. wdth. & Igth..
6 mos dry. THREE STATES LLtmBER CO..
Memphis. Tenn.

CYPRESS
SHOP & BTR. 44" & 8 4": NO. 1 C. & NO. 2

C, both 4 4". STIMSON VENEER & LUM-
BER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
SHOP & BTR. 4/4" to 12 4". std. wdth. &

Igth.. 18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO..
l.NC.. Buffalo. N. Y.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville. Ark.
FAS 12/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUM-

BER CO., Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4" & 12/4". reg. wdth. &

liTth.. 5 nv.-j. dry. COULSON LUMBER CO.,
Memi>his. Tenn.
LOG RUN 12,4". leg. wdth.. 509f> 14-16',

th.>n.uehly air dried. R. J. DARNELL, INC.,
Meniplii'-'. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 6/4", 2 yrs. drv. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 & 2 C. 4 '4". M.ASON-DONALDSON

LBR. c"i)., Rhinelander. Wis.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 12/4". RIEL-KADEL

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 12 4". RUSSE & BUR-

GESS. l.NC. Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN 12, 4". J, V. STIMSON, Hunting-

burtr. Ind.
LOG RUN 4/4, 10/4 & 12/4". J. V. STIMSON

HARDWOOD CO., Memphis. Tenn.
LOG RUN 8 4", reg. wdth. & Igth., green.

SW^A1.\'-ROACH LUMBER CO.. Seymour. Ind.
LOG RUN 12 4", reg, wdth. & Igth.. mos.

dry. THREE STATES LUMBER CO.. Mem-
phis. Tenn.

GUM—5AP
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. all 4 4"; SEL. NO.

1 C. 4 4". 12" ^i up. .\TL.VS LUMBER & MFG.
C(>.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville. Ark.
NO. 2 & 3 C. 4 4" & 6/4". GEO. C. BROWN &

CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C, both 4/4" & 5/4". reg. wdth.

& Igth.. 5 mos. dry. COULSON LLIMBER CO..
Memphis, Tenn.
FAS, QTD., 6-4". reg. wdth., &0'/c 14-lG',

thoroughly air-dried. R. J. DARNELL. INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. %", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. PEN-

ROD. JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis. Tenn.
FAS %"; FAS 5/4". 15" & up. RUSSE &

BURGESS. INC.. Memphis. Tenn.
BOX BOARDS, 4/4", 13-17" & 8-12". reg, Igth.,

3 to 6 mos. dry; FAS 4/4", 6" & up, reg. Igth.,
9 mos. dry; FAS 5/4" & 6 '4", reg. wdth, i>t Igth..
5 mos. dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4" & 6/4". reg. wdth. &
Igth., 9 mos. dry. THREE ST.\TES LUMBER
Cf).. Memphis. Tenn.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 C. 5,4"; No. 2 C. S 4". ATLAS LUM-

BER & MFG. CO.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY. Blissville. Ark.
FAS I2". reg. wdth.. 50% 14-16'. thoroughly

air-dried; FAS V-". 14" and up, 50% 14-16',
thoroughly air-dried. R. J. D.-VRNBLL, INC.,
Memijhis. Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 64". reg. wdth. ,Jt Igth., 4 mos.

dry, FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis.
Tenn.
LOG RUN 4/4". unsel. stock. J. V. STIM-

SdN. Huntingburg. Ind.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 3 mos. & over

dry. SW'AIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
COM. & BTR., 4 4". GEO. C. BROWN &

CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & FAS, both 8/4". reg. wdth. &

Igth. COULSON LUMBER CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". reg. wdth., 50% 14-16', thor-

oughly air-dried. R. J. DAR.NELL. INC.,
Memphis. Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 4 mos.

drv. FERGUSON & P.\LMER. Memphis.,
Tenn.
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HARDNVOODS FOR SALE
COM. & BTR. 8/4". GAYOSO LUMBER CO.,

Meniphi.s, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. & Igth., 8-12

mos. drv, sliced boards highly figured. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
NO. 1 0. 4 '4"; FAS 8/4". PENROD. JUR-

DEN & McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. FIG., both 4/4"; NO. 1 C.

10/4". RUSSB & BURGESS, INC., Memphis,
Tenn.
LOG RUN 4/4"; LOG RUN, yellow, 4/4".

J. V. STIMSON, Huntingburg, Ind.
FAS FIG. 4/4", STIMSON VENEER &

LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn. «
No. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4". THREE STATES

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 2 C. 4/4" to 10/4", 1 vr. dry. G. ELLAS

& BRO.. Buffalo. N. T.
FAS 10/4" & 12/4". GAYOSO LUMBER CO..

Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4" to 16/4", std. wdth. & Igth., 18

mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO.. Buffalo.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.
LOG RUN 4/4"., reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and figured, Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chfcago, 111. _MAPLE—HARD

FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. 4/4", good wdths..
S0% 14-16'. 2 vr.'i. drv. ATLANTIC LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth.. sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN * DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 COM. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", good wdths.

& Igths. ; NO. 2 C. & BTR. 8/4", good wdths.
& Igths. KERRY & HANSON FLOORING
CO., Gravling, Mich.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 5 '4", 6/4", 8/4", 10/4" & 12/4";

NO. 1 C. QTD. 5/4". W. O. KING & CO.,
Chicago, III.

NO. 1 & BTR. 6/4 & 8/4"; NO. 2 C. 8/4"; NO.
3 C. 7/4". MASON-DONALDSON LBR. CO..
Rhinelander, Wis.
LOG RUN 12/4", reg. wdth. ,.t Igth.. 2 mos.

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis. Tenn.
FAS 6/4" & S/4". .1. V. STIMSON, Hunting-

burg, Ind.
LOG RUN 12/4". J. V. STIMSON HARD-

WOOD CO., Memphis, Tenn.

MAPLE—SOFT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELLAS &

BRO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 8/4" to 16/4", free from

worms. RIEL-KADEL LUMBER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 10/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1 to 6

mos. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO.,
Se\miour. Ind.

OAK—PLAIN RED
CORE & NO. 4 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6

mos. drv, Ky. soft texture. AMERICAN
LUMBER & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 4/4", good wdths.. 14-16'. 2 yrs. dry; NO.

1 C. %". good wdths.. 14-16'. 2 yrs. drv. AT-
LANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 10/4". usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to 18 mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING.
Buffalo. N Y.

NO. 1 cS. 2 C. 4/4"; NO. 1 C. 5/4". GEO. C.
BROWN & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 18 mos.. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 5/4" & 6/4", wide stock, reg. Igth., 6

mos. dry. FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4" & 5/4"; COM. 5/4" & 8/4"., GAY-

OSO LUMBER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 5/8"; FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
. FAS 4/4", 6" & up, all Igths., 10 mos. drv.
MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO.. Cincinnati,
Ohio.
FAS, NO. 1 C & NO. 2 C, all 4/4", reg.

wdth. & Igth., dry; COM. & BTR., 6/4", reg.

wdth. & Igth.. dry. PENROD, JURDEN &
McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4 1". J. V. STIMSON,

Huntingiiiurg, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4", 5/4" & 6/4", reg. wdth.

& Igth., 9 mos drv. THREE STATES LUM-
BER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. %" W. R. WILLETT

LUMBER CO.. Louisville, Ky.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4 '4" to 16/4", std. wdth. &

Igth., 18 mos. drv. Y-EAGER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
COM. & BTR, 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS i NO. 1 C. 4 4". J. V. STIMSON, Hunt-

ingburg. Ind.
NO. 1 C, & BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry. SWAIN ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, all 4/4", reg.

wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. drv. Ky. soft texture.
AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO., Pitts-
burgh. Pa.
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO.. Bliss-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 12/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4 4"; NO. 1 C. 5/4". GEO. C. BROWN

&- CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. %", reg. wdth., 50% 14-16', thor-

oughly air-dried. R. J. DARNELL, INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 8/4", 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4", 6" and up, all Igths., 1 yr. dry;

FAS 10/4", 12/4" & 16/4". 10" and up. all Igths..
3 mos. dry; SD. WORMY 4 4" & 8/4", 4" & up.
all Igths., 8 mos. drv. MOWBRAY & ROBIN-
SON CO., Cincinnati. Ohio.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knoxville, Tenn.
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, all 4/4", reg. wdth.

& Igth.. drv; COM. & BTR. 6/4". reg. wdth. &
Igth., dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN,
Jlemphis. Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 6/4". J. V. STIMSON,

Huntingburg. Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4" to 6x6, -std. wdth. &

Igth.. 18 mos. (li\-. Y'EAGER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4 4". rt-g. wdth. .*i Igth., 6

mos. dry. Ky. soft; CLEAR STRIPS 4 4". 2%-
5^;,", reg, Igth.. 6 mos. dry. Ky. soft stock.
AMERICAN LUMBER *: MFG. CO.. Pitts-
burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 COM, 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK

CO., Blissville, Ark.
FAS ^i", 6" &• up. 50% 14-16', thoroughly air-

dried; NO. 1 C, reg. wdth., 50% 14-16', thor-
oughly air-dried. R. J. DARNELL, INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.
SEL. 4 '4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 vr. dry.

FERGUSON & PALMER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 214" to b^A".

HOFFMAN BROTHERS & CO., Ft. Wayne,
Ind.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 6/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1

yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn. '

CLEAR STRIPS 5/4". 3" & up. all Igths.. 1
yr. dry; FAS 5 4". 6" & up. all Igths., 1 vr. dry:
FAS 5 '4", 10" & up, all Igths.. 1 vr. drv; NO. 1

C. 5/4". 4" ,>i up. 1 yr. dry. THE MOWBRAY-
ROBI.\'S(iX CO,. Cincinnati. Ohio.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry; COM. STRIPS 4 4". 2-;S%", dry; CLEAR
STRIPS 4/4", 2-5':". dry. PENROD, JURDEN
& McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4/4", 5/4/ & 6/4"; CLEAR

STRIPS 4 4", 2%-3%", 2U-414", 5" & b".";
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 2-4". J. V. STIMSON, Hunt-
ingburg, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4"; NO. 1 C. STRIPS 4/4". J. V

STIMSON HARDWOOD CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., drv. SWAIN-

ROACH LI'MBKR CO., Sevmour. 'ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4",

2-5%". W. R. WILLETT LUMBER CO.,
Louisville. Ky.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4" to 12/4". std. wdth &

Igth., 18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO ,

Buffalo, N. Y'.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
SSE 10" & 12"xl0" & 32", 10-16', green.

SSE, red and white, 12/4", 6" & wider, 10-16',

green. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville. Ark.
CROSSING PLANK, mixed, 12/4", S-12". 12'

& 14', 2 years dry. FERGUSON & PALMER
CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 yrs.

dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
SD. WORMY, pi. it qtd. white. 4/4". W. R.

WILLETT LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky,

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16',

6 mos. dry, largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

POPLAR
NO. 1 C. 6 4", good wdths. 507o 14-16', 2 yrs.

dry. ATL.A.XTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4", 6" & wider, 8-16', 6 mos. dry, Ky.

.soft yellow; NO. 1 C, NO. 2 C. & NO. 3 C,
all 4, 4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. dry, Ky. soft
yellow stock. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG.
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 4/4" & 6/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
SAPS & SEL. 8/4". BUFFALO HARD-

WOOD LUMBER CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 6x6", 1 yr. drv. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 5/8"; COM, & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.
COM, & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 60% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &
SEL,, 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 60% 14 & 16", 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.
FAS %". RUSSE it BURGESS, INC., Mem-

phis, Tenn.
FAS 8 4". J. V. STIMSON, Huntingburg,

Ind.
FAS 12/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry; CLEAR

SAP, 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., drv. SWAIN-
RO.ACH LUMBER CO.. Sf.\ niour. Ind.
NO. 1 C. 5/4". W. R. WILLETT LUMBER

CO., Louisville. Ky.

SYCAMORE
LOG RUN 4,'4". J. V. STIMSON, Hunting-

burg. Ind.
LOG RUN 4/4"; LOG RUN, QTD., 4/4".

J. V. STIMSON HARDWOOD CO., Memphis,
Tenn.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo, N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8 to 8/4", very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago, III.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran, wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.

NO. 2 C. & NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4". J. V.
STIMSON, Huntingburg. Ind.
LOG RUN 4 4". STIMSON VENEER &

LUMBER CO.. Moniiihis. Trnn.

FLOORING—MAPLE
PRIME 13/16"x4", 1-I,16"x4"; FCTY. 1-5/16"

X2W, 1,'„X2V,"; CLEAR 1^5x21/4"; N0.1, l^X
2M". KERRY'-HANSON FLOORING CO.,
Grayling, Mich.
NO. 1, %xl%"; NO. 1, %xlM:". 2"

CLEAR, %X1V2", 2" & 214". THE T
CO., Chicago, III.

OAK
SEL, RED 3/8x7/8" and I'A"; SEL. WHITE

3/SxlH" and 2"; SAPPY CLEAR QTD. R. or
W., 3/8xH4" and 2"; SEL. RED OR WHITE
13/16XH4" and 2". THE T. WILCE CO., Chi-
cago, III.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS. Louisville. Kv.
CLEAR 3/16" and ^J", 20" wide, 60" long,

kiln dried, rotary cut; FAS, QTD. FIG., 1/8",
6" & up. 12 to 16, kiln dried. EVANSVILLE
VENEER CO., Evansville. Ind.

[Continucti on page ,'i2)

& 2%";
WILCE
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Manufac-
turing Company 42

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Barnaby, Charles H 7

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling.... 64

Boyle, Inc., Clarence o

Brown Land & Lumber Co
Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

JEiast Jordan Lumber Co 52
Elias, G., & Bro 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company 41

Foster Bros 42

Goodyear, C. A. Lumber Co... 56

Hanson, R. & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-16

Jackson & Tindle 40
Jones, G. W., Lumber Co 43

King, W. O., & Co
Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The.

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co.. 15

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2
McLean, Hugh. Lumber Co 54
Mercadal. E. A., Lumber Co... 42
Miller, Sturm & Miller 54
Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7-47

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.
Company

Palmer & Parker Co 44

Stack Lumber Company 45
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 54
Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees.. 52
Stimson, J. V 7-56

Sullivan, T. & Co 54

Taylor & Crate 54
Tegge Lumber Co 44

Von Platen Lumber Company.. 52

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 44
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 44
Wood-Mosaic Company 7-14

Teager Lumber Company, Inc.

.

54

Young, W. D., & Co 4

Gayoso Lumber Company 10

Goodlander-Robertson Lurrtber

Company 7-1

1

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company.. 7

May Bros 12

Memphis Band Mill Co 7-12

Mossman Lumber Company... '10

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 7-12

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 1

Probst Lumber Company 49

Riel-Kadel Lumber Company. . 12

Russe & Burgess, Inc 7-11

Sondheirtier, E., Co 11

Stark, James E., & Co 12

Stimson, J. V 7-56

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co.. 7-10

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. lu

Three States Lumber Company 56

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 7-10

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 42

.\nderson-TuUy Company . 2-7-12.^55

Arlington Lumber Company 7-40

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing
Company

Babcock Lumber & Land Co. . . 8

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co 16

Beaumont Lumber Company 16

Bellgrade Lumber Company 11

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling... 64

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-11

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 5

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 7-11

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. .7-14

Brown & Hackney, Inc 11

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Bu.skirk-Rutledge Lumber Co. .

.

Coulson Lumber Co 11

Crane, C, & Co 7-44

Grenshaw-Gary Lumber Co.... 10

Darnell, R. J., Inc 10

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co.... 14

Dooley, F. T., Lumber Company 12

Dudley Lumber Company 10

OAK.
See List of Manufacturers on
page

American Oak Manufacturers'
Association

Lenox Saw Mill Company 42

Long-Bell Lumber Company... 7

Mowbray & Robinson Company 7-47

POPLAR.
Anderson-Tully Company 2-7-12-55

Arlington Lumber Company. . .7-40

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Compan> 2-7-12-55

Bellgrade Lumber Company... 11

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-1

1

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 7-11

Brown & Hackney, Inc 11

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. 14

Coulson Lumber Company 11

Darnell, R. J., Inc 12

Dooley. P. T., Lumber Co 12

Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 12

Elias, G., & Bro. 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company 41

7 Ferguson & Palmer Company. . 12

Gayoso Lumber Company 10

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Company \...7-ll

Hoffman Brothers Company. . .7-16

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co 43

La*nb-Fish Lumber Company.. 7

Lenox Saw Mill Company 42

Little River Lumber Company. 7-8

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. 7-56

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 7-S

Long-Bell Lumber Company... 7

May Bros 12

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 84

Memphis Band Mill Company. 7-12

Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Co... 42

Miller, Sturm & Miller. . .-. £4

Mossman Lumber Company... 10

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-47

Nickey Bros., Inc 24

Norman Lumber Company 7-14

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. . 7-12

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 1

Probst Lumber Company 49

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co 12

Russe & Burgess, Inc 7-11

Salt Lick Lumber Company... 5-7

Smith, Payson Lumber Co.... 4i

Sondheimer. E., Company 11

Standard Hardwood Lumber
Company 54

Stark, James E., & Co 12

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co...7-li)

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 10

Sullivan, T., & Co. 54

Swain-Roach Lumber Co 7-44

Taylor & Crate ; 56

Three States Lumber Company 56

Utley-Holloway Company 3

Vestal Lumber & Manufactur-
ing Co 7-8

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 7-10

Whitmer, Wm., & Sons
Willett, W. R., Lumber Co 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Co 44

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 44

Teager Lumber Co.. Inc 54

VENEERS AND PANELS.
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co. 52

Anderson-Tully Company 2-7-12-55

Dean-Spicker Company, The...

Eggers. F., Veneer Seating Co. 29

Evansville Veneer Company... 28

Hoffman Bros., Company 7-16

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co 30

Louisville Veneer Mills

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co 14

Nickey Bros.. Inc 24

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.
Company

Ohio Veneer Company 44

Palmer & Parker Co 44

Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co...

Pickrel Walnut Company 27

Rayner, J., Company 30

Stark, James E., & Co 12

St. Louis Basket & Box Co 30

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 10

Wisconsin Veneer Company... 28

Wood-Mosaic Company 7-14

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co 14

Evansville Veneer Company. . . 2S

Hoffman Brothers Company. . .7-16

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co 30

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co 14

Palmer & Parker Co 44

Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co...

Pickrel Walnut Company 27

Purcell, Frank 47

Rayner, J., Company 30

HARDWOOD FLOORING.
Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-46

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Horner, William 4

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. 52

Long-Bell Lumber Company... 7

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co... 15

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage &
Lumber Company

Salt Lick Lumber Company.. 5-7

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4

Stephenson, I., Co., Trustees.. 52

Wilce, T., Company, The 5

Young. W. D., & Co 4

SAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co

SAWMILL MACHINERY
Sinker-Davis Company
Soule Steam Feed Works

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company 15

Mershon, W. B., & Co 3

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Clyde Iron Works 53

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co. 15

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company 16

Grand Rapids Veneer Works..

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company. . 5

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut.

Ins. Company

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company
Lumberman's Mut. Ins. Co

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's
Mut. Fire Ins. Company

\lMBER ESTIMATORS.

Lauderburn, D. E 48

McDonald, Thomas J 48

Sanborn & Gearheart 48

TIMBERLANDS.
Lacey, James D., & Co 46

Lacey, James D., Timber Co... 48

Lauderburn, D. E 48

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.

Childs, S. D., & Co 5

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co 16

Ideal Coated Paper Co

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Perkins Glue Company
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Wont tinted from juirir 50)

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. THE DEAN-SPICKER

CO., Chicago, III.

PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to l,/4", Mexican
and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO.. Chicago, 111.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville. Kv.

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL Southern hardwoods, rotary cut. any

thickness, any size. PENROD, JURDEN &
McCOWEN. Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN
FAS RED, 1/S", 6" & up. 12 to 16', kiln

dried. EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evans-
ville. Ind.
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wajme,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
OAK—QUARTERED

WHITE, anv thickness, sawed or sliced.
THE DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago. 111.

FAS, WHITE, 1/S". 6" & up, 12 to 16. kiln
dried; FAS, WHITE, 1/20", 1/16", 6" & up
wide, 8' & up long, kiln dried, sawed. EVANS-
VILLE VENEER CO., Evansville. Ind.
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
CLEAR 1/8", 12 to 16". 14',, kiln dried.

EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Ei'ansville, Ind.
ANY thickness, any size, rotary, QTD., cut

or sliced. PENROD VS^ALNUT & VENEER
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

WALNUT
ANY thickness, sawed or sliced. THE

DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago. 111.

ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.
COMPANY. Fort Wayne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville. Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago. 111.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & flg.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALiNUT CO., St.

Louis. Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILiiB

VENEER MILLS. Louisville. Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Kv.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes,

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany & Qtd.-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
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I
ENLIST YOUR IDLE ACRES!

|

Set your lazy land to work for I

the nation now when the nation |

needs every available acre! I

I There's an

I interesting

I article in

I August

I
Logging

I in which are

j some solid

I facts on the

j c o s t of
I quickly
I clearing
I land to help

I the"arm and
I 'EpUEfB

1 farm" prop-

L
Clyde, 5"tu:irvp1?all£r

arul riler at wSrlo.

A Clyde Stump-Puller Helping to Win the War

Send for a free copy of this Au-
gust number, mentioning where
you saw the offer, please.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
DULUTH, MINNESOTA

U. S. "A.

'•'""" iiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiriiiii! iiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiii iiiiiii uii iiiiiiinii i mini iim miiiiiminn nnnniiiiimiiii iiiiii iiiiimiimimiiii i

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Onr Specialty: West Vlrsliila and PenusyiTaala Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1 142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
SPECIAL FOR SALE

1 M " to 3 " No. 1 Com. & Better Dry Birch

Hardwoods & Cedar T'"'"
^nd Qrtd oak has

^^*'****' been our hobby for years
We want White Ash, all grades. 1 to 4" thick

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18,000.000 to 20.000.000
feet of hardwooda carried at all
times at our two ble BnfTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Pine, Yellow Pine, Spruce, Hemlerk, F1r» Lamber,
Tlinber, Millwork, Boxes, Maple and Oak Floorinc

955-1015 Elk Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stack of Seasoned Hardwroscls

ir.cludia^ ABh, Basswood. Birch, Cherry. Chestnut, Cypresi. Elm, i

Gum, Hickory. Maple, Plain tc Quartered Oak, Povlar & Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street

T. SULLIVAN & GO.
Hardwoods
Ash and Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwoods, and have evei-y facility for filling and ship-
ping orders prqpptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Concerning Our
60,000,000 Feet Production

WK HA\ E enipliasized uur ability lo give service. JusI liuvv far

heyoncl that of the average operation does this ability

repuire progress? The ratio reaches surprising proportions

ill an operation which has reached the point of expansion demanded
li\ an annual cut of 60.000.000 feet of hardwoods. For any business

must show constant growth or stagnation. Growth, then, of our insti-

iiilion means expanding in a measure which would represent a

sizable business in itself.

This is in no wa) a boastful comparison bul mereiv a frank

I'ilort to give a convincing impression of what 60,000.000 jeet means,

riease think of it as being more than a mere figure. It represents a

history of human interest, of human effort, of persistent striving and
planning towards the accomplishment of a definite hope.

That hope embodied the ambition to so well know our product

and yours, our problems and yours, that sales built on deserved

confidence would keep always ahead of any^ expansion in produc-

tion. The accomplishment of that ambition, proven bv our ability

to market such an immense cut is itself proof that what we offer

vou as a buyer, not only in goods but in experience and service,

could be used by you to your definite advantage. Have vou some
need through the serving of which we may earn from you also the

privilege of sustained confidence and friendly business relations?

If you have such unfilled wants, mav we know them?

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS, PANELS,
GROSS BANDING, GORE STOGK

of

Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis cornea and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber eind

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stimton Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

Three States Lumber Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
BAND MILL: BURDETTE. ARK.

The Following Is a List of a Few of the Items We
Now Have in Stock:

Dry, Ready for Prompt Shipment
COTTONWOOD

3 cars 1" boxboards. 8" to 12".

4 cars \\a" No. 1 common.
2 cars V/'o" Fas.
3 cars 2" Fas.

GUM
5 cars 1" boxboards, 13" to 17".

5 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12".

6 cars 1" Fas. Sap.
5 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Sap.
5 cars I'j" Fas. Sap.
2 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Red.
1 car I'j" Fas. Red.
2 cars V \" No. 1 Com. Red.
2 cars 2" Fas. Quartered Red.
1 car Z" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red.

S cars
3 c.,rs

3 cars
S cars
2 cars
1 car

2 c<trs

1 car
3 cars

2 cars
1 car
3 cars

OAK
I" Fas. Plain Red
iVi " Fas. Plain Red
v.'-/' Fas. Plain Red
1" No. 1 Com. Plain Red
l'^" No. 1 Com. PI. Red

11/2 " No. 1 Com. PI. Red
ASH

1" Fas. White
11/4" Fas. White
1" No. 1 Com. White

ELM
2" Log Run
V " Log Run
3" Log Run

ORDER XOW WHILE WE HAVE A SUPPLY OF EMPTY CARS.
NEXT MONTH THE CROPS WILL BE MOVING AND CARS
FOR LUMBER LOADING WILL BE SCARCE.

Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Daily Capacity 7 5,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Little Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shioments of-

Wh^te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

Goodyear Products
BIRCH

Average widths and lengths

4/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5/4 No. 3 4 mos. dry
3/4 No. 3 8 mos. dry
5/8 No. 3 8 mos. dry

BASSWOOD
Average widtbs and lengtba

3/4 N). 2 & btr 8 mos. dry

MAPLE
Average widths and lengths

4/4 No. 2 4 mos. dry
3/4 No. 2 8 mos. dry

T will be a special pleasure to show you our Birch
and Maple. It is all in the upper grades and

particularly high-class stock.

Our attention has been focused on the proper
manufacture of this lumber, its careful grading and
on being able to assure full thicknesses.

C. A. Goodyear Lumber Co.

McCormick Building Chicago, Dlinois
Mill located at Tomah, Wis.



Semi-Monthly
Twenty-Second Year CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 10, 1917 Subscription $2.

Single Copies, 15 Cents.

New Facilities Enable Us to Get Out
Hitherto Inaccessible Fine Walnut Logs
We arc putting uut tme-half millinii feet uf \ ery chdice walnut lugs at our [^awrence.
Kansas, yards where this ])icture was taken.

The truck has proven so successful in helping us reach scattered trees that we will
shortly jiut on several more. Note the exce])tional quality the logs show. It is easv
til keep supplied with this kind with a l)attery of trucks for hauling.

Just another mark of I'enrod efficiency made possilde liy long vears of exiierience and
careful study.

Penrod W^alnut & V eneer Co.
Kansas City, Missouri, U. S. A.
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ADVERTISERS' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

i

riTKraiysiff^flff^'iiB^^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas Bldg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman Bldg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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FlanlDf Mill

R. HANSON & SONS
GRAYLING MICHIGAN

Michigan Hardwoods
Make Steady Customers

White Pine, Norway,Hemlock

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber

and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and

seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

•ervice; — these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
DfCOSFOBATEB

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
acksonvi"
lertford.

) Porterwood, W. Va.
MILLS Y WUdeU,W.Va.

) MiU Creek, W. Va.

,
S. C.

(
Jacksonville, N. C. •<

Hertford, N. C. (

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN oFncE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
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WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. 1^" X 2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. 1^" X 2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

"FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan .*.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W.D.Young 6? Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

LUDINGTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicag* RepretentatiTa

nite Qtearns
^^ SALT C- LUMBER CO.

LudingtokMich.

^.iiiMiiiioiiiniiiiii[]iiMiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiin[]iMiiiiiiiii[]iMiiiiiMioiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiic^

COMMERCIAL f

j
KILN DRYING

|

i g

I Modem Kilns I

I We do a large amount of this

I work and are in a position to quote

I
prices that will be satisfactory.

I Wire or w^rite us, or better

I
still, send along your ship-

I ments of lumber for kiln

I
drying and they will be

I
taken care of.

! WILLIAM HORNER
I REED CITY, MICHIGAN
:«]niuiiui[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiininiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiic^iiiiiiiiiiic]uiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiuii[]iiiimuiC^

All TlurM of U« Will B* BcneBtad if Yon Montion HARDWOOD RECORD
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tells all about Eardxcood Flooring
and how to care for it—also prices—ajid is free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

(
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An invitation to

cozy good fellow-

ship that would be

Mlled iy any other

wood than oak

Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

ARE YOU PREPARED TO PROFIT
FROM "THE NEW OAK"?

By TWENTIETH CENTURY OAK we mean oak goods in the manu-
facture and finish of which the unparalleled potentialities for beauty and
versatility have been brought to light.

Oak presents a rare combination of true basic worth and adapta-

bility to the unique—to finish and styles strictly a la mode. It hence

offers to you as a seller of oak goods a rare opportunity to make good,

hard dollars because the public as a whole is sold on oak's reliability and
it is nov/ being demopstrated that it will be completely sold on oak as a

superb home beautifier.

Oak in its TWENTIETH CENTURY APPLICATION is backed
by the leading oak manufacturers of the country who are standing

behind you also in their campaign to tell the public at large what the

real possibilities of this wonderful wood are. Do you know how directly

the increased and more diversified use of oak would affect your business?

You should post yourself now because the real results are just begin-

ning to show.

WRITE NOW TO ANY MANUFAC
TURER ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
lll^
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Twentieth Century

Oak Applied

in the Twentieth

Century Way

Beauty without

monotony, tliat can

he enjoyed because

it can he seen—
contrasts that hlend

DEPENDABLE DISTRIBUTORS OF OAK
ALABAMA

c—Cromwell Hardwood Lumber Co.. Montgomery.

* ARKANSAS
Bliss-Cook Oak Company. Blissvllle. <See page 44.)

Paepcke Le)cht Lbr. Co., Blytheville and Helena. (So*
page 10-46.)

Crittenden Lumber Company, Crittenden.
c—J. V. Stlmaon Hardwood Company. Helena.
b— Little Rock Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Little Rock.

(See page 13.)

Miller Lumber Company, Marlanna.
Edgar Lumber Company. >Vesson.

ILLINOIS
a, b, c—Dermott Land & Lbr. Co., Chicago.
Utiey-Holloway Lumber Company, Conway BIdg.. Chicago.

(See page 5.)

INDIANA
Hoffman Brothers Company. Fort Wayne. (See page 14.)

o—Bedna Young Lumber Cnrnpany. Greensburg.
Chas. H. Branaby. Greencastle. (See page 42.)

J. V. Stimson. Huntlngburg. (See page 56.)
Wood-Mosaic Company. New Albany. (See page —.)

North Vernon Lumber Company. North Tem»n.
C. & W. Kramer Company. Richmond.
Swain- Roach Lumber Company. Seymour. (See page 45.)

a, b, c—Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, South
Bend.

KENTtJCKY
a, b. c—Arlington Lumber Co.. Arlington. (See page 40.)

b—Kentucky Lumber Company, Lexington.
W. P. Brown &. Sons Lumber Co.. Louisville. (See page —.)

Holly Ridge Lumber Company, Louisville.

Salt Lick Lumber Company. Salt Lick. (See page 5.)

LOUISIANA
The Perd. Brenner Lumber Company. Alexandria.
CvLTax Haidwesd Lumber Company. Colfax.
b, c—The Hyde Lumber Company, Lake Prorldence.
b, c—Sabine Itlver Lumber & Lagging Company. Inc.. Oalldale.
Climax Lumber Company, St. Landry.
Thletletbwaite Lumber Co., Ltd., Washington.
MaoBfleld Hardwood Lumber Company, Wlnofleld.

RHSSISSIPPI
V—Alexander Bros., Belzoni.
b^Lamb-Fish Lumber Co.. Charleston. (See page ^.)
Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.. Greenville. (See page 10-46.)
Uisalssippl Lumber Company, Quitman.
b, c—Tallahatchie Lumber C<imi(aiiy. Philipp.
Carrier Luimber & Manufacturing Company, Sardla.

AaSSOUBI
a. b, —BL K. Lemtng Lumber Company, Cape Girardeau.
Leni-Bell Lumber Company, Hdwd. Oept., Kantas Ci^, Mo.

(See page 44.)
ft, b, c—Tschudj Lumber Company, Kansas City.
b, e—Galleway-PeaM Co., Poplar Bluff.
Baker-Matthews Lumber Company. Sikaaton. Sales OfDce,

Chicago,
a—Arkla Lumber it Manufacturing Company. St Loula.
J. A, Holmes Lumber Company, St. Louis,
a, b. o—Chaa. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Co., St Louis.

NORTH CAROLINA
a, D. o—Carr Lumber Company. Piagah Forest

OHIO
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company. Coal Grore
^* ,; °~.V\ **- Illtter Lumber Company, Columbni.a—Barr-Holaday Lumber Company. Greenfleld.

CINCINNATI
Bayou Land & Lumber Company
C. Crane &. Co. (See page 45.)
a, b—Duhlraeier Brothers & Co,
a. b -Mowbray &. Robinson Company. (See page 42.)

PENNSYLVANIA
American Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Plttabtinh.Babcock Lumber Company. Pittaburgh.

TENNESSEE:
Williams Lumber Co., Fayettevllle.
^:—Bedna Young Lumber Company. Jackson
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Company, KnoxvllU. (8topage o.)

MEMPHIS
J. H. Bonner &. Sons. (See page 12.)
Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Company. (See paae 12)Memphis Band Mill Company. (See page 10.)
^'— J- V. Stimson Hardwood Company (See page 1 1 )
J. W. Wheeler & Co. (See page H )

NASHVILLE
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company.
Farris Hardwood Limiber Company.
Love, Boyd & Co.
John B. Bansom & Co.

TEXAS
Sabine Tram Company, Bfauuiunt.

„ „ VIRGINIA
c—U. 8. Spruce Lumber Company, Marlon.

WEST VIRGINIA
b. o—The Alton Lumber Cmiiiany. Euckhannon.
a. e—West Virginia T;mber Company, Charleston
Pardee & (Jurtin Lumber Company, Clarksburs. \

Blueatone Land & Lumber Co., Gardner.
C. L. Bitter Lumber Company, Huntington,
Knckcastle Lumber Cempany, Huntington.
Clay Lumber Company, Middle Fork.
The Parkersburg Mill Company, Parkersburg.
a, b. c—The Meadow River Lumber Company, BalneUo;.
b. c—Warn Lumber Corporation, Baywood
American Column & Lumber Co.. St. Albans,

WISCONSIN
a, c—Bacine Lumber & Manufacttirlng Company, Badno.

a—Mannfactorer mf Implement St«ck.
t>—Manufacturer ef Car Material.
c—Manufactured of Factory Dimension.
Firms in Heavy Type Have Indirldoal Adfl •

I'ages Desifnated.
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

F YOU have ever used any hardwood lumber from east Temiessee

you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We
are not going to claim .any credit for the many points of perfection,

for the trees simply grew that way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made them—the growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But there is another point which is concerning users these days and

concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good de-

liveries and offer just as good service as under normal conditions, we

sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably than in almost any other big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of the quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

than it is the good fortune of almost any other section to be in position to

offer imder present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modem
equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from

this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

Write

The Babcock Lumber & Land Co Marysville, Tenn.
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber Company Townsend, Tenn.

Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.

J. M. Logan Lumber Company Knoxville, Tenn.

!!!!!!!!!!{!'|iiii''''!iiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1i'iiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiii||'iiiniiilliinilllllii|lllini1iiiii!''iiiiiiiiiiiiii'i'i''iiN
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VehicleWoods fromMemphis District

Two distinct classes of wood are demanded by manufac-
turers of vehicles; strong and tough woods for wheels, poles,

axles, hounds, and other parts of the running gear; and mod-
erately light, fine-grained woods for bodies and panels. The
strong woods in most demand are hickory, oak and ash; the

fine-grained kinds are more numerous, but yellow poplar, red
gum, Cottonwood and tupelo are among the most important.

An examination of the forest resources of the Memphis dis-

trict reveals the fact that these woods are abundant there, and
that vehicle makers depend to a larger degree upon that region

for material than upon any other single region of the country.

Take hickory as an example. The whole sawmill production
of this indispensable wood in the United States is placed at

86,000,000 feet per year. Of this amount certain southern
states are credited as follows:

ARKANSAS 13,443,000 feet

TENNESSEE 1 1,933,000 feet

KENTUCKY 8.708,000 feet

MISSOURI 5,236,000 feet

LOUISIANA 3,770,000 feel

MISSISSIPPI 3,220,000 feet

ALABAMA 1,019,000 feet

Total 47,329,000 feet

This leaves less than half of the hickory supply to come from all the

rest of the country. That is, the seven states which are tributary to

Memphis furnish more of this highly important vehicle than is furnished

by the remaining twenty-six states which are credited in government

reports with hickory production.

The showing is nearly the same with regard to ash, though the

proportion supplied by the states named is not quite so high as in the

case of hickory. However, these seven states, with Texas added, yield

74,000,000 feet of ash a year, while the output of this wood in the

whole country is 159,000,000 feet.

ITo Se continued]

m
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We Can Move To Your Order At Once

QTD. WHITE OAK
IM.OOO' C. & B., 5/8".

75,000' No. 1 C. 4/4".

r,0 000- C. P. Stp3., 3x3%" wide. 1

30.000' No. 1 C. 5/4".

150.000' C. & B.. 6/4".

70.000' No. 2 C. 8/4".

PLAIN \\'HITE OAK
130.000' C. & B., 8/4".

QTD. BED OAK
30.000' C. & B.. 3/4".

50.000' No. 1 C. 4/4".

100,000' C. & B.. 5/4".

15,000' No. 1 C, 8/4".

PLAIN BED OAK
75.000' C. & E., 5/8".

100.000' C. & B.. 5/4".

31.000' S. W., 5/4".
30.000' FAS. (>/4".

30.000' C. & B.. 8/4.

ELM
300.000' L, B.. 3".

100.000' L. B.. 10/4".

QTD. GUM SAP. NO DEFECT

All Slock regular widths and lengths

.io.ooo' c,

100,000' c.
200,000' c.

200.000' c.
20O.00O' C.

& B.. 5/4"
& B.. 0/4".

& B.. 8/4".

& B., 10/4".

& B.. 12/4".

MAY BROS.

Regular widths and lengths

PLAIN VNTIITE OAK
2 cars 1 & 2s. 4/4". 6 mos.

QTD. WHITE OAK
4 cars Sel., 4/4". 12 mos.

PLAIN BED OAK
1 <-ar 1 & 2s. 5/4". 12 mos.

2 cars 1 & 2s. 5/4". 6 mos.

1 car 1 & 2s, C/4". 6 mos.

PLAIN BED AJ;D ^VHITE

2 cars No. 3 Cora.. 4/4", 12 mos.

QTD. BED GUM
2 cars 1 & 2s, C/4", 5 mos.

Regular widths and lengths

PLAIN BED GUM
2 cars 1 & 23. 6/4", 5 mos.

HICKORT
1 car No. 2 Com. & Btr., 4/4 , 4

1 T^' No. 2 Com. & Btr., 5/4 &
6/4". 4 mos.

ELM . .„ .

10,000' No, 2 Cora. & Btl.. 4/4 , 4

,-"rao' No. 2 Com. & Btr.. 12/4", 4

mos.

MIXED OAK
1 car Crosslns Pl»nk. 12,/4". 8 to

12", rcg.. 24 mos.

QUABTEBED WHITE OAK
15,000' 4/4, 1 & 2s, 12 mos.
IG 400' 4/4. dear strips. 2'/3 to 5%

wide. reg. Igth.. 12 mos. dry,
bright sap. no defect.

11.700' S/4. 1 & 2s. 12 mos.
G.300' 6/4, 1 & 23, 8 mos,
1,200' 8/4, 1 & 2s, 12 mos.

QUABTEBED BED OAK
16,000' 4/4, No. 1 Com.. 12 mos.
5.400' 5/4. 1 & 2s, 8 mos.
2 800' 5/4, No. 1 Com. 8 mos.
5,500' 6/4, 1 & 2s, 8 mos.
2.0OO' 6/4. No. 1 Com.. 8 mos.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
9.000' 5/4, 1 i: 2*. I' nins.

20,000' 5/4. No. 1 Com.. 6 mos.

12.000' 8/4. 1 & 2s. S mos.
7,700' 8/4, No. 1 Com.. S mos.

PLAIN BED OAIC

48,500' 5/4, 1 & 2s, 6 mos.
57.200' 5/4. No. 1 Com.. C mos.

22 500' 6/4, No. 1 Com.. 6 mos.
18.200' 8/4. 1 & 2s. 8 mos.

CYPBESS
18.500' 4/4, No. 1 Simp. 3 mos.
90.000' 4/4, No. 1 Cora.. 3 mos.
25.300' 5/4, No. 1 Shop. 3 mos.
49,200' 5/4, No. 1 Com.. 3 mos.
32.500' 8/4. No. 1 Shop, 3 mos.
75.000' 8/4, No. 1 Com.. mos.
'>2 500' 3". No. 1 Slinp & Bet,. 3 raos.

F.T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO.

Ferguson & Palmer Co.

Recent Opinion From One of Our New Customers:

•We are going to bear your company in m.nd

because our inspector advises that out of the

million feet which the writer bought «»^«" '"

your community last month, of all the stock that

has come through so far. yours ha* .hown up

the best."

Memphis Band Mill Co.

JVe have the following stock for immediate delivery:

WHITE ASH
25.000' 1 & 2s. IxC" and up.
50,000' 1 & 2s, 5/4x6" and up,
15,000' 1 & 23, 6/4x6" anil up.
35.000' 1 & 2s, 8/4x0" and up.
30,000' 1 & 2s, 12/4x6" and up.
25.000' 1 & 2s. 16/4x6" and up.
10.000' No. 1 Coin. & Btr.. 31^x5
and up.

10,000' 1 & 2s, 5,'4xI0 to 12".

S.OOO' 1 & 2a, 6/4x10 to 12",

12,000' 1 & 23, 8/4x10 to 12".

.5.000' 1 & '2s. 6/4x12" and up.
8.000' 1 & 2s, 8/4x12" and up.

30.000' No. 1 Com., 4/4x3" and up.
15,000' No. 1 Coin., 6/4x3" and up,
15,000' No. 1 Com., 8/4x3" and up.
5,000' No. I & 2 C. 10/4x3" & up.
5,000' No. 1 & 2 C. 12/4x3" & up.
5,000' No, 1 & 2 C, 16,'4x3" & up.

10.000' No. 2 Com,. 6,'4x3" & up.
18.000' No. 2 Coin.. 8/4x3" & up.
3.000' No. 1 & 2 Com., 20/4x4" &
up, bone dry.

SOFT ELM
50.000' No. 2 Com. & Btr.. 3", dry,
10%. 10/4".

\\'c select Wliito -\.sb any thickness for Aeroplane Kcnnircracnts

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co.

We have the following stock in regular widths and lengths:

CrPRKSS
FAS. 8/4". 6" & up wide. 807o 14
& 16' lone. 8 mos. dry.

Selects. 5/4". 6" & up wide. 80%
14 & 16' lone. 8 mos. dry.

Selects. S/4". 6" & up wide. 60%
14 & 16' long. 8 raos. dry.

Shop. 4/4". 5" & up wide, 70% 14
& 16' long. 8 mos. dry.

ELM
Cora. & Btr. 0/4". 4" & up wide.
60% long. 6 mos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 12/4". 4" & up. eo%
long. 10% No. 2 Com.. 6 mos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 16/4". 4" & up. 75%
long. 10% No. 2 Com.. 6 mos. dry.

No. 1 C. 3/4". 4" & up wide. 60%
long. Plain. 1 yr. dry.

No. 2 C. 3/4", 4" & up wide, 60%
Com, & Btr. R 4", 0" & up wide.

707r Ions, riahi. 10 i.K.s (Irv,

QUARTERED BED GIM
Com, & Btr. 5/4". 4" .t up wide.
60% long.

Com. & Btr. 4/4". 4" & up wide.
60% long. Qtd. Fig.. 8 mos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 4/4". 4" & up wide.
70% long. 6 raos. dry.

Com. & Btr. 8/4". 4" & up wide.
70% long. 6 moa. dry.

SAP GUM
FAS 5/4. 14" & up wide. 70% long.

1 yr. dry.
FAS 4/4. 13 to 17" wide. 70% long.

10 mos. dry.
No. 1 C. 4/4. 18 to 21" wide.

70 % long. 6 raos. dry.

No. I C. 4/4. 22" & up wide.
70% long. 6 mos. dry.

BED OAK
FAS 3,'4". 6" & up wide. 85% long.

QIiI . 1 JT. dry.

Oak Gum Cottonwood

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.

Head Offices: Conway Bldg.

Chicago

Maple

ANDERSON-TULLY CO.

ASH
1 & 25. 3" 12" and up. S/IC'. 12 mo.. 40';i 14' & 10'

100,000 Feet; Immediate Shipment.

JAMES E. STARK & CO.

iii
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Ofjer for Prompt Shipment
PLAIN RED OAK

90.000' FAS, 4/4".
175,000' FA.S, 5/4".
400.000' C. &. Btr., 8/4".
27,000' C, & Btr., 10/4".
87,000' C. & Btr., 12/4".

300,000' No. 1 Com., 5/4".
70.000' No. 1 Com.. S/4".

PLAIN WHITE OAK
.30,000' FAS, 4.'4".

30,000' FAS, 6/4".
H3.000' C. & Btr., 8/4",
15,000' C. & Btr., 10/4",
C2.000' C. & Btr.. 12/4".

QTD. mjITE OAK
7,i,000' FAS, 4/4".
SS.OOO' FAS. 5 '4".

SO. 000' No. 1 Com., 5/4".
.i4.000' No. 1 Com.. 6, 4",

90,000'
110,000'
150,000'

500.000'
360,000'
80,000'

500,000'
700,000'

130,000'
70.000'

2IIII.I100'

PLAIN BED GUM
C. & Btr, 4/4".
C. & Btr., 5/4".
C. & Btr.. 6/4".
QTD. RED GUM

C. & Btr., 8/4".

PLAIN SAP GUM
C. & Btr., 6/4".
C. & Btr., 5/4".

C. & Btr., 3/4".

QTD. SAP GUM
C. & Btr., 6/4".

C. & Btr., 8/4".

jnSCELLANEOUS
Com. Cotton. 4 4".

C. & Btr.. Tupelo, 4/4",
L/R, Elm, 8/4",

All stock dry and regular width and length.

i.ono' M'C. Clear. 8/4"

GAYOSO LUMBER CO.
BLAINE, MISS. bandmills MEMPHIS, TENN.

SPECIAL, 1 Car 21^ " Is & 2s Soft Ash, largely 12'

DRY ASH
1 car 1 & 23. 1", 6,'10", 14/16'.
.5 cars 1 & 2s, 1", 6/10", reg. Ijlhs.
1 car 1 & 2s, 1", 10" & up, 14/16'.
1 car 1 & 2s, 1". 12" & up, reg.
Igths.

3 cars 1 & 2s. IVt", 6/10". reg.
Igths.

1 car 1 & 2s, Hi", 10" & up, reg.
Igths.

1 car 1 & 2s, 2", 10/12", 14/16'.
cars 1 & 2s, 2", 6/10", reg. Igths.

1 & 2s. 2%", 6/7", reg. Igths.
1 & 2s, 2%". 11" & up, reg.

1 car
1 car
Igths.

1 car
Igths.

1 & 3", 12" & up, reg.

& 2s, 4", 6" & reg.,3 cars 1
Igths.

2 cars 1

Igths.

1 car Strips. 1". 2%/5%, reg. Igths.

2s, 4", 12" & up, reg.

10 cars No. 1 C. 1"7 3"
Igths.

3 cars No. 1 C. 1%"
Igths.

1 car No. 1 C. 1^"
Igths.

3 cars No. 1 C., 2",
Igths.

1 car Shorts. 1 to 3", reg. wdths.
and Igths.

1 car Strips. 2", 2>4/5>4. reg. Irhs.

up, reg.

" & up, reg.

" & up, reg.

& up, reg.

20.000'
50.000'
75,000'
20,000'

PLAIN WHITE OAK
1 & 2s, 4,4".
No. 1 Com., 4/4".
No. 2 Com., 4/4".
No. 3 Com.. 4/4".

PLAIN BED OAK
20,000' 1 & 2s, 4/4",
75,000' No, 1 Com.. 4/4".

180,000' No. 2 Com.. 4/4".
40.000' No. 3 Com.. 4,'4".

QTD. WHITE OAK
30,000' 1 & 2s, 4/4",

140.000' No. 1 Com., 4/4".
38,000' Clear Strips, 4/4".
30,000' No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

ASH
15,000' No. 2 Com. & Btr., 4/4".

QTD. RED GUM
12,000' No. I Com. & Btr.. 8/4".

RED AND WHITE OAK
46,000' Crossing Plank, 12/4".

Penrod,Jurden & McCowen

The list below is ready for Prompt Shipment

DUDLEY LUMBER CO., Inc.

The Following Items Are Ready for Prompt Shipment

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
1 & 2, 4/4, 35M'.
Xn. 1 Com., 3/8, 21M'.
No. 1 Com.. 4 '4, 75M'.

QUARTERED RED OAK
No. 1 Com.. 4 '4. 50M'.
No. 2 Com,. 4 '4. 2.5M'.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
No. 1 Com., 4/4, 30M'.
No. 2 Com.. 4/4, I2M'.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 & 2. 4/4, 37M',
1 t 2, 5/4, 9M'.
No. 1 Com., 4/4, 90M',
No. 1 Com.. 5,'4, JM'.

ELM
L/R, 12/4, 98M'.

COTTONTVOOD
1 & 2, 4/4, I2M'.
No. 1 Com.. 4/4, 50M'.

ASH
Com. & Bet.. 10/4. 4.5M'.
Com. & Bet. 12/4. 3.5M'.

POPLAR
L/R. 4/4, 28M'.

QUARTERED RED GUM
1 & 2, 4/4. 50M'.
1 & 2, 8/4, 3M'.
Fig Wood. 1 & 2, 4/4. 17M'.

SAP GUM
1 & 2, 4/4, 70M'.
No. 1 Com.. 4/4, 80M'.
No. 2 Com.. 5/4, 80M'.
No. 3, 4/4, 56M'.
Boi Btls., 1x9-12", 34M'.
Box Bds., 1x13-17", 25M'.
Panel. 1x18 & up, 50M'.

QUARTERED BLACK GUM
L,/R, 4/4, 43M'.

PLAIN BLACK GL'M
L.H, 4/4, 30M'.

Stimson Veneer & Lbr.

QTD. WHITE OAK
2 cars 1 & 23, 4/4".
7 cars No. 1 Com., 4/4".
2 cars Clear Strips. 4/4".
2 cars No. 1 Com., strips. 4/

QTD. RED OAK
3 cars No. 1 & 2s. 4/4".
1 car No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

PLAIN WHITE OAK
1 car 1 & 2s. 4/4".
2 cars No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

PLAIN RED OAK
1 car 1 & 2s. 4 4".

3 cars No. 1 Com.. 4/4".
2 cars No. 3 Com., 4/4".

QTD. RED GUM
2 cars 1 & 2s. 4/4".
5 cars No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

1 car 1 & 2s, 6,-4".

1 car 1 & 2s. 5/4".

SAP GUM
3 cars 1 & 2s, 4/4".
2 cars 1 & 2s. 5/4".
5 cars No. 1 Com., 4/4".
2 cars No. 1 Com., 5/4".
2 cars No. 2 Com., 4/4",

COTTONWOOD
3 cars No. 1 Com., 4/4".
3 cars No. 2 Com., 4/4".

PANEL COTTONTVOOD
1 car 18" and up. 4/4".

ELM
4 cars No. 2 & Btr., 4/4".
3 cars No. 2 & Btr., 10/4".
3 cars No. 2 & Btr.. 12/4".
2 cars No. 2 & Btr., 16/4".

QTD. SYCAMORE
1 car Log run. 4/4".

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co.

20,000 ft. Qtd. W. Oak 1 & 2 1/2'

12,600 ft. Qt W. Oak No. 1 C 5/8'

11.900 ft. Sound Wormy Oak 4/4"

14,100 tt, Qtd, W. O. Strips Clear Hi
& 3"

56,500 ft Qtd. W. O. Strips Sap 2%
& 3"

9.800 ft. PI. W. Oak 1 & 2 1/2"
42.300 rt. PI. W. Oak No. 1 C. 1/2"
9.500 ft. PI. W. Oak No, 1 C. 5 '8"

12.700 ft PI. Bed Oak 1 & 2 5/8"
4.200 ft PI. Red Oak No, 1 C 5/8"

15.800 ft PI. Red Oak 1 & 2 3/4"

54.200 ft. PI. Red Oak 1 & 2 4/4"

41,000 ft PI, Red Oak Step 11-15
5/4"

21,800 ft PI. Red Oak Sd. Wormy
HO 4/4"
14.000 ft. Qtd. R. Oak 1 & 2 5,/4" 10
& up

Send in your order now for
19.000 ft. Qtd. R. Gum 1*2 4/4"
67.500 ft. Qtd. R. Gum No. 1 C 4/4"
32.300 ft. Qtd. R. Gum No. 1 C 5/4"
10.300 ft Qtd. R. Gum 1 & 2 6/4"
9.100 ft. Qtd. R. Gum No. 1 C. 6/4"

176.500 ft. Qtd. B. Gum 1 & 2 8/4"
97,000 ft Qtd. R. Gum No. 1 C. 8/4"
62.000 ft Qtd. R. Gum Com. & Bet
8/4" Sap no defect

145,000 ft. Qtd. K. Gum Com. & Bet
3" Sap no defect

32.500 ft Qtd. Fig, R. Gum 1 & 2
4/4"

19,500 ft Qtd. Fig. K. Gum No. 1 0.
4/4"
7.500 ft PI. R. Gum 1 & 2 4/4"

23,000 ft PI. R. Gum No. 1 C. 4/4"
22,500 ft PI R. Gum 1 & 2 5/4"
39.500 tt. PI. R. Gum No. I C. 5/4"
14.000 ft PI, R. Gum 1 & 2 8/4"
15.000 ft PI, R. Gum No. 1 C. 8/4"

The Mossman Lumber Co.

All stock 50% & Better, 14'-16' long, dry.

10,000' Fas., 1/2", 10" & up. 2 yrs.

25.000' Pas.. 3/4". 10" & up, 2 yrs.
30,000' Fas., 1/4", 6" & up, IS mos.

250,000' Fas., 3/4", 6" & up, 2 yrs.
98.000' No. 1 C, 1/4". 4" & up, 1 yr.

200,000' No. 1 C. 3/8", 4" & up, I yr.

200,000' No. 1 C, 5/8", 4" &. up. 8
mos.

40,000' No. 2 C, 3/8", 4" & up, 1 yr,
50,000' No. 2C..5/8", 4" & up, 1 yr.
46.000' No. 2 C..3/4". 4" & up. wide,
1^ yrs.

16,000' 1 & 2s. 4/4" strips. 4/4%"
wide. 6 mos.

32,000' No. 1 Com., 4/4" strips,

3/S',s" wide, 6 mos.
10,000'
4/414"

No. 1 Com.,
wide, 6 mos.

4/4" strips.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
36,000'
46,000'
mos.

50.000'
mos.

1 & 2s, 3/4", 6"

No. 1 C, 1/2"
& up. 6 mos.
4" &. up. 6

C, 1/2", 4" & up.

QTD. SAP GUM
s. 6/4". 6" and up75.000' 1 & :

wide. 6 mos.
76.000' Fas;. 8/4". 6" and up, 6 mos.
30,000' Fas.. 10/4". 6" and up, 6 mos.
25.000' Fas., 12/4", 6" and up, 6 mos.
35.000' No. 1 C 4/4", 4" & up, 6 mos.
25,000' No. 1 C., 6/4", 4" i up, 6 mos.
27.000' No. 1 C, 8/4", 4" & up. 6 mos.

R. J. DARNELL, Inc.

Send us your inquiries now

SAP GUM
300,000 ft. FAS. 4/4", 6" to 12",
60%, 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

150.000 ft. FAS, 8/4. 6" to 12".
60%, 14/16, 8 mos. dry.

150,000 ft No. 1 C, 6/4", reg. wdth.,
60%, 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

200.000 ft. No. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth..
60%. 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

300,000 ft No. 2 C. 4/4", reg, wdth.,
60%, 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED GUM
12.000 ft PAS. 3/8". 6" &. up.
6 mos. dry.

J. W. Wheeler & Company

22.000 ft PAS, 1/2". 6" & up.
6 mos. dry.

65.000 ft FAS, 5/8", 6" & up. ^ E
8 mos. dry.

QUARTERED RED GUM
45,000 ft No. 1 C. 4/4", reg,,
wdth., 60%, 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

60,000 ft. No. 1 C. & Btl.. 8/4".
reg. wdth., 60%, 14/16, 8 moa. dry,

QUARTERED RED OAK
15.000 ft. No. 1 C. & Btr., 3/4",
reg. wdth., 60%. 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

10.000 ft. No. 1 C. & Btr., 6/4",
reg. wdth.. 60%, 14/16. 8 mos. dry.

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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We have
PLAIN RED OAK

11.000' Stei> Plk.. 5,1",
10%" and up.

10.000' No. 1 & 2 Com..
n,'l".. 2 yrs.

li.ooo' No. 1 & 2 Com..
.s,''4". 2 yrs.

QTD. RED OAK
5.500' C. & Btr.. 3, 4".

PLAIN WHITE OAK
5.000' No. 1 & 2 Com..
6/4".
QTD. WHITE OAK

25.000' C. & Btr.. 5/4".

SAP Gl'M
75.000' Panel. No. 1 &
2, 4/4". 18" and up.

l.'O.otin' 1 & 2s. 4 '4"

1"

the following to o
21)11.000' Xo. 2 A; 3 ('..

4 '4".

75.000' No. 2 & 3 C.
5/4".

150.000' 1 & 2s. S/4".
PLAIN RED GUM

75.000' 1 & 2li. 4/4".
OU.OOO' No. 1 C. 5/4".
25.000' I & 2s. fi/4".

75.000' No. 1 C, 0/4".
25.000' No. 2 C. 6/4".
12.0011' 1 & 2s. 8/4".
25.000' No. 1 C 8/4".
QTD. RED GUM

100.000' C. & Btr.. 4/4".

70.000' 1 & 2s. 5/4".
35.000' No. 1 C. 5/4".
39.000' 1 & 2s. C/4".

100.000' r. & Btr.. 8.'4".

25 000' r ^ V. .

10-4"

1 C. 4 4" 12.0fni' r ,^ r. , 12 4".

ffer, dry:
PLAl.V RED GUM
FIGURED WOOD

15.000' 1 & 2s. 5/4".
10.000' 1 & 2s. 8/4".

SOFT ELM
10.000' No. 1 & 2 C.
6/4".

28.000' Log Run. 12/4".
15.000' No. 3 C S/4".

SOFT MAPLE
30,000' Log Run. S/4".

ARO>LATIC
RED CEDAR

Coin. & Btr.. 4/4".

Car lots or less quick
shipment

WHITE AND RED
OAK

Ties or S. S, E. timbers
cut I.I order

GEO. C. BROWN & CO,

Send US your inquiries for these items

GUM
2 cars Fas. Qld. Bed. 2", 2 roos. dry.

1 car Fas. Qtd. Red, 2", 6 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C. Qtd. Bad, 8/4. 2

mos. dry.
1 car No. 1 C. Qtd. Bed, 8/4, 6 mos,

dry.
5 cars Fas. Qtd, Sap, 8/4, 3 mos. dry.

;l cars Fas. Qtd. Sap. S/4. 3 mos. dry
3 cars Fa3, PI. Red. 1". 3 mos. dry.

2 cars No. I C. PI. Red. 1", 3 moa.
dry.

2 cars No. 2 C. Sap, 1". 3 mos, dry,

PLAIN RED OAK
1 car Fas, 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

2 cars .No, 1 C. 4/4, 8 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

2 cars No. I C, 8/4, 6 mos. dry.

1 car No. 2 C, 8/4. 6 mos. dry.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
2 cars Fas. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

1 car No. 1 C, 8/4, 12 mos. dry.

POPLAR
2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4, 3 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 2 C 4/4, 3 mos. dry.

MISCELLANEOUS
Elm— 1 car Lot Bun. 12/4. 1 i

dry.
Magnolia—Log Run. 4/4.
Oak Bridge Plank—12/4. green.

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co.

ASH
95M' Is & 2s. 1x6-9" wide. 8 &
10' long. dry.

30M' Is & 2s. lxIO-11" wide. 8
& 10' lone. dry.

15M' Is & 2s. 1x15" & up. 8-16"

long. dry.
PLAIN WHITE OAK

40M' Is & 2s. 1/2" dry.

20M' Is & 2s, 8/4, dry.

20M' No. 1 Com., 1/2, dry.

20M' No. 1 Com., 3/4, dry.

I7M' No. 1 Com.. 8/4, dry.

PLAIN liED OAK
60M' Is & 2s, 8/4, dry,

40M' No, 1 Com.. 8/4, dry.
CYPRESS

50M' No. 1 Sliop. 5/4, dry.
WILLOW

loOM' Is & 2s, 4/4, dry,
35M' Is & 2s, 5/4, dry,
luoM' No. 1 Com., 4/4. dry.
2UM' No. 1 Com.. 5/4. dry.

20M' No. I Cum.. 6/4. dry.

QlAKTEItED FIGURED RED GIM
4IIM' Is & 2s. I", dry.

26M' No. 1 Com.. 1". dry.
40M' Is & 2s. 5/4. dry.
ICM' No. 1 Com.. 5/4. dry.
20M' Is & 2s. 6/4. dry.
5M' No. 1 Com.. 6/4. dry.

30M' Is & 2s. 8/4. dry.
FIGURED RED GUM
Is & 2s. 5/4. dry.
No. 1 Com.. 4/4. dry.
No. I Com.. 5/4. dry.
PLAIN RED GUM

I9M' Is & 2s, 3/4, dry,
5M' Is & 2s, 1/2, dry.
50M' Is & 2s. 8/4. dry.
50M' No. I Com.. 8 4. dry.

QUARTERED RED GUM
50M' Is & 2s. 4/4. dry.
40M' la & 2s. 5/4. dry.
I5M' Is & 2s. 6/4. do'.

QUAICrEIlED GUM
(Sap Xo Detect)

!:oM' Xn, 1 Cum. & Bel-- 10/4

13M'
17.\I'

12M'

dry

E. SONDHEIMER CO.

All stock regular widths and lengths

SAP GUM
5 cars 1 kt 2s. 4/4".

5 cars 1 & 2s. 5.'4".

5 cars No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

7 cars No. 1 Com.. 5/4".
I car I & 2s. 8/4":

1 car No. 1 Com.. 8/4".

PLAIN RED GUM
2 cars 1 & 2s. 5/4".

PLAIN RED OAK
2 cars I & 2s, 4/4",

PLAIN WHITE OAK
2 cars 1 & 2s, 4/4".

2 cars Com,
2 cars Com,

SOFT ELM
& Btr.. 8/4".

& BU'., 12/4".

RED CYPRESS
2 cars 1 & 2s. 8/4".
2 cars No. 1 Shop. 8/4".

Coulson Lumber Company

H'e have the following stock ready for immediate shipment:

QTD. WHITE OAIi
85,000' 1 & 2s, 1/2".
32.000' 1 & 2s. 3/4".
50.000'
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Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Daily Capacity 75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
UttI* Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shipments of-

Wh<te and Red Gak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

A New Book for the Forester and
Lumberman

The Essentials of

American Timber Law
By J. P. KINNEY, A. B. LL. B., M. F.

Every chapter in this book contains information

that will prove of inestimable value to any one
who desires to ascertain easily and quickly the

fundamentals of American timber law, or who
needs references to court decisions to support a

well-founded view as to the law upon any par-

ticular point. It includes:

Classifications of Property. Forms of Private Profession
of Land and Incidents Thereof. Trees and Timber as
Property. Statutory Civil Liability for Timber Trespass.
Injury to Growing Trees as a Criminal Offense. Contracts
Regarding Growing Timber. Contracts Regarding the
Preparation and Manufacture of Timber Products. Con-
tracts for the Sale of Timber Products. Trees on a
Boundary Line or in a Highway. The Policy of the
National Government in Regard to the Free Use of Tim-
ber Taicen from Public Lands.

Send for your copy of this book today. You
will find it a valuable guide in your work.

308 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $3.00 net.

HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

LiDGERWOOD Portable

Skidders and Loaders

^

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
•rlginators of Grtund and tverhead Steam Leigtnf Machinery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK seattlb
New Orleans: Weedward. Wlcht Jb Ce.. Ltd.

Canada: Canadian AUU-Chalmers, LM., Terent*

GRAND RAPIDS

VAPOR DRY KILN
GRAND RAPIDS

MICHIGAN

GUARANTEES
There is a difference in them— not alone in word-

ng and salesmanship, but in intent, in actual serv-

ce and in ability to perform.

The Grand Rapids Vapor Kiln guarantee is based

)n a scientific measurement; it is original and the

esult of our thirty years' experience in wood-

working.

iVe know the difference between ordinary kiln

jperation and ordinary guarantees, and we know
rou do want dependable guarantees based on real

lervice and tests.

>Jeed we say more?

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
Grand Rapids, Mich. Seattle, Washington

Western Agents. Greeff Varnish Kilns

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You MenUon HAKDWOOD RECORD
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This

Indiana White Oak
is growing in Indiana.

In paying a premium for

such stock you must pro-

tect yourself byknowing
where it comes from.

We have manufactured
it for half a century and
can prove the origin of

our product.

®HOFFMAN BROS. /ZZS
COMPANY (IB)
Fori Wayne, Ind. V^^

Rcg.U.S. ESTAKLieHZD 1867 ReR U S
Pat.Off. IKCOHPORATED 1804 Pat.Off.

.^^\'

y^^9.^2^^^

There are three things that are inevitable:

DEATH!
TAXES!
CAR SHORTAGES!
You cannot get av^ay from the first two

—

BUT
You can avoid the latter by placing your

orders with us

NOW.
We have a complete stock of High Grade South-
ern Hardwoods in all grades and thicknesses, and
are in a position to make immediate shipment of

straight or mixed cars.

You are facing the most serious car
shortage in the history of the country.
Anticipate your requirements now

JVire or Write Us for Prices

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.

1314 Fisher BuUding
CHICAGO

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.

SAVE
Heat
Time
Troubk
Money

Carrier Ready to Lift 0»

by ualnv the

Door Carrier System

THOUSANDS ARE IN USB

THEY OPERATE PERFECTLY
on doors of any alst, em

OLD OR NEW KILNS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

\y8;»aimatimiiic^ti'jjmait:>im»)im;>M;^^
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$2,00 the rear; In foratffn coDDtrlea, $1.00 extra poatage.
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YOU
Don't have to make claims on our shipments. We
keep the doubtful boards.

SATISFY YOURSELF
Your inspector, your shop foreman, with the uni-

formly high grades of our perfectly manufactured stock.

Oak, Gum, Ash, Elm, Cottonwood, Hickory

EVERYTHING IN SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Tell us to quote you. ' Then wire us to ship.

Beaumont Lumber Co.
BEAUMONT, TEXAS

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefitea if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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General Market Conditions

THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF MOST MOMENT in hardwood

circles in the past couple of weeks has been the rapid whipping

into shape of the government purchasing and advisory agencies. The

extent of hardwood needs having a direct or indirect bearing on the

war has been represented in varying sizes, but with continued clearing

up of the situation, it becomes apparent that even the most radical

have not exaggerated the importance which government busi-

ness will have. In consequence of the revelation made possible through

closer coordination in government work and indicated in a more

practical way in orders received and bids asked, an even greater

stiffening has been noted during this period which is accounted for

also by the fact that simultaneously with the knowledge of great

government demands comes the realization that mUls can not possibly

cut sufficient lumber to create a surplus.

So far as factory needs are concerned optimism is not so current

as there is no doubt that the factories as a whole are showing con-

tinued tendency to restrict purchases. At the same time this doea

not limit the consumption, as that is governed by the demand for the

goods turned out by the factories, which demand is independent of

the actual quantity of lumber purchased. Necessarily though, ex-

tensive orders that take big lots of certain woods out of the market

in a lump have a more greatly stimulating effect upon the price level

than does the purchase of the same quantity of lumber coming in

piece-meal orders.

It is doubtful if the lumber buyer is limiting his purchases with

any definite idea of breaking the market. In the first place, the total

impossibility of accomplishing this result is apparent to anyone who

is familiar with the situation. He is rather, so it would appear, merely

keeping in line with the exigencies of the occasion so far as his own

business is concerned as no man wishes to tie himself up on purchase

for too long a period ahead in view of the difficulty of accurately

foreseeing conditions. As a result of buying in small lots, the pur-

chaser frequently pays considerably more than he would were he to

purchase along the usual lines, but he apparently prefers to take his

chance rather than to load himself up too far ahead.

Indications of building slackness are more specific now than they

have been. One of the leading business reviews states that the

decline, inclusive of New York City, ia fifty per cent from last year,

although exclusive of that city it comes down to one-third of that

percentage. Indications are that, as prophesied a couple of months

ago in this section, investors wiU have shortly adjusted themselves

to the new prices and conditions and come iito the market again.

The demand for dwellings of different characters has not slackened

but rather, on the other hand, has shoijrn consistent increase. This

in the face of a practical cessation of the common type of residential

construction has made that type of investment more productive than

it was a year ago, when in some of the large metropolitan sections

investment of this kind had been rather overdone. It seems that a

resumption of building by investors may be anticipated in the near

future, although there is little likelihood that any resumption will

bring building business back to anywhere near what it was a year ago.

The latest reports on crop prospects that have come in duripg the

past week or ten days reveal an astonishingly strong situation. All

crops have done mighty well, many exceeding all records. It is

certain that the rural communities wUl have vastly increased buying

power and with the closer touch that has been established between

them and the rest of the country, due to modern business propa-

ganda coupled with the influence which the war situation has had,

the farmer is realizing more and more the necessity for improved

means and methods, and he is without doubt going to put the vast

bulk of this money back into his equipment. This probability is

already indicated by extreme activity among the manufacturers of

farm equipment and apparatus.

H.\RDWOOD Record reiterates its prophecy of unwavering strength

in the whole hardwood situation, and adds the belief that the early

fall months will see brisk expansion in the immediate requirements

for hardwood lumber, both in normal lines and directly and indirectly

in war needs.

Clever But Decidedly Untrue
MANUFACTURERS OF SUBSTITUTES for lumber have, on many

occasions, appeared to resent the frank statements made by the

lumber trade that unfair tactics were employed by the substitute

people to advance their own cases. It nevertheless is true that fre-

quent and flagrant misrepresentations have been employed, par-

ticularly in press matter worked into daily papers and other mediums,

the most frequent point used being that liunber is nearing the point

of exhaustion and hence exorbitant prices make substitutes necessary.

One of the most clever as well as the most underhand of these is shown

in an evidently inspired item appearing in one of the Pittsburgh dailies.

As the name of a particular firm in Pittsburgh is mentioned, the

source of the fabrication is evident.

The item appears in part as follows

:

With the newly created demands on the lumber industry that came

with the entrance of this nation into the war, there has been a conse-

quent curtailment in the fields in which the industry had been making
great strides. A case in point is tlie manner in which the use of wood for

packing cases and boxes of all kinds has been interrupted.
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It goes on to tell then how the paper box has nobly and opportunely

come to the rescue of a nation in dire want of shipping containers, and

withall pays a very handsome though insidious and unwelcome com-

pliment to the lumber trade, i. e., that the lumbermen are so patriotic

that they are willing to surrender legitimate markets and sacrifice

all their own interests to the war needs.

Of course anyone familiar with lumber conditions will know that

the situation in the wooden box business has never been so strong as

it is now. Never before have the low grades been so completely sold

up, and it would be next to impossible to make money from the manu-

facture of veneer cores into crating lumber on specially installed

sawmUls were the demand for this material not excessive. The point

is that while the. true situation is recognized by those familiar with

conditions, the public at large is being mislead by such plausible items

as this, which, while they appear to throw bouquets, really contain

poisoned arrows.

The Philosophy of Sampson Flats

A WAG INTENDING TO BE FACETIOUS once remarked of the

stockmen of a certain district in California that '

' the people of

Sampson Flats try to get rich by stealing hogs from one another. '

'

It is apparent that such a policy might temporarily advance the

interests of the most energetic individuals, but the prosperity of a

community as a whole would not advance so long as there were only a

fixed number of hogs to be in possession first of one and then of

another. A better policy woidd have been to increase the numl)er of

hogs or their value.

The possibility of such a homely illustration fitting lumber mer-

chandising (excepting of course the matter of dishonest practices),

has been suggested on various occasions. There is a certain aggregate

amount of lumber to be sold and the sponsors of each wood are trying

to sell as much of their particular kind of lumber as possible. Well-

balanced association advertising in the interest of this or that wood

has long since gotten beyond the speculative experimental stage. The

possibility of concrete results in the interest of the wood being adver-

tised is a matter now of definite certainty, but were it not for one

result which in no case has been contemplated by the originators of

the association advertising idea, the simUitnde between these efforts

and the efforts of the Sampson Flats stockmen to increase their bank

accounts (again leaving out the dishonest practices) would be rather

startling.

That result has a bearing on what should be tlie ultimate goal of

all lumber advertising—the actual expansion of the marketing possi-

bilities so that an increase in the sales of one wood does not neces-

sarily mean a decrease in the sales of another. Only when that accom-

plishment is fully realized will the advertising of lumber have reached

the plane of modern merchandising.

No one can criticise the desire of manufacturers of respective

woods to increase the sales of their individual products, and no one

would be correct in saying that the advertising of the respective woods

is not justified. However, the different groups should not lose sight,

in formulating their plans in behalf of the species which they produce,

of the primary necessity, the one thing which must be accomplished

if all of this individual work will not in the eml have proven futUe.

It is stated that there is one result not contemplated tl)at has come

from this advertising of individual species. The specific character of

the copy and the definite educational work carried on in bclialf of

each of the woods so advertised has of necessity resulted in the layman

acquiring a certain definite knowledge which he undoubtedly could

not acquire from a general campaign in the interest of wood as a whole

and not mentioning any wood in particular. In other words, the

prospective home-builder, even though he may have been fully edu-

cated as to the relative merits of wood and competitive materials, and

have decided upon wood, still remains somewhat in the dark as to a

specific kind of wood that he should use. Therefore the individual

advertising, handling as it docs the merits of the commodity in each

case, gives to the prospective user data and knowledge so that he may
make his own comparison and draw his own conclusions. So these

individual campaigns have done a great deal from a general educa-

tional standpoint and have undoubtedly assisted greatly in promulgat-

ing wood propaganda and familiarizing the populace with wood and its

uses and merits.

But in spite of all that has been done, published reports of lumber

production, which in the main can be taken as indicative of consump-

tion, do not show a gain in the total according to latest figures. There-

fore the conclusion is that the same conditions which defeated the

purposes of the Sampson Flats stockmen may ultimately overcome the

good efforts of the individual.advertising of groups of American lum-

ber manufacturers. So to the end that their own individual work may
be given the broadest possible development, that the resistance to wood
propaganda, the spreading of which makes more fertile the field for

the planting of knowledge of specific woods, may be overcome, the

respective associations must remember that in accord with their own
efforts and in conjunction with their own campaign, the broader work

designed to benefit the whole industry, not any one part of it, must
be carried along.

The Problem of Cut-over Land
WITHIN THE PAST QUARTER OF A CENTURY the problem,

of cut-over land has claimed attention in all timbered regions of

the United States. Before that time it was not much of a problem and'

was allowed to solve itself or remain unsolved. When the lumberman
had stripped the land, he was done. He moved on to new tracts of

timber and left the denuded areas to be impoverished by fire and

wasted by erosion ; but if it was salable for farming purposes, it waa
disposed of to those who wanted it. It generally happened that tracts

with excellent soil and in thickly populated regions were converted

into farms, while those of only moderate fertility or somewhat remote

were abanooned to their fate.

The best farms in the Eastern States generally occupy ground

where hardwoods once grew. That is because hardwoous held the

choice soils and the softwoods took what was left. That rule was not

so general in the South and on the Pacific Coast, because on account

of climatic conditions softwoods there occupy many fertile tracts.

The policy of abandoning cut-over land is no longer popular. The-

land itself is a greater asset than it once was. If the prospect is

good that a new stand of timber will grow, after the old has been

removed, it may be good business to protect the land against fire and'

wait for the trees to increase in value; but if that prospect is remote,

it is more profitable to clear the land for farms or sell it to those who-

will clear it, provided the soil is fertile and the land tillable.

As a result of this change in policy, loggedoff land is rapidly

dianging into farms in all timbered regions of the country, not only

where liardwoods ]>revail, but likewise in some of the .softwooel areas in

the South and in the Northwest. Organizations and associations make
the clearing and disposal of cut-over land their special business. The
cost of clearing is often high, and the individual whose capital is

small might not feel able to undertake it, but is \vil!ing to p;iy for it

in yearly installments if he can buy it ready for the plow. He caa

make tlie land pay for itself if he can buy it ready for crops.

The movement to turn forest land into farms as speedily as possible,.

after the salable timber has been removed, is in the right direction.

There is no profit in burnt and washed land, but there is profit in-

fruit, hay, corn, cotton, wheat, and truck g;irdcns.

Whether a particular piece of land wOl jiay better if left to grow

up again in woods, or cleared and converted into farms, is a question

which should be answered on the merits of each individual case; but

if the soil is good there can be no mistake if the land is quickly con-

verted into farms after the timber has been taken off; but if the

soil is poor or the ground very rough, it probably would pay better

if returncii agnin to forest, and protected from fire and other enemies..

While all this talk is going on about reti'il lumber advertising

it is up to the hardwood fraternity to see that some mention of

hardwood is made in connection with it, because the really desir-

able home is that which has a fair quantity of hardwood used orb

the interior.
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A ^ew Forestry Regiment
The War Department has authorized a uew forestry regimeut,

similar to the one recruited some time ago. W. E. Brown of New
Hampshire, member of the eommitte . on lumber, Council of Na-

tional Defense, has written to W. E. DeLaney of the Kentucky
Lumber Company, Lexington, Ky., asking him to organize a com-

mittee of representative lumbermen in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Ken-

tucy and Tennessee, to select men suitable for commissions as

officers in the new regiment. The quota for the territory named

is one major, four captains, six first lieutenants and four second

lieutenants. Similar letters have been written to representative

lumbermen in other parts of the country asking them to do like-

wise. The committee on lumber is co-operating with the Forest

Service and the War Department in raising the new regiment.

Men selected for officers must pass the army physical examinations.

The recommendations of local committees will be sent to W. L.

Hall of the Forest Service, who has charge of its end of the organi-

zation work, and who will send application blanks and instruc-

tions. The quota of officers must be filled by September 20.

It is reported that tentatively several men have been slated for

commissions, among them Eobert Y. Stuart of the Forest Service;

H. A. Langille, formerly with J. D. Lacey, at Portland, Ore.; F. M.
Barthelme of Minneapolis, and J. S. Long of the Forest Service, all

of whom will be majors.

Extensive plans being made for equipping American forestry

troops are being freely criticized by some limibermen at Washington

in connection with government business. They say that the

equipment is too extensive and expensive for the uses to which it

is likely to be put. Its cost has been estimated as high as $20,000,000,

including 40 portable sawmills, many heavy steel logging cars,

gasoline locomotives, 60 miles of steel rails, many gross of cross-

cut saws, mules, horses, tools, etc.

The formation of a second forest regiment has been authorized

by the War Department. Two battalions are to be raised at once.

It is expected that the remaining eight battalions will be called

for in a short time. Nine service battalions, made up of laborers

who will be used in connection with the forest regiment, have also

been authorized and two battalions have been ordered raised at

once.

In order to provide for future contingencies it has been decided

to commission at the present time enough officers for other bat-

talions yet to be raised. Those men not needed now will be placed

on the reserve and will be called as the other units are formed.

According to the present plan, fifty per cent of the officers will

be sawmill and logging operators, twenty-five per cent will be tech-

nical foresters and twenty-five per cent will be men with military

trining. A number of the graduates of the new engineer camps
have been selected for service with the new units. The minimum
age limit for commissioned officers has been set at thirty-one.

A first regiment of woodsmen has already been assembled and
is now being trained at American University, D. C. This regiment

was raised at the request of the British government to undertake

the production in France of crossties, bridge, trench, and construc-

tion timbers, mine props, lumber and other forms of wood required

in connection with its military operations. The landing of Ameri-

can expeditionary forces has made necessary similar provision for

their needs, while the French military authorities have indicated

that some of the work incidental to their operations might be taken

over by woodsmen from this country. Decision to raise the new and
much larger force has followed a study of the field of possible use-

fullness to the Allied cause, made by American foresters attached

to General Pershing's staff.

The regiment will be made up of volunteers. Applicants must

be white and between the ages of eighteen and forty. Skilled lum-

berjacks, portable mill operators, tie cutters, logging teamsters,

camp cooks, millwrights and charcoal burners are among the classes

of men desired.

For the "service'"" battalions both negro and white laborers will

be enlisted.

The Wood for Treenails
The government is reported to have reached a decision that tree-

nails, or wooden pins, used in building wooden ships, must be of locust

or of eucalyptus. This narrows the choice down to two woods; for

though there are more than half a dozen trees in the United States

which are occasionally called locust, and 150 kinds of eucalyptus in

the world, there is only one locust wanted for the treenails, and, it

is presumed, no eucaljnptus that grows in this country wUl do. The
treenail eucalyptus is a product of Australia and is not represented

in America except as a few trees may have been planted in Califorijia

and Arizona.

The locust wanted for treenails is known botanically as Eobinia pseu-

dacacia. It has various names in English, depending upon locality

and custom. Some call it locust without any qualifying term, while

to others it is known as black locust, yellow locust, white locust, red

locust, gi-eeu locust, and post locust. It has even more names than

these. Some of the names are due to the color of the wood, others to

the color of the bark, while white locust refers to the flower. The
wood is extremely strong, hard, heavy, and durable, when exposed

to decay. New Mexican locust and Clammy locust are of the same
genus and their wood compares favorably with the treenail wood;

but they are too scarce to be worth looking after by makers of tree-

nails.

Honey locust and water locust are different species from those de-

scribed above, though belonging to the same family. They are quite

abundant in some parts of the country, in the South particularly, and

inquiries have reached Hardwood Eecord as to whether treenails made
of these woods will pass the government tests. This paper has no

authority to decide that question, but it does not hesitate to express

an opinion that the government will not accept treenails made of

honey locust or water locust (Gleditsia tricantJios and Gleditsia aquat-

ica). Their wood is not very hard. Several of the oaks are harder. It

might be durable enough and possibly it has enough strength. It is

excellent from the standpoint of shrinking qualities. Few woods shrink

less than honey locust duriug the process of seasoning.

Most of the locusts of the various species have been widely planted.

Each of them, in its wOd state, was restricted to pretty narrow

boundaries, but man has spread them much more widely than nature

was able to do.

The International Sales Company, of Washington, D. C, which is

securing large quantities of black locust from nearby Virginia, is

manufacturing treenails in Georgetown, D. C. This company has

shipped twenty-one carloads of treenails to the Pacific coast and has

furnished some consignments to shipyards on the Gulf coast. One

carload of finished stock is required for each standard wooden ship.

Becently a farmer offered to sell the company 500,000 feet of locust

off bis own farm. Farmers as well as lumbermen with good stands

of locust should find a good market for it. The International com-

pany had some trouble securing locust in sufficient quantities at the

outset but the trouble has been eliminated. The logs now are being

shipped up the Potomac river to Georgetown.

A Long Islander recently advised the company that choice Long

Island locust is the best for treenaOs, but Virginia and other stock

have proved entirely satisfactory.

The original range of this locust did not extend as far east as

Long Island, nor did honey locust originally grow east of the Appa-

lachian mountains. Very fine black or yellow locust abounds in its

original habitat in western Maryland, West Virginia and western

Pennsylvania, and it may be expected that mucli treenail stock will

come from that region.

Eigid construction and steady running in a planer are two different

things, yet often the former helps secure the latter.
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Shipping Outlook at Memphis
J. H. TowBshend, secretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood

Traffic Association, Memphis, Tenn., has issued a circular letter to

members of that organization calling their attention to the fact that

'

' the car situation as a whole has not improved and that there is very

little prospect of its improving." He says that some of the hardwood

mills at junction points are receiving as high as 80 per cent of their

requirements in the way of cars for handling outbound shipments of

lumber but he gives the following conditions as obtaining on certain

typical divisions of these roads

:

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. 100 per cent of requirements; Missouri

Pacific, 33% per cent; Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line of the Illinois Cen-

tral, 37 % ; Texas & Pacific, 50 ; V. S. & P., 50, and Southern Railway in

Mississippi, 25.

In this connection Mr. Townshend says:

We again urge all members to ship all the lumber that can possibly be

moved as promptly as possible. The general car situation, from informa-

tion obtained, looks very discouraging. Crops are greater this year than

ever before in the history of the country and will require more cars to

move than formerly The carriers have bought some new equip-

ment and will, about next May, be in position to deliver about 100,000

new freight cars, but they will not be in position to add any new motive

power.

Mr. Townshend says that the reports which are being sent in daUy

by members of the association are enabling the latter to keep a close

check on the carriers and to greatly facilitate the handling of equip-

ment.

Another move has been made, or is in process of being worked out,

looking to the establishment of subsidiary committees at various points

in the Memphis or valley territory that will co-operate with the car

service committee at Memphis which is in turn subject to the general

Car Service Commission at Washington. These committees will be

appointed by the carriers at Little Rock, Pine' BlufE and other points

where they may prove helpful. In this connection, it may be an-

nounced that the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association will have a

representative at all of the meetings of these sub-committees to the

end that the interests of its members may be wholly safeguarded.

The brightest aspect of transportation conditions here, now is to

be found in the increase in the niunber of flat cars for handling logs

to the mills at Memphis and elsewhere in this territory. It is officially

stated that there are more flat cars available now than for some time

and that prospects point to a still further gain in the near future. The
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line of the Illinois Central system has

agreed to furnish enough additional cars to enable the Valley Log
Loading Company to put anotlier of its log loaders in use on that

road and the general superintendent of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain

& Southern has promised to undertake to relieve the lack of equip-

ment for handling logs on that system. Meantime, practically all the

mills at Memphis are able now to work on fuU time and in some in-

stances they are securing quite a quantity of logs ahead. However,

accumulation of a surplus of logs on local yards is almost out of the

question under present conditions.

Practically ideal weather continues for the cutting and hauling of

logs and this work is making excellent progress. More timber is

being prepared for shipment than the railroads are able to handle

but just now particular attention is being devoted by the millmen

and the carriers to the moving of the logs which have been exposed

for some time and which have been damaged by worms and other

insects. The quantity is reported quite considerable and no effort

will be spared to avoid the loss that would be entailed in the destruc-

tion of these logs.

There is a controversy at present between members of the Southern

Log Association, with headquarters in Memphis, and officials of the

Valley Log Loading Company regarding a proposed advance of 40

cents per thousand in the charge for loading logs on the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley line of the Illinois Central. This advance became

effective August 15 and was based on the increase of $10 per day

for engine service furnished by the railroad company. Members
of the association, however, say that the advance of 40 cents per M
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for loading logs is equivalent to an advance of $30 per day for engine

service, with the restilt that they regard the increased log loading

cost all out of proportion to the condition on which it is based. Indi-

cations are that a satisfactory adjustment will be reached.

Eight-Hour Day and Other Vital Matters

Agitated in Washington
Among the matters at Washington having a hardwood angle may be

mentioned the following. The question of prices of lumber and other

war materials, which is being considered by the Federal Trade Com-

mission and the Council of National Defense. The former is investi-

gating the cost of production of lumber such as the government needs.

Bills have been introduced in congress by Representative KeUy of

Pennsylvania to provide for the government to take over all timber-

lands in excess of 100 acres in a contiguous tract, cut the timber and

utilize or sell the product at fair prices, as a war measure in order

to insure adequate liunber supplies.

The labor question in the lumber industry interests the government

very much. The eight-hour agitation in the far west is sympathized

with by certain government officials, but many lumbermen here say

that the western lumbermen made a mistake in saying they would

accept an eight-hour day if it is made national. The western people,

it is said, rely upon the southern pine interests to beat the proposition.

However, it may not be beaten. Senator Poindexter has introduced

a bill for a national eight-hour day in lumber mills shipping stuff in

interstate and foreign commerce. Senator Jones of the same state

has presented memorials in favor of the proposition and Senator New-

lands of Nevada, one of the democratic leaders, has spoken in favor

of further government regulation of the lumber industry, including

hours of labor, wages and price fixing.

Important Foreign Trade Happenings
Hardwood supplies the world over are in such demand for war

purposes that several governments are taking a hand to protect their

own interests in that connection. The latest development along

this line is the action of the British Board of Trade in taking pos-

session of all stocks exceeding 5000 feet of mahogany and American

walnut in logs, plankSj and boards, which was recently reported to

the department of commerce at Washington b}' tlie American consul

general at London.

The consul general in Paris has also reported recently that the

French Government has issued a decree prohibiting the exportation

from French colonies and protectorates, except Tunis and Morocco,

of the following woods: box, cherry, cotton, ebony, guiaucum, palm,

soapbark, rose, to all destinations except France, other French

colonies and protectorates. However, the consul general adds that

a ministerial order recently issued at Paris permits the exportation

of all woods above prohibited to the usual allies of France and to

American countries.

The United States Government is also taking steps to conserve

its hardwood resources. President Wilson has issued a proclamation

prohibiting the exportation of any wood and manufactures thereof

to Germany, her allies, and to territory occupied by German troops,

or to neutral European countries except under special license.

The President's proclamation also specifies that exports of ash,

spruce, walnut, mahogany, oak and birch woods, which are ex-

tensively used for airplane production in this country, will not bo

permitted to countries allied with this country and to neutral coun

tries outside of Europe,'except under special license. This condition

applies to hardwood ashes also, and to turpentine, rosin, and wood-
pulp.

Plenty of hardwood will be used in manufacturing 40,000 freight

cars which the United States is to supply Russia with as a war
measure, at a cost of $700,000,000, also including the cost of 2,500

locomotives.
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Great Strength in ISforth

A special meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association was held at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago Au-

gust 31 for the purpose of discussing market conditions which have

become greatly altered during the recent months on account of the

European war. As the meeting was confined to only market and

allied subjects, it was decided that the association should hold its

regular quarterly meeting during the latter part of October at the

Hotel Pfister, MUwaukee.

The main address at the Chicago meeting was that of H. H. Butts,

chairman of the bureau of statistics and education information and

was based largely on facts submitted before the members of the

committee on Thursday, August 30, when market conditions were

discussed. Mr. Butts said in part:

A very inteliigont survey of market conditions was gone into and taking

everything into consideration a healthy state of affairs seemed to exist

with reference to all of the products we are manufacturing. Your sec-

retary's office compiled and forwarded for our use a complete report of

cut and shipments and stocks on hand. (Copy of confidential report was
distributed among members.) You will note there is a decrease of total

hardwood stock.s on hand, No. 2 and better of 5,386,000 feet and on No. :S

common 10,600,000 feet or a total of No. 3 and better of 15,986,000 feet.

Then taking into consideration the fact that there is a decrease of 14,-

458,000 feet of stocks on hand sold and unsold over a year ago it virtually

means a decrease of 27,444,000 feet in the amount of stock on hand to

be sold August 1. this year as against July 1, 1916.

Then for your further knowledge, we want to call your close attention

to the figures presented by the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation .\ug. 3, 1917. This is simply a brief summary :

Decreases
.Maple, No. 2 common & better 14,628 M ft.

Beech, No. 2 common & better .8,197 M ft.

Kock Elm. No. 2 common & better 1,396 M ft.

Soft Elm. No. 2 common & better 1,542 M ft.

Basswood, No. 2 common & better 240 M ft.

Total 26,003 M ft.

Increases
Ash. No. 2 common & better 187 M ft.

Birch. No. 2 common & better 4 M ft.

Tiital 191- M ft.

Net ilecrease 25,812 M ft.

They report No. 3 common hardwoods on hand as 25,209 M feet less

than one year ago, or a total decrease of their hardwood stocks on hand
this year as against last No. 3 common and better of 51,021 M" feet. Com-
bining their figures with ours the consuming trade is confronted with a

total shortage of northern hardwoods, No. 2 common and better of 31,198

U feet and No. 3 common only of 3.'i,809 M feet or a total of No. 3 common
and better of some si.\ty-seven million feet. There is 11,000 M feet less

of stock on hand August 1 as against May 1 ; in other words the pro-

duction of May, June and July has been consumed and 11,000 M feet in

addition. Then there is 25,000 M feet less of stock on hand .\ugust 1.

1917, than .August 1, 1916, No. 3 and better, the difference being largely

No. 3 which speaks well for the No. 3 situation generally and the Michi-

gan association reports 9,290.000 feet. No. 3 and better less than a year

ago.

This ci-»mmittee recommends that Secretary Swan be directed to co-op-

erate with the secretary of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation in arriving at some common basis form for compiling the summary
of cuts and shipments and stocks on hand, and that he in company with

W. E. Vogelsang of this committee arrange a meeting sonii' time during

the coming months with this end in view.

Another big feature of the special meeting was a talk on market

conditions by Edward Hines of Chicago, who emphasized the rapidly

increasing cost of lumber production not only due to the higher demand

for wages but the big percentages of increase for every item of equip-

ment and maintenance in the sawmills. Particular attention was

called to the fact that in spite of the falling off of local building,

which had a tendency to discourage the retailers, the manufacturer

has had a vast field of demand opened before him by changed condi-

tions. War orders, though big, are but a small percentage of the net

needs for lumber. There has developed a big stimulus to the building

of factories wherein are manufactured the things the United States

formerly imported from Europe. This fact is noted in the tremendous

increase of exports and what is most important these exports are be-

ing shipped in packages and crates of lumber which also must be

manufactured in the United States. For this reason high records

of consumption far exceed the figures on lumber being cut and sup-

plies are being rapidly depleted. Government business of course is

great and the cantonment supply is only a small part of the govern-

ment demand for limiber.

What proved of great interest to the members jiresent was the

talk by Secretary O. T. Swan on how the association members sup-

plied lumber for the army cantonment at Eockford, lU. A review

of the entire project was given, Mr. Swan telling how a trip was
first made to Washington to secure the data on requirements as well

as the order for hemlock and how promptly activities were moved from
Oshkosh to Chicago and the creation of the Hemlock Emergency
bureau. A total of 35,000,000 feet of hemlock of all dimensions was
shipped from the mills to Eockford. The order from the government
was secured on June 26 and on the same day eleven carloads of

lumber were started on the way and the next day twenty-five more
carloads. In the first four days fifty-two carloads were being shipped

and a maximum of seventy carloads a week was achieved. This eoiUd

have been maintained if the orders from the contractors had been on
hand regularly but owing to various changes in plans the orders were

"spotted" and varied in amount from 3,000 to 4,000,000 or 5,000,000

feet. The emergency bureau broke all records for the sixteen canton-

ments supplied in shipping the lumber promptly. Besides the 1,400

cars shipped to Eockford, the bureau also aided the Michigan bureau
in sending 160 ears to Battle Creek.

The oflice organization at Chicago was a model of efficiency. Mr.
Swan explained how he acted as a sort of a general manager of the

work, directing a force of voluntar.y sales managers supplied by the

various companies of the association. Mr. Swan made the allotment

of the orders in order to» keep them well distributed among the sixty

manufacturers, ten of whom were not members of the association.

F. M. Ducker, traific manager of the association, was kept occupied

in handling traffic matters, specifying the ratings and arranging with

the raOways for prompt service. It was mentioned that the raOways
co-operated admirably with the bureau giving their sliipments prefer-

ence at all times. Inspector McDonald of the association remained

at Eockford during the time conferring with the contractors and
seeing that all shipments complied with specifications and grades.

The executive work ,was handled by Mr. Swan with the aid of three

stenographers and Draftsman Hansen of the association office. Mr.

Swan had been granted power of attorney by the mUls supplying the

limiber and as such handled all financial transactions and facilitated

Iiayment for the lumber used. The work required late hours daily

and all mills supplying lumber were kept in telegraphic communication

at aU hours as to ability to fill orders, time of loading begim and

completed and starting of cars to their destinations and routes as

well as to probable arrival. Service expense of the emergency bureau

totaled $1,000 a week.

Another subject touched upon by Mr. Swan was that of the out-

look for the consumption of hardwood in government work and the

amount of such material available in Wisconsin and Michigan. Birch

is to be a large factor in this regard as it is to be used largely for

aeroplane structure as will also maple and rock elm. It was an-

nounced that the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison is to make
a test of a carload of birch as to strength and other qualities and

the prospect is that birch will replace heavier hardwoods in transport

trucks. With this data in hand Secretary Swan will journey to Wash-

ington next week in the capacity of timber engineer to present to

the proper authorities at Washington the quality of northern hard-

woods and figures as to the supplies on hand.

In the general discussion at the Chicago meeting some time was

devoted to the subject of lumber insurance especially as to the basis

of adjustment of losses. It was brought out that at present it is not

clear in the average policy how settlement for losses are to be made,

some adjusters following the rule that compensation should be made

on the market price of lumber on the day of the fire and others offer-

ing to replace the burned lumber, the most economical plan to the in-
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surance compaiiv usually being followed. W. A. Holt of Oeouto was to the fact that the .question is now before the National Lumber

aocordingly selected as a committee to investigate the matter of a Manufacturers' Association. The opinion was expressed, however,

uniform lumber clause in fire insurance policies and rejiort later. that terms of sale should be uniform and rigidly adhered to liy all

The subject of terms of sale was brought up but attention called parties interested in lumber transactions.

,<CTOSiaigaaiTOWw>M!TOiMiro>iiMiat^^

^ Boyle Files Open Price Brief )9( I

Gen. L. €. Boyle of Kansas City this week filed witli the Federal

Trade Commission a brief on the subject of the open price competi-

tion plan of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United

States, which has teen discussed at conferences between the com-

mission and representatives of the hardwood association. The brief

was filed at the request of the commission. Later there may be

hearings and arguments on the matter.

The bringing forward of the open price plan, it is saidj marks

a revival of activity and growth on the part of the Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association, friends of which say that the inove

ment aims to place on a footing compared in soundness with that of

the Southern Pine Association among the .softwood interests of the

inilustry, the hardwood manufacturing end of the game. It is said

that a production of 800,000,000 feet of hardwood lumber annually

i.s represented in the hardwood open price competition jilan, some

members of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association ])referring

to retain their old individual, independent, cnmjietitive status, re

gardless of other concerns in the industry.

Gen. Boyle's brief is devoted in the lir.st half to a study and

analysis of the co-operative activities of the Hardwood Manufactur-

ers' A.ssociation. In the course of this he discusses the imlustrial

conditions, the objections of the association first, as to manufacture

and tlic standardization thereof; second, as to distribution, and as to

grading, market publicity, etc., which matters are no doubt familiar

grounil to members of the trade. Gen. Boyle also ijnotes the open

price comj>ctitioii plan in detail.

He urges the trade commission, in the brief, to .send an expert

to the association's oflice in Cincinnati to examine the methods

employed in carrying out the purposes of the plan. '

' We want to

be investigated," he say.s, "becanse it is our sincere desire to

do nothing that breaches the law.'' To the end that the comniis

sion nuiy have before it in broad outline the practical workings of

the plan, (!en. Boyle files with his brief a series of exhibits covering

in the order named the following items: production reports, stock re-

ports, sales reports, prii'O lists and freight rates, ius|nM-tiini reports,

report of shipments and market letters.

Stabilization of prices is contemplated in the plan, by keeping
hardwood manufacturers thoroughly informed about stocks on hand
and prices realized at actual sales, with a view to obtaining fair

prices based on former sales. The idea is to have the hardwood
manufacturers place their cards on the table and do business in

the sunlight, so to speak, according to Gen. Boyle.

The only possible question that can be raised against the hard
wood manufacturers' open price competition plan, it is said, is

whether or not the market rejiorts will fairly represent conditions
in the hardwoo<l market, owing to the fact that only one tenth
of the hardwood production of the country is tnrneil cnit liy members
of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

The reason for two classes^ of sales re|)orts under the open price

competition plan, says Gen. Boyle in his brief, is due to the fact that
some operators, although willing to disclose the names of those who
resell, are not willing to make sinnlar disclosure when the customer
is a consumer proper. He states further:

This class of trodc comprehends large Industrial hu.vors, such as rail
ronds. The manufacturers consider tliat nn harm can mine to tlieni by
reason iif their cnuiiiotitors linowlng wliat wliolesalers and retail .yards
fhcy sell because tills Is a class nf tradi> iinowii to all and Imyini; a ^rnde
more nearly uniform than demanded liy tlio consumini; trade.
The knowicdi,'!' of tlie existence and requirements of the Class It icon

Kumerl customer Ls. however, regarded in the light of n trade .secret.
This state of mind Is a trade inheritance more honored in the liroacli

Ilian in tlic obseryance.' There is no mystery <ir sinister siguilicant-e in

the classification. There are many in the industry who feel that if the

names of certain customers were disclosed, some one would steal them.

They seem to overiooli the fact that all must Itnow that some one sells them.

It will take much elhnw touch to wear away this crust of trade suspicion.

Later on in the brief Gen. Boyle savs that " it is to be remembered

that at no time do the operators suggest what the jirice is or should

be. In other words, nothing more or less is done than if the sales,

when made, were published in the daily jiress.

"

It is shown in the brief that W. B. Greeley, assistant forester of

the United States, now in France on military forestry duty, has

made .statements tending to demonstrate the necessity for produc-

tinn and stock re])orts in the lumber industry.

Tlie ins]iection reports of the hardwood association under the

open price plan is declared in the brief to be a '

' vital and imjiortant

element.'' Having the facts before him, it is stated, a hardwood

ojierator under the open |iricc plan can understaml all the elements

and "the :irtificial an<l immoral course is avoided.'' He goes on to

say

:

I'ndcr niirmal mnditiuns. prices based vn rorreci knu\vled;;o nf market
facts can not be other tlian fair, correct grading rules, lionest In.spectiiin

reports, production and stock knowledge in c(Uuu'ction with market pub-

licity : these are the constructive elements that nuike for fair trade prac-

tices, honest prices, market staiiility ami ellicient pnblic service.

As alread.\' indi<'ated there are a great variety tif hardwoijd grades.

In the naturi' iif tilings tlie public at large has no practical understanding
iif graiies. The fact is there is very often a lack of graile understanding
even among factory and yard buyers, nni' of tin- great nei'ds of the in-

dustry is standardisation as to grade differences, thereliy eliminating op-

portunity for deception and bringing the industry in closer toucli with the

sourci" of demand.
In conclusion, the brief says in part as follows:

In a woril. let it lie understnod that our plan in no wise undertakes to

cloak a price ll.xlng or ontimt cnrtailmeni combination. Kadi member
is left absolutely free to manufacture to his capacity and charge such
price as lie pleases. There are no penalties, obligalioiis. retiprocal under-

standings or scheme to act In concert. We do seek to bring onier out

of ronfnslon tliat we may overcome ancient Irade abuses, .\buses tiiat

liavf sapped our timber sujiply and all tt)o oiti'ii overreached the consumer
iif our products.

Gen. Bo.vle has been talking with Federal Trade Commission peo-

l)le about the formal complaint some time ago instituteil by the

commission against a number of northwestern retail lumbermen
charging them and I'latt B. Walker of Minneapolis and a Twin
(Uties defective agency with unfair methods of competition in

lighting the mail order houses' lumber business. Gen. Boyle, with

flic Minnesota attorneys, reiirescuts the defendants in this ca.se,

which has been set for the taking of testimony on October !* or l(i

at either Minneapolis or Davenport, la.

It is said to be possible that a motion will be made to the com-

mission before that time with a view to agreeing upon a statement

of facts in this case and so avoiding the taking of testimony, with

all the time, labor and expense involved in such procedure, at least

so far as the defendants are concerned who acted in perfect good
faith. It is understood that friends of the defendants and of the

luniber industry feel that if the activities of the defendants really

ronstitufed unfair competitive methods they should be stopped. It

is pointed out that there is no penalty attached to the law, the only

remedy under which is for the commission to is.sue an order for the

defendants in any formal complaint to cease and desist their alleged

unfair practices.

As every accident is due directly or indirectly to carelessness, the

result would indicate that woodworkers are rather careless in their

habits.
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The Shrinkage of Wood

FIG. 1

FI6.3
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TIlltEE IHKECTION.S OF SllKINK A(iE
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The vv o r k e r in

wood has the jirob-

lem of shrinkage be-

fore him always. It

may be a serioins

and perplex! n y

problem, or it may
not amount to much.

It depends upon the

kind of wood and

hon- it is being- lian-

dled.

When green wood
is subjected to dry

heat it parts with

moisture and con-

tracts ,in volume,

but no precise ratio

exists between the

quantity of water

expelled and the ex-

tent of the shrink-

age. Actual tests

are required to show

the contraction in bulk of a certain kind of wood during the drying

process; and in order that one wood may be compared to another,

it is necessary that all be subjected to the same treatment. That

usually consists in reducing the specimen from a green to an oven-

dry state. Oven-dry wood is drier than it is ever made in a kiln.

Wood shrinks more rapidly toward the end of the seasoning proc-

ess than near the beginning. It does not shrink equally in all direc-

tions; but most tangentially, next radially, and least lengthwise.

Tangential shrinkage lessens the circumference of, a round log;

radial shrinkage lessens its diameter; and lengthwise shrinkage

shortens it. Shrinkage in all three ilirections lessens the log's

volume.

It is not possible to name a precise rate or amount of shrinkage

for wood. Each kind has a rate or amount of its own; and the

behavior of one is no guide to the behavior of others, because one

may contract two or three times as much as another. As nearly as

averages can make a rule, it may be worded thus: Wood shrinks

lengthwise one-iifth of one per cent; radiall.v live per cent; and

tangentially eight per cent. A round log 42 feet long and 20 inches

in diameter when green, would, if the above rule is applied, have

the following dimensions when oven-dry: Length, 41 feet, 11

inches; diameter, 19 inches; circumference, 56 inches (a reduction

of about four inches in circumference).

It should be clearly borne in mind that these figures are intendei!

to apply in a general way only, are based on averages, and may not

hold true if applied to a particular wood. In many individual cases

they certainly do not hold true.

Shki.n'k.vge IX Volume.

The theoretical instance above given of the shrinkage of a log

while in the process of seasoning from the green to the oven-dry

state, makes it clear what is meant by volume shrinkage. For

comparison 's sake, figures are given below of the volume shrinkage

cjf a number of woods. Each log, block, or parcel of wood is under-

stood to contain exactl.v 1,000 board feet in its green state, and

the problem is, to ascertain how many feet will be lost in changing

it to an oven-dry condition.

The data from which these \alues have bejn calculated were

recently published (in the form of percentages) by the Forest

Products Laboratory, iladison. Wis., in Bulletin No. 552. This

bulletin, which was comjiiled by H. S. Betts, from the work of

\arious persons, is one of the most valuable, from the lumberman's

staiid]ioint, ever issued by the Forest Service. It deals with the

FIG.2
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seasoning of wood.

Figures on the vol-

ume shrinkage of

w o o d s in passing

from a green to an

oven-dry state fol-

low:

Fci'i hi

Wwiil 1.000 lost liil

Mhrinkagi-

HlCIvOHV
Sha^bjirk hickor.v lG«i

risment hickor.v. 172
ilookornut h'kor.v 177
Shellbark hickor.v li)2

.Vsii

nine ash 117
I'nnipkin ash. . . . 120
<Treen ash 12,'»

12«
131

l.-)2

len^'lhwise. nnl.\'

l*ust oak loi;

Can.von live oak 1 112

Spanish oak Hi;:

Water oak 104
Chestnut oak I(i7

Swamp white oak 177
Willow oak LSI)

Laurel oak 104
<'o\\- Liak 11*4

.M.U'l.K

llroatUeaf niajile ll*i

Soft or sllvei- maple 120
Red maple 12.T

Sugar nniple 14.'i

l';i..M

*'<irk or i-tick elm 141
White ilui 144
Slipper.v elm 14."i

JIlSCELI,.\NKOfS IHunWOOPS
ItiK'kthorn caseara 7t>

Honey locust .S(i

Osage orangre Sli

Yellow liicust OS
Butternut 102
Sassafras Hm
Black walnut 11;^

.\speu lis

Biltnioro ash.

White ash

Black ash. . . .

O.IK

r.urr oak 127
Calif, black oak.. 1:^1

Yellow oak 142
Red oak 143
White oak l.'i"

Yellow blleke.ve 120
1 'herr.v 121
.Magnolia 123
Tupelo (cotton gun) 124
Keil alder 12(i

Silver bell 126
Cott(mwoo(l 130
Fraser umbrella 130
< 'huiquapin 132
Willow ".

. . ISo
Cnciunber 136
Black gum 139
Ilackherry 139
Sycamore 141
Moimtain ivy 144
Chestnut 146
Sweet birch 150
Sourwood 152
Bas.swoo(I 155
Beech 161
Holly 162
Paper birch 163
Yellow birch 16K
Mailrona 169
Dogwood 1S5
Serviceberry 1,S7

Witch hazel 1,S8

Eucalyptus 225

list may be noted. The
takenes are

Yellow poplar 114

The omission of red gum from the abov

government bulletin from wliich these vain

data for that wood.

The list below giN es the shrinkage of \arious soft woods.

Ffft ill

1.000 loKt bii

Uinifl -shriiikaffr

I* INKS

A\'hite ijiue . . . . 78
Sugar pine ,S4

•leffrey pine Oil

Western yellow pine 00

Jack pine 104

Table mountain ifine. . . .- loo

Pond pine ll'J

LfKlgepole pine 114

Norwa.v pine 11.'.

Western white pine ll.'i

Pitch pine 117

I.oiigleat' pine 122
I.obolly pine 126

Slash pine 127

Fiu
Alpine tir oo

White fir lO'J

|Uotes no

Fi'rt in

1 .000 lost bil

Wood shriiikaffr

P>aisam hr IDS

Orand tir 109

Douglas hr 121

.\oble tir 136
Lovely fir 141

Other Softwoops
.Nni-tbern white cedar (arbor-

vita') 70

Western red cedar SI

Yew 97
lOugelmann spruce 104

Hemlock 104

Sitka si)rnce 112

Bald cypress 115

Red si>rnee 118

Western larch 132

White spruce 148

Tamarack 136

—21—
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The Mail Bag
J

B-1134—Oak Dimension Wanted
Mifbigan City, ImJ., Aufiust ilij.—Editor IIaeditood Kecoud : We arc

in the market for dimeusion oak under the following sizes : Clear quartered

white oak, Ii4x6x32, IMxCixoO. lVjxfix45, 2x.-x23 and 2x2x19; plain

white oak. 114x21,4x42. .

B 1135—Wants Birch Veneers
New York, N. Y., September 5.— Editor II.\i!DWoud ItFcniiD : We cannot

seem to get prices on carload lots of sawed birch veneer.s i^C", 14", V^".

0" and 10" up. If you could get us in touch w-ith a list of men who fur-

nish veneers of this kind it will be greatly appreciated.

B 1136—Wants to Buy Oak
Rochester, N. Y'., Sei>temlier (1. -Eilitor II.midwimjd Kkcokd : We expect

to be in the market in the very near future for the following lumber, and

would appreciate it if you will send a copy ot the .specification to any
and all people who you believe will be in a position to furnish any part of

our requirements.

Kindly inform anyone to whom you reli'r this specification that imme
diate action is requested and necessary ;

.".on.OiiO to (100.0(10 feet of % No. 1 common plain white oak. TV.i" and
up wide, random lengths u|i to l(j'. No objection to shcu't lengths.
We will also consider quotations on the following:
400,000 to 500,000 feet % firsts and seconds- plain white oak. 714" and

up wide, random lengths up to 16'. No objection to short lengths.
We would also like information concerning stocks and prices on plain

rid oak, white ash and second-growth hickory. The above specification

covering grades, thickness, widths and lengths.

Anyone interested in the inquiry may liave tlie name of the inquirer

inimecliately by !i(lilr(>ssin!j HAi:n\v00D RecokT).—EniTOR.

Clubs and Associations

A Correction
The statomciit in rlif la-^l issiu' m" IIauhwimid Ur.riu;i> iiuliroctly suggest-

in;; a eonnection lu'twiu'ii the Soulhein Ilaniwood Kmergeuey Bureau and
the Ihirdwood Manutacturers" Association of the United States was
cilivionsly in error. The bureau was organized purely to expedite the

jjoverunient purchases of southern hardwooil linnher and has no connection

with any trade association.

The following letter has just come from the bun-au referring to the

wrong impression that might have been given i»y the itrm in the last issue :

Id your refert^nee to llie Southern Hardwood Emergency lUireau. page
'i'i, last issue of IIakdwood UKruito. you state the Hardwood Kmergency
Bureau sent the following letter from Washington, H. »'.. to the Hard-
wood Manufactui'ers' Association for the purpose of enlisting the co-opera-
tion of all hardwood manufacturers in the etTorts of the bureau to schedule
the complete facilities of the country for haniliing the government's needs
in hardwoods. It is unfortunate that you have stated that this request
was sent to the IlardwnotI Manufacturers' Association. It was not sent to
the Ilarclwood .Manufacturers' Associatinn, and the Hardwood ilanufac-
turers' A^socintion as an association lias nothing whatever to do with
the Southern Hardwood Kmergency lUireau, which is a separate and dis-

tinct organization covering tlie entire lumber producing capa<'ity of the
Country and to which luireau any manufacturer of hardwooil lumber is

eligible t'or membersbiji. The letter referred to was sent out by the repre-
sentatives of the Southern Hardwi>od Kmergency Bureau a1 Washington
to all lumber trade jiapers as tln> best meilium of appraising all manu-
facturers of banlwood lumber, and if in the luirry i>f getting up mailing
lists their names had been overlooked that tlu-y might take the matter up
direct with the Kmergency Bureau at their t'incinnali oftlce*.

It is too late, of course. t(t correit this now, but in referring to the
Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau please do not connect that bureau
with the Hardwood Manufacturers' ,\ssoti;ition. and olilige.

Sixth Annual Safety Congress
The sixth annual congress of the Nationnl Safety Council will hold its

sessions September 11 to 14. in Hotel Astor, Xew York I'ity. The congress

will lie divided in more than a score of sections, each with its special

I>rogram which covers topics of particular interest to the members of that

section. The National Safety Council has its headquarters in the Conti-

nental and Conunercial Bank building, Chicago. L. It. I'atmer is i^esident.

The lumber and woodworking sessi<ins will be held on Thursday and
Friday. September lo and 14.

Northwestern Logging Meeting
About sixty delegates, representing luinb( r eompanies of the Bake States,

met at Oshkosh. Wis.. Aug. 30, as a logging association where problems

and conditions were discussed. Most of the delegates were from Wiscon-

sin. The next meeting of the association will be held in Milwaukee at a

dali' to be fixed.

Southern Logging Association Meeting
The annual meeting of the Southern Logging AssociMiion will be held

at Grunewald Hotel, New Orleans, October 24, 2o and 26. An excellent

program is being prepared by President Oscar Marsan, and a large at-

tendance of loggifig superintendents is expected. "Men Efficiency" will

be one of the topics for discussion. The subject of laying out main lines

and short spurs will he another item on the program. Diseases among
horses and mules will be discussed, and suggestions w'ili be offered, looking

to prevention.

Memphis Seeks Foreign Trade Office

The Southern Hardwood Tratlic Association, the Cuiton Exchange, thi>

Merchants' Exchange, the Chamber of Commerce and other commercial
organizations of Memphis are anxious to secure a branch office of the

Department of Commerce for ^Memphis to facilitate obtaining export licenses

necessary for all commodities sent to Canada, Europe or neutral nations

generally. Memphis is a big exporter of lumber and other forest products

and it is likewise a large exporter of cotton and cotton seed products and
those identified with this business feel that expensive delays will follow

if it is necessary to make application to representatives of the Bureau
of Domestic & Foreign Commerce at New Orleans or St. Louis for these

licenses which are ab.solutely essential to doing an export business under
present conditiims aflfecting the foreign movement of practically all com-
modities.

The various organizations are bringing the subject to the attention

of the authorities at Washington in the hope that facilities may be pro-

vided here for issuing the licenses witliout the worry anil loss of time
incident to securing them from some other point.

Pushing Oak for Furniture
The scarcity and high price id .steel has unute an oo.'uing for the use

of wood in the manufacture of certain kinds of furniture which has here-

tofore been made of metal. The de.alers in oak are not backward about
meeting the needs of furniture makers who cannot longer use metal.

J. T. Kendall, secretary of the American Oak Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, has .sent letters to manufacturers of metal furniture and cabinets,

offering to assist them in the purchase of oak. Following is a copy of

Mr. Kendall's letter :

Owing to the great scarcity of steel and other metals which are being
used and conserved for war purposes we presume you will be using consid-
erable fiak in the manufacture of your products. The government is need-
ing all the steel now that can possibly be turned out. and if in line with
tlie policy of <'onservatlon of war materials as advocated liy President
Wilson, the Chamber of Commerce of the Fniti-d States and other ciijni-

niercial organizations, it Is your intention to take up the use of oak, this
association desires to assist you in securing all the matt'rial which you
may require. We would thank you to aiivise us as soon as you can of what
your needs will be so that our mendiers can cut the stock which will fill

ycmr requirements. .\lso. if you should happen to be in the market for
any oak now and will send u.s a list of your requirements on the enclosed
post^il card, we will gladly bulletin this information to all of our mem-
Iiers and those In positic)n to furnish vou this stock will then quote vou
direct.

Resolutions by Lumber Dealers
The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' .\ssociation will otfer a set of

resolutions at the war convention of American business men. which will

lucet at Atlantic «'ity. N. J.. September l.S-21. The convention was called

by the Chamber of Commerce of the I'nited States. The delegates who
will represent the lumber dealers are F. K. Babcock. Pittsburgh, Pa.

;

C. H. Prescott. Cleveland. <>. : R. G. Kay, Philadelphia. Pa., and M. E.

I'relsch, North Ttmawanda, N. Y. The resolutions folluw :

WHEKKAS. For a nundn'r <d' years the lumber industry of the United
States has lieen endeavoring t<» overcome innumerable obstacles that have
stood in the way of its prosperity : and.
WHKKK.VS. By reason of the naturally scattered sources of original

supply, the various processes of numufacture, and the difficulty, in time
of freight congestion, of securing prompt and adequate shipi)ing facilities,
it is peculiarly subject to large and irreparabh' losses, wherever and when-
ever unusual delays occur in the transporting material to the ultimate con-
sunii'r : and.
WHKKKAS. The (JovernmenI has properly assumed control over nmtters

of shipping during the war

—

Now. therefore, be it resolved, that in onler to c(Uiserve the vast inter-
ests involved in the lunil>er in<iustrv and provid** a prom)d suuply of this
material so indispensable to virtually all constrndive imlustries "through-
nut the United States, we most re.spectfully urge upon the Priority Ship-
ping lioard the wisdom and necessity of preservinig to this industry the
right of priority in shipment, to whi<'h it is manifestly entitled ; and in
4)rder that the various works of construction, in which the nation at large
is so vitally interested, mav procin-d without interruption and the general
prosperity of the country thus pronu)fed.

Cars of Standard Design Likely
.T. T. Kendall, secretary of the .Vintricaii Oak .ManuIacHirers' Associa-

tion. Memphis, has written a letter to the board of connnereial economy.
Council of National Defense, at Washington, suggesting that the standard-
ization of car designs for all the railroads would eliminate a great deal

of lost motion from the viewpoint of the lund>er numufacturer and the
car builder and would prove decidedly advantage<uis to both. He says
that, if standard designs were adopted for all the railroads instead of

separate designs for each, manufacturers of oak car stock could carry a

supply of this at all times, with- the assurance that a market could be

found therefore. He empbasixps the fact, however, that, with different

designs for each railroad, manufacturers of oak car stock have to cut this

to order and cannot afford to risk cutting it until the order is actually
in hand. lie nl^o emphasfzrs that the necessity of manufacturing the
stock to order not only involves a great deal of time but that It also en-

tails greater expense.
Ilis letter was referred to Daniel Willard, of the aihisury comndssion.

Council of National Defen.se, who has commended the idea and who has
given assurance that the railway executives have a special committee of
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^meclMnical engineers working out tlic practical details of a standard ear
design to be used by all the roads. He tays the subject has been con-
sidered seriously for some time and that the lioard aiiprociates the sug-
gei^tion of the association because it is both feasible and iiracticable, as
\A ell as highly brnefi< iai.

Seek to Cultivate Southern Cutover Land
Negotiations are licing conilucted between John W. Mcl'lure, in-esideut of

the Southern Alluvial Land Association, with headquarters at Memphis,
Tenn., and Herbert C. Hoover, in charge of carrying out the provisions
of the food control bill, looking to the use of cutover lands belonging to
members of the association for the cultivation of corn, wheat, oats, peas
and other foodstuff corps. Members of the association own hundreds of
thousands of acres of these fertile lands and the negotiations are being
conducted with a view to trying to reach a basis of use that will be
satisfactory to all concerned, .lust what basis is being discussed is not
l^own.
Members of the association cooperated enthusiastically with the gov-

ernment this spring and summer in tlie devotion of a large part of their
cut-over lands actually in cultivation to the growing of foodstuff crops
and they realize that co-operation is even more desirable and helpful now
than atthat time. Members are restricted, however, as to their financial

ability to clear these lands and put them in cultivation. Drainage must
be completed and stumps and other obstacles must be removed. Demon-
strations are heing made now under the auspices of the association to

show members bow to remove stumps by blasting them with cheap powder
and then burning or pulling them.
The fact that crops can be grown abundantly on these cutover lands

has been proven beyond all question during the current year and there is

therefore no experiment about their use. It, the government and the
owners can get together, there will be a vast new field rendered avail-

able, a field scarcely with an equal and certainly without a superior in

the matter of soil fertility or crop productiveness.

Conference on Contract Forms
-\s the result of confereuces extcuding over two months, the Interde-

partmental Cost Conference recently made public its recommendations that
where fair prices can be obtained, war contracts should be in the form of
straight purcbase-and-.sale contracts at fixed prices, that the cost-plus

contract may be necessary -where the production involves difficult and
complicated manufacturing effort or - conditions which cannot be clearly

foreseen, and that in cost-plus contracts a fi.xed profit of a definite sum
of money per article be agreed uiion as far as possible, instead of the per-

centage of cost.

The conference was organized liy Secretary RedfieUl and Burwell S.

Cutler, acting .chief of the Bureau of Foreign and iSomestic Commerce, of

the Department of Commerce, and rejiresentatives of the most interested

Government bodies took part in the meetings.

On the conference, as now constituted, the War Department has twelve
njembers, the Navy Department seven, the Federal Trade Commission
three, the accountancy committee of the War Industries Board, Council
of National Defense, three, and the Food Administration one. J. Lee
Nicholson, chief* of the Division of Cost Accounting, ot the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, is chairman of the conference, and H.
I*. Seideman of the Institute for (JJovernment Research, is secretar.v. Rep-
resentative business men of the country have appeared before the con-

ference.

,.V document issued recently contains detailed recommendations for con-

tracting officials which is intended to suggest some of the broad economic
and equitable points involved in war contracts, and to express the prefer-

ence of the conference for a straight purchasc-and-sale contract at a fixed

price, since it is simpler in terms, easier to work under, and generally
speaking productive of quicker and better results.

There Is also a comprehensive manual on cost definitions, including

recommendations for Collating cost data in connection with war business
as well as private business.

Very interesting to note is the fact that for the first time in the history
of this government, or in the liistory of any other, so far as is known,
representative business in varied lines was summoned for the purpose of

deliberating on the above contract forms and cost definitions as the.v might
see fit to make. .Many of these recommendations have been embodied in

this work published by the government.

Retailers Consider Progressive Suggestions
The National Retail Lumber Dealers' Associatiou held its first annual

convention at the South Shore Country Club in Chicago im Friday, Septem-
lier 7. There was a very substantial attendance of retailers from the East
and middle western territory.

Important w'ork was transacted throughout the sessions, the feature lieing

an address by W. G. Ilollis. Minneapolis, entitled "Suggestions for Co-ordi-

nating the Retail .Vssociation Business." The point on which his idea
hinges is the inauguration of a house organ plan involving the publication

of a national magazine to be distributed by the 10,000 or more retail lumber
dealers of the country. This magazine can be sent to prospective ultimate .

consumers of lumber and could be maintained as a business proposition
just as any other national magazine, but directly in behalf of the lumber
interests. With this as a foundation other departments could be main-
tained inclusive of traffic bureau, department of grading and inspection,

legislative d-'partment, legal di'partment, insurance department and an

advertising department, it being estimated that the tremendous circulation
possible through a magazine distributed ir. this way would ma'fie feasible
the solicitaticm of national advertising of a high-class character, the revenue
from which would maintain the departments suggested.
other speakers were Julius Seidel, St. Loui.s, JIo., whose address was

entitled "Why the Retail Lumber Business Suffers in Comparison with
Other Lines, and the Remedy for the Situation;" Warren J. Duffy, Toledo,
O.. who spoke on the "Needs of the Retailers ;" W. R. Hudson of Detroit,
Jlich.. who presented suggestions for solicitors in behalf of retail dealers;
I'ldwanl nines of Chicago, whose snljjeet was "Why There Is Many Times
a Lack of Unity Between Mills and Retail Dealers and How It May Be
Overcome ;" R. B. Goodman, Goodman, Wis., acting president of tbe
National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, who told how the National
Lumlier Manufacturers' Association and tlie retailers' association can
co-operate.

The evening was given over to extensive entertainment at the Country
club.

The officers foi* the first year were ;

I'HESiDENT, FriMl J. Robinsfm, Detroit.
First Vii;i:-Piiesiiiext, Julius Seidel. St. Louis. Mo.
Seioni) \'ice-Pesidi;.nt, Elmer A. Diebold, I'ittsburgh.
TUE.vsi'UEit. John Claney, Chicago.
DiKECToHs: W. M. De'Laplante. Buffalo; F. J. Schroeder, Milwaukee;

R. J. Burnes, St. Paul', J. H. Doppes, Ciucinnati ; Guy Gray, Clevelnnd ;

L. L. Selbel, Kansas City; T. R. Brown. Louisville; A. M. Melone, .Minnc
apolis

; O. A. Huey, Indianapolis; E. J. Bunker. Detroit; Charles A. Bowen,
secretary.
The new officers for 1917 and 1918 are :

I'RESIDEXT, Elmer A. Diebold, I'ittsburgh. I'a.
Seco.nd ViCE-PiiESiDENT, Jullus Seidel. St. Louis, Mo.
Second ViCE-PnESiDEXx, R. B. Burnes, St. Paul, Minn.
TuE.isi-KER. John Claney. Chicago. 111.

SECRET.utv, Charles .\. Bowen. Detroit, Mich.
DiREiT'jus : William Rvan. Toledo, o. ; J. E. Bold, Pittsburgh- F J

Schroeder, Milwaukee. Wis. ; R. B. Burnes, St. Paul ; E. J. Bunker, Duluth.
iMinn. ; O. P. Huey, Indianapolis. Ind. : Theodore E. Rechtln, Evansvillc,
tnd. ; N. H. Parsons, Rocktord, 111. ; A. J. Doming, Erie, Pa.

Hardwood Men Show Eagerness to Serve Government Needs
There is n'port of quite a fight on at Washington between different

factions of hardwood lumbermen, namely, the manufacturers on one hand
and the wholesalers on the other hand, over the question of prices for

government war business and competition to see which group will get the
business.

Recently the Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau opened offices in
the Muusey building, with E. E. Myers as secretary in charge. Mr. M.vers
is on tbe grounil getting in touch with government officials in the various
ilepartments wdiich buy hardwood lumber or its products. On the other
hand, Frank Fish, secretary of the National Hardwood Lumber Association,
has also been in town.

Just at present their dift'erences are concentrated chiefly on the question
of oak stock for wooden ships. The hardwood emergency bureau has
quoted a price averaging .SilOo per 1,000 feet for such oak stock, to the
shipping board and its emergency fleet corporation. This price, represen-
tatives of the wholesale interests are saying, is too high. * They claim
that the wholesalers will furnish the necessary stuff at lower prices. The
manufacturers retort that the wholesalers can furnish some stuff at lower
prices, but that it will not in many cases come up to the rigid specifications

of the government.
The shipping board has attached to its staff recently F. K. Paxton of

Bristol, Va.-Tonn., as assistant purchasing agent of the emergency fleet

corporation in connection with the purchase of hardwood materials for

ship building. Mr. Paxton is reported as seeking to bring pressure to bear
upon the hardwood manufacturers to reduce their prices, but in behalf
oi: tiie manufacturers it is stated that they have not done so. and will not
do so. They believe that they alone can furnish the stuff ahd that the

prices-.they ask are reasonable, though on some items of oak in the wooilen
ship schedule they run as high as $150 per 1,000 feet.

Til's latest development in connection with the situation was the pub-

lication September (i in the Official Bulletin of the government of tbe
following :

Shipyards building wooden ships for tbe government are in the market
for extra large white-oak construction timbers or logs of good quality.
Tbe 2,000-ton ships now building each require two rudderposts of this
species, 14 by 24 inches. 40 feet long. Logs measuring 2S inches in
diameter at the small end will cut out such timbers and are worth (end
of .\ugust) from $50 to $60 per thousand board feet measured in the log.
Sticks hewed or sawed to this size will bring $70 to .*.'S0 per thousand
board feet loaded on the cars within 100 to 20u mih's cd" the shipyards.
Sticks squared to tbe size mentioned above contain 1,120 board feet and
would therefore bring from $7S to $90 each, f. o. b. cars at loading jjoint.
Though these prices apply to the S(nith .\tlantic and Gulf shipyards,

it is probable that they would also hold good for those located in the
North. The yards are also in need of other white-oak stinictlftal timbers
for shaft logs, horn timbers, deck and chock rails, and keel shoes. These
range in size from to S inches by 20 to 30 feet long to 14 by 14 inches
IS feet long.

Farmers having white-oak trees that wdll produce timbers of these slze.s

are urged to lake advantage of the demand for such material and get in
touch wdth shipbuilding concerns.
Farmers living in the vicinity of port towns could probably secure from

the secretary of the board of trade or chamber of commerce of such places
the names and addresses of ship.vards at such points, or a list of eastern
shipbuilding firms can be obtained upon application to the Forest Service,
Department of .\gricidture.

It is claimed that this originated with forestry officials who have to do
with the development of farm woodlot resources, but nmnufacturers say

(Continued on Page :;;!)
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Natural Defects in Veneer Logs
Reasons Why Prices of the Finished Product Cannot Be Reduced

I
ANY THINGS influence the cost of veneers other

than labor, equipment and overhead. One of

these things consists of the group of natural

defects in logs. They are a part of the log

itself and are independent of seasoning defects or dry

kiln troubles, or of bad manufacture. Where the log is

not perfect, some of the veneer will be imperfect, and

it must be rejected or placed in a lower grade. That

means expense without compensating profit and it is

bound to appear in the final balance sheet which shows

profit and loss in the operation.

Knots constitute a common defect. Every tree has

them somewhere in its trunk and the veneer knife finds

them. They may not appear on the surface of the log,

and some logs are clear stuff all the way through, but

if the whole tree is cut in veneer, it may be accepted as

a certainty that the knife will find knots, and wherever

a bad knot is found it means a loss to the mill which is

cutting the stock. Sheets or parts of sheets must be de-

graded or else rejected altogether. It is no fault of the

mill. It is nobody's fault, but simply a circumstance

which must be taken account of.

Sometimes a knot improves a sheet of veneer by giving

it figure, but that is not the usual outcome. The profit

is in the clear wood where knots do not occur, and when
a log with knots goes into a veneer mill, it may be taken

for granted that the product will be lowered in value

accordingly. This holds true whether the veneer is

rotary, sliced, or sawed, but since most veneer is rotary

cut, it follows that most damage from knots occur in

rotary stock.

FIGURING THE LOSS
The loss on account of knots is relatively smaller in

low grade stock than in high, because the knots go in

with the clear. But in veneers intended for exacting

uses, a knot is a passport to the scrap pile or cull heap.

Where appearance is not important, a sound knot may
pass in veneer as in lumber, provided that uniform
strength is not essential. A knot hole has no strength,

and a bad knot is simply a disguised knot hole.

It is fortunate that the many uses for w^hich veneer is

wanted lessens the loss that would result if it could be
used in high class work only. What is useless in one kind

of work may pass elsewhere, and in that way a system of

sorting apportions the different grades among the indus-

tries that can use them so that the final scrap pile may
not be so large. But that does not change the fact that

poor material means loss to the manufacturer.

WINDSH.4KES .AND WEATHERCRACKS
Knots are not the only defects of living trees which

cause loss to the veneer manufacturer. Windshakes and
frost cracks are common. These consist of cracks near

the bases of trunks, some of the cracks being circular in

form, others transverse. The precise origin of the two
kinds may not be very clearly defined, but they are sup-

posed to be due to the swaying of the trunk by the wind,

or to the splitting of the wood along weak lines by ice in

winter. However, the origin of the cracks is not im-

portant. The main thing is that such defects exist in

some trees and have direct bearing upon the quality of

the veneer and upon the price at which it must be sold.

To make the matter worse, the cracks are found in the

butt logs where the best wood ought to be found. How-
ever, the worst cracks lie near the heart of the tree, and
in rotary stock, the tree heart is Rejected because the

machine cannot cut down to it, but in sliced or sawed
veneers, the heart is worked as well as the outer portions

of the trunk, and every crack causes loss when the stock

is graded. No skill on the part of the cutter can make
good veneer from defective wood, and the necessary

loss must be taken in account in fixing prices which will

place the business on the proper side of the ledger. A
redeeming feature in working timber of that kind is that

bad cracks do not usually occur in the outer portions of

logs and therefore rotary veneer escapes in many cases.

OTHER DEFECTS
Some kinds of hardwoods contain pith flecks. TTiis

name is applied to brown spots and streaks, each quite

small when considered separately, but in the aggregate

they may lessen the value of wood by their unsightliness

and also because wood is weakened by them. A sheet

of veneer may be so weakened that it will break along

the brown streak. This defect is seldom very serious,

and sometimes it attracts little or no attention.

The pith fleck is caused by the boring of a small beetle

in its larval stage. It eats passages up and down a tree

trunk, just under the bark, journeying to and fro, from
the branches to the ground, cutting a new passage at

each trip. TTiough the galleries thus made are no larger

than a darning needle, they fill with brown substance

and remain a blemish in the wood as long as the tree

lives. Year by year new layers of wood cover them,

and year by year new broods of beetles have fresh gal-

leries just beneath the bark. By that process, long con-

tinued, the wood of the trunk may be disfigured from the

heart outward. All trees are not subject to that injury.

Birch, particularly river birch and paper birch, suffers

considerably, likewise willow, cottonwood, hornbeam,

cherry, mountain ash, basswood and soft maple.

WOOLLY WOOD
The veneer manufacturer occasionally finds a log which

produces what is known as "woolly wood. " The grain

is not smooth. Very small splinters rise on the surface

of the sheet and give it the appearance which is respon-

sible for the name w^oolly. Veneers of that sort are useless

for certain kinds of work. The surface cannot be polished
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or made smooth. If one fleece of the wool is removed,

another takes its place. The defect is in the wood, not in

the machinery, nor is it due to bad manufacture. Some-

thing is wrong with the fibers or cells of which the wood
consists; they did not grow in the usual arrangement, and

their free ends, when the knife has passed, rise up like

fuzz.

No matter what the exact cause may be, the effect is

to lower the value of the veneer and bar it from certain

factories where it is not wanted. It is not a very common
defect and loss on account of it is moderate, but it is

occasionally met with. Probably it occurs in mahogany
as often as in any other wood, but it is found sometimes

in walnut, and more frequently in cottonwood.

TENDENCIES IN PRICES AND PRODUCTION
When all things which may degrade wood are taken

into account, it becomes evident that the veneer manu-
facturer does not have smooth sailing all the time. Many
items must be charged to the loss side of the ledger. It

is not encouraging to be told that these undesirable items

are ant to increase in the future because the timber in

the future will not measure up with the past or the present.

Inferior trees will increase the pro rata output of defec-

tive veneers. Manufacturers will be compelled to scout

far and wide to find good logs, and, of course, they must

ask higher prices to make up for increased cost of pro-

duction.

The use of veneers seems to be increasing in spite of

the tendency toward higher prices. Calls for veneer

come from so many places that the manufacturer of

veneer must exert himself constantly to meet the demand.

The cheapest class of shipping box or berry basket is

made of veneer, and also the finest panel demanded by

the furniture factory. The call extends to all interme-

diate grades. This opens a market for every class of

stock, cheap or fine, high or low, and while the difficul-

ties in the way of producing the best are on the increase,

the demand for lower grades increases also. So far as

can be seen, the tendency is toward greater production,

with every commercial wood coitribut-ng to the supply

and with higher values for the higher grades because of

greater cost of production.

Veneer Lengths and Shrinkage
There are many things which can be said about lengths in

connection with the veneer business, such things as which lengths

are most convenient to cut, what lengths work up best in various

lines of uses, etc. Right now, however, there is a special and
perhaps heretofore unconsidered point in the matter of veneer

lengths to which attention is directed. This is the matter of

exact lengths in stock cut to dimensions.

In promulgating its code of ethics the Rotary Gum Associa-

tion said among other things that all dimension stock should be

cut length speciified, and if the buyer wishes an allow^ance he

should specify stock to be billed at actual length cut.

Another paragraph in this same code pertaining to the matter

of thicknesses insists that the machine gauge or the thickness

when green shall govern, which may be regarded as implying

that lengths taken when green will also govern. This point is

not specifically set forth, and because of this and the fact that

it may be the source of trouble, it is worth a little going into.

Back in the earlier days of the veneer business, down near the

foot of Arsenal street in St. Louis, in that plant where the St.

Louis Basket & Box Company has wrestled with many ideas and
learned from experiments and experience many things about the

veneer business, including everything from basket splints to built-

up lumber, we once had a set-to about this very matter of length

virhich comes vividly to mind upon reading the code of ethics of

the Rotary Gum Association. This was back in those pioneer

times. One day the superintendent came down from the office

into the cutting room and pretty soon had Al Schmidt ("Smitty,"

w^e called him), the peeler boss, into a pretty warm argument.

The argument waxed back and forth pretty much all day before

the rest of us got on to what it was all about.

It developed that complaint had come in from a customer that

veneer cut to specified lengths, drawer bottoms or some other

form of insert in grooves was too short. Naturally the office

climbed the collar of the superintendent, and then the superin-

tendent came down in the cutting roonn v/ith blood in his eye.

"Smitty," the peeler boss, insisted that the stock was cut ex-

actly to the lengths ordered, and to settle this argument there

was finally a checking up of the orders to verify them. Then

finally there was a bringing in of some dry stock that proved

to be short.

The superintendent thought this clinched the argument and put

the onus on the peeler boss. "Smitty" was a hard-headed Dutch-

man and he insisted that he had set his scoring knives carefully

and had cut stock to exact length specified. If it had shortened

afterward, he said, it must have shrunk up in drying.

The superintendent pooh-poohed this kind of argument, for he,

like myself, had been trained in the old school of faith that lumber

does not shrink endw^ise.

They finally settled the argument by taking some freshly cut

stock, breaking a sheet in half, putting half of it through the dry

kiln and retaining the other half intact. When the sheet came
through the dry kiln it was found to be a full eighth of an inch

short.

The veneer at that time was cut from cottonw^ood and gum.

I do not recall positively whether the particular stock w^as cotton-

wood or whether it \vas gum, but it was immaterial, as both will

shrink endwise in drying.

We had this matter w^ith us as a subject of pretty warm noon-

hour discussion and as I had charge at that time of the sawmill end

adjoining the veneer cutting room, I still had some faith in the

old doctrine taught by my father in the days when I was appren-

tice for a millwright, that there was no end shrinking to w^ood.

In response to "Smitty's" insistence that he had proved it, proved

that there w^as shrinkage by putting some of the veneer stock

through the dry kiln, I told him that it might do with veneer

stock but it wouldn't do with saw^ed stock, and we laid a wager
on it.

Then we took a cabbage crate strip, sawed of elm, a half inch

by three inches, 36 inches long, took two of them, in fact, cut

exactly the same length, but we marked one and let him put

it through the dry kiln next day, and I kept the other one for

comparison. In the end I lost, because they shrunk that elm

cabbage crate strip an eighth of an inch in length during the

drying process.

All of this incident came back to me very clearly in reading of

the rules laid down by the manufacturers of rotary gum veneer and
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Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGERS

PlUAUT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

All Three of Us WUl Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD REfORD
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"EASIMOOV"
The Veneer Tai)e that is "Up to the

Second" can be removed instantly after

having served its purpose, without be-

ing sanded. Saves time and expense.

Write for sample coils

IDEAL COATED PAPER CO.
The Veneer Tape Specialists

MAIN OFFICE AND MILLS, BROOKFIELD, MASS.

I am wondering whether or not they have taken the cognizance

they should of this point. It is a point in the matter of lengths

that may lead to all sorts of wrangling unless it is clearly under-

stood.

Gum, perhaps, w^ill shrink more in length in the process of

drying than any other wood used in the veneer business. Where
a sawed elm strip will shrink an eighth of an inch in 36 inches it

is nothing unusual for gum to shrink a quarter of an inch in

this length. Moreover, in drying, the rotary cut stock will not

shrink evenly and often the end cuttings may show up as if

they were not square.

In quite a lot of the dimension stock cut for use in single ply

it is a common practice to specify the length desired and to set the

score knives on the machine to cut this length exactly. The

length is cut in green stock, and if the green stock measurement

is insisted upon by the veneer manufacturers there should go

with this insistence an explanation of the possible shrinkage in

length in the process of drying so that the customers may not be

disappointed and raise a row over this matter of length, which

in the dry stock will not be up to specifications.

In the final analysis the only way to get exact lengths in veneer

is to trim it to the specified lengths after the stock is dried. In

every-day w^ork, how^ever, it is often practical to make the score

knife trimming answer all purposes. But often to do this it is

necessary to take into consideration the probable end shrinkage

and to make allowance accordingly in cutting the green lengths.

As a matter of econoniy it is desired to eliminate trimming

wherever practical, that is, retrimming of rotary stock. It is

generally trimmed 'with score knives to get the length even in

cutting the veneer from the block, so, wherever practical, this

trimming should be made to serve in lieu of the w^aste incident

to another trimming. Where exactness in length is imperative,

hou'ever, an allow^ance for trimming after drying will be found

the best answer.

This, it seems to me, is a point about veneer lengths w^hich

has not received the thoughtful attention it merits at the hands

of manufacturers and users of veneer. J. C. F.

Letters from a Panel User
Monroe, Mich., September 8.—Can any Tom. Dick or Harry do

veneering? It would seem, judging from some of the plants I

have visited, that some managers think very lightly of the required

ability of workmen to do this work. To properly match and lay

veneers is an art and a trade all by itself.

Years ago experienced cabmetmakers were engaged to do

veneering. To be sure, many of these men made good but I

have found that the average cabinetmaker knows very little about

woods, glues, etc. Again, he is familiar only with the method Ke

learned and it is quite a difficult task to convince some cabinet-

makers that there are better w^ays of doing things. So much for

the w^orkmen.

One of the old-time processes of preparing the core stock for

veneer is to tooth plane the core stock. This is done so that the

veneer may adhere with the maximum of tenacity to the core

stock. We have no charge to make against this method other

than its enormous expense. It has been found that the three-drum

Sander will do this w^ork very nicely and save quite an amount of

time. Drop the medium and fine paper drums, run the stock

through the machine sanding with the coarse paper drum. As
soon as the stock leaves the machine, remove the dust lodged in

the creases. Most three-drum sanders are provided with brushes

but in many cases these brushes are not used. For work as above

mentioned it may be well to use the brushes and adjust them to

remove all dust and dirt. By so doing no hand cleaning will be

required, again saving considerable time. Some of our old

cabinetmaker friends may not approve of this, though results are

more satisfactory than is possible with the tooth plane.

Surprising as it may seem, the taping of veneers is done by

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A view whick skows tlie class of logs we are ottaining to

supply our customer s needs m Walnut

Tills log IS one of tne best that nas been produced in tbe

Central States and a number of experts on Walnut have

judged the stump to be the best figured stumn that has

been produced m years.

PICKREL WALNUT COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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We Have No Monopoly

On

Quartered Figured

Red Gum Veneers;

Neither has Gillette on Safety Razors.

But—

With our years of ex-

perience and immense

stocks, it stands to reason

that we are in position

to give better selection

and better values than

the mill cutting an oc-

casional car of logs.

e "some-Let us show you th

thing different" about Louis-

ville Figured Red Gum

The

Louisville Veneer Mills
Operating Saw, Slicers, Rotary Machines

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

hand. It may prove to the interest of some manufacturers to do

a little investigating and make comparative tests between the cost

of hand and machine taping. In cases of very small quantities (as

in small woodworking plants or cabinet shops) it may not pay to

buy such a machine. Whether taping is done by hand or machine,

be sure to use a good grade of tape. Gummed tape is used by

many manufacturers, though some trouble has been experienced

and it has been found that dry canvas or cloth tape w^ith open

mesh glued to the joints is more satisfactory. When using this, the

tape is glued directly on the under side, hence, to the core stock.

It is possible for small manufacturers to buy their face veneers

jointed and taped. When so doing, attention should be directed

to proper matching, and the stock should be inspected to see that

suitable veneers were used, not small, cull or waste pieces glued

up. Fortunately, very little trouble along this line will be expe-

rienced, as veneer men cannot afford to turn out shoddy goods

and must satisfy their customers to get repeat orders. I would

suggest to the small manufacturer that he keep account of

all waste of time required to tape his veneer. This must be added

to the cost of the job. Next determine the square feet, or cost per

square foot, compare this cost to the charge made by veneer men
and it will likely result in a saving by buying the veneer taped.

The manufacturers really making money in the panel business

are the men who \vatch quality as closely as they do production.

One will not find men asleep in the successful plants but they are

not crazy about hurry up shop practices, overheating their glues,

laying the veneers this, that or some other angle and removing

the stock from the presses before the glue has set. Slovenly

hurry-up methods are responsible for most panels going wrong.

For instance, you cannot hurry the time of drying. Better start

economizing at some other end.

Do not use core stock having knots or defects generally. If

you do. you are going to experience trouble, and the furniture,

piano, or other manufacturer you are selling to will certainly re-

turn the stock to you.

Again, we find bargain glue hunters. If there is any manu-

facturer w^ho can afford to be independent these days it is the

manufacturer of glue. Some of you may think that you are buy-

ing glue below the market price, but are you getting the same

grade? How many of you really know how to determine glue

quality and how to grade glues? There is as much difference

between certain grades and makes of glue as there is between

rain and sunshine.

A serious problem in many panel factories is that of loose

veneer. Sometimes it is loose crossbanding and sometimes it is

the face veneer and sometimes it is both. Sometimes the trouble

manifests itself in the form of blisters scattered here and there

over the surface, and sometimes the whole sheet of veneer ap-

pears to be coming loose. The chief causes w^hich lead up to this

species of trouble are: overheated cauls, old w^orn out cauls, poor

or thin glue, overheavy glue, wet veneer or core stock.

Is veneering going to remain an art, or will people insist upon

solid goods? The scarcity of fine woods proves that we must

continue veneering furniture, pianos, interior w^ork, etc. How^-

ever, if w^e are to succeed we must be able to produce as good an

article veneered as it would be solid. The public is demanding

veneered w^ork these days. A few years ago they w^ould not

accept it and in many cases the dealer would represent veneered

furniture as solid, fearing if he told the truth he would loose the

sale.

It would be utterly absurd to suppose that the time will come
w^hen veneer w^ill no longer be used. As time goes on this w^ill

become more and more necessary. A. T, DEINZER.

At Augusta, Me., the Standard Veneer Company has been in-

corporated and has an authorized capital of $40,000, while at

Houlton, in the same state, the Northern Woodenware Company
has incorporated, its capital being $100,000.

All Three of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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The Measurement of Veneer
How It Differs from the Measurement of Logs and Lumber

When logs have been cut into veneer, the thin sheets

are measured on the surface only. It is called superficial

measure and includes one side only. Thus a sheet three

feet wide and three feet long contains nine feet of veneer

without any regard to the thickness of the sheets. The

maximum thickness does not exceed five-sixteenths of an

inch in regular stock, and it may be almost anything

thinner than that. In rare cases, sheets have been cut to

the thinness of one-thousandth of an inch. A sheet of

that extreme thinness, three feet long and three feet wide,

would measure nine feet of veneer.

Government reports of veneer output, published in

past years, have been somewhat confusing because the

measure is not based on the surface dimensions of the

sheets, but on log measurements. For example, the gov-

ernment report of the output in 1909 gave the total cut

for the country at 435,981,000 feet. It is plainly stated

in the report that this is log scale. TT»e logs were meas-

ured before they were converted into veneer, and the

figures show the quantity of logs. But when the total is

quoted, without the statement that it is log measurement,

it confuses the veneer manufacturer who is accustomed to

think of surface measure only. He knows that according

to surface measure the total of 435,981,000 feet is too

small. When the basis of measurement has been ex-

plained, the misunderstanding disappears.

Lumber is measured on the basis of boards one inch

thick. That thinner than one inch is still considered to

be an inch thick when it is measured. Thin lumber is

really measured on the surface the same as veneer. TTiat

is where the two measurements, lumber and veneer, have
a common meeting place.

If logs are measured, it is generally for the purpose of

ascertaining how many feet of inch boards they will cut.

Suppose the logs scale 100,000 feet. If they are then

sawed into lumber, it is presumed that they will yield

100,000 feet of inch boards; but if they are sent to the

veneer mill and cut into thin sheets, there is no way of

telling how many surface feet of veneer will be produced,

unless it is known how thick the sheets will be. TTiat

cannot be taken for granted as in lumber; for while all

lumber measurements are made on the basis of one inch

thickness, veneer has no standard thickness accepted by
common consent for measurement purposes.

It is not known how many feet of veneer, surface meas-
ure, are made annually in the United States. Something
more than 500,000,000 feet of logs go to veneer mills

annually to be sliced, sawed, or cut by the rotary process;

but no statistics seem to have been collected to show how
many surface feet are produced. To say that half a

billion feet of logs are converted into veneer gives no

All Three of U* Will Be Benefited if

adequate idea of the total according to veneer measure-

ment. It would probably be entirely within reason to

say that the country's cut per year, veneer measure, is

not less than 5,000,000,000 feet and it may be much
more than that, because if the sheets averaged one-tenth

of an inch thick, the above total would be about right,

but the average thickness may be less than one-tenth of

an inch.

A log which will make 500 feet of inch lumber,

should make at least 4,500 feet of one-tenth inch veneer,

sliced or rotary. If rotary cut, the core causes consider-

able waste, because the knife will not operate all the way
to the center of the log; but this will be made good, at

least in a large log, by the absence of sawdust in the

veneer operation. Theoretically, a log that will saw 500

feet of inch lumber, ought to make 5,000 feet of veneer,

one-tenth of an inch thick. It may fall short or run above

that figure in practice. Perhaps large veneer mills have

figures on that subject; but there seem to have been few

figures published to show^ a comparison betvsreen log

measurement and the actual production of veneers of

various thicknesses, and cut by the different methods.

Made in Si. Louis by

StLouis Basket & Box Co.

WE MANUFACTURE

a complete line of

Built-up Stock in most
any size or thickness,

including Walnut, Ma-
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and Plain Oak, Ash.
Gum, Plain or Figured
Birch, Yellow Pine,

S y c a n> ore, Cotton-
\vood, etc.
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The Dean - Spicker Co.

Manufacturers of

Oak—Mahogany—Walnut
AND

LUMBER
22nd St. and So. Crawford Ave.

CHICAGO

PERKINS
GLUE

COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTURERS
AND SELLING AGENTS

PERKINS

Vegetable Veneer Glue
(PATENTED JULY 2, 1912)

805 J. M. S. BUILDING
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

It is evident that the thinner the veneer the greater the

number of superficial feet that may be cut from a given

quantity of logs, and sliced or rotary stock will yield more
than if the stock is savored, because in making the sawed
stock the dust is wasted, and in the sliced there is no dust.

According to government statistics, the proportion of

rotary cut veneers per annum runs in about as follows:

Thickness Feet Log
in Inches Measure

Five-sixteenths ... 26, 1 50,000

Thirteen- forty-

seconds 200,000

Nine-thirty-seconds. 3,597,000

One-fourth 52,044,000

Seven-thirty-

seconds 1,313,000

One-fifth 13,563,000

Three-sixteenths ..95,402,000

One-sixth 12,163,000

Five-thirty-seconds.. 7,255,000

Two-thirteenths .. 155,000

One-seventh 9,842.000

One-eighth 58,000,000

One-ninth 10,294,000

One-tenth 10,590,000

Three-thirty-

seconds 618,000

One-eleventh 225,000

The total, log measure, required to make the veneers

one-tenth of an inch thick or more, is 290,468,000 feet;

the logs cut into thinner veneers total 145,413,000 feet.

Thickness
in Inches

One-twelfth
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ii'ontinvicd I'rom Vugc 2:;i

that thf puhliciition was not unsatisfactoi-.v tci ciTlain pcdiilo comipftid
with the shipping linurrl and witli Ihc wlmlosalc luiulin- intin-psts. Hard
wood manufacturers say that tlie pnlilieatiim is erroneous and unwar-
ranted: that it was never proposed to have ruddi'r stoel< 40 feet long, 14
hy 24 inches, Init that 20 liy 20 inches 42 feet lonj; was the size originally
specified: that the prices aslied liy the hardwood manufacturers are not
unreasonnhle, hut quite tlie contrary : that it is ridiculous to suggest that
farmers saw sucli huge pieces of timlier; that it will complicate matters to

have a flood of offers from them of all sorts of oak timber: that the lumOer
committee agreed to the ,'ilin,". piioe asked by the hardwood bureau. It is

claimed that the government specifications are so difficult to meet that a

high price must be obtained in order to make up for the great waste
involved in getting out oak ship timbers.

It is learned at the Southern Hardwood Kuicrgcucy r.ure;iii that the
shipping board experts have agreed to modify the specifications so that
item 14.'i of the wooden ship schedule, which is for rudder post stock, may
be 20 by 20 inches, ,'52 feet long, with a view ti> scarfing two pieces into
one rudder post, and that a certain percentage of wane and sap may
appear on these timbers provided it may be turneil off at one end to size

IS by 1.S inches.

-Vn interesting conference was held rec.utlj l)etwcen the committee on
lumber. Council of National Defense, and a committee representing the
hardwood manufacturing interests and particularly the Southern Hardwood
rimergency Bureau, .\mong the hardw.ood men present were W. M. Hitter,

Columbus, O. : \V. E. HeLaney, Lexington. Ky. ; F. If. (ladd, Cincinnati:
It. L. Jurden, Memphis: E. E. Myers, W. W. Stark, St. Albans, W. Va.,
chairman of the emergency bureau committee : H. n. Weiss, Memphis

:

.1. M. I'ritchard, secretary of the <!um Lumber Manufacturers' .Association.

who has been talking with government people with a view to interesting
them in gum wood for war inirposes : I,. I'. Dubose, Charleston, Miss.:
F. \y. Mowbray, Cincinnati, and H. H. Burns, Huntington, W. Va.
There was a general discussion in the conference on the needs of the

government, the iiossibilities of the hardwood imlustry, how it can help
I'ncle Sam, cooperation in the industry. Unuber prices, methods of organiza
fion and operation of the hardwood bureau. The hardwood men agree<l tJiat

oak is needed in quantities not only for wooden ships, but for army escort

wagons, and that hickory is wanted lor artillery wheels, ash, mahogany,
walnut, cherry, birch and other hardwoods for airplane stock, walnut for

gun stocks, etc. .\s soon as the shipping situation eases up a bit so that
there is time availalde, the hardwoo'd emergency bureau will actively take
up the question of supplying the needs of other branches of the govern-
ment service for war piu'i'oses, iuchiding the eugineer liranch of the army,
the quartermaster de| artment. the navy Inireaus of construction and
repair iind supplies and accounts, the artillery an<l (u'dnance bureaus of

the war department, etc. .Ml hardwtiod mills have been requested to

cooperate in this work of supplying the needs of the government.
F. U. Gadd, while liere recently, stated thai nmny new southern mem-

bers have joined the Hardwood Manufacturers' .\ssoeiation : that it will

open a branch office in Memphis and hold monthly meetings there to discuss

open price and open competition matters of interest to that section, as the
eastern end of these problems are taken up at meetings at Cincinnati.

Of interest to the hardwood industry is the reported decision of the

shipping board not to negotiate any additional ccmtracts for wooden s!iip

cfmstruction at present and until a number of .contracts negotiations for

which were initiated by Cen. lioethals are executed. -Vdmiral Capps.
general manager of the fleet corporation, is going over these negotiations

and recommending the execution of many of the contracts. Ship board
officials say that the maximum facilities for wooden shi» construction will

be utilized when the (Joi'thals cimtracts are executed anti that it would
lie useless therefore to in'gotiate new (ontracts. Contracts already executed

and those awaiting the board's appi-oval, it is un<ierslood, provide for the

construction of ;ino to 400 wooden shins. The hoard's program of building

fabricated steel ships may be so successful as to do away with the neces-

sity for additional wooden ship contracts, it is suggestefl. However, orders

have already been placed tor oak items in the ship schedule for many
vessels with the soutlnM-n hardwood emergency bureau. Appropriations
aggregating about .'«7.">0,000,000 have already been authorized by congress

for ship building and ship commandeering by this government and addi-

tional appropriations of S'Ooo.iioo.inio to .'«1,000,000,000 are now being asked
liy the administration of nuigress tii continue and expand the shiiibuildinL^

program, with a view to com.tleting from l.ooo to 2.ooif ships.

While fabricated steel seems to be the favorite of the shipping board
now, it is reported that the board will encourage i)rivate yards to build

wooden ships for private iiurposes.

The Ferris type of wooden ship is still preferred by the shipping board,

but it is reported recently to have contracted for a group of Hough tyt)e

wooden ships utilizing smaller tindiers at .1!2!)0,000 each. The hoard has
also authorized the construction of some vessels according to tin Gilder-

sleeve schedule in Conni'cticut, which utilizes smaller timbers, and it has
asked for a copy of the I'iaggio schedule, wh ch is being used with small
timbers in building a nuiidier of p'-ivate wooden ships on the Gulf coast.

The wooden ship specifications of the government have l>een modified so

as not to permit the use of oak treenails. Locust and eucalyptus and iron

bark are now the only woods permitted for the treenail items. The Inter-

national Sales Corporation of Washington is selling many carloads of

lociLst treenails made in this city from locust wood cut in Virginia to the

go\ernnient and to sliipbuibling having government contracts.

v;>5*MiMis}roaM^'jiTOt'ro!OTi»w»istm^

With the Trade
Sam Thompson Will Be Married This Month

Mr. and Mrs. Kthvard Hennct I-f Master of Mcmpliis, Teiin.. havo issued
invitathiiis for the marriage of their dauglitiT, Mary Bennet. to Samuel
Alfxamler Thoniiison. manager of the hardwood department of the Ander-
-^on-Tnlly Company at Memphis. Tonn. The wedding will take place at
the residence of the bride, 174.1 t'nion avenue. Memphis, on Wednesday.
September 19. The ceremony will occur at half past eight in the evening.

Large Sycamore Log
A sound sycamore log five feet in diameter is so unusual that one of

that size recently cut near Evansville, Ind.. l)y Maley & Wertz. has at-'

tracted considerable attention. Many a sycamore trunk is larger than
that, and some on record were eight or ten times as large; l)ut in nearly
every instance "those of excessive size have I^een hollow and worthless
for lumber. No other tree in this country is so apt to be hollow as ma-
ture sycamore. The tree cut by Maley & AV^-rtz will be sawed into quar-
tered stock at their plant in Evansville.

Barr-Holaday Starts Mississippi Mill
The riarrJInl;i.]a.\' Lumber V'onn)an.\' nl' ^Ircrnlii'ld, O., announces that it

has started operations at its new mill at Ilidly UlutT, Miss. This is a band
mill with !i capacity of 'iO.OOO feet per day. It will cut principally oak ami
gum. The niill will be operated under the same management as the one at

lionise. Miss., and all sales will be handled through the head office at Green-
field.

The company owns about five miles of logging railroad through the
timberland adjacent to its mill and is assured of an adequate supply
of logs.

Atkins Furnishes Hoo-Hoo Badge
The big Ilon-IIoo sessions now on at the Hotel McAIpine, New York City,

are showing the organization to be in a remarkably strong position. The
Iloo-llou has made great strides ?ince the reorganization and the work that

has been accomplished is particularly noteworthy considering the general
state of affairs since the big house cleaning.

E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc.. Indianapolis, manufacturers of the silver-steel

saws, have come to the front again with badges for the Hoo-Hoo delegates.

They have furnished a very attractive little badge containing the tdack

cat on a white circle with a golden emblem as a background. The emblem
is in the form of a log on which is shown the proper inscription. To this

is attached a pin with a miniature American flag.

Opens Branch at Memphis
The Hrown P.rotlu-rs t'nmpany. locattMi ;it 11 liroadway, New York,

announces that in addition to the mills it is operating in Florida it has
opened up a bran-.-h at Memphis. Tnnn.. in charge of A. R, Krause, who has
lieen with the company for a number of years.

The Brown Brothers Company is operating extensively in hickory and
ash dimension stock and makes a specialty of cutting out specialized sizes,

sawed free and clear of defects. It states that this product goes to prac-

tically every important commercial market of the world outside of enemy
countries, and believes that its Memphis liranch will Iie of material assist-

ancp in caring for increasing demaud.

Becomes Sales Manager for Tallahatchie Lumber Company
V. 11. Slnnford. wliu has been empbiyed in tlie sales office of the Lamb-

Fish Lumber Conii)any of Cbarleston, Miss., resigned that office on Septem-
ber 1 and has accepted the position of sale:-> manager of the Tallahatchie
Lumlier i'ompi'n.v of I'bilipi), Jliss.

Mr. Stanford joined the sales force of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company
in Charleston in .lanuary, 1914. but in the fall of that year, soon after the

outbreak of the war, he left for Texas, returning to Charleston in September
of last year, Mr. Stanford has a good reputation in the trade, is energetic

and an ambitiniis worker nnil has ample ability tii make good in bis new
position,

C. Crane & Co. Resume Operations
Logging operations uf C. Crane ^: i'i>.. which liuve been practically at a

standstill for several months following the exhaustion of logs from Buffalo

("reek. W. Va., have been resumeil on the Big Coal Uiver and logs are now
being shipped fro n the new territory to the Crane niilis in Cincinnati, which
will shortly resume operations.

It is announced that C. Crane & Co, have arranged for the construction

of two four-mile extensions on the I'hesapeake & Ohio railroad, one to

Pond Fork of the Little Coal River, and the other on the west fork of

Pond Fork, These exteosions will enable the company to cut the stumpage
from 36,000 acres of hardwood.

Becomes General Manager for Canadian Firm
p. Bass. wh'> iias lieen connected witli the Dermott Land & Lumber Com-

pany of Dermott, Ark., and Chicago, III., for the past five years, has

resigned his position as assistant sales manager of that company and on
September 1 beeame general manager of the Wilson Lumber Company, Ltd.,

Toronto. Ont.

The Wilson company operates a yard in Toronto and does an extensive

wholesale hardwood business. It also owns and operates the Mississippi

Hardwood Company of Jackson, Miss., which has a small band mill cutting

government and to shipbuilders liavinj; government contracts.

I
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S. O. Moore Makes Important Change
s. II. lloorc, who for the past two years lias beeu associateil witb the

\V. M. Itittcr Lumber Cornpan,v as manager of the flooring department in

New Yorli, is leavinR New^ York ami has opened an office in Detroit. Mich.,

having accepted the position of district manager for llie Thomas Hall

Lumber C'onipan.v, Charleston. ^V. Va. Mr. :Moore will reside in Detroit

and w'll have charge of the sales and sal<-sm. n in .Michigan and snrronnd-

ing states.

The Thomas Hall Lumber Company manufactures yellow poplar and

oak lumlier, as well as maple, chestnut, basswood and other hardwoods

liuind in the timberlands of that stale.

Will Inspect Airplane Stock
II. I!. Oakleaf, a welbknown member of the Forest Service, who has

bi'en stationed for some years in Washington and Oregon. ha.s been as-

signed to the duty of inspecting the wooden parts of airplanes being built

for tlie government. This wood will consist principally of Sitka spruce

from the Pacific coast; but some eastern spruce will be used. The pro-

pellers will he of several woods, and oak is to be one of them, and black

walnut and spruce will serve also. The inspection of airplane stock is

very rigid. It is understood that tlie government has 22,000 of these

machines under contract. The Forest rroducts laboratory at Madison,

Wis., is able to supply the government with a great deal of information

iimcerning thi' qualities of woods now in demaml for airplanes.

Publishes Grading Rules for Philippine Hardwoods
Arthur F. Fisher, direclor of forestry of the Bureau of Forestry at

Manila, Philippine Islands, has forwarded to Hardwood Kkcoud copy of

rules governing the inspection and grading of Philippine lumber, which

have been prepared after a careful study of mill run from the various

mills in the Philippine Islands. They are designed to meet the export

:ind lotal demands.
The manusi'ript, which was cnnsideralily delayed in transit, having been

forwarded on July 16 and just now arriving, contains a suggestion that

comments, criticisms or suggestions sul)mitled by September 1 would lie

gratefully received

and given careful

consiileration before

the rules become ef-

r.ciivo.

\Myoni' intiTi'sIed

in these rules ma.\"

secure the copy

w h i c h IlAnr>\voon

Iti'.coKD holds or

might secure a copy
by writing to Mr.
I'isber at .Manila.

R. S. Huddleston

Contributes

Royally

1!. S. Huddleston.

\\ I'll known i»resident

of the Huddleston-

Marsh Mahogany
<'ompany, importer

and manufacturer of

mahogany 1 u ni her
and veneers, with
lieadquarters in New
Yc.rk City, has been

doing more than his

share in contributing

to the successful

prosecution of the

jiresent war. Mr.

lluddleston's mate-

rial contributions

have been liberal,

but he tops them

with the most patri-

otic offering that a

father can make,

that is his son.

I'he photograph of

Roderick P. Huddle
ston, oldest son of

li. S., junior director

of the Huddleston-

il a r s h Mahogany
Company', is shown
on this page. Mr.

Huddleston, .Tr.. en

listed for training

several months be-

for war was declared on Germany. Hardwood Rkcokd has received the fol-

lowing characteristic letter from Mr. Huddleston, Sr.. relative to his son's

enlistment

:

Roderick P. Huddleston. though a director of the lirm. and tilling a very
important position, felt it was his patriotic duty to "do his bit," so several

nionth.s liefore this country declared war on-Germany be took up training
at Fort Totten. Long Island, and thi'n enlisted in one of the New York
regiments ttlie Seventh!, and recentl.\- has been transferred to the famous
"Fighting Sixty-Ninth of New York," now knowm as the Itioth regiment,
which is'^encamped at present in preijaration to "going across."

The entire firm, as well as his family, agree with him that supplying
mahogany tor aeroplane use, and buying Liberty bonds, are not a sufficient

demonstration of patrioti.sm, but giving one's self to the ,;ervii'c is the best

that one can do.

Important Change in Big Firm
Effective Tuesday, September 4, the Radford & Wright Company, of

Duluth, Minn., and Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, has taken over the

business of Radford Bros. & Co., of Oshkosh. Frank W. Radford, formerly

manager of the Canadian business, has arrived in Oshkosh to take over the

active management of the plant here. He is succeeded in the management

of the Radford-Wright Company, Ltd., and the Home I.undier Yards, Ltd.,

of Winnipeg, by James A. Wilson of Calgary, Alberta. Mr. Radford will

continue the supervision of the company's Canadian interests.

The Radford & Wright Company is now operating factories and ware-

houses at the three points mentioned, namely Oshkosh, Wis., Duluth,

Minn., and Winnipeg, Manitoba. The Duluth business has been in opera-

tion for eleven years. The officers of the company are Charles W. Rad-

ford, president ; Walter T. Wright, trea.surcr ; Frank W. Radford, first

vice-president ; Harvey H. Strassburger, second vice-president ; Donald II.

Itadford, secretary, and lOdward 1". Radford, assistant secretary. The
business will lie Conducted along the same lines as formerly.

Will Build Mill in Texas
('. H. Sherrill of the Shcrrlll-Russell Lumber Company. Padueah, Ky.,

who is also trea.surcr of the Colfax Hardwood Lumlier Company, Colfax,

La., is liaving plans drawn by the Paducali compan.\' to erect mill build-

ings, employe shacks, and a general village near lieaumont, Tex., where

the Colfax company has purchased about 22.'j,iiii(>,(liiii feet of hardwoods,

running fifty per cent white and red oak, forty per cent red gum and the

remainder mixed hardwoods. The timber is in the Sabine River valley.

The old mill cut out all of its timber, hut the new mill will have timber

for about flft)>en years. U will have two hand saws, with a capacity of

T."i.(HK) feet per day, much long timber being cut for shipbuilding. It is

expected to get the plant in operation about the first of the year. The
Colfax company is owned by A. .s. Sherrill, II. V. Sherrill and C. H. Sher-

riU, 'who are connected witb the Padueah company, and who have lieen

in the hardwood lumber business for twenty-seven years. The old mill at

Colfax bail I ri nitting for seven years before the timber was exhausted.

George F. Williams
iJeorge 1'. Williams, senior memlier of the Willian

pany, Cadillac. Mich., died suddenly SeptiMuber 4 of b

Williams had been an invalid for a ntimber of years

business to the very last. He held the office of sect

manager of the Williams lirothers Company and wa;

Cadillac Produce Cojupany of Cadillac.

Mr. Williams was horn in Ontario, Canada, .\ugust

twice married. His first wife was Knima <^. Oraves, by
son. <'larence F. Williams, now associated with the fin

In lOlii he married Mrs. Flora Compton of Manton.
husband with two children by former marriage, ,lose

I'ompton. 'I'hree lirothers also survive, Walter S. and .

of Cadillac, and James H. Williams of Me»ick, Mich.

The funeral was held at the family residence in (

September li, the Rev. M. M. Callen of the Methodist

Jobnathan Turner of the Congregation.ai Church offiii

in Maple Hill Cemetery. Cadillac.!Pertinent Information \

Unit hers Corn-

ea rt disease. Mr.
but was active in

etary and general

; president of the

22, ISnn, and was
whom he bad one

n.

who survives her

phine .and Martin
\lbert K. Williams

'adillac, Thursday,
Churcii and Rev.

ting. fUurial was

R I'. Ill Idil.lOSTlIN, NLW ViiltK.

Preliminary Figures on Lumber Production
statistics just compiled by the National Lumber .Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation show that during the 12 months ending July ;il the mills report-

ing to the .\ssoclation (Ut ].'i,(;02,(>()0,00ll feet of lumber and shipped l.'i,-

741.0110,000 feet, or only one-fifth of 1 percent more than production.

Shipments the first 7 mouths of this year were 7.7 percent more than

hist year, with no increase in cut. During July this year 7:i2 ndlls in

all parts of the country and operating in all kinds of tindier. cut l.".SO,-

11(111. iiiio feet and shi|iped 1 ..".iIil.noO.OiHi feet, or 12.7 percent more than pro-

duction. The cut in July this year was 1.:! percent less than July last

year, with shipments 10. i> piircent greater. During the four weeks just

closed 320 Southern and Western mills have cut liiMi.iioO.ooo feet of lum-
ber, .shipped 77S. 11011,000 feet and accepted orders for (11 ::. 0011,000 feet.

Women Will Make Desks
Women are invading furidtiire factories to take the place of men called

to the war. The latest instance is reported in news from lUirlington, Iowa,

where the Lecipold Desk Cotnpany has put fifteen girls to work in its fiic-
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toi-y. in place of men wlio have joined the army. Girls may later be trained
to operate woodworking machines. They will be in charge of a matron.

Bad Forest Fires in Northwest
With the most serious Are .situation in a number of years threatening

millions of feet of western timber, it has been necessary for the Forest Serv-
ice to suspend some of its operations in order to concentrate all available
forces in fighting the fore-st fires.

Reports received from the Northwest indicate that the situation is more
dangerous than at any time this year. In Montana and northern Idaho
two thousand men are fighting the flames under the direction of the
forest rangers. In these two states alone approximately .flTO.OOO has
already been spent this season, and that figure is increasing by approNi-
mately $1.5.000 a day. "

In Oregon and Washington valuable timber intended to furnish air-

plane stock for the fighting forces of the Vnited States and its allies is

being threatened by the -flames. Logging operations are so badly inter-
fered with that several large mills now supplying the government with this
cla.ss of material may be forced to discontinue operations. Numerous
fires are reported as the result of incendiarism. There h.'is Imm-ii little

rain in several weeks.

Lumber's Moderate Advance
Lumber is at the bottom of the list of building materials in statistical

tables showing advances in cost in various commodities according to Roger
W. Babson. the well known statLstical authority. In a bulletin just issued
he gives a tabulation of the prices of ninety-six leading commodities on
August 1. lilH. .luly 1. 1916. and .luly 1, 1917. Mr. Babson's figures phow
that these 90 c(}mmodities have advanced an avera.£;e of Tio percent in

price since .July 1. 1916, and 127 percent since Aug. 1, 1914. In view
of the fact that the lumbermen have generally claimed that their product
has advanced less in price than many other commodities, and still re-

mains one of the most easily obtainable, readily worked, and reasonably
priced materials, the following figures taken from 'Sir. Babson's report are
of special interest

:

.\dvance in Price .Vdvauce in Price
Since .Inly 1. 1916 Since August 1. 1914

Pel-cent Percent
Brick 2(i 80
I 'enient 27 :14

Lime .S 102
Nails 00 158
Steel 12S 390
Lumber 2.'{ 2S

-Vverage of 90 commodities 5.5 127

Exporters Seek Information on Government Control
3Iuch uiuertaiiity still I'revails aninng members of the hardwood trade

especially in regard to the scoi)e of the regulatory action to be taken by
the government at Washington. .Vccording to an announcement issued

recently the prohibition of exports of spruce to neutral countries has been

extended to embrace oak, ash, mahogany, walnut and birch. To export any
of these woods permits must be obtained from the respective board at

Washington, the aim being to prevent any and ail such supplies which
might be used to strengthen the resistance of the Central Powers from
reaching the other side. In every instance the ofiicials here must be

satisfied that the stocks intended to be shipped are really designed to

meet the home needs of neutrals and will not eventually find their way
into Germany. The woods mentioned are specifically named, Init a feeling-

prevails among members of the trade that the restriction will be general,

since any kind of lumber can be used by the enemies of the Entente in

furtherance of the. war. In order that all dotibt on the subject may be

set at rest, Harvey M. Dickson, secretary of the National Lumber Ex-

porters' Association, has again communicated with the Aircrafts' Pro-

duction Board asking for its ojiinion. An answer is expected shortly

and the information received will be promptly communicated to the mem-
bers of the organization. As explained at the time, the government has

taken over the business in spruce of the kind used for aeroplane construc-

tion, and will do the buying for its own need.s as well as for those of the

.Vllies at a fixed price of .$105 per 1,000 feet. It will issue permits for

the shipment abroad of all such stocks actually desireil, making it un-

necessary to obtain a license from the British Board of Trade or any other

foreign body. For the hardwoods specified export licenses will also be

issued, so that at least as far as the hardwoods are concerned, the exports

are brought practically under government control. The domestic business,

of course, remains as it has been, a matter of private concern, except in

so far as the wants of the military authorities dictate [jurehases for gov-

ernment us<\

Walnut Seems Plentiful

-V pretty conclusive answer to the statement that walnut is scarce is

contained in the news sent recently from Louisville, Ky.. that 2.000 carloads

of black walnut logs will be used by the Wood-Mosaic Company, of that

city and of New Albany, in the near future. This is only one parcel

of logs of this wood going into use for gunstoeks, furniture, and for other

purposes. A few years ago, most people wotdd not have believe<l there

was so much walnut in the country.

Woods for Airplane Propellers

.\dvices fr.im Washington say that the government lias aiiprc.ved the use

of cherry and birch as airplane propeller stock. Other woods which have

met approval are walnut, oak and mahogany. It Is difficult to understand

why ash has not been included. Cherry is so scarce that it cannot become
of much importance as propeller material, but birch is plentiful.

Doings of the I. C. C.
Rate increa.ses of about l,') ijer cent on mahogany lumber and logs

were permitted by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its order sus-
pending many freight rate increases on commodities in the east from
September 1 until December .'10. Rate increases on other lumber were
suspended.

Other general rate increases on lumber are reported to be in the work.s
of the railroad tariff departments, .\lieady the carriers have filed tariffs
proposing a 15 per cent increase in the rate on lumlier from Mississippi
River crossings an>] Paducah, Ky., to eastern points, effective September 18,
and it is rumored that similar increases will be proposed from Ohio River
crossings to C. F. A. territory, eastern points and Canada, and in the
through rates from the South to the East on lumber.

J. V. Norman of Louisville, representing southern hardwood interests,
has communicated with the Interstate Commerce Commission regarding
the matter, but .so far no protests have beeu received against the proposed
lumber rate increases.

The Bliss Cook Oak Compan.v, Blissville, Ark., and Memphis, Tenn., has
filed a complaint with the commission against the Missouri Pacific Ry.
et al., alleging that the defendants maintain through rates from Bliss-
ville to points in Jlissouri, Kansas, Colorado and Iowa, resulting in a
through rate to Kansas City of 23 cents per 100 pounds, while points
competing with Blissville take the rate basis known as S-D. Complainant's
tlmlier holdings are practically all at Dermott. and other points getting
that rate and it :s in direct competition with them in purchasing hardwood
logs and selling their finished products. The situation is declared to
produce serious and unlawful discrimination against Blissville. which is
excluded from the same rate basis as comiieting points, and has to pay
rates of from 1 to 3 cents more than the latter. Complainant asks the
establishment of maximum hanhvood lumber rates in lieu of the present
rates.

Henry G; Ilerbel and Fred G, Wright have filed a brief for the Iron
Mountain Railway in the complaint of Earle Cooperage Company against
the Iron Mountain, which involves the question whether rates on hard
lumber and slack cooperage from West Memphis, .\rk., should be as low
as from Memphis, Tenn., and Helena and West Helena, .\rk. Complainant
claims that they should, but it is argued in the brief that West Memphis
is not entitled to as low rates as the other points named, owing to the
absence of water competition, the presence of carrier competition, and for
other reasons.

Lumber Commissioners Reach Foreign Destinations
Lumbermen at Washington, M. ('„ have just been advised that John R.

Walker of Washington, head of the board of lumber trade commissioners
sent to study lumber markets with a view to expansion of American
exports, has arrived in London. The other commissioners have also reached
the countries there; they will make investigations as follows: Nelson
Brown, the Mediterranean countries ; Roger Simmons, Russia ; and Axel
Oxholm, the Scandinavian countries. Mr. Walker will cover the British
Isles. France, Holland and Belgium.

Dye from Osage Orange
Two companies have undertaken to extract yellow dye from Osage

orange wood. This tree grows naturally in northeastern Texas and south-
ern Oklahoma, but has been planted for hedges and ornaments in most
liarts of the Vnited States. Its chief use has been for fells for wagon
wheels, for fence posts, telephone poles, bridge piling, and insulator pins.
-A- company has been organized and is building a foctory at Wapanucka.
Okla., to manufacture the dye from the wood by processes generally simi-
lar to those used in making dye from fustic and logwood. The company,
known as the Dale Manufacturing Company, is incorporated for .$100,000,
It was organized largely at the instance of .Tames E. Hale, a dye expert
from New York.
The dye which the company will manufacture will be used chiefly to

color khaki cloth and the product will be in special demand because of
the fact that the war has ilemoralized the dye industry in this country
and the supply is far below the needs of the nation.
The factory building is already in course of construction and the ma-

chinery is soon to be received for installation.
The Wapanucka factory will lie the first of its kind in the South

and the second hois d'arc dye works in the United States. It is estimated
that there is enough hois d'arc in this section of Oklahoma to furnish raw
material for the factory for a iJeriod of many years. The roots are said
to be richer in dye than the trunk wood, and this tree has large roots
which usually lie close to the surface of the ground, and have a wide
lateral spread. Old settlers in the region in early days dyed their home-
spun clothing with this wood which they called bodock (bois d'arc).

Defying the Submarine
It is now proposed tif raft timber frwu Scandinavia to England across

the North Sea. The object is two fold. First, the timber can be trans-
ported without ships : and, second, the submarines will meet their match
when they attack a raft. They may sink or drive away the boat which
tows the raft, but the raft will remain afloaf to be picked up by another
boat and towed to port. There is no question as to the practicability of
rafting logs long distances on the ocean. The thing 1= dene all the time
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un our Paeiflc coast. A siusle raft contains as much timber as several

schooners will carry.

Wood Exports Still Fall

The most discourayiug statement as ti> e.^cports ye( issued is that foi-

.luly, which Includes just four classes against fifteen or twenty under

ordinary circumstances, while the declared value of the shipments from
this port is reduced to an insignificant sum. Even in spruce there has

been a drop, and such woods as oak and poplar tigure on the list with purely

nominal quantities. Shipments of maiuifactures of wood have been

eliminated, the exhibit inilicating impressively the effect of the restrictive

measures adopted by foreign governments. While the corresponding month
of last year was a poor period, the declared value of all the shipments

from Baltimore in July, Itil", totals only .$.37,OSri, or aliout one-third of the

value of the shipments for July, !!»](;. One of the striking developments

is the increase in the declared value of spruce, the :!.Si.i,i>UO feet shipped

last July being estimated at .'t;34,2.'.;), while the 449,UIJ0 feet .shipped a year

before were Invoiced at only *2S,3S7. This indicates either a big advance

in the quality of the stocks exported or a marking up of prices, with the

latter probably the case. It looks as if no e.xpansion in the export move-

ment i.s to be looked for while the war lasts, even though any embargo
of exports to neutral countries will be without effect because exports to

those countries had practically ceased some time ago.

Fighting Blood Will Tell

Hugh P. P.aker, dean of the New V.ok State t'ollegi' of Forestry. Syra-

cuse, N. 'Y., is one of the "rookies" at tlie Second Reserve Officers' training

camp at Fort Sheridan. Dr. Baker had been without a vacation for sev-

eral years, and in accordance with university custttm. l)eginning tlie first

of .Vpril had been given a vacation for a year to engagi' in travel and
study. After taking a short rest at the old family home at St. t'roix Falls,

Wis., he started on a trip througli the western forestry and lundjering

operations, and had gone as far as Tacoma, Wash., pre[iaratory to sailing

for a six months' investigation of forest conditions in China and India.

But he comes from a fighting family, whose father. Major Baker, made a

notable record during the Civil War. lie decided, therefore, that there

is need for men of his age and experience in the new army, and the open-

ing of the training camp here found him on hand, reaily to dig trenches

and do any task assigned. There are many prominent Unnbermen in train-

ing, and the practical experience which they have gained in the rugged

(jutdoor life of timber operations comes in good stead'now.

Lumber for Rebuilding French Tcwns
If present plans are carried out. the in\:ided parts of France will be

rettuilt on a larger and finer scale tlian l)erore they were leveled hy the

tierman armies. Narrow streets in cities and towns will lie widened.

The little one and two-story dwellings so well known to .\merlcan timrists

will Ite enlarged and beautified. Insanitary conditions will be generally

eliminated and other conditions measuralily lmi)roved. In all iirobaiiility

these sections of France will afford a market for qnantilies id' .\merican

lumber and other building materials.

Escorts for Lumber Ships
The matter of escorting luiiiliercarrying ships in Swedish waters is

being discussed in Sw'eden. Naval vessels are to protect vessels in their

voyages along the coast, within the three-mile limit, until they pass out

to open sea. It should not 'lie necessary to guard trading vessels in the

territorial waters of a neutral country; hut the <;ermans pay no atten-

tion to law or custom when it suits their convenience to attack, conse-

quently a guard ship will tend to discourage those acts of jiiracy. for

the (lermaus will hardly attack Swedish war vessels.

American Walnut Commandeered
On .\ugust "^4 the British government took iiossission of all lilack walnut

logs or lumber in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, in lots of ,"1,(1110

feet or more. I'ossession was taken of mahogany in the same manner.

The wood is wanted for gii\'ernment work.

The Rocky Mountain Pines
Forest Service Bulletin 41I11 has liein pulilished. It deals wltli the

piues of the Uocky Mountain region. It includes six white pines, which are

western white pine, limber pine, wliiteliark pine, Mexican white pine,

Mexican pinon, nut pine, singleleaf |iine and bristlecone pine. The fol-

lowing yellow pines are recognized: .Vrizona pine, western yellow pine.

.\pache pine. Chihuahua pine and lodgepole pine. Trevo pines, which once

had a place in lists of trees 01 that region, are no longer recognized by

(Jeorge B. Sudwjrth. author of the liulletin. 'I'hej- are Arizona longleaf pine

and sliort pirn", it is now claimeil tliat it was a mistake to regard these as

separate species, the first named being the same as Apache pine, the second

identical with lodgepole pine. This Inilletin will prove of great value to

persons who are .seeking accurate information regarding the trees of the

Itocky Mountain region.

Noted Scotchman Formerly West Virginia Lumberman
'Ihe West Virginia hnrdwiind trade is Imasting today of llie appointmeiil

of one of its former mendjers to a high position in the Britlsli war govern-

ment. .Major-Geuei'al Sir Eric Campbell Geddes, who was recently named
to succeed Sir Edward Carson as first lord of the British admiralty, re-

ceived his first schooling In the lumlier business at Nicollette, W. Va..

wliere he was employed b.v the Nicola interests. Tlie miw distinguished

otfleial came from his home in Scotland at the age of seventeen with letters

of introduction tn James I. Buchnnnon. a friend of the family. Through

Mr. Buchanuons efTorts he was given work by Frank F. Nicola and soon
impressed his employers with bis ability. He also established quite a

reputation for himself in the surrounding country fur his physical prowess
iind wonderful physique.

After being with the Nicola interests for four years Jlr. Geddes went
to India, where he took over the management of a lumlier business. That
was in 1S97. lieturning to England in five years he became associated

with the Great Eastern Uailway company, and at the outbreak of the war
was appointed hy Lord Kitchener as organizer of munitions supply. His
record there led to the appointment of deputy director general.

In I'JKi. ha\>ing gotten tlie munitions supply department properl.v

organized, he undertook the work of reorganizing the French railway sys-

tem and his success there drew the atteutioh of Sir liouglas Ilaig. who
had the engineer attached to his staff with the title of director general
of transportation. Suhsequently he liecame inspector general of transporta
tion and general superintendent of the whole army transport service, in

which capacity lie had served when called to the leaib rship of the British

admiralt.^".

A Good and Bad Wood
Greenheart is considered the strongest wnoil known, and likewise one

of the most duralde. It comes from the northern coast of South America.
Its highest use is in tin- manufacture of fishing rods. ,V rod weighing
only a few ounces has been known to hold a shark as strong as a horse.

The wood has Ijad as well as good qualities. The internal stresses are so

great that logs split at the ends, unless great care is taken to prevent it.

In South America tlie logs are kept buried in mud until ready to ship.

This iircvents splitting for the time lieing. but after the logs are on
shiphoard headed for market the I'lids may open like the moutlis of alli-

gators. In sawing tlie logs at tlie mill, they sometimes tly open before

the saw has time to <ipen them. The wood is reputed to be poisonous and
death of workmen, resulting from splinters in their hands, has been

reported. The I'an.'inia raiial locks are of this wood.

Economize with Time
The following suggestion was recently sent to manufacturers b.v the

Illinois Manufacturers' Assceiation:

A greater shortage of men is pending. The value of time is some-
thing that will appeal to every superintendent, every foreman and
every employe. "Work hard and etlieiently while you are working.

Cut out the waste motions. Do your work In the most practical man-
ner. Don't send your men to the store room or stock room or tool

room a dozen times a day when one trip would suffice. Eliminate
circuitous journeys for material to machine and from machine to

store room. 'Watch the unnecessary movements around an office.

Encourage long machine runs by bunching schedules of like opera-
tors. Bunch orders for supplies to .save deliver.v cost.s.

Inland Water Transportation
The Bureau of Foreign and iHiriicstic Comnierce, Washington, D. C.

has published a brief history of the navigation of the rivers of the

Inited States, and lays particular stress on the facilities afforded by
these streams for carrying freight in this time of need when the

railroads are overburdened. In describing steiis being taken to turn
tliese waterwa.vs to practical account the report says:

A.S a working start to attain the goal the I'nited States Department
of Comnierce has begun specialized endeavor to encourage shippers
to use the waterways. .\ subconiiTiittee of the National Defense
Council, headed hy Gen. W. M. Black, is engaged in solving the
physical dItliouUies confronting the boat lines. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission is prepared to enforce the law wliu-h iirovides for
the ph.Nsical connection between rail and water and the issuance of
joint bills of lading. The railroad ^'ommlttee of the National De-
fense Council has expressed willingness and desire to assist in the
development of water-borne commerce as a relief measui"e. Mlssis-
slupl \'alle.v business men have formed a valle.\'-wlde association,
which has begun the organization and financing of two navigation
comiianies. Valley trade centers, led b.\' the river iiort of New Or-
leans, are now making distinct progress in the building of river-front
co-ordinatlve river-rail terminal and warehouse facilities.
Both necessity and good business principles now prompt the valley

to redevelop Its wate!-wa>' transportation system, at a time when
the Federal Governnieiit and even the railroads are anxious to do
eyer.v iiossible thing to make the movement a success. I'luler these
circumstances the third period of Mississijipi valley traiisjtortation
econom\' is being ushei-i-d in in a most auspirinus manner.

Woods Which Sawmills Do Not Get
statistics of sawmill output do not give full justice to some of the

woods cut ill .American forests: because only a portion of the woof!

passes through sawmills before it reaches the ultimate user. .\iiiong

such are hickory, persimmon, dogwood, Osage orange, and southern
red cedar. .\ ciiiisideralile jiercentagc of these woods goes to shops

and ractiirii-s in tlic lunii ul billets, bolls or logs, witlmui being sent to

sawmills.

Hickory is a good example. Not more than one-third of the hickory
lilt in the forest is sawed into lumln'r and listed as lumber. Latest

sawmill statistics give the annual output of hickory lumber at about
Kill. i.Oili) feet but the total aniouiit used is nearly 4iiil.oiio,000. To
quote the exact figures compiled truin shops and factories making hau
dies, vehicles, and other articles of hickory, the total yearly use is

:'..sO, 1)04. "1:11 feet. The person who would quote sawmill figures to show
total use of hickory wnuld miss It liy nearly seventy five per cent.

The siiiiii- 111, -111, ill wi.iilil iiiis-j ilie iiiit|int III' dii^w I hy a much wider
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margin. Sawmills report tlie cutting of about 900,000 feet of doawood
yearly ; but factories— chiefly shuttle factories—-use 7,518,000 feet.

The difference in persimmon, compared in the same way, is about; nci

per cent, between the sawmill report of lumber cut and the use reported

. b.v factories.

The ditference is about 40 per cent when the factory use and the saw-

mill output of Osage orange are considered.

Exact figures for .southern red cedar are not obtainable, since sawmill
statistics do not give this wood separately but lump it in with all the

other cedars. "It is linown. however, that a large quantity of southern

red cedar goes to pencil factories without passing through sawmills.

Pencil makers take between 25.000,000 and .'50,000.000 feet a year.

and very little of it Is ever inside a sawmill, hut the factory works it

from log to pencils, or one factory makes the slats and another finishes

the pencils.

Agitators as Military Prisoners
Kleven members of the I. ^^'. W.. who were arrested while organizing

strikes among lumbermen and other workmen in Washington and Idaho,

are held as military prisoners by tbc I'Vderal authorities. The arrest

of these men nipped in the hud tbc threatened strike. Habeas corpus

proceedings have been commenced by friends of the prisoners who seek

the release of the agitators.

Economizing Matches
A match is a small article. h\it war economy has struck it. In England

a man may no longer use as many matches as he is willing to buy.

The distribution is regulated, and trade papers over there have published

the discovery that a person does not really need many matches, and

the suggestion has been made that people once got along without matches

.md c:iii dii it again if necessary.

"Clipped" from Chicago Tribune—B.L.T.S Column
The W.ii; i.v Illixoi.s

( Erom the rarlinvillo Enquirer.)

II. t'ope of East St. Louis is here buying up walnut logs from those who
have any to sell and shipping them to East St. Louis to be made into gun

stocks and other useful articles af household use.

Lumberman in Controversy on Prohibition

The following rather startling correspondence is the outgrowth of the

suggestion recently made by liquor interests that part of the revenue

lost by the National Government thnmgb the passage of prohibition laws

be mailc up liy imposing a tax of ~>0 cents per M on lumber, a move that

would "aft'ect practically all of the prohibition states and the probiliitionists

who have been so active against the liquor trade."

This suggestion was contained in a letter to a memlier of the (ium Lum-
ber Manufacturers' .\ssociation. written liy the Charles Boldt Company,
manufacturer of bottles and supplies for the liquor trade, with head-

quarters at Cincinnati, with the cxjiressed conviction that there were

good chances that the suggesti(m might be adopted. This letter was
sent to all meyibers of the association by its secretary and in due cimrse.

under date of August IG, it was answered as follows by W. II. Itussc.

president of Uusse & Burgess. Inc.. of Memphis :

While we doubt that lumber manufacturers as a whole have been in

favor of prohibition, yet the whisky business with its affiliations has
always done .lust what you want to do—punish the otbfr man for not
believing in your line of trade. I'rohibition has been lu-ought about by
the whisky interests themselves because they obeyed no law and recognized
no authority. Eor this reason the vast majority of the people in this

country have felt that it was time to call a halt. \Miile the writer has
never been i prohibitionist nor in favor of prohibition laws, he has come
to the conclusion that it is time the whisky element should he taught that.
when it comes to law or whisky, law is preferable to even the man who
takes his daily toddy.

Then followed a further interchange of letters between Kusse & Burgess,

Inc., and the Charles Boldt Company, but the real animus is disclosed

in the following letter, written by .loseph Ilebar, president of the National

Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association of ,\merica and inspired by the let-

ter of Mr. Itusse to the Charles lioldt Company under date of .\ugust IG,

as already quoted :

I am in receipt from the Charles lioldt Company of a letter addressed
by you to them of .Vugust Hi. I iiresume they sent it to us just to let us
see what von were like.

It is refreshing to see the hardwood lumber people rising in the might
of their virtue and reading letters of submission to law to other people.
When my grandfather died he was the owner of :21,ii()0 acres of timber

land in AVest Virginia. The virtuous lumber people of this country did not
hesitate to buy the timber off these lands when many of them knew per-

fectlv well that it was stolen. «1ien some of them were threatened for
buying this stolen property, they were careful to obliterate any identifica-

tion markings.
I have never had a very exalte<l idea of lumber people since but per-

haps 1 am wrong in judging all lumber people by the thieves who robbed
my grandfather's estate. In like manner you are equally wrong in dis-

cussing the distilling interests of the country, concerning whom ycai evi-

dently know nothing, by some of the rotten saloons you have had in

Memphis.
The liquor business is very much like the lumber Imsiness. It is exactly

what the people engaged in' it make it. Memphis for some years has en-

joyed the highest rate for homicides of any city in the United .States.

Whether this is due to disreputable lumber people in Memphis who patronize
disreputable saloons or whether it was due to disreputable liquor dealers
who were willing to sell disreputable lumbermen, I have no means of-

knowing.
I am always sorrv to see letters of the character you wrote the Charles

Boldt Companv because it indicates specific ignorance of a subject con-
cerning which men of vour commercial standing ought to be better in-

fnrmerl Hotels, bakeries, meat markets and stores generally are preciselywhat tlicir patrons make them. If you have had rotten liquor conilitions iii
-ueiiipius. It IS becausi' you have had rotten and disreputable people inyour community who sustained them. Reputable peopb' do not patronize
a disreputable dram shop; consequently your house cleaning should begin
at liome. I think it is a good axiom in this countrv for men to look well
at their own door step before they start in to clean up their neighbor's

-Vs I have no personal acquaintance with you and write to von only atthe suggestion of the Charles Boldt Companv. von will nnderstaiid that Iam addressing you as one of a class and not as an individual. It is
marvelous bow many reformers we have in various lines of business none
ot whom seem to realize that stealing an unmarked log is wrong but many
ot whom have a rare faculty for pursuing the demon rum.

u ith kindest regards and no ill feelings, etc.,

To this letter .Mr. Busse. writing as president of Itusse & Burgess, Inc..
has sent the following reply :

Your letter of the 21st has been received and read with a grrnt deal
of interest.

There is one clause in your letter that covers the entire situation and
that sums up the whole controversy in a nut shell. You say :

"The liquor business is very much like the lumber business. It is
exactly what the people engaged in it make it."

The people epgaged in the liquor business have made it so obnoxious
that the whole country will soon do away with it entirely. Further com-
ment is unnecessary.
Xo answer to this last communication has been received from Mr. Debar

up to this writing.

Hardwood ^ews iSJotes

< MISCELLANEOUS >.-

The Xorthwesti'rii Cabiio't I'niiipauy has liei'O im iirporated at Jli-nomo-
nie. Wis., by William .\. .lolinson, F. L. Ilinman and Frank Dassow. The
capital is iflO.OOO.

-Vmong other recent incorporations are the following : Bay State Counter
Company, Portland, Me., capital .$10,000; the Eeileral Box Company. San
Diego, Cal.. capitalized at .f25,000 ; the Glenn Lumber Comiiany. Logan.s-
port. La., with a capitalization of .$10,000; the Cotton States Wagon Com-
pany. Cliarlottc, N. C. with .$50,000 capital: the Eastman. Gardiner Hard
wood Company, Clinton. Iowa, capital .$25,000; the Hamburg Lumber Com-
pany. Little Itock, Ark., authorized capital $25,000 : the Loomis Wheel &
Body Works ("ompany, Dallas. Tex.. .$7,500. and the Liberty Wood
I'reducts Company. New York, N. Y.. $2,000.
The Hackworth Carnahan Lumber Company has succi'edcd tbr llack-

wi>rth Payne Tie Company at Ellington, Mo.
.\ fire loss was sustained by the .Moiu-esville Furiiituri' Company. .Moores-

ville, N. C. recently.

.V voluntary iietition in bankruptcy has been filed by the .McNeil Cor-
poration. Boston. .Mass.

'I'he title of the J. M. Wbitson Lumber Company operating at Xa.-liville.

Tenn., has been changed to the Wbitson Lumber I'ompany.
New concerns are entering the shiplmilding field daily, among the most

recent being: the International Shipbuilding Company. Portland. Ore.,

capitalized at .'SlO.Ooo ; the George ,E. Rogers Company. Astoria, Ore.,

authorized capital .$100,000; North Carolina Sbiiibuildiiig Company or-

ganizing at M(U-eliead. X. C. ; the Saginaw Shipbuibling Company, Sagi-
naw, Mich.. $:150,00(I capital, and Thomas F. Meeban & Son, Brooklyn,
X. Y.. with a capitalization of $2:10.000.

The Piggott Handle Company. Piggott. .Vrk., lias filed a notice of
dissolution.

David Lee, lioliert York, E. Tj. Boyle, .\. B. Knipmeyer and George Ilarsli

have filed application for charlf-r for the Lee Furniture Manufacturing i'om-

pany at Memphis. Tenn. Caiiital $10,000.

=-< CHICAGO >
V. K. (Jary of the t'reusliaw-Gary I^umUer Company. Meiui)his. Teuu.,

was in t'hicago recently en route to .spenfi some time with bis family wbo
liave been summering at LntUngton, Mich.

F. V. I'ish, secretary of the Nati(tnul Hardwood Lumber Association,
was in Washington with onr lumlK-r committees tbc latter part of August.
and visited some of the i-astern mr-mbci-ship while near salt water.

M. .r. Quinlan of the Menominee Bay Shore Lumber t'nmpany, SuiM'rton.

Wis., was in town a few days of last week, returning north in time lor

the holiday on Monday.
A meeting of the creditors of The Fiedler (.'imipany, city, has been

called.

At Moline, 111., the John Deere I'low Company has Imm-ii incnrpurated

at $10,000.

An invohiutary petition in bankruptcy has been tib'd by thr i-'rcrdmau

Furniture Cumiiauy. (..'liicago.

The capital stock of the Strombeck-Recker Manula'turing t'ompuuy.

Moline, 111., has been increased from $10,000 to .f25.000.

John M. I'ritchard. secretary of the flum Lumljcr Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, was in Chicago last week in attendance at the retailers' confer-

ence at South Shore Country CUib and was received like an ohl friend.

C. B. Allen of the Allen-Eaton Panel Company. Memphis. Tenn., was
in town last week and has his plant ready for operation.
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Ralph .1\ii-(k'n of Meiuplils. accompanied by Mrs. Jurden, started from

nctrolt last week for a visit among friends in Michigan and Indiana. He

reports business very active at this time.

Roland Darnell, president of R. J. Darnell, Inc., Memphis, Tenn., was in

Chicago a few days recently looking after railroad and other business and

incidentally seeing his family who are spending their vacation in Michigan.

He expects to take a few days off himself this week.

R. J. Wiggs of the Darnell-Love Company, Leland, Miss., spent several

days in Chicago recently and picked up some nice orders for gum. He was

well pleased with hi.s trip to the East on the same mission, lie says the

company is cutting 2,000,000 feet a month and that the business outlook

is ver.v good.

Col. D. E. Kline, better known as "Pop," head of the Louisville Veneer

ilills, accompanied by our own "Auntie." spent a week in Chicago, and

Mother Kline says it is the greatest summer resort in the world. The

Colonel is 'not in the best of health right now, and is trying to let Harry

Kline and Snyder do the work these days.

R. M. Weidman. secretary of Weidman & Son Company. Trout Lake,

Mich., was in Chicago recently. He is anxious to join the lumberjacks who

w-ill shortly take over the limber interests in I<"rance to assist in the fur-

nishing of the allied governments with timber.

R. M'. Carrier, Sardis, Miss., accompanied by Mrs. Carrier, is spending

a few da.vs visiting the family of E. V. Babcock of Tittsburgh. R. M. says

he did not get as much of a visit as he wanted with E. V. because he

(E. V.) is running for mayor of Pittsburgh, and with the kind of speeches

he is putting im before the Pennsylvania people, if they do not elect him

mayor it will be a strange thing. E. V. has not been a political aspirant

heretofore, although active in the republican council. Those of us in the

lumber trade know bow capable he is and if we bad the opportunity of

voting for him be would be elected. He is a splendid business man and

imbued with a lot of good common sense, is a great debater and presiding

ofticer. and a clear thinker. Tf we had more men of that character in public

offices today it would mean much to the people and certainly would protect

I he business interests of .\nierica from the office holders who now seem

lo preside in national and local otTues. When people in a community do

not elect a man like Babcock it is because they do not know what tbcy

arc doing; there are certainly enough impracticable men elected and

K. V. is a practical politiean as well as an bnnest liusiness man, and we

hope Pennsylvania will not ilisgraci' our nativity by electing a man other

than E. V. as iiiavor.

The Riecks-McCreight Lumber Company is largely interested in a new

operation known as the Giles Bay Lumber Company, which is building a

sawmill at Florence, S. C. C. V. Mci'reight of this company is down at

the new operation this week.

The American Lumber c& Manufacturing Company reports business fair

in all lines except yard trade. Shipments are coming forward probably

70 per cent good. The company is looking for a very bad car shortage

this fall, which is likely to brace up prices.

The J. C: Cottrell Comiiany says that there is considerable business

going around among the manufacturers, who are taking hardwood for their

fall needs. The stocks at local mills are not large and the tendency In

both demand and quotations is very firm. J. L. Lytic reports the general

situation not very bright. Yard trade is almost entirely lacking and whole-

salers have to look to industrial concerns tor most of their business.

H. K. Domhoft, president of the Acorn Lumber Company, is taking a

week's vacation in his auto, and H. W. Henninger of the same company

has just returned from a two week's outing in the country. Mr. Hen-

ninger reports a very good trade with the glass companies, who are taking

from 30 per cent to 35 per cent more for their stock than last year.

R. F. Utley, Chicago manager for the Aberdeen Lumber Company, is

down South looking over stocks of gum and Cottonwood. The Aberdeen

expects a very good fall market with all manufacturers who use these

stocks, as available yard stocks are not large.

The Bradley Lumber Company had the biggest business In its history in

-August, especially in shipments. Mr. Bradley reports a fair demand in most

lines for lumber and believes that fall business will be quite up to the

average.

-< BUFFALO >
A leading Buffalo member of the trim trade said recently that his

business was about as dull as he had seen it in a long time. Building has

run down very fast this season and members of the trade say that it is

wages and specialties that go into it that have produced the falling off.

The actual cost of lumber is not far enough advanced to cause any such

standstill. It is the plumber and the carpenter who have cut out build-

ing.

Buffalo is trying hard to return to the building of wooden ships, but will

not be ready to do much this year, so that oak and other timbers suitable

lor that business have to so mostly to Ibe coast for a market. The

inquiry is good lor this kind of stock.

August made one of the poorest record.s in tin; local building trade. The

total cost of permits was .fl,2in,000, as against ¥1,750,000 in August.

191G. This is a falling oft of 30 ijer cent. For the first eight months of

the year the costs were ,'i;7,233,000, compared with $8,(',.".3,0(Hi in that

time last year, a decline of 10 per cent. Influence of the war is manifest

in the trade, and builders and lumbermen are not inclined to be very opti-

mistic as to the remainder of the year.

The receipt.s of lumber by lake for August were on a larger scale than

in August, 1910, though for the season as a whole a decline of 22 per cent

is shown. August receipts were 9.905,000 feet, as compared with 8,S9S,000

in that month of 1910. For the season to September 1 receipts were 32.-

I.M.OOO. as against 39,102,000 feet in the same period of last year.

Handlers of lundier and flooring from Michigan and Wisconsin report

continued troubli' in getting shipments forwarded from the mills. It has

been found advisable to have a representative on the ground in order to

get the lumber started to this market. The roads are unable to get cars

enough to keep stocks moving.

H. B. Gorsline, of the National Lumber Company, has been spending two

weeks in Michigan, looking after the shipment of maple flooring from the

mills, which are unusually short of cars.

The steamer Northwest, one of the finest i asscnger boats on the Great

Lakes, has been sold to Charles A. Finnegan, of tins city. The vessel has

been out of commission for the past six jears as the result of a serious

fire, but the engines and boilers are still in good shape. The Northwest

was built for .lames J. Hill in 1892 and was a floating palace with splendid

mahogany trim and everything in keeping. The cost was .'?1,000.000 and

so great that the vessel never was able to pay expenses during the short

lake season, though she and a sister ship, the Northland, ran Un- years

between Buffalo and Duluth.

= -< PITTSBURGH >-=

< BALTIMORE y
Having received information that it would be possible to obtain steamer

room for France, Ferd Brenner of the Ferd Brenner Lumber Company,

Alexandria, La., has gone on a trip to New York to see about the matter

in the hope of getting off a number of large shipments intended for the

French republic. He has also taken steps to get details about steamship

conditions at other ports, with a view to having extensive shipments at

eastern terminals moved to their destination. Mr. Brenner's visit, how-

ever, bad a two-fold object, the other being to see his son, who has been

commissioned a lieutenant in the Forestry Regiment, raised in the United

States for France, off at New York. He was accompanied by his wife and

stopped over in Baltimore for a lengthy conference with Ilarvcy M. Dick-

son, secretary of the National Lumber Exporters' .Vssociation. Mr.

Brenner was here on -Vugust 28. Ills company has been doing a large

export business.

.-\notber visitor was D. E. Matthews of L. O. Snuth & Co., hardwood

exporters at Charleston, W. Va. Mr. Matthews arrived here on .Vugust

31 to inquire into the movement of various cars of lumber which have

been held up. He got in touch with the railroad officials and also saw
Secretary Dickson of the N. L. E. .\., whom he consulted with regard

to the prospects for a prompt movement of exports.

The present activity in the construction of woo4len ships has given a

lug impetus to an indvistry which ordinarily receives little attention

—

that of the manufacture of tree nails. These are rounded pieces of locust

about one inch in diameter and from a toot to several feet long, which are

used for fastening the deck planks in vessels and for other work con-

nected with the building of craft. The J. S. Ho.skins Lumber Company,
-Maryland Casualty Company tower, nuikes a specialty of these tree nails

and ships carloads as far as the Pacific coast. The Iloskins company
reports the demand for various wood jiroducts which it handles, such as

piles and planking, very active and that it is far behind In its deliveries

because of a lack of railroad cars. It could use 2."iO cars immediately, if

they were availabb

=-< COLUMBUS >

K. V. Babcock, president of the Babcock Lumber Company, is making
an unusually strong run for mayor of Pittsburgh. He was endorsed this

week by the Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers' .\ssoctatlon.

The report of the building dciianiiii'iit lor .Vugust shows that building

activities are still slow hut department officials declare that the sharpness
of the decreases is partly due to the fact that 1910 was a banner year for

building and that comparisons with the figures of 1916 arc bound to

show a greater decrease than would ordinarily be the ease. In .Vugust,

1917, 130 iiermits were issued as against 284 the year before. -The valua-

tion was $283,725 compared to .1>54S.720 the preceding year, .luly figures

were 101 permits with a value of .f20S.735 in 1917 and 20S permits with a

total value of $503,085 in 191G. 1 Hiring the eight months of 191t;, 2,234
permits were granted by the department with a valuation of 15,273,240
and in the first eight months of this year 1,523 p'-i-mits were taken out
valued at .$2,987,190.

("(dumbus real estate men ami building contrac-tor- ar<' getting ready
for the real estate and building show which It is practically assured will

be given here some time during the first part of the year. .Vt a meeting
last week the t'olundtus Builders' .and Traders' Exchange pledged Its

co-operation m furthering the plans for the show and a committee of five

was appointed to work with a similar committee from the real estate
board in arranging iletalls and selecting a plan for promotiijg the show.
L. C. Vinson and his brother Merritt A. Vinson of Cleveland, who have
been getting up these shows for several .years will have charge of the
Columbus exhibition which will be held at the Ohio state fair grounds.

The Commercial Improvement Company has started work on a one-story
huilding at Third and Spring streets, that will cover one-fourth of a
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city square. Footings will be made strong enough so that additional
stories can be built later as they are needed. A two-story fireproof garage,
86x110 feet, will he erected in the rear of the larger building.

Three suits to recover more than $26,000 for the creditors of George
H. and Harry D. Riemeier, doing business as the Riemeier Lumber Com-
pany, hanl;rupt, have been filed in the United States district court at
Cincinnati by Paul C. Connolly, trustee in bankruptcy for the lumber com-
pany. It is charged that the Eiemeiers paid the moneys sought to Mrs.
Julia A. Riemeier and Miss Almo Riemeier with the interest to prefer them
over other creditors. The suits were tiled against Mrs. Riemeier, Miss
Riemeier and Mary Stolting.

Fire, August 24, caused an $18,000 loss at the plant of the Lake Shore
Saw Mill and Lumber Company, Cleveland. The mill and a large stock
of lumber were destroyed, part of which might have been saved had not
firemen been delayed by a plugged Are hydrant. Fire marshals are in-

vestigating.

At the age of eighty-one years. William Duhlmeier, Sr., pioneer furniture
manufacturer of Cincinnati, died August 29 at his home in that city.

Unti: fourteen years ago he was president of the Stille & Duhlmeier Fur-
niture Company, manufacturer of furniture. Of the five children who sur-

vive, two sons, William Duhlmeier, Jr., and Charles Duhlmeier are in the
wholesale lumber business in Cincinnati as Duhlmeier Brothers & Co.

The Ohio Lumber Company, Donaldson, has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $20,000. William G. Baldwin is president ; W. W. Vos-
burgh, vice president, and Harvey E. Webster, secretary and treasurer.

George H. Knepper has sold his interest in the Montpelier Hoop &
Lumber Company, Montpelier, to George Mcintosh.
The Stryker Boat Oar Lumber Company, Stryker, has been succeeded

by the Campbell Lumber Company, with headquarters at Bryan.
R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Co., reports a good demand

for hardwoods, especially from factories. Concerns making boxes and fur-

niture are now in the market. Prices are firm all along the line. Ship-
ments are coming out fairly well.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company, says trade in West Vir-

ginia hardwoods is good and prices rule firm.

=-< CLEVELAND >=

The August outing of the Cleveland Lumber Club was held Saturday,
September 1, at Dover Inn, nine miles west of Cleveland. Thirty-five

members motored out.

.\mong the latest Cleveland lumber enterprises is the Wickliffe Lumber
Company, organized by the same interests in control of the Glenville Lum-
ber Company, the East Cleveland Lumber Company and the Collinwood
Lumber Company. Among the organizers are H. A. Pittner, Fred Cramer
and Steven Cramer.

Regarding the general lumber situation in Cleveland, J. V. O'Brien said :

"Yards are all heavily stocked and prices are holding firm. Host of the

Cleveland yards anticipated the car shortage this fall and got their stocks

in early. This accounts for the large stocks so early in the year."

The efforts of the carpenter's union to unionize the woodworking shops
in Cleveland has seriously affected the Peters Millwork & Lumber Com-
pany, whose goods have been picked upon for a union boycott as an enter-

ing wedge. The millworking plants, however, claim that this procedure is

against the agreement entered into with the labor unions following the

recent lockout of building trades. A concerted effort will be made to

bring the unions to stand by this agreement.

The Campbell Lumber Company, Bryan, O., has taken over and will

operate the Stryker Boat Oar and Lumber Company of Stryker, O., head-

quarters to continue at Bryan.
Oil cooperage continues to be a large part of the tight cooperage done

in Cleveland, although other lines are about normal. Demand for pork

barrels has dropped oft recently. Slack coopers find business satisfactory.

There is no especial demand for this type of cooperage due to the war
except the demand for fruit containers, which is a little above normal.

Contractors are having difiiculty securing material for the new boiler

house of the Cleveland Cooperage Company, and as a consequence it will

probably not be finished until November 1. It was scheduled to have been

completed May 1. It was held up two months by the lockout in the building

trades last spring.

Neither coopers, box makers, mill working plants nor lumber handling

establishments have noticed any particular dearth of labor due to the draft.

While many have been called for examination the exemptions have been

numerous, principally on the grounds of dependency, and the men called

to the colors have not seriously Injured the working force of the plants.

The principal loss in men has been among the teamsters. The main labor

difficulty at the present is in securing steady common labor.

The Buckeye Box Company is doing considerable work on clothing crates

and boxes for government clothing orders now being filled in Cleveland.

Several million dollars' worth of clothing is now being made for the army
and navy in Cleveland factories and Cleveland box makers are securing their

share of this box work.
The steamer Stevens of the .\merican Box Company will continue to

bring in box lumber from the northern lake ports until the closing of

navigation. Every box company in Cleveland has more stock on hand at

present than at any previous time in anticipation both of high prices and
bad freight conditions.

=•< INDIANAPOLIS >=
Max Leckner of Indianapolis, assistant advertising manager for E. 0.

Atkins & Co., and Miss Faye Harris, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W. W.
Harris of EUettsville, Ind., were married recently at the bride's home.

Charles Brown, owner of extensive hardwood lumber interests at Churu-
busco and Columbia City, Ind., died suddenly of heart trouble recently at
his home at Churubusco. He was forty-two years old. His body was taken
to Columbia City, Ind., for burial. A widow and two sons survive.
The Baldwin Tool Company of Virginia has established a branch factory

at North Manchester, Ind., to employ about thirty men in the manufacture
of shovel handles.

The J. Frank Smith Lumber Company of Mulberry, Ind., has been incor-
porated with a capitalization of $10,000. The company will conduct a
wholesale and retail business. Directors of the company are Michael J.
Gilmartin, J. Frank and Emma J. Smith.
The Stout Furniture Company of Brazil, Ind., has been incorporated

with a capitalization of $.'i0,000 to manufacture all kinds of furniture. The
directors are Arthur L. Stout, Charles C. Rhetts and Samuel E. Stout.
The Plainfleld Lhmber Company of Plainfield, Ind., is preparing to sur-

render its charter.

A sawmill owned by John Cunningham, near Acme, Ind., was recently
burned, the fire destroying about 10,000 feet of hardwood lumber.

=-< EVANSVILLE >=
The regular monthly meeting of the Evansville Lumbermen's' Club

will be held at the new Hotel McCurdy on Tuesday night, September 11.
William S. Partington of Maley &. Wertz, who took over the temporary
secretaryship of the club upon the resignation of Mertice B. Taylor, looks
for a good attendance as most of the local lumbermen will be back from
their vacation by that time. Mr. Partington will be elected permanent
.secretary of the club and several other important business matters will
come up for discussion. President George O. Worland has been conduct-
ing a "still hunt" for new members during the summer months. A tempt-
ing luncheon has been promised.
John A. Reitz & Sons report that trade is active. Their plant has been

started up after being closed down most of the summer. They have an
abundant supply of logs on hand that was brought here in raft from
the Green river section in western Kentucky. The business outlook is
quite encouraging for the hardwood lumber manufacturers of this section
and the firm is looking for a nice fall and winter trade.
The Globe-Bosse-World Furniture Company's plant is being operated

steadily with a large force of men and reports from the South and South-
west where a great deal of Evansville furniture is sold say that the trade
outlook is exceedingly bright at this time and it is expected a large
volume of trade will come to this city from those sections during the
next six months.
A few days ago the timber on the 340-acre farm of George Sorgius in

Pike county. Indiana, about thirty-five miles north of Evansville, was sold
to J. V. Stimson, the well-known hardwood lumber manufacturer at Hunt-
ingburg, Ind., the consideration being $5,000. The timber will be cut and
hauled to the Stimson mills at Huntingburg. The tract is said to be one
of the finest to be found anywhere in southern Indiana.

Maley & Wertz recently purchased a tract of timberland in this (Van-
derburg) county a few miles west of Evansville. The timber has been
cut and hauled here by the teams of the company. Between 20,000 and
30.000 feet were secured from the tract.

The new plant of the Cottage Building Company being erected at the
corner of Governor and Canal sti-eets will be completed and ready for
occupancy about November 1. The present plant of the compau.v will
then be abandoned. The new planing mill will be about the same size
as the company's present mill and in addition there will be a wareroom
60x100 feet. The warehouse is now practically completed. The new
mill and oflice building is 60x150 feet and is of brick with mill construc-
tion and a frame roof. The cost of the new plant will be over $12,000.
The Wemyss Furniture Company, which was recently organized here,

has started up and is now being operated steadily with a large force of
men. E. D. Wemyss, president and treasurer of the company, was for
a number of years connected with the Southern Telephone Company of
Indiana in this city. Among the directors of the company are Daniel
-i. Wertz of Maley & Wertz, Charles Hartmetz, secretary of the Evans-
ville Dimension Company ; Robert R. Williams of the Indiana Tie Com-
pany and William H. McCurdy, president of the Hercules Buggy Company.
A daughter has been born to the wife of W. Paul Luhi-ing, of the Wolfiin-

Luhring Lumber Company here. Mr. Luhring for a number of years was
Hoo-Hoo vicegerent snark in the southern Indiana territory.

.4n addition to the Reddinger Furniture Manufacturing Company in
this city has just been completed at a cost of about $25,000. It is a three-
story factory building, 60x200 feet and is of brick and mill construction.
The Imperial Desk Company which recently finished the building of a

new addition, reports the export business improving all the time. Gil-

bert H. Bosse, secretary of the company, announced a few days ago
that in the event of a slump in domestic business after the European
war the company will have enough export orders to keep the plant in

full operation for a long time.

Plow manufacturers in Evansville are looking for a busy season during
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WE MANUFACTURE band»awed, plain and quarter Mwatf

WHITE AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAP
We in»ke a specialty of Oak and Hickory Im^le-

«at. Wafon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

-Y • u r n 4 u « • M e I t a d-

ARLINGTON LUMBER CO., Arlingttii, Kentucky

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust uilding
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

Northwestern
Cooperage and Lumber Co.

GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN
Western Office: Mills at Gladstone and

S16 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn. Escanaba, Mich.

Manufacturers of the following

"PEERLESS" STANDARD BRAND PRODUCTS
Hardwood Flooring, Staves, Hoops, Heading

and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles,

Posts, Poles and Ties, and Hemlock Tzm Bau'k

tile year 1918 and from present imlicaticms it is expected the four larjre

plants here will be able to operate full time all of next year.

-< MEMPHIS >-
Construction of the aviation cani]) at Millin^lon. on the Illinois Cen-

tral, a few miles north of Memphis, has already begun and between 500
and 1,000 men are employed thereon. More than .">0 frame l>uildings will

have to be erected and the necessary lumber has already been delivered

or is in process of delivery. .Vccommodations for some l.SOO persons

directly identified with this camp as aviators or their helpers will have
to be provided. It is estimated that the camp will be completed in aliout

eight we-'ks. While a c<mtracting firm outside of Memphis has secured

the work, emiiloyment is being given to practically all contracting firms,

carpenters and other interests here identified with the huildiug trades.

Information has been received from Galveston, Tex., of the death of

J. B. Allen, of T. B. Allen & Co. Mr. Allen was connected here for a niim-

her of years with one of the hig mercantile agencies but later engaged in

the export business, making a specialty of lunilier and forest products.

He remained here until about fifteen years ago when the firm with which
he was identified at the time of his death removed its headquarters to Oal*

veston. News of his death has been received by his many friends with
much regret.

Tennessee and Arkansas are today for the first time in their history

directly connected by a highway following the opening of the free wagon
way over the new bridge across the Mississippi at this point, known as

the MemphisJ. T. Harahau bridge. The approaches on both sides have
,iust been completed and the wagon way is expected to prove of immense
advantage to lumber interests having holdings across the river. The high-

way will be connected with the St. Francis levee by the middle of this

month. There are large woodworking enterprises across the Mississipjii at

West Memphis and the wagon way will be of much service to all of these.

The opening of this highway will, it is expected, also greatly stimulate
the development of cutover lands in eastern Arkansas which are thus
brought in easy working distance of an open market. No celebration has
attended the opening of this wagon way but it is regarded by business and
agricultural interests as a most important step in the direction of the
easy and rapid development of a vast area of almost unparalleled fer-

tility.

It. L. .lurden of r'eurod. .lurdon & McCowcn, Inc.. has left Memphis
for Detroit. He has bought a new WIS Packard ear which was delivered
to him on his arrival in Detroit, Friday, and he will use this for exten-
sive touring. Sir. .Turden is a member of the Southern Hardwood Emer-
gency Bureau and is i)rominently identified with the hardwood trade of
the Memphis territory.

There is an unusually active demand for all sorts of veneers, according
to a member of the trade here who is an extensive mainifaclurer in that

line. He says that it is almost impossible to keei^ even within hailing

distance of orders and that many of the latter have to be turned down
because of inability to take care of them. As illustrating the position of

the market, he reports that as a rule veneer manufacturers are from 30
to 90 days behind on their deliveries, which would indicate that they have

met with little success during the past few months in overcoming the de-

layed shipments which characterized this business earlier in the year.

Lumbermen here owning extensive cutover lands in Arkansas, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana and Missouri have taken an active interest in the experi-

ments made recently under the auspices of the Southern Alluvial Land
Association in the removal of stumps. It has lieen demonstrated that they

can be blasted with a cheap black powder and then pulled or burned with-

out entailing probil>itive expense. There is no problem connected with

the hardwood lumber Industry that is being studied with greater care right

now than that of preparing these cutover lands for cultivation and the

removal of the stumps is second only to the preparation of adequate
drainage facilities. When one realizes the vast extent of the area cov-

ered by these cutover lands one begins to realize something of the Impor-

tance of the problem of preparing for their successful cultivation. The
liassage of the flood control bill at the last session of Congress has very
irreatly stimulated the development of these lands in^cause furnishing as-

surance that the improvements pl.iced thereon will n^it be lost tbrough
overflow. The need of greatly increased foodstuff production, too, has

been a most important factor in bringing about their preparation for use
with as much rapidity as practicable.

The Valley Log Loading Company reports increased loading of logs

during the past few days by virtue of increased equipment in the way of

Hat cars provided by the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley railroad. This com-
pany has been ojierating onl.v i>art of its equipment for some time but the

ioad in question has furnished enough flat cars recently to enable the
ompany to put one more loading mnrhine to work.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=

Louisville hardwood dealers and manufacturers were somewhat cha-

grined with the action of the Interstate Commerce Commission on Septem-
lier 1, in suspending commodity rate raises as proposed on a number of

articles, but leaving lumber and logs to carry a portion of the increase.

Tile wires were kept busy Saturday in finding out when and how the
increase in C. F. A. territory would effect the industry in Louisville, par-

ticulars being badly wanted.
"Trade .Vcceiitances" were discussed at some length before a recent

meeting of the Louisville Hardwi>od Club, and a nuinlter of the members
stated that they belleveil that adoption of such aiceptances would result

in easier oiieration of the lumber industry, if made a general term proposi-

tion, and generally accepted. The matter was found 1o be so lengthy and
of such interest that no action was taken and the matter will be discussed

further at another meeting.

The Wood-Mosaic Company, New .\lbany. Ind.. oiierating mills at High-
land Park, Ky.. and elsewhere, is advertising for 2,00(1 cars of black walnut
logs, to l>e used in filling a large government contract for gunstoeks. The
company is scouring Indiana and Kentucky for the logs, and playing on
the patriotism of timber merchants and farmers to furnish the material
for X'ucle Sam. Covernnient insjiectors are checking up the material as
manufactured.
The li. S. Hill Organ I'oinpany and Henry Pilchers" Sous, organ manu-

facturers of Louisville, may shortly turn their plants or parts of their

plants into aeroiilane plants, and at the present time are negotiating
for contracts. Both companies would be glad to land the business and
figure that if could be handled with minor changes.

\ visit was recently paid to Louisville by (Tcorge H. .Symouds. repre-

si'Uting the .Vmerican Oraiihophone Company of Bridgciiort. Mass.. manu-
facturer of Columbia talking machines. Mr. Synuulds is assistant to the
general superintendent and was on his way to the caliinet plants at Salem
and other soutlu'rn Indiana cities, which have contra<-ts for m;iking <'olum-
Ida cabinets.

George Shii>peu, a son of Kdwanl Shippen, head of the Louisville Point
Lumber t'f»mpan,\-, was rec^'ntly commissioned a second lieuti'iiaut in the
officers' Ueserves. Mr, Shipiien and .Tohn SOller of W. P. Brown & Sons
I.umln'r Company, <'ommissioncd a first lieutcn;iiit, were guests at a recent
meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club, attending in uniform.
The labor situation in Louisville has been relievi'd somewhat due to the

release of many men, emiiloyed on Cam]) Taylt>r, with the completion of

the contracts. However, many of these workmen received such large sal-

aries during the course of camp building, that they can't get adjusted to

working on ordinary wages again, and in many cases are living on savings
made during the big rush, when carpenters drew .?4.''i a week.

The tremendous demand for hardwood lumber this spring luis enabled
the Churchill-Milton Lumlier Company to start its new ilouide haml mill

at Greenwood, Mis.s., operate it in addition to the mill at Gleudora, and
at the same time not have to make any special drive to get business to

operate the mills at capacity. Both mills are now running full, and the
company has abandoned a proposed selling trip by auto through the North
and East having found that the additional consumption was absorbed with-
out chasing for business. In order to take care of the additional business
the comiJany has increased its capital stock to $200,000. divided into :i.")n

shares of pivl'erii'd. and l.i;."iii shares of com i.
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Arthur ilussellman, presideut of the Hardwood Mauulacturiug Com-
pany of Louisville, recently became father of a daughter, this making
his seventh child, and giving him quite some little family.

A recent report of the Louisville Industrial Foundation, the milliou

dollar factory fund formed by local citizens to bring new industries to

Louisville, showed that six new factories had been secured in the little

while that the organization has been operating, and that these six factories

brought $1,299,000 of additional capital to the city.

About October 1 the Inman Veneer & I'auel Company expects to start

operations in its new plant at Louisville. The company recently took over

the Portsmouth, O., Veneer & Lumber Company, and has moved the ma-

chinery and a lot of the men to Louisville. The company also controls

a veneer plant at Mound City, 111.

Capt. D. H. Smith, of the convict vessel, Success, a former British

India trader and later a prison ship at Melbourne, Aus., is considering a

plan to place the vessel in the lumber trade, having received an offer

from A. O. Anderson & Co., of New York, with offices in various North

Sea ports. This old vessel after laying on the bottom in Melbourne har-

bor for five years, was raised and taken to England. She was later shown
at the Panama-Pacific exposition, and then brought to New Orleans and

shown all along the Mississippi and Ohio as an exposition boat, the old

prison cells still remaining. At the present time the vessel is in Louis-

ville, having come up the Ohio, and it being planned to take her to Pitts-

burgh and Cincinnati. However, Capt. Smith may place her in the lumber
trade, as .she has a capacity of 7-50,000 feet and is badly needed. The old

boat is a sailing barketine, over 100 years of age, but built of solid teak

wood, and well preserved. In 1912 she crossed the Atlantic under her

own sails in ninety-sis days, and should be good for about three trips a

year.

A big educational campaign to restore normal movement of lumber and
building materials has been undertaken by the architects, lumber dealers

and general material supply houses of Louisville, the general building

trades taking a part in the campaign. About $6,000 will be spent in the

local newspapers within the next few months in an effort to show the

public that now is a good time to build, and that there is nothing in con-

servative building. The plans were about completed at a big get together

dinner held recently at Sennings Park, there being more than 100 men
present.

Building operations in Louisville showed a decided slump for the fiscal

year winding up August 31, 1917, according to the city building inspec-

tor's office. While the report is not complete as yet it is estimated that

the total permits issued for the year will run between $2,500,000 and
ii;3,000,000. as compared with $4,080,430 in 1915-16

; $3,860,040 in 1914-

15
; $4,443,470 in 1913-14

; and $4,358,230 for 1912-13.

Barry Norman of the Holly Ridge Lumber Company. Holly Ridge. La.,

is back home from a two-weeks' vacation at Atlantic City, it being claimed

that this is his fir.st vacation since entering the lumber business.

The Louisville Cooperage Company has closed a timber deal iu Knott
county, Kentucky, and is planning to install portahle mills and start

developments shortly, shipping the material to the cooperage works iu

Louisville.

Charles M. Knuckles, Viper, Ky.. near Wliitesburg, has closed an im-

portant-timber deal in Leslie county, KeOtucky, and has stated that the

property would be opened and mills installed.

Joseph Ledfo'^d of Lombard, Jlenifee county, Kentucky, near Mt. Ster-

ling, has sold 3,000 acres of timborland to the Broadhead-Garrett Company
of Clay City. The timber is across the line of Menefee and Wolfe coun-

ties. This company operates mills in eastern Kentucky, at Nada and Clay

City, and may not open the new holdings for some time.

The Kentucky Wagou Manufacturing Company is handling a large

volume of business this season, a portion of which is government work
on assembling motor ambulances. The company has been advertising

steadily for both skilled and unskilled labor, and has been having trouble

in getting as many men as are needed.

George Mercke, formerly head of the American Laundry Company of

Louisville, recently sold his interests in order to go in with his brother

Charles Mercke of the Jefferson Woodworking Company, operating a large

plant in southern Louisville.

The Southern Railway, through its foreign freight traffic manager.

R. L. McKellar, is working hard on a proposition to get the large shippers

and exporters of the North and East to ship more material through

southern ports for export, and has diverted solid train loads, of material

to southern ports. It is claimed that shipping through southern ports

would relieve the car shortage materially iu that section, and relieve con-

gestion in the East and North. The empty cars could be loaded back

North, and increase the car supply greatly. For instance cotton, lumber
and various agricultural lines can be shipped to advantage through southern

ports. It is claimed by some shippers that the boats do not stop at vari-

ous ports, but it is said that if thf merchandise were offered for export

in the southern ports the boats wnuld be there to take it.

--< ARKANSAS >•=

The Norton & Wheeler Stave (.'onipauy of I'ine lUulf. is huiltling a saw-

mill at Roe, Ark., which will have a daily capacity o( 25,000 feet.

J, n. Keller of Piggott, Ark., on September 1, closed a deal whereby he

became the owner of all of the timber of Seven Mile Island, located in the

(WHITE OAK)

LENOX LOGS
KENTUCKY SOFT TEXTURED

White Oak, Poplar

HARDWOODS

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.

The following stock is in excellent
condition, ready for immediate shipment

5/4 No.
4 '4 No.
5/4 No.
5/4 No.
3/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/4 No.
8/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No.
e/4 No.
8/4 No.

10/4 No.
4/4 No.
5/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No.
4/1 No.
6/4 No.
4/4 No.

Coraraon
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common

& Better ASH 15.000'
& Better BASSWOOD 25.000'
& Better BEECH 150.000'
BEECH 340.000'
& Better BIRCH 55,000'
& Better BIRCH 58,000'
& Better BIRCH 29,000'
BIRCH 120,000'
BIRCH 12,000'
& Better BLRCH 16,000'
BIRCH 10.000'

& Better HARD MAPLE 50,000'

& Better HARD MAPLE 25,000'

& Better HARD ILAPLE. . 150.000'

& Better HARD MAPLE. . 15.000'

HAED MAPLE 40,000'

HARD MAPLE 250,000'

HARD MAPLE 100.000'

& Better SOFT ELM 68.000'

SOFT ELM 110.000'

& Better SOFT ELM 36.000'

& Better SOFT MAPLE. . . 50,000'

IDEAL
HARDWOOD
SAWMILL

Are putting in pili every month two and one-half

million feet of choicest Northern Michigan Hardwoods

Stack LumberCompany
Masonville, Michigan
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1 Plain & Qtd. Red & White i

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

i Even Color

St. Fraucis river, a lew miles East ot Piggott. The timber was bougbt

from Bowell & Wood and G. W. Marshall.

Sales of timber from the two national forest reserves in Arkansas for

the year ending June 30, 1917, yielded a revenue ot $11,381.21, of which

$7,298.81 was from the Arkansas forest, and $4,088.40 was from the

Ozark national forest. There are about 290,000 acres in the Ozark national

forest, and 627,000 acres in the Arkansas national forest, making a total

of nearly 1,000,000 acres or about 1,400 square miles of land in Arkansas

that has been sold by the National Government.

Little Rock received 619 carloads of lumber during August, 1917, accord-

ing to the monthly freight statement issued by the Little Rock Board of

Commerce. This is an increase of 178 carloads over the receipts during

August, 1916. An increase of 144 carloads is also shown for August, 1917,

over August, 1916, in the number of shipments made from Little Rock.

^ . fYt , ^ The actual increase of receipts and shipments is not fully shown by the

iSOft 1 eXtUVe S above figures, however, as cars this year have been loaded much heavier

— than in previous years. A considerable part of the increase in receipts is

= due to the lumber consumed in erecting the buildings at Camp Pike for

S the use of the army of about 45,000 men, who are being stationed at that

MADE fMR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of

our own manufacture, from our own tim-

ber grown in Eastern Kentucky.

S PROMPT SHIPMENTS =

[ The MOWBRAY I

I & ROBINSON CO. I— (incorporated) s

I CINCINNATI, OHIO |
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimni?

— place.

Have you seen any better Walnut logs than tbent

"T^HEY all grew right in Indiana where
* hardwoods have always held the

choicest farm lands. The best growth of

timber as well as the best yield of wheat

comes from good soil. The soundness of

the log-ends shows that they fed on the

fat of the land. My

Indiana Oak
comes from the same soil

CHAS. H. BARNABY
Greencastle, Indiana

=-< WISCONSIN >.=

E. A. Tanner, Delta, la., and James F. Tanner, Springfield, Wis., are

contemplating the establishment of a plant at Prairie du Chien, Wis., to

utilize a large supply of black walnut timber and walnut logs along the

Mississippi at this point, for the manufacture ot aeroplane lumber, rifle

stocks and veneer for furniture and other purposes. An egg case manu-

facturing plant also is to be established to use basswood, cottonwood and

other soft timber.

Ben D. Stone, formerly interested in the Rainy Lake Lumber Company.

Virginia, Minn., and in recent months residing at Wausau, Wis., has become

associated with the Bissell Lumber Company, Marshfleld, Wis., and has

moved to that city with his family. Mr. Stone is a brother-in-law to

F. K. Bissell.

The Hardwood Products Company, Neenah, Wis., has taken a large con-

tract for manufacturing munition containers for the government, and

will immediately employ e.\tra crews for day and night operations. The
contract is said to be worth approximately $1,000,000 and will require the

entire output of the plant for many months.

The Lawson .\ircraft Corporation, organized several months ago at

Green Bay. Wis., and now operating in leased quartets in the former plant

of the .\merlcan Woodworking Machinery Company, has broken ground for

a plant of its own, to cost about $00,000. The company is capitalized at

.?:JOO.OOO. Alfred W. Lawson is vice-president and general manager.

The Niirthwestern Cabinet Company, Menomonie, Wis., has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $10,000 by William A. Johnson, F. L.

Ulnman and Frank Dassow, to manufacture phonograph and musical

instrument cabinets and similar goods.

The Falls Manufacturing Company, Oconto Falls, Wis., is erecting a

225-foot reinforced concrete smokestack to supply its two large power

plants, recently enlarged. The stack will be the largest structure of its

kind in the world.

The D. & D. Hanger Panel Glue Company has been Incorporated at

Sheboygan, Wis., by Jerome P. Davis, Herman Davis and Harriet Davis.

The capital stock is $23,000.

The Northern Furniture Company, Sheboygan, Wis., is taking bids for

the erection of a si.x-story finishing plant and warehouse, of brick and con-

crete, with mill floors, to cost about $100,000. The work is in charge ot

Architect W. C. Weeks, Sheboygan.
The .\utomobilo Ice-Bo.\ Manufacturing Company, Superior, Wis., has

been organized with .'J.'JO.OOO capital to manufacture self-contained refriger-

ating units for automobiles, motorlioats, etc. Uustat Engelbrikt, Nels L.

Jensen and Theodore Meronk arc the incorporators.

The Giddings & Lewis Manufacturing Company, I'ond du Lac, Wis.,

has disposed of its entire sawmill machinery department to the D. J.

Murray Manufacturing Company, Wausau, Wis., which now becomes the

largest maker of such equipment in the country, from the standpoint of

variety of product. The sale includes all rights, patterns, designs, trade-

marks, etc. Giddings & Lewis band mills and le-^aws, both vertical and
horizontal, are widely known throughout the world. The Fond du Lac
concern is now confining its attention to lathes and other machine tools.

The Cruiser Motor Car Company, .Madison, Wis., has been Incorporated

with $250,000 capital under the laws of Maine and will build a plant in

Madison at a cost of $100,000 to manufacture a touring and roadster type

of automobile, completely equipped for quick conversion into a camping
outfit. The government already has agreed to take 500 of the cars for

army service, it Ls stated. Winthrop J. Burdick, Chicago, is vice-president

and general manager.
The Northern Wood Products Company, Glidden, Wis., is building an

addition and in?^t;illing more machinery to effect a more extensive utiliza-

tion of the raw material at its disposal. The new department will furnish

employment for many girls and women because of the light nature ot the
work.

The Stoughton Wagon Company, Stoughton. Wis., is equipping one of

the former buildings of the Gerard Lumber Company in that city as a saw-
mill, to be operated by electric power.

Uieboldt & Woltcr, Sturgeon Bay, Wis., are adding several new wood-
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working shops to their shipbuilding plant to facilitate the construction of

a frame steamer, 264 feet long, requiring 800,000 feet of oak lumber. The
boat was contracted for by the Crosby Transportation Company, Mil-

waukee, but has since been taken over by the government. It will come
out in May. The new facilities at the yards include a 36-inch band saw.

The Wisconsin Box Company, Wausau, Wis., has shut down its sawmill

for the season and before resuming operations on January 1 will install a

large steam boiler to heat water for the log pond.
Arthur Tracy, Crandon, Wis., has made a new contract with E. O.

Anderson, Shawano, Wis., to put in logs. Mr. Tracy will operate the same
camps, near Crandon, which were in his charge last season.

The Crocker Chair Company, Sheboygan, Wis., has supplanted its old

rotary mill at Antlgo, Wis., with a new handsaw, and is building a filing

room. The rotary mill was in operation more than twenty-five years.

The Hatten Lumber Company, New London, Wis., is looking forward to

the most extensive logging operations in its long career, during the com-

ing winter, barring unforeseen obstacles. Three camps will be operated

near Galloway and at three points near Rhinelander and Lily, Wis. X
number of jobbers also will be employed. Most of the cut will be hard-

wood, with considerable hemlock and such cedar as may be encountered.

The Wisark Lumber Company, Little Rock, Ark., in which Wisconsin

capital holds a large interest, has recently disposed of a tract of 12,000

acres of hardwood in Arkansas, between Memphis and Little Rock, which
was purchased as an investment ten years ago.

The Martin Toy Company, Wauwatosa, Wis., has been incorporated with

$10,000 capital by Oscar Martin, Jr., Richard Evans and A. W. Cutting.

The Titan Truck & Tractor Company, Milwaukee, has been organized

with $100,000 capital by Joseph C. Millmann to manufacture 4 and 5-ton

motor trucks. The plant is located at Thirtieth street and North avenue.

Mr. Millmann was secretary-treasurer of the Stegeman Motor Truck Com-
pany, Milwaukee, since its organization until several months ago.

Joseph J. Ott, vice-president and general manager of the John H. Kaiser

Lumber Company, Eau Claire, Wis., says that Eau Claire faces the most
serious fuel shortage in years unless drastic measures are invoked, either

to increase the supply of labor in the lumbering districts or to insure an

adequate supply for the coming winter. Cut-over lands in Wisconsin are

choked with slabwood, Mr. Ott says, but it has been impossible to supply

the consuming public with this material on a livelihood basis.

The Hackley-Phelps-Bonnell Company, Phelps, is advertising throughout

the state for labor for its new sawmill and yards, woods work, chemical

plant, etc. The company is completing work on its new plant to replace the

mills destroyed by fire early in 1917, but finds the supply of labor extremely

short.

The Silent Washington Machine Company, formerly of Appleton, Wis.,

has started work on its new plant in Clintonville, Wis., to cost $25,000,

and will make three types of farm and home machines, with electric, gaso-

line and manual power. The factory will be ready November 1.

The Oneida Motor Truck Company, Green Bay, Wis., capital stock, $300,-

000, will build a new plant costing about $125,000 with equipment. F. E.

Burrall is president.

G. R. Plato, general manager and vice-president of the Northland Lumber
Company, Green Bay, Wis., resigned September 1 to take a long rest. He
will spend a year in travel with his family. He joined the company
twenty-three years ago, taking charge of the erection of a sawmill in

Mecosta county, Mich., which later was abandoned. The company pur-

chased the Murphy mills in Green Bay and Mr. Plato was made manager,

then being elected vice-president and given the general management.
Alfred A. Laun, New Hoistein, Wis., during the past year in charge of

the affairs of the Kiel Furniture Company, Milwaukee, has disposed of his

local interests to general manager of the Milwaukee factory. He has

moved his residence to Milwaukee.
Frank Cleveland has resigned as manager of the Mellen Lumber Com-

pany's warehouse at Foster, Wis., and has moved with his family to Mellen,

Wis. He is succeeded by M. L. Lawler, for seven years employed as scaler.

William Radford, pioneer lumberman of Oshkosh, Wis., celebrated his

eighty-ninth birthday anniversary on August 31.

William H. Stephenson, superintendent of the Menominee River Boom
Company, Marinette, Wis., is mourning the death of his wife, who passed

away on August 31, aged sixty-one years.

Cyrus C. Yawkey, the well-known lumberman of Wausau, Wis., has been

elected captain of the Wausau company of the new Wisconsin Home Guard,

established by act of legislature to supplant the Wisconsin National Guard
while it is in the federal service.

Hon. Isaac Stephenson, Marinette, Wis., left August 29 on an extended

trip through New England and eastern Canada. The main objective is New-

Brunswick, where former Senator Stephenson was bom eighty-nine years

ago.

The Hardwood Market
< CHICAGO >

As in many other places the retailer here is the man of the hour. The

lines of normal consumption for hardwoods, the factories, continue loath

to stock up to any great extent for future buying and the emergency

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

YOU WANT WIDE STOCW-WF HAVE IT

Payson Smith Lumber Co
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT

Northern Stock

BIRCH
3 cars..1" Com. & Bet. Red
2 cars 1" No. 2 Com.

cars

.

cars.

car.
car.

cars,

cars,
cars .

6 cars,

Wi"
... 1 1/2" No. 3 Com. & Bet.

2" No. 2 & Bet.

SOFT ELM
1 1/2" No. 2 & Bet.

11/2" No. 3 Com.

HARD MAPLE
1" No. 2 & Bet.

I" No. 3 Com.
2" No. 2 & Bet.

No. 1 Com. & Bet.

Southern Stock

RED OAK
2 cars 3/4 Com. & Bet. Plain

1 car 4/4 No. 2 & Bet. Plain

WHITE OAK
I car 2" No. 2 & Bet. Plain

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
I66S Old Colony BIdg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel. P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

SCAUTtFUL
WC MEAN THE OAK NOT THC MAfti

PAVSON'SMrrH lsr.-co.
MINNtA^OU«. MIMN. '
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TRADE MARK.

Oak Maple
Chestnut

ivianufacturers and Dealers

—in

—

West Virginia and Southern

HARDWOODS

The Atlas Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Union Trust Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE. ARKANSAS

MAJMUFACTURERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.

As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

BIRCH
We have a complete assortment of practically

ALL GRADES &
THICKNESSES

GOOD PLANING MILL FACILITIES
Send us your inquiries

Brown Land & Lumber Co.
Rhinelander, Wis.

Mills: RHINELANDER
PARISH HELENA, ARK.

L-B QUALITY
—Kraetzer Cured—

GUM LUMBER
OAK LUMBER
OAK FLOORING
{The Famous Forked-Leaf Brand)

Southern Yellow Pine Unexcelled for Crating.
We have 115,000,000 feet in pile.

Accurately Manufactured, Carefully Graded, Priced Right

Long-Bell Lumber Company
R. A. Long Building Kansas City, Mo.

needs which spring up frequently must necessarily be met from local yard

stocks and handled in wagon load lots. The carload man, however, does

. not show so much concern over this situation as he does over continued

difBcult.v in buying and delivering. Most of the northern stocks upon which
he would normally have the call are badly broken and prompt selection of

lines tn fill in customers' needs is next to impossible. The same can be

said of hardwoods from the South, though greater disorganization of lines

is seen in the northern product. Coming as it does in the face of tremen-

dously expanded abnormal demands which far more than compensate
for decrease in regular orders and with the prospect of certain elements in

the factory trade getting into the market again very shortl.v, the prospect

is tor continued difficulty in meeting all needs expeditiously.

=-< BUFFALO >•

The hardwood market shows some slowing up on account of the war
preparations and that has affected the building and furniture trades. At
the same time, a good volume of business is coming from factories manu-
facturing equipment needed in the war. This is expected to be a good
outlet for stock for some time, while not much is expected from more
staple lines. Big building has largely stopped, except in such Instances

as large factories which are expanding to take care of war contracts. In

such cases a large supply of lumber is called for. but not much of it is

hardwood. The general trend of prices appears to be upward and buyers

who need stock in a hurry are not shopping around so much as formerly,

being most particular to get delivery.

The woods most in demand are maple, oak and ash. which are running
largely to thick stock. Prices are holding strong. Yards are increasing

their assortments as much as possible, anticipating a severe car shortage
this fall and a heav.v deniand for special woods. Little is being done in

the most expensive woods such as mahogany, partly because of the high
prices, which are the result of the curtailment of stock since vessels be-

cama. scarce. Quartered oak is rather slow. Poplar is holding its own
and some yards are doing more with panel stock than for some time past.

Cypress is fairly active.

-.-<,PITTSPURGHy-
in the opinion of most I'ittshurgii wholesalers the bulk of business this

fall will be done with manufacturing and industrial concerns. These firms

are enjoying unusual prosperity. There is every reason to believe that

they are going to be very luisy right through the winter. Their stocks
of hardwood are not large and although they have not signed contracts
for 191S stocks they are getting their fall lumber in as fast as possible.

Prices for these stocks are going to be firm, it is believed. Railroad
inquiry shows that there will be a considfcrable amount of business done
with the railroads, especially in oak and bridge timbers. Trade with the
mining companies in medium-grade hardwoods has been unusually large
all tlic fall. The ?2.00 I'oal prescribed by the government may curtail

mining operations and cut down this trade somewhat. Yard business is

very disappointing and shows no signs of waking up.

=< BALTIMORE >•-

In a g<n(ral way the hardwood situation may be said to show no change.
Tlie difficulties under which shippers labor are not removed, and much
time is still being spent in conferences with railroad officials In

the hope of securing cars or having them forwanled. .Most of the hard-
wood men assert that they could do a considerably larger business if the.v

were able to make delivery, but the movement of stocks is still attended
by serious and troublesome delays, even when they are under way.' In
many instances the shippers find tliemselves imable to secure cars and are
at the mercy of the transportation comiianies. The mills find the labor
situation a handicap on their operations. Workmen are hard to get and
tlieir demands are such as to Increase production cost far above anything
perhaps ever before experienced by the mannfacturers of lumber. Because
of the delays in the forwarding of lumber, the buyers manifest a disposi-
tion to anticipate wants on the theory that if plenty of time is allowed,
shipments may arrive by the time they are really needed. The production,
moreover, is so reduced that in spite of any deficiency in movement, no
congestion Is to lie reported, and good, dry stocks are even at times not
to be had In the quantities desired. .\s a rule the buyers are not disposed
to anticipate requirements. If they happen to need a lot of lumber they
are ready enough to pay the price asked, and if they have no necessities
to take care of tliey are out of the market. The sellers refrain from
urging the buyers to place orders far in advance, for there is no certainty
what turn the trade will take.

The quotations are quite well maintained, even tlnmgh the stocks used
by the builders have relatively limited call now for the reason that con-
struction work continues to lag in consequence of tlie high cost of mate-
rials of all kinds. The lower grades are called for with greater freedom
than the high grade lumber, but the whole list is in good shape. The trade
is speculating as to the course of the government In the matter of con-
trolling lumlier. \Vith respect to certain grades a measure of control
is already exercised, and scunc believe that (he regulation will be extended
to cover most of the list.

All Thre* of Us Will Be B«ne(ite<l if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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=< COLUMBUS >
The hardwood trade has been fairly steady in central Ohio territory

during the past fortnight. Buying is fair, the best feature of which is

business placed by luanutacturing plants. Dealers are also buying to a
certain extent. The tone of the market is good and prospects are rather
bright.

The factory demand is increasing day by day. Concerns making boxes
and furniture and implement and vehicle concerns are rather liberal buy-
ers. Some of the factories are showing a disposition to increase stocks of
hardwoods to guard against a shortage later in the season. This is espe-
cially true of concerns which anticipate a good trade during the winter
months.

The retail trade is not so active as the factory demand. A few dealers
have rather small stocks and some are trying to increase them, while the
car supply Is fairly good. Dealers, however, are buying only tor the im-
mediate present, fearing to accumulate large stocks under existing con-
ditions. Shipments are coming out promptly and the car service is much
better than a few months ago. Lower grades are in good demand. Col-
lections are good in all sections.

Prices are firm at the levels which have prevailed tor some time. All
charges have been upward and it is believed that even higher quotations
will prevail during the fall and early winter. There is good demand for
plain and quartered oak stocks at former prices. Poplar is strong, espe-
cially the lower grades. Chestnut is firm and strong. There is a good
demand for both ash and basswood. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

< CLEVELAND >=
.\n analysis of the Cleveland hardwood market shows that it is more

unsettled at present than at any time for some months. Following a
general weakening of prices about a fortnight ago news comes that the

shipping outlook is dubious and that although present stocks in many
lines are fast dwindling there is no certainty that they can be replenished
for some time to come. Followers of the market are not making any
predictions. It is generally held that it a sufficient number of cars can
be secured sufficient supplies can be brought in, in some cases enough to

substantially reduce prices, as prices at present are held up only b.v the

lack of suppl.v—not strength of demand, .\dded to the railroad embargo
is the certainty that Pacific eoa.st mills will be shut down till .tanuary 18,

insuring a dearth of material from that direction. Among the woods
which are holding firm at higli prices are oak and maple, largely flooring.

and ash.

=-< CINCINNATI >•-

The bettor grades of hardwood lumber have struck a snag in the local

market, the woodworking concerns in particular being conspicuous in the
market because of their lack of orders. Notwithstanding this letup from
a usually strong factor, the general tone of the hardwood market within
the last couple of weeks has been quite satisfactory. So many new avenues
of consumption are opening up that a slackening in the movement in any
particular direction is not so noticeable as formerly. War orders con-

tinue to keep all available hardwood and yellow pine in this section con-

tinually on the move. The mills in this section are working to capacity.

many reporting their utter inability to keep up with the demand and as a

consequence much green lumber is finding its way into the open market
here, with not altogether satisfactory results. The lower or common grades
in nearly all items in the hardwood list lead in the movement, and in many
cases are equal to three-fourths of the entire output. This is apparently
a season for the yard dealer, many of the big consuming factories not
coming directly into the market for their large needs, but appear to be
picking up their requirements at the various local yards. It is not yet

apparent what is the prevailing cause of this hesitancy on the part of the
big consumers, but those who are taken as authority for market move-
ments venture the opinion that nothing can be gained at this moment by
playing a waiting game.

Prices are on an upward trend almost throughout the list. The spruce
market has been going upward in leaps and bounds, receiving its impetus
from the airplane industry, while quartered white oak is receiving a boost
from the makers of airplanes. Elm is one of the few hardwoods to depre-
ciate in the last few weeks, the demand falling off in a noticeable manner.
Maple and basswood show unusual strength in the northern list. Red and
white oak and red gum have been particularly active in the southern list

lately, all advancing steadily in price.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
A stronger movement in the higher grades of hardwoods is creating a

healthier tone in the market, even the building trades being responsible

for an improvement after several weeks of inactivity. Demand is strongest

for the upper grades, although a fair demand exists for the hardwoods of

lower classes. Dealers profess to feel the influence of government orders
in this territory, although not many of these contracts are being filled

here now.
The demand is fairly well distributed with probably white oak, hickory,

gum and walnut leading. The call for gum is strong, as furniture manu-
facturers are buying heavily. Consuming plants are providing most of the

business at the present time, although the building operations came back
to life late in August, with the result that sash and door manufacturers

Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
— We Manufacture -

White Oak Elm Ash
Red Oak Maple Walnut
Poplar Gum Cherry
Hickory Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.
We have for sale 1 car S" FAS Poplar; 1 car klh" Clear Sap
Poplar, 5-16" wide; V2 oar Ji/J/ Panel Poplar, 18" d up wide;
1 car %" No. 1 Common Ash; 2 cars Ji/Jf FAS Sap Gum; 1 car
5-J, FAS Plain Red Oak; 1 car yi, No. 1 Common d Better Red
Oak.

At Two Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass.
Ths Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company
Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Ths Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 C9LEBAIN ATBNCK

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible quick delivery of anything ! tlmbsr and hardwtad
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECOIID
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UMBEF^AND

&mira./l.y.

KoTember
9th. • ]':.

1S15.

Pnepcke Lelght Lbr. Co.,
Oilcego,
IIJ .

Gentlemen:- "

Te are using your Bed Ouai loiL^er in the
manufacture of our high claea interior

worJc.

being highly graded, soft texture, good
widths, and long lengths, also dry, straight
and flit.

Respectfully,
Harris, kcUenry & £aker Co.

Diet.
fi££AG.

Of course it is true that

Red Gum
is America's finest cabinet wood—but

Just as a poor cook will spoil the choicest
viands while the experienced chef will turn
them into prized delicacies, so it is true that

The inherently superior qusdities

of Red Gum can be brought
out only by proper handling

When you buy this wood, as when you buy a new
machine, you want to feel that you have reason for
believing it will be just as represented.

We claim genuine superiority for our Gum.
_
The

proof that you can have confidence in this claim is

shown by the letter reproduced herewith.

Your interests demand that you remem-
ber this proof of our ability to preserve
the wonderful qualities of the wood
when you again want RED GUM.

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CONWAY BUILDING 111 W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Band >I1I18; Helena and BlythevUle, ArU.; Greenville, MUb.

report a healthier demand. Box manufacturers are heavy buyers of the
materials used in their industries, and predict that the demand will
increase as a result of the great demand for packing materials for the
government.
The car situation is better than mo.st of the trade expected. Although

cars are not what might be called plentiful, shipments are put through
with less delay than might be expected. The slow grain movement through-
out the Middle West is believed to have relieved the car troubles of the
lumber trade materially. Prices remain firm. The farm trade is slower
than was expected, because of the lateness of all crops. Collections are
good.

=^ EVANSVILLE >.=

Hardwood lumber manufacturers in southwestern Indiana, southern
Illinois and western Kentucky report that August brought in a volume
of business that compared favorably with the corresponding month of
last year. Most of the up-town plants in Evansville are being operated
on full time and one is running on the day and night schedule. There is

a strong demand for lumber used by wagon and truck manufacturers who
are busy turning out orders for the government. The demand for quartered
white oak, poplar, ash and hickory is strong and prices are high. Walnut
is in only fair demand. Some sales of quartered sycamore have been re-

ported here during the past few weeks. Elm and maple are strong. Cot-
tonwood is moving fairly well and great quantities have been bought by
box factories in the Middle and Central/West. Manufacturers state that
the car shortage problem does not worry them much now but they fear
that when the government starts to move large numbers of troops they
will have difficulty in getting cars. Manufacturers are still worried over
the labor shortage. Collections are good and the crop outlook in south-
western Indiana was never better at this time of the year. Indications
are that a bumper corn crop will be gathered this fall. Planing mills are
doing a fair business and sash and door men manage to keep busy. Building
operations are a little more active. Taken as a whole, the situation is not
bad and both wholesalers and retailers are forgetting the war and buckling
down to business.

=-< MEMPHIS >=
While members of the trade admit that there is only a moderate num-

ber of inquiries in the market at the moment, they are tree to confess that
there are more now than there were a fortnight ago. They are further
Inclined to believe that the dullness incident to the summer season is a
thing of the past and that there will be a gradual return of active buying

very soon. Congressional legislation affecting incomes and excess profits

through imposing taxes on both has been a deterrent factor for some time,

in the opinion of members of the trade, and, with this uncertainty elim-

inated, the view obtains that private industry will show greater activity

than recently. All members regard hardwood holdings as exceptionally

good property even under present rather quiet conditions and there is no
disposition in any direction to throw lumber on the market or to offer it

at concessions for the mere sake of moving it. Stocks of hardwood lumber
are considerably below normal and hardwood production Is also below,

rather than above, the average. Car shortage is felt in production through
the scarcity of equipment for supplying the mills with logs and there is

nothing of encouraging import in the outlook for hardwood manufacture,
a Condition which adds to, rather than detracts from, the value of the
stock now on hand. Deliveries are still far behind. Official figures given
elsewhere in this Issue of Hardwood Record show that outbound ship-

ments of lumber are being handled on the basis of 25 to SO per cent of the
actual requirements of shippers which means that many orders are either

not being filled at all or are filled quite some time after they are booked.
Furniture Interests are increasing their purchases in the way of oak and

gum and the American Oak Manufacturers' .Vssociation is doing its best

to ascertain the i)ossible requirements of manufacturers of furniture and
cabinet articles heretofore using metals, with a view to helping them secure
the oak that may have to be substituted therefor. It is recognized that
practically the entire metal supply of the country is being requisitioned
by the government in the prosecution of the war and that some substitute
will have to be found by those heretofore using these metals. Furniture
distributers have been a little slow about placing their orders because of
the uncertainty of business but the belief obtains here that they will in-

crease their buying in a large way very shortly and that oak furniture
will be very popular. Vehicle manufacturers are among the largest buyers
at the moment. .Automobile interests are taking large quantities of south-
ern hardwoods while considerable quantities are going into the manufacture
of truck bodies and army wagons, as well as other equipmenl needed by the
government, .\irplane manufacturers are rapidly increasing their output
and this means increasing needs in the way of ash, quartered oak and other
materials. The shipbuilding program is making much more rapid progress,
following the settlement of the Goethals-Donman controversy by the elim-
ination of these two gentlemen, and whole units for wooden vessels are
being furnished by southern hardwood manufacturers. Government needs
are expected to exi)and rapidly this fall and the Southern Hardwood Emer-
gency Bureau is doing everything in its power to find out the quantity of
southern hardwoods available, the number o? mills operating and the char-
acter and nm.nint of <;tnck tbcy produce. It is further making earnest
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For Greatest Range of Uses

Th) "HOOSIEU," the rip saw which makes profitable
dimension manufacture and grade refining: at the mill
possible. Hundreds of users already—you will be an-
other If you will let us tell you all about It—Will yon?

and

Easiest Handling

buy the

Hoosier Self Feed Rip Saw. This machine has earned thousands
of dollars for owners in the manufacture of dimension lumber, crating,

etc., because its entirely novel design, resulting in surprising ease of

operation and adaptability, makes possible a profit where a loss is

often expected in this work. The

Hoosier Self-Feed Rip Saw
has a positive and powerful feed which handles the heaviest material

the sawmill takes just as readily as the lightest.

The table, raised and lowered with the crank in front of the ma-
chine, is always level—always securely locked.

The Hoosier rips anything up to 6 inches thick and 17 inches wide.

It feeds 35, 75, 100 or 150 feet a minute.

Manufactured exclusively by

The SINKER-DAVIS COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

appeal for the co-operation of every hardwood manufacturer in the South

in meeting the requirements of the authorities at Washington. Box manu-
facturers continue to do an exceptional husiness and there is marked
activity in the lower grades of Cottonwood and gum as well as in other

classes of low-grade stock. Box interests are turning out enormous quan-

tities of containers, hoth boxes and crates, for the handling of war sup-

plies and the belief prevails here that the box business will continue ex-

tremely active for the period of the war. Cottonwood and gum are strong

in the lower grades because of the unusual demand therefor and because

of the scarcity of offerings as measured by this unparalleled demand. There
is also an excellent demand for box boards in both cottonwood and gum and
prices thereon are quite firm. Quartered red and plain oak are reported

just a little slow in the higher grades. The gum market as a whole pre-

sents quite a firm front and the position of both ash and hickory con-

tinues strong. There is a good business in cypress and the lower grades

of oak are m good request.

active demand for first class poplar box boards, wagon manufacturing
liliints taking all of this stock that the market is supplying.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=

The local jobbers and manufacturers of hardwoods are meeting with a

fairly steady demand for all grades of thick stocks such as oak, ash, elm,

some beech, hickory, and gum, these lines being active and promising to

continue so during the life of the war. However, things are not going as

well as might be expected in the furniture and building trades, although
the wagon, auto and truck manufacturers are all fairly good buyers. The
market has been a little weak in price within the past few weeks, although

prices have been well maintained. The demand has not been what it was
in July and early August, but is really very good for September, August
and early September generally being quiet. Indications are for a general

revival of buying as soon as some of the stocks on hand are consumed,
manj- consumers now working on recently delivered stock which were pur-

chased months ago at low prices, and which make it hard to get back to

high quotations. Gum has been active and prices firm. Walnut and
mahogany are very active, while maple is scarce and high. Walnut is

showing the way to a large extent, and is easy to sell. All veneers,

including walnut, oak and mahogany, are soiling as fast as they can lie

produced. One reason why local lumber dealers figure that prices will

hold up is that surplus production this year has been comparatively light

and dealers are too anxious to obtain surplus stock to sacrifice them in an
effort to obtain business. At the present time many concerns arc carrying

good orders on their books, many of which have been held for some time,

and every eCEort is being made to get these stocks cut and out. Not much
future business is being booked, as many of the dealers figure that the

market will go still higher, and don't want to be jammed. There is a very

-< ST. LOUIS >•-

There is little to report in the local hardwood situation. Shipments
from the mills, although coming in fairly well, are rather below the average
and considerable complaint is being made. All items of high-grade stuff

are in good general request and prices on almost all items are strong.

The principal ones show an advancing tendency. The request for plain and
quartered stock is reported as being more active than fur some time past.

The demand for ash is inclined to be active. The call for gum, hickory
and cottonwood Ls of seasonable proportion, and the box makers are order-

ing considerable. Walnut is in brisk movement. Prices are as strong as at
any time in recent years. The outlook, taking everything into considera-

tion, is very encouraging for future business. The cypress trade, locally,

is quite good. The demand from the factory trade compares favorably with
the call from the yards. Some advances in prices are reported on some
of the items most in request. The retail yards find it hard to place orders

with the mills and those who have not placed their orders will find it rather

hard to get stock shipped to them for their fall requirements.

=< MILWAUKEE >=
Prices on all woods are tirniiy maintained and prospects are that this

condition will continue indefinitely. With an increasing demand to be noted
from nearly all of the usual sources, and a production that seems certain

to be subject to shrinkage from nciw on. conditions are regarded by authori-

ties in the industry to be favorable. There are, however, numerous factors

of an unfavorable nature that confront manufacturers, dealers and con-

sumers, chief among which is the growing shortage of labor, both at the

mills, and for the coming winter's operations in the woods.
Contractors and lumber companies which do their own logging, , are

preparing for the winter's campaign and thiLs early are being given a fair

idea of unfavorable conditions that will have to be faced. Xot only is it

extremely difficult to procure labor, but the prices of equipment, teams,

foodstuffs and other necessities are constantly climbing in price and
shrinking in supply. The experience of summer loggers has not been favor-

able to profitable operations for just such reasons.

New construction has seen an upturn after a considerable period of

dwindling volume, and hardwood manufacturers find solace in this condi-

tion. The wholesale trade is in a rather optimistic mood, as everything

points to a strict maintenance of the present high level of prices for some
time to come and there seems to be little chance that the list will ease

up or take a tumble.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertlBcmcnts will be inserted In this sec-

tion at the following rates:

For one Insertion Z5c a line

For two Insertions... 40c a H"*
For three Insertlont 55c a line

For four Insertions 65c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.

Heading counts as two lines.

No display eicept the headings can be ad-

mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing

the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED 3
WANTED FACTORY

Superintendent for rotary gum mill in Memphis.

Must be experienced and able to economically

handle all work from lathe to car. Must be effi-

cient with colored labor. State full particulars

in first letter. Address, "BOX 86," care Hard-

wood Record.
^

CHICAGO HAKDWOOD SAWMILL

Operator wants a sales manager familiar with the

consuming trade lor oak and gum. Possibilities

for position dependent upon the ability and en-

ergy of the applicant. Reference and experience

should be given. Address "BOX 92," care Hard-

WOOD Record.

WANTED—FILER
for hardwood flooring plant and general planing

mill using band rip and resaws. also small circu-

lar saws Want man who can fit up side heads,

etc Permanent to right party. Good location.

Address "BOX 80," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—POSITION AS MANAGER
Of Hardwood lumber operation. 20 years' experi-

ence Have been successful with my own mills

and as buyer and seller in wholesale hardwoods.

Address "BOX 82," care Hardwood Record.

MANCTFACTURERS-WHOLESAXERS-
EMPLOYEKS

when you want good Salesmen, write the Empire

State Association of Lumber, Sash & Door Sales-

men J. H. RUMBOLD, Sec'y. North Tonawanda,

1280 ACRES
black land, 1% miles railroad, 5 million feet

oak ; land worth $40, with timber off, price $20.

M. C. WADE, Texarkana, Ark.

FOR SALE
Twenty thousand acres of timberlands in Desha

County, Ark. ; a fine opportunity for mill owners

to secure future supplies. For particulars ad-

dress, A. MAAS & CO., Memphis, Tenn., sole

agents.

N. Y.

LOGS WANTED D
WANTED—BLACK WALNUT L«GS.

500 cars good black walnut logs, 12" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up leng. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Piquft, dhlo.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION

Ai desired. Hemlock and Hardweed, Northern

Wisconsin. No CommlsslOB. Address LAND

COMMISSIONER. Soo Line, Mlnneapells, Minn.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATING

THOS. J. McDonald.

Forest Engineer,

Esst Tennessee Bank BIdg..

KnoxTllle. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Sanbarn & Gearbart,

AsheTllle, N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER

D. E. Landerburn, Forest Engineer,

158 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED—CRATING STRIPS
6/4x2", also 3", also 4" also 6", Crating Strips.

5/4x3", also 4", also 6" Crating Strips. Band
Resawn, Rough ; either Yellow Pine, Poplar,

Basswood, Gum or Tupelo.

Will want solid cars each width ; can take one

to five cars each width for Immediate shipment.

Quote cash price delivered Pittsburgh, Pa.,

rate. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We are always In the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mall us yeur price and

stock lists. K. H. CATLIN CO.
Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

WANTED BLACK WALNUT
1" thick, IxS" and up wide by S' and over long

in 1 & 2s also selects. In lots of 500 ft. or more.

Fay cash. E. L. EDWARDS LBR. CO., Dayton,

O.

WANTED—LOCUST
IVixlV', 28, 34 and 38" long. Also turned lo-

cust, l%x32 and 3G and 114x26.

Car lots or less f.o.b. your station. Name price

and time of delivery.

E. W. VANDERBILT, 126 Liberty St.,

New York City.

WANTED TO BUY FUEL WOOD
.Ml kinds tor shipment to Chicago. Prompt pay,
good prices. Write
COVEY-DURHAM COAL CO., 431 S. Dearborn

St., Chicago.

LUMBER AND LOGS

Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the

entire cut of several mills In Gum, Oak, Ash and

Maple and wagon material at fair market prices

and advance money on stock In pile. Will fur-

nish capital to help finance your business on deal

covering several years. Address "BOX 55," care

Hardwood Rbcobd.

WANTED—WHITE ASH
1" to 4" in thickness, all grades. Will pay cash

and inspect at mill.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED
300 M feet 4/4" S. W. Chestnut
200 M feet 5/4" S. W. Chestnut
150 M feet 6/4" S. W. Chestnut
1,000,000 feet 4/4" No. 2 Com. Birch
50 carloads Birch, Beech, or Hard Maple, sound

stock, S2S to 3/4" and cut 22%" long.

Address "BOX 80," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED TO BUY
2y..x3K—7' & S' Clr. Red & White Oak.
ai,x3i2—8' & S'6" Clr. White Oak.
2%x4li—12' Clr. Tough Oak.
liiXSU—4'6" & 5' Clr. Oak.
Each item is a separate shipment ; write us for

orders.
THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

LUMBER FOR SALE

INDIANA HARDWOODS FOR SALE
4 cars 1" Com. & Bti'. Plain Oak.

2 cars 1" No. 2 Com. Plain Oak, dry.

2 cars 1" No. 1 & No. 2 Com. Qtd. W. 0.

2 ears 1" No. 1 Common Poplar, dry.

2 cars 1" & thicker L. R. Walnut.
1 car 1" & 2" Com. & Btr. Ash.

1 car 2" & 3" Com. & Btr. Soft Elm.
1 car 2" Com. & Btr. Maple.

1 car 3" Com. & Btr. Poplar.

1 car No. 2 & 3 Com. 1" Ash, dry.

2 cars 2" No. 2 Com. & Sound Cull Oak.

V< car 2" Is & 2s Dry Poplar.

H car lU" Saps Dry Poplar.

«j car 1" Com. & Btr. Chestnut,

'i car 1" L. R. Linn, dry.

All strictly Indiana stock, circular sawn.
C. M. CRIM & SON, Salem, Ind.

FOR SALE
1 car 4/4 No. 2 Com. Sap Gum.
1 car 8/4 No. 2 Com. Sap Gum. •

1 car 8/4 Com. & Better Red Gum.
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Com. Sap Gum.
1 ear 4/4 No. 1 Com. Tupelo.

1 car 6/4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum.
1 car 4/4 Log Run Soft Maple.

2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. & Sd. Wormy Chestnut.
1 car 4/4 Tupelo Boxboards.

1 car FAS Tupelo.

1 car 8/4 log run Beech.

1 car 4/4 Cottonwood boxboards.

1 car Com. & Better Tupelo.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Loans to lumbermen or timber owners

negotiated with the precision of practice

which results from 37 years experience.

Lon^ or short terms. Amounts from

$50,000 I'p, as conditions warrant.

I

JAMES D. r-|-« y-^

acey |imber(o.
3S2 South Michigan A'veniu, Chicago
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FOR SALE—BIRCH.
2 cars 10/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars 12/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

5 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

5 caA 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

Send us your inquiries.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St.,

Buffalo, N. T.

I
TIMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—1800 ACRES
Gum and Oak timber in Arliansas ; $20 per acre.

Four miles from railroad, witli logging road from
timber to railroad. Good location for mill. Good
place to buy logs, and splendid opportunity for

anyone wanting timber.

Also 4500 acres (largely oal;) in Tennessee;

JIG per acre. This is a big bargain.

Address "BOX 75," care Hardwood Rkcobd.

I
DIMENSION STOCK WANTED |

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
1%", 1%", 2" squares, 18", 19", 26", 30" lengths.

Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bllt Ave., New York, N. T.

POPLAR WANTED
8xS SQUARES FAS
9x9 SQUARES FAS
3" FAS

JAMES CROWELL,
Ft. of Cross Street,

Newark, N. J.

WANTED PRICES ON
Birch, Beech and Maple in carload lots 1" full

xl" full, 19" long or multiples or in 1" full

boards 19" long or 38" long, delivered in Phila-

delphia, Pa. Address

ALFRED P. BUCKLET, 932 N. Broad St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

I
VENEERS FOR SALE

j

FOR SALE
1 car Quartered White Oak Veneer backing boards

Vi" to %" thick.

W. T. THOMPSON VENEER CO.,

Edinburgh, Ind.

FOR sale"
1 carload 1/20" sawed quartered oak veneer,

6" and wider, about equal amounts of 36", 38"

and 42" lengths. All full size flitches, cut in

dimension lengths in the log, soft texture and well

figured. THE BREECE MFG. CO., Kenova,

W. Va.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

HARDWOOD SAWDUST WANTED
We are open for all kinds of dry hardwood saw-

dust ; we buy in carload lots. NATIONAL SAW-
DUST CO., 102 North 1st Street, Brooklyn, N. T.

MACHINERY WANTED

WANTED

WANTED—BIRCH SQUARES
2 cars 2"x2"x23" clear. Quote price delivered

here. THOMAS ORGAN & PIANO CO.,

Woodstock, Ont., Can.

DRY KILN EQUIPMENT (SECOND HAND)
COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR DRYING LUMBER,
CONSISTING OF STE.-VM PIPING AND FIT-
TINGS, LUMBER BUGGIES, RAltS, ETC.
MUST BE IN GOOD ORDER; NO JUNK OR
SCRAP. SEND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION
AND LOWEST CASH PRICE.

CINCINNATI FLOOR CO., 228 W. 4th,

Cincinnati.

TRACTOR FOR SALE
One Heer road tractor in first-class condition, 24-

40 horsepower ; wheel tread 14"
; double action

engine gear, front wheel pull, hind wheels push
;

weight 10,000 lbs. distributed on four wheels

;

goes any place a log wagon can ; two speeds and
reverse ; oil burner ; regular engine cab. Will

be sold at bargain. Also one Lindsay 8 wheel log

wagon with 8" tire for use with above tractor.

BUCKEYE VENEER COMPANY, Helena, Ark.

FOR SALE
One 48" American band resaw rebuilt with four

saws and new automatic Eagle sharpener.

One Westcott broom handle lathe rebuilt.

One S" four side moulder in fine condition.

Lumber trucks, shafting, pulleys, hangers, boxes.

D. C. SHIREY & SON, Youngstown, Pa.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE—PLANING MILL
In eastern Kansas, fully equipped with modern
machinery, natural gas and electric power, freight

elevator, steam heating and dynamo for light-

ing. Finest location, on switch, railroad center.

Good trade. Brick and cement building 52x130
ft. two floors, besides dry kiln, glue room and
lumber sheds. Full information given. Address
"BOX 91," care Hardwood Record.

WISCONSIN & NORTHERN E. B.

solicits correspondence with responsible lumber-

ing firms who are looking for a sawmill location.

Territory carries enough virgin timber to supply

mills for several years. Choice sites ; good log-

ging conditions. For particulars write,

HARRY PETERSON,
Industrial Dept., Wis. & Nor. R. R. Oshkoah,

Wis.

HARDWOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 2 C. white, 8/4, usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 3 yrs. dry, northern stock. BLAKESL.EE,
PERRIN & DARLING. Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 3 C. G/4". BELLGRADE LUMBER CO.,

Memphis. Tenn.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black, 4/4. HOFF-

MAJM BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
FAS 5/4. 6/4, 8/4 & 16/4", 6" & up: NO. 1 C.

& BTR. 14/4", 5" & up: NO. 2 C, white, 8/4",
3" & up: NO. 1 & 2 C. 20/4", 5" & up, bone dry.
RIEL-KADEL LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

NO. 1 C. 5/8", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.
SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.

BASSWOOD
FAS 6/4", NO. 2 C. 5/4 & 6/4. BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

Igth., 1 to 2 vrs. drv. BLAKESLBE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. T.
FAS 4/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUM-

BER CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", 10 & 12'; NO. 1 &

BTR. 5/4". MASON-DONALDSON LUMBER
CO., Rhinelander, Wis.

BEECH
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1

yr. dry, full log run; NO. 3 C. S/4", reg. wdth.
& Igth.. S mos. dry. BAST JORDAN LUM-
BER CO., East Jordan. Mich.

BIRCH
LOG RUN, No. 2 C. & btr., 8/4". all red and

wide in. ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

FAS 10/4"; NO. 1 C. 6/4". BUFFALO HARD-
WOOD LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 3 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos. dry.

EAST JORDAN LUMBER CO., East Jordan,
Mich.
FAS, SEL. RED, 6/4 & S/4"; NO, 1 C. 6/4";

FAS, UNSEL., 6/4 & S/4". MASON-DONALD-
SON LUMBER CO.. Rhinelander, Wis.

CEDAR
RED 4/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUM-

BER CO., Buffalo. N. T.

CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne. Ind.

CHESTNUT
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", usual wdth. and Igth.,

1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE. PERRIN &
DARLING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4/4" to 8/4", 6" & up. std. Igth., IS mos.

dry; NO. 1 C. 4/4-S/4". 4" & up, std. Igth.. IS
mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,

COTTONWOOD
NO. 2 C. 4/4". J. V. STIMSON HARDWOOD

CO., Memphis, Tenn.

CYPRESS
SHOP & SEL., both 4/4". 5" & wider, 8—16',

6 mos. dry. ANDERSON-TULLY CO., Mem-
phis. Tenn.
NO. 1 SHOP 4/4", Miss, stock. ATLAS

LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
NO. 1 SHOP & BTR. 4/4—16/4", 6" & up, std.

Igth., IS mo.s. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

ELM—SOFT
COM. & BTR. 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 & 16/4", all 4"

& wider, S—16', 8 mos. dry. ANDERSON-
TULLY CO., Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 10/4". ATLiAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO., Cincinnati. Ohio.
LOG RUN 10/4". BELLGRADE LUMBER

CO., Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 & BTR. 8/4". MASON-DONALDSON-

LUMBER CO., Rhinelander, Wis.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 12/4", dry. RIEL-KADEL

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 10/4 & 16/4". J. V. STIMSON

HARDWOOD CO., Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN 8/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., green.

SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour, Ind.

GUM—SAP
FAS 4/4", 6" & up: NO. 1 C. & SEL. 4/4", 12"

& up; NO. 2 C, 4/4". ATLAS LUMBER &
MFG. CO.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4—8/4". BELLGRADE

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 & 3 C, both 4/4". GEO. C.

BROAVN & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS, QTD., 6/4 & 8/4", 6" & up. 50% & btr.,

14_16', 6 mos. dry. R. J. DARNELL, INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 5/4 & 6/4"; COM. & BTR.,

QTD., C/4. 8/4 & 10/4". GAYOSO LBR. CO.,
Memphis, Tenn.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 0. & BTR. 4/4—S/4". BELLGRADE

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
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HARDNVOODS FOR SALE
FAS 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth,, 5 mos. dry.

FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. SWAIN-

ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour. Ind.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
COM. & BTR. 4/4 & .5/4", 4" & wdr., S—16',

10 mos. dry. ANDERSON-TULLY CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn. „
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. „
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4—S/4". BELLGRADE

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 5 mos. dry.

FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". ran. wdth. & Igth., 8-12

mos. dry. sliced boards highly figured. LOUIS-
VILLE VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
COM. & BTR. 8/4, 10/4 & 12/4", good wdths.

& Igths.. dry, sap no def. MAT BROS., Mem-
phis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4/4"; FAS FIG. 4/4". J. V. STIMSON

HARDWOOD CO., Memphis, Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
LOG RUN S/4". GAYOSO LUMBER CO.,

Memphis, Tenn.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C. SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and figured, Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, 111.

MAPLE—HARD
FAS 4/4, S/4 & 12 '4", good wdths., 50% 14—

16', 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
LOG RUN 8/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth., sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.

NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", 10" & up, reg. Igth.,

10 mos. dry, S0<;'o fas; NO. 2 C. & BTR. 8/4",

reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 yr. dry., 3—a7c No. 2 C;
NO. 1 C. & BTR., QTD., 4 4 & 1 1/16, both reg.
wdth. & Igth., 1 yr. dry, 50% fas. EAST JOR-
DAN LBR. CO.. East Jordan, Mich.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 &

12/4"; NO. 1 C. & BTR., QTD., 5/4 & 6/4 &
8/4. W. O. KING & CO., Chicago, 111.

NO. 1 & BTR. 6/4 & S/4"; NO. 2 C, S/4"; NO.
3 C. 7/4". MASON-DONALDSON LBR. CO.,
Rhineiander, Wis.
LOG RUN 10/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1—

4

mos. dry. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN RED
NO. 1 C. 3/4", good wdths.. 50% 14—16', 2

vrs. drv. ATLANTIC LBR. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 8 to 18 mos.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 3/4 & 4/4". BELLGRADE

LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 & 5/4"; NO. 2 C. 4/4"; FAS 5/4".

GEO. C. BROWN & CO., Memphis, Tenn,
FAS & NO. 1 0. 4/4". BUFFALO HARD-

WOOD LBR. CO.. Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 5/4" & 6/4", reg. wdlh. & Igth., 6 mos.

drv. FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis,
Te'nn.
FAS 5/8": FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 2 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. PEN-

ROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 3/8. 1/2 & 4/4"; NO. 1 C. 3/8". RUSSE

& BURGESS. INC.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4 4—16 4", .std. Igth., 18

mos. drv. TEAGEU LBR. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4 '4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville, Ark.
FAS 5/4 & 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 8 mos.

drv; NO. 1 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 yr.

dry. F. T. DOOLET LBR. CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
COM. & BTR. 5/4". M.\Y BROS., Memphis,

Tenn.

FAS 4 4". J. V. STIMSON HARDWOOD
CO.. Memphis, Tenn.

NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

dry. SW.VIN-ROACH LUMBER CO., Sey-
mour, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4/4". BELLGRADE LBR.

CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 12/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN <fe DAR-
LING. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 4 '4"; NO. 1 C. 5/4". GEO. C. BROWN

& CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos. dry.

. FERGUSON & PALMER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr. dry.

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. Knoxville. Tenn.
COM. & BTR. S/4". MAY' BROS., Memphis,

Tenn.
NO. 2 C. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. PEN-

ROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C. 1/4". RUSSE &

BURGESS, INC.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 4 4—16/4", std. wdth. &

Igth., IS mos. drv. YE.iGER LRB. CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
FAS & NO. 1 C. 3/4", good wdths., 50% 14—

16', 2 vrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo." N. Y.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". BELLGRADE LBR. CO.,

^Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 COM. 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK

CO., Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD

LBR. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS 1/2 & 3/4", 10" & up, 50% & btr. 14—16',

2 vrs. drv; FAS 3/4, 6" & up, 50% & btr., 14—
16', 2 yrs. dry; NO. 1 C. 1/4" & 3/S", 4" & up,
50% & btr. 14-16', 1 yr. dry; NO. 1 C. 5/8", 4"

& up. 50% & btr. 14—16'. S mos. dry. R. J.

DARNELL. INC., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4 4, 5/4 & S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 yr.

drv; FAS 6/4", reg. wdth & Igth., S mos. dry;
CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2M;—5V4", reg. Igth.. 1

vr. drv.. bright sap no defect. F. T. DOOLEY
LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
SEL. 4 4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1 yr. dry.

FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2^4" to &W.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS & CO.. Ft. Wayne,
Ind.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 5/4". reg. wdths. and Igth., 1

yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville.
Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 5/S & 6/4"; NO. 2 C. 84"; C.

F. STRIPS 4 4", 3 & 3%" wide. M.\Y BROS.,
;Meniplii.'<. Tenn.
FAS, NO. 1 C, CLR. STRIPS & COM.

STRIPS, all 4/4". reg. wdth. A: iKth.. dry.
I'E.NROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. 1/4". RUSSE & BURGESS,

INC.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. 4 4". J. V. STIMSON HAKDWOOD

CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4 4". reg. wdth. & Igth., dry. SWAIN-

ROACH LUMBER CO., Seymour. Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 5/8—16/4", std. wdth. ,t

Igth., IS mos. drv. YEAGER LBR. CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville. Ark.
CROSSING PLANK, mixed, 12/4", S—12",

reg. Igth., 2 vrs. drv;NO. 3 C, red and white,
4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1 yr. dry. FERGUSON
& PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., plain, 8/4"; COM. & BTR.,

red .t white. 5 4". GAYOSO LUMBER CO.,
Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 yrs.

drv. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
CROSSING PLANK, red and white, 12/4",

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis. Tenn.
CROSSING PLANK, 12/4 & 14/4", reg. wdth.

& Igth.. green. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO.,
Seymour, Ind.

POPLAR
NO. 1 C. 4 '4". good wdths.. GO'^;. 14—16', 2

vrs. drv. ATLANTIC LBR. CO.. BulT.il... N. Y.
FAS 4/4" & 5/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 6/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne. Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP <£.

SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO.. Louisville, Ky.
CLEAR SAP 4/4 & 12 4". reg. wdth. & Igth.,

drv. SWAIN-ROACH LBR. CO., Seymour,
Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 5/8—16/4", std. wdth. &

Igth., 18 mos. drv. YEAGER LBR. CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16',

6 mos. dry, largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

drv. BLAKESLEE. PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo, N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO . Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 6/8 to 8/4", very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago, 111.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.

FLOORING—MAPLE
PRIME 1-1 16x4", i:i/16x4"; FCTY. l/16x2iA;

NO. 1 13/16x11,4"; CLEAR 13/16x11,4, 1-1/16X
21,:,". KERRY & HANSON FLOORING CO..
Gravling, Mich.
NO. 1, %xlH";.NO. 1, %xlH", 2" & 2%";

CLEAR, %xli/2". 2" & 2V4". THE T. WILCE
CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
SEL. RED 3/8x7/8" and H4"; SEL. WHITE

3/8xlV4" and 2"; SAPPY CLEAR QTD. R. or
W., 3/8x1%" and 2"; SEL. RED OR WHITE
13/16x1%" and 2". THE T. WILCE CO., Chi-
•c.ago. 111.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVILLE
VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
CLEAR 3/16" and Vt". 20" wide, 60" long,

kiln dried, rotary cut; FAS, QTD. FIG., 1/8".
6" & up. 12 to 16, kiln dried. EVANSVILLE •

VENEER CO., Evansville. Ind.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. THE DEAN-SPICKER

CO., Chicago, 111.

PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican
and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANY thickness. LOUIS^^LLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL Southern hardwoods, rotary cut, any

thickness, any size. PENROD, JURDEN &
McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN
FAS RED, I'S", 6" & up. 12 to 16', kiln

dried. EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evans-
ville. Ind.
RED and WHITE, sawed, all thicknesses.

HOFFMAN BROTHERS CO., Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
WHITE, anv thickness, sawed or sliced.

THE DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago, 111.

FAS, WHITE, 1/S", 6" & up, 12 to 16. kiln
dried; FAS, WHITE, 1/20". 1/16", 6" & up
wide, S' cSt up long, kiln dried, sawed. EVANS-
VILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
RED & WHITE, all thicknesses, sawed.

HOFFMAN BROS. COMPANY, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville. Ky.

POPLAR
CLEAR 1/8", 12 to 16". 14', kiln dried.

EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.

(Continued on page 52)
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Manufac-
turing Company 41

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Barnaby, Charles H 7-42

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling 64

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 5

Brown Land & Lumber Co 44

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

East Jordan Lumber Co 52

Elias G., & Bro 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company......
Foster Bros 52

Hanson, R. & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 7-14

Jackson & Tindle
Jones, G. W., Lumber Co

King, W. O., & Co S

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The.... 4

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co.

.

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2
McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 54
Mereadal, E. A., Lumber Co...
Miller, Sturm & Miller 54
Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7-42

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.
Company 40

Palmer & Parker Co

Stack Lumber Company 41
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 54
Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4
Stimson, J. V 7-56

Sullivan, T. & Co 54

Taylor & Crate 54
Tegge Lumber Co 45

Von Platen Lumber Company.. 52

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 3

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 40

Wood-Mosaic Company 7

Yeager Lumber Company, Inc.. 54
Young, W. D., & Co

OAK.
See Lists of Manufacturers on
pages 7

Lenox Saw Mill Company 41

Long-Bell Lumber Company. .. 7-44

Mowbray & Robinson Company 7-42

POPLAR.
Anderson-Tully Company 2-10

Arlington Lumber Company. . .7-40

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Compan> 2-10

Bellgrade Lumber Company... 12
Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-44
Bonner, J. H., & Sons '7-12

Brown, Geo. C, & Co '7-12

Brown & Hackney, Inc 12

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co.

Coulson Lumber Company 12

Darnell, R. J., Inc 10
Dooley, F. T., Lumber Co 10
Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 10

Gayoso Lumber Company 11

Goodlander-Robertson Liunber
Company 7-12

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company.. 7

May Bros 10

Memphis Band Mill Co :7-10

Mossman Lumber Company... H
Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 7-10-4fi

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 11

Probst Lumber Company 48-49

Riel-Kadel Lumber Company.. 10

Russe & Burgess, Inc 11

Sondheimer, E., Co 12

Stark, James E., & Co 10

Stimson, J. V 7-56

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co.. 7-11

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 11

Three States Lumber Company 56

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 7-11

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 41

Anderson-Tully Company 2-10

Arlington Lumber Company 7-40

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing
Company 44

Babcock Lumber & Land Co... 8

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co 14

Beaumont Lumber Company 14

Bellgrade Lumber Company 12

Bliss-Cook Oak Company '7-44

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling... 64

Bonner, J. H., & Sons '7-12

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 5

Brown. Geo. C, & Co 7-12

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co.. 7

Brown & Hackney, Inc 12

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Buskirk-Rutledge Lumber Co...

Coulson Lumber Co 12

Crane, C, & Co 7-45

Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Co

Darnell, R. J., Inc 11

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co
Dooley, F. T., Lumber Company 10

Dudley Lumber Company 11

Ellas, G., & Bro 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company
Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 10

Gayoso Lumber Company 11

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Company 7-12

Hoffman Brothers Company. .. 7-14

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. . 7

Lenox Saw Mill Company 41

Little River Lumber Company. 7-8

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. 7-13

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 7-8

Long-Bell Lumber Company.. 7-44

May Bros 10

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co £4

Memphis Band Mill Company. 7-10

Mereadal, E. A., Lumber Co...

Miller, Sturm & Miller 54

Mossman Lumber Company... 11

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7-42

Nickey Bros., Inc 24

Norman Lumber Company. ... 7

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 7-10-46

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 11

Probst Lumber Company 48-49

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co 10

Russe & Burgess, Inc 12

Salt Lick Lumber Company... 5-7

Smith, Payson Lumber Co 43

Sondheimer, E., Company 12

Standard Hardwood Lumber
Company 54

Stark, James B., & Co 10

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co... '7-11

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 11

Sullivan, T., & Co 54

Swain-Roach Lurnber Co 7-45

Taylor & Crate 54

Three States Lumber Company 56

Utley-Holloway Company 5

Vestal Lumber & Manufactur-
ing Co 7-8

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 7-1

1

Whitmer, Wm., & Sons 3

Willett, W. R., Lumber Co
Willson Bros. Lumber Co 3

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 40

Yeager Lumber Co. , Inc 54

VENEERS AND PANELS.
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co. 52
Anderson-Tully Company 2-10

Dean-Spicker Company, The... 32

Eggers, F., Veneer Seating Co. 27

Evansville Veneer Company... 28

Hoffman Bros., Company 7-14

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co

Louisville Veneer Mills 30

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co

Nickey Bros., Inc 24

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.
Company 40

Ohio Veneer Company 45

Palmer & Parker Co
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co... 1

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Rayner, J., Company 28

Stark, James E., & Co 10

St. Louis Basket & Box Co 31

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 11

Wisconsin Veneer Company...
Wood-Mosaic Company 7

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co

Evansville Veneer Company... 28

Hoffman Brothers Company. ..'7-14

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co

Palmer & Parker Co
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co... 1

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Purcell, Frank 43

Rayner, J., Company 28

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 7-44

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Horner, William 4

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. 52

Long-Bell Lumber Company. . 7-44

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co...

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage &
Lumber Company 40

Salt Lick Lumber Company.. 5-7

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4

Wilce, T., Company, The 5

Young, W. D., & Co 4

GAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co 55

SAWMILL MACHINERY
Sinker-Davis Company 47

Soule Steam Feed Works 56

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.
Cadillac Machine Company

Mershon, W. B., & Co ,..

LOGGING MACHINERY.
Clyde Iron Works 53

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co. 13

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company 56

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.
Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company 14

Grand Rapids Veneer Works.. 13

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company. . 5

LUMBER INSURANCE.
Central Manufacturers' Mut.

Ins. Company 45

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company *5

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company 45

Lumberman's Mut. Ins. Co 45

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's
Mut. Fire Ins. Company 45

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.
Lauderburn, D. E 48

McDonald, Thomas J 48

Sanborn & Gearheart 48

TIMBERLANDS.
Lacey. James D., & Co
Lacey, James D., Timber Co... 48

Lauderburn. D. E 48

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.

Childs, S. D., & Co 5

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co 14

Ideal Coated Paper Co 28

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Perkins Glue Company 32
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ANY thickness, any size, rotary, QTD., cut
or sliced. PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

WALNUT
ANY thickness, sawed or sliced. THE

DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago, HI.

ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.
COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-
MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & fig.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.
Louis. Mo.

(Continued from page 50)

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLiE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
AJSIY CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
PL. <£, QTD. 1/4, 6/16 & 3/8", stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago. 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchvirood plant single ply veneers
of air native northern v^foods and deliver stock that 13 in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany & Qtd.-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. Wo
do not U8e retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined ^vith the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

We Offer for Prompt Shipment
600 M feet 4 4 No. 2 C. & B. Beech
34 M feet 5 8 No. 3 C. Beech
19 M lect 4/4 No. 3 C. Beech

ISO M feet 6/4 No. 3 C.Beech
52M feet 4 4 No. 2 C. & B. Birch
32 M feet 4/4 No. 3 C. Birch
128 M feet 8 4 No. 2 C. & B. Beech
ISO M feet 8/4 No. 2 C. & B. Maple
51 M feet 5/4 No. 2 C. & B. Maple

DRY STOCK
Write us for prices today

East Jordan Lumber Co.
Manufacturers "IMPERIAL" Maple Flooring

East Jordan Michigan

VON PUTEN LUMBER COMPANY
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The personeil

relation of the

superintend-
ent to his men
exercises a

C r e a t influ-

ence upon
every logrging

operatien;
often deciding

its success t
failure.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leadinfif

article im
LOGGING fsr

April 1917,

There Is als«

an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

FOUR LOGS ON TWO LINES

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

AU Three of U. Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18,000.000 to 20.000,000
feet of hardwoodfl carried mt all
times at our two ble BnfTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White rine, Tellow Pine, Spruce. HemJerk, Fir, Lamber,
Timber. Mlllwork. Boxes. Maple and Oak Flooring

955-1015 Elk Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash aftd Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned HarJwaeds

iKcludinp Ash, Basswood. Birch, Cherry, Chestnut. CTprese, £]m, I

Gum. Hickory. Maple. Plain ic Quartered Oak. Poplar & Walnut.

1100 Seneca Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Cor SpecUlty: West TIrclBia aud PennsTlTaala Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

SPECIAL FOR SALE
lU" to 3" No. 1 Com. & Better Dry Birch

Hardwoods & Cedar beelTou" hobby fo*yearS

\Vc want White Ash, all grades, 1 to 4" thick

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwooiis, and have every facility for filling and ship-
ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

*

A
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SIXTY YEARS ago we determined to create better Saws than

the mill owner had ever known. That very determination

brought about the early perfection of SILVER STEEL SAWS.
Experienced mill men choose them in preference to others jjecause of
their PRESTIGE in leadership, their POPULARITY in lumher circles

and chietiy hecause they prodnce the desired results in SERVICE.
SHAKER STEEL, manufactured from our exclusive formula, forged from the
fire of experience l)y experts, is fitted to give results. Increased production at re-

duced cost is the natural effect of its use in ATKIXS SAWS.
Yon can profit 1i}' the advantages of these Saws through their use in vour mill.

Order ATKINS—The Saws That Make Good

E. C, ATKINS & CO., Inc.
ESTABLiSHED1857 <^

THE SILVER STEEL SAW PEOPLE
Home OfBce and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind. Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.

Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks in all large distributing centers, as follows:

ATLANTA MINNEAPOLIS NEW ORLEANS PORTLAND. ORE. SEATTLE PARIS. FRANCE
CHICAGO MEMPHIS NEW YORK CITY SAN FRANCISCO VANCOUVER. B. C. SYDNEY, N. S. W.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber euid

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stimton Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. StimioD Hardwood Co., Memphii, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

(Parage
Kalamazoo

Mill Exhausters

HAVE
BETTER BEARINGS

ARE
BUILT HEAVIER

GIVE
LONGER SERVICE

THEY ARE ADJUSTABLE AND REVERSIBLE

WRITE FOR CATALOG R-1 1

n^ARAGE FaN COMPANY.
HCATING.VtNTILATING 5 DRYING CNGINECR5.

KALAMAZOO-MICHIGAN-U. S. A.

Three States Lumber Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
BAND MILL: BURDETTE, ARK.

The Following Is a List of a Few of the Items We
Now Have in Stock:

Dry, Ready for Prompt Shipment
COTTONWOOD

3 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12".

4 cars V/^" No. 1 common.
2 cars V/2" Fas.
3 cars 2" Fas.

GUM
5 cars 1" boxboards, 13" to 17".

5 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12".

6 cars 1" Fas. Sap.
5 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Sap.
5 cars iVi" Fas. Sap.
2 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Red.
1 car IH" Fas. Red.
2 cars IV^" No. 1 Com. Red.
2 cars 2" Fas. Quartered Red.
1 car Z" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red.

OAK
5 cars 1" Fas. Plain Red
3 cars 1^4" Fas. Plain Red
3 C2U-S 1^,2" Fas. Plain Red
5 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Plain Red
2 cars lU" No. 1 Com. PL Red
1 car ly." No. 1 Com. PL Red

ASH
2 cars 1" Fas. White
1 car lU " Fas. White
3 cars 1" No. 1 Com. White

ELM
2 cars 2" Log Run
1 car 2^j" Log Run
3 cars 3" Log Run

ORDER NOW WHILE WE HAVE A SUPPLY OF EMPTY CARS.
NEXT MONTH THE CROPS WILL BE MOVING AND CARS
FOR LUMBER LOADING WILL BE SCARCE.

SOULE
Steam Feed

Designed for the

sawmill by a mill-

man.

It will not use ex-

cessive steam and
gives instant and
positive control.

Our prices are
actually, not rela-

tively, low.

It has positively increased
capacity from 10 to 50 per cent

SOULE STEAM FEED WORKS
MERIDIAN, MISS.

DRUM OUTFITS, STACKERS, POWER TIMBER HANDLERS,
LATHES, DOGS i»ND OTHER MILL EQUIPMENT



Semi-MontUy
Twenty-Second Year

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 25, 1917 Subscription $2.
Single Copies, 15 Cents.

PJM SERVICE
—is concretely l)acked by a definite and successful endeavor to build up an
organization insuring satisfaction to our customers—-an organization each
feature of which has been planned separately so that it will lend its maximum
of significance to the term when used in connection with the business of
Penrod, Jurden & AlcCowen, Inc. In short, it represents

All That the Word Implies,

Scientific Drying Expert }*Ianufacturing Good Timber

Alodern ]\Iills Satisfaction to the Buver

Southern Rotary Veneers and Hardwood Lumber

We can take care of your requirements in Southern woods, no matter whether you are in the market
for veneers or lumber. Our big Rotary ^eneer Mill at Helena, Ark., has exceptionally large units, and
can readily supply sizes which are ordinarily difficult to produce. Our lumber mills are cutting some
of the finest hardwood stock ever manufactured in America. Tell us what you want—we can supply you.

On account of car shortage, which affects delivery of logs to the mills as well as shipments of

veneer—we urge all buyers of veneers to place requirements at least 60 to 90 days in advance

P''m

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen
(INCORPORATED)

General Offices, Memphis, Tenn.
825-830 Bank of Commerce Building

II ll ll II H II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II M II II II I! II II II II II II II II II

ADVERTISERS CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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—Manufacturers of—
HARDWOODS

ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

ffig^ii??t.i?f^ffif^fjy^.i?f^<itf^^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas BIdg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman BIdg.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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SIMPLEST AND BEST!
STANDARD
54-in.

BAND
RESAW

New Bern, N. C. Apr. 5, ' 1 7.

Gentlemen: In regard to your New Standard 54" Resaw. We are
running three in our different plants, and find them the best we have ever
used and the simplest to keep up. We wish further to say if we had to

replace any of these machines, they would be replaced by your machine.
Yours truly, CLARKS LUMBER CO.

Wm. B. Mershon & Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber
and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and
seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

•ervice; — these are the elements of Cadillac

. Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
mCOKFOBATES

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows

:

1x4
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'FINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan .*.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W. D.Young ^ Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. 1^" X 2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. 1^^" X 2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

TIT" -a IP XT
LU^INCTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Chicago RepresentatiTa

m^e Qtearns
r%\ SALT £r LUMBER CO.

LudingtokMich.

^.iiiiiiiiii[]iiiMiiiiiiic]iiiiiMiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiic^

COMMERCIAL I

KILN DRYING j

Modem Kilns i

I
We do a large amount of this f

I
work and are in a position to quote

j

I
prices that will be satisfactory. I

I . . ^

I Wire or write us, or better |

I
still, send along your ship- |

I
ments of lumber for kiln |

I
drying and they will be |

I taken care of. §
I i

I
WILLIAM HORNER

j
I REED CITV', MICHIGAN iu S

<*»nuiiiioiiiiiiiiiiic]iittiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiMiE3i]iiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iniiiiitiioiiiiniin •>

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY^ OF THE SOUTH

W. P. Brown & Sons Lbr. Co.
Main Office Louisville, Ky.

Eight Band Mills—Brasfield, Ark.; Furth, Ark.; Allport,

Ark., and Fayette, Ala.

We offer the following dry stock for prompt shipment:

OAK
265,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
Plain Red

184.000 ft. 4/4" P. A. S. Qtd.
White

317.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
Qtd. White

153.000 ft. 8/1" No. 1 Com.
Qtd. White

SAP GUJI

245.000 ft. 5/4" P. A. S.

185.000 ft. 6/4" P. A. S.

322.000 ft. 8/4" P. A. S.

1.S5.000 ft. 5/5" No. 1 Com.
132,000 ft. 6/4" No. 1 Com.
429,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.

Norman Lumber Company
Louisville, Ky.

FOR SALE
75,000 Feet 4-4 Poplar Crat- '

ing Strips 2-Inch to 4-Inch

Wide—a—$20 Per M Feet.

F. O. B. Cars, Louisville, Ky.

I W. R. Willett Lumber Go.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

MILLS— Louisville. Ky.. and Eastern Kentucky.

POPLAR
1 car 4/4" No. 3 Com.
3 cars 4/4" S. & S.
3 cars 4/4" No. 3 Com.
1 car 5/8" Clear Sap
1 car 5/8" S. & S.
1 car 5/4" Is & 2s
3 cars 5/4" No. 1 Com.
1 car 5/4" No. 2 Com.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
1 car 4/4" No. 1 Com.
1 car 4/4" Is & 2s
2 cars 4/4" Is & 2s. K. D. PI.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 oar 5/4" Is & 2s

1 car 3/4" No. 1 Com.
1 car 5/4" No. 1 Com.
1 car 4/4" Is & 2s

1 car 3 '4" No, 2 Com.
QTD. WHITE OAK

3 cars 4 '4" Clear Strips
2 cars 4/4" Is & 2s
9.000 ft. 6/4" Is & 2s
G cars 4/4" No. 1 Com.
4 cars 4/4" No. I Com.
1 car 5. '4" No. 1 Com.
1 car 6/4" No. I Com.
3 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com.

MISCELLANEOUS
3.1.000 ft 4/4" Is & 2s Plain
Bed Oak, K. D.. 50% 14 &
10 ft.

I car 6/4" Log Run Beach
I car 4/4" Com Sap Gum
3 cars 4/4" Sound Wormy Wh.
OaU, Qtd.

Wood-Mosaic Co., Inc.
MAIN OFFICE: NEW

Band Mills, New Albany, Ind
QUARTER SAWN WHITE OAK
stock of Sawn Veneer, operating
textile dryer.

PLAIN BED AND WHITE
OAK

All grades and thicknesses.

QTD. RED AND WHITE OAK
All grades and tliicknesses.

CHERRY
11,400 ft. 4/4" Is and 23

BASSWOOD
15.000 ft. 4/4" log run

HICKORY
8,000 ft. No. 1 C. & B.

MAPLE
8. 10. 12' and 16/4" No. 1 C.
& B.

ASH
4, 5, 6. 8. 10, 12 and 16/4"
No. 1 0. & B.

ALBANY, INDIANA
, and Highland Park, Ky.
VENEER—We carry a large

six saws, and drying with a

BEECH
100,000 ft. 6,4" No. 2 C.

WALNUT
4. 5. 6 and 8/4" No. 1

4, 5. 6 and S/4" No. 2
POPLAR

32.600 ft. 5/8" Is and 2s
18.700 ft. 3/4" Is and 2a
57.200 ft. 4/4" Is and 2s
11.600 ft. 5,4" Is and

"

12.800 ft. 6/4"
8/4''

Com.
Com.

15.100 ft,

67,200 ft. 12/4'

71.800 ft. 16'4'

28.200 ft. 5/8"
21.200 ft. 4/4"
17.200 ft. 5/4"
14,800 ft. 6/4'

Is and 2s
Is and 2s
Is and 23
Is and 2s

Saps and Sel.
No. 1 Com.
No. 1 Com.
No. 1 Com.

12,800 ft. 8/4" No. 1 Com.

Edward L. Davis Lumber Co. \

Kentucky and Indiana Ash
Walnut and Hickory |

We have a very complete
|

stock of Ash and are pre- |

pared to make special grades I

for Automobile, Aeroplane, |

and Bending Purposes. i

PLEASE SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES |

DIMENSION STOCK
Mahogany and Walnut

Aside from our production of lumber and veneers

—

|

We are manufacturing kiln-dried mahogany and walnut i

dimension stock at the rate of 1,500.000 feet annually,
|

and this department has been steadily growing since i

1902. We think that these simple facts make detaHed |

argument unnecessary—as to our prices, quality of our
|

stock, and promptness of service. =

However, we have ready for mailing a circular which
|

explains in detail how and why you can 8av« time, |

money and trouble—through our dimension stock. |

But if you don't care for the circular, and if you realize |
what an expensive luxury your waste pile is, send us i

your cutting bills, as you would give them to your |

stock-cutters. We will quote a specific price for each |

style you manufacture. |

C. C. Mengel & Brother Co. \

m
All Three of U< Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A— Manufacturer of Implement Stock.

B— Manufacturer of Car Matera!.

C— Manufacturer of Factory Dimension.

Cromwell Character Counts
Special 5 S No. 2 & Su. 3 Com. Oak

CROMAVEI.L HDWD. LU3IBER ., . „ » ^/I A
CO. Manufacturer Montgomery, ALAtSAlVIA

^ The Crittenden Lumber Company
II;in.l\ViMul MaJi'iLirHiiTl-

Crittenden, Arkansas

Did you ever rest your eyes on a soft-toned

Oak wainstcoting? Try it and then tell your

customers about it.

(*.See page 5)

Fine Veneers and Hardwood Lumber

Wood-Mosaic Company, Inc.
New Albany, Ind.

Msnufacturer

Veneers and Hardwood Lumber

Hoffman Brothers Company
Ft. Wavne, Ind.Manufacturer

Oak is just as ornamental today as it was
useful five centuries ago—just as useful today

as it was ornamental then.

Tht-ro will always be a market fur all the

Oak our sawmills have any right to cut.

A, It A: r—
Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

Maiuifacliirer ari.l Itralt-r

South Bend, Indiana
l'a};r

Cheu'les H. Bamaby
Manufacturers of Band Sawn Hardwood Lumber and

Veneers
Greencastle, Ind.

No one should lamy that the "peach oak'
bears peach ts. It was gi\en that name be
cause its leaves are shaped like those of a
peach tree. It is likewise called willow oak
because th e foliage resembles that of willow

(•See Page 46)

We have to ofTer at present 1 car 4 '4 FAS Quartered
Willie Oak, 1 car 4/4 No. 1 C. & Bet. Quartered Red
n:ik
SWAIX-ROACH LUMBER CO. ,KtrMAMA

Manufacturer Seymour, IINLIIAINA
l-Se. pa

J. V. Stimson
Manufacturer and Wholesaler Hardwood Lumber

Huntingburg, Indiana

A & B CSee paKe 47)

ManufiU'tuKTS of Ilarduii.Ml I.uihIkt and Flooring

The Mowbray & Robinson Company-
Cincinnati, Ohio

I The oldest oak tree still standing (if tradi
tion is true) is known as Abraham's oak, near
.Jerusalem. If the patriarch Abraham ever
"i-amped in its shade, as the story goes, the
\ent must have occurred 4.000 years ago

Write fur List and VtUl--.

North Vernon Lumber Company

INDIANAManufacturer
North \ernon.

Everyone KNOWS what OAK is; that is why

it is so easy to sell Oak goods

i;—
KENTICKT LUMBEK COMPANY

51111. 0(1(1 It, 4 4 Selects IMaiil Kp(i A; White Oak
111(1.11(1(1 ft. 4/4 No. 1 C. I'lain Kc.l ,1: White Oak

1". 4 4 Is & 2s QtU. _\Vliite Oak
Manufacturer I.e\'ingtnll.KENTUCKY

Has Iniliviilual Display Ad on Page Designated.

W. p. Brown & Sons Lumber Co.
9 Band Mills manufacturing liardwoods

Louisville, Ky.
I S.iui.l. Sl-^aui iiric.l,

Edgar Lumber Company
Wesson, Arkansas

AVhcn artists of the MiddlP Ages chose a

wood tor high class carving, such as cathedral

doors, altars, and architraves, they almost in-

v.irialdy selected oak.

Salt Lick Lumber Company
Hardwood M-Toufaeturer

Salt Lick, Kentucky

(•See pat;e l-i

J. W. Wheeler & Co.
llaimfacturers Band Sawed Hardwocd Lumber and

tluartered Oak. \~ti and. t-uiu

Memphis, Tennessee

Manufacturers of staves for barrels intended

to contain alcoholic liquors prefer white oak
to red lor the reason that the wood of the

former permits less seepage than red oak.

Our Lumher is Well Manufactured ami Well Taken

fare of. Write us ti.r iirioes in aiivtliiui; ui hardwoods.

THE FERU BRENNER Ll.MUKK COMrANy,
Alexandria. LOUISIANA

11 - ('See page 131

I'l.ili. :(ri^l tjLlarter-SaweJ Oak a Sin-i-iaity

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Maker of B^nd Sawed Hardwoods

Little Rock, Arkansas

Miller Lumber Company
Manufll.tlinl add liealir in .\i] Kimis e! llardwoodj

Marianna. Arkansas |

The value of oak crosstics in the tracks of

railroads has long been understood by en-
gineers They give the best service because
the wood is hard and wears well and holds
spikes well and resists decay

s:'

for anythirig in OAK write these representative firms
B & c
Maiuifactururs Band S.iwril T'laiii and Quartered. Oak

and other llai.lu<»H| Lumber

Sabine River Lumber & Logging Co., Inc.
San Antonio, Texas

lu cars 0/4 I'lain Ketl Oak Hl.-ps FAS A: No, 1 C.
car3 4 '4 White Oak FAS A: No. 1 C

T^ILLIAMSON-KUNY MILL & LIMIJEK CO.
Manufacturer, Mound City, ILLINOIS

Yellow oak is the best mimed of all the
oaks. The inner bark is yellow and was a
reliable dye material in pioneer times, and it

might be worth while to investigate it now.
in these days of scarcity in the dye market

Specials
l.'in.llOO ft. .T,'4 FAS Plain Red Oak
24.111111 ft. R 4 FAS Plain Ked Onk

LMHi.iinii ft. 8 4 FAS Qt.l. Ri'd Gum
riimnx Lumber Company. '*<*., _.,,-„- j. ., .

Manufacturer St. Landry. LOUlblANA
All stock cut from our Virnin Tfniher on modern
hand mills.

THISTLEWAITE H'MltF.U Ci>Mr.\NV.
Manufacturer

Wnshintrton. LOUISIANA

rii. I'nitrd State.s gov <nun-iit I.-gun its

fnrest policv more than a hundred years ago
by purchasing tracts of live oak timber m
the Southern states to guard against scarcity
of material for ^hips. ^

The laurel oak is more abundant in Florida
tjian in any other part of the United Stat>-s.
but it is not abundant anywhere. Few logs
reach sawmills, and many Southern lumber-
men ha\'e never seen it.

Tallahatchie Lumber Company
Manufacturers of Band Sawn Hardwoods

Philipp, Mississippi
(•See page oU)

Special—oOfi. 000 ft. 4 '4 FAS Plain White & Eed Oak
LAMB-FISH UMBER CO. ...„„. ,,

Manufacturer, Chariewton, MISSISSIPPI

Poets have written of oak.s a thousand years
old. but there does not seem to be an authentic
record of an age of more than 700 years for
nn oak. based on a count of the annial growth
rings.

Hand Saueil. Kqualizeil. F"ikcd I-caf While Oak
Thin Oak ami .\sh Sptviidtles

>r\NNSI lELI) H.\KI>\VO<>l» H MBER CO.
Miiniifactnrer WINM'IELI), LA.

It has bei n found out I hat the famous
"Charter Oak" which stood near Hartford,
Conn, and which figured so prominently in

the early historv of New England, was white

V-iV III

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

(ieneral Ottices: .(Onway Building,
Manufacturer Chleago,

\. II & C—
Dermott Land & Lumber Company

Maimlar-turvrs Snnthrru lIunlunrMls
Mills. Dermott, Ark.

S^Ips Office. Railway Exchange BIdg.. Chicago. III.

7n'; 14 iiiul Hi' loiiK r.and Sawn Plain Ki d Oak.

IIOLLV RinOE LIMBER CO.,
-Manufacturer i;«uisviiie; KENTUCKY

West Virginia leads all other -states in the
production of oak lumber, and Tennessei-
-Htands second on tlie list. These two state.s
furnish one-third of all the oak lumber sawed
ill the I'nited States.

A, 11 .V C-— CS,-..- p:i;^r Hi' ^
I

.XRLINOTON LV.MBKK COMI-AW
Mamir;i.'liii,M-s <•( Han.i S;iuii li.Tr^lwMu,! l.uniher I

Mills: Arlington, Ky., and l'ark„„.,„, ,^
'

Vhue. .\rk. Write Arlington KENTUCKY
Tile ttilloWMig is leady for prompt shipment:
60,000' 3/4" FAS Quartered White Oak.
75.000' 4 4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak. 10" & up.
.lO.OOn' 4/4" FAS Quarfere<I Ite.l Oak,
BEDNA VOING LCMBER CO.

J"<'^^""- TENNESSEE

The shingle oak was ntd so named because
it was particularly good for shingles, but be-
cause its leaves are so arranged on the twig
that their edges overlap and occur in the
(uder nf shingles on a roof.

We Manufacture Hardwood Lumber

C. & W. Kramer Company
Richmond, Indiana

A. I!, r-

M. E. Leming Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau^ Mo.

Mr<nirfTCturer of Soft Textured Oak. Good Grades

The oak tree under \\ ni* h John \\'esley
preached his first sermon in America still
stands in Georgia and is an object of great
ineresl to tourists. It is the common southern
live oak.

('See page 4tj i

•,,()(iii. 1111(1 Feet nf Oak Always mi Hand iti 1 in j" Str.rk

BLISS-COOK OAK COMIWNV, . _^ . ^,^ ^ ^
Manufacturer Blissville. ARKANSAS

B—
We specialize in White ami Reil Oak and in Quartered
Ketl Cnni, We .sulicit yimr innniries
ALE\AM>ER BROTHERS,
.MunufatturerN. Belzoni. MISSISSIPPI

Faetorie.s in the L'niled States use a])proxi-
mately two billion feel of oak yearly, which
is about Go per cent of the total sawinill pro-
duction of this wood. The remaining 40 per
rent is us.-ri in its mupli f..rm

The turkey oak in the South r'( ^ived that
name at an early period becausi:- its acorns
Were small and were easily eaten li\- wild tur-
keys. They likewise furnished an important
s'lnnlv nf food for wild pigeons.

(•See pace ir»)

All stuck Kraileil ur to quality—knockeii down to price
LTI^EV-HOLLOWAY LCMBER COMPANY

Conway Building fKir\re-
Chi.ML'o. ILLINOISManufacturer

Li!ii)if()ifMiyii(Miwm!jjiiiMii)^ij]iiiEiiii«,i«iiiiiiiii«iRiiii«miiiijii

Th«' cow oak is "^me of th*- most \'aluable
hardwootls of the South, and belongs to the
\vliit<' oak group. Its acorns are large, thin
sh.-lled. and sweet, and cattle like to eat them,
l-""' r that reMson it bears Its name. ^^
K i.\i * High Grade Lumber

Hyde Lumber Company
South Bend, Indiana

Band Mills: Arkansas City. Ark- Lake Providence. La.

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co.
Miiriiifai-lurcr Ham I S;i\v.-il Sn

Colfax, Grant Parish
llar.lwon.is

Louisiana

The iiiaiuifacturers of i.i..u s have long
shown pref"--rence for oak tuv the handles.
The wood is strong, is easy to bend In the
proper form when steamed, and holds that
fmni ever a fter.

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co., Inc. 3
Sardis, Miss.

Kiln Drieil Stocks n Sim-ialiy
Manufacturer

The hardness of oaks ^ary as much as 50
per cent when they are compared among
themselves, and there Is no less difference
among different species wlun their strength
is under eonsldera t i«in

IfWii'MfMfMmiililM'i mm
All Three of Us Will Be BeneBted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A— Manufacturer of Implement Stock,

B— Manufacturer of Car Material.

C— Manufacturer of Factory Dimension

Long-Bell Lumber Company
Band Saw Operators in Southern Hardwoods

Kansas City, Missouri

Ij jvars' supplj' assured by 32,000 acres Tirgin St
Francis Basin Timber, largely Oak.

Tschudy Lumber Company,
Miiimfacturer, Kansas Oty, MISSOURI

Til.- hani-.'st oak lacks much of bewig as= hard as lignuna vitae; the strongest is weaker
^ than locust; the heaviest is lighter than man-^ grove; but in average of good qualities it

would be hard to find a wood superior to oak.
^= it, C—
1= We have a fine stock of 4/4 Xo. 3

' Com. Plain MTiite^ Oak; 4 4 FAS Quarter^ While Oak.

GALLONAY-PEASE COMPANY.
Manufacturer, Poplar Blulf, MISSOURI
The !^carcest of all the oaks u£ thtr United

States are believed to be Barlrani oak and the
Price oak. All knoAvn specimens of these
two trees could stand on a single acre and
still leave considerable ground unoccupied.

(*See iiage 4lj)

We carry a complete stock of plain ami quartered
Reil aiiil \Miiie Oak iJi all spcciticatiuus. t)ur facilities
I'Lif iiruiiiiit ,-itiiiiments are second tu none. „..
BAKEK-MAXTHEAVS LBR CO. SiKeston.

Chicago, 111. Manufacturer MISSOURI

J. A. Holmes Lumber Company I

Wliolesale Dealers in Hardwi.Kid.> and Pine Lumber I

St. Louis, Missouri <

Alton Lumber Company
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Hardwoods.

Manufacturer, liurkhannon, W. VA.
White Oak DimensiL-n Timber. Specialties in Wood

Parkersburg Mill Company
Manufacturer

Parkersburg, W. Va.
Iiage Itt

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Manufacturers Band Sawn Hardwood Lumber

Memphis, Tenn. Mill: Jonguu, Ark.
The pin oak is not so named borause it "'is

famous for pins or tree nails, but because its
limbs and branches have little swell or en-
largement at their bases, and look like pins
driven into the bole or into the larger limbs.

B & C—
Carr Lumber Company, Inc.

Riltmore Hardwoods
Pisgah Forest, N. C.

Manufacturer

Oak forests ul fully niatur-^d trees, bearing
perfect acorns, occur in Northern Oklahoma
and Southern Kansas, and the tallest of the
trees little exceed two feet in height. They
rival the artificial dwarfed trees of Japan.

(•See page 10

»

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Manufacturer of Hardwoods

Memphis, Tennessee

Co.

(*See page f>i

Rand sawn lumber, thick stock and limbers. The
texture of our mountain oak is famous. Trv it- __._j

VESTAL LBR. & MFG. CO., ^„» ..,^or.r>,^^
Manufacturer. KnoxvUle. 1 ENNESSEE ^

Dimension. Special Sizes, Clear. Plain
in stock and cut from dry lumber.

RACINE LBR. & MFG.
Racine.

CO.,
WIS.

It would not make much difference so far ^4
as the song is concerned, but it would satisfy
some people's curiosity if the matter could ^\
be settled whether the '-Old Oaken Bucket"
\^as made of white oak or of red oak.

\\ e have tur fall shipment large stock of 10 4 and
12 4 C. i: Bet. Oak; other thicknesses from 4, 4 to 8/4
in all grades.

FARRIS HARDWOOD LtTMBER CO.,
Manufacturer, XashviUe, TENNESSEE ^

AVhy do your children like Oak be^^t? For
the same reason that you did—they know it

is not easily scratched or marred Think it
over.

^.

C

—

Special
1 car 6 4x20" Qtd. Red Oak Seat Stock
1 car « 4x18" Qtd. White Oak Seat Stock
1 car 4 4x12" & wdr. Plain <»ak

ARKLA LBR. & MF<;. CO.. .-,^„^. ,„,
St. Loui^. MISSOURI

n'.Mun ti. 1" Is A: lis Old. Wliite Oak
KI.IMM1 11 r* No. 1 r.im, Qtd. While Oak, S" & wdr,

JOHN B. RANSOM A" CO.,
>Ianufa<turer, Nasliville tckiktcccce*

Everything in lumber lt^PlINtopt.t.

The oldest piece of oak shaped, by human
hands is believed to be an oak canoe discovered
a few years ago buried in mud at the bottom
of a river in England, and believed to be
8.noo years old.

^
The 'Conestoga wagons," famous a century

ago, and sometimes called "prairie schooners."
were made wholly of oak and iron, and were
good for a quarter of a century of hard usage.
They were made at Conestoga, Pa.,

For 2a years we have made Oak and still specialize
in this, the best of American hardwoods. Our prices,
grades and service are worth ronsidfrini:

LOVE, BOYD & CO..
Manufacturer. Nashville. TENNESSEE

A. li A: C—
Triple Band of

The Meadow River Lumber Company
Rainelle, W. Va.

M an ufacturcr H : q h G r .^ d . H a r [1 u .
.

.
. ft ^

A, B cV C—
Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lbr. Co.

!
Manufacturers and Wholesale Lumber Dealers

St. Louis, Missouri

Xo other wood of the United States is as
suitable for quarter sawing as white oak.
Some of the red oaks measure rairlv well up
to white oak in that respect, but as a general
proposition thev fall considerably below it.

e these representative firms
QUARTERED OAK OLK SPECIALTY

Memphis Band Mill Company
Manufacturer. Memphis TENNESSEE

j^ li'iacticaiiy all the oak cut fn Kunipe. west
>=g of Russia and the Balkans, belongs to a
"•^zzz single species, though the qualities of the

^ wood from various regions differ greatly and
*^ bear different names.

Specials On
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red Oak
2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Qtd. Red Oak

^ BAYOr L.\ND & LUMBER CO,
Manufacturer, Cincinnati. OHIO

1
= Machine manufactured oak llooring is 3

modern invention, but hand-dressed oak has
^^ been used for floors since ancient times. Doubt
"^ is cast on the wisdom of Solomon because he

did nut use oak instead of cedar in his temple
(*See pas 44)

C. Crane & Co.
Hardwood Lumber

Band MilJs at Cincinnati, O.

Hardwoods. Spnice and Hemlock

U. S. Spruce Lumber Company
Marion. Virginia

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company
Coal Grove, Ohio

Manufacturer

Oak makes the heaviest of bridge timbers
or the finest of period furniture. Is there any
other wood so versatile?

A. U & C-

W. M- Ritter Limiber Company
ManufacluitT Hardwoods
Columbus, Ohio

There are no new problems to overcome in

curing or caring- for Oak lumber. It has been
too long used.

A

—

l.iO.noo ft. 4 4 No. 2 Com. Plain Oak
Specialists in Bone Dry. Oood Widths A: Lengtlis—

Prtinijit -"^liipment

B.\RR-HOLADAY LIMBER CO., r\uir\Manufacturer. Greenfield. OHIO
Clothes don't make the man. nor does finish ^

make the furniture—but it helps. See the S

We are cutting ott 200. onn acres uf the finest Oak in
West Virginia. Fur the very best, try

AMERICAN COLU3IN & LUMBER CO.,
Manufacturer, St. Albans, \^^ VA.

There is a species for every need—a grain
and figure for every taste. Are you familiar

^\ith them all ?

jiii

Babcock Lumber Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Annual Cap-city. 150,000.000 Feet
Manufact u rer

>=^ liuianists who are looked upon as authority
in such matters, have agreed to change the
book name of Northern red oak from quercus

>==: rubra to quercus borealis. Tlie old must be
^= forgotten and the new learned

ilanufacturers of Plain and Quartered Oak
also

Oak Timbers and Bridge Plank

SABINE TRAM COMPANY.
BE.YUMONT. TEXAS

A & B—
If you want Sound. Soft Textured ^^hite & Red Oak.
hfith in Plain and Quartered, write
DUHLMEIER BROTHERS & CO.. rfcMlO-Manufacturers, Cincinnati 0"^0
Were all the Oak timber to be destroyed

over night the effect on business in general

would be chaotic.

Do you know of any other wood that pleases
in so many ways and in so many garbs as
ines Oak?

Pardee & Curtin Limiber Compeuiy
Sales Office—Clarksbure. A\ . \a.

Band Mills—Curtin, ( oal sid-
ing and Homin.^ FalL-i. W. VA.

The largest oaks of the United States are
found in California, where they are known
as valley oak. Trunks may be from six to
ten feet in diameter. The wood is valuable
chiefly for fuel. It is soft and brash.

The Band Mill, Planmg Mill and Dry Kiln
of the

Williams Lumber Company
IS l.M-it.jil at

Fayetteville, Tennessee

Good eating and good Oak go well together.
They make an especially logical combination
in these days of high prices.

(*See page 5(il

^ Nice stock of dry 4/4^ 5/4 & 6/4 Plain Red and ^\Tiile

Oak un hand at Burdette. Ark., fur prumpt shipment.

THREE STATES LUMBER ( O. -rrKjMpcCFp
Manufacturer. Meniutiis 1 Ci-^f^cJ-Ji:'!:'^

Why has Oak always led in offerings at

the furniture shows? Ask anyone who sells

lurniture.

Specialties
Quarter-sawed White t)ak. I'laiii Ked and White Oak

C. L. RITTER LOIBER COAIPANY.
ROCKCASTLE LIMBLR (OMI'AXY,
Manufacturers. Hiintingfon, W. \a.

The golden oak which grows in California,

is not so named because of the color of its

wood, but on account of the yellow fuzz on the
under side of its leaf. The wood has little

value for anything", not even for fuel.

All hnuber piled in same lengtlis and similarly loaded
:n cars.

CLAY' LUMBER COMF.\NY'.
Manufacturer, «/ VA
Middle Fork, "* * '*•

( 'See i-J>

K & C— ,.. .

We Xfanufacture Hard%vood From Fine West \ irginia

Timber.
WARN LUMBER-CORPOR.iTiON,,, __ .

Raywood. W . V A .

A & C—
Manufacturers of Haiihvnod Lumber; also ilillwork. Fin
ish, Trim and Oak Flooring.

WEST VIRGINLV TLMBEK CO., „, ,,.
Charleston, W. VA. |

JOfHlllfilMllllinmiljilliillltllTOflillffiflWl

Kenluckj Soft Texture Wliite Oak. Red Oak and
Poplar. High-class, soutid, square edged \^'hite Oak
Timtiers. HixlC. ft

.1,MERIC.\X LBR. & MF(i. CO.. Piftslmreli.
Manufacturer anil Wholesaler PENNSYLVANIA
Oak was spolven of with alTecli-.n in th--

Scriptures and will be held in esteem by our
children's children generations hence.
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iH§Y»)NDEl^lT*r!OF;'JflMDWO^|^PPClia

Vehicle Woods from Memphis District

II

[Continued from last issue]

Hickory and ash, while important, are not the only woods
which the district tributary to Memphis furnishes the vehicle
manufacturers of the United States. Oak occupies a high posi-
tion, not in quantity only, but also in quality; nor from a single
species only but from several. The following states supply
approximately one-half of the oak cut in the whole country:

ARKANSAS 223,752,000 feet

KENTUCKY 222,964,000 feet

TENNESSEE 210,965,000 feet

MISSOURI 95,435,000 feel

MISSISSIPPI 89,469,000 feet

LOUISIANA 74,304,000 feet

ALABAMA 37,088,000 feet

TEXAS 32,564,000 feet

OKLAHOMA 7,818,000 feet

Total 994,359,000 feet

Of course all the oak cut in this region is not put to use by vehicle

makers; but they have the privilege of picking as much of it as they want,

and selecting from the several kinds produced in the region, both the white

oaks and the red oaks. Both are suitable for wagons, though many manu-
facturers prefer the white oaks because they usually resist decay better.

Following are the principal white oaks of the Memphis district:

The common white oak is common throughout the region. Post oak
and chestnut oak, which bear considerable resemblance, are met with.

Bur oak attains large size, and cow oak rivals or surpasses it. Overcup is

perhaps the most important of the white oaks in parts of the region. It is

known also as forked-leaf white oak.

The leading species of the red oak class is known as spotted, Texan, or

Southern red oak. It attains large dimensions. Other red oaks are water

oak, willow oak, shingle oak, yellow, pin, and Spanish oaks.

{To be continued}

AU ThrM of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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J. H. BONNER & SONS
QUAJiTERED RED OAK

9M' Is & 2s. 4/4.
3SM' No. 1 Com.. 4/4.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
2:M' Is & 2s. 4/4.
80M' No. 1 Com.. 4/4.

PLAIN RED OAK
63M' Is & 2s, 4/4.
95M' No. 1 Com., 4/4.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
52M' Is & 2s. 4/4.
SOM' No. 1 Com.. 4/4.
48M' No. 2 Com.. 4/4.

COTTONWOOD
17M' No. I Com.. 4/4.
13M' No. 2 Com.. 4/4.

TUPELO GUM
75M' No. I Com.. 4/4.
75M' No. 2 Com.. 4/4.
20M' Wide Box. 4/4.
60M' Narrow Box. 4/4.

HICKORY
13M' Log Run. 6/4.

L?M' Com. & Bet.. 10/4.
3M' Cora. & Bet.. 12/4.
40M' Com. & Bet.. 16/4.

SAP GUM
4nM' Is & 2s. 5/8.
65M' No. 1 Com., 5/8.
lonM' Is & 2s, 4/4.
lOOM' No. I Com.. 4/4.
7fiM' No. 2 Com.. 4/4.
15M' Is & 2s. 8/4.

PLAIN RED GUM
28M' Is & 2s. 6/4.

QUARTERED RED GUM
90M' Is & 2s. 8/4.
lOOM' No. I Com.. 8/4.

Figured Wood
IIII' Is & 2s. 4/4.
13M' No. 1 Com.. 4/4.
HM' Is & 2s. 6/4.
12M' No. 1 Com.. 6/4.
17.M' Is & 2s. 8/4.
30M' No. I Com.. 8/4.

He have the following to offer, dry:

PLAIN RKO OAK
1st & 2<ls 5/4". Reg.
.^tel) Plank 5/4-", 11-15" wide.
No. 1 & 2 Com. 4. 5. - 6 & 8/4".

Reg.
QUARTERED RED OAK

No. 1 Com. & Bet. 3 & 6/4". Reg.
No. 1 & 2 Com. 4/4", Reg. -

PLAI.N n-HITE OAK
Isl & 2ds 3. 4 & 5/4". Reg.
No. 1 C<tm. 5/4". Reg.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
1st '.& 2ils 4/4". Reg.
No. 1 Conr. & Bet. 5 & 6/4". Reg.

SAP GUM
Panel 4/4". 18" & U|) wide. Kraet-

zer cured.
1st & 2da 4 & 8/4". Keg.. Kraetzer

cured
No. 1 Cnm, ( i: G 1". Res.. Kract-

No. 2 & 3 Cora. 4. 5. 6 & 8/4".

Reg.. Kraetzer cured
PLAI.N' RED GUM

1st & 2ds 4. 6 & 8/4". Reg.. Kraet-
zer cured

No. 1 Com. 5. 6 & 8/4". Reg.. Kraet-
zer cured

No. 2 Com. 6/4". reg.. Kraetzer cured
QUARTERED RED GIM

No. I Com. & Bet. 4. 5. 6. 8. 10
& 12/4". Beg.

FIGURED PLAIN RED GUM
No. 1 Com. & Bet. 5, 6 & 3/4".

Reg
FIGURED QIARTERED RED

GUM
Xo. 1 Com. & lict. 4. 5. 0. 8 &

10/4". Reg.
ELM

No. I & 2 Cora, i; 4".

I.-.L' Hun 12 4", Ui.-.

Reg.

GEO. C. BROWN & CO.

lai

All stock regular widths and lengths

Send us your inquiries for these items

SAP GUM
5 cars 1 & 2s. 4/4".
5 cars 1 & 2s. 5/4".
5 cars No. I Com.. 4/4".
7 cars No. I Com.. 5/4".
1 car 1 & 2s. 8/4".
1 car No. 1 Com.. 8/4".

PL.UN RED GUM
2 cars 1 & 23. 5/4".

PLAIN RED OAK
2 cars 1 & 2s. 4/4".

PLAIN WHITE OAK
2 cars 1 & 2s. 4/4",

SOFT ELM
2 cars Com. & Btr., 8/4".
2 cars Com. & Btr.. 12/4".

RED CVPRESS
2 cars I & 2s. 8/4".
2 cars No. I Shop, 8/4".

Coulson Lumber Company

GUM
2 cars Fas, Qtd. Red, 2". 2 mos. dry.
1 car Kas. Qtd. Red. 2". 6 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 1 C. Qtd. Bed. 8/4, 2

tans. dry.
1 car Xo. 1 C. Qtd. Ked, 8/4, 6 mes.

dry.
S cars Fas, Qtd. Sap. 8 '4. 3 mos. dry.
3 cars Fa.i. Qtd. Sap, 8 '4, 3 mos. dry
3 cars Faa. PI. Red. 1". 3 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 1 C, PI. Red. 1". 3 mos.

dry.
2 cars No. 2 C. Sap, 1". S mos. dry.

PLAIN RED OAK
1 car Fas. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.

2 cars No. 1 C. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.
1 car No. 2 C. 4/4. 8 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 1 C, 8/4. 6 mos. dry.
1 car No. 2 C. 8/4, £ mos. dry.

QUARTERED WTTITE OAK
2 cars Fas. 4/4, 8 mos. dry.
1 car No. 1 C. 8/4. 12 mos. dry.

POPLAR
2 cars No. 1 C, 4 4. 3 mos. dry.
2 cars No. 2 C. 4/4. 3 mos. dry.

MISCELLANEOUS
Elm—1 car Log Run. 12/4, 1 t

dry.
Magnolia—Log Run, 4/4.
Oak Bridge Plank—12/4. green.

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co.

lye have the following stock ready for immediate shipment:
ELM

50,000 tl. 12,4" No. 2 Com. & Btr.
PLAIN RED GLII

40.(100 ft. 3/8" Is and 2s
100,111111 ft. 4/4" Is and 2s
^o.inin ft. 5/4" Is and 2s.
-!.'-, 000 It. 3 8" No. 1 Com.
Is, ft. 1 2" No. 1 Com.

2101, ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
:.'.'. ,000 ft. 5 4" No. 1 Com.
S.ooo ft. 8/4" No. 1 Cora.

RED GUM
20.000 ft. 4/4" Is and 2s. Fig. Qtd.
20.000 ft. 4/4" Is and 2,s. Qtd.
40,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com. Qtd.
15.000 ft. 10/4" No. 1 Com. Qtd.

SAP GUM
50.000 ft. 5/8" Is and 2s
15.000 ft. "3,4" Is and 2s
30,000 ft. 5/4"xl5" & up. Is and 23
13,000 ft. 8/4" Is and 2s

12.0110 ft. 5 4" N... 1 t iHil.

11.000 ft. 8 4" .\o. 1 Com.

QIARTERED WHITE OAK
000 ft. 1/2" Is and 2s
"00 ft. 4/4" Clear Strips
000 ft. 1/4" No. 1 Com.
,000 ft. 3/8" No. 1 Cora.
,000 ft. 5/8" No. 1 Cora.
,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Cora.
,000 ft. 1/4" No. 2 Com.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
000 ft. 5/8" Is and 23
000 ft. 4/4" Is and 28
000 ft. 1/4" No,
000 ft. 3/8" .No.

000 ft. 12" No,-
000 ft. 5/8" No,
000 ft. 4/4" No.
0101 ft. 1,4" No.
000 ft. 5/S" No.

1 Com.
I Com.
1 Com.
1 Com.
1 Cora.
2 Com.
2 Cora.

Russe & Burgess, Inc.

ASH
95M' Is & 2s, 1x6-9" wide. 8 &

10' lung, dr>-.

30M' Is & 2s, lilO-U" wide. 8
& 10' iong, dry.
15M' la & 2s. Iil5" & up. 8-16"
iong, drj'.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
40M' Is & 28. 1/2" dry.
20M' Is & 2S, 8/4. dry.
2UM' .No. 1 Com.. 1/2. dry.
20M' No. 1 Com.. 3/4. dry.
17M' No. 1 Com.. 8/4. dry.

PLAIN RED OAK
60M' Is & 2s. 8/4. dry.
40M' No. 1 Com.. 8/4. dry

CVPRESS
50M' No. 1 SlioD. 5/4. dry.

WILLOW
lOOM' Is & 2s, 4/4, dry,
35M' Is & 2s, 5/4. dry.
lOOM' No. 1 Com.. 4/4. dry.
20M' No. 1 Oim.. 5/4. dry.
20M' Xi., 1 C.ir < 1 rtrv

QUARTERED FIGURED RED GUM
4oM- Is & 2s. 1". drj-.

20.M' No. 1 Com.. 1". dry.
40M' Is & 2s. 5/4. dry.
16M' No, 1 Com.. 5/4, dry.
20M' Is & 2s. 6/4, dry.
5M' No. 1 Com.. 6/4. dry.
30M' 19 & 2s. 8/4, dry.

FIGURED RED GUM
13M' Is & 2s. 5/4. dry.
17M' No. 1 Com.. 4/4. dry.
12M' No. 1 Com., 5/4, dry.

PLAIN RED GUM
19M' 13 & 23. 3/4. dry.
5M' Is & 23. 1/2. dry.
50M' Is & 2s. 8/4. dry.
50M' No. I Com.. 8/4, dry.

QUARTERED RED GUM
50M' Is & 2s. 4/4, dry.
40M' 13 & 2s, 5/4, dry.
15M' Is & 2s. 6/4, dry.

QUARTERED GUM
(Sap No Defect)

:fOM' Nn. 1 Com. ..S.- IlLjt.. 10/4 dzv

E. SONDHEIMER CO.
For immediate shipment BROWN & HACKNEY, Inc.

QUARTERED WHITE OAIv
,«l>i) n. 4 4" Is and 2s
,f»UiJ It. 4/4" No. 1 Cum.
.OUO ft. 4 4" No. 2 Com.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
.000 ft. 4/4" Is and 2s

,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
PLAIN RED OAK

.000 ft. 3/4" Is and 2s

.0110 ft. 3/4" No. 1 Com.

.000 ft. 4/4" Is and 2s

.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
QUARTERED RED GUM

.000 ft. 4^4" Is and 29

.000 ft. 5/4" Is and 2s

20.000 ft.
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ASH

1 & 2s, 3" 12" and up, 8 16', 12 mo.
40% 14' & 16'

60,000 Feet; Immediate Shipment.

James E. Stark & Co., Inc.

We Can Move To Your Order At Once

QTD. WHITE OAK
130.000' C. & B.. 5/8".
75.000' No. 1 C. 4/4".
50.000' C. P. Stps.. 3x3^4" wide. 1"
SO.OnO' No. 1 C. 5/4".

150.000' C. & B., 6/4".
70.000' No. 2 C. 8/4".

PLAIN W'HITE OAK
130.000' C. & B., 8 4".

QTD. BED OAK
30.000' C. & B., 3/4",
50.000' No. 1 C. 4/4".

100.000' C. & B.. 5/4".
15.000' No. 1 C. S/4".

PLAIN RED OAK
75.000' C. & B., 5 8".

100.000' C. & B.. 5/4".
31.000' S. W.. 5/4".
30.000' PAS. G/4".
30.000' C. & B., 8/4.

ELM
300.000' L. R.. 3".

100.000' L. R.. 10'4".

QTD. GUM SAP. NO DEFECT
50.000' C. & B., 5/4".

100.000' C. & B., 6/4".
200,000' C. & B., 8/4".
200.000' C. & B.. 10/4".
200.000' C. & B.. 12/4".

MAY BROS.
= i

I
?^^

I

I
I

J

^i

We have one million feet of Cypress

{dry) from 4/4" to 16/4" thick—all

grades. Send us your inquiries.

F.T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO.

Regular widths and lengths

PLAIN WHITE OAK
2 cars 1 & 23. 4/'4", 6 mos.

QTD. WHITE OAK
4 cars Sel., 4/4". 12 mos.

PLAIX RED OAK
1 car 1 & 2s. 5/4", 12 mos.
2 cars 1 & 2s. 5/4". 6 mos.
1 car 1 & 2s, 6/4". 6 mos.

PLAIN RED AND WHITE
2 cars No. 3 Com., 4/4". 12 mos.

QTD. RED GUM
2 cars 1 & 2s. 6/4", 5 mos.

Regular widths and lengths

PLAIN RED GL'M
2 cars 1 & 2s, 6/4", 5 mos.

HICKORY
Com. &. Btr.. 4/4",1 car No.

mos.
1 car No. 2 Com. & Blr., 5/4 &

6/4", 4 moa.

ELM
lO.OOO' No. 2 Com. & Btr.. 4/4". 4

mos.
5.000' No. 2 Com. & Btr.. 12/4", 4

mos.

MIXED OAK
I car Crossing Plank, 12,4", 8 to

12", reg., 24 mos.

Ferguson & Palmer Co.

tVe have the following stock for immediate delivery:

WHITE ASH
We specialize in tliis wood; all grades and thick-

nesses—^"hite ash lo meet all requirements.
SPECIAL: 3 cars 12'4"x6" up; Select & Better.

SOFT ELM
75.000 ft 12/4" No. 2 Common & Better (10% 10/4").

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co.

We have for sale:

QUARTERED WTIITE OAK
IS.OOil ft. 5 S" P. A. S.

20.11110 ft. 3 4" F. A. S.

15.000 ft. 5/8" No. 1 Com.
100.000 ft. 4/4" P. A. S.

100.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
30.000 ft. 5 4" P. A. S.

100.000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
PLAl.V RED GUM

15.000 ft. 6 4" P. A. S.

30.000 ft. 6/4" No. 1 Com.
20.000 ft. 8/4" P. A. S.

30.000 ft. 8 4" No. 1 Com.
SAP GUM

1110.000 ft 6 4" No. 1 Com.

50.000 ft. 6/4" No. 2 Com.
30.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
60,000 ft. 4/4" Wide Box.

QI'AETERED RED GUM
20,000 ft. 8/4" F. A. S.

25.000 ft. 8/4" No. 1 Com.
50.000 ft. 4/4" P. A. S.
18.000 ft. 4 4" No. 1 Com.

QUARTERED BLACK GUM
65.000 ft. 4/4" P. A. S.

45,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
COTTONWOOD

30.000 ft. 4 4" P. A. S-.. 6 to 12".

15.000 ft. 4/4". 11" & up, P. A. S

Memphis Band Mill Co.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
10.300 ft. 4/4" P. A. S., S5T<> 14-16

ft. long
82.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.. 85r<,

14-16 ft. long

QUARTERED RED OAK
81.000 ft. 4/4" P. A. S.. 80% 14-16

ft. long
5.100 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.

16.000 ft. 7/8" C. & B.
8.500 ft. 7/8" No. 2 Com.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
12.000 ft. 4/4" P. A. S., 65% 11-16

ft. long
5.000 ft. 4/4" No. 2 Com.

PLAIN RED OAK
13.000 ft. 4/4" P. A. S.
13.000 ft. 5/4" P. A. S.
10.800 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
9.100 ft. 5/4" No. 2 Com.

30.700 ft. 3/4" Nos. 1 & 2 Com.

PLAIN R. & W. OAK (Rips)
19.700 ft. 4/4" No. 2 Com. & Btr.

ASH
5.500 ft. 4/4" No. 1 & 2 Com.

CYPRESS
3.400 ft. 4/4" Siwp.

GUM
4/4" Box Bds.. 13-17

}Ve have for sale:

7.300 ft.

wide.

8.000 ft.

wide.
11.000 ft.

56.000 ft.

8.500 ft.

7,200 ft.

POPLAR
4/4" Box Bds.. 13-

P. & W. No. 1. 18"
le.

SAP
4/4" P. A. S.
4/4" No. 1 Com.
4/4" No. 2 Com.

BIRCH
4/4" L. R.
MAGNOLIA
4/4" L R.

ASH
50.000 ft. 5/4" No. 2 Com.
50.000 ft. 5/4" No. 3 Com.
25.000 ft. 6/4" No. 2 Com.
19.000 ft. 6/4" No. 3 Com.

8/4" No. 2 Com.
8 4" No. 3 Com.
COTT0N"WO0D
4/4" Box Boards. 13-17"
6 4" Ists & 2uds
CYPRESS

50.000 ft. 4 4" Selects
ELM

200.000 ft. 12 i" .No. 2 Cora. & Btr.
QTD. RED GUM (Figured Wood)
38.000 ft. 4, 4" Ists & 2nds
20.000 ft. 4/4" 'No. 1 Com.
3.000 ft. 5 4" Ista & 2nd3
S.OOO ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.

1.000 ft.

6.000 ft.

100.000 ft.

50.000 ft.

QTD. BED GUM (Plain Wood)
9.000 ft. 4/4" Ists & 2nds

50.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
1,000 ft. 5/4" Ists & 2nd3

40,000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
PLAIN SAWN RED GUM

(Figured Wood)
35.000 ft. 4/4" Ists & 2nds

100.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
20.000 ft. 5/4" Ists & 2nd3

100.000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
6.000 ft. 6/4" Ists & 2nds
PLAIN SAWN BED GUM

(Plain Wood)
15.000 ft. 4/4" Ists & 2nd3
15.000 ft. 5/4" Ists & 2nd3
50,000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
2.000 ft. 6/4" Ists & 2nds
2.000 ft. 3/4" Ists & 2nd3

i ('

All above stock at our Rayville, La., mill—all dry.

ANDERSON-TULLY CO.
Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.

Ill West Washington St., Chicago, HI.

111

i5:5si

AU Three of Us WUl Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Send us your inquiries now

SAP GUM
300,000 ft. FAS. 4/4", 6" to 12".
60%, 14/16, 6 moB. dry.

150,000 ft. FAS. 8/4, 8" to 12".

60To, 14/16. S mos. dry.

150,000 ft. No. 1 C. 6/4", ree. wdth,.
60%. 14/16. 6 mo3. dry.

300,000 ft. No. 1 C. 4/4". reg. wdth..
60%. 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

300,000 ft No. 2 C, 4/4". reg. wdth..
60%. 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

PLAIN KED GUM
12,000 ft. FAS. 3/8". 6" & up.
6 moB. dry-

up.

2i,OO0 ft. FAS. 1/2", 6"
6 mos. dry.

65.000 ft. FAS. 5/8". 6"
8 mos. dry,

QUARTERED RED GUM
45,000 ft. No. 1 C. 4/4". reg..
wdth.. 60%. 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

BO.OIJO ft. No. 1 C. & Btr.. 8/4".
reg. wdth.. 60%. 14/16. 8 mos, dry,

QUARTERED RED OAK
15.000 ft. No. 1 C. & Btr.. 3/4".
reg. wdth.. 60%, 14/16. 6 mos, dry,

lu.ijoo ft. No. 1 C. & Btr., 6/4".
reg. wdth., 60%. 14/16. 8 mos. dry.

J. W. Wheeler & Company

Offer jor Prompt Shipment

90,000
175,000
400.000
27,000'
87,000'

300,000'
70,000'

30,000'
30,000'

143,000'
15.000'
C2.000'

75,000'
88,000'
80,000'
34.000-

PLAIN RED OAK
• FAS. 4/4".
' FAS. 5/4".
C. & Btr., 8/4".

• C, & Btr., 10/4",
C, & Btr,. 12/4",
No. 1 Com.. 5/4".
No. 1 Com,, 6/4",
PLAIN WHITE OAK
FAS. 4/4".
FAS, 6/4".
C, & Btr,.
C. & Btr.
C. & Blr,
QTD. WHITE OAK
FAS. 4/4".

FAS, 5 '4",

No. 1 Com.. 5/4"
No. 1 Com., 6 4"

8/4".
10/4".
12/4"

90.000
110,000
150.000

500,000'
360,000'
80,000'

500,000'
700,000'

130,000'
70,000'

200,000'
65,000'

PLAIN RED GUM
C. & Btr, 4/4".
C. & Btr.. 5/4".
C. & Btr.. 6/4".
QTD. RED GUM

C. & Btr.. 8/4".

PLAIN SAP GUM
C. & Btr.. 6 '4".

C. & Btr, 5/4",
C. & Btr.. 3,4".

QTD, SAP GUM
C. & Btr., 6/4".
C. & Btr., 8/4",

MIS-CELLANEOUS
Cora. Cotton, 4 4",

C. & Btr., Tupelo. 4/4".
L/K. Elm. S/4",
M/C, Clear, S/4",

GAYOSO LUMBER CO.
BLAINE, MISS. bandmills MEMPHIS, TENN. i|

nI
Regular lengths and widths

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
No, 2 Com. & Bet., 4/4, 8 mos. dry.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
No, 1 Cora. 4/4. 8 mos. dry,

PLAIN RED OAK
No. 1 Cum. 4/4. 8 mos, dry.

Crenshaw-GaryLumber Co.

2 cars
8

2 cars
8

5 cars
8

2 cars
S

1 car
14

1 car
14

1 car
8

1 car
8

2 cars
8

1 car
1 1

WlllTK ASH.
4/4" Is & 2s, 6'

fL & up long
5/4" Is & 2s, 6'

ft. & up long
6/4" Is & 2s, 6'

ft, & up long
8/4" Is & 2». 6'

ft. & up long
\f>\" Is and 2s. i

ft. & up long
4 4" Is & 2s. 6"

& 16 ft. long
8,4" Is & 23. 6"

i 16 ft. long
4" Is & 2s. 10

to 16 ft. long
6 4" Is & '23, 10'

til 16 ft. long
8/4" Is & 2s, 10
lo 16 ft. long
4 'I" Is & 2s, 10

.\. ir, fi Inn IT

DRY
" & up
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Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gam

Daily Capacity—75.000 Feet

BAND MILL
Uttl* Rock, Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd.White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shipments of-

Wh>ite and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C,

Jacksonville,
Hertford,

5.C.
He, N. C. \
N.C. (

MILLS
) Porterwood, W. Va.
!- Wildell, W. Va.
) Mill Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN OFHCE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

WM. WHITMER ^ SONS
INCORPORATED

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Can,
We Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock

Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Finance Building PHILADELPHIA

finiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiu^

I
To Meet the Urgent Order f

I It has been a matter of pride with us to keep our |

I stock in such shape as to make it possible to fill §

I the multitude of
"

'hurry-up" orders that the aver- j

I age stock list wouldn't begin to cover. Our busi-
|

I ness has been built upon our having the most |

I complete stocks available in dry northern hard-
|

i woods. The following are a few that we can |

I start moving immediately: |

I SO.OOO feet 4 4" No. 1 & Btr. Basswood, 10 & 12'. !
= 2 Cars 4 4" No. I Com. Basswood. s
1 50,000 feet 5 4 " No. 1 & Btr. Basswood. 1
= 50,000 feet 5 4" No. 1 Com. Basswood. =
i 50,000 feet 6 4" 1st & 2d Sel. Red Birch. =

I 50,000 feet 6 4" 1st & 2d Unsel. Birch. g
i 75,000 feet 8 4" 1st & 2d Unsel. Birch. g
B 100,000 feet 6 4" No. 1 & Btr. Hard Maple. 1
1 100,000 feet 8 4" No. 1 & Btr. Hard Maple. g
1 75,000 feet 7 4" No. 3 Com. Hard Maple. S
i 100,000 feet 8 4 " No. 2 Com. Hard Maple. g
i 100,000 feet 8 4" No. 1 & Btr. Soft Elm. g
g 50,000 feet 5 4" No. 1 & 2 Com. Unsel. Birch; g
g About one-half of each grade. £
i 50,000 feet 4 4" No. 2 & Btr. Soft Maple. g

Mason-Donaldson
RHINELANDER

Lumber Co.
WISCONSIN

Flint Brand Maple

and Birch Flooring

th ample stocks of

pie and birch floor-

pine and hemlock..

We can handle

any mixed car

order.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Lidgerwood Portable

Skidders and Loaders

Ground & Overhead Systems
We build various sizes and types of these machines
to meet requirements of every logging operation

LIDGERWOOD MFG. COMPANY
Originators of Ground and Overhead Steam Leaolng Maohlnery

CHICAGO 96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK seattlb
New OrleftDs: Woodward, Wlcht k O.. Ltd.

Canada: Canadian A Ilia-Chalmers. Ltd., Teront*

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

ir VniT IXfAMT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
Ir lUU WAlll RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two

thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,

and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension

stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loo^e carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Taltt^ Book Dept., HardWood Kjecord, Chicago

All Three of Ut Will Be Benefited it You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our pohshed surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tells all about Hardwood Flooring
and how to care for it—also prices—and is free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

RED BOOK Published semi-annually
in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyer" af lum-
ber in car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on the line it covers.

A well organized Collection Department l8 also oper-
ated and the same is open to you. Write [or tenns.

Lumbermen's Credit Association
So. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO Mey)finn This Paper

Estab.
1878

55 John Street
NEW YORK CITY

10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

*The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

Dried HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

2452 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frenuent ex-

cept where our

Two Piece

Geometrical

Barter Coin
l3 in USB, then
iiritation Isn't
possible.
Sample If you
ask for It.

S.D CHILD.
& CO.

Chicago
We also make
Time Checks,
Stencils and
Log Hammer*

|llllllllllllllllllinilllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|!lllllllllll|ll|ll||l!ll|IIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIW^

B BAND SAW MILLS 1
M Wildsvllle. La. Varnado. La. Meridian, Miss. M

CLARENCE BOYLE
Incorporated

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

Southern Hardwoods
and Yellow Pine

1205 LUMBER EXCHANGE BLDG.
CHICAGO

lllilll

giiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiinirniiiiiiiiniimitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiimiNiniininmuiminiimniii^

IUtley-Holloway I

I
Company f

I General Offices. 11 1 W. Wuhinffton St.
|

i Manufacturers 1

I
Oak, Ash, Cottonwood, Elm, Gum

|

I CHICAGO, ILLINOIS |

i BANS MZI.I.S I
g Helena, Arkansas Kanema, Arkansas i
^iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiumiiiiiii iiiiiuiiuiiiiijiiiiiiiUiiiiumuituiiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiujiii)ii<:

bdSTl for VENEER
rDRYERS

No checks ^r

splits. Enor-
mous eutput.

Low labor cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

Phlladelpbia

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT UCK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

(ffj^ Oak Flooring

Complete stock of 3/8" and 13/16" in all

standard widths

AD Three of Us WUl Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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There are three things that are inevitable:

DEATH!
TAXES!
CAR SHORTAGES!
You cannot get away from the first two

—

BUT
You can avoid the latter by placing your

orders with us

NOW.
We have a complete stock of High Grade South-
ern Hardwoods in all grades and thicknesses, and
are in a position to make immediate shipment of

straight or mixed cars.

You are facing the most serious car
shortage in the history of the country.
Anticipate your requirements now

Wire or Write Us for Prices

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.

1314 Fisher BuUding
CHICAGO

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.

SAVE

Carrier Ready to Lfft Door

Heat
Time
Troublt
Money

by ustnc the

Door Carrier System
THOUSANDS ARE IN USB

THEY OPERATE PERFECTLY
on doora of any Ise. on

OLD OR NEW KILNS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

\y8C>g<:<8iyx>>TOX>i^'>y!>}^ttt»tl>>tli»i»»)i^^
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YOU
Don't have to make claims on our shipments. We
keep the doubtful boards.

SATISFY YOURSELF
Your inspector, your shop foreman, with the uni-

formly high grades of our perfectly manufactured stock.

Oak, Gum, Ash, Elm, Cottonwood, Hickory

EVERYTHING IN SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Tell us to quote you. Then wire us to ship.

Beaumont Lumber Co.
BEAUMONT, TEXAS

All Tkr*. of U. WUI B« BanefitMi if Yoa Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

THE QUESTION MOST COMMONLY HEARD these days, is,

"What is the matter with business!" The answer is that

nothing is fundamentally the matter, but rather that the radical

change in the direction of consumption, which wise operators have

been anticipating for several months back, is beginning to be felt

and that the circumstances which naturally would make for lessened

call from the usual channels have estalilished their effect upon the

markets sooner than has the stimulation which would follow from

new use of enormous quantities of hardwoods in new fields. The

trade at large does not as yet realize what it will be called upon to

furnish in the task of supplying government lumber needs, but it

does realize that fields of consumption which have always been counted

upon to take care of all supplies are not as yet developing the usual

fall briskness.

The hardwood trade may as well realize now that it cannot expect

any radical improvement in the usual factory demand for hardwood

much before the new year. It may as well begin now to imbibe

sufficient courage to sit tight, and refrain from making the ridiculous

and totally unwarranted cuts which some operators, including some

which are easily able to hold on to their lumber, have been guilty of.

There have been a number of causes that have made the present

slack situation inevitable. The uncertain character of tax proposals

and various other war demands have been enough in themselves to

make any man proceed as cautiously as possible. There is a promise

that the uncertainty surrounding these features will shortly be cleared

away and thus this adverse influence will be removed. There has

been great uncertainty so far as the labor question is concerned.

The factory man has not only been unable to figure definitely ahead

on his wage scale, but his calculations have been more or less uncer-

tain as to the possibility of his getting enough labor to use up the

raw material which he might wish to buy. It is now pretty well

known what the demand will be for men to be taken from the

various woodworking industries and the wage question will auto-

matically adjust itself.

There was until lately some uncertainty as to farm productiou.

This cause has righted itself with reports of record crops in prac-

tically all cereals and other food stuffs. The farm trade has been

uncertain as the farmer was not sure of his immediate prospects.

He is sure now and reports every day are encouraging to the man
who will sell to the farm classes.

A short tijne ago there were more or less concerted efforts on the

part of hardwood buyers to stay out of the market, the hope luiiig

to break prices. These efforts were made at the time when the

lumber trade was stronger than ever Ijefore in its history and they

were quickly nullified by the unwavering firmness with which they

were met by those who had hardwood lumber to sell. These are some
of the causes why trade is slack. But the prospect of continued

strength and not stagnation is easily discernible to anyone who will

consider all conditions in the hardwood markets. It is possible here

only to repeat the reasons that have already been given showing why
the future of the hardwood business will be strong. It has previously

been emphasized that for many months the average production has

lieen way below normal. In addition to inadequate labor the total

inability to get in enough logs was sufiicient in itself to vastly curtail

hardwood output. It is commonly agreed that the real meaning of

car shortage is yet to be learned. A very large majority of the

hardwood sawmills depend upon common carriers for their log supply.

If frequent shut-downs have been the rule rather than exception in

the past, due to shortage of logging cars, why is anyone justified in

anticipating anything but more frequent and more prolonged shut-

downs in the future months? Report is already coming in that many
river mills in mountain territory will not operate until spring. They
have not been able to get in sufficient logs to make operation worth
while. All of this comes at a time when a closer concentration will

be demanded to take care of what the government will require. The
regular trade wiU hot be neglected, but it must of necessity take

second consideration to the government needs. The last issue of

H.\RDW00D Record stated that organizations were being whipped into

shape to line up the hardwood resources behind the government, but
it must be borne in mind that these organizations have so far been
engaged in the work merely of analyzing the possibilities of hardwood
production and that the actual production for government purposes
in hardwoods wOl hardly have started inside of a month or two from
now. The surface so far is but barely scratched.

It must be remembered that the government fuUy recognizes the

absolute necessity for adequate transportation ami that if the railroad

companies are unable to meet the terrific demand for new equipment,
most of it calling for lumber a good proportion of which will be
hardwood, the government will see to it that adequate provision is

made either directly or indirectly so that the railroads will not want
for equipment they need to' carry on the task ahead of them. The
equipping and housing and taking care of the new national army is so
tremendous in itself that it rather puts in the background of attention

the requirements incident to meeting the needs accessory to the actual

cantonment work. For instance, the government needs many new
buildings at Washington to house enormously extended administrative
forces. Word has come of plans for two of these buildings to be made
of wood, one of them alone to cost two million dollars. The public does
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not usually hear of these accessory plans as their importance seems

to be rather dimmed by the more personal contact with the actual

mobilization work. It is authoritatively estimated though, that the

work outside of the actual cantonments will involve a bigger expeudi-

tnre and the use of more lumber than the cantonments themselves.

The fundamental influences working in behalf of the hardwood

trade are so powerful that the totally foolislj and unwarranted alarm

which some manufacturers are exhibiting through price cutting cannot

have a permanent effect on the market as a whole. Hardwood lumber

advances have not reached a point of inflation in prices and that

eonimodity is going to continue sufliciently scarce so that the present

mnge of values will as a whole remain in effect.

Regarding the Proposed Eight-Hour Law

A PROMINENT AND HIGHLY respected southern operator re-

cently suggested a new angle for the consideration of the

jffoposed eight-hour law for lumber operations. The principal of his

argument goes deeper than consideration of the immediate effect of

the law upon the lumberman of today, and rests on basic economic

features that should be given consideration in any open-minded argu-

ment on the question of adopting or rejecting the proposed legislation.

It has been estimated that the total manufacturing capacity of

American sawmills is three times as great as the average annual

production which is approximately 40,000,000,000 feet. If such is

the case, or even with the ratio two to one, the condition is very

apparently unsound and the lumber trade has builded upon extremely

shaky foundations. Totally disregarding present conditions and the

immediate relation of supply and demand, the operator referred to

maintains that sound business judgment alone would demand the

adoption of means whereby normal production might be maintained

relatively nearer to consumption.

The adoption of an eight-hour day would mean, theoretically, a

cut reduced by twenty per cent. The percentage would unquestionably

be less than that figure as any operating crew could maintain a much

more consistently f^st gait for eight hours than could be maintained

for ten hours. This same operator tried as an experiment running

his mills for eleven hours a day in order to give the men a half day

on Saturday. Four weeks' operation on this basis showed that for

the same exjienditure the actual production was four per cent less

than on the ten-hour basis. Hence, with an eight-hour schedule it

can be conservatively estimated that the efliciency of the crews should

be increased by eight or nine per cent. In other words, while the

actual cost of cutting the lumber would be theoretically increased by

twenty per cent (through paying labor the same for eight hours as

for ten hours), this percentage would in practice be reduced to

eleven or twelve per cent through increased efiieicncy.

But the main thing is that the country as a whole would be benefited

by lessened production ; the cause of conservation would be served as

supply would normally be maintained at a point less than demand

instead of more than demand as has been the common practice in

lumbering; the country's forest resources would be utUized with

much less waste as due to the stronger position in which the lumber

trade would find itself, a bigger proportion of the tree could be

marketed at a profit than has been possible.

Any industry which shows a consistent over-production must count

upon a market normally strong only in the upper grades, and must

figure on losing money on the poorer end of its product. On the

other hand, automatically lessened production would overcome the

tendency to separate the "cream" and give away or leave in the

forests the "skimmed milk." Periods of heightened demand could

easily be met by double shifts or over-time work, which would auto-

matically be confined to periods when excessive demand existed, by

the fact that increased cost of over-time operations would make the

operator think twice before thus increasing his production cost.

Greater attention to the possibility of more economical production,

utilization and marketing would automatically follow the enactment

of eight-hour legislation.

Hardwood Record prints these suggestions in the sincere belief

that the adoption of this legislation would be a good thing for the

lumber industry and invites comment on and criticism of this opinion.

The Conference on Car Stakes

THF: GENERAL MEETING to be held under the auspices of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association at Chicago next

month, at which the question of adequate allowance for car staking

will be the one subject for discussion, may not appear on the surface

to have the significance in lumber circles that other meetings have

carried with them. This is a natural result of the fact that the sum

involved in each case does not seem to be large nor does it seemingly

invite a direct outlay of cash. Figures might awaken a more general

interest in the question and insure definite and positive action.

Any man can figure just how vitally the question is of interest to

him by considering the number of cars he ships for which he has to

provide stakes in connection with the following figures and data given

by a practical lumber shipper, covering the cost of staking cars in

the South. Referring to standard type of gondola car, the require-

ments are as follows:

12 stakes 4x5x8' 168 feet
8 cross braces 1x5x12' 40 feet

G top braces 1x5x10' 25 feet

Total 233 feet

No. 2 common oak is usually the grade that goes into ear stakes.

Occasionally No. 3 oak is used and sometimes gum is used instead of

oak, but when gum is used the grade is invariably No. 2 common. A
fair estimate of the value of lumber used in staking ears would be

$15 per thousand feet. On this basis the value of the lumber alone

for staking the standard type of gondola would be $3.50.

Where green oak is used a conservative estimate of weight would

be six pounds to the foot, making the total weight 1,398 pounds. As

an allowance of 500 pounds is made for tonnage, (this very frequently

being forgotten), the difference of 898 pounds is left on which

weight the shipper pays freight. The average freight rate of the

man giving this data is twenty-two cents per hundreil pounds and his

company would therefore pay on an average, $1.98 for dead weight for

each car.

The cost of labor, nails and spikes would amount to approximately

50 cents per car, making a dead loss on this particular shipment of

$5.98, and it must be borne in miad that staking gondola cars is

nmch cheaper than staking flat cars.

For flat cars this ship])er gives the following figures for lumber

which he says is ordinarily re(iuired to equip flat cars for lumber

loading:

16 stakes 4x5x8 224 feet
Side and top braces 100 feet

Total 324 feet

Figuring in the same manner as on gondola cars, the loss would b«

as follows:

324 feet of lumber at .$15 per M $4.8G
Dead freight 324 feet (fi) C lbs. to the foot. 1944 pounds,

less .500 lbs. allciwanee. leaves 1444 lbs. at an aver-
age of 22 cents 3.18

Nails, spikes and labor 50

?8.54

Illustrating the attitude of the average carrier toward stake allow-

ance, this shipper quotes the following letter

:

We have never regarded the allowance in weight for stakes and sup-
ports as a proper one and our present tariff providing tor same was issued
under prutpst. These stakes and supports are necessary for protection
of the load and the weight of same represents a part or our service for
which we feel we are entitled to compensatlou.

In refuting this argument we can do nothing better than quote this

same shipper, who says:

(_if course this argiiinent is too at>surd to be given serious consideration.
If a shipper were prepared to light weigh an open car, with the stakes
in poslticTii or loaded aboard the car, and show .surh light weight as the
tare, then- is < ertainly no doubt about such tare weight appl.ving, providing
same is pruperly weighed and the scales in order.

The meeting above referred to as announced in detail elsewhere

in this issue, is the best possible means for securing vigorous action

on the part of the lumber trade on this aggravating question, which

has cost the lumber trade many thousands of dollars. If the lumber

trade is willing to continue such contributions to the railroads, it is

only necessary to withhold support from this meeting. On the other

hand, if the trade at large is interested in cutting cost corners, one of

the best means of accomplishing this would be to give whole-hearted

attendance at and support to the Chicago conference.
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The government's hardwood needs are receiving more attention

. than was the case during the early stages of the war. With at

least three hardwood emergency bureaus organized and the possi-

bility of a fourth to represent the hardwood industry in dealing

with the government, it is predicted that the business which hard-

wood men will do with the government will expand materially.

The latest hardwood man to come to Washington to see about

government business is Otis T. Swan, secretary of the Northern

Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association located in Wis-

consin, also manager of the Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers

'

Emergency Bureau. He came' here to spend a week or more inquiring

into the hardwood needs of tlie government.

One of the first things he learned was that the government is

to spend $20,000,000 for boxes. Mr. Swan believes that herein are

opportunities for the hardwood lumberman, especially in view of the

progress being made by Lieut. H. M. Knowlton and experts of the

Forest Service and the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison,

Wis., in the matter of standardizing wooden boxes for the war
department.

Heretofore the department has specified forty-seven different

wooden boxes, it is said, but only three kinds of wood for the boxes,

and all the woods softwoods. Mr. Swan says he hopes that these

figures will be reversed and he understands that there is a prospect

that the kind of boxes specified may be reduced to 6 or 7, while

the number of woods specified, ho is convinced, should be at least

47, if not "57 varieties."

The idea along which the government experts are reported to be

working seems to be the division of box wood into two or more

groups. One suggestion is that packing boxes for the army might

be permitted to be made out of any soft wood, while hardwoods

would be approved as material for ammunition boxes and other con-

tainers for heavy stuff. Woods of the same physical qualities

would be specified for a certain pui'pose and government contractors

jiermitted to get the boxes for the goods they are furnishing made

of neighborhood woods if possible, the choice being limited to suit-

able woods.

Mr. Swan says he believes there is a big future for the hardwood

emergency bureaus if the government should adopt a system of

obtaining hardwood materials for the things it needs, instead of

letting contractors obtain the material. With contractors doing

this buying, it is said, there would not be so much for the emer-

gency bureaus to do. Members of the Hemlock and Hardwood

Emergency Bureau, Mr. Swan says, can furnish large quantities of

hardwoods for many government war needs, including the manu-

facture of airplanes, saddletrees, ten pegs, poles and many other

articles, especially where birch, beech, maple, ash, elm and bass-

wood are needed; also some oak.

He says that the bureau has placed its facilities at the disposal of

the government and has received inquiries from the governhient

as to wliat stocks are available, and how and where certain mate-

rials can be obtained quickly, but that the bureau has received

notice of no definite requirements of the government.

Mr. Swan claims that his emergency bureau has delivered 1500

cars of lumber at Eockford, HI., for the army cantonment there;

that its deliveries daily have exceeded those at any other canton-

ment, and that the bureau is well up with its orders for canton-

ment material. It also furnished some material for the Battle

Creek, Mich., cantonment.

Because the war department was unable to obtain recently

through the committee on lumber. Council of National Defense,

2,000,000 feet of basswood lumber of 2%-inch dimension for the

manufacture of saddletrees for the cavalry and artillery and offi-

cers' mounts, the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis.,

tested a large number of hardwoods with a view to determining

their suitability for saddletree manufacture. The laboratory has

reported that yellow pojilar, elm, ash, cottonwood, soft maple,

sycamore, cucumber, aspen will be satisfactory for this purpose and

that beecli, birch, and hard maple would serve the same purpose.
Black walnut, sugar maple, red gum aiid white oak were tested with
a view to utilizing them for saddletree stock. The tests covered a
number of technical points about the qualities of the various woods.
The war department has always used basswood for saddletrees and

that material is admittedly desirable by reason of its lightness, light

color, toughness, stability and other good qualities, but when it

sprang a sudden request for 2,000,000 feet of 2%-ineh stock, the
department learned that basswood was not cut in that size and
that it is cut only in the winter.

There has been much negotiation on recently between the ship-

ping board and^ lumbermen with a view to changing the prices of

lumber for wooden ships. The shipping board people, it is under-
stood, want the hardwood people to reduce their prices on oak
stock for ship timbers, while, on the other hand, the board is dis-

cussing the question of possibly raising prices on pine timbers.

There are also rumors that the government may commandeer abso-

lutely all large timbers for ship construction.

It is stated on authority that the proposition of some lumbermen
to substitute big oak timbers for yellow pine timbers in ships

built in the South and East is not practicable. Why is not ex-

plained.

Rumors continue plentiful about the government 's policy regard-

ing wooden ship construction. The best information seems to be
that the shipping board will carry out the wooden ship contracts

negotiated for by Gen. Goethals, but will not for the present nego-

tiate new contracts. However, many lumbermen are convinced that

the wooden ship business has only just begun. They predict that

before the winter is over the lumbermen will be asked to furnish

materials for hundreds of more ships and that they will be glad

to do it because of the stoppage of construction of buildings, bridges,

etc., generally throughout the country, owing to war conditions. It

is declared that the wooden ship business will soon be recognized

as the backbone of the lumber industry and that the country's

resources of ship material are practically inexhaustible. Years of

profit for the wooden shipbuilding industry and for the lumber in-

dustry are expected by optimistic lumbermen.

The demand for oak for ships, however, it is reported here, may
serve to create a scarcity of oak for furniture manufacturing and
other industries using this hardwood, the jirices of which are going

up, according to report.

Nearly a billion more money for the government 's merchant
shipping program is .provided for in the deficiency appropriation

bill carrying $7,000,000,000 to run the government until June 30

next. Some of this billion, it is said, may go for wooden ships.

When the bill passed the house there was some discussion of the

wooden ship question and Representative Stafford of Wisconsin

declared that the new shipping board had adopted Gen. Goethal's

shipping program almost as a whole.

So strongly does Uncle Sam believe in lumber that the same

bill authorizes the construction of a big temporary office building

at Washington of the frame type, for the use of the army and navy,

which have greatly expanded their offices since the war began. The
building will cost $2,000,000 and is to be completed within ninety

daj's after the law authorizing it is enacted. Another big wooden

building for government purposes is being erected here to accom-

modate the Council of National Defense. The committee on lumber

of this organization was called upon recently to attend to the

furnishing of a quantity of additional lumber for fourteen of the

army cantonments. The order was handled at express speed, being

wired out the evening it was received, the lumber allotted, and it

is now being shipped. From 2,500,000 to 6,000,000 feet more is

required for each of the fourteen cantonments. The Michigan

Hardwood Manufacturers' Emergency Bureau was allotted about

2,500,000 feet for the BMtle Creek cantonment. It has furnished

a quantity of maple flooring for that work.

The prices of cantonment material charged the government have

—19—
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been reduced by $1 i;er 1000 on two-inch stock and 50 cents on l-ineh

stock from September 10 until October 10. After that, it is pro-

posed, there shall be a monthly adjustment of the cantonment

material price based on the commercial market prices during the

preceding 30 days as recorded on the lumber exchanges, each adjust-

ment to cover a month from the tenth to the tenth. This proposi-

tion has been laid before the lumber committee. It involves a

discount of 50 cents per 1000 from the market prices referred to.

tti.'awsiaifcitaitrWit;^!!)^^^
''

The Lumberman s Round Table

"Vacating" as a Fine Art

A well-known member of the trade, who has been an active and

aggressive business man for a great many years, recently took his

first vacation.

He admitted that it was the hardest work he ever did.

His liver had been out of order, and his doctor, besides prescribing

various pharmaceuticals, included instructions to go fishing for a few

weeks. He decided, for the sake of his liver, to obey.

The first part of the vacation was almost intolerable to this worker,

long schooled to the rub of the harness. He kept thinking about

business, instead of about fishing. Finally, though, the fish began to

bite, and the lumberman took more interest in their appetites. Later

on the lumber market seemed a thing of remote importance, and the

state of the weather got to be first on the list. By the time his vaca-

tion was»over, he forgot that he had a liver, and had accumulated a

bunch of fish stories that would shame the late Sir Isaak.

He is all the better lumberman now for forgetting the lumber

business for a while; and, what is more to the point, he wiU remain

a lumberman a lot longer than if he had persisted in his old plan of

trying to take a vacation "on the job." It can't be done.

Government Specifications

A feature of government business which has represented an ob-

stacle to concerns which might otherwise have bid for it has been the

severe specifications which have usually been put forward. In many
cases demands have been made which no lumberman felt that he

could comply with literally, and because he feared that inspection

would be severe and rigid, and would demand aljsolute compliance

with the specifications, he hesitated to make an offer. This has lim-

ited the market of the government, and at the same time has deprived

manufacturers of an opportunity to dispose of material which was

really needed.

As a matter of fact, government inspectors are not as a rule un-

reasonably severe. The character of the work to be done, of course,

has a good deal to do with it, as well as the personality of the indi-

vidual handling the inspection. For this reason it is a big advantage

to have conferred personally with those interested in the purchase

of the material, in order that the conditions may be thoroughly under-

stood, just as the salesman would always make a point of finding out

all that he could about the purijose for which any maimfacturer pro-

posed to buy lumber.

A concern in another line, which has been selling millions of pounds

of its product to a government department, suffered rejections of a

large quantity of material untU its representative got on the job

and by common sense methods showed that the rejections were un-

necessary. After that everything went through all right.

Another feature is that specifications in government proposals are

often taken bodUy from rule books, manufacturers' catalogs, etc.

There was seen recently a proposal for a special kind of machinery,

in which technical descriptive matter to the amount of several hun-

dred words appeared. One concern which was prepared to quote on

the product spent some time looking up catalogs of competitors, finally

locating the description, and thus getting a line on the product which
the writer of the specification had in mind. This is mentioned merely

to show that the buyer representing the government must have some
basis to work on, and that he will not necessarily judge the product

so severely as the terms of the proposals suggest.

This doesn 't mean that it would pay to try to '
' put one over '

' on
your Uncle Samuel, but simply that common sense, in most cases,

would govern.

Take Care of the Old Customer
Most members of the hardwood trade are worrying more about

producing than selling at present. They are not finding it especially

diflScult to locate buyers who are ready and willing to accept delivery

of aljout all tlie lumber they can make in staple grades and dimen-

sions.

Under the circumstances, there is a distinct temptation to take the

business which looks most attractive from the standpoint of profits,

and to make the most money possible on every block of stock. Cer-

tain old customers may have contracts taken at lower figures, and this

business, from the doUars-and-cents angle, may not be so inviting

as some of more recent date. Aside from the ethics involved, it is

the best of good business to take care of the old customer first, to

give him all he has coming to him, regardless of the price at which it

was booked, and to show him that being an ohl customer means some-

thing to the concern which is handling his trade.

That is the only way to develop old customers, anyhow. The buyer

who finds that he gets service only when business is scarce, and that

when prices are soaring the lumberman has the most trouble making

deliveries on his order, usually Vjcgins looking aroxmd for some place

else to buy.

It has often been contended that a good buying source is just as

valuable as a good soiling connection, and this is admitted nowhere

more freely than by buyers themselves. They know how difficult

it is to lind tlie ideal combination of perfect manufacturing methods,

high-grade business methods, and attention to the details of service.

When they find the house which is delivering the goods and delivering

them right, and making a price which is just as good as anybody

would want, in reason, they stop riglit there and quit worrying.

A buyer who has been purchasing several million loet of hardwoods

a year for one of the big consumers of the Middle West said recently

that he is doing business at present with fewer lumbermen than at

any other tinie during his twenty-five years' coiuiection with his com-

pany.
'

' I have tried a lot of them,
'

' he explained, '
' and I have picked

the winners. I know who can and will make the sort of lumber

my people can use, and who will treat us right in the matter of price.

The manufacturers who have played the game on the stjuare, and have

given us service, are the ones who are getting the lion 's share of

our business today; and they don't need to solicit it very hard,

either.
'

'

So, while the selling is good, don't forget that the regular customer,

who can be counted on for a car or so when things are dull, is en-

titled to just as much consideration now as then.

The man who adds a ripsaw table to his mill with a view to

getting out a little dimension stock should considei- the possibil-

ities of the modern power feed table and his chances to do more
work for less money with it as compared to the hand feed saw.

Locating a planing mill is a problem which many concerns fail

to solve jjroperly. A great many think anywhere will do. A retail

yard and mill should be as near the center of its trade as possible,

taking into due consideration the problem of getting stock to and
away from it and having room to pile rough lumber and store

finished work. To say that it is a problem under the many condi-

tions which exist in many jilaces is drawing it mild, and in view

of this fact it is no wonder so many planing mill plants are badly

located for their business.
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Editor's Note
The article nhieh fipllows ile;ils with a subject on -ivbicli there is much poijulai- opinion, and perhaps preju-

dice, and comparatively little scientific information : namely, what is the cause and the extent of the influence
of soil, climate, and -situation on the properties of wood? That this influence is real in some instances there can
be no doubt, but it is diffirult to draw the line between facts and opinions, and this article does not attempt to

do so.

There is nothing better known tlian that one wood may differ widely

from anotlier in several particulars, such as weight, strength, stiffness,

durability, and color. Hickory and white pine are so far apart in

most of the properties common to wood that they can scarcely be com-

pared; and it is the same when many other woods are compared with

one another.

It is not quite so generally known that wide differences often exist

between samples of the same kind of wood, as between two white

pines, two cottonwoods, or two white oaks. Nature separates the trees

of the forests into species or kinds. Those of one species, as red gum,

or white ash, have many characters in common, but they also differ in

many ways. Leaving out of account the leaves, flowers, fruit, and

bark, where many differences may be noted, there are differences in

the characters of the wood of the same species of trees. A piece from

one white ash, for example, may be three times as strong as a piece

of the same size from another white ash ; or a block of wood from

one tree may be much heavier than a block of the same size from an-

other tree of the same species. These differences are not changed when

the different samples are reduced to the same degree of dryness, and

are otherwise conditioned as much alike as can be done by artificial

means.

Reasons Not Clear

These differences are so common and are frequently so apparent tliat

it is difficult to account for them. Climate and other surrounding

conditions are often supposed to account for differences in wood of

the same species but from different trees. That conclusion is doubt-

less partly correct, but it does not account for all the differences ; for

two frees of the same species may stand side by side, and the wood

of one may be heavier, stiffer, and stronger than that of the oftier.

It is not apparent why this is true. Conditions of growth seem to

be the same.

It is not so difficult to understand tliat trees of one species grow-

ing in different climates, and far apart, should vary in the character

of their wood, but even the reason for that has to be accepted by faith

rather than upon a clear explanation of the reasons underlying the

differences.

A number of trees vary so much in external appearances, though

they are of the same species, that the popular verdict is that they are

not the same kind of trees at all. Even botanists have been fooled by

appearances. Note the case of the western yellow pine. The trees

growing on the Pacific Coast were called bull jiine, and those in the

Rocky Mountain region were known as rock pine. Botanists made the

same mistake as the laymen, and called the free on the Pacific Coast

Pinus ponderosa, and that in the Rocky Mountain region Finns

ponderosa scopulorum. The differences have been thrashed out, and

it is now known that both are the same kind of tree.

The deception went even further with lodgepole pine. One kind

was called shore pine and the other lodgepole pine, and botanists

provided two names also for what they took to be two distinct species,

but it is now admitted that they are the same though they present

different appearances. Tliese differences are attributed to the differ-

ences in climate of the regions where they grow.

The Case of Yellow PoPL.-iR

Differences of climate cannot be assigned as the cause of differences

in the appearance of yellow poplar, which have led many to believe

there are two kind's—the yellow poplar and the "white," "blue." or

"hickory" poplar. It does not appear that botanists were ever foolr-d

on this tree, but people who were not botanists have believed, for

three hundred years, that there are two kinds of poplar, one with the

yellow heart-wood and comparatively thin sap-wood, the other with

thick, tough white sapwood, and bluish heart. All through the poplar

region to this day there are people who will not hear to it that it is

all the same tree.

These variations are generally attributed to differences in soil

—

the "white" poplar growing in poor soil, the other in rich ground.

That may have something to do with it, but it is not easy to explain

why in most cases a tree that is a " white '
' poplar when little becomes

a yellow poplar when big. The soil does not change, and it can hardly

be claimed, even by the advocates of '

' special creation, '
' that a tree

changes its species between youth and age. It is simply one of the

things regarding wood which are hard to explain. The fact is admitted

but cannot be wholly accounted for.

Other Instances

The red cedar which grows in Tennessee and surrounding states is

remarkable for its soft and brittle wood. These qualities have made

it the best in the world for lead pencils. It was largely planted in

Austria by the pencil makers of that country many years ago; but

the wood there is very different from that produced by the same cedar

in the southern states of this country.

The Circassian walnut was transplanted to Europe two thousand

years ago, but the wood has never equalled that grown in the tree's

native home. That grown in Europe is known as English, French or

Italian walnut.

In Texas the mesquite is a runty tree, all branches and no trunk

worth mentioning. The same tree was transplanted to the Hawaiian

Islands and there it develops a shapely, long trunk. There seems to

be no report by which to judge whether the wood retains the same

character as the Texas mesquite.

The bur oak and the yellow oak each varies greatly in the size of

the tree and the character of the wood. It is the bur oak that clothes

the desolate '
' barrens '

' in some of the northern states, where a trunk

fit for a sawlog is hard to find. The same tree, when it grows on the

fertile soil of northern Illinois produces shapely trunks and excellent

wood. The yellow oak growing in the Yazoo Delta in Mississippi

yields lumber as fine as that of northern red oak, but on thin land,

where this oak is generally found, the wood is fit for fuel only.

An old tank maker at Corpus Christi, Tex., who had made tanks

of cypress for half a century, declared that if you would let him

whittle a cypress stick he could tell whether the tree grew in a fresh

water swamp or in a region invaded occasionally by salt tides.

When table mountain jiine grows in deep fissures of rocks along

the summit of the Allegheny mountain, its branches may be cut with a

pocket knife, the same as other pines ; but if the tree stands on a high

pinnacle (where it delights to establish itself) the garland branches

take on the hardness of buckhorn, and will turn the edge of a knife

blade, unless of the best steel. The distance of fifty feet, between a

sheltered cleft and an exposed crag, may produce the difference in the

soft and the hard wood in the branches of this pine.

Figures Showing Differences

General statements seldom prove as much as exact facts. The table

which follows was compiled from government figures. They show how

greatly a wood may vary in strength. From three or four to twenty

or thirty tests were, made of each species. Wood was selected from

different regions and from different kinds of soil. For instance, the

white oak in the table below came from nine states and there were

thirty-two samples tested for strength and weight. The weakest of

these samples had only thirty-eight per cent of the strength of the

strongest, and the lightest had sixty-nine per cent of the weight of

the heaviest
;
yet they were all white oak, and all were reduced to the

same degree of dryness. The following table contains twenty-three

common woods, fifteen hard and eight soft. The variations in strength

and in weight is given for each.

— 21—
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Weight and Strength
Percentage Percentage

0/ weakest of}ightest

Hardwoods to strongest to heaviest
* White ash 32 59

Persimmon 38 88

White oak 38 69

Hard maple 48 76

Black walnut 51 65

Bed oak 53 72

White elm 55 73

Locust 56 81

Yellow poplar 56 79

Basswood 58 74

Red gum 67 89

Cottonwood 70 67

Beech 71 79

Shell bark hickory 72 76

Yellow birch 91 84

Average 57 75

Softwoods
Red cedar 37 83

Western yellow pine 37 77

White pine 42 59

Douglas fir . . . ; 43 62

Longleaf pine 44 63

Larch 48 71

Redwood 49 59

Hemlock 52 66

Average 44 , 08

It is often stated as a rule of timber physics that a wood 's strength

is pretty closely proportioned to its weight, when the non-essential

elements have been eliminated. That rule is perhaps correct, but the

foregoing table seems to show that woods of the same species vary

more in strength than in weight. The average in strength of the

fifteen hardwoods above is fifty-seven—that is, the fifteen weakest

samples had, as an average, fifty-seven per cent of the strength of

the fifteen strongest; but the fifteen lightest had seventy-five per cent

of the weight of the fifteen heaviest. The percentages for the eight

softwoods were respectively forty-four in strength and sixty-eight in

weight.

Wood's Dorabilitt Influenced by Entironment

The belief is quite general that the locality where a wood grows has

something to do with its durability. There is much evidence that this

belief is well founded ; but there does not seem to be so much scientific

information on the subject as one might suppose. Writers of books

on wood preservation and on the durability of timl>ers may refer

briefly to the effect of circumstances of growth upon the lasting

properties of a wood; but actual tests made by competent engineers

appear to be scarce.

Nevertheless, many a farmer selects timber for fence posts upon

the theory that a tree's position on the top of a ridge or low in a

valley has much to do with the wood 's durability. Place of growth,

/ikewise, is credited with influencing the texture of wood ; and the

former abundance of that high grade white pine known as "cork

pine" in New England and its relative scarcity in pine regions

further west is pointed to as proof that the region has much to do

with a wood's quality. The same theory holds and seems to be

proved in the case of Douglas fir. That growing in the Pacific Coast

fog belt is commonly rated above the same species found in the dryer

regions of the Rocky Mountains. TJjiere is a prevailing belief among

manufacturers of barrels for alcoholic liquors that the white oak of

the wet land along the lower Mississippi is superior to the white oak

of the mountains on the headstreams of the Ohio rivtr. That

preference, however, may be due to prejudice, or it may be accounted

for by the fact that the mountain oak was long ago culled and the

best taken out, while the lowland oak has not been so culled.

Be that as it may, the opinion that the lowland oak is the best is

not a new one. The following extract is interesting for the light

it throws on the opinion prevailing long ago.' The quotation is from

the writings of Edwin James in 1819, at Louisville, Ky. He says

of the Ohio and Mississippi river boats:

It frequently happens that the boats built at Pittsburgh and other

places nc.ir the sources of the Ohio are, within three or four years after

they are launched, in a condition to require the planking of the hulk to

be replaced with new timber. These boats are usually planked with

the upland white oak: we have been Informed that such as are built

lower down on the river, and of timber found on the low grounds, are

more durable."

James no doubt faithfully recorded the opinion of the river boat

owners at that time. He was one of the foremost scientists of his day.

He w-as the historian of the '
' Long Expedition to the Rocky Moun-

tains, " 1819 and 1820, and was on his way to Colorado when he

made tlie above observation on oak. He was the first white man to

reach the top of Pike's Peak, and was the discoverer of Long's Peak,

which was named for the leader of the expedition. His observations

are uniformly accurate and valuable, whether they relate to geology,

meteorology, animals, forestry, or anything else that he saw on his

long journey.

Seasoning Lumber by Steam
A large lumber company in California, which handles redwood, has

installed two cylinders, eachvCO feet long, and nearly seven feet in

diameterr, and is using them to dry lumber, about 12,000 feet to the

cylinder at a time. Steam is forced into the cylinders under a

pressure of twenty-five pounds, and that treatment forces the wood

to give up much of its moisture. The lumber is then taken out and

the seasoning may be completed in the open air, with a considerable

shortening of the process.

The brief account of the operation which appeared in a recent num
ber of The Timberman, Portland, Ore., is not explicit as to the dura-

tion of the steam treatment or regarding the time required to com-

plete the seasoning in the open air.

The process is not now, but this appears to be the first application

of the steam treatment, on a commercial scale, to the Pacific coast

woods. It has been tried successfully with eastern hardwoods and

softwoods for purely seasoning purposes, and not to soften the

wood to facilitate its bending.

There has been much controversy as to just how the application of

steam under pressure forces the water out of the pores and cells of

a piece of wood. It has been argued that, since the pressure of the

steam is on the surface of the wood and pushing inward, it ought to

force moisture further into the wood instead of forcing it out; but

fact is bound to prevail over theory, and there is no doubting the fact

that some of the moisture is forced out.

What takes place is probably this: The steam heats the moisture

within the wood until it is above the boiling point, and it turns to

steam. In changing to steam it expands several hundred fold, and

this expansive force drives the moisture out through small openings

which exist in the cells, and this expulsion is what actually reduces

the moisture that was in the wood when it went into the cylinder. The

service performed by tlie steam which enters the cylinder is to heat the

wood quickly. If the wood could be as quickly heated in some other

way, it would not be necessary to force steam into the receptacle. It

is heat that is needed to compel the wood to give up its moisture.

Doubtless the water within the wood is forced out by its own expansion

when it becomes heated. A piece of green wood loses some of its

moisture if immersed a short time in boiling water, and for precisely

the same reason that it loses it in a hot steam bath.

The expulsion of water from a stick of green wood may bo witnessed

in full view if the stick is laid across a fire until thoroughly hot

within. Jets of steam may be seen issuing from the ends, often ac-

companied by a hissing or whistling sound. That is about what takes

place in a steam-heated cylinder. And it is really what occurs in a

dry kiln or the open air, only the process is then much slower.

Green redwood is one of the wettest woods in the world. By weight,

it is more than half water, and it ought to be an ideal material for

seasoning in a steam cylinder, except that the wood is without pores,

or open channels, and the interior moisture must pass from cell to

cell until it reaches the surface where it can make its escape.

Our export lumber trade to Englaurl is moving along now averaging

above a million dollars a month, which makes it about of normal

value.
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B-1137—Spruce Wanted
Chicago, 111., Sept. 12.—Eilitor Hardwciod Kucuuli ; Can you advise

us where we cau obtain a ear of northern Michigan or Wisconsin spruce ;

or, better, Canariian spruce? Can use it in almost any thickness, either

green or dry. .

B-1 138 Dimension Stock
Philadelphia, Pa.. September l.s.—Editor Hakdwood Record : Please

send us the address of several manufacturers making a business of cutting

dimension stock in following woods : Chestnut, poplar, gum. birch and
quartered oak. .

B 1139—Oak Veneers
New York, N. Y., September 20.—Editor Hakdwood Record : We seem

to have some trouble in getting plain and quartered oak veneers in %, i/s

and -^g" thicknes-ses sawed. .

B 1140—Seeks Osage Orange
Cincinnati, O. September 20.—Editor Hardwood Recobd : Can you

advise where I can secure osage orange in large quantities in 6/1" lumber or

in the log if necessary?

Any information on this subject will be very much appreciated.

Regarding osage orange lumber or logs. This wood seldom goes

on the market as lumber, but its usual form is wagon felloes, insula-

tion pins, or some other partly manufactured articles. Possibly lum-

ber could be had by dealing with producers in the region where the

osage orange grows. Its natural range is limited to a few counties

in Texas and Oklahoma, and little of it goes to sawmills outside of

that region. It might be had by corresponding with lumber dealers

in the following Texas counties: Lamar, Franklin, Grayson, Collins,

Dallas, Hunt, Tarrant, and Kaufman ; or with dealers in the following

Oklahoma counties: Bryan, Atoka, Marshall, Choctaw, Coal and

Johnston.

This tree is usually called '

' bodock '

' in the region where it grows.

The trunks are small and crooked, and only short, narrow lumber

could be cut from them. The very largest trunks are seldom two feet

in diajneter, and they are apt to he cracked open from the heart out-

ward. Even in cutting stock for wagon felloes, it is customary to

make the felloes only half the regulation length in order to utilize

more of the crooked, split logs. Even then, the waste runs over fifty

per cent, but they work the waste into telephone pins and sometimes

into tobacco pipes and other small novelties.

B 1141—Wants to Buy Chestnut Lumber
A large cabinet factory in Chicago 'phoned HAitDWOOD Record's

ofSce on press day asking for lists of people having sound wormy

chestnut for sale. Anyone interested in the inquiry may have the ad-

dress on writing Hardwood Record office.

—

Editor.

Clubs and Associations
Open Competition Plan Report

Due to the hot weather of the summer and the inclement weather of

late, the dry lumber market is very high, stocks low and no chance for

manufacturers to catch up with the demand of the consumers, according

to feports made at the monthly meeting of the Open Competition Plan, of

the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, held at the SInton hotel, Cin-

cinnati. River mills, it was reported, will not run again until next spring

because their supply of logs is exhausted.

The open-competitioh-plan members of the Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association of the United States will hold two monthly meetings hereafter.

Assistant to the President F. R. Gadd, explained that the change from one

meeting to two was made for the greater convenience of the membership
which is widely scattered.

Open Price Meeting at Memphis
.\t the conclusion of the meeting of members of the open competition plan

of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, held at Memphis September

15, it was announced by P. R. Gadd, assistant to the president of this

organization, that monthly meetings of members of this plan would be

held in Memphis in future in order that those identified therewith might
keep in close touch with market conditions.

The question of opening a branch of the association in Memphis was
briefly discussed and then referred to the board of directors who will

decide at their next meeting to be held in Cincinnati. It is generally

expected that the office will be opened here about January 1.

There was macli discussion of market conditions during the , mfietili.g.

.ind it appeared to be the consensus of opinion that business is rather

quiet at the moment. It was announced that there was considerable

government business in progress and that this was preventing what would
otherwise be a pretty dull market. The falling off in building operations

was given as the principal cause of the slowness of the market for hard-
wood lumber at the moment but the majority of those discussing this

phase of the matter expressed the belief that this condition would prove

temporary and that there would be a good demand for soutlicrn hardwoods
at full prices this fall and winter.

Cincinnati Lumbermen's Club
Discussion of demurrage rules and cur service were the principal topics

before the Lumbermen's Club of Cincinnati, at its initial meeting held at

the Metropole hotel last week. Several matters of complaint were referred

to the river and rail committee for investigation.

Five firms were elected to membership : the John Dulweber Company.
Talbert-Zoller Lumber Company, Thoman-Finn Lumber Company, W. E.

Heyser Lumber Cpmpany and the C. "W. Tunis Lumber Company.
A press and publicity committee consisting of Harry R. Browne and

John Byrnes was appointed.

A communication from the Treasury Department asking the club's moral

support for the next Liberty Loan was received.

War Tax on Freight Bills

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association is officially advising mem-
bers that there will be a government war tax of :i per cent added to all

lumber and forest products freight bills, effective on or about November
1 next.

Those members already familiar with this prospective freight tax

are having stamps made which will be used on all quotations and com-

munications regarding lumber, advising customers that this increased

freight cost will be added to the price of all lumber sold by them.

There is already a 7
'/a per cent war tax levied by the Canadian govern-

ment on all imports of lumber from the United States. J. H. Townshend,
secretary-manager of the association, however, is in position to advise

members of this organization that the Canadian authorities have ruled

that, unless there is a special agreement concerning the payment of this

tax, it must be borne by the consignee.

Consider Memphis for Export License Depot
A. H. Bullock, representing the Department of Commerce, Washing-

ton, will be in Memphis within the next few days to conduct an investi-

gation to determine whether or not a branch for the issuance of export

licenses shall be located in Memphis. The foreign trade committee of

the Chamber of Commerce is compiling statistics to be used as a guide

by Mr. Bullock and these will show that Memphis is a big exporter of

cotton, lumber, forest products, cottonseed products and other commodi-

ties, so big in fact that it is entitled to the consideration export interests

here are seeking.

James E. Stark, president of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association,

has been named to represent the lumber interests at the conferences to

be held with Mr. Bullock. The Cotton Exchange, Merchants Exchange,

Chamber of Commerce and other organizations will also appoint conferees.

Association Issuing Pocket Tariff Book
The pocket tariff book issued by the Southern Hardwood Traffic .Asso-

ciation came from the press September 15 and was immediately distributed

among the members of that organization. This little book contains all

through rates on lumber and lumber products from southern producing

points to northern and eastern destinations, including Canada, as well

as to all points in Western Trunk Line territory. It is expected that it

will prove of very great assistance to members in making quotations and

in giving prices to their salesmen. No account whatever is taken of com-

bination rates. Through rates are given in all instances and the matter

of quotations is thereby much simplified.

The issuance of this booklet will also very much reduce the quantity

of work heretofore neces.sary in the offices of the association. One man
has had to give practically all of his time to answering inquiries involv-

ing rates but his duties will be far less onerous than heretofore.

In order that the tariffs may be kept strictly up-to-date, supplements

will be issued each month, covering all changes in rates.

Hardwood Rate Advances Suspended
The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association is in receipt of official

confirmation of the suspension of the increased tariffs in I. & S. 1125.

These and other advances into eastern territory, including Canada, were

to have become effective on September 1 and later dates but the order of

the commission suspends all of them until December 30, 1917.

J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager of the association, expressed much
pleasure over the action of the commission in suspending these advances

for two reasons : The big saving that the suspension means for hardwood

lumber shippers and the removal of the necessity tor changing the rates

as published in the pocket tariff book just issued by the association.

However, the suspension of these advances does not mean an end of

the effort of the carriers to bring about higher rates. Mr. Townshend

says he has been given to understand that the carriers, as soon as they

are able to get their forces properly organized, are going to attempt to

bring about general advances in hardwood rates from all southern pro-

ducing points to destinations in all parts of the country. He further

(Continued on page 3S).
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Methods of Handling Veneer
Means Employed
Buckling, Blisters,

N ARTICLE by Lewis Taylor, in a recent issue of

the Canadian Woodworker, discusses certain

p ' methods and processes in handhng first-class

rotary cut veneers for high-grade work.

The condition the veneers are in when the laying oper-

ation commences is just as important as the laying itself.

Some firms have discarded- the old-fashioned method of

drying the veneers and straightening them between hot

cauls and instead place the veneers in a caul box having

a very high temperature. When this latter method is used

the veneers become extremely brittle and require careful

handling in order to avoid excessive wastage. Moreover,

by this method the buckling of the veneer is not elimi-

nated, which makes it more difficult to joint and match.

Is there anything gainel by adopting the quicker

method of drying veneer in the caul box, or do \fe lose

what is gained, owing to the difficulty of working the

veneer; and again, what is the better way to lay veneer?

Is it not better to dry the veneer out even between hot

cauls and then lay it, than it is to lay it full of kinks and
in the brittle condition the quick drying process leaves

it in?

Veneer that is full of buckles is the kind that causes

future trouble. It splits open when laying and this is

just the time that it is difficult to make repairs owing to

the necessity of getting the stock under pressure as

quickly as possible. It is only by getting the veneer free

from kinks that success is obtained in the laying opera-

tion. This is especially true of fancy walnut veneer, of

which there are considerable quantities used in piano and
furniture factories.

A short time ago the writer picked up a piece of fancy

Circassian walnut veneer that had been "baked" in the

caul box. It was full of kinks and down the center, on
the crest of the kink, was a ragged split. The veneer

had been handled carelessly, no doubt, but in its brittle

and buckly condition it was almost impossible to handle

it without breaking it. This was a concrete case of a

good piece of veneer having been spoiled through not

receiving the proper treatment.

If any firm is using the baking process of drying its

veneers and is having trouble I would strongly urge that

it give the "between hot cauls" method a trial. It may
seem slower at first, but after all it is the final results 'that

count. The wage bill for repairing split and broken
veneers must be quite an item in a number of factories.

This, could be lessened considerably by drying the veneer
between hot cauls.

There is another point. Nearly every factory using

veneer picks out the dampest part of the premises to keep
veneer in. Now veneer should always be kept in a warm,

to Prevent Breaks,

Folds and Wrinkles

dry place, because we should bear in mind that every

foot of veneer is supposed to be future stock for the glue

room. The storage room must not be too hot, however.

There might be doubt about other pieces of stock being

used in the glue room, but veneer is intended only to be

glued on and therefore should be kept high and dry for

that reason.

The more the writer sees and thinks of veneer troubles,

the more he is convinced that those troubles can be almost

entirely removed if proper care is taken of each log of

veneer as it comes into the factory. In some factories,

logs of veneers have lain in a damp place for many
years and have finally been brought out and used, with

no great care taken to see that the veneer vtras perfectly

dry before being laid. If veneer is properly dried and
shrunk there should be no trouble, and if we give proper

attention to this point it will repay us through the avoid-

ance of checks that spoil so much of the finely figured

veneer used on high grade work.

A good place to keep veneer is on top of the caul box.

There is usually waste room there and it will get the
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warmth it should get besides being handy when required.

Another point is that in making butt joints care should

be taken to avoid having the veneer full of tack holes.

After jointing, put a tack here and there just to hold the

veneer in place, then glue the tape on, using a warm caul

the width of the tape and attach a hand screw at each

end to hold the joint firmly until it is dry.

We cannot have too much discussion on the proper

treatment of veneers because the success of much high

class work depends upon the durability of the veneer

work. By taking proper care of the veneer w^hen it first

arrives at the factory we help to ensure the dependability

of the work.

Belting for Machinery
Some of the earliest effects of the war may be looked for in

factories where belts are used in driving machinery. The demand
for heavy shoes for soldiers will make a considerable inroad upon

the leather which in the natural course of events would be made
into belts. It is not likely that leather will become so scarce that

belt makers cannot procure what they need: but certain economies

may become necessary in order to meet demands. The United

States has all the neutral countries to draw upon. Of these

countries. South America is most important. The outstanding

fact is that more leather will be needed than formerly. The
soldiers will wear out three pairs of shoes in the field to one if

he stayed at home. Belt makers must bid against shoemakers for

leather and prices will respond to the keenness of the competition.

It is reported that one of Germany's hardest problems under

the rtress of the war is to provide belts in factories. Substitutes

for leather have been introduced so far as possible. Woven
belting has been made of fiber, and even the manes and tails

of dead horses are utilized to the last hair in making belts keep

the wheels going. Wherever the Germans have occupied foreign

territory they have made clean sweeps of belting from shops and

mills and have shipped it to Germany. An adequate belt supply

seems to have been one of the matters not wholly provided for

in advance when Germany was preparing for war.

The United States is in no danger of a famine in belting; but

the pinch will be felt if the war continues long. All belts are not

made of leather; probably not half of them are of leather. But

canvas and rubber will also become scarce. Belting can be dis-

pensed with to a large extent by using direct-connected dynamos,

or by employing cogwheel gearing; but changes in installation

are expensive, and factories will not be disposed to make them

unless forced to do so by increased cost of belting.

An Ancient Tree for Veneer
They are combing England for timber, as it was never combed

before. So much is required for war purposes that the ordinary

trade is almost at a standstill. Trees are being cut which in the

past were held almost sacred on account of their associations.

Sentimentality has small place now in that country where the

winning of the war receives first consideration and carrying a

private business is secondary. A famous walnut tree was recently

cut down and sent to the veneer mill of W. Foster & Co., of

Boottle. Liverpool. The tree was planted by George 11, who was

king of England 180 years ago. At five feet from the ground

the trunk was forty inches in diameter. A bole ten feet long was

secured. The tree was grubbed up to save the figured wood.

The trunk was not very long. The figure of the wood was rich

and fine. It grew on favorable soil and the wood is rich in oil.

The tree was English or Circassian walnut, the two trees being

of the same species but grow in different countries and take the

name of the country where they grow.

AU Three of U. Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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The Antiquity of Veneer
The Earliest Use Appears to Have Been in the Form of Inlay

rapiENEERS WERE IN USE three thousand years ago,

?ty. and there is no telling how much earlier. So
\'-''^j' far as the evidence may be relied upon, the

first attempts at veneering with wood took the

form of inlay. The surface of one wood was cut in

patterns and thin sheets were inserted, just as is now

and it is presumed that the white sapwood was used for

inlay. They used holly also, which is white. Boxwood,
native of the eastern Mediterranean countries, was
worked in veneer by the Greeks and Romans. Its color

is yellow and the demand for it can be easily understood.

This is the wood now^ so highly prized for rollers of

skates, shuttles and measuring rules.

Pliny speaks of veneers made of elder roots. The
elder tree of southern Europe and northern Africa, which
is the one known to the Romans, is quite different from
the worthless elders of the United States. The wood is

done, except that it was all hand work in ancient times,

a saw and a knife being the principal tools used. Homer
and Pindar, among the old Greek writers, mention work
of that kind. In their opinion, it was very fine, but if

it were compared with inlay of the present time, perhaps

it would not look so faultless. It is known that the as hard as hornbeam, yellowish, and takes a fine polish.

Assyrians and Egyptians worked veneers in the form of It is difficult to season, checks and splits badly, but when
inlay as early as 800 or 1 000 B. C. successfully worked, it presents a fine appearance. Trees
The first authentic and detailed account of the use of attain sizes similar to flowering dogwood in this country,

veneers in the modern sense of the word, dates from Other woods used were maple, palm, terebinth (a kind

Roman times, and some remarkable stories of cost are of sumac), poplar, and beech. Pliny states that beech
told by Pliny and others. The account by Pliny is highly veneer was employed in making boxes, but he does not

interesting because it goes into particulars, not only with go into particulars regarding the kind of boxes made of

regard to the kinds of wood used, but also concerning the veneer. They were probably chests of ornamented
method of doing the work. Pliny had evidently watched finish, for there is no evidence that the Romans used
the work as it was being done, and he takes pains to

mention the importance of having good glue.

ANCIENT VENEER WOODS
Writers in the time of the Caesar furnish pretty full

lists of the kinds of woods employed by veneer makers

of that peiiod. Some of these Vi^oods can be easily

identified, while the identity of others is doubtful. The
Greeks used ebony, said to have been cut on some of

the islands in the Mediterranean region. But if it was

ebony, it is pretty certain that it did not grow in the

Mediterranean country. Dealers may have bought it

there from timber merchants who had imported it from

elsewhere.

The Greeks made cypress veneer, and the wood
probably came from the adjacent islands or the main-

land of Asia. Cedar is listed also, and it was likely the

veneer in cheap work as we do now. He further states

that beech veneer was employed by desk makers.

VALUABLE •CITRON" VENEER

The most valuable wood known to the Romans was
called "citron" by Pliny. Some of the accounts of this

wood's great cost seem fabulous, and the modern reader

is forced to believe that something is wrong with the

figures on the subject which have come down from
antiquity. There is likewise considerable doubt as to

what tree produced the wood for which rich Romans
paid fortunes. It came from the mountains of northern

Africa, and some persons have identified it as an ever-

green, of either the arborvitae or the cypress genus, but

no modern tree with the marvellous figure credited to

that ancient tree has been found in Africa or anywhere
else. The conclusion is that the Latin writers exag-

famous cedar of Lebanon, though it is not clear why that gerated w^hen they wrote their description of the figured

wood should be used for artistic effect, for it is about veneers w^hich were sold in Italy and elsewhere, and
as plain and characterless a wood as can be found any- w^hich came from the ranges of the Atlas Mountains,

where. Cicero is said to have paid $27,000 for a table

veneered with the African v^^ood. Other rich men im-

ported the Vkfood in the rough, and records have been

handed down of the prices paid on some occasions. Pliny

says they brought the wood from the mountains in the

form of "slabs." Perhaps the modern term "flitches"

would be a better translation. One such slab was bought

by a man named Pollio for $54,000, while King Juba

paid $65,000 for a slab, and the Cethegi family paid

$75,000.

The value of the wood consisted in its exquisite figure

made up of fine lines. The different figures of this wood

Oak veneer was in use by both the Greeks and the

Romans. Several species of oak may have been drawn
upon, but so far as the Romans w^ere concerned, it is

probable that they used some variety of the English or

the Austrian oak—both being the same species under

different forms, due to climate and situation.

Yew is mentioned as a veneer wood. Its color is

tolerably rich and it made attractive inlay. Willow was

employed also. Special mention is made of lotus, wrhich

is a kind of hackberry found in the south of Europe, in

northern Africa, and in Syria. It has no attractive color.
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had names, such as oak figures have now. Three figures

were highly esteemed by the Romans, the "tiger," the

"panther" and the "peacock." The figure made up of

wavy lines was the tiger, spiral lines were responsible for

the panther figure, while lines forming feathers and eyes

were the peacock. Furniture makers sold veneered

tables of this wood, named according to the prevailing

figures. The furniture was known by the animal's name.

The purchaser of a "tiger" received a table of the desig-

nated pattern. The peacock table was valued more

highly than the others.

WHAT THEY CALLED IT

The Roman writers called the process of veneering

"xilotarsia," and the finished veneered work "sectiles

laminae." It is believed from references by ancient

writers, that the veneer workers who made the costly

Roman tables were Greeks, and that the art of veneering

was carried from Greece to Italy.

it wcis all handwork, of course. The tools of a car-

penter of the time of Cicero were much more crude than

the present day tools, but they were sufficient to produce

very fine work. It depended then as now largely upon

the skill of the workman. Some of the furniture un-

earthed at Pompeii would not suffer much in comparison

with the best made at the present day at Grand Rapids

or Jamestow^n. But it is unfortunate than none of the

fine veneers of which Pliny speaks have been found at

Pompeii. It would be interesting to study them to see

how they compare v/hh our present work. If further ex-

cavations should bring any of them to light, they will

be eagerly examined by woodworkers.

ANCIENT TRICKS OF THE TRADE

A little inside information concerning the tricks of the

veneer trade have come down from 2,000 years ago.

Pliny said the "barbarians" improved the color of citron

wood by covering it with wax while green and burying

it in the ground. It was next buried in heaps of wheat,

for further improvement of the color. Finally, it v^^as

soaked in sea water by which it was given the finishing

touches, and it was then ready for cutting in the thin

slices for gluing upon other woods. The ancients do

not appear to have used veneers of cheap wood for panels

to be used as cores upon which to glue the costly veneers.

Specialization in Panel Making
Possibilities of Training Men Along Certain Lines to Increase

Technical Skill

EVERAL YEARS AGO a well-known panel

manufacturer undertook an experiment which

attracted some attention, because it suggested

possibilities which had not been worked out be-

fore. It involved building an organization to handle each

kind of material going through the plant, in order that

the peculiarities of each might be studied and met to the

best advantage.

Thus this panel man had a separate department de-

voted to Circassian walnut; another to quartered oak;

another to mahogany, etc. From the statement of the

case the reader will realize that this was several years

before the war started, when Circassian was probably

at the crest of its popularity. In fact, the peculiarities of

this material, the chance of having to deal with damaged
veneers, and the consequent necessity of expert handling,

were among the factors wrhich suggested to this manu-
facturer the creation of the separate departments for this

and other woods.

The idea was that here the clipping, taping and match-

ing of the veneers would be handled, and that they

would be sent to the general glue-room, as the work
from then on was to be purely mechanical. In getting

the veneers ready to lay, however, it was believed that

those dealing constantly with one kind of wood v^ould

develop a technique which would give them a big advan-
tage and would make their services of the utmost value

to the plant.

The results of this experiment cannot be stated defi-

nitely, for the reason that conditions were altered to such

an extent as to make it impossible to complete it along

the lines originally outlined by the manufacturer to the

writer. In the first place there came a slump in business,

with consuming factories using a greatly reduced footage

of glued-up material, and with the volume of business

going through the panel plant consequently reduced.

This continued for so long that it was no longer safe or

desirable to pile up stock, and the working force had to

be reduced.

That led to a complete reorganization of the plant.

The best men from each department were retained, and

instead of operating all departments full time all the

time, one department at a time was run by a crew

which had been organized from the pick of the whole

factory. This was easy to accomplish, as a practical

operation, as the factory was using electric motors and
central station service, and could turn on the juice just

in a single department, if this was desired.

The matter of specialization of course went by the

boards during this period. It was simply a question of

using labor to the best advantage, of holding the desir-

able workers together during a period of slow trade, and
of making the most of a bad situation. Instead of being

able to do one thing superlatively well, each man was
called on to do many things and do them all well enough
to get by. He was supposed to run a machine, handle
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a veneer dryer, clip, tape and match, lay the veneers,

work with the presses, assist in drying the panels, operate

the Sander, work in the shipping department—in fact do
anything and everything that had to be done to produce

the panel from the time the veneers and the lumber for

corestock were moved into the plant until the crates were

loaded into the freight cars.

After a thorough course along this line, a man could

be said to be an expert panel maker, and in fact would
come closer to being one than if he had been employed
continuously at one operation. From the standpoint of

the worker, training of this kind could not be improved

upon, since it kept him constantly on the jump, mentally

and physically, and prevented him from being stagnated

by the monotony of his occupation. An employe going

from one department to another, handling all kinds of

equipment, all sorts of operations and every variety of

wood, naturally picked up information about features of

the work which would never have come to him if he had
been confined to a single operation or series of operations

in one department, and more especially if his experience

had been limited to but one wood.

It goes without saying that w^hen men, even picked

men, are swung around from one thing to another, they

will introduce a lot of unnecessary motions, and do the

thing the wrong way a few times. Ultimately, though,

they get the swing of it, and use their intelligence enough

to discount their lack of experience. But it is evident

that looking at it purely from the standpoint of produc-

tion, the results were not so good as if every department

had been manned, as before, with men who w^ere com-
pelled, by the nature of their jobs, to specialize along

certain lines.

Then, after the period of dullness referred to, came
a reawakening of business. Some of the billions spent

by the allies in this country got into trade channels of

every kind, rejuvenating the building business, the fur-

niture trade and other lines in which the panel trade is

directly interested. Orders for built-up stock began to

flow in the direction of the panel factories. The concern

referred to got its share of the business, as it w^as known
for the high quality of its product and the reliability of

its methods. More men had to be employed. More
departments had to be operated simultaneously. The
picked men who had made up one crew began to be dis-

tributed over the plant, according to evidences of special

aptitude which they had given previously.

Some of those who had been working before merely

as ordinary hands without special authority were raised

to the positions of department heads. Others, because,

of their obvious cleverness in certain directions, were

paid more than the job usually called for. In this part

of the experience of the plant, specialization seemed to

be justifying itself again, inasmuch as those who had

demonstrated their ability to do certain things especially

well were given those things to do continuously, and

were paid exceptionally well for doing them. And in

the organization of the plant specialization necessarily

was carried out as far as practicable, to the extent that

there was no switching of labor while business remained

good enough to continue all departments under full steam.

Another feature was introduced that knocked the idea

of special crews for each wood into the proverbial cocked

hat. The war had brought about two changes of im-

portance. One was that Circassian no longer could be

had in sufficient quantity to take care of trade require-

ments, and the other w^as that American walnut had been

adopted by most manufacturers in its place. Instead of

working with a finicky, more or less unsound material,

which had to be treated gently and coaxed into place,

the panel concern was able to treat its v^ralnut operations

with no more concern than those involving oak or mahog-
eny. Furthermore, variety was still further brought about

by the increasing call for figured gum, so that instead of

having but three major divisions of the face veneer work
—oak, mahogany and Circassian—the panel manufac-

turer now^ had four—oak, mahogany, American walnut

and figured gum. That made it seem that to carry out

the idea of specialization for the crews handling each

wood in preparation for the glue-room it would take

four separate units, and this was not practicable.

At last accounts this plant v^^as operating just about as

all others are, handling the jobs as they come, and without

attempting to specialize any more than is necessary in

the run of the work. There is a good deal of this

necessary, and the chances are that going a great deal

further would not prove a profitable investment of time.

But there are some interesting angles to the subject.

"After studying the matter of distributing labor used

in the panel plant," said this manufacturer, "I have come
to the conclusion that the best specialist is the man who
knows all the processes. That is, I don't believe it is a

good idea to take a green hand, put him at one job and

keep him there the rest of his days; not, at any rate, from

his standpoint.

"But our best results have been obtained from men
who, during the lean periods which hit the country every

so often, have worked all over the plant; who have

learned how to handle the material in every process of

its manufacture, and who understand just what part is

being played by every unit in the organization, personal

and mechanical. These men, vs^ith a general understand-

ing of the requirements of the business as a whole, handle

a particular job with intelligent enthusiasm, and not only

are efficient specialists, but are fine material for depart-

ment heads and important positions throughout the plant.

"It may be, therefore, that the ideal system w^ould be

not to specialize, but to institute a system of rotation

covering a preliminary or apprentice period in the em-

ployment of the individual, after which he might be per-

manently assigned to one kind of work, with a general

understanding of all. I frankly believe that this would

tend to solve some rather difficult labor problems, by

making for greater satisfaction with the work, and at the

same time would make for specialization based on real

aptitude and inclination for the job." G. D. C, Jr.
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MAHOGANY
LUMBER

About ten carloads 1" No. 1 Com.,

also other thicknesses and grades of

MEXICAN & HONDURAS

MAHOGANY
dry enough to put in a kiln

with safety.

Tf at any time we can

serve you better by

telegraphing kindly

wire at our expense.

We are carrying a nice stock of

SAWED VENEER, 1/8", 3/16"

and 1/4" Mexican ; also several

MILLION feet of SLICED
1/24" and 1/28" Mahogany, and
AMERICAN WALNUT veneer

ranging from plain to highly

figured. May we send samples

to you?

Huddleston-Marsh
Mahogany Company
2254 Lumber Street

CHICAGO
33 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY

Letters from a Panel User
SCKAPIXG AND SAXDINC. I'AXKLS

Monroe, Mich., Sept. 20. Scraping and sanding panels are

two of the most important machine operations in a panel factory.

The scraping machine should be one of a steady movement in

one direction. There is no succession of rapid blows, as delivered

by the cutter-head on a planing machine, neither are there any

rapidly revolving cylinders. Nevertheless, w^herever there is

movement, there will be some vibration or tremor, just as there

will be friction. You must therefore employ a rigidly built ma-

chine, erected upon a good foundation. When so placed, there

will be a great improvement in the scraped surfaces.

The importance of setting knives on planer and jointer cyl-

inders is well know^n, but often this is not considered necessary

on scraping machines. The knife stock must be set level ^vith the

lower feed rolls. If the knife stock gets out of line, it can be

adjusted by placing a straight edge on all four low^er rolls and

across the knife stock. One can level up by placing a piece of

thin paper under the straight edge and over the throat in the

knife stock. When the knife stock is brought up so that the paper

is lightly held, it is then in the right position.

Always set the knife to take the lightest shaving sufficient to

smooth the work. With curly veneers it is necessary to take a

very light shaving to avoid tearing out the veneer. If the wood
under treatment has hard and soft layers in the grain, the soft

layers will be compressed more than the hard, and the shaving

will be removed under that condition. The resulting surface,

when the pressure is removed, will be more or less wavy. In such

a case, light pressure is very necessary.

The scraper should be operated in a good light and every piece

closely examined as it comes through.

Fancy woods that have been scraped by machine will finish up

much more nicely and retain all their fine markings to better

advantage than when scraped by hand. Seemingly the panel

manufacturer not employing a scraping machine does not appre-

ciate the advantages and Xow cost of production of a modern tool.

It is evident that where stock is scraped, less sanding will be

required. Again, coarse sandpaper is hard on fine fancy woods

and only a comparatively fine paper is necessary where the scrap-

ing machine has been used.

Belt Sanders are a type of machine, the possibilities of which

today are barely understood. It is therefore well to get the

opinions and kinks of all progressive manufacturers.

The question of the speed of sand belts is very important and

is usually overlooked in the average panel or woodworking plant.

The number of feet a sand belt should run per minute varies with

operating condition, yet under similar average conditions we can

be guided safely by what some have experienced. I would suggest

that every manufacturer take up the question of belt speed with

the manufacturer who supplied the machine.

Our high grade woods are too expensive to allow us to take

much of a chance of spoiling veneered mahogany or quartered

oak pieces.

Benchmen are necessary, however, and there are many jobs

that can be accomplished at a lower expense when machined. It

is certainly an unprogressive concern that allows bench workers

to do the work supposed to be done on the machine. Some manu-

facturers may say: "We use boys for this work and don't pay

them much money, anyway." This is wrong, absolutely so. 1

do not care what you pay your hand sanders, you cannot compete

in cost with modern machines and you cannot turn out the quan-

tity and quality of the work.

The simplicity and flexibility of belt sanders adapt them to

practically all kinds of sanding, fine or coarse. The belt sander

proposition is worth investigating. This machine is necessary if

you desire to manufacture at the lowest possible cost of produc-

tion. The combination of the roll feed and endless bed sanders

gives by far the most logical solution of the problem of sanding

the great bulk of flat surface work. A. T. DEINZER.

All Tkre* of Ua WiU B« Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECOfU)
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American Walnut Veneer
A Sample Which Shows the Class of Veneer We Handle

Our Efforts Are Centered in Obtaining the Highest Grade of Figured

Walnut for Veneer Cutting.

Our customers' often repeated orders prevent us from

keeping a large stock on hand, but as we are continually

selecting our stock from the large quantity of logs we
handle, w^e alw^ays have a nice line of the highest grade

to select from.

Our reputation is based on "Quality, not Quantity," in our veneer business

PICKRELWALNUT COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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m^
ffii^

Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGEm

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent whdt is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

All Three of Us WiU Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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(('I'litinued from page 23.)

says he iimit-istniuls tlint the railroarts are fi;oinj; to singh' out Uiml>er

as the ehiel' eiunmoiHty to be penalized with higher rntes ami quut<'il

an oflBcial of one of the l)ij; railroads as saying tliat luuilter is heiiig thus

singled out "because it is one of the chief products handled by the rail-

roads" and "because the tariffs are in such shape that they can be amemled
with comparative ease."

The association, however, does not propose to sit idly by and see bard-

wood rates advanced. It has already declared its intention of offering

the most vigorous opposition possible, and past experience has proven
that it knows something about how to fight. According to Mr. Townshend.
lumber interests feel that tbey are paying all the freight their business

will stand under present conditions. This is their principal ground for

opposition but no effort is made to conceal resentment over the alleged

policy of the roads in singling out lumber for a continumis fight.

Against Poindexter Bill

The Hardwood Manufacuuers' Association of the I'nited States has

taken a decided stand against the Poindexter bill in the Senate proposing

an eight-hour day for the ]uml>er industry. A letter has gone from the

. executive offices of the association in Cincinnati to its membership urging
them to at once address protests against the I»ill to their representatives in

Congress. The letter'says :

Hardwood mills are not Jiuilt to ojiprate on an eight-hour basis, and if
such a law l>e passed present mills will not be al)le to exist and get a fair
return on their investments in mills, lumber, railroad, logging equipment,
etc.. as their plants and all the equipment would lie idle two-thirds of the
time.
The Southern Pine .Association has taken similar action.

Contracts for Ships
The Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau has distriliuted to hardwood

mills orders for hardwood for twenty ships. The contracts were awarded
by the Emergency Fleet A.ssociation and call for oak of different grades and
dimensions. The twenty schedules are for the following yards : Potomac
Shipbuilding Company, Quantico. Va,, seven; Portland Ship Building Com-
pany, Portland. Maine, four; York River Ship Building Company, West
Point, Va.. eight and Frceport Shipbuilding Company, l^^reeport, Maine.
one.

Want to Stop Cross-Town Switching in Memphis
J. H. Townshend, seeretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood Traffic

Association, says railroad officials at Memphis are discussing the advisa-
bility of eliminating all cross-town switching of lumber and other com-
modities. They any that something like 1000 cars are necessary each
month for this cross-town switching and they express the belief that this

service could be rendered by trucks, wagons or other vehicles, thus releas-

ing many cars for the public good.

Lumber interests, while anxious to facilitate the railroads in their

laudable purpose of improving the general service, are opposed to the
elimination of this cnxss-town switching and will make an effort to resist

an order to that effect if the railroads attempt to carry out their plan.

It is understood that cr(»ss-town switching has already been eliminated at

Louisville and that it is under consideration at other points.

Bills for Government Construction of Freight Cars
Lumber interests at Memphis are pleased with advices from Washington

indicating that bills have been introduced into both branches of Congress
providing for an appropriation of ^100,000,000 to be used by President
Wilson in building box cars or other equipment for the use of the rail-

roads. Tile bill introduced earlier in the session by Senator Hoke Smith,
of Georgia, was part of an appropriation measure, it is understood, and
was lost. The new bills, however, revive the project.

The idea that the government should build freight cars for the railroads.

to be used by the latter on a rental basis, originated with James E. Stark,

president of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, who was instru-

mental in securing adoption by the Lun-bermen's Club of Memphis of reso-

lutions strongly endorsing this move. The Chamber of Commerce of

Memphis later adopted resolutions* to the same effect and the subject

was put squarely up to the United States Chamber of Commerce for a

referendum vote and also to the proper authorities at Washington.
The plan is believed by officials of the Southern Hardwood Traffic

Association to be entirely feasible and a long step in the right direc-

tion, and they hope the present bills will be enacted into law.

Traffic Association Considers Referendum
The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association is sending out two ques-

tions, submitted by the I'nited States Chamber of Commerce, to its mem-
bers for a referendum Tote : Railroad regulation and government control

of prices.

f^nder the head of railroad legislation, the Chamber of Commerce
recommends :

That provision he made for federal regulation of the issuance of rail-
road securities: that Congress pass a general railroad incorporation law
under which all railroad carriers sul^i^ft to the jurisdiction of the Inter-
state Commerce iVimmission may organize ; that, if Congress passes a
railroad incorporation law. all railroad carriers subject to the jurisdiction
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, both those now existing and .

those hereafter to be created, be required to organize under this law.
and that, in view of the fact that conflict has arisen with respect to the
jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce (.'ommission over intrastate
rates, even though such rates affect interstate commerce, the commission
be given authority by statute to regulate intra-state rates when these
ratofi affect interstate commerce.

Under the heading of price control, the chamber recommends :

That there f)e additional regulation to control prices during the war;
that this authority should extend to all articles which have importance
in basic industries as well as in war and which enter into the necessaries
of every day life: that this authority should extend to both raw mate-
rials and finislied products: that this auth.trity should extend to prices
the public pays as well as those paid by the government ; that this author-
ity shoubl l)e administered by a small executive board appointed by the
presiilent ; also that an agency working in harmony with the board" con-
trolling prices sliould have authority to distribute availal)le supplies to
those purchasers whose needs are most directly related to the public
w^elfare and that each leading industry and trade should create a repre-
sentative committee to represent it in conference and to advise with
agencies that control prices and distribution.

The governing board of the association has discussed these subjects
but the only point that is clear as to the attitude of the officials of the
association is that they will oppose the extension of the jurisdiction of

the Interstate Commerce Commission to a point where it will supersede
the state authorities in the control of intra-state rates. The fear is felt

that, if this extension is granted, it might result in higher rates on bolts,

logs, lumber and other rough material. More than a year ago the asso-
ciation took strong ground against the very extension of the jurisdiction
of the Interstate Commerce (."ommission proposed in this referendum.

Series of Lumber Meetings

Announcement 1ms been made by the secretary of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association of a series of meetings to be held in Chicago,
Octolier and 10. These meetings and their purposes were set forth in the .

form of a program as follows :

There will be a meeting of the trade extension committee of the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Association, J. W. Blodgett, chairman, at 10 A. M.,
October 9. at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago. The oltject of this meeting is to
discuss ways and means of perfecting the federation of all organizations
and individuals working for the common cause of promoting the use of
wood.
The following organizations are invited to attend this meeting :

1. The trade extension committee of the National Lumber Manufactur-
ers' Association, which includes the chairman of the trade extension com-
mittees of the lumber manufacturers' associations throughout the United
States.

2. The secretaries of these associations.
M. The pre.sid.-nts and secretaries of the state retailers' associations.
4. The directors of the National Retail Lumber Dealers' Association.
There will be definite plans of cooperation in trade extension work

presented. The question of establishing a consumers' paper to promote the
use of lumber as proposed by Mr. Hollis will be acted upon together with
other suggestions for coordinating the lumber association interests.

Following this meeting on Oct. 9, will be a general conference October
10, 10 A. ^L, on market conditions in the lumber industry, both as to
manufacturing tonditions and market outlook in the various productive and
marketing regions. This meeting will be conducted by Edward Hines,
chairman of the statistics committee. At 2 P. M. there will be a meeting
of the directors of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association at
which the work of the legislative committee will be discussed and the organ-
ization of this committee and plan of work will be presented by the chair-
man. Chas. S. Keith.
The representatives of the retail dealers' associations will be invited

to confer with the directors of the National Lumber Manufacturers' As-
sociation to the end that the plans presented at all these meetings may be
put on definite working basis.

On September S a meeting was held in Chicago for the purpose of dis-

cussing a plan proposed by W. G. Hollis, Minneapolis, to publish a paper or
magazine which will promote the use of lumber. Assurance was given
Mr. Hollis that funds would be provided for the preliminary expense of

issuing the first copy of the proposed publication.

Grand Piano in Red Gum
A baby grand piano, made entirely of red gum, is on exhibition in the

windows of the O. K. Houck Piano Company, MemphLs, and is attract-

ing unusual attention because of its extreme beauty and artistic finish.

It is one of two manufactured by the Brambach Piano Company. New
York, N. Y., as a result of the efforts of D. C. Harmon, who is connected
with the O. K. Houck Piano Company and who is a great booster of

red gum. The latter took the subject up with the manufacturing com-
pany and, when he secured the latter's consent, had no difficulty whatever
in getting gum veneer manufacturers to supi)Iy the necessary material.

Mark P. Campbell, president of the Brambach Piano Company, was so

enthusiastic over the beauty of the instruments sent here that he was
in Memphis on their arrival. While here he told John M. Pritchard.

secretary of the (tuui Lumber Manufacturers' Association, that he intended
to build 100 of these pianos from gum, and since his return home he has
written Secretary Pritchard the following letter:

I regret very much that I did not again have the pleasure of seeing
you before leaving Memphis. I wanted very much to go over with you
the great possibilities of your gum lumber." I think, however, that "the
baby grand now on exhibition in your city, made entirely of gum lumber,
tells the story more completely than any combination of English words
could possibly do.

It might, however, help some puzzled manufacturer who uses quantities
of lumber for me to say that I cannot see any i>ossible reason why gum
veneers cannot be used as effectively as any other form of veneering
provided prop_'r care is taken in the preparation of tlie wood. That, how-
ever, is true of all woods used in any form whatsoever.
As for the finish of gum. I am sure that your association, by reason

of its extensive research, is in position to recommend proper materials
and the application of them to produce durable finish.

It is my intention to further experiment with your thicker lumber
and I will be very glad to report the results to you.

This small grand being the first grand ever nuide of gum. I am sure
that your local newspapers will want to give it proper publicity. I can-
not imagine anything more important to the community than to have
properly heralded the splendid value of your gum forests.
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Fish Tenders National Hardwood Services
The two following letters were recently received by Hardwood Recobd,

and are published herewith as a matter of news. As they explain them-
selves, comment on their contents is hardly necessary :

Our attention has been called to an article which appeared in
of September 8 as a special telegram from Washington, published under
the heading H.iRDWOOI) MAXTIACTrRERS CRITICISE GOVERN-
MENT BULLETIN ON OAK Tl.MHKKS
Inasmuch as this article is iiiislcailin^' and the statements therein per-

taining to the writer's recent visit to Washington are absolutely false,

we feel that it is our duty to the entire hardwood trade to place our
position with reference to hardwood requirements of the government
squarely before every one interested, and accordingly enclose copy of letter
written the chairman of the subcommittee on lumber and will thank you
to publish this letter together with copy of letter to the chairman of the
subcommittee on lumber in the next issue of your valuable journal.

Yours very truly,
The National Haudwood Lumber Association,

Frank F. Fish, Secretary-treasurer.

Copy of letter from Frank F. Fish, secretary-treasurer National Hard-
wood Lumber Association to R. II. Downman, chairman, subcommittee on
lumber, Washington, D. C.

This letter is addressed to you in my capacity as an executive officer

of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, an organization with a
membership of over 900 firms and corporations engaged in the wholesale
production and distribution of hardwood lumber. It is my understand-
ing' that you are chairman of a subcommittee duly authorized to assist
the government in making purchases of such quantities and kinds of lum-
ber as may be required, at this critical juncture, to efficiently carry out
the preparations for war that are now so earnestly engaging the attention
of all good Americans.
The purpose of this letter is to unreservedly place at your disposal

all the forces of the organization which I represent to the end that the
co-operation of the entire hardwood trade may be brought to bear in
securing intelligent, prompt and efficient service to the government In
obtaining this class of supplies. Through the mediumship of the National
Hardwood Lumber Association the entire supply of hardwood lumber in
this country can be promptly mobilized, the amount of stock of any given
kind of lumber can be ascertained and exact information regarding the
supply can be turned in to you without delay. Prices can be co-ordinated
thus protecting the government from excessive charges and prompt deliv-
ery can be guaranteed. ^

In addition to these general advantages which this organization is

pleased to tender to the government through your committee, this asso-
ciation has a corps of competent hardwood lumber inspectors, numbering
forty-eight, located in all of the leading hardwood lumber markets of the
country. They are picked men and the best inspectors that can be found
in the entire' hardwood field. This association offers this entire corps
of trained experts to the government to assist in the work of inspecting
and measuring any hardwood lumber which the government may purchase
at this time. The acceptance of this offer guarantees honest "grade and
fair count on every purchase that the government may make. We are
not asking you to in any way delegate the functions of your committee
to this association or to anyone else, but we offer to your committee the
co-operation of an organization that stand ready to serve you and serve
the country at a time when efficient service is most keenly required.

Tile writer was in Washington from .August 23 to .\ugust .'10 and en-
deavored to place this matter before yun in person, but unfortunately was
unable to do so and is, therefore, obliged to resort to this method to make
the tender. I trust tbat you will receive this communication in the
spirit in which it is submitted and tbat you will see fit to command
me and the National Hardwood Liiiiibcr .Association along the lines sug-
gested above.

National Hardwood Members Invited to Join Hardwood
Emergency Bureau

Frank F. Fish, secretary of the National Hardwood Lumber Associa-

tion, has forwarded to Hardwood Record the two following letters per-

taining to the question of full mobilization of the country's resources

in behalf of the war work :

UNITED STATES SHIPPING BOARD E.MERGENCY FLEET CORPORA-
TION, W.VSHINGTON.

September 5, 1917.
Frank F. Fish. Secretary, National Hardwood Lumber .Ass'n.,

t'hicago. 111.

Dear Sir :

NATIONAL HARDWOOD ASSOCIATION
Mr. F. B. Lord, assistant to the chairman, advises that you have

offered your assistance and that of your organization in furnishing such
hardwood lumber as may be required for the use of the Emergency Fleet
Corporation.

This is very kind of you and we assure you that we thoroughly appre-
ciate it.

The Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau, Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
formed with a view of bringing the Emergency Fleet Corporation in
touch with the manufacturer, as the government feels that the purchase
of their requirements through jobbers and wholesalers would bring aliout
a chaotic condition of competition and disorganization of tlie lumber
market as it applies to the producer of tbis class of material.
We wish to extend to you and all the manufacturing members of your

organization a sincere invitation to become members of the Southern
Hardwood Emergency Bureau and in doing so they will show a spirit of
patriotism and their sincere intention of cooperation.

Very truly yours,
(Signed) Frank B. Browne.
Asst. Gen. Purchasing Officer.

September 12, 1917.
United States Shipping Board, Emergency Fleet Corporation,

Washington, D. C.
Frank B. Browne, Asst. General Purchasing Officer.

Dear Sir :

I have your letter of September 5 and desire to call your attention to
the fact that in tendering the co-operation of this association, which I

represent, it was not only to asist in the purchase of lumber required for
th^ use of the Emergency I'Meet Corpciration. but also to assist in the pur-
chase of all other hardwood lumber required by the government, of which
the demands of the fleet corporation arc only a small part. While the
Southern Hardwood Emergency Bureau may be able to render some serv-
ice in the present situation, it is not bringing the government in touch
with all of the hardwood lumbermen wlio are in a position to serve the
government at this time, and therefore I am unable to understand Just

why a subscription to that bureau should be regarded by you or by
anyone else as a competent test of patriotism.

If anything is required at this time, it is to co-ordinate all business
interests in the tasks set before this country, of defeating its enemies,
and any attempt made to divide a trade into warring elements and to
parcel out the business of the government to u favored faction will
ultimately result in a greater degree of chaos than possibly could result
from the encouragement of open competition in the markets of this
country in the purchase of hardwood lumber or any other commodity.
The sincerity of my intention is evidenced by the fact that I am tender-

ing to the government, without condition, the co-operation of an asso-
ciation comprising over 900 firms and corporations of the liighe.st stand-
ing in the trade; and the sincerity of your department may well be
gauged by whether it accepts or rejects this offer.

Awaiting your further favors, I beg to remain.
Your very truly,

F. F. Fish, Secretary-treasurer.

Will Not Use Full Capacity for Ammunition Containers
In the issue of Septi-iiibt-r 10 Hardwood Uecoud published an article

among Wisconsin news notes stating that the Hardwood Products Com- '

panj' of Neenah had secured a contract for ammunition containers which
would require the entire output of the plant for many months. Hard-
wood Record has received the following letter from E. D. Reals, presi-

dent, which corrects the wrong impression given in that item :

In the Hardwood Record of September 10, page 42, under news items
of Wisconsin, we find that you have published a statement concerning our
contract for manufacturing munition containers, in which you state that
the contract "will riKjuire the entire output of the plant for many months."
As this statement is entirely incorrect, we trust you will correct same in
your next issue.
The contract in questicm will keep a portion of our plant busy for several

months but we will continue manufacturing doors and milhvork as here-
tofore. Anyone reading your article who might l)e in the market for
doors, would naturally assume that we had discontinued the manufac-
ture of doors and would so discontinue sending us llieir inquiries. Y'ou
can appreciate that such a news item might do us considerable damage.

White Interests Buy Control of Big Lumber Companies
Current news contains the announcement of the acquiring of cv)ntrolling

interest in the Theodor Kundtz t'ompany, thg largest hardwood user in

Cleveland, by the White Sewing Machine Company ami the White Com-
pany, making the White automobile and the White truck, also more or

less closely allied with the new White Tractor Company. The Theodor
Kundtz Company, the largest woodworking plant in t'leveland, is capi-

talized at ^2,000,000, and has for many years held contracts from t|)C

various White plants for the manufacture of sewing machine cabinets,

automobile and truik bodies, and automobile wheels. It is also important
as manufacturer of church and school furniture. The main plant of the
company is at WJnslow and Elm aveuuei>, near tlie Superior viaduct.

There is a second jilaut at Lakewood, the western suburb of Cleveland.
Theodor Kundtz continues as president of the organization, while W. W.

Chase, secretary of the White Sewing Machine Company, becomes vice-

president. New directors of tbe Theodor Kundtz Company are A. S.

Rodgers, vice-president of the White Company, and Charles Cosgrove.
assistant superintendent. The White Company is incorporated at 5!3,000,-

000 and the White Sewing Machine Company at 5;i.2.'.."i,000.

With the West Virginia Trade
Hardwood Record has the following letter from W. T. Digglns of Dlg-

gins & Holden, operating in the lumber busines.s at Centralla, W. Va.

:

The lumber business is very strong now with upward tendency in most
all hardwoods. Mine rails, props and ties are in great dciiiMnd, in fact,
everything In the lumber line Is hard to purchase, ami owing to the labor
conditions some of tbe largest manufactures are cut down in production
as enough help cannot be obtained to run tbe milLs, and labor is wanting
at least $3.00 per day. Then the car situation maU.s deliveries uncer-
tain. Yet there are a number of new concerns starting in this near com-
munity. The Central Lumber Company of Burnsvillc which has been
in the planing mill and wholesale business has purch.ised a trad of tim-
ber and has lieen building a clrculat' mill at Bakers Hun. It will start
to saw lumber as soon as water can be had. The Thomas & Morton Lum-
ber Company has purchased 1,100 acres of hardwood timberlands on the
north side of Elk river at Bakers Run and will have its circular mill
ready to start in the next few days. The Davis-Eaken Lumber Company,
with large hand mill at Skyles, W. Va., has put in a new horizontal
band resaw to increase capacity. This company c.in finish in a vear or
so, where it is now located and will then move to Centralia to cut a
12,000-acre tract in this section. Two thousand acres of the 12.000 is
virgin timber of the finest kind.
A great many of the small mills have been Idle owing to the drougli

but recent heavy rains will enable them to start. .\ good many of
the wholesale lumbermen are catering now to mine timbers and props in
the central i.arl of the state. I find that tbe lumbermen in our sec-
tion have not gotten in on the government oak orders and I tbink they
have let sonie good things pass tbat they could have shared in haif they
been awake.

Can Supply Lignum-Vitae
Consul Claude E. Guyant at Barranquilla, Columbia, reports as follows:
.A firm iii Rarranqullla claims to be in position to furnish lignum-vltaj

in fairly bir^'' lots at a cost of $12 to $15 per ton, landed in Barranquilla.
the price d.r>cnding upon the difficulties of transportation. Tbe firm Ik
newly estalilishcd here. The manager states that he can obtain llgnum-
vltse In lets u]i to 200 tons with three to four weeks' notice, in logs .S"

to 12" in ili.inieter cut into 3' or 4' lengths.
It is siii;i;csted that if the needs of any American manufacturers arc

such that tiay desire to investigate tbe Colombian scjurce of supply, thev
might send a representative to Barranquilla to arrange a contract wltli
this firm.
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Trimble Company's Bankruptcy
Schedules in bankruptcy filed Tuesday for the Trimble Cypress Company

by its president, C. C. Trimble, show that the total liabilities of the con-

cern amount to $80,790. Of that sum the secured debts for $46,832, the

unsecured $14.5-15, those that should be paid by others $14,000, accom-
modation paper $5,430. The assets comprise stocks and bonds amounting
to $40,000 face value, open accounts of $13,901 and cash $117. In the

secured debts are included $33,000 due to W. W. Moss, as trustee of the

H. H. Hitt Lumber Company, who holds as collateral $40,000 stock of the

Hltt Lumber and Box Company. Other creditors are the Green Lumber
Company for $4,282, C. C. Trimble $315, J. G. Trimble $1,757, the Dexter
Lumber Company of Norwood $1,780, Lobnitz Company of Norwood $589,
Hyde Company of South Bend $654.

Hurry-Up Table Order
The Cadillac Cabinet and Construction Company, Cadillac, Mich., recently

secured an order from the government for 6,000 army mess tables to be com-
ple.ed within six weeks. The tables are to be made of any Michigan hard-
wood. They are to be two feet in width, seven feet six inches in length and
of standard table height. The construction company will immediately add
to its force of workmen and will be forced to operate day and night to

complete the contract within the specified time.

Hardwood Mill for Bogalusa
A new hardwood mill and a by-products plant probably will be erected

,

this winter by the Great Southern Lumber Company at Bogalusa, La.

Arrangements to this end practically have been completed, but a formal
ratification of the project is expected to take place at the meeting of the

board of directors in Bogalusa, October 15.

Adding More Floor Space
The Tannewite Works, of which Carl E. Tannewite is manager. Grand

Rapids, Mich., have added a- three story building to their factory south

of their present site. This gives a total frontage of 300 feet. This estab-

lishment manufactures woodworking machinery.

Demsey Becomes Secretary Priorities Board
Raymond T. Demsey, secretary of the Long-Bell Lumber Company, Kansas

City, Mo., has been called into the service of the government as executive

secretary to the Priorities Board, one of the units of the Council of Na-
tional Defense.

The Priorities Board is headed by Judge Robert S. Lovett, former chair-

man of the board of the Union Pacific Railroad. The other members of the

board are Edwin B. Parker, of the law firm of Baker, Botts, Parker &
Garwood, Houston, Tex. ; J. L. Replogle, formerly president of the Republic

Steel Company ; J. R. Armsby of the Consolidated Canning Industries

;

Major General Aleshire of the United States Army ; Rear Admiral Zane
and Rear Admiral Mason of the United States Navy. The board was
created under the so-called Priority bill, recently enacted, and will control

the production and movement of raw materials and manufactured articles

throughout the country for the purpose of expediting delivery of arms,
ammunition, equipment and supplies for the United States as well as for its

allies.

Mr. Demsey has been appointed to serve without pay and at his own
expense for the duration of the war. The Long-Bell Lumber Company has

granted him indefinite leave of absence. He is thirty-six years old and has
been connected with the Long-Bell Lumber Company for the past fourteen

years.

W. C. Calhoun's Tragic Death
The trade was shocked last week to learn of the tragic death on Sun-

day, September 16, of W. C. Calhoun of the Frost's Veneer Seating Com-
pany, Sheboygan, Wis.

Mr. Calhoun was drowned at the mouth of the St. Joseph river at

Benton Harbor, Mich. He was one of a party of eight people which had
left Benton Harbor in the afternoon. The large launch in which they
were cruising had a row boat in tow. .\s the rope attached to this boat
was too long, Mr. Calhoun stepped onto the cushions and taking hold

of It started to pull the row boat closer to the launch. The launch at

this time ran into a trough of the waves and Mr. Calhoun lost his

balance and pitched forward. It was noted when the body was recovered

that two ribs had been fractured and that he seemed to have suffered

bruises which indicated that he had struck the row boat in falling, thus
being rendered unconscious. He sank immediately and the body was
not recovered for an hour.

The funeral was held at Sheboygan from Mr. Calhoun's late home on

Wednesday morning, September 20. Brief church services were conducted
at the home and the Elks' burial services were given at the grave.

Mr. Calhoun was highly esteemed not only in his home city but

throughout the entire trade. He was born at St. Johns, N. B., Septem-
ber 8, 1885. He came to this country when a young man and being an
expert millwright, supervised the construction of the big Frost's Veneer
Seating Company plant at Sheboygan in 1SS4. He later built a plant

for the company at Antigo.

Until the death of the late George Frost in 1912, Mr. Calhoun had been

superintendent and general manager of both plants, but since that date

he has been president and treasurer of the company.
Mr. Calhoun's death was antedated by that of his wife by five months.

He Is survived by one sister and three sons, all of them prominent in

Wisconsin business circles. One daughter, who resides at Sheboygan,

also survives.

Claude E. Maley
Claude E. Maley, member of Maley & Wertz, hardwood lumber manufac-

turers at Evansville, Ind.. and who was interested in many other large

industries in that city as well as in other cities, died on Friday, Septem-

ber 14, at Swampscott, Mass., where he had been spending the summer
with his family. Mr. Maley had not been in good health for the past

year and his death was due to ulcer of the stomach.

Mr. Maley was fort,v-one years old and was one of the best-known hard-

wood lumber manufacturers in Indiana. He was born and reared at

Edinburg, Ind., being the son of the late Henry Maley of that place,

who was for years one of the leading lumber manufacturers of southern

Indiana. About twenty years ago Mr. Maley went to Evansville and

with Frank May established the Maley & May sawmill. Later he sold

the interest in this company to his brother, Charles, and to his father

and became a member of the firm of Maley & Wertz. Mr. Maley was vice-

president of the Wertz-Klamer Furniture Company, a director in the

Citizens' National bank, the Klamer-Goebel Furniture Company and the

O. A. Klamer Furniture Company, all in Evansville. He was also inter-

ested in the firm of D. R. Webb Company, Inc., manufacturers of veneer

at Edinburg. Ind., Daniel Wertz & Co. at Graramer, Ind., and Maley

& Wertz, lumber manufacturers at Vincennes, Ind. He was also president

of the Maley Lumber & Land Company. This company, which has its

headquarters in Evansville, owns large timbered tracts in Mississippi.

Mr. Maley was one of the charter members of the Evansville Lumber-
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men's Chil) and took a great interest In its welfare. At one time Mr.

Male.v was treasurer of the National Hardwood Lumber Association. He
was also a member of several other associations and was a firm believer

in as.sociation work. He belonged to several clubs in Evansville and was

a thirty-.socond degree Mason and Shriuer. He was a clean-out, honor-

able, genial, affable man and his death was a shock to his many friends.

The funeral of Mr. Maley took place at his birthplace and former home

at Edinburg, Ind., on September IS. and the services were largely attended.

The lumbermen's club sent a handsome floral design. Mr. Maley is sur-

vived by his widow, one son, Heni-y, who is attending the Culver military

school at Culver, Ind., and one daughter, Margaret. He is also survived

by one brother, Charles Maley, who is engaged in the lumber business at

Jackson, Miss., and by two sisters, Mrs. Frank M. Cutsinger, Evansville,

and Mrs. John Graham of Edinburg, Ind.

William Reinhart Chivvis

William Keinhart Chivvis, one of the best-known and liked lumliermen

in St. Louis, died recently. He was fifty-nine years old, and was the

general manager of the Chivvis Wholesale and Retail Lumber Company.

His death was due to a complication of diseases.

Mr. Chivvis was born in Memphis, Tenn., on June 3, 1858. He came

to St. Louis in 1876 and began his lumber career on October 1, 1883, as a

bookkeeper for Liebke & Sohrage, lumber manufacturers. Later he was

made secretary of the Arm. In 1901 he entered the lumber business for

himself, making a specialty of hardwood.

He was a member of the Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis and a mem-

ber of the First Congregational Church.

He leaves a widow, Mrs. W. R. Chivvis, former state president of the

Federated Women's Clubs of Missouri, now a director in the national organ-

ization ; a daughter, Miss Ruth Chivvis and two sons, Leland and Nor-

man.
The funeral took place from the family residence to Bellefontalne ceme-

tery.

Otto B. Joerns
Otto B. Joerns, secretary and treasurer of the Joerns Kros. .Manufac-

turing Company, Stevens Point, Wis., and almost a lifelong resident of

Sheboygan. Wis., died at Denver, Colo., on September 15, after a long

illness from heart trouble, which wa.s accentuated in February last by the

total destruction of the Joerns furniture factory In Sheboygan by fire,

entailing a loss of .flOO.OOO. The Joerns company concentrated its ac-

tivities at Stevens Point following the fire, and only a short time ago

Mr. Joerns and bis family moved to that city, ills condition became

serious in July and he went to Denver to recuperate, lie returned in

August much improved, but suffered a relapse and again went to Colorado,

in company with his son, Oliver, liut two days after reaching Denver his

death ensued. Mr. Joerns was one of the most iiromlnent citizens of

Sheboygan and sened as mayor in 191.'i-1916. He was a past master of

Sheboygan Lodge, K. & .\. M.. wliicb condiicled I hi' funeral on Sept. 20.

More Handles for Fly Swatters
The Hoagland Manufacturing Company. Waupaca. Wis., maker of wood

working novelties is erecting an addition tt\ its plant in that city, which

will practically double its capacity, and eualih' it to fill all orders promptly

and to increase the number of its specialties. The buihling will be 20x6*1

feet besides a new sawmill shed and much new machinery will be added

and a new engine which will greatly increase the power. The company
has been making handles for fly swatters, and the orders for these are

large now, thougii the outbreak of the war last .\pril, affected the demand
for a time. It is expected to have the ni'W buildings ready for operatbui

hy the first nf tlie year.

Ask for Reopening Buffalo Transit Case
A second amended petition for the tlivision of through rates tui transit

lumber has been filed with tlie Interstate Commerce Commission by D. P.

Connell, T. H. lUirgess and II. I>. Palmer, attorneys for eastern and
northern railroads, in the case of the Buffalo Lundier Exchange et al.

against the .Mahima Central Railway t'ompany et al.

The petition states that following the commission's decision in the Ituf-

falo lumber transit case tariffs were filed and rates put into effect as

ordere<l by the commissijui. which involve the application of the through
rate from point of origin of hardwood lund>er to the point of destination,

but in doing so, according to the petition, the southern and western
railroad lines declined to assume any portion of the cost of transit service

at Buffalo.

The petition says that the western and southern lines refuse to accept as

their divisions of the rates any less than tlieir divisions on lumber ship-

ment to the transit points, which include, besides Buffalo, North Tona-
wanda and Black Rock and East Buffalo, although those divisions are
much greater than the southern and western lines except on the name
kind of lumber consigned through from the same points of origin to the
same destinations without the transit privilege.

This attitude of the southern and western carriers. It is said In the
petition, causes a loss of revenue to the petitioners, who ask the commiw-
sion to reopen the case and fix the divisions of the southeru and western

lines, since the latter decline absolutely to reach an agreement with the

northern and eastern lines, which have sought to negotiate with them
through the chairmen of the respective associations of southern and

western carriers.

New Bill on Eight-Hour Law
Senator .Tones and Representative Iladley of Washington will this week

introduce in Congress a bill to force an eight-hour day In the lumber

business of the entire country by forbidding the transportation or ship-

ment in interstate commerce or foreign commerce of lumber and other

products of lumber mills and similar establishments which do not practice

the eight-hour day as affecting their employes.

These Washington statesmen take the view that Senator Poindexter's

bill recently introduced, which provides that all lumber mills, logging

camps and woodworking establishments which send their products into

interstate and foreign commerce shall not work their employes over eight

hours per day, is not constitutional.

The Jones-Hadley method Is the indirect method of reaching the same
result. Their bill Is modeled after the child labor bill that became a law

a year or two ago, and also after several other bills pending in Congress

advocated by organized labor and sociological workers.

Both the Jones-Hadley and the Polndexter bills were the outgrowth of

the agitation among lumber workers, especially in the West, for an eight-

hour day. Western lumbermen agreed to the propo-sltlon If It were made
* nationwide, so that competing lumbermen of other sections would be put on

the same basis. The eight-hour proposition has not been received with

favor in the South.

Export Lumber at Baltimore Finally Released

.\fter months of effort, Harvey M. Dickson, secretary of thi; National

Lumber Exporters' Association, working in conjunction with other officers

of the organization, has succeeded in getting the consent of the British

government to send forward the fifty-seven cars of hardwoods which have
been held up at .\tlantlc ports ever since March, 1916, by the British

order in council Issued at that time. The final arrangements for the

releasing of these shipments were completed Sept. 11. The car.s in question

were started on orders placed prior to the issuance of the British order in

council, which became effective March 25, 1916. Some of the cars were
started on through bills of lading and others on local bills of lading "for

export," which made them virtually through shipments. .\s they happened
to arrive at the seaboard a day or two later than the date when the order
took effect, the steamship companies refused to receive them, and they have
been held up in port ever since, accumulating charges. For a long time

the Britlsli authorities refused to consider any proijosltion to release the

shipments, standing on the strbt letter of the order. Last June It was
reported tliat permission to ship the cars In question ndght be obtained if

the •hippers would send documents showing conclusively that the ship-

ments were sent on their way prior to the time the order in council took

effect and that the shipments were made on orders, submitting full data
of the transactions. This has since been done, with the result stated.

Mr. Dickson and the others who interest -d themselves in the matter are

cimsequently mu<-l) gratified, and the shippers in question are relieved of

a source of heavy expense. The quantity of iund>er llius released Is almost
1,000,0011 feet, a very Imiiortant Item these days, when the forwardings
have dwindled to wholly Insignificant proportions.

Of importance In connection with the subject of exp<irts is a movement
inaugurated among the exporters of Baltimore to secure the location in

this city of a branch office of the Exports Administrative Board. At
present. If an exporter wants to obtain a license to make a shipment, he
must go to Washington, wldch Is not a port at all, thus being put to ex-

pense and loss of time which would hi' avoided if Baltimore hail a branch
office. .All of tlie < xport»'rs nuiy I)e expected to unite in tile effort to have
Baltimore placinl on equality with such ports as New Yiu-k, Philadelphia,

and (Jalveston, which have already obtained branch offices, and with Nor-
folk, Savannah, New Orleans and the Western coast, where offices arc to

be established.

Lumbermen Do Not Favor Storage of Government Lumber
The establishment of a bin (luartermasters' depot .-it Mol>llc. Ala., to

contain hir;.'e stocks of materials necessary for army uses. Including from
.jO.000,000 to .100,000,0(10 feet of timber, has been pro|iosed by officers of

the war department. It is learned. .\t the same time It Is learned that the
committee on lumber of the Council of National Defense, being asked
about the matter, has decided against the proposition and so recommended
to the government. It Is thought that this recommendation will prevail,

but the matter has not been finally decided.

Practical lumliermen are opposed to the plan of the war department
because they say that timber Is generally not cut until ordered, and that
orders are for many different sizes. It Is said that it would be Impractic-
able to keep a stock of all probable sizes that would be needed on hand
constantly ami that it would be Impossible to tell In advance how much
and what kind of tlmiier the army In France will need.

FurthcniMire. it is argued, the accumulatUm of large supplies of timber
by the war department would tend to Interfere with the efforts of the
mills to gel nut the timber required for wooden ships. Lumbermen also
say that tinilur readily deteriorates when stacked and that the government
would sooTi have on hand in its proposed depot a lot nf worthless stuff and
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would meanwhDe bare to take large risks on insurance and pay heavy
rental for ground.

Tlie war department expects a big demand for timber from the American
expeditionary forces. Recently the lumber committee handled a requisition

from the war department for a lot of bridge stringers 8 by 16 inches wanted
in building transportation lines tor Gen. Pershing's forces. This was the

third order of consequence for lumber or timber from Pershing, the first

being for wharf material and the second for material for a cold storage

plant.

As the demand for timber grows for shipbuilding and for army uses it

is thought by some lumbermen that it may be necessary to get some body,

perhaps the lumber committee or Judge Lovett; the priority commissioner
on the War Industries Board, to pass upon the question which branch of

the government shall have Its order filled first. At the same time it is stated
that there has been no conflict yet between the departments.

Another suggestion heard in well informed circles is that it may be
necessary to limit the private use of timbers in order to insure the govern-
ment's getting what it needs for various purposes. Eventually it may be

necessary, it is said, for some government authority to say whether private

timber orders may be filled or whether shipments under the same may be

made. However, it is said that this is not contemplated immediately.
In view of the efforts of southern pine interests to obtain higher prices for

their timber for shipbuilding, it is reported that western lumber interests

will likewise seek an increase in their price of $.35 for wooden ship material.

Suspends Veneer Rate Increase
By an order issued recently the Interstate Commerce Commission has

suspended until January 18, 1918, certain provisions in tariff I. C. C. No.
3885 of the Soo Line proposing to cancel a 12 cent carload commodity rate

on birdseye maple veneer between Chicago and Escanaba, Mich. The can-

cellation would have had the effect of substituting a class rate of 22 cents

per 100 pounds.

Another order issued I>y the commission also suspends until January IS
a number of provisions in tariffs of the Soo Line, Northern Pacific and
Great Northern railroads which provide for increased rates on wooden
pails and tubs in straight or mixed carloads between points located on their

lines. The carriers proposed to substitute Class C rating for Class D
rating, which would mean an increase from 4 to 7.5 cents per 100 pounds
in the rates.

Handle 23 Per Cent More Traffic With 3 Per Cent More Cars
"Operating statistics for the month of June for railways having a total

of 196,1.31 miles of line, which are just available, show a remarkable
increase in operating efficiency as compared with June, 1916," says the
RaiJicay Age Gazette. "The revenue freight ton mileage of these roads was
23 per cent greater than It was in June of last year ; and they handled this

largely increased business with but one-tenth of 1 per cent more miles of

line, 1.8 per cent more freight locomotives and 3.2 per cent more freight

cars than they had last year. Perhaps what this really means can be best

indicated by showing what were the increases in ton miles of freight per
mile of line, per freight locomotive and per freight car.

"The increase in freight traffic in the country as a whole per mile of line

was 23 per cent ; per freight lo'comotive, 21 per cent ; and per freight car,

19.6 per cent. The increase in freight car efficiency was partl.v due to an
increase in the average miles moved by eaclT car dally from 27.3 to 29.1

miles; partly to an increase in the average load of loaded 'cars from 25.2

to 27.9 tons. The average miles made per locomotive per day increased
from 65 to almost 78 ; the average tons per train from 642 to 715.

"Relatively the largest increase in traffic took place in western territory,

the total ton mileage in that territory exceeding that of June, 1916, by
almost 33 per cent. This is reflected in the statistics of operating efficiency.

The increase in traffic handled per mile of line in that territory was 32.7

per cent
; per freight locomotive, 29.9 per cent, and per freight car, 26.6

per cent."

Building Permits for August
The United States government is not required to obtain a municipal

building permit before it proceeds to erect a structure within the limits

of a city. It Is superior to the local authorities. Moreover, a large per-

centage of the construction work now under way is outside of cit.v and town
boundaries. These preliminary statements are made to explain away in

part the unfavorable building reports for August. The explanation is

perfectly valid.

The official figures of building permits, issued in 114 cities, as received by
the American Contractor, Chicago, total $49,118,123, against $73,614,908
for August, last year, a decrease of 33 per cent. This is not an excessive
decrease, as things have been going of late. Activities for the first quarter
of the year were very close to the first quarter of 1916. April showed a
decrease of 8 per cent, which increased to 34 per cent in May and June.
The shrinkage for July increased to 49 per cent, due to abnormal permit-
seeking conditions in New York City during July, 1910. And August re-

turns to about the same pace as that recorded for May and June, which
is practically a two-thirds activity.

These figures, as stated above, are exclusively for construction work to

be carried on within city limits. LTp to within the past several months or
until the United States entered the war, city construction was typical of

that for the nation, for growth was centered mainly in the cities. But the
war has carried construction work to the country. Not only is this true
of the great army cantonments that have arisen as if by magic within the
past several months, but the new or stimulated war industries are also

being perfected very extensively beyond the borders of municipalities.
Witness the big ship yards, munition factories, and other important indus-
tries that are under rapid construction in unsettled districts. This, in
itself, has ser%-ed to deaden the construction work in the cities temporarily,
for many thousands of workingmen and others have been drained from the
cities, thereby reducing the construction necessities of the cities.

The city constructional relaxation, however, is not complete. There are
a few lively exhibits. Of the 114 cities included in the appended table,

29 show an increase, a few of them notable ones. Thus, New Bedford,
Mass., shows an increase of 518 per cent; Wilmington, Del., 121 per cent;
Wichita, Kans., 120 per cent ; Atlantic City, 171 per cent ; Atlanta, Ga.,
98 per cent. In most instances special causes can be traced, however, for
the increase.

The total number of permits, issued in these 114 cities for .August, was
18,894, compared with 26..804 tor August, last year, a decrease of about
30 per cent, or practically the same as the decrease in the estimated
costs.

Whole Resources Needed for the Cause
".ill the nation's resouires—materials, fnoil supplfrs, lumber, metal, and

man power—are needed," says the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States in an appeal to its members and to the business world of Apierica
generally to organize, mobilize, economize, and work hard tor the success
of the cause of the United States and its allies in .\rmageddon.
The national chamber points out that the government needs business

and business needs the government and that now is the time to prove that
business is a friend of the public and to obtain a fair deal for the business
world.

American Hardwoods in England
American hardwoods can now be admitted into England only under

license, and that means so much red tape that tew people on this side

care to go to the trouble of sending cargoes. Some of our woods which
formerly had larger sales there, are now of little importance in that coun-
try. The latest list of Edward Chaloner & Co. of Liverpool gives
the situation of several American woods, as follows

:

Oak—No arrtvals during the past month, and the consumption has been
1,000 cubic feet of planks. Stocks consist of 9,000 cubic feet of planks.
Elm—No import during the past month, and there is not any stock.
Ash—No import or consumption during the past month. Shipments

would command high prices.
Walnut—Shipments would obtain high prices.
Ciuni—There are inquiries for boards of all grades and high prices

would be obtained.
Yellow poplar—High prices would be obtained for good logs and

boards.
Birch—Imports and consumption during the past month have been 1.000

cubic feet. Prices for logs and planks are high.
Hickory—There is good inquiry for fresh, prime wood.

Excelsior Machines in Switzerland
Excelsior machines now in use in Switzerland are nearly all of German

make. They are clumsy and slow, and there should be a market in that
country for the high-class .American excelsior cutters. The end of the
war ought to see some machines from this country in operation there.

Hardwood ^ews ISfotes

-< MISCELLANEOUS >.-

The Virginia Hardwood Lumber Company, Waitesville, W. Va., has as-

signed.

The Knoxville I'able & Chair Company, Knoxvillc, Tenn., has increased

its capital from .$50,000 to $100,000.

The Tony Wedges Furniture Works, Roundup, Mont., were destroyed by
fire.

The L. H. & D. Fibre Furniture Company has incorporated at Grand
Rapids, Mich., at $5,000.

The Ilarrimau Hardwood Lumber Company located at Harriman, Tenn.,

has changed its name to the Enright Lumber & Coal Company.
At Wilmington, N. C, the Cape Fear Ship Yards Company has been in-

corporated. *

C. D. Le Master has been appointed receiver for the Mechanics Planing
Mill Company. Fresno, Cal.

Retaining the same name, the St. Louis Box Factory, St. Louis, Mo.,

has incorporated with a capital of $40,000.

The death is announced of Horace A. Reeves, Jr., who for years has been
wholesaling in pine and hardwood lumber with offices at 402 Crozer build-

ing, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fire losses have been sustained by the Mooresville Furniture Company,
Mooresville, N. C, and by the George E. Rathiel Manufacturing Company,
St. Louis, Mo.
Recently incorporated concerns are : the Forester, Harvie Lumber Company,

Whitesburg, Ky., capital, $20,000 ; the Lee Furniture Manufacturing Com-
pany, Memphis, Tenn. ; the Kinge & Winge Shipbuilding Company, Seattle,

Wash., with a capital of $60,000 ; and the Holland Ladder & Manufactur-
ing Company, Holland, Mich.

The business conducted heretofore under the style of the One Minute
Washer Company, El Reno, Okla., is now the Morris Manufacturing Com-

pany.
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H. Corwin, Jr., president and treasurer of tbe Branning Manufacturing

Company. Edenton, N. C, has resigned.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy bas been filed by the Model Incu-

bator Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

The capital of ibe Brown-Hawkins Lumber Company, Detroit, Mich., has

been increased to $60,000.

The Fullcrton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Company, with headquarters at

South Bend, Ind., has succeeded the Central Lumber C-ompany at Rochester,

Ind.

The Riggs-Terrell Lumber Company at New Orleans, La., has recently

reorganized.

Capitalized at .liSO.OOO, the Kanawha Building & Construction Company
has been incorporated at Cliarleston, W. Va.

The Helena Veneer Company has sold out its holdings at Helena, Ark.,

to the Chicago Mill & Lumber Company.
The WTiite Oak Veneer & Lumber Company, Kingsport, Tenn., has sus-

tained a loss by fire reported at $50,000. partially insured.

^-< CHICAGO >-

The Continental Box Company has filed an involuntary petitiou in

bankruptcy.
The Streator Car Company and the Maurice Tauber Company have both

been incorporated at Chicago, as had also the Universal Window Frame
Company.
The August edition of the "Red Book" published by the Lumbermen's

Credit Association, Transportation building, City, of which William L.

Clancy is at the head, is oft the press and has been delivered to Its sub-

scribers.

F. B. Lane, manager of the Grand Rapids office of the C. C. Mengel &
Bro. Company, Louisville, Ky.. passed through Chicago a week ago on his

way home from the latter point. He says he can sell all the mahogany that

this company can pet out.

W. II. Dick, Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phlllpp, Miss., paused for

a day in Chicago on his way North to bring back his family who luive

been spending some time at a Wisconsin resort. Mr. Dick says he is so

busy these days that he wouldn't have time to stay long enough even to

catch a few fish. He deplored the evidence of cold feet which some of

the big hardwood companies have been showing in their prices and said

he is having no trouble in getting full list for his lumber.

James E. Stark of James E. Stark & Co., Memphis, shippeil hi." automo-

bile back from Memphis about a week ago. Mr. Stark's family has been

spending part of the summer season at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi-

cago, and Mr. Stark has been dividing his time between his family and his

business at Memphis.
John Fountain, representative of the Turtle I.,jike Lumber <'ompany In

this territory, recently returned from an e.\tendeil trip East where he

found conditions very good.

F. L. Zaug, vice-president and manager of the Wisconsin Cabinet and

Panel Company, New London, Wis., was In Chicago last week accompanied

by Mrs. Zaug. lie states that his company Is kept busy haiMlling regular

business in addition to the tremendous output of cabinets for the Edison

phonograph, Mr. Zaug made the Inti-resting st;»tenient that the Eillson

company expects to have released shortly iin.uoo carats of diamon<ls

which have been held up In London since the beginning of thi' war. These

are used In the sound transmitter of the Edison machine.

J. P. Vestal of the Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Company. Knoxvllle.

Tenn., had a busy two-days' trip to Chicago last week endeavoring to

locate two or three logging cars which were ordered some time ago for

delivery to the company's big new mill at Fonde, Ky. He says that busi:

ness is booming In his country.

J. W. Donaldson of the Vail Cooperage Company, Fort Wayne, Ind..

was In town the latter part of last week for a brief visit. He says that

the company's big band mill in .\rkansas is operating on regular shift and
is turning out a substantial amount of hardwood lumber every day. The
company uses only butt logs In gum for the sawmill, the remainder of the

trees going Into Its extensive cooperage factories.

It. B. Goodman of the Goodman Lumber Company, Goodman, Wis.,

passed through Chicago last week on his way home from a trip East,

being a speaker at the National Safety Council, New York.

.\mong prominent northern visitors are Charles Gill of the Glll-.Vndrews

Lumber Company, Wausau, ^\^s., and Charles J. Kinzel, president of the

Kinzel Lumber Company, Merrill, Wis.

W. H. Russe of tbe .Memphis firm Russe & Burgess, Inc., passed through

Chicago last week on his way to the East.

=-< BUFFALO >=

The A. J. Chestnut Lumber Company i.^ adding quite largely to its

holdings of hardwood timber, having lately bought several million feet of

it In the CatskiU region. The company's new mill at Caneadca, in the

Gene-scc valley, is now running, and is equipped with a warm pond for

winter operation. New York state hardwoods, such as ash and ma|ile.

are good sellers these days, and hemlock Is now high-priced enough

Ui take rank along with them.

Hardwood men arc Interested In observing the strong campaign which
their associate, .\. J. Ellas, is putting up for the nomination as mayor
of the city at the fall election. .Mr. KK's > ti'i'il his petition to run in

the primaries and it contains about 8,000 names, lie has also opened a

campaign headquarters in the former Third National Bank building, at

Main and Swan streets, and has done some speech-making. He promlseR

to he a reform mayor, if elected, and says there should he lower prices

for light, power and other necessities. The present mayor and a Republican

candidate are also in the field for a nomination.

Local building figures are not making a favorable comparison with the

record of last year and September totals will not be large, from the

present outlook.

One of the best known lumbermen of this section. John S. Noyes, died

at his home here, September 7. at the age of eighty-six years. He was
for years the dean of thfe industry and his home was a welcome spot

for members of the hardwood trade, who made It a point to pay their

respects to him regularly during his declining days. I'p to last January

the lumbermen had for several years gathered at ilajor Noyes's to celebrate

the coming of the new year. He had a long career in the lumber trade

here, having been early Interested in the shipping of stock down the

Great Lakes, afterwards becoming head of tbe firm of Noyes & Sawyer. He
was president of the Buffalo Lumber Exchange In IHOI and 1902 and for

fifty years had been a member of the Buffalo Club. He is survived by his

wife and daughter, Mrs. Henry W. Sprague.

=-< PITTSBURGH y
The Shreve Chair t.'ompany of Union City. Pa.. b;is lioii;:lit tliirly three

acres of hardwood timber kn<iwn as the Hart tract, near Sherman, N. Y.,

and will cut it off at once to make stock for its chair factory.

Pittsburgh bank deposits clliiibed away over the previous record, accord-

ing to the call of September 11, which showed alwut $37t>.000,000 on
deposit. This shows an increase of $21,000,000 over the call of June 20,

1917.

E. V. Babcock of the Babcock Lumber Company won out yesterday in

the non-partisan primaries as a candidate for mayor, having a clean lead

of over 5,000 votes over the nearest competitor.

The Frampton-Foster Lumber Company announces that Its hardest work
at present Is to keep from taking orders. This applies especially to oak,

a.s its demand for structural oak and car material is very heavy.

Tbe Indian Creek Valley Lumber Company Is a new wholesale concern

at Uniontowu, Pa., organized by Howard 1. Fisher, A. V. Doorlcy and
J. J. Daugherty of that city.

H. E. .\st, manager of the Mutual Lumber Company, has within the

past month taken three big orders for railroad^ hardwood stocks to be

delivered on government contracts in Cauada. He reports that he could

have sold much more of those stocks If he had had the lumber available.

The J. C. Cottrell Lumber Company Is doing a very nice business In

hardwoods, especially In mining stocks. Its chief trouble is In getting

enough oak timber to supply the demand and In getting cars quickly enough
for delivery.

The Jennlson-Wrlght Compafiy Is a new concern at 501 Keystone build-

ing, Pittsburgh, with S. C. Conway as manager. The company will do a

general business In handling all kinds of creosoted timbers and ties, espe-

cially In creosoted blocks for warehouse apd other floors. The company
has two big factories, at Toledo, O., and Granite City, III.

The Tlonesta Lumber Company, with headquarters In the First National
Bank bulbllng, .announces a good gain In business evi-ry month. August
was much the West month in shipments in tbe company's history. Its

trade In hardwoods Is very good and shows that demand Is firm and
prices high.

The Johnston-Davies Lumber Company will shortly start another new
hardwood operation In Hutler county. Pa. Its chief denmnd at present

is for oak for structural material and for medium-grade hardwoods for

mining uses.

The Aberdeen Lumber Company looks for a fairly brisk demand this fall

for gum and Cottonwood, especially f( r use by Implement and vehicle

manufacturers. The tremendous prosperity now existing among farmers
makes it sure that the Implement nmnufacturers are going to have a big

trade the coming winter and spring, and they are already looking tor

stocks to cover their needs.

E. H. Stoner of the West Penn Lumber Company reports business very
fair in all lines, with a tendency toward advancing prices. The big demand
for mining stocks Is a feature of the situation at priMiil.

=•< BOSTON >.=

Confidence In the future eoimnercial conilltlons of New l-'nglaml Is shown
in the organization of a number of new lumber firms, tbe most Important
being : Norwich Woodworking Company, Norwich, C<inn.. for Si500,000

;

the Frontier Lumber Company, Derby Line, Vt., for .?.->0.000 : the Bay
State Construction Company, Portland. Me., for $2(1.000; the M. B.

Wadleigh Company, Bangor, Me., for $10,000; and the I'nited Lum-
ber & Supply Company at Derby, Conn. Large ad<lltions to plants

arc also bcin..' made by the Lawrence Lumber Company. Lawrence. JIass.,

and the Wasbbnin & Heywood Chair Company, Ervlny. Mass.
Charles S. Wintworth of Boston, recently appolnteil major In the na-

tional army, has been attached to the ammunition I rain and is now
stationed at 'amp Devens, .\yer, Mass. The building lonstruetlon of the
cantonment .-it tins point Is practically completed altliMvigb several weeks
more of ni;i<l Imlldlng and minor fitting remain to he done.

Several l'I" ftl endiargocs are now hampering the shipment of hard-
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woods from the South and West to New England, but the progress of

work on the new distributing yard of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., outside

of Providence, is expected to enlarge that road's capacity sufficiently to

give substantial relief.

Wm. E. Litchfield, the Boston hardwood dealer, has been appointed

delegate from the Boston Chamber of Commerce to the convention of

national industries at Atlantic City for the adoption of policies by all

commercial factors in the country to aid war measures.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
Among the members of the lumber trade from this city who have under-

taken to "do their bit" in the war of the United States against Germany is

G. L. Wood, general manager of the R. E. Wood Lumber Company. G. L.

Wood has been commissioned a major of one of the regiments of foresters

being raised for service back of the front in France. He is a practical

lumberman, familiar with all of the details of the business, from the work
of felling the trees to sawmill operations and even the distribution of the

product, and his services are therefore certain to prove of great value in

France, where the cutting and manufacture of lumber is an increasingly

important detail back of the fighting lines, and where timbers for mining
and lumber for a variety of purposes is to be gotten out.

E. Stringer Boggess. Charleston, W. Va., at one time Snark of the

Universe, Con:?atenated Order of Hoc Hoo, was a recent Baltimore visitor.

His old friends were glad to learn that he has successfully worked out of

the financial difficulties in which he became involved about two years ago,

and is once more successfully engaged in the export trade, doing a good
business.

The ordering into camp at Anniston, Ala., of all of the units of the fed-

eralized Maryland National Guard last Sunday, has resulted in the depar-

ture from the city of Charles M. Buchanan, a young hardwood man, who
became a member of Battery A, Light Artillery, at the time this command
was organized last year, Mr. Bucbanan has of late for some time repre-

sented the interests of William Whitmer & Sons at Baltimore, and is

well known in the trade.

Another recent visitor was Mr. Kosse of the Kosse, Shoe & Scbleyer

Company, Cincinnati. Mr. Kosse conferred with Harvey M. Dickson in

regard to some shipments in New York, and also looked in at the branch

office of his firm in the Law building. The firm, which makes a specialty

of walnut exports, has a distributing yard in southwest Baltimore aLso.

^-< COLUMBUS >
The Farm and Timber Company, Cuyahoga Falls. O., has been incor-

ported with a capital of $10,000 to deal in lumber. The incorporators

are T. A. Steele, W. H. Schnabel, F. K. Steele, R. M. Wilhelm and Charles
McCluske.T.

F. B. Pryor of the sales department of the W. M. Ritter Lumber
Company was married recently to Miss Ruth Cleveland Kinsey, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Russell Kinsey of Roanoke, Va. After the

wedding trip the couple will be at home at 869 Franklin avenue. Columbus.
It has been announced that because of the reorganization of the American

army on the basis of the French and British forces, it will be necessary
to reconstruct a portion of the buildings at the Chillicothe cantonment
in southern Ohio. The buildings were first designed to care for companies
under the old regime. Now with the companies enlarged the changes are
necessary. It Is said that about 3,000,000 feet of additional lumber will

be required.

The sash and door warehouse of A. Teachout Company, Cleveland
was damaged to the extent of $5,000 by fire recently.

Plans have been completed for an open meeting of the Columbus Lum-
bermen's Club to be held the latter part of the month. At that time
it is announced that the restaurant will be opened for noon-day lunches.

It is planned to hold monthly meetings during the fall and winter.

R. W. Horton pf the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good
demand for hardwoods, especially from manufacturers. Concerns making

furniture and boxes are in the market. Retailers are buying also in

limited quantities. Prices are strong and every change is toward higher
levels.

J. A. Ford of ihe Imperial Lumber Company reports a good demand for
hardwoods from West Virginia. Prices continue Arm in all varieties and
grades.

< CLEVELAND >=
F. T. Peltch of the F. T. Peitch Company, hardwood wholesaler, and

a party of friends will leave Sunda.v, September 23, for Honey Harbor,
Ont., for a ten days' fishing trip. Other Clevelanders who will go along
are M. R. Snell of the M. R. Snell Lumber Company and George Earner
of the Earner Meade Lumber Company. A number of lumbermen friends

will be picked up at Buffalo on the way up.

Arch C. Klumph. president of the Cuyahoga Lumber Company, is de-

voting considerable time to the operations of the government secret service

in Cleveland. He is president of the Cleveland chapter of the National
Security League, which is assisting in every way the running down of
slackers and examination of all claims for exemption.
The September outing of the Cleveland Lumber Club has been announced

for .September 20 at the Roadside Club. Thirty-five members are expected.
-\fter the ball game on the green, a banquet will be served. Two ball

teams will be chosen from among those present.

Cleveland manufacturers, who have been hampered for months in their

effort to secure adequate help and who have also been at a loss to house
the help which is willing to come to Cleveland, have taken matters into

their own hands. It is estimated that there are 10.000 families in

Cleveland without proper housing facilities, of which 3,000 families are
negroes recently brought in from the South. To meet this problem the
manufacturers propose to form a building company and subscribe the
stock themselves sufficient to build small priced houses on a large scale.

These houses will cost not more than .$4,000 and will rent for about $20
a month. Practically the entire demand is for this type of house. The
company will pay a nominal interest on all fund.s loaned but the chief
aim of the manufacturers is to get the population housed and then dispose
of the real estate to the occupants on- easy terms. The manufacturers
are willing to advance the money in the shape of a second mortgage and
allow the workman to pay it off as rent. The manufacturer expects to

profit by thus securing an adequate and contented labor supply.

=< CINCINNATI >-
The Sayers & Scoville Company has declared the regular quarterly divi-

dend of IVi per cent in the preferred stock, payable October 1, to stock-

holders of record September 20.

The Dudley Lumber Company, Petersburg, W. Va., has been incorporated
with a capital of $5,000. The incorporators are E. B. Gribble, C. H. Sen-
seney, Joseph H. Anderson, E. C. Calhoun and W. F. Hiser, all of Peters-
burg.

The Glenn L. Martin Company,. Cleveland, was recently incorporated
with $2,000,000 capital stock, to manufacture all kinds of aircraft. The
incorporators are Glenn L. Martin, C. E. Thompson, S. Livingston Mather,
Carl N. Osborne and Alva Bradley.

A contract has been awarded to the Xordyke & Marmon Company,
Indianapolis, for $2,700,000 worth of airplanes. Under the terms of the
contract 3,000 planes must be completed and ready for delivery by June 1,

of next year.

W. Richardson, Warren, Mo., has sold to the Probst Lumber Company,
Cincinnati, several hundred acres of virgin timber in northwestern
.Vrkansas. The consideration was $13,000. The new owner will erect

mills to cut the timber into lumber.
In the suit of Paul V. Connolly, as trustee in bankruptcy of George and

Harry D. Riemeier, Cincinnati, bankrupt lumber dealers, vs. George H.
Riemeter, sister of the bankrupts, and Mary Stolting, defendants, filed

answers in which they denied personal knowledge of the affairs of the part-
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nerships. Miss Riemeier admits she occasionally made entries in the books

of the partnership and assisted in the preparation of trial balances, but

denies her knowledge of bookkeeping was such as to enable her to under-

stand the financial condition of the partnership disclosed in the trial

balances.

Both defendants aver they had no knowledge or reason to believe any

payments made to them on account of loans to the partnership were made

at a time the partnership was insolvent or that these payments were made

with intent to defraud other creditors and prefer them.

George W. Huston, assistant secretary of the Carriage Builders' National

Association and publisher of the Spokesman, its official organ, announced

the program for the forty-fifth annual convention at the Hotel La Salle,

Chicago, Septemlier 24 to 27. Committees at the convention will report

that notwitwithstanding the continued popularity of the automobile, car-

riage busine.s.s is better than it has been in a long time. Prospects of still

better trade are in sight with the coming of word from Washington that

the carriage men will be asked to manufacture guus and carriages for the

ITnited States army.

<
Local lumbermen and operators nl woiMlworking |il;inls an' still endeavor-

ing to land centraets for the manufacture of ammunition cases for the

government. The Indianapolis trade is now in a position to handle many
large contract.s. Early in the season the lumber trade was very busy sup-

plying material for use in construction work at Fort Benjamin Harrison,

but very little construction work is being done there now.

William H. Burton, forty-eight years old, secretary-treasurer of the

Indiana Cooperage Company of this city, died suddenly last week. He
complained of l)eing ill in the office of the ccmiiiany. and a few minutes

later he was found in an unconscious condition in a wash room in the

plant. A physician was called but he had died before the physician could

arrive. .V coroners investigation revealed that death was due to apoplexy.

He is survived by a widow and one son.

The Wynne Cooperage Company of .\nderson, Ind., has l>een incorporated

with a capitalization of .f20.000. Directors of the company are Cary

Cookman, Willard N. Pease, and A. J. Pease.

Incorporation papers have been issued to the Columbia Furniture Com-
pany, Rensselaer, Ind., the company having an autliorized capital of .?20,-

000. The company expects to manufacture all kinds of furniture. Direc-

tors are E, N. Loy, Emil Besser, Solon G. Spiegel, S. O. Penrod, and A. M.

Ley.

W. H. Cook & Co., lumb(*rmen and mill operators of Warsaw, Ind.,

have announced plans for the construction of a new sawmill which will be

140 feet long and 30 feet wide. The plant will be housed in a two-story

structure, and will have a capacity of two carloads of lumber a day. The
company Is busy filling orders for the government. Aeroplane frames and
propeller blades are being manufactured.

=^ EVANSVILLE >-=

The next meeting of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club will be held at

the Hotel McCurdy on October 9.

Fred Bergman of Bergman & Mann, planing mill owners and lumber
dealers at Clirisney, Ind., was a business visitor recently. He reported
trade in his section good.

The Electric Planing Mill Company, Owensboro, Ky., is erecting a new
building to take the place of the old plant.

Charles .\lbert Gubelman, a well-known saw mill owner and lumber-

dealer, died at his home at Mt. Carmel, 111., on September 11 of injuries

received a few days before In an automobile accident. Mr. Gubelman was
born in Mt. Carmel in 1865 and had spent all his lite there and was
regarded as one of the leading citizens of that pliice, being prominent itt

business and civic affairs. He owned mills in Knox county, Indiana, as.

well as in Wabash county, Illinois. He is survived by the widow and six

children.

George O. Worland, manager of the Evansville Veneer Company, reports-

trade active but says there has been a little uncertainty in the market
and many buyers are showing a disposition to hold off buying. The plant

is being operated on full time during the day and some of the depart-

ments are running at night. Mr. Worland says that the log situation

is worrying the veneer manufacturers as much as the labor shortage-

problem.

Mayor Benjamin Bosse, president of the Globe-Bosse-World Furniture
Company, who is a candidate for re-election, has opened his campaign.
His republican opponent is .\lbert R. Messick, head of the Vulcan Plow
Company.

J. C. Greer of the J. C. Greer Lumber Company left recently for a

trip through the South. His company operates three large stave mills in

Tennessee and these plants have been in steady operation most of the

year. Bert Tisserand of the company reports that trade has been unusu-
ally good during the past few weeks.

The furniture and wagon factories at Henderson and Owensboro, Ky.,

continue to run on steady time and the outlook for fall and winter trade
is encouraging.

Towboats and tugboats during the past few weeks have been busy bring-

ing in staves and ties from points along Green and Barren rivers in western
Kentucky. The stave business has been unusually good of late.

-< MEMPHIS >
Work was resumed September 17 on the aviation camp at Millington^

a few miles north of Memphis on the Illinois Central railroad, after a
suspension due to some confusion regarding the contract. This was
awarded at first to the Thomas-Harmon Comiiany but It has now been
given to E. -V. Wickham & Co. of Omaha, Neb., and the latter announce
that the buildings will be erected within sixty days and the camp made
ready for the aviation forces within that period. The new company has
taken over all the men employed by the old firm, about 1,400 in numltcr, but

the forces will be increased as rapidly as possible until more tluiu .'!,000'

persons are at work. It is announced that all material for the camp will

be purchased In Memphis provided prices are right. More than fifty houses

will have to be built and there will likewise be a vast amount of drainage,

clearing and other work before the camp is ready to be turned over to the

government.
The I>amb-FIsh Lumber Company at Cliarleston, Miss., according to

L. P. Inil'.ose. is canning tomatoes at the rate of 10.000 cans per day and
it Is estimateii that somelhiug like 7.").otlo one- and two-[H»und cans will*

be put up before the supply has been exhausted. ISIr. r)uHose said while'

here that the company would harvest between 7."), 000 and 100,000 liushels

of corn on its big cut-over holdings and that there were likewise large-

yields of peas, alfalfa and other crops. The Lamb-Fish Lumber Company
announced last spring that it would go so far toward helping in the

increase of foodstuff crops that it would not plant any cotton at all and'

the Ijig yields at tomatoes, corn and other products are the result of this

action and of the splendid season which has prevailed. The company is

planning to oiierate Its big band mill at CIuirlest<'n on doui)le sliift as

soon as it can bring out (jnough logs for this purpose and it Is apparent
that its activities in the direction of raising foodstuff crops are not impair-
ing in the least Its facilities or its keenness for handling hardwood lumber-
In a very big way.
The Cri'nshaw-Gary Lumber Company, with headquarters at Memphis

and mills in Mississippi, reports that It Is negotiating for the purchase
of hargi's lor the handling of the output of the plant at Richey, on the-

Sunflower river. This town is located on the Southern Railway In Missls-

sii)pi and the firm has had extreme diflicuUy during the past few months
In securing cars for the handling of its outi)Ut. .\t one time It had orders
on its biii.ks which were practically twelve months bi'hind in the matter-
of delivery. The railroad Is giving much better service now than for some-
time but the company does not like the Idea of leaving Itself at the "tender
mercies" d' the railroad in question. On the contrary, it is going to put Im
the barges to .'iui)plenu'nt the railway service, although it admits that this-

cannot In- done at the monient because of the low stage of the river.

.Tohn W. McClure, who was to have left Memphis Septembi'r l."i to attend
the annual nf the I'nlted States Chamber of Conn ce as representative-
of the Siiiithirn Hardwood Traffic .Vssoclatlou, found at the last moment
that he would be unable to go. The association is therefore w^lthout repre-
sentation but it Is very much Interested In the action of the chamber on
the priority law recently passed by Congress and on the resolutions adoi>ted
by the ass<»ciatIon calling for the building of cars by the government for

the use of th" railroads on a rental basis. The Soulbern Hardwood Traffic
.•\ssocIati")i originated the idea of the building of cars and other equipment
for the riiilroads as a war measure and the Idea has been taken up by the-,

Lumberniin's Club, the Mciiiiihls Chamber of Comnicne ami other organi-
zations. I'.ilN. too. l.ave ki'i-n introdnced Into both branches of Congress:
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through which it is sought to secure an appropriation of $100,000,000 to

be used by the president along the lines indicated in the resolutions sub-

mitted to the United States Chamber o£ Commerce. Members of the

association believe that the plan of building cars by the government for

the handling of freight from interior points to the seaboard is just as

feasible and Just as necessary to the winning of the war as is the building

of ships for transporting these products from the seaboard to the allies

in Europe.
A conference was held here September 14 between the shippers' com-

mittee.- headed by James S. Davant of the Memphis Freight Bureau, and
the car service committee, of which E. H. Egan of the Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley line of the Illinois Central, is chairman. There was much discus-

sion of car service, car shortage and other phases of the transportation

situation but the idea which dominated both shippers and representatives

of the carriers is that the character of service shippers will receive during

the next few months will be determined largely by the extent to which

individual shippers make use of the equipment furnished them. It is rec-

ognized on all sides that there is going to be a shortage of cars tha*

will affect all industries and all firms and individuals but it is likewise

recognized that this shortage will be minimized in proportion to the vigor

with which individual shippers load and unload cars promptly and with

which they load all equipment to full visible capacity. J. H. Townshend.

secretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, attended

as the representative of lumber interests.

The Gayoso Lumber Company, New South Memphis, began operating its

liig liand mill here last week on double shift and it is likewise running

its mill in North Mississippi on full schedule. This company has recently

acquired additional timberlands from the Luehrmann interests at St. Louis

and is bringing the logs from these holdings to Memphis for conversion

into lumber. Its output just now is larger than at any previous time

in the history of the company.

=< LOUISVILLE >=

Much interest Is being centered in a movement launched by the Louis-

ville Hardwood Club in an effort to aid the small producer and consumer

through making "trade acceptances" standard terms in the lumber Indus-

try. At a recent meeting of the club the movement was favorably passed

upon, and a cominittee, composed of E. B. Norman, H. E. Kline and R. R.

May, was named to draft a letter and take the matter up with the guni,

oak, hardwood manufacturers' and other leading associations, the idea

being to get these organizations to adopt the term, and make it a standard

in the trade.

llllllllll

Lumber interests of Louisville are much interested in the proirosed

export movement through southern ports, which it is claimed will be

a life-saver this winter in case the car supply runs short, or shipment.s

for export run heavy. It is estimated that through the use of the south-

ern ports thousands of cars will be released in the South, and loaded back

with lumber and agricultural products for the North and East, meaning
an endless supply of cars in the big southern hardwood districts, ana
elimination of congestion and embargoes in the North and East. It will

also result in free movement of coal shipments if the railroads can remain
open for all traffic, and probably will make it possible to avert the

threatened coal shortage.

The Louisville Point Lumber Company has opened a pine department
in charge of Sam Taylor, a pine operator of long experience and well

known to the trade. Mr. Taylor believes that the pLne people will expe-

rience the best winter business on record.

R. R. May, secretary of the Louisville branch of the Southern Hardwood
Traffic Association, has taken up with the American Railway .Association

the question of whether or not shipments of hardwoods into Canada, for

consumption in Canada, will be affected by the recent export proclamation

of President Wilson, and asking for a ruling on the subject. .\t present

railroads are divided in their interpretation, some believing that it will

be necessary to obtain licenses to ship hardwoods into Canada even for

consumption there. Ij<;)cal operators do not believe that such a me-aning

was implied, and that the order affects shipments for direct exporting

abroad. Shipments of hardwoods to Canadian manufacturers of furni-

ture, etc., are heavy, and much time would be lost and trouble experi-

enced If licen.ses had to be obtained for such shipments.

A recent visitor to Ivouisville was Frank Shippen of Shippen Brothers,

Elijay. Ga., a brother of Edward Shippen of the Louisville Point Lumber
Company. While here Mr. Shippen attended a meeting of the hardwood

club, and discussed conditions in the South, stating that agricultural and

stock prospects were better in Georgia than ever before known.

Kentucky manufacturers are busy working up their tax sheets under

the new tax law, passed last spring and effective September 1. Under

this law machinery in manufacturing establishments, war materials, and

materials in course of manufacture are exempt from local taxation, and

subject to a state tas of forty cents a hundred only, as compared with

a former rate of flfty-flve cents. The new tax law has been drafted with

the purpose of bringing more capital, lahor and manufacturers to the state,

it being held that under the old laws industry was checked.

Labor conditions not only in Louisville but through the state and the

South are in bad shape and mill operators are having trouble in securing

men. Locally the Mengel Box Ccuupany is advertising for 100 men, an<3

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if Vou Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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^tKVICE DEPARTMENT
snow YOUR CUSTOMJniS HOW TO GET ALL THE LATEST EFFECTS

ON THE LUMBER TOU SELL THEM
SERVICE is now the big idea in the retail lumber business.

Sell Serviee as well as Lumber. Help your customers to get
the latest finishing effects. They will appreciate it, and you
will gain thereby.
We specialize in paint and wood

finishing products for the lumber
irade and will gladly co-operate
with you. Submit your problems
In us, stating wood and finish de-
sired and we will give prompt and

efficient service.
Many retail lumber dealers are

successfully operating a Bridge-
port Standard Service Department.
L.-l us tell y..u about this SERVICE
IHEA lor Increasing lumber sales.

BRIDGEPORT WOOD FINISHING CO.
NEW MILFORD. CONN.

New York Chicaoo Boston

Aiithoritirti on thr inrrrrt paiiifi)!'/ ami finisfihio of all wooda
W'rilf us iilxmt uuur /imlihms

m/mMmi^;MMmmMmmii

all other box plants are advertising. The Mengel company is also advertis-

ing for girls over sixteen years of age, having placed girls in many positions

formerly held by men in the paper box department. Lalior agents are adver-

tising for hundreds of men to go North and East, offering colored labor

free transportation, free lodging, and thirty cents an hour for a ten-hour

day. Carpenters are being offered ,$3..50 a day, and laborers $2.50 a day to

go to Newport News to work on cantonment building, and local manu-
facturers are having trouble in holding men or securing additional hands.

The Mengel Bo.t Company in a recent announcement in the local papers

stated that it was figuring on erecting a paper mill to supply material

to its local i)aper box department, but that nothing would be done until

the city decided whether it would grant free taxation for a period of five

years, as a new industry. The company now operates a paper mill at

Elkhart, Ind., and has been discussing the problem of locating a mill in

Louisville for some time. However, upon erecting its paper box department,

a separat ' department, the city refused to grant the exemption allowed to

other new industries, and in a recent ruling in another case the judge

held that in order to obtain exemption a concern had to be brought to the

city as new in its entirety, as it would be impossible to separate new and

old business, or what was merely an extension. This probably means that

the company will build its new plant elsewhere, instead of at Louisville.

Thomas G. Johnson of Middlesboro, Ky., was shot and killed by Simpson
Thomas, a former partner in the timber business, in an argument over

timber holdings at Hazel Patch, near London, Ky., on September 15. The
two men are residents of Jliddlesboro. and have been well known in eastern

Kentucky timber deals for years, having been partners for a long time.

Johnson was sixty years old and left a wife and several children. Thomas
was forty years of age.

The Wood-Mosaic Company, New Albany, Ind., and Highland Park, Ky.,

is getting a fair supply of logs from which to manufacture its big govern-

ment contract for walnut gunstocks, but is still advertising for logs.

Kentucky will sortly lose the services of J. E. Barton, Kentucky state

forester, who is responsible for much improvement in the state, including

increased numbers of wardens, fire lookout towers and a general decrease

in the number of fires from year to year. Mr. Barton has done much
good work toward reforesting cutover lands, etc. He was recently offered

a commission as captain of engineers in a forestry regiment and accepted

at once.

The sawmill of W. H. Rltter of Nobob, near Glasgow, Ky., was destro.ved

by fire early this month.
.\s a result of a recent boiler explosion at the sawmill of T. A. Stanley,

.\rlington, Ky., Mr. Stanley is dead, and his two sons in serious danger.

Mr. Stanley died two days after the accident, and so far little hope has

been held for the recovery of Lester Stanley. Bud Stanley is getting along

well. The men were seated in a bidlding near the boiler, when tho latter

let go with such force that the building was wrecked ami the men thrown

a considerable distance, lieing scalded as well as injured by tlie expbisbm.

Hamagc estimated at .$20,000 was done to the storage houses and yard
stock of the I'aducah Box & Basket Company in a fire on September 17,

occurring just one year following a prior fire which cleaned out the same
section of the plant. However, in Ijoth cases the blaze was kept out of

the niill, and the loss held to a minimum.

(WHITE OAK)

LENOX LOGS
KENTUCKY SOFT TEXTURED

White Oak, Poplar

HARDWOODS

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY

PITTSBURGH, PA.

=-< ARKANSAS >•=

Thr PriKiitr I'uruiture Company has been oi'ganized ;it * aindi.n .\i"U., with

a capital stock of $10,000.

The handle factory of W. D. Grant at Newport, .\rk., has been destroyed
by fire. The loss Is placed at $12,000, with no Insurance.

The Norton & Wheeler Stave Company Is erecting a sawmill at I!oe,

-Vrk., which is to have a dally capacity of 25.000 feet.

W. E. Grace, formerly manager of the Kelley Handle Company plant

at Blytheville, .\rk., has been employed to again take charge of the plant.

He has for some months past been at work in Memphis.
The National Cooperage Company has opened a new gum stave mill at

Rison, Ark., with a daily capacity of 75,000 feet. The company expects
to put in another plant to make gum liarrel heading In the immediate
future.

The Arkansas Uailroad Commission has designated October 4 as the time
for hearing the petition of the Arkansas Hickory Company, in which
amendment of Section J, of Item 1000 of Tariff No. .'!, providing for rough
material rates when the articles shipped are tupelo holts and tie plugs, is

asked. The petitioners claim that the outbound tonnuirn .should not be

less than twenty per cent of the weight of the tupelo bolts from which
the articles are made.

Kalph Graham and E. S. Skldler, bankers and ranchmen of Kaw City,

Okla., have recently purchased 20,000 acres of cutover tlmberland from
the A. J. Ncimeyer Lumber Company of Little Rock. The purchase price

is given as ?~'O.OO0 cash. These lands were formerly covered with oak and
pine timber, nml are situated about eighteen miles west of Little Hock.
It is stated tli:it the new owners expect to use the lands tor cattle ranches.
The planiiij mill and stave factory at Sparkman, .\rk., owned and oper-

ated by the Arkadelpbla Milling Company, was burned on Septemlier G,

entiilling a 1 .ss ..f about $10,000.

---<, WISCONSIN >.=

The Bekkcdi; Lumber Company, Couderay, Wis., Is planning to establish

.new sawmill to replace the plant destroyed by Are last spring, in order
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to utilize about 3,000,000 feet o£ logs left unsawed, and a twelve years'

supply of timber now available to the company from the Couderay Indian
reservation by special arrangement with the government. The Bekkedal
company has purchased the Stillwater (Minn.) mill of the David Tozier
Lumber Company, and will transfer it to Couderay at once. The capacity

will be about 70,000 feet in ten hours.

The Red River Manufacturing Company, Antigo, Wis., which purchased
the Kaufmann mill at that point two years ago, and has gradually
improved the property, is erecting a new concrete power plant and other-

wise enlarging the power output. According to M. J. Elstad, secretary-

treasurer, the company expects to get a large supply of logs this season
and anticipates a more extensive and longer cut than since it took over
the mill.

The Law,son Aircraft Corporation, Green Bay, Wis., has completed the

first model of its 110-horsepower military tractor biplane and turned it

over to the government for official tests.

The Hoagland Manufacturing Company, Waupaca, Wis., maker of a
variety of hardwood products, specialties and novelties, will build a
shop addition, 25x66 feet, and a new sawmill shed. Considerable new
power and manufacturing machinery will be installed.

The Wisconsin Potash Company, Tomahawk, Wis., organized recently,

is building a new plant near the mill of the Mohr Lumber Company, which
is interested in the concern. Officers are : President, J. S. Griffith ; vice-

president, L. H. Wheeler ; secretary, F. H. Burbach ; treasurer, E. Hoenisch.
A voluntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed by the Kurth Broom

Company, Milwaukee. The assets are $1,447 and liabilities $2,545.

One of the most modern and up-to-date sawmills in the South will be

erected for the Wisconsin-Alabama Lumber Company at Sycalauga, Ala.,

by the I). J. Murray Manufacturing Company, Wausau, Wis. The mill

will contain two band saws and one resaw and will cost about ?oO,000.

Completion is specified in five months' time. W. C. Landon, Wausau,
Wis., is general manager of the Alabama company.
The George D. Taylor & Sons Company, St. Paul, Wis., is negotiating

for the purchase of the plant and property of the Tomahawk (Wis.)

Stave & Heading Company, which has been idle for several years. It is

stated that the new owners will rehabilitate the property and put it into

immediate operation after the purchase is completed.

The Ladysmith Potash Company, a Michigan corporation with a capital

stock of $3,000 and headquarters at Menominee, Mich., has been granted

a charter to do business in. Wisconsin. The local interest is located at

Ladysmith, Wis., and H. J. Fosbender is official representative.

The G. D. Booth Lumber Company, Marshfleld, Wis., has taken over

all of the properties of the Booth-Schumaker Manufacturing Company,
Including a large mill at Chippewa Falls, Wis. The Booth-Schumaker
company has filed articles of dissolution and will retire from business.

The D. & D. Panel, Hanger & Glue Company, Sheboygan, Wis., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of .$25,000 to take over the clothes

hanger and veneer panel business conducted for the past five months by

Herman Davis and son. Jerome, at Sheboygan.

The American .Auto Body Company. Milwaukee, incorporated some time

ago with $75,000 capital, intends to build a four-story manufacturing
plant, about 60x200 feet, of fireproof construction. David J. Borun,
531 Casw'ell block, is treasurer.

The Challoner Company, Oshkosh. Wis., maker of mill machinery and
equipment, has -lismantled its foundry department and will rebuild it for

the manufacture of anti-skid devices for motor trucks, tractors, etc.

The Ayer & Lord Tie Company. Chicago, has been awarded the contract

for creosoted wood block flooring for tlie new ordnance plant being erected

in Milwaukee by the Wisconsin Gun Company, at a cost of $200,000. The
main shop is 130x300 feet in size. Henry J. Wiegand is general manager.
The Tipler-Grossman Lumber Company, Green Bay, Wis., has started

work on the erection of a new and modern band-saw mill on its extensive

hardwood and hemlock timber holdings between Long Lake, Wis., and
Sawyer, Mich., on the Chicago & Northwestern line. The mill will be

40x150 feet in size and have a capacity of 35,000 feet in ten hours. It

will be ready December 1. A townsite named Tipler is being established

at the mill site.

The E. J. Pfltfner Company, Stevens Point, Wis., has completed the

reconstruction and modernizing of its planing mill, the nucleus of which
is the plant partly destroyed by fire several months ago. A complete

complement of new machinery, including planers, matchers, molders, rip

saws, etc., all operated by individual electric motors, has been installed.

The Winnebago Furniture Company, Fond du Lac, Wis., is now employ-
ing fifteen women in various parts of the plant because of the shortage

of male help. The experiment has been so successful that it will be

gradually extended as the needs of the company require.

The Midland Creosoting Company, Toledo, O., is furnishing the wood
flooring for the new $75,000 private garage and machine-shop of the

Pfister & Vogel Leather Company in Bay 'View, Milwaukee.
The F. Block! Manufacturing Company, Sheboygan, Wis., has engaged

in the manufacture of a new type of double-walled, non-freezing wood
silo designed and patented by Robert Hartenberger of Sheboygan Falls,

Wis. The silo consists of a series of double hard-oak ribs, held hori-

zontally about four inches apart and vertically about two feet, by oak
crosspieces fitted snugly between each two pairs of concentric ribs at

intervals of three feet. The ribs are bent after being heated by steam,

forming sections three feet long. The inside wall is constructed of jointed

redwood and" the exterior of spruce, cedar or fir.

We will give our be^

attention to service on

the following

DRY LUMBER
FOR

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
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E. A. Mercadal Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND COMMISSION
953 National Life Bldg., CHICAGO

Northern Hardwoods Southern Hardwoods

3 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. &
Better Birch

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. &
Better Birch

5 cars 1" No. 3 Maple
1 car 1" No. 2 Birch

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Com. Oak
1 car 4/4 No. 2 Com. Oak

1 car 4/4 Fas Tupelo Gum
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common

Tupelo Gum
2 cars No. 2 Merchantable

Hemlock
2 cars 1x4 Merchantable

Hemlock Strips

1 car 1" Fas Basswood
Strips

Jackson & Tindle
ELM and BIRCH
4/4 to 12/4 All Grades

Well assorted stock

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, & 8/4 No. 3
Hardwood

Mills at PELLSTON, MICH.
MUNISING. MICH.
JACICSONBORO, ONT.

Main Office

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send your inquiries to

SALES OFFICE: 303-304 Murray Building

Grand Rapids, Mich.

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENCB

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible auick dollvery of anythlna In timber and hardwtod
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin ^

Industrial accidents in Wisconsin during tlie fiscal year ending July 1,

showed an increase of 25 per cent over the previous year, numbering 20,560

against 16,051. The Industrial Commission of Wisconsin is using the

showing to encotirage employers to redouble their efforts along the lines

of safety and sanitation.

Harold J. Week has been elected secretary and treasurer of the John

Week Lumber Company, Stevens Point, Wis., to succeed his father, Andrew
R. Week, who died September 3. Mr. Week has been a member of the

company for many years, but during the last six years resided at San

Benito, Tex. Stoner Virum. logging superintendent of the Week com-

pany, who died at Stevens Point on the same day that Mr. Week passed

aw'ay, is succeeded by John Strand, lola. Wis., who has been camp foreman

for the List eighteen years.

The Joerns Bros. Manufacturing Company, Stevens Point, Wis., which

recently purchased the interests of the Coye Furniture Company, has

appointed Fred E. Noble superintendent of the Coye plant, now known
as factory A. Mr. Noble was superintendent of the plant from 1904 to

1910, but during the last seven years has been engaged in paper and

pulp mill work.

T. R. Begley. who has been sales manager of the Rib Lake Lumber
Company. Rib Lake, Wis., for several years, resigned on September 15

to accept a similar position with the Policy Lumber Company at Missoula,

Mont. Mr. Begley came to Rib Lake in ISO" and Joined the Rib Lake

company in 1906.

A new shipbuilding industry will be established at Milwaukee during

the nest few months by a new company, to be known as the .\mpco Ship

r.uilding Companv, which is being organized by interests identified with

the .\mpoc) Rolling Mills Corporation. It is said that .$100,000 will be

expended in the construction and equipment of doclis, shops, and other

facilities. The exact location is not divulged, but it is said the new
yards will be situated in or close to Milwaukee on Lake Michigan. The
company's offices arc at 408 Security building, Milwaukee.

Dr. A. W. Schorger, of the chemistry section. Forest Products Labora-

tory, Madison, Wis., has resigned to become associated with the Burgess

Laboratories, Inc., at Madison. He is succeeded by Dr. S. .\. Mahood, a

graduate of the University of Nebraska and Cornell Cniversity. • Armin
Elmendorf. of the college of engineering, Cniversity of Wisconsin, has

been appointed on the staff of the timber testing department at the

laboratory.

Reports that the Oconto Company, Chicago, might .suspend operations

at Oconto, Wis., have been denied and preparations are being made for a

heav.v season's run at that point. The company has encountered serious

difficulties in providing adequate transportation facilities between its log-

ging camps and the mills, but it Is believed that these will be adjusted

satisfactorily within a short time.

Tlie mills of the Sawyer-Cioodman Company at Marinette, Wis., again

are idle because of labor troubles. A short time ago the planing mill

resumed operations, following a shut-down because of strikes, but it was
found impossible to proceed under existing conditions. Charles A. Good-

man has issued a statement to the effect that the company does not intend

10 operate its business subject to the control of the timber workers'

union.

Charles Bernhardt Ilentschel. president the C. P.. Tlontscbel Manu-
facturing Company, cigar boxes, Milwaukee, died at his home in She-

boygan, Wis., on September 12 at the age of eighty years, lie was horn

in fJerma^y and . amc to .\merica in ]8."t4. Mr. Ilentschel served thi'ough-

"\it the Civil war. The family was preparing to celebrate the flfty-

lightli anniver'sa,-y of the wedding on Septomlier 17 when death Intervened.

The Hardwood Market
-< CHICAGO >

Although opinions differ as to the prospects for tradf in the local mar-
ket thoy seem to ho rather unanimous that hiisiness in hardwoods con-

tinues to shirken. This is commonly attributed to stnu'nation in building

construction and lessened demand for factory products in general. A
dispn.sition tn cut prices is noted, hut the trade at large is confident that

continued low stocks at mill points and the likelihomj that many mills

may be closed down for many months, duo to labor and car trouhlo, and the

tremendous d'-niand for government needs in hardwoods which has hardly
begun yet to show itself will totally prevent any accumulations and that

the man wlio loses his nerve now is exhibiting in a<hJition to lack of

courage, very poor judgment. It Is a significant endorsement of this

general attituvh' that there continues to be great diflioulty in securing
sufficient stocks in most of the common assortments of hardwoods entering
this market. 11 is equally significant that prices as a whcde are remaining
firm and that some companies which have retained their full confidence
in the situathm are not only asking hut continuing to get further increases

in their selling prices.

=•< BUFFALO >•-

The hardwi
Iiig nctivit.\' ii

'd trade is showing up fairly well, in spite of lack of any
llie building or furniture lines. The cbieC outlet for stock

All Thre« of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Is the factory trade. A fairly good business Is reported with the con-
cerns making trucks, airplanes and other equipment needed for war pur-
poses. The feeling that the war may end within a few months creates
some conservatism in buying and consumers are making purchases largely
for their immedi ite needs. Prices are generally on a higher level than
some months ago.

The assortments in local yards are now in fairly good shape, as stocks
have been arriving steadily for some time, although lumber does not
come in at all freely from the South, where the mills are still faced with
a big scarcity of cars. The tendency is to get stock from as near by as
possible, in order to cut out the long railroad delays. This tendency is

also manifest with the consumers, who are able, i^s a rule, to get their
requirements met at the Buffalo yards and thus save time. A few woods
are leading in the trade, including maple, -oak, ash and poplar.

Lake receipts of hardwoods here are quite small this season, prices

being too high at the mills to make it an object to bring in much stock.

Only two or three concprns have had cargoes this season and the move-
ment is reported to be pretty well over for the year.

= •< PITTSBURGH >.=

Hardwood men are not at all discouraged over the general outlook.
Demand for hardwoods in nearly all lines is keeping up well and prices

are well sustained. The furniture and implement trades are not so miirli

in evidence just now in hardwood offices, but milling stocks and structural
material, especially bridge and railroad timbers and car stuff, are going
strong at prices which make the wholesaler happy. Yard trade is very
poor.

-< BOSTON >=
The hardwood trade of New England has declined noticeably in the

last few weks. Notwithstanding some exceptional demands, the general

call for stock is Lecomlng lighter, especially in woods used for house and
building finish. Construction in the latter fields is at the lowest ebb

for many years, the state of trade with the woodworking mills as well

as the record of building applications confirming this condition. Steady
prices are the rule with the exception of heavy stock for manufacture of

trucks and other military supplies, material for which is scarce and eagerly

sought. The furniture trade continues active although not in the volume
of a few months ago. Manufacturers have fairly large contracts on hand
and seem to be buying considerably in advance. The absence of large

stocks and the shipping situation point to a period of quiet business with

no apparent basis to expect any dropping of prices.

-< BALTIMORE >=
No important changes are noted in the hardwood trade. Interference

with the movement of stocks continues, the situation being as full of

difBculties as before. The business actually done from day to day is satis-

factory enough with many members of the trade, but few have orders ahead
to carry them over any considerable period. There is little change in quo-

tations. Dealers are still engaged in efforts to get In stocks that are

likely to be called for, a proceeding that is by no means easy in the face of

embargoes, under which Baltimore seems to suffer rather more than some
other cities. The city is now embargoed from all directions, and it is

almost impossible to get in stocks, even in carload lots, which are supposed

to he moving without any restrictions. The buyers show a disposition to

pay remunerative prices for lumber that is actually wanted, but are not

eager to place orders for possible later requirements, being disposed to let

the future take care of itself. All stocks used in construction work are

Blow because building has been greatly narrowed and operations under
consideration some time ago are being postponed on account of the high

prices of materials and scarcity of labor. In this section the United States

Government is employing about all the mechanics, especially carpenters.

who can be obtained, at the highest wages ever recorded or even thought of,

and men cannot be found to take work for private contractors who are

not In a position to pay as much. The builders, therefore, are deterring

operations until the men now working for the government are released

and will take jobs on more reasonable terms. This has had the effect of

slowing down the movement of building grades, while the other divisions

are fairly active and the demand keeps up briskly enough to absorb the

output of the mills. Some of the higher grades were in limited request

for a time, but of late there has been a quickening in these grades, and the

whole list is now fairly brisk. Business would be larger if sellers were able

to make delivery. Expectations had been entertained that exports might

pick up before long, but such anticipations are not encouraged by members

of the trade in a position to know, and who indicate that the foreign

embargoes will probably continue indefinitely.

=-< COLUMBUS >.=

Much buying has been done by box and furniture concerns, and i>y mak-

ers of vehicles and implements. Buying by factories has beeu better

than in the retail trade, and prospects are good. Retail stocks are rather

good and buying on the part of dealers is only where stocks have to be

replenished, and as needed. Orders are mostly for immediate delivery

and mills are trying to rush them through.

AU Three of U* Will Be BeneBted if

The foUowring stock is in excellent
condition, ready for immediate shipment

5/4 No. 2 Common & Better ASH 15.000'
4 '4 No. 2 Common & Better BASSWOOD 25.000'

5/4 No. 2 Common & Better BEECH 150.000'
5/4 No. 3 Common BEECH 340.000'
3/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH 55,000"

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH 58.000*

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better BtBCH 29,000'

4/4 No. 2 Common BIRCH 120,000'

4/4 No. 3 Common BIRCH 12,000'

8/4 No. 2 Common & Better BIRCH 16.000'

8/4 No. 3 Common BIBCH 10.000'

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better HARD MAPLE 50.000'

6/4 No. 2 Common & Better HARD MAPLE 25,000'

8/4 No. 2 Common & Better HARD MAPLE.. 150,000'

10/4 No. 2 Common & Better HARD MAPLE.. 15.000'

4/4 No. 3 Common HARD MAPLE 40.000'

5/4 No. 3 Common HARD MAPLE 250,000'

8/4 No 3 Common HARD MAPLE ino.OOO'

4/4 Nb 2 Common & Better SOFT ELM 68.000'

4/4 No. 3 Common SOFT ELM 110.000'

6 4 No. 2 Common & Better SOFT ELM 36.000'

4, 4 No. 2 Common & Better SOFT MAPLE. . . 50.000'

IDEAL ^~ ^---:?*'VHARDWOOD X^>si~ ^^iS^ ^'
SAWMILL Ct^ll'^^!^ i

Are putting In pile every month two and one-half
million feet of choicest Northern Mlcbiflan Hardwoods

Stack LumberCompany
" Masonville, Michigan

Low Grade Lumber for
Boxing and Crating

BASSWOOD
151287 ft 1" No. 2 & 3 Common
250000 ft l'/4" No. 2 & 3 Common
150000 ft 2" No. 2 & 3 Common

BIRCH
235000 ft 1

" No. 3 Common
185000 ft 5/4" No. 3 Common

BUTTERNUT
18000 ft 1" No. 2 & 3 Common

SOFT ELM
85000 ft I'/z" No. 3 Common

HARD MAPLE
186000 ft 1" No. 3 Common
110000 ft 1%" No. 3 Common
192000 ft 2" No. 3 Common

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony Bldg. J. C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel P. M. Youngblood, Rep.

You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Swain-Roach Lbr. Co.
SEYMOUR, IND.
— We Manufacture

Elm Ash
Maple Walnut
Gum Cherry
Sycamore Chestnut, Etc.

White Oak
Red Oak
Poplar
Hickory
We have for sa}r 1 car S" FAS Poplar; 1 car li/k" Clear f<ap

Poplar, 5-16" wide; Vi car J,/J, Panel Poplar, IS" d up wide;
1 car %" No. 1 Common Ash; 2 cars k/k FAS Sap Gum; 1 car
5-1, FAS Plain Red Oak; 1 car l,/l,No. 1 Common d Better Red
Oak.

At Two Band Mills

STRAIGHT or MIXED CARLOADS
PROMPT SHIPMENT

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARKANSAS

MANUFACTURERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.

As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

The Biggest Fortunes
in the luiiibcr bitsiiicss have -come
through timber oivnership.

For 37 years zve have kept careful, sci-

entific zvatcli on timber values and have helped

to make fortunes for many imrstors. On the

basis of this e.vpcrience ive sax—

Buy Timber Now
We are unquestionably at or near the

end of a period of depression in values. If

yon buy now and buy right you zvill make
money. Buy through us and xve shall see that

you buy right.

/NTOfiNAr/ONAL T/MB^SLANDa

IN

FACTORS

© a O-

CHIOAOO
1150 McOormlck Bldg.

SEA TTLE
626 Henry BMg.

NEW YORK r

SO East J,Zd St.'i

Prices are firm. No cutting is reported and every change has been

toward higher levels. Embargoes have interfered with shipments to a

marked degree. On the whole, however, shipments are coming out fairly

well and little complaint is heard on that score. Collections are usually

good. Money is plentiful.

There is a good demand for plain and quartered oak and prices are

strong. Chestnut is one of the strongest points in the market. Poplar

is moving well and the lower grades are especially strong. Ash and

basswood are strong. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

=•< CLEVELAND >
Requirements have been sufficient during the past fortnight to keep

the demand for hardwood steady, at high prices. Building has fallen

off somewhat, due to the tightening up of the money market. It seems

that the banks have about loaned up to the limit of the legal reserve

set apart for construction loans. Some are in a quandary as to how
this can be with the relatively small amount of building which has been

going on here. It is largely explained by the fact that with the entrance

of the United States into war and the release of many large domestic

war orders In the Cleveland district, the demand for factory facilities be-

came urgent and this has been the most active form of construction

during the past five months. The discrepancy is further explained by

the probability that much of the new war business has been financed

by construction loans in the shape of mortgages on present real estate.

This method of financing large government orders was used in Cleveland

two years ago at the time of the large European war orders.

Oak and elm for auto truck bodies and wagons probably lead the market
on tile manufacturing end while in building lines oak and maple flooring

and finishing continue to be in greatest demand.

=-< INDIANAPOLIS >
An improved hardwood demand for central Indiana i.s anticipated by the

first of the month. Consuming plants, especially the furniture Industries,

have not been buying heavily for some time, but it is expected they will

be forced into the market in the near future with the result that the indus-

tries will again begin buying heavily.

Considerable hardwood is being used in war orders, and this demand has

been holding up the market. Hardwoods of the lower grades, used In box

making, have been in strong demand. The building trades are not creating

a heavy demand as building operations are at a standstill. There was
considerable activity in building circles early in the month, but late reports

indicate that few permits are l)eing Issued and that there is very little

estimating under way. The trade has no reason at tliis time to predict a

heavy demand for building purposes during the remainder of this year.

As a result the sash and door trade is Inactive.

Gum seems to be in the heaviest demand. Furniture manufacturers

expect gum to lead in their output for the fall trade. Oaks are second In

demand, while the call for walnut continues good hut not so heavy as It

was at this time last year. Prices remain firm and steady.

Car shortage conditions are causing the hardwood trade very little

trouldc as yet, but many hardwood lumliermen arc predicting that the next
month will develop serious car sliortage conditions. The wheat crop in this

territory is moving very slowly and when the grain begins to move to the

large shipping terminals it is expected that cars will be very scarce.

--< EVANSVILLE >=
Ilardwnoii lumber manufaotiirers In Evansville ami other points in

southwestern Indiana report trade fairly active but the log shortage

serious. Few logs have come in for several weeks and prices are high.

The labor shortage problem is causing lumbermen much worry. There
never before was a time when it was so hard to secure workmen. The
up-town Siiwmllls in this section are being operated on steady time. The
river mills are not running steadily. Manufacturers are shipping out

a great deal of lumber and prices are tending to advance. The demand
for the higher grades remains strong. Wagon and truck manufacturers
who have large contracts from the federal governnn'nt are in the market
for lumber ;ind this keeps the demand for certain grades firm. Quartered
white oak. (lin, maple, poplar, hickory, ash and gum are in demand.
Quartered sycamore has also been moving well. *'u]Iections are good,

Kurniture factories are still being operated on full time and using a

great deal of gum. Practically all the wood consuming plants in Evansville

are being np. -rated right up to the handle. Ix>cal planing mill owners
and yellow pine dealers report local trade a little olT but the out-of-town
trade has tteen good all season. Building operations here are not so

active as last year.

--<, MEMPHIS >•

The hardwood market is relatively quiet and the volume of business

somewhat 'lisjippointing. The view obtains, however, that the lull in

buying is s^nsnnable and that it will not long continue. The opinion

prevails th:it there Is going to be good business this fall and winter.

Members oi tl^e Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, Ideutitied with
tlie open coiiipetitlon plan of that organization, during the meeting here
last Saturditv. admitted that there had been quite a slowing down In

demand buf liiy appeared contidi'iil there would be lienmnd enough froffi
'

AU Three of Us Will B« Beneftted if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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government and private sources to insure a continuance of smiml couditinns
in the hardwood marlset. A striking feature of tlie situation is the
absence of "pressure to sell and the confidence which most hardwood
manufacturers have- iB the value of their property. Trices are well
maintained except in cases where lumber . is put in transit before it is

sold." In such cases, consignors are frequehtly placed in a position where
they have to 'make the best of a bad bargain which they themselves
originated.

Tliere is 'splendid demand for Cottonwood, gum and other lumber from
the 'box manufaetiirers who are. doing the' largest business in their history.
They are having more orders than they can fill promptly and all offerings

of low grade lumber available for box manufacture are being rciiilily

absorbed at top prices'. There is an excellent demand for Cottonwood and
gum in box boards.' Oak is moving moderately in the higher grades of

plain and quartered while there is a better demand for the lower grades
in both plain and (Juartered. Ash is firm, hickory strong at full prices.

Manufacturers of spokes and other wheel parts are large buyers. There
is a fair demand for cypress in both the higher and lower grades.

Logging conditions are Quite satisfactory.

More flat cars are available for log shipments. Pi=,TcircaTTy all mills

in Memphis and the immediate Memphis territory are now- able to work
on full time and some of the biggest ones are running on double shift.

More ears are available now for the handling of outbouna shipments
of lumber than for a long while.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
There has been a decided improvement in the demand for southern

hardwoods since the latter part of .Vugust, and the local trade is now-

reporting orders plentiful, and prices higher. Some manufacturers have
orders which will keep thenr going into the new- year. Collections are
excellent, and traffic conditions are improved, the car shortage having
practically disappeared. Logs are moving into the mills freely and lumber
out. Labor is very short and is cutting in on production. The principal
change during the month was a revival of the furniture factory demand,
which slumped in August. There is also a steady demand from truck
and auto concerns, and musical instrument manufacturers.

Walnut continues in excellent demand. Heavy buying of walnut logs

to fill orders from the government for gunstocks and for the furniture

trade is now being seen on every hand. In poplar there is a fairly, active

demand for box boards, while siding is moving somewhat better. The
building trades have been off and there has not been much doing in

siding or oak flooring this year. Thick stocks of ash, gum, elm, oak,

and tough woods continue good in 5-4 and up, while veneer.s of all grades
continue strong. Mahogany lumber and dimension stock are active and
cannot be cut fast enough to till the big demand, principally from furniture
and musical instrument manufacturers.

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
515 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY. MO.

=-< ST. LOUIS >.
There is a bpttci- outlook in the hardwood situation than there has been

for quite a while, although business is not up to the volume generally pre-

vailing at this time of the year. Oaii, ash and gum lead in demand. Buy-
ing has started m with the furniture factories and the prospects are that

buying from this source of consumption will improve. The demand for

elm and poplar is a&suming more satisfactory proportions, this applying

to both the upper as well a.s the lower grades. Othpr minor hardwoods are

having a fair movement. The call for box making material shows consider-

able improvement. The belief prevails that when ;the fall trade starts in it

will be quite good, with prices being pretty well maintained. In cypress, a ZZ

quietness prevails and both the yards and the consumers have considerable 3 F^ZJPfl C^olOf
stock on hand. Even the number of inquiries ha\''e fallen off considerably. ^
IOie_slackness in'building operations is probably the reason for this let up. Z
The factory trade is holding up to good proportions. Local dealers state S
they have been getting in many small orders for, immediate requirenipnts,

The outlook, however, is excellent, steady prices prevail on all items.

iJllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIMItllMMIIIIIlMlllllllMIMIIIIIIinillMllinilllllU

I Plain & Qtd. Red & White I

OAK
AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

Soft Texture =

=•< MILWAUKEE >-
While immediate trade in softwoods of nil kinds slmws a slight slackening,

hardwood.'demand continues to expaml and northern mills report that they

have their hands full to fill all requirements. A considerable part of tlie

demand .-comes. from industries which are executing government contracts,

other from, furniture- factories and kindred lines. Ordinary residence con-

struction .has slowed up in recent weeks, but the wealthier classes of

people. are continuing to build expensive homes, which call for fine hard-

woods for interior woodwork. Business in maple flooring f«:ir new factories,

shop additions and similar purposes is a shining mark in the hardwood
field. Probably never before has the demand for flooring been so heavy
for industrial uses.j

There is^an optimistic feeling among hardwood men that the coming
w-inter's cut will be ample, in spite of unfavorable conditions surrounding
labor, high costs of-materials, food, etc.. So much has been said relative

to the; prospects of a poor winter season and resultant small log supply

thatj^northern manujEactnrers are cbiillenging such statements. II is

admitted that it w-ilf be' difficult in the extreme to get anyn-here uear a

reco^t^b^eaking cut, yet conditions are such that the work in the woods
durijigvthe coming winter will furnish an average supply of logs tor

tfipe mills.'7

" AU Three of Us WUl Be Benefited if

I
MADE (MR) RIGHT

I OAK FLOORING
5 We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of =

S our own manufacture, from our own tim-
j

5 ber grcwn in Eastern Kentucky. :

= PROMPT SHIPMENTS [

i The MOWBRAY I

I & ROBINSON CO. I

= (incorporated) :

I CINCINNATI, OHIO I
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertlsements will be Inserted In this sec-
tion at tbe following rates:

Por on* Insertion 25c a lino
For two Insertions 40c a lino
For three Insertions 55c a line
For four Insertions 65c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe headings can bs ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
tbe adTertlscment.

EMPLOYES WANTED

CHICAGO HAKDWOOD SAWMILL

Operator wants a sales manager familiar witli tlie

consuming trade for oak and gum. Possibilities

for position dependent upon the ability and en-

ergy of the applicant. Reference and experience

should be given. Address "BOX 92," care Haed-

wooD Record.

WANTED—FILER
for hardwood flooring plant and general planing

mill using band rip and resaws, also small circu-

lar saws. Want man who can fit up side heads,

etc. Permanent to right party. Good location.

Address "BOX 89," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—HAKDWOOD LUMBER
Inspector ; must be experienced in the grading of

hardwood lumber. Address "IJOX Itt;," care

H.4RDW00D RECOitn.

WANTED—A MILL BOSS
For a small baml mill. Must he able td head saw,

file and set, to supply when necessary. Must
understand thoroughly the Inspection of hard-

wood lumber and be able to handle men. If you
have the above qualitications, address us, stating

wages, experience and when you could come.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestown, N. V.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut Ugs, 12" and ap

In diameter, 6 ft. and up Ung. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Piqua. Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION

Ai desired. Hemlock and Bardw««d, Northern

WlicoDBln. No Commission, Address LAND
rOJIMTSSTONKR. Soo Une. Minneapolis, Minn.

340 ACRES—LAND AND TIMBER
Oak, Hickory. Gum. Ash, and trading :iih ant;iges

are unusually good. Immediately arnuud Illi-

nois Central station. Can attach 1,000 acres fine

farm. J. G. KENT. Glnckstadt. Miss.

1280 ACRES
black land, 1 % miles railroad, 5 million feet

oak ; land worth $40, with timber off, price .$20.

-M. C. WADE, Texarkana, .\rk.

FOR SALE
Twenty thousand acres of timberlands in Desha
County, Ark. ; a fine opportunity for mill owners
to secure future supplies. For particulars ad-
dress, A. MAAS & CO., Memphis, Tenn., sole
agents.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATINQ
THOS. J. Mcdonald,

Forest Engineer,

Bast Tennessee Bank BIdg.,

KnoxTllle. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS
Sanborn & Gearbart,

Ashevllle. N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBEB ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER
D. E. Landerburn, Forest Engineer,
158 Fifth Avenue, New Tork, N. T.

LUMBER WANTED

MANUFACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We are always in the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mall us y»ur price and
stock lists. R. H. CATLIN CO.

Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

WANTED—LOCUST
l%xl%, 28, 34 and 38" long. Also turned lo-
cust, l?5x32 and 36 and iv,x26.
Car lots or less f.o.b. your station. Name price

and time of delivery.

E. W. VANDERBILT, 126 Liberty St.,

New Tork City.

WANTED TO BUY FUEL WOOD
All kinds for shipment to Chicago. Prompt pay,
good prices. Write
COVEY-DURHAM COAL CO., 431 S. Dearborn

St., Chicago.

LUMBER AND LOGS
Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the
entire cut of several mills In Gum, Oak, Ash and
Maple and wagon material at fair market prices
and advance money on stock In pile. Will fur-
nish capital to help finance your business on deal
covering several years. Address "BOX 55," care
Habdwood Record.

WANTED—QUARTERED WHITE OAK
1" 1st and 2nd ami Nn. 1 Com., also vertical
grain or rift, S, 9 *: 10' to 14' l.mg, inclusive.
CouliI use a few cars all 10'. Write fully de-
scribing stock for lengths and average widths.
Pay Cash.

E. L. EDWARDS LUMBER CO.. Dayton, O.

WANTED TO BUY
2y2x3i4—7' & 8- Clr. Red & White Oak.
3>/.ix3%—8' & 8'6" Clr. Wlilte Oak.
2%x4%—12' Clr. Tough Oak.
114x214—4'6" & 5' Clr. Oak.
Each Item is a separate shipment ; write us for

orders.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
KENTUCKY SOFT PLAIN RED OAK

Quantity Description
10,000' 4/4 FAS
12,000' " No. 1 Common

KENTUCKY SOFT PLAIN WHITE OAK
40,000' 4/4 FAS
25,000' " Selects

100,000' " No. 1 Common
1,400' 8/4 No. 1

50,000' 4/4 Sound Wormy
50,000' " No. 2 Common
75,000' " No. 3
40,000' " No. 4
15,000' " Core Stock

KENTUCKY SOFT QTD. WHITE OAK
20,000' 4/4 FAS
23,000' " No. 1 Common
20,000' " No. 2
15,000' " Clear Face Strips

KENTUCKY SOFT YELLOW POPLAR
8,000' 4/4 Pancl&W. No. 1

30,000' " FAS
15,000' " Selects
20,000' " Saps
50,000' " No. 1 Common
50,000' " No. 2

35,000' " No. 3
15,000' " No. 4
15,000' " No. 1 Strips
KENTUCKY CHESTNUT
2,000' 4/4 FAS
0,000 ' " No. 1 Common

15,000' " Nos. 3 & 4 Com.
KENTUCKY YELLOW PINE
15,000' 4/4 Mill Run
7,000' 5/4 Coifi. & Bet.

40,000' 2x4' i

2x0' f

30,000' 4/4 Log Run
MISCELLANKOUS

Beech & Maple
1,600' " Log Run Ash
3,500' " " " Basswood
6,000 Walnut

The above stock Is ready for prompt shipment;
subject to prior sale.

CAN CUT QUICKLY
Sound Square Edgeil White Oak
8xS 1

10x10 L

10x12 r

12xl2J
2x6 & Wdr.

)

3x6 & Wdr. f

Wire or write for delivered prices.

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

8' to 16'

10' to 16'

10' to 16'

Loans on
Timberland

We have internationally recognized
facilities based an 37 years' experi-

ence in timberland and lumber
matters. Lon^ cr short terms.
Amounts from $5(,000 up, as con-
ditions warrant.

X JAMES D. r
I

^ ^^
|acey |imber(o.

332 South Michigan Aixnue, Chicago
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20,000 FT. WISCONSIN
Log run red oak to sell. Lumber located at Kiel,
Wisconsin. Address "BOX 97," care Hardwood
Record.

FOR SALE—BIRCH
'

2 cars 10/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars 12/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

Send us your inquiries.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,
940 Seneca St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
1V4", 1%". 2" squares, 18", 19", 26", 30" lengths.

Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bllt Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED TO BUY
5 cars 2%x3i4—7 & S' clear Roil & White Oak

Rims.
5 cars 3K'X3%—8' clear genuine White Oak

Rims.
If interested write for specifications and prices

we can pay.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

MACHINERY WANTED

WANTED

DRY KILN EQUIPMENT (SECOND HAND)
COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR DRYING LUMBER,
CONSISTING OF STEAM PIPING AND FIT-
TINGS, LUMBER BUGGIES, RAILS, ETC.
MUST BE IN GOOD ORDER; NO JUNK OR
SCRAP. SEND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION
AND LOWEST CASH PRICE.

CINCINNATI FLOOR CO., 22S W. 4th,

Cincinnati.

I
VENEERS FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 car Quartered White Oak Veneer backing boards
%" to %" thick.

W. T. THOMPSON VENEER CO.,

Edinburgh, Ind.

FOR SALE.
1 carload 1/20" sawed quartered oak veneer,

6" and wider, about equal amounts of 36", 38"

and 42" lengths. All full size flitches, cut in

dimension lengths in the log, soft texture and well

figured, THE BREECE MFG. CO., Kenova,
W. Va.

TIMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—HALF MILLION
Feet of elm, basswood and soft maple timber
suitable for lumber, veneer logs, bolts and
heading. Close to transportation. Ver>' cheap.
Write, GEO. V^". ALLEN, Boscobel. Wis.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 Tower 2 saw trimmer 8 to IS'.

1 3-saw Berlin edger, nearly new.
1 Murray circular saw husk 4I/2" arbor all iron,

with top saw rig.

1 Tower circular saw husk 21-2" arbor all wood,
with top saw rig.

1 Atlas balance valve engine i0"xl2" C. C.

1 McDonough band mill 12" saws, 8' wheels, just
out of shop.

1 Worthington steam pump 4x.'jx6" Duplex.
1 Hoyt & Bros. #10 matcher 15", good condition.

1 End matcher for hardwood flooring.

1 Phoenix carriage and setworks complete. For
band saw.

1 S" steam feed Murray valve.

1 Hor. boiler 4S"xl5", good for SO lbs. steam pres-

sure.

1 Hor. boiler 4S"xl6", good for 120 lbs. steam
pressure.

1 Hor. boiler 48"xl6", good for SO lbs. steam pres-

sure.

1 porcupine boiler, 25 H.P., good for 250 lbs.

steam pressure.

1 65-H.P. center crank engine, still in service.

1 30-K.W. generator 250 volts D. C. 1050 R.P.M.
Belted.

1 50-K.W. generator 125 volts D. C. to run direct

connected, 290 R.P.M.
1 #27 Hoyt & Bros. 15" matcher.
1 #22 Hoyt & Bros. 24" double surfacer.

For full particulars and prices write to

CHAS. W. FISH LUMBER CO., Elcho, Wis.

FOR SALE
One 48" American band resaw rebuilt with four
saws and new automatic Eagle sharpener.

One Westcott broom handle lathe rebuilt.

One S" four side moulder in fine condition.

Lumber trucks, shafting, pulleys, hangers, boxes.

D. C. SHIREY & SON, Youngstown, Pa.

TRACTOR FOR SALE
One Heer road tractor in flrst-class condition, 24-

40 horsepower ; wheel tread 14"'; double action
engine gear, front wheel pull, hind wheels push ;

weight 10,000 lbs. distributed on four wheels

;

goes any place a log wagon can ; two speeds and
reverse ; oil burner ; regular engine cab. Will

be sold at bargain. Also one Lindsay 8 wheel log

wagon with 8" tire for use with above tractor.

BUCKEYE VENEER COMPANY, Helena, Ark.

FOR SALE

ROSS ELECTRIC LUMBER TRUCK

One man with truck can handle 150.M feet per
day. Machine used less than' six months. Good
as new. Detailed description and price given
upon request ; 12" band saw sharpener.

JOHN S. OWEN LBR. CO., Owen, Wis.

LOGGING EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 Barnhart steam log loader ; 1 pile driver ham-
mer. JOHN S. OWEN LBR. CO., Owen, Wis.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE—PLANING MILL
In eastern Kansas, fully equipped with modern
machinery, natural gas and electric power, freight
elevator, steam heating and dynamo for light-

ing. Finest location, on switch, railroad center.
Good trade. Brick and cement building 52x130
ft. two floors, besides dry kiln, glue room and
lumber sheds. Full information given. Address
"BOX 91," care Hardwood Record.

WISCONSIN & NORTHERN R. R.

solicits correspondence with responsible lumber-
ing firms who are looking for a sawmill location.

Territory carries enough virgin timber to supply
mills for several years. Choice sites ; good log-

ging conditions. For particulars write,

HARRY PETERSON,
Industrial Dept., Wis. & Nor. R. R. Oshkosb,

Wis.

FOR SALE
At a very reasonable price, a potash manufacture
ing firm, fully equipped for business ; also sup-
plies of raw material. Good opportunity for any-
one interested in the potash business. Address

CIVIC & COMMERCE ASSOCIATION,
Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

MISCELLANEOUS

HARDWOOD SAWDUST WANTED
We are open for all kinds of dry nardwood saw-
dust ; we buy in carload lots. NATION.\L SAW-
DUST CO., 102 North 1st Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HARDWOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 1 C. brown and NO. 1 C. white, both

4/4" good wdths.. 50% 14-16'. 2 vrs. dry. AT-
L.-^NTIG LUMBER CO., Buffalo, .\'. Y.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black. 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne. Ind.
FAS white. 4/4, 5/4. 6/4 & 12/4", 6" & up;

NO. 1 & 2 C. white. 20/4", 5" & up. 8' long,
bone dry: NO. 1 C. .white. 4/4 & 6/4". RIEL-
KADEL LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.

BASSWOOD
FAS 6/4", NO. 2 C. 5/4 & 6/4. BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO, 1 C, 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

Igth., 1 to 2 vrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. T.
FAS 4/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUM-

BER CO., Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", 10 & 12'; NO. 1 C. &

BTR. 5/4"; NO. 1 C. 4/4 & 5/4". MASON-
DONALDSON LUMBER CO., Rhinelander,
Wis.

BEECH
NO. 3 C, -N", leg. wdth. & Igth.. 9 mos. drv;

NO. 3 C, 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos dry;

NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 vr.
dry, full log run. EAST JORDAN LUMBER
CO., East Jordan, Mich.
NO. 1 C, 4/4", 10 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., Buffalo, N. Y.

BIRCH
NO. 1 C, white, 4/4", good wdths., 50% 14-

16'. 2 yrs. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo. N. Y.
LOG RUN, unsel., S/4". ATLAS LUMBER &

MFG. CO., Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO. 3 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 9 mos. dn'.

E.\ST JORDAN LUMBER CO., East Jordan,
Mich.
FAS, sel. red, 0/4"; FAS, unsel., 6/4 & S/4".
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HARD>VOODS FOR SALE
MASON-DOXALDSON l^UMBER CO., Rhine-
lander. Wis.
CLEAR STRIPS, 4/4", 3-5%", std. Igth., 2

yrs. dry; FAS, 4/4-16/4", 6" & up, std. Igth.,
1 yr. dry. TBAGER LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. T.

CEDAR
RED 4/4". BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUM-

BER CCr., Buffalo. N. T.

CHERRY
FAS & NO. 1 C, both 4/4". good wdths., 50%

14-1 1;". 2 yr.s. dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.,
BuffalQj X. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

CHESTNUT
FAS, 4/4", good wdths.. 50% 14-16", 2 yrs.

dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER C6., Buffalo. X'. Y.
FAS & NO. 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4". usual vfdVx. and Igth.,
1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE. PERRIN &
DART.INa. Buffalo, N. Y.

FAS, 4/4", 12" & up. IS mos. dry. G. ELIAS
& BRO.. Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/4-8/4", reg. wdth.. std.

Igth., 18 mos. dry. Y'EXgER LUMBER CO.,
Buffalo. X. Y.

COTTONWOOD
NO. 1 C. and .NO. 2 C, 14". STIMSON VE-

NEER & LUMBER ('(I, .Memphis. Tenn.

CYPRESS
NO. 1 SHOP 4 4", Miss, stock. ATLAS

LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, -Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 C, 6/4". IS mos. dry. G. ELI.\S &

BRO.. Buffalo. N. Y.
NO. 1 & BTR. 8/4". MASON-DONALDSON

-

LUMBER CO.. Rhinelander. Wis.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. 12/4", dry. RIEL-K.XDF'.

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
LOG RUN, s/4 & 12/4". STIMSON VENEER

& LUMBER CO., Memphis. Tenn.

GUM—SAP
FAS, 4/*"i NO. 1 C, 4/1". S" & up; NO. 2 C,

4/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.
FAS & NO. 1 c; both 4/4-8/4". reg. wdth. >t

Igth.. 6 mos. 'dry. BELLGRADE LUMBER
CO.. Memphis. Tenn,
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville. Ark.
FAS, 4/4 & S/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. dry,

Kraetzer-cured: NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 6/4". reg.
wdth & Igth.. dry. Kraetzer-cured. GEt). C.BROWN & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, both 6/4". MEMPHIS

B.VND MILL CO.. Memphis. Tenn.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 2 C, .S/4". ATL.\S LU.MBER & MFG.

CO.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
FAS, 4/4-s./4",> reg. wdth. & Igth., 8 mos.

dry: NO. 1 C, 3/4. 5/4 & )s/4". reg. wdth. &
Igth., 8 mos dry; NO. 2C, 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4", reg.
wdth. & Igth..' H miiS. dry. BELLGRADE LUM-
BER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville. Ark.
MO. 1 C. & BTR., 4 4. 5/4. 6 '4 & S/4". reg.

wdth. & Igth., dp-. QEO. C. BROWN & CO..
Memphis. Tenn.
FAS, 6/4 & S/4"; NO. 1 C, 4/4 & S/4". MEM-

PHIS B.\XIi .MILL CO.. Memphis, Tenn.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
NO. 2 C, s/4". ATL.\S LU.MBER & MFG.

CO., Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO, 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa. .

NO. 1 C. & BTR., S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 4
mos. dry, s?p no def, ; FAS, 4/4-8/4". reg. wdth.
& Igth.. 6 mos. dry; NO. 1 C, 6/4 & 8/4", reg.
wdth. * Igth., 10 mos. dry. BELLGRADE
LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

.NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/4, 5/4. 6/4. 8/4, 10/4 &
12/4"-. reg.- wdth. & Igth., 10 mos. dry. GEO. C.
BROWN'* CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 6/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 5 mos. dry.

FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". ran. wdth. & Igth., 8-12

mos. drv.'slitTcd boards highly figured. LOUIS-
VILLTJ .VE.N'F.IOR MILLS. Louisville. Ky.
FAS & NO. 1 C, both S/4". MEMPHIS

BANDl WlLp CO., Memphis, Tenn.

FAS, S/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. S mos. dry.
J.\MES E. ST.\RK & CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. S/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., drv.

PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.

HICKORY
NO. 1 0. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO.. Pittsburgh, Pa. . . .

NO. 1 C, 6/4-8/4". 1 vr. drv. G. ELIAS &
BRO., Buffalo, N. Y.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and rigured, Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, 111.

MAPLE—HARD
NO. 1 C, 4/4". good wdths.. oO'T^ 14-16'. 2

yrs. drv. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.
LOG RUN 8/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth.. sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PFRRIN .t DARLING, Buffalo. N. Y.

NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/1 & S 4", reg. wdth. &
Igth.. 11 mos. drv: NO. 1 C. & BTR. QTD., 4/4".
reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1 vr. drv: NO. 3 C, 6/4".
reg. wdth. & Igth., 9 mos. drv. EAST JORD.\N
LUMBER CO.. East Jordan. Mich.
FAS, 8 4", 6 mos. drv. G. ELIAS & BRO.,

BUFFALO. N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 8/4. KERRY & HANSON

FLi lORlXG CO.. Grayling. Mich.
NO. 1 & BTR. 6/4 & 84"; NO. 2 C. S/4"; NO.

3 C. 7/4". M.A.SON-DONALDSON LBR. CO.,
Rhinelander. \\'is.

MAPLE—SOFT
NC. 2 & BTR.. 4 4". M.\ .-<r)N-I>l )N.\LDSON

Lr.MBEit CO., Khinelandei-. Wis.

OAK—PLAIN RED
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 10/4". usual wdth. and Igth.. S to IS-mos.

dry. BL.\KESLEE. PERRIN & D.\RL1NG.
Buffalo. X. Y.
FAS, 5/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., drv; NO. 1 & 2

C, 4/4, 5 4. 6'4. S/4". reg. wdth. <<• Isih.. drv.
GEO. C. BRDWN & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 4 4". BUFF.VLO H.VRD-

Wi«<U LBll. CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C, 4 4", 2 yrs. drv. G. ELI.VS & BRO..

Buffalo. N. Y.
FAS 5/4" & 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos.

dry. FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis.
Tenn.
FAS 5/8": FAS 5/4", 11" & up. HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO, 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. .<l Igth.. drv. PEN-

ROD. .K'RDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.
FAS, :i/8, 1/2, 5/S & 4/4"; NO. 1 C, 1/2. 5/S.

4/4"; NO. 2 C. 1/2". RUSSE & BURGESS.
l.XC. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C, 4 4". 4" & up. 45% 14-16'. IS mos.

dry; STEPS, 5/4", 10" & up, reg. Igth., 1 yr.
dry. J.\.MES E. STARK & CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS 4 4 & 5 4". STIMSON VENEER &

I.rMl'.lOR CO.. .Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/4-16/4". reg wdth.. std.

Igth.. IS mos. dry. YE.\GER H.MBER CO..
Buffalo. N. Y.

OAK-
FAS 4-4". HLISS-COOK 0.\K c'li,, Bliss-

ville. .\rk.
COM. & BTR. 4 4". HOFFMAN BROTHERS

CO., Ft. \Va\ne. Ind.

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
FAS 1 4". i:i,ISS-i..-( " iK O.AK CO.. BlisS-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 12/4". usual wdth. and lath.. 1 to 2

vrs. drv. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN «.- DAR-
LING. Buffalo, X. Y.
FAS, 3 4. 4/4, 5/4". reg. wdth. & isth.. dry;

NO. 1 C, 5/4", reg. w-dth. & Igth.. drv. . GEO.
C. BROWN & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 1 C, 8/4". IS mos. dry. G. RLI..VS &

BRO., INC., Buffal.i. N. Y. ...
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., n mos. drv.

FEROUSON & PALMER CO.. Mempliis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igth;- . 1 vr; drv.

J. M. LOG.\N LBR. CO.. Knoxville. J.-nn.. ":

•QUARTERED RED

NO, 2 C. 4/4". reg;. wdth. & lg.th.. drv. PEN-
EiJD, JURDEN & McQOWEN, iWemphis, Tenn.
FAS, S/4". 6" & up. 40''r 14-lfi',. 8 mos. dry;

N0..1 C.,S/4". 4" .VL- up, 60a 14-16', S mos. drv.
JA.MES E. STARK & CO.. ^Memphis, Tenn.

NO, 1 C. & BTR., 4/4-16/4", reg. wdth. &
Igth.. IS mos. dry.' YE.^GER LUilBER CO.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
NO. 1 COM. 4/4" & up. BLISS-COOK OAK

CO., Blissville, Ark.
NO. 1 C. 4/4". BUFFALO HARD^^'OOD

LBR. CO.. Buffalo, N. Y.
FAS, 3/4", 6" & up, 50--^ & btr., 14 i&-16'i:

FAS 4 4", 6-71.2", 50% & btr., 14 &16',; NO. 1

C, & NO. 2 C, both 4/4". reg. wdth., 50% &
betr., 14 & 16'. R. J. D.\RNELL, INCi.'Men^-
phis, Tenn.
SEL. 4 4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 yr. dry.

FERGUSON & P.\LMER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4"; CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2%" to 5V>".HOFFMAN BROTHERS & CO., Ft. Wayne,

Ind.
FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;

NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 5/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1

yr. dry, J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS, NO. 1 C, CLR. STRIPS & COM.

STRIPS, all 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., dry.
PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS, 5/4", 10" & up, S-16', 6 mos. drv; FAS,

5/4", 6" & up. s-16', 6 mos. dry. J.\MES E.
STARK & CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C, both 4"4". STIMSON VE-

NEER & LU.MBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 5/8—16/4", std. wdth. &

Igth., IS mos. drv. YEAGER LBR. CO., Buf-
falo, N. y.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville. Ark.
FAS, pl. 1;. & W., 's", 6-SV>", 50% & btr,,

14-16' ; FAS, pl. R. & W.. \'\ 6-8%", 12' &
Shorter: NO, 1 C. pl. R. & W.. %", 4-S%", 50%
& btr., 14-16'

; NO. 2 C. pl. R. & W., %", 3-8%",
SO'/,, >*i btr., 14 cV: 16'. R. J. DARNELL, INC.,
Memphis. Tenn.
CROSSING PLANK, mixed, 12/4", 8—12",

reg. Igth., 2 yrs. dry; NO. :i C. red and white,
4/4",' reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1 yr. dry. FERGUSON
& P.VLMER CO.. Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C, S/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 yrs.

dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.
CROSSING PLANK, red and white, 12/4",

dry. PENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

POPLAR
FAS 4/4" & 5/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8": COM, & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up. 50% 14 & 16'. 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville. Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4". ran. wdth. and

Igth.. 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16'. 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4", 12" & up. 50% 14 & 16'. 8 mos. drv; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 * 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &.

SEL., 4/4", 12" & up. 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos, dry;
NO, 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4". 50% 14 & 10', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4", 50% 14 * 16'. 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville, Ky.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 5/8—16/4". std. wdth. &

Igth.. 18 mos. drv. YE.\GER LBR. CO., Buf-
falo. X. y.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 tO 16'.

6 mos. dry, largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", usualwdth. and Igth., 1 yr.

drv. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo. N. y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 .to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO . Fort Wayne,. Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8 to 8/4". very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MAKSH MAHOGANY CO., Chl-
eago. III.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth.. 6 to

8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS.
Louisville. Ky.

FLOORING—MAPLE
: PRIME 1-110x4", 13 16n1"; FCTY. I,16x2'i;
NO. V 13/16x1'!."; CLEAR 13/1Gn1M!. l-il/16x
9>4". KERRY & H.V.VSo.v FI.OOKl.N'G CO..
Grayling. Mich.
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J Advertisers* Directory
NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Manufac-
turing Company 42

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Barnaby, Charles H 6

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling 64

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 15

Brbwn Land & Lumber Co
Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

East Jordan Lumber Co 52

Ellas, G., & Bro 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company 41

Foster Bros 52

Hanson, R. & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 6-16

Jackson & Tindle 44

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co 43

King, W. O., & Co 15

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The.... 4

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co.. 13

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 54

Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Co... 44

Miller, Sturm & Miller 54

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 6-47

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company

Palmer & Parker Co 40

Stack Lumber Company 45
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 54

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4

Stlmson, J. ' V. . . ! . ; 6-56

Sullivan, T. & Co 54

Taylor & Crate 54
Tegge Lumber Co 44

Von Platen Lumber Company.. 52

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 13

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon 40

Wood-Mosaic Company 5-6

Teager Lumber Company, Inc. . 54
Young, AV. D., & Co 4

OAK.
See Lists of M-inufacturers on
pages 6-7

Lenox Saw Mill Company 42
Long-Bell Lumber Company... 7

Mowbray & Robinson Company 6-47

POPLAR.
Anderson-Tully Company 2-11-55

Arlington Lumber Company. . .6-40

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Company 2-11-55

Bellgrade Lumber Company... 10

Bliss-Cook Oak Company '6-46

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 7-10
Brown, Geo. C, & Co ' 10
Brown & Hackney, Inc Id

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. 5-6

Coulson Lumber Company 10

Darnell, R. J., Inc 12
Dooley, F. T., Lumber Co 11

Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 11

Gayoso Lumber Company 12

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Company 7-10

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. .6-56

May Bros 11

Memphis Band Mill Co 7-11

Mossman ^ Lumber Company. . . 12

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 6-11

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 1

Probst Lumber Company 48

Riel-Kadel Lumber Company.. 11

Russe & Burgess, Inc 10

Sondheimer, E., Co 10

Stark, James E., & Co 11

Stimson, J. V 6-56

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co.. 12

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 12

Three States Lumber Company 7-56

Wheeler, J. W., & Co '6-12

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 42

Anderson-Tully Company.... 2-11-55

Arlington Lumber Company 6-40

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 54

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing
Company

Babcock Lumber & Land Co... 8

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co. ... 16

Beaumont Lumber Cpropapy 16

Bellgrade Lumber Company 10

Bliss-Cook Oak Company '6-46

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling... 64

Bonner, J. H., & Sons '7-10

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 15

Brown, Geo; C, & Co 10

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. ,Co.. 5-6

Brown & Hackney, Inc 10

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 54

Buskirk-Rutledge Lumber Co..

.

Coulson Lumber Co. . ..;...;— . 10

Crane, C, & Co 44

Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Co 12

Darnell. R. J., Inc 12

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co.... 5

Dooley, F. T., Lumber Company 11

Dudley Lumber Company 12

Elias, G., & Bro 54

Fathauer, Theo., Company 41

Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 11

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 6-11

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 1

Probst Lumber Company 48

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co 11

Russe & Burgess, Inc 10

Salt Lick Lumber Company. ..6-15
Smith, Payson Lumber Co 45
Sondheimer, E., Company 10
Standard Hardwood Lumber
Company 54

Stark, James E., & Co 11

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co...' 12
Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 12
Sullivan, T., & Co.,~ 54
Swain-Roach Lumber Co 6-48

Taylor & Crate 54
Three States Lumber Company 08

Utley-Holloway Company 15

Vestal Lumber & Manufactur-
ing Co s

Wheeler, J. W., & Co '6-12

Whitmer, Wm., & Sons 13

Willett, W. R., Lumber Co 5

Willson Bros. Lumber Co 13
Wistar, Underhill & Nixon 40

Teager Lumber Co.. Inc 54

VENEERS AND PANELS.
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co. 52
Anderson-Tully Company 2-11-55

Dean-Spicker Company, The...

Eggers, P., Veneer Seating Co. 32
Evansville Veneer Company... 26

Hoffman Bros., Company 6-16

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co 30

Louisville Veneer Mills

Mengel, C. C. & Bro. Co 5

Nickey Bros., Inc 24

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.
Company

Ohio Veneer Company 44

Palmer & Parker Co 40

Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co...

Pickrel Walnut Company 31

Rayner, J., Company. 15

Stark, James E., & Co 11

St. Louis Basket & Box Co 26

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 12

Gayoso Lumber Company 12 Wisconsin Veneer Company... 25

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Wood-Mosaic Company 5-6

Company 7-10

Hoffman Brothers Company. . .6-16

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co 43

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. . 6-56

Lenox Saw Mill Company 42

Little River Lumber Company. 8

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. 6-13

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 7-S

Long-Bell Lumber Company.. 7

May Bros 11

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co. ... 64

Memphis Band Mill Company. 7-11

Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Co... 44

Miller, Sturm & Miller 54
Mossman Lumber Company... 12

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 6-47

Nickey Bros., Inc 24

Norman Lum'.er Company.... 5

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.
Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co.... 5

Evansville Veneer Company... 26

Hartzell, Geo. W 27

Hoffman Brothers Company. ..'6-16

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co 30

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co 5

Palmer & Parker Co 40
Penrod Walnut cS: Veneer Co...

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Purcell, Frank 47

Rayner, J., Company 15

HARDWOOD FLOORING.
Bliss-Cook Oak Company 6-4 6

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Horner. William 4

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. 52

Long-Bell Lumber Company. . 7

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co. . . 13
Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage &
Lumber Company

Salt Lick Lumber Company. 6-15
Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 4

Wilce, T., Company, The 15

Young, W. D., & Co 4

OAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co

SAWMILL MACHINERY
Hill-Curtis Co 39

Sinker-Davis Company
Soule Steam Feed Works

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.
Cadillac Machine Company.... 14

Mershon, W. B., & Co 3

LOGGING MACHINERY.
Clyde Iron Works S3

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co. 14

FANS.
Clarage Fan Company

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.
Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company 16

Grand Rapids Veneer Works ^.

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company. . 1

LUMBER INSURANCE.
Central Manufacturers' Mut.

Ins. Company

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company .'•.

Lumberman's Mut. Ins. Co....

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's
Mut. Fire Ins. Company

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.
Lauderburn, D. E 48

McDonald, Thomas J 48

Sanborn & Gearheart 48

TIMBERLANDS.
Lacey, James D., & Co 46
Lacey, James D., Timber Co... 48
Lauderburn, D. E 48

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co. 42

Childs, S. D., & Co 16

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co..( 16

Ideal Coated Paper Co

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 15

Perkins Glue Company
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VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVTLDE
VENEER MILLS. Louisville. Ky.
CLEAR 3/16" and Vi", 20" wide, 60" long,

kiln dried, rotary cut; FAS, QTD. FIG., 1/8",
6" & up. 12 to 16. kiln dried. BVANSVILLE
VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. THE DEAN-SPICKER

CO., Chicago, 111.

PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to 1/4", Mexican
and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO., Chicago, III.

ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville. Kv

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL Southern hardwoods, rotary cut. any

thickness, any size. PENROD, JURDEN &
McCOWEN. Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN
FAS RED, 1/S", 6" & up. 12 to 16', kiln

dried. EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evans-
ville, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
WHITE, any thickness, sawed or sliced.

THE DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago, 111.

FAS, WHITE, 1/S", 6" & up, 12 to 16, kiln
dried; FAS, WHITE, 1/20". 1/16", 6" & up
wide, 8' & up long, kiln dried, sawed. EVANS-
VILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville. Ky.

POPLAR
CLEAR 1/8", 12 to 16", 14', kiln dried.

EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind
ANY thickness, any size, rotars", QTD., cut

or sliced. PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

WALNUT
ANY thickness, sawed or sliced. THE

DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago, 111.

ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.
COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANYTHING In walnut, veneers, pi. & fig.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO.. St.
Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 6/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILLE

VENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, 111.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes.

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville. Ky.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Blrchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany & Qtd. -Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

We have the following dry stock to offer:

One Car of

10/4" No. 3 Common
Rock Elm

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
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The Human Element in a Logging Operation

The persona]

relation of the

superintend-
ent to his men
exercises a

Cr r e a t influ-

ence upon
every logging

operation;
often deciding

its success t
failiuY.

This topic is

touched upon
in the leading

article In
LOGGING for

April 1917.

There Is also

an interesting

story of old

New Orleans.

^>'': ,. ..-s*^

~^«SkV.-' ' 'im>r:;^

FOUR LOGS ON TWO LINES
=^5

THIS CLYDE SKIDDER HELPS "THE HUMAN ELEMENT"

SEND FOR A SAMPLE COPY
AND READ BOTH STORIES

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of

Quick-Moving Clyde Logging Machinery

DULUTH, MINNESOTA U. S. A.

All Three ef U« WUl Be Benefitea if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Onr Specialty: West Virginia aiid FeonaylTaDla Cherry

loss Seneca Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

SPECIAL FOR SALE
1 M " to 3 " No. 1 Com. & Better Dry Birch

Hardwoods & Cedar r^eiTotrAXforyear:
We want White Ash, all grades, 1 to 4" thick

T. SULLIVAN ^ CO.
Hardwoods
Ash and Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18.000.000 to tO.OOO.OOO
feet of hardwoods cnrrled at all

times at our two ble Buffalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS 6? BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Fine, Telloir Pine, Sprace, Hemlaek, Fir, Lnmber,
Tlmher. Mlllwork, Boxes, Maple and Oak Floorlnc

955-1015 Elk Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwesd*

including Ash, Basswood. Birch, Cherry, Chestnut, Cypress, Elm, I

Gum, Hickory, Maple, Plain & Quartered Oak, Poplar & Walnut,

1100 Seneca Street

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of Hardwoods, and have every facility for filling and ship-
ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

*

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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ivE Mills
Seventy Rve Million Feet

Rayville, La.

Vicksburg, Miss.

Madison, Ark.
Memphis, Tenn. (2)

Guarantee you an adequate and
constant source of supply for

Ash^ Elm, Cottonwood, Gum, Oak
Link your organization to ours—tie your factory to an establish-

ment whose facilities and resources are so complete as always to be in

a position to furnish your full requirements—let us blaze for you

An Open Road to Your
Base of Supplies

This is but the foundation upon which ATCO EXCEP-
TIONAL SERVICE is based; for coupled with the faciUties

for service is the true desire to Serve Well—to furnish you

lumber of the grade and quality your particular work demands

—to give you an honest return for your investment.

This is what we mean by the If-I-Were-You code—THE
GOLDEN RULE STANDARD.

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS

Chicago Office Grand Rapids. Mich., Office

GEORGE B. OSGOOD FRANK B. LANE
Pecples Gas BIdg. Housman Bldg.

*ife

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber and

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stimson Veneer & Lbr. Co Memphis, Tenn.

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark

Three States Lumber Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
BAND MILL: BURDETTE, ARK.

The Following Is a List of a Few of the Items We
Now Have in Stock:

Dry, Ready for Prompt f>hipment

COTTONWOOD
3 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12"

4 cars V,'^" No. 1 common.
2 cars IV2" Fas.
3 cars 2" Fas.

GUM
5 cars 1" boxboards, 13" to 17".

5 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12".

6 cars 1" Fas. Sap.
5 cars \" No. 1 Com. Sap.
5 cars 1'4" Fas. Sap.
2 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Red.
1 car IV4" Fas. Red.
2 cars I'j" No. 1 Com. Red.
2 cars Z" Fas. Quartered Red.
1 car 2" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red.

cars
cars
cars
cars
cars
car 1

2 cars
1 car
3 cars

2 cars
1 car
3 cars

OAK
Fas. Plain Red
" Fas. Plain Red
" Fas. Plain Red
No. 1 Com. Plain Red
" No. 1 Com. PI. Red
No. 1 Com. PI. Red
ASH

Fas. White
" Fas. White
No. 1 Com. White
ELM

Log Run
" Log Run
Log Run

ORDER NOW WHILE WE HAVE A SUPPLY OF EMPTY CARS.
NEXT MONTH THE CROPS WILL BE MOVING AND CARS
FOR LUMBER LOADING WILL BE SCARCE.

w E are prepared to accept orders for immediate

shipment of the following items:

200 M Feet 4-4 No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak

200 M Feet 4-4 No. 2 Com. Plain Red Oak

200 M Feet 4-4 No. 2 Com. Gum

A heavy inbound movement insures fair car supply.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
"The Largest Hardwood Mill in the World"

Charleston, Miss.



Semi-MontUy
Twenty-Second Year

05'' K
CHICAGO. OCTOBER 10, 1917

Subscription $2.

Single Copies, 15 Cents.

New Facilities Enable Us to Get Out
Hitherto Inaccessible Fine Walnut Logs
We are putting out one-halt million feet of very choice walnut logs at our Lawrence,
Kansas, yards where this picture was taken.

The truck has proven so successful in helping us reach scattered trees that we will

shortly put on several more. Note the exceptional quality the logs show. It is easy
to keep supplied with this kind with a battery of trucks for hauling.

Just another mark of Penrod efficiency made possible by long years of experience and
careful study.

Penrod W^alnut 6? y eneer Co.
Kansas City, Missouri, U. S. A.
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1
1—Manufacturers of—

HARDWOODS
ESTABLISHED 1798

Large and well selected

stock for prompt shipment

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

r^i^l?svlt>S?1l^!^trs?lt?i?1(^i^f^t7Sv)l^t«v)»s?ll^

The Golden Rule Quality

THE ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rotary Gum Core Stock
Built-up Panels
Drawer Bottoms
Crossbanding

Chicago OfBce
GEORGE B. OSGOOD, Peoples Gas BIdg.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Office

FRANK B. LANE, Houseman BIdg.

All Three of U* Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Planlnt MIU

R. HANSON & SONS
GRAYLING MICHIGAxN

Michigan Hardwooas
Make Steady Customers

White Pine, Norway,Hemlock

Michigan Hardwoods

Cadillac Quality

Nature has been generous in supplying

Cadillac an abundant supply of superior timber

and we are supplementing her work with the

best methods of manufacture.

This has made Cadillac Quality famous.

Good timber, lumber well manufactured and

seasoned, grades that are reliable and not

blended to meet price competition, punctual

service;— these are the elements of Cadillac

Quality.

We sell direct to responsible dealers and
manufacturers.

Cobbs & Mitchell
nrooxfOBATZB

Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

WM. WHITMER ^ SONS
INCORPORATED

Manufacturers and Wtole-

salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Can,
W« Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock

Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Finance Building PHILADELPHIA

Stock Widths
No. 3 Common Hardwoods

We can furnish No. 3 Common
Maple and Beech, random
lengths, as follows:

1x4
1x5
1x6
1x7

Ix 8
Ix 9
1x10
1x11 & wider

The stock is mixed

Maple and Beech but

runs largely Maple

Mitchell Brothers Co.
Sales Department, Cadillac, Michigan

NORTH CAROLINA PINE AND
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

Capacity 300,000 Ft. per Day
Conway, S. C.
Jacksonville, N. C.
Hertford, N. C. I

MILLS
) Porterwood, W, Va.

J-
WildeU, W. Va.

1 MiU Creek, W. Va.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

MAIN omcE: PITTSBURGH, PA.

All Three of U. Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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1^

BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling

A Complete Stock of Seasoned Hardwoods

asswood, Bij

[aple. Plain

1100 Seneca Street

including Ash. Basswood. Biich. Cherry. Chestnut, Cypresi, Elm, I

Gum, Hickory. Maple, Plain Ic ftuarterod Oak, Poplar & Walnut,

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
Hardwoods
Ash and Elm

NIAGARA—CORNER ARTHUR

Standard Hardwood
Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH AND CHESTNUT
1075 Clinton Street

Atlantic Lumber Company
HARDWOODS

WEST VIRGINIA SOFT RED AND WHITE OAK
Oar Specialty: Weat TlrKlnla aud FennsylTaiila Cherry

1055 Seneca Street

If

Taylor & Crate
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

A stock of 18.000,000 to tO.000.000
feet of hardwoodd carried at all

timcfl at our tvro bl? BiifTalo Yards

Established 50 Years Rail or Cargo Shipments

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White rine. Yellow Pine, Spmce, Hrmlack, Fir, Lumber,
Timber. MUlwork, Boxes, Klaiile and Oak Floorlst

955-1015 Elk Street

Yeager Lumber Company
INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS
932 Elk Street

Miller, Sturm & Miller

Hardwoods
of All Kinds 1142 Seneca St.

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

SPECIAL FOR SALE
1 U " to 3" No. 1 Com. & Better Dry Birch

Hardwoods & Cedar bltlTou" hob'
'

ant White Ash, all grades, 1 to 4

bby for years

thick

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks of all kinds and
grades of HardwooiJs, and have every facility for filling and ship-

ping orders promptly. They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

. *

I

All Three of Ut Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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Three Great Logging Conventions

The Pacific Logging Congress meets this year at Seattle,

Wash., on October 18th, 19th and 20th.

The Appalachian Logging Congress meets at Knoxville, Tenn.,

on October 19th and 20th.

The Southern Logging Association meets at New Orleans,

La., on October 24th, 25th and 26th.

FULL REPORTS OF
ALL THREE WILL
APPEAR IN LOGGING
FOR NOVEMBER &
DECEMBER, 1917

Send for sample copies of these two numbers—they will cost

you nothing and the ideas they will contain may be worth thou-

sands to you in addition to helping you to meet Wartime emer-

gencies in the one best w^ay.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF LOGGING MACHINES

DULUTH, MINNESOTA

All Three of U» WUI Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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A—Manufacturer of Implement Stock.

B—Manufacturer of Car Materal.

C—Manufacturer of Factory Dimension

^^ Cromwell Character Counts^^ Special 5 8 No. 2 & No. 3 Com. Oak
^= CROMWELL HDWD. LUMBER . - ad am A^^ CO. Manufacturer Montgomery, ALACAIVIA

Oak lumbtT in commercial quantities is pro-
duced by forty states, and more than 18.000
mills cut it. The number of oak mills in

North Carolina exceeds the number in any
other state.

Did you ever rest your eyes on a soft-toned

Oak wainstcoting? Try it and then tell your
customers about it.

I 'See pace —

)

Fine Veneers and Hardwood Lumber

Wood-Mosaic Company, Inc.
New Albany, Ind.
Manufacturer

Hoffman Brothers Company
Manufacturer Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Oak is just as ornamental today as it was
useful five centuries ago—just as useful today
as it was ornamental then.

A & B <*.See page 40)
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber and Flooring

The Mowbray & Robinson Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

Write for List and Prices

North Vernon Lumber Company
Manufacturer ^.trvt a m.t a

North Vernon, INDIANA

Everyone KNOWS what OAK is; that is why
it is so easy to sell Oak goods.

0]
* Has Individual Display Ad on Page Designated.

There will always be a market for all the

Oak our sawmills have any right to cut.

There are eight evergreen oaks in the United
States, more than half of which are confined
to the region west of the Rocky Mountains.
Not one of them possesses much value as a
source uf lumber.

(*8ee page Pti

Charles H. Bamaby
Manufacturers of Band Sawn Hardwood Lumber and

Veneers
Greencastle, Ind.

No one should fancy tl\at the "peach oak"
bears peaches. It was given that name be-
cause its leaves are shaped like those of a
peach tree. It is likewise called willow oak.
because the foliage resembles that of wtllow-

(*See page 43)
We have to offer at present 1 car 4/4 FAS Quartered
Wliite Oak, 1 car 4/4 No. 1 C. & Bet. Quartered Bed
Oak
SWAIN-ROACH LUMBER CO. ,Mr*IAWA
Manufacturer Seymour, INUlAriA

(•Sir p<w r.L')

J. V. Stimson
Manufacturer and Wholesaler Hardwood Lumber

Huntingburg, Indiana
The oldest oak tree still standing Uf tradi-

tion is true) is known as Abraham's oak, near
Jerusalem. If the patriarch Abraham ever
camped in its shade, as the story goes, the
^vent must have occurred 4.<n)0 years ago.
U—

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
5011.000 ft. 4-'4 Selects Plain Red & While Oak

100, oim ft 4/4 No. I C, Plain nc<\ & White Oak
I.'.onil 14 Is & 2s Qtd. White <^ak ^„^~,, .^^^
Manufacturer T>e\ington.t^fc-lN I UL.Ky

Miller Lumber Company
Manufacturer and Dealer in All Kinds of Hardwood

Lumber
Marianna, Arkansas

(•See page

W. p. Brown & Sons Lumber Co.
9 Band Mills manufacturing hardv oods

Louisville, Ky.

Band Sawed, Steam Dried, Arkansas Hardwoods

Edgar Lumber Company
Wesson, Arkcinsas

TATaen artists of the Middle Ages chose a
w-ood for high class carving, such as cathedral
doors, altars, and architraves, they almost in-

variably selected oak.

(•See iiage ir>)

Salt Lick Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturer

Salt Lick, Kentucky

(•See pai;e 10)

J. W. Wheeler & Co.
Manufacturers Band Sawed Hardwood Lumber and

Quartered Oak. Ash and Gum
Memphis, Tennessee

Manufacturers of staves for barrels intended
to contain alcoholic liquors prefer white oak
to red for the reason that the wood of the
former permits less seepage than red oak.

Our Lumber is Well Manufactured and Well Taken
Caro of. Write us for prices in anything in hardwoods.

THE FERD BRENNER LUMBER COMPANY,
Alexandria, LOUISIANA

(*Sei page 14)

Phi in and Qiirtrtei •S;nvod Oiik a Siit'cialty --=

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. _
Maker of Band Sawed Hardwoods

Little Rock, Arkansas ^^
The value of oak trossties in the tracks of he^^

railroads has lung bf.t?n understood by en- ^=
gineers. They gi\e the best service because ==
the wood is hard and wears well and holds ^^
spikes well and resists decay ^^

for anything in OAK write these representative firm
B & C
Manufacturers Band Sawed Plain and Quartered. Oak

and other Hardwood Lumber

Sabine River Lumber & Logging Co., Inc.
San Antonio, Texas

5 cars 4,4 White Oak FAS & No. 1 C.
10 cars 5/4 Plain Red Oak Steps FAS & No. 1 C.

WILLIAMSON-KUNY MILL & LUMBER CO.
Manufacturer, Mound City, ILLINOIS

The laurel oak is more abundant in Florida
than in any other part of the United States,
but it is not abundant anywhere. Few logs
reach sawmills, and many Southern lumber-
men have never seen it.

Special—500,000 ft. 4/4 FAS Plain White & Red Oak

MISSISSIPPI
LAMB-FISH LI MBER CO
Manufacturer, Charleston,

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

General Offices. .Conway Building,
Manufacturer Chicago,

West Virginia leads all other states in the
production of oak lumber, and Tennessee
stands second on the list. These two states
furnish one-third of a ! the oak lumber sawed
In the United States.
xKe^ fortowing is ready for prompt shipment;
60.000' 3/4" FAS Quartered White Oak.
75,000' 4/4" No. 1 Cora. Qtd. White Oak. 10" & up.
50.000' 4/4" FAS Quartered Rod Oak.
BEDNA YOUNG LUMBER CO.

Jackson. TENNESSEE
We Manufacture Hardwood Lumber

C. & W. Kramer Company
Richmond, Indiana

The oak tree under which John Wesley
preached his first sermon in America still
stands in Georgia and is an object of great
inerest to tourists. It is the common southern
live oak.

B—
We specialize in White and Red Oak and in Quartered
Rtd tJiini. We snHrit ynur inquiries.

ALEXANDER BROTHERS, miccicciddi
Manufacturers. Belxuni. Ml^MbblPPI

Factories In the United States use approxi-
mately two billion feet of oak yearly, which
is about 65 per cent of the total sawmill pro-
duction of this wood. The remaining 40 per
cent is used in its rough form

Yellow oak is the best named of all the
oaks. The Inner bark Is yellow and was a
reliable dye material in pioneer times, and It

might be worth while to Investigate it now.
In these days of scarcity In the dye market.
All stock cut from our Virgin Timber on modern
i)and nulls.

THISTLEWAITE LUMBER COMPANY,
Manufacturer

Washington. LOUISIANA
J J. c—
Tallahatchie Lumber Company
Manufacturers of Band Sawn Hardwoods

Philipp, Mississippi

Poets have written of oaks a thousand years
old. but there does not seem to be an authentic
record of an age of more than 700 years for
:in oak, based on a count of the anni al growth
rings.

A, B & c—
Dermott Land & Lumber Company

Manufacturers Southern Hardwoods
Mills, Dermott, Ark.

Sales Office, Railway Exchange BIdg.. Chicaio. HI,

Ar~ir"Or- CSoe i.a^o :iSi

ARLINGTON LUMBER COMPANY
Manufaclurers of Band Savni Hardwood Lumber

Milis: ArUngtou, Ky., and Park-.-..—, -^___,
Place, Ark. Write Arlington KENTUCKY
The shingle oak was not so nam- d because

it was particularly good for shingles, but bo-
cause Its leaves are so arranged on the twig
that their eiiges overlap and occur in the
<ii'ler of shinglf-s on a rnnf.

M. E. Leming Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Manufacturer of Soft Textured Oak. Good Grades

I'See page 42)
li. 000.000 Feet of Oak Always on Hand In 1 to 2" Stock

BLISS-COOK OAK COMPANY, . _^ ..,„. «
Manufacturer BlissviUe. ARKANi>Ab
The turkey oak in the South recei\ . d that

name at an early period because Us acorns
were small and were easily eaten by wild tur-
keys. They likewise furnished an important
-su[)ply of food for wild pigeons.

(•See page 15)

All stock graded up tn tiuality—knocked down to price.

I TLEY-HOI-LOWAV LUMBER COMPANY
Conway Building

,, , -•,^,c
Manufacturer Chicago, ILLIINtJIO

Specials
150.000 ft. 5/4 FAS Plain Red Oak
24.000 ft. S 4 FAS Plain Red Oak

200.1)00 fi. s 4 FAS Qtil. Red ("Jum

Climax- Lumber Company, Ltd.- ^-., ,„,.., *
Manufacturer St. Landry. LUUIjIAINA
The United States government began Its

forest policy more than a hundred years ago
Ity purchasing tracts of live oak timber in
tlie Southern states to guard against scarcity
"f material for ships.

Ran<l Sawed, Efiuallzed. Forked Leaf White Oak
Thin Oak and Ash Specialties

MANNSFIELD HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
Manufacturer WINNFIELD, LA.

It has been found out that the famous
"Charter Oak" which stood near Hartford,
c;onn.. and which figured so prominently in
the early history of New England, was white
us\h-

70Ci 14 and 16' long Band Sawn Plain Red Oak.

HOLLY' RIDGE LUIMBER CO.,
.Mtmufiu'turer I..ouis* ille. KENTUCKY M
The cow oak Is one of the most valuable

hardwoods of the South, and belongs to the
white oak group. Its acorns are large, thin
shelled, and sweet, and cattle like to eat them.
Knr tbnt rfttson it bears its name.
II & C— High Grade Lumber

Hyde Lumber Company ^
South Bend, Indiana ;

--

Band Mills: Arkansas City. Ark. Lake Providence. La. ?=^

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co.
Manufacturer Panil Sawed Suuthern llar^lwoods

—riir

Colfax, Grant Parish Louisiana ^^
The manufacturers of plows have long ^^

shown preference for oak for the handles, zi^
The wood is strong, is easy to bend in the ^^
proper fnrm when steamed, and holds that ^^
f.Tm fwr after. ==
Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co., Inc.

Sardis, Miss. ^^^
Kiln Drli-ii St.u'ks a Specialty ^=

Manufacturer ~=
The hardness of uaks vary as much as CO ^^

per cent when they are compared among f=^
themselves, and there is no less difference ^=
among different species when their strength ==
•h under consideration

All Three of Us WiU Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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A—Manufacturer ot Implement Stock.

B—Manufacturer of Car Material.

C'—Manufacturer of Factory Dimension.

("S'ee page 42)

Long-Bell Lumber Company
Band Saw Operators in Southern Hardwoods

Kcinsas City» Missouri

15 years' supply assured by 32.000 acres Virgin St.
Francis Basin Timber, largely Oak.

Tschudy Lumber Company, »*tce/-ki ini
Manufacturer. Kansas City, mlooOUKl
The liardest oak lacks niucli of being as

hard as lignum vitae; the strongest is weaker
than locust; the heaviest is lightei- than man-
grove ; but in average of good qualities it

would be hard to find a wood superior to oak.___
Vi'e have a Sue stock of 4/4 No, 1 Com. Plain White
Cak; 4/4 FAS Quartered White Oak,

GAXLOWAY-PEASE COMPANY,...^^^, ,„.
Manufacturer, Poplar Bluff, MISSOURI
The scarcest of all the oaks of the United

States are believed to be Bartram oak and the
Price oak. All known specimens of these
two trees could stand on a single acre and
still leave considerable ground unoccupied.

(*See page 16

1

We carry a complete stuck vi plain and quartered
Red and White Oak in all siiecifications. Our facilities
for prompt shipments are second to none. cii.«c#rtT»BARER-MATTHEWS LBR CO. ---or. Jl. .\V;
Chicago, 111. Manufacturer MISSOURI
WTiy do your children like Oak best? For

the same reason that you did—they know it

is not easily scratched or marred. Think it

over.

C

—

Special
1 car 6/4x20" Qtd. Red Oak Seat Stock
1 car 6/4x18" Qtd. White Oak Seat Stock
I car 4/4x12" & wdr. Plain Oak

ABKLA LBB. & MFG. CO., R.icc/~kf idi
St. Louis. MISSOURI

A, B & C—
Triple Band of

The Meadow River Lumber Company
Rainelle, W. Va.

Manufacturer High -Grade Hardwoods

J. A. Holmes Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in Hardwoods and Pine Lumber

St. Louis, Missouri

White Oak Dimension Timber. Specialties in Wood

Parkersburg Mill Company
Manufacturer

Parkersburg, W. Va.
(•See page lit

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Manufacturers Band Sawn Hardwood Lumber

Memphis, Tenn. Mill: Jonquil, Ark.

The pin oak is not so named because it is

famous for pins or tree nails, but because its

limbs and branches have little swell or en-
largement at their bases, and look like pins
driven into the bole or into the larger limbs.
A.""!! & C—

Carr Lumber Company, Inc.
Biltmore HardwnfKis

Pisgah Forest, N. C.
Manufacturer

A & C—
Oak Dimension, Special Sizes, Clear. Plain & Qtd.
Oak, in stock and cut from dry lumber.

RACINE LBR. & MFG. CO., ^j.,„
Racine, Wlo.

UiO.OOO ft. 1" Is & :^s Qtd. White Oak
50.1100 ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak. 8" & wdr.
JOHN B. RANSOM & CO.,
3Ianufacturer. Nashville *rcKTiucccirE'

Everything In lumber 1 c:.lNriC.j;jC.i:.

The "Conestoga wagons," famous a century
ago, and sometimes called "prairie schooners."
were made wholly of oak and iron, and were
good for a quarter of a century of hard usage.
They were made at Conestoga. Pa..

A. B & C—
Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lbr. Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Lumber Dealers
St. Louis, Missouri

Has Individual Display Ad on Page Designated.

B & C—
Alton Lumber Company

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers In Hardwoods.

Manufacturer, Buckhannon, W. VA.
Oak forests of fully matured trees, bearing

perfect acorns, occur in Northern Oklahoma
and Southern Kansas, and the tallest of the
trees little exceed two feet in height. They
rival the artificial dwarfed trees of Japan.

("See page 11)

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber Co.
Manufacturer of Hardwoods

Memphis, Tennessee

(•See page 8)

Band sawn lumber, thick stock and timbers. The
te.vture of our mountain oak is famous. Try it.

VESTAL LBR. & MFG. CO., „„.,.,_,„__._
Manufacturer, KnoxvUle. TENNESSEE
It would not make much difference so far

as the song is concerned, but it would satisfy
some people's curiosity if the matter could
be settled whether the "Old Oaken Bucket"
was made of white oak or of red oak.
We liave fur fall shipment lange stock of 10/4 and

12/4 C. & BeL Oak; other thicknesses from 4/4 to 8/4
in all grades.

FARRIS HARDWOOD LUMBER CO..
Manufacturer. Nashville, TENNESSEE

The oldest piece of oak shaped by human
hands is believed to be an oak canoe discovered
a few years ago buried in mud at the bottom
of a river in England, and believed to be
3.000 years old.

^

For 25 years we have made Oak and still specialize
in this, the best of American hardwoods. Our prices,
grades and service are worth considering.

LOVE. BOYD & CO.. Ti7Kni3T?ccT7i7Manufacturer. Nashville, TENNESSEE
No other wood of the United States is as

suitable for quarter sawing as white oak.
Some of the red oaks measure fairly well up
to white oak in that respect, but as a general
proposition they fall considerably below it.

For ariything in OAK write these representative firms
(•See page lli)

QUARTERED OAK OUR SPECIALTY
Memphis Band Mill Company

Manufacturer, Memphis TENNESSEE
Practically all the oak cut in Europe, wesl

of Russia and the Balkans, belongs to a
single species, though the qualities of the
wood from various regions differ greatly and
bear different names.

Specials On
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Cora. Qtd. Red Oak
2 care 4/4 No. 2 Com. Qtd. Red Oak

BAYOD I-AND & LUMBER CO.,
Manufacturer, Cincinnati. OHIO

Machine manufactured oak flooring is a

modern invention, but hand-dressed oak has

been used for floors since ancient times. Doubt
is cast on the wisdom of Solomon because he

did not use oak instead of cedar in his temple

(*See page 43)

C. Crane & Co.
Hardwood Lumber

Band Mills at Cincinnati. O.

Botanists who are looked upon as authority

in such matters, have agreed to change the

book name of Northern red oak from quercus

rubra to quercus borealis. The old must be

forgotten and the new learned

Manufacturers of Plain and Quartered Oak
also

Oak Timbers and Bridge Plank

SABINE TRAM COMPANY, TFVASBEAt MONT. IHAAS
The largest oaks of the United States are

found in California, where they are known
as valley oak. Trunks may be from six to

ten feet in diameter. The wood is valuable
chiefly for fuel. It is soft and brash.

(•See page 56)

Nice stock of dry 4/4. 5/4 & 6/4 Plain Red and White

Oak on hand at Burdette. Ark., for prompt shipment.

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.-|-rKf|yTpccEC
MaBufacturer. Memphis * l:.l>ll^i:.JJi:.i:.

The golden oak which grows in California,

is not so named because of the color or us
wood, but on account of the yellow tuzz on ine

under side of its leaf. The wood has little

value for anything, not even for fuel-

We Manufacture Hardwood From Fine West Virginia

Timber.
WARN LUMBER CORPORATIONw V A .Raywood, '

White oaks ripen their acorns in a single
season, while those of red oaks hang on the
trees and grow * during two summers. They
are usually quite small at the close of the
irst growing season.

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company
Coal Grove, Ohio

Manufacturer

Oak makes *he heaviest of bridge timbers

or the fines* of period furniture. Is there any
other wood so versatile?

A. B & C—
"

W. M. Ritter Lumber Company
Manufacturer Hardwoods
Columbus, Ohio

There are no new problems to overcome in

curing or caring for Oak lumber. It has been

too long used.

A & B—
If you want Sound, Soft Textured White & Bed Oak,
both in Plain and Quartered, write

DUHLMEIER BROTHERS & CO.
Manufacturers. Cincinnati

Were all the Oak timber to be destroyed

over night the effect on business in general

would be chaotic.

The Band Mill, Planing Mill and Dry Kiln
of the

Williams Lumber Company
is located at

Fayetteville, Tennessee

Why has Oak always led in offerings at

the furniture shows? Ask anyone who sells

furniture.

All lumber piled in same lengths and similarly loaded
in cars-

CLAY LUMBER COMPANY.
Manufacturer, «/ VA
Middle Fork. ^' ^ ^'

A & C—
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber; also Millwork, Fin-
ish. Trim and Oak Flooring.

WEST VIRGINIA TIMBER CO., „, ...
Charleston, W. VA.

OHIO

A— 150,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Com. Plain Oak ^^
Specialists in Bone Dry, Good Widths & Lengths— ==

Prompt Shipment ^^=
BARR-HOLADAY LUMBER CO., r^uirfc ^Manufacturer, Greenfleid, UMICI hi^

Clothes don't make the man. nor does finish ===
make the furniture—but it helps. See the ^^
latest. -^^

We are cutting off 200.000 acres uf the finest Oak in =^
West Virginia. For the very best, try — -—

AMERICAN COLUMN & LUMBER CO., ^=
Manufacturer, St. Albans, \^__ VA. ^^

There is a species for every need—a grain
and figure for every taste. Are you familiar ^^
with them all? ^^

('See pii^'e 8) ^^
Babcock Lumber Company

Pittsburgh, Pa. ^^
Annual Capacity. (50.000.000 Feet ^^

Manufacturer ^^=

Do you know of any other wood that pleases ^^
in so many ways and in so many garbs as 5^~

does Oak? ^=

Pardee & Curtin Lumber Company
Sales Office—Clarksburg. W. Va. ^^

Band Mills—Curtin, Coal Sid- ... «* ^^
ing and Hominy Falls. "» "A. e^

Good eating and good Oak go well together. ^=
They make an especially logical combination ^=
in these days of high prices. 7^

Specialties ^=
Quarter-sawed VNTiite Oak, Plain Red and White Oak ===

C. L. RITTER LU3IBER COMPANY. ^=
ROCKCASTLE LUMBER COMPANY, ^=
Manufacturers. Huntington, W. Va. ^^

('See Jiage 391 ;

Kentucky Soft Texture White Oak. Red Oak and ^^
Poplar. High-class, sound, square edged White Oak -

Timbers. 10x16 ft. ^=
AMERICAN LBR. & MFG. CO.. PittebnrKh, ^g
Manufacturer and Wholesaler PENNSYLVANIA ^=

Oak was spoken of with affection in the ^=
Scriptures and will be held in esteem by our ^=
children's children generations hence.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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KNOXVILLE, Tennessee

Is at Your Service

F YOU have ever used any hardwood lumber from east Tennessee

you are already familiar with its nature-endowed qualities. We
are not going to claim any credit for the many points of perfection,

for the trees simply grew that way and all we are doing is to offer

you the boards as nature made them—the growing conditions are such that

inferior color and texture are impossible.

But there is another point which is concerning users these days and

concerning them very seriously. That is the question of service.

While no mill can honestly claim that it can make just as good de-

liveries and offer just as good service as under normal conditions, we

sincerely believe that having no concern with high water or low water, of

too much snow or too little snow, operators in this territory have fared

better probably than in almost any other big hardwood producing region.

So you can be assured—absolutely assured—of the quality of the

lumber; you can feel confident of getting probably a little better service

than it is the good fortune of almost any other section to be in position to

offer under present conditions, and you can know that thoroughly modem
equipment and methods are behind every board of stock that goes out from

this region.

Try Knoxville for

OAK WALNUT
POPLAR CHESTNUT

Hickory, Cedar, Ash, Basswood, Beech, Maple

Write

The Babcock Lumber & Land Co Marysville, Tenn.
(Main Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Little River Lumber Compapjy Townsend, Tenn.

Vestal Lumber & Mfg. Company Knoxville, Tenn., Fonde, Ky.

J. M. Logan Lumber Company Knoxville, Tenn.

nmimniiriiiiiim^^^
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Vehicle Woods from Memphis District
HI

(Continued from last issue)

Relatively few kinds of lumber are suitable for wagon box
boards. Several qualities must be taken into consideration, and
the grading rules are strict. The wood ought to be reasonably
light; it should be of fine grain so that it will dress smooth; it

ought to take and hold paint well; it ought to be rather hard in
order to resist wear; and, of course, it should not warp badly or
split and check during weather changes. The difficulties of find-
ing all of the qualities present in a single wood are responsible
for the short list of woods suitable for wagon box boards. TTie
country has been pretty well searched for material that will meet
these requirements. Boards are wanted from thirteen to seven-
teen inches wide and long enough for a wagon bed.

The Memphis region produces three woods available for
such box boards. They are tupelo, cottonwood and red gum.

orSeveral others are occasionally employed but the demand
them is not large.

Tupelo or cotton gum has taken the place of yellow poplar
as a box board wood to some extent. Poplar is less plentiful

than formerly and of higher price, and tupelo closely resembles
it in appearance. Cottonwood stands on its own merits and is

not thought of as a substitute for anything. It is light and tough,
has a smooth grain, and paints well. The fertile lands along the
lower Mississippi and its tributaries produce the finest cotton-
wood for box boards. Willow growing in the same situations

is nearly as good and it is received without prejudice in many
vehicle factories. Red gum has come into extensive use as wagon
bed material in recent years. Formerly it was objected to be-

cause the processes of successful seasoning were not understood;
but that has now been remedied, and red gum box boards rank
as high as yellow poplar and white pine ever ranked in the days
when those timbers were abundant in the highest grades. The
large sizes of red gum trunks make it easy to procure the broad
boards demanded for beds of farm wagons.

life%
m
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20.000 tt. Qtd. W. Oak 1 & 2 1/2"

12.600 ft. Ot. W. Oak No. 1 C 5/8"
11.900 fL Sound Wormy Oak 4/4"

14.100 ft. Qtd. W. O. SUips Clear 2%
& 3"

56.500 ft. Qtd. W. O. Strips Sap 2%
& 3"

9.800 ft. PI. W. Oak 1 & 2 1/2"

42,300 ft. PI W. Oak No. 1 C. 1/2"

9.500 ft. PI. W. Oak No. 1 C. 5/8"

12.700 ft PI. Red Oak 1 & 2 5/8"

4.20O ft PI. Red Oak No. 1 C 5/8"

15.800 ft PI. Red Oak 1 & 2 3/4"

64.200 ft. PI. Red Oak 1 & 2 4/4"

41.000 ft PI. Red Oak Step 11-15
5/4"

21.800 ft PI. Red Oak Sd. Wormy
RO 4/4"

14.000 ft Qtd. B. Oak 1 & 2 5/4" 10
& UD

Send in your order now for
19.000 ft Qtd. R. Gum 1 St 2 4/4

67.500 ft. Qtd. R. Gum No. 1 C 4/4"

82.300 ft Qtd. B. Gum No. 1 C 5/4"

10.300 ft Qtd. R. Gum 1 & 2 6/4"

9.100 ft Qtd. K. Gum No. 1 C. 6/4"

176.500 ft Qtd. B. Gum 1 & 2 8/4"

97.000 ft Qtd. B. Gum No. I C. 8/4"

62.000 ft. Qtd. B. Gum Com. & Bet.
8/4" Sap no defect

145.000 ft. Qtd. B. Gum Com. & Bet
3" Sap no defect

32.500 ft Qtd. Fig. B. Gum 1 i 2

4/4"
19.500 ft Qtd. PU. B. Gum No. 1 C.
4/4"
7.500 ft PI. B. Gum 1 i 2 4/4"
23.000 ft PI. R. Gum No. 1 C. 4/4"
22.500 ft PL R. Gum 1 & 2 5/4"

39.500 ft. PI. R. Gum No. 1 C. 5/4"

14.000 ft PI. R. Gum 1 & 2 8/4"

15.000 ft PL B. Gum No. I C. 8/4"

The Mossman Lumber Co.

Quick Shipment Offered on the Following:

PLAIN BED GUM
30.000 tt. 4/4" No. 1 Com.

2.50.000 ft. 5/4" r. & Btr.
225.000 ft 6/4" O. & Btr.
14.000 tt 8/4" C. & Btr.

QUARTERED RED 01
0,750 ft 4-4" C. & Btr.

L'00.000 ft. 8/4" C. & Btr.

PLAIN SAP GUM
100.000 ft.3/4" No. 1 C.
50.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 C.

350.000 ft. 5/4" C. & Btr.

800.000 ft 6/4" C. & Btr.
120.000 ft. 8,'4" No. 2 Com.

QUARTERED SAP GUM
600.000 tt. 6/4" C. & BIr.
050.000 ft. 8/4" C. & Btr.

LET US QUOTE TOU

Send us your tngmnes now

SAP GDM
300.000 ft. FAS. 4/4". 6" to 12".
60%, 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

150.000 ft FAS. 8/4, «" to 12",
60%, 14/16. 8 mos. dry.

150.000 ft No. 1 C, 6/4", fee. wdth.,
60%, 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

MO.OOO ft. No. 1 C, 4/4". ree. wdth.,
60%, 14/16. 6 mos. dry.

300.000 tt No. 2 C. 4/4". ree. wdth..
60%, 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

PLAIN RED GUM
12.000 ft FAS. 3/8". 6" &. up,
6 mos. dry.

21.000 ft FAS. 1/2", 6" & up.
6 mos. dry.

65.000 ft FAS. 5/8", 6" & up,
8 mos. dry.

QUARTERED BED GUM
45.000 tt No. 1 C, 4/4", r«t..
wdth., 60%, 14/16, 6 mos. dry.

60.000 ft No. 1 C. & Btr.. 8/4".
reg. wtith.. 60%. 14/16. 8 mos. dry.

QUARTERED BED OAK
15.000 ft No. 1 C. & Btr.. 3/4",
reg. wdth.. 60%, 14/16, 6 mos. dry,

10.000 ft No. 1 C. & Btr., 6/4",
reg. wdth., 60%, 14/16, 8 mos. dry.

J. W. Wheeler & Company

All Stork Regular Width and Length

GAYOSO LUMBER CO.
BLAINE, MISS. bandmilus MEMPHIS, TENN.

QUARTERED ^^^IITE OAK
30.000 ft 4/4" Is & 2s
150.000 ft. 4 4" No. 1 Com.
40.000 ft 4 4" Clear Strips
35.000 ft. 4/4" Com. Strips

PLAIN WHITE OAK
30,000 ft. 4/4" Is & 2s
75.000 ft 4 4" No. 1 Com.

85.000 tt. 4/4" No. 2 Com.
50,000 ft 4/4" No. 3 Com.

PLAIN RED OAK
25,000 ft. 4 4" Is & 29

145.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
181.000 ft 4/4" No. 2 Cora.
45.000 ft 4/4" No. 3 Com.
77.000 ft. 12/4" Reg. Crossing Plank

Penrod, Jurden & McCow^en, Inc.

Regular Length—Dry

WHITE ASH
2 cars 4/4" Is & 2s. 6" & up.

2 ears 5/4" Is & 23, 6" & up.

5 cars 8/4" Is & 2s, 6" & up.

1 car 4/4" Is & 2s, 6" to 10", 14 to

16 tt.

1 car 8/4" Is & 2s, 6" to 10", 14 to

16 ft.

1 car 5/4" Is St. 28, 10" & up, 8 to

16 tt
1 car 6/4" Is & 2s, 10" & up. 8 to

16 tt
2 cars 8/4" Is & 23. 10" & up. 8 to

16 It.

1 car 4/4" Is & 23. 10" & up. 14 to

16 tt

1 car S/4" Is & 28. 10" & up. 14 to

Hi ft.

1 car 10/4" Is & 2s. 10" & up. 1'' to
16 ft

1 car 12/4" Is Sc 2s. 10" & up. 10 to
16 tt

2 cars 12/4" Is &. 28, 12" 4 up, 10 to
16 ft

1 car 6/4" Is & 2s. 12" & up. 10 to

16 tt.

1 ear 4/4" Is & 2». 2H" to 5%". 8 to
10 ft strips.

6 cars 4/4" Is & 2s. 3" & up.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 28. 3" & up.
2 cars 0/4" Is & 2s. 3" & up.

5 cars 8/4" Is & 23. 3" & up. 8 to

12 ft.

DUDLEY LUMBER CO., Inc.

The Following Items Are
QTD. WHITE OAK

2 cars 1 & 23. 4/4".
7 cars No. 1 Com., 4/4".
2 cars Clear Strips. 4/4".

2 cars No. 1 Com., strips. 4/4".

QTD. RED OAK
3 cars No. 1 & 28. 4/4".

1 car No. 1 Com., 4/4".

PLAIN WHITE OAK
1 car 1 & 2s. 4/4".
2 cars No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

PLAIN RED OAK
1 car 1 & 2s. 4/4".

3 cars No. 1 Com.. 4/4".

2 cars No. 3 Com.. 4/4".

QTD. RED GUM
2 cars 1 & 28. 4/4".

5 cars No. 1 Com., 4/4".

1 car 1 & 2s, 6/4".
' - 5/4".

Ready for Prompt Shipment
SAP GUM

3 cars 1 & 28. 4/4".
2 cars 1 & 23. 5/4".

5 cars No. 1 Com., 4/4".
2 cars No. 1 Com.. 5/4".
2 cars No. 2 Com., 4/4".

COTTONWOOD
3 cars No. 1 Com., 4/4".
3 cars No. 2 Com., 4/4".

PANEL COTTONWOOD
1 car 18" and up, 4/4",

ELM
4 cars No. 2 & BU.. 4/4".
3 cars No. 2 & Btr., 10/4".
3 cars No. 2 & Btr., 12/4".
2 cars No. 2 & Btr.. 16/4".

QTD. SYCAMORE
1 car Log run, 4/4".

We are cutting some nice thick

Ash, Hickory, Elm and Soft Maple

Stimson Veneer & Lbr. Co.

All Stock Thoroughly Air Dried

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Co.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
30.000 ft Is & 28 1 4"

242.000 ft Is & 28 3/4"
90.000 ft No. 1 Com. 1/4"
256.000 ft No. 1 Cora. 3/8"
360.000 ft No. 1 Com. 5/8"
10.500 ft No. 1 Com. 3/4"
97.000 tt No. 1 Com. 3/4", 6" to
wide

42.100 ft No. 2 Com. 3/S"
115.700 ft. No. 2 Com. 3/4"
17.000 ft l3t & 2nd. 4" to 4
wide White Oak Strips

PLAIN WHITE OAK
riO.OOO ft No. V Com. 1/2"
02.000 tt. No. 2 Com. 1/2"

PLAIN BED OAK
38.000 ft Ist & 2nd 1/2"

100.000 ft No. 1 Com. 5/8". 4"
8^" wide

R. J. DARNELL, Inc.

70.000 tt No. 3 Com. 5/8"

QUARTERED RED GlTtf
(Figured Wood)

12.600 ft No. 1 Com. 1 '4"

QUARTERED RED GUM
(Plain Wood)

40.000 ft 1st & 2nd 4/4"

QUARTERED SAP OCM
72,600 ft. 1st & 2nd 6/4"
76.300 tt. Ist & 2nd 8/4"
43.000 ft No. 1 Com. 4/4"
28.700 ft. No. 1 Com. 6/1"
30,300 ft No. 1 Cora. 8 4"

SAP GUM (Siifi-inl Wood)
35,700 tt 1/2" 13" up wide
128,000 tt. 5/8", 18" up wide
51,000 tt 3/4". 18" up wide

QUABTEREll BLACK GUM
11.000 ft. Ist & 2nd 4/4"
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BROWN & HACKNEY, Inc.
OAK

12M ft. 5/8" Is & 2s Qtd. WTilto.
14M ft. 4/4" Is & 2a Qtd. niilte.
I2M ft. 4/4" Sel. Com. 6" & uD
Qtd. White.
I2M ft, 5/8" No. 1 C. Qtd. WTilto.
I4M ft. 4/4" No. 2 C. QtJ. While.
9M ft. 6/4" No. 2 C. Qtd. White.
65M ft. 2" & wider No. I C Stps.
Qtd. White.
22M ft. 2" & wider No. 2 C. Stps.
Qtd. White.
I2M ft. 4/4" Is & 2s Pi. White,
isnu ft. 4/4" No. I C. PI. While.
6M ft. 5/4" No. 2 C. PL White.
8M ft. 5/4" No. I C. PI. Red.
5M ft 5/4" No. 2 C. Pi. Red.

GUM
2I0M ft 8/4" Is & 2s (sap, no de-

fect) Qtd. Bed.
230M ft. 8/4" No. 1 C. (ssp. no de-

fect) Qtd. Red.

i;nM ft. 8 4-
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li'e have for sale:

ASH
No.

• No
No,
No,

' No,

_ Com.
3 Com.
2 Com.
3 Com.
2 Com.

50,000 ft, 5/4"

50,000 ft. 5/4*
ij.OOO fL 6/4"
19,000 ft. 6/4'

7.000 ft. 8/4" ..-.

6,000 ft. 8/4" No. 3 Com.
COTTONWOOD

100,000 ft. 4/4" Eoi Boards,
50,000 ft. 6/4" Ists & 2nd3

CYPRESS
50,000 ft. 4/4" Selects

ELM
200,000 ft. 12/4" No. 2 Com.
QTD RED GUM (Figured
38,000 ft 4/4" Ists & 2bUs
20,000 tt. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
3.000 ft. 5/4" Ista & 2nd3
8.000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.

& Btr.
Wood)

QTD. RED GUM (Plain Wood)
9.000 ft. 4/4" Ista & 2nds

50.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
1.000 ft 5/4" Ists & 2nd3

40,000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
PLAIN SAWN RED GDM

(FlEured Wood)
35.000 tt. 4/4" Ists & 2nd3
100,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
20,000 ft. 6/4" Ists & 2nd3

100.000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
6,000 ft. 6/4" Ists & 2nds
PLAIN SAWN RED GUM

(Plain Wood)
15,000 ft. 4/4" lata & 2nds
15,000 ft. 5/4" Ists & 2nd3
50.000 ft. 5/4" No. 1 Com.
2.000 ft. 6/4" Ists & 2nds
2,000 ft. 3/4" Ists & 2nds

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.
Ill West Washington St.. Chicago, HI.

We Can Move To Your Order At Once

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
50.000 ft Is and 2s 5/8"

100.000 ft. No. 1 C, 5/8"
97,000 ft. Is and 2s, 3/4"
100,000 ft. No. 1 C 4/4"

75,000 ft. CF Strips, 4/4". 2% to 5%
wide.

65,000 tt. No. 1 C, 5'4"

07.00) ft. No. I C. 6/4"
100.000 ft. No. 1 C. 8'4" ^
100,000 ft 2 C, 8/4"

PLAIN WHITE OAK
40,000 ft. No. 1 C. 4/4"
70,000 ft. FAS. 8/4"

100,000 ft. No. 1 C, 8/4"

QUARTERED RED OAK
30,0110 ft. C. & B.. 3/4"

40.000 ft. No. 1 C, 4/4"
77.000 ft, FAS, 5/4"
100,000 ft. No. 1 C. 5/4"

QUARTERED GI^I
(Sap No Defect)

200.000 ft. 5 4" C. & B.
200,000 ft 6/4", C & B,
200.000 ft. 8/4" C. & B.
200.000 ft 10/4" C. & B.
200,000 ft 12/4" C. & B.

ELM
200.000 ft. Log Run, S"
50,000 ft. Loe Run 10/4"

100.000 ft Log Run, 4/4"
15,000 ft. Log Run 8/4"

MAY BROS.

Regular Width and Length

OAK
3 cars Plain White, FAS. 4,'4" 8 mos.

dry
2 cars Plain White. Select. 4/4"

8 mos. dry
3 cars Plain Bed, PAS, 4 4" 8 mos.

dry
1 car Plain Red. Select. 4 4" 8 mos.

flry

5 cars Qtd. ^Vhite. Select. 4/4" 12
niiia. dry

1 car Qtd. Red, C. & B.. 4/4" 12
... ^ ,lrv

5 cars Plain Bed, PAS, 5/4" 8 mos.
dry

1 car Plain R. & W. Crossing 12/4"
8 to 12, IS mos. dry

1 car Plain W. & B.. No. 3 Com.,
4/4" 12 mos. dry

GIM
1 car Sap Log Run. 5 '8" 2 mos. dry

1 car Sap Box Bds,. 4/4" 11" to

12" 'i mos. dry
1 car Sap Box Bds.. 4/4" 13" to 17"

3 mos. dry ,, „
2 cars Plain Bed, C. & B,. 6/4" 8

mos. dry
, , „

2 cars Qtd. Bed. C. & B.. 6/4" 8

mos. dry

ELM
1 car Log Run. 4/4" 3 mos. dry
1 car Log Bun. 12/4" 2 mos. dry

HICKORY
5 cars Log Run. 4 4" 6 mos. dry

.6 cars Qtd. R. & W. Oak. Sound
Wormv. 4 4" IS miis, dry

ASH

1 & 2s, 3" 12" and up, 8 16', 12 mo.

40% 14' & 16'

60,000 Feet; Immediate Shipment.

James E. Stark & Co., Inc.

We have one tnUlion feet of Cypress

{dry) from 4/4" to 16/4" thick—all

grades. Send us your inquiries.

F.T. DOOLEY LUMBER CO.

We have the following stock for immediate delivery:

WHITE ASU
r.O.UMH ft 5/4x6" & wider. Is &
15.ono It 6 4" & wider. Is & 2s
05,onil ft 12/4" & wider. Is & 28
10,0110 ft. 16/4" & wider. Is & 2s
12,000 ft 2x10" and wider. Is &
12,000 ft 10/4x10" &. wider. Is &
14,000 tt. 12/4x10" & wider. Is &
5,000 ft 16/4x12" & wider. Is &

35.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
50.000 ft 5/4" No. 1 Com.
15.HO0 ft. 8/4" No. 1 & 2 Com.
lO.iHiO ft 10/4" No. I & 2 Com.

12.000 ft 12/4" .Nil, 1 & 2 Com.
3.000 ft 20/4" No. 1 & 2 Com.
Bone dry. all 8 ft.

SOFT MAPLE
15,000 ft 8/4" No. 2 Com. & Bet.

16.000 ft 12/4" No. 2 Com. & Bet
14.000 ft 16/4" No. 2 Com. & Bet.

5.000 tt 4/4" No. 2 Com. & Bet

SOFT ELM
10.000 ft 8/4" No. 2 Com. & Bet
8.000 ft 10/4" No. 2 Com. & Bet

80.000 ft 12/4" No. 2 Com. & Bet.

Ferguson & Palmer Co.

We have for sale:

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
18.000 ft. 5/8" F. A. 8.

20.000 ft 3/4" F. A. S.

15.000 ft 5/8" No. 1 Com.
100,000 ft 4/4" F. A. S.

100,000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.
30.000 tt 5/4" F. A. S.

100,000 ft 5/4" No. 1 Com.
PLAIN RED GUM

15.000 ft 6/4" F. A. S.

30.000 ft 6/4" No. 1 Com.
20.000 ft. 8/4" F. A. S.

30.000 tt 8/4" No. I Com.
SAP GUM

100.000 ft 6/4" No. 1 Com. ,

50,000 ft 6/4" No. 2 Com.
30.000 ft 4/4" No. 1 Com.
60.000 ft. 4/4" Wide Box.

QUARTERED RED GUM
20.000 tt 8/4" F. A. S.

25,000 tt 8/4" No. 1 Com.
60.000 ft 4/4" P. A. S.
18.000 ft. 4/4" No. 1 Com.

QUARTERED BLACK GUM
65.000 tt 4/4" F. A. S.

45,000 tt 4/4" No. 1 Com.
COTTONWOOD

30,000 tt 4/4" F. A. S.. 6 to 12".

15,000 ft. 4/4", 11" & up. F. A. S

Memphis Band Mill Co.

^^^ ""
ll' riP !|
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Riel-Kadel Lumber Co.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
10,300 ft. 4/1" F. A. S.. 85% 14-16

tt long
82,000 tt 4/4" No. 1 Com.. 85%

14-16 ft. long

QUABTERED RED OAK
81.000 ft 4/4" F. A. S,. 807. 14-16

tt long
5.100 tt 4/4" No. 1 Com.

16,000 ft 7/8" C. & B.
8.500 ft 7/8" No. 2 Com.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
12.000 ft 4/4" F. A. S.. 66% 14-16

ft. long
5.000 ft. 4/4" No. 2 Com.

PLAIN RED OAK
13.000 ft 4/4" F. A. S.
13.000 ft 5/4" F. A. S.
10.800 ft 5/4" No. 1 Com.
9,100 tt 5/4" No. 2 Com.

30,700 tt. 3/4" Nos, 1 & 2 Com.
Ail above stnt I: tit nur R

13-17"

13-17"

PLAIN R. & W. OAK (Rips)
19.700 tt 4/4" No. 2 Com. & Btr.

ASH
6.500 tt 4/4" No. 1 & 2 Com.

CYPRESS
3.400 ft 4/4" Shop.

GUM
7.300 ft 4/4" Box Bds..

wide.
POPLAR

8.000 ft 4/4" Box Bds..
wide.

11.000 tt P. & W. No. 1. 18" Jc

up wide.
SAP

56.000 tt 4/4" P. A. S.
8.500 ft 4/4" No. 1 Com.
7.200 ft 4/4" No. 2 Com.

BIRCH
2.800 t\, ill" L. B.

MAGNOLIA
3.600 ft 4/4" L, K.

tixville. La., milt—all dry.

ANDERSON-TULLY CO.

= 1
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WE WILL QUOTE ATTRACTIVE PRICES
ON THE FOLLOWING:

54 M. ft. 1^" X 2" No. 1 Maple Flooring

33 M. ft. W'a:2" Clear Maple Flooring

The
Kneeland-Bigelow

Company

Manufacturers of

Hardwood Lumber

BAY CITY MICHIGAN

LUDINGTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

Lower Peninsula

MICHIGAN MAPLE
A Complete Assortment

Cross Piled and End Piled

Winter Sawn White

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIMENSION STOCK

JAMES C. COWEN, Ckicaso RepreientetiT*

One QTEARNS
^^ SALT Cr LUMBER CO.

LuDINGTON.MlCH.

TINEST"

Maple and Beech

FLOORING
We are members of the Maple Flooring Mfr's.

Association

Flooring stamped M. F. M. A. insures quality

/. Michigan /.

Hardwood Lumber

Write for Prices

W.D.Young 6? Co.
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

.:.iiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[:iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiitiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiniiiiiiiiciiiiniinic^

COMMERCIAL I

KILN DRYING
j

I .
Modem Kilns I

We do a large amount of this

work and are in a position to quote

prices that will be satisfactory.

Wire or write us, or better

still, send along your ship-

ments of lumber for kiln

drying and they will be
taken care of

WILLIAM HORNER
I REED CITY, MICHIGAN

|

.>]iiiniiiiiQiiiiiii niiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiniiii iiici iiciiii miciiiii tiiiiii c:iiiiiiiiiiioiimim.>

All Three of Us WUl Be Benefitea if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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Little Rock
Lumber & Mfg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
IN THE

HEARTofthefinestHARDWOODS
Saline River Red Gum

Daily Capacity

—

75,000 Feet

BAND MILL
Uttl* Rock. Ark.

CIRCULAR MILLS
Emory, Ark. Watrous, Ark.

High Grade Plain and Qtd. White and

Red Oak, Red Gum, Sap Gum,

Cypress, Ash, Hickory, Holly, Elm,

Maple, Qtd. Sycaniore, Hackberry

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST STOCK SHEET

-Prompt Shipments of-

Wh<te and Red Oak Car Material

All Lumber Well Manufactured. Dependable Grading

Lidgerwood Portaljle

Skidders and Loaders
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10,000,000 Ft. Capacity.

**The Big Red Shed"
WILL HANDLE ANY ORDER

HARDWOODS
W. O. KING & COMPANY

2452 L00M:S street, CHICAGO

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

Published semi-annually
in February and AugustRED BOOK

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers ^f lum-
ber in car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner
of meeting obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on the line it covers.

A well organized CollecUon Department la also oper-
ated and the same is open to you. Write for t«rmB.

Lumbermen's Credit Association
608 So. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO Mention This Paper

EsUb.
1878

55 John Street
NEW YORK CITY

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tells all ahout Hardwood Flooring
and how to care jor it—also prices—and is free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frequent ex-

cept where our

Two Piece

Geometrical

Barter CuiQ

la in use. then
imitation Isn't

possible.
Sample If you

,

ask tor It.

S,D CHILDS
& CO.

Chicago
Wt also make
Time Checks,
Stencils and
Loo Hammers

-jiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiitimmnmtirimiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiimmmiiDiiimuniiiDiiiDiimiimunnniinr

i
i

IUtley-HoUoway I

I
Company

i General Office*. Ill W. Wuhington St.

Manufacturers

I
Oak, Ash, Cottonwood, Elm, Gum

|

I
CHICAGO, ILUNOIS I

I BAUD UXLI^S I
1 Helena, Arkansaa Kanema, Arkanaaa |
^iiiwnuiiniiiiJiuimiuiuuiiiuuuiiJiiiJJiumjmmiiuuiiiuiiiujijuiiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui ^

BAND SAW MILLS g
Wildsville. La. Varnado, La. Meridian, Miss. ^

CLARENCE BOYLE |
Incorporated =

Manufacturers and Wholesalers p

Southern Hardwoods |
and Yellow Pine |

1205 LUMBER EXCHANGE BLDG. J
CHICAGO §

iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

'jo^^l for VENEER
&DRYERS

No checks or
splits. Enor-
mous output.

Low labor cost.

The Philadelphia

Textile

Machinery Co.

PhiladelphU

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

^!^ Oak Flooring

Complete stock of 3/8" and 13/16" in aU

standard widths

AD Three of Us WiU Be Benefited if Yon Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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First Band Mill erected by Hoff-

man Brothers in 1869 on our present

site. Half a century experience be-

hind our goods.

[EADQUARTERS

jOOSIER

ARDWOODS

1 ^yjw

Hoffman Bros. Company
FORT WAYNE, IND,

Established 1867 Incorpo ratea 1904

There are three things that are inevitable:

DEATH!
TAXES!
CAR SHORTAGES!
You cannot get away from the first two

—

BUT
You can avoid the latter by placing your

orders with us

NOW.
We have a complete stock of High Grade South-

ern Hardwoods in all grades and thicknesses, and

are in a position to make immediate shiprnent of

straight or mixed cars.

You are facing the most serious car

shortage in the history of the country.

Anticipate your requirements now

Wire or Write Us for Prices

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co.

1314 Fisher BuUding
CHICAGO

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co.
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

SINCE THE LAST ISSUE OF HARDWOOD BECOED ample

proof of the market prospect as giveu in that issue has been

forthcoming. More tangible summaries from Washington as to

the extent and variety of government needs for lumber show that

the influence of government war work upon supply can hardly

be over-estimated. It is becoming more and more apparent that

the immediate prospect for lumbering points to war work as the

primary market of the first consideration. In fact, it is already

reported that in spite of all efforts to provide for a smooth move-

ment of supply to meet the government needs, there is already de-

veloping more or less competition in different government depart-

ments for their lumber. In short, the big task will be to provide

enough to take care of all the demands from Washington.

Meetings in lumber producing sections have shown ever increas-

ing apprehension over labor supply, and it is now practically

certain that the hardwood production of the country at large can

give but incidental consideration to the supplying of normal

demands in the face of a genuine difficulty in putting out enough

for the call incident to the prosecution- of the war.

As far as the use of lumber in ordinary channels is concerned,

the slackness in orders still continues. It is pretty certain that

the trade as a whole recognizes the entire probability of continu-

ing quietness and to the man who needs lumber in his everyday

work, the fact that prices are remaining exceedingly firm—in fact

are continuing to advance in some directions—should have espe-

cial significance. Never before have lumbermen appreciated the

definite and actual value of the product they are manufacturing

as represented by the cost of producing it. The rapid and radical

changes in cost of production have been such as to focus attention

more sharply upon this feature of operation than ever before, and

the result is a more general understanding of just what it costs to

turn out the goods.

The lumber trade can be depended upon to insist upon an ade-

quate return for its product or to decline to market it. Statistics

reveal ample surplus during the past year of shipments over pro-

duction, and as has been previously emphasized, the difficulty of

meeting accentuated and unusual demand on top of the normal call

will be greater from month to month. The most conservative and

at the same time the most noteworthy opinions are unanimous in

their optimism. Of course such a tremendous transition as the

lumber trade is now undergoing could not take place without some

isolated lines suffering. It is quite likely that in the gathering up

of loose ends and the realignment of production and marketing,

sacrifices will be made in some stocks, but the conviction is daily

becoming more strongly grounded that in the future months hard-

wood merchandising will see greater rather than decreasing

strength, the only necessity devolving upon the hardwood man
being sufiicient courage to sit tight with his stocks and keep a

sharp watch on what is developing in new markets. A full realiza-

tion of what will be needed and is needed every day is sufficient

justification in itself for any reasonable amount of optimism.

The Meaning of the Sales Conference

THE COMIXG CONFERENCE of uothern salesmen and sales

managers as announced elsewhere in this issue is given edi-

torial mention because the fostering of up-to-dateness, of aggres-

siveness in developing markets, co-operation against the common
enemy substitution, and modernizing the manufacturing end ac-

cording to standards set by new fields and conditions of consump-

tion, must be accomplished by the progressive sales organizations

or it %vill remain undone. Of necessity the sales department senses

changing conditions in markets more readily and can analyze causes

more intelligently than can the operating department. Being con-

stantly in touch vrith the outside and with the avenues of lumber

consumption, salesmen and sales managers knoWj what is transpiring

and why.

The one organization which has maile more progress than any

other of a similar kind includes in its membership practically all

of the leading salesmen and sales managers working for northern

operators. At the first meeting held at Merrill, Wis., last year,

the potential influence for the advancement of the industry wielded

by this association was recognized. Its possibility and accomplish-

ment at this, the second meeting, should be even clearer. Northern

salesmen and sales managers have in their keeping the marketing

and, in fact, the very future existence of the institutions they repre-

sent. The outcome of this meeting should be not only an even

broader spirit of working together between the sales managers

and the operators, but every man eligible for participation in the

conference should consider this as a very important part of his

regular work. Employers of salesmen and sales managers should

consider attendance upon this meeting as educational and insist

upon the trip to Bay City as a part of the regular routes of their

traveling representatives. They should so consider this conference

because at the first annual meeting last year the sales representa-

tives clearly demonstrated that they can show the operators many

things which the operators would never discover without the vigi-

lance and assistance of the sales departments.

The sales managers' conference has shown what it is capable of

and what its future influence will be. It is justly entitled to noth-
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ing short of the fullest possible sympathy and co-operation of em-

ployers and operators, and the most cordial participation in the

work on the part of salesmen and sales managers throughout the

territory which it covers.

Activities of Steel Furniture Interests

GRASS IS NOT GBOWING under the hoofs of the horses which

the metal furniture manufacturers are riding. They are moving

too fast for that, and are too active in their efforts to corral busi-

ness. Officials in New York, who probably know what they are

talking about, have recently stated their belief that the steel

furniture manufacturers have formed a close corporation, intend

to double the price of their products, and are preparing to send

a lobby to Albany when the next New York legislature meets, and

will try to have a law passed requiring that none but steel furni-

ture be used in public offices.

If these efforts are made and if they succeed, it will be a great

victory for metal furniture. It will be a victory achieved by

means of special laws passed, and not in open competition with

wooden furniture. To compel all public offices in the state of

New York to install metal furniture would be fine business for

the makers of metal furniture. It would not only mean millions

of dollars in their pockets and out of the ta.xpayers' pockets, but

it would constitute an entering wedge to be driven in every other

state. If these manufacturers can announce that New York has

thrown wooden furniture out and has put in steel, it will furnish

a weighty argument to use before other state legislatures and

municipal councils in the campaign to extend the use of metal

furniture.

What do the manufacturers of wooden furniture jiropose to do

about it? There is more and better argument in favor of wood

than of metal in furniture, but unless those interested in wooden

furniture stand together, fight as one, and make their argument

where it will do most good, they will be beaten by their rivals who

are backing metal furniture.

Where Prophecy Failed

THE PROPHETS who said that the war must end in a few

months because of financial exhaustion, missed it. Nobody

seemed to know what would happen, but economists, financiers, and

theorists, thought they knew. They were aware of the fact that

all the real money in the world was not enough to pay Great

Britain's expenses during three years of the war, to say nothing

of the expenses of other nations, and it seemed to be a foregone

conclusion that the money must soon be all used up, and for that

reason, if for no other, the war must stop; but it ilidn't come to

pass according to prediction. Speaking along tliat line, a recent

circular letter distributed by the National City Bank of New
York said:

The best guide the people of this country can have as to the effects

of the war upon business, and the practicabihty of lepeatedly raising

large sums for war loans, is to be found in the experience of the

European countries. Few people believed at the outbreak of the con-

flict that it could possibly last for so long a period as three years. It

was the common view that, if for no other reason, peace would

have to come before that length of time from inability of the govern-

ments to continue the expenditures. That this was wide of the truth

is now evident, and even after three years those most competent to

judge feel but little better able to set a date when the end must come
through financial exhaustion than they were at the beginning.

The reason that expenditures can far exceed the cash in siglit

is that the same money is spent over and over, and is counted

every time. The records of a certain law suit some years ago in a

West Virginia court illustrated the situation exactly. A farmer

in distributing his estate before his death sold a farm to one

of his sons for $2,000 cash, and several witnesses swore that they

-saw the monej' paid and they counted, it as it was passed across

the table from the son to the father. It was proved, however, that

only $100 of actual money changed hands in spite of the fact

that witnesses saw and counted $2,000. It was easy. Each time

the father received the hundred dollars, he slyly slipped it under

the table to his son who again paid it across the table in full view

of the witnesses.

That is about the way the countries at war do their financing.

The money paid in is at once returned to the people in payment

for supplies, and when the next loan is called for, the same money

is paid in again, and again it takes the same course. They might

continue to go round that circle a long time without "financial

exhaustion" sufficiently acute to end the war. This circuit is not

quite so short and simple as that by which the $2,000 for the farm

was paid with $100; but the plan works in the same way. That is

why the government so strongly recommends that people pay

for their bonds out of their current earnings—the same money must

be kept going round the circuit.

Government Recognizes Substitutes' Menace

LUMBERMEN SHOULD HEED THE CAUTION dictated by

common sense that they do not let themselves be lulled into

a feeling of false security as to the future of lumber markets by

the present abnormal return of wood to many uses which have been

taken over in past years by wood substitutes. No particular credit

is due to the lumber trade for the uae of wood in a good deal of the

war work where it is taking the place of substitute materials. The

hurry-up nature of building construction incident to the prosecu-

tion of the war, and the fact that lumber supplies were sufficient

to immediately take care of the government 's demand, were alone

responsible for the selection of lumber for these uses. There is

no doubt that were sufficient time available for the erection of the

many new government buildings, makers of brick, cement and clay

products would have had an equal chance with the lumbermen.

The situation in regard to substitutes is so serious that it has

actually been given government recognition. The Forest Service

has issued a short analysis of the bearing of substitutes, in which

it is stated that the total replacement of lumber in all forms of

use is 8,000,000,000 board feet or twenty-one per cent of the lumber

consumption of the United States in 1915. It states that the rate

of substitution is increjising and now exceeds 500,000,000 board

feet a j'ear; that approximately seventy per cent of the lumber cut

goes into forms of use where the demand appears to be decreasing,

twenty per cent into strongly competitive fields, while in the re-

maining ten per cent of wood uses there seems to be an opportunity

for a much larger consumption.

The bulletin frankly states that substitution has been the main

cause of fluctuating markets; that the lumbermen have not realized

tlie extent to which it has taken place ami have failed to adopt

aggressive selling methods, and have been unable to supply con-

sumers with reliable information regarding lumber.

It criticises the complicated system of grades which it says

are not intelligible to the average consumer and are also the subject

of considerable dispute among lumbermen. The author of the

rcjiort maintains that if lumbermen will hold their markets they

will have to learn more about the fundamental properties of wood.

They must ado|it better manufacturing and soiling methods and

should give diligent research in tlic field of l>y-iuoilucts that will

enable them to make a profit in spite of the limitations of lumber

jirices.

The moral pointed by the report is that tlic lumber trade is

on just as insecure a footing toda.v, in spite of abnormal war needs,

as it was before the war started, and that lumbermen as a whole

must eventually have a full realization of the serious menace of

substitution or the lumber business will receive a setback which will

compel its being completely made over.

The choice is between compulsory substitution of new methods
for old, wherein everybody would be hit liard until new methods

made themselves felt, or on tlie other hand awakening to the need

now, so that new methods can be instituted while the industry is go-

ing along in its regular channels. The necessity for turning over

a new leaf is still undisputed. To meet this necessity and to de-

velop the ten per cent mentioned in the government report, much
more hearty and general support of market development work will

be required than now given.
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Tlie lumber industry is now making the acquaintance of the war

power of the govermnent to commandeer facilities of production and

the products of the manufactures of the country. The shipping board,

or rather the Emergency Fleet Corporation, exercising the extraor-

dinary powers granted by Congress, has recently issued an order

requiring yellow pine mills to turn over to government order every

stick of timber measuring 12 by 12 inches 24 feet long and up, and all

timber 30 feet or more long.

One effect of the order, it is said, will be to keep wholesalers from

getting such timbers. Another effect vrill be very largely to stop

construction work for private interests. Thus the government de-

mands will become more than ever the backbone of the lumber

market in the United States. The order will be enforced with the co-

operation of the priority committee of the War Industry Board, of

which Mr. Demsey, the well-known southwestern lumberman, is execu-

tive secretary.

After a preamble the commandeer order, which is signed by Rear

Admiral W. S. Capps, chief constructor of the navy and general

manager of the fleet corporation, reads as follows;

That you place at the disposal o£ the United States Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation all longleaf yellow pine lumber produced by
you of sizes 12" by 12" or larger by 24 feet long or longer, or any sizes

30 feet or longer, and deliver the same or parts thereof, in such quantities

and at such times and to such persons as may be specified in orders here-

after to be given you, and that you do not sell or dispose of said lumber
or any part thereof unless you first obtain authority from the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation or the priority com-
mittee of the War Industries Board.

Copies of the order were sent to all yellow pine mills cutting ship

schedules and to such mills as were understood to have the capacity to

cut them.

Efforts are being made to liave the commandeer order modified, as

it is believed by lumbermen here that the government's purpose could

be served as well if the terms of the order were not so broad, and

that in its present form it wotUd work hardship upon the lumber

industry. However, it is claimed that 50 lumbermen advised the fleet

corporation to issue the order in its present form.

Lumljermen appealing to the corporation for information and

exceptions have been informed by F. K. Paxton, assistant purchasing

agent in charge of the hardwood purchases for ship material, that

shipments they contemplated can not be made for other than govern-

ment shipbuilding purposes. One man is reported to have declined

an outside order for 3,000,000 feet of timber on account of the state-

ments made to him.

It is understood that lumbermen are endeavoring to reach Assistant

Purchasing Agent W. J. Haynen, of the fleet corporation, to obtain

modification of the commandeer order. Speaking personally for

Kansas City lumber interests, L. L. Chipman, in charge of the

Southern Pine Emergency Bureau here, has appealed to the fleet

corporation for such modification. Outlining defects in the order,

Mr. Chipman says in a statement given out:

Since any of the mills cutting ship schedules can manufacture the

items under 12", in advance of the material over 12", it may be said that

the time required to complete a schedule depends altogether upon the time
required to manufacture the large sizes. Hence the mills will produce
an excess of sizes under 12" in which the shipping board holds no interest

even though the size and grade conform to certain items contained in ship

schedules. Further, mills will at all times manufacture items 6x6 to 10x10
30' and longer square edge and sound, same being unsuited for boat con-

struction on account of excess sap, and knots. It is therefore my
thought that the government's embargo notice should permit the mills to

ship commercially all sizes and lengths under 12" of government grade,

provided they have first manufactured all similar items called for in any
ship schedule on which they may be cutting for the Emergency Fleet

Corporation. .\lso ship at any time items of any length provided the grade
will not meet with the fleet corporation's standard, however, such items

to be shipped commercially only in case the.y cannot be reduced in size to

cover an item due the government without sacrificing the log to do so.

The commandeer order does not directly affect hardwood timbers,

but it is of special interest to hardwood men who are dealing with

the government or intending to do so, as indicating the policy to be

]iursued in obtaining the products of American forests for war needs.

Developments along these lines will be awaited with interest. If there

should be any delay about supplying hardwood timbers for wooden

shipbuilding, or if a scarcity of such timbers should become apparent,

it is regarded as a foregone conclusion that there wUl be no hesitation

about aj)plyiug the commandeer power to the hardwood industry

as' it has been applied to the softwood industry. Prominent lumbermen

at Washington fear that there will be delay in obtaining necessary

hardwood timbers for shipbuilding purposes, as a result of the policy

adopted by the officers of the Emergency Fleet Corporation in ordering

hardwood ship schedules from numerous wholesale and manufacturing-

firms in the hardwood line, instead of doing business, as recommended

by the committee on lumber, Council of National Defense, with or

through an emergency bureau organized in the hardwood industry.

No secret is made at the fleet corporation's office that the govern-

ment's organization for building a fleet of merchant vessels for the

war carrying trade has refused to recognize or deal with the Southern

Hardwood Emergency Bureau, an organization created by manufac-

turing luirdwood men at the suggestion of government representatives,

it is claimed, with a view to supplying the government with hardwood

ship stock and other hardwood material.

Instead, it is stated at the fleet corporation olfiees that many
orders for hardwood ship schedules have been placed with individual

hardwood concerns at prices lower than those asked by the Southern

Hardwood Emergency Bureau. On that point, it is said in behalf

of hardwood manufacturers that the average price of $105 per 1,000

feet asked by tlie emergency bureau was considered reasonable by
the committee on lumber, on account of the scarcity of large oak

timbers and the difficulty of getting them.

Many orders for hardwood ship stock have been placed with mem-
bers of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, who seem to be

bidding against members of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Associ-

ation, who constitute chiefly, it is said, the membership of the Southern

Hardwood Emergency Bureau. It is stated at the office of the fleet

corporation that Frank Fish, secretary of the National Hardwood
Association, has submitted offers of hardwood ship stock to the fleet

corporation.

At the offices of the Imnber committee no secret is made of the

disapproval felt of the policy adopted by the fleet corporation in

buying hardwood schedules. The opinion is freely expressed that

the corporation will experience difficulty getting its orders filled and
that there wUl be delay and dissatisfaction growing out of the policy.

It is claimed by lumbermen affiliated with the government that it

would have lieen simpler and more satisfactory to deal directly with

the hardwood manufacturers co-operating in an emergency bureau.

In view of the attitude of government officials, the Southern Hard-
wood Emergency Bureau has adopted a waiting policy. It opened

an office in Washington to get in touch with the numerous hardwood
needs of the government. Perhaps the most pressing was the demand
for hardwood ship schedules. Having failed to satisfy the govern-

ment with respect to that matter, the bureau, it is understood, has

dropped activities and is waiting to be called upon by the government,

which wants quantities of hardwood timber, lumber, partly manu-
factured stock, and manufactured products of hardwood.

One of the interesting phases of the hardwood situation touching

the government is the need for treenails in wooden shipbuilding.

J. W. L. Arthur, of AshevOle, N. C, has been in Washington recently

in connection with the matter. He is understood to be filling con-

tracts for large quantities of locust treenaOs. Mr. Arthur says he
has been in the treenail business for thirty- -five years when wooden
shipbuilding was not a very flourishing industry. He got in touch

here with the International Sales Corporation, which is also supplying

treenails for government wooden ships on a large scale. This concern

is operating the Liberty Woodworking Co., on K street, in the west

end of this city, where locust stock is being received chiefly from
Virginia woods and made into treenails. As a method of preventing

waste and saving money the International Sales Corporation has been
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seeking to hare an inspector for the fleet corporatiou examine tbe

product of the Washington mill before it is shipped to the wooden

shipbuilding yards.

The following official statement concerning the progress being made

in building up the American merchant marine tells an interesting tale

:

The United States has toilay 458 ships of over 1,500 deadweight tons,

with an aggregate tonnage of 2.871,.339, either engaged in or capable of

participating in foreign trade. There are also 117 ships of a tonnage of

700,285 of German and Austrian origin. The United States Shipping

Board Emergency Fleet Corporation has commandeered nearly 400 steel

ships of more than 2,500.000 tons which are being completed or are under

contract for construction in American yards. The board's fleet corpo-

ration has also contracted for Oofi ships with a tonnage of .S. 124. 700.

Totaled, these figures show that the United States will have near the end

of 1918 a merchant fleet of more than 1,600 ships aggregating 9,200,000

tons to carry its foreign commerce, as compared with an overseas marine

of 1,614,222 tons on June 30, 1914', scarcely a month before the European

war began.

The tonnage referred to is exclusive of that engaged on inland waters,

unsuitable coastwise ships and small craft operating along the coast and

in bays and harbors, and does not, of course, include the prospective

additional program of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.

The fleet in prospect is already becoming a reality. Several of the

commandeered ships are already taking cargo ; others will leave the ways
in increasing numbers with each succeeding month. The shii>s for which
the sltipping board has contracted are under construction and the first

launching is expected within sixty to ninety days.
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Developing Hardwood Resources

That the hardwoods of Wisconsin and Michigan have one of

the brightest prospects for the immediate future is the belief

expressed by O. T. Swan, seeretar}' of the Northern Hemlock and

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association upon his return to Oshkosh,

Wis., last week from Washington, where he, with John Geiger, a

box expert of the Paine Lumber Company, and Charles Bigelow,

representing the emergency bureau of the Michigan lumbermen,

had consulted with the lumber advisory committee of the Council

of National Defense on the subject. It was found that new uses

for spruce, birch, walnut, white ash and white elm are developing

rapidly which promise to tax the supply and stimulate produc-

tion within the next several months. The principal uses of the

woods will be for containers for army equipment, war supplies,

provisions and ammunition and scores of other articles now being

shipped by the government, as well as for construction of aero-

plane parts and army transport wagons and other similar vehicles.

Other uses were mentioned by Mr. Swan even to that of tent poles

and stakes and saddle trees whereby what is commonly regarded

as waste can be economically utilized.

Mr. Swan is quite enthusiastic over the prospects for hardwoods

presented him on his Washington sojourn. He states that the gov-

ernment authorities are promoting plans for the systematic dis-

tribution of orders for container construction so that all hard-

wood mills in the various territories can benefit and that the fifty

or more styles and sizes of containers are to be reduced to a

minimum of a dozen and new grading rules established. This

co-ordination of effort will result in mutual price advantages to

both the government and manufacturers and eliminate several

extra profits which are being made on orders for hardwoods in

the present indirect way through the army authorities. Two mem-
bers of the federal Forest Products Laboratory, at Madison, Wis.,

Messrs. Knowlton and Wilson, are reported by Mr. Swan to have

been assigned to the office of Major Maish for the purpose of

working out these new problems in simplifying hardwoods utiliza-

tion.

Mr. Swan said that experiments and tests soon to be made will

open a wide field for hardwoods in aeroplane construction. At
present he explained that spruce having been originally used for

that purpose has led the field and that aeroplane manufacturers

have been content to rely upon it since the aeroplane has been

regarded as too hazardous a machine to experiment with. But
wood experts, he asserted, are to be put to work on practical

scientific tests which may prove that other hardwoods are equally

as suitable as spruce in various parts of the aeroplane. For in-

stance, it is planned, said Mr. Swan, to construct a machine by
which pieces of wood can be whirled even to utter destruction,

thus determining their strength for propeller purposes and guar

antee their absolute safely. Other tests will be that of gluing

pieces of wood in various ways and also numerous joining processes

as for instance dovetailing wood lengthwise. In this way the

supply of hardwoods can be greatly increased and furnished at

one-third of the present cost of large clear pieces.

Estimated Lumber Cut for 1917

B. S. Kellogg, secretary of the National Lumber Manufacturers'

Association, estimates the total lumber production this year for

the whole United States at between 38,000,000,000 and 40,000,000,-

000 feet. This estimate is based on partial returns from manu-

facturers which show the tendency of operations and indicate the

probable total output. During August 701 sawmills cut 1,385,-

900,000 feet and shipped 1,575,800,000 feet, which was 13.7 per

cent more than production. The cut of softwoods amounted to

1,291,000,000 feet, and the shipments of softwoods totaled 1,455,-

000,000 feet, or 12.7 more than was cut. Due to strikes and other

unsettled conditions, lumber production for August, 1917, was
18.5 below that for the corresponding month in 1916. Shipments

this year for August were 6.6 per cent greater than for August

last year. This is accounted for by the heavy orders from the

government and from builders of factories. During the eight

months ending August 31, 1917, the mills reporting to the National

association cut 2.7 per cent less lumber than during the correspond-

ing eight months of 1916; but they shipped 7.5 per cent more than

in the same period last year.

Logging Active Around Memphis
J. H. Townshcnd, secretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood

Traffic Association, Memphis, is authority for the statement that the

supply of cars is not so satisfactory now as it was a short time ago.

Complaints began to come in early this week from manufacturers of

lumber, not only regarding fewer ears for handling logs to their mills,

but also regarding a decreased amount of equipment for shipping

lumber out. Mr, Townshend believes that the situation is likely to

become more acute as the movement of the cotton crop expands. In

fact he has exjiressed the view recently that the unusual supply of

both flat and box cars available for lumbernu'n was due in considerable

measure to the backwardness of the movement of the cotton croj),

resulting from the lateness of the latter. Cotton is coming in now
much more freely and there is certain to be a decided increase in

receipts here as well as in the amount of cotton offered the carriers.

The maximum will not be reached perhaps until the latter part of

November, and this means that an increasing amount of cars will

be needed until that time.

Officials of the association have believed for some time that there

would be a recurrence of car shortage when the crop movement began
in earnest and they are therefore not surprised at the appearance of

complaints regarding rather less satisfactory transportation service.

Meantime, logging operations are proceeding at a most satisfactory

rate and large quantities of logs are being prepared for shipment
to the mills. The amount of timber cut has been unusually large this

summer and fall and more recently extraordinary efforts have been

made on the part of both the carriers and the lumbermen to get logs

delivered. As a result local mills and the majority of those in the

Memphis territory are exceedingly well supplied with logs at the

moment.
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The Regiment of Foresters
The accompanying cut showing the first regiment of foresters

which is now across the sea was taken at the training camp at

Washington. This is the Tenth Engineers regiment, when ex-

pressed in military language; but it is the regiment of foresters

and lumbermen already organized. Another regiment is being

raised, but the following list of officers belongs to the first regi-

ment. These include two regular army officers, fifteen foresters

from the United States Forest Service, two £rom British Columbia,

one lumberman from the Indian Forest Service, and thirteen from
lumbermen and private institutions.

The War Department has designated Lieutenant Colonel James

A. Woodruff of the engineer corps to organize and command the

regiment, and Beverly C. Dunn, captain of engineers, as adjutant.

W. B. Greeley, U. S. Forest Service, has been selected to serve as

major. The remaining officers will be as follows:

Majobs In command of battalions : R. E. Benedict, assistant forester
in tbe forest branch of British Columbia, and C. E. Chapman, manager of
the private timber protective associations of western Oregon.

Captains : Edward S Bryant forest inspector ; Inman P. Eldredge,
forest supervisor ; J. D. Guthrie, forest supervisor ; Evan W Kelly, forest

examiner ; John Lafon, assistant forester in charge of timber operations

;

David T. Mason, professor of forestry at the University of California

;

W. N. Millar, professor of forestry at the University of Toronto ; Barring-
ton Moore, a private forester ; Arthur C. Ringland, forest inspector

;

IS THERE ANYONE HERE YOU KNOW V

1. Officers of First Forest Regiment (10th Engineers). 2. First Recruits on Arrival at American University,

ground) after two weeks' drill ; First Lieutenant John G. Kelly, Jr. of B ooth-KeUey Lumber Company at right. 4
gineers on review at training camp, American University.

3. Company C (In the fore-
Company F of the 10th En-
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Dorr Skeels, logging engineer and professor of forestry at the University

of Montana. The three captains taken from university professorships are

chosen because of their extensive past experience in practical lumbering

and other woods work.

First Lientbnants : Risden T. Allen of the Allen-Medley Lumber Com-
pany, Devereux, Ga. ; M. S. Benedict, forest supervisor ; Robert L. Deerlng,

forest examiner ; Clarence R. Dunston, lumberman, IJ. S. Indian Service

;

D. P. Godwin, forest examiner ; J. G. Kelly, lumberman, of Portland. Ore.

;

Eugene L. Lindsay, forest examiner ; E. C. Sanford, forest supervisor

;

H. C. Williams, ex-forest supervisor ; Stanley L. Wolfe, forest examiner

;

J. B. Woods of the Arkansas Land and Lumber Company, Malvern, Ark.

;

Herman Work, deputy forest supervisor.

Second Lieuten.^nts : H, R. Condon, forester with the Pennsylvania
Railroad ; S. H. Hodgman, logging camp foreman with the Fotlatch Timber
Company, Potlatch, Idaho ; W^ H. Gallaher, forest examiner ; J. W. Seltzer,

forester with the New Jersey Zinc Company ; H. B. Shepard, forester with
the Lincoln Pulp Company ; E. F. Wohlenberg, forest examiner.

Recruiting for the rank and file of the regiment is actively

under way. The enlisted men will be picked woodsmen. With
only two thousand men needed out of the vast number of woods
workers which the lumber industry of the United States employs,

and with rapid recruiting necessary, a special machinery has been

developed to handle the preliminary stages of enlistment. Local

representatives of the Forest Service in various parts of the coun-

try and a number of state forestry officials have been designated

as "listing officers" to secure applications from men in their

neighborhood who are known to be of the right type. By this

still hunt method it is believed that an efficient force can be

gathered much more successfully than by encouraging a large

number of miscellaneous applications which could not be thoroughly

sifted without a great deal of work.

The government will pay the expenses of the enlisted men from

their place of enlistment to the training camp at Washington.

Their salaries will be paid while in training and in active work.

The men will cut and supply timber in France, and also in Germany
after the army has crossed the Ehine. They are not expected to

do any fighting, but their work may fall within the danger zone.

The enlistment must be for the period of the war. Becruits must

be between the ages of 18 and 40 and must be citizens of the

United States or have declared their intentions to become citizens.

They are required to pass the usual phj'sical examination. They
will wear the regular U. S. uniform.

The number of men to be recruited and their monthly salaries

while in training and active service are as follows:

Monthly pay
foreign service

$61.20

61.20

57.60

52.80

52.80

52.80

52.80

52.80

45.60

45.60

43.20

43.20

43.20

39.60

36.00

36.00

Monthly pay
Grade in U. S.

6 First Sergeants $51
18 Sergeants, First-class 51

1 Sergeant Bugler 48
50 Sergeants 44

6 Stable Sergeants 44

6 Supply Sergeants 44

6 Mess Sergeants 44

2 Color Sergeants 44
19 Cooks 38
6 Horseshoers 38

108 Corporals 36
G Saddlers 36

27 Wagoners 36
186 Privates, First-class 33
558 Privates, Second-class 30
12 Buglers 30
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ISforthern Loggers Meet
The Northern Wisconsin Loggers' Association held a meeting

at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, on Thursday, October 4. Among
the subjects up for discussion were the question of piece vvork

sawing in the woods, regulated schedules for feeding loggers,

greater uniformity in wages, and the creation of zones in which

each logger would operate so that his crews could be handled

on a similar basis to that on which his neighbors operate. It was

voted that one meatless and one wheatlesa day each week be

inaugurated immediately in the logging camps.

There followed a discussion of general conditions and a talk

by W. E. Hollenbeck of the J. W. Wells Lumber Company on

economical methods of laying logging roads.

The important subject of piece-work wood sawing vs. monthly

wage basis was given discussion. There was no exception to the

unanimous claim that the amount of work produced on the piece

work basis is greater than when the laborers are on the monthly

wage scale. The average cost showed five cents to each sawyer

on hemlock logs and seven to nine cents for cutting hardwood

timber on the piece work basis. The lowest figure submitted was

four cents on hemlock and the highest twelve cents on hardwoods.

It was agreed that it would be poor policy to raise the present

price of $5.50 a week for boarding a man even though this figure

results in an actual loss. It was considered unwise to tempt fate

by raising the price in the face of labor shortage.

Mr. Kneeland of the Kneeland-McLurg Lumber Company, Phil-

lips, Wis., stated that it cost approximately 23% cents for every

meal fed to a lumber jack, this figure being 34 per cent higher

than the cost prevailing last June.

W. G. Collar of the West Lumber Company, Lugerville, Wis.,

discussed the modern ear camp as compared to the old style of

ground camp. Mr. Collar's conclusions showed definitely that the

car camp is not only more economical but more sanitary and useful.

Following a general discussion of regional associations as com-

ponent parts of the parent body, a committee of three was ap-

pointed to take this matter up and make a report later. The com-

mittee consists of M. J. Quinlan, W. A. Holt and W. E. Hollenbeck.

The meeting having been requested to suggest the names of

candidates for the commission of major in the newly recruiting

Twentieth engineers, the sub-committee of the Council of National

Defense was wireil the following recommendations: E. J. Brig-

ham, Ironwood, Mich.; Joseph McGinnis, Wausau, Wis., and T. B.

Tuttlc, Marshfield, Wis.

In the election of officers President McLurg and Secretary

Maitland were re-elected to their respective offices.

Doing Business With Uncle Sam
Uncle Sam is a bigger customer for practically everything manu-

factured than ever before, as a result of the huge war organization

which is being created. Lumber is no exception, and millions of feet

are being purchased for use in government work. Every kind of wood
is being made use of and, directly or indirectly, hundreds of lumber

concerns are sharing in the business offered.

One advantage of this is that the average lumberman, who has here-

tofore let government contracts severely alone, is becoming familiar

with the modus operandi of bidding on government work, and with

the needs of the various departments. He is learning that Uncle

Sam is not such a tough customer as he thouglit he was, and that he

is just as easy to deal with as a railroad or any other big corporation.

Even after the war is over and the requirements of the government

become more nearly normal, this will be of benefit, in that the hard-

wood man will have learned the ropes, and will be more inclined to

keep in touch with Washington in the matter of lumber purchases.

This is something which will help the Government and individual

members of the trade at the same time.

If we could have the exact figures before us on the amount of power

consumed in the average jdaning mill to feed the stock through the

machines, it would be a great stimulating factor along the line of

seeking ways and means to lighten this burden.
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The Lumhermans Round Table
Another Boost for Wood

The superintendent of a large hospital in Ihe East, which re-

cently occupied a new building, has had an experience which is

suggestive from the standpoint of the manufacturer of wooden
doors and interior trim. The doors and frames in this fireproof

building are of steel, and the superintendent wrote to ojie of the

hospital magazines telling it about the terrific noise which follows

the closing of the door.

"It sounds like a pistol shot," he said. "We have done every-

thing possible to remedy the trouble, but nothing seems to do any

good. The frames seem to be well fitted into the walls, though

it was suggested that an opening back of them might be re-

sponsible. '

'

Architects who have designed buildings of this type admit that

avoiding excessive noise where steel doors and frames are used

is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible. They recommend that

a special type of door check, described as " non-slamming, " be

employed as a means of reducing the noise to a minimum.

What it amounts to is that steel in this instance is not a satis-

factory substitute for wood. It seems to conform to the require-

mens of fireproofness, but it has other disadvantages which offset

the primary one. With fireproof floors, walls and partitions, a

building could be equipped with wood doors and frames without

adding materially to the hazard, and the occupants of the build-

ings would be spared the nerve-racking noise which accompanies

use of the other material.

At any rate, this is a feature which wooden door people ought

to look into, for it seems to constitute the weak point in the

armor of the substitute.

Piece Work in Lumber Yards

A successful hardwood dealer in an Ohio valley city is a great

believer in the piece-work system as applied to handling lumber.

He has been using it for a number of years, and has found that

it works. It seems to be of special interest at this time, when
labor is scarce and the character of help which can be secured

for lumber-yard operations is not any too good.

The first thing, of course, is to establish a rate that will insure

having the lumber handled at a reasonable cost to the yard, and

at the same time will enable the industrious worker to make a good

return on his efforts. The yard should be protected and the un-

ambitious employe penalized.

After the rate has been decided on, it should not be changed.

Sometimes employers who adopt the piece-work plan find that

certain individuals are making such large amounts that their earn-

ings seem unreasonable, and an attempt is made to revise the rate

downward. But this involves an implication of bad faith that is

likely to cause the workers to lose their enthusiasm.

One of the advantages of the piece-work system, as indicated

by the experience of the dealer referred to, is that yard crews do

not have to be driven, either individually or collectively. The man
who hangs back, and does not do his part to get the car loaded or

the pile stacked, is not only decreasing his own earnings, but those

of the other men in his crew, and they are sure to play the part of

foreman and to prod him to greater exertions. Hence "soldier-

ing" is reduced to the minimum.
The men likewise do not need to be watched to see that full

time is put in. On the other hand, some of them come to work

an hour or two ahead of the usual time, in order to get through

early. They are in every way more interested than under the day-

work system, because their earnings are directly in proportion to

the amount of work actually accomplished.

It is very little more trouble to keep track of footage handled

under the piece-work system than to total up the time put in, and

the inspector can take care of this detail as well as not. Some of

the hardwood men believe in paying a little higher rate for han-

dling thick lumber, on account of the usual amount of labor re-

quired, and there are other individual variations; but the plan as

a whole seems to be readily workable. Negroes take to it as soon

as they understand that the hard worker will get more than the

loafer, and the contest feature involved makes them enjoy the

system. In the South this is a feature worth noting.

Call on Them All

One of the most noticeable features of putting a new man into

a territory, no matter how long that territory has been covered,

is that he will usually dig up some new accounts. He may lose

a few of the old ones, which were held by the personal connections

of the other man, and the net gain may not be large, if any-

thing; but the significant feature is that new business is located

and booked.

What this really means is that salesmen get in the habit of

regarding certain business as impossible to land, and give up

trying for that reason. Or they may have had personal experiences

of a disagreeable nature in calling on the buyers, and crossed

their names off their lists for that reason. In this way the number

of "live prospects" regularly solicited by every man is usually

a good deal smaller than the total number of lumber users in his

terriliory would indicate.

Th'C readiness with which a new man can go in and land orders

from some of the buyers who have not been regularly called on

is thus proof of the fact that many salesmen are not developing

all of the business that should be had in their territories. The

hardwood man who is studying sales problems, and is figuring on

the correct proportion of business each territory should develop,

may study that proposition with some profit.

It might be a good idea to ask a salesman to report the names

of concerns they are regularly calling on, and then compare this

with a complete list of consumers. After having the names of

those not being solicited listed, the salesman should be asked to

make a special effort to get business from those who seem to be

desirable from a credit standpoint and otherwise. Stirring up the

boys a little in this way will probably get them to expend more

effort along the line of obtaining business from some of the

neglected sources, which, nine times out of ten, can be cultivated

to good advantage.

Don't Forget the Child Labor Law
A number of forms have come to this office in the last few weeks

relative to the national child lalior law that was enacted September

1, 1916. The law prohibits shipment or delivery for shipment in

interstate or foreign commerce of a product of any mine or quarry

of the United States in which within thirty days prior to that ship-

ment children under the age of sixteen years have been employed;

it also prohibits the shipment of any article or commodity being the

product of any mill, factory or other manufacturing establishment

in the United States in which within thirty days prior to the ship-

ment children under the age of fourteen years have been employed

or permitted to work, or children between the age of fourteen and

sixteen years have been employed or permitted to work more than

eight hours in any day, or more than six days in any week, or after

the hour of seven in the evening or before the hour of six o'clock

in the morning.

As the act became effective September 1, 1917, it is necessary

that all invoices for merchandise affected by the law have stamped on

them a guarantee that they were within the law. As there are heavy

penalties for violation of the act, all shippers who might be affected

would do well to give the situation immediate consideration.

The question of how much to charge for small lots of work in propor-

tion to larger ones, makes a hard problem for the woodworker to

solve. It involves many other points besides the fact that on the

average it costs fifty cents every time a machine is changed, and in

the end there is always some guesswork.

— 21 —
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Dividing the Responsibility
The Value of Assistance Which Employes Can Give the Manager

changes or enlargements were under consideration. He
would call into consultation every one of the subordi-

nates to whom he had delegated authority, lay before
them in detail the matter he had in mind and ask their

opinion. Quite commonly in the end he did whatever
he had planned before consulting them, but by his

methods he not only got the opinions of others with

which to measure up and guide his own judgment, but
he also secured their co-operation and stimulated think-

ing on their part.

He would often take a stroll through his plant and
ask the opinions of men operating machines relative to

the merits of this make of machine and that make and
which kind he would buy if a new one were to be
ordered. As a result of shis practice a mistake was
seldom made in selecting machines. The men operat-

ing the machines took more pains with them and felt

more kindly toward them because of having been con-

sulted before the purchase. J. C. T.

Veneer Manufacturers Win
The Wisconsin Railroad Commission recently issued an order

granting the petition of veneer manufacturers to put veneer made
of common woods in the same classification as veneers of elm,

F WE HAD NEVER LEARNED to train two

horses to work together and divide the load

between them, we never would have had any-

thing but one-horse teams. Likewise, if we
had never learned to divide responsibility among fac-

tory heads we never would have had anything but one-

horse industrial institutions. One-man domination of a

business is the greatest handicap to further expansion

and there are many institutions suffering from such a

handicap. This should not be interpreted to mean
some man should not be boss of the whole business, be-

cause there cannot be a business without a final authority

or business head, and the authority of the head must

be respected.

In the veneer and panel business perhaps more than

any other branch of the woodworking industry it is

necessary to divide responsibility and to delegate to

others the management of different steps in the process

of manufacture. This is largely because of the many
intricate details involved and the high technology that

enters some of the work. The veneer and panel busi-

ness is highly specialized and it is one in vi^hich thorough

knowledge of woodw^orking is necessary. It becomes

important to have the work divided into branches and

men especially trained in solving the problems in each

branch. These men must be given authority and

encouraged to develop initiative. In this way the best

growth of an institution is secured.

Occasionally one encounters the head of a veneer or

panel factory who seems to enjoy dominating in all the

technical details in different departments. Where a

condition of this kind exists, a fair degree of success

may be attained provided the man at the head applies

himself all the time to his business. It becomes a one-

man institution even though it may be unusually large

to be so classed, due to the capacity of the one man in

charge. The men under him become skilled workers

under directions rather than skilled directors of work.

On the other hand, there are institutions of great mag-
nitude and long years of success where the manager in

charge has gradually delegated authority to others in

different departments until seemingly he has but little

left to do himself and may w^ell be absent for an in-

definite period without any apparent difference in the

business. This is the ideal way to build up a business.

It not only makes a well balanced division of the re-

sponsibility and authority but it contains an element of

insurance against sudden disorganization, and it makes
for better team w^ork all around.

The successful manager of a certain large veneer plant

not only began early in his business career the work of

selecting for different departments men who showed
ability, but also of consulting with them when any
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basswood, and birch. That was the outcome of an action

brought by the Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Company and several

ether corporations in various other parts of the state engaged in

the manufacture or sale of veneer, against seven railroads doing

business in the state.

In the original complaint both carloail and less than carload rates were

complained of, but subsequent to the tiling of the complaint and prior

to the hearing, which was held in Milwaukee Sept. 13. last year, a satis-

factor.Y adjustment of the carload rates was made on ash and maple

veneer by including those commodities with other commodities taking

lumber rates. At the close of the hearing it was agreed to make the same

rate to apply on oak veneer in carloads. This change went into effect

Oct. 1, 1910.

The order of the Wisconsin Kailroad I'ouimission, which is dated Sept.

20, after reviewing the case at length, concluiles as follows

:

It is our opinion that the conditions found to exist in connection with

the transportation of less than carload shipments of- veneer between

points on the respondent lines in this state show that this commodity

is entitled to be classified fourth class and to be charged at rates that do

not exceed fourth class rates.

"EASIMOOV"
The Veneer Tape that is "Up to the

Second" can be removed instantly after

having served its purpose, without be-

ing sanded. Saves time and expense.

Write for sample coils

IDEAL COATED PAPER CO.
The Veneer Tape Specialists

MAIN OFFICE AND MILLS, BROOKFIELD, MASS.

The Dean-Spicker Co.

Manufacturers of

Oak—Mahogany—Walnut
AND

LUMBER
22nd St. and So. Crawford Ave.

CHICAGO

Now, therefore, it is ordered that the respondents herein cease and

desist from charging the rates on veneering, domestic woods, less than
ig inch in thickness, less than carloads, complained of, and do substi-

tute therefor rates that do not exceed the fourth class rates ; and

It is further ordered that the complaint against the rates on venocr

made of common woods, other than basswoo<l, birch, or nlm. carloails.

be dismissed.

Veneer Wanted in England
The Timber News of London, in its issue of September 8, has

the following to say of veneer, which is usually called plywood

in England:
There are still many inquiries about for this wood, though supplies are by

no means great. Birch plywood continues to be wanted, and this wood
easily takes first place in the matter of demand. It cannot, however,

bo obtained in sufficient quantity to meet all retiuiremcnts. The gov-

ernment is said to be taking the matter up. with a view to securing

bigger quantities. The supplies from abroail are not nearly enough to go

round. Now that Riga has been captured the supply from that place

will cease entirely. Consequently, it will be difficult now to get fresh im-

ports of Russian manufacture. There is. of course, still Finland to look ti»

for supplies, though the quantity prodiu-ed in that country is by no means
large. America is now pretty full up with orders for plywood—a large

number from American concerns. Thus it is not easy today to get any-

Ihing from there, owing to local orders being quite sufficient to run the

mills at full capacity. Italy, too. is requiring plywood in rather large

(|uantities. Enquiries are continually reaching this country, though

it is naturally very difficult to let the wood go out of the country while fiu

much is wanted here.

Southeastern Veneer Notes
The plant of the Norfolk Veneer Company, Norfolk, Va., which

was destroyed by fire some few months ago, is being rapidly re-

constructed, and when again ready for operation ^vill be one of

the most up-to-date mills for the manufacturing of veneers in

V^irginia. With additional machinery installed, and many new
ideas incorporated, the output will be greatly increased, and the

same quality of high grade veneers produced for which this

concern is noted.

Although it will be some time before the entire mill will be

ready, it is the intention of the management to have one unit

in operation within the next thirty days.

The big plant of the Two State Package Company of Ports-

mouth, Va., is now in fine swing and although all units of the

automatic machines are not in operation, they are being started

daily and it is only a matter of a very short time before they

will all be under way.

Although this firm is new in the South, the management has

long operated mills in the North and it is its intention to pro-

duce a product excelled by none, and the capacity of the mill

will be one of the largest in the South.

The veneer mills throughout North Carolina have been greatly

handicapped for the past two months on account of heavy rains,

which have put the rivers out of their hands and have so filled

the swamps that it has been impossible to get out the necessary

logs to keep the mills in operation. In some districts the mills

themselves have been inundated to such an extent that it will take

considerable time to get them in running order again. This and
the shortage of labor have put them in a bad way.

More veneer is cut in Illinois than in any other state, its output

being about one-twelfth of the total for the whole country. Illinois

is followed in the order named by Michigan. Florida, Wisconsin,

Indiana* Tennessee and Missouri.

A number of woods are used in a small way by veneer makers,

but they will never reach great importance. Among such are

cucumber, holly, cherry, locust, yucca, hickory, buckeye, and

magnolia.

Occasionally reports of veneer and thin lumber output mentions

"brown cottonwood" from the South. In most cases the brown
Cottonwood is the common black willow which attains large size

in the lower Mississippi valley, with dark brown or bluish heart

-

wood.
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CORNF.R OF THE HAKT/.ELL WALNUT MILLS' VAKLlS WITH LANDtiC Al'L W o U K 1\ ITli; FuK|.;(;KuL'N I)

Grandfather's Walnut
' IFTY YEARS AGO, scattered thru the many mediately began using it profusely for building timbers,

^1 fertile valleys of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, the

^^^'^i American black walnut flourished abundantly.

Here the soil and climatic conditions seem to

have been ideal for the steady growth and develop-

ment of this noble tree.

rail fences, etc. Some of the old and substantial barns

of our forefathers, with their massive walnut framing

timbers, still stand as monuments to the. wholesale

slaughter of this king of American hardwoods.

Not realizing the value of the wood, as is too often

The early pioneers and settlers in this region, quickly the case with many of America's wonderful resources,

recognizing the splendid qualities of this wood, im- the forests of walnut were soon thinned by extravagant

use and bungling

methods, but, thanks

to the sturdy qual-

ities of this tree

together with its

power to reproduce

itself, resist disease

and decay, it still

abounds in many
secluded valleys,

unscathed, in its

verdant grandeur.

The bungling
methods of our fore-

fathers have given

way, and modern
manufacture on a

scientific basis has

taken their place.

The Geo. W. Hart

zell walnut mills at

Piqua, Ohio, located

in the heart of the
ONE OF MANY PILES OF WALNUT LOGS AT THE HA RTZELL WALNUT MILLS. NOTE THE GOOD I.IONGTHS

AND SMOOTH, CLEAN APPPEARANCE Walnut territory, IS
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""Op

Sliced Veneers
Choice figure for panels.

Sawed Veneers
1 / 20 to I 8-inch for Doors and

Tririm.

Built-Up Tops and Panels

Our large stock of highly

figured Veneers are sub-

ject to your inspection.

Full sized samples sent on

request, express prepaid.

When you want Figured

Red Gum, all you need

know is

—

The

Louisville Veneer Mills
MANUFACTURERS

Louisville, Kentucky

PERKINS
GLUE

COMPANY
SOLE MANUFACTUREKS
AND SELLING AGENTS

PERKINS

Vegetable Veneer Glue
(TATENTED JULY 2. 1312)

805 J. M. S. BUILDING
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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American Walnut Veneer
A Sample Which Shows the Class of Veneer We Handle

Our Efforts Are Centered in Obtaining the Highest Grade of Figured

Walnut for Veneer Cutting.

Our customers' often repeated orders prevent us from
keeping a large stock on hand, but as we are continually

selecting our stock from the large quantity of logs we
handle, w^e alw^ays have a nice line of the highest grade

to select from.

Our reputation is based on "Quality, not Quantity," in our veneer business

PICKRELWALNUT COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

AU Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECCIU)
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EGGEp

WUAUT

Highly

Specialized

Workmanship

EGGEJJS

PiimiT

Completely

Developed

Facilities

The two phrases above represent what is absolutely essential to successful panel

manufacture. Our policy has been to educate all of our workmen as closely as pos-

sible along specific lines, and to omit no item of equipment that would help make for

more nearly perfect service.

The supreme test of efficiency in veneer laying is admittedly the ability to successfully

veneer bent shapes. It was on this work that the reputation and growth of our busi-

ness was founded—this and a quite uncommon bent for artistic matching.

And remember, when you are ready to order we have a complete selection of veneers

for your choice.

F. EGGERS VENEER SEATING
COMPANY

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You MenUon HARDWOOD RECORD
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(Continued from page 27)

has not been closed down for fifteen years, except for

incidental repairs, indicate clearly the delicate balance

obtained between the demand and supply. This pres-

ent state of affairs is the result of thirty-six years" experi-

ence given over to a constant and continuous study of

newly arising problems, involving the successful manu-

facture and administre».tion of the business.

The pleasing surroundings of the plant, inside and

out, with its modern labor-saving methods, attract work-

men of high calibre who take an interest and pride in

producing a product of superior quality.

The success of this industry proves the modern theory

that there are many things an employer may give to his

employe aside from money, which are mutually profit-

able and help make life more pleasant for both.

The next issue will contain a sketch of the Hartzell

veneer mills and dimension and panel plant.

WMt!^ia5(:iiaia?t!»iataiW^*W^t:Jt^^

Pertinent Legal Findings
Queries on guesfions ariMng on any points involving the law as it is applied to lumbering and allied industries will he given proper expert

attention through this department if submitted to Haedwood- Record. There tcill be no charge for such service, but Hardwood Uecord
'eserves the right to publish questions and answers without designating names or location of inquiries unless speciftcaUy requested not to do so.

Aspects of Fire Insurance

A fire iusurance company by consenting to an assignment of

policies covering lumber, made by a seller of the lumber to a buyer,

in effect makes a new contract for insurance with the buyer. The

mere fact that an adjuster for the company makes an investiga-

tion concerning a loss and causes an appraisement of values does

not amount to a waiver on the part of the insurance cmpany of a

policy requirement for proof of loss. But a denial of liability

made by an apparently authorized representative of the insurer

amounts to a waiver of such proof of loss. (Michigan supreme

court, Wilms vs. New Hampshire Fire Insurance Co., 161 North-

western Reporter, 940.)

Authority of Partners

Where a partnership was formed for the purpose of manufac-

turing timber products, a member of the firm had implied power

to bind it by the purchase of a sawmill suited to the firm busi-

ness. And, even if he was not authorized by his associates to

make the purchase, the partnership 's retention and use of the

mill amounted to a ratification of the purchase which binds the

firm. (Texas court of civil appeals, Dobie vs. Southern Trading

Co., 193 Southwestern Reporter, 195.)

Lumber Rejection by Buyer
Au accepted order for quartered oak lumber, "flooded stock,

but very well washed and cleaned," constituted a binding contract

of sale, carrying with it an implied warranty by the seller that

the lumber would be of the character mentioned in the order and

if the lumber was not up to the agreed grade, the buyer was en-

titled to reject it. Unloading at the request of the seller's repre-

sentative to save demurrage did not amount to an acceptance of

the shipment. (Boss Attley Lumber Company vs. Columbia Hard-

wood Lumber Company, 200 Illinois Appellate Court Reports, 65.)

Seller's Failure to Deliver

When the buyer of lumber notifies the seller that deliveries are

being delayed in violation of the contract of sale, and notifies the

seller that if the lumber is not delivered by a date stated, the buyer

will go into the market and buy lumber of the same kind and

charge the seller with the difference in price, and the seller replies

that he w-ill make no further delivery, the buyer may make a

substitute purchase immediately, without waiting for the expira-

tion of the time mentioned in the notice to the seller. In such case

the buyer 's damage is to be assessed with reference to the market

value of lumber of the contract kind at the place agreed upon for

delivery. A written contract for sale of lumber cannot be con-

tradicted or enlarged by a showing of verbal negotiations had

before the written contract was executed. (Welty vs. Parry, 65

Pennsylvania Superior Court Reports, 553.)

Buyer's Rights Under Sale Contract

Where the contract for a sale of a lumber drying kiln contained

a provision under which the seller warranted the condition and

capacity of the apparatus, and under which the buyer bound him-

self to notify the seller of any failure of the kiln to work properly,

permitting the seller to attempt to remedy the defective condition,

the purchaser was not entitled to return the equipment as not

being up to contract without first giving the seller notice and

affording opportunity to the latter to put the kiln in proper condi-

tion. (United States circuit court of appeals, second circuit; Stave

& Timber Cc^poration vs. A. H. Andrews Co.; 242 Federal Reporter,

230.)

Testing the Railroads
More than a million men are to be moved quickly by the railroads

of the United States. The movement has commenced, and it is ex-

pected to continue approximately one month. This movement includes

350,000 National Guards and 687,000 men for the new national

army. They are being carried from their homes to the various

training camps which are scattered from Canada to the Gulf and

from New England to the Pacific Coast. The trains will pick them

up at 4,531 points and carry them to their destinations. There are

needed 4,714 trains of seventeen cars each, including freight as well

as passenger trains. In addition to transporting the men, the rail-

roads must feed them while on the way. This is being done in various

ways, in dining cars, in eating houses, and with lunch boxes served on

the trains.

This is the largest troop movement ever undertaken in the United

States. During the Civil War, on one occasion, 22,000 troops were

carried from Washington, D. C, by way of Ohio, Kentucky and

Tennessee, to Knox\'ille, in twelve days, bridging the Ohio river at

Parkersburg, W. Va., en route. That was classed as a great event,

and it was justly celebrated as such; but it was an average movement

of less than 2,000 a day, while our present mobilization calls for the

movement of about 30,000 a day—supposing that the mobilization

will be completed in a month.

This is being done without interrupting the ordinary trafloie of

the raOroads. At the time of the movement of the 22,000 troops, at

the time of the Civil War, all other traffic was absolutely suspended

over the lines concerned, and the railroad man in charge of the

movement (President Garrett of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad) was

given supreme power by President Lincoln to seize all materials

needed, and to arrest any one, even Union generals, who attempted

to interfere with him.

The movement now under way, though carrying fifteen times as

many men a day, goes on so smoothly that no civilian passenger and

no shipment is interfered with. This is a wonderful exhibition of

the organization of our railroads and of the resources of our country.

It is not quite possible to compare it vrith the mobilization of Euro-

pean armies, because it is not known just how many men were moved

there in a given time. It is said, however, that during the first

eighteen days of the war Germany moved 2,000,000 men, and used

26,000 trains for the mobilization.
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The Mail Bag
B-l 142—Want Hickory

Two Rivers. Wis., Sept. 2.1. 1917.—Editor H.\rd\vood Record: We are

asking you if you can put us in touch with people who manufacture a

considerable amount of hiclsory. We make hickory mallets for the

printers' trade and could probably use the offal from wagon stock manu-
facturing it from hickory. .

B 1143—In Need of Lumber
Philadelphia, Pa., September 2S.—Editor Haudwood Record : We desire

for immediate delivery, accepting grades No. .3 common and better, car-

load lots, lumber graded by rules governing National Hardwood Lumber
Association, and Southern Pine Assocaition, and by inspector from each,

f. o. b. cars at mill or nearest loading point for the following ;

White Oak—.3 common and better, sizes 4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 12/4, 16/4—
60.000.000 ft.

White Pine—3 common and better, sizes 4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 13/4, 16/4

—

100,000.000 ft.

Poplar—3 common and better, sizes 4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 12/4, 16/4—100,000,-
000 ft.

Yellow Pine—3 common and better, sizes 4/4, 6/4, 8/4,' 12/4, 16/4—
00,000,000 ft.

Gum—3 common and better, sizes 4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 12/4, 16/4—60,000,000 ft.
Lengths—standard

;
grade—No. 3 common and better.

In giving quotations, hear in mind to consider the following points

:

Name of shipping point ; name of railroad ; amount of monthly shipment,
make or number of cars ; give texture of lumber ; give prices f. o. b. cars

at nearest shipping point ; terms—"cash" on unloading cars—on grades by
inspector ; can you dress if required ?

It is important to us these rules are strictly adhered to and prompt
attention will be given.

Clubs and Associations
Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers Will Meet October 26
The fall meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association will be held on October 26 at the Hotel Pfister in Mil-
waukee. Secretary O. T. Swan is now working out a program for the
meeting and will .-ioon be able to aiinciunce the speakers and subjects.

Northern Salesmanship Conference to Be Held
The 1917 Lumber Salesmanship Congress of Wisconsin and Michigan

is to be held November 16 and 17 at Bay City, Mich. E.tperts In the
manufacturing, wholesale and retail fields of the lumbering Industry in

these two states will attend and deliver lectures in their respective lines
and much mutual benefit is expected to develop. George C. Robson of the
Heinemann Lumber Company, Merrill, Wis., Is general chairman of the Wis-
consin and northern Michigan lumbermen committee which Is to confer
with a similar committee of lower Michigan to perfect a program for the
congress. A banquet is to be a feature of the congress. Alternate meet-
ings are to be held each year in Wisconsin and Michigan. Last year's
meeting was held at Merrill and its success was so notable that the Ray
City congress will be on a larger scale.

Hemlock Emergency Bureau Active
The work of the Hemlock Emergency Rureau incident to supplying lum-

ber for the army cantonment at Rockford, 111., by members of the North-
ern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, has been so suc-
cessful and has opened such wide possibilities that it has been decided to
open a branch office at Washington, D. C. A man Is soon to be selected
to take charge of the work at the national capital. Ib the meantime F. M.
Ducker h'as been placed in charge of the Chicago oflice of the bureau, his
duties involving mostly detail in connection with the shipment of the
lumber. As the association members expect soon to furnish huge sup-
plies of hardwood for government contracts, the necessity of the Wash-
ington office was made manifest. Secretary Swan will devote part of his

time to the Washington and Chicago branches and will remain In charge
of the headquarters at Oshkosh, Wis.

Tariff Book to Members Only
The board of managers of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association

has decided that the pocket tariflf book, recently compiled and issued by
that organization, showing r^tes on hardwood lumber and lumber products
from all points in the South to all destinations in consuming territory,
shall be distributed only among members of that body.
The hoard, however, has passed a resolution providing that whole-

salers and other Interests not Identified with the association at present
may place themselves In line for receipt of this tariff book, as well as
other benefits offered by the association, by becoming members on an
assessment basis to be fixed by the assessment committee, of which F. E.
Gary Is chairman. The volume of bu.siness done in the southern hardwood
territory by such Interests would be taken into consideration in deter-
mining a fair rate of assessment.

With the Traffic Association
J. H. T<nvnshend, secretary-manager of the Southern Hardwood Traffic

.\ssociation, says that there is a fair prospect that the carriers Interested

in issuing the recent tariffs calling for an advance of 15 per cent in hard-

wood rates from Ohio river crossings into Eastern Trunk Line territory

may be prevailed upon to withdraw these tariffs. The tariffs in question

are already under suspension by the Interstate Commerce Commission
until Dec. 30, 1917, and, if the carriers withdraw them, the case will not

have to come up for a hearing on its merits.

Mr. Townshend, however, in discussing the matter recently, said that,

if the carriers did not withdraw the tariffs, the association "would go to

bat" with the carriers in as vigorous a manner as possible.

J. A. Keeler, district manager of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Asso-

ciation at Helena, Ark., has recently appeared before officials of the

Missouri Pacific System at St. Louis and succeeded in having the embargo
against Helena, Ark., in force for quite a while, removed. This puts

lumber Interests and owners of woodworking enterprises in position where
they are able to secure all the timber and other rough material they need.

Appointment of Burwell S. Cutler Confirmed
The appointment of Burwell .S. Cutler of Buft'alo, as chief of the Bureau

of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce, was con-

firmed by the Senate October 5. Mr. Cutler, who is well known in manu-
factuKing circles in western New York, came into the bureau six months
ago at a nominal salary to assist in putting the organization on a thor-

oughly business basis. He was made first assistant chief, but since the

resignation of Dr. E. E. Pratt, has been acting chief.

Mr. Cutler was born in Buffalo and finished his scholastic education at

Lake Forest university and Harvard. For fifteen years he has been presi-

dent of an important Buffalo manufacturing concern and has been iden-

tified in an official capacity with numerous business houses and civic

organizations throughout New York state.

Northern Wholesalers Meet
The status of hardwoods nmrkets, prices, stock on hand and future

prospects were fully discussed by thirty members of the Northern Whole-
sale Hardwood Lumber Association, held at the Hotel Bellis in Wausau on

September 28. President Humphrey of the G. W. Jones Lumljer Com-
pany, Appleton, Wis., presided. The various members spoke briefly on
their experiences during the last few weeks, but, as most of those present

expressed their opinion that more careful consideration of the subjects

would result in mutual benefit to the members, it was decided to hold an-

other meeting at MarshBeld, Wis., on October 20. At the Wausau meeting

it was shown that, though there has been a decided slump in demand dur-

ing recent weeks, owing largely to a marked decline in building operations

hitting the retailers, prospects are bright for the next few months, espe-

cially in view of large government demands for hardwoods. An improve-

ment Is looked for within sixty days. Stocks on hand were reported as

generally satisfactory, but prospects are not bright for production during

the next winter in view of the scarcity arid high cost of competent labor.

Prices were characterized as slightly high in some cases with prospects of

reductions In view of the anticipated demands in large quantities. The
discussion was confined to present conditions and those of the Immediate
future.

Memphis Lumbermen's Club Resumes Meetings
The first meeting of the Lumbermen's Chili of Mem|ibis for the fall sea-

son was held at the Hotel Gayoso, Saturday, September 29. The attendance

was quite large and the usual luncheon was served. Ralph May occupied

the chair.

Col. S. B. Anderson, chairman of the law and insurance committee, re-

ported that he had been advised by J. K. Shields, United States senator

from Tennessee, that there was not the slightest danger of the passage of

the bill Introduced Into Congress providing for an eight-hour law for saw-

mills. He further said that, as such legislation threatened a single line of

industry, it would be, even it enacted, held unconstitutional on the ground

of unjust discrimination. He therefore expressed the view that lumber-

men should not give themselves the slightest concern In regard thereto.

Col. Anderson also explained to members of the club that it was neces-

sary they use some simple form of declaration to the effect that the lumber

they were shipping was manufactured at a sawmill complying strictly with
the requirements of the federal child labor law. He said that this was
essential In offering their lumber in Interstate commerce and expressed the

idea that the stamping of such a declaration on the -Invoices covering

all shipments of lumber offered the easiest and simplest way of handling
the problem.

The house committee, J. F. McSweyn chairman, reported that the em-
ployment bureau of the club had, since June 15, found employment for con-

siderably more than 125 persons and that it had more than 400 applica-

tions on file. It also reported that the amount of lumber handled across

the exchange board recently Installed by the club had exceeded 750,000

feet. This lumber exchange was created only a short time ago and the

committee emphasized the fact that it could be made a most useful ad-

junct of this organization If the members patronized It and supported it

as their Interests demanded. "Lumber wanted" and "lumber for sale" are

posted on the board, which is located in the club rooms In the Chamber of

Commerce building.

W. H. Dick of the Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phillip, Miss., was
elected an active member. Four other applications for active or associate

membership were filed and will be voted on at the next regular meeting.
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One ofc the interesting features of the meeting was the reading of a re-

port by John W. McClure, secretary of the Gum Lumber Manufacturers'
Association, and George C. Ehemann, of the river and rail committee of
the club, dealing with the prominence of Memphis as a hardwood manufac-
turing center. It was in the form of a letter to Charles Morford of the
Navy Department at Washington, and was written at the request ot the
latter, who stated that he had, in disputing the claim of Buffalo as the
largest hardwood lumber market in the world, made the assertion that
Memphis produced more hardwood lumber, through mills in the city proper
and in the adjacent territory, than any other two cities in the world. He
declared that he believed himself to be on solid ground of fact in making
this statement, but he asked that the club give him the necessary data to

back iip this assertion.

A letter was read from Mrs. W. A. Waddington expressing the thanks of
herself and her husband for the beautiful flowers sent the latter when he
was stricken with paralysis some time ago. Mr. Waddington has almost
recovered from the attack. He is president and general manager of the
Valley Log Loading Company.
A letter was also read from Mrs. A. B. Nickey thanking the club for

the handsome floral tribute sent by the latter on the occasion of the recent
death of her husband, Addison Boyd Nickey.

F. E. Stonebraker, who has been representing the club on the committee
composed of representatives of all the leading commercial organizations,

dealing with the question of adequate river and rail terminals, reported

that excellent progress was being made In handling this subject and that
he thought he would be able, by the date of the next meeting, to announce
that the site for these terminals had already been secured. A bond issue

of $500,000 to raise the money for the building of these terminals was
authorized some time ago.

Chicago Lumbermen in Patriotic Meeting
Members of the Lumbermen's Association of Chicago met for luncheon

at the club rooms on Tuesday, October 9, the occasion being a patriotic

rally.

Among the prominent speakers were F. J. Loesch, lawyer, who addressed
the meeting on patriotism ; C. B. Flinn, counsellor to the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States, who reported on the war convention
recently held at Atlantic City. George J. Pope, prominent member of the

association and ex-president, explained the work of the exemption board
on which he served.

Twentieth Engineers Rapidly Recruiting
The second forestry regiment or 20th Engineers (Forest) is being rapidly

officered under a co-operative arrangement between the War Department,
the Forest Service and the committee on lumber. Council of National

Defense. At the request of the first two branches of the government serv-

ice, the lumber committee named a special subcommittee to secure officers

from among the lumbermen ot the country. W. R. Brown of New Hamp-
shire is chairman ot this subcommittee and R. H. Downman, New Orleans,

and W. M. Ritter, Columbus, O., are members of it.

This committee undertook the task of finding 2.32 men suitable to be

commissioned as officers in the regiment, or half the total number of

officers. The Forest Service and War Department are each to furnish

one-Quarter of the total number of officers. There will be 7,500 non-

commissioned officers and enlisted men In the 20th regiment. In getting

the lumbermen's quota of officers, the Brown subcommittee divided the

United States into fourteen regions, in each of which a committee was
appointed to select suitable men to become officers. The committees were

given until September 27 to make their recommendations, which were
submitted to the War Department for approval. Some names, it is under-

stood, have not yet^ arrived from Michigan and Wisconsin.

The selection of a number of officers by the War Department for assign-

ment to the 20th engineer regiment have been announced as follows :

The following-named officers. Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps, are re-

lieved from dutv at the engim/er training camp, American University, and
are assigned to" the Twentieth Engineers (Forestry), and will report in
person to their regimental commander for duty : Capt. Harry V. Camp-
bell, First Lieuts. Gilbert C. Eastman, Thomas W. Poindexter and Wendell
D. Volk, Second Lieuts. Charles J. Davis, Jr., Richard L. Hyde, HoUister
Johnson and Roy L. Chaffin.
The following-named officers. Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps, are re-

lieved from dutv at the engiueer training camp, Fort Leavenworth. Kan.,
and are assigned to the Twentieth Enbineers (Forestry) ; they wUl pro-
ceed without delay to Camp American University, Washington, D. C. and
report in person to their regimental commander for duty ; Capts. Harry
W. Boetzkes. Andrew J. Flsk, Jr.. and James C. Long; Krst Lieuts. Mark
R. Ethell, Charles C. Kelley and Wendell J. Wilson ; Second Lieut. Earl
B. Birmingham.
The following-named officers. Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps, are re-

lieved from further duty at the engineer training camp, Vancouver Bar-
racks, Wash., and are assigned to the Twentieth Engineers (Forestry) ;

they will proceed without delay to Camp American University, Washington,
D. C, and report in person to their regimental commander for duty :

Capt. Arthur W. Elan, First Lieut. J. Leroy Wood, Second Lieut. Arthur
N. Drips.

The forests in which the work will be done consist of pine and fir in

some sections, and of oak, beech and other hardwoods in others. The

forests are generally not extensive ; the trees are smaller than in virgin

American forests, but the stands are often quite heavy. These forests

resemble the woodlots of southern New England ; the operations will be

similar to portable sawmill logging and tie cutting in Massachusetts, Con-

necticut, Maryland and Virgini:i. The larger logs will be sawn Into boards

and dimension material, while the smaller trees will be cut into hewn ties,

poles, props, etc. The closest possible use of timber will be required.

Meeting Reveals Strength in Gum
It transpires, following the meeting of the governing board ot the

Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association at Memphis, October 6, which
was attended by a number of other prominent members of that organiza-

tion, that the stocks of gum lumber of all kinds on September 1 this year,

as reported by the same members reporting a year ago, exceed those at

the corresponding date in 1916 by only 3,000,000 feet. Stocks last year

were very sharpl.v below normal and this small excess leaves them still

below that standard, with the result that those who participated in the

meeting October 6 feel very optimistic regarding the future of both busi-

ness and prices.

.Tobn M. Prichard, secretary of the association, states that members in

attendance were confident that the scarcity of labor, which is now so great

that it is difficult to get together a whole saw mill crew in the country,

and the unfavorable weather which usually prevails during much of the

winter, will bring about a further curtailment of output and thus leave

the market in even stronger position than it is at present, so far as supply

and demand are concerned.

It Is quite apparent that buyers of gum lumber, like those in other

items, are pretty well filled up at the moment and that they are not in

the market in a big way for their requirements. It is believed by those

who attended the meeting, however, that the lumber now in the hands
of consuming and distributing firms will not last long and that they

will soon be forced to re-enter the market. When they do they will find

holders independent about selling and quite firm as to values because of

the discovery on their part that stocks are not large and that they are

confronted with conditions which will naturally bring about a reduction

in output.

The only other action taken by the governing board at the meeting

was the authorization of the appointment by the president of a commit-

tee to confer with representatives from the Southern Hardwood Traffic

Association, the Southern Alluvial Land Association, and the American
Oak Manufacturers' Association regarding the dates of the annuals of

these various bodies. It is anticipated that plans somewhat similar to

those of last year will be followed, calling for the holding of the annual

of each of these organizations on sijcceeding days in January. It has

been discovered that this plan greatly increases the attendance and that

it likewise adds appreciably to the general interest and enthusiasm,

B. F. Dulweber, vice-president of the association, presided at the meet-

ing. There were about thirty-five present.

The committee to be named as stated above will be appointed by Presi-

dent Weiss on his return to the city.

Quixley New Vicegerent for Chicago District

A. C. Quixley of Chicago was chosen by the executive commiftee of the

local Hoo-Hoo as vicegerent of the Chicago-northern district to succeed

L. J. Pomeroy. Mr. Pomeroy was recently elected to the post o£ jabber-

wock on the supreme nine.

It was decided that the concatenation be held at Chicago on November
9. It will be held in the rooms of the Lumbermen's Association of Chi-

cago and will be preceded by a banquet.

^MitaaTOiitiiWirotTOWiiitTOStf)^^

With the Trade
Purchase Tract of Hardwood in New York

The John J. Soble Lumber Company, Inc., of Rochester, N. Y., announces

that it has purchased the timber on about 100 acres of land near Cuba,

Alleghany county, N. Y. The timber consists of maple, cherry and ash.

The mill will be put in at once and operations started within thirty to

sixty days.

Is Enlarging Plant
The Roddis Veneer & Lumber Company, Marshfleld, Wis., announces that

the work has begun on the enlargement of its main buildings, which will

be effected by means of an addition .36x84 feet, three stories high to the

south end of the buildings. The company's office is also being enlarged.

Sells West Virginia Timber
A timber tract and sawmill owned by J. C. Gardner near Johnstown.

Pa., was sold recently by George B. Somerville to a syndicate of Clearfield,

W. Va.. capitalists. The tract is located in Fayette county. The con-

sideration is said to be in the neighborhood of $40,000.

Ritter-Burns Lumber Company Organizes
A charter was Issued the beginning of the month by the secretary of

state in West Virginia to the Ritter-Burns Lumber Company at Hunting-

ton. The company has an authorized capital stock of $100,000. The

Incorporators are : C. L. Ritter, B. B. Burns, H. K. Bustler, E. E. Williams

and Paul W. Scott. C. L. Ritter is president ; B. B. Burns, vice-president

and treasurer, and H. K. Eustler, secretary and sales manager.

The company will have offices on the eleventh fioor of the First National

Bank building, Huntington, W. Va., and will handle the output of the

C. L. Ritter Lumber Company. It will ultimately engage in the manufac-

ture of timber products.

It is stated that the Rockcastle Lumber Company, which has finished

its cut in Kentucky, will dissolve in a short time.
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R. J. Darnell, Inc., Expands Timber Holdings
R. J. Darnell, Inc., Memphis, Tenn., has purchased the timber on 3,000

acres of land adjoining its large timber holdings near Batesville, Miss.

The Batesville & Southern, which runs through the timber properties of

this firm, also goes through the newly acquired timber holdings and will

be used for developing the latter. This firm is making many improve-

ments at Batesville, where Its double band mill is located, all with a view

to saving labor, and reducing the cost of manufacturing and distributing

its output.

Norman-Fulton
The wedding of Edwin Norman, vice-president of the Norman Lumber

Company, Louisville, to Miss Nell Cnitcher Fulton, daughter of Dr. Gavin

Fulton, Louisville, will be solemnized at St. Paul's church on the evening

of October 10. Mr. Norman is also vice-president of the Louisville Hard-

wood Club and a director of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association,

Louisville branch.

In His Father's Steps
The annual announcement of the line-up of the football team to represent

tlie Louisville Boy's High School, carried the name of another Norman, the

Normans having been leaders in football in Louisville for a number of years.

A few years ago Barry Norman, head of the Holly Ridge Lumber Company,

and his brother, J. Van Norman, a well-known lumber and coal interstate

commerce authority, were noted local players. About two years ago Col-

gan Norman, eldest son of Barry Norman, broke into the game and became

a star, while in 1905 Edwin Norman, now of the Norman Lumber Company,

was a star. This season Barry Norman, Jr., will play as a guard on the

local eleven.

Big Pritchard & Wheeler Mill Starts Cutting

C. G. Kadel, general manager of the Pritchard & Wheeler Lumber Com-
pany, is circulating among his many friends in Memphis this week. He
has just arrived here from Wisner, La., where he has been during the

past eight weeks. Mr. Kadel superintended the construction of the big

hardwood plant of the company at Wisner which was recently put in

operation. He said that the machinery had been pretty well adjusted and
that the plant would be going at maximum capacity, 75,000 feet per day,

very shortly.. Mr. Kadel also said that the company planned building its

second mill next spring. This is to be located at Bruin Lake, La., and is

to be similar in capacity and design to that constructed at Wisner.

May Brothers Purchase Big Tract
May Brothers, who operate a large band mill in Memphis, have pur-

chased 8,500 acres of hardwood timberlands in Grenada county, near Gre-

nada, Miss., for a consideration of between $.300,000 and $400,000. The
property was acquired from the Maley Land & Lumber Company of Evans-
ville, Ind., and the transaction was closed October 1. The land is well

timbered with oak, ash, gum and other hardwoods and the new owners
plan the installatinn of a mill for the development thereof, preferring this

to bringing the logs to Memphis. The property is located on the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley line of the Illinois Central System, but Ralph May stated

that It would be necessary for the firm to build seven or eight miles of

railway to facilitate development. This is the third big tlmberland trans-

action recently in which Memphis lumbermen are Interested, the other two
being the joint purchase by Penrod, Jurden & McCowen, Inc., the Gayoso
Lumber Company and George C. Brown & Co. of 14,500 acres In eastern

Arkansas and the buying by the Pritchard & 'SVTieeler Lumber Company of

nearly 30,000 acres in Louisiana.

Buys Government Timber
One of the largest timber deals which has been made in Arkansas in re-

cent years was consummated on September 26, when the Forestry Depart-

ment of the United States Government notified the Fourche River Lumber
Company of Bigelow that it was the successful bidder for the 00,500,000
feet of yellow pine, white, red and black oak timber recently advertised

for sale by the government. The total amount of the sale price was
$269,275. This timber is located in the state's national forests, along the

watersheds of the Alum Fork, North Fork and Maumelle rivers, and com-
prises an area of 33,000 acres. The timber is made up of 15,600,000 feet

of white, red and black oak, and 80,900,000 feet of yellow pine. The bid

of the Fourche River Lumber Company, upon which the award was made,
was $2.75 per thousand feet for the yellow pine and $3 per thousand feet

for the hardwood.
Under the contract the purchasing company is to begin cutting the tim-

ber by April 1, 1918, and is to have it all removed by April 1, 1928, or dur-

ing a period of ten years.

The state, and especially its school and good roads funds, will profit

from the transaction, as twenty-five per cent of the receipts of the forest

sales are turned over to the state for school and road purposes. An addi-

tional ten per cent of the sale price will be spent by the Forestry Depart-
ment upon the roads within the forest reserves. The total amount that

will conic to the state for school and road purposes from this sale will be

$67,318.75, while $26,927.50 will be spent on the roads within the forests

by the government.

John N. Scatcherd
The death of John N. Scatcherd on Sept. 23, from apoplexy, removed a

lifelong member of the hardwood lumber trade, a man who in his day had
been very active in that branch of the business, although at the time of

his death he had practically retired. As the head of the extensive trade

left him by his father, James N. Scatcherd, he not only conducted a large

business in Buffalo, but he owned a sawmill in Memphis, with a resident

manager, and was president of the Batavia & New York Woodworking
Company, a large establishment at Batavia. He still retained the exten-

sive family homestead near London, Canada.

He was very active and public-spirited. For instance, he was called

the father of the grade-crossings movement in Buffalo, and he led It

actively so long as it was ufcessary. He was the chairman of the general

committee of the Pan-American Exposition in 1901 and at the time of his

death was a valued member of the Buffalo Terminal Commission, which had

secured the building of the large Lehigh Valley and Lackawanna passenger

stations in the city and was near to closing a contract with the New York

Central for the same thing. He stood high in banking circles and was
some time president of the Bank of Buffalo. Several years ago he was
an unsuccessful candidate for mayor of Buffalo. He was more than once

president of the Buffalo Lumber Exchange and the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' Association, both of which he helped organize. He was
twice president of the Buffalo Merchants' Exchange. He was born in Buf-

falo September 12, 1857, and graduated at Helmuth College, London, Ont.

He was twice married. His first wife died in 1914, leaving one son, James
Newtop Scatcherd, and one daughter, Mrs. John G. Milburn, Jr. His

second wife was Mrs. Loris Loring Horton, to whom he was married on

August 7, 1917, and who survives him.

Pertinent Information
Some Big Masts

Ship masts 136 feet in length and 20 inches in diameter are big sticks

of timber, especially when they are to be shipped to Cape Town, South

Africa. Four masts of this size are being turned out by Robt. Mcintosh,

a pioneer shipbuilder of Portland, Ore., and they are among the longest

ship masts ever built on the Pacific coast, if not anywhere in the world.

They are free from the slightest blemish and constructed of Douglas fir

timber, which grew on the Cowlitz river. Six booms and four gaffs are

also being built by Mr. Mcintosh, which, together with the masts, will go

to the southernmost point of Africa.

Hear Oral Arguments on Reconsignments
Representing wholesale and manufacturing lumbermen, E. E. Ebcrt ap-

peared October 5 before the Interstate Commerce Commission in oral argu-

ments in the reconsignment case. Some lumber interests favor the impo-

sition of a heavier charge for the reconsignment privilege ; others oppose it.

.V. G. T. Moore, assistant secretary of the Southern Pine Association,

attended the arguments. The arguments were the first hoard oflicially by

the new members of the commission, just sworn in.

The commission Is considering a proposition to order expansion of its

statistical system with reference to shipments of, rates on and revenue

from lumber.

Lumbermen have also been attending arguments in the export freight

free time reduction case.

The commission has denied the application of the Georgia, Florida &
.\labama Ry. for authority to establish a rate of 28 cents per 100 pounds
on tight wooden barrels In less than carload lots from Bainbridge, Ga., to

Carrabelle, Fla., without observing the long and short haul provision of

the fourth section of the interstate commerce act.

Baltimore Exports
The statement of exports from Baltimore for August, which was received

here September 25, shows no Improvement over the previous months,
though three additional Items as against July appear upon the list. All

with one exception are small, the exception being spruce, of which 916,000

feet was shipped during the month, against only 395,000 feet for August.
1916. The feature about this item, however, is the gain in declared value,

the shipments for August having been valued at $83,669 against $23,232
tor August, 1916. This would suggest either that more select lumber was
shipped or that the augmented demand for stocks suitable for aeroplane

construction forced up prices to a very pronounced degree. In the future,

of course, there is not likely to be a further augmenting of the quotations,

the government having taken over the control of this wood, making pur-

chases for the Allies as well as for itself. As for the rest of the list, it

included 5,000 feet of gum, 39,000 feet of oak and 32,000 feet of white pine,

with a small lot of office furniture. One item of an unusual character Is

implement handles, of which shipments to the value of $15,185 were made.
This is the first time in years the item has appeared on the exhibit. "Other
manufactures of wood" dropped to the insignificant sum of $216.

Representations of Robert Beacham, secretary of the Merchants and
Manufacturers' Association, Baltimore, and others have resulted in the

Export Administrative Board deciding to establish a branch office here, at

which export licenses may be obtained, making it unnecessary tor exporters

to go to Washington for these documents. Exporters are now urging that

the branch office should be authorized not only to Issue permits for ship-

ments passing through Baltimore, but going by way of any other port, for

only In this manner will the object aimed at in the opening of the branch
office be really subserved, as exporters of lumber do not confine themselves
to any one port, but route shipments whichever way seems advantageous.
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A New Ship Every Day
Thirty thousauii men at forty ship yai-ds along the Gulf ami Atlantic

coasts are now rushing to comijletion 250 hulls for ships which will com-
pose the initial unit of Uncle Sam's great wooden fleet to "bridge the
ocean." So rapidly has the work gone forward that it is expected the first

hulls will be launched in October.

Within "seven to eight months after construction was begun, many of
these ships will be ready for sea, and from that time on the American gov-
ernment will be able to add to the Allies' ocean tonnage, as long as needed,
a new wooden ship of 3,000 to S^'iOO tons capacity for every working day
in the year. This is in addition to almost as many other wooden ships
being built for private interests.

New yards are springing up at many points to meet the requirements of

the United States Shipping Board, which has announced its determination
to build all the ships of both wood and steel that can be produced during
the period of the war.
Four hundred million feet of southern pine timbers will be needed within

the next twelve months to complete the government's wooden shipbuilding
program, according to VV. J. Haynen, assistant purchasing agent of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, who has recently made an extensive tour of

the southern pine producing territory.

"The Emergency Fleet Corporation program first called for the launching
of hulls in November, 1917," says Mr. Haynen, "but the majority were
to be launched after January, 191S. We are now trying to start the

launching of hulls in October and advance the 191S program from 30 to 60
days."

Foreign Trade Briefs

It has been decided by the Exports Administrative Board that baskets,

beehive material, chair seats, creosote, office furniture, stump pulling

machinery, matches, pulley blocks, railroad cars, roofing, roots and barks.

Cinchona bark, saw blades, soap tree bark, spokes, veneer board, wood type
and variou-s other articles need not have export licenses in order to be

shipped from the United States to allied countries and American neutral
countries. However, licenses will be required on such shipments to Ger-
man.v, her colonies, allies, occupied territories, to Greece and European
neutral countries.

(.'harles L. Hoover, United States consul at S^o Paulo, Brazil, writing
of lumber production and furniture manufacture in that region, says in

a recent report to Washington :

Were waterways available to carry logs and timber to the capital of the
state, which is its greatest industrial center, lumber would bo as cheap
here as anywhere else, but all wood must come by rail. Another difficulty
is that 100 acres of forest land may contain nearly as many different
varieties of trees, and it is not possible to turn out large quantities of
lumber of uniform quality, so that production is costly. There are few
woods having a density similar to the oak and hickory of the United
States, practically all of them being either harder or softer.

In spite of the high price of lumber, the manufacture of furniture is
rapidly becoming one of the important industries of the state. There are
44 factories In the city of Sao Paulo which produce all kinds of furniture
for the office, store and home. The furniture department of the school
of arts and crafts maintained tiy the state turns out on a large scale
"de luxe" products comparable in quality and appearance to the best made.

Consul F. J. Dyer reports from Tegucigalpa, Honduras, that considerable

work is being done near Nueva Armenia. Honduras, in getting out mahog-
any and other timber.

Eucalyptus and the Treenail Question
A letter received by this paper from Seattle, Wash., from a writer who

does not sign his name, has the following to say about eucalyptus treenails

:

In your issue of September 10 you have an article—"The Wood for
Treenails." In this article you state that the government has reached
the decision that treenails must be of locust or eucalyptus. Four pages
further on in the same issue you give an article entitled "The Shrinkage
of Wood," and the figures show that yellow locust shrinks 08 feet to

the thousand, whereas eucalyptus shrinks more than any other wood on
the list, or 220 feet to the thousand. Inasmuch as shrinkage is a vital

factor in treenails, it seems to me that the fact that euclayptus shrinks
more than any other wood shown on the list proves that it is not a good
wood for treenails. This much for theory.
Now for an actual test case. The writer has just received a letter from

a friend in the shipping business in San Francisco regarding the following
case : The sailing vessel "La Merced," a wooden boat recently built on
San Francisco Bav for the Standard Oil Company, and fastened with
eucalyptus treenails, before making a single trip was on September 29
hauled up on the Union Iron Works drydock in San Francisco and every
eucalvptus treenail removed and locust substituted. The eucalyptus tree-

nails' had shrunk so that the head of every treenail showed a circle of

cracked paint on the white sides of the ship. The eucalyptus treenails

were driven out, wedges and all, with the greatest ease, and when removed
were in every conceivable shape and the wood was dead.

It hardlv seems to me possible that the government can sanction the
use of eucalvptus in treenails after a case such as the above. The foreman
of the drvdbck stated that it was his opinion that it this ship had gone
out with the eucalyptus treenails in her she would never have come back.

The point in the above ii that eucalyptus pins failed because of shrink-

age, but the species of eucalyptus is not stated. It was probably blue

gum (Eucalyptus globulus), which is the common eucalyptus grown in

California!' and the one tested by the government with the result of 225

feet shrinkage in 1,000, as referred to above.

There are more than 150 species of eucalyptus in the world, most of them

in Australia. The one recommended for treenails was not the California

blue gum, but a species known to botanists as Eucalyptus sideroxylon,

and to the trade as red gum, red eucalyptus, or red ironbark. A few trees

of this species were planted many years ago near San Jose, Cal., and a

little of the wood has been used and found excellent ; but when it Is

wanted in conimeraal quantities it must be brought from Australia.
This is doubtless the wood recommended for treenails. It looks like cherry
but is much harder. Exact figures showing its percentage of shrinkage
are not at hand, but Tieniann, who made lists of it, reported that its

shrinkage was not objectionable.

This explanation seems to clear up the apparent inconsistency pointed
out by the anonymous correspondent. The fact remains that locust (that
is, the black or yellow locust) is the best wood for treenails, and builders

of wooden ships can make no mistake in using it, though there are other
woods which make good treenails.

Government Lumber Needs Still Expanding
Many prominent lumbermen connected with the Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers' Emergency Bureau have been in Washington recently in

connection with a misunderstanding that arose over orders for additional

lumljer tor the Rockford. 111., army cantonment.
Among the number were R. B. Goodman, acting president of the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association ; Edward Hines of Chicago ; O. T.

Swan, secretary and manager of the bureau ; J. J. Lingle and other.s.

The Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Emergency Bureau had been
receiving all orders for lumber for Rockford until a week or two ago, when
an order for a couple of million feet was placed with the Southern Pine
Emergency Bureau. Since then further orders have been placed with the

Hemlock and Hardwood bureau for use at Rockford.

There were a number of conferences here during several days on the

part of the gentlemen named aljove with members of the committee on
lumber, others connected with the Council of National Defense, and officers

of the War Department.
Mr. Swan says that his bureau has received 4.000,000 feet additional

orders for Rockford recently, and that a total of 70,000,000 feet of lumber
has been furnished by his bureau and the Michigan Hardwood M'anufac-

turers' Bureau for the Rockford and Battle Creek, Mich., cantonments,
that amount of lumber being taken from Wisconsin and northern Michigan
for government army purposes. '

Information handed to the emergency lumber trade bureaus indicates

that most of the government's orders for lumber for military camps have
been distributed and filled. The total is said to aggregate $50,000,000 in

value. There are and will be still some comparatively small bills of such

lumber ordered. Large orders, it is said, will be exported to France for

militar.v purposes and for the construction of storehouses, and for build-

ing wooden ships. However, lumbermen in touch with the government
business say that there will be building operations continued on a greater

or lesser scale at the several cantonments and national guard camps for

the next six months.
Among the indications of this was the recent announcement that large

frame theatres will be built at each cantonment for the entertainment of

.the men of the national army. Smaller camps are being constructed in

various parts of the country for training special classes of men for quar-

termaster, ordnance and signal branches of the army. One of these in

Washington will contain over 100 frame buildings for machinists in the

quartermaster department.

It Is thought that wood will get its share of the storehouse constrliction

jobs, but war department officers say that 100 large storehouses will be

built in France of metal. Gen. Black, chief of engineers of the army, is

reported as saying that .$20,000,000 is to he spent for constructing bar-

racks and quarters for American troops in France.

The government is to build a big $2,000,000 frame building in Wash-
ington for war and navy department bureaus that are overcrowded. The
buildingi will take 12,000,000 feet of lumber and will have over 1,000,000

square feet of floor space.

Many million feet of lumber and timber will be necessary in constructing

the ship ways, piers and other structures m the government plants for

building fabricated steel ships. At Hog Island, Pa., alone, 40,000,000

feet of lumber will he required for these purposes.

It is reported that there is a shortage of hardwood stock for wheels for

cannon and for wagons for the ordnance, hospital and
.
quartermaster

departments of the army. Ash is being used by the Italian government

for the upright pieces in their big Caproni airplanes, which will carry

twenty-flve people. The Italians are using Douglas fir for wing beams In

their airplanes.

The Council of National Defense is conducting hearings on the question

of housing the employes of factories and other establishments engaged in

producing ujunitions and necessary war supplies. There is such a scarcity

of houses for workers in New England and in eastern and middle western

cities where munition plants are located, that it is claimed the efficiency

and capacity of those plants is materially limited. The government is

being urged to take up the problem and loan money for building dwellings,

or to build them itself. It is asserted that some such step is necessary

if the problem is to be solved. It is pointed out that In England and

France the governments have taken hold of the housing problem and gone

Into the construction of buildings for residence purposes. Organized

labor and various members of Congress and government officials are in

favor of the United States government taking the plunge.

Even the question of materials has been considered by experts studying

the problem. It is claimed that clay products, tile, terra cotta, cement

blocks or concrete would be more desirable and cheaper than lumber or

frame construction, because It is said that lumber is comparatively high
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iu price; also tliat it is more diflicult to obtain carpenters than worUers

in the substitute field.

Nine thousand standard gauge freight box cars have been ordered by

the government lor use in transportation behind the lines in France. The

cars are of standardized type and are being built rapidly. It is said that

they are of wood, with steel braces, etc.

The box cars for the American lines in France have about three times

the capacity of the standard gauge box cars used by the French railways

until recently. They have the same coupling eouipment, etc., as the French

rolling stock, so as to be interchangeable with it. The iron railing which

runs the length of the car along the top is u.sed to throw a tarpaulin over to

protect the contents of the car from the weather. The inside length of the

car is 36 feet and its capacity 33 tons.

Old Vessels to Be Used Again
Vessels of many kinds are scarce and costly, and new construction is so

expensive and so slow, that the marine grave.vards everywhere are lielng

raked over tor veterans of the sea long since laid away to rot and rust,

but which, with a little fixing, may be made fit for a few more trips.

The old Schooner Evolution, recently raised from a four years' sleep in

the mud at Tortsmouth, N. H., is a fair example of what may be expected

of the resurrection. Hundreds of old tubs ornament the coves and creek-

mouths of the Maine coast, and many of them might be patched up and

made to serve a while yet. Even the historic relics and replicas are to be

made to help bear the burden of war.

The Properties of Greenheart

C. H. Pearson, the well known importer of fine foreigu woods, 29 Broad-

way, New York, has written to H.\bdwood Kecord concerning the properties

of greenheart. He takes exception to certain statements contained in a

recent article in this paper, and he presents additional facts, which make

his letter valuable for the information it gives. A summary of his letter

follows

:

In the fir.st place, true greenheart is rarely used for fishing rods. While
it is admirably adapted for this line of manufacture, practically all of the

so-called greenheart employed in making fisbing rods is Surinam green-

heart an entirely different wood known sometimes as washlba or fi'thaliara.

It is 'not correct, therefore, that "its highest use is in the manulacture
of fishing rods." As a matter of £act, it is one of the foremost .shipbuilding

and other naval construction wodrts and outlasts teak, oak and mahnsriiny.

These uses deserve prime consideration in referring to this wood and its

Those who know greenheart best and have handled it from the stump
to the flni.shed product in the form of quoins, miter posts or keel blocks

do not attribute to it the liad quality of splitting or checking. All writers

on greenheart. who are familiar with the wood, tell us that it opens at the

ends, but thev also state that these splits rarely extend for more than

two or three feet in from the ends. Comparing this condition with that

of Spansh cedar, a wood noted for its staying and non-checking qualities,

trequentlv splitting from end to end. and many logs in the average shlii-

ment opening "like the mouths of alligators, ' it may be appreciated that

greenheart is not prone to check excessively.

Ti-ue greenheart even if exposed to the direct rays of the sun, for many
months does not < pen from end to end. ,

The reason whv logs are ki-pt in the water is to avoid unnecessary

handling. Thoy are lirought down the streams and rivers and stored at

convenient points on river banks where loading directly upon steamers is

possible If there is another motive for storing them in the water, it is

tor the purpose of preventing borers from getting into the sapwood. (Jreen-

heart logs at jource of origin are never purposely buried in mud to prevent

Men who have handled greenheart logs in the sawmill for years do not

claim that this wood behaves difTerent from any other kind of like weight

and hardness. The alleged freakiness of "(lying open before the saw has

time to open them" is a mvth. Tliis may be possible under conditions in

which the log is nut properly fastened on the truck, while the saw is pass-

ing through it. Such splitting may take place with any log of very hard,

heavy wood, if it is not properly clamped on the truck.

The last but not least of the errors in this brief note Is the reference

to its supposed poisonous qualities. True greenheart is NOT poisonous,

.lust why this statement persists is diflicult to understand, for no one

appears to know of a single case of poisoning as a result of splinters get-

ting into the hands of workmen.

England Issues Shipping Rules

Of Interest to the hardwood lumber industry, it is believed, are several

recent rules and regulations relative to the international timber and lum-

ber trade. For instance, the American Consul General in London has

cabled under recent date as follows

:

"Controller Timber Supplies announces application for licenses to import

from Canada and rnlted States will be recommended on following terms:

In any unrequisltioned space under deck of British or allied steamers and
in neutral steamers if approved by interallied cbnrtering executive. Tim-

ber must not displace foodstuffs or munitions. Shipment must be within

three months of application. Importers must be liouud to sell soft wood
at cost plus ten per cent, provided price so calculated does not exceed by

one-third prices current during last week January, 1917."

The consul general at London has al/io cabled that the British Board of

Trade has given notice of an agreement with the French Government for

issuance of licenses for import into the United Kingdom of French goods

other than wood and timber, woodworking machinery, and various other

articles, which presumably are needed more in France than in England.

The Exports Administrative Board has decided that combination ship-

ments of various articles each valued at not over .$100 may leave the

country by permissicn of the collector of customs at the point of exit,

except to enemy countries and European neutrals.

It Is announced by the Exports Administrative Board that for exporting

hardwood and other lumber on the rresident's proclamation embargo list

of August 27, shippers must use Application Form .\1 for proposed ship-

ments to European neutral countries, and Form A-2 for proposEd ship-

ments to other neutrals and to allied countries.

The export board is co-operating with the Canadian food controller with

a view to facilitating lumber camps near the nttrthern border of this

country to obtain supplies of foodstuffs without special license tor their

export. Jt has also been decided that exports to Canada in transit for

the allies need not have a special license for each shipment, provided the

shipments contain the same commodities for which license has been

granted to the same shipper in the case of such shipments.

The Canadian government has embargoed shipments to Scandinavia and
Holland of wood, wood manufactures and many other articles.

Ethyl Alcohol from Wood as Good as Any Other
There is no reason for discriminating against ethyl alctihol made from

wood in favor of that from grain or molasses, according to the government
chemists of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis. The amount
of impurities in commercial ethyl alcohol, they say, is very small, and the

impurities are probably less objectionable when wood is used as a base

than when grain or molasses is used.

The prejudice against the use for some purposes of ethyl alcohol made
from wood is probably accounted for, the experts say, by a confusion with

methyl or "wood" alcohol, wliich is poisonous. Both products are derived

from wood, but are radically different. The ethyl, or grain alcohol, is made
by reducing the wood to sawdust, treating the sawdust with an acid to

produce chemical sugars, and converting the fermentable sui'ars into alcohol

l\v fermentation, as in the case of grain or molasses. Wood alcohol, how-
ever, is obtained by condensing certain gases which are liberated when, the

wood is heated in air-tight retorts, so that it decomposes without burning.

Ethyl alcohol has, it Is stated, been commercially manufactured from
wood in this country for several years. It is suitable for any use to which
ethyl alcohol from any other base is put. Iniprovements on the processes

which have been ccveloped at the Forest Products Laboratory have made it

possible to decrease the former cost of productinii.

West Virginiaps Protest Car Shortage
Thirty lumber operators on the Baltimore & Ohio lines from Clarks-

burg to Richwood and Pickens, W. Va., met at Richwood in late September

to act on the shortage of cars. The meeting revealed a serious situation

in the lumber industry In that section. The matter has been actively

taken up with Baltimore & Ohio oflicials many timos during the last few

months. Many promises have been made but in spite of this the supply

has been growing less for tlie past three months. It was the sense of

the meeting that while B. & O. otiicials have made every effort to improve
the supply, the matter is really in the hands of the National defense.

.V committee of five was appointed to go to Washington to handle the

matter.

.-Vccording to evidence presrnti'd. many cars diverted to the southern

district by the Council of National Defense have given southern shippers

more than their quota, this at the expense of those located at more
easterly points. It was stated that as a result of surplus of cars in some
southern points, which It was claimed existed, consignment shipments

have become more common.
It was shown that the supply on the West Virginia and Pittsburgh

division of the Baltimore and Ohio has not been more than fifty per cent

of normal for the past six months ; that thousands of cords of pulpwood
and bark are rotting In the woods because of inability to get cars. The
evidence brought the claim that the West Virginian and Pittsburgh ship-

pers feel that they are being discriminated against either wilfully by the

Haltiniore and Ohio officials or on tlie other hand that the Baltimore and
tHiio is not receiving its just proporlion of cars.

Late Washington News
(Special dispatch to II.midwoo[> Record)

Wnshlngton, D. C., Oct. 9.—The war industries Board, Council of

National Defense is endeavoring to settle an appareni conflict between

the shipping board and the Navy Department, which are on the market

for quantities of lumber and timber suitable for shipbulldirig. The matter

is l)eing dealt with by the lioards' committee on clearance of which Rear

.Vdmiral Fletcher and Col. Pierce are members, and they are being assisted

by Bear Admiral Rousseau, It is reported.

Willie the shipping board has commandeered large timbers for wooden
ships the Nav.v Department bureau of supplies and accounts has Issued

a call for millions of feet of material much of it of the sizes commandeered
by the shipping board. The situation Is aggravated liy the report that

the navy wants to pile up yard stocks for future use, while the shipping

board needs lumber immediately. Lumbermen are submitting bids on
the navy stuff subject to some authority determining the priority of

orders of the shipping board and the navy.

The latter has the power to commandeer also, but has not exercised

it as to lumber purchases. The outcome of the situation, it Is re-

ported, win be some agreement for co-operation of the navy in the joint

|)urchaslng agency of the war Industries board, which is buying materials

for the war and other departments and the allies. .Vmong other lumber

material, the Navy Department is calling for 1,142.000 feet of ash of

different grades; 3.500 feet of hickory; 152,000 pounds of llgnum-vltae

;

.".S.SOO feet of mahogany ; 33,000 feet hard maple ; 3,000 feet walnut

:

131,000 feet poplar; 200 oak piles; miscellaneous quantities of green

bending oak. white or red ; plain domestic white oak, green ; and a total

of 297,000 feet of either white or red oak for various purposes.

F. M. Paxton, who was said to have been appointed assistant pur-

chasing agent of the Emergency Fleet Corporation to deal with hard-

V
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wood purchases, is branching out into the softwood field, and is placing
orders for piling and lumber for sliip ways and other prelimlnar.v con-

struction at the proposed big government plants for building fabricated

steel ships. He has ordered 96,000 piles from the Georgia-Florida Yellow
Pine Emergency Bureau.

The question of readjusting the prices of cantonment lumber for the

next month and the price of ship timber and lumber on the first 100
wooden ship schedules ordered is under negotiation this week between
the committee on lumber. Council of National Defense, Shipping Board,
and committees representing lumber interests.

Pacific coast spruce is the next lumber commandeered. Some time ago
the government let the spruce men know it wanted all the suitable spruce

for aircraft stock. Certain hardwood stock is not unlikely to be com-
mandeered next.

Rumors that Major George R. Sligh of the Aircraft Production Board
and well known in the furniture trade of his home city of Grand Rapids,

has resigned or will resign are denied at his office. Major Sligh has been
handling questions pertaining to lumber for aircraft manufacture for

the government.
The Treasury Department has issued an order that drawback be al-

lowed on the exportation of veneers and sawed lumber manufactured by

the Astoria Veneer Mills and Dock Company of Long Island City, N. Y..

from imported flitches.

It is announced that the first forestry regiment has reached France
safely.

Shippers have been allowed fifteen days to file printed arguments with
the Interstate Commerce Commission in the reconsignment case. Carriers

five days to reply. G. M. Freer of Cincinnati and Claude Owen of

Washington appeared at the reconsignment case. Arguments were made
for different groups of many lumbermen, manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers, including numerous hardwood concerns, in opposition to the

proposed charges for reconsignment.

In the complaint of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, against Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley Railroad, the Interstate Commerce Commission has
reopened the case for further hearing upon the question of reparation

<lue to alleged misrouting of shipments of gum and oak lumber from
Charleston, Miss.

\ committee of West Virginia hardwood and other lumbermen is

here on the car shortage situation.

The committee on lumber and other committees of the Council of

National Defense, it is understood, will be reorganized into advisory

bodies representing various industries in co-operating with the govern-

ment. By getting rid of their official status these committees, it is

claimed, will comply with the new law and with the suggestion of the

United States Chamber of Commerce.

Wooden Shoe Soles for Soldiers

Experiments are under wa.v looking to the equipment of the Holland

army with wood-soled shoes. Holland has 600,000 men under arms to

protect the country's neutrality, and though no fighting has taken place,

the country is feeling the expense of keeping so large an army on a war
footing. Shoes with wooden soles are much cheaper ; but questions be-

sides cheapness must be considered. Several thousand j>airs of shoes

have been distributed among the Dutch soldiers in order that wooden
soles may be given a trial to determine their value in actual use. The
working people in Holland generally wear wooden shoes, but they are

objectionable from the soldier's standpoint.

New Factory Equipment Needed
The French goverumout estimates that the parts of France which the

Germans have overrun have 20,000 factories which must be provided with

new machinery and other appliances before they can again resume busi-

ness. The government has appropriated $50,000,000 for buying new
equipment to replace what the invaders carried away or destroyed.

Hardwood l>Jews ^otes

•< MISCELLANEOUS >-^
The Acme Planing Mill Company, Portland. Ore., has dissolved.

J. B. Frost has been appointed receiver for the Taylor-Frost Manufac-

turing Company. Toledo, O.

The style of the firm of W. K. Prudden & Co.. Lansing, Mich., is now
the Prudden Wheel Company,
The Algiers Manufacturing Company. Xew Orleans, La., has suffered

a loss by fire.

The Berhnardt Chair Company has been incorporated at Lenoir, N. C.

.\n involuntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed by the Ithaca Cal-

endar Clock Company, Ithaca, N. Y.

The Greeneville Furniture Company, Greenville, Tenn., has been suc-

ceeded by the American Lumber & .Manufacturing Company.
Michael Whissel has been appointed receiver for M. Zeis & Sons, Buf-

falo, N. Y.

The Omaha Woodworking Company, Omaha. Neb., has filed an invol-

iuntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Deemer Manufacturing Company, Deemer, Miss., is now conducting
its business under the style of the New Deemer Manufacturing Company
(Inc.).

The Newcomb Manufacturing Company, Newcomb, Tenn., has been suc-
ceeded by the Newcomb Mantel & Furniture Company.
The Detroit Tank & Seat Company, Detroit, Mich., is moving to Ply-

mouth.
The KroII .\uto Grand Piano Company, Connersville, Ind., is now the

Werner Industries Company of Cincinnati, O., and the Krell Piano Com-
pany at the latter point is now also operating as the Werner Industries
Company.
At Brooklyn, N. Y., the Kronenberg Woodworking Company has incor-

porated.

The Exum Furniture Company, Johnson City, Tenn., has sustained a
fire loss,

A receiver for the Ottawa Furniture & Manufacturing Company, Ottawa,
Kans.. has been applied for.

The Kacine Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Racing Wis., Is reported
as unable to meet obligations and of submitting an offer of settlement
to creditors. ^

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed by the Progress
Planing Mill Company, St. Louis, Mo.
The Acme Veneer Package Company has been incorporated at Orchard

Park, X. Y., with a capital of $40,000.
At Montreal, Que., the Veneers & Panels Company (Ltd.), has also

incorporated.

-.-<, CHICAGO y-
The next meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion will be held at the Statler hotel, Detroit, Mich., October 23 as an-
nounced by Secretary John C. Knox who was in the city on October 9.

O. T. Swan, secretary of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association, returned from Washington, D. C, on October 1,
and stopped in Chicago on his way to Oshkosb, Wis. He spent several
weeks in Washington representing his association in the business it has
been transacting with the government in the matter of supplying lumber
for military purposes.

The Milk Bottle Crate Company has been incorporated locally with a
capital stock of $30,000, as has also the Rlchter Moulding Company with
a capitalization of $10,000.
At Mouud City, 111., the Mound City "Veneer Mills Company h»s been

incorporated at $20,000.
C. A. Smith, president of the Smith-Barns & Strohber Company, veteran

piano manufacturer of Chicago, died recently .

The death is announced of Carl Holstein, secretary-treasurer of the Con-
tinental Manufacturing Company, city.

The Rocktord Republic Furniture Company has incorporated at Rock-
ford. 111.

John W. Dickson of Memphis, spent last week in the North, mainly in

Chicago.

C. A. Bigelow of Bay City, Mich., passed through Chicago last week on
his way to Wisconsin points. Mr. Bigelow has just returned from war
consultations at Washington.
Among northern visitors to come on to Chicago after the northern log-

gers' meeting at Milwaukee last week were M. J. lox of Iron Mountain.
Mich., and Paul Bushong of Gladstone. Micb.

M. C. Dow of the Goshen Veneer Company, Goshen, Ind., was in the
city last week.

S. R. White of the S. R. White Manufacturing Company, Bloomington,
111., passed away recently.

Israel Elkin, treasurer of the Elkin-Siegel Cabinet Manufacturing Com-
pany, city, has withdrawn from that concern.

The Republic Phonograph Company of Illinois has commenced business
with officers at 320 S. Wabash avenue and a factory at SOU W. Lake street,

Chicago.

H.iEDWociD Record has word from John M. Pritchard, secretary of the
Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association, Memphis, that he has been ap-
pointed one of the listing officers for the recruiting of the Twentieth
Engineers (forestry and sawmill regiment) for service in France. Details
of the new unit are found elsewhere in this issue.

H. J. Hegel in charge of the section of lumbering and forest products
at Madison, Wis., passed through Chicago last week on a tour of inves-

tigation of hardwood supplies. . Mr. Hegel has charge of the testing of
different hardwoods, as to their suitability for aeroplane work and has
already arrived at some interesting conclusions.

--<, BUFFALO >•

Lumber freight rates on the lakes have gone to an unusually high figure,

an advance of 50 cents having occurred this month. The increase brings

the rate from the head of the lakes up to $6, while that from the Georgian
Bay district is now $5. Lumbermen say that these are the highest figures

ever paid at this time of year, but it is predicted that a still further ad-

vance may go into effect at the first of November. Vessels are scarce, the

lumber fleet being only half as large as could be used, and men to man the

boats are also hard to find. Hardwoods have been moving by rail from
the lake districts for much of the present season.
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The United States government has taken over the equipment of the Lalie

Shipbuilding Company here and removed it to Montreal, where it is being

used in the work of putting together the parts of lake vessels which have

been cut in two in order to get them through the Welland Canal. A force

of 100 men is being sent to Montreal from here to work the outfit for the

government.

:< PITTSBURGH >.=

E. V. Babcock of the Babcock Lumber Company is making splendid

progress with winning votes for mayor of Pittsburgh. He had a clear

lead of more than 5,000 votes In the primaries over his nearest opponent.

J. J. Linehan, formerly president of the LInehan Lumber Company of

this cit.v, is having a good year in Cincinnati as representative of the

Mowbray & Robinson Company.
W. A. Wilson & Sons, Wheeling, W. Va., who established an office at

419 Fulton building, Pittsburgh, Pa., a few months ago under the man-
agement of Arch W. Looney, are having a splendid business this fall. It

is largely in sash, doors and builders' supplies, but is also very satisfactory

in stocks for river trade.

The Pittsburgh Lumbermen's Club has organized the Bulld-A-Home Loan
Association, which has applied for a Pennsylvania charter. E. A. Diebold

of the Higgins Lumber Company will have charge of the publicity.

President J. N. Woollett of the Aberdeen Lumber Company reports that

many big manufacturing concerns are out of the market now because they

are not certain how much of their profits they must turn over to the govern-

ment, and are, therefore, not going ahead with new construction projects.

C. A. Droz, traffic manager of the Aberdeen, is in Indiana this week, and
R. F. Utley, manager of the Aberdeen Chicago office, is spending a tew days

in Michigan.

The Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association has resumed its

Monday luncheons at the William Pcnn hotel and will start a campaign of

advertising right away to try to stimulate house building in this city.

Rex Flinn, president of the Duquesne Lumber Company, has gone down
to Braemer, Tenn.. to spend a few days at the company's big operation

there. Business in general is reported slow and irregular among both

manufacturers and retailers.

< BOSTON ^-
The Massachusetts committee on public safety announces the organiza-

tion of another regiment of foresters to be sent to France, similar to

that which is now operating in the woods and estates of Scotland and
England. The regiment is to consist of eight battalions of 774 men each

and is to be dispatched at once. H. B. Stebbins, H. \V. Hlanchard, Martin
Brown, H. G. Philbrook, Fred Cutler and Chester Whitney, all of Boston,

are in charge of the commissions and other details of arrangements.

The lumber business of W. T. Swain & Co. of Nantucket, Mass., has

been transferred to the Island Service Company of the same city.

The finding of the special examiner of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission on the subject of diversion and reconsignment meets with satis-

faction among the trade of this district, especially in his reference to the

proposed great increases filed by certain New England roads which are

not found justified.

-< BALTIMORE >=
The building report for Soptomber shows the declared value of the new

buildings for which permits were issued was not more than $352,411. with
$72,515 more for 98 additions and $7G,fi00 for alterations, a total invest-

ment of $500,526, which is close to the low for any month this year.

The visiting lumbermen here during the last two weeks included Chester

F. Korn. Korn-Conklin Company, Cincinnati : Edward Barber. Howard &
Barber Lumber Company, Cincinnati, and E. R. Chapman, Keys-Walker
Lumber Company, Koanoke, Va. Mr. Korn was here on September 25.

after spending a few days at Norfolk. Va.. where he went to look after

some export shipments. Mr. Barber was on the way to New York, to give

his attention there to heavy mahogany shipments to Europe.
The American Propeller Company, now located on Sduth Howard street,

and engngfd in the manufacture of propellers fi>r airplanes and airships,

has been so rushed with work as to arrange for an enlargement of its

facilities. It has just acquired two lots bordering on Key Highway and
about 110,000 square feet, and will add to its factory space and equipment.
The entrance of the United States Into the war has given the business a big

boom. In addition to propellers for airplanes, windmills for conserving

the power of airships are turned out.

Richard P. Eaer is back from a trip to Asheville and other points in

North Carolina. He went chiefly for recreation, but also gave attention to

lumber trade conditions, and reports trade quiet.

George R. Johnson. Knickerbocker building, is getting considerable busi-

ness in the way of knees for the wooden ships which the government has
contracted for. Henry Smith &. Sons Company has contracts for eight

of these ships and the Maryland Shipbuilding Company for four.

=-< COLUMBUS >•-

serving of noonday luncheons and lumbermen generally are frequenting

the club rooms at the noon hour. Quite a number of new members have

been received and regular meetings will be held during the fall and
winter.

Building permits for last month showed a marked falling off from

September, 1916. According to figures compiled, 181 permits having a

valuation of $220,840 were issued, as compared with 274 permits and a
valuation of $548,065 in September, 1916. For the first nine months of

the year 1,701 permits were issued having a valuation of $3,208,030, as

compared with 2,408 permits and a valuation of $5,821,30.5 in the corre-

sponding period in 1916.

M. Christie, who has been with Jones, Kennedy & Co., Ltd., first in

Glasgow, Scotland, and for the past ten years in Cincinnati, has suc-

ceeded S. Menzies as manager of the American branch of the firm.

R. J. Hough, a former lumberman, and his brother, W. E. Hough, sons

of Mrs. W. B. Hough of Greenville, have Joined the colors. Mr. R. J.

Hough, who has been special agent in West Virginia for the W. M. Ritter

Lumber Company, is in training with the second officers' reserve corps

at Ft. Benjamin Harrison. His brother, W. E. Hough, who was Columbus
salesman for the B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company, is a member of the

ordnance department, federalized Ohio National Guards.

H. H. Mowers & Co., Grover Hill, O., was visited by fire of unknown
origin recently and entailed a loss of $4,000, none of which Is covered

by insurance.

The lumber plant of the Whisler & Scearcy Company, Ironton, was
completely destroyed by flre recently. The plant had not been running

for several months and the best of machinery had been sold.

The plant of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company at Whitewood, W. Va., .

was forced to suspend operations for forty hours on account of the ma-
licious cutting of the main belt of the plant. The belt alone cost the

company $1,200 and 250 men were thrown out of employment. Detectives

have been employed to investigate. This is the second time within three

months that the main belt has been destroyed.

Arrangements for the building show to be held in Columbus January
21 to 30, 1918, under the auspices of the Columbus Real Estate and
Building Show Company, are progressing satisfactorily. Two large build-

ings at the Ohio State Fair Grounds will be used and concrete floors are

being put down. It is planned to make a complete building show and
much interest has been engendered in building and lumber circles. The
show will be under the management of M. A. and L. C. Vinson, who
were managers of the Cleveland show, which was such a pronounced

success.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good

demand for hardwoods, especially from nuinufacturing plants. Concerns
making boxes and furniture are the best cusliuners at this time. Prices

are firm nil along the line. Shipments are a little slow in coming out.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company says trade in West Vir-

ginia hardwoods is good and prices are firm in every particular.

•<, CLEVELAND)^--

The Columbus Lumbermen's Club has started quite a few activities

which arc attracting the attention of members. One of the features la the

The Cleveland Builders' Exchange is doing its bit In connection with the

second Liberty Loan Bond sales, under the direction of E. M. Carleton, of

the MillsCnrleton Conipauy. Mr. Carleton has organized a sales staff of

leailing members of different branches of the building matiTials and trades

industries, and they will systematically canvass their field until the maxi-

miun subscriptions have been obtained.

The F. T. Peitch Company announced the resignation of J. E. Millikeu,

who has been the sales manager of that firm for several years and who now
leaves to fill the same position with the Interstate Lumber Company, in

Superior Arcade, this city.

The high cost of living has been swatteil somewhat by F. T. Peitch of

the F. T. Peitch Company, N. R. Snell of the N. R. Snell Lumber Company.
George Barner of the Barner-Meade Lumber Company, and George N. Com-
fort of his own company by the excellent catches of fish this quartette

brought back from a trip to Georgian Bay.

By averting the strike of the Lake Seamen's Union, lumber movement
on the Great Lakes, as far as this port is concerned, will not be hampered.

The order to abandon the threatined walkout came at the last minute from

union officials at Washington, following the olTor of the Lake Carrii^rs'

Association to meet the wage demands of the union seamen. With an in-

crease of from $72 to $93, the able seamen are getting more money for

this class of work than that obtained by sailors on the Atlantic ocean, and

other workers on the vessels are receiving correspondingly higher pay.

Other demands were waived' by the men. The brunt of the Increase must

be borne to a large extent by lumber Interests here, for man.v of them

operate their own boats. However, it is believed here this step was better

than taking chances on not being able to receive shipments, where there

Is now such a good outlet for all descriptions of hardwoods in factory and
business building construction.

===-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Officers of the recently organized Stout Knmiture Company of Brazil,

Ind.. announced while in Indianapolis recently that the company has bought
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the main factory building ot tlie Knight-Brinkerhoff Company of Brazil,

and that it would emploj* at least 100 men within ninety days. At pres-

ent i^ is manufacturing sample bedroom furniture, and as soon as this line

is complete salesmen will be sent out. It is expected that the company
will begin tilling orders in about thirty days. Shortly after the first of

the year the company intends to manufacture a line of dining-room furni-

ture. Other lines are to be added in the future.

The Peabody Lumber Company, Columbia City, Ind., is now using a

heavy service motor truck to haul logs to its mill. It recently .hauled

three heavy ash logs over rough roads for a considerable distance, the logs

weighing 10,976 pounds. The company states that it is well pleased with

its experiment, as more logs are being handled than formerly with less

effort.

Peter F. Myers, a well known hardwood lumber dealer of Jefferson ville,

Ind., and Miss Emma K. Blythe of that city were married late in Septem-

ber. Mr. and Mrs. Myers will continue to reside in Jeffersonville.

E. C. Atkins & Co., saw manufacturers, have appealed to Harry S. New,
United States senator from Indiana for assistance in difficulties the com-

pany is having with the federal license board relative to shipping some

saws to Cuba. The company has the orders ready for shipment but the

license board has refused temporarily to permit the shipment to go through.

The matter as yet has not been settled.

.Martin J. Conrad, a hardwood timber dealer of Lawrenceburg, Ind., last

week bought a large oak tree, one of the largest in that part ot the state

from a farmer living near that city. The tree measured seven feet one

inch through the stump and made four twelve-foot logs between the stump

and the first limb. The four logs scaled 6,975 feet of lumber.

The Corbin Folding Chair Company of South Bend, Ind.. has been in-

corporated with a capitalization of $2.5,000 to manufacture all kinds of

furniture. Directors of the company are J. A. Hull, Frank J. Cosgrove

and F. A. Hull.'

=^ EVANSVILLE >-=

The regular monthly meeting of the Evansville Lumbermeu's Club was
held at the Hotel McCurdy on October 9. Resolutions were adopted

on the recent death of Claude E. Maley of Maley & Wertz. Several

business matters came up for discussion.

Fire recently destroyed the large sawmill of John Enlow in Gibson

county, Indiana, a few miles north of the city, the blaze being of un-

known origin. The loss is partly covered by insurance. It is probable

that the mill will be rebuilt. Mr. Enlow, the proprietor of the mill, lives

at Mt. Carmel, 111.

Veeck & Son, it is announced, will within a short time establish a

Unloading Mahogany Logs
at the

Otis Manufacturing Company's Mills on the Mississippi River

This picture was taken September 14th, 1917, and shows the S S "Temple E. Dorr," the S S

"San Ramon," the S S "Siskiyou," and the schooner "Keewatin," which are operated, besides

other boats, by the Otis Manufacturing Company in bringing Mahogany logs in to New Orleans.

The picture only shows one-half of their Log Boom, but gives an excellent idea of the enormous

amount of Mahogany they are handling.

AU Thre. of U» Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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WE MANUFACTURE bandsawed, plain and quarter aawad

WHrre AND RED OAK AND YELLOW POPLAR
We mike a specialty of Oak and Hickory Imple-

ment, Wajon and Vehicle Stock in the rough.

Y our Inqulrlea aollcit* d

ARLINGTON LUMBER CO., Arlington, Kentucky

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Building

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHOICE DELTA GUM Dry and Straight

Northwestern
Cooperage and Lumber Co.

GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN
Western Office: Mills at Gladstone and

516 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn. Escanaba, Mich.

Manufacturers of the following

"PEERLESS" STANDARD BRAND PRODUCTS
Hardwood Flooring, Staves, Hoops, Heading

and Veneers, Hemlock Lumber, Lath, Shingles,

Posts, Poles and Ties, and Hemlock Tan Bark

wagyn factory at Petersburg, Ind. C. Veeck, senior member of the Arm,

for a number of years was interested in a wagon factory at Hunting-

burg, lull.

The I'laiufleld Lumber Company, Plainticld, Ind., has filed a notice of

dissolution.

The various handle factories in southern Indiana and western Ken-

tucky report a good trade. The plant of the Whitmorc Handle Company
at Mt. Vernon, Ind., is being operated on steady time. The company

recently received a large order from a big hardware firm at Indianapolis

for handles. The stave mills in this section are also doin;: a good busi-

ness, most of them being operated on full time. The tie business is bet-

ter than it has been for a number of weeks, ami tug an<I towboats are bring-

ing in a great many ties from points along Green and Big Harren rivers.

.V few days ago in the Vanderburg county probate court, Mrs. Eva

Maley, widow of the late Claude Maley of Maley & Wcrtz, was appointed

administratri.\ of the estate, which is valued at about ,$12."),000. Mr.

Maley did not leave a will and the estate will be shared by Mrs. Maley

and two children, Henry and Margaret. Of the estate about $100,000

is in personals and the rest is in real estate.

During the past few days a great many walnut logs have been recov-

ered from the bottom of Reelfoot Lake near Hickman, Ky. The logs have

remained in the lake since the great earthquake of 1S12. In fact it was
the earthquake that formed the lake and thousands of acres of valuable

timber were lost at the time. During the summer numths when the

water in the lake is low the walnut and oak logs may be plainly seen.

Some of the walnut logs taken from the lake have been shipped east and

and will be used in making blades for aeroplanes and hydroplanes.

The building permits in Evansville for September showed a nice gain

over those of August. Architects and contractors say that there is good

building in sight for October and they expect to keep fairly busy.

The Electric Planing Mill Company, Owensboro, Ky., is building an
addition that will cost about $8,000.

The business of John A. Reitz & Sons, hardwood lumber manufac-
turers of Evansville, is being liquidated. The company was formed in

1S45 by John A. Reitz, who was one of the pioneer lumber manufac-
turers of southern Indiana. Upon his death several years ago the busi-

ness was taken over by his son, F. J. Reitz, president of the City Na-
tional Bank of this city. The mill of the company is located at Seventh
avenue and the mouth of Pigeon creek and the mill now in operation is

the fourth one built on the same site. The mill is sawing up all logs it

has on hand and as soon as all the lumber has been disposed of it will

be dismantled and the firm will pass into history. Mr. Reitz says the

firm is the oldest on this side of the AUeghenles that has been in con-

tinuous business for seventy-two years. From 1883 to 1893 the com-
pany sawed more hardwood lumber than any other mill in the United
States, according to Mr. Reitz. Mr. Reitz, who Is one of the wealthiest

citizens of Evansville, is seventy-six years old and says he wants to

close out the business so that^his estate will not be bothered with it.

Martin J. Conrad, a timber buyer at Lawrenceburg, Ind., recently pur-

chased a large oak tree from William T. Batchelor, who lives near Split-

rock. The tree measured seven feet one inch through the stump and

made four twelve-foot cuts between the stump and first limb. The four

logs scaled nearly 7,000 feet of lumber.

=< MEMPHIS >-
The Probst Lumber Company, Cincinnati, has paid $67,000 for 4,500

acres of hardwood timber in Arkansas County, Arkansas, and plans the

establishment of two mills for the development thereof. This firm has

heretofore been operating a mill in Mississippi.

Building operations in Memphis during September showed an excess

of about $13,000 over the corresponding month last year and, while the

increase is small, encouragement is taken from the fact that this is the first

single month this year which has shown any gain over the corresponding

month in 1916.

It is announced that the Hudson & Dugger Company, Memphis, has

purchased the plant of the H. \. Bennett Heading Company at Pine

Bluff, Ark., and that it will have it going at full capacity by November 1.

It is suggested that the new owners, who paid $25,000 for the plant, will

materially increase its output, which is now on the basis of 300 cars of

heading per year. This firm bought the plant of the Kennedy Heading

Company here several years ago and since that time has branched out

materially in the manufacture of heading.

A prominent member of a firm here dealing in sawmill equipment,

engines, boilers and similar products is authority for the statement that

there is an unusually active demand for everything in that line and that

business is several times larger than at any former time in his experience.

This is in rather striking contrast with the experience of some machinery

dealers here several months ago when they reported that the high prices

for machinery of all kinds had materially curtailed demand therefor.

Lumbermen who own cutover lauds are finding an unusual demand there-

for at present and they are obtaining prices substantially higher than those

obtainable even a few months ago. This is due to the fact that agricul-

tural products of every kind are so high and to the additional fact that

the lands most wanted are located in the territory where boll weevil have

not made their appearance. The call is particularly strong in the counties

in eastern Arkansas. The opening of the bridge way into Memphis over

the Mississippi river for the use of wagons and other vehicles has likewise

materially stimulated demand for lands in all of eastern .Arkansas. Many
owners of these cutover lands have virtually withdrawn their holdings

from the market for the time being because of their belief in still higher

prices. But those who are willing to accept ruling prices are finding the

demand excellent and business unusually good.

Two dry kilns, a small warehouse and some lumber belonging to the

Jorgensen-Bennett Manufacturing Company, North Memphis, were de-

stroyed by fire October 2. entailing a loss of about $20,000, fully covered

by insurance. A flying spark is supposed to have started the blaze. The
planing mill of the company, together with other warehouses, was saved

through heroic efforts on the part of the Memphis fire department.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
The Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company, Nashville, has been making

plans to begin developments of large holdings of tlmberland in Franklin

county, near Cowan, Tenn. The company is having installed two band
mills, which it expects to have in operation soon. It acquired about 35,000

acres of tlmberland in Franklin county several years ago, with a view to

meeting its future requirements. This land is said to embrace some of the

finest native hardwoods in this section, and when the two plants are In

operation will greatly increase the company's supply of raw- material. It

operates a large furniture plant in addition to its mills.

Geo. B. Grover and J. J. Pate and Cassetty Bros, of Red Boiling Springs,

Tenn., have bought a tract of hardwood tlmberland from Cummins Bros, of

Cookeville, Tenn., where they will move their band mill and begin opera-

tions shortly.

Among the new concerns incorporated recently are the following : Leonard
Land and Lumber Company, Nashville, by Robert C. t^eonard and others

to buy and sell timberlands and to manufacture lumber, capital stock, $10,-.

000; Dodd-Bruer Cedar Company, Murfreesboro, Tenn., by J. E. Dodd,
F. E. Bruer and others to deal in ceilar posts and cedar products, capital

stock $15,000 ; Ross Lumber Company, Ivnoxville, by John W. A. Ross and
others to manufacture lumber and deal in the same at wholesale and retail,

capital stock $35,000 ; Murfreesboro Block Company by O. S. Cannon, R.

L. Lytic and others to manufacture axe handles and other timber products,

capital stock $1,000.

Fire at Kingsport, Tenn., destroyed the plant of the White Oak Veneer
& Lumber Corporation, causing a loss estimated at $50,000, partially cov-

ered by insurance. H. T. Spencer of Johnson City, Tenn., is president of

the company.
Thomas Scanlon, who died at his home in Memphis, was a member of

the Reuther-Scanlon Handle Company of Nashville, and was one of the

large manufacturers of the South in this line. He was vice-president of

the Kelly Handle Works of Memphis. He leaves a widow and one son.

John W. Whitesides, aged sixty-eight years, who was Identified with the
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lumber business at Gallatin, Tenn., many years, died recently at his home
In Nashville.

^-< LOUISVILLE >.
Much interest is being manifestea at this time in the threatened car

shortage, and a number of the large hardwood concerns are planning their
business so that a severe car shortage later in the year will not tie them
up. Some concerns are making strong efforts to clean up all old orders
and secure surplus stock which can be shipped Immediately and at fall

market prices which promise to be higher. Logs have been moving toward
the mills fairly freely, and fair stocks of logs are generally reported. How-
ever, labor has been scarce, and it has been hard to keep things going to

full capacity, while the demand for thick stocks has been so steady that
very little material has accumulated. Few concerns figure on going into
the new year with much surplus stock on hand, and at the present time no
one is apparently looking for orders to run over into that period—that is,

not at present prices.

As a rule shipments have been holding up well, and only a few cases are
reported where shippers are having much trouble in obtaining cars, even
in the South. However, a few shippers figure that another period of acute
car shortage will be developed about November 1. and that conditions will

be even worse than they were last year, when traffic conditions reached the
small end of the limit. That a car shortage may develop at most any time
Is being impressed upon buyers and consumers, who are told that they had
better arrange tor immediate deliveries. War stocks are being shipped as
fast as they can be made, but with cabinet woods, etc., the buyers in many
cases appear to prefer taking a chance with the market. Mail orders seem
to be the thing just now, and salesmen are making practically no effort to

sell, and then only at their own prices.

At a recent meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club. J. H. Townshend,
manager of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association, of Memphis, called

to attention a matter of considerable importance to the trade, this being
In connection with the present stake and dunnage allowance on loading
lumber and logs on flat cars. The carriers allow .500 pounds for stakes and
dunnage for loading lumber and just 250 pounds on logs. These figures

have long been under the actual requirements, and with capacity loading
increasing daily to a nearer maximum figure, the material required is

steadily advancing in weight. Mr. Townshend stated that the lumber in-

terests planned to shortly file complaint before the Interstate Commerce
Commission, requesting that the allowance be increased to a normal figure.

Mr. Townshend also advised against long time contracts, especially into

eastern territory, where based on the present car supply and freight rates,

stating that a contemplated advance w-as in sight in the East, and that the
outlook was for a severe car shortage.

The complaint filed some two years ago by the Paducah, Ky., Cooperage
Company and the Paducah Board of Trade charging the Illinois Central
and other southern and southwestern railroads with discrimination in favor
of Cairo, 111., has been a long-fought and much troublesome case. At the
original hearing the Interstate Commerce Commission was convinced of

the discrimination and later ordered the rates reduced. The carriers re-

duced rates on lumber, but did not include staves, heading, and certain

other forest products, and, as these items were not specifically mentioned,
refused to reduce them, this resulting in a fresh complaint being filed, and
another hearing, at which the carriers were ordered to reduce. This order

was to have become effective on June 15, but the carriers had the Inter-

state Commerce Commission enjoined, and the order was not carried out.

Early in October three federal judges heard the contentions of the carriers

In the federal court at Louisville, the carriers contending for a permanent
Injunction.

The big government order for gunstocks, which was placed with the

Wood-Mosaic Company of New Albany some weeks ago, has been keeping
that company fairly busy. The company has done considerable advertis-

ing for 2,500 cars of such logs. The response was good, and the supply

of walnut coming in has been fairly satisfactory.

The big gale which did much damage to shipping In the Gulf district

late in September caught "The Wasp." an SOO-ton steamer, under lease to

the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company, mahogany importer and manufacturer of

Louisville. The vessel was loaded with 600,000 feet of mahogany logs from
Central America, and became so water-logged from high seas breaking over

her that the crew abandoned the vessel and was landed at a Gulf port by a

fishing schooner. Later the company received advices from the under-

writer to the effect that the vessel was securely anchored and could be

brought to port.

The Booker Box Company after operating several years on "The Point,"

has purchased the brick plant formerly operated by the Kentucky Cotton

Tarn Company, at Floyd and A streets, and will shortly move the plant to

the more central location. The old plant was on the river, while the new
location is some two miles or more inland. The deal involved an outlay

of about ?50,000.

The big coal and oil developments in eastern Kentucky have created a

good demand for derrick timbers, tipple timbers, and special material for

mine supports, etc. A. H. Card of Pineville, Ky., is specializing in such

timbers, and has about twenty small mills operating in Bell county, these

mills cutting mountain woods such as switch ties, car dimension, hemlock
and pine framing, brattice lumber, motor ties, etc.

At Jeffersonville, Ind., the American Car & Foundry Company has some
big government contracts on vehicle woodwork and at present is delivering

considerable material to the Quartermaster's depot at Jeffersonville, much

Open Yard, Narrow Piles,

Narrow Stickers, Assure
Uniform Drying of

LENOX LUMBER
KENTUCKY SOFT TEXTURED

White Oak, Poplar

Hardwoods

American Lumber & Mfg. Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

The following stock is in excellent
condition, ready for immediate shipment

5/4 No. 2 Common & Better ASH 15,000'
4 '4 No. 2 Common & Better BASSWOOD 25,000'
5/4 No. 2 Common & Better BEECH 150.000'
5/4 No. 3 Common BEECH 340.000'
3/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH 55,000'
4/4 No. 1 Common & Better BIRCH 58.000'
4/4 No. 2 Common & Better BIRCH 29.000'
4/4 No. 2 Common BIRCH 120.000'
4/4 No. 3 Common BIRCH 12.000'

8/4 No. 2 Common & Better BIRCH 16.000'

8/4 No. 3 Common BIRCH 10,000'

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better HARD MAPLE 50,000'

6/4 No. 2 Common & Better HARD MAPLE 25,000'

S/4 No. 2 Common & Belter HARD MAPLE.. 150.000'

10/4 No. 2 Common & Better HARD MAPLE.. 15.000'

4/4 No. 3 Common HARD MAPLE 40.000'

5/4 No. 3 Common HARD MAPLE 250,000'

8/4 Ko. 3 Common HARD MAPLE 100.000'

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better SOFT ELM 68,000'

4/4 No. 3 Common SOFT ELM 110.000'

6/4 No. 2 Common & Better SOFT ELM 36.000'

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better SOFT MAPLE. . . 50,000'

IDEAL .*—-, VHARDWOOD J^ _~ ' J*" X -X 1

SAWMILL 'C^a "
"^^^

/— ^ ^fTi

Are putting In pile every month two and ona-half
million feet of choicest Northern MIcbigan Hardwoods

Stack LumberCompany
Masonville, Michigan
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Have you seen any better Walnut \oe» tban theaat

'~r'HEY all grew right in Indiana where
'• hardwoods have always held the

choicest farm lands. The best growth of

timber as well as the best yield of wheat

comes from good soil. The soundness of

the log-ends shows that they fed on the

fat of the land. My

Indiana Oak
comes from the same soil

CHAS. H. BARNABY
Greencastle, Indiana

illlillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllz

I Plam & Qtd. Red & White i

I OAK I

AND OTHER
HARDWOODS

= Even Color Soft Texture =

MADE (MR) RIGHT

OAK FLOORING
We have 35,000,000 feet dry stock—all of
our own manufacture, from our own tim-
ber grown in Eastern Kentucky.

S PROMPT SHIPMENTS S

I The MOWBRAY I

I & ROBINSON CO. I
S (inc»rporated) —

I CINCINNATI, OHIO |
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of the stock consisting of wagon parts and wheels, some of this stock being

merely finished at the Jeflfersonville plant.

Business with the Kentucky Wagon Manufacturing Company has been ex-

tremely good, and the company is steadily advertising for additional labor.

It is handling some big truck assembling work for the government, and has

opened a special department for this work.

X recent report from Bloomington. Ind,, was to the effect that male labor

was so scarce that one of the large furniture factories is now working sev-

eral hundred women, an action which was taken by the Wengel Bos Com-
pany of Louisville several months ago. Incidentally the Inman Furniture

Company of Louisville has put in a number of female employes, and is

pleased with results.

The Hazel Heading & Sawmill Company, Hazel, Ky., operated as the

Adventist mill, and owned by R. H. Maddox and C. G. Lowry, recently

burned, lire starting from a pile of sawdust. Part of the machinery was
not damaged and can be re-used. The company specialized on barrel stock.

With a capital of $2,000 the Lentz Spring Hub Company of Benton, Ky.,

has been incorporated by T. H. Curd, R. E. Irvan and H. B. Lyles.

Smith Milton of the Churchill Milton Lumber Company is back from a

visit to the mill at Greenwood, Miss., and John Churchill has left for a

month's visit to the mills located at that point and at Glendora.

=-< AEiKANSAS >•=

Thp National Cypross Pole and Piling Company, a Missouri corporation,

last week filed a certified copy of its charter and was granted permission

to operate in Arkansas. L. N. Jordan of Bertlg was named as its agent.

B. A. McKinney has sold his stave mill at Georgetown, Ark., and re-

turned to Harrisburg, w^here he formerly resided. No announcement has
been made as to his future plans.

Charles Jeffrey of Jamestown, Ark., has closed a contract with the

Springfield Fire Arms Company of Springfield, Mass.. to supply 8,000 feet

of perfect walnut timber to be used in the construction of airplane pro-

pellers. According to the announcement, which comes from BatesviUe,

Jeffrey is to receive $150 per thousand feet for the lumber. The material

is now being brought to BatesviUe, from which it will be shipped at an
early date.

The Kerr and Helve Lumber Company's mill and about 200,000 feet of

lumber on the grounds were destroyed by fire at Faith, about twelve miles

south of Pine Bluff, on September 28. There was no insurance on the

plant, but the lumber was partially Insured. The total loss is said to be

about $in.0O0. No announcement has yet been made as to rebuilding plant.

T. E. Wood and H. R. Wilson, members of the Arkansas Railroad Com-
mission, and H. M. Gregory, the commission's rate clerk, spent some time

in St. Louis last week conferring with representatives of various traffic

liureaus and attornej-s in Docket No. 7304 of ttie Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, locally known as the Memphis rate case. This case will come
up for a rehearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission in a short

time. It was passed upon l)y the Interstate Commission last year, but at

the request of the Arkansas commission the case was reopened. It in-

volves the rates on lumber, both interstate and intrastate, in this section,

the aim of the Interstate Commerce Commission being to equalize the rates

into Memphis with those iH'tween points in Arkansas, the rates from St.

Louis to Arkansas points also being Involved.

A company composed of T. E. Nelson, L. C. Smith and J. M. Cannon has

been organized at McGehee, Ark., for the purpose of erecting a sawmill at

Trippe. five miles south of McGehee. It will manufacture hardwood lumber
and cross ties.

W. B. Grant of the Grant Manufacturing Company, Newport, Ark., on
September 20 purchased from F. G. Bridges two acn-s of land just west of*
Pine Bluff, on which he proposes to build a plant for the manufacture of

a.\. pick and sledge handles. The plant will cost approximately $20,000

and will employ some twenty men. Switch tracks are now being laid by
the Missouri Pacific Railroad.

=-< WISCONSIN >.=

The Kii'l Woodenware Cotiipany, Kit-l, Wis., has engaged the Thomas S.

Watson Company, consulting engineer, Milwaukee, to prei»are plans for

a brick and steel factory addition, 80x320 feet in size, and an addition to

the steam generating plant to accommodate the enlarged power demand.
The improvements will cost about $7.T,000, it is estimated.

The Wachsmuth Lumber Company, Bayfield. Wis., has sold its last trace

of red oak timber on the Bayliebl peninsula to I). W. O'Connell, who will

log it during the coming winter for the Wisconsin Veneer Company, Rhine-
lander, Wis. The tract consists of about 300,000 feet and lies about elglit

miles from Bayfield.

The Banderob-Chase Manufacturing Company, 100 Ceape street, Oshkosh,
Wis., furniture manufacturer, has Incorporated Its business under the same
style, with an authorized capital stock of $64,500. The incorporators are
George W. and W. J. Banderob and J. C. Scheer.

The Menasha Woodenware Company. Menasha, Wis., has iirrangetl with
A. J. Vaiiderlliden, Glenwood City, Wis., to pui-chjise bolts for the com-
pany's mills at Glenwood City and neighboring stations on the Soo line

during the coming winter.

The L. S. Barber & Sons Manufacturing Company, Butternut, Wis..

broom and brush liandle manufacttirer, has contracted with tlie Kneeland-
McLurg Lumber Company, rhillips, Wis., to furnish r)00,000 feet of maple
luKs to its plant during the I'oming winter. I'Mrst deliveries will be made
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about the middle of October, at which time the Barber factory will re-

sume operations for the season. A record handle production is anticipated.

The F. Eggers Veneer Seating Company, Two Rivers, Wis., is working
on a large contract to furnish veneer parts for airplanes for an eastern

concern which is building aircraft for the government.
The Chas. W. Fish Lumber Company, Blrnanjwood, Elcho and Antlgo,

Wis., has practically completed the season's millrun at the three plants

and will continue to employ as many of its workers who wish to remain
during the fall and winter in the erection of a new planing mill at the

Antlgo mill. A six per cent bonus on wages for the season has been given

all men who were In continuous employment.
The Menominee River Boom Company, Menominee, Mich., recently com-

pleted the sorting of logs, which marked the conclusion of its operations

after an existence of more than a half century. The 1917 drive consisted

of 15,600,000 feet of logs. The best record made by the company was in

1889, when 668,000,000 feet were driven down the Menominee river. The
retirement of the Alenominee Boom Company at this time is due to the

fact that sawmills in Marinette and Menominee are now getting their win-

ter cut of logs by rail, as most of their timber holdings are so far from
streams that it is cheaper to ship all-rail than transport logs to the rivers

and drive them down to the mills.

The Kingsbury-Henshaw Company, Antlgo, Wis., has resumed operations

in its sawmill after a ten-day layoff, during which the supply of logs was
brought up to the requirements until the end of the season, which will be

about November 15. Advantage was taken of the recess to make needefl

replacements and repairs to the mill and equipment.

The Tawkey-Bissell Company, Wausau, Wis., has made so much progress

in the construction w-ork on its new planing mill at White Lake, Langlade

country. Wis., that it is now hoped to have the new facilities in operating

order by December 1. The new sawmill at White Lake has cut nearly

8,500,000 feet of lumber since being opened, the daily average being 160,000

feet. The mill force numbers 250. The company intends to operate only

one logging camp of its own next winter, having arranged with jobbers tor

the remainder of its supply.

The Langlade Lumber Company, Antigo, Wis., is erecting a new dry

shed just south of its planing mill. It will be 54x200 feet in size. The
company is providing twenty cottages for its employes.

C. A. Cowee has joined the Brooks & Ross Lumber Company, Wausau,
Wis., as office manager. Mr. Cowee was for several years principal of the

Wausau Business College and is an expert accountant of note.

J. W. Thayer, logging jobber, Viroqua, Wis., has shipped his equipment

to Ballou, Ashland county. Wis., and looks forward to a heavy cut of

hardwood and other timber during the next Ave or six months.

The John H. Kaiser Lumber Company, Eau Claire, Wis., has issued a

call for woodsmen and is making other preparations for winter work in the

woods at Stinson .Spur, just east of Winter, Wis.

The Hamilton Manufacturing Company, Two Rivers, Wis., has purchased

the Chester (Pa.) plant of the Keystone Type Founders Company, which

is withdrawing from the field. The Chester plant will be continued tor the

present, but later will be consolidated with the Two Rivers works, which

will be enlarge<l as soon as conditions become more favorable.

Ernest Bruemmer of Bruemmerville, Wis., sawmill operator, has sold

160 acres of fine timberland in Florence county, to E. J. Krause, Algoma,

Wis., who will establish a camp at once and cut the timber on a jobbing

basis.

The .\merican Chair Company, Sheboygan, Wis., has practically com-

pleted work on a large four-story factory addition, the first three floors of

which will be used for storage and warehousing and the fourth story as a

finishing department.

The Wisconsin Woodworking Company, Two Rivers, Wis., has completed

the removal of its plant into the old sawmill in that city, purchased re-

cently and completely rebuilt for pail and basket manufacture. The capac-

ity will be increased about 50 per cent.

The Sturgeon Bay (Wis.) Fruit Package Company has purchased much
new equipment, including a Merritt plate drier ; double-end tenoning ma-

chine : an automatic crate stapler and tour automatic quart-box staplers.

This will enable the company to increase its season's output to 250,000

complete crates. The plant opened for the season during the first week of

October and is prepared tor a record-breaking production.

A new shipbuilding plant which will construct frame and steel ships for

ocean service will be established at Green Bay, Wis., by Carl Hartmann

and associates, who have purchased a site, 350x500 feet, on the Fox river.

The plant is to be ready by July 1. 191S, and is assured of sufficient busi-

ness to keep it bus.v until well along in 1920.

The Kenfleld-Lamoreaux Company. Washburn, Wis., box, crate and veneer

manufacturer, has decided to employ girls and young women in its yards

and factory in an effort to offset the depletion of its working force by the

demands of the war. It is practically impossible to obtain male help,

while the demands upon the company are growing steadily. Among the

large contracts being executed is one with the DuPont Powder Company,

Barkdale. near Washburn, for explosives containers.

The J. S. Stearns Lumber Company, Odanah, Wis., is preparing to start

work on cutting about 40,000,000 feet of hemlock and other timber on the

Bad River Indian reservation, which will keep the Odanah mill busy for

at least two full seasons. The Stearns company was the successful bidder

for this timber under a call for bids issued recently by the commissioner of

Indian affairs, Department of the Interior.

Claude Durkee, watchman at the Schofield (Wis.) mill of the Brooks &

Walnut
Of Character and Color

Manufactured at Kansas City, U. S. A.

Large Stock of All Grades and Thickness

Thirty-five years' experience

IN WALNUT ONLY

Prompt Shipment, and

Guaranteed Inspection

FRANK PURCELL
5 1 5 Dwight Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Low Grade Lumber for

Boxing and Crating

BASSWOOD
151287 ft 1" No. 2 & 3 Common
250000 ft VA" No. 2 & 3 Common
150000 ft 2" No. 2 & 3 Common

BIRCH
235000 ft 1" No. 3 Common
185000 ft 5/4" No. 3 Common

BUTTERNUT
18000 ft 1" No. 2 & 3 Common

SOFT ELM
85000 ft I'/i" No. 3 Common

HARD MAPLE
186000 ft 1" No. 3 Common
110000 ft 1%" No. 3 Common
192000 ft 2" No. 3 Common

Payson Smith Lumber Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1665 Old Colony BIdg. J- C. Moffat, Rep.

DETROIT OFFICE
Henry Clay Hotel P. M. Youngblood, Rep.
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trade; mark.

Oak Maple
Chestnut

ivianufacturers and Dealers

—in

—

West Virginia and Southern

HARDWOODS

The Atlas Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Union Trust Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARKANSAS

MANUFACTURERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.

As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

BIRCH
We have a complete assortment of practically

ALL GRADES &
THICKNESSES

GOOD PLANING MILL FACILITIES
Send us your inquiries

Brown Land & Lumber Co.
Rhinelander, Wis.

Mills: RHINELANDER
PARISH HELENA, ARK.

GUARANTEED
To Be Absolutely

What It is Sold for

FORKED LEAF Brand
OAK FLOORING

The opportunity is here offered the
dealer of ordering mixed cars of
"Forked Leaf" Brand Qak Floor-

f'^W." 'J / VI 'V- ' ^:^A i"E and Arkansas Short leaf Pine

wA^A The Long-Bell Lumber Co.
^'^j R. A. Long BIdg., Kansas City, Mo.

Ross Lumber Company, Wausau, Wis., was arrested recently on the charge

of arson after an exhaustive investigation had been made by the Wausau
police department of two fires in the mill some time ago. Durkee waived

examination and was held to the circuit court under bonds of $4,000. The
loss from each of the blazes was small and did not interrupt operations to

any considerable extent.

P. F. Dolan, a well-known logging jobber of Rhinelander, Wis., has

started preliminary work on logging operations in behalf of the A. H.

Stange Company, Merrill, Wis. Mr. Dolan reports that in spite of higher

wages and greatly improved working conditions scarcity of woodsmen' has

never been so great as at present.

Harry Anderson, Chippewa Falls, Wis., is establishing two camps at

Draper, Wis., and expects to cut about 3,000,000 feet of logs for the Kice

Lake Lumber Company during the coming season.

The Menasha Woodenware Company, Menasha, Wis., expects to log about

9,000,000 feet of mixed hardwood and hemlock timber at Greenland, Mich.,

in tlie upper peninsula, next winter. The company recently purchased a
720-acre tract from the St. Mary's Canal Company. The logs will be

shipped to Jlenasha by rail.

C. F. Mohr, head of the Mohr Lumber Company, Tomahawk, Wis., reports

conditions in the northern lumbering industry prosperous, excepting that

the shortage of labor for mills and woods work is a deterrent influence.

The output of mills is limited only by the ability to obtain help.

Norton Bros., Marquette, Mich., have purchased 760 acres of mixed tim-

ber from the St. Mary's Canal Company near the head of Lake Gogebic,

in Gogettic and Ontanagon counties, Mich., and will log the tract next

winter as jobl»ers.

The sawmill of the Naraekngon Lumber Company, at Namekagon, near

Superior, Wis., was destroyed by Are recently. It probably will not be

rebuilt.

Ernest and Herman Hirt, who have been operating a sawmill and flour

and feed plant at Deerbrook, Langlade county. Wis., have organized each

department as a distinct corporation, the names being Hirt liros. Lumber
Company and Hirt Hros. Milling Company. Each is capitalized at $25,000.

The firm is completing a new flour and feed mill in Antigo, and then will

convert its grain plant at Deerbrook into a box and crating factory.

The Maxson Lumber Company. '.)!'> Majestic building, Milwaukee, whole-

sale lumber, has Hied a voluntary petition in bankruptcy, scheduling its

assets at $11S,S11 and ils liabilities at $S7,41S. The only secured claims

are those for wages amounting to $1,757. Julius J. Goetz has been ap-

pointed receiver under bond of $25,000. The first meeting of creditors

will be held October 12.

In the matter of the bankruptcy of the Kurth Broom Company, Mil-

waukee, Julius J. Goetz has been elected trustee under bond of $700.

Ray A. Hendricks, manager of the Campbellsport (Wis.) branch plant

of the Kiel Woodenware Company, Kiel, Wis., was married recently to Miss
Rose M. Schleif of Campliellsport.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >•

Chicago i.-i Uuing up witli the other principle markets so far as quota-

tions are concerned, the strength felt by the millmen being exhibited In

quotations locally to thi' consuming trade. Chicago lumhermen continue

to bo disappointed over slack volvnne. but aside fnun more or less Isolated

cases this state of mind is not noticeable at all in price cutting. The
factory trade is continuing slack In spite of the fact that this time of

the year usually shows considerable briskness. The difliculty of getting

shipments into the local market continues to be felt on account of the

growing government needs for rolling stock. With the promise of con-

tinued shortage In hardwood stocks at tlie mills, millmen's quotations

are still showing very strong.

--< BUFFALO >•

The hardwood trade is not so active as some weeks ago and I)uying la

tor immediate wants. .Some factories are taking a fair amount of stock,

l>ut this is largely plants having war orders. The general run of concerns

are not manufacturing much material ahead. The problem of labor is

causing much concern to manufacturing establishments and with working

forces cut down they are not able to use as much material as they would
liker The building business continues in a backward state as compared
with last year.

The chief woods in demand are plain oak, maple, ash and birch. Oak
is holding up well in price, being stronger than maple, which whole-

salers say has had some setback from its extreme high prices, though still

comparatively strong. Thick stock is most in demand. Some panel poplar

is wanted, though denuuul has not been so good as some months ago. Low
grades of all sorts are being sold in liberal amount where stocks have been

procurable.

The receipts of lumber here by lake for September were 5,854,0CK) feet,

as compared with 7,780,000 feet In that month last year. For the lake

season to October 1 the receipts were 38,005,000 feet, as against 4t),948,000

feet In the same period of I'.ilC, a decline nf about 1!) per cent. The re-
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ceipts of hardwoods are uot up to their former proportions, though two or
three concerns have had a fairly large stock of lumber coming in this year
by lake.

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

Hardwood men are not rushed with business—things are dragging hard.
The uncertainty in big business circles has upset the lumber market and
is making orders few and far between. Manufacturing concerns are fairly

well stocked up with lumber and as a rule are not buying on contracts for

next year. Business with the coal companies is not so good as before the
government fixed the price of .$2.00 per ton for stock at the mines. Yard
trade in hardwoods amounts to almost nothing. There is a feeling among
wholesalers that business will not improve much for about sixty or ninety-

days or until the great stocks of lumber shipped up from the South and
Southwest during the past few weeks have been exhausted. Prices on
hardwoods with the exception of oak are showing quite a little weakness,
but not in proportion to the falling off in prices of hemlock and the pines.

=-< BOSTON y-
A still iiirther falling off is uotcd in the demaiid for general hardwoods

in this territory, more especially in cabinet and finish stock. Values are

no stronger than they have been in this class of material, but the condi-

tions in other markets and the difficulty in getting lumber through serve

to offset the weak situation here. The quotations coming in from mills

vary widely, running up to what are regarded locally as unreasonable
figures. The policy of many of the shippers to offer at continually rising

prices is very disturbing to the trade, as the ultimate usage of the stock

is in non-essential and non-military products where prices cannot be

indefinitely advanced. In the cheaper hardwoods and construction lum-
ber there is still a good volume of business, but cutting in the New Eng-
land states has rapidly increased and is now supplying a much larger

percentage of these requirements than formerly. In many cases ship

builders' hardwood is contracted for within trucking distance of the

ways to avoid the uncertainty of rail delivery during construction, as

well as to get the advantage of prices relatively much cheaper than from
the usual western sources of such stock.

=-< BALTIMORE >•-

No important changes are noted in the hardwood trade. Members are

still coufrouted with serious difflculties in making shipment, and their

troubles in regard to lack of cars and freight embargoes have thus far not

been abated to any marked extent. It is not easy to do business, though
in point of volume the movement is little contracted. It has been found
necessary to make many readjustments and changes in methods, and in

many instances shipments had to be diverted. The old lines hardly meet
the exigencies of the situation and modifications have had to be applied that

give the trade a materially different aspect when it comes to details.

Hardwood men have much business ahead. Orders come In all the time,

but neither the manufacturers nor the dealers are able to run along for a

time without further calls for delivery. Buyers are disposed to take care

of only the more«inimediate wants, the prospect being too uncertain to

encourage any latitude in this direction. It may be that prices will go
higher and that delay in placing orders will mean that the buyer must
pay more, but much uncertainty prevails as to this, and members of the

trade are not generally willing to tie themselves up for any considerable

time ahead. The practical effect of the war taxes upon business is a con-

sideration that makes for caution. The question has been closely studied,

and the prevailing opinion is that the new law will cut deep into the net

earnings of firms and corporations. Everyone, therefore, feels that it is

advisable to go slow for the present at least until the situation has been

somewhat clarified. Construction halts. The lack of labor is a greater

handicap than the high cost of materials. Great delays are unavoidable

and the expense of building Is increased far beyond anything that might

have been expected even some months ago. This has checked the inquiry

for hardwood stocks that go into the erection of buildings, the door manu-
facturers, and producers of trim having no extensive requirements to meet

as a consequence. In some other directions the movement keeps up very

well, though the local yards report quiet. Prices are little changed, and
the inquiry that prevails takes in practically the whole list of woods.

=-< COLUMBUS >=
The hardwood trade has been quite strong ; orders, especially from manu-

facturing plants, have been good and inquiries are numerous. Shipments

are coming out fairly well and prospects are for a good demand during the

fall and w^inter months.
The retail trade is rather quiet. Stocks are fair and bu.ying is limited

to that which is absolutely needed. Rural dealers are the best customers.

Building operations have slowed down to a large extent. Collections are

fairly good.

The factory demand is the best feature of the trade. Concerns engaged

in making furniture and boxes are good customers and the same is true of

vehicle and implement concerns. In fact, there is a disposition among fac-

tory purchasing agents to stock up on certain varieties of hardwoods. Ship-

ments are slow, as the railroad situation shows little improvement. Mill

stocks are not large.

Plain and quartered oak is in good demand. Ash, basswood and chestnut

Swain Roach Lumber Co.
SEYMOUR, INDIANA

We have the following dry stock ready for shipment:

2 cars 12/4 Ists & 2nds Poplar
2 cars 12/4 No. 1 Com. & Better Elm
3 cars 8 4 No. 1 Com. & Better Kim
2 oars 4 4 No. 1 Com. & Better Elm
1 car 8/4 Nn. 1 Com. & Better Beech
1, car 4/4 No. 1 Com. Ash
1 oar 5/8 No. 1 Com. Ash
2 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Qtd. White Oak
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Better Qtil. Red Oak

Two Band Mills Prompt Shipment

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Coit

Can Be Obtained From

Th* Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company
Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indlanapella, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

CINCINNATI
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

Mtt-S* C«LBRAIN AYBNCK

C. CRANE & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Oak & Poplar especially

Our location makes possible quick delivery of anythlni tn timber end hardwtvd
lumber

The Tegge Lumber Col

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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,arri^'

UMBER AND

Elmira,/(.y.

BoTemlier
9th.
1915.

Feepcke Lelght Xto. Co.,
Oilcego,
IIJ .

GtrtlemeD:-

Te are using your Bed OuB loiL^er in the
manufacture of our high claes interior
trim and general planii^ mill work.

This gum ie giving excellent eatief action

,

being highly graded, soft texture, good
widths, and long lengths, also dry, straight
and flat.

Respectfully,
Harris, kchenry h Baker Co.

Diet.
HilK/LG.

Of course it is true that

Red Gum
is America's finest cabinet wood—but

Just as a poor cook will spoil the choicest
viands while the experienced chef will turn
them into prized delicacies, so it is true that

The inherently superior qualities

of Red Gum csui be brought
out only by proper handling

When you buy this wood, as when you buy a new
machine, you want to feel that you have reason for
believing it will be just as represented.

We claim genuine superiority for our Gum. The
proof that you can have confidence in this claim is

shown by the letter reproduced herewith.

Your interests demand that you remem-
ber this proof of our ability to preserve
the wonderful qualities of the wood
when you again want RED GUM.

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CONWAY BUILDING HI W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Bond Itnils: Helena and BlythevUle, Ark.; GreenTllle, Ml<s.

are moving well. Poplar

hardwoods are unchanged.
is strong, especially the lower grades. Other

=-< Cl.EVEhAl<lT> >:
Early curtailment of housing construction in this city has put a quietus

on hardwood sales, as far as its outlet in that connection is concerned.
Principal demand is for oak and maple flooring, and this is going into

business building work, not residences, rrnctically all hardwoods are
easier, although not equally lower iis to price, and bidders ;ire not pushing

< INTtlANAPOLlS >
The usual summer dullness in the hardwood market has extended into the

fall with the result that prices are showing signs of weakening. Many of
the consuming industries have not as yet developed their customery de-

mands, although it is expected that this will make itself felt soon.

A drop of several dollars in the price of No. 1 ^ommon sap gum is re-

ported. All gums are weaker, although not on the same ratio of prices.

In fact, there has been a slight reduction in the i)rlce of most hardwoods.
No further reductions are expecteil, however, and furniture manufacturers,
whose sales have been below normal for the early fall season, state that
orders for holiday stocks are beginning to reach a satisfactory vidume.
The best demand now exists for hardwoods used in the manufacture of
boxes which continues to increase under the pressure of war orders. I/caders
in the hardwood trade are cautious in making predictions on business for

1918.

Building operations are developing a demand below normal for hard-
woods, and contractors report little estimating in progress. The total
value of operations last month was $603,401, compared with y.StiS.lOS for
September, 1916. '

Collections are good, and car shortage conditions are causing less trouble
than the trade had anticipated.

=«< EVANSVILLE >=
Hardwood lumber manufacturers state that while trade is not in any

sense booming, it is good. September showed a gain in the volume of
business done over August. All the uptown mills in Kvansville are being
operated on full time and the Columbia street mill of Maley & Wertz is

running on the day and night schedule. One of the river mills is run-
ning. Collections have been fairly good and Inquiries and orders are
coming in better than they did a month ago. Tbe demand for (piartered

\\hite ouk is not so strong as it was a few weeks ago, hut poplar is in

better demand. Cottonwood is moving nicely, a great deal of it being-

used by the box manufacturers. Walnut, especially the best grades, is In

strong demand. Quartered syi^amore is moving along fairly well, manu-
facturers reporting the sale of several cars recently. Hickory is in good
demand, wagon and hanille manufacturers recently being in the market
for a good deal of this wood. (Uim has fallen off some d\n"ing the past

week or ten ii;iys. but asb. elm and maple are strtuig. ^aken as a whole
tbe local situation is v<'ry encouraging and manufacturers are looking foi-

business to remain good the balance of the year. Logs are still scarce and
high prices are paid. While none of the local mills have been seriously

handicapped by the lack of logs, some of the mills report that the supply

of logs is running low. The various wood consuming plants in this city

are being operated on full time. Plow manufacturers report a nice pick-

ing up in trade. Pinning mills are fairly busy. Sash and door men report

trade good.

=-< MEMPHIS >-

'llie ilenumd for hardwood lumber is reported a little more active thatt

recently, altbougb most mend>ers of the trade say that there is still room
for a larger inquiry than is now being experienced. But. while tbe market
remains fairly quiet, there is a notable absence of pressure to sell and
|)rices are maintained in a most unusual manner. This is duo largely to-

tbe fact tbat there Is no pressure to sell, and this, in turn, is due to the

liclief on the part of hardwood lumber interests that their property is

worth the price they are asking and that it cannot bo manufactured and
put on sticks at a cost that will admit of lower quotations. There is still

some consigning of luml)er, but this is not periiaps so general as it was
a short time ago, largely for the reason that those who have resorted to

this practice have realized that they were playing with lire and stood
an excellent chance of getting burned.

It transpires tliat stocks of oak lumber, from the thinnest veneers to

tbe thickest timlicrs, are smaller now than they were at the beginning of

the year and that they are smaller at tbe beginning of October than they
were at the lirst of September. This has happened in the face of the

fact that demand has been rather light recently and in the face of the
additional tact tbat production has been heavier during the past few weeks
than it had been for a long while. .\nd tbe oidy explanation is that

demand was unusually active until a few weeks ago, while production had
l)een on a quite limited scale. Information regarding other hardwoods
Indicates tbat there is no large surplus of dry stocks, and this is another
reason for the firmness with which quotations are maintained.
The lower grades of cottonwood nnd gum are in excellent request, and^

All Three of U« Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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For Greatest Range of Uses
and

Easiest Handling

Th3 "HOOSIER," the rip saw which makes profitable
dimension manufacture and grade refining at the mill
possible. Hundreds of users already—you will be an-
other if you will let us tell you all about It

—

Will yon?

buy the

Hoosier Self Feed Rip Saw. This machine has earned thousands
of dollars for owners in the manufacture of dimension lumber, crating,
etc., because its entirely novel design, resulting in surprising ea?e of
operation and adaptability, makes possible a profit where a loss is

often expected in this work. The

Hoosier Self-Feed Rip Saw
has a positive and powerful feed which handles the heaviest material
the sawmill takes just as readily as the lightest.

The table, raised and lowered with the crank in front of the ma-
chine, is always level—always securely locked.

The Hoosier rips anything up to 6 inches thick and 17 inches wide.
It feeds 35, 75, 100 or 150 feet a minute.

Manufactureil exclusively by

The SINKER.DAVIS COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

there is a better call for the lower than the higher grades of lumber.
This is due to the unusual activity of the box manufacturers and other
consumers of low-grade stock. A moderate demand is reported for oak
in the higher grades of plain and quartered in both red and white, and the
tone of the market tbereon is steady. There is a good call for ash, though
this is reported rather more or less irregular. Gum is moving in consider-
able volume in the higher grades, and quotations are well maintained.
Cypress is in fair request, while the position of hickory is one of continued
strength. There is a good call for box boards, whether made of cotton-

wood, gum or poplar, and offerings are not large at the moment.

Production of hardwood luinl)er now is on quite a large scale, thanks
to the excellent log supply. Cars are becoming a little more scarce, how-
ever, for handling logs to the mills, and it is regarded as probable that
some decrease in the rate of production may be seen. Meantime, there

are rather fewer cars available fur the handling of shipments of lumber,
though it is apparent there is nothing suggestive of the acute conditions

obtaining in this respect some time Ago.

-.< NASHVILLE >=

the market in better shape comparatively than it was at this time last sea-
son. Many of the big concerns are busy filling direct or indirect contracts
on government requirements for gun manufacturers, truck, wagon and other
large operators, and there is an insistent demand tor thick stocks of ash.
elm, oak, hickory, gum and other woods. Walnut is the most active wood
in furniture and cabinet work, while mahogany and maple are moving
briskly, and mahogany and veneer mills are generally busy. The trade i»
in position to pick orders, turning down such as do not look attractive.
The general inclination is to clean up on all old orders and stay away from
long contracts, it being the opinion that prices will reach higher levels, and
that with the books clean the operator will be in position to take advantage
of the markets. A tew concerns are well booked up. reporting orders to
run to the first of the year. A few of the smaller concerns which are not
in position to handle large contracts on government demands have not been
so busy, as outside of thick stocks for such requirements there has not been
any great demand for hardwoods. The furniture demand is not quite what
it was late in the summer, but musical instrument manufacturers have beett
fairly busy.

General conditions in the hardwood lumber trade are satisfactory. Busi-
ness is in a great measure running to the specialties. There is brisk de-

mand at some of the larger plants for the heavy material, such as is suit-

able for artillery wagons and heavy motor trucks for war purposes. Ash,
hickory and oak of these specialty types are in good demand at firm values.

There is a moderate demand from furniture factories. The building activi-

ties are below the normal, and trade in this department is quiet, though
some nice business is being handled at intervals. The general tone of

prices is about steady. Some improvement is reported in the transporta-

tion situation, and ears for local business as well as tor shipments to other

sections are more plentiful. Embargoes in the eastern territory jxre not

so serious as they were some time ago. Logs and lumber are being received

more freely from the branch lines of the railroads, which were neglected

when the shortage of cars was more acute. Keports vary as to the supply

of logs that will be available this season, some predicting that the usual

quantity will be gotten out, while others think that attention to other lines

by farmers has prevented them from giving the usual time to logging. Sup-

plies of dry stock are fairly liberal at present, and most of the mills are

able to take care of all orders that are coming in their lines.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=

=< LOUISVILLE >:

Reports from local hardwood operators indicate that the market is in

fair shape, prices firm with prumise of higher levels, orders plentiful, and

AU Three o( Us Will Be Benefited if

Northern hardwood mills are approaching the close of the season's run
and concentrating much effort upon the coming winter's cut in the woods.
Already a large number of companies have reopened camps for preliminarj-
work. while numerous jobbers have gone into the timber country in order
to get woods work under way without delay. The season is declared to
be ideal for logging and work is being started earlier than usual. Labor
never was more at a premium than now. and it is stated in some quarters
that the cut may suffer a considerable reduction from the estimates unless
more men become available as the season advances. It is a bit too early,

however, to form correct estimates of the labor situation during the win-
ter, yet early indications are that only 50 to 60 per cent of the normal iium-

ber of men will go into the woods this fall.

I'rices are holding firm generally and the demand is steadily maintained.

Government contractors, furniture factories and other industries have been

placing extensive orders. Several Wisconsin veneer manufacturers are

executing contracts for veneer parts of airplane construction, and other

work that is quite out of the ordinary has been taken by hardwood manu-

facturers which will serve to keep plants busy at maximum capacity for

some time. Any slackening of demand that may result from the evident

falling off in new construction, due to the prohibitive cost of materials

other than lumber, is being offset in fairly full measure by government

work of all kinds, it is stated.

You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTtrtisements will be inserted In this sec-

tion at the following rates:

For one Insertion 25c a line
Fop two Insertions 40c a line
For three Insertions 55c a line
For four Insertions 65c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one lln«.

Heading counts as two lines.

No display except the headings can b* ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of pap*r containing
tb* adTertlBcment.

EHPIOYES WANTED 1

CHICAGO HAEDWOOD SAWMILL

Operator wants a sales manager familiar with the

consuming trade for oak and gum. Possibilities

for position dependent upon the ability and en-

ergy of the applicant. Reference and e.\perience

should be given. Address "BOX 92," care Hakd-

wooD Record.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LTJMBEE
Inspector ; must be experienced in the grading of

hardwood lumber. Address "BOX 96," care

Hardwood Record.

WANTED—A MILL BOSS

For a small band mill. Must be able to head saw,

file and set, to supply when necessary. Must
understand thoroughly the Inspection of hard-

wood lumber and be able to handle men. If you

have the above qualifications, address us, stating

wages, experience and when you could come.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.. Jamestown, N. T.

WANTED—SALES MANAGER
by hardwood lumber manufacturer in West Vir-

ginia. Product sold largely through our own
traveling salesmen. Applicants must be expe-

rienced and know hardwood lumber. Address,

"Box 100," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—YOUNG MAN
qualified to take position as foremau iu hardwood
.yard doing wholesale and retail business. State

age, experience and salary expected. KANSAS
CITY HARDWOOD LBR. CO., 1700 Brooklyn

Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED—EXPERIENCED SAWMILL
millwrights. Apply, giving age, experience and
references, to W. M. RITTER LUMBER COM-
PANY, 115 East Rich St., Clumbus, Ohio.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

MANUTACTUKEES-WHOLESALERS-
EMPLOYEES

when you want good Salesmen, write the Empire
State Association of Lumber, Sash & Door Sales-

men, J. H. RUMBOLD, Sec'y, North Tonawanda,
N. Y.

[
LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walmut legs, 12" amd up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Piqua, Ohio.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TEN TO TWO HUNDRED MILLION

As desired. Hemlock and Hardwaad, Narthern

Wisconsin. No CommlssiOB. Address LAND

rOI£MISSIONER, Soo Line. Mlnneapalls, Minn.

1280 ACRES
black land. 1% miles railroad, 5 million feet

oak ; land worth $40, with timber off, price $20.

M. C. WADE, Texarkana, Ark.

FOE SALE
Twenty thousand acres of timberlands in Desha
County, Ark. ; a fine opportunity for mill owners

to secure future supplies. For particulars ad-

dress, A. MA.\S & CO., Memphis, Tenn., sole

agents.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATIN*
THOS. J. Mcdonald,

Forest Engineer,

East Tennessee Bank Bldg.,

EnazTllIe. Tennessee.

TIMBER ESTIMATORS
Saabarn ft Gearhart,

AsheTllle. N. C.

HARDWOOD TIMBER ESTIMATOR
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN AND TROP-

ICAL TIMBER
D. E. Landerbnrn, Fsrest Engineer,

168 Fifth Avenne. New T«rk. N. Y.

LUMBER WANTED

MANUTACTURERS—TAKE NOTICE
We are always In the market for hardwoods

and white pine. Please mail us y»ur price and
stock lists. R. H. CATLIN CO.

Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del.

WANTED—LOCUST
l%xH4, 28, .34 and 3S" long. Also turned lo-

cust, l%x32 and 36 and 1^4x26.

Car lots or less .f.o.b. your station. Name price
and time of delivery.

E. W. VANDERBILT, 126 Liberty St.,

New York City.

WANTED—FOR CASH
15 cars 2" and I'^i' hickory, all grades. JOHN
I. SHAFER HARDWOOD CO., South Bend, Ind.

LUMBER AND LOGS
Wish to contract blocks of Southern stock or the

entire cut of several mills In Gum, Oak, Ash and
Maple and wagon material at fair market prices

and advance money on stock In pile. Will fur-

nish capital to help finance your business en deal

covering several years. Address "BOX 55," cars

Hardwood Record.

WANTED—QUARTERED WHITE OAK
1" 1st and 2nd and Xo. 1 Com., also vertical

grain or rift, S, 9 & 10' to 14' long, inclusive.

Could use a few cars all 10'. Write fully de-

scribing stock for lengths and average widths.

Pay Cash.
E. L. EDWARDS LUMBER CO., Dayton, O.

WANTED TO BUY
21^x3 Vj

—"' & 8' Clr. Red & White Oak.
314x31/2—8' & 8'6" Clr. White Oak.

2%x4V2— 12' Clr. Tough Oak.

114x21,4—4'6" & 5' Clr. Oak.

Each Item is a separate shipment ; write us for

orders.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED—TO BUY
.3 cars or more weekly Hardwood Ashes—guar-

anteed potash content. Quote price per ton at

mill. Give full particulars to S. S. SPIRO, 505
.5th .\ve.. New York City.

WANTED—TO BUY
2 cars 6/4" log run llirkory. Will take it green.

DllILMEIEK BROS. & CO., Cincinnati. Ohio.

TIE aiDING
\Vi> can pay a fancy price (or 10 to 15 cars of

high grade No. 1 Com. & Better 7' or 8' red or

white oak tie siding : scattered spot worms no
defect ; green or dry. Write us quoting price at

mill or Detroit, Mich. .Vddrcss, "Box 103," care

HAIMtWOdD RkcORD.

LUMBER FOR SALE

20,000 FT. WISCONSIN
Log run red oak to sell, l.imibcr located at Kiel,

Wisconsin. Address "BOX 97," care Hardwood
Record.

FOR SALE—BIRCH
2 cars 10/4 No. 1 Com. ft Bet.

2 cars 12/4 No. 1 Com. ft Bet.

2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.

Send us your Inquiries.

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

940 Seneca St..

Buffalo, N. Y.

Timberland
Loans

Loans to lumbermen or timber owners

negotiatedwitli the precision of practice

which results from 37 years experience.

Long or short terms. Amounts from

850,000 up, as conditions warrant.

332 South Michigan At'cniu, Chicago
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DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—CLEAR OAK DIMENSION
IMi", 1%". 2" squares, 18", 19", 26", 30" lengths.

Also other sizes. Plain and Quartered Oak.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO., 52 Vander-
bllt Ave., New York. N. T.

WANTED TO BXTY
5 cars 2%x3i:3—T & S' clear Red & White Oak

Rims.
5 cars 3^x3%—8' clear genuine White Oak

Rims.
If interested write for specifications and prices

we can pay.

THE PROBST LUMBER COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

I
VEI\EERS FOR SALE

|

FOR SALE
1 car Quartered White Oak Veneer backing boards
%" to %" thick.

W. T. THOMPSON VENEER CO.,
Edinburgh, Ind.

^ !

TIMBER FOR SALE

HARDWOOD TIMBER
large and small tracts. Fifty million feet virgin

L. L. pine timber. D. R. PETEET, 222 City

Bank Bldg., Mobile, Ala.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE—BIG BARGAIN
1 Clyde ground skidding machine No. 121.

30 Russel S-wheel logging cars, 24" wheel, length

over all 24', link and pin couplings.

6 logging trucks. ^

IB pair logging sleighs.

O.J lumber carts.

2 steam hoists. Filer & Stowell make.

2 full camp equipments.

24 cant hooks.

EMPIRE LUMBER COMPANY, Empire, Mich.

FOR SALE
1 tubular boiler, 72"xlS', with llOxSMi" tubes,

special made and in good condition. THE TAL-
BERT-ZOLLER LUMBER & VENEER CO., Win-
tun Place. Cincinnati.

FOR SALE

ROSS ELECTRIC LUMBER TRUCK

One man with truck can handle 150M feet per
day. Machine used less than six months. Good
as new. Detailed description and price given
upon request ; 12" band saw sharpener.

JOHN S. OWEN LBR. CO., Owen, Wis.

LOGGING EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 Barnhart steam log loader ; 1 pile driver ham-
mer. JOHN S. OWEN LBR. CO., Owen, Wis.

HARDWOODS FOR SALE
LUMBER

ASH
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS %"; COM. & BTR., black. 4/4. HOFF-

MAN BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. & BTR., white, 4 4-16/4". BUF-

FALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
X. T.
FAS, 4/4 & 6/4", both 10" & up, all Igths.,

6 mos. dry. MQ-^VBR.AT & ROBINSON CO.,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
FAS, 5/4 & 12/4", 6" & up. RIEL-KADEL

LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.

BASSWOOD
FAS 6/4", NO. 2 C. 5/4 & 6/4. BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. 10/4", mostly 5 to 7" wide, usual

Igth., 1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, PER-
RIN & DARLING. Buffalo, N. T.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4", 10 & 12'; NO. 1 C. &

BTR. 5/4": NO. 1 C. 4/4 & 5/4". MASON-
DONALDSON LUMBER CO.. Rhinelander,
VFis.

BEECH
NO. 3 C, %", reg. wdth. & Igth., 9 mos. dry;

NO. 3 C, 6/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 6 mos dry;
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.. 1 yr.

dry, full log run. EAST JORDAN LUMBER
CO., East Jordan, Mich.
NO. 1 C, 4/4", 10 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., Buffalo, N. T.

BIRCH
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 6

mos. dry; NO. 3 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 9

mos. dry. EAST JORDAN LUMBER CO..
East Jordan, Mich.
FAS, sel. red, 6/4 & 8/4": FAS, unsel.. 6/4

& 8/4"; NO. 1 & NO. 2 C. unsel. 5/4". MASOX-
DOXALDSON LUMBER CO.. Rhinelander.
Wis.
FAS, 4/4-16/4", 6" & up, std.. Igth., 18 mos.

dry. TEAGER LUMBER CO., INC., Buffalo.
N. Y.

CHERRY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER

CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOIiTMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4".. 1 yr. dry. J. V.

STIMSON. Huntingburg, Imi.

CHESTNUT
SD. WORMY & NO. 2, 8/4" :NO. 3 C, 4/4, 5/4,

6/4 & 8/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG. CO..
Cincinnati, Ohio.
FAS & NO, 1 C. both 4/4". BABCOCK

LUMBER CO., Pittsburgh. Pa.

NO. 1 C. 4/4 to 8/4", usual wdth. and Igth..
1 to 2 yrs. dry. BLAKESLEE, FERRIN &
DARLING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 C, 6/4", 4" & up. all Igths., 8 mos. drv;

FAS -1/4". 6" & up, all Igths., 8 mos. dry.
MOWBRAY & ROBINSOX CO.. Cincinnati,
Ohio.
FAS, 4/4-8/4", 6" & up. std. Igth., 18 mos.

dry; NO. 1 C, 4/4-8/4", 4" & up. std. Igth., 18
mos. dry. Y'EAGER LUMBER CO., Inc., Buf-
falo, N. T.

COTTONWOOD
NO. 1 & 2. C, 4/4". BELLGR.ADE LUMBER

CO., Memphis, Tenn.

CYPRESS
NO. 1 SHOP 4/4", Miss, stock. ATLAS

LUMBER & MFG. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
SHOP & BTR., 4/4-16/4". reg. wdth., std.

Igth.. 18 mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO.,
l.XC, Buffalo, X. Y.

ELM—SOFT
LOG RUN 6/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville. Ark.
NO. 1 C, 6/4". 18 mos. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 1 & BTR. 8/4". MASON-DONALDSON-

LUMBER CO., Rhinelander, Wis.
LOG RUN, 12/4", 6 mos. dry. MAY BROS.,

Mempiiis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 8/4, 10/4 & 12/4". RIEL-

KADEL LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C, 12/4". RUSSE & BURGESS, INC.,

Memphis. Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR,, 12/4". J. V. STIMSON,

Huntingburg, Ind.

GUM—SAP
NO. 1 C. SEL., 4/4", 12" & up. ATLAS LUM-

BER & MFG. CO.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4-S'4". BELLGR.^DE

LUMBER C. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS 4/4, 5/4 & 8/4". BLISS-COOK OAK

CO.. Blissville. Ark.
FAS, 14", 18" & up, thoroughly air-dried. R.

J. DARNELL, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

GUM—PLAIN RED
NO. 2 C, 8/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO., Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 3/4-S/4". BELLGRADE

LUMBER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 COM. 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK COM-

PANY, Blissville, Ark.
COM. & BTR., 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 8

mos. dry. FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4". J. V. STIMSON,

Huntingburg. Ind.

GUM—QUARTERED RED
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/4-12/4"; COM. & BTR.,

6/4 & 8/4", sap no def. BELLGRADE LUM-
BER CO., Memphis. Tenn.
FAS, 4/4", thoroughly air dried. R. J. DAR-

NELL. INC., Memphis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 8

mos. dry. FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Mem-
phis, Tenn.
COM. & BTR. 4/4". ran. wdth. & Igth., 8-12

mos. dry, sliced boards highly figured. LOUIS-
\^LLE A^ENEER MILLS. Louisville, Ky.
COM. & BTR., 5/4-12/4", 8 mos. dry. MAT

BROS.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 COM. &. BTR., 4/4". J. V. STIMSON,

Huntingburg, Ind.

GUM—MISCELLANEOUS
FAS QTD. SAP, 6/4 & 8/4", thoroughly air-

dried. FAS QTD. BLACK, 4/4", thoroughly
air-dried. R. J. DARNELL. INC., Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR. QTD. YELLOW, 4/4". J.

V. STIMSON, Huntingburg, Ind.

HICKORY
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4". BABCOCK LUM-

BER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
LOG RUN, 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.. 6 mos.

drv. FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
NO. 1 C, 6/4-8/4", 1 yr. dry. G. ELIAS &

BRO., Buffalo, N. T.

LOCUST
LOG RUN 4/4". BABCOCK LUMfeEni CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAHOGANY
FAS, NO. 1 C, SHORTS & WORMY, 1/2 to

16/4", plain and figured, Mexican and African.
HUDDLESTON - MARSH MAHOGANY CO.,
Chicago, 111.

MAPLE—HARD
FAS, 8/4 & 12/4", good wdths., 50% 14-16', 2

yrs. dry. ATL.ANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo,
N. Y.
FAS 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 4/4 & 5/4", usual wdth. and

Igth., sap 2 sides, 8 mos. dry. BLAKESLEE,
PERRIN & DARLING, Buffalo, N. T.
NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 & 8/4", reg.

wdth. & Igth.. 11 mos. drv. 70-80% FAS. EAST
JORD.A^N LUMBER CO., East Jordan, Mich.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 8/4. KERRY & HANSON

FLOORING CO., Grayling. Mich.
NO. 2 COM., 8/4". MASON-DONAXiDSON

LUMBER CO., Rhinelander, Wis.
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HARDWOODS FOR SALE
COM. & BTR., 4/4", 4" & up, all Igths., 8

mos. dry. MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

FAS, 6/4 & 8/4"; NO. 1 C, 6/4 & 8/4"; NO.
2 C, 6/4 & 8/4"; NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4". J. V.
STIMSON, Huntingburg, Ind.

MAPLE—SOFT
FAS, 4/4", good wdths. 50% 14-16', 2 Vrs.

dry. ATLANTIC LUMBER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 6/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.,

€ mos. dry. E.AST JORDAN LUMBER CO.,
East Jordan, Mich.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4 & 6/4". MASON-DON-

ALDSOX LUMBER CO., Rhinelander, Wis.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 4/4, 8/4, 12/4 & 16/4".

RIEL-KADEL LUMBER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 12/4". J. V. STIMSON,

Huntingburg, Ind.

OAK—PLAIN RED
FAS, 4/4", av, wdths. * Igths.. 6 mos. dry.

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO.. Pitts-
burgh. Pa.
FAS & NO. 1 C, 3/4 & 4/4", good wdths.,

50% 14-16', 2 yrs. dr,y. ATLANTIC LUMBER
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C, 4/4". ATLAS LUMBER & MFG.

CO.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO. 2 C. 4/4". BABCOCK LUMBER CO..

Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 10/4", usual wdth. and Igth., S to IS mos.

•dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C. & BTR., 3/4 & 4 '4". BELLGRADELUMBER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.
FAS, li". thoroughly air-dried; NO. 1 C,

5/8", thoroughly air-dried. R. J. DARNELL,
INC.. Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 1 &. 2 C, 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth. PEN-

ROD, JURDEN & McCO\\'EN. Memphis. Tenn.
FAS, 4/4"; SELECTS, 4/4"; NO. 1 C, "A"

5/8" & 4/4". RUSSE & BURGESS, INC.,
Memphis, Tenn.

NO. 1 C. & BTR., 4/4-16/4", reg. wdth., std.
Igth.. IS mos. dry. YEAGER LUMBER CO..
Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED RED
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
COM. & BTR., 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 yr.

dry. FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis,
Tenn.
FAS, 5/4". 6 mos. dry; NO. 1 C, 5 '4", S mos.

dry. MAY^ BROS., IMempliis. Tenn

OAK—PLAIN WHITE
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, all 4/4", av.

wdths. & Igths.. 6 mos. dry, Kv. soft te.\ture
stock. AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

»,J^°V 1 ^- ^ '^'^S, 10/4. 12/4 & 16/4", green;
NO. 1 C. & BTR. SD. WORMY, 8/4". ATLASLUMBER & MFG. CO.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

t.t'^^V?.-^- *• ^'^'^- '*''<" BELLGRADE LUM-BER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
FAS 4/4". BLISS-COOK OAK CO., Bliss-

ville. Ark.
NO. 1 C. 12/4", usual wdth. and Igth., 1 to 2

VA\J^''y- BLAKE.S«LEE. PERRIN & DAR-
LING, Buffalo, N. Y.
NO. 2 C., Vi". thoroughly air-dried. R JDARNELL, INC., Memphis, Tenn.
SEL., 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 8 mos. dryFERGUSON & P.4LMER CO.rM.-mphis, TennFAS 4/4", good wdths. and Igths., 1 yr dry

J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO.. KnoxWlIe, Tenn
,.,^^\->~''''i-,^i*"-

^" ^ ""• all Isths., 8 mos. dry;
S?o'',9v-^'^''r' * * "P' =^11 Igths., 8 mos. drv;FAS, 10/4, 12/4 & 16/4", 6" & up, all Igths
fr^^iV' ^^^- ^/^"- 1"" & up, all Igths., 1 yr. drj'!MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO., Cincinnati
Ohio.

NO. 1, 2 & 3 C, all 4/4", reg. wdth & lethPENROD, JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis
Tenn. ^

, tt^' A ^' * P"'"^- 4/4-16/4", regr. wdth. &
W^is^^.r^'^^- ^^*">'- MEAGER LUMBER CO..
Buffalo, N. Y.

OAK—QUARTERED WHITE
FAS, NO. 1 C. & NO. 2 C, 4/4", av. wdth &

¥il',^;„'' •"°^- ^'^y- I"^y- soft texture stock.AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

r,i^^r?r^- f",
^^?-' '''"• BELLGRADE LUM-BER CO.. Memphis, Tenn.

n^°-Ji- ^°.^- HK ^ "P- BLISS-COOK OAK
CO., Blissvllle. Ark.

SEL. 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth., 1 yr. dry.FERGUSON & PALMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
,,^S® ^/''": CLEAR STRIPS 4/4", 2%" to 5%".HOFFMAN BROTHERS & CO., Ft. Wai^e
Ind.

FAS 4/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 1 yr. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4" to 5/4", reg. wdths. and Igth., 1

yr. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FAS & NO. 1 C, 5/8", 1 yr. dry; NO. 1 C,

4/4 & 5/4", 8 mos. dry. MAY BROS., Mem-
phis. Tenn. \.

FAS, 5/4", 10" & up, all Igths., 1 yr. dry;
CLEAR STRIPS, 5/4", 3" & up. all Igths., 1

yr. dry; SEL., 4/4-8/4", 5" & up, all Igths.. 8
mos. dry. MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO..
Cincinnati. Ohio.
NO. 1 C, 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.; CLEAR

& NO. 1 C. STRIPS, 4/4", reg. wdth. & Igth.
PENROD. JURDEN & McCOWEN, Memphis,
Tenn.
COM. & CLEAR STRIPS, 4/4". RUSSE &

BURGESS, IXC, Memphis, Tenn.
FAS, 4/4 & 6/4"; NO. 1 COM., 4/4, 5/4 &

6/4"; CLEAR STRIPS, 4/4", 21,2-3", 2¥,-Z\^.
2n-4V2 and 5 & SVi. J. V. STIMSON, Hunting-
burg, Ind.

OAK—MISCELLANEOUS
TBRS., PLKING. & BENDING OAK, special

Igths,. thicknesses & wdths.. green. AMERI-
CAN LU.MBER & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
BRIDGE PLANK, mixed, 8/4". BLISS-

COOK OAK CO., Blissville. Ark
NO. 3 C. pi. R. & W., 4/4". reg. wdth. & Igth.,

1 yr. dry. SD. WORMY QTD., R. & W.. 4/4",
reg. wdth. & Igth.. 18 mos. drv. FERGUSON
& P.\LMER CO., Memphis, Tenn.
NO. 2 C, 8/4", reg. wdth. and Igth., 3 yrs.

dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

POPLAR
PANEL, 4/4", 17" & up. av. Igth., 6 mos.

dry; FAS, 4/4", 7-17", av. Igth., 6 mos. dry;
SEL. & SAP., 4/4", av. wdth. .t Igth.. 6 mos.
:iry. all Ky. soft textured. .^MERICW.X LUM-
BER & MFG. CO.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 4/4" & 5/4". BABCOCK LURfBER CO.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.
FAS 5/8"; COM. & BTR. 4/4". HOFFMAN

BROTHERS CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
NO. 1 C. 4/4", 7" & up, 50% 14 & 16'. 6 to

12 mos. dry. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.
COM. & BTR., 5/8 & 4/4", ran. wdth. and

Igth., 6 to 8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
FAS, S/4". 7" & up, all Igths,. 8 mos. drv;

SEL., 6/4", 5" & up, all Igths., 8 mos. drv.
.VIOWBR.VY & ROBINSON CO., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
FAS 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; FAS

4/4". 12" & up, 60% 14 & 16'. 8 mos. dry; SAP
& SEL., 4/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry; SAP &.
SEL., 4/4", 12" & up, 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 1 C, 4/4 & 5/4", 50% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry;
NO. 2 C, 4/4". 60% 14 & 16', 8 mos. dry. NOR-
MAN LUMBER CO., Louisville. Ky.
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 5/8—16/4", std. wdth. &

Igth., 18 mos. dry. Y^EAGER LBR. CO., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

PINE YELLOW
NO. 1 C. & BTR. 8/4", 4 to 12", 10 to 16',

6 mos. dry, largely 14 & 16' and extra well
manufactured. J. M. LOGAN LBR. CO., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

WALNUT
NO. 2 C. 4/4", usual wdth. -and Igth., 1 yr.

dry. BLAKESLEE, PERRIN & DARLING,
Buffalo, N. Y.
COM. & BTR. 4/4 to 8/4". HOFFMAN

BROS. CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
FAS & NO. 1 C. 5/8 to 8/4", very dry. HUD-

DLESTON-MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chi-
cago, 111.

COM. & BTR. 4/4", ran. wdth. and Igth., 6 to
8 mos. dry. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS.
Louisville. Ky.

FLOORING—MAPLE
PRIME 1-1/16x4", 13/16x4"; FCTY. 1/I6x2>4;

NO. 1 13/16XH4"; CLEAR 13/16x1%, 1-1/16X
3V4". KERRY & HANSON FLOORING CO.,
Grayling. Mich.

VENEER—FACE
GUM—RED

QTD., FIG'D, any thickness. LOUISVILLEVENEER MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
CLEAR 3/16" and 'A". 20" wide, 60" long,

Kiln dried, rotary cut; FAS, QTD. FIG., 1/8",
6" & up, 12 to 16, kiln dried. EVANSVILLEVENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. THE DEAN-SPICKER

CO., Chicago, ni.

PLAIN & FIGURED, 1/28 to 1,'4", Mexican
and African. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MA-
HOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

' ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER
MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL Southern hardwoods, rotary cut, any

thickness, any size. PENROD, JURDEN &
McCOWEN, Memphis, Tenn.

OAK—PLAIN
FAS RED, 1/S", 6" & up, 12 to 16', kiln

dried. EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evans-
ville, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

OAK—QUARTERED
WHITE, anv thickness, sawed or sliced.

THE DEAN-SPICKER CO., Chicago. 111.

FAS, WHITE, l/.S", 6" & up, 12 to 16, kiln
dried; FAS, WHITE, 1/20", 1/16", 6" & up
wide, # & up long, kiln dried, sawed. EVANS-
VILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
CLEAR 1/8", 12 to 16", 14', kiln dried.

EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Ind.
ANY thickness, any size, rotary, QTD., cut

or sliced. PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
CO., Kansas City, Mo.

WALNUT
ANY thickness, sawed or sliced, THE

DEAN-SPICKER CO.. Chicago, 111.

ALL thicknesses, sawed. HOFFMAN BROS.
COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.
SL. & RTRY. CUT. HUDDLESTON-

MARSH MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

ANYTHING in walnut, veneers, pi. & flg.,

rty. and sliced. PICKREL WALNUT CO., St.

Louis, Mo.

CROSSBANDING AND
BACKING

GUM
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

POPLAR
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

PANELS AND TOPS
BIRCH

STOCK SIZES, 1/4. 6/16 & 3/8", good IS
and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOQ-
ANT CO.. Chicago. 111.

GUM
QTD. FIG., any thickness. LOUISVILliB

VENEER Mills, Louisvllle, Ky.

MAHOGANY
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville, Kv,
STOCK SIZES, 1/4, 6/16 & 3/8", good IS

and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH MAHOG-
ANY CO., Chicago, III.

OAK
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS. LouLsvllle, Ky.
PL. & QTD. 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8", stock sizes,

Good IS and 2S. HUDDLESTON-MARSH
MAHOGANY CO., Chicago, 111.

WALNUT
ANY thickness. LOUISVILLE VENEER

MILLS, Louisville. Ky.
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Advertisers ' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Manufac-
turing Company 39

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. .4

Barnaby. Charles H 6-40

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling 4

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 15

Brown Land & Lumber Co 42

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 4

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

ESast Jordan Lumber Co 50

Elias, G., & Bro 4

Fathauer, Theo., Company
Foster Bros 50

Hanson, R. & Sons 3

Hoffman Bros. Company 6-16

Jackson & Tindle

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co

King, W. O., & Co 15

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The 13

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co..

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 4

Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Co...

Miller, Sturm & Miller 4

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 6-40

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company 38

Palmer & Parker Co

Stack Lumber Company 39

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 4

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co l'<

Stimson, J. V 6-52

Sullivan, T. & Co 4

Taylor & Crate 4

Tegge Lumber Co 43

Von Platen Lumber Company. . SO

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 3

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon 38

Wood-Mosaic Company 6

Yeager Lumber Company, Inc.. 4

Young, W. D., & Co 13

OAK.
See Lists of Manufacturers on

pages 6-7

Lenox Saw Mill Company 39

Long-Bell Lumber Company. .. 7-42

Mowbray & Robinson Company 6-40

POPLAR.
Anderson-TuUy Company 2-12

Arlington Lumber Company. . .6-38

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Company 2-12

Bellgrade Lumber Company. . . 11

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 6-42

Bonner, J. H., & Sons '6-11

Brown, Geo. C, & Co ' H
Brown & Hackney, Inc 11

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co. 6

Coulson Lumber Company 11

Darnell, R. J., Inc 10

Dooley, F. T., Lumber Co 12

Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 12

GayoSo Lumber Company 10

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Company 7-11

May Bros 12

Memphis Band Mill Co :712
Mossman Lumber Company... 1

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 6-12-44

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 10

Probst Lumber Company .... 46

Riel-Kadel Lumber Company. . 12

Russe & Burgess, Inc 11

Sondheimer, E., Co 11

Stark, James E., & Co 12

Stimson, J. V 6-52

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co.. 10

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 10

Three States Lumber Company7-52

Wheeler, J. W., & Co 6-10

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 39

Anderson-Tully Company.... 2-12

Arlington Lumber Company 6-38

Atlantic Lumber Co., Buffalo.. 4

Atlas Lumber & Manufacturing
Company 42

Babcock Lumber & Land Co. .

.

8

Baker-Matthews Lumber Co 16

Beaumont Lumber Company 16

Bellgrade Lumber Company 11

Bliss-Cook Oak Company '6-4i

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling... 4

Bonner, J. H., & Sons '7-11

Boyle, Inc., Clarence 15

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 11

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lbr. Co.. 6

Brown & Hackney, Inc 11

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. 4

Bu.skirk-Rutledge Lumber Co..

.

Coulson Lumber Co 11

Crane, C, & Co 42

Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Co

Darnell, R. J., Inc 10

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co
Dooley, F. T., Lumber Company 12

Dudley Lumber Company 10

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 6-12-44

Penrod, Jurden & McCowen... 10

Probst Lumber Company 46

Riel-Kadel Lumber Co 12

Russe & Burgess, Inc 11

Salt Lick Lumber Company. . .6-15

Smith, Payson Lumber Co 41

Sondheimer, E., Company 11

Standard Hardwood Lumber
Company 4

Stark, James E., & Co 12

Stimson, J. V., Hardwood Co...' 10

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 10

Sullivan, T., & Co 4

Swain-Roach Lumber Co 6-43

Taylor & Crate 4

Three States Lumber Co 7-52

Utley-Holloway Company 15

Vestal Ltmiber & Manufactur-
ing Co S

Wheeler, J. W., & Co '6-10

Whitmer, Wm., & Sons 3

Willett, W. R., Lumber Co
Willson Bros. Lumber Co 3

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon 38

Yeager Lumber Co., Inc 4

VENEERS AND PANELS.
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co. 50

Anderson-Tully Company 2-12

Dean- Spicker Company, The... 24

Eggers, F., Veneer Seating Co. 3i)

Evansville Veneer Company. .

.

25

Hoffman Bros., Company 6-16

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co

Louisville Veneer Mills 28

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co

Nickey Bros., Inc 22

Northwestern Cooperage & Lbr.

Company 38

Ohio Veneer Company 42

Palmer & Parker Co
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co... 1

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Elias, G., & Bro 4 Rayner, J., Company 15

Fathauer, Theo., Company
Ferguson & Palmer Company.. 12

Gayoso Lumber Company 10

Goodlander-Robertson Lumber
Company 7-11

Hoffman Brothers Company. .. 6-16

Jones, G. W., Lumber Co

Lenox Saw Mill Company 39

Little River Lumber Company. 8

Little Rock Lumber & Mfg. Co. 6-14

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 7-8

Long-Bell Lumber Company.. 7-42

May Bros 12

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 4

Memphis Band Mill Company. 7-12

Mercadal, E. A., Lumber Co...

Stark, James E., & Co 12

St. Louis Basket & Box Co 23

Stimson Veneer & Lumber Co. 10

Wisconsin Veneer Company...
Wood-Mosaic Company 6

Horner, William 13

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. 50

Long-Bell Lumber Company. . 7-42

Mason-Donaldson Lumber Co. .

.

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Northwestern Cooperage &
Lumber Company 38

Salt Lick Lumber Company. 6-15

Stearns Salt & Lumber Co 13

Wilce, T., Company, The 15

Young, W. D., & Co 13

SAWS, KNIVES, ETC.

Atkins, E. C. & Co 61

Hill-Curtis Company

SAWMILL MACHINERY
Hill-Curtis Co •

Sinker-Davis Company 45

Soule Steam Feed Works 52

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company

Mershon, W. B., & Co

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Clyde Iron Works 5

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co. 14

FANS.

Clarage Fan Company. 52

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Company 16

Grand Rapids Veneer Works.. 14

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 15

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut.

Ins. Company 43

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company 4 J

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company 43

Lumberman's Mut. Ins. Co 43

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's
Mut. Fire Ins. Company 43

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC. TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Co Lauderburn, D. E 46

Evansville Veneer Company. . . 28 McDonald, Thomas J 46

Hartzell, Geo. W 25

Hoffman Brothers Company. . .'6-16

Huddleston-Marsh Mahogany
Co

Mengel, C. C, & Bro. Co
Otis Manufacturing Company... 37

Palmer & Parker Co.

Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co... 1

Pickrel Walnut Company 29

Purcell, Frank 41

Miller, Sturm & Miller 4 j^^yner, J., Company 15

Mossman Lumber Company... 10

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 6-40

Nickey Bros.. Inc

Norman Lum)-er Company
22

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Bliss-Cook Oak Company.^. . . 6-42

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Sanborn & Gearheart 46

TIMBERLANDS.
Lacey, James D., & Co
Lacey, James D., Timber Co... 46

Lauderburn, D. E 46

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.

Childs, S. D., & Co 15

Dry Kiln Door Carrier Co 16

Ideal Coated Paper Co 24

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 15

Perkins Glue Company 28
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It Tells Just What the Consumers Use
ANY hardwood or veneer man considers his personal knowledge of the requirements of his own

trade his greatest asset.

But he realizes that if that knowledge is confined to a limited number of concerns his sales will be the same year

after year. Hence to grow he must acquire more knowledge regarding other possible customers. •'

Do you as a seller of hardwoods or veneers think it is good business to invest years of your time and quantities

of your money to gather that knowledge when you can get logically collated first-hand and absolutely live and

authentic information on thousands of such consumers and can have the use of it immediately after application?

The cost is nominal and the service is elastic in its form and can be made to fit your peculiar requirements

exactly. Write now and get the benefit of the annual corrections.

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO, ILL.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany & Qtd.-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

ATTENTION
"CHIEF BRAND" Maple and Birch Flooring

in all standard widths, grades and
thicknesses, is just what you are
looking for on that particular order.
Write us, and we wUl convince you.

Kerry& Hanson Flooring Co.
Grayling, Michigan

We are members of the Uaple Flooring Manufaotureri A.at'n.

We have the following dry stock to offer:
1

30,000 Ft. 4-4 N. 2 Com. and Btr. Soft Elm

40,000 Ft. 8-4 N. 2 Com. and Btr. Soft Elm

. Prices on request

Let us have your inquiries.

FOSTER BROS., Tomahawk, Wis.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

We Offer for Prompt Shipment
600 M feet 4/4 No. 2 C. & B. Beech
34 M feet S/8 No. 3 C. Beech
19 M ieet 4/4 No. 3 C. Beech

150 M feet 6/4 No. 3 C.Beech
52M feel 4/4 No. 2 C. & B. Birch
32 M feet 4/ 4 No. 3 C. Birch
50 M feet 6 4 No. 2 C. & B. Maple
150 M feet 8 4 No. 2 C. & B. Maple
50 M feet 5/4 No. 2 C. & B. Maple

DRY- STOCK
Write us for prices today

East Jordan Lumber Co.
Manufacturers "IMPERIAL" Maple Flooring

East Jordan Michigan

VON PLATEN LUMBER COMPANY
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The Start in 1857

Canadian Factory,

Hamilton, Ont.

ATKINS SILVER
STEEL SAWS

are more than ordinary Saws—they're quality saws. Experience has
taught you that the highest in Quality is the lowest in Price.

We have upheld the quality of SILVER STEEL SAWS for over sixty

years. The result is a powerful organization which offers you real Saw
Service through a system of well stocked branch houses and agencies.

Use ATKINS SAWS and save money.

E. C. Atkins & Company, Inc.
The Silver Steel People

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.

Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.

Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks in the following cities:

Atlanta
Chicago

Minneapolis
New Orleani

Memphis
New York City

Portland. Ore.
San Francisco

Seattle
Paris, France

Vancouver, B. C-
Sydney. N. S. W.

All Three of Us Will Be Benefited if You Mention HARDWOOD RECORD



Preparedness
We have mobilized for an emergency

It is well that consumers of lum-

ber familiarize themselves with

conditions for an emergency.

If So

When the crisis comes and you need

dry, well manufactured lumber amd

need it badly, you are prepared,

having familiarized yourselves with

the quality and character of lumber

produced by

STIMSON MILLS
J. V. Stimson Huntingburg, Ind.

Stimton Veneer & Lbr. Co MempkU, Tana.

J. V. StimtoD Hardwood Co., Memphis, Tenn., & Helena, Ark.

Hiree States Lumber Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
BAND MILL: BURDETTE, ARK.

The Following Is a List of a Few of the Items We
Now Have in Stock:

Dry, Ready for Prompt Shipment
COTTONWOOD

3 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12".

4 cars V/i" No. 1 cominon.
2 cars Xy^" Fas.
3 cars 2" Fas.

GUM
5 cars 1" boxboards, 13" to 17".

5 cars 1" boxboards, 8" to 12".

6 cars 1" Fas. Sap.
5 cars 1" No. 1 Com. Sap.
5 cars l',4" Fas. Sap.
2 cars I" No. I Com. Red.
1 car 1V4" Fas. Red.
2 cars IH" No. 1 Com. Red.
2 cars 2" Fas. Quartered Red.
1 car 2" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red.

OAK
5 cars 1" Fas. Plain Red
3 cars VA" Fas, Plain Red
3 cars V/z" Fas. Plain Red
S cars 1" No. 1 Com. Plain Red
2 cars VA" No. 1 Com. PI. Red
1 car 11/2" No. 1 Com. PI. Red

ASH
cars 1" Fas. White
car IV4 ' Fas. White
cars 1" No. 1 Com. White

ELM
cars 2" Log Run
car 2' ." Log Run
cars 3" Log Run

ORDER NOW WHILE WE HAVE A SUPPLY OF EMPTY CARS.
NEXT MONTH THE CROPS WILL BE MOVING AND CARS
FOR LUMBER LOADING WILL BE SCARCE.

Kalamazoo
Cast Iron Fans

28 Fans in One
7 Different Discharges

Pulley on Either Side

Single or Double Inlet

IF YOU NEED A SMALL
EXHAUST FAN O R BLOWER
WRITE FOR CATALOG R-12

d^ARAGE FaN 0MPANY.
HCATING.VENTILATING S DRYING ENGINEERS.

KALAMAZOO-MICHIGAN-U. S. A.

SOULE
Steam Feed

Designed for the

sawmill by a mill-

man.

It will not use ex-

cessive steam and
gives instant and
positive control.

Our prices are
actually, not rela-

tively, low.

It has positively increased
capacity from 10 to 50 per cent

SOULE STEAM FEED WORKS
MERIDIAN, MISS.

DRUM OUTFITS, STACKERS, POWER TIMBER HANDLERS,
LATHES, DOGS ;»ND OTHER MILL EQUIPMENT
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